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Aerodynamicdata for the DFVLR R4 airfoilare presentedin both graphicand
_ tabular form. The R4 was tested in the Langley O.3-Meter Transonic Cryogenic
Tunnel (TCT) at Mach numbers from 0.60 to O.78,at angles of attack from -2.0 to
4 8.0 degrees. The airfoilwas tested at Reynoldsnumbersof 4, 6, 10, 15, 30, and







A cooperative airfoil research program has been established between the U.S.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the Deutsche Forschungs-
und Versuchsanstalt fur Luft- und Raumfahrt e. V. (DFVLR). The two-dimensional J_
test section of the Langley O.3-Meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel (TCT), with its
unique test envelope and high Reynolds number capability, is being utilized for
this program. This cooperative effort between NASAand the DFVLRwill produce _,
flight equivalent Reynolds number data on advanced supercritical type airfoils
designed in the Federal Republic of Germany. The R4 airfoil has been tested as a
part of this ongoing cooperative program. The data obtained during these tests "_
are presented herein without analysis. The integrated aerodynamic coefficients
are presented in graphic form. The surface pressure distributions as well as the
integrated coefficients are presented in tabular form.
t
SYMBOLS
ALPHA, _ angle of attack, degrees
c , model chord length,152.32n_n
CD2,1,3,4,5 drag force coefficients
CDCOR2,1,3,4,5 correcteddrag force coefficients
CM,cm quarterchord pitchingmoment coefficient
CN,cn normal force coefficient
Cp pressurecoefficient
MLOC local Mach number
M,INF averagefree-streamMach number
PT averagetotal pressure,PSI
(i PSI = 6.895kPa)
P,L/PT instantaneousstatic to total pressure ratio
R,RC Reynoldsnumber based on chord
TT total temperature,K
X coordinatealong chord, mm
Z coordinateperpendicularto chord, mm
Wind Tunnel
Tests of the DFVLR R4 airfoil were conductedin the Langley20- by 60-cm
two-dimensionaltest sectioninsert of the 0,3-m TCT. The O.3-m TCT is a
continuousflow, fan driven,transonictunnel which uses nitrogengas as the test
medium. As detailedin referenceI, the tunnel with the two-dimensionaltest-
sectioninsert, is capableof operatingat temperaturesvaryingfrom about 78K to
about 340K and stagnationpressuresrangingfrom slightlygreaterthan 1.0
atmosphereup to 6.0 atmospheres. Mach number can be varied from about 0.20 to
0.90. The abilityto operateat cryogenictemperaturescombinedwith the six-
atmospherepressure capabilityprovidesan extremelyhigh Reynoldsnumber
capabilityat relativelylow model loadings. For this test, slottedwalls were
installedfor the floor and ceilingto help reducemodel blockage. More
informationon the O.3-m TCT's design and operationalcapabilitiescan be found
in references1 and 2. Informationon the use of nitrogenas a test gas can be
found in reference3.
The two-dimensionaltest sectioncontainscomputerdriven angle-of-attack
and momentum rake systems. The angle of attack system is capable of varyingthe
angle of attack over a range of about 400. The momentum rake, locatedjust down-
stream of the airfoil (see figure 1), providesup to six total pressure
measurementsacross the span of the model and can traverseverticallyfrom about
one chord above to about one-halfchord below the model. Integrationof these
pressuremeasurementsprovidesthe wake drag coefficient. The comparisonof
these five spanwisepressuremeasurementsprovidesa mechanismfor determining
the extent of two dimensionalityin the flow. For this test, it was necessaryto
specifythe upper and lower boundariesof the airfoilwake and the number of
pressure readingsto be recordedwithinthe wake for each set of conditions
tested.
Model
The R4 was designedat the Deutsche Forschungs-und Versuchsanstaltfur
Luft- und Raumfahrt (DFVLR)at Braunschweigin the FederalRepublicof Germany
(West Germany). This airfoil is of the supercriticaltype and has a maximum
thicknessto chord ratio of 0.135 _th a blunt trail edge of 0.005 chord
thickness. The airfoilshape is given in figure 2.
The model tested has a chord of 152.32mm (5.997in.) and was constructedof
V2A 14301 stainlesssteel (similarin propertiesto AISI304stainlesssteel).
The model was constructedby DFVLR'sTechnicalServiceDivisionat Goettingen,
the FederalRepublicof Germany. The mode] was fabricatedin two parts and these
parts were brazed together. The surfacepressuretubing was placed inside the
mode] by trenchingthe joining surfacesbefore the two parts were brazed. The
static pressure orificeswere made by drilling0.3 _n holes normal to the model
surfaceto meet these internaltubes. There are 31 static pressureorifices on ,
the model upper surfaceand 19 orificeson the lower surface. The fabrication
procedurewas the same for both the R4 and CAST 10-2 reportedin reference4
which also gives additionalinformationon the procedure.
Measurementsby both DFVLR and the NationalAeronauticsand Space #
Administration(NASA)Langleyindicatedthat the model as deliveredto Langley
had three minor defects. These defectswere: (1) a slighterror in the shape of
the leadingedge; (2) a surface finish greaterthan 0.5 _m (20 _in.) rms; and (3)
a coordinatetolerancegreaterthan the desired+_0.0254mm (±.001 in.). The
model was reworkedat Langleyto the (DFVLR)specifications. This rework
resulted in a model which was 152.32nln(5.997in.) in length with a surface
finish in the range of 0.102 to 0.2 _,m(4 to 8 p in.). The model still was not
• within the desired .0254mm (0.001 in.) of the design valves of the R4
coordinates. The upper surface,in general,was thinnerthan the design
values. In fact, the first 2.95 percentwas thinner by as much as 0.258 mm
(.0101in.). The lower surface,on the other hand, was generallythickerthan
the design values with excursionsas great as 0.038 mm (.0015in.). The total
contour of the model was smoothand continuous. The measuredcoordinatesof the
model are given in Table I and the orifice locationsare given in Table II.
TESTS
These tests had a Mach number range of 0.60 to 0.78 and an angle-of-attack
range of -2.0 to 8.0 degrees. The test Reynoldsnumberswere 4, 6, 10, 15, 30,
and 40 million based on the 152.32mm (5.997 in.) model chord.
As previouslymentioned,the airfoildrag coefficientis determinedusing
the wake rake shown in figure 1. For the presenttests, the rake containedfive
active pitot tubes. Pitot tube number one was located12.7 mm to the right of
the tunnel midspan. Pitot tube number 2 was on the tunnel midspan; number 3 was
12.7 mm to the left of the tunnel midspan;number 4 was 38.1 mm to the left of
the tunnel midspan; and number 5 was 50.8 mm to the left of the tunnel midspan.
The tubes had an outsidediameterof 1.52 mm (0.060in.) and an insidediameter
of 1.02 mm (0.040in.). The three static tubes of the wake rake were not used.
However, nine static pressureswere measuredon the sidewalloppositethe wake
rake. The nine static pressureports are arrangedwith one port midway between
the tunnel floor and ceilingand four each spaced 25.4 mm apart above and below
this midpoint. Both the pitot and static pressuremeasurementswere made in a
plane locatedabout 183 mm (1.2c)downstreamof the model trailing-edge.
PRESENTATIONOF DATA
The test data for the R4 airfoil are presentedin both tabular and graphic
form. In Table Ill, the averagetest conditions,surfacepressuredistributions,
and the integratedaerodynamiccoefficientsare given. Integratedcoefficients
are given in figures3 through8.
Table Ill gives surfacepressuresin terms of both Cp and P/PT. The local
Mach numbers correspondingto the surfacepressuresare also given. This table
contains ten values of drag force coefficientsof one base value and one
correctedvalue for each of the five active pitot tubes. The correctedvalues
were obtained by the method describedin reference5. Table Ill gives 38 upper
_' surfacepressuresin additionto the 31 values previouslymentioned. Sixteenof
the additionalvalues are locatedin a spanwiserow at the 50 percent of chord.
The remaining22 values come from two additionalchordwiserows of eleven
pressure orifices.
The graphs of figures3 through8 containsonly the correcteddrag force
coefficientderived from the pitot tube locatedat the span centerline(tube
number 2). This midspan value is consideredto be the preferredmeasurement.
The data of Table III are arrangedin the order of increasingReynolds
number. At each nominalReynoldsnumber,the data are ordered in terms of
increasingMach number and, at each Mach number,listed with increasingangle of
attack.
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
As a part of an ongoingcooperativeairfoil researchprogram betweenthe
U.S. NationalAeronauticsand Space Administration(NASA)and the Deutsche
Forschungs-und Versuchsanstaltfur Luft- und Raumfahrte. V. (DFVLR),a model of
the DFVLR R4 airfoil has been tested in the NASA LangleyO.3-m Transonic
CryogenicTunnel (TCT). The tests were made at Mach numbers from 0.60 to 0.78 at
angles of attack from -2.0 to 8.0 degreesat Reynoldsnumbersof 4, 6, 10, 15,
30, and 40 million based on the 152.32mm chord. The resultsof these tests are
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TABLE I. - AIRFOIL COORDINATES
Upper Surface
×/c ] z/c ×ic z/c
l
.0001 I .0043 .3887 .0696
.0005 I .0063 .3997 .0696
.0011 I .0079 .4197 .0695
.0016 1 .0093 .4397 .0692
.0021 [ .0103 .4597 .0688
.0045 ! .0140 .4797 .0683
.0095 .0197 .4997 .0676
, .0145 .0240 .5197 .0668
.0195 .0276 .5398 .0659
.0245 .0305 .5598 .0648
.0295 .0532 .5798 .0636
.0545 .0355 .5998 .0622
.0395 .0576 .6198 .0606
.0445 .0595 .6398 .0588
.0495 .0409 .6598 .0568
.0545 .0423 .6798 .0545 t
.0595 .0456 .6998 .0519
.0645 .0449 .7199 .0490
.0695 .0460 .7399 .0459
.0795 .0480 .7599 .0426
.0995 .0515 .7799 .0391
.1195 .0545 .7999 .0354
.1395 .0570 .8199 .0315
.1596 .0592 .8399 .0273
.1796 .0611 .8599 .0231
.1996 .0628 , .8799 .0186
.2196 .0643 .8999 .0140
.2396 .0655 .9200 .0093
.2596 .0666 .9400 .0043
.2796 .0675 .9600 --.0008
.2996 .0683 .9800 --.0062
.3196 .0688 .9850 -.0076
.3397 .0692 .9900 -.0090
.3597 .0695 .9950 -.0104 -
.3797 .0696 1.0000 -.012!
TABLE I. -- AIRFOIL COORDINATES(Concluded)
Lower SuffGce
' x/o z!o x/o z/c
.0005 --.0019 .3997 -.0640
.0011 -.0033 .4197 -.0635
.0023 -.0056 .4397 --.0629
.0045 -.0084 .4597 -.0621
.0095 -.0126 .4797 -.0611
.0145 -.0157 .4897 -.0605
.0195 -.0184 .5047 -.0596
.0245 -.0207 .5248 -.0581
.0295 -.0227 .5448 -.0564
.0345 -.0245 .5648 -.0545
.0395 -.0262 .5848 -.0524
.0445 -.0278 .6048 -.0500
.0495 --.0292 .6248 -.0473
.0545 -.0306 .6448 -.0444
.0595 -.03!9 .6648 -.0412
.0645 -.0331 .6848 -.0377
.0695 -.0343 .7048 -.0339
.0745 -.0354 .7249 -.0302
.0795 -.0364 .7449 -.0264
.0995 -.0404 .7649 -.0227
.1195 -.0439 .7849 -.0192
.1395 -.0470 .8049 -.0159
.1596 -.0499 .8249 -.0131
.1796 -.0525 .8449 -.0107
.1996 -.0548 .8649 -.0090
.2!96 -.0569 .8849 -.0079
.2396 -.0587 .9050 -.0074
.2596 -.0603 .9250 -.0076
.2796 -.0616 .9450 -.0085
.2996 -.0627 .9650 -.0105
•3196 --.0634 .9850 -.0138
•3597 --.0639 .9900 -.0149
•3597 -.0642 .9950 -.0161
• .3797 -.0642 1.0000 -.0172
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TABLE II . - ORIFICE LOCATIONS
Upper Surace Lower Surface
×/c z/c ×/o z/o
.0000 .0008 .0000 .0008
.0040 .0141 .0040 -.0075 "
.0080 .0191 .0080 -.0113
.0150 .0255 .0230 -.0199
.0250 .0320 .0500 -.0292
.0400 .0388 .!000 -.0402
.0600 .0448 .1500 --.0482
.0800 .0490 .2000 -.0547
.1000 .0524 .2500 -.0595 '
.1400 .0579 .3500 -.0640
.1800 .0619 .4500 -.0624
.2200 .0650 .5500 -.0559
.2600 .0675 .6500 -.0436
.3000 .0690 .7500 -.0253
.5400 .0700 .8000 -.0165
.3800 .0703 .8500 -.0102
.4200 .0702 .9000 -.0074
.4600 .0696 .9500 -.0090














In the followingtable, asterisks(******)indicatesbad data.
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TABLE III. - R-4 Test Results
IEST 137 PT 3_.828& PSI CN ,2530 CD1 .0_854 CDCORI ,00806
RUN 1 T] gho,318b K C_ -.1172 CDZ ,0_875 ¢DCORZ *00829
POINT 1 RC N,0144 _ILLI_N CC ,0133 C03 ._0785 CDCOR3 *U0751
MACH .6005 C04 .00634 CDCOR4 *00602
ALPHA -2*0047 DEG CC5 .00677 CDCOR5 *00543
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_L/P1 HLOC XlC CP PpLIPI RLOC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT HLOC
0.0000 .9976 .9820 .1657 0.0000 ,9976 *6820 ,1657 *5060 .4921 -.4731 ,5893 ,7683
o0040 .8122 .9442 .2n72 .0_0 .07qO .7988 .5752 .50Gb .4265 -.464b .5883 .7699
.0080 .5692 .8923 .4063 °0080 .2791 .8387 .5072 .50DG .3609 -.4774 .6o93 .7484
.0150 ,1993 ,u231 .5343 .0230 -.2325 .7370 .6744 .5000 .2953 -.4815 .6_83 .7499
.0250 -.1460 .7544 °6470 .0500 -.3362 .7161 .7U70 *5000 .2297 -.4930 .8865 .7527
.0400 -.3990 .7066 .7251 .1000 -.3454 .7147 .7092 .5C00 .1640 -.4937 .b_61 .7533
.0600 -,4553 ,6930 ,74Zfl .L53J -,3616 .7121 ,7L3Z .50_ .0984 -.4874 .6866 .7525
.0800 -.4433 .6960 .7J79 .2000 -.4004 .7040 .7256 .5000 .0328 -.4885 .6862 .7531
.1000 -,4376 ,69_5 ,7373 ,2500 -.4165 .7UIZ ,7300 .SOuO -.032_ -,4892 .6869 ,7521
,1400 -.4313 .6975 .7356 .3500 -o4225 .6996 .7325 .5000 -.G9_4 -.4967 .68%6 *7555
.1800 -.%669 .6953 .7361 .4500 -.365_ .7_50 .7087 .5000 -.1640 -.5030 .6831 .7579
=2200 -.4457 .6950 .7365 .5500 -.2515 .7334 .5803 .5000 -.2297 -.4988 .6837 .7569
*Z600 -.6476 .6944 ,74¢4 .6503 -°0800 ,7679 ,6Z54 .5000 -,2953 -,68Z8 .68T0 .75Z0
.3000 -.47§5 .6901 .7%72 .7_00 .1917 .8212 .5375 *5000 -.3609 -.4941 .6851 .7549
.3400 -*%658 o691o .7448 .80o0 .2890 .8404 .5041 .5000 -.4265 -.4897 .6862 .7531
.3800 -.4702 .6905 .74_5 .8500 .3603 .85_0 .4779 *5000 -.4921 -.4851 .6870 .7519
.4ZOO -.4762 .6898 .747_ .9500 .3953 .P617 .4657 *C605 .2992 -.3875 .7073 .7206
.4600 -.%887 .6871 .751e .95d0 .4_04 .8627 .4638 .1400 .2992 -.4282 .6997 .7322
.5000 -.6953 .6850 .7549 1.0000 .1366 .8110 .5549 .2200 .2992 -.6422 .6968 .7368
°5400 -.6984 .6843 .7561 *3000 ,2992 -.4511 .5961 °7409
.5800 -.5061 .6835 °7573 *3800 °2992 -.4703 .6913 .7453
*6200 -.5198 .6800 *7626 .4600 .2992 -*6776 *6900 *7673
,6600 -.5203 .6796 .7632 °5600 ,2992 -.4874 .6879 .7504
.7000 -o4806 .8874 .7513 .6250 .2992 -.5081 .6830 .7580
.7500 -o4135 .7007 .7307 *7000 .2992 -.6773 °6896 .7479
.8000 -.3328 .7171 .7055 .8000 .2992 -.3294 .7189 .7026
,8500 -.2343 .7368 .67_7 .900C .2992 -.1435 .7555 .6452
,9000 -.1350 .7564 ,6438 ,IGUb .2362 -.3%16 .7157 .7075
,9500 -.0166 .78Cl .6J58 .2C00 .2362 -.3867 .7060 .7196
.9750 .0530 .7967 .581_ .3_U0 .2362 -*4090 *7023 .7283
1.0000 .2366 .8110 .5549 *4500 .2362 -.3380 .7171 .7053
.5_00 .2362 -.2528 o7339 .6792
°6500 *2362 -.0856 °7674 .6263
.750U .2362 .1817 .8200 .5395
*8000 ,2362 ,2891 ,8407 .5036
,8500 *7362 .3557 .8544 .4790
,9000 ,2362 .3889 ,8610 .4669
,950_ .2362 ,3547 ,8539 ,4800
TEST 137 PT 30.8283 PSI CN .3718 CDL .00864 CDCORI .00835
RUN 1 TT 28U.1881 K C_ -.1179 Cog .00916 CDCOR2 *00870
POINT 2 RC 4,0284 'qILLION CC .0132 CD3 .00837 CDCOR3 .00802
MACH .60Z9 (204 .0C661 CDCOR% *006Z9
ALPHA -*9979 OEG C05 .00667 CDCOR5 *00625
UPPER '_URFACE LOWER SURFXCE SPANWI$E
XlC CP P_LIPT HLO¢ XIC CP P,_LIPI MLOC XlC YIC CP P_,LI P']" ,qLOC
0*0000 1.0790 .9969 .0668 0.0000 1.0790 .9969 .0668 .5000 .4921 -.5078 .6810 .7611
*00%0 .6384 .9083 .3729 .0040 .3451 .85u5 .4861 .5000 .4265 -.5177 .6793 .7637
.0080 ,*3565 .853_ .4811 .0080 *5568 .8930 .%050 *5000 .3009 -*5302 *6766 .7679
*0250 -.0266 * 776(. *61;'5 *023_ -.0024 .7805 *6052 *5000 .2953 -.5298 .6766 *7679
*0250 -.3974 *7033 *7Z68 *0500 -.1590 *7482 ,6569 .5000 .2297 -.5355 .6750 .7703
.0400 -.6479 .6529 ._043 .1000 -.2138 .7390 .6712 .500o .1640 -.5340 .6744 .7712
.0600 -.6644 .6497 ._Oq2 .1500 -.2556 .7314 ,6831 • _G(.O .(;966 -.5338 .6750 .7704
.0800 -*6203 .6591 .7947 *ZOO0 -.3106 .7202 .7006 *5000 .0328 -.5369 .6742 .7715
.1000 -.5905 .6669 .7_5_ .25L)0 -.3412 .7131 .7116 .500(. -._3_8 -.5365 .6738 .7722
.1400 -,5451 *6732 .7731 .3500 -.3643 *7099 .7166 *5000 -,0984 -,5378 ,6746 .7709
.1800 -.5490 .67-_ 8 .7737 .4500 -.2991 .72;'4 .6972 *50u_ -. 1640 -.5347 .6751 .7702
*ZZO0 -.5392 .6753 .76_8 .5500 -.2222 .7376 .6732 .5000 -.2297 -.5305 *6755 .7696
.2600 -.5316 *6763 .7663 .6500 -.u6_6 .7702 .6217 .5000 -.2953 -.5291 .6756 .7_96
.3000 -.5500 .672 €) .773ta .7500 .2C50 .8232 .5362 .5000 -.36(,9 -.5253 .6766 .7678
*3%00 -._383 .6749 .770_ .8000 .3041 .8425 .5004 .5000 -.4265 -.5307 .6756 .7694
.3800 -,5339 .6758 .7691 .85_0 .3757 .,669 .4744 .SGOU -.4921 -* 5200 .6786 .7649
.4200 -.533_ .6754 .7698 .9000 .407A .8635 .4623 *0600 • 2992'* _'****_ 324.2919,* _'_.*** _.
.4600 -.5359 .6739 .77Z1 .9500 .4676 .66Z8 .4636 .14(..b .299Z -.5431 .6735 .7726
.5000 -.5413 *6735 .1727 1.0000 .1267 .8064 *5625 .2200 .2992 -.5377 .6750 .7703
.5400 -.5461 .6726 .7743 *3000 .2992 -.5274 .6771 .7672 _l.
.5800 -.5445 .6722 .7747 *3800 .29_Z -.5324 .6758 .7691
.b200 -.5562 .6710 .776_ *4600 *2(;92 -.5278 .67b2 .7686
*6500 -.5475 *6725 .774_ .5400 .299Z -.5338 *6751 *7702
.7000 -*5076 *6801 .7625 *6200 .2992 -*5442 *6732 .7731
,7500 -,4318 ,6951 ,73_5 ,70(,(, .2992 -, 5004 .6823 .7591
,8000 -.3412 .7134 .7112 ,8000 ,2_92 -.3380 .7143 .7098
.8500 -.2430 .73_* .6866 .9000 *2992 -.1494 *7525 .6500
.9000 -*1375 .7547 *_465 .1000 *236Z -.2177 .73P7 .6717 8
.9500 -,0172 .77P7 .oue:2 *200(, .2362 -.3069 ,7208 ,6997
.9750 *0519 ,7920 ._86 _, .3500 .2362 -.3480 ,7119 ,7135
1.0000 .1247 .8064 .5625 .%500 .23_2 -.2975 .7221 .6976
,_500 .2362 -,2214 .7375 .6736
*65(_0 ,2362 -.0621 ,7694 ,6230
.750C .2362 .1949 .8209 .5380
.8000 .2362 .3013 .8621 .5011
*8500 ,2362 .3687 .8554 .4772
*_OOO ,2362 ,60,?.3 .8618 .4656
,9_0u *236Z *3%33 ,8506 .4860
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 30._25_ P_I CN .4859 CDl .00937 COCORI .00888
RUM 1 T1 28u.3360 K CM -,i169 CDZ .00939 CDCORZ .00893
• POINT 3 RC 6._228 _ILLION CC .0091 C03 .G0908 CDCOR3 .00874
MACH ,b_24 004 ,OOTgg CD_OR4 ,00756
aLPHA *0204 OEG CD5 ,0078b COCORS ,00753
UPPER SURFACE LO=ER 3U_FACE 5PANgISE
X/C CP PtLIPT _LOC XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP P,L/PT HLOC
0.0000 1.1034 1.0020 O.uO00 0.0000 1.LG34 1.OOZO 0.0000 .5000 .4921 -.5566 .6711 .7763
•0040 ,416T ,8665 ,4§67 ,004_ .5536 ,u931 ,4o47 ,5000 ,4265 -,5661 ,6691 ,7794
4 ,0080 ,1142 ,6052 ,5633 ,0080 ,74q2 ,q315 ,3197 ,5000 ,3509 -,5710 ,6662 ,7808
,0150 -,2917 ,723O ,o253 ,OZ30 ,lqe_ ,SZZ_ *5353 ,5000 ,2953 -*5773 .6664 ,7e35
•0250 -*6712 ,6461 *a116 ,0500 *_010 ,7844 ,5986 ,5000 ,2227 -,5634 ,6655 ,7840
• 0400 -,9189 ,5966 ,886i ,1003 -,0947 ,7048 ,5304 ,5000 ,1640 -,5779 ,6675 ,7819
• 0600 -,8947 ,604_ ,8793 ,1500 -,1570 ,7522 ,6505 ,5000 ,0984 -,5819 ,6656 ,7832
• 0800 -,8045 ,6223 ,e514 ,ZOO0 -,2219 ,7384 ,%721 ,5000 ,0328 -*5832 .6661 ,7840
,1000 -,7525 ,6327 ,8353 ,2500 -,2670 ,7285 ,6876 ,500u -,0328 -,5824 ,6659 ,7843
,1400 -,6668 ,6489 ,81C4 ,3500 -,301E ,7219 ,6980 *5000 -,Oqb4 -,5869 ,6650 ,7858
• 1800 -,6549 ,6518 ,8059 ,450_ -,25q3 ,7301 ,6851 ,5060 -.1540 -,5798 ,6675 ,7817
,2200 -,6328 ,6663 ,79_1 ,55_0 -,1923 ,7440 ,6o34 .5000 -,2297 -,5771 ,6674 .7819
• 2600 -,6142 ,6596 ,7030 ,6_00 -.0414 ,7741 ,6155 ,5600 -,Z053 -,5780 ,6665 ,7833
• 3000 -*6ZZZ *_570 ,7066 ,7500 ,_141 ,8250 ,_ILL ,5000 -,3609 -,5753 ,6672 ,78Z4
• 3400 -16047 ,6614 ,7911 ._dOO ,3147 .8440 ,4967 ,5000 -.4255 -.5784 .0665 .7834
•3800 -*5955 *6627 ,7891 ,dSO0 ,3R86 ,eS_b ,4_95 *5000 -.4921 -,5651 ,6699 ,7782
,4200 -,5892 ,66_4 .7806 ,9000 ,4121 .8643 ,4609 ,0500 ,2292 -.7433 ,6335 ,83_2
•4600 -,5663 ,6656 .7d44 .9500 .4100 ,Ub3U ,4b17 ,1400 *2qq2 -,6646 ,6497 ,8091
• 5000 -,5867 ,66_6 ,7_47 l,bUO0 ,1177 ,H053 ,5645 ,2200 ,2092 -,6255 ,6574 ,7973
• 5400 -*5664 ,6654 .7d50 *3000 ,299Z -*6024 .6517 *7908
• 5800 -,5795 ,6665 ,7d35 ,3800 ,2992 -,592_ ,0635 ,7879
,6200 -,5871 ,6649 .7_58 ,4600 ,2992 -,5808 ,0665 ,7834
,6600 -,5720 ,6692 ,7793 .5400 ,2qqZ -,5731 ,6681 ,7810
• 7000 -.5253 .6778 ,7o61 ,6206 .2qqz -.5722 .5679 .7812
• 7500 -,4413 ,693_ ,7414 ,7GOb ,2992 -,5209 ,6784 ,7652
• 8000 -,3505 ,712_ ,7133 ,8000 ,2992 -,3451 ,7129 ,7120
,_500 -,2430 ,7333 ,_eO1 ,9000 ,2992 -.1449 ,7530 ,6492
• 9000 -,1343 ,75_e ,6448 ,1000 ,2362 -*0973 ,7635 .6325
• 9500 -*O12fl *7BOZ *bOSh *2000 ,2362 -,2188 ,7384 ,6722
• g750 ,0481 ,7916 ,5871 *3500 ,2362 -*2902 ,7243 ,6942
1,0000 ,1177 ,8053 ,5545 ,4500 *2362 -,2528 ,7314 *6832
• 5500 .2352 -.1897 .7439 .6636
•6506 .2362 -,0416 .7738 .6160
,750u ,2362 .2076 ,8234 ,5338
• 8000 ,2362 ,3115 ,8439 ,4979
,_SOG ,2362 ,3700 ,8573 ,4737
• 9000 ,2362 ,4095 .8637 ,4619
• 9500 .2352 .3514 .8521 .4833
TEST 137 Pl 30.8276 PSI CN .5997 COl .bCq77 COCORI .00935
RUN 1 7T ?O(*3Z3H K CM -,1160 C02 ,00957 COCOR2 *OOgl8
POINT 4 RC 4.0113 MILLION CC .0023 CD3 .(.6970 COCOR3 .00942
MACH *5998 C04 *U0874 COCOR4 *00848
ALPHA ,gqTq OEG C05 ,00865 COCOR5 *00838
UPPER SURFACE LOgER _.URFACL ._PAN_/[SE
XIC CP PpLIP1 _LOC XIC CP P/LIPT MLOC X/C YIC CP P*LIPT HLOC
0,0000 1,097_ 1,bGb_ 0,_u_.O _.,_000 I,_(_7_ I,GO0_ 0,_00_ ,5006 .4921 -,5g62 ,6636 ,7_76
*0040 ,1735 ,8176 *_37 ,0040 ,7167 ,9255 ,3341 ,500_ ,4265 -,60_0 ,6622 .7900
.0b80 -.1499 ,7531 .64qU ._.OSO ._q33 .9604 .2407 .bOO0 .3609 -,6148 .5623 ,7_98
,0150 -,5719 ,66r7 ,7860 ,0230 ,36_7 ._561 .4759 .5000 .2953 -.6217 .6617 ,7907
,0250 -,9758 .58_4 ._040 ,UbOIJ ,1469 .8123 ,55_6 .5000 ,72g7 -,6234 ,6595 ,7941
,0400 -1,2446 •53_.I .gd36 ,1000 ,UI00 ,7_56 ,59b9 ,5006 ,1640 -,6206 ,6602 ,7g30
,0600 -1,152e ,5539 ,95_4 ,1500 -,0546 ,770l ,6220 ,5000 ,09_4 -,6256 ,658_ ,7952
,0800 -I*0027 *5826 ,9130 ,2Uo0 -*13_2 *7_61 .6_43 ,5000 .0328 -*021_ ,6600 ,7934
,lO00 -,9252 ,5995 ,d8_7 ,2_00 -,194_ ,7437 ,6639 ,5000 -.532_ -.6278 .6578 .7967
.1400 -.Tq04 ,6Zbb ._447 .3500 -.2449 .7337 .6795 .SGbu -.0984 -.6293 .6581 .7962
.1800 -,7602 ,6318 ._368 ,4500 -,2144 ,7417 ,6070 ,5000 -,1640 -,6232 ,5601 ,7932
,2200 -,7281 ,6396 ,d?47 ,5500 -,1627 ,75u5 ,6532 ,5000 -,?297 -,6182 ,6599 ,7934
,2600 -,6982 ,6433 ,Slbq ,6_00 -,0239 ,7782 .6088 ,5000 -,2953 -,6179 ,5612 ,7915
,3000 -,6986 ,6442 ,B176 ,7500 ,2243 ,8275 ,5266 ,5000 -,3609 -,6158 ,6624 ,7697
,3400 -,6743 .6506 ,P079 ,8000 ,3206 .048_ ,4_99 ,5000 -,4265 -,6182 ,6613 ,7914
.3800 -.6583 .6545 .8J18 .8500 .4u27 ._627 .4637 .5000 -.4921 -.6030 .6644 .7867
,4200 -*6399 *6563 *7091 ,gOOu ,4226 ,2674 *4551 *0600 ,2992 -*9595 ,5943 *8948
.4600 ".8350 .6573 .7974 ,9500 ,4190 *_bb6 *45b5 .1400 .2992 -*7202 .6262 .8454
.5000 -,6299 ,5579 ,7q_,5 [, (.Ovo .0926 . t_0;'4 ,5692 .2200 .2992 -,7208 .6415 .8217
,5400 -,8193 ,660. _ ,7926 ,30_0 ,299Z -,6751 ,6506 ,8078
.5800 -,5140 .66_5 .7925 .3800 .299Z -.5515 ,6554 ,0004
,6200 -.6136 ,6613 ,7914 .4600 ,29q;' -.6286 .65_1 ,7948
,6600 -,5952 ,6656 ,7847 ,5400 ,2992 -,6126 ,6627 ,7892
,7000 -,5413 ,6752 ,1730 , bZ(_O ,2992 -.6u21 .6648 .785q
,7500 -,4512 ,6042 .7408 ,7000 ,2092 -,5388 ,6773 ,7669
,8000 -,3555 ,713u .1165 ,800_ ,2992 -,3496 ,7145 *7094
,eSO0 -.2441 ,7353 .5770 *q000 ,2992 -.1438 ,7559 ,6446
,9000 -,1317 ,7576 ,b_lg ,lOtO ,236Z ,0154 ,7858 ,5955
• ,9500 -*0132 *7812 *b057 .2000 *2362 -*1367 .7571 ,6426
*9750 .0393 *791g ,58b8 .3500 ,2362 -,2348 ,7372 ,6741
1,0000 *0926 ,_024 ,5192 .4500 .Z3bZ -.20_4 .7430 .6650
.." 5GG .2362 -.1570 .7528 .64q5
*65(;0 .;£30? -*0246 .7781 ,6091
.7500 .2362 ,2245 ,82_4 .5252
.UbO_ ,2362 .3238 .848_ ,4907
._500 ,?362 .3215 ,8614 .4661
..gdCO ,236? ,4171 .8659 .4577
,q_.OG ,2362 ,3503 .952':} ,481T
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 30,8273 PSI CN ,65q3 C01 .C0987 CDCOR1 *00939
RUN 1 TT ?8£.5437 K CM -o1163 COZ ,0096g CDCORZ .00923
POINT _ RC 4.5115 MILLION CC -.OG2Z CD3 .oGg58 COCOA3 *00926 •
_ACH .bCU6 CD4 ,00916 COCOR4 ,00B84
ALP_ 1.535Z OEG C05 .0_907 CDCOR5 .00876
UPPER SURFACE LQwE_ SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XlC CP PeLIPT _LnC XlC CP PxLIPT HLOC XlC YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,0797 ,9971 .C639 O,CbU_ 1.G797 ,9971 .G539 ._ObO .49ZZ -.6255 .6600 ,7933
,0060 *038Z ,7899 .58_9 .0040 .7_ .9406 ,2967 ,5000 .6265 -.bZ90 .6591 *7947
°0080 -*3004 ,T238 ,_950 *OGAO ,_490 .9712 .2044 ,5_0 ,3609 -.6315 ,656b *7985
.0150 -.7289 .6374 ,_Zbl *0130 .4504 ,_718 ,_67 ._000 ,2953 -.6386 ,6567 .7986
• 0250 -1.1361 .5565 .9542 .05_0 .1152 .b251 .530_ .5000 .2297 -,6667 .6553 .8005
.0400 -1.46Z3 ,49_5 1.0455 o1000 .06_5 .7965 .579_ .5G00 .1640 -,5475 .5555 .8001
.0600 -1.3203 o52J3 1,3169 .15_0 -°6194 °779_ .6068 .5080 .0986 -o69_9 o65_8 .8016
,0800 -1,13ZQ .5588 .9506 .?ouo -.1014 .76Z4 ,6342 .5006 .0328 -.648Z .6560 .7995
• 1000 -,9799 .5896 ._021 ,15_0 -.1629 .7500 ,6540 .5000 -,0328 -,6487 ,6548 .B014
,1400 -.8617 .6129 .b659 .35_0 -.2200 .73_7 .6717 .500_ -._98_ -.65Z5 .6538 .8028
• 1800 -o82Z8 .bZOZ ,e545 ,_500 -.1970 .7_48 ,TbZ[ o5080 -,1640 -.6426 .6560 .7995
.ZZO0 -.7773 ,6196 ,8401 ,5_uo -,1529 .75Z8 .66_5 .5000 -.2Z97 -.6436 ,6558 ,7998
,2600 -o7505 ,6353 ._313 ,b_O0 -,0157 .7802 ,6057 ,5000 -.2953 -.6400 ,6577 .7969
• 3000 -,7382 ,6375 .8279 ,7_00 .2303 .8292 .5139 ,500G -o3609 -.53_6 ,6576 ,7971
• 3600 -,7038 ,6612 ,_ZOb ,8000 ,3359 ,6500 ,6870 ,5000 -,6165 -,661Z ,6551 ,8008
• 3800 -.6868 .6671 ,8131 .8500 ,6169 ,8659 .4577 .5000 -,4921 -.6259 ,6591 ,7946
.6200 -.6702 ,6507 .8077 .9000 ,43_8 ,870_ .4493 .ObO0 .2992 -1.0_75 .5722 .9293
,4600 -.6657 .6520 ,8356 .95OO .42_u ,_673 .4_5_ .16_0 .2992 -.8523 .6123 .8668
.5000 -*6496 .6539 ._OZ_ 1._000 .0939 ,8OZ0 .569d ,2200 .2991 -.7738 .630_ ,8393
.5400 -.6428 .6578 ,7979 .3000 .2992 -.7221 .6394 .8250
,5800 -.6313 ,6582 ,7961 .3800 ,2992 -,6860 .6460 ,0148
.6200 -.6290 .6585 .7957 .4600 .2992 -,6521 .6536 ,8032
.6600 -.601Z .6641 ,7_70 ,5400 .1991 -.6157 .65_9 o7950
• 7000 -._569 .6733 .7729 .6200 .1992 -.61_5 ._616 .7909
,7500 -,4577 .6937 ,7416 .7000 .2992 -.5437 .6746 .7710
,8000 -.3583 ,7127 .7123 .800G ,2992 -.353_ ,7124 .7127
.8500 -°2686 ,733_ .6803 .900_ .2992 -,1672 ,7_45 .6669
.9000 -.1323 ,7570 .6428 ,lOgO .2362 .0676 .7968 ,5785
,9500 -*0176 °7800 .6060 .2000 .2352 -,09_6 .7642 .6314
• 9750 .0346 .7900 .58_7 ,3500 ,2361 -,2084 .7617 .6671
1,0000 .0939 *80Z0 ,5698 ,4500 .236Z -.1858 .7466 ,659Z
.5500 .2362 -.1352 .7556 .6450
.6bOO ,2362 -.0135 .7806 ,6051
• 75_0 .2362 .2299 .8289 .5242
.8000 .2362 ,3218 .8469 *4926
• 8500 .2362 ,3940 .8608 .4673
.9006 ,2361 ,_211 .8666 ,4566
.9500 .2362 .3516 ,8518 .4819
TEST 137 Pl 3UIS_'ZH PSI CN ,7123 CD1 .01034 CDCORI .00984
RUN 1 TT 280.4513 K Cn -.1151 C02 .01031 COCOe? .00985
POINT 6 RC 4.0075 _ILLIt]N CC -,0072 CO3 ,51G24 CDCOR3 .00988
MACH ,5997 COae ,OO970 COCOR4 ,OO938
ALPHA Z.016Z OEG COb ,OOq6U COCOR5 .009Z6
UPPER SURFACE LOgER SURFACE SPANgISE
XIC CP PeLIPT HLQC XlC CP PtLIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP PeL/P_" HLOC
0,0000 1,0481 ,9910 ,1135 0*0000 1,0481 ,9910 ,1_.35 ,SuOG ,_921 -,6467 ,6567 ,8016
.0060 -.1031 .7634 .6326 .004J .8568 ._533 .2620 .5000 .426_ -.6527 .6540 ._026
,0080 -,6332 ,69_0 ,7381 ,u08_ 1,_047 ._826 ,150.5 ,500_ ,3609 -,6525 ,6540 ,8026
.0150 -.86A3 .6121 .dbTZ .0Z30 .5176 .8859 ._192 .5000 .2953 -.6575 .6527 .8046
,0250 -1.2965 .5286 .9990 .0500 .2731 .8378 .5081 .5(`Or .ZZ97 -. 661Z .6526 .80_8
.0400 -1.6176 .4616 L.1113 .1000 .1178 .POT, .5612 .5000 .1640 -.662Z .6518 .8045
,0600 -1.5418 .6768 1.0852 .1500 .0230 .7868 .5950 .5000 .0984 -.6671 .6521 .8055
,0800 -1.2365 .5365 ,9862 ,2000 -.0597 ,7711 .6203 .5006 .0318 -,6613 ,6537 .8030
• 1000 -.9942 .5846 .9098 .25_0 -.1219 .7592 .6393 .5000 -.0328 -.6666 .6521 .8055
• 1400 -. 922& ,6013 .8839 ..3500 -.16_2 .7471 .6586 .50G0 -.09_4 -. 6677 .6524 .8051
.1800 -.8763 ,6087 ,8724 ,4500 -,1743 ,7482 .6568 ,5000 -.1640 -,6609 ,6519 ,8058
• 2200 "*8211 ,6201 ,8_48 *5500 --*1341 ,7562 ,6_4_ ,5000 --,2Zq? -,bbZ2 *6536 *8032
,1600 -,7913 ,6268 ,8657 ,6500 -,3054 ,7816 ,h03b ,5000 -,2953 -,6589 ,6_57 ,8(.00
.3000 -.7768 .62_'4 ,_4(`4 ,750_ ,2378 ,8Zq7 ,5129 .5000 -.3609 -,6552 ,6562 .7992
• 3400 --7362 ,6374 ,8281 ,8000 ,3390 ,8508 °4855 °5000 -,4265 -,6570 ,6557 .8000
.3800 -.7123 .6618 ._213 .85J0 ._179 .8657 .4581 .506G -.6921 -.6626 .6575 .7971
,4200 -,6897 ,64_9 ,813_ ,9000 .6360 ,8695 ,4509 .0600 ,2_9Z -1,2115 ,5431 ,9757
.4600 -.6819 .6688 .qlC5 .950_ .4378 .8701 .4_99 .1400 .2992 -.9580 .5937 .8957
,5000 -,6706 ,6514 ,8066 1,OO00 cO*fiT .8013 ,5711 ,22U0 .2992 -,8163 ,6209 .8535
.5400 -,6521 ,6555 ._vU2 ,3000 ,2992 -,7550 ,6353 ,8313
• 5800 -,6420 ,6570 ,7;PO .3bGO ,Zq_Z -,7107 ,6_27 .8199
,6200 -,6350 ,658U ,795Z ,45OO °2992 -,6758 ,6510 ,8072
• 6600 -,,6087 .6621 .Z_9 .5406 .2992 -.6405 ,6566 *7986
,7000 -,5571 ,6743 ,7714 ,6200 ,Z_Z -.6216 .6614 .7911
• 7500 -.6583 .6951 .73_4 .7U_b .7991 -.5513 ._752 .7700
.8000 -.3575 .7147 , TO_,_I ,8000 .2993 -.3478 .7148 .7090
,8500 -.2435 ,7373 ,t740 ,qo00 ,Z_gZ -.1386 .7557 ,6449
,9000 -,128_ ,759_ ,6395 ,lO00 ,236Z ,1167 ,8077 ,5604
.9500 -.0177 ,7blZ ,b041 .Zt,_O .2361 -,0564 .7729 .6174
.9750 *0340 • 7(_0_ ,5_86 ,3_b0 ,2362 -o1719 ,7493 ,6550
1.0000 .0887 ,8013 ,_711 ,4500 ,1362 -.1645 ,7512 ,6521
.5500 .2362 -.I185 .7578 .6417
.650(, .2362 -.0051 .787k, .6021
.755L .238Z .2318 ,8291 ,5239
• 8(,0(, ,2382 .3329 .8500 ,4870
,850_/ ,Z3bZ ,3941 ,8614 .4644
.90_.0 .2362 .4167 .8681 .4536
.95(`G .2361 .4075 .8641 .461Z
TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 13T Pl 30.8273 P_! CO .7666 C01 .01113 CDCO_I .0106T
• RUN 1 IT 280,T026 K CH -,1132 COZ ,01090 COCOA2 ,01065
POINT 7 EC 6.0121 _[LLION CC -.0133 CD3 .01096 COCOR3 .01063
MJCH .6015 C06 .01060 COCOR4 .01012
ALPHA 2.5056 OEG C05 .01026 CDCOR5 .00996
UPPER SURFACE LOgLR SURFACE _PAN_13E
XIC CP PwLIPI HLOC xIC CP PeLIP] MLO_ XIC YIC CP PpLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.0073 ,9829 ,1559 _.uuO0 1,_73 .98Zq .1569 .50UO .6921 -.6629 .6519 .8058
4 .0060 -.2305 ,7366 .67_1 .0_60 .9073 o9631 .Z3ZO .5000 .6265 -,5596 .6506 .8080
.0080 -.57_1 .6701 .7778 .OG80 1,0363 ,9889 ,1262 .5000 ,3509 -,67_5 .6489 .8103
.0150 -1,0025 ,5850 ,_093 .OZ6U .5813 .8_8_ .3937 .5000 .29_3 -,6806 .06H9 o810_
.3Z50 -1.4318 .6995 1._66_ .5500 ,3332 ._d7 .6896 ,5000 .2297 -.6831 .6665 .8160
.0_00 -1.7501 .6331 1,161_ ,IGO0 .L823 ._15_ .5671 ,SCGO .16€0 -.680_ .6661 ,8167
• 0600 -1,8629 .6120 1,20(3 .1500 .0_25 ,7961 .5797 .5000 ,0984 -,6867 .6670 .8133
.0800 -1.5413 .6775 1.0_39 .ZUO_ -.0310 .7787 .6081 .SCOG .C328 -.6799 ,6681 .8116
• _000 -.9822 .6876 .9055 *260U -*G925 .7652 .6298 ,5000 -.03ZU -.6891 .6448 .8166
• 1_00 -.9736 .58_7 .901q .3500 -.1669 .7506 .6§30 .5000 -,0984 -,6904 ,6670 ,8136
• 1800 -.9292 .59_9 ,_75 .4500 -.1533 .7516 ,651_ ._000 -.1660 -.67_9 .6_85 .8108
.2200 -.8656 .6109 ,869_ .5500 -.1196 .7587 .6_0Z ,5000 -._297 -.6799 .6473 .8128
o2600 ",82?7 .6192 .9_61 ,6_00 .0062 .7866 ,5989 ,SGOU -.2953 -,6825 .6_68 .8136
.3000 -.8105 .6225 ._511 .7_00 .2600 ._303 .5218 .5000 -.3609 -.6673 .6507 .8076
.3_00 -.7719 .62_e .8397 .80JU .36t9 .8518 .6_3_ .5_00 -.6255 -.6768 .6685 .8110
•3800 -.7639 .6363 .8298 .85Uu .623% .866_ .%560 .5000 -.4921 -.66Z2 .6520 .8057
.6ZOO -.7168 .6399 .8263 .9G00 .%376 ._696 .650_ .0600 .2992 -I.6986 .6862 1.0692
,6600 -.7037 .6615 .821_ .9500 ,6319 .6086 ,6531 ,1600 *2992 -1,0567 .5736 .9271
.5000 -o6901 .6_63 .81_ 1.OOJO .0_06 ,7985 .5758 .2200 ,2902 -.8717 .6113 .8683
.5_00 -°6699 .6501 ,_08_ .3000 .2992 -.7827 .8299 .8396
.5800 -,6603 .6506 ,8_78 .3800 .29g2 -.7392 .63_6 .8293
• 6200 -.6501 ,6549 ,8011 .6600 .2992 -.6008 .6_6_ ,8142
.6600 -.6168 .66_9 .7919 .5600 .2992 -.6599 .6506 .8078
.7000 -.5592 .6713 .7760 .620G .2992 -.6319 .6557 .7999
• 7500 -._643 .59_2 ,7670 .7000 ,29_2 -.55_2 ,6702 ,7777
.8000 -.3661 .7166 .70_b .8000 .2q92 -.3524 .7132 .711_
.8500 -.2357 ,7361 ._758 .90C0 .2992 -.1173 .7583 .6608
.9000 -.123_ .75_t ,t_00 .1000 ,2362 .IbOZ ,8166 .5688
.9500 ".0201 .7788 .OO_U .2000 .2362 -.0232 .7791 ,6075
.9750 °0230 .78_Z .5926 .3500 .2362 -,1517 .7526 .6501
1.0000 .0806 .79_5 _ .5758 .650G o2362 -.1653 .7535 .6683
•5500 .2362 -.1076 .7619 .6351
,6500 .2_6_ .0058 °7863 .5990
,7_00 ,2362 ._392 ,8311 ,5205
.,OOU ,2362 .3397 .0516 .6H65
,8500 ,2362 ,6027 ,8630 ,6631
.9000 .2362 ,62U7 ,8683 ,_536
,0500 ,2352 ,_105 ,8668 °6599
TEST 137 PT 30.8258 PSI CN .8213 CDI ,01228 CDCOR1 ,01181
RUN 1 TT 280.5560 K C_ -.1087 CD2 ,01196 COCOR2 .01150
POINT 8 _(C _,0055 _ILLIOH CC -,0200 C03 .01202 CDCOR3 ,01168
M_CH ,5996 C06 .01138 COCOR% ,01108
ALPHA 3,0281 _EG C05 .0112 _, COCOA5 .01092
UPPER SURFACE LO_EP SURFACE _PAN_ISE
XIC CP P,_LIPT HLOC X/C C_ P_LIP[ _LOC XIC YIC CP P_,LIPT _LOC
0.0000 .9584 ._733 .19C9 U.0000 ,05_4 .9733 .1969 .5(,00 .4921 -.6763 .6496 .8094
*0060 -*3692 ,7067 ,7169 .0060 ,9_47 *9726 ,1993 ,5000 ,6265 -,6851 ,6_93 ,8098
*0080 -,7026 ,666.4 ,8).76 ,0080 1,06_5 ,99_._. ,089Z ,500G ,3609 -,6906 ,6_8'_ o8112
*0150 -1,1363 ,_605 ,9_79 *G230 ,b_35 ,9109 ,3671 ,5000 ,2_53 -,6961 • 6_,_3 ,817_
.0250 -1,5761 ._762 1,0896 ,0500 ,3881 .8600 ._,688 .5(_CC .2297 -.6893 ,6_69 .8135
,0400 -1,8935 ,410U 1,2061 .1030 .2078 ,8250 .5311 ,5000 ,1660 -,6975 .667Z .8131
.0600 -2.0736 .3726 1.27_2 .1500 ,0995 .8032 .567_ .5_,(,0 .0986 -.701G ,6656 .8158
.U800 -1. 9028 ,4t87 1.2066 .2000 .0105 .7851 .597b .5000 .0328 -,6951 .6665 .8171
*1000 -1.1_61 .5699 ._667 .2500 -,0616 ,7722 .6185 .500C -._ 32_ -.7085 ,6_67 .8168
,1400 -1,0037 ,56_6 ,9071 ,3500 -,12_5 ,7_92 ,6396 ,5000 -,C9_ _, -,6995 ,6_65 ,8172
.1800 -.9583 ,59Z6 .6976, ,_500 -,1281 .7588 .6_00 ._000 -.1660 -,5973 .6660 .81_,b
,2200 -,9036 ,6055 ,5773 ,5_00 -,1012 ,7636 ,6327 .5000 -.2297 -. 69_,b .6658 o8152
,Z600 -,8586 ,8_35 ,_65t) ,6_00 *uZ36 ,7t_69 ,5968 .'.COO -,2953 -,8940 ,6663 ,8164
,3000 -o8610 ,01_5 , t_72 ,7500 ,2636 ,6323 ,§186 ,500C -*3609 -,8852 *6688 ,8106
*3600 -,7970 ,6276 ,8635 ,_OOG ,3*26 ,851_ o_,835 °5000 -,6265 -,6977 ,6664 ,6143
*3800 -.7681 .6300 .(_395 ,8_0 .6132 .0649 ._597 .SUOG -.6921 -.6825 .6681 .8116
,6200 -,7301 ,63E'O ,82_9 ,_uO0 ,6321 ,u696 ,_b 1_. ,0600 ,2992 -1.6276 ._995 1,0k69
.4600 -.7233 .6_,2 L . nZ(*9 .V,50u .6191 . t_67_ • _'_57 .160¢ .2992 -1.U139 .5fl38 .9111
_, .suoo -. 7066 .6_7 .,16q 1.0000 .057 _. .7962 .5R29 .22U0 .2992 -.9051 .6069 .8783
,5600 -,6828 *6670 ,8_33 ,3U_O ,2992 -,8113 ,6226 ,8509
,5800 -.6768 .6516 .UObb .380_ .2992 -.7683 .6325 .8356
.6200 -,6693 .65_,4 .8019 .6600 ,29_2 -.7099 .6_30 .8195
,6600 -,6222 ,6609 .7")20 o'.6GO .2992 -,6756 .6518 .8060
.7000 -,5569 ._731 .7733 . e'200 .2962 -,6663 .5553 .8006
.7500 -.6576 ,6931 .7_,2f_ .7COL, .2992 -.5608 °6767 .7708
,8000 -,3651 ,7 le_1 ,/0o9 ,_000 °2992 -,3520 ,7160 ,7071
,_500 -,2362 ,737_ o_:73_ , qO(,G ,Z992 -,1367 ,7_76 ,6618
• ,9000 -,1197 .7596 ,_3_7 ,IO_U ,2362 ,20_b ,826_ ,5313
,9500 -,0163 ,7803 ,tO": ,2GOU ,2362 ,0107 ,7856 ,5969
.97_0 ,0196 ,7873 .5661 .3_00 ,2362 -.1266 .7592 .6393
1,0000 ,057% ,7962 ,5a29 ,6500 ,2362 -,12Pb ,7572 ,6425
,5500 .236g -.095u .7660 .6317
,6500 .23_2 .0111 .7863 .5957
.7_00 .2362 .9665 ._322 .5186
.SGQ_ ,2362 ,3629 .5513 .4867
.ESOG ,2362 ,396_ .8629 ,_68_
,9000 o2362 ,6315 ,_690 ,6520
,9500 ,2362 ,332G ,8530 .6816
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 Pl 3_.BZ4G P_K CN ,937b CO1 .01_9b COCOR1 .01536
RUN 1 1T Z_U,Z541 K CM -.1048 C02 *0161b COCOR2 ,01560
POINT g RC 4o0101 MILLI3N CC -*U333 C03 101538 COCOR3 ,01490 D
MACH .b007 CD4 .G1525 CDCOR4 .01683
ALPHA 4.0518 DLG CO5 .01506 CDCQR5 .01658
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER aURFACE SPANdISE
XIC CP PJLIPT bLOC X/C CP PtLIPT HLOC XlC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 ,8253 ,947u .Z797 O.OOO0 ,_Zb3 t9%70 .z?q7 .5000 *kgZl -.7071 ,6_30 .8195
,0040 -t647b .6541 ._325 .G04u 1.01_1 ,9868 ,1480 .5000 .4265 -,7190 o64C5 °8233
,0080 -,9666 ,5916 .8993 ,u_80 1.1023 1.00_9 0.0000 ,5_G0 .3609 -.7281 .6381 ,6270
.0150 -1.3607 .5131 1.0243 .0230 .7437 .9308 .3218 .5_00 .2953 -.7255 .6619 .8212
.0250 -1.8009 .6248 L.1168 .bSOo .4912 .0003 °6303 .5000 .2297 -.7308 ,5373 .8283
.0400 -2.1128 .3667 1.2880 .1uJO .291_ ._39P .5053 .50G0 .1540 -.7356 .6388 .8252
.0500 -2.2949 .3262 1.3751 .1500 .1776 ._183 .5_26 .5000 .0986 -.7355 .8378 .8275
.0800 -2.3185 .3211 L.3864 .gO0_ ._797 .8005 .5723 .50_ .0328 -.7263 .6373 .8282
.1000 -2.1848 .3533 L.31_3 .2503 .00_9 .7866 .5988 .5000 -.0328 -.7393 .6377 .8278
.1600 -1,1126 .5636 .9_Z9 .3_00 -,u8_9 °7658 .5289 °5060 -,09_4 -,739Z ,6355 .8309
,1800 -.9437 .5960 ,8920 ._500 -.0846 ,7074 ,6263 .5000 -.1540 -.7306 .63_7 .0292
.2Z00 -.946T .5963 .0216 .55_0 -.0666 .7693 .6233 .5000 -.2297 -.7358 .6387 .8292
*ZbO0 -.9017 .6066 ._791 .8500 .U319 .7887 .5918 .5000 -.2953 -.7278 .6371 .8286
.3000 -.8932 .hObO .8768 .7_00 .249_ .8337 .5180 .5000 -.3609 -.7232 .6410 .8226
°3600 -.8665 .6146 .,o32 oUO0_ o36_3 ._SZH .4_19 .50_0 -.4255 -.7210 .5611 .8223
,3800 -.8113 .6252 .e469 .eSO() .421_ .0667 .6552 .5000 -.4921 -.7115 .5405 .8232
.4200 -.7778 .6279 186_7 ._CdO .4333 18694 14512 .06GO .2992 -L.9360 .4005 1.Z220
.4500 -.7669 *6324 .835_ .9500 .4267 ,_677 ,6544 .1400 .2992 -1.1507 .555U ,9507
,5000 -,7401 ,6369 .o2_q *,0000 ,0_54 ,7939 ,5832 ,2200 .2992 -,935u ,5_55 ,8911
,5400 -.7090 .6407 ,_231 °3500 .2992 -,67U2 ,5107 °8593
,5000 -.6949 .b%b_ °_161 ,3_0U .2992 -.8166 .6219 .0519
,6200 -.6755 ,54_2 ._[|5 ,460u ,2992 -*78_2 ,8327 ,8353
,6800 -,6367 ,6554 ,8005 ,5400 .2992 -,7098 ,6413 ,8221
,7000 -,5747 ,66_7 ,7800 ,b2GO ,2992 -,6609 ,6505 ,0080
.7500 -.4646 °0895 .74_¢ oTUUO .2992 -.5671 .6705 .7773
,8000 -,3524 ,7143 ,7098 ,_Ou5 ,2992 -,3544 ,7144 ,7096
,8500 -,2304 ,7302 .6725 ,qO00 ,2992 -,1294 ,7578 ,6417
,9000 -,12_9 ,7579 ,_414 ,100G ,2362 ,2932 ,8407 ,5037
,8500 -,0250 ,7772 ,01G6 ,2000 ,2362 ,0817 ,7q96 ,5742
.9750 *0137 .7859 .5953 .3500 .2362 -.OT70 .7578 .6257
1,0000 °0564 ,7939 ,5032 .4500 ,2352 -.0907 .7647 .b30b
.5500 .2382 -,0689 .77_0 .6221
,6500 *2352 °0376 ,7906 .5888
,7500 *2352 ,2573 ,8337 .5159
.8000 .2362 .3532 .8533 .6811
.8500 .2382 .6179 .8553 .6570
,9000 .2352 ,4359 ,8701 ,6499
.9500 ,2362 ,4245 ,8682 ,4534
TEST 137 PT 30.8.?.19 PSI CN 1.0766 C01 .02412 CDCORI .02331
RUN 1 T7 280.6053 .( CM -.1017 C02 .02426 COCOR2 .02351
POINT 10 RC 4.0153 MXLLION CC -.0690 C03 .02325 COCOR3 .02276
MACH .5015 CD4 .02333 COCOR4 ,OZZB5
ALPHA 5,0507 DEG CD5 .02262 CDCOR5 .02213
UPPER SURFACE LOWEW SURFACE 5PANWISE
XlC CP PeLIPT MLOC XlC CP PtL/PT MLOC X/C YIC CP P.L/PI HLOC
0.0000 .6778 .916u .3540 O.UOOO .6778 .9168 .354_ .50G0 .6_21 -.7410 .6367 .8291
.0040 -.9101 .6881 .esB58 .0040 1.0562 ._945 .0885 .5000 .4265 -.7406 .6336 .8340
.0080 -1.2280 .5402 .q803 .0080 1.0983 1.cooq 0.0000 .5000 .3609 -.7518 .6345 .8325
.0150 -1.5513 .4720 l.vqlq .0230 . LIZ2 H ._458 .2830 .5_00 .2953 -.7515 .5325 .835b
.0250 -2.0026 .385_ 1.2488 • O_.O0 .5791 .8972 .3983 • 500(. .2297 -.7595 .6316 .8374
,0400 -2,2091 ,3292 I. 3_'7 ,LOOO ,3600 , I_) 59 ,476 _. ,5000 ,1640 -,7588 ,6336 ._340
.0600 -2.4856 .Z88Z 1._687 .ISJU .2454 . _.'l2 O .51_1 • 5UOL. .09_4 -.7558 .6307 .0385
• 0800 -Z. 5194 .2e10 .t • 47t.3 • .?yOU .1427 ._1L0 .5549 .5C00 .0328 -.7606 .6320 .8363
,1000 -2,4594 ,2910 1,4522 ,ZS_O ,0_85 ,7964 ,5791 ,5000 -,0328 -,75_1 ,6328 .u352
,14(_0 -2,3647 ,31_4 L.4U_,O ,35J0 -, 0._88 ,7776 ,6098 ,5000 -,090_ -.7004 ,632_ ,835_
o180U -1,3337 ,5173 1.0174 .4500 -,0477 .7737 • 81_)2 ,5000 -,1640 -,7575 ,6330 ,8348
.ZZO0 -.9175 .6009 ._845 .5500 -.0438 .773_ .SLbO .5GGL. -.2297 -.7529 .6317 .8389
.2600 -.8787 .b09_ .o 711. .b_O0 .053_ .7931 .5845 .5000 -.2953 -.7481 .5332 .8345
• 3000 --t8794 *O05H , n.768 ,7500 ,2750 ,8367 ,5108 ,5000 -,3009 -,7679 *8328 ,8355
.3400 -.8597 .5132 ._05_ . F_O00 *3849 .8551 .477_ .5000 -.4265 -.7546 .6348 .8321
.3800 -.8336 .5162 .0600 .85_ .4414 .87u3 .6495 ,50(,0 -.4921 -.7330 ,6356 .8308
.4200 -.8087 .6218 .u524 .9000 .4482 .8719 .4464 .(.600 .2qqZ -2.0289 .3792 1.2631
• 4800 -,7908 ,bZb8 .8443 .95JJ .4414 ,o715 ,4672 ,140U ,2992 -2,3373 ,3156 1,3968
,5000 -,7512 ,529_ .,_01 I, OCO0 ,0573 ,7_32 .5846 ,2200 ,2992 -L,0063 ,5813 .9151
15400 -,7429 .0355 ,8309 ,3000 .2992 -.8679 °6095 .8711 _I_
.5800 -.7112 .6421 ._Z09 .30(.0 .2992 -.8387 .6168 .8599
,5200 -*608G ,6467 ,8137 *9600 ,2992 -,7794 ,6274 ,0435
,8600 -,6529 ,5538 ,@_29 ,5400 .2992 -,7291 ,8376 *827?
.7000 -.5803 .6661 .7840 .5200 *2992 -.bBLO ,6479 ,8120
• 7500 --,4718 ,8882 _ ,75_0 °7_00 ,2992 -.5881 ,bbSb ,7848
,8000 -,3664 ,7UU7 ,7185 ,_000 ,2992 -,3617 ,7120 ,7132
.8500 -12699 ,734_ .67_2 .90G(, ,2992 -.1431 .7550 .6448
,9000 -,1367 ,7549 , _4_'1 ,1CiaO .2382 ,37(.6 ,85_ ,474b ,e.
.9500 -,0371 ,77_1 ,b123 ,2006 ,2362 ,1673 ,8121 .5530
• 9750 .0097 .7848 .5982 .3500 ,2362 -.0251 .7795 .bOb8
1.0000 ,0573 ,7932 ,5r44 .45_.0 ,2302 -.0498 .7718 ,blql
.5500 .2382 -.U382 .7750 .6141
obSUO ,2382 ,0596 ,7937 .5037
.7500 .2362 .2718 ,8360 ,5119
.8000 .2302 .3707 .8561 .4760
,8_0C ,236_ ,4353 *_69_ ,4_11
• 9U00 .2382 .4528 .0724 .4454
.950_, ,2382 ,4262 ,_873 .4551
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 3_.e211 R$I Ch 1.1045 COL .03651 CDCOR1 .03542
t' RUN 1 TT Z_0,5379 K Ce -,0963 COZ ,03620 CDCOg2 ,03517
POINT 11 RC 4,0092 MILLION CC -,0626 CO3 *03511 COCOR3 ,03432
_ACH ,5uU4 C04 ,03494 COCOR4 ,03417
ALPHA b,b2b5 DEG ¢05 .033Tfi COCOR§ ,03Z98
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PeLIPT MLbC XlC CP PpLIOl MLOC XlC YIC CP P_LIPT HLOC
0,0000 ,5154 .8851 .420_ O.OOO0 .5154 .8u51 .4Z08 .5000 .4qzi -.7417 .0353 .8313
• .0040 -1.1471 ,5550 ._Sbb .U_O 1.0936 1.b_0 u. ObO_ .5000 .4Z65 -.744b .b34b .8323
.0080 -1,45§1 ,4943 1.05_5 .00_3 1.0_7_ L.CO0_ O.uuOJ .5_00 .3OG_ -o74_4 ,6333 .0344
.0150 -1.7201 .4416 1.1404 .0230 ._e_2 .95_ .24_3 .Suub .2953 -.7590 .6321 .8352
.0250 -2.1505 .3535 L.3149 .050U ._$5_ .9131 .3624 .50_0 .2Z97 -.7541 o0308 .8383
.0400 -Z.4344 .ZO_Z 1.430_ .10_0 .4361 oU?O2 .44_7 .5000 .1040 -.75_4 .6331 .8347
.ObO0 -2.6268 .2_96 Lo_330 o1500 .3091p .h443 .4_7_ oSCUL .09_ -.7_6_ ,_3Z1 .83_3
o0800 -2.6602 .2534 1._4_7 .2000 .1972 .h227 o534_ .5000 .037d -.758_ ._33_ ._336
.1000 -Z.b4Z5 .Z_84 1._3_2 .25_0 .11_5 ._7 .562_ .5_GU -.C328 -,7509 .0337 .8337
.1400 -Z.5955 .Z714 1.5024 .3_00 .00_0 .7e3_ ._OOZ .5000 -.0984 -.7513 .6315 .8372
.1800 -2.2823 .3301 1.3047 .4500 -.0203 .7784 .8080 .5G_ -.1540 -.7507 .0339 .8335
.Z20G -1.4273 .5000 L.0451 .5500 -.0130 .779_ .605Z .50_ -.2297 -.7498 .6330 .8348
ºZbO0 -_.0038 .5832 ._2_ .6500 ._705 .7905 ._791 .5000 -.2953 -.7541 .6317 ._36_
°3000 -.8425 ._1_2 ._6_3 .75J0 .Z_30 ._3_1 .5005 .5000 -.3509 -,7483 .53_0 .8318
.3400 -.8072 ._21u ._5Z1 ._000 .3725 ._75 .4733 .5000 -.4255 -.7_11 .0350 .8318
.3800 -.8181 _5205 ,_541 °0500 .4400 .8119 .4405 .5_vO -.4921 -.7374 .0371 .8286
.4200 -.7917 .6232 .84_9 .90_0 .4_57 .873_ .4431 .0_00 o29_2 o2.1181 o3055 L.ZO0_
.4bOO -.7901 *6270 ._441 .9_J_ .4454 .8717 .4409 ,1400 .299Z -2.535_ .2802 1.4805
.5000 -.7636 .6300 .U3_5 1.0_G0 .b_06 .7938 .5835 .22U0 .Z992 -1._179 .502Z 1.0423
.5400 -.7601 .6375 ._Z_O .3_0 .2992 -.8596 .6139 .8642
.5800 -_711_ .6435 ._187 .3800 .Z99Z -.8246 .0190 .8564
.6200 -.6858 .6405 ._142 .46_0 .2992 -.7812 .6Z_ .8419
.5600 -.6451 .6_60 .79_ .5400 .zqqz -.7261 .6384 .8255
.7000 -.§768 .b079 .7813 ._200 .299Z -.5792 .0477 ._123
.7500 -.4753 .6873 o7914 .TOGO .2992 -._T57 obTOb .T7T1
.8000 -.3654 .7109 .715Z .8000 .2qOZ -.3510 .71ZZ .7130
,8500 -.Z546 .733Z .0803 °9000 .29_2 -,1575 .TSZ2 _505
.I000 .23_Z .4S08 .85_7 .4507
.9000 -.1435 .7548 .0404 .20_0 .2302 .20_q .8235 .5335
.9500 -.0490 .7733 ._169 .3500 .2302 .0174 .7809 .59_
.9750 .0038 .7831 .bOlo .4500 .235Z -.0105 .7805 .5051
1.0000 .050_ .7938 .5e35 .5500 .Z3bZ -.0105 .7820 .50Z8
.6_00 .2362 .b748 .7979 .5767
.7500 .2362 .2843 .8398 .5055
._GO0 .2362 .3768 .65_4 _4717
._OU .2362 .4379 ._bg7 .4505
.9_00 .Z3flZ .4_81 ._741 .4423
.9SOU .2362 .4203 .8684 .4530
TESI" 137 PT 30.,_Z39 PSI C_ 1.2505 C01 .05290 COCORI .05174
RUN i IT 281.580_ < CH -.0871 COZ .0515b COC0_2 .0504_
POINT 12 _C 4.u141 _ILL[3N CC -.0715 C03 .05025 COCOR3 .04943
MACH .b015 COq .04999 COCOR4 .0691O
ALPHa 7.0401 9EG C05 .04834 COCOR5 .U4741
UPPER SURFACE L_WE_ SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PtLIP1 . _LOC XIC CP P_L/PI _LOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT NLOC
0.0000 .390_ .86(_4 ._5,1 O. 0_00 .39_8 ._004 .4581 .5000 .4921 -.7009 .0437 .8183
.0040 -1.3478 .§153 I.O2CH ._040 1.1037 I.C_,ZG 0,0000 .5_GU .4255 -.7125 .b4GZ .8238
.0080 -1.0534 .4544 1.1Z39 ,uO_O 1.090_ .9995 .0274 ._OCO .3bOq -.7122 .0394 .8250
• 0150 -1.85Z8 .4137 ,L. 1972 .OZ30 .9304 .908_ .213Z .5000 .Z953 -.7144 .03_5 .8248
.0250 -2.2650 .3329 1.35_b .0500 .7010 .92Z0 .34ZL .5000 .2297 -.7371 .636_ .8294
,0400 -Z.5390 °Z?bl L.4_57 .1_00 .4850 ._792 .4324 .SUoU .154U -. 7297 .6370 .8287
• ObO0 -2.7390 .2308 1.5872 .1_30 .3512 ._525 .4824 .SGCO ._9F4 -.7310 .5301 .8301
.0800 -2.TTq4 .Z319 L.b_OH .ZOO0 .2406 .8309 .5209 .5000 .0328 -.732G .0374 .8Z81
.1000 -2.7436 .23t3. 1.5971 .2500 .1567 .8135 .5596 .5_,00 -._,328 -.7349 .0360 .8302
.1400 -2.7058 .Z49, ) 1.5511 .3500 .033_* .7895 .5905 .5000 -.0984 -.7373 .6344 .8326
.1800 -2.4222 .Z949 1.4447 .45J_ .00(;8 .1828 .6015 .5000 -.1640 -.7283 ,0386 .8262
• 2Z00 -1.6541 .452e 1.1"67 .55')J -.0088 .1813 .603, .5000 -.2297 -.7ZB1 .63'_2 .8268
.2600 -1.2_56 .5277 1.[ u_,5 .bS,_U .0613 .7953 .5S10 .5_0 -.29_3 -.7199 .6378 .8275
.3000 -1.037Z .5755 .9241 .7500 .2725 . _3_,5 .5110 .5000 -.3609 -.7199 .6403 .8235
.3400 -.8663 .50_7 .8724 ._00_ .36_5 .8_58 .4741 .5000 -.4255 -.7105 .5394 .8250
.3800 -.798§ ._?Z7 .8507 . _5,_0 .43_8 .86_1 .4_37 .5000 -.4qgl -.7150 .0378 .8274
.4200 -.7854 .627U ._441 .9000 .449t_ .h717 .445_ .0600 .2992 -g. 1505 .3533 1.3154
.4600 -. 7604 .6309 .83_0 . _;_Ou .4320 . ('_ 88 .40Z4 .14UO .299Z -Z.4730 .2915 1.4527
.5(,00 -.7376 .0349 ._319 1.0000 .0123 .7_43 .54_0 .2ZO0 .Z99Z -1.7400 .4352 1.1579
91' .5400 -. 7098 .6_1_ ._Z13 .3bU(, .2992 -L .ZOZ3 .543_ ._744
.5800 -.6800 .6459 .b134 .38u(, .Z_Z -.u_bO .6049 .t_7HZ
• 6200 -.6508 .6517 ._O_.L .46CC .Zo_Z -.7591 .0320 .8364
.5400 .29<,Z -.6779 .047_ .8133
. _5_00 --.6009 *bb_9 . {dT_
.7000 -.5313 .6773 .?bbff .5,_0 .299Z -.5Z09 .6_UO .7964
. 70(,_ .299Z -.50_9 .bSlq .7097
.7500 -.4430 .o931 . T",/_
°80UO -.3444 .11_8 .?aO_ .LOOD .2992 -.3303 .7158 .7C59
.8500 -.2455 .7335 ._79_ ._0 .2_92 -.1714 .7483 .655_
.I000 .230_ .4817 .hTeZ .4343
_'" .9000 -.15Z7 .75u3 .b534
.9500 -.0699 .7_-_ _ .0_46 .2Gb(, .230Z .2495 .8333 .516_
.3500 .2362 .0408 .7912 .587?
.9790 -.0227 .779_ .LOb_ .45U_ .236? .0111 .7841 .5994
1.0000 .0123 .7843 .599_. . _501' .2362 .0015 .78Z2 .6024
.05¢0 .?362 .0674 .7962 .5796
.75UC .Z3bZ .2790 .8370 ._092
. L_CO0 .?36? .363_ ._550 .4780
._500 .2362 .4205 .8075 .4_,7
.OGGU .23t2 .43U9 ._099 .4502
.95GL .Z3bZ .4U77 .8633 .4525
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 P1 3G.e_b3 o_I CN 1,1646 C01 .07121 COCOR1 ,06959
RUN 1 TT 2u0,5530 K CM -.0d67 C02 ,07120 CDCOR2 ,06964
POINT 13 RC 6,018_ MiLL[QN CC -,0598 C03 ,07428 CDCOR3 .07313 p
MACH *bOZ3 C04 .0801b COCOR4 ,07896
ALPHA 8o0441 OEG C05 ,07508 CDCOR5 *07408
UPPER SURFACE LOeER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PtLIPI MLOC X/C CP PeL/PT HLOC X/C YIC CP PeL/PT MLOC
0,0000 .3471 ,8517 ,6839 d. OGOO .3471 ,8517 .4839 ,5000 ,4921 -.7035 .6432 ,8191
,0060 -1,4146 .5015 i.3434 ,OO6_ 1.1043 1.0UZ1 C.0000 .5000 .6265 -.7203 ,6414 .8219
.0080 -1.7050 ,4390 L.1695 .0080 1.0808 .9976 .0588 ,3000 .3609 -,7217 ,6387 ,8160 .
,0130 -1o9003 ,4033 1.ZI_ .0230 .9525 ,9719 ,2018 ,5000 .2993 -,7120 .6404 ,8234
.0Z50 -2,2889 ,3238 1.3760 ,0500 ,7179 ,9252 ,3347 ,3000 ,2297 -.7273 ,5371 ,8285
.0400 -2.3731 ,2738 1,4966 .10_0 .4989 ,8816 ,4Z77 .50G0 .1640 -.7112 ,6416 ,8217
.0600 -2.5768 .2740 1,495_ ,1900 .3554 ,8921 ,4831 .5000 .0984 -,7Z48 .6380 .8171
,0800 -2.3497 ,2714 1.5026 .ZOOO .2616 ,8317 ,5194 .5000 .0328 -.7140 .6408 ,8229
,1000 -Z,2714 ,33_6 1.3536 ,2500 .1523 ,8123 .551fi °9000 -,G3Z_ -,7Z69 ,6395 ,8149
,1400 -Z,0262 .3804 l,ZbbB ,3530 ,0263 .787Z ,_941 .3000 -,0984 -.7301 .6379 ,8272
.1800 -1,6957 ,4473 1,1364 ,4900 -,0168 ,7801 .5_58 .5000 -.1660 -.7234 .6391 ,8233
,2200 -1.3026 .4816 1.0769 .5S00 -.0373 ,7764 .6118 .5000 -,Zgg7 -.7406 .6346 ,8324
.2600 -1.3398 ,5169 1,0181 ,6500 .0223 .7856 ,596e ,5000 -,2953 -.7279 .6382 .8268
.3000 -1,2093 ,5447 ,9730 .7500 ,2338 .8289 .524_ ,_000 -.3609 -,72Z7 ,6395 .8248
*3400 -1.0163 .3801 ,_169 .SCOO ,3Z43 .8672 o4921 ,SGbO -.6255 -.7105 .5613 ,8217
.3800 -,9359 ,5959 ,egZ3 .8300 .3968 ,M6ZO *4650 ,5000 -.49Z1 -.699Z .6430 .8294
*4Z00 -*8690 ,6089 ,e721 .9UO0 .6032 .e520 ,4650 .Oh00 .2992 -2,1915 ,3683 1.3259
.4600 -.7863 ,6267 .6465 .9500 .375_ .B570 .4743 .140U .2991 -1,9100 .4098 1,Z1ZO
.5000 -.7264 .637€ .,Z77 1*3000 -.1465 .752_ .64_6 *2260 *2992 -1.5720 .4718 1o0935
.5400 -.6628 ,6510 ,807Z ,30u0 ,299Z -1,2435 .538o ,9828
.5800 -*6105 *6b2_ .789_ *3800 .2992 -,9828 *3903 .9010
.6200 -,3311 .6733 ,77Zb .4600 .Z992 -.7905 .6Z55 .8466
,6600 -,4983 ,6839 .7566 ,3400 *2992 -.6306 ,653_ ,8016
.7000 -.45&9 .5911 .7456 .6206 *299Z -.5467 .6751 .770Z
.7500 -.3866 ,70_0 .7226 ,7000 ,2992 -,4539 .6949 ,7398
.8000 -.3231 .7188 .7027 .8000 .gggZ -*3273 .7189 .7026
,8500 -,Z667 .7297 .6u58 ,9GCO ,2992 -.2304 ,7367 .6748
,9000 -.2328 .7359 .6762 ,1000 ,2362 .4972 ,8816 ,4277
.9500 -,1978 ,7436 ,0660 .2000 .2362 .2479 .8317 .5194
.9750 -,1793 .7467 .0991 .3500 ,23bZ .0349 ,7890 ,5912
1.0_00 -,146§ ,7329 ,6694 ,4500 ,2362 -.0136 .7794 .6070
.5500 .2352 -.0261 .7779 ,6094
.6500 ,Z362 ,0366 .7909 ,5881
.7500 .2362 .2414 .8312 .5203
.800_ ,2362 .3Z52 ,8484 .4899
.B500 .2362 ,3917 .8616 .4658
,9000 .2362 ,4008 ,8613 ,4646
,9300 .2362 .3584 ,8331 ,4813
TEST 137 PT ZS,3063 PSI CN ,,?.311 C01 .00858 COCOR1 .00B14
RUN 2 1'I 23_.9744 .( CM -,1168 COZ .00888 COCOR2 .00846
POINT 1 RC t',,0762 '_ILLI_N CC ,0134 CD3 .00815 CDCDR3 .00794
MACH .6015 C06 ,00716 CDCOR4 ,00688
AL PHi, -Z.0060 OEG CD5 .00659 CDCOR5 ,00631
UPPER SURFACE LOWER ',URFACE bPANWISE
XIC CP PILIPT '_L_C XIC CP PpLIPI MLOC XIC YIC CP PtLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.0038 ,9823 .1598 0.0000 I*003_ ,9_23 ,159_ ,_000 ,6921 -,4784 o6680 ,7303
• 0060 .8176 .9452 ,1867 .0040 .07ts6 ,7990 ,5750 .5000 ,t, 265 -,4822 ,b865 .7527
.0080 ,5556 .8933 ,6045 .uO_O ,2756 .c375 .5094 .5000 .3609 -.4827 .6884 .7499
,0150 ,2057 ,8Z61 .5327 .uZ3O -.Z3Z8 .7375 .6736 ,SOU0 ._993 -.48Z8 ,o875 ,7_12
.0150 -,1430 .7548 .6_,_6 .0500 -, _389 .7155 .70_0 ,5000 ,ZZq7 -.4906 .6_55 .7543
.0400 -.3963 .7043 .7256 .1U00 -.345_ .7150 .7088 .5000 .1640 -.6976 .6_50 ,1550
,0600 -,4549 ,6936 .761q ,1900 -,3621 .711Z .7167 ,'.000 .0986 -,4901 .6861 .7534
.0800 -.4425 ,6968 .73_9 .ZOO0 -.4047 .7026 .TZtS3 .5000 .0318 -.6937 .6836 .7575
.1000 -.4372 ,6982 .73_7 .Z53,) -.6ZZB .6995 ,73Z7 .5000 -.0328 -,6936 .6846 ,7557
,1400 -.4323 ,69_6 .7362 ,3500 -.626,_ ,b986 ,7341 ,5C00 -,09_k -.6998 ,6836 .7576
.1800 -.4451 ,6957 ,13_6 .450U -.3422 ,7150 ,7087 .5000 -*1660 -. 5015 .6836 .7575
.ZZO0 -, 4435 .6948 .7401 .5900 -. Z_,66 .7332 .680_ .5C00 -,2297 -._,987 .6_38 ,7569
• 2600 -.45Z7 .6931 .7426 .6600 -.0799 ,7684 .6248 ,5000 -.2953 -,4834 ,6869 ,7521
.3000 -.4713 ,6887 .7494 ,7500 .1916 ,8Z2;' .5359 .5000 -,3609 -,6915 .6847 .7555
.3400 -,4698 ,69G9 .7659 .8000 ,2870 .8407 ,5037 .5000 -,4Z65 -,6905 .6851 .7549
.3800 -.4711 ,689B ,7677 .8500 ,3566 .8563 .4793 .50u0 -.4921 -.4880 ,6867 .7525
.4200 -,4728 ,6890 .7489 ,9000 .39E0 ._607 .4676 ,0600 .2992 -.6Z_2 ,6977 ,7356
• 6600 -.4897 .6866 .7528 .9300 ,39_2 .SbZg .6668 ,1600 ,2992 -,6Z51 ,6982 .7367
.5000 -,4971 ,6867 .75_6 1.0000 ,1346 .8096 ,3573 .ZZO0 ,_992 -.4401 .6953 ,7393
• 5400 -,5036 ,681_ • 76,_5 .3000 .299Z -,6549 .692Z .7440
.5800 -,5080 .6817 .7602 ,3_GO .2992 -.4710 .6B85 ,7498
•bZO0 -.SZZZ .6789 .To64 .4600 ,2992 -.4777 .6876 .7514
,6600 -.5216 .6794 .7636 • 540_, ,2992 -.4884 .6854 .7544
.7000 -.4819 .667Z ,7517 .6200 ,299Z -.5162 ,6814 .7607
• 7300 -,4105 ,7016 .729u .7G00 .299Z -,6788 .6878 ,7508
.8000 -.3287 .7171 .7u56 ,BOO0 ,1992 -,3Z58 ,7186 ,7033
,8500 -.2330 .7363 ,6756 ,9000 ,199Z -.1376 .7551 .6459
.qo00 -,133;' .7566 ._636 ,lO00 ,Z36_ -.350Z .7136 ,7110
,9300 -,0171 ,?7(,7 ,6066 .20uu .2362 -,393Z ,7069 .7Z44
,9790 ,0572 .7943 ,5_17 ,3500 .Z36Z -.6166 ,7007 .7308
1,0000 ,1346 ,8096 ,5373 .6500 .236Z -.33(_6 ,7161 ,7071
,5500 .236Z -.2516 .73Z8 .6Bli
.6500 .Z36Z -.0810 .7656 .6276
,7500 • 236Z_€ q'__'*** 395,1653 _'_'W_*_'** _
,8000 .2362 .2850 ,639Z ,5063
.85¢0 ,2362 .3526 .8526 ,_828
.gLOL ,236? ,3867 ,8:_93 .4701
.9_vO .236? ,3959 ._53_ ,_807
TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 2_,3Udk oS[ CN ,3705 C01 ,G0683 COCOR1 ,00839
RUN Z T1 2_g,ul_2 K CM -,1179 COZ ,00910 COCORZ .00869
PUINT 2 PC 4,0621 _ILLI_N CC ,6134 C03 ,00643 COCOR3 ,O0_lZ
HACH ,5995 CO4 ,bb720 COCOR4 ,00691
ALPH& -.9979 OE_ CO5 *_rObtl COCOR5 ,00b22
UPPER SURFACE LQV_ _UkFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PJL/PI _LOC XlC CP P_LIPT HLOC XIC Y/C CP PwLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1,0835 ,9981 ,0_12 U,UuUU I,b_35 ,9981 ,0522 ,5000 ,4_21 -,_I16 ,b821 ,7_9§
,0040 .6415 ,9106 .3_79 .0040 *3378 *8499 ,4874 .5000 .42_ -,51_7 .6811 .7610
*0080 .3626 .8555 .47_8 *OOeO .5555 .8934 ,4042 .500_ .3609 -*5257 .6P03 *7623
.0150 -*OZlg .7T_2 ,6_74 *d230 -*0050 *7_g_ .6015 *_0_ .2953 -*5294 .5796 .7634
.0250 -.3888 *7065 .7217 .G500 -*1623 *7516 .6516 ,5000 .2297 -,5329 *b779 *7560
*0_00 -.6353 .6580 *7965 .lOJ_ -.2153 ,7400 .6698 ,5_00 .1540 -.5410 °6764 .7683
*0600 -.5566 .6537 ,_032 .1_30 -.2577 .7_31 .6807 *50uO .0984 -.§345 .6774 ,7667
*0800 -.6158 *6622 .7902 ,Z_30 -.36_9 .7221 .6978 *5000 .0328 -.5353 *b78Z *7655
.1000 -.5qll .6_68 *7836 .2500 -,342_ .7157 .7_76 .5000 -*C328 -.53_0 .6775 *7667
,1400 -.5458 *6766 .7_81 *3530 -.3618 .7120 .7135 .5000 -.09_4 -.5360 .6778 *7662
,1800 -,5446 .6760 .76P9 *4500 -*2938 .7256 .69Z3 .5000 -.1640 -.5351 .6783 .7653
*2200 -*5352 *6783 ,7653 .5_00 -*Z207 ,7400 *6699 .5000 -*Z297 -*5284 .6800 .76Z7
*2600 -,5341 ,6776 .7664 ,6500 -.3610 .7718 .6193 .5_00 -,2953 -.5278 .6800 .7628
.3000 -.5465 ,6760 ,7104 .7500 *2033 .8240 .5329 *5000 -*3609 -*5238 .6811 .7611
*3400 ".3350 .67P5 .7551 ,e000 .3d20 .6_39 .4981 *3000 -.4Z65 -.5261 *5799 *7530
,3800 -,5338 ,6787 ,7o4e ,8500 ,373g ,6577 ,4731 ,500u -,49Zl -,5143 ,6821 ,7595
,4200 -,5325 .6780 ,7659 *gb3_ .4057 .8643 .4609 .0600 ,299Z -,5671 ,6718 ,7754
,4600 -,5370 ,6772 ,7671 ,9500 ,407_ ,8645 ,4605 ,1400 ,ZggZ -,5452 ,6776 ,7664
.5000 -,5404 .6763 ,7685 i. UO00 .1200 *8685 ,5591 .2260 ,2992 -,5349 .6799 .T630
.5600 -,541Z ,6771 ,7673 ,3000 ,ZggZ -,5267 ,6809 .7614
,5_00 -,5449 ,6763 ,76_5 ,3800 ,2992 -*§309 *6786 *7649
,6200 -.5541 .6742 .7717 ,4600 ,299_ -,5265 .6796 ,7633
,6600 -,5502 .6753 ,7699 ,5400 ,2992 -.535E ,678g ,7645
,7000 -,5074 ,684Z .7_64 ,6200 .299_ -,5446 ,6755 ,7695
*7503 -.4294 ,6994 .7329 ,7GOb ,2992 -,5032 .6848 .7558
,8000 -.3632 ,7107 ,7061 ,8000 ,299Z -,3409 ,7169 *7058
.8500 -.24ZZ .736u .6761 ,9000 .299Z -,1454 .7553 .6457
.9000 -,1359 .7569 .643U .1000 .7362 -.Z174 .7411 .6680
,9500 -,0149 ,7811 ,6042 ,Z000 ,236Z -,3083 ,7231 .696Z
,g750 ,0508 .Tg4b .5_32 .3500 *Z3bZ -,3607 ,7126 ,7125
1,0000 .1200 .80_5 .5591 .4500 ,23bE -.3031 *7252 .69_9
._500 .?362 -.2183 .7407 .6687
*6500 ,2362 -*0664 ,7719 ,619Z
,8_0C ,?SbZ .3043 ,_445 ,4967
,_O_ .235Z .3757 ,8580 ,4725
*9600 ,23bE ,4103 ,8649 *4597
,9500 ,2352 .3591 ,8549 .4781
TEST 137 P1 25.30_H P51 ¢ti ,4838 CD_ ._0928 ¢000R1 ,00884
RUN Z TT Z39,Z797 *_ C_ -,1170 C02 *l;0931 CDCORZ ,00889
POINT 3 RC 4,0719 _ILLIQN CC ,0094 CD3 *b0909 COCOR3 *00877
HACH *b_ig C04 *00844 COCOR4 *00814
atP_* ,O._bl OEG C05 ,00794 CDCOR§ ,00764
UPPER SURFACE LO_EP SURFACE _PANdI_E
XIC CP P_LIPT _qLOC xl e'. CP P_tlP[ _LOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT MLQC
0,0000 1,1060 l*OOZ_ 0,0000 O,OOuO 1,10_0 l*OOZ_ 0,0000 *500_ ,4921 -,5615 ,670_ ,7773
,0040 ,4280 .86_2 .453b ,0040 ,5487 ,8923 .4064 .5000 ,4265 -*5655 .6694 .7790
,0080 ,1166 ,80_d ,5620 *0080 .74_4 ,9318 .3190 ,5000 • 36(,9 -*_724 .6686 .7803
.0150 -.2852 *7266 ,6907 .0230 .1912 .8213 .5374 ,5000 .2953 -.5731 ,bb80 .781Z
*0250 -.6613 .6517 ._62 *0500 -,0004 .7833 .6007 * _l, O0 .2297 -* 579Z .6667 .7832
*0400 -* 9093 *60ZO ,_829 .1000 -.098g .764Z .6315 ,5000 .1640 -.5884 .6650 *7858
*0600 -,8926 *6044 *PTgZ .150_ -.1569 .75Z3 *6804 *5000 *0984 -.5847 .6665 .7836
.0800 -.8055 .6245 ._4_1 .ZOO0 -.2247 .7393 .6709 .5000 .0328 -.583Z .6664 .7837
.1000 -.7504 .6359 ._3u5 .25U0 -.2712 .7294 .6864 .5000 -.0328 -.5867 .66_3 .7854
,1400 -,6656 .6496 ,_095 ,3_00 -.3027 .72Z9 ,696_ .500[, -.0984 -.586_ .6662 .7840
,180_ -,6518 ,6516 .e06_ ,4500 -.Z577 ,7315 .6831 .5000 -.1640 -.5799 .6675 ,78Z0
,Z200 -.6292 .6563 .79q2 .5530 -.1_3P .743_ .bb4Z .5GuO -,2297 -. 577Z .6674 ,7821
,2600 -.6170 ,6595 .7943 ,6_30 -.04_4 ,7750 .6142 ,5000 -.2953 -.5794 ,667Z .7824
.3000 -,6206 .6564 .7959 ,7500 .2147 ,0265 ,528) ,5_0 t -.3609 -,5739 .6673 ,782E
.3400 -.6036 ,6624 .7_Jgb ._d00 .3146 ._448 .4965 .5_00 -.4265 -,_751 .6676 ,7818
.3800 -.5926 ,6641 ,7_71 . _5(,b .3_45 ._504 .4719 .5000 -.49Z1 -.5644 .6706 .7772
,4200 -,9868 .66_2 .7d _.6 .gO_O ,4137 .t_643 ,461b ,O60b .2992_'* ee**ee395. 2695,*** e._**
.4600 -._897 *6648 .TdOZ .9_3U ,415_ *_651 ,4594 .1400 .2992 -.6726 ,6494 .809T
.5000 -._893 .6655 .7H50 1.0dO0 *20V_ ._G_9 ._6_l *2200 .29_Z -*6748 .658b .7956
,5400 -,9837 .66t,3 .1839 ,30U0 ,299Z -,bOZ3 .6631 ,7687
.5800 -,_R25 .6_.&1 .7_4_ .3_00 .2992 -.8946 .b646 *7865
.OZ00 -,5864 .568Z .7039 .4600 .2992 -.5819 .6669 .7828
.6_00 -._T35 .658_ .7,C0 .540_ .z_gz -.5719 .6682 .7809
.7060 -._252 .6777 .7662 .6200 .299Z -.5773 .6681 .7bll
.7800 -.4404 .694g .7399 .7000 .299Z -*5236 .67_3 .76_4
.8000 -*3498 .712U *7134 .80U0 *2992 -.3447 *7141 .7101
.8500 -,Z427 .7338 ,67_5 ,9000 .Z99Z -.1422 .7_40 .6477
,9003 -.1343 • 7".._0 .6445 ,l_OC .Z362 -,0994 .7628 ,6338
.9_00 -.0143 .7797 .o066 .2C0_. *2362 -.2214 .7391 .6712
.9750 ,0467 .7923 ._bO .350*.. .236Z -.3041 .72Z1 .6977
1.0000 ,1095 ,8049 ,56_1 .4500 .Z362 -*Z6Z7 .7312 .6836
._5_0 .Z362 -.18_1 .7454 .6613
.6500 .2362 -.0466 .7737 ,6163
.750L *236Z *21Zb ,8249 .5312
*.'000 .236Z .3179 ,_459 ,494_
.8_G(. .23o2 .3893 .8600 ._688
.9000 .236Z .4181 .8657 .4582
.95u0 *Z362 ,365_ .8849 .4781
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT Z;,31_6 aSI CN .5985 CD1 ,00966 COCOR1 ,00927
RUN 2 11 23_,82_3 K CM -.1162 CD2 .C0972 CDCOR2 .0O935
POINT 4 RC 4,045b MILLION C¢ ,00Z5 C03 .00%70 CDCOR3 ,00942D4 ,OGg03 O 4 . 877
_ACH ,5_o0 C05 ,00875 COCOR5 ,OOE4gALPHA 1.b167 DEG
UPPER SURFACE LOuER SURFACE SPANWI_E
XlC CP PeLIPI PLOC XIC CP PtLIPI ML_C XlC YIC CP PtLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.0997 1,J013 C.U000 O,OuO0 1,0_97 1.0013 6.0000 ,5000 .4221 -.5972 .6668 ,7_30
.0040 ,1795 .8203 ._3gZ ,_u_ ,717_ .926U .3330 .5000 ._255 -,b082 .66k9 .7852
,0080 -,1§19 ,7552 ._Se .0080 .8932 .9609 .2391 ,5000 ,3bOq -,6130 .663_ ,7883
,0_50 -,5739 ,o73P ,772? ,023_ .3647 .856_ ,4255 .5000 .2253 -,6121 ,6622 .7901
,0250 -,9645 .5@49 .824u .0SO& .141u ,u129 .5518 .5006 .2297 -.5241 .6016 .7210
.0400 -1.2338 ,5425 ,9T6_ ,1_00 ,0125 .Teb_ ,5950 .5000 .16k0 -,6287 ,6612 ,1217
,0600 -1,145T ,5577 ,_2_ .15do -,G7uO .7712 .bZ03 .SLO_ ,O_e4 -o52k4 .6612 ,7917
.g065 ._u)_ -.1379 .75_5 .6406 ,5000 ,0328 -,b27T ,6604 *7929
.0800 -1,0047 ,5872 ,6616 .7211
,1000 -,9159 ,0046 ,n197 ,2_0_ -,19&b ,7477 ,8577 ,SGGu -*G3Zo -,bZ¢7
.1600 -,7923 ,630_ ,h3_q .3500 -,2375 ,73_1 ,672_ ,5000 -,0984 -,6268 ,8602 ,7932
.1800 -,7560 ,6349 ,U_Lu ._5_b -.2143 ,7430 ,665L ,5000 -.16_0 -.5230 .6627 .7894
,2200 -,7258 .6431 ,_94 .5500 -.1511 .7_22 .6505 .SO0o -.2227 -.6155 .6623 ,7900
,2600 -.6970 ,6472 ,_132 .6_Od -,0239 .7uu2 ,6057 .SCuU -.2953 -,6180 .6623 ,7200
,3000 -.6983 ,6472 ._132 ,7500 ,ZZ7G ,e293 ,5236 ,5000 -,3609 -.6108 ,6623 ,7900
.3400 -,6694 ,6522 .8054 ,80_0 ,3233 .8492 ,48u5 .5000 -.4265 -.6191 ,6635 ,7881
,3800 -,6_60 ,6549 ,bul3 ,8500 o4GO? o8_33 ,4627 .SGOG -*_921 -.602_ ,6656 ,78_9
,4200 -,6416 ,6582 ,7963 ,9003 ,4266 ,0693 ,451_ ,ObO0 .2992 -1,0987 ,5657 ,9397
.4600 -,6356 ,6598 ,7939 ,95_0 ,_1_8 ,867_ ,45_8 .1400 ,2g92 -,7895 ,b2gl ,8610
.5000 -,6220 ,6503 .7931 1.0000 ,0960 ,8035 .5675 ,220C ,2992 -,7231 ,6421 .82093£bU 6808 *5_89 , 1 5
.5400 -,8239 .6612 .7917 o3600 .2992 -,8560 ,6545 ,8G19
,5800 -.6111 ,6643 ,7869 .4600 .2992 -°6?88 ,6608 ,7923
,6200 -,6124 .6631 .7_88 .5400 .2g_Z -.6026 .6836 ,7880
,6600 -.5958 ,6680 ,7_12 ,6ZOG ,2922 -,60kl ,6652 .7855
,7000 -,5381 ,6776 .76b5 ,7000 ,29gZ -,5379 ,6757 ,7693
,7500 -,_49_ ,6955 ,7388 ,_000 ,2992 -,3_61 o7163 °7068
,8000 -o351T ,7136 ,7109 ,gOGU ,2292 -,1375 ,7582 .8_10
,8500 -,2469 ,7367 .6750 .1000 .2362 .0097 .7873 .52_3
,9000 -.1306 ,7586 ,6_G_ .2000 .2362 -.1355 ,75_0 .6413
,9500 -,0167 ,7821 ._027 .3500 .2382 -.Skk5 ,7371 .67_6
,9750 ,0448 ,7935 ,5_40 .kSOO ,2362 -.2129 ,7_26 .6657
1.0000 ,0260 ,8035 ,5675 .5500 *2362 -.1553 ,7526 .6_g9
.5500 .2352 -.0247 ,7798 .6054
,7500 ,2362 ,2248 .8290 ,5243
,8000 ,2362 .3252 ,8_0 ._g07
.8500 ,2362 ,3gBg ,8629 ,4635
,goGo ,2362 ,_254 .8685 .4529
,950_ .2362 ._170 .8661 ,_575
TEST 137 Pl 25,3080 _bl CN ._5T5 C01 ,(,09_8 COCOR1 ,0094_
RUN 2 TT 239.74u6 K CM -.1166 CDZ ,oGgg2 CDCOR2 ,0095_.
POINT 5 RC 4,0405 M[LLIt]N CC -*b01g CO3 .01002 CDCOR3 .00g72D4 , 0g49 O 4 , 919
MACH *5gTb C05 .CO925 CDCOR5 °00895
ALPHA 1,53_0 OEG
UPPER SURFACE LOllER SURFACE %PAN_ISE
XIC CP P,,LIPT _LOC XlC CP P,tL/PT MLQC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
O.0000 1.0866 .9984 .L_74 &.u030 1.06_6 .998_ ._;_Tfi .5000 .4921 -.61_1 .6632 .7886
.06%0 .0606 .7926 *5655 *00%0 .79%8 .g%14 .2946 *SuCO °*265 -.b260 .6&l_ .7913
.0080 -.2994 .7267 .8907 *.)O_J .9567 .9733 .196") .5000 .3809 -.6357 .6583 .7961
,0150 -.7233 ,643_ ,_189 ,023u .6500 ._735 • 4_,35 ,5000 ,2253 -.6368 .6590 .7g51
.D250 -1.1343 .5616 .2462 .05uO .2148 .8289 ,5278 .5000 ,2297 -,6_30 ,6594 ,7944
,0400 -1,6276 ,,5035 1,u403 ,1000 ,Otis ,7285 .5756 ._UOu ,1840 -,8_31 ,66C8 ,7923
,0600 -1,3053 ,5270 1.dOle .1500 -.0202 ,7815 ,8037 .5000 .09_4 -,6436 ,6605 .7928
,0800 -1.1212 ,5838 ,g_28 .2d)O -.0296 .7655 ,6295 ,5000 .032e -.6_,37 .6592 ,79_7
,I000 -,9T56 ,5911 ,_g9_ ,2500 -,1567 ,75_7 ,6456 ,500_ -.0328 -, b_'Z_ .657_ ,7971
,1400 -,8580 ,6174 ._SgO .35V(; -,ZI4_ ,7426 ,6657 ,5000 -,098_ -,6480 ,6587 ,7955
,1800 -,8159 .6Z50 .8474 ._500 -* 1€e35 ,7466 ,65g% ,500G -,1640 -,b_39 .6593 .7g45
,2200 -.7098 .632O .c3_b .55J0 -.1498 .7549 .5_63 .5000 -.22_7 -.6395 ,6601 .7933
,ZSO0 -,T411 ,8392 ,_.5_ °6500 -*0141 ,7819 ,603_) ,SGUC -,2953 -,8401 ,6593 ,79%b
.3000 -.7320 .6406 .8233 .7500 .2350 ._306 .521% .5u00 -.3609 -.6369 .&587 .7954
,3400 -,7051 ,6445 .8172 .80Ju ,3376 .USlg .4837 .5c00 -._285 -,6351 .6611 .7218
.3800 -*6830 .6499 . _'agu .85)G ._172 ._673 .4552 .5COO -.4921 -.6299 .6623 .7900
.4200 -,6664 ,654_ .r015 .90UO ._364 .F705 ,4492 ,OO00 ,2992 -1.1_70 *SHOO ,g487
.4600 -.6528 .6588 .79_3 .9500 ._320 ._b)b .4509 o14OO °2992 -._538 .6150 .8627
.5000 -.6482 .6596 .7942 L* 0_.0_ .O_92 .8030 .5683 .2200.3COG.2992 -.713772 .84576331 ._15483_9
,5400 -.6369 ,6606 ,7g26 .3_6_ ,20q_ -,6633 ,6506 ,_080 I.
,5800 -.6236 .bbl4 .7913 ,46CC ._922 -,6490 .8538 .8030
,6200 -,6266 .6633 .7085 ,5400 .2992 -,626g ,6619 .7905
,6600 -.6055 ,6669 ,7_30 .bgb(, ,2ggz -,6171 .6655 .7851
,TOO0 -*5989 ,671_U ,?O'g .70UO °?992 -,5688 ,67gZ .7640
,ThOu -,4561 ,6954 , 739{_ , I_C_;b .2gg2 -,._532 .7155 .7080
.8000 -.3570 ,7139 .710 _' .(;000 .?gg2 -.1363 .75_4 ,6407
._500 -.2440 .737 _ .573Z .IGOO *23_ ? .065_ ,79q4 .57_3
.gO00 -.13q_ *75 (*4 .e, 3_1 oZ_OG .2362 -.0g70 .7651 .b30G ._
,g'aO0 -,0183 ,7_JU ,(-012 ,3500 ,?38? -,2U88 ,7433 ,b648
,9750 ,0365 ,7g15 ,5d73 ._G .2362 -.1_9 .7_84 .8566
1.0000 .0892 .P030 .,.o83 .55uC .2362 -.139_ .7580 .b41_
.e_St.O .23b2 -.o0_g ,7821 .8027
.7500 *2362 .2334 .8310 .5207
,80U_ .2362 ,337g ,852U ,4834
,8_Ou ,7362 ,'_026 ._642 ,4610
.qCO0 .236Z • _,316 .d6_5 ,4531
,gSO0 .23_2 ,4199 ,86E4 ,9531
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TABLE III. - Continued.
7E57 137 Pl 25,3076 _I Ch ,7130 C_1 ,0LC29 CDCORL °00985
t RUN 2 TI 239o5195 K C_ -,115Z C02 ,0103Z COCORZ ,00990POINT 6 RC 4,0_15 _[LLXON CC -,0073 CD3 ,G1_44 COCOR3 .01011
_ACH ,5491 C04 ,00991 COCOR4 ,00960
ALPHA Z,01_4 OEG C0_ ,OCgTb CDCOR5 ,00945
UPPER SURFACE LO_E_ SURFACE SPAhdISE
XlC CP PwLIP/ _LPC EIC CP PPL/PT _LO_ XIC YIC CP P_LIPT NLOC
0.0000 1.0519 .991_ .IUE5 _._uu_ L.u519 ._91_ .1_5 .5_b0 .4911 -.6_Z5 .6587 .79§5
• .0040 -,0924 ,1559 ,62_7 ,_4v ,849_ ,9516 ,2669 .5000 ,4265 -.6516 .5523 ,6054
.0080 -.4332 .6984 .7_4 .0080 1.0014 .gbL_ *16ZI .SUOb .3609 *.6575 .6531 .8039
.0150 -.8653 .6131 .Bo_7 .0230 .51h4 *_U62 .4188 .5000 .2953 -.6550 .6557 .80C0
*OESO -1*1890 *5165 1*_015 .bSJG .1746 .H3_4 .5078 ._000 .2297 -.6681 .6503 .8084
.0400 -1.6306 .4619 1.1109 .10_0 .111_ ._53 .5645 .5000 .164_ -.6731 .5496 .80_5
.ObO0 -1._54_ .4731 1._1_ .1_ *._14_ .7_', *_'_17 .5000 .09_4 -.6683 .5518 .8051
.0800 -1.2343 .53_3 .9_18 .ZOOO -.6641 .7lOP .6209 *5_u_ *L3Z_ -.666q .6491 *8101
,L000 -1.0113 .5836 .9_16 .253U -*_Z_5 *7547 .6_87 .5000 -*b3ZB -*bbgb *651_ ._0_7
.1400 -.9277 *6001 *_q .35_0 -.lq4Z .7441 .b634 .50UU -*0984 -.6594 .6513 .8053
,1800 -,8732 ,6141 ,8642 ,4bOO -.17H_ ,740_ ,bSb_ ,SOOU -.1_40 -,6671 .5513 .806_
,1200 -,8202 ,6190 .8_o6 .553_ -,13_7 ,75_6 ,6467 *Su_ -,2297 -.6586 .6517 ,8061
,2600 -,7882 ,630u °u_qb ,65JD -,0044 ,7828 ,_01_ ,5000 -,2953 -,664_ °6533 ,8038
.3000 -.7764 .6174 .8436 .753(! .1411 ._314 .5Z01 .5_u_ -._609 -.6535 .6506 .8078
.3400 -.7393 *6370 ._Z,e .SCOO .36_3 ._510 .6853 *500_ -.6_65 -.6564 .5550 .8012
,3800 -,7102 ,6449 ,8167 ,P5_5 ,618_ ,flb76 ,6546 ,500C -,4_21 -,6435 ,6544 ,8021
.4200 -,6988 oh442 ._17H .%0b0 .54_2 °_7_ ,4485 .bb_O ,Z_q2 -_.Z411 .53_2 .9835
,4600 -.6866 .6469 ._13_ ,9_0_ ,4308 .E69u ,4513 ,1400 ,1992 -,9681 .5947 .8943
.5000 -.6735 .650E ._077 2._uO0 .0_09 .7996 .5739 .ZZ_O .1992 -._180 .6251 .8471
,5400 -.6581 ,5_69 .d075 .3000 .E991 -.7518 .6391 .815_
*5800 -*6459 .656L .7995 .380_ *ZgqZ -.7154 *6430 .8195
.6ZUO -,6385 .6584 ,7960 ,6600 *zqqz -,6691 .6501 .8087
.6600 -.6174 .5612 .7917 *_4b0 *Z991 -.6497 .657_ *7975
*TO00 -*5555 .5772 .7747 *TZOG *1991 -.61_0 *6509 *7qZ1
*7500 -.4633 *6930 .7_27 .7C00 .Z_Z -*5538 *6766 *7579
.8000 -*3515 .7110 .7150 *_OCG .2_92 -.3557 .7146 .7094
.8500 -.2421 .7367 .675_ .qO00 .2991 -.1358 .7574 .6423
.qO00 -.1268 .7571 .6_77 .1C_0 .2361 .1138 .80_1 .5631
.9500 -.0184 .78_0 .6011 .Z_Ob *236Z -.0579 *7720 .5190
*9750 .0315 ,7897 ,5R03 *356_ *2362 -,1842 ,7475 .6581
1*0U00 .C809 *7996 ,_739 *4500 *2362 -*16_7 .7510 *65Z4
.5500 ,2362 -,1224 ,7596 ,6389
.€500 ,256Z -.004_ .7842 .5993
.7500 *2361 ,2411 .8332 .5170
.8000 *_36Z .3391 .8527 *4823
*850_ *Z3bZ .408R .8649 *4598
.9000 *2362 °4368 .8696 *4509
.9500 .2362 .3846 ._611 ,4668
"[[_$1 137 P'i ?'..,30_7 _1 CN *7666 C01 ,OllOb COCO_I ,01064
RUN 2 71 269*457u K CN -.1230 CO2 *OlOgO CDCORZ *01050
POINT 7 RC 4,C50_ HILL I,']N CC -*U130 CO3 *01114 COCOR3 *01083
_ACH ,55'_4 CO4 *01045 COCUR4 *01014
ALPHA ?. 5;'40 DLG C05 .0'[044 COC_R5 .01611
UPPER SURFACE LO_[R SURFACE 5PAN_ISE
XlC CP PeLIP1 P_LOC X/C CP P_,LlPl NLrrjc XIC ¥/C CP PeLIP7 MLOC
0.0000 1.0097 ._834 .L54. _ _.0000 1.0097 .qe34 .1545 .5000 .4921 -.66_2 .6546 .8018
.0040 -.2322 .7376 .6735 • b'J4u .9111 .9636 .2305 .5600 .4265 -.6711 .6525 .80_9
.0080 -.5734 .6708 .77_-9 .00_0 1.0493 ._915 .II02 .5_0_ .3bOq -.67_0 .6495 ._096
.0150 -1.0042 .586_ .9J72 .C2_U .5_56 ._995 .3917 .50_ .2953 -,6735 .5487 .8108
.0150 -1.4456 .5015 1.0537 .0_00 .3334 ._49_ .4_79 .5000 .Z197 -.6799 .651Z .8070
.0400 -I.7782 .4361 1.15o_ oI_JU .1655 ._I_I .5480 .5000 .1540 -.6884 .6513 ._068
.0600 -1.8331 .%258 1.L7_1 .1500 *0648 ,7969 .5785 .5(.00 .0_84 -.6815 .6517 .8063
.0800 -1.4285 .5017 1.0_33 .ZnJO -.0Z15 .7o_.0 .6045 .5_uO .C328 -.6831 .6516 .8064
.1000 -1.0141 .503_ .9119 .Z_vO -._.u94 .7660 .bZ73 .5U_t. -.0318 -.6860 .6500 .8088
.1400 -.9846 .5900 ,9u16 .3500 -,1_bl .7540 ,647d .5000 1109P4 -.6855 .6495 .8095
.1800 -.9188 .0017 .8_33 ,450C -.1516 .7557 .6453 .50_0 -.1_40 -.6831 .6507 .8077
.2200 -.8650 .6125 .86o7 .5500 -.1200 .7621 ,63_,9 .5000 -,2297 -.6784 .6505 .8081
.2600 -.8297 .TILl .85i_ .65_U .UU81 .7856 .5970 .5000 -.2953 -.6785 .6535 .8035
.3000 -.8118 ,62'.,1 .5472 .7500 .2421 ,t_318 .5194 .5(.00 -,3609 -,6733 ,6516 .8064
.3_OJ -.7680 .631_ .5379 ._000 .3433 .8520 .4834 .500_ -.4265 -.6701 .6524 .8052
.3800 -.7377 .6360 .8304 ._500 .4235 ._674 .6553 .5000 -.4921 -.66Z4 .6540 .8017
,4Z00 -.7151 ,6441 ,9177 ,qQO0 ,4410 .8710 ,4482 .0600 ,2992 -1. 4005 ,9078 1*0331
.4600 -.7040 .64P3 ._1L5 .9500 .432_ ,6693 .4515 .1460 .2991 -1.0351 .5811 .9155
.5000 -.5858 .650h .8076 L.uO00 .0_o7 .7987 .5753 .2ZOU .Z991 -*0716 .6138 ._46, 4 6704 ,0 41 ,s026 3_,,OG ,24 2 .70 . zqz 8 0q
.5800 -.6558 .6559 .79_7 *38G0 *Z991 -.7417 .63_ *8169
.bZO0 -,6447 .6571 .7_7Z .460(, .ZqqZ -.6943 .6486 *_110
,6600 -,6214 .6t, Z_ ,78_, .5400 ,2591 -.6597 ,6547 .8G16
,7000 -,5587 ,6741 ,171_J ._ZOG ,Z_92 -,6391 ,65u5 ,7955
,7500 -.4593 ,6964 ,7371. .7(,Uu .Z(a_Z -._601 .b748 .770_
._000 -.352_ .714, .7J_1 ._0_ .Z_Z -.351. _ .7140 .70_
.eSO0 -.Z33A .7385 .51_1 .9(.u(. ._942 -.1262 .7596 .6389
_,. .9000 -,1248 ,75_,'a ,_)3o3 .lOGO .236g .1666 .8175 ._439
,9500 -.0147 .781,_ ._b3l ,200(, ,Z36Z -,_153 .7_18 ,6031
._750 .0313 .791_ .5,_1 .3_0 .2361 -.15_0 .7530 .6493
L,O000 *0687 .79L7 .57¶5 .4501 *7362 -*1496 ,7556 ,644_
.5500 .2362 -.LILO .7630 .6335
,bSub ,2352 ,0071 .7_63 .59D9
.75_0 ,Z36Z *Z_25 .8328 .5175
.800',: ,2362 .33U5 ,8516 .4841
.850_ ,Z382 .4006 .8651 .4594
,qou_ ,236Z ,4380 ,8713 ,5477
._500 ,_'36Z .4231 *8670 ,4558
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 25.3148 P_I CN .uZb_ COl .OIZ30 CDCORI .01187
RUN 2 TT 23q.563_ _ C_ -.i091 C02 .01202 CDCORZ .01162
POINT B RC _,0523 MILLZON CC -.u199 C03 .O1Z4b CDCOR3 .O1Z08 •
MACH .5990 CO4 .01147 CDCOR4 .01117
ALPHA 3.0135 Oi_ C05 *01149 COCOA5 *01120
UPPEg SURFACE L[I_Eg SURFJCE SPANWISE
XIC CP PeLIPT MLUC XIC CP PtLIPT MLOC XlC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 *9622 .9756 ,1957 J,U_O0 ._bZ2 ,9736 ,1_57 .SU_O .4gZl -.b736 .6512 lUObg
,0040 -.3735 .7113 .7145 .0040 .95_, .9730 .1981 .5000 .4265 -.6812 .6469 .8105
.0080 -.6998 ,64t3 ._145 ,O08u 1.0721 .9957 ,U78J .5000 .3602 -.6917 .64q2 .8101
.0150 -I*I278 .55qq .96_9 .OZ3b .b430 .9099 .3595 .5000 .2953 -.691b .6480 .8112
.0250 -1.5593 .4749 l.bEb5 .0500 .3_77 .8tLZ .4667 .5000 .2297 -.6985 .6491 .8102
.0400 -i.9012 .411u 1.2023 .lOOO .205_ ._ZSb .529_ .5000 .1660 -.7029 .6463 .8165
.0800 -2.0898 .3747 1.2722 ,15d0 .1u35 .8048 .5653 .5000 ,0984 -,6950 .6461 .8148
,0800 -1,q112 ,4058 L,ZI2U ,2000 ,013g ,7856 ,5970 ,5000 ,53Z8 -,6999 ,b67b .8225
,1000 -1,1183 ,5657 ,_3q7 ,2500 -.Ot16 .7712 ,6203 ,5000 -,0328 -.7004 ,b461 ,814q
.1400 -1,013b .5863 ,9073 ,5530 -.1236 .7591 ,6396 .500_ -,0984 -,7034 .6638 ,8186
,1800 -.q583 .5958 ,8925 ,6500 -,1278 ,759q .b383 .5000 -.1640 -.7023 ,6458 .8152
.2200 -.8957 .607b .874Z .5500 -.lUU6 .7656 .6293 .5000 -.2297 -.6964 .64q9 *8090
,2600 -,8553 ,b154 ,8622 ,6500 ,0148 ,7_67 .5951 °5000 -.Zq53 -,6935 ,b510 .8072
,3000 -.8342 .hie5 ,8573 .7500 ,24_6 ,8337 .51hi .5000 -,3b09 -,6861 ,5483 *_115
.3400 -,7958 .6287 ,8416 *_000 .3387 ,PSZO ,683b ,5000 -.4265 -.690Z .6469 .8136
,3800 -,7636 .b338 .8338 .8500 .%206 ,Eb7b ,654fi ,5000 -,4921 -.6751 .b508 .E076
.4200 -.7383 .6413 .82Z2 .9000 .4356 ._703 .44qb .Oh00 .2992 -i._601 .4929 1.0581
,4600 -,7212 ,6427 ,8200 .q_O0 .4265 ,8692 .4516 .1600 .Z992 -1.0620 ._73_ .9274
.§000 -,6926 ,6653 ,b161 loOGO0 ,0673 °7907 ,5787 .ZZ_C *2992 -,9045 .6067 ,8756
,5600 -,6850 .6506 .80_O .3000 ,2992 -,8126 .621g .8521
*5800 -*6668 .6531 .8041 ,3800 .2922 -,7686 *b31q .8367
.b200 -.6528 ,6538 ,8030 .4600 .2292 -.7074 .6463 .8176
.6bOO -,6278 .66C5 ,7927 .54C0 .2992 -.b785 ,6511 ,8071
.7000 -.5581 .67bg .7675 .6200 .2992 -.6561 .bSSb *7956
,7500 -,6550 ,6_77 .735b .7000 ,2992 -.5427 ,6740 .7720
,8000 -,3452 .7151 .7077 .8000 .2qOZ -.3476 .7149 .7090
,8500 -.2302 ,738_ .b730 ,9000 .2992 -.1307 .7599 .b383
,gO00 -,I133 ,7618 .63_4 ,lu00 .2362 .2089 .8258 .5297
.qSO0 -.0160 ,7815 .6U36 .2000 .2362 o0128 .7869 .5969
.9750 ,0241 .7891 *5_11 .35_0 ,23b2 -*12_5 ,7603 °6378
1.0000 ,0673 ,7967 .5787 .4500 .Z362 -.1Z90 .7578 .6416
.5500 ,2362 -.0954 ,7639 .5320
.6500 ,2362 .0133 .7_63 ,5958
.7500 .2362 .2481 .8337 .8161
.8000 .2362 .3466 ,8524 .4027
._500 .E352 .6120 .8653 .6590
.gUOu .?362 .64Z_ .8715 .4476
.9500 ,236Z .3953 .8621 .4650
TEST 137 PT Z_*30ZZ PSI CN .9391 CD1 .01582 COCOR1 ,01526
PUN 2 TT Z39.3575 K C_ -.1058 COg ,01610 CDCOR2 .01557
POINT 9 RC 4.0_.05 _ILLIfl_4 CC -*033 _, CO3 .01533 CDCOR3 .0149u
eACH .5281 C06 .01516 CDCOR4 .01471
ALPHA 4.0i67 OEG CD5 .01695 CDCOR5 .01450
UPPER SURFACE LOgER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XlC CP P_LIP1 MLDC Xl= CP PDLIPI MLOC XlC YIC CP P*LIPI MLOC
0,0000 ,823q .9668 ,_02 O. OOO0 .8239 ,_66b .2802 .SObO ._gZI -.7055 .6488 .8106
.0040 -,6559 .6565 .8019 .0060 1.02€'1 .9869 .1371 .5600 .4265 -.7176 .6_.50 .8165
.0080 -.97§8 .§928 ._71 .0083 l.lOlO l._JI7 O.0000 .500b .36Cg -.7259 .6_17 .8216
.0150 -I.3908 .5164 l.ulgO .0230 .7467 .931b .3195 .5000 .2953 -.7251 .b406 .8232
,0250 -1,8151 ,427A 1.1722 .0500 ,487_ ,8_06 ,4301 .bOOO ,2297 -.7335 ,6603 ,823?
.0_,00 -2,1182 ,3665 1.;'885 ,1000 .2973 ,8435 ,4988 .5000 ,1640 -.7358 ,6609 .8229
• ObO0 -2,3252 .3257 1.3743 ,1530 ,1828 .8202 ,5381 .5000 ,0g8_ -.7364 .8325 ,8250
.0800 -2.332_ .3ZZO 1,3826 oZO00 ,0807 .e017 ,5705 .5000 ,C3Z8 -,7302 .6614 ,8221
.1000 -2.1652 ,3§28 1,3165 .2500 .0083 .7890 ,591_ .5000 -.0328 -.7412 .6406 .8233
• 1600 -1.01§Z .5859 .9064 .3500 -*0738 .7703 .6217 ,5000 -.09_ -.7386 .6303 *8253
.1800 -*9692 *5974 .8900 ,4500 -._57 ,7675 .6262 ,5000 -.1640 -.7320 .b621 .8210
,2200 -.q474 .5984 ._ .5500 -,0750 .76qb .6228 .5000 -.2227 -.7291 .6_17 ,8216
.2500 -,9099 ,bOSg .8722 .6500 ,0340 ,7_03 ,_892 .50OU -,2953 -,7304 .b423 .8207
,7594 ._343 .8149 .5000 -.3609 -. 7234 .6416 .8217• 3000 -.8931 .blOb .8696 ,7500
•3400 -.8473 .6178 .8505 .8000 ,352b ._50 .67b0 .5000 -.6265 -.7301 .6k22 *8208
• 3800 -,8138 ,6231 ._502 .P530 ,_276 .hi03 .669b ,5000 -.6911 -.714b .6_40 .8180
,4200 -.7835 .6304 ._s38q ._000 ,_3_0 .k712 .4680 .0600 ,2q22 -1,77Z6 ,4351 1,1582
.4297 .e_h95 •_,_I0 .1400 .7992 -1*0488 .5811 ,9156
• _,600 -,7b03 .63b_. .8303 ,9SOd
.5000 -.7628 .b3hL .0209 1.0000 .U541 .7962 .5,29 ._Zb_ .2992 -.9367 .b967 *_911
,5400 -.7122 ,6469 .tlL67 .3000 ,2992 -*8757 .bL17 ,8678
.5800 -,5q75 .6_'92 ."lO1 .3800 ,2992 -.eL*5 .6235 .8495 •
• 6200 -.6741 ,8520 ,u058 .4600 .2qqZ -.7562 .6340 ,8334
.b600 -.b386 .b6(J_ .79J9 .5_00 .2992 -,7139 .6458 .Ul53
• 7000 -,§711 ,6728 .7739 .6ZOb ,2922 -,bb46 ,b555 ._004
,7500 -.6642 .b266 .7_wb .7000 ,2gqZ -.Sbbl .6743 ,7716
• 8U00 -.3521 .7149 .7u89 ._00 .Eq92 -,3486 .7161 .7071
• 8500 -.2387 .73_7 .6718 . €¢O_ts .29q2 -.1303 .7589 .6_00
,gO00 -,1225 .7_06 .b372 ,IOUO o23bZ .2976 .8437 .4983
.2500 -.0234 .7807 • O'J_.g ,ZOO0 .236Z .08qO ,8015 ,5708 ,_
.q750 .0178 .7_75 ._c,39 .3500 .2362 -.0735 .7705 .6214
1.0000 ,0541 ,794Z .5,29 .4500 ,2362 -,0844 .7668 ,6Z76
,5_00 ,2362 -,Jb33 .7721 ,6189
• 6500 .Z36Z .0379 ,7937 .5837
• 750C. .2362 ,2579 .8340 ,5155
•8000 .23bZ .35ZG .8539 ,4801
• _5_,0 .2362 ._175 .ub70 ._558
ogOOu ,236Z .438_ *8705 ,6_g2
,gsoc .2362 .6218 .8582 ,4535
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TABLEIII. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 25,3073 P_! CN 1,5743 CD1 ,02338 COCOR1 ,02280
mUN 2 TI _39,7725 _ C_ -.1_20 CD2 ,02384 CDCQR2 ,02282
POINT 10 RC 4,03_2 MILLION CC -,C490 CD3 ,022b0 CDCOR3 ,02204
MACH *5973 C04 ,02241 COCOR4 ,02188
ALPHA 5,0ZOg DEG CD5 ,02188 COCOR5 ,02134
UPPER SURFACE LOkER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P_LIPI MLOC AIC CP P,LIP1 MLO_ XIC YIC CP PpLIPT HLOC
0,0000 *&710 ,9159 ,_54U U*_UOV *_710 ,Qlbg .3540 .5000 ,4921 -.73§9 ,b401 ,8240
,0040 -,9385 ,59_4 ,fl_70 ,U040 1,_770 ,_971 ,0847 ,5(.G_ ,4Zb_ -,7459 ,83_8 ,8245
,0080 -1,Z197 ,5418 ._77H ,00_0 1,1060 1,OOZ5 0,0003 ,50UO .360g -,7403 ,8373 ,8284
.0150 -_*_gSg ,473_ _,_g03 ,'J2$J ,6334 ,g_g ,ZT_5 ,500O ,2q53 -,7532 .6385 ',dZb5
,0250 -2,0321 ,38_4 1.2492 ,0500 ,5_11 ._991 ,3925 .5000 .2297 -.78Z9 .8351 .8318
,0400 -2.3253 .3314 1,3820 .logo .3795 ._505 ,4579 .50UO .1640 -,7647 ,5354 ,8313
.0500 -2o5110 ,2905 L,4554 .150_ ,2_2_ ._334 ,51O5 .50_0 ,09_4 -.7bZ! ,8355 .8311
*0800 -2,5412 ,2R_g 1._0_0 ,_C_0 ,1442 ._122 .5529 .50_0 .0328 -.7533 .5351 .8317
,1000 -2.4697 ,2_70 I,_3_8 .2500 .Ubgu ,72_4 ,5743 .500G -,032_ -,7580 .634b .8325
,1400 -2,3200 ,3311 1.Jb2b .35d0 -.031h ,7722 .6073 .SOuO -.0904 -,7627 .6337 .8332
,1800 -I,1415 .5651 .(.kCu .45u_ -,O44u .777u .hUgh ,_00 -.Ib4O -.757U ,5352 .d300
*2200 -,9216 ,60_1 ._7_t_ .55_d -.0406 .7769 .b112 .5000 -.2297 -,7571 *6355 ,8295
,2600 -,8951 ,&Ol_ .h723 .bSOu ,054_ .795_ .5803 .5_0 -,_95_ -,7574 ,6367 .8293
,3C00 -,9056 ,_085 ._7_8 .7_00 .2702 .e37_ ,5082 ,5000 -.3509 -.7471 .&381 .8271
,3400 -.8628 .6147 ,e032 .h_U_ .36_6 .qSH_ ,4722 ,5000 -.4265 -.7528 ,6359 .8306
,3800 -,8425 ,_210 ,_5_ ,_Sud ,4483 .U732 ,4441 .SOOC -,4921 -,7372 ,63_ ,0261
o420_ -,81_1 ,bZ_b ._7_ ogd40 o44TL ._73§ ,4435 .0600 ,2_92 -1,8599 ,41_9 1,1878
,4_00 -,7904 ,8304 *_3_0 ,95,)0 .4450 *b/21 ,4461 ,1400 *2_22 -2,3534 ,3210 1,3848
,5000 -,7689 ,0341 .u332 L*uO.J& ,0577 .7_65 ,_790 *2200 .2992 -1,0062 .582_ ,9025
,5400 -,7323 ,6323 ,8253 *3000 ,2292 -.8836 ,6113 ,8684
,5800 -,7091 ,6444 .8175 .3800 .2_q2 -.8422 .6203 ,854&
.6200 -*6898 .6481 .0117 *4500 .2_92 -.7817 ,6318 .8369
*_600 -,6517 ,6570 .7_82 °5400 *2ggZ -,7329 *6428 ,8199
,7000 -*5842 *8705 .7774 *b_O0 .2922 -*6747 *6504 ,8083
,7500 -,4754 ,6glg *7445 .7000 .2292 -,5737 .6731 .7733
*8000 -,3615 ,7140 .71_4 ,8000 .2992 -,3611 ,7137 .7107
,8500 -,2511 ,734€ ,6779 .9000 .2_92 -*1386 .7592 *6395
*9000 -.1359 .7_74 .6423 ,1000 ,2362 ,3712 *8572 ,4727
*9500 -*0368 ,7775 ,0101 .2040 *2362 ,1523 ,8141 *5497
,9750 ,01bl ,7872 ,59_4 *3500 ,2362 -*0205 ,7802 .6057
1,0000 *0577 ,7965 ,5790 .4500 ._362 -,0444 ,7765 ,6118
.5500 ,2362 -,0365 .7778 .6097
.65d0 *2352 *0591 *7263 °5794
,7500 *2362 *2753 ,8402 ,5046
,8000 ,23_2 ,3704 ,85_0 ,4726
.8500 .23_2 ,4342 ._709 .4485
,gO00 ,2362 .4523 .8742 ,4421
.9500 .2362 .4326 ,8704 ,4494
TEST 137 P7 Z5,3070 PSI CN 1.1_70 CDI ,&3661 cnCOR1 .03562
RUN 2 TI Z39,7_,43 K CM -,09_5 C(J2 ,(,36Z5 CbCOR2 ,03528
POINT 11 _C 4,05_7 _/LLION CC -.0626 C03 .03507 COCOR3 ,03429
NACH ,5998 C04 ,0346b COCOR4 .033g0
ALPHA 0,01_5 OEG CD5 ,03376 CDCOR§ *03295
UPPER SUEFAC[ LUCRE SURFACE SPAN¥ISE
XIC CP P_,Llkl HL_C XlC CP P.'LIP1 MLOC XIC YIC CP P.eLIPT HLOC
0.0000 *5259 .8873 .41&_ O,OUO0 .5259 o8873 .4164 .5000 .4_21 -*7342 *6362 .8269
,0040 -I*1481 ,5544 .9578 ,OdkO l,O_gO 1,L_J12 O,0000 ,5000 ,426_ -.7439 .5371 .8286
• 00_0 -1,4505 ,49_0 l ..aSgh .O0_O 1,1026 1.OOLo 0,0000 ,5000 .3609 -,7502 ,6346 ,8321
,0150 -1,7334 ,4418 1*14_b ,0230 ,8gg_ ,2615 ,2373 ,SOOO ,2253 -,7481 ,6346 ,8326
,0250 -2,1523 °3545 1,3131 ,0500 ._828 ,9123 ,3641 ,5000 o2227 -.7459 ,6343 ,8329
,0400 -2,4522 .2288 1.4355 ,1_J0 .4445 ,8720 ,_464 .5000 ,1640 -,7683 .6327 .8354
,0600 -2,6441 ,2b(.e 1,8299 ,1500 ,3135 .8455 .4252 .5000 .0084 -,7513 .8328 .8356
,0800 -2. 6747 .2528 1.5512 • 2_0'_ .2Ubb ,eZZ8 .534_ .50_0 ,0328 -.7625 .6348 .8326
•1000 -2,6327 *2525 I*_352 *2530 *l]&b .t07b .5b08 .5C00 -*0328 -.7O27 *6320 .8364
,1400 -2,5935 ,271o 1,5014 ,3500 ,0140 ,7857 ,5267 .5000 -,0284 -.7593 .6357 .8309
,1800 -2,2651 ,3_86 1.3460 .45_0 -,blT8 . 7803 .bOSh .54,_0 -.1640 -.7532 ,6330 ,8350
,2200 -1,4261 ,5032 1.040, ,5_00 -.0093 ,7820 ,6029 ,5000 -,2297 -.7530 .5354 .8313
• 2600 -,9266 ,585u .9_95 .b_30 ,bbb7 .7_64 ,_793 *5000 -,2953 -,7628 ,6386 ,8294
• 3000 -,8484 ,6165 .064s4 .7500 .7878 *_396 ,5056 ,5000 -,3609 -,7481 ,6365 ,8296
,3400 -,8105 ,8222 ,8500 ,8000 ,3753 ,8_88 ,4710 ,540C -,4265 -,7512 ,6361 *8303
,3800 -,8111 ,_221 ,651_ ,8500 ,4514 ,8737 ,4431 ,50bC -.4921 -,7480 .6352 .8316
,4200 -,7886 ,6258 ,846_ .90JO ,_87 .8749 ,4407 ,0000 ,2_22 -1,9033 ,40bg 1,2100
,4600 -,7220 ,6_HO .8427 ,_3V ,4459 ,8724 .6455 .1400 .22_2 -2.5423 .2782 1,4836
• 5000 -.7593 .6310 ._3_1 1. OuuO .(. _28 .7942 .P818 .2200 ,Z_g2 -1,4181 .5050 1,0379
,5400 -,T41_ ,_3_T .oZe2 .300_ .Zgg2 -,8454 ,6126 .8665
,5600 --,7127 ,5420 ,8,?.12 ,3800 ,22_2 -,_229 *6197 ,8555
• 8200 -,6818 ,b_O €) ,_074 .46t.0 .2292 -, 7783 .6305 .8388
.6600 -.6452 ,654_ . e.020 .5400 .2_gZ -. 7275 .6379 .8274
.7000 -,5758 .6784 .717t_ .620L ,_992 -.6738 .6498 .eOgl
• 7500 -.4773 .6925 ,7434 ,7COC. .2292 -*5786 *bb&G *7797
,8000 -.3t04 .71_7 .7123 ._OUu ,2g_g -,38_7 ,7120 .7134
• 8§00 -*_22 .7345 *87_,4 *_000 ,_99_ -.1474 *_570 ,8430
.gl_O0 -.1_18 ,7533 ,_4t'g .lbbO .23_2 .44_1 ,8713 .4477
,9500 -,0393 ,7751 ,e_140 .2GU(. .2362 .2067 .8248 .5315
,97_0 .0033 .7846 ,b_i_7 .3500 .2362 .01_g ,787u .5933
1.0000 *0528 ,7942 ,5u1' .4500 .238_ **r)O_6 .7d28 *601&
,bSOG ,23A2 -,UOg3 ,7818 .6032
,b_CC .2352 .076_ .7284 ,5760
.75_,b .236_ .2e73 ._412 .5028
.8(._0 ,2362 . _.7_9 .85T3 ,4T38
• 8500 ,2362 ,4_,23 *8708 .4487
• go0{.' ,2362 ,4630 *_75b *4394
• gSbC ,2362 ,4388 .8704 ,4494
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT Z_,3_93 PSI _N L,2549 C01 ,05231 CDCOR1 ,05115
RUN Z TT 239,qb05 K CM -,0874 ¢02 ,05069 CO¢ORZ ,04958
POINT 12 PC 4,_494 NILLLON CC -,0725 ¢D3 ,04977 ¢0COR3 ,04888 _o
_ACH *6002 C04 *04945 COCOR4 *04858
ALPHA T,u3u7 OEG C05 ,0477Z CDCOR5 ,04b87
UPPER SURFACE L_dER SURFACE 5PAN_ISE
XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC CP PpLIPI NLOC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT _LOC
0.0000 *3851 ,8600 ,46_9 3.000u .3851 *8bOG *4689 ,500G *49Z1 -.7081 *0462 .8147
,0040 -1.3709 ,5154 L,0208 ,0040 /.1044 _,UU22 0.0000 .5000 ,4_6_ -.7103 ,0421 ,8210
.0080 -1.6549 ,4542 1.1Z44 ,u080 l,OHh_ .9921 .0359 .5000 ,3609 -,7143 ,0433 ,8191 m
,0150 -1,8799 ,412Z I.ZGul .GZ30 .9353 .gb_ ,ZLZ4 .5000 *2953 -,7147 ,b4_Z .8223
.0250 -2.2724 ,3333 L,3_77 ,0500 .7049 ,q237 ,338_ .5000 ,2297 -./333 .6399 .8243
,0400 -2,5593 *ZTb_ 1.48P9 ,luOb .4808 .8799 *431L .5000 *1040 -*7354 *5372 .8284
.0600 -2.7767 ,2397 1._87_ ,1_00 ,3_2 ,_35 .4807 .5000 .0984 -,7382 .6382 .8270
,0800 -2,7878 .2322 1,6088 ,Z_0 .2373 .8310 ,5238 ,5000 .0328 -,7342 ,5380 .8273
.1000 -2,7600 ,2369 1._55 .250u .1560 .8L47 ,54_7 .5000 -*_32_ -.7391 ,0378 ,8278
.1400 -2,7078 .2482 1.5037 ,3500 ._448 *7_23 ,5060 ,5000 -*0904 -.7322 .6376 .8279
.1800 -2.4115 ,3047 1.4217 ,4500 -,0039 ,782_ ,6010 ,5000 -.1640 -,7289 .6388 .8201
.ZZO0 -1.6681 ,4_29 1,1207 ,5_U0 -,0070 ,7839 .5997 .5000 -*2297 -.7269 .0385 .8265
,2600 -2.2798 ,5338 ,_q07 ,6_U0 .0655 ,1967 ,5188 ,5000 -.2953 -.7278 .84G0 .8243
.3000 -1,0130 .5820 .9141 ,7500 .2777 .8385 ,5077 ,5000 -.3609 -.7176 .8404 .8236
.3400 -.8809 .6144 .8637 .8000 ,3700 ,_57C ,4745 .SCUb -,4265 -.7ZOq *6405 .8234
,3800 -.8050 *6233 ,8499 ._500 ,44_3 ._720 ,4463 ,5000 -.4921 -,7199 .6403 ,8238
,4200 -,7915 .622_ ._420 ,9000 .4515 ,_728 ,4448 ,0600 ,2992 -2.9236 .4039 1.2157
.4600 -,7055 ,6315 ,_373 ,9530 ,4332 ,8698 *4500 ,1400 *2992 -2,5329 .2795 1,4822
,5000 -.7462 ,6366 ,8295 _.0000 ,ubb4 ,7842 ,5993 .2200 ,2992 -_,7450 .4380 1,1531
.5400 -.7118 .6424 .820_ .3000 .2992 -1,_924 ,5448 ,q730
*5800 -*6820 .6489 ,_105 .3800 *2992 -.8925 .6044 .8791
.6200 -*6473 ,6544 .8020 ,4600 .2992 -*7662 .6319 *8365
.6800 --,6044 *6035 ,7_82 .5400 .2992 -*5816 *6506 .8080
,7000 -._317 *6772 ,7070 .0200 .2992 -.bOZ6 ,6026 .7895
.7500 -,4425 .6964 ,7376 ,700C ,2992 -.5033 .6843 .7552
.8000 -.3405 ,7152 .7G84 .8C00 ,2992 -.3422 .7162 .7069
*8500 -,_481 *7342 .5789 .9000 .2992 -,1720 .7481 ,0570
.9000 -.1523 ,7528 ,6495 .1000 *2362 .4920 .8804 ,4301
,9500 *,0606 ,7700 .6212 .2000 .2352 ,2483 *8329 ,5174
.9750 -,0263 ,7786 ,6083 ,3500 ,2352 ,0428 ,7927 ,5854
Z*O000 ,0004 .7842 ,_993 ,4500 .2302 -.0021 ,7837 ,6002
.5500 ,2362 .0004 ,7842 ,5995
.6500 .23_2 ,ObSZ ,7957 *5805
*7500 *2362 *2807 .8391 *50bb
,8000 .Z3bZ .3731 .8565 .4754
,8500 .2352 .4360 *8690 .4S21
.9000 .2302 ,4508 *8728 ,4448
.qbo0 ,23_ ,4127 .8658 .4580
TEST 137 PT 25,3114 PSI Ch 1,1699 CD1 .C7lib CDCOR2 ,00983
RUN 2 TI 239,9642 K CM -.087L CO2 .07089 COCOR2 .05957
POINT 13 RC 4,0429 NILLION CC -,0610 CO3 *07461 COCOR3 *07355
r1&CH ,5991 CO4 *08055 00COR4 °07944
ALPHA 8,0350 CIEG CD5 *07500 CDCOR5 ,07391
UPPER SURFACE LO_EP 5URFA_.E SPAN_ISE
XlC CP Pt LIP1' HLOC XlC CP PeLIPT _*LOC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT HLOC
0,0000 ,3512 ,852_ ,4826 U,bOO0 ,3512 ,E525 ,4826 .5000 .6921 -* 7061 ,6461 ,8149
,0040 -1*4319 .5008 1,0448 ,GO40 1.1084 1, (.u3G 0,0000 ,5000 ,4265 -,7247 .5400 ,8242
,0080 -1,7345 ,4402 1,1491 ,0080 1,08b1 ,9987 ,0423 ,50_0 .3609 -,7133 ,6457 ,8154
,0150 -1,9397 ,4027 1,21Pb ,0230 ,9580 ,2730 ,1978 ,5000 ,2953 -,7127 *6426 ,8202
*0250 -Z, 3220 ,3261 1,3735 ,0500 ,7209 ,9264 ,332J ,SOO0 ,2297 -,7225 .6418 ,5215
,0400 -2.5930 ,2710 1,5U35 .1000 ,4981 .8825 ,_Zbl ,5000 ,1640 -.7104 ,0431 ._195
.0600 -2.6274 .2634 1,5231 ,1500 ,3659 .8500 ,4702 .50_0 .0984 -.7205 ,5403 ,8237
.0800 -2,6445 ,25_7 1,_40_ ,2000 .2492 ,_342 ,5151 ,5000 ,0328 -,7147 ,6443 ,8176
,1000 -2.2824 ,3330 1.3_85 .2503 ,1589 ,81b1 .546_* .5000 -,0328 -.7253 .5400 .8243
,1400 -1,9175 .4007 1.2217 .3500 ,0286 ,79U_, ,_898 .5000 -.0984 -.7280 .0414 .8221
.1800 -1,6744 .4533 1.12._9 ,45,30 -,0186 ,7b01 .b059 ,5000 -*Ib_O -,7334 ,638_, ,8266
,2200 -1,5064 ,4845 1,_.722 ,550_ -,0337 ,7759 ,6111 ,SuO0 -*2207 -,7351 .6384 ,8267
.2600 -1*3683 ,5152 1,0194 ,6500 *_3¢4 ,7886 ,5922 ,5000 -,2953 -,7136 ,5428 *8199
.3000 -1,2382 ,5383 *_834 .75_0 .2400 .8314 .5200 .5000 -* 3609 -.7196 .6423 .8206
.3400 -1,0302 .5830 ,_116 ,eO00 .3309 ,8481 .4905 ,5000 -.4205 -.7127 .0441 .8178
.3800 -.9398 .5970 .8897 ,8500 ,4013 .8634 .4626 ,5000 -.4921 -.7020 *5451 ,8164
,4200 -,8649 ,6137 ,8_48 ,9000 ,4050 .8635 ,4624 ,0600 ,2992 -2,2291 ,3429 1,3373
,4600 -,7900 ,6273 *_43/ ,9_00 .3776 ,8583 ,4720 ,14UG ,2992 -1,9085 ,4093 1,2056
,5000 -,7210 ,6402 ,e23_ 1.U000 -,1412 ,7562 ,644Z ,220C ,2992 -1,5841 ,4737 1.0905
.5400 -,8627 ,654_ ,8019 ,3000 ,Z992 -1,2528 ,5359 ,9874 "_,
,5800 -,6099 ,6628 ,7_22 ,380G .2992 -,9733 ,5939 ,8955
,b200 -.5505 ,6765 .7682 .4600 *Zgqz -.7846 .6314 ,8375
,6600 -,5045 ,6837 .7_7L. *5400 *2992 -,6522 *6546 ,8018
.7000 -.4499 ,694'] *74db *5200 *2992 -.5522 *6760 ,7589
,7500 -.3734 .7101 ,71_4 *TOO0 *2992 -.4487 .0956 .7387
.8000 -,3191 .7214 ,6909 ,8000 .2992 -.3229 .7213 .6990
.8500 -.268b ,7317 .6d?h ,900(. .2992 -.223 _, .7401 ,6696
.9000 -,2298 ,73_4 ,blZ2 ,ICOb *2362 ,4984 ,8B25 *4259
.9500 -.Z004 ,7445 .0627 . ZbL_O .7362 ,24E8 .833? ,5108 a.-
.9750 -,1836 ,74/_ ,6_75 .3_00 *2362 .0355 .79Cb ,5888
1,0000 -,1412 ,7562 .644_ ,4500 *2362 -,0029 ,7821 *bGZb
.5_0_ ,Z3bZ -,0255 ,7787 .6082
.bSGG .2362 ,0383 .7925 .5857
.75UC ,23tZ ,2441 .8332 .SLSq
,80_0 ,2362 ,33_9 ,8502 ,4808
.85U0 *2352 ,_*004 *8632 ,4015
,9000 ,23e? ,4065 ,8653 ,4590
.95Gb ,23bZ ,3686 .8568 ,4748
24-
TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 30,733b PSI CN .2667 C01 .01020 C0C0R1 .00973
RUN 55 IT 28U,3403 K CM -.i181 C02 .{1011 ¢DCDR2 .OOqb2
POINT 1 PC 3.980b _ILLION CC ,0137 CD3 .GC828 CDCOR3 ,00792
MACH ,59b0 COw ,00793 ¢0CDR4 ,O07_q
ALPHA -I,9446 OEG CO5 ,00b3Z COCOR5 ,00595
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SUEFAC_ _PANWISE
XlC CP PtLIPI MLOC XIC CP PtLIPI _LO: XIC YIC CP PtLIPI MLOC
0°0000 1,0166 ,9847 ,1402 u,OOO0 I,(,146 ,qU47 ,1482 .5000 ,4q21 -,5081 ,6874 ,7513
,0040 ,8082 ,9443 .23(:q ,0040 ,I_24 ,8063 ,562_ ,_GOb ,4269 -,5105 ,0800 ,7534
,0080 ,5356 ,890U ,4093 ,00_0 ,2884 ._421 ,_OlZ .5000 .3bO9 -,5197 ,5853 ,7546
•0150 ,1798 ,8207 .5385 .0230 -,Z3b_ .739_ .671Z ,5000 ,2993 -,5164 .68_0 ,7550
,02_0 -,1748 ,7519 ,5509 ,0500 -,3505 ,7171 ,7055 ,5GOQ .2297 -.5197 ,6843 .7560
,0400 -,4354 .7L_ ,731_ .1000 -,3595 .7158 .7074 ,SCGO ,164u -,5230 ,0840 ,7505
• 0500 -,4942 ,58d7 ,7492 ,1500 -,37h0 ,7117 ,7139 ,5000 ,G9_4 -.5224 ,6844 ,7599
,0800 -,4820 ,b_24 ,74_5 ,_030 -,4_47 ,7659 .7228 ,9000 .0328 -,5211 ,6851 ,7548
,1000 -,4710 ,6934 ,7421 ,2500 -,4308 ,0995 ,73Z6 .5000 -,G328 -.5257 ,6839 ,7567
,1400 -,4652 ,6946 ,74_2 ,3500 -,4322 ,7019 ,7295 ,5000 -,(,984 -.5310 .6841 ,7564
,1800 -,4610 .0922 ,743e .450v -,359Z .7190 .7087 .5000 -.1040 -,5323 ,0837 .7570
• 2200 -.4765 .692_ .7433 .5500 -,2672 ,7333 ,6_02 .5000 -.2297 -.5131 .6954 .7529
,2600 -,4809 ,6927 .7431 ,05U0 -,0889 ,7692 ,6234 ,5(,00 -,29_3 -,9161 .6854 ,7520
,3000 -,5075 ,5_81 .7501 ,7500 .182J ._215 ,5370 ,5000 -,3609 -.5232 ,beSO .7549
,3400 -.4998 ,bH_ 748'_ .8000 .2759 ..3_9 .5050 ,5000 -.47_5 -,5182 ,5857 ,7539
,3800 -,5047 ,5073 7_14 ,HSO0 ,33&_ ,8523 .4.ZV .5000 -.4921 -.§099 ,bM73 ,7514
,4200 -,5067 ,beb_ 1_1 ._OU ,374N ,_,5_4 ,4699 ,Ob&o ,?_V2 -,4258 ,7012 ,7300
• 4600 -,_210 .5_44 7_59 ,9_00 ,3777 .2603 ,4583 ,140G ,2992 -,4699 ,bgZ7 ,7430
• 5000 -,5244 ,8H40 Tb(:& 1,0_00 ,115d ,k080 ,5599 .2200 ,2992 -,4795 .6011 .7455
,9400 -,5320 ,5830 7_I ,300_ .2992 -.4e49 ,5903 ,7469
,9800 -,539_ ,bel3 7600 ,380C .ZqZ -.505_ .5871 .7517
.0200 -,5520 ,08_1 7bZ5 .4bOG ,2992 -._08_ ,6869 ,7520
• 0500 -.9466 ,(:809 76L2 .5400 ,2992 -.5213 ,6_44 ,7559
,7000 -,5077 ,5_74 7_13 .6200 ,2992 -.5432 ,6799 ,7629
• 7500 -,4349 ,7022 .7284 .7G0(, ,2992 -,9091 ,6870 ,7519
• 8000 -,3529 ,7183 .7030 ,e000 .29_2 -,3514 ,7182 ,703_
• 8500 -,2509 ,7379 ._730 .qGO0 .2992 -,1507 .7555 ,54_2
,9000 -,1451 .7585 .6_4 ,1000 ,23_2 -,3594 ,7161 ,7069
• 9500 -,0287 .78G_ ,(:047 ,20_0 .230Z -,4130 ,7054 ,7235
,9750 ,043Z ,7947 ,5820 ,3500 ,2362 -,4375 ,7008 .7307
1,0000 ,1158 ,80_0 .9_99 .45(,0 ,2302 -.3571 ,7150 ,7086
• 5500 .2362 -.2682 .7324 .0816
• 6_00 .23_2 -.O953 ,7664 ,6279
• 7500 .2362 ,1788 ,d205 ,5308
,8000 ,2362 .2873 ,8419 ,5015
.8500 .2362 .3522 ,8551 ,4777
.90o0 ,2362 ,3911 .d629 ,4633
,9500 .2362 .3377 .8521 ,4831
TEST 137 PT 3v,7377 PSI ¢N ,3785 C01 ,01019 COCOR1 ,00970
RUN 55 IT 2_10,5387 ,( CM -,118_ C02 .ClOZ8 COCOR2 .00978
POINT 2 PC 3,9795 qlLLION CC ,0135 C03 ,008_5 COCOR3 ,OOBZq
MACH .5964 C04 .00800 COCOR4 ,00767
&LPH*. -1,0081 OEG CD5 ,OGbBb COCOR5 ,000_.9
UPPER 5URFACt- Lr]WER _URFACE SPANWI_,E
XlC CP P_LIP1 MLUC XlC CF P_LIP)" MLOC XlC YIC CP P_.LIPT MLQC
0.0000 1.O884 , (_9V2 .0337 O.0000 1.08_4 .9992 ,O337 .SCU(. .49;1 -. _}402 • 07'_2 .7039
• OO40 ,5429 .911',) • 3_4'_ .O(_40 .33_9 .t_521 .4_21 .50u0 .42(:b -.5478 .O780 .7557
• 0080 .3484 .8539 ,*_d(_ ,00_0 ,54_8 ,t_937 ,4036 ,GO0 • 3(:09 -,5526 ,6773 ,7657
• 0150 -,0387 ,7770 .bGqq , U,_30 -,0179 ,7816 ,(:033 ,5000 .2953 -. 5(:11 .0757 .7693
• 0250 -,4117 ,7046 .774r_ ,0500 -,1772 ,7917 .0521 ,SOu& ,2297 -,9689 ,6742 .7719
,0400 -.6726 °6933 •_03(_ .1000 -,2361 .7399 ,6098 ,bbOb ,Ib_O -.56(:_ ,(:742 ,7710
,0600 -,6953 .5499 ._:309 .1bOO -.2783 .7301 .5_42 .5000 • O_'F_4 -.507'. .0744 .7712
• 0_00 -.6421 ,6594 ,7943 • 2,3J'J -, 320_] .7229 .5904 .5000 .0328 -,5653 ,6747 ,7708
• IO00 -.6202 .b(.4c ,78_3 .ZSOU -.3044 ,7J. 3_ .7109 ,bOU0 -.&328 -.5704 .6745 ,7711
,1400 -,5728 ,0732 7731 ,3500 -,3703 ,711:_ .71_0 .5000 -,0924 -,5690 .0737 .7723
• 1800 -,5765 ,6721 7747 .450J -,3199 .7226 °6968 ,5000 -,1640 -.5645 ,6745 .7711
,2200 -,5672 ,0745 7711 ._00 -.2414 ,7388 ,b719 .90G0 -.2297 -,5600 .0753 ,7084
• 2600 -,9626 .0747 77_:7 ,&500 -,(,t, Sb ,7720 ,6189 • 50L.O -,2953 -.9602 *6759 .7590
• 3OOO -,9774 ,0722 7147 ,TbU0 ,1_;O( .0234 ,5337 ,5000 -,3009 -,:,585 ,07(:4 ,7081
,34_0 -,,5641 ,o7"1 7702 ,80JO ,28_01 ,_418 ,5017 ,5000 -,4265 -,5580 ,6762 ,7684
• 3800 -,,5631 • 07'..3 ,7699 • _J503 .35(,,4 ,H542 ,4793 • SOb(. -.4921 -.5493 ,67,_5 .7049
• _200 -,5647 .6750 .7704 ,9000 .3819 .8607 ,4675 ,0(:0C ,2992"* _"_* " _'* 325.3 b 50",_** * ,I,*,1,
,4600 -,5680 ,6739 .7721 . q5.Jo .3861 . t_(:14 .4501 ,14b0 ,2992 -,5841 .6713 ,7700
• 5000 -,5668 .5746 .7/10 1. UUOU .1057 ,8073 , _,611 ,2200 ,2992 -,5091 .o752 .7700
,5400 -,5733 .5733 .7729 ,300¢ ,2992 -.5571 .0768 .7676
,5800 -*5758 ,0734 ,77?7 ,380(. .29'02 -,96G4 ,6705 .7680
,6200 -.5824 ,6712 , ??6,L ,4600 ,299Z -,556... .(:771 .7672
,6600 -,5704 .6?33 .7729 .5400 .2992 -.5639 ,6760 ,7088
• 7000 -,5344 .6814 .70(9 ,52OG .2992 -.5757 .6733 ,7729
,7500 -.4534 ,6q_ _' ,73_ .7000 .Z992 -,5339 .6812 °7(:07
,8000 -,3039 ,7140 ,7093 ,8OBO ,2992 -,3028 .7190 .7086
• 6500 -*2590 ,7349 .(:,777 .9000 .2992 -.1644 .7545 ,0468
,9000 -,1503 ,75o7 ,04J4 ,ILOU ,2302 -, ;"4_ab ,7390 .6713
.9500 -.O298 ,7803 ,oJS_ .2000 .2302 -.32_7 .7210 .b994
• 9750 ,0423 .793 _. ,5_39 .3500 .238,2 -.3820 ,7107 .7194
1,0OO0 ,1057 ,8073 .:011 .45._0 ,;35,? -.3250 ,7231 ,bbl
.550.., .236.2 -.23_3 .73c_4 .0707
,_5_0 .2307 -.0776 ,7700 .t_11
• 7000 .?362 .1_90 ._t239 ._336
• Ut. '..sO .?3(:2 .29P3 ,8_,44 o.I,97C
.tJS_.O ,2302 .3717 ,qSqu .47Ob
.9000 *2302 .4010 .864_ .4602
.95(.(. .2362 .33/_9 .H_25 .4020
25
TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 3_,7345 _SI CN ,4930 C01 .0102Z COCOR1 .00978
RUN 55 II 2_0,61_5 K CM -.ll8Z C02 ,G1032 C000_2 ,00983 -B
POINT 3 g( 3.9718 _ILLI3N CC ,0097 C03 .00955 COCOR3 .00924
MACH ,52_ C04 .GC861 COCOR4 ,00831
ALPdA -.0137 OEG C05 *O_6Zg CDCOR5 .00796
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PtL/PT MLOC Xl_ CP PeLIPT _LOC X/C YIC CP PmLIP| MLOC
0,0000 1,1158 I.C047 _.OOvu O,dGO0 1,115_ l,CU47 0,0000 ,5000 .4921 -.5882 .6710 .7764
*0040 ,63Z6 ,8712 .4479 ,UU40 ,5491 ,8936 .4037 .SbbU .4265 -.5254 ,6695 .7788
.0080 o1136 ,8081 ,_597 ,0080 .7476 .$324 ,317% ,5000 .3609 -.6045 .6678 ,7014
.0150 -.Z998 .7270 .69v0 .0230 .1_15 .8215 ,_370 .5_C0 ,2953 -,6082 .6671 .7825
*0250 -.6922 *6509 ._073 *0500 -.0179 .7831 *6009 .5000 .2297 -.61Z1 *6662 .7839
*0400 -*q4ZZ *6002 .e_55 *l_O0 -*1169 *763A *6332 .5000 .1640 -.6122 *6665 *7834
.0600 -,9255 ,_046 ,_7_8 .1500 -.1783 ,75OR ,6526 ,5G00 .0286 -.6162 ,6663 .7637
.0800 -.834G ,6227 .e_7 ._000 -.2326 ,7401 ,6625 ,5_GO ,0328 -.6127 .6663 ,7637
.1000 -,7796 ,6338 ,8337 .250v -.ZgOZ ,7289 .6870 ,5090 -.0328 -.6154 .6655 .7849
.1400 -,6969 .b49g ,8082 .35dG -,3195 .7239 .8949 .5000 -,0984 -.6199 .6658 .784%
.1800 -*6412 .0526 .0048 *_500 -*2747 .7314 .6832 °5¢00 -.1640 -.6872 *6673 .7821
,2200 -,6601 .6566 .796o .5500 -.2114 ,7445 .6625 ,5000 -.2227 -.6090 .6672 .7813
*2600 -.6451 .6592 ,7936 ,65_U -.0558 .7752 .6138 .5000 -.2953 -,6078 ,6671 .7625
,3000 -.6513 ,6505 .7957 ,7500 ,2022 ,_252 ,5295 .50UO -,36G9 -.6010 .6683 .7806
.3400 -.6362 .6616 .TOUg ,80b0 .2294 .84_9 .496Z .5000 -.4265 -,6019 .6688 .7798
.3800 -.6238 ,6640 .7_72 .8500 ,3678 ,_5_1 .4723 *5000 -,_9_1 -.590_ ,o711 .7764
,4200 -.6163 ,6654 .7d51 ,gooo ,3959 ,8630 ,4621 ,0600 ,2992**_€***'325.Z060'€€**€**
,4600 -.6126 .665U ,7856 ,9500 o3_46 .8637 .4619 .1400 .299Z -.7049 .6467 .8138
,5000 -,6159 .6663 ,7836 L.O000 .0955 .8048 .5652 .2200 .?992 -.6532 ,6578 ,7968
,5400 -.6143 ,666C ,7_42 .3080 .2922 -,6329 ,6615 .7910
.5800 -.6109 ,6664 .7835 ,3600 .2992 -*6288 *0630 .7_88
,6200 -,6164 ,6665 .7834 .460U .2922 -.6022 ,6660 ,7841
°6600 -.5967 .66_5 .7287 .5400 .2992 -.6044 .6675 .7818
.7000 -.5545 .678_ ,7649 .6200 ,2992 -,6049 .667_ .7820
.7500 -.4544 .6952 .1393 .7_bC .2_92 -.5535 .6777 .7662
.8000 -.3710 .713_ .1LlZ .8U00 .29_2 -,3711 .7139 .7104
,8500 -.2607 .7356 ,676_ .9000 .2992 -.1612 .7543 .6_72
.9000 -.1466 ,7578 .6415 .lOOO .2362 -.I20Z .7626 °0336
.9500 -.0283 .7808 ._047 .200_ .236? -.2422 .7391 .6711
,2750 ,0361 ,7237 .5837 ,3500 .2362 -.3255 .7229 .6964
1,0000 ,0955 .8048 ,_652 .45_0 ,2362 -.2726 .7313 .6832
.5500 ,2362 -.2052 .7%59 .6605
.65u0 .2362 -.0572 ,7740 .6157
*7500 ,2302 ,2049 ,8261 *5292
,80b0 ,2362 ,3087 ,8463 ,4937
.850G .2362 .3795 ._60_ ,4679
.9100 *2362 .4115 .8664 ,4569
,9500 .236Z .4014 *8643 .4607
TEST 137 PT 3G.7329 PSI CN .6155 CD1 ,01052 CDCOR1 ,0101Z
RUN 55 11 280.1801 K CN -,11u_ CD2 ,01049 COCOR2 .01006
POINT 4 PC 3.98_5 MILl. tON CC .0027 CD3 .01016 COCOR3 ,00985
MACH .5971 CD4 *00932 COCOR4 *00905
ALPHA ,g770 D_G I"05 *00911 CDCOR5 .0087g
UPPEP SURFACE L{3WER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC Y/C CP P_,L/PT ML{]C
0.0000 1,1069 1,0029 O.uo_u d.0300 1,1069 1.0029 0,0000 ,5000 .4921 -.6337 .6606 .7924
,0040 .1855 ,8214 .5372 .,_040 ,7229 ._273 ,329_ .50uU ,4265 -.6460 .6581 .7962
,0080 -.1597 .7545 .0469 .OOSO .8g33 .qbOg .2392 .5000 .360g -.64_7 .6575 .7972
• 0150 -.5855 ,6696 .77_6 .OZ]O .3553 .8554 .4773 .5000 .29_3 -.6592 .6552 ,_007
• 0250 --.9989 .5t91 .g019 .0500 .1292 .5103 ,5560 •5_(,0 .2297 -.6503 .6574 .7973
.0400 -1.2870 .5313 .9931 .1000 -*0051 .7041 .5993 .5000 .1640 -.6567 ,6559 .7997
• 0600 -1.2020 .5482 .9_63 .1500 -.OBbg .7687 .6241 .5000 .09_4 -.6616 .6545 ,_018
• 0800 -1.0521 .577_ .9Z_4 .2030 -.1497 .7558 .6_47 .5000 .0328 -.6607 .6543 .8022
•i000 -,9640 ,59J'_ • _"_53 .2500 -.2161 ,7424 .66bJ ,5000 -.0328 -,b650 ,6555 ,eO03
•1600 -.8286 .6214 ._527 .3533 -.2581 .7347 .6781 ,500U -.Ogt', -,66_7 .b540 .H026
.1800 -.7987 .6201 .,_56 .4533 -.2337 .73_3 .670_ .5000 -.16_0 -.6615 .8552 ._OOH
• 2200 -.7613 • 63'_ ._304 .5500 -.1796 .7499 .6541 .5000 -.2297 -.6555 e65_0 .7982
• 2600 -.T380 .6401 .6239 .65J3 -.¢,354 .7780 ,6092 .500_ -.2953 -.6539 .6562 .7992
.3000 -.7374 ,6402 .6238 .7500 ,213g ,_265 .5285 .5000 -.3609 -.6472 .6579 .7965
,3400 -.7084 .645d ._152 .SOdO .3132 ._464 ._935 .5000 -.4265 -.6580 .6565 .7288
.3800 -.6941 ,64u4 ._l12 ,8500 .3eOg ,h592 .4702 ,5000 -.492L -.6407 ,6603 ,7930
• 4200 -.8739 .6_40 ._JZ6 .gdOO *4122 *_664 ,4569 .0660 ,2992 -1.0457 ,5797 ,9176
• 4600 -. 6708 .6531 ._040 .9500 .4047 o_64_ .45gg .14_0 .2492 -.8185 .6241 .8486
°5000 -.6616 .6545 ,801g l*uJO0 *£766 *uOll .5713 *2200 * 29<;2 -*76_9 *6343 ._329 _1_"
•5400 -,6575 ,6549 .8012 ,3000 .2992 -,7148 .6452 ,8161
• 5800 -.6522 .6582 .7g62 .3800 .zggz -.6217 .6502 .8084
• 6200 -.&477 ,6575 ,7971 .4&O0 .2422 -,6628 .6555 *8003
• 8600 -.6284 .6tit .7_._ .5400 .ZggZ -.6_33 .6592 ,7245
,7000 -.5734 .6730 .7734 o62_.0 , _:g92 -.6373 *&501 *7933
,7500 -.4771 .6_10 ,7457 .7£04 ,2gg2 -.5693 ,6735 ,7726
• 8000 -*3772 .711U ,7L48 .,GOb .2g42 -.3790 ,7110 .7148
,8500 -.2651 .7336 .6747 .9000 .2922 -.1571 .?546 .6466
.2ooo -.1445 .756t .6_35 .1000 .23t2 -.0047 .7839 .5997 _-
•g500 -,0271 ,77g5 ,_Ot _' ,ZGbO .2362 -.15g7 .7545 .646q
• 9750 *0267 .7410 .5_HU *3500 o2362 -*Z627 ,7335 ,67g8
1.0000 *0766 .8Gll ._713 .4500 .2382 -,2302 .7395 .6705
.55_0 .23_2 -.1793 .7501 .6538
• 6;00 .2362 -.03qZ ,7774 .6102
.7500 .2362 ,2137 .82_g *5277
.8C00 ,2362 .3210 .8486 ,4896
.850G .Z3bZ .3gog .88Z5 .4641
.gouo .2382 ,4126 ,867g ,4532
,25_0 .2362 .4071 .u055 .4585
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 P? 3_.7341 R_I CN .0753 COL .OlOel CDCO_I .01033
RUN 55 ;1 27_,9321 v C_ -.1179 CD2 .C1070 CDCOR2 ,01039
POINT 5 EC 3.99_6 _XLLION CC -.0020 CC3 .01065 CCCOR3 .01027
_" MJCH .5955 CO4 .COg*4 CDCOR6 ,00949
atPHi 1.4867 9EG CO5 .00266 COCOR5 .00930
UPPEP SURFAC_ LOWER _UwFACE $PAN_ISE
XIC CP PmLIP] eLOC XlC CP P_LIPT _LUC XlC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.0912 ,99_ ._ZE6 u.O000 1,0912 ,_998 .01_4 .5000 o4921 -.6561 .b_66 ,Tg_b
•0060 ,0k77 ,793V ._3_ .UU_b ..U_7 .942_ .2915 .5_C0 ,62b_ 1,6691 ,6552 .8007
,0080 -.3068 .725_ .8916 .COCO ._O18 .0743 .L931 ,50uO ,3609 -.6736 .6535 o8033
• .0150 -.7395 _640_ .h235 1_23U ._3tO ol7|4 .6675 .SUG_ .2953 -*b765 .852_ oe066
.0250 -1.1632 .5501 ._5_t .0500 .lgg5 ._L3_ .5331 .5C00 .22_7 -.673_ *6507 .8U77
.0_00 -1.6868 _4_31 1._575 .10_0 .04_3 .79_7 .5_lg .5000 .1640 -.5727 .6527 .8065
• 0600 -1.3696 .51_5 1.02L3 .1500 -.04G4 .7777 *6096 .SOOt .09_4 -.6_6 .6516 .8063
.0800 -1.1802 .5_39 ._5_3 ,z0_0 -.I067 .7640 .631_ .scbo ,0328 -.6805 .6515 ,8064
.1000 -1.008_ .5_b_ .9d37 .2500 -.le22 .749_ .65_2 .5000 -.0328 -,6866 .6503 .8083
• 1_00 --.9035 .6106 .P6_ .35d0 -.2322 .7393 .670_ .5000 -.09_ -.6885 .6513 .8068
.1800 -o8615 ._174 .eS_O .6500 -.2080 .746k .6628 .5000 -.1640 -.6861 .6518 .8G63
• 2200 -.8150 .6262 .865_ .5530 -.1596 .7536 .6682 .SOOO -.2297 -.6718 .6533 .8036
°2600 -.7851 .6313 ._375 .6500 -.0271 .7803 .6G_5 .5_GG -.2953 -.68_ .6528 .8066
• 3000 -.7790 ._3_7 .,33e .7500 .2176 .d287 .§266 .5000 -.3609 -.6720 .6539 .8027
.3600 -.7686 .63_2 ._253 .8000 .32Z2 .8_q8 .6873 .SCOO -._265 -.67G7 .6550 .8011
• 3800 -.7209 .6_1 .817_ ._500 .3937 .8632 .6628 .5000 -._921 -o662P .6556 .8001
• 6200 -.6977 .645_ ._lSO .gu_O .4150 ._o73 ._552 .0600 .22_2 -1.1168 .5679 .9362
16600 116_76 164_3 edO_9 1950d .60_3 ,C6b? .6_7_ ,14_0 .2992 -.8966 .6113 .8683
• 5000 -.6852 .651; .eO6_ 1.00o0 .0750 .HuJ4 .572b .220u .2292 -.8105 .6258 ,8659
• 5_00 -.6763 .6527 ,_0_5 .3_Ou .2992 -.7570 ,636q ,8288
.5800 -.6666 .6542 ,_d23 .3_00 .2992 -.72ub .6631 .8193
.6200 -.6616 .65_6 .79to .66G£ .2992 -.6866 .6512 .8058
.6600 -.6395 .b_3 .7929 .5400 .2922 -.66_8 .8567 .8G16
.7000 -.5756 .6722 .7746 .6200 .2922 -.8685 .6577 .796_
• 7500 116863 ,6912 .7656 ,7000 .2992 -.5777 .6726 ,7763
• 8000 -.3P07 .7111 .7147 ._000 ,2992 -.3794 .?127 .7122
,8500 -,2627 1736_ ,6778 ,gOUO ,2992 -.1505 .7567 .6633
• _OUO -.1686 .7565 .b_37 .1000 .2362 .0682 .7956 .5808
,9500 -.0226 ,7e02 .6U_7 .20C0 .2362 -.1161 .7627 .6337
• _750 .0257 .79_b .5H87 .3500 .2362 -.2358 .7_01 .6695
1.0000 .0750 .80G_ .572_ .450_ .2362 -,2113 ,7442 .6631
.5500 ,2362 1,1612 .7548 .6663
• 6506 .2362 -.0267 .7816 .b038
,7560 .2362 °2206 .8786 ._269
• _OOC .2362 .3216 ._87 ,4896
.HSbO .2362 .3960 ,8622 ,6636
.9000 .2362 ,_2'0 ,8693 .4515
.9500 .2362 .3530 .8552 ._776
TEST 137 P1 3u.7312 PaX CN .7_lu CD1 .Oll_b COCDW1 .01099
RUN 55 IT 279,801u _ CM -.1152 C02 ,Gl120 COCOR2 .01071
POINT 6 RC 3.9220 MILLION CC -,OO7l C03 .I. 1131 CDCOR3 .01095
MACH .5266 C0_ .01056 CDCOR_ .01020
ALPHI 1.9€_8 DEG CD5 ,GIG39 COCOR5 o01000
UPPER SURFACE LO_EP SURFACE _PANgISE
XlC CP P_LIPI PLOC XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC X/C YIC CP P,LIPT MLOC
O.O000 1,0602 .q937 ,09_ 0._00 1,0_02 .9937 .Og6q ,5_ ,6fl21 -.6765 .6527 .8066
10060 -.0976 .76{9 .b271 ,C040 ,863C .gShg .2572 .SGGO .4265 -.6862 16503 .8082
• 0080 -.4507 .6g?O .736, ._O8_ 1.0103 .gu38 .152_ • 5(.GO .36b_ -.6q05 .6_91 .8101
• u150 -.8860 .6107 .8693 .0230 ._166 ._e6b ._178 ._OOO .2q_3 1.697_ .6_.7_ .8122
,0250 -1.3287 ,_26_ 1._033 ._OU .26_o ._379 .50_6 .5o0o .2227 -.703_ .6f!_q .8135
• 0600 -1. 6590 ._571 1.1191 .1000 .1052 .rOb0 .5632 .5C00 .16qU 1.6956 .6491 .8101
,0600 -1.6333 .t,657 1.1043 .15,)0 .OO3q .7863 .5957 .SOCO ,0986 -.7100 .6451 ,8162
.0800 -1.27_5 .5357 .q875 .2000 -.071' .7710 ,6205 .5GOt; .0328 -.7061 .6667 .8137
• 1000 -1.u_32 ._17 ._16_ .2_00 -.1463 .7560 .o645 .500(. -.C328 -.7060 .6477 .8123
.1600 -.9787 .5_5 .GPZg .3_0_ -.2017 .7_67 .6592 .5_00 -.rqs_ -.7066 .b66e .8136
• IB00 -.9262 .6_81 ,_75f • _5_) -,1_56 ,7478 .6576 .5000 -,1640 -.7023 .6685 .8110
• 2200 -.8750 .6156 ._617 .5_00 -.1512 .7561 .6443 .50uO -.2227 -.7066 .6_85 .8110
•260U -.8286 .622_ .e_O6 .6500 -.0197 ,7019 .602g ,5000 -.29_3 -,6951 ,6_82 .8115
.3000 -.8113 .62'._ .e467 ._SdO .22_8 ._301 .5222 .500(. -.360_ -.6q77 .6481 .8115
.3_.00 -.7749 ,6325 .,_356 .t_oO .316_ .8_t_ .4890 .SOu0 -.42_5 -.6933 .65C3 .e083
.3UO0 -,7529 .O3_d . r_29C .n530 .3_6(_ ._666 ,4005 .SGO0 -,6g21 -.6726 .6520 .8057
• 6200 -.7335 .641_ .H225 .gbO0 .4120 ,8672 ._55_ .C6C0 .22_2 -1,2960 .53G3 .2963
• _600 -.716_ .6_5u .,i6" .950_ ._U_7 .6681 .'.575 .140U .29_2 -1.Ul13 .58e4 .qO3q
•5000 -,7105 ,t,_'O ._l&3 I.UUU(, .dS"_O • 7_.79 .5761 .220U .2992 -.854_ .6180 .8580
• 5400 -,6963 ,_6h? ._luH .3bOb .29q2 -.7927 .6301 .U393
.58u0 -,6FOq .6526 .e_*7 .3_Ob .2_2 -.7539 .6370 .e274
•bZO0 -*6710 ,b53tt .'_0_9 .4600 .Z'992 -.7101 .b_e_ .8136
• 5600 -,&465 ,65_,_' ,7'14 _' ,'..4Ow .2992 -.6792 .6515 t8064
.7GO0 -.5243 ,o7_ ,?_7_ .b2UO ,2&22 -.65_3 .6583 .?260
•?500 -.4824 ,6_LU ,7472 .7_01 .6qq2 -,5915 .6713 ,7761
• 8000 -,3831 .710U .Tlb_ .kOOU .Zgg2 -.3012 ,7124 .7128
• 8500 -.2631 .73_5 ._?_'_ .qbou .2_G2 -.1559 .7567 .6665
• 9uO0 -,1_05 .757H .6415 .lO00 .2362 .1028 .8065 .5657
• *9500 -,0281 .77;'7 .60_1 .2000 ,2362 -.0794 ,7688 *6260
• 9750 .0195 .1203 *5924 .3500 .2362 -.2081 *7648 .6621
1.0000 .U550 .7q79 .57t. 7 .450G .2362 -,lg61 .768q .6556
.55C0 .2382 -.1651 .7568 .6435
.6500 .2362 -.0173 .782_ .6012
,7_LU .2382 ,2220 ,d3G7 ,5213
.6800 .2362 .3295 .8503 ._86_
._5_.C .2362 .397_ ._637 .461q
,q('uO ,2_82 .4283 .u6q5 .4_oq
• gSO(, .23_2 ,3676 ,u5_1 ._722
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST _37 PT _,73_8 +_t C_ ,7_67 ¢91 ,01221 CDCORL ,01176
PUN 55 TI 27_,7165 _ CM -.1141 C02 ,U1173 CDCORZ ,01125
POINT 7 RC 3.g915 MILLI0_ CC -.0135 CD3 .ulglZ CDCOR3 .Ol178
MACH .SgSU CB% .OIIZZ CDCOR4 ,01087 "_
ALPHA 2.%g%8 0EG C05 ,01118 COCOR5 .OIO7g
UPPER SURFaCF LOd_k SURFACE SRAN_ISE
XlC CP P,LIPI _L_C XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 l.OOgl ,_838 ,1528 u.doJJ 1,0041 ._b38 .1578 ,5COG .4ggl -.6947 .65_0 .8087
•0040 -.2330 .73_5 .6764 .L,O_O ._133 .gb46 .Z777 .SbbO .4285 -.7098 .6467 .8138
•0080 -,5811 ,672U .7750 .00_0 1.0434 ,9905 ,1168 ,5000 .360g -.7148 .6_58 .8151
•0150 -1,0235 ,_851 ,9u4i .OZ30 .5768 ,sggl ,3gZ3 .5000 ,2953 -.7167 ,8449 .8155
,0250 -1,4803 ,4ggl 1.0_70 .O_Ou .3196 ,8_bl .4gO_ .5_00 ,22g? -,7171 .6470 .8133
,U400 -l,Bog4 .4364 1.1865 .lOOO ,1505 .81_2 .5495 ,5000 ,16_0 -.7174 ,6447 .ulbg
,0800 -1.9601 ,4031 _._171 .IbO0 .U471 .7951 .5813 .5_Ob .Og_4 -.7Z35 .b_34 .ulBg
•0800 -I,648b .4_33 1.10_% .2000 -,b%U_ .7784 .6086 ,5000 .0328 -,7217 ,6q53 ._159
•lO00 -I,0113 ,SEg2 .g027 .2530 -.ii75 ,7638 ,6311 .50Ou -,_328 -,7161 ,6434 ,8189
,1400 -Io0120 °5853 ,g088 ,3500 -.17El .7517 ,6496 .5000 -,0984 -,728Z .542Z .82U7
•1800 -,9637 ,5961 .8gzc .4503 -.1698 .7523 ,6504 ,5000 -,1640 -,7740 ,8_43 .8175
,Z200 -,9051 ,8071 .874g ,5500 -,136g ,7597 ,5386 .50UO -.zzg7 -.7197 .6463 .8145
•1600 -.8681 .bl6d ,ublO .6300 -,01U7 ,7840 ,sgq4 ._coo -.2953 -.7138 ,6444 .8174
• 3000 -,8548 .bib? .e57e .7500 ,?307 ,8318 ,51gg ,50uo -,3bG9 -.71Z3 ,6e65 ,8161
,3400 -,8147 ,626? ,8453 .8vO0 ,3255 ._g6 ,4877 .500u -.4Z65 -,7091 ,6665 .8160
,3800 -,7827 ,63L0 .o36_ .8500 ,4011 .8642 .4613 .5U0£ -.4gZl -.7017 .6487 ,8108
• 4200 -.7537 .63gg .HZ_? .9000 ,4195 .8676 ,4545 .ObuO .7992 -1.4051 .5113 1.0274
.4600 -.7405 ,5402 ,_3o .95d0 ,_I03 ._bbq .456_ .1460 .sgq2 -1.0676 .5798 ,g174
• 5000 -,724g ,6431 .8193 /.uO30 ,0501 ,Tg7g ,5766 ,_?00 ,2942 -,9028 .bOP1 .8733
• 5400 -.7095 ,6477 ._172 .3_00 .79q2 -,_313 .623Z *8500
,5800 -,6953 ,6444 ,_096 ,3LOL .7997 -.778g .6336 .833g
•6200 -.6840 .6519 ,8074 ._600 .?g_? -.7360 .6_30 .8195
.5600 -,6558 ,6576 .7970 .5400 .2992 -.7001 .6515 ._065
.7000 -.5918 .6711 .1701 .6700 .?0OZ -.6751 ,6548 .8014
°7500 -,4811 obgO_ ,7N70 .7GOb .zg0z -*SgO5 ,bug? .7781
,8000 -,3805 ,7115 .7141 ._000 .2997 -.3777 .71_8 .7121
,8500 -,2571 .735? .6777 .?bOO ._992 -.155_ .7590 .6396
•9000 -,1420 .7583 .6_0_ .1uO0 ,2362 .1482 ._153 .5_76
,?SO0 -,0325 .779g .60ol .SOUO .2382 -.U410 ,7787 .6080
• q750 .0117 .78go .5913 .350u .2362 -,178g .7509 .6525
1,0000 *0501 ,7979 ,5766 .4_£0 ,2352 -,175g .7541 ,6475
.5500 .Z362 -.1304 .7608 .636g
,6_00 .Z362 -.0088 ,785g ,5964
.75_0 .236Z .228g .8304 .5217
.8000 ,2382 ,3288 .8505 ,4862
,8500 .236Z ,_011 ,8647 .4600
.gO00 .E362 ._Z37 ,8695 .4509
.gsoo .236_ .3584 .8566 .4750
TEST 137 PT 3U.73Z3 PSI CN *_570 C01 ,0133g CDCOR1 ,OIZgO
RUN 55 TT 21g,7372 K CM -,Iogo CDZ *0130Z CDCOR2 .01250
POINT 8 gC _,00_1 _IttIO_i CC -,OZl8 CO3 ,07.307 COCOR3 °01272
MaCH ,5986 C04 .ulZ38 COCOR4 .01106
ALPHA 3.(_03q DEG CD5 ,01Z_7 CDCOR5 .0121U
UPPER 5UkFICE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_,LIPI _LOC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP P_,LIPI MLOC
0.0000 ,9606 .97_1 .1937 O,uOd,) ,q606 ,q741 ,1937 ,5_,_b .4921 -.7068 .6_,54 .8158
,0040 -,3627 ,712_ ,71Z6 ,00_0 ,gsg? ,_,_3_ ,lgSl .SOb0 ,4265 -.72Zu .842Z ,8.?08
• 0080 -,7090 ,6439 .81_i .bOsh 1.0796 .4974 .0611 .SuO0 .3609 -,727b .b_ll ,8224
+0150 -1,1_08 ,5607 .g_75 .U230 .53(€3 .9113 .3670 .bO3b .2953 -.7311 .63_q .8257
.0250 -1.5891 .4778 l.£_?u ,OSun ,38L1 ,t_597 .4703 .SOb0 .7207 -.7345 .63_3 .b768
,0400 -1,913;' .40_1 I.ZLI_ ,1£00 .1975 ,_z3g .5330 ,bL O(, .16_0 -.73_1 .6386 ._263
,ObO0 -2.140Z .3£63 1.?_8 .1500 ,0_08 . _!uO0 ,5733 .5000 .046_ -. 7_0_ .6_01 .824_
,O8OO -Z,OSTg ,383Z 1._53 .++Jb .OOC3 .7_q_ .5988 .5(,OO .U3?H -.7_5 .5381 .8270
.I000 -I,7336 ,_I 1.I_2U .?SoO -.d740 .764b .5_ZU .5£00 -.032_ -,7_00 .b3t_ ._163
• 1400 -1.0237 .5837 .vii3 .3_00 -.lqq5 .7_6_ .b437 .SObu -.U9_4 -. 74i7 .6350 ,82g0
• IBbO -1.0040 .5_71 .qOeo ,4500 -,I_61 .755Z ,6457 .SObO -.I_40 -.733g .6391 .8154
• ??00 -,9423 ,5986 ,HMSU ,553J -,1263 .76Z3 ,63q4 ,5000 -.Z797 -.7303 ,6393 ,_251
•2600 -.8972 ,6078 ._137 .6500 -.0067 .7849 .5981 .5(;00 -.2993 -.1316 .54£I .8239
• 300U -,883Z ,6164 .8_9_ .7600 ,7353 ,831_, ,5Z03 ,500C -,360g -,733U ,o4|Z ._222
,3400 -,8373 .61g*. .u557 .Bbd_ ._Z61 • {+_, ",+3 ._,8_4 .50u_ -,_265 -,7Z8_ ,6413 .SZZl
•3800 -,8062 .5241 .8_80 • _500 .qG4g • _bqf, ._603 ,5000 -.4921 -,72(,7 .6442 ,8176
,4200 -,7770 ,bZgg ,8397 .gO30 ,4Z60 ,06o5 .452g ,Oob_ ,7992 -l,_b_g ,4961 1,0575
,4600 -.7640 .6333 ._344 .%_Ou .4071 ,Pb_2 .4610 .l_bU ,2992 -1.o179 .5854 ,g087
• 5000 -.742C .6398 ._244 I.uOuU .0391 ,79;'7 .5853 ,2?0O .2_gz -.g4b? .5978 .88g?
.5400 -.7300 .64(_ .HZS_ .30C0 ,2942 -.8637 .6147 .8831
,5800 -,7047 .b456 ,'_154 ,3800 ,2942 -,8051 ,b747 ,8476
• 6?00 -,6886 .6473 ,,_IZP .46u£ ,799Z -,7565 ,6367 ,8Z5Z
• 6600 -,6510 ,6553 ,bOu_ ,5400 ,2997 -.7167 .b4?Z .8108
• ?000 -*5878 ,_675 ,7e1_ ,6_U_ ,zggz -.6849 ,b501 ,8086
,750'.) -,4808 ,08_h ,747g ,7000 ,?_g? -,5913 ,6687 ,7_01
,8000 -,3764 ,7113 .7144 ,8£u0 .2491 -,3774 .7106 ,7154
• 8500 -,?480 ,735g ,o?_l ,9C00 .29gZ -,1487 .7543 .647Z
•qO00 -,1356 ,7588 ,640_ ,I00_ .?36? ,1848 ,821g ,_35_
,qSO0 -,0391 .776? ,6113 ,?060 ,Z3_2 -.0047 .78?5 ,601g
,¢)750 ,008_ ,7851 ._77 ,3_00 ,238? -o15_0 ,7_27 .0505
1.0000 ,0391 ,7927 ,_63 .4_bC ,Z362 -.1584 .753d .647g
• 5_._ ,Z367 -,1703 ,7610 ,636_
,65{0 ,236? -*0013 .78_-1 .bg77
.750u • .2362 .7317 .8302 .5171
.d_C_ ,736Z .337? ,_512 ._848
,85U6 ,2362 ._Og? .8648 .45%,g
.9£06 .7367 ._151 ._68g ._572
._500 ,?36? ,40gg ,8651 ,4593
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TABLE III.- Continued.
]EST 137 p] 3C.73b_ P_I CN ,9717 CDI .017%% CDC0_I ,01085
RUN 55 TT 279.2031 K CM -.1080 CD2 .01772 COCOR2 .01708
POINT 9 RC 4.3_70 _ILLION CC -.0335 CO3 .GITZI COCOR3 ,01674
MAC4 ,597% CC4 .01675 C00084 ,01629
ALPHA 4.0019 OEG C05 .01060 CD_BR5 .01026
UPPEP SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PeLIPI MLOC XIC CP PtLIPI MLOC XIC Y/C CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 ,8293 ,9470 ,Z781 O,uvOv .o293 .9476 .1781 ,5000 ,4_21 -,7%3g .6379 ,8273
,00%0 -.b380 .6_63 .7_ ,O_4u 1,_313 ,9_0 ,131 _ .50C0 ._265 -.7588 ,b35% ,8312
,0080 -,9781 ,59%1 ,_951 ,OG8C l.llOg IoCt37 u,O00U .SOLO ,36_9 -.7578 ob353 o_313
.0150 -1.3822 ,5156 I,UZ_2 .0230 .7396 ,_191 ,3238 .5000 °2953 -,7718 ,83%0 ,8333
.0250 -1.8215 .%264 1.1739 ,_U ,4819 ,_7_6 ,%336 ,5000 .2297 -,7733 ,6322 ,8361
• 0%00 -2.1443 ,3624 1,2_o_ .lO0C ,2829 ,6410 .5031 ,500_ .1_40 -,7701 .0350 .8317
• ObO0 -2.3_62 ,3214 1.3_37 .150G .172u ,8196 ,5%03 .5ooo ,o_e% -,7744 .6328 .8352
,0800 -Z,3835 ,3173 L,392q .2000 ,0_7 .1993 ,57_% .50_0 ,0328 -.7775 ,6327 ,8353
• 1000 -Z.2697 ,3369 *,35_0 ,2_O0 -,_C_4 .78_t ,5965 ,5000 -,0328 -,7702 .0340 .8333
.1400 -1.%3%% ,5014 L.O4_b ,3500 -.0888 .7t75 .626Z ,5000 -.09_4 -.7817 .6323 .8359
• 1800 -.9356 ,bUOb ,8847 ,4500 -.1124 ,7_26 ,6339 ,5100 -,1040 -,7768 .6320 .8364
,2200 -.9517 .5957 .8910 .559J -,_96 ,76%7 ,6274 ,50u0 -.2297 -,7723 ,6329 ,8350
• 2600 -.9349 .6tCS ,_5 ,65J0 .0199 ,78g4 .5901 .50CC -.2g_3 -,76_ .0349 .8320
.3000 -.9323 ,O012 ,Ob_] .7500 ,2495 ,_337 .5160 .SCL_ -.30_9 -.7664 .6341 .8331
.3400 -.8782 .6110 ,067_ ,_000 °3458 ,_526 ,%823 ,5060 -,41_5 -,7670 ,0345 ,8326
.3800 -.8596 ,6168 .o599 ,85J_ ,4130 .M664 .4564 ,5000 -.4921 -,7t1% .0354 ,8312
,4200 -.8Z23 ,6225 .0510 ,_u00 ,4203 .LbU_ .4530 .Gt00 ,2992 -1.9650 .39_7 L,2254
• _000 -.8043 .bZ_3 ,_8421 ._OJ .423u .HOH7 .4525 .14_O .2')92 --1._873 .4938 1.0503
,5000 -,7768 .6323 .d35q 1,0000 .U_42 .7_Zq ,585_ ,22d_ .2992 -,g830 ,5936 ,8958
.5400 -.7_93 .63C3 ,82_8 .3000 ,2v92 -,gOg8 .b06q .8752
•9_00 -,7327 .6426 ._201 .3001 .2991 -,8518 ,blgO ,8505
,6200 -,7143 ,b4bb ._lsb .4_00 .2992 -.7926 ,6310 ,8370
,6600 -,6775 ,6515 ,,_4 .5_Ob ,2_92 -.7480 ,6390 ._24_
• 7000 -,6080 .66_2 ,7o53 ,6260 .?gqz -.7038 ,6%76 .0115
.7500 -,_qTO ,68_4 ,74_7 ,Tung ,2gg2 -,6061 .b0bO .78%1
.8000 -.3833 .70_b ,1172 .80L0 .sqQz -.383_ °7099 o7166
.8500 -.2638 ,7334 .bB01 ,gco0 ,2992 -.1512 ,7555 ,6452
,9000 --,1523 .7552 ,0458 .1000 ,23t2 .28_4 .8%13 ,50Z7
.9500 -,0_06 .7771 .6106 .2000 .2302 .0680 .7gq7 ,5737
,gTSO .0001 .7_64 ,_56 ,3_OO .2362 -.0940 °7673 .0264
1.0000 ._%42 ,792_ ._5_ ,_500 ,2362 -,1084 ,76Z7 .6337
,5506 .2362 -.9874 .7680 ,6254
.65_0 ,2303 .OZ4O .790_ .5891
• 75(j0 .2362 .2513 ,8354 .5129
• 800C .2362 .3470 ,8538 .4801
,85U0 ,23_2 ,4190 ,8682 ,4535
.9_00 .2362 ,%372 ,8718 .%466
.g50_ ,2362 .413X .8665 ,%_67
TEST 137 PT 30.7325 PSI CN 1,1077 CDI ._2632 COCORI .02853
RUN 55 T] 279.330_ K CM -,1044 C02 ,02577 CDCORZ ,02%92
POINT I0 PC _,0042 MILLIdN CC -,0%91 CD3 .L2516 C000R3 ,02%54
MACH .59TL CO4 ,02457 COCOR4 ,02395
ALPHA 4.qw_8 OEG CD5 ,GZ4bl CDCOR5 .OZ]gO
UPPER SURFACE LO_w SURFACE SPANWIS_
X/C CP P,LIP1 ML[JC XIC CP PtLIPT MLOC XIC Y/_. CP PetlPI t_LUC
O,0000 ,6877 ,9200 .346M u. COOO .bR77 • q20(_ ,346_ ,SC¢U .4921 -.7692 .0338 .8330
.0040 -.9324 .b043 .,792 ,uO_u d.O_27 .9902 .O51Z ._100 .426b -.7_uu .6331 .8347
,0080 -1,2379 .542u .gTtl ,udo_ 1.1130 L,3_43 C.OJO_ .5U30 .3609 -.78_5 .6307 .o3_3
• 01_O -1.5_42 .%7_6 l,uu72 ,0230 ,_313 .9_4 ,2760 .5000 .2953 -.TgZq ,6303 ,_390
,0250 -2.0358 ,3P_g 1,2_P1 ,0_00 ,t760 .t993 ,3qZu .'(JOG .22(,7 -,7910 ,62_4 ._41q
,0400 -2.3337 ,3209 _.JTlt .LO00 .36_I ._580 ,4724 .5000 ,1640 -,7989 ,6303 ._389
,0600 -2,533_ ,2859 1,4bt4 .15a_ ,24bI .H328 ,)175 • 5U_(j .09_4 -.79_I .6295 .8403
.0800 -2,5689 .2BOO 1,4009 .ZLO0 .1260 ,oll_ ,8543 .50C0 ,032o -.795& .0294 ._40&
.1U00 -2.5330 ,Z_OZ 1.40( O ,29_3 .O_3b .7964 ,5792 ,5_uG -.0328 -. 7991 .6289 .84_2
.1400 -2.%718 .301_ 1.42"5 .3500 -.0411 .7779 .6004 .SCGO -.Cg_4 -._034 .6294 .84_4
,1800 -1.5233 .4P'_9 1._7 ,45v0 -.0640 .1728 ,6170 ,5600 -,1_40 -,7983 ,62_3 ._420
.2200 -,9572 ,5900 .8_? .%500 -,05_6 .7733 .0169 .btGe -.2297 -.7878 .6323 .83o0
.26U0 -.8750 ,6130 ,MoSo .6500 .0398 .7930 ,5848 .5000 -.2953 -,8014 .bZgb .0401
,3000 -.9252 ,6063 ,GTtl .79v_ ,2602 .0378 .5087 .SC&O -.3009 -,7_95 .6298 .839g
.3400 -.8847 .OllZ .,o_5 ._OuO .35_L ._550 .%768 .5000 -.4265 -.792e .0295 .8403
,3800 -,8733 ,6145 .8634 ._59u ,&23_ ,_00o ,4527 ,SLOO -,4921 -.7806 ,6327 ,8353
.4200 -.P395 ,0190 .d505 .9000 .4467 ._730 .4432 .Ob(jO .2992 -2.073H .3797 1,2621
,%600 -.8340 .6235 ,8&95 .90OO ,4290 ,P695 .4510 .1400 ,2q92 -2,4092 .3133 1.4019
,5000 -.7%42 .0291 .,_u9 1.0003 .b_4_ .793_ ._835 .2ZUC .2992 -I.0701 ,5761 .9233
,5400 -,7742 .6330 ._339 .3&tO ._992 -,8897 ,60_8 ,8722
,5800 -,7506 .038_ .8200 ,3800 ,2992 -.8659 .011) .8680
.0200 -,7265 .644_ ,'_17J ,4600 ,ZgQ2 -,o14o .0Z_:2 ,£454
,6600 -.6880 .649q ,'_J_8 ,54u(, .Z992 -,?683 ,5343 ,8329
• 7000 -,6090 ,6672 .7823 .6210 ,29%2 -.7137 ,6452 ,blbl
,7500 -.5131 .6860 .7:,34 .TCGu .299Z -.6116 .6640 .7872
• 8000 -.3955 .7073 .72(7 . _(jO0 .2_92 -.3gOb .7094 ,7173
.P,500 -.2769 ,7309 ,hO_t) .90uu .2992 -,16Zb ,75_4 .0%69
,q(jGO -.1594 ,7545 ,_4_7 .IGO0 ,2302 .3633 ,8565 .%751
,9500 -,0508 ,7751 ,0139 ,SLUG .2362 ,_37_ ,0121 .5530
.9750 .0030 ,7obo ._t_b .35u0 .2362 -._4UG .7757 .b129
1.0000 .0444 .795o ._"35 ,_bOt .236? -,Obl ,1718 .619_
,5500 .23o2 -.3519 ,775q ,6127
,0500 .2302 ,043_ ,?943 ,5827
• 7Sub .2_62 .Z043 .O3_Z .5081
.O_Ub .2302 .358U ,05_0 .472g
• '_'Ov .2J62 .4224 .o070 ,45_7
• gbLo .2302 ,4400 .P7%4 .4435
,gSbu ,_3OZ .4229 .d0_7 ,4"_25
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 3G.7324 PSI CN 1.2343 C01 o04UZ8 CDCORI *03Q25
PUN 55 11 27v.4g?l < CM -.Ugh4 C02 .03g09 COCOR2 .03796
POINT 11 _C 3.9915 MILLI3N CC -.0639 C03 .03673 COCOk3 .03792 d
MACH .5950 CD4 .03bUg CDCOR4 .03009
ALPHA o.u_7g 0_0 CO5 .03b71 CDCOR5 .03575
UPPER SURFACE LOWtR 5dPFACE 5PANwI_E
XlC CP PpLIPT MLUC X/C CP PpLIPI MLOC XIC Y/C CP P.LIPT MLOC
C.OOOO .5195 .B87U .4154 U._J_O ._195 .M_7b .4154 .5000 .4921 --.7739 °6354 ._311
.0040 --1.1_03 .55b5 ._542 .Oo_O I.I_4 1.GU24 O.OUU_ .5C00 .4205 -.7_50 .b330 .8336
.0080 -1.4880 .49_1 I.u542 oOOd3 1.lll2 1.0040 O.O00U .5000 .3509 -.7844 .0352 ._315
• 0150 -1.7567 .4425 1.144d .023u ._977 .9619 .2359 .5000 .Z953 -.7933 .o309 .B380
.0250 -2.IB95 .3551 1.3117 .u530 .648! ._134 .3016 .5000 .2297 -.7930 .0315 ._37Z
.0400 -Z.SgZ3 .29_1 1.4370 .13J3 .434Z .,710 .44_Z .5000 .1540 -.7909 .0315 .8371
• 0600 -Z.7155 .2572 1._3_5 .1500 .299Z .E440 .496Z .50_ .09_4 -.790B .0323 ._360
.0800 -2.7338 .2510 1.5544 .Z_O5 .1_7_ .824_ .5317 .5000 .0328 -.7904 .5304 .8389
.IOUO -2.7119 .2584 1.5361 .2500 .IGb7 .8_72 .5big .SCGO -.032B -.7890 .5314 ._374
.1400 -2.5709 .2673 1._129 .3500 .U040 .7_61 .5900 .5000 -.0984 -.7992 .6291 .8409
.1800 -2.4109 .3148 1.39_t .4500 -.o29_ .7_03 .buS4 .5000 -.Ib40 -.7913 .0318 ._357
• Z200 -1.518Z .4714 l.ugZ7 .5500 -.G3_6 .7796 .6067 .50C0 -.2297 -.7877 .0320 .8355
.2600 -1.1C54 .57_0 .9319 .65_0 oUS_v .797_ °5769 .5_0 -°2953 -.7909 .6314 °8374
• 3000 -.8771 .blbO .Bbll .7500 .2eO0 .ffSL_ .5017 .5000 -.36G9 -.7928 .0319 .8305
.3400 -.8302 .625L ._410 .80J_ .3b6U .8589 .%708 .500C -.4200 -,7870 .b3ZO ,8364
.3800 -.E368 .6220 ._51o .85U0 .4379 ._721 .44bl .5000 -.4921 -.7_19 .b34b ._314
.4200 -.B332 ,_23_ ._49_ .go30 .4_7_ ._705 .4377 .ObOu ,2992 -2.1625 .3639 1.2930
.4600 -.822_ .0253 ._4_7 .9500 .4414 .H729 .4445 .14d0 ._992 -Z.SB4b °2789 1o4837
,5000 -.7940 ,5316 °_3_ 1o0030 .0317 .7931 .5_45 .2200 .2992 -1,6293 .4072 1.1015
• 5400 -.7720 .6340 ,8334 ,3000 .299_ -.8962 .6107 ._b_Z
.5800 -.7410 .64_B .822_ .3_00 .29_2 -.B469 .6209 ._35
,0200 -.7233 .6_40 ._IEO .46_0 .2992 -o8071 .0291 .8_OB
• 5600 -.5763 .6_43 ._022 ,5400 .2992 -.7609 ,6391 .8255
.7000 -.6063 .6601 .7_i0 .6Zu6 .2992 -.7000 .0405 .B095
.7500 -.5036 .6870 .750g .7000 .2992 -.6057 .6073 .7B22
.BOO0 -.6012 .70e4 .TLB9 .800C .2992 -.390_ .7107 .7153
,8500 -.2782 .7317 ,6027 .9000 .2992 -.1742 .7533 .6487
.9000 -.168Z .7543 .b472 .I000 .23_2 .4307 ._704 .4493
•9500 -.0637 .7735 .0165 .200_ .2362 .195Z .624_ .5314
.9750 -.0115 .7e43 .59d9 °3500 .2302 .0015 .7869 .5947
1.0000 .0317 .7931 .5_4_ .45_6 .2302 -._3Zb .7800 .0050
.5_00 .2362 -.0231 .7821 .o020
•650U .2362 .0509 .7970 .57_3
• 7_00 .2362 .2690 ._3B9 .5068
• _OGO .2302 .3688 ._584 .4717
._500 .2362 .4310 ._708 .4486
.90_0 .2362 .%51B ._750 .4404
.9560 .2362 .4195 .8691 .451_
TEST 137 PT 3U.7300 PSI CN 1.2q87 CD1 .05692 CDCORL .05500
RUN 55 II 219.6412 K CM -.090 _, C02 .U5433 COCOR2 .05297
POINT 12 RC 3.9910 MILLION CC -.0737 CO3 .05573 CDCOR3 .05471
MACH .59_5 C0% .C520_ CDCOR% .05103
ALPHA 7.0058 0£G CD5 .05232 CDCOR5 %05123
UPPER SURFACE LO,,FR SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PetlP1 MLOC XlC CP PeL/PF MLOC XlC Y/C CP PtL/Pi' MLOC
0.0000 .3812 .8612 .Sbbb O. 0000 .3_12 ._bi2 .4665 • 500€, .4921 -.7330 .6425 .8202
.0040 -1.3804 .5172 1.0176 .6JsJ 1.1119 1.0040 O. 0000 .50o0 .4255 -.7443 .0404 .6235
.0080 -1.6958 .45_.4 1.1239 .uO_O 1.0981 l.OUL2 O. 0u00 .50G_ .3009 -.7_52 .0409 .8227
•0150 -1.9186 .4123 1.1999 .0230 .9465 .9716 .2029 .5000 .2953 -.7541 .0391 .825%
.0250 -2.3157 .3334 1,3575 .0500 .7031 .%Z41 .3373 ,SCCC .22q7 -. 753'_ ,63B5 .8263
.0400 -2.6026 .2700 1.4910 .I000 .4_09 ._807 .4294 .5000 .1640 -.7541 .6375 ._279
•0600 -2.7994 ,2380 1.5923 .1500 .3507 .R549 .47_I .SOO0 .09_4 -.7723 .b3_ ._290
.0800 -2.8359 .2300 I._134 .ZOOO ,2315 .8317 .5194 .5000 .032_ -.7535 ,0374 ._281
.i000 -2.8135 .2340 I.b037 .ZSOO .145_ ._152 .547_ .SOOU -.032_ -.7652 .63..5 ._311
• 1400 -2.7600 .2415 1.5824 .3500 .0254 .7914 .587% .5COC -.Og_4 -.7722 .534g .6319
,1800 -2.5755 .2_10 1,470_ ,4500 -.615_ .7831 .6010 ._000 -.1040 -. 7(582 .63_0 ._303
,2200 -1.8117 .4343 1.1_%5 .55U0 -o0152 .7832 .bOOB .5000 -.2Z97 -. 7020 .636b .829%
• 2600 -1.5430 .4840 1.U72_ . _,50_ .0592 .7977 .5770 .50v0 -.2953 -.76Ul .63_0 .8271
.3000 -1.1322 .5044 .9_17 .TbJo .2685 ._3_5 .5370 .50GO -.3609 -.7521 .0_04 .e235
•3430 -.9241 .6059 ._707 .SOU0 .3511 ._60 .4761 .5(60 -.4265 -.742_ .639P .8243
.3800 -.8255 .b251 ._470 • _u_) .42'.,3 .P693 .4514 .ShOo -.4921 -.752b .b379 • b_. 73
.4200 -.7940 .630_ ._3kh .gOOO .4427 .F73_) .4432 .06UG .299. ) -2.2091 .3565 1.3089
•4600 -.7841 .5317 ., 36'_ .9500 ._227 .H6'.O .4520 .1400 .2992 -2.646_ .2573 1.5131
.5000 -.770b .0371 .H2_$ I.UuO0 -.dO02 .7_6_ .5953 .L2GO .2_gZ -1.9100 .4114 1.2015
.5400 -.7359 .64_,'# ../27 • 30UL* .299? -1.29Z7 ._297 .9973 #_
• 5_00 -.7138 .545(', ._155 .3_U .2992 -.9319 .b045 ._7gO
.5200 -.5B48 .5570 .,.J_6 .4t00 .?992 -.7873 .631q .8356
,6000 -.0377 .b_15 ./91| .5_bC .2992 -.7130 .0406 .HI40
• 7G00 -.5730 ,&73; .l;?t, .62_0 .29_? -.04Ub .6597 .7_37
.7500 -.477C , _'#34 . _'_._ ! .70UL .2_92 -.5492 ,07_3 .7053
• 8000 -.3743 .71'.I • _l(.L ._boO .2992 -.3O24 .?Ib_ .7059
• 8500 -.201_ .734_ ._7_7 .gUuO .29_2 -.1_49 .7490 .0540
.9000 -.1703 .7522 .h_O_ .lOG(, .23_2 .47t_ .8_03 .4302 ..
,qso0 -.083q .77(.4 .o214 .2G¢0 .2362 .234t ._339 ._155
.9750 -.0447 .7790 . _,Ot, 3 .3bOC .2302 .0244 .7910 .5881
1.0000 -.O00Z .7_t-t_ .5_50 .45u0 .2302 -.00_2 .7852 ._975
.55_0 .2352 -.0168 .7B39 o_990
.0500 .23e2 .0032 .79?4 .5759
,75G0 .2362 .2722 . [_393 ._002
._0¢0 ,23_2 .3033 .95_2 .4758
• 8,_00 .2,';62 .4152 ._07_ .4543
.9(uL .23_2 .43_0 .8713 .447b
.95tG .2362 .4015 ,8650 .4594
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 3u,7303 P_I CN 1,2117 C01 ,07547 CUCOH1 ,07388
PUN 55 11 Z79.47ba _ CM -.C.845 C02 .5752U CDCORZ *07351
i POINT 13 RC 4.01o3 MILLIO_ CC -.0050 CD3 .073U0 CDCOR3 ,07174
EACH ,b_gO C04 ,07335 COCOR4 .07207
ALPHA _,0033 OEG CO5 ,07464 CDCOR5 ,07316
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SUWFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_L/PI _LOC X/C CP PJLIPI MLO= X/C Y/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .3508 .854U .47g8 u. OuO0 .35U_ .e540 .47gq .SOb0 .4g21 -.7557 .5357 .P307
,0040 -1.4019 .5050 1.037_ .604J 1.1150 L.CU3q O.vOO0 .5{_0 .4205 -.7587 ._320 .8363
.0080 -1.7350 .4414 Io140_ .OU_O 1.0932 l.OO00 O.OOO0 .50ub .5bOg -.7790 o5311 °837g
.0150 -1.9358 .AGlb 1.Z2_ .OZ30 .g6_1 .g743 o192g .5000 .2_53 -.TBAg .0286 .8417
.0250 -Z.3274 .3202 1.3732 .05)0 .7C_5 .qZ38 .33_ .5¢00 .2Zg7 -.7793 .0322 .8360
.0400 -Z.Sg38 .20_7 1.5Jb7 .IJuO .4_d4 .8800 .430g .5000 .1540 -.75_3 .5327 ._353
.0600 -Z.7973 .2305 1.0153 .1500 .35C3 ._533 .4810 .SCuO .Cge4 -.7694 .033e .8337
,0800 -Z.8410 .2Z35 1.5343 .2000 .2305 .5295 .5232 .5GUO .0328 -.Tblg .0335 .8340
• 1000 -Z.7534 .2_1_ 1.5B23 .25J3 .1374 .8112 .5545 .500¢ -.0328 -.761g .6324 .835g
.1600 -Z.6055 .2bEO 1.5113 .3500 .O1&4 .7_0_ .5953 .SC_u -.0984 -.770Z .b317 .8368
• 1800 -1,8134 ,4284 1,17_3 .45_0 -,_410 ,7753 ,6135 ._O00 -,lfl4G -,75Q6 ,5340 ,6333
• Z200 -1.4177 .5U4_ 1.0394 .5500 -.05_6 .7124 .b16Z .50Ou -.Z_g? -.7581 .0340 .8334
,2600 -1,2190 ,5447 ,4731 ,05_0 ,0110 ,7_OL ,5_55 ,5000 -,2g_3 -,765_ ,0335 ,_341
,3000 -1,0587 ,5727 ,_g_ ,750_ ,22_9 ,_303 .5Z18 .5000 -,3559 -.7627 ,b3Zb ,8350
,3400 -,gQZ ,5878 ._uAQ ._uO0 o32_0 ._474 ,4918 .50_0 -,42&5 -,T6oO ,5355 ._311
.3BOO -.g421 .5g75 ._,_8 ._I_b .J'/2h ._sSZ4 ._ .SbCO -.4921 -.735B .6392 .8253
• 4200 -.H724 .&_29 .Hb_3 .9000 .3ghC .e_h27 .*h3}l ._600 .299Z -Z.[Z44 .354g 1.2017
°4500 -.8179 ._222 ._516 .9500 .3729 .U_65 .47_9 .1_00 .2_9Z -2.03Z5 .3827 1.2503
,5000 -,7675 ,5341 ,_331 L,O000 -,1521 ,7_7 °64_5 ,Z_O0 ,ZQ2 -1,626_ ,4515 1,1112
•$400 -.713g .54_0 .,J94 .30uO .2_2 -1.3324 .51_3 1.0157
.5800 -.5597 .552t ._47 .31;CO .2992 -1.u_5 ._b_;5 ._330
,6200 -.6140 .5625 ,7d_4 ._h_b ,2992 -.ub?b .6111 .8586
• 5600 -.5556 .h743 .7714 .S&LU .2ggZ -.7075 .0429 .8197
.7000 -.49_6 .bbSq .753C .6200 .29@2 -.5854 °Ub_B .782g
.7500 -.4173 .702_ .725_ .7GuO .2992 -.4850 .6877 .7507
.8000 -.3478 .7147 °7092 .8000 .29_2 -°3724 .7101 .7153
.eSO0 -.2872 .7265 ._877 .9000 .2992 -._702 .730g .583g
• 9000 -.2356 .T379 ._730 .1000 .236Z ._860 .87_e .4311
.gSO0 -.2Cg_ .742Z ._bUZ .2CGU .235Z .Z322 .8297 .522g
,97S0 -,1842 ,747_ .05_1 ,3500 ,2352 ,0175 ,785g ,595_
1.0000 -,15Z1 ,7547 ,_5 ,4500 ,2352 -,0327 ,7782 ,508Q
.bSGO .2362 -.0525 .7739 .615g
• 69_G .235Z .021g ,7884 .5922
• 7500 .2302 .2225 .8270 .5265
.80G0 .2362 .314g .8454 .4953
• _SCG .23_2 ,3815 ,85_Z ,4702
,9000 .2362 ,391_ .8608 .4673
,gSCO ,_3bZ ,339g ,8515 ,4843
TEST 137 P] 17.fl4_5 PSI CN .2651 CDI .OOg43 COCDR1 .OOglZ
RUN 38 It LgT.g_._4 K CM -.1273 C02 °00954 COCOR2 .00923
POINt 4 PC 4.1333 _ILLIUN CC .b14q CU3 .G0842 CDCOR3 .00815
MACH .eg_8 CC4 .0056_ CDCOR4 .005b7
ALPHA -Z.g_b_ DEG CD5 ,005U4 COCOR5 .00555
UPPER SURFACE LOwi R SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PeL/P1 ML,]C XlC Ce P,LIP1 MLOC X/C Y/C CP P,LIPI NLOC
.0040 .8718 .g3b_ .30_ . Ot_40 .0_95 .74_1 ._7Z ._bbu .42b5 -.5714 .5,21 ._141
• 0080 ,5237 .8757 ,4394 ._u_u .3uI$ .7955 .5d10 ,SOuO ,3009 -.5767 .5_II .9157
•OlSO .2b38 .792U ._cb7 .0230 -.2505 .b:._t .7955 .5000 .295_ -.5674 .bOZb .g134
.0250 -.0603 .7027 .TZ_u .35 J') -o3fl75 .bZb_ .8454 .50uO .2297 -.5759 .5801 .9173
,0400 -,3701 ,b31E ._37g ,1000 -,@005 ,0255 ,8_67 ,500_ .16_0 -.5724 .5815 .9151
.ObO0 -.465Z .bOgb ._715 .1500 -.4198 .o184 ._570 .SCCu .0_04 -.5801 .5CC4 .9108
,0800 -,4tf!7 ,b07l ,t_743 .2u:..)d -,4tt_9 .6U21 ,d830 • bC'..;_ .0328 -.5584 ,5898 ,gozl
•I000 -.4bsg ._Otg .d7'_5 ,2SOU -.5u28 .5981 .UBg2 ,5000 -.0328 -.5718 .5851 .9094
.1400 -.4753 .bU72 ._75(_ .3SOU -.507b .5q75 .8g01 .5¢C0 -.OqQ4 -.5878 .5773 .g21b
.1800 -.4930 .bOO1 ._01 .45)0 -.3995 .6239 .8491 .5000 -.16_0 -.5895 .5760 .9237
.2ZOO -*5028 .5990 ._077 .5500 -.283_ .654U .8028 .5000 -.2297 -.5838 .57gh .9183
,2600 -,50_3 ,5967 , :_1', ,5500 -,0_18 ,7020 ,7291 .SGO0 -,Z9_3 -,5635 ,58;1 ,9G95
• 3000 -,5428 .5892 ,9 ..31 .7500 ,Z034 ,77Z0 ,blgZ ,5000 -,3b09 -, 5812 ,5795 ,g182
• 3400 -,5431 ,5_93 ,-;02_ ,BOO0 ,3000 ,7973 ,5780 ,5000 -,4Z55 -,5758 ,5798 ,g177
• 3800 -,546q ,5t_70 ,qu55 , eS')O ,3593 ,_103 ,5562 ,5000 -,4921 -,5513 ,5€71 ,gOb3
.4200 -.5549 .58_5 .gJ_8 .9000 ._0_8 .8213 .5377 .ObOU .zggz -.3577 .6308 .9385
.AbOO -.567g .5826 .g133 .95J0 .4087 .8230 .5348 .lAbb .29_2 -.4727 .b0_4 ._7bZ
,5000 -,5777 .5510 .g15g I. (,_)U .145Z .7509 .043Z .ZZOb .29gZ -.5018 .Sggl ._876
_ .54U0 -.5835 .5851 ,gOTb .3GO0 .2QgZ -.525_ .5g25 ,8q7g
o_800 --.5€)_1 .5701 .glUt °380(. .29gZ --o54_9 .5877 .9054
.6200 --.6188 .56_7 .g337 .AbGO o2ggZ -.55gl .5e65 .9104
.6600 -.6133 .570,_. .g32g .5400 .2gg2 -.5745 .57€,q .9175
,7000 -.5592 .$555 ._08_ ._ZOC .2ggZ -.6035 .5734 .g277
• 7500 -.AbOZ .51C5 ._7uu .70uO .ZgZ -.5612 .585_ .goe3
.8000 -.3_07 .6338 ._340 .SuuO .Z_Z -o3557 .5352 *8318
.8500 -,Z44Z .6618 .7_09 ,gGO0 .29gO -,1437 .68e4 .7500
__ ,0000 -,1263 ,bglt ,74..1 • 1_.00 ,235Z -,399Z ,524_ .8485
• ¢)500 ,0024 ,7Z31 .t9_3 ,2000 ,2352 -,4553 .6082 .8734
,9750 oC702 ,74,_u ,_7J_ ,35u0 ..'35Z -,_g53 ,5003 .8_57
1.0UO0 .1402 o7b_g .t431 .4500 .2352 -.395; .5Z48 .8477
.55Uu .235Z -.2870 .6507 .8079
.Sbu_ .Z3_2 -.OBS1 .7011 .7305
,7505 .23o_ o1057 .70U5 .bZ4_
,h_bd .235Z .3U31 .7957 .57_g
.HSuU ._3_2 .3715 odl4L .54gq
• vO0_ ._3_2 ,_089 .8229 .5348
.gSuO ,235_ ,4074 ,8234 *534(;
TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST X37 PT 17.5_Z7 P_X CN .3353 CD1 .01012 COCOQI .00973
RUN 38 IT Li7._q76 K CM -.IZ_5 C02 .60_57 CDCQR2 ,O09ZB
POINT 5 PC 6,05_6 _ILLI3N CC ,0196 C03 ,0C786 COCOR3 ,00760 6
MAC_ ,7uu7 CD6 .u0779 COCOR4 ,00755
ALPH& -1.6Vo9 9EG CO5 ,00606 CDCOR5 ,0058%
UPPER SURFACE LUW[w SuWFACL 5PANWI_E
XIC CP PpL/P1 MLI)C XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC XlC ¥1C CP RpLIPT MLOC
O,OOUO 1.0675 °98%7 .1%,_3 O.OOOO L.0175 ._P%7 ,1%R3 .500G ,6921 -.t015 ,5716 ,9306
• 00%0 ,805? o_lq3 o36_9 ,GO%0 ,7313 .7767 o6115 ,StOU *%2_5 -ob06l ,6777 .9289
,OOBO *5358 .853_ .6'119 *OOMO ,6220 °8256 ,5303 .SOOU ,3619 -°b155 °5676 ,9369 w.
,0150 ,186% ,767% .bZ_h .vgJ3 -.1312 ._7% ,7516 ,SCUU ,2993 -°605U .9727 ,9Z90
,0250 -,1935 .67%0 .77Z2 .USJQ -.2861 .06d% .d116 .5060 .2Z97 -.6037 ,5712 .9313
°0%00 -,5010 .597% .BgOL ,IUJu -°3?7% ,6379 °8277 °5000 °16%0 -,b090 .5703 ,932T
,0600 -,5825 ,575q °gZ3_ ,1500 -,3663 ,6Z99 .8603 ,SUO0 ,C986 -,6119 ,9701 ,9330
,0800 -,5618 ,9789 ,_191 ,2333 -,%285 ,619% .86Z3 ,9000 ,0328 -,6106 .9686 .935%
• I000 -.5568 .5817 ,91%7 .2_vU -,%576 o6U83 .813Z °5000 -,0328 -.6101 °9720 °9300
.1%00 -,552Z .58%0 ,911_ .3500 -.%769 °t0%9 ,8790 .5C00 -.098% -.6250 °569? .9%07
°1800 -,565? ,5798 ,9178 .%500 -.3898 ._249 o8_76 ,9_GO -,i660 -,bZ%7 .5691 °9%0q
°?_O0 -,5667 ,58?5 ,9135 ,5900 -,273E °657_ ,8093 ,5000 -.Z297 -,6081 ,5693 °93%3
• 2600 -,5696 ,5799 ,91V2 ._500 -*075C ,7u01 ,73Z0 .5000 -.2953 -.6066 .5883 .0359
,3000 -,5027 .9760 .9237 .7500 o2081 .7715 .6203 ,900_ -.3609 -.b170 .9690 .q3%_
•3%00 -,SqZ7 ,5733 .9Z_O .8033 ,3093 °7972 ,9781 .5000 -.%209 -.b135 ,5669 .9380
.3800 -,5935 ,5755 .qZ%5 .85J0 .3671 ._ii0 .5551 .5100 -.%921 -.Sq8q ,5727 .928q
•6Z00 -,5909 ._7%3 ,9263 ,9000 o%091 ._2Z9 °5360 ,0600 .2992 -.53%7 °SqO0 ,9018
,4600 -,6091 ,5702 ,93ZH ,9500 .%1%9 ,8_32 ,53%5 ,1600 .29q2 -,5933 ,58%6 ,9102
.5000 -o6166 ,5689 ,q369 1.00o0 ,llg9 ,7%89 .6560 .2200 °299? -.5672 .5791 ,918B
• 5%00 -.6241 .5652 .q%c7 .3000 ,2992 -.5808 ,5748 ,q257
,5800 -,629% ,5673 .937_ .3_00 .2992 -.5951 .5750 .9253
.6200 -,650G °5590 .95_6 .%6_b *Z99Z -,5975 ,574l ,9Z66
• 6600 -,6361 °5623 ,q656 ,5600 ,2992 -,6125 .5669 ,9380
,TOO0 -,5807 .575_ ,9236 ,6200 ,?992 -,63t8 ,5598 ,9%92
,7500 -,4695 ,601q .8833 .7bGO ,2992 -,582Z .5750 .925Z
,8000 -,3663 .6309 .83h6 .BOO% .2992 -.37%5 .6293 ._608
,8500 --.2%48 °6586 .7959 °gOuO .2997 -.1%8u ,68%8 .7955
•9000 -,1291 ,6685 .76_0 ,1000 °2362 -°331Z 1637% .8Z84
• qSO0 -,0022 ,7191 .7026 .?O_u o236Z -,617_ .b152 .8627
,q750 ,0611 ,73%3 °0790 ,35LG o23_2 -.6639 ,6056 .8778
1,0000 ,llgq ,7%89 .6566 .6500 .236L -,37q? .62%8 ,8%79
.Sbu_ .2352 -.?b_O ._555 ._005
• 650U .2362 -.0_77 .69q6 .7327
.7_u ,2362 ,1975 .7089 .62%2
,hObO .2362 .3078 ,7957 .5806
._500 .23bd .3803 .d158 .5%76
,90_0 ,2362 ,61%1 .8Z38 .9333
.95&b .2362 .368U ,8110 ,5551
TEST 137 PT 11.5%7! PSI CN ,3q89 COl .00928 CDCOR1 ,0089%
RUN 38 IT 197.9710 K CM • -.1286 COg .509%o C6CORZ .00911
POINT 6 RC %.63%0 M ILL I_')N CC .O15Z CD3 °00789 C_COR3 .00757
MACH . _5%,7U CD6 • OUB_.Z COCOR6 ,0077%
ALPHA -._97q OEG C05 ,C0_29 CDCOR5 ,00602
UPPER SURFACE LOWEF SURFACE _,PANWISE
XlC CP P_LtPT MLUC XlC CP PeLIPI MLOC XlC Y/C CP P_,LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1025 .9937 ,0_63 (_,OuO0 1.1u25 .G937 .0953 ,bOvO .6921 -.6099 .5720 .9300
,00_0 .T23q .9GO? .3893 .O06u .3538 . _U_)b .5575 • 5(,00 .%265 -.6292 .5691 ,93%6
• 0080 .%696 ,R33L ._L72 ,00_0 ,5430 .8555 ,677Z .SCOO ,36Cq -,6356 .5619 ._59
,0150 ,085% ,7617 ,o67_ ,_230 -,U171 .7171 ,7057 ,SLO0 ,7953 -,62%% ,57G2 .9328
.0750 -,7988 .6451 .,_16_ .0500 -.1897 ,6759 ,7693 .5bOO .2297 -.62bb ,5695 .9360
,OkO0 -,61%0 ,5679 ,q31% .1030 -,25%_ ,6600 ,7936 .5000 .1060 -.6318 ,5647 .9%16
,0600 -,697Z ,5511 .953Z .1530 -.303% .8%78 .812% .5(,CO .09_% -.6310 .56_I .q361
•0_00 -,6658 .5600 ,Q8qo .2OJJ -°3735 .6?92 .8%L0 ,5000 .032_ -.6267 .5667 °93_%
,I000 -,6%51 ,586q o0612 .2500 -.%103 ,6189 ,0589 .ShOo -°0328 -.6339 ,5659 ,9396
,1%00 -.6167 ,5693 ,93%3 ,35JU -.%385 .6106 ,8700 .5COG -,09E6 -.6%77 o)650 °9398
,1800 -,62%6 ,5_bL .9396 .%503 -.3620 .6306 .8392 ,5600 -° 1660 -.6501 ,5603 ,9685
,ZZO0 -.6_80 ,9719 .9307 ,_900 -.Zbl9 .bbO_ .79Z7 .SG_ -.2297 -._ZS1 .5686 ._35%
,Z600 ".6_5% .57_6 .g325 .b_OO -.0655 .7073 °7709 .SOUU -.Z953 -.6209 ,571B ,9306
• 3000 -°6376 .5670 ._;3TH ,7500 .2158 °7763 °6123 .5000 -.360_ -,6617 ,5621 ,9656
,3600 -,6306 ,9639 ._f_ . H_,O3 .3Z26 .M01_ .5716 .5000 -°%265 -.6361 ,5685 .9395
,3800 -,6747 .5707 .93/q ._OU ,3792 .t_E65 .b6_Z • 50(,C -.%921 -.h07O ,57Z2 .9297
• %200 -.6211 ._Tbu .#3lu .900o .617q .o25_; .5297 .o_00 ,2992 -.6%31 .5656 .9%01
.66U0 -,63%8 .5660 .'#8L_7 .9)00 .6?UO ._Zt3 .521_ .160u .2'_9Z -. 61_{t .572_ .qgt_
• SOO0 -,636_ ,567J ._75 L.OO)U ,L715 ,7526 °bb06 .2200 .2992 -.0137 .5710 .9338
• 5_00 -,6378 ,566_, ._,61q .3_u ,?V_2 -,6167 .5717 ,930',
,5800 -,6657 .5630 .q_67 .3hO(, .199Z -.6Z66 .571% .931U _
,6200 -,6580 .9671 ,9667 .6to0 ,29_2 -,6191 ,5729 ,9Z t_b
.6600 -.6%76 .560q .V87_ ,56u_ .2'_97 -,626Z ,567% .9373
• 7000 -,5811 .5_CX ._173 .67_0 .-_'_Z -,6%71 .56%U ,9k14
• 7500 -*_7%6 .6077 .d763 ,7(_00 .?99? -.5832 .5d1% ,9152
• 8000 -,3667 ,6302 ._390 ,_000 .2992 -.3655 .6316 .837%
.8500 -,2%7% .6832 . I_1_7 .960_ .zqgz -.1395 ,b075 .7513
• qoou -,12%1 ,6q13 .7%96 .lubO .2362 -,75%U ,6619 ,?9U8
.9500 -,0036 ,7232 ,te2 ,Z_bu ,?3tZ -.361L ._33% o_345 "_
,9750 .0573 .7365 .0755 ,3500 .73_2 -,62%3 ,6205 ,B5%6
1,0000 ,_2_5 ,75?% .b_06 ,6_GO ,23_2 -,3659 .6376 .8283
,55GC ,736Z -.2509 ,861q ,7908
.6bCU .23_2 -.0696 ,7073 ,7208
o75_b .2362 ,71%1 ,7750 ,61%%
•_C .73_? .3Z12 .801_ .5705
,_:SCb ,?362 *3qOl .81_8 ,5602
,qUuu ,2362 ,%2%6 ,8283 ,5257
.95_L ,_362 .%18b .8Z61 .5295
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT L7.544€ abI CN .5163 COl .61010 CDEORI .00076
RUN 38 1T [go._LOZ < CM -.1256 CD2 .C0994 CDCORZ .00958
POINT 7 _C 4.b297 eILLI]N CC .0114 CO3 *00923 COCOR3 .00890
M4CH .6964 CD4 .00857 COEOR6 .Ou8Zb
ALPHi -,g1_2 DEG CO5 °00831 COEOR5 .00801
UPPER SURFACE LOd£R SURFJEE SPANWISE
XlC CP PpLIP] _LOE XIC CP F,LI_T MLOC _IC YIC CP P,LIPT MLCC
0.0000 1.1353 1.001E O..uCU U.uCO0 1.1353 1._IU O.OGOJ .5000 .49Zi -.6565 .5620 .9458
.0040 o5619 o8_0_ .4675 .OG4O .5433 *_§55 ._773 .SuO0 .4Eb_ -.6711 ._560 .9554
.0080 .2650 .7881 ._930 .JOeO .7375 ._O_Z .3818 .500U .3bOg -.6b87 o5613 ._453
-t .0150 -.1258 .5918 .74_8 ._230 .1726 .7619 .6321 ._OCO .1953 -*6755 .557Z .9534
.0250 -.5284 ._944 ._94g .dS_U -.u294 .7153 .7085 .5000 .2297 -.6766 .5§74 .9531
.0400 -.8757 .50&5 I.U35_ .iO00 -.1310 .b_PO .7493 .500b o1640 -.678Z .5557 .9558
.ObO0 -1.0098 .673_ 1._910 .1500 -.2021 .6734 .7731 .5000 .098_ -.6751 .5569 .9539
.0800 -.9044 ._bZl 1.0428 .ZUO_ -.17_8 .65_5 .80Z1 .5000 .0328 -.678Z .5549 .9571
.I000 -.8359 ._200 l.u13_ .gSO0 -.3275 .b_Z2 .bZII .SGOU -.03ZU -*b814 .5_60 .9_39
.1400 -.TST7 .5369 .9U59 .3500 -.3734 ._324 .8361 .St_ -.0084 -.6_48 .5553 .9564
.1800 -.7438 .5367 .q,e? .4500 -.3144 .6449 .fflb_ .50C0 -.1540 -.68_9 .5551 .9557
,2200 -.7281 .5420 .977o .5_u -.EZOM ._b04 .783_ .500U -.2297 -.6700 ._88 .9508
,Z600 -.7091 .5401 .Q653 .6500 -.U543 o71U5 ,7160 ,SGGu -.2053 -.673Z °5574 ,9531
.3000 -.7265 .5426 .91_, .750U .?250 .1795 .6071 .5000 -.3_U0 -.bbSU .5610 ._473
.3400 -.b988 .555u .'_'I ._¢JO .3343 ._d52 .504_ .SOub -.4Z6b -.6585 .557b .9527
.3_O0 -,6989 ,552_ .'€613 ,ll_dO ,394_ ._LH7 ,5421 ,SO00 -,4921 -,5567 ,5634 ,9436
_." °6200 -,b785 ,_5_9 ,9_3_ ,90_0 ,figBi ,8Z73 ,5Z73 ,ObU_ ,zqgz -,91Zb ,5008 1,04_9
.4600 -.6870 ._535 ._597 .gtO0 .414fl ._Z_2 .5158 .1400 .?_Z -*767_ .5310 .gq4u
*5000 -,6797 .555T .955_ i.uuO0 ,d961 .7469 ,6§92 ,2?OO ,299_ -.7166 °5469 ,9599
.5400 -.5805 .5543 ._SEU .300u .2991 -.6909 .5517 .9606
.3BOO -,b?gz .5574 .953_ ,3BUU ,zggz -,b965 ,§498 ,9652
,bZbO -.6839 .§55_ .g_60 ,4rOb ,ZgOZ -.6806 .5§57 .9559
.6800 -,6383 .56C7 ,9_7g .5400 ,2002 -,bOb1 *5832 .9439
.7000 -.§8b6 e57_3 ,g185 ,b2CG .2992 -,6651 ,§804 ,9483
,7_00 -*6736 ,6Ob_ ,87b2 ,7000 .299Z -,5896 ,_773 ,9Z16
,8000 -,3577 o63&3 ,_3_0 .80Gu .ZggZ -.3654 .6356 ,8311
,8500 -.2350 ,_64_ ,7_8g ,gO00 ,2992 -.1285 ,og07 .7465
.9000 -.1220 .8947 .7_ .IOOG .2361 -.1333 .6893 .7487
,9500 -.0005 ,7120 .bgsG .ZOO0 ,2361 -.Z6_7 ,6581 .7965
.9750 ,0545 ,7365 ,6754 .35C0 ,235Z -,36Zg ,8352 ,_317
1.0000 .0961 .7469 .bsqz .4_ .2362 -.30_0 .647b .8127
._Ou .2362 -,ZZZ3 .b6g8 .7786
,_500 .2362 -.054_ .70_u ,71_8
,7_UO ,8362 ,2223 *7776 ,6101
.8_0£ .2361 .3293 .8068 .5856
... ! ,_bO ,236Z ,_038 ,8213 ,537b
.90u0 .Z3bZ .4339 ,_Zg8 ,_133
.9500 .2362 ._178 .8249 ,5314
lEST 137 P1 17,5_7fi P_I CN ,5810 CDI ,£I054 CDCORI ,O102Z
RUN 38 TI I_B,DZ84 _ CM -.I2_b CDZ .01018 CDCOR2 .00985
POINT 8 RC 4,0227 MILLION CC .u0_B CO3 ,0_983 C0C0R3 .00951
M4C_ ,6944 CO4 .0093§ CDCOR_ .00004
ALPHA ,5093 DEG CO_ .O_gZb CO_O_5 .0089b
UPPER SURFACE LOWEe _UWFACE SPANW[$|
X/C CP P_LIPI _L_C XlC CP PeLIPl ML_C XlC YIC CP PeLIPI MLOC
O,OOOO _,1357 1,OOZb U,O_GO b,_O00 _,1367 L,LJZb _,UO00 ,SLuO .692_ -,5817 ._575 ,0_19
.0040 ,66_Z ,838_ ._72 ,OO4_ ,_2_9 ,_771 ,4366 ,5000 .42_ -,b005 ,5553 .9565
,0080 ,1_86 .7630 ,_3Zb .O0_O ,OOPL ,_227 ,3_08 ,_OG ,36_9 -.7003 °5538 ,95U_
_+0150 -,Z364 .b6_b ,7_3_ .02_0 .2605 .TUBo .5017 .5000 ,2953 -.O938 ,5560 .9553
.0250 -.6292 .5673 .9376 .US_U ._71 .7383 *67Z7 .5000 .2207 -.70_9 .5519 .0519
,0_00 -.9_42 ,4EC_ 1,6786 ,_030 -,U731 .70_7 ,723k ,SbbO ,1_0 -,70kO ,551b ,0623
.0800 -I.IBOC .43_4 1.1579 .15JO -.14,5 ,eB96 .7_8_ ._OU .008_ -.70_3 .5_27 .9b05
.0800 -1.1442 .4451 1.1405 .2030 -.2336 .t68_ .7H08 .500_ .C328 -.7012 .5537 ,g589
.IOUO -1.0G28 .4bib 1.5775 .ZSuO -.Zb3_ ._551 .8ULZ .5000 -.0318 -.7066 .552b .9608
.1400 -.8067 .52_0 .qO_b ,35U0 -,3395 ,b386 ,Bgb5 .8006 -._08_ -.7U8; ,5536 .9591
.1800 -.7835 .533_ .9909 ._SJO -.2921 .b510 .8075 .5000 -.lb*O -.7U55 ._511 .9631
,ZZ00 -.7790 ,5348 ,_b ,55ua -.211_ .o7_3 .7733 .SuO0 -.229T -.7U17 ,5557 ,9559
• 25u0 -.7679 .53_5 ,_U_ .6_JU -.U462 .7L35 .7113 .5000 -.2053 -._g91 .5509 .9635
• 3000 -,7750 ,534_ ,0896 ,7500 ,22O7 ,7816 *80_6 ,5000 -,3bOg -°6953 .5569 ,9539
.3400 -.T549 .56U5 ,9_01 ,8000 .3311 ,80£_ ,5629 ,5_UO -,4165 -,b9_3 °5566 .9563
.380U -,7297 .5472 ._693 ,85_3 .4035 ,6236 ,§33_ ,5000 -149_1 -,8859 ,5576 ,_51_
.6200 -,71_4 .5491 ,%oh3 .gddo ,431_ .u303 .5211 .bbbL ,200Z -1.3477 ,4654 1.1050
.4500 -.T181 .5482 .0b76 .95J0 .4180 .8283 ._ZSb .1400 .2992 -._141 .5247 1.0057
• 5000 -.T082 ,551_ .qbZ1 l.dOO0 ,0843 ,7484 .b59_ ,Z_bG .zggz -,7798 ,531Z .9951
• 5400 -.6992 ._562 .g_62 ,3000 ,Zg_2 -.7559 ,5373 .9852
,§800 -*6956 155_2 .9_b5 °38L_ °ZgOZ -,73_U .5655 .9721
_i* .6Z00 -.6928 .5574 .9531 .4600 *2992 -.7041 .5496 *98}5
,6600 -.6631 ,Stib ,9_b6 .540_ ,2002 -,69u3 ._5b5 .9545
• 7000 -,5936 ,5826 .91_ .bZUO ,2992 -.b814 .5580 .9521
• 7300 -.4729 .6065 .rTtl .TG_b ,zgoz -._895 .5781 .9204
.8000 -.3631 ,0377 ,_279 .8£G0 .29_2 -,3559 ,b380 .8261
.8500 -.2359 ,66_3 .7869 .gO00 .zgq_ -,1216 .b942 .7411
,go00 -,111_ ,6_6 .739u .lbuO .2361 -o0709 .70_3 .7103
.9500 -.0057 .7_4_ ._47 .Zuu_ .73_Z ",Z2_U .6599 ,7785
• g750 .0341 ,733? ,_(17 .3bL_ ,23_Z -,3168 ,b_Z5 .U2Gb
1,0000 o0_43 .7464 .8_9e ,qb_O .73_Z -.1796 .b_78 .7970
• _500 ,2302 -,Z08U .671_ .7755
.tSuO .73_2 -,U695 .711_ .I137
• 1_u .2381 o2155 .17_3 ,OOgO
,_O00 .23tZ ,3367 ,BO_ ,5638
,M_U{I ._3bZ ,4045 ,dZ37 ,_33_
._bO0 .23_Z ,_307 ._301 .5223
.05uL ,_3bZ ._128 ._14_ .5323
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TABLE III. - Continued.
.o
TEST 137 R1 ,7.5447 P_A CN .0470 COl .010e2 CDCDRI .01046
RUN 38 _l lge.1472 _ CM -.12ZZ C02 .G1040 COCOR2 °01001
POINT g R{ 4.&240 M[LLI]N CC .O04g ¢D3 .01049 CDCOR3 .01014
MACH ,bgbL CG4 *00fl79 CD{OR4 *00945
ALPHI 1.oluO DEG C05 ,C(ggO C0C0_5 .00957
uPPEP SURFACE LOwE_ SURFACE SP_NWISE
xlc CP PeLIPl NLCC _IC CP P;L/PI MLOC XIC YIC _P PtLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.138g 1.002g 0.0000 O.JuO0 1.1389 l.O02q 0.0000 .5000 .4921 -.7012 .553q .9587
*0040 .3874 .bifi2 .542q ._0 .Tblq ._g55 .4000 .5000 .42b5 -.71g0 .5434 ,g754
,0080 ,0592 ,74Gb .bbgO ,OOhO ,o739 ,9373 ,3054 .50_0 .360g -.718b .5471 .gb95
.0150 -.3205 .bN3d ._l_b .u_ .3_27 .6575 .SbO_ o_OOU .Zg53 -.7200 .5463 .9709
.0250 -.74Zq .5451 .qllZ .USOO .ll_b .75ZZ .0508 .50uU .2Zg7 -.7301 .5400 .g800
.0400 -i.0683 ,4595 1.115Z .1_J_ -.0leg .71_g .70Z9 .5000 .1640 -.7260 .5_7b .96_7
.0600 -1.7871 .4G_2 1.?oTH .1500 -.ugg7 .6992 .7334 .50OC .ogB4 -.7203 .5435 .g752
.0800 --_,3U48 .4_28 1.Zlbb .ZOO0 -.1_h5 .tlS? .7hgb .5000 .0328 -.7251 .5475 .9689
.I000 -I.27_0 .4_19 1.2U_g .?bJv -.7401 .tb3b .75_3 oSUOb --.032B -.7Zbb .5444 .gT3g
.1400 -1.1347 .44_ 1.I_74 .3500 -.2_7 .6540 ._029 .50UO -*Og_4 -.7331 .543q .9747
.leO0 -.703B .5393 ._b?u .4500 -.7615 .tbl3 .791_ .5G_0 -.i040 -.7274 .54qB .g552
.ZZO0 -.7583 ,53_ ,gWZ5 ,>500 -.lggO .0750 .7707 .SuOb -.2Z97 -.7187 ,5458 .g71O
°2500 -.8013 ._294 .99,_ .h_30 -.037_ .7141 .7_03 .5000 -.2_53 -.7722 .54B8 .gbb7
,3000 --,82_7 ,Sl_U _._|t5 ,750U 1_317 .?dJI) ,603_ .5_0_ -.3bOg -.713b .5514 ,gb27
.3400 -.7_§ .53GC .9971 .,UO0 .3384 .hu7g .5014 ._000 -.4265 -.7202 °5450 .gTZg
,3800 -,7685 ,53_3 ,9901 ._500 ,_054 ,_244 ,5323 ,SuO0 -,_ZL -.7110 ,_492 ,gOb1
.4200 -.7482 .53&I .9072 .qGO0 ._3_0 ._2qO .5243 .0600 .2gg2 -I.1250 .4432 1.1439
,4&O0 -.7441 ,5432 ,2758 ,950_ ,_2gb ._285 ,5253 .1400 .2992 -1.1511 ,4395 1,1505
.5000 -.7254 .5_23 ._773 l.OuO0 ._TTb .74Z_ .&054 .2ZbU .Z_gZ -.7_53 .5294 .ggBO
.5400 -.7205 .}4Bt .g671 .3CGO .29QZ -.791b .5304 .qg64
.5800 -.7114 .54_b .g671 .3600 .2qg2 -.7740 .52_1 l.OOOg
,5700 -.70_8 ,55_ ,9636 ,4600 ,2922 -,7409 ,5397 ,9615
.6600 -.65gl .5639 ._427 .540G .2992 -.7097 .5485 .9672
,7000 -*SglO ._?72 .9Z17 .6200 .2gg2 -.6944 .bSOb .gb3g
.7500 -.4767 .608_ .B72b .7€00 .?ggg -.5929 .5742 .gzb6
o8000 -.3570 ,63_3 ,SZb9 ,8000 ,2992 -,354g ,6347 .8325
*8500 -*ZZ91 .06_g .7n40 .9U_0 .299Z -.1105 ,&939 .7415
,go00 -,1132 *OgSb ,738b ,IGO0 ,2362 -*0153 ,7201 ,7010
°9500 -.0057 ,7222 .bg77 ,ZOOG °2352 -,_802 ,b79_ ,7b44
.g750 .0356 .7321 .5_24 .35GG .23_Z -.Zq37 .b507 .BOB0
1,0000 ,0776 ,7629 .o_54 ,4900 ,2352 -,Zbl3 ,6598 ,7939
,5500 .2362 -,1951 ,0731 ,7730
,b5GO ,2362 -,0401 ,7128 ,7124
.750& ,23bZ .Z337 .7BGl .6060
._OOG ,2362 .3430 .8082 .5599
,BSvO ,2302 .4188 .8239 .5332
.qGo0 .2302 .4400 ._305 .521&
,gSGO ,2307 ,_lq7 ,_770 ,5279
TEST 137 kl 17,54J2 _I CN ,7207 COl ,01134 COCORI ,01095
RUN 3B IT 19E,OTbg K CR -.1Z14 C02 .Ollbg CDCDR2 ,01119
POINT I0 gC 4._3d5 _ILLION CC ,b_0_ CO3 ,Ollb3 COCUR3 ,Olobb
MACH ,5944 CD_ ,&I039 COCOR_ ,UI00_
ALPHa 1,5d71 D_O C05 *OIOIU CDCO_5 .00976
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE 5PkNWI_E
XIC CP P_LIPT MLUC AIC CP PtLIPI _LOC XIC Y/C CP P_L/PI NLOC
O,O00u 1,1337 l,uO15 u,Uu_U 3.OudO 1.1337 1.0015 0,0000 .5000 ,4921 -,7207 ,5425 ,g709
,0040 ,3028 ,TqtZ ,572_ ,uO4b ,7_bb ,qlU5 ,3682 ,500& .42O5 -,7414 ,536g *9859
,0080 -,0747 ,?lb4 ,7Ob_ ,OOdO ,9317 ,_510 ,Zb6g ,5000 ,3609 -,7471 ,5330 .qql3
*0150 -.3952 ,b?i8 .B_25 ,G230 ,4150 ,B2_4 .5324 ,5000 ,2953 -,74bi ,5351 .9889
,0250 -,8141 ,5235 1,0077 ,u_O0 ,1837 .Tbbb ,bZ7B .5000 .2297 -.7493 .5359 .q875
,0600 -i,1489 ,43h3 1,15Z7 .lOdO .u36q .7301 ,6854 .5000 ,1640 -,7524 .53&3 ,9869
,0600 -i,347G ,3_80 I.Z4_2 .15JO -.055P .70B7 ,7187 qSOOv ,bg6_ -.7511 ,5385 ,9833
,OeO0 -1.4071 ,37tB i,ZOb2 .ZCOO --,/385 ,bBT_ ,7510 ,5000 ,0328 -.7513 ,5353 .q885
,1000 -1,3855 ,37_0 i.?u37 ,2500 -,2u34 .bbgb ,779_ .50_U -,0328 -°7567 .5340 .9900
,1400 -1.3332 ,3qCU 1,240_ .350_ -,2_31 ,b_07 ,7950 ,5000 -,0484 -.7551 ,5350 .q890
,1800 -1.2732 ,4081 l.ZdTq ,450U -.2300 ,0633 .7885 ,5000 -.1640 -,7514 .5367 ,986Z
,?ZOO -1*144b ,43_u J,1531 ,55_0 -.1729 ,67_3 ,755& .5000 -.2297 -,7457 ,5384 ,9830
,2600 -.7333 ,54_q ,_7_5 .OSOG -.0275 ,715_ ,Tud3 ,SGUO -,2g_3 -,7507 ,5341 .ggO_
,3000 -.7221 .5417 ,9782 ,75U0 ,Z4GO ,7807 ,b051 .5_ -,3b09 -,74B9 ,535B ,9870
,3400 -,7375 ,5359 .q874 ,80_9 ,3421 ,8G54 ,5645 ,5000 -,4265 -,7509 ,536_ ,gBb3
,3800 -,77_g ,5?74 1,0_13 ,0500 ,_100 ,_45 ,5321 .50_0 -.4921 -,7355 ,5397 ,q814
.4200 -,7570 .5315 .g_46 .guuo .4443 ._3_g .5211 .btO0 ,29gZ -L,lqSg .4284 1.170_
.4600 -,7719 .531_ ,qg45 ,g500 ,42E_ ,B275 ._270 ,140v .2992 -1.3510 .387_ 1.2470
,5000 -*7577 *_309 ,wU_9 I,GOJG ,0616 ,7422 *6505 ,2200 ,2922 -1,1550 ,43_4 1,15bl
.5400 -*7405 .53_5 ,_6_ *300U ,2ggZ -.7108 .5449 .9730
,5800 -.73b0 ,5321 ,_P24 .3_0C .2qgZ -.7gZ3 .5253 1.UC47
.bZO0 -.721q .543? .975_ .4&GO .?qgZ -,7575 .5309 .9257
,bbO0 -,8e32 ,_3_ ,9593 ,5400 ,2qgZ -.7332 .5_G7 ,g798
,7000 -.5C10 ,5740 ,gZhr ,0200 ._gg2 -,7087 ,5447 ,9734
*7500 -,4B41 ,600? ._bq .7u_ .299_ -,6052 .571b .93U?
.HO00 -.3(,14 ,0316 ._373 ._000 .Z_97 -.359? .0330 ._352
.850U -,Z3b? ,5_3b ,7t_2 ._UUO .2992 -.117k .0937 .7418
,_000 -,114_ ,&_t3U ,743(_ ,lOUO ,2302 ,0300 *7Zb7 ,0670
,2500 -.0081 ,717n .?:)4? ,2bbC ,2302 -,13b5 *b_5 ,_330
*9750 ,039b ,7791 ,_7G .3_00 ,Z3bZ -,2582 ,055_ ._005
1.0000 ,0816 ,7_22 .t_t5 ,_SCL .23t2 -.2355 .bb41 ,7074
.5500 ._367 -.17u_ .5707 .7050
._Ob .2302 -*0265 .714_ ,70q3
,75GC ,23_2 ,2401 .780_ ,b_50
,_00_ .L3bZ .3444 ,_060 ,5635
.8_ ,23tZ .4174 ._243 ,9325
.gC_O .2362 ,_4_3 ,B307 .5215
.95_G .2302 ,424g ,_264 ,_ZB9
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 17,53o_ R_! CN ,UlSO COl o_1336 CDCOHI ,OlZe6
RUN 38 T| 19_,2U_3 K Cb -,IZ19 COZ ,01390 CDCORZ ,C1339
POINT 11 RC 4.6205 MILL**]N CC -.0045 C03 ._ZZbO COCOR3 .01Z33
baCH ,695e C04 .OllSZ COCOR4 ,01107
ALPHA Z._IbZ _EO CO5 ,OI04U CDCOR§ ,0100_
UPPE_ SURFACF LOUEe _UeFACc SPAN=I_E
XIC CP P,LIP1 _LUC XI_ CP PpLIPr bLOC XIC YIC CP PwLIPT bLOC
0.0000 1,11q3 ,99oI .O_Z7 _._v_O 1,1193 .9_I .05Zr ._000 .4_21 -./2bg ._433 ._756
• 0040 .2013 ,7716 .ol_ .d_4_ ._313 ._166 ,3317 .5_00 .426_ -.7420 .5382 .9839
•00_0 -.1160 .b_42 ./_Ll ,OUdu ,_761 ,g025 .2343 ._000 .3bOg -.7475 .5461 .9742
• 01§0 -.4986 .5g_3 ._8_q .O_O ._90H .P436 ._u7 .SOO_ .2953 -.7401 .5385 .9833
• 0Z50 -.9112 ._Oul I._eZ .0500 .Z_iO .7ts3_ .OUO0 .5000 .1297 -.750B .5384 .9834
•0_00 -1,2560 e421Z 1,1037 .IO30 ,GgTb .7452 .6618 .500C .1640 -,74gi ,5_35 ,975Z
• 0600 -1.4670 .3706 1.Z,17 .1_30 .0003 .722_ .6968 .5060 .09_ -.7375 .53_1 ._824
• _800 -1.4967 .3570 1.30_0 .L_C -.ugZu .6_5 .7345 .500_ .63_8 -*7Z33 .5420 ._778
• 1000 -1.673g .3550 1.31_1 .2500 ".1_91 ._21 .75g_ .5000 -.b3Z_ -.7614 .5_6 .q7q9
• 1600 -lt4kZ9 .3647 1.Z_24 .35d0 -,8291 .6o74 .7d24 ,5000 -,098_ -176g3 .5383 ,9837
•1800 -1.6256 ,3765 1,Zb_7 ,4_00 -.ZG_8 .6155 ,7699 .SCuO -,1540 -,74_5 ,_398 ,9812
• LEO0 -1.407g .3778 1.16_1 °5500 -.1558 .6_7 .7495 .5000 -.2197 -o7528 .5388 ._Z8
.2600 -1.3376 .3930 1.2366 .65_ -._071 .7gEl .698_ ,SGOO -,2953 -.7423 .538q ,9826
• 3000 -1.2291 .4_7g l.i_g7 .7500 o2_35 .7H31 .b_13 .5_00 -.360g -.7493 .5389 .g826
• 3400 -.6662 .56_9 ._427 .hO_O .35_G ._u97 .5573 .50_ -.4165 -.7531 .5_21 ,9775
.3800 -.6478 .5613 .9_6g .8500 .6108 .F277 .5Z67 .5000 -.49Z1 -.7406 .5_08 .9796
• 4200 -*b%_Z .55Z4 .9011 .9_u .4467 .8330 .517_ .0600 .2992 -1.2287 ,_1_8 1.1_80
.4600 -.7583 .5413 .978P .9500 .4428 ._311 .5205 .1_00 .Z_g2 -1._631 .3618 1.Z961
,5U00 -.7427 .5378 ,9_45 l.vv_b ,w_ .7461 .66J3 .12_0 .2992 -1,_Z05 ,3721 1,2775
• 5400 -.7376 ._384 .g83k *300_ .29_Z -*_858 .5056 1o0371
.5800 -.7657 .5442 .g741 .3_00 .1991 -.7361 .5_60 *971Z
• 6100 -.734B 1541_ ._779 .4600 .1991 -.7568 .5408 .g797
,6600 -,6966 .5516 ._623 .5400 .2q_2 -,7391 .5441 .9741
.7000 -.6207 .5711 .9311 .61o0 .z_gz -.7221 .550q .9634
• 7500 -.4931 .6604 .e_56 .7_C0 ,1992 -.b175 .5760 .9138
• 8000 -.3736 .b312 .c419 ,OtO_ .ZggZ -,3719 ,0332 ,u34g
• _500 -,2490 ,665u .766_ .9005 ,Zqg2 -,1373 .5884 .750_
• 9000 -.1217 .b929 .7431 .IGG_ .2362 .0934 .7_66 .6595
• 9500 -.0110 .7210 .6996 ,ZGGC .2361 -.0_54 .1019 .7293
• 9750 .042Z ,7333 ,_sU_ ,35_0 .23_2 -.ZZ41 .6669 ,7_31
1.0000 *0906 t7411 ,6603 .4500 .E3OZ -.2036 ,6740 .7721
•_500 .2362 -.1526 .6842 .7565
.650_ ,236Z -.b091 .7Z05 .7604
,75b0 .Z3bZ .Z533 ,7845 ,5%8g
.u00_ ,2361 ,3_q6 ._115 .5§43
• _u ,Z362 ,43u9 ,8306 .SZlb
.9000 ,236Z ,4572 ,8369 ._106
.950_ .236_ .4371 .8299 .522B
TEST 137 _1 17.53o_ PSI CN ,gv£u COl .01746 CDCORZ .016gO
_UN 38 TT 1_7.9167 K Cb -.113_ COL ,0176_ C_C0_2 .01714
POINT 13 RC 4,027u _ILLI_N CC -.00fl6 CO3 ,0160q CDCOR3 .01555
M_Cd .6957 C0_ ,01326 CDCOR4 ,01275
ALPHA _,_u_O DEG CO5 ,L_13g COCO_ *01086
UPPER SURFACE LBW_ SUkFACE _PANWl$£
XIC CP P_LIPT HLqC )IC CP P_LIPI bLOC X/C YIC CP P_L/PT _LOC
0,0000 1,1052 ,9946 ._8_3 O,OOJO 1,1052 .9946 ,0883 ,50_0 .4921 -.7001 .5521 ,q615
• 0040 ,1233 .7521 ,651_ ,03_ .eUl2 .9391 .3u06 ,5_0 .426_ -,6896 ,552_ .9011
• 0080 -.1963 ,671_ ,77_5 *G030 1.01P7 ,9730 ,1981 ,SO_C .3609 -,5858 .5564 .9546
• 0150 -,5897 .577e ,91_8 .0_30 .5501 ,H_BO .4726 .5000 ,2953 -.6844 .5568 ,95_0
.0250 -1.0011 ,47_5 1.C825 ,05dO ,30_0 .7976 .5774 .SCOU o22g7 -°6300 ,5645 .9_16
• 0430 -1,3145 o4_31 L,_i_l .13J0 ._4L_ °7557 ,643T ,5000 .16_0 -,6792 ,55gb ,g496
• 0600 -1.5232 ,351_ 1.3Zu4 ,150_ ._376 .7Z97 ,6860 .50uu ,09_4 -,bZS1 .567_ .9373
• 0800 -1,58ZZ ,33r_ 1,3461 ,2Odd -1U541 ,70aO ,7198 ,5000 .032u -.6617 .5635 ,9_36
• 1000 -1,5658 .3395 1.3_7 ,ZSJu -.1241 .69Z3 ,?_0 ,_CUo -,03_ -.6696 .5601 .9_Ub
• 1600 -1.5432 .3453 1,33_4 .3500 -,19db .6752 .7703 *SOOb -.C9_ -,6866 .5565 .9545
• 1_00 -1,5132 ,3_7 1.3131 .q_Ob -,L_o .6197 .7o3_ .5_ou -.1640 -.6741 .5591 .9504
• ZZO0 -1.4898 .355d t.3121 .5500 -,1433 .6_)_ .74gZ .5000 -,2297 -.6924 ,553_ ,9_88
• 2600 -i.476q .3617 _._')_t3 ,_Sdd ,OO_ .7_53 ,6929 .SGOO -._953 -,6907 ,5531 .9600
• 3000 -1.4529 ,3b43 1.2_31 .7)JO *75_4 ,let9 .5933 °7006 -.36_9 -,7113 ,_496 .9655
• 3400 -1.3477 ,39q4 1,t33_ ,_U_O .3_65 ._1_ ._50_ .SO_b -,4Z_5 -.7310 ,5466 .g70b
• 3800 -.b_L2 .525_ I,_39 .o_3O ._413 .zs3L_ .Std9 .StO_ -.4_I -*7236 .54_7 .9670
• 4200 -,7309 ,5396 ,9H15 ,90JO .46v_ .z_35% .5131 .060u ,Z99Z -1,_687 .4059 i,ZIZO
.4_00 -,6628 ,56e'5 ,_1_6 .gSO0 o4_71 .PJ_h .516_ .L_uo .g_Z -1,530_ .3428 1,3375
• _bO0 -,6337 .5_6v ,_3_ [.o_uO *1022 .7479 *_7o ,2ZuO ,ZgVZ -[,_q3g .3_4_ 1.333_
• 5400 -,6_62 .55_6 ._t)_ .3000 .2992 -1,4682 ._619 1,2981
• 5_00 -,7179 .54t3 ._67_ .3_bO .2_9_ -._Zll ._ZlO 1.0117
',Ib, .6zoo -,7213 ,547g .96_s3 ,4bOb .2gg2 -.6608 .563Z .943g
• b6OU -,6933 ._44 ._7_ ,5400 .zqgg -,O8Z3 ._539 ,9586
• 7bdO -,blgC .571n ,ga_3 ,6Z00 .29_Z -t70b9 ,§_e9 o9667
• 7500 -.5011 159_1 ,_67 .760U .199Z -.6218 .5736 .9275
• 8000 -,3796 ,63_9 ._3e4 .e_O_ ,Zg_Z -.3823 ,o308 .8385
• 8500 -,Z621 .6_t .79_2 *_uO ,ZgOZ -,i_Z9 ,6868 .7525
• 9000 -.1360 ,_921' .1q46 ,100£ .Z36Z .14Z0 ,757Z ,64Z8
• 9500 -.0172 ,71F0 ,?043 .2_b_ ,2362 -,04_8 .71Z7 ,712_
o9750 .0450 ,73q7 ,t, TH2 .3_uO .236Z -.1969 o670Z .7688
1,0000 .102Z .?47q .6576 .4500 .?362 -,1773 .6791 .70_3
._5;G .Z3bZ -.13_b .6895 .74_4
• 6_Od .Z3bZ .Ou30 ,72Z_ .696_
,75_0 ,236Z ,Z_7b ,7867 o5q_4
,8000 ,2361 ,36_6 ,8t20 *_53_
.8_¢ ._3_Z .43_ .8297 .5232
,9_06 .Z36Z .46Z8 ,_37_ ._d9
,9_G_ .236Z .4496 ._346 .51_7
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 Pl _7.6417 PSI CN ,9950 C01 ,02466 CDCORI ,02392
RUN 38 TT _9_,060_ K CM -.1279 COE ,02420 CDCORZ °02342
POINT 16 RC 4,G29E M1LLION C¢ -,0121 C03 ,02199 COCOR3 ,021Z9
MACH ,6969 CD¢ .bl?_Z COC_R¢ IO[_B¢ •
ALPHA 3,Ul&l DEG CO_ ,01389 CDCOR5 ,0E318
UPPER SURFACE LOW£E 5UkFACE SPANW|SE
XlC CP P_LIFT _LOC XIC CP PnLIPT MLOC XIC YlC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.0769 ,&E6B .1370 O._O00 1,0749 ,9866 .1376 ,50C_ ,_gz1 -.6181 .5707 .9320
,0040 ,OZg6 ,7292 ,08_B ,CC4u ,9Z13 ,9_9Z ,2738 ,_OU_ ,4265 -,5876 ,5754 ,9246
.0060 -.2788 ,6531 ,8043 ,0080 1,0524 ,9816 ,1629 ._OCO .3609 -,5706 ,5825 .9135
,0150 -,6634 ,56_Z ,_87 ,0Z30 ,5_95 .8694 ,4513 ,5000 ,2953 -.5566 ,5657 °9065
°0250 -1.0534 o4614 1,1119 ,O_O0 ,3_28 ,E_B9 ._566 .5000 ,2Z97 -.5659 ,5826 ,9134
,0400 -1.3674 .3860 1._451 .10_0 .1618 .7671 ,5271 .5000 .164_ -,6113 .5706 ,93Z1
.0600 -1.5605 ,33_3 1.3_1_ ,15_0 ,0762 ,74J6 .6690 ,5_QO ,C984 -,570_ .5809 .9161
.0800 -1,6242 .3240 1,_762 ,Zb3u -,0174 .7187 .7031 ,5000 ,03ZB -.6226 .5727 ,9190
,1000 -1,6159 .3237 1,37_9 ,Z53_ -,O_G_ .70u9 ,7308 .3000 -,_3Z8 -.6521 .5588 ,9509
,14U0 "1,6166 *3272 1,3711 ,3500 -.1770 ,6778 ,766_ .5000 -,096_ -,5641 .5842 .9109
.1800 -1.6010 .332_ 1,3596 .4530 -,1703 .6817 .76U3 ,5000 -.lb_0 -.5386 ,5861 ,9046
.2200 -1,5703 .33_1 1,3_1 .5500 -.1296 ,tgZ_ .7_5 .50_b -.2297 -.5_95 .5735 .927_
oZ600 -1,552Z ,3403 1,3kZ_ ,65a0 ,_145 ,7Z67 ,6_0_ ,bbUO -,29_3 -,b010 ,57b7 ,gZZb
.30U0 -1,5516 ,3369 1,3_01 ,7_00 ,Z6_O ,7_76 ,5939 ,5_U_ -,3569 -,5993 ,5747 ,9Z_7
.3400 -1,56Zb ,33_6 1,39_O .@_00 .3717 ,ol_b ,5986 ,SOOb -,4265 -,6_03 ,5648 .9414
,3800 -1,5194 ,3668 1,_Z50 ,8_U_ ,_462 ,8335 ,516_ .5_00 -,4921 -,6743 ,5594 .9_99
,4200 -1,1247 .44_9 I,I_I0 ,gOO0 ,q_e_ ,637_ .509_ ,ObO0 .Z_gZ -1,3491 .39Z_ 1.2369
,4600 -,7944 ,5254 1,004_ ,_5)_ ,45el ,_3_4 ,5133 ,14OG .ZgqZ -I,621Z ,SZ7Z /,3711
,5000 -,651_ *5609 ._7_ 1.0000 ,0_93 .7_7Z ,658_ .ZZOC .2992 -1.6154 .3253 1.3753
,5400 -._997 .5763 ,gZOZ ,3_0_ ,Z99Z -1.58_1 ,3365 1.3510
,5800 -.5966 .5750 .9Z53 ,3860 .Z99Z -1,4765 .3587 1.3065
,6200 -,6375 ,5_61 °9393 ,k600 ,2992 -,7490 ,5358 ,9877
,6600 -,6254 ,5657 ,938_ ,5_OO ,Z992 -,6073 ,_744 ,gZbZ
,7000 -.§666 ,5768 ,9ZZ4 .6Z_O .2992 -,6573 .5595 .9497
,7500 -.6936 ,6030 ,eB15 ,7C00 ,1991 -,5939 .5732 ,9282
,8000 -,3805 .5Ze6 .6419 ,BOO0 ,Z992. -,3831 ,6301 .6396
,6500 -,Z678 ,6565 .7990 ,9_00 .Z991 -,1526 .6856 ,7593
,9000 -,1477 ,68e3 ,750Z .1COO ,Z3bZ ,1838 ,7676 ,6263
,9_00 -*0263 ,71_8 o7U77 ,Z000 ,Z3bZ -,0lOb ,7189 ,7U30
,9750 ,0406 ,7313 ,6836 .3500 .2362 -,1690 ,6611 ,7_13
1.0000 ,0993 .7471 ,6566 ,4500 ,236Z -,1602 ,6834 ,7577
,5500 .Z3bZ -,1197 .69k3 .7409
,6500 .2361 ,01Z1 ,7271 .6901
,7500 ,Z36Z ,ZbZ7 .7873 ,5944
.SbO_ *Z36Z ,37_9 .81_9 ,5_85
,6500 ,2361 ,6386 ,9305 ,5116
,9000 ,2362 ,9716 .6376 ,5093
,9500 .2361 ,_49_ ,8318 .5177
TEST 137 Pl 17.5395 PSI CN 1,0503 CD1 ,03191 CDCOR1 .03098
RUN 3B TT 196,0195 K CM -,1282 CD_ ,03099 CDCO_Z ,0Z990
POINT 15 GC 6.u273 _|LLI_N CC -.U165 CO3 ,02056 COCOR3 ,02761
EACH ,6961 CD4 .OZZll COCOK4 ,OZlZl
ALPHA 3.51J1 bEG CO5 .0172_ CDCQ_S .01633
UPPER SU_FAC_ LOWER _URFACL _PANWISE
XlC CP PeLIPi _LOC XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC Y/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.0477 .9607 .1_9 O,OO_O 1.0477 ,9807 ,1669 ,5_00 ,_921 -.62_5 ,5692 ,9344
.0060 -,0573 .7100 ,7167 .OOkO ,9466 .956U ,25_ ,50UO ,416_ -.5974 ._747 .9158
.OObO -,3437 ,637Z ,_2_9 .u3eO 1.0778 .9_77 ,1318 ,SUO0 .3609 -.5341 ,59_7 ,_976
.0150 -,7162 ,5461 ,9710 .u133 ,6440 ,h_le .417_ .5000 ,1953 -.56_6 .562_ ,9131
.0250 -1,1212 ,4_63 1.1349 ,0500 .4026 ,hZZ7 ,535Z .5000 ,2297 -.5602 ,55_3 ,9501
,0400 -1,4257 .374k 1._730 .1000 .ZIZ7 .77_9 ,6145 .560_ ,lb_0 -,6965 .554_ .9_73
.0600 -1,6050 .3261 Z,3737 ,1500 .lObq ,TqOZ .6571 .5000 ,09_4 -,6971 ,5656 ,9_80
°0800 -I*6820 ,3114 1.4v64 .gdOO ,0_95 ,7Z47 ,b939 .SCGG °0328 -,7951 ,}Z53 1,00;7
.1000 -1,6673 ,3108 1._079 .2500 -.0663 ,7056 .7Z3_ .9_0C -.0328 -.7902 .SZBO 1.00a3
,1400 -1,6727 .3133 l._OZl .3500 -,15_Z ,6_56 ,7543 .5_U -.Cg_k -,5958 .5802 .9170
• 1800 -1,6502 ,31o7 1,3900 ,4500 -,1571 .6853 ,75_8 ,_GuC -.16_u -,5526 ,5895 ,90Z6
,2200 -1,6505 ,SZZ1 1,3eZ3 ,55Ub -.1Z7_ ,69Z9 .7_31 ,5000 -,Z197 -.619_ ,5697 ,9336
.2600 -1,6101 .3273 1,3711 ,6_00 ,OlZ5 ,7269 .690_ .SCOG -,2953 -,576_ ,5793 .91_5
,30_0 -1,6206 ,322_ 1,3e17 ,7500 °Z6_O ,7670 ,5949 °SGG_ -,3_09 -,5539 ,5644 ,9105
.3400 -1,6305 ,3138 1.3767 .BOaO .3728 ._150 .5_83 .SbuO -,4Z65 -,9896 .5769 .91Z3
,3800 -1,6261 .3Z16 _,3836 ,8500 ,4490 ._337 .5162 ,5_00 -,4921 -,6345 ,5666 ,9353
,4200 -1,4175 ,3726 1.Z764 .9_00 ,_71_ .8kOZ .5U48 ,06Uu ,2991 -1,3839 ,3855 1,Z510
,4600 -,9076 .5031 1,0411 .9_00 ,4597 ,_3bZ ,5135 .1400 ,299Z -1.6778 .3142 1,_001
.5000 -.7755 ,534Z .99_Z l,uO_U ,0953 ,7_53 .6617 ,2200 .299Z -1,6831 .3113 1,_067
.5_00 -.6467 ,5614 .9_67 ,3000 .2992 -1,6477 .3170 1.3939
,5800 -,56_7 ,5833 ._1Z3 ,3Bbv ,zggz -1,5846 ,3318 1,3611 .
,6200 -,5809 ,5839 ._L13 ,460U ,Z99Z -,939k ,49Z3 1.0591
.66_0 --,5961 ,5769 ,919Z .5400 ,299Z -,5678 ,58_4 .9042
.7000 -.5484 .5073 ,9_60 .6ZbO ,2992 -.6033 .5736 .9175
.7500 -,468_ ,6060 .8769 ,70UG ,29_Z -,5766 .5807 ,9164
,8000 -.3724 ,6Z_ ,8_C9 .8C00 ,Z99Z -,3798 .6335 .8344
• 8500 -,2593 ,6563 ,7963 ,9000 ,Zg_Z -,160_ .6843 .7563
.9000 -,1_48 ,66_1 ,7_35 ,IOu_ .1361 ,ZZG_ ,7773 ,6106
.9500 -,0335 .71_9 ,7091 ,ZOO0 .1361 ,0194 .730Z .685_
,9750 ,0286 ,73Z_ .6816 .3500 ._362 -,1519 ,66_ .7561
1,0000 ,0_53 ,7_53 ,_17 ,_500 ,Z3bZ -.Lk73 .6_55 ,75_
• 5_0 .Z3_Z -,116_ ,6_5_ .73U7
.75U0 ._36_ ,2_1_ ,?8_0 ,5932
._ ,L36Z ,3721 .81_1 .5_9q
•8500 ,Z3_Z ._4_6 .832C .5192
.gbO0 ._362 ._662 ._376 ,5693
.9500 ,Z36Z ,4447 ,0330 ,5174
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TABLEIII. - Continued.
TE_T 137 P1 17,5368 PSI CH 1,0606 COl ,06633 CDCORI ,03gzo
RUN 38 TT Ig_,b3Mb K CN -,127_ CD2 ,03_£7 COCORZ ,0374g
POINT 18 RC 6.&313 _ILLIt]N CC -.ulsg C03 .03552 CDCO_3 .03663
MJC, .bg?_ CO6 .02667 CDCOR6 .0Z538
ALPHA 6.0221 OEG C05 .OZlZl CDCOR5 .0201]
UPPER SURFACE LO4E_ _u_FACE SP&N_ISE
X/C CP P_L/PT _LuC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP PJLIPT NLOC
0,0000 1,025Z ,g76b .lg_l _,O0.JJ 1,dZSZ .g76b .IgZL ._GO0 .€_Z1 -,7556 ,53ZL ,gg3b
• 0060 -.1118 .6gEg ,7601 oOUEO .g76_ .961U °2366 *5000 ,42_ -,6630 .5660 .9395
.OOBO -,4019 .6219 ._5_Z .O_HO 1.0_56 *ggz_ .1067 .50vO .360g -.7181 .5632 .9757
_0150 -.7731 .5317 .gg63 ,0230 .6712 ,8B71 .6170 .5000 .Z_53 -.7510 .5329 .ggz6
• 0250 -1.1593 .6367 1,15gO .05_0 .6277 .6277 .5286 .5000 *Z2g7 -.7663 .5356 ,_880
.0600 -1._556 .3651 1._915 ,1_00 ,2600 .77_g o6065 .500_ .1660 -,88Z0 .505Z 1,0376
• 0600 -1o6636 ,31_5 1.397Z .1500 .1277 °75Z8 .6698 .500u ._g86 -°820g .5183 1o0161
°0800 -1o6_76 ,3022 l,EZ?7 .ZO_O ,030_ .TZg6 ,6863 oSGGU .C3ZU -.86_V .51_8 1.0136
• 1000 -1.7037 ,3012 1o63_1 ._ -,_5_b ,7097 ,71TZ .5000 -,0328 -.8718 .5056 1o0373
• 1_00 -1.7187 .3021 1._Z7_ .35_0 -.Z533 .0633 .7578 ,5_00 -.0986 -.7563 .5350 .g8go
• 1800 -1,8807 ,3076 1.6152 .6500 -,1_10 °8857 .7561 .5000 -°1660 -°6607 .5587 .gSlO
.2200 -1,6_11 .3_0€ 1.61_b ._UO -°1186 °6965 .7606 .SUOb -.zzg7 -.8765 .553_ ogSd8
• 2600 -1.6386 ,31_9 2,6_30 .b_JO ,0103 .7260 .6951 ,5000 -.2953 -.5812 .57_7 .9179
• 3000 -1.6803 .3116 _,_O£U .7_00 ,261g .7863 .SgbZ ,_CO0 -o3009 -.5668 .5870 .9065
• 3600 -1_6605 ,3101 l.qb_6 ._000 ,3676 .b138 .5505 ,500£ -.6265 -,5923 .5782 .9203
• 3800 -_.6621 .3066 1o6176 o8500 .668_ *8326 .5181 .5000 -.6921 -.61Z1 .5731 .g283
.6200 -1,6956 .3560 1.3100 .9000 .666_ °8360 oS_Z_ .GbO_ ,gggg -l°3gzg ,378g loZ660
• 6633 -1.04b0 °_6_0 1.Z056 .4500 o6_56 .83_7 .5166 o1600 .2gg2 -1.6gOZ .3025 1.6_70
• 5000 -.8926 ,500b 1._656 1.000U ,0_63 ,766_ .6633 .2200 ,2gg2 -1,7006 .3008 1.6309
.5600 -,6868 .5_66 .g511 .3000 .299Z -1.697_ .3018 1.62_5
• 5600 -.SeZl .5776 .g2zl .3_00 .zggz -1.6665 .3166 1.3951
• 6200 -.5350 .56_1 ._31 .6_00 ._gZ -1.Z366 .617_ 1.1Egg
.6600 -.5Z68 .5917 ._9_1 .5600 .29gZ -°56&g °5867 .gOEg
• 7000 -.5113 .5468 ._965 .6200 .2g_g -.561g .SE3Z .g126
.7500 -._575 ,6101 °_765 ,70_ .Egg2 -,5666 .5862 °9077
• 8000 -.3693 ,6303 ._393 ._OGG .2ggz -.3737 .6365 .8328
.8500 -.Z680 ,657U ,7971 .go00 ,2gg2 -.1605 .6836 .757_
.9000 -.1560 .6651 .7_52 .IGOU °23£8 °2666 .TH3U ,6016
.gSJO -.068g .71_ .7155 .2000 .2382 .0355 .7313 .6636
• 97_0 ,0112 .7253 .6930 ._500 .236Z -°1609 .b_bO .7506
1,0000 .0863 .7662 .£633 .6500 ,23_2 -.1618 ,6887 .76g5
.550_ .Z362 -,llZ2 °6965 ,1607
.6500 .23tZ ,o08g ,72Zg .6966
.75_G .236Z .263g .7863 .5960
,8000 .23_2 .3663 .811Z .5567
.85u0 .236Z ,661Z .8308 ._212
• gO00 .23_2 ,6688 .8376 .50g_
°gs_ .Z36Z .6626 .8301 .5225
TEST 137 PT 17._36Z o£I CN 1.15EZ C01 .0580g COCOR1 .056§7
RUN 38 TT 1_6.3613 K C_ -.1266 C08 .0_55Z CDCCR2 .05386
P01NT 17 RC 6.01L0 HILLION CC -.0201 CD3 .05077 COCOR3 .06926
eACH .6g_7 CO6 °03706 COCOR6 ,03570
ALPHA 5.07ZZ OEG C05 ,03Z76 CDCOR_ .03161
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XlC CP P_L/PT fiLOC X/C CP PtLIPT NLOC X/C Y/C CP PtL/PT _LO¢
0.0000 .g565 .9_5 .2_66 O.UO00 *g_65 .g_85 .Z_6b .5000 ._921 -.7672 .5383 .g837
• 0040 -,Z509 *EbZO .7966 .UGE_ 1.0283 .g759 .lbbg .5000 .6265 -.7691 .5626 .g771
• 0080 -.5768 .5661 .907u .0080 1,117g .4983 .053g .50_0 .36_9 -.8163 .52_7 1.0_57
• 0150 -.8g_o .5057 1.d3£_ .bZ3o .7666 .g072 .3755 .5_00 ,zg53 -.8710 .5108 1.0286
• 0250 -1.2938 .6087 1.ZO_L .0500 .6965 .666P ._g65 .5_0 .2297 -1.010_ .6773 1.08_5
.0600 -1.5728 .3616 1,3_1 .lOOu .3t6£ .7g_5 .5759 .5000 ,1660 -1.OZ07 ,6761 1.0901
• 0600 -1.7372 .2_36 1._qe5 .15_ .186g .7715 .6199 .ShOt ._9_6 -.g768 .6869 1.0716
• 0800 -1.8168 .280_ L._06 .20_0 .U768 .7_2g .b6_6 .5000 ._328 -1.0096 .6756 1.0876
o1000 -1.8071 .2_Z_ 1.67C0 .250_ -._62 ,TZZ9 .6gb7 ,SGGO -._328 -°g866 ,_8_0 1.0698
• 1600 -1.7963 .ZBb_ 1,q791 .3500 -.1091 °6_2 °7350 °SGGO -.0986 -.gO08 .5015 1.0638
• _800 -1.7898 ._[_ ioqOg_ .6_00 -.l_Z_ .£9_6 .73gZ .5_C -.16_0 -o8012 .52_5 1.0060
• 2200 -1.7769 .Z8_O 1._6_3 .55U0 -.1107 .Og_5 .7606 ,50_0 -.2297 -.7_68 .52gl .gg85
• 2600 -1.77Bb .2g16 1._57U .oS_O ,£&26 ,7750 .0_35 ._GO -.2_53 -.6866 .5535 .95gz
• 3000 -1.7969 .2671 2._o30 .7_00 ._60_ .7o_2 .593_ °5_G_ -.3609 -._68_ .58_8 .9066
• 3600 -l.76ZU .2875 1._626 .uuOO .3553 ._,0_9 .556g .5000 -.€2t5 -.SgOg ._766 °gZZ6
• 3BOO -L.7832 .7876 1._02E ._SJU ._35t ._306 .5217 .5_U_ -.6921 -.6094 .5743 °9263
• 6_00 --_.6_60 °36_g |o?_3g ogOOO .4515 .d33_ .51_g °06UO °2ggZ -1.6657 °3627 _._gbq
• 4600 -1.1068 .6536 1.12o6 ._Ju ,463_ .6320 .5191 .16_C .2gg2 -1.806_ .28_1 1._757
• 5000 -l.oogo .6771 /.O_5u l°uO00 °Gk3_ .733_ .6U02 .Z2Ou .2_v2 -1.823_ .27u_ 1._e50
• 5_00 -.8H33 ._uEb 1._3_3 ,300_ .2g_g -1.8293 .27gl 1.6u33
._uO0 -062Z_ .STEZ ._2_ e3EbO e_ggZ -_.7b_b .Zglg _.65ZG
_" .6200 -°5,9Z °_B7g .g_O .*6OO o2gg2 -1.3907 .3_Z3 1.2573
• 8600 -.6987 .5q91 ._677 .5_£_ ,2ggz -.6616 .5617 .g66Z
• 7b00 -.6636 .61u7 .rEq5 .620u .2_Z -.5358 .5926 .8978
.7_00 -.6316 .61_8 ._617 .7_0_ .299Z -°5C6O .60U5 .8_56
• _000 -.3563 .6386 .HZ_ .8000 .2gg2 -.3697 .6383 .8270
• 8500 -.2593 .05_9 .7_38 .g_ov .2gGz -.1616 .6836 .7576
• 9000 -.1666 .6_36 .7_3 .1000 .2362 .3030 .7981 ._766
• _500 -.0766 .7_57 .7236 .ZCO_ .2368 .381Z .7633 .bb6g
• g750 -.01_6 .71o5 ,7035 .3_0_ .Z36Z -,lOSe .o_71 .7360
1._030 °0636 °7335 .c_ ._CG .23_2 -.222_ .6928 .7633
.5500 .?OtZ -.1035 .7_b0 .73gl
°65G0 .E36g .O1Lq ,727_ .6896
• 75_ .236_ ._602 .7881 .5931
.8000 ,2362 .3633 ._160 .5501
.65C_ .Z362 .6339 .8301 ._Z26
.9_ .2362 .6602 .8366 .5116
• _SGv .236Z ._3ZO .EZgd ._230
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT _7.53_ P=I CN 1,1985 CD1 .08196 COCORL ,00055
RUN 38 IT 198,_25 _ CN -,_31Z C02 ._7848 CDCOR2 .O7703
POINT 18 RC 6._31Z _ILLION CC -.0177 C03 ,07189 C000R3 ,07045
MACH .lOO6 C06 ,069_0 CDCOR4 .0_8%8 4
ALPHA €,0179 D_G C05 ,06977 CDCOR5 .06872
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANW1SE
XIC C? PeLIPT ML:JC X/C CP PtLIPT _LO= X/C Y/C C? PeLIPT _LOC
0,0000 ,g058 ,9450 ,?_5Z u. Ouvo ,9058 .9650 ,2851 .5000 ,4921 -,8860 .5012 1,0663
,0060 -,3397 ,6362 .83b2 ,006u 1,u521 ,980_ .165g .5000 ,6165 -,_907 ,5001 1.0661
,0080 -,6366 .5668 .9_Iq .0080 1,1275 .99_7 ,01q0 .5000 ,3609 -,9762 .680Z 1.0796
.0150 -.9682 ,6863 1,0727 ,0230 ,7900 ,9166 .3551 ,_000 ,2953 -i.0132 ,6721 1,0935
.0250 -1,_288 ,3909 I._605 .GSOv ,5606 .85%3 °6795 ,5000 .2297 -I,0875 .6533 1.1260
*0400 -I,6015 ,3235 1.3796 .loOu .J382 ._u%0 .5669 ,5_00 .1660 -1.0961 ,%688 1.1360
,0600 -1o7036 ,Z766 1,6d95 ,1500 .2176 ,7756 ,6136 .5000 .0986 -1,0987 ,6635 1,1636
.0800 -1,8518 ,262_ 1,52_7 ,ZOU_ ,0986 .7661 .o619 ,5000 .0326 -1.1055 .6660 1,1626
,1000 -1,8603 ,2634 I._37 .2500 .v113 .7225 .6973 .5_00 -,u328 -i.11_I ,6667 1,1612
,1400 -1.8687 ,2625 1.5255 .3530 -,066_ o6969 °7369 .SOGO -.09_6 -1,0080 .6712 1o0969
.1800 -1,8191 ,2679 1.5117 .65_J -.1266 .6o9J .76_Z .5060 -o1660 -,9329 ,6_88 1,0651
,2200 -1.820_ ,2679 1.5115 ,5_JO -,1165 ,_917 .76_9 ,SOOG -.2297 -,8973 .5005 1,0656
,2600 -1,8069 ,2732 1.6_1 ,6_00 -.u152 o7169 ,7059 .SGL_ -.29L3 -,736e ,53e5 ,9833
,3000 -1,8262 ,2690 1.50H7 o7500 ,23t6 .77_6 .6089 .5000 -,3609 -.5809 .5766 .9230
,3600 -1.8161 ,2732 L,4_lq .80_3 ,3396 ._065 ._660 ,5000 -,676_ -.6091 ,_6_0 .9395
.3800 -1.6965 ,3061 L,N2_3 ot500 .6_60 .8269 .5315 .Shoo -.4921 -.6267 .5663 .93_9
,6200 -1.279_ .6059 1.2120 °qOuO .632_ .H272 ._275 .0600 ,2992 -1,6702 ,3530 1,3163
.6600 -1.1802 ,6275 1.1722 ,9500 ,6208 ._263 .5325 .1600 ,2992 -1.82_1 ,2666 1.5156
.5000 -1,1197 ,6362 1.1_2_ k,u_Ou -.0263 .7160 .7105 °2200 ,2992 -1o8322 .2591 1,5365
,5400 -1,0437 .6596 1.1L53 .30GO .2992 -L,8627 .2581 1.5371
,5800 -,8330 ,5152 1.0212 .380_ .2992 -I,8071 .2723 1.5006
,6200 -o712§ .5466 .v?a9 .6600 .2992 -&,6329 ,3675 1.2866
.6600 -,5826 .5756 .9263 .5600 .2992 -.7945 .5233 1,00_0
,7000 -.6749 ,6_67 .8789 ,bZO0 .29_2 -.5660 ,5799 .9175
.7500 -.6171 .6176 ._bt9 .7_0C .2992 -.5066 ,596Z .8952
,8000 -,3373 ,6368 .0293 ._0_L .29_2 -,3515 .633_ .8366
,8500 -,2666 ,651_ ,8018 ,qc00 .2992 -.1855 .6761 .7689
,9000 -.1902 ,6762 .771e .1600 ,2362 ,3613 ,8065 ,5660
.9500 -.1226 ,66%6 ,76_6 ,ZObO .2362 .I060 ,7669 .6622
,9750 -,0e96 ,6968 .7371 .3_00 ,2362 -.0910 ,6973 ,1363
1.0000 -,0263 ,7160 .7105 ,45v_ ,2362 -,1212 ,6905 ,7667
,55C0 ,2362 -.1111 .6912 .7657
.65_0 ,2362 -.0121 .7166 .7065
,7506 ,2362 .Z617 ,7777 .6099
,_CO0 ,2362 ,3617 ,8068 .5655
._500 ,2362 .6196 .8241 .5327
,9GCC ,2362 ,6636 .8309 ,5210
,95_G .2362 .6081 .8209 .5383
TEST 137 PT 17.16o7 PSI CN ,2556 CO2 .GC950 CDCORI .ucgz5
PUN 39 IT 197,03Jb K CM -,l£QO C02 ,00979 CDC_R2 ,00953
POINT 1 uC 6.033u MILLI_)_ CC ,Olbl CO3 .L_830 COCOg3 ,00806
M_CH ,1160 CD6 .00799 CDC_R6 .O0?UO
ALPItA -l._(_b_ Dr(' _ CD_ *bC67_ CDCOR_ *00_66
UPPEP SURFACE tOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PeL/PT HL_C XlC CP PJLIPI MLOC X/C YIC CP PtL/PT _LOC
0.0000 1.0268 ,9725 ,1996 J.UOJ_ 1.026_ ,9725 .1998 .Sub0 ,6921 -,587Z ,5610 ,9675
.0060 .8978 .9395 .2_97 ,006_ .0876 .7327 ,6_15 ,SOUO ,6265 -.5987 ,55_0 .9_21
• 0080 ,6§42 .876H ,6373 ._C_u .2_29 .7830 ,6015 ,SGbO ,3609 -.6006 .5_78 .9526
• 0150 .3167 .791u ,_83 ,0230 -.272_ .6612 ._225 ,5C00 .2953 -,5912 °5595 ,9698
,0250 -,0637 .6997 .2386 ,05_0 -,4122 .6J51 ,87_2 ._000 .2297 -.5962 .5569 .9508
,0600 -,3659 .6235 ,86S8 .I000 -.6260 .6_16 ,8836 .5000 ,1660 -,5937 .5590 .9505
,0600 -.6666 .5973 ,r9_6 ,1500 -.6528 ,5935 .896_ .5000 ,096% -,6130 ,5568 ,9572
.0800 -.4508 .5959 ._26 .20_0 -.5173 .57_3 .919_ .50_ ,_32_ -.593_ .5590 .9505
.1000 -.6567 .5937 ,H_O .2500 -,5633 ,_7_3 ,qgq5 .5000 -,0328 -,5980 .5583 ,9516
.1400 -,4769 .5901 .9o16 .3_CO -,5691 ,5709 .9317 .5000 -.0986 -,bOSh ,5585 .9516
• 1800 -.5002 .5829 ,9129 .6500 -,6165 ,6030 .8815 .5000 -.1_60 -.6056 .5581 .9520
•2200 -,5123 ,57o7 .9179 .5_Jo -.2987 .6365 .8329 .5000 -.2297 -,5891 .5606 .9_83
,2600 -,5227 ,5776 o9215 ,65u0 -,0856 ,6890 ,7691 ,SCGO -.29_3 -.5853 ,5611 .9673
• 3000 -,5595 ,5660 .9363 ,7_0 .2_5_ .76_4 ,6365 ,5060 -,36u9 -,6016 ,5575 ,9529
• 3600 -.5611 ,5679 ._365 .8000 ,2_72 .7670 ,5968 ,SOOC -,6265 -.5987 ,5572 .9536
,3800 -,5666 ,5663 .9_u ,85u0 .3557 .6612 .5716 .5000 -.6921 -.5750 ,5663 .9622
,6200 -,5677 ,5t56 ._4(60 .9000 ,6117 ,6129 ,5519 .0600 ,2992 -,6100 ,6066 .8762
• 6600 -,5896 .5_01 .9_h_ ,9_00 .6068 ,8153 .5678 .160C .29_2 -,6766 .5891 .9031
,5000 -,6066 .557_ ,953_ 1._COO .i38_ .7651 .66Z0 ,2200 ,2992 -.5103 .5800 ,9175
• 5600 -,6100 .5569 .9571 ,3000 .2992 -.563_ .5716 ,9310
,5800 -.6252 ,5516 ,_626 ,3800 ,2992 -o5712 ,5661 .9_25 ,WW'
.6200 -.6635 ,5696 ,9855 ,660_ .2992 -,5825 ,5618 ,9661
.6600 --,6325 ,5512 .9629 ,5600 ,?992 -.bU31 ,5571 .9535
,?000 -,5789 .5_30 ._66_ .6200 .2992 -.6310 ,_696 .96_9
,7500 -.6656 ,5916 .,,9_Z .7UUG .Z99Z -.5868 .5616 .9_65
• 8600 -.3602 ,61_0 ._)6_ .800U .29_Z -.3700 .6160 .8613
• 8500 -.2609 .6466 ._112 .qo00 .2992 -.1600 ,6762 ,7219
,9000 -.lZ20 _67_? ,763_ .1G_C .2362 -,%262 ,5992 ._75
.9500 .0063 .71_2 .?Its3 .2000 .2362 -.5065 .5825 .9135
,9750 .0715 .72L5 ._U ,_SUU .2362 -.53_2 .5750 .9253
I.uUUO ,1360 ,74_1 ,_o20 .650C ,23t2 -.6180 ,6029 .8816
.5%U_ ,2362 -,299L ,63*7 ,8325
,0500 .2362 -.0913 ,6870 ,7523
,7500 ._36Z .1_63 .7573 ,6626
._000 .2362 .2965 .7_5_ .5975
,dSUO .23_2 ,3t53 ._036 ,5679
,9005 ,2362 .602? ,dl_2 .651_
,9500 ._362 .3516 ,7996 .5742
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT _7.1437 P_1 CN .4_43 C01 .CC950 ¢0C_R1 .C,09Zb
RUN 3g TI 1_o.9761 < C_ -.1317 COZ .oUg74 COCO_2 .009,8
POINT Z RC 4.03_E _ILLI_ CC .015F Cb3 .G_772 CDCOR3 .00748
_AC_ .717C C04 .00866 CDCOR4 .00_46
ALPHA -.9979 OEG C_5 ._Gt75 CDCORS .G066Z
UPPER SURFACE LOWEk SURFACE _PAN,ESE
XIC %P PJLIPT _LLC _lC CP PeLIPl _LO: XIC YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1058 .99Z5 .lu3_ 0.0000 L,L068 .9925 .I035 ,5000 .4921 -.tSiZ .5418 o9781
.0040 .79'8 egu24 .385o *_OSO .3%6o .7983 ,5763 .5C00 .4265 -,6_92 *5%10 ,9793
,0080 ,4810 1_3_7 ,9179 .Ou80 .5305 .b453 .4957 .9001 ,3_09 -.b741 .5394 .9883
-r ,0190 .1147 .73_7 ,b721 ,_2_J -,_73 ,7016 .7297 .SCOC, ,2953 -.bTZi .5391 o9823
,0290 -.2_40 .042_ ,_2C,5 oc,SJJ -.ZC3u ,65_8 .798_ .SC_C .2297 -.6624 ,5391 .9823
.0400 -.5942 .5571 .q_Zb .10u_ -.Z705 ,_40_ .8Z37 ,5000 .15'0 -.b611 .53_8 .9_Z8
,0500 -._921 .5329 ._923 .19OU -.31_4 ,52P4 .84Z3 .gud_ .09_4 -.67C,9 .>389 ,9834
.0800 -,5628 .53_Z ,_2Z ,2000 -.3921 ,60v3 ,8717 .9C,C,0 ,0328 -.6644 ,5309 ,9827
,1000 -.6517 .54*7 ._733 .ZSaO -.43_2 .9979 .8_95 ,_C,0 -.0328 -,b651 .5381 .9840
.1400 -.5330 .567_ .9662 .3_00 -.4639 .5%15 .b995 .5000 -.G9_4 -.b803 .5344 .9899
,1800 -.5364 .9464 .9074 ,4500 -.3_C'Z *61Z_ .ESOq ,5_00 -,1540 -.6813 .5371 ,985_
• 2Z00 -.6395 ,5468 ._700 ,5900 -,2529 ._427 .8Z03 .5C,00 -,Z297 -,5983 .5910 .9794
.Z600 ".637Z ,5454 .9723 ,6509 -.ubgb .t913 .7455 ,5000 -,2993 -.6593 *5908 .9797
.3000 -.6719 ,9403 ._04 .7bOO .2184 .7655 .6280 .5000 -.36b9 -._733 .5374 .9851
.3400 -.6_66 .9374 ._892 *8000 .3227 .7%23 .5_03 ,_OC'U -.4265 -.6666 .5388 .9828
.3800 -.6_Z5 .5340 ,'1829 ._JO ,3_41 .buHb .5591 .gOO0 -.4921 -.6674 ,9433 .9756
• %ZOO -.65Zh .5415 .97t_ ,9OUU .4225 .Hl_O .593Z .O_O0 .2992 -.9754 .563_ ,9430
,4600 -.5647 ,5_79 ._8_? ,9_OO ._194 ._183 ._4_ .14C,0 .?g92 -.6381 .5467 .9702
,5000 -.6703 .5355 ._3_ 1.00_0 .IZeb .7431 .55_? .ZIC'_ ,2992 -.6309 .5_67 .9702
.9400 -.6752 ._3bl .'_71 .3000 .Z99? -.b902 .943Z .9797
.5800 -.6785 ._3_7 .9H_9 .3tOo .2'_Z -.55aH .5413 .97e_
.bZO0 -.695Z .93_3 .l'_b .4bOu .299Z -.5962 ,9419 .9786
.6500 -.6775 ,9381 .9_0 ._40C, ,299Z -.6610 .5397 ,_814
.7000 -.5993 .5_1 ,9592 .o?O0 .Z99Z -.6833 .5351 .9887
• 7500 -.4808 ,_ef4 ,9073 ,700_ ,299Z -.6c,bO .5530 .9601
.8000 -*3_53 .5159 ._15 .UUOG .29_2 -°3843 *b115 °8683
._500 -.2417 .6476 ._1Z7 .9C'00 .2_92 -.1498 ._716 .7759
.9000 -.1227 .5777 .76_4 .1000 ,23_2 -.2695 ._39_ .8253
.9500 ,0028 ,7U93 .717h .2U_U ,235Z -,3_1Z ,b133 .8555
.9750 .0502 ,7Z_9 ._92U .3500 .2362 -.4_t .5999 ,8932
1.0000 .1286 ,7431 ._552 .4500 .2362 -,3540 .6173 .8594
• _0¢ .23bg -.Zb37 ._433 ,_193
• 65U0 .2362 -.0719 .6914 .7453
• 7500 .2362'******'583,4857_*****_*
.8000 °2382 ,3195 .7913 .5878
.850_ .23_Z o388b .809Z ,9981
.9000 ,235Z .4204 .8170 .5449
•gbOg .236Z .4165 .8170 .5449
TEST 137 Pl .7._4_4 PSI CN .4671 CO1 .C,¢-938 CDCOR1 .00911
RUN 39 T1 19e:.4b_5 K Ctl -.1308 CD2 .0C,988 CDCORZ .O09e)O
POINT 3 _C 4.0501 '_ILL l,IN CC .0144 CD3 .0C812 COCOR3 .00787
H_,CH .71tl C04 .oCub4 CDCOR4 .00_41
_LPHA -.49_4 DEG COb .C,C699 CDCOR5 .00679
UPPER SUwFACL LO_L_ SURFACI_ SPAhWISE
XIC CP PeLIPI MLOC XIC CP PeL/PI ML{]C XlC YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1266 .9979 ot. 542 J.J_U3 1.1266 .9979 .0542 .9000 o4921 -*6519 .9390 .98Zb
.0040 .6752 .8831 ._.2_1 ,U04U .4439 ./237 • 5331. .500J .*255 -.bTb3 .5369 .9858
.00_0 .3911 . rtlL9 .'J'_52 .,_u_O .e,4ZH .t_749 • 4'.18 • 9C,00 .3609 -.5808 .5377 .9847
.0150 .0185 .7145 .7097 .o230 .n(_93 .7284 .6_d2 • Sub*.. .?q_3 -.bTgg ._349 .989Z
• OZgO -.3699 ._1_7 ._1_9 .09.)0 -.1197 .t_Ot .7629 .5000 .2297 -.b881 .5352 .9873
• 0400 -.7203 • 5,_79 l.JOU* • IC,Ju -.ZG;7 . _5_0 .1961 • 5GC,C .1540 -._3_ .5354 .9883
• 0600 -.H378 .49H0 1.0497 .L_30 -.?548 .b4_O ._leg .5(,00 .0904 -.5895 .5337 .9910
• 0800 -*TeOZ .'.111 I .u27'_ .2000 -.3379 .b2*Z ._4_7 * 5(_.(. .032' -. bqc'O .5343 .9900
• 1000 -.7414 . _ J._€_ 1,u136 .2500 -.3909 .#_099 .8709 .50C,0 -.032_1 -*5849 • _)3bb .983Z
.1400 -.7112 • 53¢._ .9959 .3_J0 -.4773 .8ulu . t_i4 _ . _ac,C, -.09(_4 -.6923 .9349 .989?
.1800 -.7115 o9Z71 I.UvU_ .4500 -.3527 .b?l*., .H529 • _CC,C, -. ]_,4u -.5963 .9307 .9959
• 2200 -. 7C,55 .t_2_9 o')9_9 .55a0 -.Z526 ,5470 .U137 .5GOL; -.;)297 -.6947 °9333 .9917
.2600 -.6924 .5310 .9954 • _,JC, -.0597 .6_51 .13_8 .5C.o_ -.2903 -.6_18 .53bE .9871
• 3000 -.7189 ._.2bZ 1.0u33 .79J0 .22_H .7013 *_Z67 .5000 -.3609 -.6937 .5325 .9931
.3400 *.7029 .b3?C .9931" .SUOU .3279 .79_6 °5829 ._O_O -.4Z65 -.59Z2 *5340 .9906
.3800 -.6994 .93_7 .9_59 ._SJO .3872 ._0_7 ._590 ._000 -.4921 -.bTZ7 .5367 .q863
• SZO0 -._862 .53h7 .qhb3 .90oJ °4239 ._'179 .5434 .C60U .299Z -.5908 .5488 .9568
.4600 -.5902 .55_v .9910 ._OC .4268 .U190 .541b .1'00 .2992 -.7144 .930Z .9958
• 9000 -.{'qbe .932_ .9936 1 .u')OJ .1221 .74Z4 .Ab_3 .ZZOG .2992 -.6999 .5314 .9947
• 5400 -.6992 .9320 .9_39 • 300C³ .2992 -.b91g .5317 .9943
.5800 -.5910 ._371 .9855 .3E00 .Z992 -.7003 .:)299 .9973
.5200 -.7010 ._3_b ._l_l .4bbc, .299/ -.5875 .5321 .<)937
• 6600 -.684, .5338 .gvQq ._4C0 .299Z -.b_20 .5380 .9841
.7000 -.6118 ._54_ .957_, .b1GG *2992 -.5899 .5385 .9833
• 7500 -.4843 .5_t6 .9J71 .7COC, o299Z -.6103 ._564 .9947
.8000 -.3_5/: .e1['3 .851C, .SCGC³ ,299Z -.3751 .blZ5 ,8667
.8900 -.2408 .b4_1 .81_* .9000 .2992 -.1383 .b750 .77C,7
• 9000 -. 118C, ._7_8 .7b*_ .1000 .2362 -.2029 .b578 ,7970
.9500 .0040 .71u7 .7_. .2000 .Z352 -.3275 .bZ94 .8*.07
" .9750 .0600 .7Z77 ._893 • 355(. .736Z -.4194 .b028 .8819
1.0000 .1221 , 7'*24 ._3 ,45C,0 .238Z -,3441 .b237 *8495
• 550_ .235Z -.2549 *b469 *_138
.bSOL. .2352 -.0572 *6947 .7404
.7500 .Z3bZ .Z_87 • 753]) .53Z9
• _Ob ._3bZ .3Z14 .7913 ._79
• _guv ._3bZ *392(, ._t09b *5575
.gLt.G .230.2 .4Z35 .SL7Z .:)',47
• 9500 .23_? .4131 *_147 ._4H8
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TABLE III.- Continued.
TEST 137 Pr 17,0344 P_I CN .5226 COl .G1023 COCORX .OOgQb
RUN 32 TT 196,3017 K CM -.1275 CO2 .01u19 CDCORZ .00980
POINT 4 RC 4,02"6 _ILLIQN CC ,0124 CD3 .(`6902 CD_OE3 ,U0866
MJC, .716o CD4 *(`0827 COCOR4 .00862
ALPHA .0102 OEG CO5 .00841 COCOR5 .00813
UPPER bURFAC_ LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PeLIPT _LO_ xlC CP P_LIPI ML_C XIC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
O,bOO0 1.1428 l,vvl/ O,u_LU O,OJO0 1,1426 1,0017 0,0000 ,50C0 ,4921 -,69_3 ,5317 .9944
,0040 ,5945 ,8c40 ,4610 ,_)40 .5343 .8455 ,4953 ,5000 ,4265 -.5994 ,5333 ,9917
*0080 .3051 .78M3 .5928 *uO_O .7296 .eObO .3491 .5000 ,3609 -,6948 .5323 .9933 _m-
,0150 -.0766 ,bq_b ,7451 .vZ3J .1669 ,7_06 ,6533 ,5000 ,?453 -,6972 ,5323 ,9_33
,0250 -,4633 ,SqU_ ,9010 .(45_ -,0373 ,7021 ,729; ,51_0 .22%7 -,7142 .5Z68 1.0023
,0400 -.8152 ,5_Lo s,O_O ,lOJO -.14_3 ,5711 ,7767 ,5000 .1640 -,7077 ,5304 ,9964
,0500 -,9980 ,4_9 1,1Z15 ,1500 -.2097 ,69o9 ,798_ ,S&u_ .098_ -,708Z ,5287 ,9991
,0800 -.9511 ,4847 _,1063 ,2u00 -.2918 ,6343 ,8332 ,5000 ,0328 -,7071 ,5311 ,9953
,1000 -=8574 ,494_ 1,05tl ,25_0 -.344q ,8233 ,8502 ,5000 -,0328 -,70_7 ,5283 ,9998
,1400 -.7786 ,5104 1.02_1 ,35_0 -,3_11 .6090 .6723 ,SGGO -,_84 -.7166 ,5265 1.0027
,1800 -.76_ .514_ 1,0222 ,4_0 -,32_2 ,625_ .8455 .5(`0_ -.1640 -,7137 ,526_ 1,0026
.Z200 -,7542 ,5152 1.02L1 ,5600 -,2360 .e_98 ,80q4 .5000 -.22_7 -,7027 .5341 .Q_04
,2600 -,7407 ,5_(` l._L_b ,6503 -,05_9 ,t_4_ .7_06 ,5000 -,2_53 -,599_ ,5333 ,_916
,3000 -,7586 ,5182 1,9_0_ ,7500 .223u ,76_8 ,6Z43 .5000 -,3809 -.7051 ._259 1.0037
,3400 -.7315 ,52zq 1,u08_ ,8000 .J317 .79_4 ,5827 .SCOU -,4285 -,7067 .5275 1,0011
.3800 -.7212 ,5262 1..032 ._500 .398_ ._1_4 .5527 ,500_ -.4421 -,6876 ,5352 ,9887
,4200 -.7134 .527_ l._ul_ ,'aJoo .42H1 ..L_5 ,5425 ,0_00 °2992 -,_8q_ ,_7ql 1.0815
,4600 -,7153 ,52_ ,49_5 .95_u ._249 ._193 ,_10 ,1_0_ ,?q_Z -,7975 ,5038 1.0400
,5000 -.7143 ,5278 1,0016 l,OOuO ,lOOT .73.9 ,_718 ,2200 ,2q_2 -,7507 .5191 1.0148
°5400 -.711q .5299 ._97_ ,300_ ._Z -,7341 ,52_b 1,0088
,5800 -.7020 ,52_0 ,9987 ,3UO0 ,299g -,72_2 ,5267 1.0023
,6200 -.7177 .SZO_ 1,Gu3? ,_bO0 ,Z_Z -.7035 .5306 ,9961
.6600 -.6855 ,5334 ,9_16 .54_0 °2992 -.7032 ,5271 1.0018
,7000 -.5464 ,5611 ,_472 .6200 ,2942 -o6999 ,_302 .9968
*7500 -,4753 ,SqO_ ._013 o70_0 .2_2 -.5958 ,555q ,q555
,80OO -.3531 .b165 ,8806 ,80UU .2992 -.3526 .8188 ._570
.8500 -,2287 .05_1 ,83_ ,qoou ,2q92 -,1174 ,_820 ,759_
,qo00 -.106q ,6_a3 ,7579 ,1006 ,2362 -,1378 ,b71q ,7754
.9500 ,0048 ,7086 .71cq .2COG ,2362 -.2827 *6370 ,8290
,9750 ,0507 ,7224 ,o975 .3500 *2362 -,3866 ,6127 ,8665
1,0000 ,1047 ,73_q ,6718 ,4500 .2382 -.318_ ,6247 ._403
,5500 .2382 -,Z31d ,6483 .8117
,6500 ,2362 -,0589 .8q34 ,7424
,7500 ,236g ,2252 .7080 ,6256
.8000 .2362 ,3294 .7q53 .5812
.85(`0 ,2362 ,399q ,8136 ,5508
.9000 ,2362 ,_367 ,8217 .5369
,9500 ,2362 ,4182 ._I86 .5422
TEST 137 PT Ib.O?7_ P_[ CN ,6671 CDI .0108_ COCOA1 .01038
RUN 39 IT 196.5551 K CM -.12_3 CD2 .01101 CDCORZ .01053
POINT b RC 1.9963 qILLION CC ,0059 CD3 ,01040 CDCOR3 ,00995
MACH ,7160 C0_ .0_979 COCDR4 °00938
ALPHA 1.0103 DEG CD5 ,00968 COCOR5 .oogz8
UPPER SURFACL LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP V,,,L IPl MLUC XIC CP P_,LIPI MLJC XIC YIC CP P_,L/PI MLOC
0.0000 _,1424 1.(,_17 _,OoOu u.4,_O0 1.1424 l.UOl7 0,0000 .SuO0 ._,qZl -,740q ,51_49 1,0135
,0040 °4342 ,0223 ,53_9 .0_',4 O .6_(15 , _5 U ,4197 • 5(,C_) . _,265 -, 7520 .51_ _, 1.0144
,00_0 ,139_ ,76:2 ,_61H .04,_0 .t_667 ._311 ,3207 ,5000 .36u9 -.7542 .5_q 1.0151
.OlSO -,2504 ,t4453 ._163 .0230 ,328_ ,7931 ._848 .5b_aU .29"3 -,7584 ,_181 1,0165
°0250 -.6609 ,545_ ._729 .0930 ,I062 °7395 .6707 .5000 ,22qi -.7598 .5153 1,0211
.0400 -*qOZ2 ,%573 1.1L_l ,lbuG -,0266 ,7624 ,72_5 .5000 ,16_0 -,7566 ,5171 1,0181
,0600 -1.2041 ,4040 1,2165 .l_OU -.]U70 ,_821 .7591 .50&0 ,C_ -.7672 ,51_6 1.0205
,0800 -1,23_0 .3_4'_ 1,233u .2030 -.ZOO7 ,6_78 .7g71 .DC_u .03_B -.75_6 ,516_ 1.0193
.1000 -I.2279 .3(_b? 1.2267 .2530 -.2601 ._429 .819_ .5_00 -.032_ -.7632 .516 _, 1.0192
,1400 -1,1851 . _,G'__ 1,2055 .3500 -.3238 ,6305 *t_391 ,5G00 -,09_ -,766_ ,5113 1.0276
,1800 -1.1476 ,4196 L.lrt5 ,4500 -,Z_44 ,6379 .8276 •5_.G( -`,16*U -,7605 ,5167 1,0187
• 2200 -1.0288 ,4475 ,[. 1363 ,5500 -,2076 ,6:,80 ,7968 .5000 -.2297 -, 7637 .5169 1.0184
.2600 -.8487 ,4423 1,u5_,2 .65,_ -,041& .7001 .7319 ,500_ -,2953 -.?sqq .5178 _..0!54
• 3000 -,7263 .52". q L._037 • 75,)0 ,2379 .7716 .6198 ,5000 -.36(`q -,7573 ,5161 1,0197
,3400 -,7502 ,SZOO I ,u134 °8000 ,345_ ,7_3 .5747 .5000 -,4265 -.7553 .5189 1.0151
.3800 -.7964 .5064 1.032_ ._500 ._150 .P171 ,5448 *SCuO -,4921 -.7419 ,5228 1.0087
,4200 -.7868 .50F4 1.4,324 ,90_0 ,4426 ,8232 ,53_4 .0600 ,2992 -1,0588 .4_18 1.1404
,4600 -,7792 .5113 1.0274 ,_=00 .4343 ,8Z26 ,53_4 .140(_ .2992 -1.2086 ,_031 1,Z173
.5000 -,7660 .5,134 1.CZ_2 I,GUO0 ,0884 ,7323 .68Z3 .2200 .2992 -1,002 _, ,4581 1.1177
,5400 -,7522 ,5170 1,01_3 ,3_(`C ,2992 -,7182 ,52_4 1,00_5
,5800 -.7456 .520_ _,_120 .3_00 ,29¢_2 -.8105 ,50_7 1,0385 "_
.6200 -,T41q ,_I_L 1,0105 ,4bOO .2992 -,7701 ,5137 1.0236
,6600 -,6946 ,533_ ,9913 ,5400 ,29re2 -,7465 .5193 1,0145
.7000 -.6044 .5575 ._63_ .620_ .2992 -.7185 .5308 ,9958
• 7500 -.4777 ,5_o ,902_ • 700(, ,2992 -,6055 ,5556 .q560
,8000 -.35_8 ,t. lP5 ,6875 *8000 ,2942 -*3603 .618(; .8569
• 8500 -*2263 ,6536 ,_035 ,9000 .2992 -. 11_,7 ,6803 ,7625
,_000 -.1089 ,6_38 ,7571 ,1000 ,2362 -.(,227 .7045 ,7252
.9500 -,0041 .70€,3 ,117o ,2000 .2362 -.1885 .6630 .7890
.9750 ._357 .72L.1 .714,1_, .3bC_ .23f_2 -.3115 o6311 .6381
1,0000 .0864 .73?3 ,6"20 ._,'.(.0 .2362 -,2730 ,6406 .8235
.5500 ,2362 -.2009 .659E .7939
•65_u .2162 -.0420 .7003 ,7317
.7600 .2362 ,2343 .7718 .6145
•_(LU ,23t2 ,33_7 ,?960 .5801
.,_o0 .2362 .41_q .817_ • 5_,36
._ut, V .2382 .44_e ._239 ,5332
• _bO0 ,2362 ._230 .8178 ,5416
4O
TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 1_.d_28 PSI Ch .?562 C0] ,01Ill COCOR1 .01158
RUN 39 TI ,c,b_l K CM **12_0 CO? .01302 COCOR2 ,01245
POINT ? PC 3,08_b "ILLI3_ C¢ .0025 CD3 ,01U21 CDCOR3 ,010ZG
MAC, .71_i CO4 .01018 CDCO_4 .00968
ALPH& 1.9660 9EG CO_ .0C915 CDCOR5 .00867
UPPER SUwFACE LO_E_ SURFACE _PAN_ISE
X/C CP PtLIPl _LOC XlC CP PtLIPT MLOC XIC YIC £P PpLIFT _LOC
0,0000 1.1698 1,003_ 0,0000 u.uGO0 1,14_8 1.003_ 0,0000 ,Su_O ,4_21 -,7Z_ .5Z44 1o006Z
,0040 ,3979 ,8011 ,5717 .uJ4b o7618 .g069 .380_ ,5_00 ,6265 -,737B °5230 1,0089
,0080 ,0402 .7212 ,bgo3 ,b_8_ .9279 ,g_72 .ZTg_ ._u_G .3bOg -,7465 .5225 1,0093
,0150 -.3332 ,6236 ,_500 ,0_30 ,6098 ._146 .56_8 .5¢0C .29_3 -,7381 ,5226 1.0091
,0250 -.7323 ,923e 1,:072 ,09_G .1757 .7966 .6_70 .5C00 ,2297 -,7378 ,9236 1.0075
,0400 -1.0632 ,6305 1.15u5 ,1000 .0356 ,7197 .7017 .C'OG .1640 -.7076 .5281 1,0G02
,0500 -1.2706 .3E56 1*Z_u_ .15_0 -.0560 ._7 .7387 .5_0_ ,09_4 -.7212 .5271 1.0017
,0800 -1*3229 ,3731 1,2754 ,ZOO0 -,14_1 .6739 ,713J .900_ ,0328 -,7030 .5299 ,qq71
,1000 -1.3137 .3727 1,2763 ,25J0 -,2134 .65_1 ,8027 .5000 -.0328 -,7137 .5286 .9993
,1400 -1.2268 ,3812 1,Z5_ .3530 -.2103 ,6_3 .d259 .9_00 -.0q86 -,729_ ,9233 1.0080
.1800 -1,2667 ,3861 1,26_9 ,_500 -.267_ ._476 ._127 ,5000 -,1640 -.7231 ,9Z46 1.0059
,2200 -1,2692 ,3gOt l.2_U_' ._5(J0 -.lbZg .1636 .7d_5 ,9_0_ -.22_7 -.7443 .5212 1.0113
°2600 -1.2316 .3_0 1,2327 ,6500 -,UZ6L ,70_ .7293 *GOb -.2293 -.7906 ,9208 1.0120
,3000 -1.2064 ,4036 1.2164 .75d0 .2679 .77Z9 .61_3 ,SO_L -,3609 -,7506 ,_203 1*0120
.3&O0 -.9412 ,4730 1.091_ .uO00 .3_52 ._bol ,_72_ ,SCuO -.42_9 -.I_16 .9_77 1.0171
,3HO0 -.6_91 ,9351 *_'_ .H_Ou ,62_3 *_l_b *_423 .bUO -.4921 -.7493 .9193 1,0144
.fiZO0 -*6932 ,54_1 ,9127 .gO00 .6943 ,1297 .53di .0600 ,2qgZ -1.1131 ,4279 1.1721
.4600 -*_40 .93_ .g_2_ .9_30 .647_ ,_40 *_311 .1400 .2_2 -1.3016 .3758 1.2681
,9000 -.7293 ,52_1 1*G03_ 1.0000 .0952 .1345 ,0784 .220¢ ,2092 -1,2932 ,3811 1.2996
.9400 -.7380 ,9210 1.0117 .30_0 ,299_ -1.1613 .41_3 l.lU71
,_600 -.7543 *5162 1*.152 .3_00 .2992 -,73e9 .9212 1.0114
.6200 -.7602 ._1_3 1._ZL_ .4600 .2092 -.6902 .5340 ,990_
.6600 -o7138 ,5209 1,_020 ._660 .2922 -,7466 ,5210 1,0115
.TO_O -*6zoq ._527 ,_606 .6200 .29_2 -,7357 .5245 1.005q
.7500 -.4899 .9_72 *_061 ,7000 .2992 -,6181 ,5927 .9609
.8000 -,3642 ,61_0 ,_574 .8GOu ,Zqgg -,3680 ,6188 ,_571
,8900 -,2411 .£6_ ,0119 ,g_ob ,2gqz -.1271 ,6178 .7664
.gO00 -,1202 .b?ql .7643 .IGGb ,2302 .0345 .7187 ,7032
.9500 -*0029 ,70_Z ,710_ .2000 ,2362 -,1387 ,6747 ,7711
.97_0 ,0482 ,7226 ,6071 ,39u0 .2362 -.2726 ,6610 .8228
1,0000 ,0952 ,734o ,67_4 ,450C .2362 -.2456 .6676 .8127
,5_00 *2352 -.1863 ,6641 ,7874
,6_00 ,2362 -.0272 .7027 .7260
,79_0 .2362 .2414 .7723 .6187
.8000 *2362 .3513 ,80G1 .5733
.85C0 ,2362 ._266 .8189 .5417
,gO00 .2362 ,6946 .8Z63 .5291
.9500 .2352 ,_398 ,8218 .9358
TEST 137 Pl Le:,q316 PSI CN .8618 CDI .0158q COCOR1 ,01919
RUN 39 TT J96.7693 K CM -,1295 CDZ .01bTZ COCOR2 ,01b03
POINT 8 _C 3,ggUZ _ILLIO_' CC -.(,016 C03 ,01344 CDCOR3 ,01275
_ACH .7155 C04 ,ulZ08 COCOR4 ,01141
ALPH A 2*0162 OEG C05 .01015 CDCOR5 .00948
UPPER SURFACE LI]wEe _U_FACE SPAN_ISE
XlC CP P,t LIPT ML:iC XIC CP PeLIPI HLOC XIC YIC CP PeLIPI HLOC
0,0000 1.1371 1,0007 U. 00(,0 0.00_) 1.1371 1.60_7 _.uO00 • 9U(,O .4qZI -.o3_6 ._676 ._690
,0060 .29_I .7745 .69,o ._40 .UIgb .9196 .34d3 .StOu .4265 -.6176 .9539 .958T
• 00_0 -,0366 ,701U ,7306 .00_0 ,973_ .9591 .Z440 .'.'COG .3bOg -.6033 , _,972 .9535
,0190 -*6230 .6034 ._09 ._23J .6790 .6333 ._169 .5000 .2953 -.5967 .5595 .060_
.0290 -.0_66 ._039 I .OJH .0900 .2626 .7766 .6153 .5660 .2297 -.9768 °9633 .9638
.0400 -I*1352 .61qe 1,1862 ,lOJO ,08_0 .7329 ._II .SUOO .1660 -.5999 .9593 .9901
,0600 -1.3502 .3676 I •2i_O_ .LSdO -._6_ .7086 .71_8 .9_uU .Ugh6 -. 9789 .9631 .0660
,0800 -1*3968 .3_63 1.3096 .L_Jb -. 10G2 , _,_5_ .7566 .50_0 .0326 -.612g .9971 *9536
,I000 -1.391_I .3941 1.3160 .2_u_ -.171_ .6676 .7_21 .SCOb -.632_ -.6149 .9930 .9602
.1600 -1.3639 .39_6 1.3_31 .3900 -.2376 .6512 *_072 *9(,00 -*0084 -.6121 .5518 .961g
,1800 -1.3610 .3_Z0 1.2_7, .6533 -.ZllfS .6532 .eO_l .5000 -.1660 -.6060 .5561 .9_51
,2200 -1.3994 .3_61 1o2896 .5500 -.1675 .66o9 ,7BOb .5000 -.2207 -.6362 .9901 ,9667
• Z600 -1.3346 .369_ l*Z_2d .05Jd -.00_6 .7096 .7173 *5(,G0 -.2953 -*6303 .5903 ,9644
.3000 -1.3537 .36_ I .?_F_ .7503 .2573 .7763 .6123 *_CuO -*3609 -.b4_G .9677 .9685
,3600 -1*3978 ,3669 1.291." .80_0 .3652 ._025 ._603 *5000 -.426§ -.6691 *5391 .9_23
,3800 -1.3303 ,3721 1.2776 .85_0 .6367 ._21d ._382 .5000 -.6921 -.bTqb .5372 .9894
,6200 -1.1499 .6179 1.1904 ._000 .4_79 .82_I .5299 .0600 .1qqZ -1.16g_ .6156 1.1963
.6600 -.7200 .5267 ._992 .9500 .6401 .0253 .530_ .14L0 .2992 -1.3926 .355_ 1,3117
.9000 -.627_ * 951a_ .963b 1. 0000 ,1109 *7372 *0735 *2200 *2992 -1.3972 .3566 1._133
• 9600 -*6246 ,5941 *_3 .3C_ ,2992 -1.3366 .3709 1.2799
.5600 -*6393 .5477 .06_9 • 3_u(, .2992 -1.2654 .3865 1.2492
.6200 -.6632 .532_ .9829 .4tO0 *2962 -.5064 .5037 I,0402
.bbO0 -.6751 *5325 .9833 .5400 *2992 -.6207 .5_17 *26Z1
.7000 -,6119 ,55;e ,q55? .6200 .2992 -.6876 ,9356 .g868
•7900 -o4020 ,9893 .90(,I .7100 .2901 -.6160 ,5548 ,9572
.8000 -.3740 ,6166 ,O6_P ,$000 .2092 -.3721 .6168 .8633
• 8500 -*2933 .6665 ,8176 .0000 .2992 -.1331 .6766 .7686
.9000 -.1309 *67?3 .7671 .IC00 ,2362 *0679 *7326 .6816
.9900 -*0101 .707o .1l_.9 .2Cb_ .2362 -.09?5 .6842 .7969
.0750 .0683 .721t ,'_" .35C0 .2362 -.2396 .6_02 ,8088
1.0000 .110_ .737_ .e73_ .65_(. .2362 -.ZL_6 .6966 .80_3
• 5500 ,23t2 -.lbl7 .%702 .7780
.6_00 .2362 -.0160 ,7068 .7216
• 7_06 .23_ .2910 *7767 .6169
•Btv( .2362 .3606 ._030 .9685
• PSO0 .236Z .633t .d207 *538?
•9000 .d3bZ .66?9 .82_I *_260
• gsbv .2362 ,63?4 .8226 .535_
TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 P! 16.'e_'s'i P_I Cel .'13_3 CD1 ,OZI_ COCOR1 .UZ070
RUN 39 11 1'#_._7 < CM -,1360 CDZ ,02Z37 CDCORZ .0Z135
PHINI 9 VC J._8_7 M|LLll]N CC -,vG3u C03 .018_5 CDCOR3 .01749
MA_H .71_U CO6 .01_0_ CDC_R6 .01417 W
ALPHA 2._23_ DFG CD5 .01259 CbCOR5 °01170
UPPER SURF&C[ tOdL_ SUkFJCE SPANWISE
XIC CP PpLIP] _LOC XIC CP PpLIPI ML_C XIC Y/C CP PpLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1,1156 ,_977 ,u575 v,oO3u 1,1256 ,_77 ,0570 ,5_G0 ,6921 -,7766 ,511_ 1,0266
,0060 ,1_13 ,7594 ,_3_3 ,0060 ,e602 ,9325 ,3173 ,50_ ,4265 -.795e ,5005 1.0355
,0080 -,1114 ,6826 ,7590 oOUEu 1,0078 ,9677 ,21b9 ,500_ ,3_09 -,8331 ,6991 1,0677
,0150 -,4876 ,5861 ,907g ,_230 .533Z ,e6_b .6933 ,5000 ,zg53 -.UZ55 ,5017 1.0635 _
• 0150 -,8BOe ,6856 1o07_5 ,bSbu ,Z914 ,7_51 ,597d ,5000 ,2197 -,7604 ,51_4 1,0159
.0400 -l.l_lq .6009 _,1120 .1UUO .22_ .766_ ,6614 ,50_0 olb_0 -o8315 o500_ 1,0657
,0600 -1,3967 ,3565 1,3131 ,1500 .0_60 *7170 ,7050 ,5000 ,OgB_ -.8697 ,4875 1,0673
• OBO0 -1*4601 ,3600 1*3616 .EuO0 -,_661 ,6936 ,7_Z0 ,500_ ,0318 -,7767 ,5165 1*0223
,1000 -1,4_49 ,33€1 L,3475 o2500 -.1621 ,0742 .7719 ,5000 -.032_ -.8136 .5033 1,0608
.1400 -1.4390 .34Z2 1.3390 .35u0 -.Zle5 .6%66 .80ZU .Sb_u -.U984 -.9764 .6626 1.1096
,1800 -1o4341 ,344_ 1,3360 ,4_00 -*ZGL_ ,_588 o7q55 ,5000 -,1640 -,6753 ,6874 1,0574
,EEO0 -1,4089 ,347_ 1,3278 ,_500 -,1_47 ,6711 ,7705 ,5000 -,2297 -,7627 ,5168 1,01_6
.2600 -1,4075 ,351_ 1,_193 ,6500 -,0009 ,7116 ,7141 ,500u -,Z953 -,7057 ,_300 ,9971
• 3000 -1,6207 ,3466 1,3191 ,7500 ,2605 ,7765 o6119 ,5000 -,3609 -,629Z ,5511 ,9615
.3k00 --1.4355 ,_45U 1.331Z ,B_J .3666 .B03b ,5675 o5_C0 -,4Z_5 -o7_Z8 °SZq5 ,qq78
• 3800 -1,4_9 ,3427 L,_37g ,BSOO ,436Z ,_213 ,5360 ,5000 -,492_ -°5_17 ,5377 ,9847
,4200 -1,6069 ,3561 1,3140 ,q_O_ ,6656 ,8Z91 ,5Z59 ,06_ ,2992 -1,1980 ,6048 1,1140
• 4600 -1,2698 .31_3 1,2637 ,9500 ,6617 ,0286 ,5256 ,1400 ,ZO_Z -1,_492 .339g 1,3438
• 5000 -,6464 ,4934 1,0573 1,00V_ ,1158 ,7399 ,6702 ,2LOG ,29_Z -L,4642 ,3379 1,347_
,5600 -.6267 .5522 ,_616 .3000 .2_92 -1.6352 .3460 1.3309
• 5800 -,5711 ,5651 ,_60_ ,380_ .Eg_Z -1,3815 ,3565 1,3090
• 6ZO0 -,§E30 ,5620 ,96_9 .4_00 oZO_Z -1,Z703 .390Z _.Z619
,6600 -,5916 ,5598 .9693 ,5600 ,2992 -,5855 ,5636 ,9632
,7000 -.56_0 ,567q ,_365 ,_20_ o2_Z -,_16_ .5567 ,_562
,7500 -.4716 ,589_ .9u21 ,7_00 .EV_Z -,5737 ,566Z .V6Z3
o8000 -,3722 ,6176 ,US_Z ._[bC .Z_Z -.369_ ,6195 .8560
,8500 -,2555 .646U ._1_2 ,_000 ,1992 -,16_1 ,6719 ,1755
,9000 -.1373 ,0766 ,16h6 ,16_ .2362 .1297 ,7431 ,6661
.qSO0 -.0191 .7058 .7Z3_ .EUOU .236Z -.061Z .6969 ,7400
• 97_0 *0437 .7217 .b_E6 .35U_ .Z35Z -.20_8 .6_76 .7976
1.0000 .1158 .73_ ,6702 .4506 .236Z -.191q .6613 .7_16
• 5500 ,Z361 -,1681 °6127 ,77_2
• 6500 ,2362 -,0066 ,7089 ,7184
,7500 ,2362 .2579 ,7757 ,5117
• e_G_ .236Z ,3676 ,8048 ,5655
.850C .236Z .63_0 .bZ20 .5365
• _CO0 .g3_g .4696 .8316 .5199
• 9500 .2362 .4395 .8222 .5361
TEST 137 PT 16,9324 PSI CN ._893 C01 ,(,2gg_ CDCOR1 .02868
RUN 39 TT 196.86_,7 K CM -.1364 CDZ .OZONE CDCOR2 ,02823
POINT 10 RC J.9(_12 MILLION CC -.O05Z CD3 .02439 CDCOR3 .OZ3ZZ
M_CH .7105 CD_, ,01796 CCC(]R4 .01682
ALPHA 3.013_ OEG CO5 .01613 COCOR_ °01501
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
x/c CP P_L/PT _LOC X/C CP P_L/PT MLOC X/C Y/C CP P.eL/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.1049 .9924 .104Z O. _,00 1.I049 .99Z6 .1041 .5r, o0 ._921 -1.12q_ .41qi L.1674
,0040 .1235 .743q .bb3_ . U._4U .898Z • _3Csl .3006 ._000 .6Z65 -1.2_04 .3923 1.2380
,0080 -.1527 .6663 .7809 .00_0 1.02Ceu .9726 .1096 .SUGO .3609 -1.E670 .39;'6 1.2378
• 0150 -,5331 ,5729 ,028_ ,0130 ,5686 ,6557 ,_770 ,5000 ,2953 -1,1886 ,4075 1,2090
• 0250 -.9282 .47_3 1.0_15 .t. 530 .3302 .7963 .5795 .5000 .2Zg7 -1.Z3_ .3927 1.2371
,0400 -1,2231 ,3(_53 1,1371 ,1000 ,1601 ,76_ .65_6 .SO.b(, ,1660 -.L,0774 .4360 1,1504
• 0600 -1,4410 ,3426 1,33_5 ,15J0 ,U6_6 .7Z06 ,7006 .5(.(a0 ,0(_84 -_L,2033 ,4025 1,2184
.0800 -1,50Z0 ,32_2 1.30_8 .2000 -.060._ ,6_61 .13q3 .5000 .0328 -1.0167 ,66_q 1.1321
• 1000 -1.4979 .3267 1.37Z2 .2500 -.LZu3 .67_6 .76_1 .5000 --.032t:1 -l.OZ32 .669Z 1.1334
,1400 -1,5009 ,330(_ 1,3o31 ,3500 -,ZbU6 .6_.91 ,7g51 ,5£,00 -,_qS_ -1,1981 .4020 1.21(]6
.1600 -1.47Q6 .3316 1.36_0 .'_SOO -,1€)06 .bbOO .7_)36 .50(a0 -.1660 -1.0q36 .6470 L.1371
,Z200 -1,4873 ,3363 1.35-_ . _,530 -.J._IZ ,6717 .7754 • _'bOb -,ZZ_7 -, _400 ,4679 J*1000
• Z600 -1.4_97 .3371 L.3_.Ol .bSUU -. UO06 .7112 .7L6_ .5000 -.Z953 -. _'_00 .69Z0 1o0597
• 3000 -1,472_ ,3379 1,35_6 °7_00 , Z_)_9 ,77_ ,612_ ,SU_U -, 3009 -,7538 ,5167 1,01_7
• 3600 -1.6867 .3312 1. t626 . eOO(a .36_Z . e.05b .566Z .SGOb -.626_. -.6695 .5606 .98(J0
• 3600 -1.5004 .32U6 1. 3606 . HS');) .6610 • _ .?2-': .5J66 .5000 -. _.021 -.6577 ._)386 .9835
• 4200 -1.494_ .3274 1.370e ._OUO .461_ ._Z'_3 ._)Z3, .060_ .Zg_Z -1.-)151 .3_77 1.2275
.6600 -1._48_ ,33_6 ;.3463 ,')SJu ._,5_0 ._271 .5Z77 ,1_00 .2_(_2 -1,6966 .3Z85 1,3683
• 5000 -1.032:1 .66e:3 1.13_ 1.U300 .OC)_Z .73_6 o67_/ .ZZuO .299Z -L.5077 .3261 1.3781
,5600 -,7801 ,50_ l°OZOg ,3000 ,Z_9Z -1,66(;2 ,3271 1,3714
.5800 -.6273 • 55(.2 .9665 .38(.(. .2(;92 -1,4466 .3397 1.3463
• 6EGO -.5667 .5663 .(;621 .6 _.(_0 .2 _;9Z -1.42;75 .3672 1.3283
,6600 -.5390 ,51:._ .92t3 ,5_0o .Z99Z -,7565 ,5160 1,0199
• 7000 -.5015 .5_d_3 .9176 .6200 .Z99Z -.52_Z .5742 ,9266
.7_.00 -.4481 .5_66 .d966 .70€.0 .29_Z -.5266 .5736 .9274
• 8000 -o3576 .6181 .;35U_ .8{.00 .ZggZ -.363Z ,blB5 .8576
,8500 -,2533 ,6666 ,_143 ,90uO ,ZgOZ -,1689 ,6741 ,7720
.9000 -.1425 .577_ .77_G .10(._ .236Z .1606 .7506 .6533
• 9500 -.0317 .7016 .7Z_7 .ZOO0 .236Z -.(_3_Z °5996 o73Z8
• 9750 .0287 ,7170 .7059 .35CG .Z36Z -oZ017 °6585 .7959 i.
I.UO00 .099Z .7366 .o7e7 • _,500 .23_Z -.1913 .6600 .7937
• 5500 .236Z -,1460 .b720 ,7753
.6bu_, .Z36Z -.0051 .7089 ,71t_4
• 750_ .2362 ..?582 .7757 . (_133
.8000 .236Z ,3655 .80Z6 ,5692
,8500 .23_.2 .6619 .6225 ,5356
.90C, U .236" .6609 .8300 .5276
• _;5_.U .?362 .663Z .8Z33 .534Z
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 P] L7,bl_f! PS! CN 1,0_§1 ¢01 ,04040 COCORI ,03896
kUN 39 II 191.97_9 K CM -.1401 C02 o03788 COCOR2 .03037
POINf 11 RC 4.0145 _[LLZO_ CC -*_05u CD3 ,030e0 COCOR3 ,O2946
MaCH .71fi7 C04 ,GZObl COCOR4 o01931
ALPHA 3o5_Z DkG CD5 .0197b C0¢0g5 .0186Z
UPPER SURFACE LD_R SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC CP PeLIPE fiLJC XIC ¥1C CP P_LIPI MLOC
0.0000 1,0957 .9_95 .1227 O,ObO0 1*0957 .9d95 .IZ27 ,SCCb .4921 -1.3370 .3674 1o2e69
*00{0 .0972 .7319 .0827 .bO_ .9247 .9450 .2832 .5000 .4205 -1.4{_1 .3370 1.3499
.0080 -.2193 .6521 .80_ .00_ 1._001 .9e_9 .1059 .5000 .36C9 -l.k325 .3413 1.3408
.0150 -.5904 .5_7_ .953k .UZ3v ._012 .e_23 ._547 .5000 .2953 -1._337 *3397 1.3443
.02_0 -s97Z8 .45_9 1.1145 ._00 .3606 .7_9k .5738 .SCG_ .2297 -1.3850 .3501 ls30_9
o0_00 -1.2039 .3830 1.2_9 .LOGO .1059 .7_6_ .644_ .5060 .1660 -1.Z917 °3776 1.1666
00500 -1.4693 .3306 1.3039 .1500 .0741 .7274 .6891 .5000 .098_ -1.3951 .3484 1.3258
.0800 -1.5287 .3176 1.3924 .2003 -.01_3 .705_ .7235 .SOOt .0328 -1.1385 .4102 1.1929
.1000 -1.§303 .3104 1.3953 .25_0 -.0971 ._e4q .7554 .SGbO -.0328 -1.2435 .3871 1.2479
.14U0 -1._398 .31_9 1.3940 .3500 -.1_39 .b_94 .79kb .50CG -*0984 -1.33_3 .3660 1.1897
.1_00 -1.5309 .3ZGb 1.3_71 .4500 -.1917 .bseb .7958 .5000 -.1640 -1.3019 .3758 1.2701
.2200 -1.5215 .3208 [.3853 ._500 -.15k7 .b083 .7809 .50_G -°2297 -1.3117 ._kO 1.1337
.ZbOO -1.5010 .3241 1.37_1 .6500 -o0006 o707_ .7200 o500_ -.2953 -.89_8 .4778 1.0837
.3000 -1.5188 .317_ 1.3919 .75_0 ._583 .7750 .b14_ .5000 -.3609 -.7591 .5130 1.0238
.3400 -1.52_2 .31_5 1.3950 .U_CO .3034 .8030 .5680 .5000 -o_265 -.6058 .5358 .9861
.3800 -1.5364 .3133 1.4012 .8530 .4423 ._234 .5341 .5_00 -,4921 -.6581 °5351 ,9889
.4200 -1.55k7 .3129 1._031 .9000 ._510 ._ZTb ._Zb7 .0600 .2991 -1.2341 .39_9 1.1400
°4600 -1.5315 .31_1 1.3_59 .9500 ._52_ °8243 .5325 .1400 °2992 -1.5304 .3170 1.3937
.5000 -1.1956 .39_8 1.2136 1.0000 *050_ .7302 .bdS_ .22_U .zqq2 -1.5572 .3100 1._082
.5_00 -.8861 o_15 1.077_ .300C .199Z -1.5396 .3131 l*_OZT
.5800 -.7531 .513k 1.0Z42 .3eO_ °1992 -1.5110 .314d 1.3783
.6200 -.6259 °5478 .96_4 ._o00 .Z9_Z -1o4864 .3260 1.3739
.5600 -.5453 *5690 .9339 .540_ .2991 -1.07_4 .k326 1.1628
.7000 -.476b .5H62 .9076 .b2_G .2_91 -.5164 o57_b .9227
.7500 -.4269 .Sq_q .,_79 .7000 .7992 -.4983 .5802 .9171
*_OUO -.3453 .0198 .H_55 .8000 .2992 -.3563 *6107 .8_73
.8500 -.251_ ._31 ._195 .9000 .790_ -.156g .5675 *7_ZZ
*9000 -,1473 .6692 .1795 .IOUu .236Z .1803 .7540 .bk6q
.9500 -.0532 *6_47 .7404 .ZO0_ .Z3bZ -.0157 .70_3 .7255
*9?50 .0158 .71_ .7130 .350u .1362 -.1851 .6503 .?q3Z
1.0000 .0808 .7302 .b_56 .4500 .2362 -.1818 .6630 .7891
._GG .2302 -.1437 .6711 .7765
.0500 .2361 -.O0_Z .7075 .7206
,75GO .2361 .Z545 ,7745 ,olSZ
.8Cub .2352 .3695 ._U32 ._O8Z
.8500 .2302 ._419 .8229 .5349
.q_UC .236Z .4687 ._284 .525_
.9500 .2302 ._ .8235 .5339
TEST 137 PT 17.02_7 P_I CN 1,0716 CD1 ,04897 CDCOR1 ,0_759
RUN 39 TT 19t,,. 9956 .( CH -.139_ C02 .04581 COCORZ .04632
POINT 12 RC 4.b(73 _ILL|_3N CC -.0008 CO3 .03657 COCOR3 .03545
MACH .7102 CD_ .02456 COCOR_ .02338
_LPHA 4._)3(, ? 9£G C9_ .02350 cDcnR5 .0223_
UPPER SURFACE L(_ER SURFACE _PANgISE
XIC CP P.eLIP[ _LOC Xl_" CP PeLIP[ e_LOC XIC _IC CP PeL/PT HLOC
0.0000 1.07Z_ .9837 .1531 v. 0000 1.0724 .9_37 .1531 .5000 .4921 -1.3831 .3537 1.3149
.0040 .0140 .1133 .7117 .0_;0 • _57'. ._544 .2588 .50L.G ._205 -L.1634 .3349 1.35_6
.0080 -.2fi3k .6300 .oZ_b .0080 1.0799 .9858 .1428 .5000 .3609 -1._,937 .3268 1.3720
• 0150 -.651_ .5443 .9739 .023_ ._418 .8733 .44_0 .5000 .2953 -1. _.847 .3184 1.3587
,0250 -1.0330 ,_4_1 1,13o_ ,0_00 .4025 ,6126 .5513 .5000 .2Z97 -1.'_11_ .3475 1.3277
• 0400 -1.3260 .3719 1.7778 .lvO0 .._19_ .755_ .5Z95 .501.0 .164C -1.2_5 .3911 1.2602
• 0600 -1._1_7 .3712 1.3d_4 .1500 .IU05 .7349 .0179 .50GG .0984 -1.3815 .353_ 1.315_
.0800 -11_699 .30_b 4.4198 .2_,00 .0031 .7105 .7160 .SGOG .032_ -1.07_6 .4362 1.1565
.1000 -1.5854 .3049 1._21'1 .25J0 -.07b9 .69(,9 .745? .bb'_O -.03Z_ -1.1350 .4213 1.1835
.1400 -1.5968 .3053 1.47o4 .3500 -.175_, .bt, 5? .T_57 .hObO -.0904 -1.2559 .3912 1.2_00
• 1800 -1.5707 .30,'G l...143 .45_j -.l_su2 .6044 ./d64 .b_uo -.1640 -1.2370 .39Z0 1.Z3H5
• 2200 -I.5705 . 3075_ 1.4114 .5500 -. 14_5 .e,?tP .775A .50Cb -.2297 -. _,5Z9 .6571 1.1UZO
.2800 -1.5558 .3093 4.411_ • b _,_,O -.ulu_ .Tub? .7234 .SG_C -.2953 -.8479 .4949 1.0548
.3500 -1.5597 .3011 ]..'_ 15'a .?_OU • 2'540 .77_0 .6144 .50(.U -. 36(,q -.6795 .5364 .9867
.3400 -1.5706 .3050 }.4199 .8Ud3 .3542 . _041' .5065 .5000 -.4215 -.b4%b .5453 .9700
• 3800 -1.5832 .3031 1.4211, ,H_UU .4_Z9 .;_3_ .5340 . 5b(, L: -.4(#21 -.b46b .54_5 .9771
.4ZGO -1.5952 .30_4 1.9319 ._'u_,O ,4'_3_ .HZ_4 .5300 .0_00 .2992 -1.27h0 .3823 1.2_74
.4600 -1.5555 .3U_C 1._,121 .9500 ._525 .e_Z64 .5290 .1_b_, .?(,gz -1.5735 .3055 1.'_1_,9
.5000 -1.17bg .40_9 1.112f.. L.UO00 .0671 .72_0 .6_U? .220G .2992 -1.6Z10 .3011 1._301
.5400 -,92_? .4751 l.(`_t4 .3(,C_, .?g_2 -I.5087 .3001 1.4323
• 5000 -.77_1 .512o 1.0252 .3800 .19_2 -_.5073 .3105 1.4085
.0200 -.647U .54_1 .-€ 112 .4b_.l. .2997 -1._31 .3148 1.398_
• 6600 -.560Z . _,654 .94u_ .5_00 .299Z -1.0010 .4577 1.1183
• 7000 -.6682 .59_ .901" .0200 .2992 -.5220 .5776 .9211
• 7500 -.4150 .60_2 ._7_1 • 7_,(,_ .299Z -._951 ._850 .q09b
.8000 -.3346 .0245 ._482 .8004 . ? _,_ -.3441 .6119 .8513
.8500 -.2490 ._47E .U133 .900_ .2qqz -.1576 .6709 .7769
.9000 -.1528 .671'. .7755 .1oo0 .236z .725Z .7575 .5260
.._ .gSO0 -.0530 .09t_b ._374 .2_0 .2301 .0139 .7154 .7084
.9750 .0017 .7123 ,7137 .350_, .2301 -.1553 .bbEg ,779q
1.0000 .06"/1 .?Z_G .6H07 .45(,(. .23_2 -.1065 .b585 .7807
• 5_G_ .Z381 -.I_3_ .6711_ .7740
• 6500 .236? -.0066 .7071 .7ZIZ
.7500 .2301 .Z083 .7?79 .bOgb
.8(:00 .2361 .3012 ._027 .5690
• _5(,C .2301 .4430 ._Z3b .5339
.9(.UU .230_ .463_ .8281 .5257
• 950(. .Z3bZ .4*03 .8231 .53_5
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TABLE] III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 17.0u1_ PSI CN 1.1635 CD1 .06937 CDCO_I .Ob7gO
PUN 39 |7 194,_89_ K CM -.1624 CD2 ,06511 CDCOR2 .063_3
POINT 14 RC 4.0559 qILLIO_ CC -,0081 C03 ,05500 COCOR3 ,05362
MACH ,71_2 CD4 *03447 CDCOR4 *03311
ALPH& b.U40§ OEG C05 .03668 COCOR5 ,035Z2
UPPER SUkFACE LO_ER SURFACE _PAH_ISE
XIC CP PpLIP7 MLOC XIC CP P,LIP[ NLOC XlC YIC CP P_LIPT _LOC
0.0000 1,0370 ,9742 ,1934 O,CUO0 1.4370 .9742 .1936 .5000 .4921 -1.1539 .6182 1.1892
.0060 -.1380 .6776 .7_67 ,0044 1,0135 .9692 ,2116 .5000 .6265 -1.6368 .3424 1.3385
.0080 -,4283 ,6046 .0790 .0080 1.1125 .9947 ,u875 .5606 .3609 -1.5324 .3206 1.385_
.0150 -.7553 .5174 1.0176 ,0230 .7051 °8086 o4140 .5000 .2953 -1,4625 ,33_0 1.3457
,0Z50 -1.1532 .4212 Z,1837 .0500 °6765 .6322 .5176 ,5000 .2297 -1,2821 ,3887 1o2448
.0600 -I.4333 .35_ 1.3249 .1000 ,2777 .7816 .6034 .5C00 .1640 -1.1687 .4119 1.2008
,0600 -1.5896 .3013 1.4299 .1500 .1627 ,7563 .6475 .5000 .0986 -1.1205 ,6253 1.1762
,0800 -1,6636 .2870 1.4640 .2000 .0480 ,7246 .6940 .5060 ,_328 -1.0506 .6631 1.1460
,1000 -1.6730 .2858 1,46_7 .2500 -.0346 .7016 .7301 ,50v0 -,0326 -1,0893 ,6321 1.1638
.1400 -1.6479 ,2847 1,4695 .3500 -.1398 ,6777 ,7664 ,5000 -.0984 -1,2231 .3959 1.Z311
,1800 -1,6575 ,28_2 1,4584 ,6500 -,1581 .6736 ,7732 .5000 -,1640 -1.2166 ,3997 1.2237
.2200 -1,6551 .ZE_5 1.66_3 ,5500 -.1479 .6709 .7770 .50_0 -,2297 -,9956 .4550 1,1230
.ZbO0 -_,6558 ,2906 1.455_ .6500 -.01b3 .7087 .7218 ,5000 -.2953 -,_896 .6826 1,0756
,3000 -1,6573 .2815 1,4676 .750_ .2667 .7743 .6155 o5000 -,3609 -,6656 ,54_2 .9726
,3400 -1,6691 .2_57 1.66b9 .0000 .3491 .7978 ,5772 .5000 -,6265 -,6693 .5435 ,9753
,3800 -1,6829 ,2629 1,4732 ,_500 .4348 .8219 *5366 .5400 -*4921 -o6522 ,5449 *9730
*6200 -1.6891 .28_7 1,4672 *9000 .453_ *8262 .529Z *0600 *2992 -1.3752 ,3628 1,2961
,4600 -1,4790 .3322 1,3o04 ,9_00 .4452 ,824_ ,_321 ,1400 .29_2 -1,6583 .2859 1.4666
.5000 -1,0676 .43_ 1,[51_ l,OU00 .0244 .7179 .704_ .2244 ,2992 -1,6934 .2804 1.4801
*5400 -1*0071 .4542 1.1245 .3000 .29g2 -1.7037 .2781 1.4858
.5800 -.9110 ,4777 1._40 .3UO_ .299/ -1,6660 .2840 1.4711
.6200 -.7919 .§Ub3 1.u35_ .4600 ,2992 -1.6253 .Z965 1.4410
.6600 -.6476 ,5450 .97L9 .5460 ,2292 -1.0665 ,4384 1.1526
.7400 -.5284 .§745 ,q261 .6200 .2992 -.562U ,_6_0 .9354
.7500 -.4083 *6056 ,_775 .700_ ,2992 -.4818 .5886 *9039
.8000 -.3207 .6282 .U426 ._¢00 ,2992 -.3414 .623_ .8496
.8500 -.2388 .64_5 ._113 .9000 .2992 -,1720 .6660 .7845
.9000 -.1655 .66_9 ,780_ .1000 .2362 .2827 .7837 .6003
.9500 -.0625 .690_ ,7463 *2000 .23_2 ,0574 .7246 .6941
*9750 -.0366 .7010 .7346 .3500 .2362 -,1330 .6773 .7671
1.0000 *0244 .7179 .7045 ,4500 *2362 -.1656 .6746 .7712
.5500 .2362 -,1353 .6777 .7665
.6500 .2362 -.0107 .7071 .7212
,7500 ,2362 ,2469 .7742 .6157
.8600 .2362 .3543 .8016 *5708
,8500 .2362 .4315 ,8201 .5396
,9000 ,2362 .4564 .8271 .5276
.950_ .2362 .6291 .8197 .§403
TEST 137 PT 16,8_32 RS1 CN 1,1415 C01 .10238 COCOR1 .10103
_UN 39 TT 195.1207 K C_ -,1513 C02 .10078 CbCOR2 ,09933
POINT 15 RC 4.0258 _ILLIgN CC .0013 ¢03 .09218 CDCOR3 .09096
NACH .7178 CO4 .06482 ¢0COR6 .06360
ALPH_ 6,0268 DEG CD5 *05822 CDCOR_ .0_695
UPPER SURFICE LO_E_ SURFICE SPAN_ISE
XlC CP P_LIPT _LOC XIC CP P_L/P_ HLOC X/C YIC CP PpLIPT NLOC
0.0000 ,9707 .9501 .24_0 0.0000 .9707 .9_81 .24_0 .5600 ,4921 -,9595 .6643 1.1069
,0040 -.2045 .6531 ._43 .0040 1,0425 .9762 *1d57 .POOU *4265 -1.0319 .4445 1.1416
• 0080 -.5121 *5762 ,9203 *0080 1.126S .9978 .055_ *5000 ,3609 -1.1341 .4191 1.1874
.0150 -.7957 .4974 1.05Lh .0230 .7_4 .9064 *_771 .5000 .29_3 -1.1262 .4212 1.1836
• 02§0 -1.2176 .3999 1.2235 .0_00 ._060 ,6368 *_108 *5006 .ZZg_ -1,0927 .4314 1*16_0
.0600 -1.4905 *3299 1.36_3 .I000 ,3198 ,7912 .5_79 .50uO *16_0 -I,0040 .6434 1,1435
• 0600 -I,6666 ,2827 1,4145 .1500 .1977 ,7599 .63_5 .5000 *09_4 -,9927 .4547 1.1237
,0800 -1.7165 *2690 1,50H7 *200U .0779 *7297 *68b2 *5000 ,032_ -1.0109 .4470 1.1358
.1000 -1,7204 *2668 1.5143 .2500 -*01_9 .6992 .7333 .50_0 -.632_ -1.0500 .4415 1,1469
.1400 -1,7499 .2657 1.5173 .3500 -.1277 .6780 .7661 ,5000 -.0984 -1._298 ,4474 1.1364
.1800 -1.6637 *2692 1._UU2 .450_ -.lb_3 ,6704 .7777 .5004 -.1640 -.9430 .4693 1.0983
.2200 -1.7050 .2732 1.49hl .5500 -.1471 *_717 .7758 *_0_0 -*2297 -,8837 .4836 1*0739
.2600 -1.6783 .280_ 1.47_8 .6500 -.0485 .696_ .7376 *5000 -.2953 -,7967 .5051 1,0379
.3000 -1.5998 .2990 1.4353 .7500 .2212 .7652 .6301 .5000 -.3609 -.6780 .5319 .9941
.3400 -1,4442 .33_8 1,3444 .eGOO .3290 .7950 .5u18 ,5000 -,4265 -.6080 ,5537 ,9590
.3800 -1,2677 .3851 1.2519 ,8500 ,4007 .8074 ,5611 .5000 -,4921 -.6332 .5429 ,9650
,4200 -1.1120 .4265 1,1740 ,0030 .4143 ._1_5 .5475 .0600 .2992 -1.6083 .3477 1.3273
.4600 -.9825 ,4440 1.1336 .9500 .3893 ,8059 ,5637 .140_ .2992 -1.7283 .269Z 1.5082
• 5000 -1.0065 .4511 1.1_9 l*O_OO -.1179 .6775 .7668 ,2200 .2992 -1.7457 .2614 1.5286
• 5400 -.9996 *4507 1.1306 *3Cb_ .2292 -1*7707 *2605 1.5309
.5800 -.9802 .65_3 1,1155 .3866 .2992 -1.7177 .2749 1.5039 _.
.6200 -.9059 ,6790 1,6816 .4600 ,2992 -1,5464 ,3133 1.4023
•6600 -.8126 .5026 1.0420 .5400 ,2992" -.8656 ,6918 1.0601
.7000 -,7183 .52_8 1.0u38 ,62_0 .2992 -,6356 .5385 ,9834
• 7500 -.5587 ,5_61 .9394 *7000 .2992 -.5822 ,5580 ,9522
.8000 -,5533 ,5640 ,_426 ,8000 ,2992 -.6055 .6072 .8751
• 8500 -,3788 .6124 .8670 .9000 .2992 -,2352 .6522 .8056
.9000 -.2548 .6463 .8147 ,1000 .2362 .3204 .7912 ,5881
.9500 -.2060 ,6563 .7926 .2_00 .2362 .0904 .7332 .6806
• 9750 -.1679 .667_ .7826 .3500 ,2362 -.1306 ,6712 .776_
1.0000 -.1179 ,6775 .76_ .6500 ,2362 -.1619 .6662 ,7842
• 5_04 ,2362 -,1417 ,6724 .7746
.6_00 *2362 -*0294 .7026 *7278
.75_0 .2362 .2263 ,?669 .6274
.80_6 *2362 *3330 ,7967 ,5790
.8504 ,2362 .4080 .8142 *5698
,9_00 .236d *4228 .8175 .5441
,9500 ,2362 .3832 ,8087 ,5_g0
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT _5,54_I PSI CN ,9538 CD2. ,01051 COCOR1 ,01014
RUN 47 ll ?_q,83Zb K C_ -,1335 CD2 ,0106Z CD¢ORZ ,01055
POINI 1 RC 4,0420 M|LLLON CC ,_164 CO3 ,00906 COEOR3 ,00874MACH ,72_4 C04 ,0075_ COCOR6 ,00718
ALPHA -Z,UZb4 OEG CD5 ,0_619 COCOR5 ,00502
UPPEP SURFACE LOWE_ SURFAC[ SPAN_ISE
xlC CP P_LIP] _LOC x/C CP PpLI_! MLOC XlC Y/C CP P_LIPT RLOC
0,_000 1,0344 ,9727 ,1691 _.uUJO 1.0344 .9727 .1991 .5000 .4021 -.6251 .5393 ,_819
,0040 ,9136 ,9616 ,294_ ,0060 ,U_27 ,7266 ,5_60 .5000 .4265 -.6355 ,5364 ,9867
,0080 ,5706 ,8772 =436_ ,0080 *2630 o7781 ,6093 ,_UUU ,3509 -,6605 ,5343 ,9900
.0150 ,3306 .7829 ,5917 ,UZ30 -*2769 ,630§ ,8389 ,5000 ,2653 -,6361 .5356 ,9880
.0250 -.0364 ,6_6_ ,7370 ,O500 -,4318 ,5919 .8987 ,5000 ,2Z_7 -,6444 ,5338 ,9909
,0600 -,3331 ,6161 o_612 ,1U30 -,4492 .5822 ,9139 o50C6 .1640 -,6626 .5350 ,9690
.0600 -,4468 ,5855 ,90_8 .1500 -*4020 ,_158 ,9239 ,5000 ,09_ -.5519 ._339 ,9907
.0800 -.4578 ._642 .910_ .2000 -,5663 ,_588 .950d ._000 *0328 -*633Z .5389 °9826
o1000 -,4655 ,5821 .o141 ,2500 -o565_ ,55_0 ,qSb_ °5500 -,0328 -,6391 ,5376 ,9851
.1600 -,6867 ,§745 ,9_ ,3500 -o5U81 ,55_3 ,958_ .5_0 -,0984 -,6535 .5330 .9921
,1800 -.5171 ,5_72 ,9375 ,6_00 -.6679 .5851 ,g_77 ,SOOb -,1660 -,5695 ,53Z3 .9933
.2200 -.5282 ,5662 ,9_23 ,5500 -,3169 ,6204 ,85;5 .5000 -.22_7 -.6440 ,53_b ,9856
.2600 -.5465 .58G1 ,_687 ,55g3 -,0_7b .SdJb ,7620 .5_0_ -.?653 -.6257 ,5626 ,9771
,3000 -*5886 .5487 ,9570 .7_00 .2005 .7_5_ ,6454 ,5000 -,3609 -.b663 ,5329 .9923
.3400 -,_9_5 .5461 ,9711 ._000 ,2908 ,7779 ,6_96 .5U00 -,426_ -,6426 ,5346 ,9899
.3800 -,5991 ,5653 .6726 .8500 ,3673 .7930 ,5050 .5000 -.49Z1 -.6355 ,5366 .9866
,6200 -,6062 ,5433 ,9756 ,9_30 ,3668 ,_038 ,5672 ,0600 ,2992 -.3964 ,5958 .8928
.4600 -,6326 ,5376 ,9868 ,_500 .4016 ,8076 ,5611 ,_600 ,_992 -,4930 ,5759 ,9238
.5000 -,6440 .536_ ,9876 1,U_0 .13_3 ,7378 ,6736 ,220_ .299Z -,5363 .5618 .9461
,5400 -,653T ,5336 .99_Z ,3000 ,299Z -.57_0 ,5516 ,_622
,5800 -,bT03 .5Z93 ,99_2 .3800 .2992 -.b08_ .5429 .9763
,6200 -,7071 ,5161 1,0148 ,660C ,2992 -,6253 ,5392 .9821
,6600 -,7029 ,5184 1,0160 .5600 .2_92 -,6697 ,5325 ,9930
,7000 -,6142 ,_6_5 ,9737 ,6200 ,2962 -,6860 ,5240 1.0058
.7500 -.4915 ,5772 .9218 ,7000 .2992 -.6218 ,5411 ,9791
,8000 -.3740 ,6041 ,8198 .8_C0 .Z_gZ -*3736 ,b043 ,8794
,8500 -*2497 .637U ,_2_9 *9000 ,2992 -,1464 .6835 ,7882
,1000 ,2362 -*_531 .5848 ,9099
,_000 -.1247 ,6699 ,77H4 ,Z_00 .2362 -,5403 .5604 .9482
,9500 *0069 .7047 ,1_48 ,3560 .2362 -.5917 .5482 ,9077
.9750 ,0728 ,72_ .TGC_ ,4600 .Z36Z -,_664 ,_48 .9099
1.0000 .1383 ,7378 .6734 ,5500 ._362 -*3104 .61_4 ,8577
,6_0_ .2362 -,0999 ,6781 ,7658
,7_CU ,2362 ,2010 .7545 .5470
._00 ,2362 .2956 .7796 .6072
,85_G .Z362 ,36_3 ,7974 ,5777
,9000 .2362 ,_066 .8085 .5562
,9500 .2362 ,4103 ,8083 .5596
TEST 137 PT 18,4658 PSI CN ,4198 C01 .01036 COCOR1 ,00998
RUN 67 TT Z39,3426 K CM -.1353 CD2 *01105 CDCOR2 *01087
POINT 3 RC 4,03Z3 _ILLI3N CC .0171 CD3 ,00834 ¢000R3 ,00799
_ACH ,7270 C06 ,00953 CDCOR6 .00917
ALPHA -.9738 DEG C_5 .00652 COCOR5 ,00618
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPAN_Z_E
XIC CP P_LIPI HLOC XlC CP P_LIPI HLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1166 ,9940 .0927 0,0000 1,1166 ,9_60 ,0927 .5000 ,69_1 -.7035 .5178 1,0169
,0040 ,7724 ,9065 ,3d12 ,0040 .3512 ,7941 .5o32 ,5000 ,4265 -.7152 ,5180 1,0165
.0080 .6988 ,_338 ,51_0 .0080 ,5379 ,_633 ,6992 .SOUG .3609 -,7161 ,5169 1,0184
,0150 ,1320 .7373 ,6761 .0230 -,0268 ,0956 ,7392 .5000 .7953 -,7261 ,5165 1,0190
,0250 -,2553 .6376 ,8263 .0500 -,2097 .6487 ,BllO .5¢00 .2297 -,717_ ,5156 1.0205
,0600 -.5852 .5691 .9663 .1330 -,282_ ,6287 .8_Ir ,5000 .1660 -,7066 ,_1_2 1,0162
.0600 -.7116 .5183 1.0161 ,1590 -,3330 ,6178 ,85_6 .SCOU .096_ -.7251 .5126 1.0257
,0800 -.6850 .5237 1,u_72 ,2000 -.6158 ,59;8 ,8962 ,5000 ,032_ -,7065 ,5189 1.0151
,1000 -,6675 .52_? ,9983 ,_530 -,6533 ,5_67 ,910J .5000 -.0328 -,7164 .5185 1,0190
,1400 -.6597 ,5303 ,_956 °3500 -.6992 °5740 ,9268 ,5_00 -,09_6 -,7246 .5135 1.0240
.1800 -.6739 ,5293 ,_982 .4500 -,6019 ,_970 .890_ .5000 -.1640 -.7220 .5154 1.0208
*2200 -.6746 ,5281 1,0001 ._500 -.2_21 .6301 ,8396 .5000 -,2297 -,7125 ,5171 1,0180
,2600 -,6749 ,5753 1,u0_7 ,6500 -.0761 .682_ .7580 .5000 -._953 -,6989 ,5218 1.0103
,3000 -,7142 ._183 1.0181 ,7500 .2141 ,7590 .6400 ,SOO_ -,3509 -.7243 .5150 1.0215
,3600 -.7092 ,51H7 1,_154 ,eOOO ._144 ,70;6 ,59_8 .5_00 -,4205 -.7215 ,5153 1.0210
,3800 -.7247 ,5169 l.Ole_ .eSOJ ,3700 ,tsO04 ,STZ_ ,5000 -.4921 -,7210 ,5143 1.02Z6
,4200 -,6993 ,_2_6 1,_176 ,_000 .4123 .esl09 ,5552 ,ObO0 ,2992 -,6437 ,5348 ,9893
,4600 -,7073 .51P_ 1._165 .9_00 ,41_. ,.1?0 ._33 .1400 ,29_1 -.665_ ,_293 ,9982
.5000 -.7217 ,5133 1,o24_ 1.0000 ,1234 .7350 .5178 ,2200 ,29_1 -.6764 .5273 1.0014
,5400 -,7238 ,5144 1._2_ .3000 *_992 --.6893 *_226 1.0091
,5800 -,7340 ,5119 I,OZ_ .3_U_ .2992 -,7105 ,51u_ 1.0157
,6200 -,7481 ._173 1,u34? .4bOo .79_2 -.7028 ,5201 1,0132
,6600 -.7395 ,510H 1.0g_3 .540_ ,2992 -,7139 ,51_0 1.0166
,7GGO -.6342 .537; .9H48 ,_200 ,2992 -,7339 ,5114 1,0276
.7500 -.4941 .5751 ,gZ_G .7G_ .2992 -.6327 ,5381 ,9839
.8000 -,3778 .6052 ._7e1 ,8000 .2992 -,3922 .5989 ,8879
,8_00 -,2504 *8360 *8274 .90_0 .2992 -.1658 *66_5 .7851
.9000 -,1266 ,6695 .77_u ,1_00 .2362 -,2794 .6291 ,841Z
.2030 ,236_ -.4039 .5989 ,8879
,9500 ,0035 ,7030 ,7275
,9750 ,0585 ,71_1 .7026 .3500 ,2362 -*4905 .5749 ,9254
1.0000 .1234 ,7350 ,6778 .650_ .2362 -.3917 ,b006 .8852
,5500 ,Z362 -.2788 .6300 .83_8
,6506 ,2362 -.0822 .6816 ,7807
,7500 ,2362 .2133 ,7590 ,6600
,oGOG .2362 .3167 ,7852 .5978
,850C .2362 .3866 .8036 ,5075
.9_00 ,2362 ,6213 .8129 ,5518
,9_30 .2362 .6144 .8112 ,5547
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TEST 13T p! ,d,q675 P_[ CN .€822 C01 ,O10_& ¢0C0_1 oOL020
RbN 47 TT 20g.076g _ CM -.1343 C02 ._1159 CDCOR2 .Ol114
POINT 4 RC 4,040q MILLION CC .0156 C03 .O&b67 CDCOR3 .00846
PACH ,7274 CO4 ,00971 CDCOR¢ *00933
ALPHA -._800 DEG CD5 ,00668 CDCOR5 .00650
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_Ll_] _LUC _IC CP P_LIPT _t_ XIC YIC CP P_LIP_ _tOC
0,0000 1.1386 ,9999 .0140 _._OJO 1.1385 ,299_ ,01%_ .5000 .4_21 -,7112 ,5173 1.017_
*000_ o6936 ,8E4_ o4Z¢1 .U_¢U ,4009 ._175 .504_ ,5000 ,4Z55 -,7265 ,5140 1,0225
,00_0 ._16b .8130 .5517 ._)udO .6422 .P7_5 .4_1 .5000 .3509 -.7315 .5116 1,0270
o0150 ,0306 ,712_ ,71_3 *0230 ,0672 ,7210 ,bOmb ,_000 ,2953 -*7320 ,5130 1,0248 1'
°02_0 -,3528 ,0122 *0073 .O_JO -,1227 ,6708 .7770 .5000 .22_7 -.7321 .5107 1._2e5
*0400 -,6931 *5227 L._Uh9 .lUJv -.2198 .6_5v ,8160 ,50_ ,1540 -.7326 ,5111 1,0279
,ObO0 -.8507 .4e20 1.07_2 .1_00 -.2014 ._32_ ._305 .5_OG .Og_4 -.7_bl .5_Od 1._28_
,OBO0 -,eo_8 .4_31 1,_17 .Z_00 -.3620 .6u_z ,HTi_ ,suu_ ,032_ -,7257 ,_148 1,0219
,1000 -,7613 ,5034 1,0406 .7500 -.4130 ,5970 ,_899 ,5000 -,032e -,7377 ,_117 1,0259
,1400 -,7440 ,_d74 1,u34_ ,3_00 -,4103 .SUEZ ,910_ ,5000 -,0_4 -,7_78 ,5088 1,0317
.1800 -.7_10 .5_78 /.0333 ._0 -.3718 .6ob_ ,8762 .SGOG -.lb40 -.7419 .5122 1.0251
,2200 -,7407 ,5105 1,uZ_9 ,_500 -,2676 ,6344 ,u330 ,5_00 -.22_7 -,7319 ,5142 1.022_
,2600 -,7292 ,5126 I._JZ_4 .0_00 -.u7G4 .6,S_3 .754_ .Su_O -.295_ -,7273 ,5129 1,0240
,3000 -,?b_O ,5040 l.uOeb ,75J0 ,Z2bT .7092 .6385 ,5000 -.3bOq -,7531 .507Z 1o0343
,3400 -,7563 ,5051 1,03/7 ,_000 ,3200 ,7_6 ,5971 ,SOuO -,4265 -,7470 .5079 1,0332
.3800 -.759_ .505_ 1.030fl .U500 .3_04 .e012 .5714 .5000 -.4921 -.7270 .5151 1.0214
.4200 -.7315 .51_8 I.GZ,4 .g0_3 .42Gu ._LZ9 .551_ .0500 .2992 -.7514 .5030 1.0403
.4600 -.7393 .5094 I.v3_8 .V_O0 .4219 ._I15 .5542 .14_0 .2992 -.75_ .5007 1.0352
,5000 -,7386 ,51_1 1,0295 1,0_30 *1159 ,7333 ,580_ ,2200 ,2992 -,7356 ,5127 1,0253
,5_00 -,7401 ,5110 1,02_0 ,3G00 ,2992 -,7325 ,5113 1,027_
.5800 -.7484 .50eg I*_31_ .3_00 °299Z -.760_ .5040 i*03_b
,6200 -*7590 ,5057 1,0_08 ,4600 ,2992 -,7214 ,5132 1,0245
.6600 -.7400 .5125 1.0250 .5400 .2992 -.735_ .5111 1.0279
.7000 -*6316 .54_ .9_05 .6200 .2922 -.7452 .5075 1.0338
.7500 -.4882 .57_3 .9247 .7000 *2992 -*5330 .53_7 .9830
*8000 -.3748 .6057 .8773 .8¢00 .2992 -*37_5 *0036 .d_05
o8500 "*2453 .63_ .8203 .9C.00 .2_9Z -.1370 .b078 .7810
,gO00 -,1235 ,0720 ,7752 .1000 .2362 -°2165 °6*76 .8_27
,9500 .0003 .704_ .7_53 .2000 .2302 -.3563 .6105 ._698
.9750 .0532 .7172 .7055 .35u0 .2362 -.4514 .5825 .9135
1.0000 .1159 .7333 .5d04 .450U .2352 -.3092 .bOb9 .8754
.5500 .2362 -.2050 .6332 .8348
,6500 ,2362 -,0775 ,5833 .7579
.7500 .2302 .2ZGO .7011 .630b
,8000 .236Z .3Z_g .7873 ,5g43
,8500 .2362 .3918 ._050 ,5051
.gO0_ ,235Z .4301 .8143 ,549%
,9500 ,2302 ,4107 ,8028 ,5570
TEST 137 p; 1u,4714 P_I CN ,537J CD1 ,01123 CDCO_I .01074
gUN 47 TT ZO_,UOv_ K C_ -.130'; C02 ,01150 CDCOR2 .01102
POINT 5 _C 4.0428 _ILLI_N CC .0139 CD3 .b0q28 COCOR3 .00883
_CH .7270 C0_ ,OOflb4 C000_4 ,00921
ALPHA ,0119 OEG C05 ,00906 COCOR5 *0086%
U_PER SURFACE LO_E_ _URfACL SP&N_[SE
XlC CP P*LIPT ML_C X/C CP PeLIPl MLOC XIC Y/C CP P*L/PT HLOC
0,0000 1,1513 1,0030 0,0000 0,G000 1,1513 1,0030 0,0000 ,5_00 ,4221 -,732_ ,5110 1,0281
,0040 ,6364 .8682 ,4523 ,0040 ,5277 ,8408 ,5037 ,5000 ,4265 -,7483 ,5071 1,0345
o0080 .3428 .7914 ._876 ._80 .7184 .b896 .4121 .SUG_ .3609 -.7460 .5095 1.0305
• 015U -.0372 .6925 .7_37 .0230 .1523 .7418 .6671 .5000 .2_53 -.7434 ._079 1.0332
,0250 -,4281 ,_905 ,q312 ,0530 -.0537 ,6891 ,7_90 ,5000 ,2227 -,7540 ,5071 1,0345
.0400 -.7831 ._gbb l.b_b ._000 -,159_ ._61q .TgO_ .500G ,1040 -.7456 .50_3 1.0325
• 0600 -,98Z1 ,4_8 1,1339 ,1500 -,2300 ,6416 ,B219 ,5000 *0_84 -,7_91 ,5106 1,0287
.0800 -,9810 ,4477 1,1358 ,2000 -,3183 ,_182 ,_579 ,500_ ,032_ -,7495 ,5083 1,0324
• 1000 -,9163 ,_bSb 1.1045 ,2500 -,3618 ,5077 ,8742 ,5000 -,0328 -,7556 ,5081 1,03ZB
,1400 -,8255 ,4_0 1,0647 ,35UG -,_2_2 ,59J4 .9010 ,5000 -,09_k -,TTll ,5046 1,0387
• 1800 -,7902 .4905 L,d521 ,45J0 -,3570 ,609_ ,HIIO ,5000 -,1640 -,7573 ,5082 1,0327
,2200 -,8002 ,4935 1,o572 ,5500 -.2_09 ,6363 ,e301 ,5000 -,2297 -,7550 ,5077 1,0335
.2000 -.7BZO ._1 1.04_5 .6500 -.0_5_ .0803 .1533 .5000 -.2953 -.7540 °5053 L.0375
• 3000 -.8024 .4930 1.0580 .7500 .2219 .7510 ._358 .5000 -.3609 -.7_9 .5053 1.037_
,3400 -.T966 .4903 1.0525 .tooO .3182 .7805 .5956 .5000 -.4Z65 -.7576 .5073 1.0342
• 3BOO -°7985 ,4935 1,0572 .8500 ,3B33 ,8027 ,5590 ,5000 -,4921 -,7517 ,5069 1,0348
• 4200 -,7779 ,5009 1,0_48 ,9000 ,_214 *P125 ,5526 ,0600 ,2992 -,8593 ,4805 1,0788
.4600 -.7640 .5030 1.04_3 ._500 .4209 .8125 .5525 .1400 .2992 -.8438 .4835 1.0739
• 5000 -o7569 .5080 1.0321 1.U000 .1012 .7295 .b86_ .2200 .2992 -.7838 .6990 1*0480
• 5400 -*T6_l .5_45 l._387 o30_0 *2q92 -o772_ .5014 1.0_39
,5800 -,7_27 ,SUb3 l,u_5_ ,3800 .2gq2 -,8000 ,4980 1,0497
• 6200 -,7745 ,5_37 1,u402 ,4_00 *2992 -,7%90 ,5094 1,0307 ._"
.bbO0 -*7302 .5137 l*GZOe .5400 .29%Z -.7471 ._0_5 1.0321
• 70U0 -*5201 ,5427 ,9705 ,b20U ,299_ -,7458 ,500_ 1,U350
• 7500 -.4835 .575_ ._Z3_ .7000 .7992 -.6217 .54Z5 .9767
,8000 -.31_7 ,b07_ ,t;1%4 ._CGG ,29_2 -.3599 ,60_e ,_710
o_5U0 -,2392 ._42J .,213 ,_GGO .2992 -,123_ ,0723 ,7740
•qO00 -.1089 .07_5 ,1713 .IG00 *2301 -,1570 .6518 ,7909
•9500 ,002Z */_3_ .727_ .?000 *2362 -*30_Z .6223 *_517
,9750 ,0475 ,T1_1 ,7u_8 ,35G0 ,2362 -,4150 ,5944 ,8949
1,0000 ,1012 ,72_5 ,o_4 ,_500 ,2352 -,3511 .5110 .U681
.5500 .2302 -.2554 .0370 .82e0
.6_00 ,7302 -,0671 ,6858 ,7539
.75uU .2362 .2198 .76_4 *0370
.8C00 .2362 ,3248 ,T_7b ._939
,8500 ,2362 .398_ ,80B5 ,5592
.qCO0 .2302 .4252 .8140 .54uq
•9500 .2312 .40_q ,_0qI ,5583
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT IM.67Z1 _$1 CN .6033 CD1 .011_ CDCO_I .01L50
RUN 67 IT Zvg,13_2 < CN -.1270 CO2 .OIL?3 CDCOR2 .0L126
POINT 6 RC 6,03o6 _ILLION CC .ullu CO3 .03103 COCOR3 .01057
-41 MJCH .7263 CD6 ,0103_ CDCOR6 .OOqgl
ALPHA .§OYH OEG CD5 .C1016 COCOR5 .OOgTl
UPPER _URFACE LO_E_ _URFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PpLIPT YL(|C XIC Cv PeLIPJ _LOC XIC ¥1C CP PPLIPT qLOC
0.0000 1.153_ 1.0037 O._OCO O.06Ou IoI_3_ 1.0037 0.0300 .5000 ._qZL -.758Z .5069 1,03_
.0060 .555_ ._6H5 .69_ .uu_O .6u73 ._19 .665_ ._bOb ._b_ -.7876 .6qqO L.0679
• 0080 .2632 .7707 ._212 .00_0 .7_6e ._106 .J6_ .5000 .3609 -.7731 .5060 l,b3e6
.0150 -.1256 .672_ .773P .U230 .23flu .T&6J .b3ZO .5000 .2953 -,7680 .506Z 1,0393
.OZSO -.5125 .5679 .93_6 .0500 .u176 .7085 .7193 .500_ .2297 -.7829 .5006 1.0656
.0400 -.8614 .478_ l.G_19 .1000 -.Ogg_ .67_2 .7556 .5000 .15_0 -.77_5 .5047 1,0385
.0600 -I.0758 .6260 1.176_ .&SJu -.177_ ._}_b .8006 .SCGb .098_ -.78ZI ,4997 1.06bB
.OBOO -_.0858 ._179 1.1_7 .ZOJO -,Zt97 .6333 ,8366 ,5000 .03Z_ -.7898 .69q5 1.0_71
,1000 -1.0773 .62Z_ 1.1816 .Z_Q -.3ZuZ .6ZZb ,8_1Z .SGuG -.03Z8 -.?glg .6qqO 1.0680
.1400 -1.C_26 .6331 1.1620 .3500 -.3_29 ,599Z .887_ .506_ -.Oq_ -.7_18 .6996 1,0669
.1800 -.g772 .6503 1./313 .65Q_ -.3308 .6170 .8597 ,5000 -.16_0 -.7_81 ,_gqL 1.0_78
.2200 -.q_06 .6_30 I.AU_O ._500 -.2409 ._4 ._206 .SGUU -.2297 -.79_5 ,_991 1.067_
.2600 -.783q ._U_2 L.O_ .6_uO -.u_7 .68h5 .75Z_ .50_0 -.2953 -.7789 .§005 1.065_
• 3000 -.77_4 .502, L.0_23 .7500 .2217 .?bO_ .636g .5¢00 -.36G9 -._Og5 ._961 1.0962
.3600 -.7821 .50Z3 _._d5 .8000 .3271 .7_0 .5915 .5000 -.6265 -,?qB6 ._956 1.0536
.3800 -.8405 .6853 1.3709 .8500 .393b .8ubk .56Z7 .50_ -.69Zl -.7737 .5057 1.0369
.6200 -.8426 .6869 1.0716 ._000 ._311 .8L56 .5_73 .0600 .EggZ -.q401 .6_qo 1.1161
.6600 -.8161 .6q29 L.25_2 ._00 .6235 ._162 ,5_g7 .160_ ,2gqZ -1.0727 ,_245 1.1776
• 5000 -.7948 .6_6_ 1._523 1.0000 .0_93 .727_ ._893 .2200 .2992 -.g056 ._673 1.1017
._600 -.T814 ,_Gl? 1._635 .30GG .2g92 -.7560 .505b _.036g
• 5800 -.7570 .5053 1._3T_ .3800 ,2_92 -.8398 .6837 1.0737
,6200 -.7629 .5065 1,_387 .6600 .2_2 -.810B .6935 1.0571
.6600 -.7269 .5166 1.0226 ._6C0 ,zqq_ -.7736 .500L 1.0662
• 7000 -.6143 ,5451 .q7_7 .bZO0 ,2gq_ -.7536 .5091 1.0312
.7500 -.4771 .57_1 .91_ .7_G_ .29_2 -.6168 .5666 .q735
• 8000 -.3561 .blb_ .87_1 .8000 .Zq_2 -.3603 .6103 .8701
.8500 -.2333 ._627 .82_L .q¢_b .2992 -.1192 .6723 .7767
.9000 -.11Z8 .676t .76hl .lbCG .Z36Z -.0982 .6777 .7665
.9500 -.0051 ,7019 .7Z_I .ZOOO ,2362 -.2594 .6359 ._307
• _750 .0365 .71Z_ .71_A ,3_00 .2352 -.3796 .0056 ._775
1.0000 .0893 .7276 .68_3 .4500 .2352 -.3221 .6Z08 .8539
.5506 .236Z -.Z378 .&628 .8ZOG
.6_Ub .23_2 -.0666 .6868 .7_Z6
• 7_uL .236Z .22Lb .7610 .6367
•80Cu .236E .3365 .790L .9898
.85¢0 .Z362 .3966 .806Z .553Z
.gO00 .236Z .6355 .B173 .56_
• qsGu .2362 .6163 .8118 .5537
TEST 137 PI I_._6_1 PSI CN .6975 CD1 .031_9 COCOR1 .01106
RUN _7 T1 209.263_ K CM -.131Z CO2 .G1236 COC_RZ .01186
POINT T RC _.0367 MILLION CC .0080 CO3 .O103Z COCOA3 .00986
PACH .7269 CD6 .¢1033 CDCOR6 .00986
ALPHA ._979 DEG C05 .UIO_Z COCOR5 .00956
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PeLIPT _LOC XI_ CP P,LIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP P;LIPT MLOC
0.0000 _.1552 1.G¢4Z G,_OGu _,OCO0 1.1552 1.0062 0.0000 .5000 .6921 -.725& .5137 1.¢236
.0060 .4781 ,82_U .52_1 .0060 .6766 ._?gO ._3zg .5000 ._265 -.7363 ,5103 1.0292
.0080 .1864 .7506 .5_33 ,0080 ._626 .9Z79 .3286 .5C00 .36_9 -.?U7b .517_ 1.016q
• 01_0 -,2019 .64_8 ,_dg3 .0230 .3153 .7856 .5971 .5000 ,2953 -.7261 ,5168 1.0Z19
• 025U -.5922 .5_83 ._67_ .0500 .0689 .7267 .6907 .5000 .2zq7 -.7615 .5115 1.0Z73
,0600 -.g3z2 ._591 1.*1_9 .1_00 -.0631 .6911 .7_q .5000 .16_0 -.7Z_8 ,5161 L.0230
,0600 -1.1360 .6056 1.212_ .1500 -,122_ .6697 .7787 .5_OL .G986 -.?Zb2 .51_Z 1,0228
.0800 -1.1886 ,39_1 1.Z3_ ._u_U -,_160 ,6k65 .01_3 .5000 .032_ -.7287 .51_ 1.U225
.1000 -1.1785 .3_6_ i.ZJ3b .2_JO -.Z706 .0319 ._36_ .5¢00 -.03ZB -.763Z .5L06 1.0Z88
.1600 -1.1636 .6G2£ I.ZIg_ .3500 -.3687 ._11H .867_ .5000 -.09E_ -.7021 .5169 l.OlB_
,1800 -1,1_57 ,60_1 1,Z117 ,65J0 -,3017 ,6Z37 ,_9_ ,SGv_ -,16_0 -,7318 ,5121 1,0253
.2200 -1.1Z1_ .61u9 I.ZOE? .550_ -.ZlSq .#_67 .UI?Z .5000 -.2Z97 -.762Z ,5065 1.0359
•Z600 -1,I007 ,615_ 1,1933 ,65_ -,067C ,_13 ,76_6 ,50C0 -,2953 -,7566 ,5066 1.0352
._000 -1.10_8 ,6160 1.19t6 .7500 .Z356 .76JH .6_ZZ .5_00 -.360_ -.7536 .5066 1.0356
• 3400 -1.0931 .4177 /,l'_lU ._O_U .33bb .7qZZ .5_61 ._dO -.4265 -.7613 .5068 1,0383
.3euO -._b03 .679fi [,OttO2 .a_GO .60Z9 ._ufi7 .5_90 ,SLOu -.692L -.7777 .502_ 1.0623
.6ZUO -.6P?O ,5256 1._06_ ,900U ._b_ .U17_ .563_ .060U .E992 -1.0100 .4636 1.1635
,6600 -,&930 ._226 1,00_G ,9_dU ,43_6 ,8176 ,5_39 .161_ .Z_Z -1,1791 ,396_ 1,2300
• 5006 -.736g .511_ 1.GZ73 1.U030 .O9?q .7296 .o_6_ .2200 .2qgZ -1.152_ ._052 1.2133
.5600 -.7786 .501_ 1,_639 ._& .2_92 -1.0275 ._36_ 1.1560
•,._ .SHOu -.8051 .4945 1.0555 ,3600 ,Eggz -,8855 .4730 I,U919
,6ZOO -,7985 *_qlO i,_u3 ,_bUu .Zg_Z -,71Z0 ,5169 1,01e3
.6600 -.7711 ,501_ 1,U632 ,5600 ,Zgg2 -.77Z7 .9061 1.039_
.7000 -.6323 .54u2 ._5 .6200 ,EggZ -,7738 .9028 1.0_16
.7900 -.6900 .5?60 ._230 .7_OL .29_2 -.&3ZO .538? ._830
._0_0 -.367_ .&&70 ._7_2 .8u06 ._99_ -.3687 .6050 ._7_6
.BSO0 -.2621 ,6_01 .8Z_2 .90_ ,Eggz -.Iz7q ,_698 ,7786
•gO00 -.1261 .6721 ./756 ,1006 .236Z -.0603 *bg36 .761g
_r .9_00 -.0088 .701_ .7293 ,2000 .236Z -.ZOq7 .6698 .8092
.9750 .0388 .71'6 ,7Jgq .35_0 .236Z -.3350 .&159 .8616
1,0000 .0979 .72q_ .o_65 .65UC .Z3bZ -.Z91U .OZ83 .86Z3
.5900 ,23&Z -,217_ .0688 .$108
,b_O0 .236Z -.d_OG .691_ .?_53
• 7500 .2362 .2337 ,7651 .6303
• 8000 .Z36Z .3377 .Tg16 .56?6
.ESO_ .236Z .6132 ,dill .555&
• q&vG .236Z .6493 ._lBq .5_17
• _SCG ,Z36Z .6ZZ1 .8138 .9503
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TE_T 137 PT L_,4_ _1 Ch .8_L5 CB1 .¢lZg_ CDCOR1 .01243
RUN 47 TT 2_9,372R K Cm -,1346 C02 ,013_1 COCOR2 .01333
POINT B RC 4.6313 MILLION CC .UU47 CC3 ,01u95 CDCOR3 .01048
_ACH .7270 C04 .01114 C0C0_4 .01068 j,,.ALPHA 1,515C )EG C05 *01031 COCOR5 ,00984
UPPER S_RFACE L_idLR SUgFACE SPANJLSE
XlC CP P/L/kI _LhC XlC CP PBL/PI HLOC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1576 1,_G45 _,OdUO _._uu,) 1.1_74 1*u045 O.UUOO .5000 .4921 -,f!383 .6851 1.0723
*0040 .4051 ._078 .5_0_ .0040 ,7525 .82_5 ,3918 ,560£ .4_65 -.8821 ,4743 1.0897
*0080 *0970 *TgbZ .0_4 *U0_0 .9184 *942U .2910 .5000 *3609 -.9353 ,4593 1*1156
*0150 "*2823 .629_ ._406 .0230 *3212 *_b4G .5668 .SbGO .29_3 -.8186 .6915 1.060_ lr
,0250 -,6790 ,527t 1,Lu_q ,0500 ,1618 .7441 ,6634 ,50U0 .2297 -,7355 *_13_ 1.0240
.0600 -1.0072 .4413 1.1672 .lOJO ._20_ .7_2 .717_ .SOOU .1660 -._J85 .4857 1.0702
.060J -1.2179 .3873 1.2474 .1_0 -.074_ .e_35 .7575 ,500C ,09_4 -.7906 .4987 1,0517
*OBO0 -1.2795 ,3737 1,2741 .20_ -,1669 .6610 .7_Z1 ._OOu .0328 -._00_ ,4946 1.0553
,1000 -1,27_0 .372_ 1,_760 ,2500 -.2220 .6_53 ,816_ .5000 -,_328 -.7838 .4986 1,04_6
,1400 -1.2438 ,3788 1.2841 ,3_30 -.3039 .8251 .8473 .5000 -.09_4 -,9137 .4653 1.1052
,1800 -1.2391 .3725 1.2626 .4500 -.2077 .0_38 .833_ .5000 -.1640 -.8536 .4792 1.0801
.2200 -1.2326 ,3836 1.2_47 .5530 -,1983 .6_24 ,8053 ,5000 -.2297 *.90_3 ,6660 1.1039
.2600 -1.2238 .3847 L,2526 .b_O0 -*0328 .6967 .7372 ,5000 -,2253 -,7963 ,4977 1.0501
.3000 -1,2401 .3811 1.2595 .7500 ,2441 .767_ ,6_63 ,5000 -,3809 -.7588 *5055 1.0355
.3400 -1,248_ ,3776 1,?664 ,8_JO .3_zg .7950 ,5817 .50GL -.4255 -.8250 .6891 1.0645
,3800 -1o2610 .3759 1.2698 .8500 ,4128 .8104 ,5560 ,5000 -.6921 -,_260 .6877 1.0569
,4200 -2.1874 ,3262 1.2305 ,gOUO .4472 ,_202 ,5394 .0600 *2qqZ -1.0475 .4300 1.1676
.4600 -1.0853 *4210 1*1846 *_500 .4421 *_185 *5423 ,1400 *2992 -1,2632 ,3739 1.2738
,_000 -,7912 ,49_b 1.v52_ 1.0000 *1067 *?325 .6816 ,2200 .2992 -1,2650 .3711 1.2793
,5400 -,6584 ,5317 .2943 .3000 ,299Z -1.2077 .3888 1.2465
*5800 -.6311 ,53_4 ._035 .3800 ,2922 -1,168_ .3972 1.Z284
,bZO0 -,6e09 ,52_9 1,_037 .6600 ,29_2 -1.0631 ,4282 1.1708
.6600 -,6945 .5214 1._111 .5600 .2992 -,6309 .5394 ,9818
,7000 -.6155 ,5417 ,91_2 ,8200 ,2992 *.6596 .5306 ,9964
.7500 -.6973 ,57_4 ,0247 ,7000 ,2992 -,61_0 ,5428 ,9764
,8000 -,3749 ,60_3 ,_763 ,800¢ .2922 -.3783 ,6036 °8806
.8500 -.2526 ,6380 ,6274 .9000 .2992 -,1383 .5677 .7817
.9000 -.1285 ,6625 .7790 .10u0 .2382 .0206 ,7087 .7187
,9500 -,0092 ,7009 .7308 ,2000 ,2352 -.1581 .6638 .7878
,9750 ,0636 ,7160 .7073 ,3500 ,2382 -,2980 ,6258 .8462
1.0000 .1087 .732_ o6816 .4500 °2362 -,2594 .6369 .8291
,5_00 .2362 -,1981 .6519 .8060
.6500 ,2362 -*0336 ,6943 .7608
.7500 .2362 ,2451 .7660 .6288
.eOOG .2362 .3505 ,7946 ,5823
,8500 .2362 ,4189 .8118 *5537
.9060 .2362 ._513 .8215 .5372
,9500 *2362 .4329 .8162 .5451
TEST 137 PT 1e.4681 PSI CN ,8e17 C01 ,0162Z CDCORI .01561
RUN 47 TT 209,4560 K C_ -,1609 CD2 *01727 CDCOR2 ,01667
POINT g RC 4.0286 _ILLIO_ CC .0033 CO3 .015_6 CDCOR3 .01509
MJCH .7266 C04 .01315 CDCOR6 .01261
ALPHA 1.995_ OEG C05 .01134 COCOR5 .01080
UPPER SURFACE LD_ER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP PeLIP] _LOC XIC CP P.LIP] HLOC XlC YIC CP P,¢IPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1567 1,0066 0,00_0 O,CGOO 1.1567 1,0066 O,uOOJ .5000 .6921 -1.2259 ,3817 1.2584
,0040 .3351 .7901 ,_8_1 ,0040 ,7991 ,9113 .3665 ,5000 .6265 -1,2450 .3804 1.2610
,0080 ,0305 .7107 .71_7 ,OG_u .9605 *9536 .2612 *5000 .3609 -1.2498 .3778 1.2661
• 0150 -*3502 .6133 ,_654 *0230 ,4552 .8220 .5363 .5000 .2953 -1*2391 ,3831 1*2557
• 0250 -,7337 *_105 1,02_9 *05J_ ,2125 ,758/ ,6413 ,5000 .2297 -1.2424 .3798 1.2622
,0400 -1.0691 ,6274 L.1723 .1000 *0_61 .7202 .7009 .50_0 .1640 -1.2215 .3837 1.2546
,0600 -1.2732 .3731 1.2753 ,1500 -,0318 ,6964 ,7407 .50CO .0986 -1,2527 ,37_Z 1,2653
.0800 -1,3212 ,3593 1.3033 ,200_ -.1296 .6701 .7781 ,5CC0 .0328 -1.1883 .3263 1.2301
• 1000 -1*3425 .3568 1.308_ .2500 -.1965 ,6538 .8032 .5C00 -.0328 -1*Z530 ,3751 1.271_
• 1400 -1.3185 .3607 1,3004 .350C -.2788 ,6293 ,8408 ,50CG -.09B4 -1.23_2 ,3846 1.2527
,1800 -1,3056 .3619 1.2979 *4500 -,2471 .6406 .8236 ,SCO0 -,1640 -1.2366 .3825 1.2568
• 2200 -1.2899 .36_4 1*296_ ,55_ -.1829 .6_65 ,799_ ,5_00 -.2297 -1.1482 .6047 1.2162
• 2600 -1,2866 .365_ 1,2200 .6_00 -.0231 .6973 ,7363 ,_GO0 -.2953 -1,1358 .4073 1.2093
• 3000 -1.3186 .3613 1,2923 ,7_00 .2498 .7597 .6229 ,SCuO -,3609 -1,1150 .4130 1,1987
• 3400 -1,3270 .3577 1.30_5 ._OOO .3568 ,798_ ,5792 ,5000 -.426_ -1.0737 ,6248 1,1769
• 3800 -1.3444 .35_8 1.3105 ._500 .4191 .8120 .553_ .SOO0 -.6921 -,2979 .4438 1*1428
,4200 -1.3460 .3520 1.31_7 .9000 .4554 *8213 .5371 ,0600 ,2292 -1*0952 .4186 1.1883
• 4600 -1,3024 ,36G7 1*3063 *q_O0 .4468 *_20_ .5385 ,1_00 ._2 -1.3154 .3604 1.3010
.5000 -1.2200 ,_867 1.2487 l,Ob_O *1¢6U *7302 ,b_42 *2200 ,2922 -1.3431 o3_30 1.3162
• 5400 -.8558 .4826 1._7_ .3000 *2292 -1.3051 .3634 1.2949
• 5800 -.6999 *_196 1.0140 .3_0_ .Zgg2 -1.2787 .3709 1.2798
.6200 -.5994 *542_ ._h_7 .4600 .299_ -1.2655 .3741 1.2734 -_
• 5600 -.5866 ,5511 *gb31 ,5400 .2992 -L*0962 *_159 1.1934
.7000 -.5561 *§5_ .9508 ,62_0 .29_2 -,5653 .5559 ,_5_4
• 7_03 -.4697 ._b_ *')1_1 ,7¢00 .2922 -,5597 ._594 .9498
.8000 -.3703 ,60_9 ._7_4 ,8000 .2992 -*3649 ,0085 ,8729
• 8500 -*2545 .637_ .8_7_ ,gbUO ,2992 -.1664 *6656 .7_50
• 9000 -,1318 *6622 ,7795 .]GO0 ,2362 .0639 .7210 .6996
,95C0 -*02_3 ,6991 ,733_ ,ZCO0 *2362 -.1280 ,6701 .7781
• 9?50 ,0368 ,712_ .712_ ,3_00 .2362 -.2668 ,6369 *8322
1.0000 ,1060 .7302 .6842 *4500 *2362 -*2636 ,6398 *8247
• 55_G *2362 -.1831 ,6561 *7998
,6500 ,2362 -.0156 ,6988 .7339
,7_00 .2362 ,2679 .7677 .6261
.8£0G .2362 ,3590 .7968 .578?
,8_Gb *2362 ,4264 ,8164 ,5493
,9C00 *2362 *qSBZ *8228 *5350
,9500 *2362 *435? .8167 *_656
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 18,_tz3 P_I CN ,g3_9 CO1 ,OZZSl COCOR1 .02159
RUN _7 11 ZOg,_21 < CM -.1_] CD2 .0Z406 CDCORZ °02315
.a POINT lO RC 4.0272 _ILLIDN CC .C027 CO3 .32277 CD¢0_3 *03190
_ACH .7273 C04 .01547 COCOR4 *01460
ALPMA 2,6947 OEG CD5 .01207 CDCOR5 .u1115
UPPER SURF4CE LOwEF SUEFACE SPAN_]SE
XlC CP PBLIPI MLOC X/C CP RnLIP| MLJC EIC TIC CP P,LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1477 1.0Oi7 O,_u_o 0,0000 1.1477 1,u017 0.0000 .5000 ,4921 -1.3071 e3623 1.3972
• 0040 *ZeB2 .7771 ._11_ o0040 o84A2 .GZZb .3411 *SCGO .4365 -1.3196 °3586 1.3047
e .0000 -.02&B o&961 .73_2 .0080 og_71 .gS_b .2426 .SG&C .3609 -1.3416 .3531 1.31_g
• 0150 -,4105 .5_66 ,bgl7 ._230 .493_ ,8296 .5232 .SGuO ,2953 -1,3415 .3589 1.3062
.0250 -,BOLT .4_55 1,0_37 .0500 .Z54g ,70_3 ,5253 .5000 .zzg7 -1.3503 ,3552 1.3115
• 0400 -1.1001 .4154 1.1944 .1030 .1005 .7299 .685! .5000 *1640 -1.33e0 .3505 1.3214
.0600 -1.2933 .3£25 1.2_B .1_00 -._Ogl .7025 .7383 ._0£0 ,0984 -1.377g .3438 1.3354
• 0800 -1.3431 .3474 1.337B .2000 -.I035 .6741 .771_ ._000 .032e -1.3955 .341g 1.3395
• 1000 -1.3571 .34_3 1.3322 ._5_3 -.1747 .0578 .797_ .5_00 -.0328 -1.3746 .3471 1.3284
,1400 -1.3855 ,3459 1.33Gg .3_00 -.3539 .637g ._Z75 .SGC_ -.:g_4 -1.3341 .3563 1,3093
_1800 -1,3_87 ,347_ 1,3Z76 ,4500 -.2359 ,6_09 .8229 .50¢0 -.1840 -1,3448 ,35_5 1.3089
• 2200 -1.3518 ,3486 1.3253 ,5500 -,1_17 .L537 ,e033 .5000 -,2297 -1,3167 ,3615 1,298_
,2000 -1.354e ,3498 1.3220 ,65_0 -,_251 ,6v37 ,7419 .5000 -,2953 -1,230& ,3BOb 1o260_
.3000 -1.3712 .345Z 1.3326 .7500 .Z502 .7606 .5_78 .5£0_ -.3609 -1.219B .386_ 1.2492
.3400 -1.3793 .3433 1.33&_ .8030 .3535 .7967 .5788 .5_00 -.4265 -1.0984 .41fll 1.1875
.3800 -1.4067 .33_g 1.343_ .8500 .4Z65 ._12_ .552_ .5000 -.4921 -.9869 ._432 1.1438
.4200 -1.4217 .3367 1._5_5 .9000 .4495 .8195 .5407 .0600 .2992 -1.1185 .4088 1.205_
,4000 -1.3973 .334g 1.35_3 .9500 .4456 ._178 .5435 .140_ .2992 -1.3064 .3455 1o3317
.5000 -1.4052 .3364 1.3>11 1.0000 .1042 .7293 .5866 .2200 .2992 -1.3830 .3373 1.3492
.5400 -1.0773 .4245 1.1775 .3000 .2992 -1.37_9 .3427 1.337_
.5800 -.7419 .5115 1.0272 .380_ .29gZ -1.3491 .354g 1.3124
.6200 -.620g .5420 .9777 .45JU ._992 -1.3403 .3539 1°3144
.hSUO -.557B o5805 .9481 .5400 *ZQ_Z -1.Z310 .3877 1.2458
• 7000 -,5115 ,5709 ,_317 .6200 .2992 -.5885 .5413 .qEbO
,7500 -,4421 .5877 .gubZ .7_00 ,Tg_z -.50eb .5700 .g331
.BOUO -.3bOb ,bU_g ._707 .6Ebb .Z_Z -.3519 .51b3 *870Z
,8500 -,2524 ,bSbB o8202 .9000 .2_92 -.1472 .bbbZ °7842
.9000 -.13B_ .6052 .7_56 .1000 .2352 .1019 .7305 .884_
• gso0 -.0298 .b_b3 .137h .ZUbC .236g -.og4_ .678Z °7656
• g750 ,029& *71_0 ,715_ *3500 *Z362 -.Z563 *6339 .B338
1.0000 .1042 .7293 .6866 .45&_ .2362 -.231_ ._415 .b2ZO
• _SCG .2362 -.1_53 .5531 .8_43
• 5500 ,2362 -,0331 .6964 .7377
,75_0 .235Z ,Z4_3 ,7553 ,b3UZ
.EO00 ,2362 .355_ .7950 .5817
.850£ .2362 .431e .81_8 .5453
• 9GGO ,Z36_ ,4583 .8225 .5355
.9500 .2363 ,4318 .8167 .5454
TEST 137 p; 11%4545, PSI CN .9891 CD1 .03146 CDCOR1 ,03040
RUN 47 TT ,?u9.0223 K CM -.1491 CDZ .03175 COCORZ .03070
PINT 11 PC 4.0209 _qILL1'3N CC ,ouzg CD3 ,02927 COCOR3 ,02830
HACH .7277 CD4 .01073 CDCOR4 .01572
ALPHA 3,0039 OEG CD5 ,01338 CDCOR5 ,01235
UPPER SURFACE LO_E_ SURFACE SPANdI._E
XlC CP P_LIP1 MLOC XIC CP P_LIFT _qLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1,1331 .9983 .u498 0.00.)0 1.1331 .g983 .o_g8 .5000 ,4,921 -1.3730 .344g 1.3332
.0040 .2401 .7634 .0330 .O04U .['819 .9333 .3161 .5_00 .4265 -1.3932 .3392 1.3453
.0080 -.0710 .0814 .750_ .00_3 1.OZll .9695 .2.105 ._COb .3009 -1.412.1 .337_ 1.348_
• 0150 -.4600 ,5825 .9135 .0230 ,'405 ._435 .4989 .5&00 ,2953 -1.4054 .3370 1.3_87
,0250 -,B153 ,48_,8 1o_710 ,0500 .2954 °7782 ,5092. ,SOO0 .2297 -1.4117 ,3341 1,3562
.0400 -1.1384 .404& 1.3144 .IJO0 .13_7 .73Fib .072.1 .SUOb .16_0 -1.419_ .3327 1.3_92.
.0600 -1,3525 .34U2 l.J,_tZ .1500 .U197 .7052 .7241 .SGGO .0914 -1.4502 .3200 1.3_71
.OBO0 -1.4159 .334u 1.3_7 .Z_JO -.u712 .585_ .753_ .5(000 .032_ -1.4BOb .3155 1.3971
• 100_) -1.4306 .33Z3 1.36_1 .Z_O0 -.1515 .5630 .7_qJ .5000 -.032_ -1.4545 .3230 1.3790
.1400 -1.42.B1 .333_. 1.3_74 .35',)0 -.2_, .t_5_ .t_313 .SCC_. -._g8_ -1.3994 .3371 1.3496
.1800 -1.4158 .33_,_ 1.395_' .4_:JO -.2,?_5 .6421 ._211 .50_£ -,1540 -1.3888 .3390 1.3445
°2200 -1.39a6 .3378 1.3_u2. ._500 -°|_33 °b_40 °e029 .5000 -.2.297 -1°3964 .338J 1.3476
.7500 -1.3988 .33_2 1.J473 .65_U -.u2_2 .5_bg .737... .50_;G -.2953 -1.272.3 .3719 1.2777
• 3000 -104123 033_Z 1._ .7500 .2_62 .76,u obZS_ .5¢;00 -.3_og -10Z139 .3887 10Z449
.3400 -1.438B .3307 1.3_6 ._000 .354g .796_ .5792 .50UG -.4Zb_ -1.0622 .4Z67 1.1735
,3800 -1,4501 .3,_5'_ 1.J74(. ._500 .*773 .el4b .5490 ,50(,0 -.4gZl -.g057 .455g 1.1041
.4200 -1.4566 .3224 1.3ulu .90_3 .45_0 .8_25 .530o .06&_; .2992 -1.138g .4025 1.211_4
.4600 -104717 .31_1 1.3_J_0 .9500 .4_17 ._19g ._403 .14u(. ,299Z -1.4076 .334Z 1.3559
.5030 -1.4731 .316_ I._0_.6 1.00,)0 .uu_7 ,7Z38 .6953 .22b(_ ,7992 -1.4bG1 .32.7B 1.3698
• 5400 -1.2988 .363G 1.Zg57 .3000 .2_g2 -1.4503 .328& 1.3694
.SeO0 --*8203 .4805 1.G030 .3_00 .?qg2. -1.41_7 .3382 1.3474
.6200 -.7054 .5183 1.01bl .4bG_ .zggz -1.4063 .3377 1.3484
.6600 -.601g .5447 .9733 .5_OG .299Z -1.37156 o34&2 1.3303
.7000 -,5048 *57C_ .931_ .SZCb .2992 -.6247 .5404 .980Z
.7500 -.42.T0 .Egg1 .u985 .7C00 .2992. -.4Tb7 .57e_7 .9226
.8000 -.3431 .6149 ._630 ,8_uL. .2_9Z -.3425 .6140 ,8644
.8500 -.2381 .b413 .t_Z24 °g£O0 • 29_12 -.1_5g .6543 .7B71
.%000 -.1397 .6_5g .7_%5 .1GGU .2362 .1331 °7367 .6752
.9500 -.040_ .5911 .74._8 .ZCOC .23bZ -.0695 .8_45 .755q
.g750 .0147 .7065 .TZZ_ • 35u_. .238Z -.2328 .6408 .8231
1.0000 *0897 .7238 .e953 .45_.0 .23_Z -.7311 .5_21 ._211
.5500 .23bZ -,1797 .6539 ,8030
.650(: .Z362 -,'3270 .595b .7398
.7500 .23_Z .25'.1 .7710 .&lg7
.EEOC .23bZ .3595 .7978 .5771
• _uu .2362 .4296 .8153 .5461
.90G_ .Z3tg ._567 ._g30 .5347
• 9_OU .2.352 .4317 .8164 .5460
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT IHo4638 P_I CN 1.b315 ¢01 ,_4368 COCOR1 ,04143
RUN 47 1T ZOg.637q K CM -,1506 C02 .04037 COCOR2 .03916
POINT lZ RC _°021q MILLION CC °0020 C03 ,03651 CDCDR3 ,03531
MACH ,7Zo4 C06 ,01b86 COCOR4 *01765 j,..
ALPHA 3,5111 OEG CD5 *01684 COCOR5 *0156Z
UPPER SURFACE LOgE_ SURFJCE SPANWISE
XIC CP PpLIP1 MLOC XIC CP P,LIP1 MLgC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1220 .9g06 .0796 0,0000 1,1220 ,9956 .07qb .5000 ,4911 -1,4242 ,3315 1,3018
,00_0 ,1555 ,7445 .0626 .J_40 ,_G93 ,g400 ,2985 .500C ,4265 -1._542 ,3260 1.3737
,0080 -,1§77 ,6638 .7_7_ .0080 1.0465 .9760 .1_65 .SOOt ,360q -1.4537 .3225 1.381;
.0150 -.5205 ,_6_8 .q350 ,0110 ._8bI ,8_61 .4761 .5600 .2953 -1._575 .3215 1,3815 t
.0250 -,q072 ,4684 1,0997 .0_3U .3385 .TqZ1 .58b5 ._OOb .2297 -1.4684 .3232 1.3800
.0400 -1.2027 .3913 1.2347 ,lO_O °1619 ,7461 .661_ °5000 ,1640 -1,4580 .3195 1,3_81
.0600 -1,_124 .S30Z 1.3474 o1500 ,_53q ,71fi7 .7031 ,560_ .098_ -1,5193 ,3047 1.4219
,0800 -1.4648 .32_8 Z°3_30 ,20_0 -,0402 ,691_ ,7441 ._000 ,0328 -1,5256 .3050 1.4210
,1000 -1,46_1 .3215 1.3_37 ,Z_uO -.1253 ._713 .7703 .SbOG -.0328 -1.533g .3078 1,_146
,1_00 -1,_7Z_ .3217 1o3d33 ,3500 -,2232 ,_462 .8149 ,5000 -*OqU_ -1,4673 .321_ 1,3830
o1800 -1°4542 .3231 1.3_0 .4_30 -.2|7_ ._473 .8131 .50o0 -.1540 -1,4_13 .3282 1,3689
• ZZOO -1.4558 ,3228 1.3_09 .5500 -.1811 ._575 ,7972 .5000 -.2297 -1.4467 ,3288 1.3676
,Z600 -1._463 ,3Z57 1°3144 ,6500 -,0324 .6949 ,TkO0 .5000 -.2953 -1°3520 °3490 1,3246
.3000 -1.4757 .320_ 1,3_51 .7_dO .2432 .Tbbb .0278 ,50_0 -.3609 -1.2251 .3_59 1.2502
.3400 -1.4743 .3171 1.3934 ,8000 .3509 .7954 .5811 .5000 -,4165 -,9917 .4454 1.1400
,3800 -1.5014 .3137 1.4012 .uSbO .4319 .8156 .5473 .50OO -.4911 -.8793 .4735 1.0910
• 4200 -1.5130 .3116 1.405g ,90U0 ,4462 .819L .5414 .ObO0 ,2992 -1.1911 ,3q25 1,1374
,_600 -1.516_ .3069 1,41_? .gSOb ._450 .8200 .5397 ,1406 ,2flq2 -1,_7_5 .3225 1,3816
,5000 -1.5262 ,3060 1.41€8 1.0000 .06)3 .7225 ,6973 ,Z200 *29_2 -1.4952 .3138 1.400g
,3000 .2992 -1°4931 .3138 1.4010
.5400 -1,1301 .4081 1,2078 .3800 ,2992 -l.4bgZ .3227 1.3810
,5800 -,8892 .4749 1,0887 .4600 .zqq2 -1.4024 .3237 1.3790
.5200 -.803§ .4945 1.0_54 °5400 .2992 -1,4493 ,3231 1,3801
,8600 -.8977 .5118 1,0103 .6200 .2ggz -.6733 ,5298 .9974
,7000 -.§566 ,55_8 .g493 .7COG ,2992 -.4814 .5780 ,g205
.7500 -,6161 ,5936 .Sg_Z
,6_00 -.3Zgl ,6187 .8571 .8000 .ZgZ -,3427 ,6157 .8618
.8500 -°2380 o6416 .8_19 .9000 .2991 -.1643 ,6594 ,7945
,qO00 -.1445 ,6651 .7857 .1000 .2362 .1687 .7474 ,6583
.qSO0 -,0535 .bE95 .7483 ,ZOGO ,2362 -o0398 ,6933 .7424
.3500 .2302 -.21q0 .6477 .8126
.9750 -.0011 ,7¢34 °TZbq ,4500 ,2362 -,2074 .6513 .8070
1,0000 ,0_73 ,7215 .6973 .5500 .2362 -,1691 .6589 .7_53
,650u .1362 -,0177 .7002 .7317
,7500 .235Z ,2434 .7667 .6277
.BOO0 .2362 .3545 .7954 .5810
.850_ .2361 ,4259 .8143 .5495
.gO00 .2362 .4578 .8129 .5348
.q500 .1361 .4269 ,8147 .5488
TEST 137 PT Lu.lOOU P_i CN 1.0641 C01 .0576Z COCORL ,05622
RUN 47 IT 2Ut',_949 _ C_ -°1518 C02 .05ZZ? CDCOR2 .05091
POINT 13 kC 3,g823 NILLI_N ¢C ,0020 CD3 ,04480 COCOR3 .04373
_ACH .7253 CD4 .G2225 CDCOR4 .OZllZ
ALPH& 4.u1_2 DEG C05 .0_200 CDCOR5 .0208_
UPPEP SURFACE LOWER _U_FACE SPANUI_E
_1_ _P P_LIPT _;_ XIC CP P,LIPT MLQC X/C YIC CP P#LIPI MLOC
0,0000 l,llOZ °9925 .1.J37 u,OOub 1,1102 .9925 ,1037 ,5000 ,4921 -1,4704 ,3204 1.3_61
.0040 .0974 .72_ .6851 ,GO_O .9435 .9491 .2741 .5000 .4255 -I,5000 °3141 1.4004
.00_0 -.2065 ,6_G7 ._080 ,ouSO 1.07Z6 ,g_29 ,1570 .5000 .3609 -1.5021 °3115 1.4061
.0150 -.5595 .5571 .g53t .0230 .61gZ ._647 °4603 .5000 .2953 -1,5084 ,3106 1,4082
.0280 -,9430 .4560 1,1111 ,0500 ,3825 .8037 ,5674 ,50u0 .2297 -1.5130 ,3110 1,4073
.0400 -1.2460 .3808 1.2602 ,lU00 .1954 .7543 ,b414 .50GG .16_0 -1,52_4 .3046 1,4220
,0600 -1.4372 .3205 1.3bU3 ,1500 .0827 .7258 .6911 .5000 .0984 -1.5525 ,3018 1.4280
• 0800 -1.5236 o3119 1._054 .Zu_O -._3_ .6983 .7347 °5000 .0328 -1.4170 ,3369 1.3501
• 1000 -1.5108 ,3126 1.403_ .2500 -.1102 .6747 ,7718 .5000 -.032_ -1,4810 .3212 1,3843
.1400 -1,5171 .3119 1o4U53 .3_00 -,2164 .6458 ,8155 ,50U0 -,098_ -1,4960 ,3141 1.4003
.1800 -1,4996 .3134 l._OZO .4500 -,2136 .6492 °810Z .5000 -.1640 -io4718 .3211 1.3846
.Z200 -1.5100 .3126 1.4037 .5500 -,1804 ,6_60 .7997 .5000 -.2297 -1,4564 .3281 1°3691
,2600 -1,4998 ,3117 1._U34 ,65_0 -.0322 .6975 .7363 .SUUG -.2953 -1.3502 .3545 1.3131
• 3000 -1,_180 ,30q2 1,4114 ,75d0 ,2442 ,7680 ,6255 ,5_OC -°36C9 -1,1646 ,4011 1,2210
,3400 -!.5222 .3063 1.41_1 ,8_00 .3505 .7959 .5802 ,SGOG -.426_ -,9319 ,4627 1,1095
,3800 -1,5393 .3020 1.4208 ._500 ._35Z ,8108 o545_ .5C00 -,4921 -,8392 .4878 1,0668
,4200 -1.5535 ,30_ 1.4316 ,q030 .4483 ,SZOq .5383 ,0600 .2gq2 -1.2249 ,3855 1.2511
,4600 -1,5547 .Z978 1,4380 .9_00 ,4431 ._188 ,541_ ,1_0_ ,2992 -1,5184 ,3106 1.4083
.5000 -1.4541 .3273 1.3709 1.0000 .1339 .7111 .7134 .2200 .2997 -1.5481 .3036 1,4244
.5400 -.9903 ,4476 L°L3bO ,30C0 .2991 -1.5618 ,3015 1.4294
.5800 -,9368 °4623 1,1104 ,3800 .1992 -/,5284 .3088 1.4115
,6200 -,8627 ,47_9 1.0817 ,4_00 .2gqZ -1,5154 ,3127 1,4035
• 6600 -,7653 ,5040 1.0381 ,54U0 ,Zq_Z -1,4730 .3216 1.3835
.7000 -.5928 ,5510 .gb2D .6ZGO .2gqZ -.6917 .526_ 1.0_29
.7500 -.4198 .5g_8 .8926 °7000 .ZqgZ -.4903 °5767 ,9226
,8000 -,3299 °61_1 ,HS_l ,8_L0 .2992 -,3403 ,6154 .8622
.8500 -,2381 .64_8 ._201 .9000 .2_q2 -,1619 .6638 .7878
,9000 -.1488 .666b .7H34 ,1000 .23_2 ,1933 °7542 .6475
.9500 -.0763 .b842 ,7_t5 ,Z_Gb .2301 -.0229 .bq73 .7302
.g750 -.02gg .69_5 .73'_C .350b ,23_Z -,ZOZq ,6506 .8080 "_"
1.0000 .0339 .7121 .7134 .4500 .Z3bZ -.Zl03 .6485 .8111
.550U ._362 -,1707 ,65q5 .7943
o6_10 .2302 -.0301 ,6968 .7371
,7buO .2362 .242_ ,7678 .6259
•_OOu ,23£2 ,3505 .7963 .57qb
,dSO0 ,2382 ,421Z .8142 °5498
,9000 ,2362 .4521 .8224 o_3_8
,9600 .2362 ,41q5 ,8133 ,5513
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TABLE III. - Continued.
lEST 137 Pl L7,7_2 Pbl CN L,GOLZ COL .O_gg_ CD¢0R1 ,O_853
nUN 47 TT 203,54u8 _ CM -,1597 COZ ,08830 CDCOR2 ,08698
POINT 14 RC 4.0273 NILL[0N CC ,0Oq_ CD3 *&7471 C0¢0R3 ,Ol3bZ
MJCH *7Lib CD4 *04756 COCOR4 .0%649
ALPHJ 4.g715 OEG C05 ,G371g CbCOR} ,O3508
UPPER 5URF&CE LOWER _UwFACC _P&NWISE
X/C CP PpLIPI qLOC X#C CP PpLIPI MLOC XIC YIC CP P*LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,0_70 ,g811 ,L0_4 0,0000 1*0670 ,9_11 ,1654 ,5000 ,4921 -L,4569 ,3243 1,177b
,0_40 ,0057 ,7032 ,7Z71 ,U040 ,9847 ,95QH ,2427 ,5000 ,4265 -L*4955 ,3149 1,3996
,0060 -,2970 ,625_ *_407 *U08U l,lUlb ,_g9 olZOZ .5000 ,3609 -1,5099 ,3097 1,4103
*0150 -,6542 ,537_ ,_930 ,0230 ,b7&O ._7gl ,4329 ,OUOG ,2653 -1.4709 ,320Z 1,3_bb
.0Z50 --1,0499 ,4333 L.lb17 .u_JO .4317 .0147 *_4_ ,OCUU ,2297 -1,Z938 *3641 1,Z936
*0400 -1,zgq6 ,3623 L*2971 ,lOgO ,2407 ,7061 ,62_7 ,50_¢ ,1640 -1,20_0 ,3927 1,2372
*0600 -1,5100 ,30_7 1,41_4 ,1_00 ,IL_7 ,7341 ,b7qZ *5000 ,0984 -1,0175 ,4385 1,1_22
,0800 -1*5635 ,2950 1o6447 *ZOO0 ,0117 ,7050 ,7245 ,5000 ,03Z8 -,9510 ,6570 1,1195
,1000 -1,5570 ,Z939 1,4473 ,25J0 -,0784 ,_U2b ,75_0 ,5000 -,0328 -,9830 ,4483 1,1368
,1400 -1,5877 ,2Q04 1,4_5t .353b -,191b .6549 ,8b14 ,500C -,0984 -L,0257 ,438_ 1,1515
,1800 -1.5761 .2923 L,451_ .45u0 -,ZL4U ,_461 .8151 ,5000 -.1640 -1,1917 ,3962 1,Z303
,2200 -1.5782 ,2940 1.4471 ,5500 -,1_94 ,653_ ,803Z ,5000 -,2Z_7 -1,6220 .635g 1,1570
,Z600 -1,5733 ,294_ 1,447u ,6500 -,0582 ,be?6 ,7912 ,5000 -,2993 -hOZ3g ,6377 1,1937
,3000 -1,5535 ,2971 1,4397 ,7_Ju ,2205 ,7bOZ ,6383 ,5C00 -,3609 -,8871 ,4715 1,0962
,3600 -1,5311 ,3042 1,4230 ,_OJO ,3304 ,7896 ,5906 ,O&O0 -,4265 -.7964 ,4_85 1,04_8
,3800 -1,3995 ,33_U 1,3460 ,BbuO .4134 ,6108 ,5556 ,50U_ -.49Z1 -,7700 ,5007 1,045Z
,4200 -1,1808 ,3936 1,Z354 ,0000 ,42_4 ,8154 ,547_ ,06G0 ,2992 -1,Z880 ,3663 1,2891
,4600 -1,0701 ,42e6 1,17_5 ,9500 ,4114 ,8114 ,5546 ,1400 ,29_2 -1,5901 ,2929 1,66_5
,5000 -,9585 ,453_ I,LZO0 1,0000 -,0663 ,6866 ,7506 ,lg_ ,2ggZ -1,6121 ,Z840 1,471Z
°5600 -,9407 ,6597 l,ll4g ,3000 ,lQgZ -1,6383 ,2800 1,4809
,5800 -,gbl5 ,6539 1.1ZOO .38_0 .2gg2 -1._236 .2851 1.6685
.6ZOO -.9114 .4686 l.b_5 ,4600 ,2992 -1,5701 .Z978 1.6380
,6600 -,8420 ,486_ 1,0683 ,5400 ,299Z -1,1908 ,3953 l*Z30Z
,7000 -.7646 .5030 1,041Z .6200 .299Z -,6628 ,5325 ,9gZ9
,7500 -,6083 ,5658 ,9717 ,7Cvu ,299Z -,548Z ,5520 ,9444
.8000 -,5076 .5706 ,9322 .800C ,299Z -.3961 ,b028 ,8818
,8500 -,3654 ,616Z ,87C3 ,9000 ,2992 -,2275 ,b658 ,B154
,gO00 -,3080 ,6214 ,8530 ,10GO ,236Z ,2477 ,75_9 ,6242
,9500 -,1942 ,554_ ,_026 ,2000 ,2362 ,0195 ,7107 ,7156
,9750 -,1625 ,663( ,7881 ,3500 ,236Z -,1783 ,6585 ,7960
1.0000 -*0663 ,688& ,75_t ,4560 ,236Z -.1945 ,6548 .8016
.5506 .236Z -.1770 .6563 .7994
,6500 ,236Z -,0452 ,6930 ,7429
,7500 ,2302 ,Z189 ,7605 ,6375
,BOO0 ,236Z ,3279 ,?8gg ,5g01
._50_ ,23_Z .40Z_ .8096 ,5574
,Nu_O ,236Z ,6310 ,8171 ,5467
,9506 ,2352 ,3813 ,804Z ,_664
TEST 137 PT i7,7700 P_I CN ,Z7Z7 C01 *01048 0DOOR1 ,01008
RUN 48 1_ 20_.1Z00 K C_ -,1357 CD2 *01097 COCOR2 ,01057
POINT 1 RC 6,0277 MILLION CC ,Ulbe CO3 *0Oeq7 CDCOR3 .00860
MACH .73_0 C04 °00726 CDCOR4 ,00691
ALPHA -2.Ou80 9_0 CO5 ,GOSQb COCOR5 ,OO563
UPPER SURFkCE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_L/P| MLOC XIC CP PeLIPT NLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0C00 1,0378 ,9718 ,_026 J,OOOO 1,0378 ,g71_ ,20Zb ,5000 ,69Z1 -,6686 .5243 1.0063
.0040 ,9149 ,9392 ,300o .004_ ,1u69 ,7234 .6958 ,_000 ,6265 -,6568 .5197 1,0139
,0080 ,6690 ,8736 *4435 *00"0 ,3091 *7776 ,6131 *5000 ,3609 -*6550 ,5179 1,0167
,0150 ,3346 ,7843 ,_gqz ,UZOU -,2607 ,5263 ,8455 ,5000 ,2953 -,6647 ,519Z 1,0146
,0250 -,0297 ,5_80 .7507 ,0500 -,4Z38 ,5633 ,9IZZ ,5000 ,2297 -.66o9 ,51q9 1,0135
,0400 -,3386 .5054 ,e77_ ,IOO0 -,4463 ,5768 ,9ZZ5 ,500O ,1040 -,6681 ,5198 1.0137
,0600 -,4556 ,577_ .gZI6 .1500 -.481U .5675 .9370 .5000 ,0q86 -.6744 *5173 1.0178
,0800 -,4611 ,5743 ,q_t6 ,ZOO0 -,5538 .5479 ,9683 .5000 ,0328 -,6590 ,5203 1.01Z7
,1000 -,6710 ,56_0 ,9346 ,Z_O0 -*5_76 ,5386 ,q831 ,8000 -,0328 -,6608 ,5195 1,0141
*1400 -,6975 ,5631 ,9441 ,3500 -,6158 ,5321 ,9937 ,5000 -*0984 -*8750 ,5177 1,U171
.1800 -,5278 ,5555 .9560 ,4500 -,4549 .5765 ,9261 ,5000 -,/640 -.6729 ,5164 1,0192
*Z200 -,5416 ,550_ ,%_46 ,5500 -,3169 ,6146 .8636 ,5C30 -,2297 -.670q ,5175 1,0174
,Z600 -,5587 ,548_ .g677 .6530 -,oe16 ,6156 .770_ ,SOOu -,2953 -,6500 ,Sg3q 1,0069
,3000 -,sggq ,534_ ,90g_ .7bUg *2029 .740R ,6551 *5000 -.3509 -,b658 ,5197 1,0138
.34Ug -,6169 .5307 ,_gO_ ._3_0 ,Z911 ,7730 ,6176 .5C00 -.4255 -,_540 .51q6 1.0140
,3800 -*8209 ,5310 ,_q_ ,_500 ,3476 ,7_3 ,ogz7 .OO_u -,49Z1 -,5610 .Olq8 1,0136
.4200 -,6242 ,531Z .9_50 ,9000 ,3902 .TgU7 ,575_ ,OtO0 ,29_2 -,4_48 .5870 .gob5
,4600 -,6516 ,524_ 1,{.U05 .95_U ,4_40 ,n049 .5654 *1400 *zggz -,498Z ,5637 ._431
,50UU -,6651 *Sigh i,LL4Z l*uOUO ,13HH ,732_ *SUEZ *ZIOG *2ggZ -*5451 ,549q ,gb49
,5400 -,6855 ,5133 1,{Z43 .3bO_ ,2992 -.5967 ,53h_ ,9834
,5_00 -.6955 ,5103 I,U293 ,3_0U ,29_Z -,62q0 ,53C0 .g970
*bZOO -*7333 .5_2_ [*b_?b *_00 *Z99Z -,6459 .5253 1*0047
,6500 -,7545 ,4q47 1.0_2 .5_C0 *?_q2 -.67_3 .5164 l,Olg_
,TUO0 -.b4ZB .5250 1*vuS_ ,6_t_ *2ggz -,7193 .5040 Lo0396
,7500 -.4912 ,5610 .9_g4 *7u_b ,_ggZ -*6578 ,5Z23 1,0096
,8_UO -,36q2 *_g_ ,_d_7 ,_GO0 ,299Z -,3721 ,5985 *_885
,8500 -*Z450 ,630_ ._384 .qob_ .Z_gZ -,1518 .6556 ,8006
.qC00 -,IZ01 ,b637 ,7ebU ,1060 ,236Z -,4482 ,5771 ,gZ20
.qso0 .0121 ,699_ .7331 .2_00 .235Z -.5417 *5526 ,960?
.9750 .0?68 .7168 .7061 ,3500 ,2362 -.5975 ,540Z .q605
1,0000 ,138e ,73Zt .e812 ,45_G .Z362 -,4478 .5768 ,gZZ3
*8500 *236Z -,3166 ,bIU5 ._69g
,6500 .23_2 -.0963 .6705 .7779
.75C_ .238Z .Z037 ,7496 .654q
.4_00 *2362 ,2994 .7761 .6125
,_500 ,236/ .3673 ,794Z ,6830
,g_O0 ,23_2 .4bqb ,8053 .5646
*qSOv .Z36Z .4U58 ,d038 .5671
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TABLE III. - Continued.
IEST 137 P? 17.7712 PSI CN .4279 C01 ,01018 COCORI .00981
RUN %8 IT 2U%._U% K CM -.13R9 CD2 ,01105 CDCORZ ,01070
POINT Z RC 4.u355 MILLIIJN CC .0179 C03 .00818 COCOR3 .00784
MACH .7382 C04 .00924 CDCOR4 .00891
ALPHA -.99_3 OEG C05 .0052Z COCOA5 .00§90
UPPER SURFACE LOWLR SURFACE SPANdI$E
XlC CP P,LIP? MLOC XIC CP PJL/PI MLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1209 .9939 .5933 O.OOO0 1.1269 .9939 .0933 .5600 .4921 -.7283 .5007 1.0451
.0040 ,7850 .9044 .3U15 .0040 .3458 .7884 .59Z5 .5000 .4265 -.7384 .499Z 1.0475
.0080 .5181 .8338 .5159 .OOuu °5355 .8385 .5017 .5000 .3bOg -.7387 .%987 1.0484
o0150 ,1501 ,7343 ,5789 .t230 -.0278 .0885 .7499 .5000 .Z953 -.734Z .4988 1.0483 11,
• 0250 -.2332 ,63%4 .8331 .0500 -.2133 .5385 ,8Zbb ,5000 .2297 -.749% .4962 1.0527
• 0400 -.5706 ,56%5 .9736 .1000 -,Z858 .6208 .8540 ,5000 .1640 -,7454 ,%974 1.0506
.0600 -,7058 ,5106 1.uZ87 ,1500 -.3410 .bOSh .8774 .5000 ,0984 -.7456 .4972 1.0509
,0800 -.bBZO ,5161 1.0197 ,ZQ_ -.42g5 .5841 .9110 .5600 .0328 -.7355 ,5011 1.0445
• 1000 -,6655 .5189 le0151 .2500 -.%?20 *5b8Z .9360 °5000 -,03Z8 -.7386 ,4999 1.0465
• 1400 -.665Z .518Z 1.31bZ ,3530 -.5132 _,5500 .9490 .5060 -,0984 -,1537 .4979 1.0498
• 1800 -,6771 ,5165 1.0L90 ,4500 -,4187 .5854 ,9090 .5005 -,1640 -,7559 ,4941 1.0561
.Z200 -.6845 .5148 1,Oil9 ,5500 -,Z855 .6215 .8527 ,5000 -.2297 -.1398 .5008 1.0450
• ZbO0 ".6818 .5131 1.0Z46 .6500 -.u746 *5771 ,767% .500C -,Z953 -.7406 °%987 1.0484
• 3000 -,72_7 .50Z6 1,0420 .7500 .Z183 .753_ .6480 .5000 -.3609 -.7540 .4933 1.0574
,3400 -,7353 .49_7 1.d469 .8000 ,3164 .77_6 .60bq .50G0 -.4265 -.7563 .4923 1.0592
.3800 -.7439 .49_2 1.6526 .8500 .3737 .7956 ,5808 .5000 -,4921 -.7514 .4978 1.0500
,4200 -.T406 .4985 1.0457 ,9000 .4133 °8662 o5531 ._500 .299Z -,6249 .5277 1.000_
,4600 -,T384 ,4993 1,0475 .9500 .4225 .8085 ,5591 .1400 °2992 -°6700 .5182 1.0163
• 5000 -.7401 .4987 1,0485 I.uOJO ,1252 .7284 .6881 .2ZO0 .Z99Z -.6910 .51ZO 1.0264
.5400 -.7584 .4950 1.0546 .3000 .ZggZ -.?07Z .5071 1.0345
• 5800 -.7704 ,4914 1.0506 .3805 .299Z -.7490 ,4975 1,0505
• 6Z00 -,7879 .4889 1,0649 .%b00 .2992 -.7280 .5036 1.0412
.6600 -.8014 ,48Z0 1.0756 ,5400 .299Z -o739Z ,5018 1.043Z
• 7000 -,5669 .5201 1,0131 .bZ00 .Z992 -.7671 ,4939 1.0555
,7500 -,4899 .5654 .9404 ,7000 ,g9_Z -.6155 ,5177 1,0170
,8000 -.3584 ,5962 .8_ZO .8600 .299Z -.3768 ,5947 ,8944
• 8500 -.2447 *6289 ._415 ,9000 .Z99Z -.1486 .6568 .7986
.q000 -.1ZOB ._549 .7851 .100_ .Z35Z -,Z885 ,6202 .8549
.9500 .0031 ,6975 .73h0 .Z606 .23OZ -.4154 ,5861 .9078
,9750 ,0589 .71ZU .7135 .3_00 .236Z -.5071 ._519 .9460
1,0000 *IZSZ *728% .5_81 .4500 .Z3bg -,%039 .5874 ,9057
• 5500 .236Z -.2831 o6189 .8569
• 65U0 .236Z -,0804 .8748 .7709
.7500 .2362 ,ZI48 ,7529 .6696
.8000 .236Z .3184 .7801 .6060
.8500 .235Z .3903 .8000 .5735
.9000 .Z36Z .4274 .8099 .5570
.9500 .235Z .4212 .8081 .5660
TEST 137 PT 17,774Z PSI CN .5501 CD1 .01070 CDCORZ .OlOZ3
RUN 48 TT 204.5052 K CN -.1341 CDZ .Cl170 CDCORZ .01124
POINT 4 RC %.0404 MILLION CC .0145 C03 .00699 COCOR3 .00855
MACH .7368 CO4 .0097% COCOR% .00931
ALPHA .OOCO DEG CO5 ._G90% CDCOR5 .00861
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAHdISE
XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XlC CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1531 Z,OOZ_ _,GOCO 0.0_00 1.1531 1.00Z5 0,0600 .5000 .49Z1 -.7642 .4961 1.0528
• 0040 .6494 .8685 .4530 .0040 .5244 .8356 .51Z9 .5000 .4265 -.7802 .4912 1.0610
.0080 .3588 .7920 .5867 .0080 .7261 .8894 .4124 .5000 ,3609 -,78Z9 .4886 1.0650
.0150 -,0220 .6911 .7459 .0230 .1523 .7367 .6752 .5000 .2953 -.7937 .4873 1.6577
• 0250 -.4125 .589Z .9030 .0500 -.0553 .6813 .7610 .5600 .2297 -.7879 .4894 1.0640
.0400 -.7499 .4978 1.0560 .1000 -.lt03 .6537 .6033 .5000 .1640 -.8053 .4845 1.0724
.0600 -,9478 .4455 1,1395 .1500 -.2364 .6341 .8334 .5000 .0984 -,SZOG .4793 1.0811
• 0800 -.9000 .4410 I.I_78 .2000 -.319_ .b_Z2 ._573 .5000 .G3Z8 -.8046 .%837 1.0730
• 1000 -.9311 ,45Z7 1.1Z76 .gSO0 -.3733 ._979 .8894 .5000 -,0328 -.8091 .4838 1.0734
.1400 -.8688 .4658 1.1042 ,3500 -,4385 .58Z3 .9138 .5000 -.098_ -.8377 .4745 1.0894
.1800 -.8307 .4775 1.08_3 .4500 -,3534 .6003 .8856 ,5000 -.lb_O -.830_ .4759 1,0869
.2ZO0 -.7885 .4674 1.0b75 .5500 -.ZbOb .6Z78 .8431 ,50bU -,Z297 -.7997 .4851 1.0714
• 2600 -.8000 .4867 1.05_b .5500 -.0546 .57B9 .7646 ._000 -._953 -.8019 ,4843 1.07Z7
• 3000 -.8Z45 .4795 I.OH6_ .7500 .2ZZ5 .7573 .6%27 .SGGb -.3h69 -.8041 .4843 1.0725
.3400 -.8Z31 .4782 1.u,30 ._000 .3231 .7UZZ .60Z7 .5000 -.4255 -.8157 .%?86 1.08ZZ
.3800 -.8356 .6761 l.b_t5 ,85d0 .3_54 ,799_ .5744 ,5000 -.4921 -.8055 .4807 1.0787
• 4200 -,8272 .4790 1.bulb .gO00 .;ZZl .eOSb .5591 .GbO0 ,299Z -._410 .4749 1.08e7
• %b00 -,8372 .4755 1.b_7 .g_O0 .4301 ._98 .5571 .1400 .2992 -._885 .%bOZ 1.1140
.5000 -.8216 .47_9 1.001_ 1.6000 .1027 .7251 .593Z .ZgO0 .29_2 -.7748 .4913 1.060U
.5%00 -.7811 .%898 1.L533 .3000 .2992 -.7998 .%844 1.0725
.5800 -.7695 .%9%3 1.0558 .3806 ,Z99Z -.8%09 .%7%5 1.0093
.h200 -.781Z .%894 1.0540 .4bOC .299Z -._131 .4815 1.0773 _P
.6500 -.7575 .%925 1._555 .5405 ._992 -.7698 .494Z 1.0559
.7000 -.6337 .5291 .9985 .6200 .2992 -.7679 .%932 1.0576
.?500 --.4779 .570Z .93Z_ .7006 .Z99Z -.6249 .5323 .9933
.8000 -.3558 *5030 .U814 .8000 .2992 -.3558 .b025 .88Z3
.8500 -.Z3B1 .6325 .M359 .9C00 .299Z -.1198 .5663 .7840
.9000 -.1103 *6_51 *7_43 .1UO_ ._3bZ -.1_Z0 ._5Z9 .804_
.9500 .0023 .5965 .?375 .2000 .2362 -.3131 .6153 .85Z5
.9750 .0492 .7110 .7151 .35G0 .Z36Z -.42Z8 .582? .9132 _"
1.0000 .10Z7 .7Z51 ._93Z .%500 .Z36Z -.3591 .6030 .8815
• 5500 .235Z -.Z555 .bZ99 .8399
• 65C0 .Z36Z -.0653 .b7bb ,7551
• 7500 .Z35Z .Z251 .7565 .5439
,8000 .235Z .3Z44 .78Z7 ,6019
• 8500 .2352 .3995 .8031 .5583
• qcoG ,235Z .%258 .81GZ .5555
.9500 .Z35Z .4139 .8059 .5519
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 Pl L7*77Z_ PSI CN ,5239 COl .01131 CDCORI ,01085
RUN 48 TT Z0_,37_I K CM -,1336 C02 ,01177 CDCORZ o01119
POINT 5 RC 6.0414 _ILLlO_ CC ._IZZ CO3 ,01019 ¢OCOR3 .00975
MICH ,7300 C04 *0101! COCOR4 ,O09bg
ALPHA .5003 OEG CO5 ,00983 CDCOR5 .ooq4z
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PtLIP1 _LnC XlC CP PpLIPI MLOC XlC YIC CP PeLIPT _LOC
0,0000 Io1592 1,0041 0,U000 0,00U0 1,15_Z IOG041 0°0000 o5000 .4911 -.7785 ,4qGz I.UbZ7
t ,0040 ,5811 ,8499 .4_74 ,GUru ,6024 .85b! ,4701 ,5000 ,4Z65 -,7930 ,4899 1.0631
,0080 .2872 .7723 ,61_7 .GOeU .7945 ,9369 .37b_ ,SCOG .3b_q -,eozq .4871 1o0679
,0150 -*0g53 ._710 .77_7 ._730 ._360 .75_ .6401 *5000 .Z953 -*_005 ,_853 1.0710
,0250 -,4845 *§683 ,9359 .0500 .0180 ,b_9 ,7323 ,500_ ,1297 -.8094 ,4825 1,0756
,0400 -,83ZZ ,4774 1,08_4 .I000 -.I024 ,6688 .7eOZ .5000 .1640 -,8219 .4781 1,0831
,0500 -1.0330 ,4233 1,1797 .1530 -.1794 .5482 .8117 .5000 .09_4 -.8179 ,4801 1,0798
,0800 -I,0636 .4128 1.1991 .2000 -,2701 .O236 ,04_o ,5000 ,03Zb -.8183 .4799 1.0802
.i000 -1,0510 .4180 I,I_94 .ZSuO -.3242 ,_I02 .8T03 .5000 -.0328 -.8194 .4708 1,0854
*14dO -1.0277 .4225 1.1812 ,3500 -*3997 .5907 ,9000 .500_ -,0q84 -.eZ84 *4770 1.0851
,1800 -1*003Z ,4301 1,1675 .4500 -*3397 .5077 *6741 ,5000 -*1640 -,8259 .4771 1.0850
.2100 -.9804 .4359 1*1509 .5500 -.2416 .6330 .8351 ,5LOC -.2297 -.8Z53 .4779 1.0836
.2500 -.9730 *4380 1.1521 .6500 -*0608 ,0796 .7036 .5000 -.2953 -.8171 .4790 1.0806
,3000 -,qlZ5 ,4583 1.1172 ,75_ ._294 .7576 .b421 ,5000 -.3609 -,8164 ,4833 1.0743
.3600 -,8394 .4775 1.084Z .8000 .3319 ,7843 .5992 ,5000 -,42t5 -,8141 ,4856 1,0705
,3800 -,8098 ,4819 1,0751 ,8500 ,3970 ,8U18 ,5705 ,5000 -,4gZl -,8053 ,4847 1,0720
,4200 -.7957 ,4851 1.0695 .9000 *43b7 ,8113 ,5530 ,ObO0 .2992 -.9050 .4505 1.1204
,4600 -,8133 ,4fi04 1.0793 .qSOO .4295 ,8116 .5540 o1400 ,2992 -1,ObTZ ,4170 1,1913
,5000 -,8308 ,4767 i,_6 1,0000 ,0956 .72Z0 ,5981 ,2200 ,zqgz -°9794 .4393 1,1509
,5400 -,8252 .4780 1.0_33 .3000 .Z9_Z -.8750 .4635 1,1082
.5800 -.8195 ,4794 1.0810 .3_00 .1992 -.8626 .4683 1.0999
.bZO0 -.8073 .4826 1._750 ,4100 .Z991 -.8186 .4605 1.0791
,6600 -,773Z .4910 1,0613 .5400 .2qqZ -.7_31 .4858 1,0700
,7000 -.6387 ,5Z74 1.b013 .bZC_ ,299Z -,7941 .4859 1.0699
,7300 -,4744 .5706 ,_322 .7000 ,ZggZ -,6374 *SZTq 1,0U04
*8000 -.3570 .5045 ,H791 .8000 .2992 -.3593 .50Z7 .8820
,8500 -,2317 .6388 .HgbZ ,g¢GO .2992 -.1211 .O064 .7838
,9000 -01137 ,6176 ,/_19 ,Ib_ .2362 -.1040 .6710 .7768
.9500 -.0057 ,Og6g ,7309 .2000 .235Z -,1630 ,6_88 .8416
,9750 ,0421 ,7094 .7176 ,3506 ,Z3bZ -o3841 .5966 *_914
1.0000 .0956 .7220 .5981 ,4500 .7302 -,3267 ,bOg4 ,871_
.5500 ,_362 -,2379 ,6337 .8340
*6500 ,Z3bZ -,0603 *6827 ,7588
.7500 .1361 .1257 .7577 .0420
,80uO ,2362 ,3298 .7838 ,6000
.8500 ,2362 .4050 .8043 .5662
.qO00 ,2362 ,4407 .8140 .5500
,g500 .2361 ,4188 .8081 ,5599
TEST 137 PT 17.7760 PSI CN .7314 CD1 .OllZ1 COCOR1 ,01074
RUN 48 TT 204,1655 K CH -.1391 CDZ *01114 COCORZ .01108
POINT 6 RE 4.0480 _ILLIUN CC *0097 CO3 .0093Z COCOA3 .00888
MACH .7370 CO4 ,01033 CDCOR4 .00990
ALPHA ,9967 OEG CO5 .00990 CDCOR5 ,00946
UPPER SUPFACE LO_E_ SURFACE SPANUISE
XIC OP P_LIPT _LOC XIC CP P_LIPI HLO_ XlC YI¢ CP P_LIPT _LOC
0.0_00 1.1652 1.0058 0*0000 d. OvuO 1.1651 1*b058 0.0000 *5000 .697_ -.8838 .46Z8 1,1095
,0040 ,5078 .8310 .5_0_ .0040 ,67E7 ,8763 .4381 ,5000 ,4105 -,9005 ,4597 le1148
.0080 ,209_ .7525 ,bSCZ ,0080 *8605 ._255 ,3342 .5000 .3009 -.9157 .4542 1.1245
*0150 -,1680 ,6510 ,_075 ,OZ3U .3128 .7796 .6069 ,5000 ,2953 -,%606 .4389 1.1515
.0250 -,5639 .5478 ,_6h4 .0500 ,0896 .1199 .7014 .5000 .ZZq7 -.q6z1 ,4413 1.1473
.0400 -.g047 .40_1 L,1141 ,1000 -,d3_9 .6851 .7549 .5_b0 .1640 -.q30T .4500 1.1318
.060d -1.1077 .4044 l.Zl4O .1500 -,IJ84 .652_ .7_93 .5000 .0994 -._978 .4579 1.1179
.0800 -1,1440 .3911 1._4_2 .ZGOO -.2192 .5402 .8Z_1 ,5000 ,0326 -.9318 ,4497 1.13Z4
,lO00 -1,1579 ,3918 1.21h_ .2500 -.2840 .6Z01 ,8550 .5000 -.03Z8 -.9019 .4564 1.1106
.1400 -1.1341 ,3979 1,_177 .3500 -,3580 ._073 .66Z6 .5_00 -.0984 -.9298 ,4496 1.1323
.1800 -1.130g °4003 1._7 .4530 -.30_I ,0173 .8594 o500t -.1540 -.fi367 .4774 1,0843
.?ZO0 -I.0991 .4024 I._I'b .)500 -,273_ .63_4 .U26_ .5000 -.2297 -.939E .4477 1.13_0
,7600 -1,0995 ,4050 I.ZI?_ .tS_O -.0472 .6830 .7584 .5000 -.2953 -.9218 ,4543 1,1243
,3000 -i,IZll ,4014 1._b_ ,75UU ,?373 .7007 .0373 .500b -.3_09 -.9155 ,4563 1.1209
.3400 -1,1336 ,3964 1.Z3bO ,80d_ .3449 ,7890 .591_ .500_ -.4265 -,9679 .4_12 1.147_
,]800 -1.128_ .3963 1.2301 .85J0 .40_ .eObu .SbZl ,SLbO -.4qZl -.9274 .4540 1.124q
.4200 -i,0550 ,4i_b l.LgZO ._000 ._tll ._154 .547T ,O_()b ,Z.gZ -.9729 .4398 1.1499
.4500 -l.OOZl .4311 L*t05_ .9500 ,43g5 .8151 .5481 *140_ .7992 -1.1513 *3qzo 1*2384
.5000 -,9049 ,4560 l*I?IZ 1._030 ,ugqG .7_40 ,6940 .2200 .2991 -1.1498 *3qzb 1.1373
"IF .5400 -*8337 .47e0 1.0_68 .3000 ,Z99Z -1.0698 .4130 1.1987
.5800 -.7515 ,_964 I,_513 .3_00 .1991 -I.0_88 .4169 1,1878
,8200 -,7344 ,5ui0 1.0436 .4600 .zqqz -1.0410 .4188 1.1880
.6600 -,7518 ,4qq6 1.047G ,5400 . ,zg_z -,8155 ,4803 1,0795
.7000 -.6365 .5161 1,0001 .6100 .1991 -.0900 .5107 1.0286
,7500 -.4883 *5091 ,_345 .7000 *zgg2 -,b379 *5280 1,0003
.8000 -*3695 ,60U5 .0854 ,8000 o2g92 -.3715 ,5975 .8901
.8500 -._412 .5336 .8342 .9000 .ZqgZ -.1333 .boOZ .7934
,go_o -.1153 .6082 .7d10 .1GGU .7361 -.0400 *0881 .7505
.9500 -.0054 *6971 ,736_ *ZCO0 .2301 -,1096 ,0413 .8114
,9750 ,0451 *TG_q .7180 ,3500 o2302 -.3447 .6085 ,8730
1.0000 ,0990 *7146 ,6940 o45uU ,2362 -,_979 ,blgg ,85_4
,5500 .736Z -,zig3 ,6394 ,8154
.o_£u .1361 -.0441 .6854 .7548
,7500 ,7361 ,2386 ,760_ ,6377
.80VU ,236Z ,3428 ,7e77 ,5937
.HSO0 .Z3_Z .4177 ,8077 .5_07
,g00b ,2361 ,_og ,8158 ,_470
.gSUL .136_ .4334 ._IC4 ,_561
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 17.67d7 Phi CN ,_I_6 COl ,01404 CDCOR1 .01357
RUN 48 T1 Zb4.08ce K C_ -.1431 CO? *01415 COCCR2 .01365
POINT 7 RC 4.0282 MILLI04 CC .G074 CO3 .C10k3 COCOR3 ,00994
MACH ,73eZ CO4 .01954 COCOR4 .01208
ALPHA 1.5_71 _EG CO5 *01099 COCOR5 *01051
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SUPFAC_ SPANWISE
XlC CP PJLIPl MLOC XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC XlC Y/C CP P,LIPT MLOC
0*0000 1*159q 1.0067 _,CO_b 0.30_ 1.1599 1,8047 G.0000 .5000 .4921 -1.1562 .3913 1.Z397
,0040 ,6345 ,8124 ._b77 ,0040 ,7376 ._18 .4077 .SC_U .4265 -1.1693 .38t4 1*2494
• 0080 ,1304 .7323 *_20 .Oo_u .90_ ,9383 ,3027 ,5050 ,3609 -1,1878 .3829 1.2568
• 0150 -,2467 *53_1 ._3t,_ ,C230 ,3_57 ,e003 .5730 .50_0 .2953 -1,191_ ,3854 1.2511 Q
,0250 -.5352 .52_4 ._79 .u_O0 ,1573 .73_I ,871_ .5_00 .2297 -1.1897 .3840 1.2539
• 0400 -.9585 .4419 1,1462 .lOgO .0109 .6983 ,7348 .500_ ,16_0 -1.Le74 .3839 1,2541
• 0600 -1,]634 .3882 1.2_b_ .1500 -.Ub40 ,6788 .7698 .5000 *0_84 -1*1780 .3d70 1,2481
• 0800 -1.2195 ,3742 1.2732 ,LJJO -*17_0 .853_ ._082 ,_OOb .032_ -1.1103 .4012 1,2208
.1000 -1.2169 .3748 1*2736 ,2_00 -,2431 .6330 ,8351 ,5000 -*0328 -1,1531 .3900 1,2_Z3
• 1400 -1,2022 .37t1 1.26_4 .3500 -*3246 *6118 ,88€1 .5000 -,098_ -1,2030 .3791 1.2635
.1800 --1.2060 *3766 1*2685 *4500 -.2821 .6215 ,8529 *5_00 -.1640 -1,1917 ,3828 1,ZSbZ
,2200 -1.1895 .379_ 1.2630 ,5530 -.2063 ,6420 ,8213 ,5000 -.2297 -1*1051 ,4U33 1.2169
,2600 -1.1977 *3804 1*2611 .6_00 -*0361 ,6877 ,7511 .5_0 -.2953 -1.11_0 ,4035 1,2165
• 3000 -1.2099 .3755 1,Z705 ,75uo ,2516 .7635 ,532d ,5000 -,3609 -1,L173 ,4037 1,2162
• 3400 -1,2391 ,36_4 1,282_ ,8000 ,3511 ,789Z ,_913 ,500_ -,4265 -1.1105 ,4015 1.2202
• 3800 -1.2583 .3t79 1.?_ ,8500 ,416_ ,8070 ,5617 ,5000 -,4921 -1,08_5 ,4120 1,Z006
• 4200 -1.2465 ,3690 1.2837 .9000 .4545 .8186 ,8455 .06GG .2992 -.9981 .431_ 1,1641
• 4600 -1o1985 ,3810 1.2599 ,9500 ,4472 ,8158 .5469 ,14uO .2992 -1,2238 ,3727 1,2763
• 5000 -1.1497 .3945 1.2337 1,0U00 ,1004 *72Z5 .6973 *22_U .2992 -1,2439 .3671 h2875
•5400 -I*0584 .4150 I*I_50 .30C0 .2992 -i*1911 *3812 1.2594
•5800 -.8040 .4850 1.0715 .3_00 ,2992 -L.I_23 *3858 1.2505
• 5200 -.6532 *5246 1.0058 .4600 ,2992 -1.1724 .3871 1.2479
• 6600 -.5940 .§408 .9797 ,5400 ,2992 -1,14_G .3951 1,2324
.7000 -.5391 *5537 *96_9 ,6200 ,2992 -.6123 .5369 .9859
•7500 -.4714 .5736 .9264 ,7000 .2992 -.5364 ,6555 .9561
•8000 -,3693 ,6011 ,e844 ,8000 *2992 -.3610 *6UIO *8847
•8500 -*2439 .6316 .8372 .9000 *2992 -.1431 *6596 *7943
•9000 -.1268 *5649 .7_6L *ICOO *23bZ .0091 .6991 *7335
• 9500 -,0117 .6936 .7420 ,2000 *2362 -.1665 ,6534 ,8_38
• 9750 ,0433 .7089 ,7183 *3500 .2362 -.3138 .614_ .8639
1.0000 .1004 *7225 .6973 .4500 .2362 -.2803 *621Z ,8533
,5500 .2362 -,2078 .6416 .8220
• 65_0 *2362 -.0356 *6878 .7512
,750_ .2362 .2398 .7605 ,6378
•e_0O ,2362 ,3477 ,7891 .5914
•8500 .2362 .4182 .8087 *5590
,9000 *2362 .4555 .8183 ,5427
• 9500 .2382 ,6356 .8124 .5527
TEST 137 PT 17.6757 PSI Ca ,_870 CDI ,019_8 CDCOR1 ,01916
RUN 48 TT 204.0656 K CM -,1524 CD2 ,02007 COCOR2 °01934
POINT 8 RC 4°0335 HILL(ON CC ,0085 C03 ,01_38 COCOR3 ,01468
_ACH .7379 CD4 *015_Z COCOe4 *01511
ALPHA 1.q958 OEG CD8 .01143 CCCOR5 .01072
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PeLIP] HLOC XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP PtLIPT NLOC
0*0000 1,1579 1.0040 0.0000 0,0000 1.1579 1,0040 0,0000 .5000 *4921 -1,2473 ,364_ 1.2929
,0040 ,3796 ,7975 .5777 .0040 .7883 ,9044 .3814 °5000 .4265 -1*25L3 *363Z 1.2954
.0080 ,0800 .71_8 .7061 .0_80 .9478 ,9480 .2771 ,5000 .3609 -1.2604 .3601 1.3017
*0150 -.2955 .6189 .8570 .0230 .4383 *_136 ,5807 .5000 .2953 -1.252q .3592 1.3035
.0250 -,6720 *8168 1._1_9 ,ObO0 .1993 .7496 ,654_ .5000 ,2297 -1.2640 .3563 1,3094
.0400 -.9873 *4305 1.1667 .1000 *0532 .7094 .7176 *5000 .1640 -1.2676 .3578 1.3064
*0600 -1,2029 .3765 1.2687 .1_00 -.0469 .6831 ,7582 .50GO .0984 -1.2788 .3560 1,3100
,0800 -1,2558 ,3621 1._975 ,2000 -.1421 .6585 .7960 ,5000 ,0328 -1,3096 .3467 1.3293
,1000 -1,2603 .3594 1,3030 .?SAC -.2178 ,6394 ,8252 ,5000 -.0328 -1.2729 .3554 1,3112
,1400 -1,2497 .3623 1.2971 ,3bOO -,2939 .6173 ,859_ .5_UO -,0984 -1,2793 .3538 1,3146
,1800 -1.2628 .3613 1,zqgz ,4500 -,2702 .6220 .852L ,5000 -.1640 -1,2919 ,3_97 1.3230
*2200 -1,2485 ,3630 1.2957 ,5500 -,1994 .6431 ,8196 .5_bU -*2297 -1._122 *3709 1.2798
.2600 -_.2470 *3645 1.2928 .6500 -.0332 .6871 .7520 *5000 -*Z953 -1.1754 *381Z 1*2595
.3000 -1.2587 .3585 1.3348 *75_U ,2487 ,7614 .6361 .50Oh -,3609 -1,1698 ,3820 1.2579
.3400 -1.2791 *3551 1.3119 ,_00 .3553 .7898 *590Z .5000 -,4265 -1,1749 .3809 1.2801
,3800 -1,2930 ,3485 1,3257 .85_0 ,4248 .u093 .5580 .5000 -,4921 -1.1184 .3958 1.2311
,4200 -1.30_3 .3453 1.3373 .9000 .4546 .8164 .5459 *0600 ,2992 -1,0346 ,4208 1.1844
.4600 -1.3008 ,3490 1.3_46 ,9_0_ .4533 ,8164 ,P460 .1400 ,2992 -1,2756 .3589 1.3040
.5000 -1.2946 .3518 1.3ie7 L,Is000 *1006 .7212 .6993 .22_0 *ZgGZ -1.2991 .3522 1.317U
,5400 -1,2308 ,3677 1.28o2 .3000 .2902 -1.2696 *3603 1.3012
.5800 -1,1897 .3829 l.ZbbO ,3H00 *2_92 -1.2416 *3659 1*2898
.6200 -.8141 .4719 1.0H36 .4bOO .2992 -1.2506 .365b 1.2905
.6600 -,6297 .bZt_ I*C02P .5400 *2992 -1.2800 .3568 1.3083
*7000 -.5269 *_538 .95_t, ,_200 .2992 -.8229 ,4776 1*0840
.750U -,4304 ._799 .%176 .7COC .2992 -.4795 .5692 .9344
.8000 -.3354 .6048 .8788 .8000 .2_qZ -.3407 .8057 ._773
.8500 -.2300 .633l .u3bn .gboo .2_92 -.145_ .6571 .7981
*_000 -.3232 *6616 .7913 .1G6_ *2382 *0522 .7108 .7154
*9500 -.0188 *692U .74_4 ,_000 .?362 -.1414 .6_69 .7984
.9T50 ,0335 .7036 .7/fl_ *3bbG *238_ -,2923 .6181 ,8591
1,0000 .1006 .7218 ,6_3 ,4_G0 *2362 -,2865 ,6232 *bbb3
*SbOC ,2362 -.1_72 *6434 .6191
.6_00 *2362 -.0295 *6892 .748b
*7500 *2362 *2494 *7829 *8332
*_000 *2382 .3603 ,7924 ,5859
,85_0 ,2362 ,4269 ,8094 .8577
._L00 .2362 .4607 *_191 .5413
,950& *2362 ,4384 .8125 .5525
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TABLE III.- Continued.
TEST 137 Pl 17,6775 vbI CN ,9376 CO1 ,025Q3 CDCOR1 ,02508
RUN 68 TT 2_4,01_7 _ CM -,1563 CD2 ,02710 CD_OR2 ,02626
POINT 9 RC 4._320 _ILLION CC ,0077 CO3 .023q8 COCOR3 °02267
._ _ACH ,736_ CD6 ,61672 COCOR_ ,0158g
ALPHA Z.50_8 OEG C05 ,01196 CDCOR5 ,01112
UPPER SURFACE LOwEk SURFAC_ SPAN_I$E
XlC CP P,LIPT MLOC XlC CP PpLIPT HLGC XlC YIC CP P_LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1552 1.0030 0.0G00 0.0006 1,1b_2 1.G030 O._Ob3 .SGO0 o6921 -I,2938 .34q5 1.3235
.0040 ,3161 ,781_ ._032 ,Lv40 ,8274 ,q16_ ,3547 ,5000 ,4265 -1,3146 ,3471 1,3285
,0080 ,0276 ,7024 ,7284 ,0080 ,98]_ ,_516 ,250J ,50G0 ,3609 -1o3252 ,3640 1,3351
6 ,0150 -,3517 ,60Z7 ,OdZG ,¢230 ._82Z ,8_3q ,5331 ,5006 ,2_53 -1,3389 ,3468 1,3292
.0250 -,7389 ,5061 1,0661 ,0500 .2476 .7638 ,6323 ,SCOC ,2297 -1,3337 ,3427 1,3379
,0400 -1,0471 ,6181 1,1_92 ,lOO0 ,0870 ,7208 ,699_ ,5000 ,1640 -1,3359 ,34Z0 1,3392
,0600 -1,2550 ,_637 1,2962 ,1_G_ -,_185 ,6g01 ,7474 ,50uC ,0964 -1,3575 ,3345 1,3554
• 0800 -1,3113 ,3482 1,_262 ,20_0 -,1131 ,6680 ,7813 ,_CO0 ,0328 -1,3951 ,3256 1,3752
,1000 -1,3181 ,346g 1,32_9 ,Z_OU -,1934 ,6667 ,8171 ,56¢0 -,0328 -1,3766 ,3332 1,3581
,1400 -1,3086 ,3476 1,3276 ,3500 -,2769 ,6228 ,8509 ,5600 -,09_6 -1,3443 ,3624 1,3386
.1800 -1.3186 .3495 ]._236 .4500 -.2524 .627_ .8638 .5000 -.16_0 -1.3359 .3387 1.3462
.2200 -1,3119 ,3497 1,3231 ,5500 -,1947 .6450 ,8167 ,5660 -.2297 -1,32Z0 ,3428 1,3376
• 2600 -1,2957 ,34g0 1,3266 ,6500 -,0359 ,6868 ,7526 ,50uO -,2953 -1,2460 ,3697 1,2822
,3000 -1,3249 ,3666 1,3363 ,7500 ,2459 ,7616 ,6354 ,56G0 -,3609 -1,2Z26 ,3707 1,2802
,3400 -1,33_8 ,3411 1,3611 ,8000 ,34_5 ,7884 ,5925 ,50U0 -,4265 -1,1932 ,3777 1,2663
,3860 -1,3750 ,3372 1,3495 ,8500 ,4271 ._lOg ,5552 ,5600 -.4921 -1.0470 ,4181 1,1893
.4200 -1.3732 .332Z 1.3603 ._600 .463_ ._174 .5442 .Obb_ .2_9Z -I.0_42 .6163 1.1927
.6600 -1.3832 .32_5 1,3h_Z ._00 .4639 ._145 .5491 .14GO .2992 -I,3195 .3460 1.3309
.5006 -1.3927 .3251 1.375f! 1.0600 .U274 .7Z32 .OgbZ .ZZO0 .2292 -1.3603 .33e_ 1.366_
,5400 -1,3_46 .3335 1,367_ ,JU60 .2_97 -1.138_ ,341Z 1,3410
,5800 -1.1684 .3_7? 1.2_€8 .3"GC .2ggZ -1.3033 .3497 1.3231
• 6200 -.7_78 .4978 1.65G_ .4_Ou .2992 -1.3201 .3670 1.3288
,6600 -.6392 ,5245 l.bOoO ._4Ob .2992 -1.3460 .3416 1.3401
•7000 -.§494 .54_7 .gbTO .6260 ,2gg2 -.8923 ,6595 1.1153
• 7§00 -.4313 .§_47 .9100 .7_06 .2292 -.683_ .56_5 .9355
.8000 -.3327 .6073 .8769 .8000 .2ggZ -,3336 ,610_ .8699
.8_00 -.2285 .63_ ._3Z7 .gOOO .2992 -.1528 .6572 .7980
.9000 -,1294 ,6618 .7_08 ,1006 ,2382 .0853 .719g .7013
.9500 -.0347 .6861 .75u_ .2000 ,2362 -.1104 .6661 .7843
• 97_0 .0260 .7026 .726_ .3500 .2362 -.2717 ,6268 .8678
1.0000 .0974 .7232 .bgbz ,4500 .2362 -,2421 ,6336 ,8346
• _0_ ,2362 -,1933 ,6649 .8168
.6500 .2362 -.U315 ,6880 .7507
.75_0 .2362 .2433 .7601 .6382
• OGGb °2362 .3501 °7895 ,5909
,8_00 ,2362 ,6265 ,808g ,5587
.9000 .2362 .4553 ,8176 .5439
• g50£ .2362 ,6324 .8118 .5537
TEST 137 PT 17.6772 PSI CN .9793 CD1 .03360 CDCOR1 .03264
RUN 48 TT 203.g623 K C_ -.1557 CD2 .03686 CDCORZ ,O3386
POINT 10 RC 6.U286 _ILLIOH CC .OO76 C03 .O3203 CDCOR3 .O3110
_CH .7354 C66 .01709 COCOR4 .01613
ALPHA 2.9836 DEG C05 .01410 COCOA5 .01310
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER 3URFaC[ bPAN_ISE
XIC CP P_tlP] MLUC XIC CP P,LIP] HLOC XlC YIC CP P_LIPT ffLOC
0.0000 1.1660 1.0003 6,U_U u.O000 1.1660 1.0u63 O.UO00 .500b .4gZl -I,34g0 .3392 1.34_2
.0060 .2719 ,7675 ,82_4 .0640 .8630 °9256 .3341 ,5000 .4265 -1.3726 ,3361 1.3861
.0080 -.0358 .6_78 ,75ib .ObHO 1,6116 .9657 .Z232 ,SbOb .3609 -1.370_ .3315 1o3616
.0150 -.6157 .58_5 .Y04b .6230 ,5235 ._359 .5123 .5¢06 .2953 -1,3773 .3312 1.3625
• 0250 -.7_61 .68H3 1.00_9 .U_Ou .2789 .7694 .6Z34 .5066 .2297 -1.3853 ,3305 1.3660
.0606 -1,0909 .4059 1.212U .1000 .11_4 .72dZ .6886 ,5_00 o16_0 -1.3879 ,3297 1.3656
.0600 -1.2963 .3526 1._171 .1500 .OIC3 .7000 .7322 .5060 .0984 -1.4428 .3166 1,3946
.6800 -1.3640 ,3370 l. JS_G .Zudu -.0_16 .6762 .7687 .560G ,6328 -1,4665 .3123 1.60_4
.I000 -1.3700 .3343 1.35_8 .2500 -,16_5 .6_38 ,u031 ,5000 -,G32_ -1.661g ,3156 1.3970
• 1400 -1.3731 .3306 1.3507 .3530 -.2534 .6316 .6373 .56U0 -.098_ -1.3997 .3309 1.3630
• 1800 -1.3§77 .335, 1.352_ .4500 -.268_ .62gg .e_O0 .500C -.1640 -1.380q .3284 1.3686
.2260 -1.3869 .33ou 1._52u .55_0 -.1902 .6445 .8175 ,5000 -.2297 -1.3924 .3228 1.3876
,2600 -1.3568 .3377 1.34r5 .6_00 -.0407 .0870 .752! .SGO0 -.2g_3 -1.3000 .3530 1.3162
.3000 -1.3812 .3318 1.3hll °7500 ,2359 .7597 .63_8 .5600 -.3609 -1.2614 .3610 1._998
.3400 -1.3816 .3287 1.3672 .dUO0 .3692 ,7911 .5882 .SCGG -.4265 -1.1548 .3926 1,2372
• 3800 Olo6052 .323_ 1,3787 ._500 o6218 .HO_3 .5596 ,5600 -.6921 -.9671 .6417 1,1666
.6260 -1.4231 .3206 1.38ti .9000 .4648 .8163 ,5696 .ObO0 .2922 -1.1130 .4029 1.2176
.4600 -114375 .3166 1.3947 .9500 .6634 .81_2 .5497 .1600 .2992 -1.3632 .3347 1.3549
• 5060 -1.4609 .3119 1.4054 l.OUOJ .0743 .7172 .7155 .2200 .2992 -l.3gg2 .3275 1.3706
.5400 -1.4260 .3230 1.3804 .3000 .2992 -1.3965 .3276 1.3710
• 5800 -1.0653 .6153 1.1_6_ .3_00 .29gZ -1.3723 .3357 1.3526
"_ ,bZO0 -,7815 .4937 /*OSb_ o_600 .zgqz -1.3780 .3358 1.3525
• 8600 -.7024 .50_ 1.0316 .5400 .2292 -1.3253 .32e5 1.3682
.7000 -.5885 .5416 .97U3 _ .bZ¢O .2222 -.8618 .6?76 1.0861
,7500 -.4637 .57q8 .g177 .7000 .292Z -.4807 .5708 .2319
.8000 -,3335 .6075 .8765 .8_GL .Zggz -.328g .6138 .8668
.8500 -.2335 .6362 .8362 .9000 .2gg2 -.1520 .6558 ._001
.qOOO -.1318 .6_Z? .7e98 .1_0_ .23_2 .ll81 .7Z89 .6873
• 2500 -,0645 ,6859 .7536 .2100 ,23_2 -.0865 ,6744 .7716
• 27_0 .0066 .62€5 .7366 ,356G .2362 -.2526 .6226 .8407
1.0000 ,0763 ,7172 .7055 .4500 .2362 -,2610 ,6337 ,8340
• 5_Ou .23_Z -,1916 ,6468 .o13g
•6_00 .2302 -.0366 .686e .?526
.7_uo .2362 .2636 .7622 .6362
._000 ,2362 .3694 .?uq7 .5g05
.8_00 .2362 .6226 ,dOg9 .556g
,'iC3u .2362 .45H7 ,_Ig9 .53gg
o_SUb o2362 16290 ,_119 .5537
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TABLE III. - Continued.
]EST 137 P1 L7,67_0 P$1 CN ,99_8 C01 .05183 COCORI ,05ObZ
PUN 48 TT 203.9153 K CM -.1571 CD2 .0506q COCOR2 .0k949
POINT 11 PC 4.0340 MILLION CC .0096 C03 .044Z7 COCOR3 .04310
MACH .7388 C04 .02157 CDCOR4 .OZ03b
ALPHA 3,4917 OEG CO5 .01810 COCOR5 .01691
UPPEP SUgFAC[ LOWER _UWFACE SPANWI$E
XIC CP PpLIPT HLOC XlC CP P,LIPT MLnC XlC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1375 .9985 .0463 0.0000 L.1375 .9_85 .0463 .5000 .4qZl -1.3847 .326Z 1.3734
.0040 .2129 .7530 .84_4 .Ou4G ._0_3 .9358 .30qL .SOU0 .4Z55 -1.4045 .3215 1.3839
°0080 -,0748 .6763 .7_b .0080 1.0318 .qTO0 .Z093 o50_0 ,3_Oq -L,419_ ,3LqL 1.3890
,0150 -.4447 *5770 .8221 .0230 .SbbZ .8_70 .49Zb .5000 ,2953 -1,4223 .3182 1,3910 6
°0250 -.8258 =4750 1*0085 ,0500 ,3190 .7812 .6043 ,5000 .2Z97 -1*4113 .3ZOb 1,3858
.0400 -1.1331 ,3958 1.2182 ,lUOU .1497 ,7372 .6743 ,5000 .1640 -1*_192 ,3212 1,3844
.0600 -1.3370 .3423 1.3387 .15_0 .0373 .7081 .7ZZ7 .SbOb .0984 -1.4571 .31Z0 1.4051
• OUO0 -1.390§ .3278 L.37C3 .ZOO0 -.0678 .6768 .7678 .5000 .0328 -1.378Z .330g 1.3645
• 1000 -1.4076 ,3Z56 1.3747 .2500 -,1535 ,6585 ,8020 ,5000 -.0328 -1*4335 .3203 1.3863
.1400 -1.3952 .3254 1,3752 .3500 -.2520 ,0279 ,8430 ,5000 -,8984 -1,4158 .3Z19 1.3829
.1800 -1.4020 ,3260 1.3739 ,4500 -.Z378 .6341 ,8335 .5000 -.1640 -1,4014 .314Z 1.3778
.Z200 -1.3993 .3259 1.3740 °5500 -.1996 .6439 .8184 .5000 -.gZ97 -1.4239 .3197 1.3877
,2600 -1.3885 ,3252 L,37_b .6500 -.0476 .6840 .7569 .5000 -,2953 -1,3730 ,3341 1.3561
• 3000 -1.4098 .3200 1.3870 .7500 .Z338 .7597 .6389 ,5000 -,3609 -1,1871 .3525 1,3171
• 3400 -1.4261 .317Z 1.3932 .8000 .3410 °7867 .5953 °5000 -.4265 -1.1233 .3986 1.ZZ59
•3800 -1.4432 ,3127 1,4036 ,8500 .4188 .8082 ,5599 .5600 -,4921 -,9501 .4443 1.1418
,4100 -1.4545 .3117 1.4057 .9000 .4467 ._153 ,5678 .0600 ,2992 -1,1301 ,3844 1.2339
,4500 -1.4507 ,3128 1,4U31 *9500 ,4311 .8114 ,5544 .1400 .ZqgZ -1,4150 ,3138 1,3790
.5000 -1*40Z1 .32_5 1.3718 1*0000 *01_3 .6996 *73Z8 *ZZGO ,299Z -1.4391 .3153 1.3975
• 5400 -1,0578 ,4153 1.1944 ,3000 .2992 -I,4365 ,3132 1,4024
•5800 -,9180 ,4514 I*IZO7 ,3800 .Zgqg -1,4Z51 .3Z41 1.3779
• 6Z00 -.8384 ,4754 1.U878 .4600 .2991 -1.4280 o3216 1,3813
.6600 -.7785 ,4_9_ 1,0837 .5400 .Z892 -1,4305 ,3185 1,3905
• 7000 -,6809 .51_6 1,01_0 .6200 ,2992 -.8526 ,4699 1,0971
• 7500 -,5010 ,5650 .9410 ,700_ ,1992 -,499_ ,5835 ,9433
,8000 -*3983 .5893 .9019 *8000 ,2992 -,3444 ,6048 ,8787
.8500 -,2754 *b236 ._97 ,9000 .299Z -.1605 .6_44 .8023
• 9000 -,1837 .5531 ,8043 *10_0 .Z3_Z ,150_ ,7379 .673_
,9500 -.0723 .8791 .7643 .2_G0 .2362 -.0557 .6843 .7563
.97_0 -.0319 .6900 .7_66 .3500 .23_2 -.2399 ,6336 .8342
1,0000 .0193 *6996 .7328 .4500 .2362 -,2415 .8300 *8398
.55_U .2362 -.192Z .6441 .8180
• 5500 .2362 -.0384 .6877 .7512
• 7_GO .Z36Z ,23Z6 .75e6 .b%Ob
,A000 .Z362 .3336 .7843 .5993
,8500 .135Z .6163 ,8090 .5584
.9000 .Z362 ,4405 .814Z ,5496
.9500 ,2362 .4051 ,8043 ,5664
TEST 137 PT 18.8387 P_I CN .2769 C01 ,Cl126 COCOR1 ,01084
RUN 49 TT L99.3782 < CM -.1429 C02 ,01179 CDCORZ .01138
POINT 1 RC 4.u307 MILLION CC .0185 CD3 .00937 C000R3 .00898
MACH ,7583 CD4 *00732 COCOR4 .00695
ALPHA -1.99_8 DEG CD5 .00613 COCOR5 .00578
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PtLIPT _LOC XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC YIC CP P_L/PT MLOC
0,0000 1.G454 .97G4 ,1074 u.oOOO 1,0454 .9704 .2074 ._GOG ,4921 -,6909 ,4949 1.0549
.0040 .9367 ,9404 .1973 .0040 ,1095 .7143 ,7101 .5_C0 ,4255 -,b940 .4918 1.0601
.0080 .69_8 ,873Z ,444Z *0U80 .3085 .7676 .626Z .5000 .3609 -.7068 .4869 i*0683
• 0150 ,3671 .7834 ,_007 .0230 -,1600 ,6104 ,873L ,5000 ,2953 -.7019 ,4931 L.0578
• 0250 .0034 ,5830 ,7583 ,0500 -.4311 ,5631 .9439 ,5000 .2297 -.7025 .48_1 1.0_46
,0400 -.3043 .SgFZ .8889 .I000 -,4518 ,5576 .952d .5000 .1640 -.6968 .491Z 1,0611
,0600 -.4339 *5547 .9415 .1500 -.4983 .5448 *9732 .5_00 .0984 -.7100 .4878 1.0667
•0800 -.4454 .5605 .9482 ._OOO -.58_6 .5222 I,0097 .5000 .0328 -.695_ .492Z 1,0593
•I000 -.4595 .5585 .9514 .2500 -,6202 .5111 1.0179 ,50_0 -,032_ -.7010 .4879 1.0686
.1400 -.4849 .5470 .9696 .35U0 -.73Gq .4805 1.0792 .5C00 -.OqS4 -.7148 .4_8_ 1.0654
•1800 -.5Z57 .5389 .98_7 .4500 -.4548 .5567 .954_ .5%00 -.1640 -.7116 .48_0 1.0697
•ZEO0 -.5414 .5337 .4911 .5500 -.3180 .5966 .8916 .5000 -.7297 -.712Z .4883 1.0659
._600 -._655 .5293 .99,_ .6500 -.0821 ._605 .7930 .50_0 -.2953 -.6970 .4894 I.0641
.3000 -.5117 .8144 1.0Z74 .7500 ._084 .7416 .6875 .5000 -.3609 -.7155 .4840 1.0732
.3400 -.64_4 .5038 1._3_9 .HO00 .2957 .7637 .8325 .5000 -.4285 -.7176 .6854 1.070,
• 3_00 -.6_40 .506Z 1.0350 .8_00 ,3571 ,7H07 .6060 *_000 --.4921 --.7199 .48_Z I*0711
.4200 -.66_8 .50LO 1.04_3 .9000 .3989 .7976 ,_bSO .0600 .Z992 -.38_ .5779 .970_
.4600 -.6795 .49_9 1.0531 .9500 .4074 .7946 ._8Z4 .1400 ,_992 -.4889 .5476 .9687
•_000 -.7C5_ .484Z _._44 _.uOOO .1403 .7_7 .698_ ._00 .299_ -.547Q .5Z91 .9905
.8400 -.?ZS_ .48]! 1.074& .3000 .Z492 -.6107 .5158 L.0203
.5800 -.7651 ,4782 1.0967 .3SO0 .ZqgZ -.6664 .5033 1.0408
•6ZOO -.8099 .46Z6 I._099 .4545 ._Qg_ --.687_ .4894 1.0040 _r_
• 6600 -.8686 .4427 1.1667 .5400 ,2991 -,7321 .4790 1.0816
°7000 -.8039 .463L 1.L089 .6700 .2_9_ -.7981 .463_ 1.1081
.7800 -.4847 ,548u .9_81 .7000 .299Z -.7798 .4642 1,0984
.8000 -.34_2 .5857 ,9077 ,8030 ,299Z -.3307 .§903 .9014
,8500 -.2286 .6ZOu ._53 ,9000 ,299Z -,1398 .6447 .8171
,9000 -.1044 ,6545 *5011 *1000 ,1361 *.4608 ,5583 .9516
• 9500 ,0181 ,bP&6 .7482 *2000 ,2362 -,5700 .5179 1.0004
• 9780 .0798 ,7082 .7227 .3500 ,23_2 -,7074 ._874 1.067_ '*-
1,0000 .1403 ,7117 ,698t *4_U_ ,Z362 -,4418 .5813 .9488
• 5_00 .2387 -,3113 ,_963 .8920
.5_00 .23_g -,0916 ,657L ,7981
,7500 .2382 ,2075 .7381 .6728
,8000 .2361 .3015 ,7667 ,6277
• 8500 .2381 .3729 .7874 .59_2
,9000 .2361 .4093 ,7935 ,5841
.9_00 ,2362 .4060 ,7834 .5843
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TE_T 137 P! 16.8559 PSI CN .3629 CDI .01138 CDCORI .01100
RUN %9 T1 198,9367 K CM -.1667 CD2 ,01261 COCORZ ,01Z05
POINT Z RC 4,0637 mILLION CC .0199 C03 .0Cg78 CDCOR3 .00963
"_ NACH .7569 CO¢ .00801 CD=OR6 .00756
ALPHA -L,5005 OEG CD5 ,GObZJ C0=0R5 ,00587
UPPER SURF&C£ LOdEP _UQFACE SPANdISE
XIC CP PtLIPI MLQC XIC CP PtLIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP P_LlPl _LOC
0.0000 1.0869 .9818 ,ZbZl 0.0000 1.0869 .9818 .LbZl .5000 .6921 -.7510 ,6775 1.0563
.0060 .8730 .9227 .36G5 .OO_ .ZZ7b .7627 .6658 .50_0 .4265 -.7528 .4757 1.0873
._, ,OUSO ,633Z .85_4 .67o7 .O080 ,4260 ,502Z .5098 ,5000 ,35C9 -,7507 ,6791 1,0815
.0150 .2796 *7010 .o308 .0Z30 -.1392 .6_35 .8191 .5000 .29_3 -.7572 .6766 1.0862
.0250 -.1056 .0566 ,7_bl .0500 -.3279 .5911 .q001 .50_0 .2297 -.7678 .6721 1.0935
.0600 -.6196 .5675 .9371 .1000 -.3815 .5730 .g175 .SObO .16_0 -.7559 .6776 1.08_6
.0600 -.5511 .5350 .q_59 .15_0 -.6133 .5631 .9_60 .560C .0986 -.7771 ._691 1.0985
.0800 -.5526 *_3_q .9907 .2000 -._076 .56_3 .9575 .5000 .0328 -.7685 .6785 1.GOZb
,1000 -,553_ ,5310 .9956 ,2500 -,5508 ._317 .9963 ,5000 -,0328 -,7571 ,6731 1.0917
,1600 -.5677 ,5230 1.0086 ,3800 -,b152 ,5197 1,0139 ,5000 -.0986 -,7062 °6739 1,0903
,1800 -,6C25 .5173 I.U178 .65_ -,6396 .SbZO .9658 ,5000 -.i060 -,7058 ,6760 1.0857
,Z200 -o6156 .5127 1.0254 ,5500 -,3U56 .bJ18 .0833 .50U0 -.ZZg7 -.7719 .671Z 1.0951
.2600 -.0285 .5111 l.OgTq .6400 -.0796 ._36 .7H05 .5000 -.2953 -.75_g .6767 1.0890
.3000 -°6707 .69_3 L.0692 .7500 .20_5 °7409 .0685 .5000 -.3009 -.771% .6703 l.Ogb5
.3600 -.7004 .6929 1.03,Z .80UU .3059 07551 .5303 .5C00 -.4205 -.7690 °4732 L.0916
*3800 -.7221 ,48t0 1.0698 ,85_ .35_0 .7_07 .5051 .5000 -.4971 -.7688 .6759 1.0570
.4200 -.7366 .4507 1.0708 .9000 .4016 .7930 .5851 .0o00 .299_ -.4_10 .5_Ob .9672
.4600 -.7525 .47_3 l.GtlZ, .9500 .6090 .7906 .57_Z .1400 .2992 -.5776 .5165 1.0060
.5000 -.7725 .4703 l.O_t_ L.OOO0 .IZ4M .Tt_ .7031 .ZZO0 .2991 -.0250 .5110 1.0271
.5600 -.7708 ,6723 1.0931 .3050 .2997 -.6092 .5009 1.0445
.5800 -.6164 .4_02 1.1161 .3800 .299Z -.73_2 .6826 1.0755
.5200 -.8393 .4539 1.1250 .4500 .ZggZ -.7551 .4774 1.0866
,6600 -,8912 ,6418 1,1405 ,5400 .2992 -.7_89 .6658 1.1063
.7000 -.8265 .6557 1,11_1 ,6200 .2992 -.8390 *6541 I°1265
.7500 -.,T88 .550_ .q_37 .7000 ,2991 -*7995 .6059 I,I042
,8000 -,3475 .5871 .9061 .8000 .2992 -,3461 °5881 .9068
*8500 -*Z259 ,6222 ,8518 .900& .2992 -o1407 .6451 .81bb
.9000 -,1049 ._571 .7980 .1000 .Z3bZ -.3780 .5806 .9107
,9500 .0160 .6_81 .7505 .20UO ,236Z -.4973 .549_ ,9658
.9750 .0700 .7_65 .7151 .3500 ,Z352 -.614% .5157 1.0Z06
1.0000 .1268 .71_8 .7031 .650_ ,236Z -,6_19 .5535 .9636
.5500 .236Z -.3078 .5991 .8875
.0500 .2351 -.0878 .0592 ,7969
.7500 .2362 .1109 .7615 ,b577
.8000 .2302 .3099 .7593 .6236
,850b ,23bZ .37_5 .7869 .5951
.9000 *2302 .6198 .7995 .576_
.95OG .2352 .6123 .797Z .5781
TEST 137 PT 10.95_5 PSI CN .4655 CO1 .01167 COCORL ,01103
RUN 69 TT 19_,7088 K CM -.1496 COZ ,01Z55 CDCORZ .OIZZZ
POINT 3 _C 4.0761 MILLION CC .0208 C03 .00930 COCOR3 .00887
M_CH .7568 CD6 .00959 COCOR4 .00918
_LPHA -1.0053 bEG CD5 .00548 COCOR5 .00607
UPPER SURFACE LOWLR _UWFACL SPANWISE
XlC CP PtLIP/ ML_C XlC CP P,LIPI MLUC XlC YIC CP P,L/PT MLOC
O,O00U 1.1158 .Q901 .I1_4 v. UOO_ l.llS_ ._901 .1196 ,5000 ._gZl -.8188 ,6598 I.i167
,0060 ,8130 ,go71 .3750 .OU4J .3619 .7790 .6069 .5000 .6265 -,8Z66 ,_567 1,1Z3b
,0080 ,5689 ,8341 ,5153 .G0_0 ,5257 ._2_8 .5247 .5000 .3609 -,8363 .4537 1,1153
.0150 ,1927 .730_ .o749 ,0230 -.037e .0719 ,7738 .50uO .7953 -.8314 ,4573 1.t190
.0250 -.1817 .636L ._335 .0500 -.2264 ._219 .85Z3 .5000 .2297 -.8366 .4557 1.1200
.0400 -.5153 .5413 .978M .luO0 -.2987 .6049 .d757 .5000 .1640 -.8362 .6529 1.1267
,ObO0 -,5572 .5020 1.0431 .1500 -.3_9 ,5855 .938d ,5000 ,0954 -.8370 .4520 1.1286
• 0800 -.6535 .503_ I.C3q8 .ZuO0 -.4667 .5631 .94k3 .5000 .0328 -.8326 .6533 1.12bl
.1000 -.8421 .5085 1.0350 ._500 -.4936 .5485 *9873 .5000 -.0318 -.8322 .4558 1.1218
,1400 -.6532 .6_9o L.u_Tu .3500 -.5636 .5293 .9982 .5000 -.0986 -.8365 ._538 1,1251
• 1800 -,0706 ,5009 1.0668 .450_ -.4355 .5b32 ,9439 *SCGG -,1040 -.8369 ,653_ 1.1259
,ZZO0 -,5853 ,494b 1,0_53 .5500 -.2928 ._045 ,8792 .5000 -,2297 -.8219 *6590 1.1150
•1500 -,6966 .6938 L.C_b7 .OSOO -.071, .b839 .7877 .SOCC -.2953 -,8188 ,6818 1,1112
•3000 -,7281 .6818 i.u770 ,7500 ,22Z2 ,76_2 .8833 .5000 -.3bOq -.8zqb ._581 1.1177
• 3400 -.7518 .4764 1.0861 .u0_0 .31_b .7702 .8221 .SOQu -.42_5 -.8283 .6553 1.1208
,3800 -,7742 .6733 1.0916 ,_500 .3754 ,7875 ,5961 ,5000 -,4921 -,8313 ,6589 i,L183
.4200 -.7886 .486, 1._976 *qJO0 .4238 .7998 .573_ .0800 .2992 -.8015 .5210 1.0117
.6800 -.8059 .4605 l.li3b .9500 .6285 .8008 .5722 .I*80 .2gg/ -.0671 .5023 1.0426
.5000 -.8304 .4540 1.1249 1.0000 .1240 .7188 ,7031 .ZZoU .2992 -.6984 .6955 1.0539
•5%00 -,8595 ,6659 1,13_ .3000 .Zgg2 -.724U .6869 1.0683
4_ .5800 -,8784 .6631 1,1%40 ,3_00 .2991 -.7831 ,671Z L.O96q
,8200 -,9100 ,4330 1.1030 ,468_ ,2991 -.815_ ._649 1,1059
.6600 -.9689 .4185 I.lg12 ,5400 .2991 -.8506 .4519 1.1285
• 7000 -.7989 .%859 1.1060 .0200 .2992 -._756 ,6650 1.1606
.7500 -.6890 .5573 .9531 .7800 .zggz -.7951 .6876 1.1018
.8u00 -.3512 .Su_ .9033 .8uuo .2gqZ -.3511 .58B8 .9037
• RSO0 -*1274 *8213 *8532 .g_00 .Z991 -.1433 ,6456 .8159
.9000 -.1091 .bStl .7998 o1000 .2382 -*308§ .8018 .8834
.9500 *0061 .88_7 .7_28 .ZOO0 .23bZ --.6367 .5689 .9381
.9750 .0855 .7035 .7287 .3500 .2381 -.5459 .5337 .g911
1,0000 .1240 ,71_ .7031 .45_G .2301 -.4212 .5095 .9340
.5500 .73tZ -.2920 ,8055 ,8777
.8500 ,7381 -.07g4 .bb3Z ,7887
.7500 .2302 ,1211 .?Sbg .6803
.Sbb£ ,?3bZ .3209 .7729 ,blTB
.5_U_ .2_Z .3915 .7_2_ .5580
.gcuo .2381 ,6348 ._053 .5867
.9508 ,238Z .4Z81 .SGZ9 .5687
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 16.7507 P_! CN .5232 COl .ul%15 CDCOR1 .01162
RUN %q IT 198.5514 _ CN -,1525 CO? .0138U CDCOR2 .01327
POINT 4 RC 4,0Z70 _ILLInN CC ,0?05 C03 ,01035 COCOR3 ,00982
MACH ,7552 CO4 ,01079 COCOR4 ,01029
ALPHA -,4994 OEG C05 .00720 COCOR5 100672
UPPER SURFACF LOWER SURFACE SPANWI5E
XIC CP P,LIFT MLGC XIC CP PpL/PT MLOC X/C ¥/C CP PpL/PT _LOC
0.0000 1,1415 .qqIL .0040 O.t,OJu 1,1415 .q971 ,0640 .5000 .4921 -._741 ,4437 1,1429
• 0040 ,7509 ,8P_4 .4125 ,0040 .4372 .8341 ,5666 .5000 ,4265 -.8902 ,4411 1,1476
.0080 .4823 .8171 .5449 .00_0 .6253 .6570 .4746 .5000 .360q -°8933 .4362 1.1565
• 0150 .1123 *7146 ,7097 ,J230 ,0577 .bg9? .7334 ,5000 ,2953 -,d873 ,44?5 1.1451
.0950 -,2691 ,6111 .e6_g ,05_0 -,141_ ,5435 ,dlqO ,5000 ,2297 -,8967 .4395 1,1505
•0400 -,6115 ,51_0 1,0116 .lOOO -,2314 .t?O7 ,_541 .50u6 ,1640 -,8918 .6397 1.1502
•0600 -.7945 .4679 1.1006 .1500 -,3021 ,6024 ,8_25 ,500C .098_ -.8897 ,4392 1.1511
• 0800 -,7960 ,4679 1.10u6 ,20_0 -.3894 ,5_03 ,9169 .5000 ,0328 -,8737 ,4435 1*1434
.1000 -,7554 ,476? 1,0_65 ,2500 -,44_0 ,5612 ,9%70 .5000 -,03?8 -,8751 ,4%?5 1.1451
,1400 -,7453 ,4811 1._7Ul ,3500 -.5133 ,5%43 .9741 ,5000 -,0904 -.8786 ,_45Z 1.1404
,1800 -.7586 ,47h7 1._856 .4_00 -,41_2 .56_I ,9361 .5000 -.164u -,8795 .4414 1.1471
• 2200 -,7469 .4795 1,u_08 .5500 -,27_9 .6090 ,8723 ,5000 -.?Z97 -._731 .44?0 1.1461
,2600 -,7593 ,4753 1,0e80 ,6500 -,u6_3 ,6677 ,7_19 .5000 -,2953 -,8601 ,4471 1.1370
• 3000 -,7996 .4654 1.1041 ,7500 °??88 ,7465 .6597 ,5000 -*3609 -.8906 ,4400 1.1496
•3400 -,8115 .4587 1,1155 ,80_3 ,3324 ,7760 ,6127 ,5000 -,4265 -.8922 .4393 1,1509
,3800 -.8342 .4570 1.1195 .8500 .3897 .7914 .5677 ._000 -.sqZ1 -.8780 .4463 1.13_3
• 4Z00 -,8414 .4547 1.1237 ,9000 ,43?5 ,fiu3O .5686 .06Ub ,2997 -.6417 ,5071 1,0346
• 4600 -,8568 .4493 1,1331 ,9500 ,4341 .B034 .567_ ,1460 .2992 -.7433 ,4810 1.0782
• 5000 -,8816 ,4414 1.1471 l,OOvO .1207 ,7166 ,7065 .2200 .2992 -,7509 ,4779 1,0835
• 5400 -.9035 ,435S 1.1581 .3000 ,29q2 -,7847 ,4585 1.0997
• 5800 -,9355 .4259 1,17_0 ,3800 ,2992 -,8?64 .4563 1,1209
.6200 -.9589 .423Z 1,1799 .4600 .2992 -.8688 .%475 1.1363
• 5600 -1.0174 ,4035 1.Z166 ,54C0 o2992 -,9032 ,_377 1,1536
• 7000 -.8597 .4457 1,13_5 ,6200 .?99? -.9355 .4276 1.1719
• 7500 -,4531 ,_590 ,9506 ,700_ .7997 -,7691 .4717 1.0941
• 8000 -,3397 .5911 .gOOl .8000 ,2992 -,3504 *5900 .9017
• 8500 -,2240 ,6226 ,8512 ,9000 ,2q92 -.1334 ,6477 .8126
• 9000 -.1032 .6578 .7970 .1000 .7352 -.7338 .6703 .8547
• 9500 .0071 .6263 .753? .2000 ,2362 -*3768 ,58?4 .9136
°9750 .0612 ,7022 ,7?88 ,3500 *?36? -*5038 .5463 .9708
1.0000 .1207 ,7166 ,7065 .4500 .2362 -,3984 ,5739 ,9270
• 5500 ,2362 -.2779 .6070 ,8753
• 6500 ,2362 -,0738 ,6644 ,7869
• 750C ,?3bZ .2253 ,7458 ,66G8
.SOGO .?36? .3315 .7749 .614_
• B500 ,2362 .4025 .7941 .5833
,900O ,2369 .%37? .8048 .5655
o9500 *?352 ,4185 ,7995 .5743
TEST 137 PT 16._76k PSI CN .5849 CO1 .01337 COCOR1 .01279
RUN 69 TT 198,4698 K CM -.150_ CO2 ,01535 CDCOR2 .01477
POINT 5 RC %,0490 _ILLZO_ CC .0192 C03 ,bi166 COCOR3 ,01110
MJCH ,7565 CO% ,01206 CDCOR% .01152
ALPHA ,OOOO DEG CO5 *00870 COCOR5 ,00816
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SUkFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PpLIPT _LOC XlC CP P*LIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1,1574 1.0016 0,0000 O,G_JO 1,1574 1,0616 O,00_J ,5C0_ ,4921 -.9107 ,4342 1.1601
,0040 ,6871 ,8724 ,44_8 ,0040 .5142 .8_53 ,5308 .5000 .4265 -,9218 .4310 1,1658
• 0080 .4092 .7969 .57u7 .GudO ,7035 .877u .4369 ,5000 .3609 -.9333 ,4295 1.1685
•0150 ,0470 ,6969 ,7369 .0230 ,1390 ,7217 ,6985 °5000 ,2953 -*9?97 .4795 1*1686
• 0250 -,3262 .5921 ,u985 ,0500 -,b677 ,6650 ,7860 ,5000 ,2197 -,9418 ,4?65 1,1739
.0400 -,6817 ,4980 1,0496 ,I000 -,1737 ,6365 ,_296 .5000 ,16_0 -,9404 ,%?53 1,1761
• 0600 -.8708 .4422 1,1456 ,150_ -.2489 ,6167 ,8604 ,500C ,0984 -,9423 ,4282 1.1708
,0800 -.9039 .4361 1,15b6 ,?000 -.3442 ,589% ,9022 ,5000 ,032_ -,9039 .4336 1.1612
• 1000 -,8780 ,4472 1,1457 ,1500 -,406] ,5726 ,9791 ,5000 -,0378 -,g016 .4356 1,1556
.1400 -.8598 *%%65 1.1380 .3500 -,4751 .5510 *963? ,SObO -*0984 -*9069 .6354 1.1579
.1800 -.8543 ,4521 1,1Ze2 ,4500 -,3848 .5793 .9184 .5000 -*1640 -.9052 ,%36% 1.1561
• ?200 -,8605 .4474 1,1364 *5500 -.2740 ,6066 .8760 ,5000 -.2297 -.8998 .4381 1.1530
•?600 -,8460 ,4519 1.1285 .5500 -,0663 ,6659 ,7846 ,5000 -,2953 -,9051 ,4368 1.1554
,3000 -,8498 ,4508 1.1305 .7500 .2284 ,7%63 *6602 ,5000 -.3609 -,9070 ,4344 1.1596
• 3400 -.8465 ,4532 i,[?_? ,8000 ,3306 *77%0 ,6159 .50uO -.4?65 -,9103 ._339 1,1O06
•3800 -.8679 .4464 1.13_2 .8_00 ,3998 ,79%9 ,5820 ,5000 -.4921 -,q155 ,4327 1.1627
•4200 -,8895 ,4409 1,1480 ,90_0 ,4383 .8061 *5667 ,060_ o2992 -.7799 *4690 1,0987
,4800 -.8871 ,6399 1.1497 .9500 .4340 ,b033 ,5680 *14C0 *299Z -.9109 .4373 1,1544
• 5000 -.9138 ,4360 1.1568 1,O00O ,1151 ,716_ ,7074 *?ZOO ,2992 -.Bill .4604 1.1137
•5400 -.9315 ,426_ 1,1749 ,3000 .2992 -,8?Ze ,4584 1.1172
,5800 -,97?8 *%171 1,1912 ,3800 .Z992 -._667 .44_7 1.1378 _-
,5200 -1.0169 .4052 1.2133 *46UC .7997 -.8998 .4377 1.1538
•6600 -I,0564 ,3950 1.?3Z_ ,5400 ,2992 -.9581 ,4219 1,18?4
.7000 -.7386 ,4823 1,0761 ,6_0C .2992 -1,0003 ,4104 1,Z036
•7500 -.4506 ,5613 ,9_70 .70u¢ ,?992 -,6691 .5017 1,0435
• 8000 -*3354 .5915 ,_qg5 ,_CO0 .Z992 -.3367 .5916 ,_992
._500 -.2192 .6?36 ,8497 .9000 ,?99? -.1223 ,6516 .8066
• 9000 -.1060 ,6549 ,bUl5 *]GCG ,?36? -.1714 .6374 ,8?83
,9500 .0036 .6_54 ,1546 .20C0 ,2362 -,3352 .5912 ,_000
.9750 .0480 .5965 .1375 .350U .?3bZ -.46_5 .5575 .9529
1.0U00 ,1151 .71_u ,7d74 *%500 o?3bZ -,3754 ,5813 ,9154
•550u ,236? -,?675 .6099 ,870q
•65CG ,?362 -,0704 ,6568 .7833
,7600 ,2362 ,?3?5 ,74_7 ,6563
,UO00 .2362 .3339 ,7757 ,6132
.850_ *?36? .%077 ,7961 .5799
,q00G .?36? ,4394 ,8049 ,5654
• 9500 .2352 ,_171 .7990 ,5751
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TE_T 137 PI io,_3_0 P_I tN obSgU COl ,Olb13 CD:ORI .OlqS_
RUN 49 TT I'_).317Z K CM -,1547 CD2 ,d1724 CD=OR2 ,01562
POINT 6 PC %,O561 MILLI3N CC ,O1H5 CD3 ,G13Z1 CDCO_3 ,OiZbZ
MACH ,7b09 CO% ,01334 CDCOR4 ,01275
aLPHa ,5073 b_G CD5 ,CIIZ3 CDCOR5 °01064
UPPER SURFACE tnWtk 51JNfAC[ 5PANW15[
X/C CP P,L/P| ML rl( XlC CP P,LIPI MLL]: X/C f/[ CP PpLIP| MLOC
0.0000 1.15hl l.uu4_ (s._.JtO d. Or)O0 l.lht'l l.OOq8 b.030_ .bCGO .%_21 -1.0064 .40_3 i.Z_75
.0040 °6328 .h574 ._73g .O_d ._t_73 .,qbZ .qbh'J .5106 .4265 -l.OOb3 .4076 i.1089
a_ .0080 .3379 .77tU ._ll_ .UOdO .777/ ._974 .3962 .hObO .300_ -1.ui14 .40_7 1.2C69
.0150 -.0295 .6756 .Thgl .u2]_ °ZZ?3 .l£hO .6005 .bOuG .2gO) -.gUg2 .4135 l.lg7g
,0250 -,4017 ,57Z3 ._L_t ,ub_ .uu40 ,6d_/ ,755/ .500C ,2Z97 -,980_ .4153 1,1945
,0%00 -.7525 .47'wi i.,J_il4 " .100U -.I150 .ObZ_ .d054 .5000 .I640 -.g7%e o4151 I.ig46
.ObO0 -og361 ._241 1.17_3 .1500 -.I842 .630_ .A_5 .bOGQ .bgS_ -.98Zb o4134 l.lg_G
.0800 -.g759 .413g l.lg71 .ZOO0 -.2921 .6037 .8805 .5000 .0328 -.g@60 .41Z5 1.199_
oi000 -.g738 .4151 1.1950 o2bOJ -.357g .5_54 og089 .5000 -.032_ -.9743 .4139 l.lg71
.1400 -.9690 ._lTg I.I_7 .3_00 -.4342 .5633 .9437 .5Out -.0964 -.g535 .%Z34 1.1797
.lhO0 -.g567 .4194 i.I_69 .4600 -.36_3 .5_59 .gObZ .fOOu -.i_40 -.9370 .426g 1.1732
.Z200 -.g534 ._207 i.I_ .5500 -.Z557 .6116 ._67_ .50GO -.Z297 -.bbbg .4171 1.1912
.2500 -.gbg3 ._186 l.loOt °ObJO -.0567 °6670 .7_Z_ °5000 -.2g53 -.9831 .4123 1.2001
.3000 -.9907 =%llg l.ZUOg .?50U .2355 .7478 .6577 .5OOL -.3bOg IlgBgO .6126 1.1994
.3400 -I.0102 .40gO 1.2063 .HOO0 .3402 .7773 .6107 .bObO -._265 -*gg3g .6105 1.2034
.3800 -.g565 ,%Z25 1.1,13 ._buj .4c5_ .7_43 .9_Zd .5000 -.4921 -.v914 ._iO_ 1.20_9
,4ZOO -,QZ43 ,k307 i.ib_q ,901)0 ,4%43 ,d052 ,5548 ,0600 oZgqZ -°8305 °4535 1,1257
.4600 -.9568 .4202 io1"55 ogbO5 *4410 .8047 .5656 o1406 °2gbZ -1.0031 .4083 1.2075
.5000 -.g938 .4103 l. Z03_ L.0000 .09e8 .7113 .7147 .2200 .2gbZ -.g856 .4137 1.1975
.5_00 -1.0046 .q073 I.209_ .3000 .2991 -.bZbg *4286 1.170Z
,5800 -,g930 ,40@b 1.2UO7 ,3_00 ,29gZ -,g60C ,4229 i*1804
.b200 -1,0457 ,398/ loZZb_ .6600 ,2gg2 -o9@e3 ,412_ _.Iggl
*6600 -i,0938 ,383g Io2542 ,bqGO ,2992 -,g945 ,6104 IoZ_3b
,7000 -.7095 .4877 1.3070 .6200 .2gg2 -I.0_71 .%008 1.2217
.7500 -.4567 .557g .9535 .7_0_ .Z992 -.bgb_ .5131 1.0246
,800U -,3368 ,bgZ2 ,sgBq ,8COG ,2gg2 -,535g °5933 ._967
,8500 -,2215 ,b_Z7 ,_51C. .gO00 *2ggZ -,IZ75 ,6498 ,BOg3
.gO00 -o1109 ,bbZB ,H047 ,1000 .23tZ -,I1_7 ,6505 ,8082
,gboo -,Ol12 .bTgb ,Tb_o .2000 ,23bZ -,2827 ,bOSg ,8771
.9750 .03g? .6g46 .74_7 .3bOO .Z362 -.6175 °5669 .g3_g
1,0000 ,0988 ,7113 .71_7 .4500 .236_ -.3550 ,5_6g .g067
.5506 .2_tg -.Z535 .b125 ._ib50
.6500 .73_2 -.Ob%l ,6662 .7_2
.7560 .236Z .2332 ,7_81 .O573
._OOu ._36Z ,3415 ,7771 ,6109
._506 .2362 .%llg .79_0 .5767
,_600 .2362 ,%457. ._Ob3 .bbZg
.9500 .?3bZ ._3_2 ,603U ob_TZ
TEST L37 PT Ie_.QZbu PSI CN ,73_8 CDI .01_5 ¢OCURI ,01825
RU_ _g TT 1g_.1723 _ CM -.Io04 C02 .02168 CDCOR2 .02128
POINT 7 _C %.063U _ILLIJN CC .Olg2 CD3 .01683 CDC(]R3 .01623
MACH .7983 CD4 .Olbb3 CDCOR4 .01b24
ALPH_ .9U59 D/G CD5 .01558 CDCOR5 .014gg
UPPER SURFACE L_]WEP _tJPFAC6 SP_NWIb{
XIC CP PtLIPI ML Fir. XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC X/C YIC CP P_L/PT MLUC
0.0000 1.170_ 1.0049 b.uOOu O.OvD_ 1.1704 1. _.G4g 0.000_ .5000 .4921 -i.0b37 .3863 1.2494
,0040 ,5785 ,8421 ,bUl4 ,0040 • (_458 ,E637 ,4677 .5bvO ,4Zb5 -1.0733 .3_47 1.25Z6
• 0080 ,zg6b .7632 .6333 ,Ohio .823q .gJOZ .3710 ,5000 ,3509 -1,OEgO ,3871 1.2576
•0150 -.0699 .6615 .791_ .OZ30 .2_20 .7601 *63_2 .bCGu .Z953 -I.0865 .3815 I.Z589
,0250 -,4608 ,555_ *g_Sb ,bb_O ,05g0 ,bgq_ ,7335 .50GO ,2/97 -I,097g ,3_04 1,260q
.0400 -,7863 .4657 1.1044 .IOOu -.0693 .6640 .7_76 .5000 .I640 -1.0603 .3857 1.2507
,ObO0 -,9847 ,4_E5 1.2071 ,1500 -,157q .t376 ,B_ul ,bOO0 ,09e4 -1.0387 ,3943 1.23ql
,0800 -1,0394 ,396_ 1.23_ °2d_b -*_532 *blZ_ ,SbTb ,bCO_ ,032_ -1o035_ °3070 1.Z290
• lOOO "1,038_ ,39"7 1,7314 ,2500 -,316_ ,5g33 ,8gbb ,5000 -,032_ -1,053b ,3951 1,Z32_
,1_00 -l,03flB ,_9e3 I,ZZ6q ,3_0 ",*(:ZZ ,_TZO ,930J ,'.,_00 -,09@4 -1,,1069 ,3@0' 1_2610
,1@00 -1,0329 ,397_ 1,_273 ,4500 ",3510 ,5_55 ,gOBe ,SOb(, -,lb40 -1,0762 ,387Z 1o2_77
,ZZO0 -1.0305 ,3_69 1,_Zbi ,_UO -,Z_b* ,blip ,8673 ,5_00 -,22%7 -1,0417 ,3984 1,2263
,_600 -1,0404 ,39t2 l,;tZbt. ,bbdU -,_37 .h_Tb .7_Z} ,500C -,2953 -I.0516 ,3gb2 1,2304
• 3000 -1.0fl72 ,38(€Z 1.2439 .7_)0 ,135_ ,7_70 ,bbgo ,5000 -,3bOg -1,0424 ,39_b 1,22gb
.3400 -1,0872 .3_26 I,ZbP. 7 ,_O0 ,3_3t. ,7777 .6099 ,_6OC -,*_b5 -I.0590 .3913 1.Z39_
,,3800 -1,1014 ,377) 1,_h71, ,8500 ,4072 ,7'_P, ,5t_24 ,_UO0 -,4_1 -1,063_ ,_{t94 1,2434
,4200 "1,0664 ,3_41 1,_1 , gOa,} .439Z , HuZt_ ,bhMq , &_bCb ,2_g2 -,B_4@ ,44?3 _,1455
,4bOO -1,072@ ,]877 1,_4t,? ,g_O0 ,4_32 ,t, u47 ,5651 ,14vU ,2'#92 -1oU595 .3q2t_ l.Z3bq
,500_; -1.0453 ,3924 1,_t76 1.uoDO .0'#71 .71_)4 ,71h3 ,2_bC *24(#2 -l,U?lb ,3H73 1,2476
• 5400 -1.0775 ,3H54 1.261_ ,3_0 ,2gg_ -l,0Zlh ,,4021 I..'191
t .@bOO -1.070@ .34u4 1._Nlb ,3800 ._992 -}.04_b .39Ul l*Z_b?
,b?UO -I.09@_ ,3_3b 1.2_48 *4b_.{. ,29_ ) -1._abgl ,3gG_ 1.Z407
,bbOO -1,0775 .3_bB 1._4tl4 ,5_UG .2_Z -1,1149 ,3?74 l*Zb6g
.7000 -,b27] ,_l?t. 1,02t)4 ._2bb ,,) 99Z -1,142U ,]b77 1*Z863
• 7500 -,4673 ,5_4 ,'#_7 ,7U00 ,2g_Z -,b3_I ,50_b 1,0322
• @000 -,_641 *bP31 ,'#125 ,_¢G_ ,Zgg_ -,32_7 ,_948 ,8_43
•@500 -,Z465 .6150 ,_f3W ,%00G ,ZggZ -*I_09 tb4?5 *@l_g
,9000 -,1449 .64Z_ ,_264 ,lb_b ,2362 -,0627 ,_b6b o7836
,qfldO -,0103 ,67@? ,7649 ,2f.OG .Z3_ -.E441 .6144 .@63@
,9?50 ,0194 ,6M72 ,/_19 ,350_ ,23_Z -,3@@0 ,5756 ,g244
1,0000 ,0971 ,7104 ,71_U ,N500 .Z3b_ -,_05 ,5930 ,@971
,6500 ,2362 -,2463 ,b135 *_F52
• b@('O ,23{}_ -,U524 ,_6€)4 ,779_
,7_Q_ ,2362 ,Z)44 ,7471 ,bS_@
,_f. QU .Z_bZ .3_B ,77@0 .b_90
,_'CO ,23_Z • 4._04 ,7995 ..5744
,gCu_, ,2"_b_. ,4510 ,_07€ ,5_04
,9_U_ ,_36Z ,4_69 *_01_ ,5716
59
TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 15.8379 PSI CN ,8085 C01 .02671 CDCOR1 .02596
PUN 69 TT 1qe.123% K CM -.162B CO2 .02798 COCOR2 ,02723
POINT 8 RC %.0631 MILLION CC ,0177 CO3 ,02117 COCOR3 ,02043
MACH .7572 CO4 .02166 CDCOR4 .02093
ALPHA 1,5071 OEG CD5 ,0177B CDCQR5 ,01705
UPPER SUkFACE LDWEP _URFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC W/C CP PpLIPI MLOC X/C Y/C CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1669 1,00%6 0,0000 0,00_0 1,1669 1.0046 0,0000 .500_ .%921 -1,1526 ,368q 1,2839
.OCAO ,§086 ,8236 .5337 ,0_40 ,7056 .8775 ,4359 .5000 ,4265 -1,1544 .3682 1,2852
• 0080 .2186 ,74%3 .6632 ,0080 ,B834 .9269 ,3313 ,5000 .36(`9 -1.1706 ,3661 1,2895
.0150 -.1508 .6443 ._178 .0230 .3466 .7_09 .6048 .5000 .2953 -1.1613 .3646 1.2924
.0250 -,53bi .53H9 .0_27 .Ub_ .L2GI .7173 .705_ .50Cu .2297 -1.1724 .3637 1.2943
,0400 -,8521 .45G1 1,1317 .1000 -,0193 ,07_6 ,7655 ,5000 ,1640 -1.1596 .3634 1,29_0
o0600 -1.0636 ,3930 1._366 ,15_o -,1064 ,6553 ,8009 .9000 .098% -1,1654 ,3654 1.2908
.OBO0 -1.1163 ,3790 1,2637 .Z000 -,ZOU3 ,62_2 ._625 .50_0 ,0328 -1,1151 ,3788 1.2642
.1000 -1.1252 .3770 ].2_77 .2500 -._793 ._092 .8719 .5000 -.0328 -1.1626 .3646 1.2924
.1%00 -1.1150 ,379_ 1.1626 .3)0_ -,_bes% .5_H ,_100 .5_00 -.0_% -i,183C .35_ 1.30%0
.1800 -1.1120 .3787 A.2664 .6500 -.3317 15929 .fs_TZ .5000 -.1640 -1.1937 13564 1.]093
.2200 -111123 .3783 1.2651 .5500 -.z354 .bzOO .8553 .5_0o -.2297 -1.1082 .3796 1.2o20
o2500 -1.1208 ,3777 1.25_ o6500 -.0519 ,6705 .1175 .5000 -o2953 -1,0960 ,3032 1,2556
,3000 -1.1468 .370e l,ZeJOO .7_00 .2401 .750B .6529 .5000 -,3h09 -1,1013 .3d%1 1.2537
.3400 -1,1714 ,365u 1,7900 ,eJuO °3%97 ,7_06 ,b052 .500b -.4265 -1.121_ ,3762 1.2653
•3BOO -I.1633 .35,b 1,30_7 .,_00 ,k1_6 .7_'_I .5753 ,SOGC -.k921 -1.1121 .38G6 _.2607
.4200 -1.1919 ,35_6 1.3o52 ._uOu ,4512 ._076 .5612 ,0600 ,Z';_2 -._233 ._2_1 1.1692
.4600 -1.1555 .3672 _.Z_73 .9_30 .44aG .H06, .5622 .1,00 .2992 -1.1131 .3757 1.2702
.5000 -1.1508 .3594 1.2_2_ 1.000_ .07_7 .70_ .7237 .2200 .2992 -1.1466 .3581 1.2_55
.5400 -1.1384 ,37_% _.2269 .3GOb .2992 -1,L065 ,3783 1,2650
• 5800 -1,1848 ,3585 1.33_U °3800 ,2992 -1.1105 .3755 1,2707
.6200 -1.1364 .3717 1.2762 ,6600 .2992 -1,1202 .3690 1,Z821
•6600 -,8177 .%59_ 1.1151 .!400 .29_2 -1.1621 .3582 1.3055
• 7000 -.6134 .5156 1,0208 .5200 .2992 -1.2411 .3412 L.3409
• 7500 -.5060 ,545_ ,9727 .7000 .2992 -,6468 ,5062 1,0360
.8000 -.3833 .580_ ._165 ._OOC .2992 -.3196 .5974 .8_02
,8500 -.2630 .5131 ,B659 .9000 .29_2 -,1%B3 ,_621 .8211
.9000 -.1370 .6%75 .8129 .1000 .2362 -.0133 .681% ,7608
• 9500 -.0287 .6772 .7473 .2000 .2362 -.1972 .6311 .8381
.9750 .0089 .6175 .7516 .3500 .2362 -.3537 .SBbb ,9071
1.0000 _0787 .7055 .7237 .%500 .2362 -.3168 .5975 .8901
.5500 .2362 -.2369 .6180 .8584
• 6500 .2362 -.0575 .6666 .7835
.7500 .2352 .2338 ,7678 .6577
• 8000 .2362 .3427 .7772 .6108
.8500 .2362 ,609% °7949 ,5819
• q(`G(` .2362 .6676 ,8C69 .5656
,9500 .2362 .4225 ,799% .5745
TEST 137 PT 16.0339 PSI CN ,8471 CD1 .03417 COCOR1 ,03332
RUN %9 IT 19_,0%10 K CM -,1043 CDZ .03395 CDCOR2 ,03308
POINT 9 R r 4,0588 '_ILLIG_I CC .0191 CO3 .0253_ CDCOR3 ,02%5%
M_CH .7553 C0_ o0_353 CDCOR_ ,02Z70
ALPHA 1,9958 Ut(., C05 .01557 CDCOR5 ,01475
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE 5PANWISE
XIC CP P_L/PT e_L(JC XIC CP P_,LIPT MLOC _IC YIC CP P,LIPI MLOC
0,0000 1.1661 1,0042 0.0000 O. 0000 1.16_1 _.0042 O.OOUO .5COt; .6921 -1.1975 .355_ 1.308.*
.00%0 ,4561 ,8109 ._52 .UU%O .7532 .8_13 .%0d7 ,5000 .4265 -1.1935 .3540 1.3142
.0080 .1709 .7312 .6,3N .0_0 .911% ._360 .3137 .50uO .3509 -1.2203 .3%97 1.3231
• 0150 -,1888 .6313 ,837_ ,0230 ,3950 ,7931 .586d .5000 ,2953 -1,2185 ,3500 1,3226
• 0250 -, 5767 .526_ 1.0033 .0500 ,1736 ,7340 ,6795 • 50(`0 .2297 -1,2280 ,36_B 1,3250
• 0400 -.8950 .43H5 1.1_22 .IOO0 .0203 *6908 .7464 .5000 .1660 -1.2276 .3500 1.3224
,ObO0 -1,1073 ,382,? 1.2576 .15JU -.0789 ,6627 .7895 ,SCCC ,098% -1.2335 .3677 1.3272
• 0800 -1,1392 .3674 1.2868 ,2000 -,18_3 ,632% ,8360 ,5{,00 .032_ -1,2656 ,3406 1,3423
• 1000 -1.1757 ,3666 1.2926 .250U -,2564 .6122 ,8673 ,51.CC -,0328 -1,2294 .3694 1,3238
• 1400 -1.1660 .3656 1.2N04 .3500 -.3451 .5897 .9023 .5000 -.0_84 -1.2382 .3676 1,3175
• 1800 -1,1738 .36%0 1.2936 ,%_00 -.321e ,5958 ,8927 ,5000 -,1660 -1,2426 ,3%69 1,3331
,2200 -_,1607 .364_ 1.2926 .5500 -,2353 .6207 ,8_%1 ,50(_0 -.2297 -1,2024 .3578 1,3062
,2500 -1.1703 ,3543 1,2931 .6500 -.0_b0 ,5639 .7_77 ,5000 -,2953 -1.1669 .3719 1.2778
.3000 -1.1852 .3563 1.3095 .750u .2366 .759% .5536 .5000 -.3609 -1.1506 .3733 1.2750
• 3'.00 -1.2150 .3511 1.3,'01 .8000 .3450 .779% .6073 .5000 -._265 -1o1691 ,3690 1,2837
,3800 -1.2355 ,3454 1,3322 ,_-'00 ,4093 ,7971 ,SldZ ,bOCG -,%_21 -1,1406 ,3724 1,2758
.%200 -1,2517 ,3%23 1,33_7 ,9000 ,%%23 ,_050 ,5651 ,0600 ,2992 -,9858 ,%202 1.1855
,4600 -1*2487 ,3462 1.3346 ,9530 ,6436 ,6074 ,5612 .1600 ,2992 -1,1604 ,3bOZ 1,3014
,5000 -1,ZAT8 ,3438 1.335_ 1.0000 ,_487 .6qBZ ,7353 .2200 .2992 -1,2195 ,3536 1.3145
• 560_ -1,2029 .3577 1.3_66 ,3_(.0 ,29_2 -1,2036 ,3576 1,3068
• 5800 -1,1903 ,3501 1,3017 ,36{.0 ,2992 -1,1956 ,3618 1,2982
,6200 -.9490 ,6266 1.173_ .6600 .2992 -1.19e8 .3556 1.3106
• b600 -,6621 ,5038 1,0400 .560(, ,29_2 -1,2365 ,3461 1.3307
.7000 -,6177 ,5175 1,U175 ,6200 ,2992 -1,2860 .33_0 1.35b3
•7500 -,52%% .5621 ._775 ,7000 • 2(_Z -.6212 o515% 1.020B
,6000 -, _,186 .57_7 ,qZ_tq .S&GO .29_Z -,3311 ,5950 ,8939
,8500 -,28B3 ,60_7 .e727 ,900(.. ,2992 -,157% .6%02 .82%1
,9000 -,2009 ,6297 .8602 ,IOLG .2362 ,0146 .6881 .7506
.9500 -,1103 ,b_38 ._0_1 ,2000 ,2362 -,16_8 .03_7 ,IJ264
,9750 -,0219 oh?U1 ,7_58 .35_G .2362 -.32_8 .5_6_ .8912
1.0000 .0687 .6_,_,2 .735_, • 6_,G0 .2362 -.3002 .6026 .dB21
• 5_.U0 ,23o2 -.2236 ,627Z ,8%%1
•65_ ,236_ -,0_2 ,070_ ,7782
.7_u ._362 .2360 .7513 .6522
._000 .2362 .3%6% ,7606 ,6053
• _tO0 .2362 .44o _, ,8067 ,5622
o95U_ ,2362 ._192 ,dOGZ ,5732
6O
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT _6.42_4 PSI CN ,8687 CDI ,06835 CDCORI .04738
PUN %9 TT 196.9336 K CM -,1656 CDZ ,05088 COCOR2 ,04990
POINT TO RC _,0538 MILLIgN CC ,0220 CO3 .G3827 CDCOR3 ,03798
MACH .TSH7 CD4 ._ZTTQ COC0_4 .02676
ALPHA 2,5111 OF& ¢05 ,OISOQ CDCDR5 ,01716
UPPER SURFACE LOaEk 5UWFACE 3PANdISE
XIC CP P,LIP[ MLOC X/C CP PpLIP{ bLOC X/C Y/C CP PptlPT MLOC
0,0_00 1,1644 1,003_ _.u_t_ O,uO90 L.lt_4 1,_035 0,0000 .5000 .4921-1,2307 .3668 1,3333
.00_0 ,6096 ,796U ,5THU .UUfiU .7_56 ,b999 ,3910 .b&_O ,6265 -1.2670 .360u 1,3435
,00_0 ,1289 .7176 .70_3 .OJ_O ,9516 .9664 ,_L .5000 .3609 -1,2631 .336_ 1.3_06
,0150 -.2519 .6157 ._620 ,bZ3U ,6427 ,_Obb ,b666 .gbbC ,2gb3 -I,2_27 .3373 1.34_3
,0_50 -.6270 ,_121 l,O?6_ ,uSJO .2058 .7610 .6_6 ,SUOU ,2297 -1.2542 .335q 1,3_23
.0600 -.q391 ,62t3 1.1766 ,13JG ,06_4 ,6_80 ,7353 .SG&U .1660 -1.2527 .3387 1.3663
• 0600 -1.1387 ,3697 1,2823 .1500 -,U53G ,6671 .7_27 .5000 .0986 -1,2650 ,3350 1.3_62
.0800 -1.2035 .3_53 /,2115 ,2U90 -.1583 .8616 ,8223 .5000 .0328 -1.2582 .33_3 1.3672
.1000 -1,Zllq .3529 1.3165 .ZSOO -.2296 .6218 ,8525 ,SCO_ -,G328 -1.2265 .366_ 1.33GG
.1400 -1.2019 .3523 1.3177 .3500 -,3346 ,5924 .8981 ,50_0 -,09_6 -1.2730 .3360 1,3521
,1800 -1.2020 .350& 1.3Z12 ,_500 -,3148 ._976 .8900 .SOGO -,1640 -1.2765 .3357 1,3527
• Z2OO -1,Z112 .3518 1,3187 ._u -.23_1 ,_172 ,85_6 ,5000 -.2297 -1.Z_57 ,3367 1.3505
.?bOO -1.2102 .35C5 1.3215 ._SUO -.0630 .6676 .7820 ,SGCU -.2_53 -1.1906 ,3_76 1.3073
,3000 -1,23fi3 .3435 1.3362 .7500 ,2205 ,7452 .6h1@ ,5000 -.3609 -1,1713 .3596 1.3627
.3400 -1,25_Z .3387 1.3_66 ,8030 .3316 ,7742 .blSb °5000 -o626_ -1.18_2 .3557 1.3107
,3800 -1.2772 .3333 1,357_ ,_OU .4031 ,7933 .584_ ,5000 -,4_21 -1,1536 ,3685 1,2_45
,6ZOO -1,280b ,3ZSb 1,30_1 ,qOOO ,6307 .B023 ,5697 .060¢ ,2902 -,9988 ,_087 1.2068
,4600 -1.2873 ,3292 1.3668 ,9500 ,4118 ,7978 ,57TZ .1400 .zqq2 -1.2123 ,3693 1,3240
°5000 -1,2348 .3633 1,33tb 1,_030 -,0131 ,b_11 .7613 .2200 ,2992 -1.2559 .3396 1.3;63
.5400 -1,0773 .3880 1.2663 ,30GC ,2_92 -1,2632 ,3_22 1.3388
.5800 -.8482 .45&6 1,1312 .3_OO ,2992 -1.2356 .3467 1.3295
.6ZO0 -.7491 ,4795 1.0_8 ,4600 ,2992 -1.2605 .3624 1.3386
,6600 -.6683 ,5022 1,G627 ,5600 ,2902 -1.2785 ,3304 1.36'2
.7000 -,6380 ,5090 1.G315 .6200 .2992 -1.2381 ,3%48 1,3334
.7500 -,5906 .5220 1.o101 .70bO .2q92 -.5921 .5266 1.005_
.8000 -.5077 .5424 ,_770 ,8C00 ,2992 -,3488 .5909 .9004
.8500 -.4205 ,5670 ._37q .9000 ,2992 -,1737 ,6375 ,_283
,9000 -,2760 .6_89 ._723 ,lOUO ,23_2 ,0529 .bqq5 ,7330
• 9500 -,1524 .6433 ,8193 .2C00 ,2352 -.1516 .6409 .8230
,3500 ,2362 -.3252 ._961 .8922
,9750 -,1440 ,6_30 .819_
1.0000 -,0131 .6811 .7013 ,4600 ,2362 -,2996 .b026 ,8821
,_bOQ ,2362 -.244_ ,6161 .8613
• 65&0 ,2362 -.0701 ,6636 .7U_1
,7_00 .2362 ,2240 .7656 ,6H12
.BCCU ._362 ,3406 .7796 .6073
,_bOU ,2362 ,6058 .7960 ,5801
,g_oc ,2362 .4345 .802_ ,5688
.95G0 .2362 ,39_3 ,7931 ,5849
TEST 137 PT 16.2199 PSI CN .867Z CD1 ,G6278 COCOR1 .06163
RUN 49 T_ 193.91_7 _ CM -,1636 CO2 ,06496 COCOR2 .06381
POINT iI RC _.6279 _ILLION CC ,0237 CD3 ,05656 CDCOR3 ,05343
MACH ,7_56 CDN .03255 COCO_6 .03163
ALPHA _,0141 O[G CD5 ,02196 CDCOR5 .02087
UPPER SURFACE L_WER 5UWFACE SPANWESE
XlC CP P_LIPI _LQC XIC CP P_LIPI MLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPI MLUC
O,OOOO 1.1656 1,0_62 U,UO_ O,uOOJ 1.16_0 1.0_62 U,GO03 .5_00 .4921 -1,2763 ,3343 1.3557
.6040 .3622 ,7836 ,6005 ,0_40 ,6239 .9106 ,36_5 .5_0_ ,4265 -1,2680 ,3300 1.3651
,0080 ,0647 .7C2_ .7Z_5 ,_0_0 .98_1 ,9533 ,2_21 .SbOu ,3609 -1,3070 .3256 1,37_7
• 0150 -,3071 ,6620 ,8_31 ,0230 ,_879 .8191 ,5616 ,SbCO .2953 -1.3041 .3255 1,375u
• 0250 -.6822 ,6ggO l,O_ ,C5_0 ,2440 ,7512 ,652_ ,5000 ,2297 -1.3046 .3271 1,3715
,0600 -,9849 ,4158 1,1937 ,_000 ,G829 ,7074 ,72_8 .S&O0 ,166_ -1.2505 .3633 1,3366
,0600 -1.18_2 .3668 1.3003 .1500 -.0231 .67o3 .7655 ,bOO0 .0986 -I,2097 .3515 1,3193
.0800 -1.2413 .3k4C 1.3351 .2u_O -.12_7 .6%9q ._92 .5_bO .0328 -1.062_ .39q7 1,2238
,1000 -1,2504 ,3621 1.3390 ,25}u -.2u60 .62_6 ,_0_ ,5000 -,G328 -1.0276 .404Z 1.2152
.1400 -1,250q .3401 1,3634 ,3300 -,30_6 ,6_11 ,8866 ,50uO -,0986 -1,236C .3677 1,3276
.1800 -1.2695 .33q7 1.36_1 ._d() -,2976 ,603_ .8003 ,_000 -,16_0 -i,2632 ,3381 1.3677
• 2200 -1.2611 .3398 1,3661 ,55d0 -.2425 ,61H6 ,857; ,5000 -,2297 -1.2987 .3296 1.3063
.2600 -1.2568 .3391 1.36_6 ,6;00 -.U77U ,t632 .78_8 .b_uO -,2953 -I.2_C_ .3436 1.3350
,30b0 -I,2766 ,3333 1.35,b .75u0 .213fi .7631 ,6651 *SbOb -.36U9 -I.2193 .3515 1.3195
• 34U0 -1.3011 ,3272 1.3TIE .8030 ,3201 ,7716 ,6199 ,5_00 -,426_ -1.2206 ,3511 1.3202
.3800 -1.3153 ,3226 1,3S18 .,_JO .3883 .790( .5899 ,SOO0 -.4921 -hlZO0 ,3797 1,262_
.4200 -1.3201 ,3228 I,_8_ ,9000 .41_0 ,798_ ,5756 ,060G ,2992 -I,0427 ,3qq5 1,2241
,4600 -1.2660 ,345u 1.3329 ,9500 ,3972 ,7935 ,5843 ,1400 .2ggZ -1.26bl ,3463 1.36Z9
,5000 -1.028_ o6013 L,L2u7 i,_O_ -.0710 ,66_5 .7_0_ .22U0 .2992 -1.3063 ,3287 1.3680
• 5_U0 -.8627 ,6566 1.1262 ,3(U0 ,2992 -1.2939 ,J277 1,3700
,58u0 -.7577 .47_1 1.0d33 .3866 .2q92 -1.2879 .335g 1,352_
,bZO0 --,7181 ,4f*h_ l._}b_l ._00 .2992 -L.?897 .3312 1.3_09
.6600 -.6969 .4936 I._72 .5400 .2_9Z -I.31U2 .3251 1,3758
.7000 -.6732 .5006 1.0455 .620_ .2_92 -1.0203 .6069 1.2132
• 7500 -.6177 .51_b 1._724 ,7_GU ,29_Z -.5421 .53_9 .96Z7
,8000 -,5%25 ,5366 .Odb3 ,FOCu .2992 -,3910 .b7LB ,9Z60
,bSbO -,4365 ,6656 ._661 .9000 .2_Z -,2283 ,bZIB .8526
.9000 -.3381 ,5933 .dqbb .lbO_ ,2362 ,0866 .7086 ,7191
.9500 -.2568 .61_2 ,_H27 .ZOGO ,2362 -.1173 ,6546 .eOZO
,97_0 -.2071 .b3Ll ,8397 ,3500 ,2362 -.3021 .6000 .8e62
1,U000 -,0710 ,664_ .7H68 ,4500 ,2362 -.2956 .6029 .8817
.b500 ,2362 -.2399 ,6193 .8563
.05UO .Z3bZ -.0656 .6661 .7813
•7500 .23_2 ,Z135 ,74q0 ,0636
• _LuO .2352 .3227 ,7721 .blql
._560 .23_2 .6016 .72_2 ,5728
,gGCO ,2362 ,_309 .d029 ,5686
,gSO0 .2362 .3823 .7897 .5g05
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 1_,6432 _5! CN .2823 CD1 .01448 CD:OR1 ,01370
RUN 50 IT 190,4499 K CH -,154Z CDZ ,G1530 CDCORZ .01495
POINT 2 RC N,0441 "ILLIO_ CC .0214 CD3 ,L1224 CDCOR3 .01245
filCH .77bl CD4 ,ULqZ5 CDCOR4 ,00870 _
ALPHA -Z,03b6 DEG C05 ,G0814 COCOR9 ,00771
UPPER SURFACF LOW_k SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P, LIF1 ML_C tic CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP PptlPT _tOC
O.OCO0 1.0481 ,qbb2 .glt3 u,OOOU 1.04_I .G68? .2193 .9000 .4921 -,7299 ,4639 1.IG76
.0040 ,9992 .99|6 .Z942 .064u ,I1*3 ,703_ ,7269 ,5100 ,4265 -,7316 ,€619 I,IILO
,OOBO ,7213 ,875b ,43_7 .0080 .3102 7698 ,6387 ,5C00 ,3609 -,7375 .4617 1,1114
.0150 ,3993 .7893 ,bW75 ,uZJO -,26_7 $96S ,_qi6 ,_000 ,29_3 -.7491 ,4614 1,1120 _I,
.0250 .0499 .6849 .7bbl .0_00 -°4426 54_ .9739 .5000 .2297 -.7366 ._609 1.1139
,0403 -.27Z9 .996_ ._919 .lbO0 -,4724 b_83 .9H36 .9000 .16_0 -.74ZB .4607 1.1132
.0600 -,3941 ,_600 ,9_91 .150u -._119 5Z_9 1.0038 .5000 ,09_4 -,7469 .4603 1,113d
.0800 -.4120 ._533 ._597 .ZuOU -._9H7 _d27 1.0419 .5000 .03ZB -.7355 .4628 1.1099
.1000 -.%301 .5493 .gb60 .Z_O0 -o6536 .4_79 1.0667 .5_uG -.0326 -.7372 .4635 1.1083
._400 -.4575 ._369 .9o99 .3500 -.8441 .4305 1.1667 .5000 -.0964 -.73_4 .4609 L.I1Z9
.1800 -.9089 .527_ 1.hUgO ._500 -.4623 .943Z .9758 .5000 -.1640 -.7403 ._635 1.1063
,2200 -.9314 ._1_5 1.0143 .9_00 --*29Ub .507_ *90bZ .9_00 -.2Z97 -.74Z6 .4610 1.1126
,2900 -,9509 ,_14_ I.LZZ3 ,6500 -.bTZb ,6499 ,8093 ,SOO0 -.29_3 -.7Z33 .46_Z 1.1002
.3000 -.60Z7 .4965 1.04H7 .7_00 .2150 o732Z .6P23 .50_0 -.360_ -.7419 ._636 1._08Z
.3400 -.5406 .4892 1.0044 .UOv3 .304_ .796b .6438 .5000 -.425_ -.7370 .4626 1.1098
.3800 -,5684 .4_31 1,0747 ,_900 ,3634 ,7742 .6157 ,56G_ -.4921 -,7424 ,4614 i,_119
,4ZOO -.6816 .476_ 1.0659 .9000 .4102 .7_6_ .59_1 .0600 °2992 -.3570 ._714 .9310
.4600 -.7123 .46_3 1.09_3 .9900 .41UO .7o90 .9917 .1406 ,2992 -.4767 .5384 .9835
,5000 -,7411 ,4620 l.llt9 1,0000 .1431 .7108 ,71§5 ,2200 ,29qZ -o9419 ,9193 1,0149
.9400 -,7669 °4939 1*12_U o3bG_ .2992 -.bOO9 .5027 1.0419
.5800 -,8029 .4450 1.1407 ,3_0_ ,299Z -,6747 .4811 1.0761
.TZO0 -.8448 .4306 1.1o65 .4600 .2992 -.7171 .4709 1.0963
,6600 °°9258 ,4111 1.2023 .9400 .29_Z -.76_6 .454_ i*1239
.7000 -.9879 .3916 1.2394 .6ZuO .Z992 -.8406 .4367 1.1595
.7900 -,6117 .49_7 1,046_ .7006 .299Z -.8553 .4304 1,1668
.8000 -.3498 ,_7_4 .9847 .8000 .2992 -.3360 .5783 .9201
.8900 -.Z120 ,6114 ._666 .qco0 .2992 -.0990 .6417 .BZ18
,gO00 -.Oglfl .04_7 ,8159 ,1000 .2362 -,4719 ,5371 .9859
.9500 .0253 .6781 .7o69 .2000 .2362 -.5_80 .9058 1.0367
• 9750 .0796 .6939 .74_Z .3500 .236Z -.827_ .4349 1.1980
1.0000 .1431 .7108 .7155 ,45C0 .236Z -,5697 .5083 1.0325
,5500 .2362 -.3077 ,585_ ,9091
.6_00 ,_362 -.0869 ,6489 .8114
• 7900 .Z36_ .Z133 .7326 .6816
•_buO .236Z .310! .7601 .6383
• 8500 .2362 .3796 .7793 .6074
,9000 .2362 .4232 .7924 .686!
.9900 .2362 .4164 .7d78 .9937
%_ST 137 PI tb.6423 P_[ CN .3_55 CO1 .u1535 COCOR1 .01468
RUN 90 TT 190.5171 K CM -.1577 CD2 .017b9 CDCORZ ,0170Z
POINT 3 RC 4,0156 MILLI_}N CC ,0?41 CD3 .01390 COCOR3 .01324
MACH .7799 C04 ,11076 CDCOR4 .01009
ALPHa --1._97B O_G C05 .Ob95Z COCOR5 .008_9
UPPER $URFICE LO_ER SUPF_C[ SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIP1 RLOC X/C CP P_L/PT MLOC X/C YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.0933 .9810 .1658 0,6000 1.£933 .UiO .165_ .50GO .49Z1 -.7850 .44_6 1.1397
.0040 .q048 .9277 .3290 .0040 .Z341 .7367 .6751 .fi000 .4Z65 -.7928 .4462 1.1386
.0080 ,6699 .8584 .4720 ,00_0 .4_18 .7910 .5U84 ,9_00 .3609 -.8056 .4491 1,1339
.0150 .3233 .7641 .0318 ._Z3b -.1500 .6Z79 .8430 .OO_ .Z9_3 -.7969 .4453 1.1402
.OZSO -.0373 .6_9Z .79,9 .0900 -.3_90 .9781 .9205 ,5000 .2297 -.794Z .4453 1.14_2
,0400 -.3700 .9680 ,9364 .1000 -,3784 .96?7 ,9447 ,50Ou .1640 -._005 ,4493 1.1401
.O600 -,4992 .5303 ,_96_ ,1500 -,4362 ,5440 ,9746 ,SOOO ,098_ -.7983 .4464 1.138Z
.0800 -,9069 .9248 1,0d55 .ZoOU -.6316 .5209 1,_11_ ,5000 ,0328 -.7893 ._468 1.1376
,1000 -.9154 .gZ_O 1.O092 .25JO -.5763 ._i02 1,0295 .flCO0 -,03Zd -,7916 ,4458 1.1393
,1400 -,5493 ,51_O l.uloo .39_0 -.7731 .4499 1,13Z0 .Souu -.o984 -.7961 ,4_67 1,1378
.18UO -.9748 .9095 1,0306 .4500 -.4Z6O ,6919 .g618 .DO00 -.IO40 -.7979 ,4474 1,1369
• 2ZOO -.6014 .4999 l.U47Z ,9500 -.3009 ,9869 .9073 .5000 -.Z297 -.7916 .9_69 1.1374
.Z600 -.6088 .49_8 1.U_34 ,6500 -.0726 .6485 .8113 ,500_ -.Z993 -,7791 .4523 I.IZ79
• 3000 -.6941 ,4859 1.07£6 .7_00 .ZZ18 ,7340 ,6794 ,5000 -,3609 -,797Z .4477 1.1399
.3400 --.698_ .479_ 1.U_12 ,_b_ .3193 .7625 .634_ .5600 -.4Z65 -.7897 .4_57 1.1399
• 3800 -.7107 ,4697 1.u975 .b_O0 .3734 .7777 .6103 ,_000 -.4921 -.7946 .4471 1.1369
• 4200 -.730Z .4_34 1,1064 .9000 .4137 ,7879 .9939 ,0600 ,299g -.4686 .9427 ,9766
.4600 -.7646 ,4959 I,IZZ2 ,95OU .4ZOO .7920 .5667 .1406 .2992 -,5521 .5169 I,O184
.5000 -,7921 4482 1.1351 1.0000 .13Z2 .7112 ,Tlb0 ,2?00 .?ggz -.6075 .9003 1.0499
.9400 -.8243 43o_ 1,16_3 .300u .ZgZ -._50d .4855 1.0707
.5800 -.8633 479/ 1.1794 ,3800 ._992 -.7Z06 ._677 l.lOlO
•6200 -.9094 419h 1.1937 .4_uO .299Z -.7718 .4531 1.1264
.6600 -.9837 3949 l._3?g .9400 .2992 -.8257 .4368 1.1572
.7000 -1.0270 3602 L.Z61b .6200 ,?gg2 -.qu_u ._16g l,Lgl6
• 7500 -.9749 5161 I.U29_ .7£OU .Z99Z -._863 .4ZZ_ 1,1_18
,8000 -.3501 5146 .'177_ -_b_ .Zg(_Z --.4146 .5534 .4595
• _5U0 -.226? .6Or" .i_7Z .gGG6 .zg_ -.0974 .6461 .0190
•gO00 -.0963 6447 .HI7Z .IUU_ .Z362 -.38Sb .5609 .9476
.9500 .0071 6774 .??_t .20U£ .230Z -.9205 .5Z65 1,bU28 _
.9750 .0601 6962 .7473 .3500 .Z3bZ -.7218 .9703 1.0966
1.O000 .1322 7112 ,7L=u .4900 .736Z -.4Z30 .5548 .997Z
• SbOu .Z362 -,3087 .5877 .qob4
.6_¢0 .23OZ -.0759 .6514 .8070
.7600 .i362 .2Zl? .7348 .67_2
• 860O .2362 .3180 .7607 .6373
,8900 .Z36Z .38_8 ,781U .6034
• gC00 .Z362 .42_3 .7929 .565Z
•9900 .?362 .4253 .7933 .9646
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TABLE III. - Continued.
rEST 137 PT 15.5407 P$! C_ .4317 CD1 .0181_ CDCDRI .U1743
RUN 50 11 I_v.4234 _ CM -.1&21 CD2 .02221 CDCORZ .02149
POINT 4 PC 4._2U3 MILLION CC .0267 103 .01611 CDCOR3 .01534
4, MACH .77b_ C04 .01297 COCU_4 .01Z23ALPHA -1.0232 OEG C05 ,_1147 CD_OR5 .01077
UPPER SURFACE LI;wEg SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PeLIPT _LNC XlC CP PtL/Pl _LOC XIC YIC CP P*L/PT MLOC
0,0000 1.1225 ,_693 .L2qL' u,OGO0 1.12Z_ .90_3 o1243 .5_00 .4921 -.8329 .4399 1.1587
.0040 .B672 .916_ ,3559 .U040 .3J82 .7504 ,6393 .5000 .42_ -,F373 .4330 1,1521
.0080 .6127 .8449 ,_5 .uo_O .b()_9 .t159 ,5409 ,SGGO .3609 -.8432 ,4319 1.1041
4 ,0150 ,2567 .7406 .65_7 .u230 -.0576 .t_44 ._023 °5000 .2953 -.8420 ,_319 1.1641
.0250 -,1083 .541_ ._12_ ,0500 -,1472 .5984 ,9887 .5OuO ,2297 -.8425 ,433_ 1.1612
.0400 -.4331 ,5959 .971_ .i000 -.3191 ._776 ,9212 .50C_ ,1640 -.8450 .4354 1.1578
,0600 -._661 .5C36 _._403 ,1_o -,3799 .5o3_ .9435 ,500_ ,0984 -._378 .4337 1,1610
,0800 -.5804 .5036 1.0101 ,2000 -,4746 ._369 ,9R_9 .5000 .G328 -._303 .4351 1.1584
.I000 -.58?5 .50%5 I.L3B_ .ZSJO -.5279 ,5211 1.0115 .50GO -.032B -.8280 .4367 1.1556
.1900 -.6098 .4957 1,0535 .3500 -.6F7_ .977G 1.0850 ,5UO0 -.0984 -.8329 .4345 1.159%
,1800 -.5271 .4933 1,0575 ,4500 -,4370 ._448 .9732 ,5000 -,1640 -,8288 .4339 1,1606
.2200 -.6%55 ,41_5 1.u591 .550_ -,30_O .5849 .9_97 .50G_ -.2297 -,8352 .9346 1.1593
.ZbO0 -.6700 ,4811 1._78_ .0500 -.0702 .6491 .8104 ._000 -.2953 -.8198 .4377 1.1538
.3000 -.7094 .4693 1,O_P2 .7500 .2287 .7359 .b764 .5GOO -,3609 -.8325 ,_332 1.1619
.3400 -.73g4 .4613 1,1120 ._000 .3293 .7617 ,6357 .5000 -.4265 -.8373 .4334 1.1615
.3800 -.7571 .45_u 1.1213 .85J0 ,3820 ,7794 .607Z .5uOG -.4921 -.8415 .4336 1.1611
._200 -.7764 .4523 1.1279 .9000 .423_ .7005 ,589Z .ObO0 ,zgg2 -.5363 .51_9 1.0152
.4600 -.8077 .445_ 1,13_i ._500 .426_ ,7931 .58_B .1401 ,2992 -.6228 .4244 1.0557
.5000 -.8311 .9356 1,1576 1.0000 ,1173 .7051 .7244 .2200 ,2992 -.6502 .48t6 1.0689
,5%00 -.8665 .4249 1.1770 .3000 .2g92 -.71_8 ._720 1.0937
.5800 -.q010 ,4160 1,1_33 .3_b_ .2992 -.7678 .4554 1.1225
°6200 -.9464 .4021 1.21_1 .4_00 ,2_92 -,8191 ,_20 1.1461
.6600 -1.0185 .37_9 l,ZOlg .5400 .2_92 -.8715 ,4235 1.1795
,7000 -1.0101 ,_1 1./519 .6200 .2992 -.9505 .4038 1.2159
.7500 -.5264 .5210 1._117 .7_06 ,2_92 -,923e .4087 1.206u
.8000 -,3895 .SbGt ,_4cl .tOO0 .29_2 -.4174 °5557 .9559
.fi500 -,2687 .594/ ,_9_5 .9_U_ .29_2 -.Og61 .b_33 ,8194
.9000 -.1339 ,633_ ._33_ ._LO0 ,2362 -.3164 .5_34 .9122
•9500 -.0092 .6_I .11_2 .20uu .2362 -.4645 ,5405 ._80!
.9750 .0353 .6_1') .7_o0 .3500 .23_2 -,6559 .4873 1.0677
1,0000 .1173 ,70_1 .7_4 .4500 ._362 -.4211 .5510 ,9633
•55LL ,2362 -.2973 .5866 .9071
._500 .2362 -,0760 .6495 ._0%9
,750O .2362 .z30O .7362 .6760
._(ub .2362 ,3273 °7554 .b29B
.8500 .2362 .39_0 .7837 .6062
._000 .2362 .4351 ,7958 ,5004
,95G0 ,2362 .4275 .7g27 .5855
TE_I 137 PI 15.5460 PSI CN .4_2, CDI ._2274 CDCORI .02191
RUN 50 TT Ig(.2u71 K CM -*1616 C_2 .02_08 COCOR2 .G2724
POINT 5 RC 4,02_5 MILLI[]N CC ,02_1 CD3 ,019_1 COCOR3 .01857
H_CH .7769 CD4 .01592 CDCOR4 .01515
ALPH_ -.5272 DEG C05 ,01359 CDCOR5 .01293
UPPER SURFACE LGWE_ SU_FaCL $PANwI_E
XIC CP P_LIP_ MLOC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC Y/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1990 .9967 ._691 U.GOO0 1.1490 .9967 .0691 .5b00 .4921 -.8638 .424% 1.1778
.0040 .8129 .9013 .3879 .OuSO .3958 .7o21 .6U29 .500G .4265 -,8730 .4210 1.1840
.UO_O .55%7 .8284 .5254 .LOGO ._916 .U385 .5079 ._CO0 .3609 -._787 .4205 1.1649
.0150 ,2059 .72eU .6_t ._13V .0221 .b782 .?bSd .SUOO .2953 -.8861 ,_228 1.1807
.0250 -.1666 .6229 .H516 .O_vu -._742 .62_1 .d535 .5000 .2297 -.8791 .4199 1,1860
,0400 -.5046 .525_ 1.0o40 ._00 -.2_73 .5G33 ._9_7 .50_0 ,104_ -.8796 ,4214 1.1839
.0600 -.6755 .4719 I.uH53 .1500 -.3256 .578G .9192 .5G00 .09U4 -.8844 .4227 1.1809
.08JO -.6958 .4723 1._94_ .Z_JO -.9236 .5502 .9_47 .SGGO .032_ -18678 .4269 1.1733
.1000 -.6736 .47_9 1._1_ .2_OO -._42 ._315 .9947 .5600 -.032_ -._6U2 .4202 1.1745
.1400 -.6717 .4776 1,0_41 .350u -.6343 .4H93 1.0_42 .SGOU -.U_e_4 -._641 ._246 1.1774
,1_00 -.7114 .46_0 1.09t_H ._(10 -.4597 .63_5 .9H33 .5000 -.1640 -._695 .4245 1.1777
.2200 -,7054 .467_ 1,10_5 .SHOO -.29_4 ,594C ,_IIZ .50uO -.2297 --,b641 .4244 1.1778
.2600 -.70B4 .4_db 1.0_6 .6900 -._748 .64_1 ._12_ .Suo_ -.2_3 -.85B] .4274 1.1724
• 3000 -,7490 .4563 |.12{._ .7bOO .227t, .735G .6779 .50U0 -.3_09 -.d713 .4229 1.1,05
.3400 -.7790 ._ 1.1_0 .H_.Jv .J2_2 .7625 .6344 .Subu -.426_ -._77_ .4727 1,1_10
.3_00 -.8114 .447'_ .._477 .h_.)O .3_57 .7,01 .6061 .DO00 -.4921 -._77P .4224 1.1814
.4200 -.820T ._366 1,I_5_ ,UuOO .4273 .7905 ._8_I .O_u_ .2992 -.6294 .494_ 1.0551
.46UU -.8424 .4319 1._641 .9DOO .4259 .7915 .5_74 .1400 ,2992 -.6931 .4766 1.0858
•5000 -,8710 .42_5 l,L?_9 l,_u_u .077G .6936 .7_20 .7200 .2_92 -.7111 ,4714 1.0q47
.5400 -.8987 .4161 1.1d_3 .3000 .2992 -,7550 .45_i 1.1177
.5_aO -.9333 .4C_4 1.z12q .38_ .2992 -.80_? .4422 1.1457
.6200 -.9792 .3gig 1.23_ .4_CG .2992 -.6534 ,_92 1.1692
.6bCO -_.0419 .3756 1.27GF .5400 .2992 -.9125 .4143 1,1963
.?000 -.7773 .4_91 1.1330 .b2ub .2qgZ -.9856 .3913 1.2399
.7500 -.%825 ,5339 ._9(,7 .7000 .2992 -.9873 .3933 1.2360
.8000 -.4003 .556? ,_42 .8C00 .2qq2 -.3930 .5603 .9485
.0500 -.3130 ,5B25 ,9131 ,9000 .2992 -.1093 o6411 ,8227
.9000 -,1980 ,6151 .b67_ .I_00 ,Z3_2 -.255_ .6006 ,8B53
.9500 -.0714 .5527 .o049 .2000 .2302 -.4092 .5565 .9545
.9750 -.0197 .5667 .7035 .350G .2362 -.5959 .5014 1.0441
1.0000 .0?70 .6936 .7420 .45G_ .2362 -.43/0 .5495 .q657
.55G0 .2352 -.29Z4 .5900 .g01g
,6500 .23_2 -.0?63 .6509 .e077
.?_0_ .2362 ,2301 .?374 .6741
._CUO .2362 .3347 .7_65 .628G
,8500 .23_2 .4042 .7858 .5q68
.gObO .23_2 .43_b .7955 .5_IG
.qstG .2362 .4237 .7904 .5893
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TABLE III. - Continued.
T£$T 137 PT Lb._05L o_I CN ,54_4 COl .02842 CDCDR1 .02765
RUN 50 1T 19L.U53B K CM -,IbOq CO? .03426 COLOR? ,03333
POINT 6 RE 6,0990 MILLION CC .LZ87 C03 ,_2366 COLOR3 .GZZ53
MACH ,776Z CO6 .0194_ C000R6 ,01863
ALPHA -.0003 DEG C05 .01659 C0C0_5 .01385
UPPER SURFACE LnWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC X/C CP P_L/PI MLOC XIC Y/C CP PpL/PI MLOC
0.0000 1.1578 .gOSh ,b166 O,bd00 1,157_ ,9996 .0266 ,SCOO .69ZI -.9251 .4106 1.2037
•0040 .7561 .8853 ,6Z37 .u04_ *4ull ,PU7G ,5618 ,5000 .4265 -.9223 ,4101 1.2061
•0C80 .4814 .8076 .560_ .00_0 .tb6q .8605 .4575 .5000 .3009 -.9Z47 .4110 1.2024 ,1.
•0150 .1177 .705G .7130 ,OZ3u ,IGAq ,7012 ,7303 .5000 ,2953 -.9199 ,4111 1.2023
.0250 -.2503 .bOO3 .o85P .uSO0 -,1C33 .6414 ,8123 ,SuO0 .2297 -.9253 .4077 1.2087
.0400 -o5813 .5046 i.u306 .lOOO -.2073 ._I15 .86B4 .5000 .1640 -,9Z84 .4075 Z,lOgl
,0600 -.T656 ,4514 l.IZg5 ,15J0 -.27u0 .59Z% .8981 .SOuO .0984 -.9363 .4070 1.2099
.oeo0 -.8046 .4420 1.1950 .?JOb -.3777 .5655 .9403 .5000 .0328 -.9268 .4064 1.2111
.1000 -.7843 .64t3 1.13_5 .ZSO0 -.4617 .5660 .9681 .500G -.0325 -.gzzz .4072 1.2095
,1400 -.7855 .4470 1,1361 ,3500 -.5613 .9121 1.0263 .5000 -.G984 -.9030 .4167 1.1955
.1800 -.7884 .4470 1.1372 .45U3 -.6519 .5613 ,9789 *5000 --.1640 -.8945 .6180 1.ib90
.?ZOO -,8036 .4607 1,14_ .55U0 -.3Obl ,5821 .9140 ,_GbO -.2297 -._855 ,6191 i.I_75
.2500 -.8149 .4358 1.1917 .(,_JO -.U_137 .t671 .8136 .5000 -.2953 -.8865 ._200 I.Ie58
.3000 -.5244 .4379 1.1939 .7500 .?152 .7315 ,5531 .5_0 -.3009 -.9101 .6110 1.2025
.3400 -.811_ .443u 1.1_63 ._000 .3216 ,7618 ,5355 .5000 -.&Abb -.9207 .6081 1.2079
,3500 -.8415 .433_ l. Lblh ._SJO .3074 .7793 .b07_ ,500G -.6921 -.9274 .60_5 1,2071
.4ZOO -.8579 .4260 l.ll_b ._000 .4173 .Tdu2 .5979 .o6Gu .299Z -.b_5_ .6771 1.0_49
.4600 -.90ZI .4150 1.1_2 ,'_50u .6Lb(; ,7904 .5094 ,l_uL .2_92 -._319 .6357 1.19}9
•5U00 -.9344 .407u l.?u'/9 1.0000 .0359 ._eOB ,751_ .2200 .2992 -,7d23 .652_ 1,1170
.5400 -.9537 .39e7 I.?Z_7 .3COO .29_2 -._035 ._635 1.1439
.5500 -.9683 .3941 I._346 .3_00 .299Z -,8067 .&?51 1.1711
•6200 -1.0149 .3829 1.25ol .6bUO .799Z -._907 .6201 1.18_7
.6600 -.9578 .40bi 1.2231 .5400 .299Z -.94_9 .4027 1._I_I
.7000 -.5509 .5161 1.0230 .5200 .2_gZ -/.0357 .3COl l.Zbl_
,T500 -.4572 .5413 .97e9 ,ThOu .299Z -1.0335 .3805 1,Z608
• 8000 -.4122 .5526 .gbU_ .8000 .2992 -,3604 ,5719 .9301
.8500 -.3626 ,5t58 .9382 .gGGO .299Z -.1355 .636Z ,8333
• 9000 -.2744 ,5936 .pghz .1_00 .2302 -.2024 .5138 ,8049
.9500 -.15ZI .6280 ,84g9 .?boo .2362 -.3720 .5661 ,9393
• 9750 -.llZ5 ,639b ._Z50 .3500 .Z36Z -.5457 .51_0 1,0150
1.0000 .0399 .68_8 ,761_ ,650G ,2302 -.4261 .5496 ,9699
•550G .2352 -.2937 .5904 .9011
• b50U .2352 -,0789 .6697 ._095
• 750_ .Z3bZ ,2243 .7364 .bTSb
•PObO .23b2 ,3237 ,7630 ,6337
•PSO0 ,1362 .6005 .7850 .9972
,9000 ,2362 .q357 ,7953 ,5813
.9500 .2361 .6091 .787Z ,5945
TEST 137 PT 15.7701 PSI CN .b104 COl .C3371 CDCOR1 .03280
RUN 50 IT lqu.7131 K CM -.1627 CO2 .03926 CDCOR2 ,03833
POINT T RC 6.Gb_b _ItL I[_N CC .OZgb C03 .U2510 CDCOR3 ,02719
MACH .7753 CD4 .(,2188 COLOR4 .O2110
_LPHA ._9H3 [}EG CO5 .OIU02 COLOR5 .d1731
UPPER SURF&C[ LO,_[w $UWFACL SPANWISE
X/C CP P,,, LIP l MLOC XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC X/C Y/C CP P.,,L/P I NLOC
0,0000 1,1725 I*0C40 u.uOUb u.6U_O l*17?h i,OO6G O,ubO0 ._OUO .4921 -.9715 .3950 1.2315
°0040 °6900 .8679 .6_6? .OO60 .5597 .0319 .5193 .SLOb .4Zb5 -.9725 .3936 1.2358
•00_0 .4141 .7_60 •5'_OO .UU_U .7459 .H_36 .424! .SLOb .3009 -.9523 .3906 l.ZAlb
.0150 .0602 .bScl .7_05 .OZ30 .iu&l .726D .6'_gb .S&UO .Z953 -.9860 .3932 1.2363
•0250 -.3037 .5566 .'_I{,7 .b_JO -.dA_ .6654 .7855 .5000 .2297 -.9694 .39_3 1.1303
.0600 -.5354 .4893 l,ub_,Z .I000 -,1617 .634_ ._324 ,_OOU .16_0 -,9605 ,3987 1,22_7
.0600 -.8353 .637_ 1.1625 ,1500 -.7253 ,6097 o5712 .SOO0 .09_4 -,9686 .3994 1,1244
.0800 -,8807 .4226 1.I'_i? .2UOO -.327H .58U0 ,917_ .5(;00 .0328 -.9569 .3990 1.2751
.IO00 -,8721 .4235 1.1793 .1500 -.4001 .5576 .9510 .5000 -.03_8 -.9628 .3993 1.2249
• 1600 -,8519 .4239 l.lTd7 .35JG -.51T3 .5Z40 1.0U65 .500b -,G9_4 -,9632 ,3983 1.2269
•1800 -.8669 .4241 1,1?k4 .4500 -.4207 ._506 ,9643 .50GO -.I_60 -.94_9 .4028 1.2179
• ZZO0 -,8745 ,4Zg6 1,1_15 ,_500 -,Z981 .5855 ,9089 ,50uO -,2297 -,9515 ,4063 1.2150
.ZbOO -o8917 .4153 1.18_0 .6500 -.0778 .649_ .8094 .50GO -.2993 -.9634 .6003 i. ZZZb
• 3000 -.9194 .40_ I.ZOTZ .7500 .218H .7330 .6010 .5C00 -.3609 -.97Z0 .3972 1.Z256
.3400 -.9426 .6017 1,2JOl . t_bO0 .32(.1 .760_ .6370 .50u0 -.6265 -.9600 *3952 1.1324
• 3_JO -.gz6q .4C93 1,Zd57 ,_500 • 30t.Z .7_01 ,606Z ,9000 -,49Z1 -,9757 ,3969 I*ZZ9q
.4200 -.90Z4 .4153 1.1946 ,qO0_ .4ZZ7 .7906 .5890 ,C6C0 .Zgq2 -.706C ,4702 1.0967
,AbOG -°9302 ,6073 1.209_ oq_O0 .4096 .7806 o5950 .1600 .?992 -o9098 ,4159 1,1951
•5000 -.9715 .39_6 ] .Z159 1.0'lJu -.d058 ,6689 .7801 .?200 .79_Z -,9027 ,4160 1.193Z
.9400 -i.0018 .3e63 1,1496 .3CGG .2992 -.86_6 ._235 1.1792
.5_00 -.9989 .3891 1,76_,I * 3HO_, .1992 -.9100 .4105 1.Z034
• 6200 -1.0317 .3786 1,2646 .4600 ,2991 -,9928 .4001 1,2231
.6600 -.7813 .4501 1,1315 ,9400 .?992 -,9930 .3917 1,2390
.7000 -.5341 .5122 1.OOq_ .610¢ .1991 -1.3705 .368? 1.2841
•7900 -.4694 .5399 .9811 .700C .zg_z -.937 _, .4001 1,2079
.BOO0 -.4313 .5490 .g032 .8(00 .zgqz -,3737 .5651 .9609
• 8500 -.3854 ._663 . _4t'6 .9000 .2992 -.1516 .61_8 .8417
,gO00 -.?926 ,5890 ,_014 • ltG_, .2361 -,1531 ,5109 .8440
.9900 -.2180 .6084 .r'731 ,?CO0 ,236? -,3310 ,5787 .9195 "
•9750 -.1593 ,6?73 .84_0 .35_G .2362 -,_i06 .5251 1,0050
1.0000 -o00_8 .0089 .7801 .45Gu .Z3bZ -.61Gb .5639 .95_7
•55_0 ,2301 -.?863 ,5_94 .9028
•6500 .Z36Z -.0833 .64_7 .8111
.750u ,?362 .2231 .734_ .6782
•_000 .Z36Z .3ZHZ ,7636 .6327
•_suo .?3bZ .4007 .?S&_ .598_
•gGUu .Z3bZ .4379 .7949 .5_?0
•?SOu .23h? .4179 ,;903 .589t
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 15.74qb PbI CN .6632 CDZ .04024 CDCOR1 .03927
RUN 50 71 1_U,5237 K CM -,1522 CO2 ,04456 CDCDRZ ,0.35q
POINT B RC N.Ob73 MILLLON CC ,u222 CO3 ,03361 CPCGR3 .03295
MACH ,7761 CO4 ,02*32 CDCOR* ,02356
ALPHA .9279 DEG CO5 ._2370 CO=OR5 ,02ZgE
UPPER SURFACE tqwE_ SURFJCE SPAN_ISE
X/C CP PtLIPT MLUC X/C CP P,LIP1 _LOC XlC YIC CP P_L/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.18.2 1,0072 0.o000 O.OOuO 1.Lh42 1.0072 0.0000 .5000 .4921 -1.0284 .37Bb 1.2545
.0040 .6,50 ._5*g .&7_3 .UO_D .617_ ._*Tt .4917 .50d& .*ZB5 -1.03H7 .3770 1.25_9
.OOBU .3578 .7745 ._L53 .UOHO .74@7 ._98] .3g_b .SLO0 .3b09 -1.0_53 °3747 1.?722
,U150 ,0155 107.7 .7711 .d_30 ,247t .7_?g ,b55. ._000 .2963 -l,O*90 ,37bb 1.26Hb
.0250 -.3522 .56_* ._3_7 .o_uo .u274 .fiuob .7_22 .SLOG .22q7 -1.uSb2 37,9 1.2720
.0400 -.69.9 ..73_ /.(.qlO .iOdO -.095b .e_b_ ._1,6 .SouO .164_ -I.D37q 3756 1.270b
.ObOO -o892B .4_2 !.I_'.? .I_00 -.Ib32 .b220 .,b21 .SOO_ .096, -I.U03' 3866 1.2486
• 0800 -.9*38 .4_,7 1.2144 .ZOJO -.2_h6 .59J_ .9005 ._GOG .b326 -.gg*5 ]B90 1.2..2
• 1000 -.93q7 .*04L 1._155 .2_00 -._4q ._ob_ ._3_ .5_O_ -.C328 -.9q28 38bl 1.Z*_8
,1400 -,9*97 ,*04b 1.214b .3500 -.4831 .5343 .qgol ,50UO -.Gg_* -1.0759 3709 1.2798
.2200 -.9575 ..012 1.221U .5500 -.2677 .5_7 .9023 .5000 -.2Zq? -l.O_*2 .3894 1.2435
• 2bOO -.gsb6 .394U 1._Z_2 .bS0O -.O643 ._Tq -_122 .5OGG -.2_53 -.9993 .3879 1.2,b4
.3000 -.gq67 .3Bg8 1.2_27 .7500 .2175 .7325 .bBl8 .SOUb -.lbOq -l.dO0* .3870 1.2481
.3*00 -1.0201 .3819 1.2_1 .BGO0 .32t4 .75*9 .b30_ .SU00 -.4265 -1.01'1 .3820 1.ZSbb
.3800 -1.0'40 .37_0 1.2o56 ._SJO .3908 .7_L3 ._0,3 .5006 -.4921 -l.Olg* .3820 1.2579
.4200 -1.015, .1853 1.2.9, .9000 ..24. .7921 .5_b6 .ObOC .299Z -.805q .*,30 1.14,3
.4600 -1.0154 .3812 l.g_U .95J0 .*_b2 .7eL2 .5262 .l&O0 .2q22 -.2681 .196B 1.2223
• 5000 -1.O062 .38_5 1.2491 L.O000 -.O352 .bb24 .7200 .2200 .2qgz -1.OOlq .3_Ob 1.2412
• 5*O0 -1.O350 o3771 1.gb72 .3000 .2992 -oqSZb .,O51 1.213b
,5800 -1.05,7 .3685 1.28*7 .3800 .2_92 -.q835 .3931 1.23b*
• 6ZOO -.q3Z6 .*ZL3 1.2020 .4€00 .2_q2 -L.0146 .38t4 1.1552
.5600 -.5411 .5180 1.tl_ .5,00 .2992 -1.0bq4 .36_1 1.2854
• 7000 -.'950 .5331 ._92u .bE00 .29q2 -1.1174 .359_ 1.3G28
.7500 -.6550 .53_* .9U20 .TCuG .2992 -.775e .*532 1.1264
.8000 -.4481 .5*37 .97_O .80OO .2292 -.t_23 .§667 .q384
.8500 -.*135 .5532 .9599 .9000 .2992 -.1653 .6256 .B'67
.q000 -.3377 .5753 .2248 .1000 .23_2 -.1031 .6,11 .6228
,qSO0 -.2513 .sqgo ._7_ .20_ .2362 -.2771 .5919 .898q
• q750 -.2010 ,6135 ._653 .3500 .23bZ -._632 .5396 ,q819
1,0000 -,0352 .662. .7g_u .*5_O .2362 -.392* .5515 .q,66
•5500 .23_2 -.2873 .5899 .qO19
.65U0 .23_2 -.0853 .6.70 .e137
.750L .23b_ .219b .7351 .b775
• _00 .2352 .3352 .7682 ,6Z56
.8500 .23_2 .*015 .7_53 .5977
• gO00 .2362 .4369 .7950 .581B
.9500 .2362 .,031 .7B53 .5978
TEST 137 PI 15.,'wO6 P_I CN .6'.59 CO1 .051_0 CDCOR! .0507_
RUN 50 11 Left.223€ K CM -.1593 COg .05403 COCow2 .05289
POINT q kC _.17_9 _ILLI_N CC .0247 CD3 ,04307 COCOR3 o0.201
MACH .77_o CD_ .02874 COCDR* .077_9
ALPH_ 1.5071 qtG CD5 .02qb9 CDCOR5 .02B94
UPPER SURF&CE LUwEW SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PeL/PT PLOC XlC CP P_L/PT HL_C X/C Y/C :P PtL/PT MLOC
O,OGGO 1.1835 1.0_7G O.OU_O 0.0000 1.1_35 l.O070 O.UO00 .500Q .6221 -Z.OBb9 .3655 1.2906
.O0,0 .bO*3 .8,19 .Sbl8 .OO*O .663, .8594 .*bg3 .SCGG .4269 -1.0807 .3639 1.2939
.0150 -.0389 .6596 .794O .G230 .2971 .757J .b.33 .5C0_ .29_3 -1.0997 .3589 /.3041
• 0250 -.,154 .5535 .95_* .05)O .0727 ._qO_ .7,0, .500G .2297 -l.1057 .3590 Z.3039
.04OO -.7*32 .4507 1.1131 o10)_ -._573 ._5t2 .7qqb .5000 .lbS0 -1.O952 .3581 1.3057
.ObO0 -.q,89 .4024 I.ZI_7 .ibO0 -.1557 .b257 ._65 .50_C .098, -1.0934 .36C* 1.3011
• OBO0 -1.0C24 .lg_2 1.2420 .2bJb -.z_O7 ._b8 .6913 ._ooo .032_ -1.0_3_ .374o 1.2725
.1OO0 -.9977 .3_t_ 1.24P5 .25_0 -.3359 .b750 .92'* .SLOe -.C326 -1.0913 .3630 1.2958
• 1'00 -1.0112 .3e74 A.2_7, .3500 -.4,q8 .5437 .q7_9 .5000 -.G984 -1.111' .354q 1.3124
.1800 -1.0004 .3_,5 1.2530 .4500 -.39ei .55_5 .9513 .5Cuu -.Io4O -1.1305 .3517 1.3190
,2200 -1.0233 .3642 1.2_30 .5500 -.2896 .5_92 .9030 .5000 -.2297 -1.0489 .3727 1.2762
• 2bOO -_.O280 .3822 1.2_7_ .bS_ -.0873 ._4_* .H_15 .50_ -.2953 -1.03'8 .37b* 1.2bgO
• 3000 -l.O*bl .3736 1.2_2 .7_00 .2069 .7290 .O_72 .SHOO -.3652 -I.0,i_ ,3770 1.2677
• 3_00 -1.07_7 .365_ l._O_ ._GOO .319_ .?611 .6335 .500G -.4265 11.u627 .3716 1.Z785
• 3800 -I.I036 .357_ 1.30_4 .8500 .3774 .776_ .bll* .500C -.4g21 -I.0715 .3691 1.2835
•4200 -I.IIC3 .3577 l*3utO .gOJO .4172 .74_9 .5_U5 .0600 .2q92 -._791 .4259 1.1750
.SHOO -I,076. .363_ /.2_u ,gSO0 ,3935 .7627 .bOlq .14GL .2922 -1.u178 .3834 1.2551
.5000 -1.0720 .3btO 1.2_u5 1.0000 -.09*% .642_ ._Ol ._2Oo .2992 -1.0511 °3737 1.27_3
,5.00 -1.0740 .3bO_ i.?_ .3OU_ .2_92 -1.0304 .382_ 1.2563
•SHCO -.ql17 ._13_ 1._'173 .3P00 ._qg2 -1.O334 .3767 1.2684
.5200 -.57_0 .507_ i.O)_G ._b_L ._992 -i.U_Ob .3673 1.Z070
.bSO0 -.5038 .5291 .q9_6 .5400 ,7992 -1.1132 .35_7 1.312H
.7000 -.4_28 .5335 .9915 ./_2Gb ._9_? -L.1701 .3_ll 1.3412
.7500 -.*827 .53_3 ._933 .70_t .2_2 -.652_ .*!_7_ 1.U573
• _000 -.4777 ._165 ._,do5 ._0_0 .?_2 -.354_ .5714 ._3LO
• 8500 -.'421 .5471 ._b_O .9_uO .29_I -.204O ._I.7 .6634
.9000 -.324_ .SbL_ .9_e_ .lOuO ._3t_ -,05_5 .b54_ .6022
-w_ .qSO0 -.3091 .5_34 ._I22 ._uOG .23_Z -._500 .5q96 ._b9
,9750 -.2684 .52_ ,;_5(, ,35b0 .23t? -.432b .bSh5 .96?3
l.OOOO -.0944 .b*2h .o2_I .45CL .2362 -.3qU5 .5591 .2504
._500 .2362 -,2666 .5q23 .EgP3
,b50_ .23_Z -.Oq?4 .6'55 .81bI
.7500 .2302 ,2087 .730b .b_*6
.60b_ .23bZ .325* .7051 .b_03
._500 .23bZ .3glg .7_Zb .6067
._uG_ .7362 .43G* .7q.2 .5631
•%_uC .23t2 .39_7 .7239 ._000
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 26,6938 P_I CN ,2369 COL ,00992 CDCORI .00928
RUN _4 11 154.7524 K CM -,IL37 COZ ,CGfl%v CDCOR2 ,00914
POINT Z RC 0.0870 NILLION CC ,0140 C03 .00882 CCCOR3 .0086Z
MACH .b_lZ CD4 ,OO9_u CDCOR4 .00885
ALPHA -?,011U DEG CD5 .00790 CDCDR5 .0077_
bPPEP SURFACE LOuER SURFACE %PANWI_E
XIC CP PpLIPI _LOC XIC CP PpLIPI RLOC XIC Y/C CP P,LIPT MtOC
0.0000 .9794 .9775 .IU07 O.OOOO .979% .9775 .1_07 .Silo .4921 -.4854 .6883 .7504
,0040 ,8130 ,9446 ._3 ,_u_ .061_ ,7971 .5784 .50GU .4265 -.4990 .6855 .7548
,0080 .5549 ,8938 .4036 ,00_0 .2372 .8311 ,5208 *5000 .3609 -.4999 .6828 ,7589
•0150 ,Z091 ,8253 .931_ .uZ30 -,Z783 ,7287 ,bdT_ .5000 ,2953 -.5047 ,6843 .7565
,0250 -.1440 ,7547 ,6470 ,0500 -.3806 ,7GU7 .7188 *SOb0 .Z297 -.5089 *677Z .7675
,0400 -,4068 ,7036 .727U ,1000 -.3t73 .7121 ,7127 ,SOOG .1640 -,510_ .6805 ,7624
°0600 -.%645 ,6905 ,7%71 .l_OO -.3896 .7075 .72_8 .SLOb .0984 -._125 .6799 ,763%
.0800 -,4455 ,693% .74Z5 .gOOO -.%Z_3 .700_ ,7317 ,5000 ,0328 -.5117 .6815 .7609
• 1000 -.4513 .6946 .7406 .2_30 -.449_ .6951 ,7399 .SOO_ -.0328 -.5111 .6779 ,7664
.1400 -.4316 .6975 .7362 .3500 -.4484 ,6943 .7411 ,5000 -,0984 -,516Z .6789 ,7648
•1800 -.6496 ,6898 ,7_8U ,4500 -,3763 .7095 .7176 .5000 -.1640 -.5099 ,6829 .7587
• ZZO0 -.4598 ,6910 ,7463 ._00 -.Z_46 .TZbZ .6917 .500C -.2297 -,5_30 ,6S25 .7592
,ZAO0 -.6658 ,69ZZ .7444 ._SJo -.1_35 .761_ .6361 .5000 -,2953 -,5063 .6815 .7609
• 3000 -.6920 .6868 .7526 .7500 .158E .8153 .5481 .SOO_ -.3609 -.4971 .6831 .7584
,3400 -.4856 .6856 .7_45 .8000 ,Z526 ,8332 .5172 ,5000 -.4265 -.5024 ,6853 ,7551
,3800 -.4899 .6873 .75Z0 .8_00 .3166 .8_37 .4988 .5000 -.4921 -._915 .8885 .7501
.4200 -,4970 .6796 ,7638 .9000 ,3559 ,_532 .4816 ,0600 ,Z99Z -.4157 .7018 ,7296
.4600 -.509Z .6807 .762L ,95J0 .3616 ,858Z .6761 ,140U .2992 -._366 ,6993 .7334
,5000 -.5163 ,6791 .7645 I.O000 ,1147 .8049 .5655 .22C0 .2992 -.4547 .6913 .7458
.5400 -.5Z14 .6796 .7638 .3060 ,2992 -.4737 ,689_ .7486
.5800 -.5287 .0744 .7718 .38G0 .2992 -.%906 ._884 .7503
• 6200 -.5431 .6736 .7731 .4600 .29_Z -.5001 .6869 .7525
.6600 -.5393 ,6771 .7h7h .5460 .2'_92 -.5100 .6811 .7014
• 7000 -,4989 .6_34 .15"0 ,_200 .299Z -,531Z ,6797 ,7636
.7500 -.429% .696P .7373 ,7bOO ,29_Z -.5019 ,6_56 ,754_
.BOO0 -.3457 .713Z .7119 .8000 .2992 -,3434 .71_0 .?bU3
• 8500 -,2515 .734u .(7_ .900_ .299Z -.15_9 ,7_3o .84u3
.9000 -.1503 .7_56 .6455 .lOGO .Z36Z -.3_2_ .?05_ .7Z34
,9500 -.0301 .77t_ .61Z_ .ZOOO ,g36Z -.4152 .7049 .724_
•9750 ,0338 ,7928 .58_ .3500 .23t2 -,_438 .6978 .73_8
1.0000 .1147 .804_ .56_5 .4_00 ,2362 -.3726 .7078 ,7202
• 55U0 .23_2 -.2815 ,7283 .68_5
°6500 ,23b2 -_i061 .76%3 .6317
•7_OG .Z362 ,1560 .8130 .5519
• 8_00 .2362 .2587 .8346 .5148
,8500 ,236Z .3254 .d_9_ .4892
•qO00 .2362 .3578 ,85_6 .%773
.95_L ,Z3_2 ,3378 .851L .4854
TEST _37 RI L_.7175 vSI Ca ,365_ C01 .06957 COCQRI .0093L
RUN 44 11 154.7_04 K CM -,1162 C&2 .CC942 CDCOR2 ,00913
POINT 3 RC t.07_7 MILLION CC .0160 CD3 .00900 COC_R3 .00881
MACH .5994 CO% ,C0882 CDCOR4 ,00869
ALPHA -_.OOUI DEG CD5 .GOB14 CQCOR5 *00802
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC X/C CO P_L/PT MLOC X/C Y/C CP P_L/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.0685 .9951 .G84_ u.oOoO 1.0685 .9951 ,0840 ,5000 .49Z1 -.5367 .6777 .7667
.0040 ,6371 ,9097 ,370Z .0G%0 .3298 ,8492 ,_88_ *SGbC ,6265 -,5507 .6754 .7702
,0080 °3538 .8536 ,4809 ,U080 ,5288 ,U_83 .4147 .SG&G ,3609 -.55U6 .&757 .7698
.0153 -,0280 .7791 .bOT_ .OZ3_ -.C3Z_ .7772 .5110 .5000 .Z953 -.5586 .674Z .77ZL
• OZSO -,4007 .7094 .7256 .0500 -.1937 .7452 .66ZO .500C .2297 -.5594 .6735 .7731
• 0600 -.6571 .6544 oUuZ4 .1OO0 -oZ398 °7367 .6754 .SGO0 ,1640 -.5614 .6734 ,7733
.0600 -.6731 .6%91 ,_[07 .1500 -.2Hll .7279 .689J .50_G .09_4 -.5625 .6737 .7728
.0800 -.6211 .6616 .7_1_ .t_O0 -.325_ .7194 .7024 .SOb0 .032_ -.5599 .o733 .7735
.1000 -.6051 .6645 .T_7b .ZbUO -.362_ .7131 .71Z! ,50GO -,C32_ -.5628 .6733 .7735
• 1400 -.5561 .6733 .7736 .353u -.380o .7U_3 .7_'05 .5000 -.0984 -.5645 .67Z7 .7743
.1800 -.5621 .6716 .71_0 .4500 -.3273 .7195 .TOg1 .500_ -.164u -.5604 .6739 .77Z6
• ZgO0 -,5587 .6734 .7/33 .5600 -.g47z ,7337 .6ff01 ,5000 -.2297 -.84q2 .67U7 .7652
.Z600 -.5852 .6740 .1723 .ObO0 -.U845 ,7675 ,0265 .5000 -.2953 -.5536 .6e03 .76Z7
.3000 -.5748 .67U7 .1175 .79J0 .1792 .Fl_4 .54L0 .SUUU -.3009 -.54_0 .6U09 .7618
.34_0 -.55_6 .b741 .llZg ._O_u .2756 .,3_0 .5088 .500{ -.%ZAb -.5517 .b7Bb .7654
• 3_OO -.5595 .674U .77_4 ._500 .33_Z .Pb02 .4871 .5000 -,49Z1 -.5414 .680_ .7624
,SZO0 -.5547 .6745 .17,7 .9030 .3715 ._573 .4741 .060U .299Z -.653_ .6576 .7976
._600 -.5649 .6721 .77%3 .9500 ,3766 ._598 .4695 .1400 .2992 -.5592 .674q .7709
• 5000 -.5659 .673u .773u /.OuOo .1016 .8054 .5647 .220u .29_2 -.5521 .6763 .7688
.5600 -.8_50 ._7Z_ .775u .3uUO .2_qZ -.8_77 .6769 .7679
• 50UO -.5708 .6717 .7759 .3_00 .2992 -.556U .6760 .7693
.6200 -.5771 ,6702 ,77_? .46_0 .Z99Z -,5552 ,6754 .7703
.6600 -.5712 .671u .175_ .5%0O .299Z -.5573 .6735 .7732
,700U -.52Z5 ,6839 ./871 .6200 ,?992 -.5717 .6706 .7776
.7500 -.4471 ,701u .7_OH ,7000 .29_? -.5303 .6791 .7645
• 8000 -.3615 .7172 .7_67 ,SUUG .2992 -.3589 .7138 .7109
• 850U ".Z6_6 .7353 .0775 ,gGO0 ,_99Z -,159Z ,?_?Z .6509
.guo0 -.1550 .7561 .04_, .1000 ,_36Z -.ZABt .737_ .6736
,9500 -.0354 .7795 .6073 .2UOG .236Z -.3325 .7Z1% .699Z
• 9750 ,0281 .7919 .5U69 .36_0 .2362 -.3783 ,7119 .7140
1,0000 .1016 .SugN .56%7 .45&¢ ,2382 -.3160 .?Z34 *8982
.5500 .236Z -.2452 .7377 .6737
• 6_£_ ,2362 -.OB7B .7o77 .6262
.7500 .236Z .175o .d198 .5408
.SG_C .2362 ,Z7d4 .8396 .5060
•_bOU .Z3_2 .3&86 ,8538 .%_04
•%G_V ,236Z .37_9 ,_59_ .N699
.q_O0 .Z3_Z ,38_e ,8807 .4678
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 20.4752 PSI CN .4ell CO1 .00973 CUCO_I .00950
P_N 44 T? 154.5918 K CM -.1173 CD? .b&955 CCCORZ .00931
POINT 1 RC 5.qgNq eILLIO_ CC .0105 CO3 .bbQC8 COCOR3 .G0893
MACH ,9961 CD4 .O0odl CDCOR4 .00869
ALPHA -.0204 OEG CD5 .bG84L CDCOR5 .00830
UPPER SURFACE LO#ER SURFACE 5PANWISE
XIC CP P,L/PI ML_C XlC CP P_LIPI MLOC XIC TIC CP PtL/PI MLOC
0.0000 1.0951 I,_105 O,vuO0 0.0000 1,0951 I.C005 O.OOO_ ,5000 .4421 -,5822 ,6718 .7757
• 0040 °4355 .0708 .44v8 .0040 .5336 .e_Q3 .412b .SHOO .4265 -.5890 .6718 .7758
,00_0 .1210 ,80_ .55_4 .OC_b .72GI ,4?67 .3319 .SbOb .3669 -.5891 .8716 .7761
.0150 -,2898 ,7286 ,b_60 .OZ30 .lOt_ .8179 ,5436 .5000 ,2953 -.6009 .6694 ,77_4
.0250 -,6743 .653_ .hO41 .USJ_ -.L3UZ .1?93 .6076 .SLOb .2297 -.6640 .b674 .7826
._400 -.q203 .6635 .delO .I_uv -.1234 .75q7 .63q0 .5000 .1640 -.6028 .6697 .7789
.0600 -.eg91 .60_5 .6732 ,I_O0 -,IL54 .74_2 ,6573 .Sbuu ,C9o4 -.b038 ,6686 .7807
.0800 -.8017 .627M ._43] .2OOO -.2396 .7_78 .6736 .5000 .G328 -.6053 .6673 .7826
• IOQO -.7568 .6358 .f!31b ,ZSU_ -.2UUb ,72_U .6H77 .50_0 -,032_ -,b0_4 .566t .7_37
.2400 -.6825 .6521 .Bbti .3_OO -.3219 .7229 .blb .S&&O -.Cqe_ -.5111 .664U .7_64
• leO0 -.6713 .6544 ._0_4 .45Ub -.2777 .7301 .6_57 .Subb -.1640 -.6065 .6655 .7854
• Z20U -.6505 .65_1 .796H ._500 -.ZI41 .7432 .6652 .5000 -.2_97 -.6021 .666b .7B37
.2600 -.6392 ,6667 ,7_29 ,O_Ob -.U649 ,7726 .6184 .5000 -,_g53 -.6010 ,6654 .7856
.3000 -.5436 ._611 .192Z ,7500 .1922 .8Z21 ,5354 ,StbL -.360g -,5960 ,6700 ,7765
• 3400 -.6195 ,6656 .7_5_ ._000 ,2_92 ,_426 .5007 .SHOO -.425_ -,5946 .6700 ,77Ub
.3800 -.617Q ,6661 .td45 .hS_O ,3541 ,_654 ,_776 .SGOb -,4921 -.587_ ,6725 .77a7
• 4_00 -*6088 .66_4 ,764d ,gbJu .3_LH .HbL4 .4bbb .0600 ,2992 -.7395 ,642g .8202
.460G -.6111 .66_I .7_14 .9_Ou .3b61 ._626 .46_3 o146_ .2992 -.6795 .6542 °8028
.5C00 -.6074 ,6576 .781_ l,OOO0 ,bglL ,_051 ,5652 ,2200 ,2992 -°6482 ,659g .7940
• 5400 -.6060 °_672 .7_2H .3_00 .2992 -.5254 .6649 .7663
,5800 -.6076 .5_6e .7e34 ,3_Cb ,2992 -,618g ,bUT0 .7832
•6200 -.610g .6649 .Tdt4 .4600 .29gZ -.b045 .6690 .7801
o6600 -.5994 .6669 .7,33 .54_u .2992 -.5978 .6688 .78_4
•7000 -.5526 .6764 .76_7 ,6200 ,2992 -.6012 .6680 .7816
.7500 -.4653 .6922 .7_44 .7boo .2992 -.5520 .6783 .7658
.8000 -.3732 .7134 .lilt .B&O& °2992 -.3677 .713} .711_
.8500 -.2561 .7342 .o792 .gOuO .Zgg? -.1817 .7554 .6458
.9000 -.1587 .75_Z ._446 .IbOG .2362 -.1302 .7600 .6386
• 9500 -.0386 .77_3 .b091 .2_00 .236Z -.2454 .7372 .6745
.9750 .0274 .7908 .5888 .350_ .2362 -.3238 .TZ_g .6938
I.OCO0 .0911 .80_1 .5652 .4500 .2362 -.2740 .7339 .6797
.5_00 .2362 -.2133 .7455 .6614
.65U0 .2362 -.0686 .7735 .6170
.75u0 .2362 .1_84 .8234 .5341
.8600 .2362 .2922 .8440 .4982
.8500 .23_2 .3598 .8575 .4737
,9000 .2362 .3905 .8632 .4632
,9560 .2382 .3931 .8637 .4523
TESI 137 PT 2o.71,)3 PSl CN .5106 COl .L.lOll CDCORI .0u983
RUN 44 IT ,i_4.e_362 K C_ -.llt_4 C02 .009_{_ CDCOR2 .00957
POINT 4 PC o.iuu1 MILLIUN CC .0033 CD3 .(,C942 CDCOR3 .OOqZO
MACH .6012 CO _, .00923 COCOR4 .00905
ALPHA .9776 DEC CO5 .UO_7 CDCOR5 .b0870
UPPER SURFACE LbwEw SURFACE SPANWISE
I(/C CP PIL/PT '_L(IC X/C CP P_LIP] MLOC X/C T'(C CP P_,L IPI" MLOC
0°0000 I .OltSO .99P_ .._4_(. 0. O_.Ou 1.0,5(_ • _'J_J_ .0466 .50Uo .4_Z1 -.6342 .657_ .7973
.o040 .1776 .8L27 • _,439 .UO40 .7t._,2 .'#245 .336_ .5000 .4265 -.6425 .6543 .8027
.0080 -.1584 .7_C1 .6542 .uO_O .u772 ._573 .2503 .50UO .3609 -.6567 .6545 .8023
.0150 -.5800 .666_ .7._33 .GZ30 .3499 ._532 .4803 .5000 .2953 -.6544 .6493 .8104
,0290 -I.003_ .5871 .905o .0500 ,llq4 ,bu6i .5635 .5000 .22_7 -,6594 .6506 .8083
o0400 -1.2823 .5270 l,bOZl *Iuo0 -,Oil4 ,7626 ,6023 ,SOO0 ,1646 -.6599 ,b551 ,_014
•0600 -1°1946 ,5504 .')545 .15dO -.{,t_69 .7044 ,63i5 .SUO0 .Oqb4 -,6559 .6507 °8082
• 0800 -1.0140 .5795 .ql.5 .2uO0 -.iSZq .753_ .6484 .SCG_ ._328 -.6569 .653q .803g
•LGO0 -.9153 ,0649 ._7_(_ ,2 _.bO -.2124 .7400 .6701 .5000 -.0328 -.6669 .6503 .8087
• 1400 -.8286 .616_ ._672 .3".00 -.2626 .7334 .6805 .SObO -.0984 -.6677 .6505 .8085
•1800 -.8G63 .8237 .U497 .4500 -._326 .7300 .6769 .'_000 -.1640 -.0567 .6548 ,_019
.2200 -,7642 ,6302 ,8_7 .55UG -,I_35 ,7492 .6557 ,SOd0 -.2297 -. 6500 ,6540 .8031
• 2600 -.7377 .63)3 ._2_, .650J -.0396 .7738 .6154 .5000 -.2253 -.6500 .6533 .8G42
,3000 -.7302 .63t" P .t_2g5 .7560 .2u35 .8250 o5314 .SbOC -.3669 -.6465 .6545 .8024
.3400 -.7130 .6434 .8 L'_4 ._OdO .2qqo • _:426 .5006 .50Oh -.4265 -.6498 .6542 .8028
• 3_00 -.6900 .64// ._Z13 .8500 .3710 ._584 .6757 .5000 -.4921 -.6382 .6557 .8005
.4200 -.6780 .84_ .el4O .UO0 .3975 .851_ .4665 .ObOe • 2 gq2** ******481 • 5701 _'_'.'** **
• 4600 -.8742 ,6522 ,_0"._ .950". .3g17 ,BOI5 .4664 ,14u0 .2992 -.8362 .blSB .861g
.5000 -.6601 °_4g_ .8J95 1.uGO0 .U727 .7966 .5793 ..220_ .2092 -.7626 .6_96 .8406
.5400 -.6539 .6545 .9v23 .300U .2992 -.7197 .6405 .8239
.9800 -.6567 .6_.22 ._Obq .380L .2992 -.6939 .6463 .8142
_IF .6200 -.6530 .0633 .604? .4_GG .2992 -,67GG • b_.14 .8071
.6600 -.62gq • 68'_i .7'_37 .54u0 .?_92 -.6477 .o560 .8000
.7000 -.5751 .66_8 .7_u3 .bZO0 .2_92 -.5409 ,6581 .7go8
.7500 -.4_20 .b_7 .7_29 .7(.u_. .2992 -.583t_ ,6699 .7786
.BOO0 -.3847 .76_4 .tZ2 _, .SbuC .2992 -.3821 .7065 .7,?.22
,85_0 -.2763 .72_3 ._e_b ,(/bOO .299Z -.1648 .t504 ,6537
• _000 -.1594 .7509 ._.b3u •I_.00 .?3bz -.0154 .7?gO .8071
,9900 -.0439 .7746 .blt_1 . Z_O(a ._3hZ -,1596 ,7514 .6521
.9750 .0193 .7r69 .',951 ._500 .23_Z -.2612 .7324 .6_21
I.OOGO .0727 .7qt)O ._7'€3 .4500 .2362 -.2350 .7352 .6777
.SbL(. .23_2 -.1802 .7460 .Oh07
.t_' bG .2362 -. _,44,/ .?733 .6172
• 750u .2362 .2045 .8226 .9357
.86(_0 .2362 .301b .8%30 .SGO0
._560 .2362 .3737 .8570 .4747
.UO0 .2362 ' ,3965 .8622 .4650
.95L.U .2362 .3_t_4 .8998 .%?69
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TABLE Ill. - Continued.
TEST 137 P; Z_.7161 P_I CN .6707 COl .01015 COCfl_I ,00988
RUN 64 11 154.6Z06 K CH -.I179 COZ .010_7 CDCORZ ,00978
POZNT 5 RC b,O_ NILLI_N CC -.0014 C03 ,00970 C000R3 .00949
MACH ,60_8 C04 .00943 COCOR4 .009g6 _g-
ALPHa 1,4909 UEG CO5 ,0G909" CDCOR5 ,00891
UPPER SURFACE LOWE_ SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PpL/PI HLOC XIC CP P,LIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP PpL/PT MLOC
O.OGO0 1.0713 ,9966 .0795 b,OO00 1,0713 .9956 .0795 .SGOO ,4921 -.6687 ,658Z ,7966
,0040 .0414 .79_9 ,58_7 ._040 ,7_42 .9386 .302Z .500_ .4Z65 -.6624 .6537 ,8036
*0080 -.3040 .7Z19 .bbb oOuo0 ,9355 ,9689 .Z129 ,SOCO ,3609 -,bT30 ,6510 ,8077
,0150 -,7338 ,6376 .SZu3 ,0230 ,4344 ._6_ ,4517 ,5000 ,2953 -,6753 ,6478 ,B12b 6
,0250 -1,153T ,5_2_ ,9605 ,0506 ,194Z ,8Z12 ,5379 ,SCOU ,2Z_7 -,6805 ,6491 ,8107
°0400 -1,4811 ,48_3 1,6713 ,1000 ,0455 ,7920 ,5869 ,5000 ,1640 -,6785 ,6_5 ,8115
,0600 -1,3817 ,510_ 1,0Z96 .1503 -,6371 ,7750 ,6146 ,SHOO ,09e4 -,6787 ,6504 ,8086
,0800 -1,1265 ,fi612 ,_4T4 ,2000 -,1202 ,7604 ,6378 ,SCCO ,03Z8 -,6762 ,6494 .8101
,I000 -.995Z .5846 ,vlu4 ,2530 -,1742 ,7486 .6566 .SGO0 -,G328 -.6804 ,6697 ,80g8
,1400 -,ClO ,b039 ,dSG4 ,3500 -oZZ70 ,7372 ,6745 ,5000 -°0984 -,6875 ,6473 ,8134
,1800 -,8589 ,6131 ,8b61 ,4500 -,2104 ,739Z ,6714 ,5000 -,1640 -,6707 ,b_88 ,8111
,2ZO0 -,8091 ,6221 ,85ZZ ,5500 -,1640 .7512 ,65Z_ ,50GG -,22_7 -,6774 ,6506 ,8083
,Z600 -,7739 ,6337 ,8344 ,6500 -,036_ ,7766 ,6119 ,5000 -,Z953 -,6741 ,6504 ,8066
,3000 -,7692 ,63Z6 ,8360 ,7500 oZI3C ..UZ48 ,5317 ,5000 -,3609 -,6687 ,6493 ,8103
,3400 -,7423 ,6373 ,8Z8_ .8000 .3147 .8453 ,_959 ,5000 -,4265 -,6684 ,6489 ,8109
,3800 -,72ZZ ,63e5 ,5269 ,85u0 ,3775 ,8581 ,47Zb ,5000 -,4921 -,6548 ,6524 ,8055
*4ZOO -*70Z8 .6447 .8174 ,9000 ,4079 ._638 ,46ZI ,0600 *****************************
.4600 -*6955 ,64_i .8L67 .9533 .40IZ .86Z_ .4654 .L4GO .299Z -.9168 ,6045 ,8794
.5000 -.6829 .64_6 .e099 1,OOO0 .OTb9 .7989 .5754 ,2ZOO ,ZggZ -.8095 ,6237 ,8697
.5400 -.6700 .6507 ,b082 ,3000 ,Z99Z -,7530 ,6345 ,8330
.5800 -,6655 .6526 .8052 ,3PO0 .2992 -,7Z_Z .6_06 .8238
,6200 -,6646 .6_18 ,806_ .4600 *Z99Z -o6861 ,6674 .8133
,6600 -,6330 ,6_3 ,7996 ,540_ .Z992 -,6533 .6525 .8055
,7000 -.5880 obbb3 ,7812 ,6200 ,2992 -,6515 .6565 .8023
,7500 -.4893 .6870 .75Z6 ,7000 ,Z99Z -,58Z6 .6680 ,7_16
._000 -o38_4 .TOb_ .7Z45 .800O .29_Z -.3834 .7080 .7199
.8500 -*2739 .TZ7b ,6hg7 .9C06 .Z_gZ -,1628 .7510 *bSgg
.9000 -*1536 .7_Z1 .b51Z ,1000 *2362 .04Zb .7921 *5867
,9500 -*0407 ,7756 ,_135 .ZO0_ ,236Z -.1179 .7590 ,6402
.9750 .0166 .7857 .5971 ,350_ ,Z36Z -,2Z78 ,7368 ,6751
1,0000 ,0759 ,7989 ,5754 ,4500 ,23_Z -,2020 .7440 .6539
,5500 ,236Z -,1618 ,7519 ,6514
,6500 .236Z -.0328 .7765 .6089
.7500 ,23bZ .Z1Z7 .8Z5_ .5300
°8000 .236Z ,3104 ,8450 ,4963
.8800 .Z362 .37_7 .85_7 ,4716
._OuO *Z3bZ ,6083 ,864Z ,4613
,9500 ,236Z .4016 ,SbZU .4639
TEST 137 PT 2L,7149 PSI CN .73Z0 CDI .01041 COCORI ,01014
RUN 44 TT 154.5u87 K CM -.1175 COZ ,01035 COCORZ .01003
POINT b gC 6,0_Z3 MILLION CC -.0072 CD3 .01011 CDCOR3 °00987
_ACH .59_4 C04 .00971 COCOR_ .00952
ALPHA _,gg58 DiG CDS o00943 COCOR5 o00921
UPPER SURFACE LOgEk SURFACE SPAN_I_E
XIC _P PeLIP_ _LOC _10 _P PtLIPT _LO_ XIC ¥10 _P PtLIPI ML_
0.0000 1,0367 .9888 ,LZ7Z O,0bOO 1,0367 ,988_ .127Z .5000 ,4921 -.6735 .6_14 .8071
,0040 -.1080 .7637 ,6327 ,0040 .853Z ,9_Z8 .2636 .SCUO .4Z65 -.6898 .65_0 ,809Z
.0080 -.4540 .6967 ,7374 ,0080 ,9926 .9_01 .1695 ,5000 ,3609 -.6944 .6485 ,8116
• 0150 -,8753 .6116 .86_5 .OZ30 .5054 ,_835 .4243 .bOO0 .2953 -,6935 .6464 .8147
,0250 -1.3Z15 ,5Z43 l.OObb ,0500 .257U °8385 .5131 ,5000 ,Z297 -.6979 ,6477 ,81Z8
,0400 -1.6971 ,4556 I,IZZ3 .lOgO .097_ ,8041 ,5668 .Sbub ,1640 -,7045 ,6465 ,8146
• 0600 -1,6794 ,4545 1,1242 .1500 .0039 .7865 .5958 .5000 .0984 -,6985 .6456 ,8160
.0600 -_.19Z0 o5516 ,g6Z3 *ZOOU -,b6_Z .77_6 .6Z16 .5000 o03Z8 -,7009 ,6_59 .8555
.I000 -1.0799 ,5712 .9J14 .2500 -,1390 .7569 .6435 .5000 -,C3Zu -.7050 ,b455 ,81bZ
.1400 -.9674 .5947 ._9_7 ,3_00 -.1969 ,7459 ,b60g .5000 -,0984 -.7009 ,6456 ,UlbO
.1800 -o9092 .bO_l .u770 .4_00 -.1'_98 .7_7_ ,6577 .bOOO -,Ib6o -.6957 ,6476 ,8130
• ZZO0 -,8596 ,614Z ,_645 ,5500 -.163'; .7567 ,6439 ,500C -.2297 -o68_4 .6488 .8111
oZ600 -.8203 .6224 o_517 ,o_Od -,0195 ,IHIH .6036 .bOO0 -.29_3 -.6g36 .6498 .8095
.3000 -.8129 .6259 .84e4 .7500 .Z198 ._Z77 .5268 .50uO -.3609 -.b911 .6471 .8137
.3400 -,7755 .63Z5 ,,361 ,_OOU ,319_ ,_479 ,4911 .5000 -.4265 -,6875 .6475 .6131
,3800 -.7473 .635_ ,_311 .UbOO ,3_ .€_615 .4_64 ,5_0 -,49ZL -,6_30 ,64_ ,_llO
•4200 -o7251 ,0423 ,_ZIU ,9udU ,4165 ,_Ab3 ,_574 ,O_bO ,299Z -1o3794 ,5133 1,0245
.4600 -.7241 .64_7 ,_205 ,950_ ,4059 .8651 .4596 .14oh ,2992 -,9951 ,5q00 .9OZO
.5000 -,70Zl ,O449 ,eL71 1,OouO ,u6_7 °7982 ,5767 .ZEOO o299Z -,8612 ,0148 .U635
• 5400 -,8914 .647U .8126 .30uO ,299Z -,lq04 ,6Z96 .8406
• 5800 -°6842 ,6496 ,_0_9 .36U0 .29_Z -,743Z ,6370 ._Zgl
• 6ZO0 -,6705 .6516 .,36t] .4606 ,Z99g -.7089 .644_ .8172
• 6600 -.6478 ,bbTO ,79P5 .5600 ,2992 -.6888 .b493 ,8104
•7000 -,5869 obb_$ ,76_4 ,6Z06 o2992 -._64_ .6531 o_044
,7500 -.4954 ,6RP7 ,7498 .7000 ,299? -.5889 ,5705 ,7778
• 8000 -.3921 ,706Z ,72z7 .8000 .299Z -.3901 .709Z .718Z
.8500 -,Z734 .72_4 ,6867 .9000 .2992 -,1615 .7545 ,64?2
,9000 -,1613 .75Z0 ,6513 ,1000 ,236Z ,0964 ,8032 .5683
• 9500 -.0397 .7764 .h123 .Z_O0 .2362 -.0750 .7703 .6221
• 9750 .0136 ,7877 ,593d .3500 ,236Z -.2001 o7461 ,6606
1.0000 .0687 .79P? o6767 .450_ *Z30Z -,_833 ,7485 ,6588
.5500 ,Z36Z -.1387 o7576 o64Z4
• 65_0 .Z36Z -.0183 .7819 .b034
.7500 ,Z3bZ .7184 ,8Z70 o5Z79
,8_00 ,Z36Z .321Z .8483 .4905
• 8500 .23bZ .3906 ,8611 .4670
• 9000 ._362 .4148 ._bb3 .4673
oqSOb .236Z .3784 .8601 ._bU9
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 20.7154 PSI CN .7893 CO1 ,Olll2 COCOR1 .01086
PUN 44 IT Ib_.551_ K CM -.llbq C02 .Ollll CDCOg2 .OlOBO
POINT 7 RC t.IOuZ _ILLl:]4 CC -.0126 CD3 .01081 CDCO_3 .OldbO
NACH .60GO CD4 .OlJ_ CUCOR4 .ooqqo
iLPHi _._oSO DIG C05 ,00973 CDCOR5 ,00956
UPPEE 5URFAC[ LOWLR SU_FAC[ SP&NWISE
XlC CP PpLIPl mLOC XIC CP PeL/PI BLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIP( BLOC
0.0000 .gBB3 .9793 .173G b.uu03 .q8_3 .9793 o1733 ._ooo .6921 -.6992 .6403 ._168
,0040 -,2457 .7350 ._780 .0_60 .8996 .qbl3 .23_2 .SuOO ,4265 -.7112 .6453 .816_
.0080 -.5734 ,6602 .7U44 .Oo_O 1.0280 .q_68 .13_l .SuOb .3609 -.7172 ,6422 .8212
• 0150 -1.0061 .5825 ,g13h ,0230 .t671 .6_62 °3987 ,SC_G .2953 -.7Z06 .6628 .8202
.0250 -i,_589 .6926 _.uSqO ,05do ,3191 .u_68 .4931 ._000 .2297 -,7ZOO .6_01 ,82_5
,0400 -I.7978 ,4254 1,1762 .lO_J ,145_ ,8112 .554g ,SOLO ,ib4u -.7180 .6413 ,8225
.oh00 -1.9737 .3qu2 1,2_72 ,1500 .0_o ,7902 .5u9_ .5000 .0984 -.7223 .o412 ,8226
,0800 -1,4792 .49_4 1.0_9 .2bOo -.U33_ .7150 .6166 .500_ ,C328 -,7200 .6428 ,8204
.1000 -1,0776 ,5719 .9304 .25U0 -.1108 .7605 .637_ .5000 -,G328 -.7224 ,6406 ,8234
,1400 -1,0188 ,5822 ._143 .3500 -.17_6 ,7679 .6_78 ,SOOO -,0q84 -,7273 .6400 ,8246
,1800 -.9_95 ,5q08 ,_007 .6500 -,1661 .76q6 .6550 .50u_ -.1640 -.7226 .6412 .8228
• 2200 -,q098 ,6025 ,8e75 .55JJ -.1327 .7562 .6_67 .5000 -.2297 -.7171 ,8427 .8205
,2600 -.8681 ,6[30 ,80t2 .6§dG -.0149 .7823 .6u27 .SGOO -.2953 -,7147 .6416 .8221
• 3GO0 -.851q .6176 ._591 .75uo ,2238 .8266 .5253 ,5G00 -,360q -,7160 .6413 .8226
.3400 -.8109 ,6237 ,oqq7 .8000 .312_ .e467 .4933 ,SoOG -._285 o.7173 .6680 .8155
,3800 -.7851 .6301 ,o399 .85u0 ,3_91 .85g5 .6700 .5000 -,4921 -,7008 ,6436 .8191
,4200 -.7628 .6332 ._351 .qooo .6165 .8656 ,4586 .0600 .2992 -1.5333 ,6792 1,0816
.k600 -,7_14 ,6367 ,82_7 ,95U0 ,4140 ,8050 ,459_ .1400 ,29_2 -1,0725 ._736 ,_281
• 5000 -.7273 .6402 .d263 I,GOGO ,U623 .7256 .5813 ,2200 .2992 -.9208 ,6012 .8845
• 5400 -,70g2 .6469 ,d171 .3_00 .2292 -,8276 ,6153 ,8628
,5800 -.6973 .6457 *8156 .380G .2q_2 -.7889 ,6241 ,8_90
,6200 -.687_ ,6478 *8128 ,4600 ,2992 -*7367 *6368 .8296
,6600 -.6626 .6530 .8067 .5400 ,Z9_2 -.7063 .6_43 ,8179
,7000 -,6025 .6853 ,7057 ,bEOG .?gg2 -.6Tqg .6502 ,8090
• 7500 -._980 .6_46 .7_61 .7000 .2q22 -._982 °6673 *7826
,8000 -,3q73 .7065 .72_6 ,8000 ,2_q2 -,3886 .7052 ,7266
,8500 -*Z788 .731_ .b_3u ,qOO0 .2992 -.1648 .7511 .6527
.gO00 -.1558 .751u .e515 .lOu_ .2362 .1417 .8102 ,_55_
.9500 -°0666 .7732 ,b162 .2COb .2362 -.0365 .7755 .b137
• qT§O .OOq6 ,7U46 .5_90 ,3500 .236Z -.1656 ,75CG .6566
1.0000 .0623 .7956 .SHL3 .6500 .2362 -.1593 .7516 .0522
.550_ .2362 -.1303 .7573 .6_28
.6_0_ .2362 -.0132 ,7821 ,6031
,7500 .2362 .2186 ,8268 .52_4
.e_O0 .2382 ,322_ .8455 .4955
• 8500 .2362 ,3896 ,8593 °4704
.9000 .2362 .618C °8659 ,6681
.9600 .2362 .4078 .86_4 ,66U9
lEST 137 PT 2o.7161 PSI CN ._SOl CD1 .01230 CDCORI .311qq
RUN 64 IT i56.bO62 K C_ -,1140 C02 .01206 CDCOR2 .Ollbg
POINT 8 RC 6.0984 MILLION CC -.0194 CD3 .01158 COCOR3 .01128
tl_CH .6COO CD6 .01097 COCOR6 .01072
AL PH*, 2,283b OEG C05 ,01048 CDCOR5 ,01021
UPPER SURFACt LOWEP SURFACE _,PANWISE
X/C CP PtL/PT BLOC XIC CP PeLIP( BLOC XlC YIC CP PeLIPT BLOC
O.O000 .q628 ,q706 ,2070 u,OOOO .942_ .9706 ,ZOTb .56_0 ,4_21 -.7129 ,66G6 .8240
,0040 -.3813 ,70_3 .719_ ,Ou6O ,966u ,_712 .2046 *5C00 ,4265 -,7275 ,6400 .8247
.0080 -,7104 ,642_ ,SZOq .uO_3 1.0563 ,9928 ,1Ol7 ,50GO .3809 -,7362 .6393 o82_7
,0150 -_. 13q0 .5523 .9502 .0230 .63_6 ,qlo0 ,3095 ,5000 ,2253 -.7408 .6372 ,U289
• 0250 -1*5986 .4672 1.1022 .G530 ,371q ,U573 ,4741 ,_OOO ,2207 -,7477 ,6381 ,8275
,0400 -1,gZq1 ,6034 1,2171 ,1000 ,1920 ,_231 ,5347 ,SGGC ,1640 -,7416 ,6377 ,8282
,0600 -2,1241 .3663 1.2033 .1500 ._23 ._uOq .5721 .5C00 .09_ -.7_35 ,635q ,830q
.0800 -2,0911 ,36_1 1.Zo_b .2000 .OOO6 .7€_7 ,5989 • 5uO(. ,£32_ -.73q9 .6386 .8271
• 1000 -1,3118 .5237 I.O07b ,250_ -.6781 .76_8 ,O265 .5000 -._328 -.743_ .6372 .8282
,1400 -1,0239 ._813 ._1_ .350u -.1535 .7_32 .06q3 .5000 -.O_b _, -.767q .O3_5 ,826q
• 1_00 -.2917 .505t_ , W£)bb .4500 --. 1_:_5 .75_1 ,647q ,5000 --,1660 --.7361 .6385 ,8269
.2200 -,q443 .5_76 ."gu5 .5500 -,1207 .76o3 .6381 .500¢ -.22_T -,73k0 .6386 ,8267
°2600 -,8q62 ,613e ._Hu_ ob_,O0 -. Ob_,t_ .7820 .bO31 .SOOu -.2963 -.7321 ,6393 .U257
• 3000 -.8R28 ,6092 .H72| ._530 ,22_2 ..8_7 .525L • 50£(, -. 360g -.7266 .6396 ,8252
,3400 -,8610 ,6187 ,_7." ,hOdO .J?3_ ._47_ ,4914 .SCOO -.,265 -.73_2 .6401 ._26_
.3_00 -.816_ ,6226 ,_51_ .Hb30 ._019 .u6_6 • 6_,43 ,5OOb -._921 -. 7206 .6629 .U201
,42J0 -,7876 .6303 ._395 ,gO00 ,6200 .bbTO .4561 .OflOC • 2'#gz -1,6957 ,6U71 L,2101
,4600 -,7875 .6326 ,.JOO ._bOu o6091 ,_bSG .6599 .1_00 .2qg? -1.0358 °5801 .g175
,5000 -,7483 .6350 ,_3Z4 1,0000 ,0492 .7933 ,5647 .22£0 .zggz -.g477 .59H6 ,8_90
,540U -.7262 o6611 .H230 ,30bG .2922 -._632 .biZ3 .8613
,580U -.7136 o0631 .0k98 .3_36 .2992 -.H1_5 .6230 .8_08
.6200 -.7012 .6_77 .'_12_ **600 .2gg2 -,?570 .6332 ,8350
.6600 -.6637 .6_26 • P,O__ ._60_ ,Zq92 -.7127 .b666 .817_
,7C00 -,6056 ,606U .?877 .6200 .2202 -.6876 ,64q2 ,81G5
• 7500 -,5013 ,6869 ,7556 .700C .2gg2 -ob077 .66?3 ,7827
.8000 -.3923 .705_ .7236 ,8_._._ .29q2 -.3842 .7085 .7122
._500 -.z70g .7298 .bH61 .gGou .2222 -.1543 .7533 ,6422
• go30 -,3_bg .7539 ,66t12 ,_CGC *2362 ,J876 ,8206 .5390
• g_o0 -,0656 ,776_ ,t.i_ ,200G .2362 -.0043 ,7834 *6GOg
• 9750 *0015 ,7866 ,5993 .356U .2362 -.1482 ,75_8 .b_6B
1,bUO0 ,04gz ,7933 • "_d/_7 ,/t _,vO .2362 -.1642 .7551 • 6_6_e
.5_C£ .Z36Z -.ll4b .7606 .6380
,6500 ,2362 -,0067 ,783_ ,bG08
,7bG_. ,2302 ,2292 ,8300 .5227
• 800C .2_62 .3237 ._675 .4920
• UbGG .2382 .3905 .8612 ,6662
•9C _,0 .2362 .6156 .8656 .6587
• 9_-Ou .2362 .4U55 .86_.b ,6588
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 P1 20.71_3 PSI CN .g_1_ C01 .01730 CDCOR1 .01093
RUN 44 IT 15_,b025 K CM -.1GQq CD2 .01677 CDCDRZ ,01533
POINT q RC _.1159 MILLIO_ CC -,d340 CO3 ,01605 CDCOR3 .01507
_ACtt .6&31 CD4 ,b1575 CDCDR4 .01541ALPHA _.UUb4 OEG C05 .01426 COCOR5 401461
UPPER SURFACE LOwEw SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIPT _L,]C XIC CP PtLIPl MLOC X/C ¥10 CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .8236 .94P2 ._22 _._u_J ._230 .9_62 .2_22 ._O0_ .4_21 -.7502 .6332 .8350
.0040 -.6537 .6_19 .e064 ._3_0 1.u152 .q84_ .1499 .5000 .4265 -.7672 .6295 .8408
.0080 -.9630 .5910 .ZOO5 .308u 1.0_9_ ._992 .0333 .5000 .36Gg -.7618 .62q2 .8412
• 0150 -1.3623 .5113 I.GZb4 .0230 ,7_03 .9226 .32_5 .5000 .2953 -.7685 .6227 .8404 6
• 0250 -1.8308 .4214 1;183b .05_J .4721 .8761 ._387 .5000 .2227 -.7755 .6283 .d427
o0400 -Z.1126 .3603 1,301_ ,lUO0 .2773 o_3_0 .50e8 .5000 ,16kO -,7753 ,627_ ,8_0
.0600 -2.3159 .32_2 1.3_70 .1_00 .1691 .ulbZ .5465 .50JO .0284 -o7741 .6279 .8_33
• 0800 -2.3162 .3180 1.3_1_ .2000 .Obel .7_63 .5791 .5000 .G32_ -.772q .bZ7Z ._443
.1000 -Z.2701 .328_ Z.36qb ._5_ -.dll_ .7729 .606_ .5000 -.0328 -.7804 ,b271 °8444
.1400 -1.6q83 .4401 L.1_7 .35u0 -.bq58 .7647 .6311 .SOO_ -.0984 -.7753 .6269 .8447
• 1800 -.9718 .5_ ._082 .4500 -.1082 .7601 .6384 .5_00 -.1640 -.7738 .6281 .8429
.2200 -.qZg8 .5q57 ._9)1 .55_0 -.JU_7 .7b_Z .6319 .500_ -.2297 -.7729 .5303 .d395
.2600 -,9274 ,59eu .uH95 ,6_00 ,0240 ,7h59 .596_ ,5000 -,2953 -,7702 .6227 .840_
.3000 -.9306 .5969 ._ql2 .7500 .246_ .M3C.O .5217 .500_ -.3602 -.T596 .6312 .8382
.3400 -.8741 .605u ,_?_9 ._OOO ,3_10 .8490 .4822 .5000 -,6265 -,75_3 ,6326 ,8361
.3800 -.8425 .6136 .bh53 .HqO3 .40_1 .,_24 ._6_b .5000 -._921 -.7538 .6337 ._3_3
.4200 -.8207 .61_3 ._5_ ._000 ._297 ._b7Z .4556 .GbOb .29_Z -2.0009 .3797 1.2627
.4600 -.8050 .5Z15 ._32 ._SJO .4102 .U655 ._5_8 .1_00 .Z_qZ -1.7575 ._ZHb 1.1703
• 5000 -.7787 ,_269 ,_447 1,0000 ,0421 .7910 .5_85 °2200 .Zq_Z -,q572 ,5905 ,qUIZ
.5400 -,7550 ,b30_ ,_3dH ,30G0 .2992 -,8995 *bO19 oU83_
.5800 -.7_18 .6348 ._3Z6 .38C_ .2992 -.8570 .6103 .8705
.5200 -.715G .63q0 ,_262 .4600 .2492 -.7q62 .6221 ._SZZ
.6600 -.6845 .o459 .8155 .5400 .ZqgZ -.7490 .6325 .8362
• 7000 -.6203 .6606 ,7930 .6200 .2gq2 -.705q .6403 .8242
.7500 -.5116 .6_11 .7615 .700_ .2922 -.6151 .bSq2 .7q50
48000 -.3968 ,7¢33 .7272 ,8000 .2992 -,3q55 47020 .7293
• 8500 -°2740 .7288 ._877 .9000 ,29q2 -.1611 .748_ .6568
.9000 -.1598 .7515 .1521 .I_OG .2362 .2771 ._371 .510_
.qSO0 -,0501 .771q ._195 .2G_G .2362 ,06Zi .794_ .582q
• qTSO -,00%g ,7811 ._0%7 ,3500 ,2362 -,0944 .7642 ,b31q
1.0000 .04Z1 °791_ ,5_5 ,_50b ,2352 -.10_2 ,7b19 °6355
.550¢ .Z362 -,0810 .7643 .6318
.6_uu ,2362 .0188 .7852 .5979
,7500 ,2362 .2_Zg ,_30_ ,5227
._ubU ,2362 .3422 ,84q8 .4077
,8500 ,2362 ._054 .8624 .46_7
.900u .2362 .4304 .8672 .4556
,9500 ,2302 .414q ,8645 .4608
TEST 137 Pl 20.7133 P_I CN l,l_dZ C01 .02596 COCOR1 ,02540
RUN %4 ]T 15_,5_2_ _ CM -.1064 CO2 .024_8 CDCORZ .G2_Zg
POINT I0 RC o,0097 MILLIdN CC -,048q _03 ,0Z437 COCOR3 .02391
MACH ,Sq_l CO4 .02368 CDCQx4 ,02326.
ALPHA 5.OUf)H DEG CE5 .02272 COCOR5 ,OZZ31
UPPER SURFACE LO_[g SORF_C| 5PANwI_E
XIC CP P_LIP1 MLOC XlC CP P,LIPI MLO_ XIC Y/C CP P_LIPT MLQC
0,0000 .6619 .9147 .3_9u _.OOCO .6119 .q1_7 .3_q3 ,5_0 ,_q21 -.7695 .b33_ .B3_B
40040 -°q388 .59q9 °8_06 °OLSU 1,G_13 ._q38 .U9_3 ,500u ,4265 -.78_6 ._Zq6 .8407
,0080 -1,2432 ,5404 ,q8U5 .OU_U 1.0941 1.0002 0,0000 .SGUO °3609 -,7848 ,6277 ,8435
,0150 -146130 .4710 1,0_45 ,OZ3O ._lq3 .q_5_ .2_31 .500_ .2_53 -.7953 .6265 .845_
• 0250 -Z.0257 ,3826 1,2570 ,0500 .56G_ ,h951 ,SUlO ,5000 .2227 -,7898 .bZ7b .8437
.0400 -2.3009 .324q 1.37hb .IOO_ ,356_ ._51 ,4781 .SOuU .16_0 -.7q_8 .6292 .8412
,0600 -2.5257 .2863 1._b57 .15d0 .23qq .8322 .5189 .5000 .Oqe4 -.7q,8 .8280 .8,31
• 0800 -2.534q .2880 1._703 .ZO_O ,127_ ._ugz .5583 ,5000 .0328 -,791_ .6273 .8_41
,1000 -Z.5034 .Z91b 1.4_31 .Z_OU .0505 ,7_66 ,57q3 ,5000 -.032d -.795_ .bZ7b ,8436
• 1400 -2.4108 ,3048 L.SZI_ .3500 -,U430 ,7750 ,6144 .5000 -.0964 -.7q84 ,6270 ,8446
•1800 -I,5066 .488U I,_6_6 .4500 -.065_ .7eq4 .6Z35 ,5000 -.1640 -,79ZI ,6_96 ,8407
• ZZO0 -l.1219 .5615 ,946q ,5500 -.0579 ,773C ,6177 " °5000 -.2297 -,7891 ,62e8 .aSlq
.2600 -,8887 ,60gq .o711 ,6_00 ._425 ,792_ ,5868 ,SUUC -.29_3 -.7875 .6270 .8_47
• 3000 -,9033 ,b061 .87b_ .7500 .2b27 .83b_ ,5115 .5000 -,3bOg -.7861 .62_2 .8413
43400 -.8712 .615b ._7_0 .0003 .347o ._52o .4837 .5C0_ -.4Z65 -.788_ .6321 .8358
• 3800 -.8677 ,6122 ,_67_ .85J0 ,_ZL1 ,8676 ,454q ,5000 -.4_Z1 -.7721 ,6315 ,8377
,4200 -,8350 ,6186 .M575 .qOOO .436b .87Gu .4505 .06G0 .2991 -2.1171 .3667 1.2884
.4600 -.8248 .6233 ,_503 .q500 .%236 .6677 ,4548 ,1400 ,2qqZ -2.4137 .3070 1,%158
,5000 -,7989 .6272 ,844_ I.bOJ_ .GSIO .7941 ,5834 .2200 .29qZ -1.0392 ,5797 .9180
.5400 -.7715 .6313 .83_1 .30G_ .29_2 -.8968 .6083 ._736
.5800 -.7533 .O3tL ,83_o .380_ ,2992 -,8788 .61IB .8682
• 6200 -.7296 ,6_01 .8237 ,_6_ .2OqZ -.8131 .0251 ,8_70 "
•6600 -.6911 .64_ .8101 ,5400 .2992 -.7627 .6356 .8314
.7000 -.6250 .6611 .7921 ,0ZG_ ,2992 -,7202 .6419 .8217
,7500 -,5178 .6u_5 .7625 .700_ .2992 -.5215 .6623 .7903
,8000 -,409_ ,7(.35 ,727_ ,_[00 .2qPZ -.4056 .7033 ,7273
• _500 -.2qll .72q4 .6_67 ,qOG6 .29_2 -.173q .7503 ,6540
.9000 -,1731 .7496 ,o_7 .10G6 .Z3_Z .3543 .85_2 ,_7q7
,9500 -,0618 ,7771 ,6LVl .2000 .2362 .131Z .8106 .5559
• _750 -.0118 ,7824 .hbZ_ .3_b0 .23t2 -.035_ .7770 ,6113 _
.55_G .2362 -.G522 ,7741 .6160
._500 .2362 .03_1 .7917 .5873
.7_uO .2_Z .Z55_ .83_9 .51_2
,_tCU_ ,Z3tZ ,3_9 ,0527 ,_Z_
.bSUb .?362 ._06_ ._652 ._59_
._£uO .2302 ._392 ._714 ._77
.9500 .2362 ._Lg7 ,8662 ._576
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PI 2u,7133 P_I CN 1,Z16_ C_1 .G4L2_ CDCGR1 .04Gb4
RUN 44 TT 154,650d W CM -,0%92 CO2 ,03774 CDCOR2 ,03703
# POINT 12 PC _.Gn%5 _ILLION CC -.061_ CD3 ,O3B4b CDCOR3 .0378B
_ACt4 .5'W.9 CD4 ,03996 CDCOR4 ,03_39
ALPHA _,0149 DEG CO5 .03450 COCOR5 .03308
UPPER SURFACE L{)wEW 3u_FAC[ SPANWISE
X/C CP PpLIPT HL_C XIC CP PeL/P[ MLOC XlC YIC CP PeL/Pl MLOC
0.0000 .5075 ._04_ .4Z_4 u. GO00 ._070 ._d45 ._12_ .5_vO .4921 -.7744 .0317 ._373
• 0640 -1.1534 ._52_ .oba7 .Cj40 1.07.b ._(a6H .0676 .50uU .4Z69 -.7711 .6307 .B3QO
a, .OOBO -1.4537 .4_34 1.0975 .00_0 1*_b_3 ._992 ._34B .50OC .3_09 -.7801 .6313 .8379
.0150 -1.7276 .43_7 L.L_21 o023U .,_L_ .q_,l oZ4_0 .SGUO .2953 -.7777 .5301 .83%9
.0250 -2°1763 .3531 l.Jlb3 .0900 .0324 ._081 .3735 .50_0 .2297 -.7918 .0301 .B398
• 0400 -Z.4025 .ZObb 1.4411 .1003 .4190 .809U .499B .SGGO .1040 -.7711 .6314 .B37_
o0600 -Z.e684 .2590 _._35_ .15_0 .29e7 ._29 .5007 .Sb_b .09_4 -.7759 .6302 .8397
• 0800 -2.702q .252e L._515 .ZuO0 .IB03 ._EOD .5416 .SGO0 .032e -.7795 .5317 .8374
• 1000 -2.0271 ,25_8 1.5]06 ._530 .09o9 .BOmb .5709 ._OG -.&32_ -.7820 *6303 .83g5
.1400 -Z*5717 .2098 L.506g .3500 .0037 .7B4_ .5993 .5000 -.GO_q -.7813 .027_ .8432
• 1800 -Z*1758 .3530 1.3153 .4000 -°0334 .7771 .6111 °5000 -.1640 -.774Q °5315 .6377
.2200 -1.6090 ._849 l.LO_@ ._900 -.0282 .7791 .6C7d .SCOu -.Z291 -.7842 .6319 .8370
.2600 -1.2g09 .5107 ._9_4 ._5_0 .0530 .7_53 .5813 .50_0 -.2953 -.7ggl .52g7 .8405
• 3000 -.9695 .5_14 ._9%q .750G .2612 .B341 .5_57 .5_00 -.3009 -.78_b .6327 .835_
.3400 -.8475 .5181 .c_04 .BO0_ °3505 .BOLq .4839 .900G -.42_9 -.7812 .0315 .8378
.3800 -.8110 .6235 ._O0 ._00 .4229 ._674 .4551 .5_G -.4921 -.7599 .0323 .8355
.4200 -.8200 ._240 °_4 .%000 °4406 .8700 .44%2 .0_00 .29%2 -2.219_ .3455 1.3322
°4600 -.7_74 ._2_Z .d499 .95_0 .4243 .bb_4 .4935 .140U .2992 -Z.5774 .273Z 1.49d4
• 5000 -.7829 .62_8 ._19 L.uuOO o0164 .785_ .595q .2200 .2992 -L.7086 .447_ 1.1359
.5400 -.7_19 .0352 .e320 .3000 .ZO_Z -.e7?7 .0171 .8676
.5800 -,7417 *_382 ,8_73 ,3du_ ,Zq%2 -,B408 ,b2CO .8554
.bZO0 -.7121 .0417 ._220 .4600 ._2 -.8062 .62_0 .8402
• 6500 -.6687 .651_ ._654 .540_ .Z992 -.7500 .0369 .B293
• 7000 -.6106 ._66_ .7u47 .620_ .299Z -.704_ .6455 .8161
•7500 -,5194 ,6844 °79_3 ,7v_O ,Z_92 -,0138 ,Oh30 ,7_93
,8000 -*3gOT ,7080 ,TZOG ,8000 ,29g2 -,3938 .7051 ,7245
,8500 -o2815 .7297 ,6e_2 ,gC&b ,zggz -.179g ,7498 ,6547
.OGO0 -.1709 .7509 ._530 .100_ ,2392 .4197 ._070 .4560
.9500 -.0724 .70_9 ._12,_ .2000 .2301 .1Be7 .8206 .53e_
.9750 -,02Z9 .7787 .5_5 .350u .23_2 .0078 .7E64 .OqbO
I*0000 .0154 .785% ,59h_ ,4900 ,2362 -,0322 ,7762 ,6125
.5_C .236Z -.0296 .7779 .6099
.6_00 .Z3_Z ,0930 ,_940 ,5_3_
• 7_u_ 123h2 .ZOb9 ._391 .9137
.HO00 .23_2 .353_ .e540 .4P02
.uSOu ,2352 .%Lbb ,8_71 ,4598
.9000 ,Z362 ,4332 ,8701 ,4502
.99u_ .2361 .4177 ._bTl .4598
TEST 137 PT 2_.71Z5 P_! CN 1.2708 COl .05dd3 CDCORI .05?qB
RUN 44 TI L_4,5935 K CH -,O_9q C02 ,C593U CDCOR2 *05835
POINT 13 RC _.1_10 _ILLI_N CC -,0702 C03 ,05q10 C_COR3 .05833
MACH ,60Z5 C04 .05114 COCOR4 .05048
ALPHA 7,UO4b OEG CO_ ,09063 CDCOR5 ,04992
UPPE_ _URFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANdISE
X/C CP PeLIPT MLDC X/C CP PeL/PT RLOC X/C Y/C CP PeL/PT MLOC
0.0000 ,3816 .859_ .4720 _.u_O0 .3_16 .v590 .4710 .5_uO ._921 -.7_99 .6346 .8329
• 0040 -1.3287 ,5181 1,OLEO ,0040 1.0892 .9_90 ,C386 .5000 ,426_ -.7_17 .9361 .8306
.0080 -1,684Z ,%519 1.L2q3 ,Ou_O 1,0791 .9969 °Obbl ,_00 °3609 -,7501 .9324 ,8363
,0150 -1.904Z .40U9 1,/_6h .0230 ,923B ,9964 .2215 .50_ .29_3 -.7418 ,6323 .8365
• 0250 -2,2704 ,3307 _.3637 .U_O0 .bP99 .9196 ,3480 ,5000 ,22_7 -.7334 ,6342 .8330
,0400 -2.5035 ,2747 1,4040 ,luO0 .4655 ,h749 ,4418 ,9¢0G ,1040 -,7131 ,0375 ,8185
,060_ -2,7417 ,1377 1o_V34 ,1500 °3384 ,B498 ,4_78 *SGO0 ,0984 -,70_3 ,b_O7 .8235
• 0800 -2,8040 ,2_14 L.ollh ,ZOJJ ,2197 .8259 ,5306 ,5900 ,032_ -.717_ ,6379 ,8283
• 1000 -2,7149 ,23_2 1.5977 .ZOO0 .134_ ,_110 ._59_ .90_0 -.0328 -.7384 .b373 .8287
• 1400 -2.687_ .2474 I,_bOZ .3500 .0237 .7_71 ,5949 .SubC -,0984 -,7303 .5340 ,8329
• 1800 -2.9891 ,3U42 [.253q ,4500 -,0242 .7143 .6150 ,SOOO -,1640 -°7265 ,533Z ,8350
• ZZOG -1*7610 °4292 l. Lbq_ .55_0 -,0202 ,77_b .bu87 ,5C00 -,2291 -.7257 ,b370 ,829Z
,2_00 -1,b012 .46_9 1*10_4 ,b_O_ .0932 .7_49 ,5_ZO .gobO -.2993 -,7Z73 .b3ol .8279
.3000 -1.3253 ,52C4 1,_130 .7_Oo ,Z9%2 .t_31_ ,51_o .5000 -,39G9 -,7469 ,933h .H349
,3400 -1,1889 ,9449 .'1_37 ,_Oou .J_02 .:t_g; .4t13d .SguO -,4265 1.7616 .9324 .U362
• 3HO0 -.9932 .5H19 ._L_h .._.)0 .417_ ._._7 .460t .5_OO -.4921 -.7500 .b134 ._34_
• 4ZOO -,8433 ,olZZ ._79 .90Oo ,4L42 ._bO ,_79 .(,_GG ,_92 -Z,2659 ,333q 1,355_
,4500 -.786_ ,6721 ,'_12 .gSUO ,4_7Z ,_h3l ._6_4 .14bG ,2992 -g.b41b .Z4_ L.SbOb
• 5000 -.7271 ._370 .._?'_3 _.UuOJ -._4_? .713, ._10_ .220b .2_2 -E.UIO0 ._U7L I,ZO_U
,5400 -,6898 ,e.4_L .bLGt! .3CU_ .2992 -1.117_ ._370 ._09_
• 5_00 -.bHh2 .6_77 .t_t.:_ .3H_ .Z992 -.H774 .blO_ .8696
• 6200 -,637_ ._43 .10_6 .400_ .2_qZ -.7_o_ .676B .04_0
,5600 -,5855 .0616 o/'_14 ,_400 .299Z -.7ZO_ .b3_Z ,8158
• 70UU -,5293 .b70Z .7t, GO .621_ ,2992 -.bblb *95Z3 .8057
.7500 -.443? ._94_ ,74t)t, .70O0 .2992 -.5631 .0700 .77_5
,8000 -,3554 .71E4 .7147 .hO&_ .2992 -.3612 .710_ ,7167
• 8500 -,2641 ,73LG ,€,e_2 ,q_O .2qqZ -,L75_ o74_ ,6593
.qoGo -,1750 ,7479 ,_579 olG_b ,2392 o4944 ,8739 ,4436
• _500 -.11Z7 ,757q o_41_ ,2uOu ,236Z .ZZg7 ,8285 ,5254
,_750 -.0743 ,7681 ,_299 ,3500 ,23_2 .0391 .7_92 ,5915
1o0000 -.0482 .773_ ._1_4 .45vu .Z3_g -.50_0 .7dg2 .501_
• 550u ,23_2 -.0188 ,77%4 ._074
,6tO_ ,Z3_2 .0474 .7_q5 ,5_0_
,75u0 ,i36d .253q ,_31q ,5195
.BbuO ,23bZ .34UZ ,8489 .4894
.8900 .230_ ,4023 ,_b3b .4925
.90_0 .2302 .4263 .o665 .4570
.9500 ,73_? ,3986 *_615 ,4663
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 27.6693 P5I CN .2263 CDI .G1059 CDCOEI .01035
RUN 45 TT 169.2217 K CM -.1202 C02 .01030 COCDRg .01004
POINT 1 EC 6.1_70 MILLION CC .0153 C03 .00991 CDCOR3 .00967
MACH .7004 CD6 ,01005 COCOR6 .00988
ALPHA -2.0080 DEG C05 .D0818 _D=OR5 .00800
uPPER SURFACE LD_ER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP P,L/PT MLDC X/C CP P_LIPi MLOC XIC Y/C CP PmL/PT MLOC
0.0000 E.002& .9690 .2126 U._GO_ 1.0024 .9690 .21Z6 .50GG .4921 -.5508 .5832 .9116
.0040 .8922 .9619 .2937 .OO6G .8657 .7376 .6740 .5000 .6265 -.5679 °9799 .9185
.0080 .6500 o8816 .6276 .GOeO .2660 .78Z_ .b038 .5000 .36_9 -.5710 .5808 .9166
t01_0 .3166 °7986 ._783 .0230 -.3067 .8659 ._1_6 .5000 .2953 -.5759 .5785 .9201
• 02§0 -.0536 .708_ .7L92 .G_G_ -.6600 .6L35 .8656 .SHOO .2297 -.573_ .57t6 .9230
.0600 -.3669 .6361 .U3G/ .1000 -.6249 .t164 .6618 .50UU .1660 -.5775 .5773 .921_
.06U0 -.6605 .blZZ .ublf. .1500 -.654& .60_9 .8726 .5000 .0986 -.5727 .5788 .9230
.0800 -.6661 .6106 ._701 .2000 -.5110 .5967 .8947 .5000 .0328 -.5771 .5789 .9196
• 1000 -.4658 .6100 .Otl_ .25v0 -.5509 .5863 .9110 .5000 -.0328 -.5809 .5771 .9222
.1600 -°6664 °6098 .t_?12 .3500 -o5_99 .5882 .9080 .SOOO -.09H4 -.5853 .5767 .9228
• 1800 -.6798 .6018 .tJH37 .6500 -.6625 .0125 .8671 .5800 -.166U -.5777 .57U8 .9196
.2200 -.4939 .5966 .,_J_O .5500 -.31_3 .6426 .8210 .5000 -.2227 -.5739 .5796 .9187
• Z6OO -°5090 .5963 ._95_ .hSJO -.1037 .696_ .760_ .5000 -.2953 -.5657 .5798 .9180
.3000 -,5445 .5853 .9_6 .7500 .1733 .7833 .6333 .5_0U -.3602 -.5655 .5800 .9178
.3600 -15653 .5872 .6065 .oOOO .2587 ,7662 15997 .500b -.6265 -.5693 .5797 .9161
.3800 -.5557 .5835 .9_?_ ._5_0 .3188 .7995 .9769 .5000 -.6921 -.5582 .5826 .9132
.6200 -.5550 .5812 .glSu .9000 .3o07 .8_9 .5511 .06o0 .2992,******'559.63,*********
.6600 -.5750 .5779 .92O9 ._00 .3724 .8X25 .5527 .140C .2992 -.6975 .6066 .8765
.5000 -.5836 .5757 .9265 1.0CUd .118C .7502 .o562 ._2Gb .2992 -.9002 .5966 .8921
.5600 -.5925 .5751 .9_6 .3000 .29_2 -.5186 .5916 .8995
• 5800 -.6068 .5707 .9323 .3_0_ .2992 -.5531 .5829 .9132
.6200 -*6237 .5673 .%177 .66G0 .2992 -.5637 .5798 .9180
.6600 -.6116 .5706 .232' .5600 .2992 -.5806 .5751 .9253
.7000 -._590 .5830 .9129 .6200 .2992 -.6082 .5680 .9365
.7500 -o6518 °6080 .6760 .7_06 .2ggz -.5668 .5788 .9196
,8000 -.355Z .6323 .836_ .8000 .2292 -.3587 .6311 .8386
,8500 -o2411 ,6610 .7926 .OOO .2992 -,1_63 .6843 ,7566
• GO0 11_250 ,6896 ,7664 .10_0 .2362 -.4676 ,blOO ,8710
,9500 -.0036 ,7199 ,701o ,2uO0 ,2382 -,502_ .5966 ,8920
• 9750 ,0562 .7366 .67E7 ,3500 .2362 -,_617 ,5860 .9083
1,0000 .1180 .7502 .6_62 ._500 ,2362 -,6359 ,5129 ,8_66
• _50_ .2_62 -,3209 .6612 .8229
.6_00 ,2362 -.1166 .6915 .7656
.7500 .2352 .1693 .7622 .5350
• OuOv .23_2 .2656 .7860 ,9968
._50G .7362 ,3271 ,8012 ,5718
.oO0 ,2362 ,3686 ,8112 ,5550
.9500 .2362 .386u .8157 ._673
TEST 137 P1 LT.(,u_U P_I CN .3t_36 CUI ,01uN8 CDCDRI .01025
RUN 65 IT lN_.1962 K CM -,1262 CO2 .01025 CDCOR2 ,01000
POINT Z kL t),ueOZ MILLIUN CC ,015_ CO3 ,00982 CDCOR3 .00959
MACH .6995 CO6 .G0986 CDCOR6 ,00963
_LPH_ -._b3 DIG CO5 o00_56 COCOR5 .00835
UPPER SURFAC_ LOWL# _UREACt SPANWI$E
XIC CP P_L/PI MLOC X/C CP P_LIP1 MLOC X/C Y/C CR PmL/PI MLOC
0.0000 1.0978 .9923 .1068 O.Ud_O 1._978 .9923 .106_ .5CC_ .6921 -.6256 .5652 .9611
.0060 .7339 .9026 .3659 .0060 .3300 .H023 .5698 .50CO .6265 -.6616 .5618 .9666
.00BU .665C .8357 ,sigq .0_80 .5166 .8685 .6901 .5000 .3609 -.6613 .5633 .9632
.0150 ,0899 .7626 .66L2 .0230 -._629 .7106 .7166 .5000 .2953 -.6691 .5588 .9511
• 0250 -.3000 .6_75 .8131 *O_Ou -.2196 .6665 .7639 .5000 .2297 -.6569 .5589 .9510
,0400 -,6205 ,5682 ,9363 ,1000 -,7757 ,6526 ,U05) ,50GU ,lb6O -,65_3 ,5601 ,9691
• 0600 -,7021 .56_3 ,9679 ,1500 -,3210 ,6610 ,8230 .5000 .096_ -,6503 ,5586 .9518
.0800 -.6601 .5590 .95C8 .2UOO -.3_73 .6269 .8679 .50C0 .0328 -.5_02 .5600 .9692
,1000 -,6386 ,562e ,_66o .2500 -,6369 .elgb ,8670 .500G -,0328 -,6505 ,5606 .9686
• 1600 -.6102 .57U6 .9_2_ .3500 -.6_21 .6075 .8765 .SObU -.0986 -,6586 .5585 ,9516
• 1800 -.62_Z .5658 .9600 .6500 -.3843 .6265 .8655 .5000 -*1640 -.6508 .SbOl .9691
,2200 -,6300 ,5663 ,9_2_ ,5500 -,26U8 ,6_23 ,80_8 ,5000 -,2297 -.6465 .5603 ,9488
,2500 -.6315 .5637 ,q_36 .6500 -.0870 ,700_ .7319 ,500G -.2953 -,5613 .5637 .9633
• 3000 -.6576 .5576 .9530 .7500 .1920 .7683 .8256 .SLO0 -.3609 -.5383 .5661 .9628
,3600 -.6445 .5625 ._652 .8_0 .2826 .7911 .5866 .5000 -.6265 -.6383 .5666 .9620
• 3800 -.6681 .5591 .9587 .8500 .3500 .e071 .5619 .SCGO -.6921 -.6360 .5833 .9660
._Z00 -.6460 .5611 .9675 ._000 .3826 .e151 .5686 .u6_O .2992 -.6231 .5683 .9361
,6600 -,6531 .5596 .9502 ,9500 .3200 ,8173 ,5666 ,1600 ,2992 -.6223 .5666 ,0391
• 5000 -.65_1 .5575 ,9533 1.0003 .1026 .7671 .6_91 .2200 .2992 -.6265 .5670 .9381
,5600 -,6582 .5580 ,9923 .30_0 .2292 -.6332 .5637 ,9633
.5800 -.6622 .5575 .9531 .38Lu .2992 -,6698 ,5603 ,9687
• 6200 -,6769 .5561 .9586 .66_U .2992 -.6655 .5630 ,9665 .
,6600 -.655_ .55_9 .9509 ,5680 ,2992 -.5657 ,5813 .9672
• 7000 ".§912 ,5760 ,9271 .6200 .2992 -.6624 ,5589 ,9509
,7500 -,6788 .6G38 ,H_05 .7000 ,2992 -,5928 .5762 .926H
,8000 -,3676 ,63C9 .83ts7 .HOBO ,2992 -,3742 .6306 .8391
,8503 -.2671 ,8610 ,7926 ,90CG ,2992 -.16LO ,bfi61 .7939
.9000 -.lZ23 ,6883 .7904 .l_vO .2362 -.28S3 .6923 ob058
,9500 -.0106 ,7199 .701o .20GG .2362 -.388_ .6267 .8482
,9750 ,0458 .7322 .682_ .3500 ,2362 -,6_9 ,6098 .8712 _-
1,0000 ,1026 .7671 ,tbgl ,6500 ,2362 -.377t .6286 ,8622
.55UU .2362 -.2770 .6936 .8037
.6580 .2362 -.0957 ,6q68 .7376
.7500 .23_2 .1836 ,7666 .6280
.OCGG ,2362 ,2826 ,7905 ,5896
.bSO0 .2362 .3526 ,8061 .5801
.9000 .2362 .3893 .8180 ,5634
.9900 ,2362 ,3566 ,8088 ,5590
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 17.bb35 PSI CN .51e8 C01 .UIG79 COCOR1 .01U56
RUN 65 TT _g._273 K C_ -,L268 CO2 ,01069 COCORZ ,OZ04Z
_IP POINT 3 RC t.Ug_3 MILLION CC .0Z30 C03 .010Z4 CDCOR3 .01000
_ACH .7U13 C0' .00955 COCOR% .00943
ALPHA .0050 OEG C05 .0091* COCOR5 .00892
UPPER SURFACf LUWER _UWFACE SPANWXSE
XIC CP PeL/PT HLI;C AIC CP PeLIP[ MLnC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 [.L325 [o0010 _.GuLO O._UuO 1.1J2_ 1.C_13 O.OOb_ .SLL_ .4_2L -.662_ .5_GH *9639
o0040 .5777 .8635 .4627 .bO*b .5_69 ._516 .*t)*b .SCO0 ._?_5 --.70*Z .5456 °9703
.0080 .2762 .7665 *_92' ._b_O .7210 ._'9_ .39_3 .50GU .3_09 -.7051 .5652 .9728
.0150 -*1127 .b_1% .74_9 .OSJO .15_0 .7603 .63u2 .5000 .2953 -.7057 .5,63 .9711
• 0250 -.5159 .5923 ._q_5 .05Ou -._.67 .70ee .718e .5000 .22_7 -.7146 .541_ .97_3
.0400 -.66_9 .5035 1.0.G7 .1_00 -.15ul .6_25 .7594 .5_00 .16.0 -.7_e2 .5,25 .9771
.ObO0 -1.03§2 .4526 1.1LCl .1503 -.2131 .6672 .7_Ze .SuOO .Sq_* -.7_21 .54,0 .9747
• 08dO -.9268 .4897 1.U639 .2000 -_286_ .6.u3 .8119 .5500 .0328 -.7066 .5652 .9728
.1000 -.812, .5179 1.0170 .25_u -.3.16 .6351 .6322 .5000 -.0388 -.7158 .5,29 .9765
.1400 -.7657 .5309 .995q .35U0 -.3_* .62,1 ._92 .50uO -.b984 -.7158 .5,38 .9751
.180U -.7702 .5295 .9982 .*_00 -.3337 ._359 ._309 .SOGO -.1660 -.7086 .5469 .9733
.2200 -.7580 .533_ ._911 .55U0 -.2_O_ .b_74 .7979 .SGOG -.2297 -.702, .5459 .9718
• 2600 -.7458 ._3_Z .9869 .6500 -.6691 .70go .7284 .5000 -.Z953 -.7064 .5633 .9759
• 3000 -.7685 .5309 .9959 .7500 .2025 .7bqg .6228 .5060 -.3609 -.7031 .567, .9693
.3600 -*7447 .5354 *_6 ._000 .2_79 .7_43 .5832 .50CO -.426_ -.7028 .5*67 .9704
.3800 -.7313 .5*OO .9812 .85_0 .3623 .8101 .5_8 .5000 -.4221 -.6962 .5,_6 .9722
.6200 -.7207 .5406 ._80_ .9000 .397t .6L9_ .5410 .06U_ .ZgqZ -.716, .5427 .9768
.4600 -.7208 .5396 ._SZL .9500 .3989 ._187 .5,22 .1.00 .2992 -.7770 .5277 1.0011
.5000 -.7161 .5622 .9767 L.ubGO .OqGO .7,2, .566* .2200 .2922 -.7699 .5358 .9880
._600 -*7092 .5446 .9739 .3000 .2992 -.7_25 *5329 .gqZb
.5200 -.71_6 .5433 ._759 .38GG .2992 -.7632 .5365 .9900
.62_0 -.7120 .5,.7 .9736 .,600 .29_2 -.713, .566_ .9761
.6600 -.5820 .5515 ._628 .54_C .2992 -.6921 .5682 .9681
.7000 -.6067 .5696 .93_0 .6200 °2992 -.6939 .5485 .9676
.7500 -.6895 .5972 .hOG7 .Tung .2292 -.61'3 *5674 .9375
.8000 -.3757 .6283 ._'26 .8000 .2992 -.3793 .b238 .8495
.8500 -*2504 .6_67 .7959 .9000 .2992 -.1637 .685_ .7_,9
.9000 -.1260 .6875 .7_17 .1000 .2362 -.1_36 .6825 .759,
.9500 -.0114 .7177 .7d5_ o2000 .2362 -.2639 .6691 *8106
.9750 .0607 .7297 ._663 .350C .2362 -.38b5 .623_ .8.95
1.0000 *0_00 .7624 ._66* .*500 .2362 -.3276 .b390 .8263
• _SOG .2352 -.2669 .658q .7956
.6500 .2352 -.0787 .7007 .7313
• 7_Ou .236Z .2_58 .7720 .6194
•SUbO .2362 .3002 .7930 .5853
.BSOb .2352 .36_0 .811U .5554
°9000 .2362 .*079 .6218 .5370
• 956_ .2362 .3644 .6107 .5558
IEST 137 PT 17.6_3'_ PSI CN .5U43 COL .01093 COCOR1 .01063
RUN 45 IT 14_,8994 K CM -.1235 CDZ .01088 COCOR2 .01056
POINT 6 RC 6.0803 _ILLION CC .0096 C03 .01045 CDCOR3 .01015
MACH ._0_5 CO* .G0985 C_COR* .00963
ALPHA .5140 OEG C05 ,00949 CDCOR5 .00928
UPPER SURFACE L[3WER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIPT _ILOC XIC CP P_,LIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP PtLIPl MLOC
0.0000 1.135_ 1.0u20 O.OOGO o.0000 1.1356 1.0020 0.0000 .5000 .4921 -.6985 .5515 .9628
• 0040 .4791 °8398 .5057 ..Ju_.u .6231 ._76, .4382 .50GO .4265 -o71_3 .5470 .9699
.0(.80 .1695 .76_7 .6311 .0080 ._bO* .9L93 .3*88 .SOb0 .3609 -.7230 .5,67 .9736
• 3153 -.2258 .667u .7_19 .0230 .2466 .7_3L .601, • 5(.uG .2953 -.7217 .5657 .9721
• 0250 -.6361 ._666 .9356 .0500 .0285 .728_ .6882 .5000 .2297 -.7269 .5466 .97,1
.0600 -.9988 ._.798 1.u806 .IGo0 -.u615 .7036 .7268 .5000 .16,0 -.7272 .5432 .9751
• 0600 -1.1780 .,319 1.166, .1500 -.1595 .6839 .7572 .5000 .0984 -.72,8 .5'65 .9760
.0800 -1.1733 .4352 1.1584 .Z'_O0 -.2320 .66'9 .7_66 .50UO .0328 -.72,1 .5432 .9760
.1000 -1.0530 .'659 1.1044 .25J0 -.Z9_6 .5507 ,8L. 82 .5600 -.0328 -.7263 .5636 .97_6
• 1600 -,7966 .52q8 .9976 .350d -. 3'77 .63_8 .8266 .5000 -.0_1:6 -.7325 .5632 .9761
• 1800 1.8213 .5231 L.OO_5 .45_0 -.3068 .6,92 .8106 .50(.0 -.1610 -.T321 .5,16 .9786
.ZZUO -.8066 .5234 1._uel .5500 -.2318 .6650 .7652 .5000 -.2297 -.7172 .5658 .9702
• 2600 -.7875 .52ob .99_G .o5..0 -.055q .7096 .717o .5000 -.2953 -.7167 .5,56 .9721
• 3000 -.8075 .5251 1.U053 .7503 .2088 .775L .61_.4 .5000 -.35C9 -.7177 .5668 .9703
• 3,00 -.7789 .5309 . _.c_5_ ,_boO .3087 .799B .5740 • 5_.00 -.*265 -.7165 .5,5, .9725
.3dO0 -.7595 .53t_ ._870 .85L.0 .376* .816, .5*5Z .50UO -._921 -.7090 ._'76 .9089
.4200 -.7402 .5'11 ._79' .9bOO .*066 .8223 .5361 .ObOO . _.992 -1.0t_25 .,585 1.1172
.,600 -.743, .53_2 .q_'25 .95b0 .*b(_7 ._22U .5366 .l*bG *2992 -.7626 *5376 .9860
.5000 -.7_>98 .563Z ._60 l.OOO0 .(: 791 .r,16 .667T .2ZUC .2992 -.0_.,7 ._2*5 1.0062
.5*00 -.7225 .5*st ..7_5 .300_ .Z 9(_2 -.7707 .5316 ._947
• " .5800 -.7171 • _.5_ .071H .3806 .?_92 -.7579 .5327 .9930
• 6200 -.7169 .5*7(, ._?uO .*_uu .299Z -.73*6 .54,1 .9737
,6600 -*6892 ,5_Z? ,_617 ,5400 ,29_Z -,70*8 ,5500 ,9652
.7000 -.605H .57*Z ._Zh. .6:'00 ,2_2 -.?0*5 .5503 .9b*7
.7500 -.*905 .601e ._s_37 .70o0 .29'_Z -.61,0 .5726 .9293
oH003 -.3743 .6312 ._3_13 • 8UU_a .2'992 -.3680 .6320 .8370
• HSO0 -.265_ .661. .7'_t_ .90_b • 2 c_r.2 -.135_ .690.5 .7471
.gO00 -.127, .6910 .I,53 .1000 .236L -.0227 .7002 .7320
.9500 -.0176 .71_7 .70J5 .ZO_G .2362 -.2381 .6636 .788*
• 9750 .0329 .7304 .b653 .350L: .2362 --.3_39 .6395 .825*
L.0000 .0791 .7416 .5617 .450_ .2362 -.2986 .6465 .8115
• 5_C0 .2362 -.22*7 .6588 .7804
.b'.O_ .2382 -.0588 .7LCC .7170
• 7500 .2382 .2100 .7742 .5158
• _bG*., .2362 .3137 .8001 .5736
• 85_b .Z3bZ .37_? ._153 .5_UU
.900u .23_2 .4137 .82_6 .530*
.950(.' .2362 .*07* ._Z*Z ....329
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TABLE III. - Continued.
IEST 137 PT 17.e_ P_[ CN .658b CO1 .011%9 ¢DCOR1 .01117
RUN 65 IT 16,.7495 € CM -.1233 CDZ .01135 CDCORZ .01098
POINT 5 RC 5.155_ _ILLI_N C¢ .0_62 CD3 .01097 CDCOR3 .01063
MACH .69a5 C0% .01034 CDCOR% .0100%
ALPHA 1.u157 OEG CD_ .OOgBb CO_Oq5 o00956
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANwISE
XIC CP PpLIP[ MLOC XIC CP PpLIPl NLO_ XlC VIC CP P_LIPT HLOC
O.ObO0 1.1358 1.0020 O._J_u O.GuuO 1.135_ 1._02_ 0.0000 .5000 .6921 -.7253 .5%20 .9781
*0040 .3953 .818_ o_421 .U0%0 .6_16 ._932 °40%9 .S&OC *4265 -.7%67 *53%5 .9899
*0080 *0802 .7410 .0077 .00_0 *8078 .9361 *3085 *500& *3609 -.7480 .5373 .9856
.0150 -.3074 .66_1 *_168 .023J .33_6 ._0]_ .5_71 .5000 .2953 -*7560 .5340 .9909
*0250 -.7162 .5455 .9723 .0_00 .0999 ,76b_ ._611 .SOO0 .2297 -.7539 .534_ .9894
.0%00 -1.0689 ._59% 1.11_7 .lbuO -.5390 *71%0 .7107 .5000 *16%0 -.75%8 .5339 ,9910
oObO0 -1.28%5 ._76 1._103 .1500 -.1125 ._941 .7%15 °5000 °0986 -.7516 .53%9 °989%
.0800 -_.29%5 .%011 1.ZZ14 .ZO_O -.1873 .6755 .7600 .5000 .0328 -.7650 .535% .9886
.1000 -1.2723 .6094 1._059 .2500 -.2532 .65_5 .7963 .5000 -.0328 -.7606 .5335 .9917
.1600 -1.1893 .6269 1.1772 .350_ -.3161 .04%6 .8175 .5000 -.09_% -.7608 .533b .9915
.1800 -.9320 o6915 1o060_ .65Ju -.2731 .655Z ._J13 .5000 -.16%0 -.7525 .5325 .9936
.ZZO0 -*7769 .5318 .9_45 .5_00 -.2182 ._692 .7799 .5000 -.2297 -.753_ .5355 .988%
,2600 -.8078 .5216 1.5111 .6_00 -.050_ .7085 .7193 .5000 -.2953 -.7%70 .538% .9838
.3000 -.8%37 .5100 1.0300 .7500 .2165 ,7758 .5133 .5000 -.3609 -.7_87 .5378 .9867
*3600 -.82§% .5182 1.0160 .8050 .3109 .797C .5786 .5000 -.6265 -.7%86 .5383 .98%0
.3800 -.0161 o519_ 1.51%3 .8_00 .3_%T .,Lb5 .5_b0 .505_ -.%921 -.7%55 .5383 ._8%0
.%200 -.77_3 .5298 .9_76 .9_00 .4132 .HZ4_ .5325 .0600 .2992 -1.1575 .4352 1.1586
._60_ -.7751 .5289 ._992 .9500 .%136 ._231 .53%8 .1%_0 .29_2 -1.Z195 .62_2 1.1855
*5000 -.7565 .5337 ._913 1.0COO .0715 .7380 .073% .2200 .2992 -.7609 .5316 .99%7
.5600 -.7621 .5302 .9872 .3050 .2992 -.8245 .5214 1.&113
.5800 -.7*51 .5373 .9_56 .3800 ,29_2 -.80_2 .5257 1.0063
,6200 -*7365 .5396 o9_18 .4tO0 ._9_2 -*7036 .5311 .9956
.bbO0 -°6942 .5469 °9701 .5400 ,299_ -.7394 .5396 .9819
.7000 -.6217 ,56el .9365 ,6205 ,2992 -o7225 °542% .9773
.7500 -.6963 ,6001 ,_064 .7&00 .2992 -,6240 o5664 .9391
,8000 -.37_7 .0295 o_4_9 .80GO .2992 -.3717 ,6311 .8384
,8500 --12698 ,6010 .7926 ,90GC .2292 -,1370 ,6893 ,74U9
.9C00 -.1335 .6891 .76_2 .1000 .2362 -.0329 .7133 .7118
.9500 -.0167 .7173 .75_5 .2000 .2352 -.1862 .5761 .7692
.9750 .0331 .7301 .6u57 .3500 .2352 -.3078 .6%%5 .8170
1.0000 .0715 .7380 .073% .6_0_ .2302 -.2751 .0521 .8061
.5500 .2362 -.2132 .&685 .78_9
.6565 .2362 -.0%71 .7097 ,717_
.7500 .235Z .2164 .7738 .6166
,8000 ,2352 ,3156 ,801u ,5720
.8500 .2352 ,3948 .8203 .5396
.90_0 .2352 .4172 .8237 .533_
.9500 ,23_2 .%121 ,82%0 .5331
TEST 137 PT 17.6813 OSl CN .7%11 CO1 .01290 COCOR1 .01252
RUN 65 TT ,%8.0538 K C_ -.1221 CD2 .01266 COCORZ .01202
POINT & RC _o1165 _ILLION CC .OG20 C03 .&1208 COCOR3 .01166
MACH .7007 CD% .OlOgl COCOR% .01053
ALPHA 1._10_ DEG C0_ .00989 COCOR5 .00954
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE 5P&NuISE
XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC X/C YIC CP P,LIP[ MLOC
0.0000 1.1307 1.0005 _.OO_O U.0000 1.1307 1.0000 b.0000 .5_00 .4921 -.7554 .5327 .9930
.0040 .3113 .796, .5790 .0040 °7554 .9063 .3775 .5000 .4205 -.7670 .5302 .9970
.0080 -.0029 .71_7 .753% .u_,O .91_ ._%7_ .2779 .5_0 .3609 -.7690 .5288 .9993
.0150 -.3948 .0236 .0_03 .0230 ._029 .P_O9 .5386 .5000 .2953 -.7737 ,527_ I.uOIb
*0250 -*7878 .5211 l.Olle *0500 .1664 .7508 .6373 .5000 .2297 -.7750 .5271 1.OOZO
*0400 -1.1336 .6375 I.I_44 .1000 .0217 °7230 .5968 .50UG .164U -.7735 .5297 .9979
.0600 -1.3695 .3853 1.ZS1H .lbo_ -.0_4_ .7033 .7273 .500o .09_ -.7729 .5273 1.001_
.0800 -1.3881 °3775 1._o70 .2_bU -.1456 .6036 .7577 .5_0C .C328 -.7681 .5328 .9928
.1000 -1.3763 .38_3 1.2514 ._500 -.2137 .66_2 .7_1% .5000 -.0328 -.7792 .5277 1.0011
.1400 -1.317_ .3942 1.2345 .3500 -.2_32 .6_6_ .dl4d .50_0 -.09_ -.7856 .5272 1.0019
*180U --10305_ e5UOZ I*_ZJb .4500 -.L570 *655% .8010 .SuoO -.1660 -.7768 .5258 1.00%1
.2200 -1.2551 .4067 1.Z145 .5500 -.1977 .6709 .7771 .5000 -.2997 -.7765 .5273 1.0017
.2600 -1.1064 .6461 I.IJgU .bSO0 -.u4ll .7107 .7159 .50_0 -.2953 -.7713 .5298 .9977
.3000 -.7478 .5351 .9_90 .7_vO .2255 .7766 .OlZ3 .5o00 -.3609 -.7680 .5269 1.0023
.3%50 -.72_2 .5399 .9e14 .8000 .3252 o8010 .5720 .5b00 -.4265 -.7689 .5311 .9956
.3800 -*7750 .527u 1._021 .8500 .391b .biB5 .54Z6 .5000 -.4921 -.7525 *529% .9983
,6200 -.7824 °52%3 1._0_0 .9000 .4195 .8226 .535& ,ObOU .2992 -1,2138 .6193 1.1873
._bO0 -,7930 .5248 1._5T .9500 .6l&2 o_234 .5343 ,14_U o29%Z -1,3046 °1852 1.2518
.5000 -.7725 °5256 l.uu45 i.bO00 ._595 .7355 .6755 .Z20U .2992 -1.2815 .4011 1.2216
.5%00 -.766% .5337 .9913 .3000 .299Z -.7173 ,5%38 .9751
.5800 -.7620 ,5319 .99%2 ,3_00 ,2992 -._062 ,5208 1,0124
.6200 -.7530 ,5351 .9_1 .6500 .2_92 -.7875 .5277 I.OCll
,6600 -.7096 .5426 .977_ .54U0 ,2992 -.7597 .5326 .9932
,7000 -.6268 ._664 ,9%21 .6200 ,2991 -.7386 .5%_0 .9812
.7500 -.5026 ._963 ,o923 ,7Oh& .2992 -.6332 .56%9 .9%15
.8000 -.3803 ,6237 ._4_ ,_OOO ,2992 -,3808 .o280 .8432
,85L0 -*Z531 .b58b ,7_61 ,90UO ,2992 -,161% ,b860 ,75%0
,9000 -,131% ,68£4 ,753% ,1C00 ,2362 ,0220 ,7258 ,692%
.9500 -.0223 .71%g .709% .2505 .2352 -.1675 .6830 .7580
,9750 ,0260 .7251 .0920 .3_0 .2362 -.2759 .6519 .806%
1.0000 ,0690 .7305 .1750 .%500 .2302 -.2515 .65_9 .7986
.5505 .2362 -,190u .0731 .7735
.6500 .2302 -*0359 .712T *T1ZT
.751& .7362 ,2222 ,7746 .6152
,SCUb .2362 .3229 .uJ09 .5722
.8_u0 .2362 .393, .U180 .5_35
.qo00 .2362 ,_228 .8261 ,5295
.9505 .236Z ._130 ._231 .5340
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 17.hu35 P_! CN .8220 C01 .0151o COCORI .01468
PUN 45 TI 1*_.b_tZ x CM -,1221 CD2 .01..6 COCOR2 .01395
m POINT 7 RC 6.1806 M[LL1.]N CC -.002_ CO3 .01393 COCOR3 .0136t
NACH .bgbB CD_ .01176 CDCOR6 .01131
ALPHa Z.OOb2 DEG CD5 .OluSl COCOR5 .01035
UPPER SURFACE Ln_Lk 3URPACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_L/PI NLUC X#C CP PpL/RT _L_C X/C Y/C CP PeL/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.1165 .gg67 ._bZ U.UUO0 1.1165 .9_57 .ObQZ .5000 .Ag21 -.7378 ._616 .gTbg
_._ .0060 .2052 .77&g .6167 .UU_ .HIEb .9235 .3392 .Sbbb .6Zbb -.7593 .5373 .9855
.00_0 -.I035 .59_ .736r .06,0 .9595 .961? .23_2 .SUb& .360_ -.7668 .5375 .g851
.0150 -.6805 .8023 ._ .8230 .6t_6 ._373 .5IOl .5000 .2_53 -.76bQ .5386 .g_37
,0250 -,g013 .501G 1.5639 .Ob_u .236L .7.17 ,bO31 ,bGOC' .ZZ97 -.75_3 .5371 ,9_5_
.3600 -1.2311 .6211 i.It_6I .lOdu .uT_'t .lhd7 .569Z .5000 .I560 -,7679 .53gl .QBZ7
.0600 -1.6377 .3695 1.2_79 .15dU -.Ul6e .7207 .7Ull .bi_ .09_6 -.7609 .56_I .9_11
.0800 -I._01 .35_7 1.3u27 .2_OU -.lOgO .5980 ,7355 .5000 .0328 -.7357 .5399 .9013
,lOUO -1.6582 ,3818 1,2_ .25'Jo -,1715 .87_7 .785Z .§ObO -.b32_ -.7638 ,5388 ,9831
.160U -I._188 .3716 1.27aZ .3500 -.Z625 .t.b3_ .7_6 .SObb -.09u6 -.7537 .5358 .9653
.1800 -1._131 .3766 z.Z731 .6_JO -.223U .bb_b .7,b7 .SLUt -.1860 -.760Z .537Z .g858
,Z200 -1,3868 ,3822 1,287_ ._bO0 -,172_ ,_05 o76_5 ,5000 -,2ZQ7 -,7588 .5379 ,9868
,2600 -1,3631 .3877 _,Z671 .850d -.CZ_O .7170 ,70bU ,5000 -,2953 -.7598 ._376 .9850
,3000 -1,2081 ,_27Z 1.1730 .7500 ,2378 ,7803 ,bObJ ,SUGG -.35G_ -.75_7 .5355 .988Z
,3600 -.9183 ._953 1._565 .SuO0 .33bb ,E06b .5563 .SGOG -.6Z65 -,7673 ,5335 ,q917
,3800 -,6889 ,553_ .95_I .Ubdd ,3972 ._Z01 .5398 .SHOO -.6921 -.7567 ,5353 ,9888
.6200 -.7065 .55_3 .9560 .gOO_ .6328 .829Z .5263 .0600 .2ggg -1.28Q3 .6078 1.20€2
.6800 -.7386 .5613 .g7gd .gbOO .4232 .ez76 o5Z76 .16u_ .2QgZ -1.6565 .38Z0 i.z980
.flO00 -,7659 ,5388 ,9831 L.O000 ,U702 .76Z5 ,5853 ,2200 ,2gZ -1.6360 .3891 1.2_38
• 5600 -,7687 .b3b_ ,9585 .3000 .2_g2 -.9676 .6850 1,0701
.5800 -07528 .53_b ._db7 .38v0 .Zqg2 -._965 .5511 .gb35
.b2UO -,7467 .53_5 ._35 .6800 .299Z -.76UU .5608 ,9803
• 6600 -.7083 .56_9 .g653 ,56G_ ,ggg2 -,767Z ,5391 ,98Z7
•7000 -,6297 ,5699 ._3_2 ,6200 ,299Z -.7610 ,S61Z .9793
.7500 -.§051 .bOGO ,8865 .7UO_ .299Z -.6313 .5855 .9606
o8000 -.3853 .6278 .8635 o_OOO .29_Z -.3786 .6311 .8386
,8800 -,2617 .6580 ,7970 .C_G .Z_Z -.16Z7 ,6887 ,76g8
• gO00 -,137g .587g .7511 .1000 ,23bZ ,0770 .763g .5661
.9500 -.0231 ,71_5 .7023 ,ZOo& ,238Z -.lOZ? .899Z ,7337
.Q750 eO256 .7_Ob .O06g .3500 .2352 -.2_36 .8638 .7881
1.0000 ,0792 .7625 .6063 .6buO .2352 -.Z178 *bb_5 .7796
,5500 .238Z -.1572 .6_27 .75g_
.6508 .2362 -.0238 .7157 .7081
.7500 .Z36Z ,Z330 .77qb .5071
.800U .236Z ,3323 .8050 .5656
.850_ .Z3bZ .60Z3 .8213 .537g
.9000 .23b2 .6329 .8_91 .5266
.9500 .Z3bZ .6Z19 .8265 .5289
TESI 137 Pl _7,bll_u PSI CN ,q13 _, COl .OI'W6B CDCOR1 .O18gl
RUN 65 IT 168,',577 K C;_ -,1239 CO? .0186_ CDCORZ .G1802
POINT 8 PC 6.0_w41 MILLI{)N CC -.0069 CO3 .0173u CDCOR3 .01677
MA(,H ,bgtZ CO6 ,01633 CDCOR6 ,01375
ALPHA Z. 50Z_ Q[G CD5 .0130_ CDCOR5 .01268
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFAC_ SPANwI.SE
XlC CP P_L/P1 MLnC )IC CP PeL/P[ ML._C XlC YIC CP PeLIPT _LOC
0.0000 1.1C6_ .9965 .U_b _.UOOJ i.106g .996S .O_Ob ._.CO0 .69Z1 -.6775 .5569 .q573
.0060 .116g .752-_ .Oh05 .6_60 .87_8 .93d7 .3019 .5_OG .A26S -.6880 ._561 .9586
.0C80 -.1870 .5755 .759g ._O_O l.Uu57 .9697 .ZOq9 .SO00 .3bOg -.6811 .5570 .g560
• 0150 -.5_26 ,5_36 .9126 .O;3u .5351 ._'553 .677d .SGLG ,2953 -,8523 ,5510 .g675
.OZbO -.g762 .6835 L.07_,2 .0500 .2930 ,79b2 ,5799 .SGO0 .22_7 -,b606 .$635 .g637
• 0600 -1,2q57 .6064 1.2151 ,lvJ3 .1Z86 .7560 .665J .5000 .lo60 -,6655 .5b35 ._637
•0600 -i .5069 .353_ 1.31_I .1500 .u267 .7Z77 .b096 .SOGO .0986 -.5685 .5_35 .9_35
• 0800 -1.5365 .36Zb i ._ _,_3 . l(,bG -.uol_ .7o61 .723D • 500,,, .03ZB -.6502 .5832 .9661
• IUO0 -1.5523 ,3666 1.33_6 .2500 -.1309 ,6898 ,76_ .5000 -,G328 -.6637 .5535 .9437
• 1600 -1.5108 .35Z3 1.31_G ._50O -,2Oh _, ,67Z5 .776a ,5000 -.098_ -.6858 ,5606 .9688
.1800 -1.5132 .3563 1.313Q .65U0 -, 2007 .6736 .7731 ,SOOO -. 1560 -.6676 .558b ,9516
• 2ZO0 -1.6881 • 357(, 1.30_Z .5_00 -.1_38 ,5_57 .7566 .5000 -,2297 -. b(_O8 .5568 ,9578
.2600 -1,659_ .36Z1 l.Zg78 .O5_0 -.0130 .7183 .7062 .5000 -.29_3 -.5872 .5530 .0606
,3000 -1.6707 .3618 1,298_ .TSuO ,2447 .7_6Z .5997 .5000 -.360g -.7095 .5692 .96_5
.3400 -1.6257 .376_ 1,27ZI .8_Ou .3665 .8U83 .55_q ._GOG -,6265 -.7311 .5665 .973g
.3000 -1.1665 .63A7 1,1_93 ,8500 ._111 .8Z50 .5315 ._OOO -.69Z1 -.7287 .56Z1 .9778
.6ZOO -,8351 .51_b i.tzbq .90:J3 ,_396 .8309 ._ZI3 .0600 ,ZqIZ -1.33Z8 ,3q80 I,ZZTZ
.6bOO -.5583 .5503 • 9_,_7 ,95U0 ._,353 . _:300 .5Z2_ .lAG{, .29gZ -1.5657 .36_,6 1.3340
•5000 -.556h •51._I .(.65_ 1. U_.UU .u_66 ,7633 .hhSU .Z2uO .29g2 -1.528Z .3657 1.3297
•5_30 -.6775 .5"65 ._56H .300(, .2qg2 -I.'_756 .3052 1.ZSgO
• 5_UU -.6955 .5bhb .90_6 .3_OU .299Z -i.0332 ._701 1.0972
.6ZOO -.7180 .567_ .O_U ._hOO .2992 -.obZ1 .5616 .9657
.8600 -,689Z .5533 .45'_g .560¢ .29'_Z -.876q .5567 .9577
.7UOU -.&217 ._7_5 .9316 ._2L( ,2(19Z -.7169 .5475 .9692
• 7_UO -.5033 •59_3 ..q491 .700( . ?_c_2 -.t_2_O .5_2 .936Z
.8000 -.3886 .b2P_ .,s6_6 .Su_ .2992 -.3_71 .OZSO .8_J1
.8500 -.2531 .bSg7 .7951 ._bUb .?_Z -.1679 .587_ .751b
-e ._UuO -.1660 .6H65 . t'__% .16_Q .236, _ .1267 .;5%% .6475
• 9800 -.0_95 .718_t ./o_7 ./_uL .Z3bZ -.u_sl .70,4 .719_
,9780 .02')1 .7Z4, H .h,_&l • 3551_ .?3bZ -,Z067 .67Z_ .;743
1.0uO_ ,08k6 , /433 .*,550 .65LU .Z352 -.19ZZ .575Z .77_5
._SGO .._ 362 -.14"3 .6_87 .7498
.6"bb .23_2 -.OUg2 .7216 .bqg3
.75LG .2362 .7421 .782? .0030
• _Lu& .2352 .3bOb ._111 .5_5Z
,HSuO .236Z .',097 ._261 .5331
,q600 .2352 .442?. .83ZZ .51gU
,950u .8362 ,631 _, .8Z_8 .5231
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TE_T 137 _! 17,4t05 PSI CN ._O_0 COl .01627 CD:0PI .02557
PUN 65 II 14_,5165 K CM -,IZ57 COl ,0Z518 CDCORZ ,0Z638
POINI g PC t.uZZO MILLION CC -.0099 C03 ,022tg C0C0_3 ,0Z196 _
MACH ,6956 {06 ,0169U CO:OR4 ,01816
at_Ha ?._Ybl DEG CD5 ,b1513 CDCOR5 .01435
UPPER SURFACE LDWEk SURFACE SPANwI_E
X/C CP P_L/P1 MLOC X/_ CP P_L/PI MID: XlC Y/C CP PpL/PT _LOC
O,GO00 /.0797 ,98e3 ,13uU O.uvOO 1.0797 .q_a3 ./303 ,5COG o4921 -*6%87 *56%2 .94Z7
.00kU ,0376 °7333 .6_6 ,uu60 ._136 .9472 ,2795 ,5(6_ .6Zb_ -.6560 .5635 ,9437
,0C80 -,2%42 eb616 .7915 ,OOeO I,O369 ,9777 .1797 .5_00 .3b09 -.6Z54 .5712 .9315
•0150 -,6454 .5653 ._4C9 .u233 .5U_7 ._b75 ,4551 .5000 .2953 -.6403 .5659 ,9399
,OZb0 -1.0505 ,4667 1,10Jl .GbJ3 ,3401 .++374 ,bbZJ .5000 ,2291 -.66_ ,559Z ,9504
.0400 -1,3493 ,3894 I,Z437 .luOO .1671 .763t ,5330 ,5000 .t6_O -.6715 ,5601 ,9490
,0600 -I.5590 ,3403 1,3_31 ,15b0 .O5_7 ,736_ .blbO .5GCb ,09P4 -.6_24 .5580 .9524
,0800 -1.5128 ,3277 J,Jll4 ,?UOU -,O303 .7153 ,70_h .5000 .0328 -,6916 .5529 .9606
•I000 -i,5096 ,32t8 1,3773 ,g_Jd -,lUb? ,6990 .7390 .50GO -.U3Z_ -.6925 .652€ .9514
,1400 -1,5755 ,3343 1.3_(! ,3900 -.|_3 ,(,?B_ .765J .5000 -.09_4 -.6615 ,5554 ,956b
,l_OO -1o57%7 ,3379 1,34,4 ._OO -,I821 ,_771 ,7h77 ,bObb -.1640 -,8526 ,5629 .9446
• lib0 -1,5573 .34_U 1,3437 ,_500 -,1420 o6_83 ,?bu4 .5000 -,229T -°6557 ,5587 ,9513
,7600 -I,5%16 ,34_0 1.3_Z ,O_v0 -,v094 ,lg_ ,luO0 ,5600 -,_5_ -,6677 .6622 .9456
,3000 -I,5616 ,3417 1,3_U! .7_UU ,2475 .7_36 .6037 ,50GG -,_609 -,66b8 ,561b .9467
o340Q -1.5651 ,3419 1,3413 ._dUO ,]42_. ,tO66 ,5t26 .}OOO -,4765 -,6925 .5543 .9583
.3800 -1,5125 ,3517 1,3191 ,It506 .419_ .t:lb7 .5265 .50u0 -.4911 -,7117 .5483 .9679
•4_00 -I,Z348 ,4266 1.1849 ,9000 .4427 ,_326 .51_6 ,0600 ,299Z -1.3657 ,3871 1,2481
,4600 -,7910 ,5309 .9959 ,9500 .4372 o_g9_ ,5Z3_ ,1400 ,29_2 -1,5218 ,3Z79 1.3700
•5000 -.6860 ,5571 ._536 1,O_00 ,Ob_4 .7440 ,6639 .22OO ,2992 -I.50%6 .3307 1,363_
,5600 -,6319 .5676 .9373 .3000 ,_992 -I.5773 .339_ 1,3454
,5800 --*6299 ,5b78 ,_369 .3B_O ,209Z -1.4648 .3660 I,_98
,6200 -°6437 ,5647 ,'_lb ,4610 ,Z992 -,7550 ,5405 °9804
.6600 -,6618 .56_6 ._404 ,540u oZqgg -,6168 .57GZ ,9330
.7000 -*5880 ,577_ .QZII *6260 .2992 -.6619 .5618 .9_64
,7500 -,%957 .6031 ,n817 ,?GGO ,IgZ -.6009 ,575_ ,9248
,8000 -.3875 ,bZ99 ,84C2 ,bGOG ,299Z -.3864 .6282 ,_428
,8500 -,Z679 ,65_3 .796_ ,9¢00 ,IOg_ -,1569 .6852 .755Z
•9000 -,1500 ,_853 ,7535 ,i000 ,2362 ,1673 .7650 .6306
09500 -,0360 ,715_ .70F9 .ZU_ ,2362 -.0330 ,7139 ,7109
.9750 .0191 ,726_ ,OgG9 .3500 ,236Z -.1839 ,6767 °7683
_.0000 ,0_24 ,74%b .bb3g ,65_0 ,23b2 -,1750 .6809 .7616
•5500 .Z3bZ -,1332 ,bg01 ,7476
• b_O0 .Z362 -,0050 .7233 ,6953
,lbOb ,236Z ,2494 ,7850 ,5983
,8_00 ,23_2 .3494 .8101 .5568
,959_ ,2362 ,4189 ,_259 .528Z
,9000 ,2362 .4477 ,8343 ,5154
• gbbb ,2362 ,4333 ,d_96 ,5_36
TEST 137 PT 17,4_:.13 P'+l CN 1.+)401 CFJi ,03433 CUCOPl ,03350
RU_ 45 |l i_k,_e,_ _ C_ -.1_73 COl .03239 Ct,CDPz ._314_
PUIN7 10 PC _.bZ_l: MILLI()N LC -.Oil5 C03 ,02_b COCOR3 *02U09
HAbit .0'#59 C04 .02393 COCUR4 .O2325
ALPHA 3.5131 I)EG CD5 ,O1705 COCOW5 ,O1716
UPPER SU_F*CE L tr]wEW SU_F*CL SPaNWI_E
XIC CP P_,L/PI MLOC EIC CP PeLIPI ML[]C XIC YIC CP PeL/P] MLOC
O*00G0 1,0516 ,9819 .1619 _, _b03 1.O516 ,9619 .1619 ,bUGO .4921 -.75q5 ,5351 ,9891
.0040 -,0410 ,7142 ,71u'_ ,b04u ,9469 ,9557 .Z553 .5GG_ .%265 -,758U .53%7 ,g897
.OOBO -.342e .64t7 ,_tZ35 .du_O 1.0670 .9_t,5 ,1446 ,5000 .3609 -,6963 ,5539 ,9589
• 0150 -,7177 ,547e .9b87 .0230 .6289 .RTP7 .4337 ,50_G ,2953 -.7845 .5295 .9981
.OZbO -1,1C03 .45V4 1.1315 • 05'J0 .3795 ,;_171 .5449 ,5000 ,Z297 -,7840 ,5316 .9947
• 0400 -1.4158 .376_ 1.26h4 .£OdJ ,lOll .7724 .blb8 ,5000 .1640 -.8089 ,5256 1,0045
.0600 -1,6237 ,3It5 1,3729 ,1500 ,0912 ,746 r-,, .6694 .50'.:.,? .09_4 -,dZb3 .5196 1,0143
,0800 -1.57_3 .314J I. 3'_9 .LuUO ,buoZ .7247 ,694/ • 5b(.G ,0328 -.8161 .523_ 1.0074
• 1000 -1.6715 ,3137 1.4015 ,2500 -,Orb3 ,TOll ,7291 ,5000 -,0326 -,h127 ,526Z 1,3035
,1600 -1.6477 ,31_ _.3_65 .3_J3 -. 169_ ,6bu_ ,7632 ,5000 -,Og_ -,7798 ._337 ,9914
,1800 -I.5209 .3237 L,JIQI ,45OO -.1747 ,t_lO .7617 ,bOG& -,1640 -.73%4 ,5426 .9770
• ZlO0 -1.6055 .3255 1.3752 .5500 -,13_0 .o903 .7473 .5000 -,2297 -.73Z_ .5419 ,97_1
,Z600 -1.6016 ,3276 1,37'.5 ,6939 -,3_39 .723'9 .6954 .bOOb -,2953 -,7bE4 .5523 ,9615
• 3,3'30 -1,6(;59 ,3255 1,3751 ,7500 ,Z4"T ,lu39 ,bOOZ ,560.0 -,3609 -.6755 ,5576 ,9530
,3400 -1.6272 ,3Z_1 1,373t ,_OO .3_37 ,8_QZ ,_600 .50{,0 -,%265 -.6833 ,5558 ,9559
,,3_dO0 -1,6207 ,323_ 1,37_0 ,_500 ,4207 ,d_.61 ,bZb ,5000 -,49Z1 -,7073 ,549Z ,9665
• 4200 -1.4640 .365_ 1.2921 ,JOO ,441_ .e305 ,5220 ,0600 .299Z -1,3959 ,3754 1.Z71Z
,4600 -.9649 ,4_74 I ,uolt. .9500 .4368 ,_297 .5Z33 ,140_ ,299Z -1,6575 ,315Z 1,398Z
•5b00 -,8271 ,5194 1,014o i.u_uO ._701 .7396 .6709 °2200 .2092 -1.663b .3156 1,3972
• 5400 -.7011 ,5520 ,_620 ,3(..00 ol. ggl. -1,62gl .3Z23 1,3_,?.3
,bSuO -,6241 .5723 ,_Z_ ,3BOG .299Z -1,593_ .3376 1,3489 _"
,6200 -,6066 ,5756 ._247 ,46Ob .2992 -I.O440 ._670 1.IO25
,6600 -.5843 .57%_ .gle5 .54O0 .2992 -.6434 .5652 .941_
,?OUO -,5445 .58d_ • ir-'49 ,62uG ,2992 -.bu60 .5761 .9236
• 750d -.%789 ,607_ ,'*766 ,?COG .299Z -,5737 ,5_32 ,9126
,8000 -.3608 ,_3bb ,_01 ._Ob_ ,29_ -,3769 .629_ ,M404
,ubOO -,2689 ,657".. ,t'_7e .GGO .Z_97 -.1552 .b_61 .753_
,9000 -,1619 .e,3L ,75_-3 .]000 ,_362 .197.? ,7710 .6210
,9500 -.0494 .7JGJ ,7|r._ • ?C,b(_ .Z 3h.' . _,(a,_ 9 *7239 ,6953
,9750 .0124 .7_t+3 * r_'_l T *3_bU .Z367 -.1643 .6617 .7607
1,0OO0 ,0701 .7396 ,t.719 .'_5_0 ,1361 -,1590 ,6H30 ,7587
.bbOG ,236_ -.1327 ,6679 .7510
.6",GL ._3o2 -.OOl_ .lIZ5 .6976
,750(. .Z362 .2_bq .7_39 .6(.01
•u_,O .136_ .354_ .dl0J ,5569
•_500 .23_' .420_ .6282 .5259
.gt,¢,¢, ,136Z .4456 ,_327 ,5182
• 9500 ,2362 ,437Z .d309 ,5213
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TABLE III. - Continued.
IEST 137 P] 17.;_3 P_I Ct_ 1.¢d63 CD1 ._;Z:; CDCO_l .0;lo0
RUN ;5 I1 16t_.;6_3 K C_ -.118_ CO2 .G;OOb COCOR2 .03886
._ POINT 11 _C _.02_5 _$LL|_ CC -.G13_ CO_ .03_69 CCCCR3 *034_Z
NJC;4 ._gbL CD6 .GZ79_ CDCOR6 .02703
ALFNA ?.g€17 DEG CD5 ._2113 CDCOR5 *01018
UPPER SURF&CE LO_E_ SurFACE _P&NWI_E
XlC CP PpLIPT _LOC xl_ CP PpLIPi MLQC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
O.0uO0 1.0302 ._7_.3 .1_5 _.(10_0 i._3U2 .g763 .1095 .SGGu .;ggi -.81_5 .SZG6 1.0126
.00;0 -*081¢ .701o .72g_ .t_';O o_71_ °_61 _ °2365 .5000 .;265 -°8505 o5110 1.026;
oOL_U -.75q8 .536_ .9_73 .0_t0 ._37 .h_6; o;le7 °5t00 ._953 -.8gO; .5010 1.0;_0
°OZSO -1.165; .;370 I.L_i ._ ._0_5 ._l_s .537_ .5ob0 .21_7 -.8gZg ._0;7 1.03_8
oU;dU -1.662_ .3670 1*2_7_t .|U_O ./300 °77_ obOb_ °9000 .]b;O -.9_2_ o_90; l*_bg6
.0600 -1._483 .31'_ l*_ .l_ *ll/u .l_Z6 .550_ .5_06 .Ogh; -.9256 .;g;; 1*0560
.0000 --1.7000 o30_5 1.;|_0 .ZOOO ,02_b .#31_ °6_30 .50CL .G3Z8 -.91_3 .6963 1.091_s
°IOOU -1.7110 °3037 1.'2;; °Z_OU -.06;3 °7071 .721; .SGOu -.032U -.9061 .500; 1.0;_0
.1;00 -1.6796 .3181 1.;J_2 ._v -.15;7 ._,_5_ ._;_ .5_06 -.O_; -.HT_; .507_ 1.0336
•i_00 -1.6867 .3129 I._33 .;_uu -.I_7_ ._'G_ ./5;d o5_00 -.16_0 -.80_3 .5247 1.0060
.Z100 -1.678; .31_b 1.3_5 ._50u -.135I .6g_I °?;77 .5_uu -.ZZ97 -.707_ °5158 l.uO;2
• Zb00 -1.6532 .317; I._931 .6_30 -°UO6_ .7_0 o6gh3 °SCOU -.Z953 -.7667 ._395 .gBz0
• 3000 -1,6_5 ,316_ 1,39_ ,7_u_ ._39_ .7_13 .6UZ7 .9_0_ -.3bOQ -,6835 ,5590 ,9571
.3;00 -1.6686 .315_ 1°39_2 o_000 °3_2; .e!i02 °_561 .50Oh -.;265 -.67Zg .5577 ._530
• 3800 -_.6951 .3126 1.;u55 ._l_d .;_6 ._271 .5_17 .90GG -°;9Z1 -.6911 .5566 °g57g
.;200 -1.9768 °337_ 1.3_97 .gUO0 .;;3; *_332 *5171 .bbO0 *_ggZ -1.6385 o3698 1*2816
.6600 -1.0985 .6920 1.1_e_6 .gS_O .;398 ._31; .5106 .1;00 .2992 -1o6878 .3062 1.61_7
.9000 -19210 1;955 1.0_61 1.0000 *O;q* .7368 .6753 .ZZOG .2991 -1.6938 .3060 1.6239
,5600 -,8168 ,521_ 1,_167 ,3000 ,Z_Z -1,6805 ,3081 1,6163
.5800 -.6637 .55_9 .96_; .3e00 .299/ -1.6660 .3177 1.392;
.6200 -.ggSb .5775 .921_ .;600 .2gg2 -1.2688 .6123 I*ZCC3
.6b00 -.9_02 ._09P ogUOb o5;b_ °2992 -.733g .5615 .97_0
,7000 -,9076 ,5_51 ,_9;1 ,_200 ,29_Z -,58;5 ,97_ ,917_
• 7900 -.6617 ._u95 .8716 .7U_O .2992 -.5361 .5901 ._020
.8000 -.361_ .6361 .8338 °_00 .2991 -.3676 .633; ._368
,8900 -,2568 ,6_g .7g;1 ,9000 ,2991 -,1980 ,6_67 ,7560
• _000 -o1617 ._8;3 .75b6 .1000 .2361 .1277 .77fl7 .6070
.9500 -.0962 .7101 .Tlbe .Z000 .2361 .0216 .7168 .6878
.9790 -.002; .7E2g .Og70 .350G .2362 -.14_3 .bSb_ .?gZb
1.0000 .0_96 .736_ .6793 .;900 .2362 -.1536 .6_7Z .7922
.9500 .2362 -.12_6 .bg20 .7667
.6500 .2362 -.0025 .7215 .6ggZ
.750G .2361 .Z_60 .781_ .6¢33
.O000 .2361 ,3661 ,80_g *5622
• 650_ °2361 .;171 ,8153 °5310
.gGOo ,Z362 .;;67 .8331 .5176
._5_ .2362 .6271 .826_ .9283
TEST 137 P! 17._519 P_i CN 1.09Z_ Cul .0796; COCOR1 .07;5g
RUN 65 I1 i;h.;_;B _ CM -.127o CD2 .biB53 CDCORZ oU6719
POINT 12 WC _.037; "t ILL |ilN LC -.0105 CD3 °0_G7_ COCOW3 .05976
M4CH .69;7 C04 .¢';Z_9 COC_W_ .042_
ALPHA '..UZuZ 1}[(. C05 .03_0g COCOR5 .03716
UPPEP SU_I 'CE LO_E_ SUeF Ar.E SPANMI_E
XIC CP P_'LIPI _LPC XIC CP PwLIP! HLL]C XIC YIC CP PeLIP] _LOC
O.OUOU °9706 .961_ °!3bb bo_V_O .9700 .q61_ o_360 .5000 o_921 -°U037 o_257 1°0063
.00;0 -.2163 *6710 .711{. .UU;G 1ot033 °go_T .1135 o b_.(,(, .;165 -.8323 .5173 1.0160
,00_0 -,906Z ,_97; • _u6 ,U,a_d 1, 1(.'79 ,9955 ,_03 ,5000 ,3609 -,87_; ,50;2 1,0396
.0150 -.8681 .51_ l._g6 .t._30 .730H °_OJb .3_33 .SOuO ._g_3 -._502 *;871 1.0681
,0150 -1,270_ ,;117 1.1",_b ,u_03 ,;72; ,."395 ,5063 °5000 ,2297 -,_;38 ,;861 1,0_599
.0;00 -1.5621 .3636 I._3_Z .lOuJ .7681 .7_&3 .5_63 .5C00 .1660 -.9652 .;_61 1.0698
.0600 -1.6987 .2g_1 1°;353 °1503 .1597 .761; .b_b3 .5bCO .OVS; -.9336 o6_7 1.065_
• O_OO -1.7700 .2_77 1._b73 . .)_uO .U525 .7375 ° 67_.1 • 5OO_. .G32_ -.9625 .;887 1.0656
• 1000 -1,7931 ,2_71 1,;_3_ ,ZSbO -,u367 ,716_ ,7095 ,5.bOC. -,O32d -,q529 ,687b 1*0673
,1600 -1,7533 ,2922 1 • ',_,16 ,35J0 -,13;1 ,tg12 ,7;60 ,5000 -,090_. -,9360 ,;920 1,0999
.1800 -1.7916 .2q67 I._51 .6500 -.15_2 ._76 .7515 .SGGO -.16;0 -.gO31 ._.gg5 1.0;7;
• 2200 -1.7362 .2966 _.;;71 .:>500 -.1_2_ ._o23 .7597 .50uO -.22_7 -.8638 .5135 1.C2;3
.26J0 -1. 7260 .2_'9 I .'.3_5 .6_dO -._269 .7163 .7_71 .5_0C --.2953 -.7770 .5198 ._77
.3000 -1.686g .3u68 _._17Z .75UU .8141 .7736 .6165 .5000 -.3bOg -.7075 .565g .971_
.3600 -1.6871 .353,_ 1.31;e ._b_u .3259 .8_31 .56U6 .5_bO -*;Z05 -.66_7 *5615 .9669
.3860 -1,25_.g ,;117 L,ZOl5 ,_500 ,3931 ,_.190 ,5;17 ,5C00 -,;g21 -.666; .5586 ,q515
• ",200 -l,(aB3g ,691', 1,11'97 .g_.aO ,_12_ ,8237 ,5337 ,0_:00 ,2992 -1,5053 ,3;81 1,32.60
.;600 -1.0317 .6698 1.097_ .9500 .38_; *_181 .5633 .l_u_ .2992 -1.7667 .2_-"5 1.;_78
.5000 -.g;Z2 .68_5 I ._J692 1 ° _Od(. -. IulZ .6951 .7399 .280U .29gZ -1.77;g .2830 1.;73g
• 5;UU -°8857 .50?7 L.J;_I o3CUb °2992 -1*72;1 ozq89 1.;350
_r .5600 -°TkOg °52_ 1._h .3HOO .2g_2 -1.3303 .3g_O 1.23_
.F200 -.6q;; .5515 .it.?, ._bOG .Z_Z -l.O3bl .;b_I 1.1006
,6_00 -,621_ .56_ • ',_3 '..1 .5;OO ,2 ".,9_ -. 86_._ .50_6 1.03(,9
.7000 -.5;7_ .5Ill 5 .'_,., ? 5 • _i'G_ .2992 -.677; .55;b .g577
.75J0 -.6qgG .61u._ . st;._, .7GUO ._@gZ -.5331 .5_01 .g019
._ObO -.3177 .b2"s_ ._,1_ ._u ._9_g -.3790 .6261 .b;61
.n500 -.3033 .L;t.? ._l;3 ._b_ . _9'_l -.13_ .663_ .787q
.900U -.2;7; .661! . /',13 .Iubo ._36_ .?71h .76_9 .5919
.95u0 -.1823 .b77u ._./9 .Z_ .Z3b_ .G53_ .7353 .6776
.(/750 -.lbgU .6H(_3 o70_7 o 3_t._3 .7361 -.1370 .668; .75C2
1.0000 -.lOIZ .b_I .73'.'_ ._C_ .Z3bZ -.IbZ3 .bSCG .763g
.'. SUb ,23_2 -.I;23 .0o55 .75_8
.65_.(. ._Jo2 -.OZb; .tlSO .7092
.750C .236_ ..'1_; ,77;u .6169
• ,uuu .2361 .322_a .bOZu .570;
• g500 .23_2 ,3799 ,8172 ,56;9
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PI 17.45_0 P_l CN l.IGl4 CO1 .10212 COCORI .I0106
PUN 45 1T _.4444 K CM -.1355 C02 ,0g_76 CDCOR2 ,09444
POINT 13 RC G.0176 _ILLIUN CC -.0052 C03 .08444 CDCO_3 .08343
_ACH ._934 C04 .08470 COCUR4 .08377
ALPHA 5.9175 0_G C05 .05575 CO€OK5 .0§478
UPPER SURFACE LOwLR SURFACE SPaNWISE
XIC CP Pet/P] _L(]C X/C CP P,L/PT MLOC XlC YIC CP PwLIPT MLOC
0.0000 .9176 .94_5 ._?_7 u.dO_O .glTO ._4_5 .27_7 .5000 .4921 -.7308 ._455 .9724
.0040 -.3351 .6419 .8217 .0040 1.0480 .G807 .1669 .50GO .4265 -.7661 .5407 .gBbl
.0080 -.6322 .572u .9362 .Ou_3 1.1229 .gggi .0350 .50_0 .3609 -._52§ .5173 1.0181
.0150 -.9662 .4_79 1.0670 *023U .7702 *9123 .3544 *5_00 .2953 -.g047 .502_ 1.0424
*0250 -1.3447 .3932 1.2364 .USUu .5243 *,524 .4_3_ .5_00 *2297 -*9246 ._023 1.0428 1....
.0400 -1.61_1 .32_2 1.3?_7 .iOuO .3_51 ._037 .567_ ._GU_ .1640 -.9299 .4994 1.0477
*0600 -I.8103 .2812 1.47_3 .I_0 .Ig_8 .7744 .6156 .5000 .09_4 -.9210 .4983 1.0494
.0800 -1.8786 .26_8 1.5094 ,2J3_ .O_ZZ .7469 .6594 .5600 .632_ -*g255 *4985 1.0492
.1000 -1.8779 .26_2 1.50_6 *2500 -.OO52 *7230 .6967 .5O00 -.032_ -*q302 *_qb8 l.CSlq
*1430 -I.8804 .2731 1.4986 .3500 -.I184 .6942 .7413 *5600 -.0904 -.9208 *4997 1.0470
.1800 -i*7931 .28_2 1*4812 .4500 -.1427 *5b75 .7517 .5000 -.1640 -*8012 .5121 1.0266
,2200 -1,6934 ,3171 1,3923 *5_uO -.1539 ,6866 ,7530 ,5000 -*2297 -,0432 ,§180 1,0169
.2600 -1.4585 .3674 1,_72 ,6500 -,0398 .7164 ,707_ ,5bG_ -,2953 -,8075 ,5299 ,fl975
,3000 -1.3131 .4078 1.20B7 .7500 .Z057 .77o2 ,6128 .5000 -,3609 -,7509 ,5410 ,_796
.3400 -1.1503 .444_ 1.1417 .80dO .3120 ._019 .5705 .50_0 -.4265 -.6803 .5572 .9536
,380_ -1*08Z§ .4§90 1.L164 *_§UO *3_b2 ,8183 ,5429 ,5000 -.4921 -*bBb_ .5548 .9575
,4200 -1.0473 ,4725 1*_931 .gUO0 .3913 .8225 ,5358 *0800 *29g2 -1.5909 .3338 1.3570
.4600 -1.0000 ,4823 1.0764 .9500 *3588 *_127 ,5524 *1_00 .2ggz -1._772 .2702 1.5058
.5000 -.9296 .4962 1.053_ 1.0000 -.1905 .6_ug .7619 ,2200 *2ggz -I.8745 .Z706 1.5045
.5400 -*8797 ,5104 1.0294 .30_C ,2992 -1.4477 *3727 1.2784
.§_00 -.BOg9 .5263 1.04_4 .3hub .2992 -I.1296 .450_ 1.1315
.6200 -.7369 .§447 .9737 .4_00 *Zgg2 -.9929 ._860 1.0701
*8600 -.6669 .5642 .9426 .5400 .2992 -*046! .51_5 1.0160
.7000 -.6048 .5753 .9_35 *6200 .2ggz -.bgg3 .5553 .9567
.7500 -.5255 .59_ .H,h9 .7000 ._gg2 -.5755 .5859 ogUH5
.8000 -.4741 .6U_7 ._73(* ._CbU .2'_92 -.449U .6164 .t_611
._500 -.421_ .6206 .,_46 .9000 .2992 -,3_43 .6371 .6292
,9000 -.3753 .6311 ._3_3 .i_OG ._3b2 .324_ .8040 .5571
,9500 -.2952 .6524 ,_057 .2000 .2362 ,096_ .7501 ,O542
*9750 -12690 186|2 .7921 .3500 .2382 -.I130 .6973 .7366
1.0000 -,1905 .5_09 ,I619 .4500 .2382 -.1335 .8947 ,7405
*5560 .2382 -,1371 .8902 .7475
,6500 ,2362 -,02bl .7202 .7012
,7500 ,2362 .2068 .7767 .6118
.8000 .2382 .3022 ,7993 ,574g
._00 ,2382 .3744 .8169 .5453
.go_ .2362 ,3936 ,822_ ,_358
._500 ,2362 .3412 .80bg ,5581
TEST 137 PT L,.OlOg Pbl CN .2_32 CDI .01085 CDCDR1 .01040
RUN 46 TT 153.0144 K CM -.12Zg CD2 .0105o CDCOR2 .01029
POINT 1 RC 6.D803 MILLION CC .016v C03 .00986 COCOR3 .00980
MACH ,7164 C04 *oogg3 CDCOR4 .00973
ALPHA -Z.0060 OEG CD5 .00823 COCOR5 .00807
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PtLIPT MLOC XIC CP Pet/P7 MLOC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.0211 .97b9 .Zd_7 O.C£b_ 1.0211 .9709 .2057 ._000 .49Zi -*5759 .5653 .9409
*0040 *8955 *g3g_ .zgg_ *0040 *0964 .7363 *0700 .5000 .4265 -.5893 *5596 *9498
,OOBO .6_09 ,6773 ,4355 .00_0 .27_7 ,7eZO ,5022 ._OGO ,380g -.80U_ ,5589 ,9541
.0150 .3056 .7914 ._7" .0130 -.2795 .63_8 *8265 *5006 .2953 -*bO17 *5561 .g5_4
*0250 -*0§10 .69_3 .735_ .USOO -.4243 ._033 .8_13 .5000 .2297 -.8089 .5544 ._5_2
.0400 -.3492 .5213 ._534 .IUO0 -.415U .bO61 ._770 ._Lub .164u -.6070 .555_ .9572
.ObO0 -.4543 .t97h ..'_Z .I_00 -.451_ .5'_71 ._(a09 .5000 .O_eS4 -.50_5 .5544 .9581
.0800 -.4563 .590_ ,_97_ .ZuuO --._146 ._,I0 .91flu .50uO .0326 -.6061 .5950 .9571
.1000 --.4641 .593_ .hq_H ._bOO --.570_ .570] .932_ .500U --.032_ -.bogo .5546 .g570
.1400 -.4647 .5920 ._hg .3_00 -._03 .56_7 .g3o_ .50GO -.Og_ -.6120 .554O .957_
.1_00 -.4970 .5_30 .'_I79 .4500 -.4472 .5963 .8922 .5000 -.i640 -.803O .5580 .9556
.2200 -.§170 .57,1 .9206 .55_0 -.314'_ ._32'1 ._356 .5100 -.2297 -.SgOd *55_9 *gSOg
.26d0 -.§279 .577_ .gLib .o5_0 -.u910 .6e75 .151/ .5000 -.2953 -.bOlb .5554 .9550
.3000 -.5619 .5666 .gJ_T .7_uO .17_7 .7569 .6435 .5000 -.3609 -.5950 .558u .95_4
.3400 -.5661 .5(77 .9370 .HbUO .2621 .7774 .610_ .5006 -.4_65 -.6006 .5560 .9556
.3800 -.5790 .561_ ,_t,/ .HSUG .3111 .7921 .5_68 .5000 -.4921 -.5901 .5586 .9514
,4200 -.5_49 .5505 .94_4 .90d_ .3bid .U_Z4 .56_? .LbbG ,2'.92 -,4236 .6023 ,d828
.4600 -.6024 .5561 ._53 .95b0 .378H ._067 .5624 .1400 .2_g2 -.4763 .5872 .9054
.5000 -*61Z7 .653_ ,gS_b 1.0_00 .1241 .741P ,0674 .2X_0 .2922 -.5190 .5771 *2222
,5400 -.6218 ._iu ._035 .3000 *2992 -*5458 .5702 *9331
.§BOO -.5362 .5477 .9619 *3_uO ._gg2 -,5842 .5605 .2484
*6200 -.6573 .5430 .g?_3 .460b *22_2 -.5231 ,5575 .9532
.6800 -.6456 ,5452 ._727 .54u_ *22_2 -,6126 *_536 *25_4
,7000 -.5695 ,_643 .9423 .8200 ,2922 -.6472 .5442 ,9744
.7500 -*4682 .5_CZ ._01h .706_ .2992 -,5843 ,5817 *9468
.8000 -.3571 .b18_ .U574 .600u .2992 -.3832 .6177 .858g
*b500 -.2400 .64_2 ._12d ._OUu ,2g_Z -.1445 .8732 *7736
.go00 -.1185 .6723 ,7_43 .IG_G ,2382 -,44_3 .5964 .8220
.9500 .0041 .7114 .714_ .2000 .2362 -*_172 .5771 .g222
.9750 .0654 .7262 .o_It .3_00 .2362 -.5514 .5701 .9332
1.0000 .1241 .7411 .bo74 .4500 *2362 -.4362 .5987 .8885
.5560 .2382 -.3175 .6294 .8409
.85_£ .2362 -.I¢98 .6811 .7815
.75_u .2362 .181_ .7562 .6446
.tO00 ,2382 ,2742 .7728 ._067
.850_ .2362 .3361 *7957 *5807
.9v0_ *2362 .3820 ,8071 ,5618
._uO .2302 ,3453 .79_5 .5761
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TABLE III. - Continued.
IEST 137 Pl IE.OU7_ PSI CN .3868 C01 .01323 COCORI .01179
kUH 46 TT 1_3,024_ K CM -.1265 CDZ .U1283 CD=OR2 .01234
POINT 3 PC 6.0645 41LLION CC .Glb7 C03 .61119 CDCOR3 .01073
_kCH .7115 CD4 .0095Z CDCOR4 .00910
ALPHA -1.U081 bEG CO5 .00852 COCOR5 .00826
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SUPFACE SPAN,ISE
XIC CP P#L]P1 _L_C XI[ CP P_LIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP PsL/PT MLOC
0.0000 1,097_ ,990_ ,11r9 O,UuO0 1,b_75 ,q_C2 ,1169 ,SLUG ,4921 -.6471 ,544q .q732
,0040 ,7631 ,906t, .3_11 .0040 ,3316 .7_Z8 .5855 ,_OOb ,4255 -._606 .5_Z8 .q7b6
.4 .0080 .4896 ._3_5 ._l_g ._G_O .51Gl ._J_7 ._0_ .SUUC .3bOq -.666_ .5397 .9817
• 01_0 .1266 .7604 ._o'_6 .u23U -.0_0 .t_ .73_5 .5000 .1953 -.67Z6 ._369 .9861
,0250 -.2594 ,6431 ,_l_q .u_UO -,72e3 ._u7 ,SOHg .50U_ ,2297 -.bU24 .9339 ,qQlO
• 0400 -.58_? ,_57, ,_77 .IOUU -,277t, ,6373 ,SLOT ,_UOU .|660 -,5696 ,5403 ,9800
• 0800 -.6_89 ,_400 ugH?! *?OUU -,4026 ._0_ ,U773 ._Ou_ °032. -,671Z .5370 .9859
,1GO0 -,645_ ,bAbO ._73Z .2_06 -,_27 .bglb ,_b .5_uu -._32H -.bSbO ,_346 .q89g
• 1400 -*611_ ,5_23 ,_b15 .3600 -,_tAO ._856 .908_ .SOOb -,D_84 -*bBZO ,5349 ,9693
.1_00 -.6360 ,_4_4 ,v72_ ,'9_ -.398U ._U_ ,8774 ,_000 -,lbAU -,67_9 ,9359 ,9864
°2200 -.6626 ._4_3 ._74_ ,_uO -.2U73 .6360 .830_ *SGCG -,2197 -.66_2 ,538_ *9836
• Z60O -.6658 .5453 ,9717 ,6500 -,ObZ1 ,b_79 ,7511 ,5000 -,2953 -.6674 .5399 o9814
.3000 -,6759 ,538_ ,9U29 .7_00 .1919 ,7593 ,6402 ,50Gb -.3609 -.669_ .538_ °9836
• 3400 -.6680 .539_ .'tHI_ ,oOO0 ,Zh_2 *TfiZZ .602_ oSOOG -,4265 -.6704 .5381 *_843
• 3_00 -.6718 .5371 ._o_b .h50_ °3473 .7_76 *5?76 ._G¢¢ -.4921 -,6614 ,5407 ,9800
,4200 -16714 ._367 *_6_ ,9000 °3866 .8081 .5602 .0600 ,2992 -.5675 .5647 ,9418
,4600 -.6760 ,_3_2 ,9_25 ,95J_ .3916 .8692 ,5509 ,1400 ._992 -,6291 .5491 .9666
,_000 -,6806 ,53_ ,_HT_ l,O000 .1109 ,7381 ,6730 *2ZOG .2992 -.637q ._454 ,9724
• 5400 -.681_ ,_342 *_u5 .30_G ,2992 -.6512 ,_440 .9747
• _800 -,694_ ,5309 *_q§_ .3800 *2992 -*6737 .5360 .9876
,6ZOO -*7076 .52_4 ,V999 *4600 *Z99Z -.6657 *5405 .9_03
• 6600 -*6866 ,5335 .q_lb ,56_ ,2992 -.6697 .5394 .9822
.7000 -.6033 .§553 .g_b6 ,6100 ,2992 -,6qlZ .5344 ,9901
• 7500 -.481_ ,5872 .q063 .7000 .2992 -,60e6 .5535 .9§95
• 8000 -.368_ .6156 .8623 ._000 .2992 -,3767 ,6138 .8651
,8500 -.2433 ,6473 ._134 ,9000 .Z991 -._348 ,6749 .7710
.9000 -.1239 .6783 ,765u ,1000 .2362 -,29_0 ,6352 ,8320
,9500 -.0015 .71_1 ,7168 .ZOO0 ,2361 -,3997 .6070 .8756
.9750 ,0566 .7238 ,69_5 .350C ,236Z -,47Zb ,5877 .q05b
1.bGO0 ,1105 ,7382 .6730 .45_0 ,Z3bZ -,3831 .b121 ,8677
• 5500 .2302 -,2685 ,6360 .8307
• 6500 ,2362 -,0942 ,6858 .7543
• 7500 ,1362 ,1888 .7573 .6_28
,8000 .2362 .2916 ,7867 .5_88
,85UG .2361 .3554 .799q .5739
• 900G .236Z .3g?g .8120 ,553/
,9500 .2362 ,3994 ,8108 .5556
TEST 137 PT L_.bC?5 P_I CN ,456_ CDI .GI07B CUCORI *01048
UUN 66 IT 1_2.931_ K C_ -.1_6_ COg .G1062 COCORZ .01030
POINT 4 _C b. ObZ9 _ILLIU_ CC .0158 CO3 °01017 COCOR3 .00907
M_CH .lib? CD_ .U5445 CDCOR6 ,OOglq
ALP_ -°499G O_6 CD5 ,60869 COCOR_ *00863
UPPER SURFACE L_EV SU_F_CE SPANglSE
XIC CP P#LIPI _L{JC XIC CP P_LIP[ HLO= XIC YIC CP P,LIPT MLOC
O,UO00 1,124T ,9973 ._6Z7 u.,3UJJ 1,1247 ,_973 ,0627 ,5000 .4921 -.6765 .5378 .9846
,0040 ,6833 ,8844 .4226 .Ohio ,4473 ,_24_ ,5319 ,_OGC .4265 -.6941 ,5337 ,9913
,0080 ,6116 ,8139 ._4 .00_0 ,5277 ._704 ,4497 ,5660 .3609 -,693U ,5349 ,9893
• 01§0 .0210 .7154 ,7J8_ ,O_3J .obTO ,7241 .6951 ,5000 ,2953 -,6974 ,5343 .9904
.0250 -.3655 ,61_ ,_623 ,0§00 -.1315 .6149 .77U_ .SOUG .2297 -,7031 .5314 .9951
,0400 -.7088 ,51_3 l,bu33 .IOUO -.2G_e ,6596 ,7946 ._bO0 .1640 -.7016 ,5337 .9914
• U600 -.6411 .4959 1,0_4 ,1500 -.2665 .6391 ._2_1 ._bOO *0984 -.7046 .5311 .9955
.0800 -07778 ,5123 1.126t .ZuOO -.3446 .0220 .8524 ,5000 .0328 -,69_1 .5324 .9934
.1000 -.7475 .5187 1.01b_ .2_00 -.3981 .0684 .873_ .SCOO -.¢328 -.70bZ .5301 .9972
.1400 -.6977 ,531_ ._9_3 ,3600 -,4_20 ,5959 ._927 .bUO0 -.0_64 -,7106 ,5293 .9984
.1_00 -.7051 .5316 ,_47 ._500 -.370G .6133 .8058 .5000 -.1640 -.700_ .5316 .9947
• ZZO0 -.7063 .53_1 ,_9_ *5500 -,2662 .6426 .82_6 *500G -,2297 ",6992 .5328 ,9927
,2600 -,TO02 .531_ ,_4 .65U0 -*07_7 ,6914 ,7456 ._OOb -,1953 -.6992 ,5334 .9_19
,3GO0 -.7291 ,5247 1.005_ ,7500 .2¢31 .7617 ,6359 ,SOOG -,3669 -,69_7 .5334 .9918
.3600 -.7135 o_297 °9_77 ,B_J ,29_6 o7_53 ._978 ._OOO -.4265 -,6943 ,_328 .9928
,3800 -,7086 ,5314 ._9_0 .85_0 .3_94 ._327 .569Z ,5000 -,4911 -,69Zb .5334 ,991T
.4200 -,6993 .5323 ._93_ ,gOuO ,3971 .8121 .5534 ,¢600 ,2992 -.7752 .5126 1.0258
,4600 -.7096 .5316 ,9947 .9500 .3979 ,e118 *5546 *140_ ".2992 -.7113 ,5284 *99_8
,5000 -.7096 ,5246 ,_976 l,uuO0 ,69b8 ,7354 ,6774 ,2200 .29_2 -,7029 ,5296 ,9980
,54U0 -.7051 ,_3Ob ,_9b3 ,3000 ,299Z -,7016 .5319 .9941
_,_ ,5800 -.7117 ._Z_ .99_5 o38U0 .2992 -,1214 ._247 1.0GbO
.6200 -°7222 ,_Zb_ 1._31 ._60C ,ZqqZ -.703Z .532_ ._93_
• 66_0 -,6H78 *_34_ .'IH'_5 ,546_ ,2992 -,7096 ,5261 1*0004
°7000 -.608! .5561 ._15 .b2UU .2q_Z -.7148 .527_ 1.0015
.7500 -.4854 .587_ .90_ .7600 .Z_9Z -.61G9 .5_27 .960_
,flOOO -°3561 .b17_ .t_b t_t, ._b_C .2V92 -.3674 ,bl_H o8619
.6500 --.Z6]_ ,64h5 ,h_|_ .'l_Uu .Z_2 -o1351 .6749 .771b
.'lOGO -,|214 .67'1] .?h*? .lbCO *L302 -.2233 .6_*Z *8027
._ .9_UO -.0046 .70_9 .?/?o .2_OO .2362 -.34_8 .6237 .8498
,97_U °0490 ,77_ ,b'1_1 .3_OU ,236Z -,432_ .59gB ,_868
1.00U0 .OqSB .7354 ._774 .4_UG .1362 -.36G_ .61e0 .8_85
,5_00 ,7361 -o2b53 .b4_7 ._20_
• 650U .1361 -.U797 .669H .7682
• 7500 .2362 ,ZOZ_ .7613 ,6364
,8_0_ ,1362 ,3030 ,7880 *5934
• 85u0 .1361 ,3670 ._032 ,5681
.9000 .23t2 ._bO ,6167 o_4Wl.
.q_Ou ,23_2 ,4063 ,_137 .55u7
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TABLE III. - Continued.
lEST 137 PT 1_.0058 _$! CN .5240 C01 .01121 CDCOR1 .01079
RUN 46 11 152*_716 K CM -.1266 C02 .01113 COCORZ .01058
POINT 5 RC b.0707 _ILLXON CC .0135 CD3 .01058 C000_3 .01019
_ACH .7171 CO4 .00989 COCOR4 .00952
ALPHA -.01_2 OEG C05 .00949 COCOR5 *00913
UPPER SURFACE LOdER SURFACE SPAH¥1SE
XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC CP P_LIPr HLOC X/C YIC CP P_LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1401 1.0012 b._dbO 0.0000 1.1401 1.0012 0.0000 .5000 .4921 -.71O0 .5288 .9993
.0040 .6028 .8645 .46_8 .0040 .5315 *8467 .4933 .5000 .4255 -.7233 .5257 1.0043
.0080 .3136 .7891 .5915 .0080 .7172 .8934 .4046 .5000 .3609 -.7211 .5252 1.0051
.0150 -.0697 .6922 .7445 .0230 .1483 .7478 .6578 *5000 .2953 -.7319 .5223 1.0097
,0250 -.4587 .5916 .8995 .0500 -.0561 .6966 .7377 °5000 .2297 -.7319 *5232 1,0083
,0400 -.8166 .5003 1.5661 .lOJO -.1533 .6725 .7746 .5000 .1640 -.7279 .5247 1.0059
.0600 -1.0030 .4543 1.1245 .1500 -.2214 .6520 .8062 .5000 .0984 -.7330 .5228 1.0090
.0830 -.9785 .4599 1.1147 .2000 -.2952 .6352 .8321 .5000 .0328 -.7326 .5216 1.0109
.1000 -.8822 .4837 1.0739 .2500 -.3554 .6192 .8567 .5000 -.0328 -.7365 .5202 1.0132
.1400 -.7638 .5133 1.0246 .3500 -.4040 .6056 .8777 .5000 -.0984 -.7454 .5198 1.0140
.1800 -.7741 .5106 1.02_0 .4500 -.3442 .6212 .8536 .5000 -.1640 -.7366 .5209 1.0122
.Z200 -.7718 .5126 1.025_ .5500 -.2546 ._453 .8164 .5000 -.2297 -.7326 .5219 1.0105
.2600 -.7600 .5160 1.02_1 .6500 -.0665 .6_30 .7432 .5000 -.2953 -.7303 .5239 1.0071
.3000 -.7_72 .5094 1.031U .7500 .2106 .7634 .6332 .5000 -.3609 -.7312 .5240 1.0071
.3400 -.7687 .5130 1.0250 .8000 .3065 .?_75 .5942 .5000 -o4265 -.7321 .5215 1.0111
.3800 -.7644 .513_ 2.0237 .8500 .3615 .P016 .5710 .5000 -.4921 -.7236 .5250 1.0054
*4200 -.7354 .5221 1.0102 .9_00 e4014 *h124 .5529 .0600 .2992 -.9161 ._745 1.0895
.4600 -*7404 .5215 1._11! ,9500 .40_1 .H132 o5_15 .1400 .29_Z -.7_17 .50_8 1.0319
.5000 -.7398 .5213 1.0115 1.0000 .Ul, .733_ .6804 .2200 .2992 -.7769 .5117 1.0272
,5400 -.737Z .5204 1.01_9 .3000 .2992 -.7715 .5091 1.0315
.5800 -.7337 .5210 1.0120 .3600 .2992 -.7727 .5116 1.0274
.6Z00 -.7616 .5207 1.012_ .4600 .2992 -.1370 .5216 1.0109
,6600 -.7018 .5298 .9_76 .5400 *2992 -.7272 .522_ 1.0096
.7000 -.6118 .5528 *9606 .6200 .2992 -.7228 .5235 1.0078
*7500 -.6866 .5_6Z .9079 .7000 *2992 -.6135 .5512 .9632
.8000 -.3676 .6167 .8605 .800_ ,2992 -.3702 .6176 ._591
,8500 -°2363 .64_5 ._11_ .9000 .2992 -.1275 .6765 .7686
.9000 -.1208 .6791 .7646 .1000 .2362 -.1598 ,6700 .778_
.9500 -.0041 .7097 .7173 .2000 .2352 -.2940 .6372 .8290
.9750 ,0428 .7227 .6971 .3500 .2362 -.3954 .6090 .8725
1.0000 .0918 .7335 .6804 .4500 *2362 -.3329 .6250 .8478
.5500 .2362 -.2476 .6457 .8158
.6500 .2362 -.073_ .69G3 .7474
.7500 ,2362 .2064 .7628 .6360
.8000 .2362 .3046 .7859 ,5968
.8500 ,2362 .3778 .8061 ,5636
.9000 .2362 ,4148 .8159 ,5469
.qSGO °2362 .4183 .8160 .5468
TEST 137 PT 18.0084 PSI CN .6012 C01 .01138 CDCOR1 .0109_
RUN 46 TT 152.u051 K CN -.1266 CDZ .01127 COCOR2 .01081
POINT 6 RC 6.0771 MILLIO_ CC .0107 CD3 .01076 COCOR3 .01035
MACH .7175 C04 _01012 CDCOR4 ,00975
ALPHA .5091 OEG CO5 .00979 CDCGR5 .00942
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANdlSE
XIC CP PwLIPT MLOC XIC CP P_LIP| MLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIP7 MLOC
0.0000 1.1393 1.0009 0.0000 0,0000 1.1393 1.0009 0.0000 .SOOb ,4921 -.7359 ,5203 1,0131
.0040 .5292 .8445 .4973 ,0040 ,6127 .H668 ,4565 °5000 ,4285 -°7543 .5168 1o0189
• 0080 o2191 .7657 .6Z79 ,U980 .7938 .9126 .3638 ,5000 ,3609 -.7548 .513? 1.0247
• 0150 -.1616 .6692 .779, .0230 .2381 .7702 .6223 .5000 .2953 -.7608 .5162 1.0197
,0250 -.5525 ,5674 .9375 .0500 .0239 .7149 .70_3 .5000 ,2297 -.7619 .5129 1.0253
• 0400 -.9085 .4767 1.0857 .1000 -.0857 .6886 .7499 .5000 .1640 -.7542 .5148 1.0221
• 0600 -1.1088 .4260 1.1752 .1500 -.1660 .6663 .7811 .50U0 .09U4 -.7601 .5153 1.0213
.0800 -1.1259 ,4213 1._837 .2600 -.Z466 *6_63 ,81_9 ,5000 .0328 -.7597 ,5151 1,0216
• lO00 -1,0997 ,4272 1.1729 .2500 -.3094 .6315 ,8377 .5000 -.0328 -.7642 ,5165 1.0193
.1400 -1.0190 °4490 1.133U ,3500 -.3672 .6149 .8636 .5000 -.0986 -.7689 .5116 1.0276
• 1800 -.8811 .4799 1.0803 .4500 -.3155 .6286 .8422 .5000 -.1640 -.7656 .5132 1.0268
• 2200 -.7603 .5153 1.0213 .5500 -.2358 .6493 .8106 .5000 -.2297 -.7638 .5133 1.0245
• 2600 -.7954 .5050 1.b3_2 .6500 -.0561 .6950 .7400 .5000 -.2953 -.7567 .5168 1.0189
• 3000 -.8493 ,4925 1.0592 ,7500 ,2124 .7634 .6332 .5000 -.3609 -,7590 ,5144 1,0228
.3400 -.8573 .4881 1.0665 .8000 ,3133 .7898 .5905 .5000 -.4265 -.7584 .5144 1.0227
• 3800 -.8302 ,4985 1.0_90 .,500 .3769 ._041 .5668 .5000 -.4921 -.7573 .5143 1.0229
• 4200 -.7886 *5060 1.0366 ,9000 .4100 .81_5 .5493 .0600 .2992 -1,0120 ,4501 1.1319
.4600 -.775Z .509_ 1.0310 .9500 ._110 .8157 .5_73 .1400 .2992 -1.0550 ._21 1.1461
.5000 -.7669 .5135 1.0_42 l.OOUO .0799 .7305 .6850 .2200 .2992 -.7566 .5151 1.0217
.5400 -.7631 .5142 1.0231 .3000 .2992 -.8210 .5010 1.0_48
.5800 -.7557 .516b 1,0158 .3860 .2992 -.832_ ,4993 1,0_77
• 6200 -.7561 .5153 1.0213 .4600 .2992 -.7696 .5124 1.0261
.6600 -.7137 .5264 1.0031 .5400 .2992 -.7503 .5175 1.0176
.7000 -.6189 .5505 ,9644 .6200 .2992 -.7377 .5203 1.0131
• 7500 -.4861 .5860 .9083 .7000 ,2992 -.6224 ,5495 .9660
.8000 -.3646 .6155 .8624 .8000 .2992 -.3681 .6163 .861Z
• 8500 -.2617 .6468 .d161 .9000 *2992 -.1299 .6756 .7700
• 9000 -._187 -,6782 ,7660 *IOOG .2362 -*0977 ,b83_ .7579
.9500 -*0090 ,7062 ,7229 .2000 ,2362 -.24_5 .6483 .8119
.9750 .0384 .7204 ,7007 .3500 ,2362 -.3546 ,6207 .8563
1.0000 .0799 ,73_5 .5850 .4500 .2362 -.3114 ,6306 .8391
.55_0 .2362 -.2339 .6493 .8103
• 6500 .2362 -.0591 ,6959 .7388
o7500 *2362 ,2158 .7642 ,6318
• _OGO .?362 .3117 .7900 .5901
.850G .2362 .3843 .8091 .5585
,9000 .2362 .4137 ._153 .54el
• _5_0 .2362 ,_160 ._157 .5473
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PI 18,_040 P$I CN ,6720 CDI .01206 CDCORI .01167
RUN 46 T7 152,7046 _ C_ -,IZ55 CD2 .01181 CDCOR2 .01135
POINT 7 RC 6.O756 mILLION CC ,007§ C03 ,01126 C000R3 .01085
4 MACH .7163 C04 ,01035 COCOR4 .00996
ALPHA .9877 OEG CD§ ,00982 COCOR§ .00963
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWlSE
XlC CP PeLIP1 _LOC XlC CP PsLIPT HLOC XlC YIC CP PtLIPT NLOC
0,0000 1.1454 1.0027 0.0000 0.0000 1,1454 1,00Z7 0.0U00 ,5000 .49Z1 -,7610 .5151 1,0216
• 0040 .4490 .8247 .5320 .0040 .6861 .8846 ,4Z21 .5000 *4265 -,7752 .5145 1.0225
-,D .0080 .1466 ,7469 .6593 ,0080 .8587 ,9295 .3247 .5000 ,3609 -.7804 ,5104 1,0294
,01§0 -,Z37e .6485 ,8116 ,0Z30 .3211 ,7924 *5863 ,5000 .2953 -,7800 ,5126 1,0257
,0250 -,6339 .5461 ,9714 ,0500 ,0969 .7347 .6784 .5000 .2297 -,7766 .5129 1,0252
,0400 -,9871 *4573 1,1194 ,1000 -.0369 ,6992 ,7336 .5000 .1640 -,7773 ,5135 1.0243
,0600 -1.2002 ,4052 1,2137 .1500 -.1160 .6797 .7637 .5000 .0984 -.7807 .5116 1,0273
• 0800 -1,2147 ,3967 1,2297 ,ZOO0 -,2008 ,6591 .7982 ,5000 ,0328 -,7811 ,5107 1,0289
,1000 -1,2064 .4003 1,2229 .2500 -,2634 ,6419 ,8217 .5000 -*0328 -,7868 .5129 1.0252
.1400 -1,1670 ,4107 1,2034 .3500 -,3327 ,6234 ,8503 ,5000 -,0984 -,?273 *5073 1,0345
,1800 -1*1321 ,4177 1.1903 .4500 -,2899 .6855 .8315 .5000 -,1640 -.7941 ,5075 1,0342
,2200 -1,1033 ,4284 1.1706 .5500 -,2177 .6555 .8008 .5000 -.2297 -.7017 .5141 1,0233
• 2600 -,9823 .45b7 1.1203 .6500 -.0478 .6962 ,7383 *5000 -.2953 -.7833 ,5136 1,0240
• 3000 -,7542 ,5201 1,0135 ,7500 ,2242 ,7666 *6280 .5000 -,3609 -,7827 ,5070 1,0349
• 3400 -,7235 *5249 1,0055 ,8000 ,3226 .7919 *5870 ,5000 -*4265 -,7869 ,5085 1,0325
.3800 -.8092 ,5052 1.0380 ,8500 ,3861 ,8b75 ,5612 .5000 :.4921 -,7776 .5125 1.0259
,4200 -,8012 ,5061 1,0364 ,9000 ,4222 .8179 ._485 ,0600 *2992 -1.0839 .4334 1.1617
.4600 -.8074 .SCUd 1.0369 .9600 .4174 ._171 .5449 .1400 ,2992 -1.2127 .4027 1.2184
•5000 -.7882 ,5097 1.0305 1.0000 .Oa04 .7296 .6864 .2200 .2292 -I.0795 .4360 1.1869
.5400 -.7750 o5122 1*0264 .3000 .299Z -.7403 .5232 1.00_4
95800 -.7659 .5102 1.U164 .3_00 .2922 -,8289 .4973 1,0511
.b200 -.7_13 .5165 1.01_3 .4_00 .2992 -.7992 .50bg 1.0351
,6600 -.7208 .526? 1.0035 .5_00 .2992 -.1703 .5135 1.0242
.7000 -.6203 .55_0 .2571 .6206 ,Z9g2 -.1521 ,5120 1.0152
• 7500 -.4917 ,5076 og057 .700& .29g2 -.6277 .5426 ,9658
,8000 -*3709 .6143 .8643 .8000 .2992 -.3683 o6160 ,8617
,8500 -,2398 ,6484 .8117 .qOGC ,2992 -.1301 .6752 .7708
• 9000 -,1208 .6799 .7633 .1000 .2362 -*038& ,7019 .7295
,9800 -,0103 .7091 .71_4 .2000 .2362 -.1969 .6611 .7922
• g750 ,0360 *72b4 ,TOG_ ,3500 .2362 -*320b ,&289 .8417
1,0000 ,0804 *7226 ,6864 ,4506 ,2362 -.2846 ,6361 .8306
• 5500 .2362 -.2126 .6559 ,8002
,6500 .2362 -,0465 .6925 ,7332
• 7500 ,2362 .2233 .7679 .6259
• 8000 .2362 .3252 .7942 .5833
,8500 ,2362 ,3882 ,8087 .5591
,go00 .2362 .4329 ,8211 *5382
.9500 *2362 .4226 .8177 .5439
TEST 137 Pl 17.9735 PSI Ch .7748 C01 .01371 COCOR1 *01326
RUN 46 T'l 152.5781 K CH -,1273 C02 ,01336 COCORZ ,01204
POINT 8 RC 6.0853 MILLION 00 ,0038 CD3 *01248 COCOR3 *01201
HACH .71_8 C04 ,01115 COC9R4 .01070
ALPHA 1.5(,71 DEG CD5 .01028 CDCOR5 *00981
UPPER SURFACE LOMER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP PjLIPT _LOC XlC CP PDLIPT PILOC XIC YIC CP P_,LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1444 1.0019 0.0000 0.0000 1.1444 I.0019 0.0000 .5000 .4921 -,7018 .5289 .9991
,0040 ,8718 ,803_ *5676 .0040 .7527 .9013 .3881 .5000 .4265 -.6936 .5306 .9964
.0080 *0605 *7242 .6949 .U080 .9148 .9431 .2904 .5600 .3bOg -.6954 .5311 .9955
.0150 -,3178 .627b .e435 .0230 .3940 ._087 .5592 .5000 .2953 -.6772 .5343 .qq03
• 0250 -.7083 .524_ 1.0057 .0500 .1621 .7497 .6548 .5000 .22g7 -,6797 .5336 .2915
,0400 -1,0459 ,6396 1,1506 .1000 .0192 .7127 .7128 .500u *1b40 -,6777 ,534_ .9901
,0600 -1,2586 ,3860 1.2503 ,1500 -.0717 .6903 .7473 .5000 .Oge4 -.&695 .5365 .9868
,0800 -1,3053 ,3745 1,2730 .2U00 -,1543 .b685 .780_ ,5000 .0328 -,6703 ,_363 ,9871
.1000 -1.2920 ,3759 1.2762 .2500 -.220! .6_28 .8050 ._000 -.032_ -.6733 .5353 .98U7
.1400 -1.2667 .3H43 1,2537 .3500 -.2937 .6316 ._375 .5000 -.0984 -.7079 .5298 .9976
.IAO0 -1,263& .38_2 1.7461 .4500 -,2619 ._409 ._232 .5000 -.1640 -.7035 ,5289 .9991
• 2200 -1,2438 ,3905 1.2416 ,5500 -.2006 .0573 ,7980 .5C00 -.7297 -.7122 ,5255 1.0046
• 2600 -1.2241 ,_250 1.7330 .6500 -.0405 .6986 ,7346 .5000 -.2953 -. 7210 .5238 1.0074
• 3000 -1.236e ._912 1.2k02 .75U0 .2295 .7669 ,6275 .5000 -.3009 -.7298 .5225 1,0096
.3400 -1,2257 .3254 1.2323 ,8000 .3337 .7944 .5_29 .5_' 00 -,4265 -, 7314 .5201 1.3135
.3800 -1.1302 ,41_u 1.1_9A .*SO0 .3971 .a116 .5539 .5000 -.4921 -.7503 .5179 1.0171
,4200 -.e414 .4921 1.0598 ,9000 ,4298 .8192 ,5414 .0660 .2922 -1,1315 .4185 1.1889
,4600 -.6651 .5377 ,9849 .9800 .4245 .8176 ,5441 .1400 .2992 -1.2969 .3767 1.2685
,8000 -.6747 .5352 .gSUg 1.6003 .0873 ,7312 .6839 .2200 .2992 -1,2807 .3798 1.2624
.5400 -,7141 .5251 I,¢053 .3000 .2992 -1.1698 .4127 1.1996
.5_00 -.7424 .517_" t.0175 .3_OO .2992 -,9971 .4541 1.1249
• 6200 -o7602 .51_4 L.O227 ,_&O0 .zgg2 -,6961 .5292 ,9986
• 6600 -,7279 ,5227 1,0_93 .5400 ,2992 -.7115 ,5264 1,0032
• 7000 -*6280 .5471 .gbg7 .6200 .2992 -.7521 ,5180 1.0162
.7500 -.4972 .5810 .2161 .7600 .2922 -,6332 .5482 .9680
.8000 -.3754 .6133 .8659 .8000 .2992 -.3?75 .6136 .86_3
• 8500 -,2495 .6439 .81_b .9000 ,2922 -,1333 ,6747 ,7713
• 9000 -,1281 .6769 .7679 ,1000 .2362 ,0143 ,7113 .7142
• 2500 -.0165 .7034 .7271 .2000 .2362 -,1525 ,6693 .7796
• 2750 .0386 .7183 .?_40 .3500 ,2362 -*2859 .6355 .8315
1.0000 ,0873 .7312 ,6832 ,4500 *2362 -,2532 .6440 .8185
• 5500 .2382 -. 1247 .6587 ,7959
• 6500 *2362 -,0342 ,7002 .7320
,7500 .2362 .23]_ .7679 ,6260
.8000 .2362 .3326 .7956 .5809
.8500 .73t)2 .4028 ,8125 ,5528
.9000 .2362 .4354 ._199 .5402
•9500 ,2362 ,*196 ,8168 ,5464
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TABLE III. - Continued.
IEST 137 PT IT.SZSL PSI CN Q8567 COl .01679 CDCORI .Olblb
RUN 46 TT 152.5455 K C_ -.1305 C02 .01bbb CDCOR2 .01585
POINT 9 RC 5.0311 MILLION CC .0005 CO3 .01545 COCOR3 .01477
MACH .7177 C04 .01252 CDCOR4 .01190 _
ALPHA 1,9941 DEG CO5 ,01149 C0COR5 ,01088
UPPER SURFACE LONER SURFACE SPANdISE
XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC XIC CP PwLIP| _LOC XIC TIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1328 .9991 .0354 0.0000 1.13g8 .9991 .0354 .5000 .4921 -.7493 .5155 1.0209
.0040 .2960 .7B46 .2990 .0040 .8018 .9142 .3503 .5000 .4255 -.5904 .5317 .9945
.0080 -.0134 .7049 .7248 .0080 .955b .9534 .2619 .5000 .3b09 -.b451 .5457 .9720
,0150 -.392B .b080 .8740 .0230 .4522 .8244 .5325 .5000 .2953 -.6812 .5305 .9859
.0250 -.7843 ,5057 1.0371 ,0500 .2156 ,7542 ,5318 .5000 .2297 -,7071 .530Z .9970
.0400 -1o1243 .4237 1.1793 .1000 .0550 .7250 .0936 .5000 .1640 -.7366 .5192 1.0149
,0500 -1.3301 .3704 1,2810 .1500 -°0275 .7012 ,7304 ,5000 ,0984 -.7250 ,5215 1,0111
.OB00 -1o3730 .3588 1.3045 .ZOO0 -.1111 .6789 .Tb4B .5000 .0328 -.0555 .5430 .9756
.1000 -1.3594 .3592 1.3037 .2500 -.1_79 .5005 .7931 .5000 -.0328 -.6718 *5380 .9835
.1400 -1.3583 .3637 1.2945 .3500 -.Z6bO .6391 .8260 .5000 -.0984 -.7154 .5259 1.0040
.1800 -1.3294 .3bTb l.Ze67 .4500 -.237b .6499 .8094 .5000 -.1640 -.051B .5441 .9745
.2200 -1.3276 .3690 L.2839 .5500 -.1B07 .6048 .7865 .500U -.2297 -°6857 .5354 .9886
.2600 -1*3089 .371B 1.27A4 .bSUO -.u2bO .7032 .7274 .5000 -*2953 -.7395 .5194 1.0145
.3000 -1.3297 ,3579 1.2852 .7500 ,2397 ,759_ ,6229 ,9000 -.3609 -.7148 .5259 1.O039
.3400 -1.3428 .367b i.Z6o7 .8000 .3388 .79h8 .5789 .5000 -.4255 -.5990 .5Z95 .99_0
.3800 -1.3473 .J_b4 1.2_90 .8_J_ .409_ ._131 .550_ .5000 -.4921 -.7132 .5258 1.0042
.4200 -1.2950 .3BOJ 1.Zb15 .9000 .43bB *_210 .53_4 .ObOO .29_2 -1.1_14 .40,1 1.20H1
.4500 -.OHlb ,45_3 1.1211 .'_530 .4301 .HIOI .5415 .1400 .2'_2 -L,lb70 .3585 1.3052
.5000 -.7251 ._215 1.0111 1.0000 .00,9 .2319 .5812 .2200 .2992 -1.3570 .3577 1.3057
.5400 -.62B0 .550_ .9_42 .3000 .299L -1.3067 .370b 1.2HOb
.58OO -.6475 .5448 ,9735 .3UO_ .2992 -1.Z511 .3903 1,2421
.6200 -.6684 .5379 .g_45 .4600 .2992 -1.0390 .4434 1.1437
.6000 -*6788 *5372 .9_50 .5_OU *2992 -.5394 *5457 .9720
,TO00 -.5113 .5544 .25_2 °6200 ,2992 -,0629 .5396 .9817
.7000 -.492fl *§827 ,9135 .7000 .2992 -.5116 .5551 .9569
.BOO* -,3767 ,6125 ,8070 ,8C00 .2992 -,3794 .0134 .8557
°8500 -.2518 ,0442 ,_182 .900C .2922 -,1394 .&739 .7720
,g000 -,1365 .6737 .7729 .1005 .2302 .0557 .7253 ,5916
.2500 -.0202 °7043 ,7257 ,2000 ,2352 -,1088 ,0807 ,7_22
.9750 .0393 .71_b .7035 .35G0 .2362 -.2527 .0641 08183
1,O000 ,0889 .7322 ,b_lZ ,4500 .2302 -,2327 ,bSOB .8080
.550C .2362 -.1803 ,5639 ,7879
.650U .2382 -.0230 .7030 ,7278
.7500 ,2302 ,2353 .7581 ,62_7
,8000 ,2362 ,3405 ,7949 ,5821
.8500 ,2352 ,4106 .8158 ,5672
,900b .2302 .6422 .8226 ,5356
.9500 ,2361 ,4241 .81_2 .5431
TEST 137 PT 17.8201 PSI CN .9326 CD1 ,GZZel COCOR1 .02193
RUN 46 TT 152,4895 K CM -.1360 C02 *02256 COCOR2 ,02156
POINT 10 RC b,0425 _ILLION CC -,0007 C03 .&2099 COCOR3 .02006
MACH .71g2 CO4 ,01524 CDCOR4 .01440
aLPHA 2,5050 DIG C05 ._1352 COCOR5 .012&g
UPPER SURPACE LOWE_ SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_LIPT MLUC XIC CP P_LIPI MLOC XIC YIC CP P_L/PT MLOC
0,0000 1.1263 ,9974 .UbOg 0.0000 1,1263 ,9974 ,0509 .5000 .4921 -I,2094 .3977 1.2278
.0040 .2206 .76b2 ob2_b .0040 .0519 .9271 °3305 .5OOO .4205 -1.1300 .41_1 1*1890
.0080 -.Oe47 .0880 .7508 .b0,O .9911 .902_ .2334 .5_OO .300_ -1.2573 .3_Z5 _.2571
.0150 -.4426 .5_30 ,n_74 .u730 ._081 ,A3_5 .5079 .5000 .2953 -1.1880 .4054 1.2131
.0250 -.8480 .4908 1.0019 .U500 .7623 .7754 .6139 .9000 .2297 -1.2_30 .3755 1*2709
,0400 -1*1678 ,4092 1.2061 *1000 o1078 .7302 °6762 .5000 ,1640 -1.2027 *3995 1,2243
._600 -1,3_B8 .3565 1._092 .15_0 ,0099 .7122 .7135 .5000 .09_4 -1.1065 .4228 1,leO9
,0800 -1.4246 .3445 1.3342 .20b0 -,0u35 ,6H69 ,752b .5000 .0328 -1,0718 .4335 1,1615
.l&O0 -1.41b7 ,3441 1._350 .2500 -.1571 ,_bb5 .7839 .5000 -,032_ -1.1154 ,4208 1.1845
,1400 -1,4012 .345. 1,3315 ,3500 -,23_9 ,_470 ..129 .5000 -.09e4 -1,1001 ,4103 1.2041
.1800 -1.4061 .3514 I,_197 ,4900 -.2240 ,_5L2 .B073 ,5000 -,1540 -,9924 .4570 I,1199
.2200 -1.3953 .3509 1.320B .5500 -.1725 .b638 .7881 .5000 -,2297 -1,0642 ,4412 1,1477
.2b00 -1.3815 .3535 1.3154 .0500 --.0234 .7033 .7273 .9000 -.2953 -.944b .4057 1.1048
.3000 -1.4005 .3488 1.3252 .7500 .2402 .7700 .h227 *5000 -*3509 -.91_6 .6738 1.0907
.3400 -1.3973 .3464 1.3302 .8000 .3418 .79_0 .5819 .5000 -.4265 -.8482 .6910 l*0blb
.3800 -1.4283 ,3441 1,3]_1 .8_00 ,4162 .8165 .5659 .5000 -,4921 -,7667 .5124 1.0260
.4200 -1.4199 .3402 1.3_34 .9000 .6389 ._213 .5378 .0_00 .29_2 -1.2009 .3979 1.2273
,4000 -1,4306 .341u 1.341_ .9500 .4305 .82u5 ,5391 .1400 ,2292 -1,6113 .3440 1.3354
.5000 -1.1048 .4233 1.1800 1._000 .uO00 .7313 .b_3U .2200 .2992 -1.4105 .3404 1.3430
.5400 -.7045 .5124 1.0251 .3000 .2992 -1.4025 .3489 1.3250
.5800 -,6453 ._417 .97_3 .3800 ,2992 -1.3542 ,3511 1,2998
.5200 -.5996 ,_542 ._584 .4600 .2992 -1.3397 *3015 1.2990
.5_00 -.5923 .5591 ,_50& .5400 .2992 -.B55b .4888 1.0554
,7000 -.5451 ,5592 .2347 ,5200 ,2992 -,5805 .5582 .9521
.7500 -.4874 .5882 ._d6e .7_00 *2992 -.5476 *5674 *2375
.8000 -.3083 .014_ .8641 *_000 .2992 -,3044 o8153 .8&28
.8500 -.2527 .0438 ._1_8 .gO00 .?992 -.1458 .0708 .7773
.9000 --.14OO ._730 .7739 .10_O .2362 .1059 .?372 .6740
.9500 -.0306 .702_ .728_ .2G00 .2302 -.0826 .0871 .7§22
,9750 .0261 ,71_1 .70_U .3_0 .2302 -,2313 .6492 .8105
1.0000 .0900 .7313 .6_3e .4500 .7302 -.2120 .0537 .eG35
.550b .2352 -,1&70 .6651 .7Bb0
._500 *2302 *.01T8 .TOZT ,TZSZ
,7_0 .2362 ,2436 .7691 .6240
.8000 ._3_2 ,3495 ,7983 ,5705
._500 .7302 .4152 *_151 .9484
._o00 .?362 ._500 ._731 .9347
.9_ .2302 .4358 ._213 ,5379
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 Pl 17._275 P_I CN .ggO0 CO1 .03122 CDCORI .03030
RUN 66 Ir 15_.4616 K CM -.1386 CDZ .02966 CDCO_2 .02859
_.a POINT 11 RE t.0353 _ILLI_ CC -,0025 C03 ,02582 COCOR3 ,02676
MACN ,7175 C06 ,01778 COCOR6 ,01687
ALPHA 3,OG3B DEG CO5 °01482 COCOR5 ,01396
UPPER SURFACE L(JWER SURFACE _RAN_JSE
IIC CP P,LIP[ HLOC XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC xlc YIC CP PpLIPT HLOC
O.OOO0 l.llOg .99_b .3959 U.UOUO 1.IIb'_ ._936 .0_159 .3000 .4221 -I.3395 .3659 1.2901
,0060 ,1532 ,74_6 ,6554 ,O04O ,8_22 ,9J71 ,3046 ,5000 ,4265 -1,3560 ,3505 1,3011
4 ,0080 -,1565 ,6702 ,1782 ,OOHO 1,0222 ,2711 o2051 ,5000 ,3609 -1,3881 ,3565 1,3092
• 0150 -15264 ,5763 ,9235. ,UZ30 .5542 .85u_ ,_60 .5000 ,2953 -1*Z_81 ,3799 1,2622
,0250 -,9107 ,6162 1,6666 ,0500 ,3101 ,Tbg4 ,5911 .5000 ,2297 -1,3009 °3785 1,2650
• 0_00 -1,2197 ,3976 1,2284 ,100u ,165_ .766_ ,o800 ,SubO ,1560 -1,3326 ,3683 1,2852
•0500 -1.6451 .3469 1.3336 .1500 .0398 .719_ .1015 .500u .0984 -I.3062 .3731 1.2757
10800 -1,6731 ,3310 1,3632 ,2000 -,0503 ,6969 ,7371 ,5000 ,0328 -1,2639 ,3914 1,2398
riO00 -116805 13331 1,35_6 ,2500 -,1322 ,5766 ,7683 ,SOOG -,0328 -1,1728 ,4090 1,2066
,1600 -/o6541 ,3323 /,35C3 ,3_00 -,2136 ,6_47 ,_020 ,_OOU -,09_6 -1,2061 ,4026 1.Z188
.1800 --1.6600 13366 1.3511 .6SOU -.2071 .6565 .7993 .5000 -.1640 -1.2336 .3925 1.2378
• 2200 -1,4683 ,3377 1,3686 ,5500 -,1615 ,6709 ,7771 ,5000 -,2297 -1,0q17 ,4280 1,1716
• 2600 -1,6606 ,34C_ 1,3637 .6_00 -,0212 ,7033 ,7273 ,5000 -,2953 -1,03Z9 ,4627 1,1650
• 3000 -1,6562 ,3353 1o3532 ,7500 ,2_65 ,7735 ,5169 ,5C00 -,3609 -,8515 ,6935 1,0575
,34U0 -1,4771 ,333_ 1,3570 ,8000 ,3606 ,7948 ,5823 ,5C00 -,4265 -,8290 .6965 1,0526
,3800 -1,6932 °3302 1,3b60 ,8500 ,41_6 ,8157 .5673 ,5000 -.4921 -,7685 ,5118 1.0271
.6200 -1.6950 ,329U 1,3675 .9000 ,4467 ,8235 ,5360 ,UbO0 ,2992 -1,2617 ,3913 1,2600
• 6600 -1,5037 ,3265 1,3772 ,9500 ,6369 ,8208 ,5386 ,1600 ,2qg2 -1,6769 13311 1,3630
• 5000 -1,2916 ,3762 1,26e2 1e0000 ,0742 ,7272 ,6901 ,2200 ,2292 -1,6929 ,3283 1,3589
• _600 -,86q8 ,6871 1,ObB1 ,3000 ,2992 -1,6770 ,3302 1,3669
._800 -,6922 ,5320 .9941 ,3800 .299Z -1.4182 ,3636 1.3366
• 5200 -,6210 ,5_18 ,9623 ,4600 ,2992 -1,_20q ,3690 1,3268
16600 --e5638 ._642 ,9;25 ,5600 ,2992 --,9736 ,4617 1,1116
,7000 -,5160 ,5758 .9242 ,6200 ,2992 -,5916 ,5591 ,9506
,7§00 -,6636 ,5962 ,8955 ,7000 ,2992 -.51qi ,5763 ,9235
,8000 -,3589 ,6191 .8_69 ,8000 ,2992 -,3516 16197 ,85_9
,8500 -.2676 16655 .8l_1 ,9_00 ,2992 -.1672 .6716 .7761
• gO00 -,1663 ,6713 ,7766 ,1000 ,2362 ,1421 ,7658 ,6610
• g_O0 -,0_08 ,6990 ,7339 ,2000 ,2362 -,0556 ,69_7 ,7606
,9750 ,0169 ,7127 ,7127 .3500 ,2362 -*2082 .6563 ,7996
1.0000 .0762 .7272 ,691,1 ,6_00 ,2362 -,2016 ,6565 ,7993
• 5500 °2362 -.1595 ,6684 °7810
,6500 ,2362 -.0159 ,706q ,7268
,7500 *236Z ,2481 ,7733 ,6173
.8000 ,2362 ,3601 .7960 ,5_03
.8500 .2352 .4121 ,8138 .5505
• gO00 ,236Z ,6502 ,8257 ,5303
,g_O0 ,236Z ,630_ ,8182 ,5430
TEST 137 er 17.8246 _aI CN 1.0228 COl .04313 COCOR1 ,04196
RUN 66 TT 1_2,6635 K CM -.1396 C02 ,03912 COCOR2 .03778
PUINT 12 I_C 6.0416 ._ILLX3N CC -.0022 CO3 ,03269 COCOR3 .03152
MACH ,118E CO6 ,020qO CDCOR_ .01993
ALPHA 3,5128 D_G CD_ ,01707 CDCOR5 .01603
UPPER SURFACE LO_EI_ SURFACE :.PAN_ISE
XIC CP P,,LIPI HLOC }tic CP PeLIP1 HI. OC X/E YIC CP PtL/P'[ HLOC
O.OuO0 1.1015 .9909 .1143 O.OdO0 1.1015 .2909 .1163 .SOOC .4921 -1.4327 ,3387 1.3466
,0040 ,0286 ,7335 ,_06 ,0060 ,9182 .9444 ,2_69 ,5C00 ,4265 -I.4560 ,3356 1,3533
,0080 -,1936 ,65t_4 ,7964 ,00o0 1,0492 ,q780 ,1785 ,5000 ,3609 -1,6728 ,3Z97 1,36.59
• 0150 -,5607 ,563? ,9436 ,0230 ,5922 ,859e ,4696 ,5000 ,2953 -1,4601 ,3353 1,3538
,0250 -.2673 ,6615 1.1120 ,0500 ,3670 ,7973 ,5782 ,5000 ,2297 -I.4296 ,3626 1,338_
,0600 -1,2579 ,3_66 1.24_6 ,1UOa ,LTZb .7535 ,6489 ,_00U ,164_ -1,3577 ,3607 1,3006
• 0600 -1,6617 ,3361 1,3563 ,1500 ,0571 ,7228 ,6271 ,5000 ,09_6 -1,2861 ,3812 1,2598
,0800 -1,5065 ,3214 1,38_3 ,ZO_O -,v27C ,702q ,7280 ,5000 ,0328 -1,2682 ,3811 1,2599
e1000 "1,5027 13208 1,J866 ,2500 -,Zlbb ,6781 ,7661 ,5000 -,0328 -1,3310 ,3677 1,286_
,1600 -1,6985 ,3217 1,3e36 ,3500 -,2017 ,6)76 ,7976 ,5000 -,0984 -1,2715 ,3861 1,2560
,1800 -1,5039 ,324u 1,37_'* ,6500 -,1983 ,658u ,7970 ,_000 -,1640 -1,2382 .3916 1.2396
• 2200 -1.6980 ,32"..8 L.3745 .5500 -,1636 .6669 .7833 ,5000 -,2297 -1.06_9 ,6370 1,1552
,2600 -1,6765 ,327_ 1,3710 ,6500 -,02_3 ,7005 ,7317 ,_000 -,2253 -1,0339 ,4620 1,1663
• 3000 -1,5024 ,3232 1,3792 ,7500 ,2323 ,7673 ,6270 ,5000 -,3609 -,e868 o4816 1,0778
,3_00 -1,5106 ,3261 1.3ell ,8033 ,33_ ,7948 ,58_3 ,5000 -.4265 -,8062 ,5042 1,0396
,3800 -1,5288 ,3172 1,3924 o_b03 ,4687 ,el3_ ,5505 .5/.00 -._921 -.78q9 .5074 1,0343
,4200 -1,_3_2 ,3151 1.3tH4 ,9000 .6376 *_213 .5378 .0600 .2_92 -1,2766 ,3798 1.2624
.6600 -1,'_64H .312_ L._03b ._500 o4267 .;169 .5463 .]400 .2922 -1.5Z68 .3194 1.3_6
,5000 -1,2749 ,3e35 1,?_51 1,0udo .b_t.Z ,I19_ ,1029 ,2?00 ,?99? -1,51_Z ,3150 1,3984
.5400 -.9164 .4721 I._93_ .3000 .29q_ -1.527_ • 31,_3 1.3911
"_ .5_00 -o 804_t .50Zb I *0',_ ? .3UUO .2_92 -1,_78_ .3281 1.3695
,6200 -,6q15 ,53?5 ,9933 ,4560 .?vg? -1.4653 .3332 1,3586
• 6600 -.5971 .5552 .955, .5400 .2292 -I.6943 ,4282 1.1711
,7000 -,5111 ,57_5 ,_1/'_ .bZu_ ,29(_ -,6563 ,5_,16 .9789
,?500 -,6322 ,bq67 ,h_1_ ,7000 ,2992 -._,064 ,5817 ,91_1
,8000 -,3420 ,6211 ,8_ ,8{.00 .2q92 -,3370 ,6229 ,8509
,8500 -,2463 ,(.672 .ul3b ,960C .2992 -.1676 .6717 ,7759
• 9030 -,1664 .6726 ,1146 ,lObG .236? .1672 .7507 ,6534
,9500 -,0586 .6921 ,7_3t_ ,2000 ,2368 -,0310 ,7001 ,7322
.2750 .0001 .7081 .7iqq .35U0 .2368 -.1991 .6556 .8006
1,0000 ,0402 ,1191 ,70Zg ,450C ,2352 -,1961 ,6585 ,7262
• 5500 ,2362 -.i_92 .6669 *7833
.6500 .236,_ -.C201 .7066 .7252
• 7500 .2362 .2386 ,76_2 ,6255
.8C00 .2362 .3441 ,7976 .5779
,650_. ,2362 ,4120 ,_139 ,5506
.90_L ,2362 ,4433 ,U2Z5 ,53_e
.95C0 ,?362 .4202 .8160 .5668
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 Pl 17.8243 PS! CN 1.040g C01 .05682 COCOR1 .05507
RUN 46 TT 162.4391 x _M -,1362 CD2 *0502Z CDCO_2 ,04893
POINT 13 EC 6,0345 MILLIb_ CC -,UOZ6 CD3 .04037 COCOE3 ,03940
_ACH .7172 CO4 .0Z785 COCOR4 *02697
ALPHA 4._03g DEG C05 ,0Z117 COCOR5 .0201g
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC XlC CP P_LIPI MLUC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.074P .9_46 .1919 O.06uO 1.0748 .9840 .1519 .5000 .4921 -1.3238 .3703 1.2812
.0040 .0363 ,7194 ,7023 .0040 .951_ ,9529 ,Z63Z ,5000 .4Z65 -1.344g .3655 1.290g
.0080 -.2514 .643_ .81_8 ._080 1.06_2 .9_23 .1599 *_000 .360g -1.3799 .3582 1.3057
*0150 -.6356 .5487 ,gb73 ,0230 .6241 ._67g ,4544 .5000 °2953 -I,2LgZ .3958 1._314
*0250 -*9995 .4513 1.12_9 .05_0 .3856 .h_86 .5593 .9000 .2297 -1.1085 .4280 1.1715
.0400 -1.3099 .3744 1.1731 .lOOO .20Z9 .7814 .6363 *5000 .1640 -1.0098 .4514 1.1297
.0600 -1.4953 .32S5 1.3751 .1500 .0848 .7301 .6857 .5000 .0984 -.9855 .4556 1.1223
.0800 -1.5401 .3114 1.4_67 .Z_O0 -.007_ .70_8 .7188 .5_00 .032_ -1.009Z .4525 1.1Z78
.1000 -1.5692 .31_8 1.40e_1 .LS_O -.09Z0 ._872 .7520 .5000 -.0328 -1.0216 .4471 1.1373
.1400 -1*56BZ .3117 1.4061 .3500 -.lg30 .6578 .797Z ._GO0 -._g84 -1.0710 .4369 1.1555
.1800 -1.5433 .3131 1.402_ .4500 -.2001 ._5_] .7965 .5000 -.lh40 -1._506 ._428 1.1449
.Z2UO -1.5407 .3138 1.4013 .55JU -.17Z6 ._46 .786d .5000 -.2297 -.9612 .4668 1.10Z_
.Z600 -1.5324 ,316_ 1.3_4Z .6500 -.0357 .0984 .7348 .56_0 -.?_53 -.9103 .4777 1.0842
.3000 -1.554g .3118 1._ls ,7500 .2_4 .7690 .6_4Z *SLUU -.3609 -,7776 .5132 1.0247
.3400 -1.5663 .3107 1,48_4 .8000 .33_ .7954 ._Tgb ,506_ -.4_6_ -,7539 .5180 1.0168
*3B00 -1.5503 .310g 1.407_ *6_JO .4009 *_116 *§543 .5000 -.4921 -.728g *5243 1.0066
*4200 -1._557 .313g 1.4010 .gO00 .4Z67 ._182 .9431 .0600 .299_ -1.3485 .36gl 1.2836
.4800 -114459 .3397 1.3443 ._500 .4162 .8163 *5463 .1400 .2992 -1.5680 .307_ 1.4149
.5000 -110097 ,44_4 1.1333 1.0_00 -,UZO6 .7034 .TlTZ .Z200 .299Z -1.5841 .305_ 1.41_6
.5400 -.90_8 .478g 1.0822 .3000 .2992 -1.5728 ,3068 1.4173
._800 -.8188 .4990 1.0482 .3800 .gqg_ -1.5479 .3135 1.4019
,6200 -.728Z ,9244 1.0064 ,460_ .2ggZ -1.4587 .3387 1.3466
.6600 -.6351 .5487 .g672 .5400 .2gg_ -.9322 ._701 1.0971
.7000 -.5378 .5745 .g2_3 .6200 ._ggZ -.5874 .5328 .ogz7
,7500 -.4323 .5997 ._6g .7000 .2992 -.5158 .5788 *glg5
,8000 -*3390 .6249 ._47g .80_0 .2992 -.3483 .6196 .8560
.8_00 -*Z§O0 *6466 .8145 *9000 .299Z -.1580 .6592 *7797
19000 -.166Z .6679 .7017 .1_0_ .2362 .lg93 .7608 .6373
.9900 -.0868 .6877 .7513 .ZOO0 .236Z -.0146 .7055 .7239
.g750 -.0§40 .69_2 .739_ .350_ .2362 -.1830 .6632 .7889
1.0000 -*0206 *7034 .7272 .4500 .2362 -.1867 .6608 .7gZ7
15500 .Z36Z -.15_3 .6731 *7738
.6506 ._36Z -.0282 .7020 .72g_
.7900 .2362 .233g .7699 .6227
.8000 .238Z .3365 .7955 .9811
.8500 .236Z .4049 .8131 .5517
.gO00 .238Z 14_93 .8194 .5410
.9500 .2352 .40Z7 .81Z0 .5536
TEST 137 PT L7,Bgb? P_;[ CN 1.0043 C01 .0_360 CDCUR1 .0Q25;'
RUN 46 TT 1"a2.3_14 K CM -.13_l; C_ .0_754 CDCOR2 .OBbl4
PO|NT 14 ItC 6.03_5 _[ 1L X',I_ CC .0063 CD3 .07546 CDCUR3 *07440
MACH .7173 C04 .05285 CDCOR4 .05187
ALPHA _*.999_ OEG CD5 ,04_26 C0COR5 .043_0
UPPEP SURFACE LO_kk _U_FACE SPANWISL
XIC CP P_LIP1 MLf_C XlC CP )'_LIP| MLOC X/C YIC CP P_LIPT HLOC
0*0000 1.0354 *9744 *1_27 0.0000 1.0354 .9744 .1927 .5000 .4gZ1 -.784_ .5103 1.0295
*0040 -*0727 .69Z1 .7446 ,0040 ._bgU .gbg5 .Z344 .50GU *4265 -,70_*4 .9047 1.0388
10080 -.3680 .6162 .,013 .0080 I._)g_6 .g_e6 .iZt]Z •_0(, .3609 -.8300 ,4955 1.0540
.0150 -.7112 .5273 I.UUI7 .OZOJ .6793 ._33 .4?47 .5000 ._953 -.677_ .4877 1.0672
°0250 -1.1007 .42g3 1.16_1 .050_ .42_4 *_gO1 ,5398 .5000 .2297 -.8732 ,4e74 1.0676
.0400 -I.373g *3567 I.30t_8 *luO0 .24_O *7720 .6194 .5000 .1640 -*8482 .4896 i10639
*0600 -1.9807 .3066 1.4176 .1500 .1104 .7_04 .6695 .SOOO .09t_4 -*_414 .4928 1.(_586
.0800 -1.6115 .Z950 1.4_,4_ .20_0 .0132 .7104 .7163 .5_00 .0328 -._577 .4g09 1.0618
*1000 -1.6347 .2936 1.4_76 .ZSO0 -.0691 .6917 .745Z .5000 -.0328 -.8860 .4857 1.0705
.1400 -1.6116 .2944 1.4463 .35U0 -. 1744 .6658 .7850 .5000 -._g84 -.8597 .4874 1.0676
.1800 -I.6Z40 .2gb3 I._.419 .45C0 -*1977 .6582 .7967 .5000 -.1640 -.8342 .4936 1.0573
*2200 -115894 .3007 1.4314 .5500 -.1_3 .6621 .7g06 *9000 -.2.797 -.7802 .5068 1.0353
.2600 -1.5740 .30_0 1.4122 .6500 -.G6ZQ .69Z4 .7441 .5000 -.ZQ53 -.7700 *513b 1.0241
,3000 -1.4248 .3398 1134_7 .7500 .2007 *7618 .6356 .5600 -.36u9 -.7067 .524Z 1.0067
.3400 -1.1341 .4175 1.1Q07 .,000 .3024 .7_5g .596_ .5000 -.4_65 -*6626 .5408 .9799
,3800 -1.0359 .4474 1.1367 .8530 .3763 ._J65 .5628 .5500 -.49Z1 -.65Z6 .5444 .9741
*4200 -.9618 .4648 1.1UL_ *gOOo .3847 ._072 .5616 *0_00 .2ggZ -1.4085 .3501 1.3226
,4600 -.8934 ,4780 1.(,836 .95,30 ,3593 ,8611 .5718 ,1401; ,ZggZ -1,6543 ,2892 1.4586
,9000 -.8918 .4901 1.v631 X.VUO0 -*Z031 .6572 .798Z .2200 .299Z -I.6325 .Z873 1.4632
*§40_ ".8236 .4996 1.(,473 .3000 .29gz -1.9816 .303Z 1.4255
.9800 -.8011 .5073 I._.344 .3eO0 ._99Z -1.1314 .4177 1.1g04
.8200 -.7246 .52"1 I*OICI *460(. .299g -.g247 °4739 1.0906
.6600 -.6612 .5380 ._843 .54_ .29gZ -.8318 .5031 1.0414
.7000 -16104 .55L5 .g643 .6200 .29_Z -.6849 .5317 .9946
*7500 -.528Z °5753 *QZSU .7000 .Zgg2 -.5757 .5614 .g469
.8000 -.4936 .57_ ,gl_9 ._OUO .299_ -,4625 .Sgll .gO03
*8500 -t4205 .6026 *_4 .90dO .2092 -.3511 .6197 .8558
.gbbO -,3446 •627'_ ,d509 .1000 .2362 .2346 .TbEZ ,6259
*gSO0 -13380 *bZIU *b_3g *2(,uO .236Z *02.57 .7183 .7040 t
.97'J0 -.2871 .63CH , t_,_t,* ,3_00 ,23_"._ -.1748 .66_3 .7873
1.0000 -.2031 .657_ *7_e_ .4_00 ,23('2 -.1921 .6600 *7939
,55_,0, .236Z -,IuZg .5632 ,78_0
,6_ u(_ ,2362 -.04g5 .6982 ,7351
.75_'0 .23(_Z .lg76 .75_3 .b_,12
.UOUo .23('Z .2996 ,7_56 ,5974
.850_. .236/ *36_6 .802g .568g
,gOUO .7362 ,36_6 .8093 .5561
*g.5OO .Z3bZ .342g .7908 .5756
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 P] EL.bN,6 PSI CN .Zk49 C0! .01123 CDCORI .OlOB3
RUN 54 TT LIO.Zlbl K CM -.1273 CO2 .01105 CDCOR2 .01066
POINT 1 RC 6,6072 MILLION CC .O[6k CD3 ,00915 COCOR3 ,00e83
MACH ,7Z_7 CD4 ,10041 CDCOR4 ,UOqll
ALPHA -1,9929 OEG CD5 ,00e33 COCOR5 ,00803
UPPEE SURFACE LOWER aURFA=E SPANwISE
XlC CP PlLIkl ML(|C EIC CP PpLIP1 HLOC XlC YIC CP P)L/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.041Z .97_B .1913 O.O000 1.0_12 .974€ .1913 .5000 .4921 -.5967 .5503 .9645
• 0040 ,9207 ,943f_ .2_6 ,00_ ,0992 .7302 ,6M54 ,50b0 ,4765 -,6094 .54B0 .9682
• 00_0 ,5767 ,88_3 .4305 .00'J0 ,?_92 .7_00 .6063 ,5000 .360g -,6130 .546_ ,9708
• 0150 ,340_ ,7_gB ,5_54 ,0230 -,2012 .63L7 ,8373 ,5000 ,2953 -,6181 ,_448 .9733
,0250 -.030B .eq71 ,1367 ,0500 -.43_B ,_9g6 ,B97d ,SGOb .2297 -.6240 .5430 ,9762
,0400 -,3353 ,6175 ,0592 ,1000 -,4424 ,5_96 .9025 ,5000 ,1640 -,bZlb .5_38 ,9750
,0600 -,_460 .b_b ,9024 .l_Ov -,4757 ,bo14 ,9L53 .50C0 ,09b4 -.6ZCq ,5457 ,9719
.0800 -.4520 .5_e6 .qb7g .EGOu -.f!325 .fi671 .9379 .5000 .032B -.6216 .5634 ._756
• lO00 -o4587 .SR49 .g0_9 .2500 -oSPZ4 .5_32 .9_99 .SCUo -.03Z_ -.6231 .5665 .9738
• 1400 -.4690 .5847 .9102 .3500 -._876 .5528 .9605 .5000 -.0984 -.6296 .542Z .9774
• 1800 -.5001 .5757 .9Z43 .49J0 -.45BG .5857 .qOB7 .5000 -.1640 -.6395 .5396 .9B17
.g200 -.5212 .569_ .933_ .5500 -.3223 .0217 .8527 .5COO -.2Z_7 -.6186 .54k6 .9736
• 2600 -.5375 .5656 ._401 .O500 -.0937 .6797 .7_35 .50_U -.2953 -.6Z03 .5430 .9762
• 3000 -.5769 .5_69 .9540 .7_00 .191B .7539 .6481 .5000 -.3609 -.6168 .54k7 .9736
• 3600 -.5795 .55_1 .gbbq .8000 .2761 .7773 .6107 .5000 -.4265 -.6147 .5453 .97Z5
.3800 -.5897 .5522 .qb15 ._500 .338o ,7929 .5852 .SGGO -.k971 -.6052 .54B5 .9674
,6200 -,5979 ,5698 ,_05_ ,9000 ,3769 ,0027 ,5691 .O&O0 .2992 -.4179 ,5977 .8_98
,6600 -,6155 ,5453 .9795 .9500 .3909 ,e072 ,5615 .1400 ,299Z -.480[ ,5826 .9135
• 5000 -.624Z .5448 .9733 I.UOOO .IZq7 .7397 .6705 .2200 .299Z -.5Zll .571Z .9316
.5400 -.6395 .5387 .q_31 .3000 .299Z -.5560 .5600 .9k90
.5800 -.65Z1 .5369 .9859 .3800 .299Z -.5967 .5658 .9715
,6ZOO -,6867 ,52U0 1,0005 ,4600 ,Z992 -,6053 ,5686 .g67Z
,6500 -,67Z2 ,5311 .9954 .5600 .ZgqZ -,6Z36 ,5446 ,9736
,7000 -,5936 .5511 ,9633 ,6Z&O ,2902 -,6658 ,5363 ,9902
• 7500 -.4736 .5811 .qlSe .7000 .299Z -.5931 .5531 .9600
.8000 -.3615 .6105 ._7_0 .8000 .EggZ -.3576 .609_ .8717
,8500 -.Z363 .6435 ,819Z ,9000 .2992 -,1ZTO .6705 ,7777
.90_0 -.1127 .6750 .7691 .1000 .Z36Z -.4538 .5869 .9067
,9500 ,0116 .7076 ,7204 .2Cuu .236Z -._357 ,5b71 ,9379
,9750 .0717 ,7242 .5947 ,3500 .2362 -.57_3 .5578 .9526
1.0000 .1297 .73_7 .5705 ._500 .Z362 -.4418 .5921 .H986
• _bUO .2368 -.3216 ,6227 .BSIg
.65CG .236Z -,Io01 ,6_06 ,7621
°7500 ,236_ .1940 .7560 .6447
• 8GOb ,2362 ._865 .778_ ,b0_3
.8500 .23_2 .3541 .7g_5 .5827
•gOGO ,235Z .3955 .807_ ,5606
.95C0 .Z3oZ ,4040 .8098 .557Z
TEST 137 P[ go.63eo PSI CN .3952 C01 ,01145 CDCORI .31101
RUN 56 I1 160.9901 K CM -.1296 CD2 ,_1092 C_CORZ ,01048
POINT E RC 6,02b1 MILLION CC .0170 C03 ,00903 CDCOR3 ,009_7
MACH ,7254 C04 .U0903 COCOR4 ,00869
ALPHA -,9B77 DEG CO5 .00846 CDCOR5 ,00809
UPPER SURFACE LOWEg _URFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P_LIPI MLOC X/C CP P)LIPT MLOC XlC Y/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1_85 .9_47 .0_7_ 0.OOb_ 1.11_5 ._947 .0871 .50CO .4921 -.6733 .529_ .9982
,0040 ,7856 ,9084 ,3729 ,0060 ,3654 ,7929 ,5853 ,50uO .4265 -.6827 ,5327 .9928
• 0080 .5139 .83P4 .5079 .00_ .5341 .844B .4967 .5000 .3609 -.6810 .5282 1.0001
,0150 ,1491 .742_ ,6663 ,0230 -,C299 ,6963 .73_ ,5000 ,2953 -,7012 ,5Z30 1,0086
• OZSO -.Z400 .6394 ._Z54 .05UO -.2240 .6463 .814_ .5C00 .Z297 -.6860 .5335 ,g915
.0400 -.5734 .553_ .95_0 .lOOU -.2_39 .6Z_7 .8419 .5000 .1640 -.6978 .5210 1.0118
,0600 -,6979 .5287 ,_99_ .1500 -,3336 ,6190 ,8569 ,5000 .0984 -,6969 .923Z 1.0082
• 0BOO -.66_3 ,5326 .0930 ._0J3 -.3977 ,_04_ .8789 .5000 .0328 -,6838 ,5328 ,9927
• I000 -.6509 ,5342 ,gqo_ .2_00 -,46o4 ,5_gZ .9140 .SO00 -.03gB -,6985 ,5Z15 1.0110
,l_Ou -,623_ ,5416 .97t_5 35u0 -.5_42 .5704 .9326 ,5C00 -.09_4 -.70u9 .5262 1,0033
• 1800 -.6446 .5363 ,'_t169 4500 -.3999 .59_ ,8R79 .5_C0 -.1_0 -.6938 .5Z57 1.0041
,2200 -,6474 ,542_ .,_771 _OO -,EObe ,6343 ,B333 ,5000 -,22qT -,6982 ,5_00 1,0134
.2600 -.6568 .5336 .%913 650u -.0709 .6e49 .7555 .5000 -.2953 -.6883 .5298 .9974
•3000 -,6909 ,5316 ,_2 7530 .?IU2 ,75e3 ,6412 ,50UO -,3609 -,o959 ,5189 1.0153
,3600 -,6_23 ,_279 i,u_7 _uOG ._01'_ ,7)s23 .60g6 ,5000 -,4265 -.7077 ,5176 1,0174
.3800 -,6933 ,525v l.J_g 050_ .356_ .7';66 .5791 .5000 -,4921 -.b8?Z ,5253 1,OO47
,4?00 -,6730 ,53t_ ,9t_l 9uOO ,_O_3 ,UIZ_ .55_6 ,O6U0 ,2992 -,6_09 ,5361 ,990_
,4600 -,6970 ,521Z l,uli_ .q_O0 .4031 ._Ogb ,5_7_ ,1400 ,29_2 -,6_28 ,5392 ,qB23
,5000 -,TO06 ,52d2 [._dg_ 1.O9OO .l?Gl .13_? .6_00 .g?OO .2992 -,6_83 .5366 .9866
.5400 -.6965 .57_ ,_gtIU .3_b ,2'_9_ -,6657 .5317 .9946
•SHOO -.7141 .5175 l.ul7b .3_ub .2_VZ -,7100 .5136 1.0239
• 5ZOO -,7313 .51_4 l,Olbl o_OO ,29gZ -°6939 ,SZZ7 1,O091
,6600 -,7095 ,5717 1,_I_7 ,5_00 ,29_? -,699_ ,5230 1.0085
,7000 -.6085 ,5439 ,9755 ,6_Ub .Z992 -.7157 °SZOO 1,0135
•7500 -,4_30 .5_7 ,9133 .7OUO ,79_? -.6141 ,5404 ,9B04
,8000 -,3586 ,6073 ,8760 ._OoO ,29_Z -.361u °6080 ,_740
.HSO0 -.Z369 ,_ .._Z37 .9000 ,2992 -.1ZTt .6720 .7756
• 9000 -.lll6 .67_u .770e .ICuu .236Z -,2973 ,6Z66 .0451
,9500 .0069 .70_Z .7_Z .Z¢00 .Z36Z -.4047 ,5963 ,8qzo
,9750 ,0715 ,7EBB ,7061 .3500 ,2362 -,_920 ,57T7 ,9212
1,0000 olZO1 ,7337 .6_oO ,_SGU ,2162 -.3923 ,5998 ,8865
• 55uu ,Z362 -,ZB83 .6Z64 ,845_
,650C ,Z36Z -._822 ,6843 ,7554
,7_O0 ,2362 .2069 ,75e4 ,6410
o8LOG ,2362 ,30Z4 .7830 ,601_
.8_00 o236Z .3719 ,7979 ,5770
.qGuu .Z362 .4126 .8108 .5555
• 9500 .2362 .4150 .8130 .5517
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TABLE Ill.- Continued.
TEST 137 'PT 20,6509 Phi CN ,6670 COL ,01165 C003R1 .01119
bUN 54 T1 Lbg.gG_3 K C_ -.1302 CD2 ,0110€ CDCOR2 .01058
POINT 3 RC 6.0254 _ILLION CC .0160 CO3 .01012 CDCOR3 ,00972
PACH .7249 C04 .00q78 COCOR4 °00940 I_
ALPHA -,4920 OEG CD5 ,00880 COCDR5 .00867
UPPER SUeFACE LOdEw SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PeLIPI NLOC XIC CP P,LIPT _LOC XIC YIC CP RpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1460 1,U015 _,¢Ou_ G.O_OU 1.140d 1.b_15 0.0000 .5000 .4921 -.7041 .5180 1.0167
,0040 .7103 ,u8q8 .4110 .OO4u .4542 ..233 ,5343 ,5000 .4265 -.7286 .5130 1.0249
*0080 ,4425 ._174 ,_42 *COdO ,t279 ,_b64 *_572 ,500U .3b09 -*7Z14 .5191 1.01_q
.0150 *0375 ,7166 .7055 ,0230 ,0576 ,71hb ,7065 *5000 ,2953 -*7Z24 ,5g09 1,011g _-
.0250 -,3377 ,0117 ._6_€ ,0500 -,1323 .6724 .7747 ,5000 .2297 -,7409 ,5103 1.0293
.0400 -,_974 ,5232 1.0082 ,1000 -.2159 ,6_00 ._0gl .5000 .1640 -.7323 .5152 1.G213
.ObOO -.83q5 .4867 1.068_ .1500 -.Z793 ,6286 .8_2J .50u0 .00_4 -.725k ,5_83 1,0162
,0800 -,7876 ,5017 1,0435 ,2000 -,3460 ,1116 ,86_3 ,50GC ,0328 -,7322 ,5116 1,0272
,I000 -.7511 ,5141 1,0231 .ZSOO -._11_ ,bO_q ,8a4_ ,5000 -.0328 -,7329 .5163 1,01q5
.1400 -,7070 .51_1 1.01_9 *3500 -.%564 ,585q ,q083 ,SUOG -.0986 -,7365 ,5169 1,0152
,1800 -o7186 ,52_3 1.U129 ,%5d3 -,3756 ,6068 .8758 ,5000 -,IbTU -*7%14 .5076 1,0338
.2Z00 -.7249 ,_1_2 1.0214 ,55d0 -.27Z7 .6_38 ._3%1 .50GG -.2297 -.7316 ,51%4 1*0227
,2600 -,7103 ,5164 1.0193 ,6500 -.07_6 ,6873 .7518 *5000 -.2953 -.7204 ,5227 1,0091
*3000 -.7596 ,5050 1o03bl ,7500 .2112 .7618 *6356 .5000 -.3009 -*7293 °5089 1.0318
*3400 -17430 .5135 1.u240 .8000 .3146 ,7U37 .600_ .5000 -.4265 -.7331 .5103 1.Ulq4
*3800 -*7348 .5177 1.0172 .HSO0 ,3077 ,_010 .5718 .5000 -.4921 -.7250 ._165 1.0192
.4200 -,7312 ,5127 1.u254 .gJO0 .4077 ._09_ .5572 .0_00 .29_Z -.7766 .5030 1.0405
,4600 -.7345 .5147 1.o222 .9500 ,4140 .HklU °5552 .14bG .2'a'#2 -.7283 .5124 1.0259
,5000 -,7296 .5174 1.0117 l. O000 .1101 .7350 .076_ .2200 ,2922 -,725_ ,5171 1,01e2
o5_00 -°7452 .50H3 1.U377 .3000 .?gq2 -.7170 .5216 1.OlOg
,5800 -,7397 ,5149 1.0_24 ,3_00 .2_92 -.13_0 ,516q L._ke5
.6200 -.7474 .515o l.OZO7 .4_OO ,2992 -.7203 .5155 1.OZO_
,6600 -.7342 .5095 1.0307 .5400 .2_9? -.7242 .5177 1.0172
,7000 -.0122 .5454 .';72_ ,6_00 .29_2 -.7338 .5159 1.0201
.7500 -.4847 ,5833 .9124 .7000 ,2_92 -,b135 ,5479 ,9684
.8000 -.3554 ,6070 ,875_ ,P000 ,2992 -.3590 .6020 .87Z3
.8500 -.2310 ,6462 ._150 ,gO00 .29_2 -,1227 .0695 .77ql
,9000 -,1135 .67_2 ,7705 .1¢00 .2362 -.2244 .6442 .8181
.2500 .0023 ,7u52 .7243 .20OU .2362 -.3513 .6167 .8605
.9750 .05qO ,7223 .6_77 .3500 ,2362 -.4528 .5851 .q096
1.0000 *1101 ,7359 ,6765 .4500 .2362 -,3651 .b136 *8652
,5500 .23bZ -,2686 .6353 .8317
,bSOU ,2362 -.0794 ,0818 .7603
.7_00 .23_2 ,2174 .7614 .b362
,8000 .2362 ,31_6 .7883 ,5928
,_SbO ,2362 ,3847 .8062 ,5632
.qOOO ,2362 ,4250 ,8139 .5503
.qS_ ,2362 ,4261 o8102 °5463
TEST 137 PT 11,0435 PSi CN .6166 CDL .01211 COCGR1 ,01158
RUN 5% T1 16_.6_5 K CM -.1305 cog .010b6 COCORZ .01060
POINT 5 RC b.04Zq ffILLX_N CC o0120 CD3 .01095 C000_3 ,01050
HACH ,72O7 C04 .01031 COCOR4 ,00988
ALPH_ .5091 OEG C05 ,01001 CDCOR5 ,00956
UPPER SURFACE IO_ER SURFACE 5PANRISE
XlC CP PeL/PT HLOC XlC CP PeLIPI NLOC XlC YIC CP PeL/PT MLOC
0.0000 1,1671 1.u077 O.uu_C u.u_JO 1.1_71 1.U077 0,0000 .5000 ,4921 -,7687 .5060 1.0304
,O040 ,5614 ,e4_O .4e_l ,0U40 ,b238 ._b_0 .457U .50GO ,42_5 -.8298 ,_851 1,0714
.0080 .2713 .7732 ,b173 ,0080 ._O69 .GI31 .3621 .5000 ,3609 -.7992 .4964 1.0524
• 0150 -.1069 ,6727 ,774_ ._23u ,2511 .7715 .62d_ .5000 .2g53 -.7_43 .4983 1.0493
.0250 -.5106 .5703 .9327 ,0500 ,0785 o73q_ ,1170 .5000 .22_7 -._zq6 .4877 1.0670
.0400 -.8496 .4715 l.OdbO .IOoO -.0912 .bHU1 .762') .SOU0 .i040 -.T_27 .5033 1.0409
• OtO0 -1.06_3 ,4_45 1.1777 ,1500 -.1€74 ._5_7 .795_ .5000 ,Og_4 -,8415 .480b 1.0791
• 0800 -I.0985 .417_ 1.1e_9 .2000 -.g45_ .63_? .8273 .5000 .032, -.8223 .4903 1,0627
• 1000 -l,Oq12 .4233 1.1799 .2506 -,3143 .61_3 .857q .5060 -.032_ -.8031 .4958 1.0535
• 1400 -1.0347 .43_" 1.10_ .J_O_ -.3721 ._04_ .8792 .5000 -.0904 -.8642 .4772 1.084q
.1800 -.9245 .4455 1.1400 .4_00 -.3235 ._1_ ._033 .5¢00 -.1640 -.8053 .4971 1.0512
• 2200 I.QIHI .40_5 1.1101 .5500 --.23_3 .6409 .8231 ,5000 --.2297 -.8197 .4883 l,ObOl
.2600 --.7443 .5124 1.0200 .b_O0 --.0533 .b_g_ .7480 .500u -.2953 -.7970 .4990 1.0481
• 3000 --*7988 .4g32 1.05_b ,75U0 .2205 .76_2 .6317 *50GO -.3609 -.7_58 .5058 1.03bg
.3600 -,8008 ,4_60 1.0531 .dO00 .3277 .7899 .5902 ,5000 -.4205 -,e239 ,4876 1.0672
,3800 -.8659 ,47_7 l.u_C6 .8500 .3962 .8_70 .5619 .5000 -.4q21 -.7830 .5035 1.0406
• 4200 -.8752 .4757 1.U_75 .9000 .4213 ,"123 .5529 .0600 .2992 -.9648 *4505 1.1312
,4600 -,8442 .4_74 1.0675 ,_500 .426_ .8152 .5481 ,1400 ,2_Z -1,0856 .4254 1.1762
,5000 -,8497 ,47_4 1.0_2_ l.OOJO .0947 ,7248 .6937 .2200 .?ggz -.867q ,4761 1.0867
.5400 -.7852 ,5000 i*U4b5 *3000 .2992 --,8002 ,4969 1.0549
.5800 -,7_61 .5054 1,0375 .3800 .29_2 -.8775 .4789 1,O_ZG
.6200 -.771_ ,5£13 1,0444 ._600 ,2922 -,81q0 .4q35 1.0573
• 6600 -,7378 .5146 1.0223 ,5400 .2922 -.7784 ,4970 1,0505
• 7000 -,6139 ,5420 ,9778 ,6200 ,2%q2 -,7539 .5071 1,03_7
• 7500 -,4815 ,5807 ,_i15 ,7£0_ .2q92 -.6203 .5_40 ,9730
,8000 -.3675 .6133 .e656 .8000 ,2992 -,3592 .6075 .0747
,8500 -.2270 ,6434 ,o1_3 .qo00 .2qq2 -,1183 .6714 .7762
,9000 -,1114 .6771 .7075 .1000 ._362 -,0949 ,6774 ,7670
• 9500 *0065 ,7034 ,7270 *2GuC ,230_ -*24?7 .b401 ,8243
.9750 *0530 .7162 .7G41 *3500 .2362 -.3678 .6088 .8726
1,0000 *0947 .7248 .6937 .4586 .23_2 -.3167 .6167 .bb04
.5500 ,23b_ -.2324 .6417 .821q
• bSOb .2362 -.0513 .bq27 .7435
.7500 ,23_2 .22q3 .7624 .b346
,8COC ._362 .3307 .78%4 .5902
._50_ .236_ .3995 ._091 .55_4
.9OuG .23_2 .4341 .B17g ,5435
._G_ .230_ .42o9 ._164 .5460
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TABLE III.- Continued.
TEST 137 PT ?L.64c7 PSI CN .7007 COl ._1256 CDCOR1 .01204
RUN 54 TI 169.5938 K CM -.1293 CD2 .&llge CDC_R2 .01133
POINT 6 RC b.v4J6 qlLLI_N CC .0080 CD3 .01125 CDCOR3 .010bU
MACH .7ZSZ C06 .010§B COCOR4 .01005
ALPHA .9979 OEG CO5 .01014 COCOR5 ,OOqbZ
UPPER SURFACE LOWEw SUkFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PPL/PT MLnC XIC CP P,LIPI _L_C XlC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1656 l.uC72 G.O_O U.voO0 1.1655 1.0072 0.0300 ._UO0 .4921 -.7331 .5160 1.0Z23
.0060 .6B82 .d318 .}l_ ._0_ .6975 .1_t_54 .6197 .5_Ou .6Zbb -.7_52 .50_8 1.0319
.4 .00_0 .1933 .7529 ._6_ .O0,O ._e_6 ._?_ .3262 .5000 .3609 -.7390 .5095 1.0307
.0150 -.1886 .6519 .80(? .O?lu .J?77 .7905 .5892 .5000 .2953 -.7305 .5125 1.U258
• 0250 -.6C75 ,_4e_ .VO75 .b_O0 .0990 .7312 .6e3_ .5000 .22_7 -.7268 ._143 i. OZZB
• 0600 -.9589 .65_0 1.11_? .LUOO -.033_ .595J .7379 .5000 .1660 -.72_7 .5123 1.U260
.0500 -1.1666 .6055 1.2130 .1_00 -.1190 .6713 .776_ .5C_ .Q9_6 -.737_ .5086 1.0326
•OBO0 -1.I262 .3963 1.7343 .2_00 -.1979 .6690 ,8107 .5_00 .032e -,7275 .5103 l,ozq4
• 1000 -1.1870 .3942 1.2343 .2500 -.2713 .6302 ._395 .SGOG -.G32_ -.7513 .5076 1.0361
• 1600 -1,1633 ,6052 1,2136 ,35d0 -,332_ ,_Zgb ,8559 ,5000 -.09P6 -,7522 ,5072 1,0366
• 1800 -1.1271 ._C86 1.2)7_ .6500 -.26H3 .6325 .B361 .50_0 -.1660 -.7507 .5083 1.0326
°2200 -1.1201 .61_2 1.1_66 .5500 -.2172 .b505 .eO_6 .5000 -.22_7 -.7610 .5050 1.0365
°2600 -1.1010 .61_Z 1.1o75 .6500 -.0639 .6932 .7627 .50GO -.2_53 -.7578 .5071 1.03_7
,3000 -1.O778 .6251 1.1767 .7530 .2366 .7666 .6315 ._000 -.3609 -.7852 .5060 1.0399
• 3600 -1,0_5 ,_1_3 1,1_73 ,8000 ,333o ,7901 ,5899 ,5_OO -,626_ -,7793 ,50_g 1.0386
• 3800 -*8663 *67_T l.Od_2 .8500 .6036 .8072 .5606 .5000 -.6921 -.7808 .5036 1.0607
,6200 -,7526 ,5077 1,G337 ,g_OU ,432_ ,U173 ,5665 ,0600 ,2992 -1,0565 ,6360 1,1_95
,4600 -,7371 ,5096 1,03_g °9500 ,4319 ,_102 .5463 ,140U ,2922 -1,1907 ,3952 1,2306
• 5000 -,7386 ,508t 1,033u 1.0000 .0922 ,7282 ,6_73 ,2200 .2992 -1,1573 ,6007 1,2221
,5400 -,7663 ,5053 1,0376 ,30_0 ,2992 -1,0073 ,_612 1,1_70
• 5800 -,7_61 ,_53 1,0527 ,3_00 ,2922 -,8B36 ,67_3 1,0_80
• 6200 -,7936 ,69t6 1,0526 ,6600 ,2992 -,76_1 ,5128 1,0253
.6600 -.7620 .5056 1.0375 ._600 .2_2 -.7737 .5039 1.0600
.7000 -.6222 .5621 .9777 .62G0 .2992 -.7790 .50UB 1.0651
• 7500 -o6818 .57_8 .9196 .706C °2992 -.62_5 .5_16 o9785
,8000 -,3633 ,512_ ,_066 ,8000 ,2292 -,3071 ,b087 ,8722
,8500 -*23Z3 .6662 ,_150 ,gOGO ,2992 -,12_ ,6722 ,7751
• gO00 -.1163 .6765 .76_6 .1000 .2352 -.036_ .6963 .7379
,2500 -,0001 ,7053 ,724U .2&00 .2362 -,2013 ,0536 ,8032
• 9750 .0667 .717u .7059 .3500 .2352 -.3287 .6185 .8576
1,0000 ,0922 ,72t9 ,bB73 ,6500 ,2362 -,2873 ,6306 ,8389
• 5500 .2362 -.2129 .6517 ._065
• _50_ .2362 -.0631 ._37 .7620
• 750b ,2362 ,230_ ,7629 .6332
• _CO0 .2302 .3603 .TqZO .5807
• BSO0 ,2362 .6097 .810_ .5554
• _000 ,2362 ,6407 ,_200 ,5600
.9500 ,2302 ,4339 .8181 ,5431
T£';T 137 PT 20.64u? PSZ CN .7_7 COl .0137_ COCORI ,01316
RUN 54 IT 16q. 5_Oes K Cel -.1319 CO2 .01316 CDCOR2 .01256
POINT 7 RC _.0_70 mlttiO_ CC .0065 CD3 .01261 COCOR3 ,01229
M_CH .7226 CO_ .0116_ COCOR6 .010_5
ALPHA 1.51OZ OEG C05 .01076 CDCOR5 .01022
UPPER SURFACE LOwE;' _UW_ACE SPANWI_E
XIC CP P_.L/PT MLOC XIC CP P_LIPI ML_C XIC YIC CP P_.LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1658 l.Ob7Z U._0OU O. 0000 1.165_ 1.007_ 0.0000 .5000 .6921 -.7026 .5251 1.GC52
• 0060 .60C2 .OOFb ._592 .0060 .7659 .9045 .3813 .5000 .6265 -.7193 .5206 1.0127
.0080 .0966 .7296 .6666 .00_0 .9261 .9668 .2859 .SLOG .3609 -.7800 .5057 1.0370 _'
,0150 -.2896 ,6303 ,e3_6 ,v_3v ,6001 ,8090 ,_586 ,5000 ,2953 -,6865 ,5298 ,9976
.0250 -.6_33 ._285 .9997 .uSOO .lbO9 .7665 ,6598 ,SObO .2297 -.7006 .5266 1.0027
•0600 -i.03O_ ,4614 1.1672 .lO_o .0231 .7132 .7110 .5000 ,1660 -.5891 .5276 1.0010
• 0600 -1,2405 ,3_72 1,2676 ,1500 -,065G ,6_72 ,7520 ,5(+00 ,G_B6 -,6865 ,5301 o9971
• 0800 -1,2724 ,37_3 1,2092 ,2000 -,1}11 .b067 ,7P. 35 ,5000 ,0328 -.6663 ,5355 ,9883
• 1000 -1.2_21 .3726 1.276_. .25vd -.2299 .64_8 ._156 .50C0 -.03_8 -.6_61 .5383 .9837
• 1400 -1,2522 ,3110 1,20GO ,3500 -,2925 ,6317 ,B372 .hObO -,09_4 -,6817 ,532_ .9939
.1830 -1.2543 .3854 1._516 .65u0 -.25_1 ._05 .8237 .5_00 -.1660 -.6925 .5257 1.0061
• 2200 -1,2367 ,38_8 1,2687 ,5_00 -,12(>7 ,6563 ,7995 ,5C00 -,2297 -o7277 ,5185 1,G159
,2600 -1,2288 ,3F_3 1,2639 ,6500 -,0264 ,oq87 ,7362 ,5000 -,2953 -,7372 ,5160 1,0201
,3000 -1,2330 ,3877 i,2+,e_ ,7500 ,2414 ,7675 ,0266 ,5(+_0 -.3609 -.7371 ,5157 1,0205
,3600 -1,2520 ,3840 1,2_62 ,8000 ,3373 ,7927 ,5_56 ,50_0 -,620_ -,833_ ,687 () 1,0607
.3800 -1.2396 .3865 1.2_3 .b_-V_ .610d .813_ .5513 .50C0 -.6921 -.7528 .5111 1.0280
•4200 -1.126_ .61_8 1.1919 .g)O_ .6397 .siqb .5_03 ,0_00 .2992 -1.1235 .6121 1,1876
•6600 -.8877 .67_3 I.b_64 .qsO0 .660e ._20H .538b .16_,u .2092 -1.2770 .3751 1.2715
,5000 -,6e28 ,_305 ._',_6_, _,0000 ,0977 ,7317 .6B31 ,2200 ,29q2 -1,2813 .3761 1,2697
• 5600 -,671_ ._362 ,990'; .3000 .Zgq? -1,1834 ,6001 1,2232
a- .5800 -.6983 .5275 i .t;O13 • 3_0_; ._)_,2 -1,1370 ,_, 116 1,2020
• bZOO -.73U9 ._ltJ 1.0179 ._6bo .7992 -.905_ .672_ 1.0_73
• 6600 -.7126 .5205 1.o176 .5_o0 .?gq? -.6_21 .5375 ._.651
•1000 -.6256 ,04_ ,_732 .6200 ,Zg_Z -.6821 ,0270 l.OOlO
•7500 -,4237 . b7_.H ._196 •IbtO ._992 -.(*253 .'452 .9720
,SUOU -.3702 .blbb ._TCU ._bu ,?992 -,3701 .b121 ._b7b
,8500 -.2412 ,b41b .t_Z21 .gbGO .299_ -,1339 .6720 ,7736
•gUO0 -.1207 .6746 ./716 .I006 .2362 .02_! .7115 .7145
_r ,qso0 -,0061 .7047 .7_'0 ._OuC .736Z -.1510 ,6656 .7_56
.9756 .0503 .717/ .7_9 .3_00 .2362 -.2_68 .5336 ._366
1.0000 .0977 .73J7 .6_31 ._500 .2_2 -.2553 .6605 ._236
,5'_dC ,2362 -.19_7 .6506 .7_62
•6_b0 ._302 -.d206 .62_ .7351
,75¢6 .?362 " ,246C .7606 .6231
• _OOb ._362 • .3645 • 7q5(, .5818
, Hb_,(_ .2362 ._176 ,_137 ,5507
•_GOG ,2302 .4478 ._221 ,5363
._Sto .Z3_Z .4362 ._172 ,5634
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT Z_,b39b PSI CN ,87_1 ¢01 *01602 COCOR1 .01?14
RUN 54 11 189.60%b K CM -.1397 CDZ .01781 CDCORZ .01691
POINT B RC _.0508 MILLI3N CC .0039 C03 .01820 CDCOR3 .01738
MACM .727b CD% ,C1475 CDCOR4 .01396
ALRH& 2.U153 DEG CD5 .01315 COCOR5 .01235
UPPER SURFACE LUdEk SuRFaCE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIPI _L(JC XlC CP PeLIPT _LOC XIC YIC CP PpL/PI HLQC
0,0000 1.1639 1,0Ch? O.GOo_ _,UGO0 1.1639 1.uOb2 0.0000 .5000 .4921 -1,Z_35 .3741 1.2737
.0040 .3556 ,7_46 .5uZ4 ._%u .,069 ._137 ,3613 ,5Cu0 .4265 -1.2_23 .3767 1.2684
.00_0 .0ZbB ,7114 .1L47 .00dO .qb79 .9554 .2550 .5000 .3b09 -1.Zbgl .3711 1.2797
• 0150 -.3ZkZ .blb3 .8610 .0L30 .45_7 ._Z07 .5387 .5000 .2953 -i.2756 .3692 1.2833 _'_
,O250 -,7337 .5116 1._273 .0500 .21%3 .7576 .5;ZZ .5000 .2297 -1.2bb4 .3718 1.1781
• 0400 -1.0604 ,4ZbB 1.1735 .1030 .GbI3 .71_8 ,701b .5000 .lb40 -1.2590 .3723 1.2771
• ObO0 -1,ZbS1 .373% 1.2749 .15JO -.0334 ._958 ,738U .5000 .098% -l.Z3Z1 .382b 1.2569
• 0800 -1.3272 ,3b0O 1.3020 .ZUO0 -.1155 .6730 .7738 .5000 ,0328 -1.2595 .3751 1.2717
• lu0O -1.3131 .357_ t,3010 .2530 -.ZO10 ._%86 .8113 .5000 -.0328 -1.2415 ,3781 l. ZbSb
• 1400 -1.3020 ,3621 1.2976 ,3_dO -.2764 .63Z_ .8362 .5000 -.09_4 -1.2778 .3568 1.2882
.1800 -1,2_?9 .364b 1.Z925 ,4500 -.2498 .63_0 .8275 ,50Oh -.1640 -1.Zbgb .37Z9 1.2750
• Z20O -1,2921 .3_3 1.2913 .55)0 -.1895 .6537 ,803% ._OGO -.22%7 -1.1864 .3935 1.2357
,2bOO -1.273% ,3611 1.2_94 .6530 -.0233 .b9_% .73_7 .5000 -.2953 -1,1712 ,3965 1.2300
.3000 -1.3056 .362_ 1.2962 .7_Ou .250_ ,?670 .6273 .5000 -,3609 -1.158_ .4003 1,2228
•3400 -1.3148 ,35_I 1.303_ .t'_Vb .3_63 .7_27 ,5M56 .bo_O -.426_ -1.1315 ,4076 1.2090
• 3_00 -1.3283 ,3_ 1.]113 ._500 ,6202 ,MIZ9 ,_SZb .5000 -.49Z1 -1.0138 ._3_0 1,1933
•_200 -1.3363 .3_36 1.3152 .9_J .4464 .,196 .5_I_ .0600 .299Z -I.1332 .40bb 1.2109
.46U0 -1.3122 .3564 1.30_3 .9_UO .4482 ._204 .5393 .1400 ._'_'_Z -1.3255 .3572 1.3027
• 5000 -1.22_4 .3,Jh 1.2_0 I.UOUO .uq%l ,726_ .0'_07 .Z200 .29_2 -1.3330 .356b 1.3089
• 5400 -,9876 ,4_7 1.1351 .3bu_ ,Z992 -1.29_3 .3653 1.2_1J
• 5800 -.6970 .520_ I,UIZ9 .3_O0 .2992 -1.2376 ,3767 1,26e%
• 6ZOO -.6Z53 ._37_ .9U%_ ._hO_ .29_Z -1,ZblO .3725 1.2769
• 6600 -.5883 .5_02 ._h46 .5400 .2992 -l.iZBb .%113 1.2021
.TO00 -.53_1 .5t2o ._%5b .6_00 .2992 -.b035 .5_6_ .97Ob
• 7500 -.4_76 .5_29 .913b ,?CO0 ,29%2 -.5293 ,5637 .9432
• 8000 -.3528 ,blb5 ,8700 ,8000 ,2992 -.34_2 *bi05 .8701
• 8500 -.2370 ,6%09 .UZ31 .9000 .2992 -.1315 .b68b .7805
.9000 -.1232 .67_% ,1778 .I000 .2352 .0689 .?ZOb .?004
.9500 -.0093 .1CC2 ,7320 .2000 .2352 -,1141 .b739 .7724
.9750 ,0455 .7155 .70_3 .350o .23bZ -,2655 .6348 .8326
1.0000 .0941 .726H .6907 .%500 .2362 -.2448 .b3BZ ,8272
.5500 .2352 -.1838 .6545 .8023
•6500 .2362 -,0243 ,6965 ,7376
,7_00 ,2362 .2503 .7687 .62%5
._C00 .Z3bZ ,353u ,7945 ,5827
• _500 .23bZ .4255 ,81Zb .5524
•OOO .2362 .%550 ,_209 ,5383
• 9500 ,23_2 .4439 .8191 .5414
TEST 137 PI 20.6_1% PSI CN .9%09 CO1 .02361 COCORI .02246
_UN 54 I_ _09.5321 _ CH -.1441 C02 .02417 C_COR2 .02303
POINT 9 RC _.0450 _ILLION CC .0031 CD3 .02456 COCOA3 .02353
_ACH .7Z_b CD_ .01069 CDCOR% .01569
ALPHA 2.%9%_ I)EG CO5 .01413 COCOR5 .01314
UPPER SU_F_CE LOWER 5UWFACL S_ANWI_E
XlC CP P_LlPl ML_C X/C CP P_L/VI MLOC XIC YIC CP P*L/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.1535 1.004? O.OOoo O.odo_ 1.1535 t.bb_Z 0.0000 .buuG ._ZL -1.32_0 .3501 1.3100
•00%0 .2685 .774b .b15_ .ob%0 .8536 .9259 .333% .5000 .%265 -1.3377 .3568 1.308b
•0080 -.0297 .btg ./370 .Ou80 1.003_ ._b41 .2272 .50¢0 .3609 -I.3503 .35%4 1.3134
•0150 -.38%2 .5993 .U,14 .023U ._147 .t_392 .5065 .SbOO .2953 -I.3534 .3523 1.317_
• 0250 -.7_8 .4_t% 1.b52_ .b5_O .Zb74 .77_3 .b15_ ,bOuO ,2297 -1.3529 ,3539 1.315_
.0400 -1.1117 ,416u 1,1933 .1000 ,102? .730b ,68%7 ,5000 ,1640 -1.3457 .353% 1.3157
.0600 -1,31Z5 .3012 1,2_9_ .lbOO -.O00_ .70_5 .7253 .5000 .0984 -1.3b_9 .3521 1,31e3
• 0800 -1.3593 .3_77 1.3273 .2000 -.0867 ,6799 .763_ ,5000 ,0328 -l*_14b .3370 1.3500
•1000 -1.3824 .342L 1.3J(;3 ._uO -.1719 .6551 ,_01_ .5000 -,032_ -L.374_ .34_5 1.3258
• 1400 -1.3_55 .3_2 1.3263 .350o -.Z474 .b397 .8249 .5GOC -,Oo_ -1.3521 .3525 1.3174
• 1_00 -1,3b_2 .35_6 1.3213 .45U0 -.2277 .b_5% ,_lbl .5000 -.ibm0 -1.358% .3498 1.3229
.2200 -1.3539 .351% 1.3198 .55U0 -o_bO3 ._562 .7995 .50_ -.2227 -1,3357 .3559 1.310_
• 2600 -1.3422 .35_ 1.3176 .bSdO -.0211 ,6970 °7368 .5000 -.2953 -1.2%60 .3790 1.2639
• 3000 -1.3708 .34_2 1.326_ .750_ ,2415 ,7657 ,6293 .500_ -.3609 -1.223% .3850 1.2521
.3400 -1.3803 .3466 1.32_7 ,_OOO .3494 .7935 .5842 .5000 -.4265 -1.1379 ._07_ 1.20_7
• 3_00 -1.3_24 .3_Z 1.339_ ._tO0 ._Zbl ._1_5 .5475 .SUO_ -.%921 -.9%23 ._613 I,I121
• 4Z00 -l.40bl ,3397 1,3_4 .9000 .493& .8217 ,_371 .Oh00 ,P992 -1.1770 .4009 1.2217
• 4600 -1*%145 .33_7 1.3)2e .qSdO .4521 .M216 .5372 ,1400 .2992 -1.3?13 .3443 1.3345
• 5000 -1.4142 .33_ 1.3%41 ?.dO00 .0956 .7296 .68_3 .2200 ._922 -1.4020 .3409 1.3417
• 5%00 -1.1253 o4121 1o2005 ,3000 ,2_2 -1,3802 .3467 1.3295
• 5800 -.7504 .5103 1.b294 .3_00 .2992 -1,3321 .3592 1.3037
• 6200 -.6423 .537_ .9_ .4600 .29_2 -1,3%3_ .35_5 1,3092
.6600 -*5737 ,5541 ,9_ .5_00 .29_Z -I*ZBOI .3730 1.2758
• 7000 -.5178 o_bSe *93_Z ,6200 ,2922 -,6375 .5390 .9826
• 7500 -.%389 .5892 .9v32 .7000 .2992 -,5136 .5715 .9310
•8000 -.3%35 .h141 ._6%6 .8000 .2992 -.3357 .b160 .8614
• 8500 -.2365 .b_2_ ._Zlb .9600 ._Z -.1335 ._703 .?779
.9000 -.1318 .6712 .77_5 .1000 .2362 .1031 .?310 .68_i
• 9500 -.02%9 .b977 .?357 .2000 .2362 -,0857 .6821 ,7599
• 9750 ,0310 o712_ .7131 ,356_ .2362 -,2453 .6%0_ .8239
1.0000 ,0956 .7296 ,b_63 ,%5U0 .2362 -.Zlt_ ,6486 *B112
• 550_ .2362 -.1731 .bbO? .7927
.6bOu .2362 -,_225 .o965 .7376
,75UJ .23b2 ,2%_3 .?bgb .6231
• t!GbG .2362 ,3562 ,7971 .5783
• _SG_ *2362 .%Z_4 .81%_ .5487
._OuO .Z352 .%599 ._231 .53_b
• _u .2362 .%49_ ._221 .5363
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 Pl Z_.6433 P_I CN .<)904 ¢D1 .03346 CDCQRL *03215
RUN 54 T1 1b_,5706 K CM -,1669 Cb2 °03286 CD_OR2 ,03169
POINT 10 RC b,O43Z MILLIN_ CC ,0025 L03 ,03169 CD_OR3 .03036
,6 MACft .7Z_b CO6 ,01919 COCOR6 .0180_
ALPHA 3.u03_ DEG CD5 .01517 CDCOR5 .013<)8
U@PER SURFACE LndE_ 3UWF&Ct _PANt[SE
X#C CP PmLIP1 MLf)C _#C Ck PpL/P] MLOC XIC Y/C CP PmL/PT MLOC
0,0000 1,1631 l,O01O O,ouO0 U,OOUO i,l_31 l,OO/u O,O000 ,_000 .4_Z1 -1.3908 ,36Z4 1,338_
• 0040 .ZE16 ,7011 .03_7 ._O60 ._3 ._36_ ,3117 ,_CUU .4Z_5 -1.6033 .J3_3 1.3473
._ ,0080 -,0898 ,b_ll ,7616 ,O0_O 1,0291 ,9713 ,ZOq3 ,SCO(i ,360<) -1*911b ,337B 1,3483
•0150 -,6_66 ,5_3 ,9u7b ,d230 ,5486 ,_4b2 ,6941 ,5000 ,2<)53 -1,4101 ,3375 1,3690
,0250 -,8558 ,6_33 1,0745 ,0500 ,303b ,7B26 ,b024 ,5000 ,Z297 -1,4138 .3381 1,3677
,0600 -l,lbll ,4LEO i,Zlg5 ,I000 ,1332 ,7386 ,b726 ,5000 ,Ib_O -1,4163 ,3363 1,3517
,0600 -1,3763 ,367Z 1,3_€5 .1500 .0353 .713b .7113 .500C ,0986 -1.4550 .3ZZb 1.3815
.0800 -1.6226 .3347 1.3551 ,20_0 -*uO08 ,6876 ,7517 ,5000 ,0328 -I.4829 .3193 1,3887
,1000 -1.6E80 ,3329 1,35E9 ._500 -.1474 .8043 ,787Z ,500G -.0328 -1,4711 ,3201 1.385<)
•1600 -I,6_5Z ,33_b 1,353O ,3500 -,Z31_ ,64_0 ,_169 ,5000 -,098_ -1,4117 ,3385 1,3670
,1800 -i,6176 ,3379 1,36_i ,4fiJO -,Z251 ,b456 ,_16_ ,5000 -,lb40 -1,4066 ,3601 1,3635
,Z200 -1,4Z05 ,33_b 1,34bo ,bSO0 -,1776 ,8_Ul ,7<)6b ,5GGU -.ZZ97 -1,4085 ,3385 1,3669
,ZbO0 -1,3987 .36_4 1,3629 .bSO0 -,02<)6 ,bgb5 ,737b ,SGO0 -,2953 -1,2869 ,370B 1,2801
• 3000 -1.6153 .3349 1.35_b .7500 ._666 .7581 .525§ .500u -.3bu9 -1.2617 .3818 1.2583
.3600 -1.4310 .331U 1.3_Z .8000 .3469 .7956 .5811 .5000 -.4265 -1.0458 .636b 1.15<)5
• 3800 -1.6657 ,3Ze3 L,3b%0 ,8500 *6Zb7 ,8157 .567Z ,5_00 -.49Z1 -.898B .673Z l,bglb
,6200 -I,6600 ,3Z62 1,3_3b ,9000 ,4500 ,8222 ,5351 ,UbO0 ,2992 -1,2117 ,391Z I,Z601
,6600 -1.676b ,3Z_o 1.3_59 .9530 .465Z ._Z06 .5393 .l_OO .299Z -1.6126 .3330 1.3587
• 5000 -1,6768 .3171 1.393b 1,bOOO .ObS_ ,7216 .b98§ ,ZZO0 ,299Z -L,46bq .3283 1.3689
.5600 -1,1915 .3950 1.Z379 .30G0 .z<)gz -l,6Zb6 .3315 1.3620
,5800 -.8323 .48t5 1,0691 ,3bOO .299Z -1.3892 .3655 1.3320
,6ZO0 -,7195 ,5180 1,01_7 ,_600 ,zg_z -1,38Z0 ,34ZI 1,33<)3
.6600 -.6063 ,_67b ,9688 .5400 .Zggg -1,3935 .3630 1.3373
• 7000 -.5209 ._gb .93_8 .bZO_ .29<)Z -.7124 .§213 1.0116
• 7500 -.6310 .592_ .8974 .70GO .Z99Z -.51O9 .5726 .9291
.8000 -.3373 .6167 .8604 .8000 .Z<)gZ -*3Z_O .618Z .8580
• 8500 -.Z355 .6644 .8177 .9000 .ZqgZ -.1258 .b700 .7783
,9000 -.1295 ,b7ZZ .77_0 .1000 .2362 ,1322 .737Z .6766
,9_00 -,0_04 .b_Z2 .7463 .2000 .2352 -.0641 .0878 .7510
.9750 .0167 ,7u83 .719_ .3500 .23_2 -,Z268 ,b667 .816Z
1.0000 .0688 .721t' ,5_h5 .45_U .Z3_2 -.Z133 .b485 .ell5
._500 .235Z -.lbTO ,bbl<) ,7909
,b_O0 .23b_ -o0158 .b977 °7358
• 7500 .Z3bZ .Z433 .7674 ,bZb7
• HGGO .Z3bZ ,3561 .795_ ,5811
,_50_ ,Z36Z ,4277 ,BI61 ,5_5b
.gO00 .236Z .6528 ._Z08 ,5385
,9500 .Z3bZ ._651 .8195 .5408
I_ST 137 PT Zla, 84C6 P'.I CN 1.0150 CO1 .04902 CDCORX .06762
RUN _6 IT 159,_7_8 K CM -,1454 CD_' ,U6436 COCORZ .04289
P_JINT 11 WC b,0418 MILLION CC ,t;037 ¢03 ,03862 CDCOR3 ,03729
MAC_ *7Z_,_ CD4 .02Z81 CDCOR4 .0Z178
ALPt'tA 3,5113 D_G CO5 .U1U08 CDCOR5 ,01bqb
UPPER SURFA¢[ LOwLR _URFAC_ $PANWI_
XlC CP PeLIPT MLOC X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC X/C YIC CP P_LIPI MLOC
0.0000 1.1315 ,qgFz .d511 O,tabJO 1.1315 .99B2 .O_ll .SGOU .4921 -1.6301 ,3334 1.357 <)
,0040 ,1509 ,745Z ,bbl9 ,O06U ,9311 ,_471 ,279b ,500_ ,4265 -1,4454 .3285 1,3684
• Ou80 -.1385 .bb_U .7816 .d080 1.0518 .9771 .162Z .5000 .3b09 -1.4367 .32Bb 1.3583
.0150 -.5050 .572_ ._ZgZ .vZ3U .5930 .BSe3 ._TZ1 .5000 .2953 -1.6231 .333Z 1.358Z
.OZSO -.<)058 .6(_0 i.lO0_ .OSO0 .33_8 .7910 .5884 .5000 .Z297 -1.369b .3517 1.3192
.0400 -lole<)6 .391_ 1.23_0 .lOOO .1718 .7917 .b516 o_000 .lb4O -1.3757 .3475 1.3279
.ObO0 -1.6268 .33,_ 1.36_u .1500 .0_15 .TZO0 .7013 .500G .0986 -1.6533 .3317 1.3815
.OBO0 -1.6688 ,32_4 1.3776 .ZOJO -.0590 .6926 .766J .5000 .0328 -1.4354 ,3339 1.3567
,1000 -1,6630 ,3ZZ_ 1.3_?0 .gSO0 -.IZb7 ,_709 ,7769 .5000 -.0326 -1.3395 .3527 1.3171
• 1600 -1.6582 .3Z35 _.3794 .3500 -.Z173 .6671 .8135 .5000 -.0984 -1.3998 .3393 1.3451
• 1BOO -1.6386 .32_7 1.37Z5 .4500 -.21_9 ._453 ._166 .5000 -.1640 -1.4088 .33_1 1.3477
,Z200 -1,6657 .3258 1,3764 ,55J0 -.177b ,6002 .7934 .5000 -.ZZg7 -1,4165 ,3381 1,3477
,?bOO -1,4_60 ,3Z93 1,3bb8 ,_00 -*d469 ,6919 ,744_ ,5_00 -.2953 -1,30_I ,363Z l,Zg§b
• 3000 -l,664B ,323_ 1.3796 ,7°_JO ,23B0 ,765_ ._99 ,SuO0 -.3b09 -1.1780 .3955 I.Z31B
,3400 -1.4_61 ,3ZCg 1.3d52 .uuO_J .3377 .7';12 .5_H3 .50Ou -,SZb5 -1,0013 ,4395 1,1_07
• 3_00 -I,6897 .315g 1.39_4 ,65J0 .4140 ._LO_ .5561 ,500(_ -,4921 -._b_F .480_ I. b7<)6
,4200 -1,6900 ,3151 1,34_3 .9OdO ,4343 .8101 ,5465 ,ObOb ,_gqZ -I,7609 ,3_OO l.Zb20
.4bOO -1.5001 .315_ 1.3_U .9500 .4334 ._173 .5445 .1_00 .zqgg -1.481b .3Z03 1.3Bb7
• 50UO -1.6352 .3364 1.351_ l.OOuO .b2ub .1Uq9 .7170 .2ZOO .Z992 -1.4855 .316b 1.3950
.5600 -.97Z_ ,4537 I,LZ;' .3000 .249Z -1.4u_ ,3173 1.3934
d_ ,SUO0 --.8522 •_71e9 1.0_2 .3_bU .?_gZ -L.44b_ .3Zt_1 1.3693
• bZO0 -.77Z_ ,§CZ5 1.0_Z_ ._t:O0 ,zggz -X,_2_O .33Z_ 1.3591
• 6buO -,bbZ9 .5319 o_q41 .540U .299Z -1.2418 ,3803 1.Zb14
.7000 -o5_0 ,_5_5 ._l_ ._2(,b .2992 -.730_ .5153 loOZll
.7500 -,4652 .5_7U ._Oh5 .7060 .Zg_Z -,_344 .5658 .9398
.8000 -.3623 .6135 .,bb3 .bO&(_ .Z99Z -.3361 .blSZ .85Ul
.85U0 -,Z527 .b3_6 ,H315 ,qO00 .Z99Z -.1690 ob648 .7_04
• 9000 -.1467 .66t8 ,/B33 .lbOd .Z3bZ .1617 .745b *bblZ
•,, ,9500 -.0774 ,083_ ,7_7e ,ZCO0 ,Z362 -.0328 ,0975 ,7361
• <)750 -,0267 .699b ,73Zg .35b¢ .Z3bZ -,Z105 ,b504 .808b
1.0000 .0205 .70_9 ./17U .4500 .23bZ -,ZUdb .b504 ,_8_
•55u0 ,Z38Z -.171 _, ,b58b .7(_#:0
,6_00 .Z36Z -,0211 .699Z .7335
,7500 .23_2 .2_04 .7060 .82_9
.8;00 .Z3bZ .3604 .79Z0 .5858
• 8-_CC .236Z ._1_3 .8123 *5530
.q_ub ,2362 .4662 • _2(,b .5389
.9500 .23bZ .625_ ,b14_ .5667
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 Pl 20.bqZO PSI Ch L,0137 CO1 ,06887 CDCORI ,06742
_UN 56 T1 lbq.5865 _ C_ -,1435 ¢02 .06088 CO¢O_Z ,05240
POINT 12 eC _.0375 H[LLION CC .0055 CO3 .04833 COCOR3 .06721
_ACH .7267 C04 ,03295 CDCOR6 ,03186
ALPHA 4,011_ OEG CO5 ,02462 ¢DCOR5 .02304
UPPER _URFACt L[I_Ek _URFaCE SPAN_[$E
XI¢ CP PpLIVT ML|}C XIC CP P,LIPT qLOC XlC YIC CP PpL/P_ HLOC
O.OOOO 1.1086 .9gZO .1072 0.0030 l.lCh4 ._'12J ._O7Z .50UG .4221 -1.2304 .3_66 1.2491
.0040 .0209 .72_ ob_h3 .UO40 ._43 o_23 .26_0 .5000 .4265 -1.2477 .3828 1.29_8
.0080 -.1882 .65_0 .19q9 .u_dO 1.0753 ._,3H ._531 .5_u0 ,3809 -1._1_7 ._138 1.1978
.0150 -.5636 .5_83 .9*54 .0230 .6117 .0627 .4641 .5000 .2953 -1.0682 .4309 Z.lb61
.0250 -.9610 .45_3 1*12_9 .0500 .3767 .8_35 .5678 .5000 .2297 -*9622 .4_50 1.1232
,0400 -1.2530 .3796 1.2627 .1000 .1973 .75_1 ,_647 .5000 .1840 -1.0082 .4489 1.1340
.0600 -1.6570 .329_ 1.36_6 .15o_ .07_3 .7251 .6936 .5_00 .G984 -.9424 ._566 1.1204
.0800 -1.4826 .3176 1._227 .2000 -.0205 .629_ .7326 .5£00 .0328 -.9737 ._536 1.1260
.1000 -1.5160 .3127 1._037 .250_ -.1165 .6736 .7731 .5000 -.0328 -.9903 ._500 L.13ZO
.1400 -1.6988 .3155 1,3973 .3500 -.2075 ,6_15 ,8068 .5000 -.C984 -,9987 .4457 1.1325
.1800 -1.6900 .3156 1.3971 ,4500 -.2208 .6474 ,8131 ,5000 -.1640 -1,0408 .4329 1,1625
.ZZO0 -1.5003 .3149 1.3086 ._500 -.1731 .6612 ,7919 .5_0_ -.2Z97 -1.0161 ,4377 1.1538
.2600 -1,6966 .31_2 1.39_3 ,6500 -.0489 ._90h .7465 .50G0 -.2953 -1.0035 ,4469 1.1611
.3000 -1._171 .312g 1,6u32 .7500 .2208 .7625 .6345 .500_ -,3609 -,8987 ,6725 1.0928
.3400 -1.6916 .3140 _.3993 .8000 .3338 *7211 .5H82 *50_G -,4265 -.8626 .6840 1.0733
.3800 -1.47_4 .31_8 1.3878 .eSOv .3258 .8065 .5827 .5000 -._921 -.7742 ._017 1.0637
.4Z00 -1.3867 .36_ 1.3329 .9000 .41_0 .81J2 .5514 .0600 .2992 -1.2886 .3701 1.2016
,6000 -1.3369 .3643 _.293_ .2500 ,6052 .81_5 *5560 .1400 .2992 -1.5108 .3121 1,4049
,5000 -.9681 .6517 1.12_0 1.0000 -.0790 ._e60 .7565 .2200 ._OgZ -1.5200 .3090 1._120
.5600 -.8725 .6796 1.0807 .3000 .2992 -1.5355 .3070 1.4168
.5800 -.8169 ,6968 1.0550 .38_0 .2992 -L.4580 ,3278 1.3700
.6Z00 -.7333 .5141 1,0231 .6_00 ,29_2 -1.2000 .3934 1.2352
.6600 -.6581 .5325 ._932 .5400 .2992 -,9135 ._686 1.0995
.7000 -.§8_3 ,5_6 ,_664 .6200 .2992 -.7075 .5222 1,0099
,7500 -.6606 .5856 .9087 .7000 .2992 -,5625 .5573 .9533
.8000 -.3836 .6052 .8771 .8U00 .2222 -.3775 .607_ .8742
.8_00 -.3278 .818_ ._583 .9_00 .29_2 -.2320 ,6444 .8177
.9000 -.2456 .6394 .82_4 .1000 .2362 ,1916 .7569 .6666
.2500 -.1679 .6610 .7_11 .2000 .2362 -.0233 .6975 .7361
,9750 -.14_1 .665_ .7_ .3_u0 .2362 -,20_5 .6_25 .8052
1.0000 -,0790 .6840 ,756_ .4500 .236Z -.2087 .6504 ,8005
.550_ .2362 -.1700 .bbO_ .7931
.6_00 .2362 -.03_3 .6955 .7322
,7_60 .2362 .22_8 .7635 .0328
._000 .2382 .3276 .Teg9 .5902
.8600 ._362 .4054 .81_3 .5563
.9000 .2362 .,333 .8171 .5_48
,9500 .23_2 .3881 ,dO50 .5653
TEST 137 PE 2_.63u6 PS! CN 1.0087 CD1 .10719 COCOR1 .10577
RUN 56 1T lO_,5851 K CH -,1507 COg ,09978 COCOR2 .09831
POINT 13 RC 6.0495 _ILLION CC .0169 C03 ,0_206 CDCO_3 .08105
_CH .7272 CO4 ,G_889 COCOR4 .05744
ALPH_ _.0048 DEG CD5 .04_46 COCOR5 .06727
UPPER SURFAC[ LO_E_ _URFACE SPAN_ISE
X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC Y/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
0_0000 1.0862 .98_8 *143Z 0.0000 1.0_42 .9_58 .1632 .5000 .49_1 -.8347 .6823 1.0761
.0040 .0Z06 ,7062 .7Z26 .00_0 .9_59 .9595 .2436 .5000 .4165 -.8438 .4_24 1.0761
.0080 -.2665 .6315 .8375 .0080 1.1035 ._900 .1200 .5000 .3602 -.8383 ,4_og 1.0786
.0150 -.6018 ,5412 .9791 ,023_ .68_7 ,_829 ,4255 .50_b ,29_3 -.B549 .480_ 1.0797
.0Z50 -.9975 ,6376 1.1545 .0500 .6211 .8113 .5567 .5C00 ,2297 -.8651 ._817 1.0773
,0600 -1.2910 .3623 1.2972 .1JO0 .2338 .7625 .6344 .5000 .1640 -.8425 *4828 1.0756
.0600 -1.6812 .3137 1.4013 .lb00 .1142 .730_ .6844 .560_ ._986 -.8344 .6823 1.0761
.0800 -_.5406 °2985 1,4365 ,20OO ,0040 .7006 .7313 ._CO0 .0328 -.8527 .4_10 1,0784
.1000 -1.5756 .294_ 1.445u .2500 -._920 .6752 .7708 .5000 -.0328 -.8733 .6759 Z.0_70
.1600 -1.5603 .2958 1.642_ .3500 -,1963 .64_1 .8120 .5000 -.0986 -.8704 *k772 1.0837
.1800 -1.5635 .2965 1.,413 .4_0 -.Z125 .6452 .8166 .8000 -.16_0 -.8503 .4_31 1.0748
.2Z00 -1.5453 .2980 1._377 .5500 -.1981 .6496 ._027 .5000 -.2297 -.83_9 ._862 1.0626
.2600 -1.5256 .3013 1.4299 .b_O0 -.u7ZO .6828 .758H .5000 -.2953 -.8001 ._977 1.0503
.3000 -1.5222 ,30_3 1.42C6 ,7_00 .2025 ,7568 ,6435 ._OGO -,3hG9 -.7020 .5125 1.0192
.3600 -1.Z119 .3uZ_ 1.8565 ._000 .311_ .7_,1 .5997 .50OU -.4265 -.7329 .5133 1.02_4
.3800 -1.0933 ._181 l.l"_b ,b_O0 .3_21 .PUZ9 °5687 .5000 -,4921 -.7175 .51£0 1.0200
._200 -1.0270 ._39U 1.15_2 ,gOJO .)952 ._u_ ._6_5 .ObOU ,?g_Z -1.3_97 .3519 1.31_7
.4600 -.9267 *6613 1.11?2 .9500 .3714 .79_8 .5738 .1_01 .2gg2 -1.58_9 .2922 1.451h
.5_00 -._511 ._TO_ 1._'136 1.u000 -,213_ .b_ek ._|6 .ZEOU .79_2 -1,5_d5 .Z890 1.6591
.5400 -.8Z64 .9873 1.0677 .3COU .2992 -1.5123 .3098 1.6103
.5_00 -.7828 ,6977 1._503 .3_00 ,?g_Z -1.1_48 ,_033 1,2170
.6200 -.7428 ._111 1.02_1 ,480_ ._992 -,913_ ,_074 1.1017
.6600 -.6989 .5224 1.00_5 .5_00 .?ggz -.7817 .5004 1.0488
.7000 -.6569 .5335 .2916 .6ZGO .292_ -.7008 .5206 1.0125
.7500 -,5660 .5584 .9_17 .700_ .2922 -.6250 .5417 .2783
.8000 -.5187 .56_0 .9J48 .8C0_ .2992 -.53C8 .5648 .9416
.8500 ".6708 .5815 .9152 .9000 .2992 -._234 .5931 *8271
.9000 -,6335 .5_0U ,g01h .1000 .2362 .2382 .7860 .6Z88
,g_O0 -,3577 .611_ ._6_g .20_0 ,2362 ._157 .7067 ,7218
,2750 -.3257 .6177 ,d_g .3_00 .2362 -.1824 *6537 .8035
1,0000 -,2138 ,64P4 ._Jl_ .45G_ .2362 -.2125 .6_87 .8111
.5500 .2362 -.18_4 .6550 .8014
.6_0 .2362 -.0595 *6887 .7496
.7500 ,2362 ,2053 ,?566 ,6432
.8000 .7362 ,3101 ,7842 .5_25
.o500 .2362 ,3766 .8U07 .5726
.9_Uu .2362 ,3989 ,8081 ,5601
,9500 ,2362 *3375 .7915 .56?6
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST Z37 P1 ZO,Z741 _bl CN ,2477 CO_ ,C114Z CDCOR1 ,_1102
RUN 53 TT 10q,5340 K C_ -.1178 CO? .01106 COCOR2 .01005
POIN1 I ;C b,OOVO MILLION CC .0167 C03 ,O09bZ CDCOR3 ,OOgZ7
MAC_ .7384 C04 °00952 CDCOR4 ,OGgZO
ALPHA -Z*0005 OEG C05 *u0843 COCOR5 eOOell
UPPER SURFACE LO,E_ LURFACE SPANdISE
XIC ¢P P_LIPT MLOC X/C C p OpLIPT MLqC X/C YIC CP P_L/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.0383 .q72_ .Zu_O d.db33 1.03_3 .0715 .1003 .5000 .4921 -.6163 .5316 .QQ4_
.0040 *g251 .9420 .2931 *0040 .1GU4 .7150 .6935 .5000 .4265 -*530_ *5275 1.0012
.0080 .6810 .8776 .4357 *GG_O .1970 .7755 .0137 .5000 .3bOQ -*6175 .5198 .9975
.._ .0150 .3469 .78_1 .5915 .0230 -.2745 .0255 *8468 .bUOO o29_3 -*6366 .5293 .9983
.0250 -.0193 .5918 .7449 .O_GU -._325 .5017 .91q9 .5000 .22_7 -.0348 .527_ 1.0000
.0400 -.3306 .bOg_ .8716 .1000 -._344 ._8_ .9163 .SUOC .1640 -.0375 .5275 2.00LZ
.0000 -.6307 .57_0 ._1_1 .1500 -.473_ .5720 .9301 .SUNG .0q84 -.0372 .52_0 .9Q80
.0800 -,4446 ,5789 ,QLgZ ,2_UU -.5400 .5534 .q596 .5000 .0318 -.0_09 ,5g48 1.0056
.1000 -.459Z .072_ ._Zq4 .Z_00 -.5930 .5_00 .9U10 .5000 -.0318 -.6_17 .5253 l.O0_g
.1400 -.4685 *b71l .9415 .3§00 -._30 .5371 .9H58 .500_ -.098_ -.6451 ._250 1.0053
.1BOO -.5003 .50_1 .9489 .4_00 -.k_54 .5737 .9274 .5000 -.1640 -.6557 .5113 1.0114
.?ZOO -.5255 .55_ ._,9 ._b_O -.3121 .b_t5 ._71_ .5000 -.2297 -._350 .5189 .9990
• 2600 -.5431 .5_]1 .'_bJ? .b_UU -.0911 .6127 .7143 .SGbO -.2953 -.6335 .51_0 1.0004
°3000 -.5851 ._3_7 *'*_1_ .7_OU .191_ .74_ .660'1 .50U_ -.3009 -.6255 .5310 .9950
,3400 -*5896 .5399 .9_17 ._000 _1776 .7695 .623! ._GOb -._265 -°6326 .5289 .9990
.3800 -.6030 .53_2 .9_39 ._500 .33_8 .7_43 ._Q94 ._000 -.4921 -.6279 .5206 .9977
.4200 -.6054 ._357 .gHdO .guO0 .3790 .7967 .57_ .050_ .2992 -.4b_C .5_78 .9054
.4600 -.62q8 .529_ .9_79 .9_UG .3_g9 .799_ .574_ .1400 °2992 -.4815 .55B2 .9361
.5000 -.6411 .5279 /.bOC5 1.0000 .1273 .7295 .b_65 .Z20G .2992 -._27_ .5543 .9582
.5400 -.bb3Z .5109 .._153 .3000 .2992 -.56B_ .543B .9750
.5800 -.5725 °5171 1.01U2 .3e_0 .2992 -.6056 .5346 .9898
.6ZOO -.7067 ._0_6 1.0311 .4600 .2992 -.6235 .5309 .9973
.6600 -.706B .5U77 1.0337 .54G0 .2992 -.6506 .5230 1.0086
,7000 -.5_77 .5387 .9_31 .6200 .2qgZ -.6007 .5144 1.0226
,7500 -.4659 .5725 .92€3 .7C00 .?qgZ -.5979 .5391 .9825
.8000 -.3500 .50_0 ._800 ._GO .2992 -.3553 .6012 .B844
.8500 -.ZZBZ .0362 .8304 .9000 .2992 -.1262 .6023 .7902
.9000 -°1069 .66_0 .7_15 .1000 .2362 -.4547 .5755 .9246
.qso0 .0171 .7_G_ .73uq .2000 .2352 -.5505 .5402 .9063
.9750 *07Z8 .7150 .TqqO .350_ *2301 -.6096 .5337 .9913
1.0000 .1273 .7Z95 ._0_5 ._500 .2362 -.4507 .5757 .9242
• 5500 .2352 -.3224 .6098 .8712
.b_O_ .23o2 -.lo_5 .6694 .7793
• 750¢ .2351 .1914 .7459 .6500
• ,CO0 .23_Z .Z_59 .7713 .6203
.8500 ._362 .3555 .7902 .5896
.9_GG .2362 .3941 .80L6 .5725
.GSOG .23_2 .4102 °8043 .5063
TEST 137 PI L_.1649 _$1 CN .*CZ3 CO1 .01168 COCOel .0112_
RUN 53 T1 Lbg,GUZ8 K CM -.1324 CD2 ,02121 COCOR2 .01078
PUINT 2 RC b.9957 MILLI(JN CC ,0179 CD3 .G0946 CDCOR3 .00909
MACH .7397 C04 .C0976 CDCOR4 .00940
ALPHA -,991q ULG C05 .00H55 CDCOR5 .00818
UPPER SURFACE LOwt_ SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PeL/P_ _L/IC X/C CP P_IlPr _LGC XIC TIC CP P_LIPI MLOC
0.0000 1.1165 *gg?& .lOJl O.uOuO 1.11_5 .9925 .luJl .5_OG .4qzl -,bq65 .5125 1.0257
.00_0 .8&04 .q077 .3744 .uu4J .33_4 .7,44 ,_g91 .SHOO .4765 -.7093 .5061 1.03b3
.OORO *5286 .83b7 ,_110 .0_0 .5304 .U_b7 .5111 .5000 .3&09 -.71_5 ob051 1.0379
.01_0 .1673 .13e_ .oTlq .J_3U -._3_2 .6847 .755d ,_OGO .2953 -.7205 .5055 1.0372
.0250 -.2158 ,5372 ._'Zt_ .ObuO -.2141 ,_335 ._34_ .bOrG .2297 -.7149 ._0_4 1.0458
.0600 -,§493 .5400 ._h_2 .I03U -.2790 ._194 .0561 .5000 .1_40 -.7218 .50_2 1.0379
• 0600 ".6757 *51q2 L._20q .l_OO -.3379 ._u68 ._758 .5000 .oqP4 -.7LbZ .5073 2.0343
.0800 -.6515 .5721 1.0101 .2000 -.4136 .08_4 .9Ggl ._bOO .0328 -.71U3 .50_5 1.0390
.lOOO -.6470 .52_? 1.0u34 .2500 -.47_6 .5060 .q396 .SGCG -.03ZB -.726q .5010 1.0448
• 1400 ".6262 .53_7 .9;00 .3_00 -.5170 .5509 .9541 .5000 -.09_4 -.7297 .5019 1.0432
.2800 -.&4_4 .5249 1.0055 .NSOO -.4_H7 .58)5 ,go8_ .5000 -.1640 -.7298 .5002 1.0461
°2200 -.6615 .5195 l.ul4Z .5_00 -.ZqlZ .61b8 .MbOZ ._LO0 -.22q7 -.7244 .5014 1.0_15
.2600 -.6030 .5214 1.blXl ._5_0 -.072_ .0761 .76_0 .5000 -.2953 -.7256 .5004 1.0457
.3000 -.7030 .507_ 1.u335 .75_J ._Uq2 .?_?_ .04V9 ._GbO -.36C9 -.7246 .5038 1.0402
.4400 -.7173 .50_4 L.0374 .8_00 .3U15 .770_ .6115 .5000 -.426_ -.TZbO .5017 1.0436
.3800 ".7184 .5001 1.03_4 ._500 .3620 .79Zb .585B .500_ -.4qz1 -.7230 .5020 1.0431
• 4200 -.7155 .50OZ 1._401 ,qo00 .4003 .b021 .5701 .OOCO .29_2 -.6147 ._298 .9974
.4600 -.7145 .5071 1.0346 .95J_ .4_Q8 ._030 .SbBb .1400 .2992 -.6401 .5230 1.0086
.5000 -.7225 .5062 1.03€2 1.0000 .1137 .7253 .6931 .2200 .29q2 -.6614 .5175 1.0175
• 5400 -.7394 .498q 1.C403 .3Ou_ .29qz -.6878 .5167 1.018g
.5800 -.7617 .4q17 1.&604 .380C .zgqz -.7150 ,5048 1.0384
j o6200 -,7622 .4933 1.C577 .4600 ,2q91 -,7016 ,5025 1,042Z
.6&O0 -.7576 .49Z_ L.bS_4 .5400 .1991 -.7301 .5_09 1.0,50
.7000 -.bZ7Z .5283 l.uJ_O *_0 .1991 -.7391 .50Z7 loU41g
• 7500 -.4710 .5684 .93_/ .7UuO .2_91 -.61_5 .5Z51 1.0051
.8000 -.3545 ,6U21 ._3u .BGO0 .2992 -.3530 ,5q74 ,squ3
,8500 -.2271 .b34b .*_?? o900_ .1991 -,1Z41 .b6_1 ,787_
.9000 -.1041 *A671 ,TJ?_' .IOOC ,Z3b? -.3000 .6146 .8637
• gSO0 .0119 ,b97_ ,71%t .Z_GO .E302 -.41_0 .5_79 .91Zg
.g750 .0068 .7120 .71?9 .3500 .1361 -.51_ .0553 .9565
I.UO00 .1137 .7_3 ._,31 .4500 .23h2 -.4040 .5_72 .9003
• 5_OU .236_ -.288Z ,b1_3 .8564
.hSO0 .2301 -,0817 .0773 .774_
• 750u ,2362 .Z201 ,75G3 .053q
._Obb ,?362 .305_ .7790 .6079
.t_50& .?3bZ .377Z .79_? .5_06
• 9_uO .23_Z .4112 .0047 ,58_7
._bOU .?3bZ .4130 ._Otl .5030
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TESt 137 PT 21.2820 aS1 CN ._708 CDI .01182 CDCDRL .01133
RUN 53 I1 1_,51_I _ C_ -.1311 C02 .OllZ3 COCORZ .01074
POINT 3 RC 5.993u qILLION CC ,0163 CO3 ,00982 COCOR3 ,OOg40
MAC_ .1363 C04 ,00975 COCOR4 *00939
ALPHA -*5091 O_G C05 .00884 COCOR5 *00b46
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P/LIP| WLOC _IC CP PpLIPI HLOC X/C TIC CP P*L/PT MLOC
O*O00J 1,1410 *9494 *0290 O.UUUU 1.1410 .9994 *0290 *5000 .4921 --.7198 *5052 1*U361
*0040 *T263 .8_gl .4131 .d_4G .4411 o61_1 *5533 *5_OU °4265 -.7318 .5032 1o0412
*U080 .4497 ,d159 ,5_bH .OO_U .5177 .fi5_3 .4703 ,5000 ,3569 -,7361 .5021 1,0429
.0150 ,0705 .7172 ,7057 ,6230 ,060_ .7130 .7Z22 ,5000 ,2953 -,7381 .5046 1,U368
.OZSO -,3135 ._15_ ,_bL4 ,05_b -,13bG .b_ ,7_R_ ,_0b0 .Z2_7 -.7355 ,5017 1.0fi30
,0400 -,6701 ,5237 i.L_7_ ,l_Ou -,_215 .t352 ._319 .5b00 .1540 -.7347 ,5027 1.04Z0
*0600 -.8318 .4_0_ l*OT_5 .1500 -.2614 .6719 .65_3 *5000 .Ogfi4 -*7356 .5040 1.0397
*0600 -.7877 .4901 l*_6Zq *_0 -.35011 ._86 .d885 .5000 .0328 -*7415 .5000 1*0465
.1000 -*7405 *502b i*O42L *Z_O0 -,4210 ,5873 *gO61 ,5000 -,0328 -,7432 .4990 1.04_2
.1400 -.7176 .5087 I,_32_ .3500 -.4672 .5749 .9155 .5000 -.0984 -.74U1 .4995 2*0473
,1600 -.71Z3 ,5060 l,_J32 .4530 -,_762 .6010 ,fi_? ,50G_ -,Ib40 -,7469 *50Of L*0463
.2200 -*7395 .5014 L*b_4Z .5500 -.2734 ._27_ *8433 .5000 -.2297 -.7404 .5043 1*0392
*2600 -*7182 .506_ 1.C354 .65J0 -*0702 *6797 *7635 *5_b -.29_3 -.7496 *4968 1.0517
,3000 -,7500 ,4983 1,0493 ,7500 ,2168 .7550 .6447 ,5000 -,36_9 -,7450 .500Z 1.0461
.3400 "*7675 .4938 1.056_ .8J03 .3084 .7797 .6068 .5000 -*4255 -.7533 .4988 1.0485
,3800 -.7737 .4952 1.0544 .8500 .3710 .795Z .5814 .5000 -.4qz1 -.7440 .5019 1.0431
,4200 -.7675 ,493Z 1.C_77 *9000 ,4109 .8061 .5634 ,ObGO ,2992 -,7590 .4976 1.0504
,4600 -,7489 ,4989 1,0483 ._500 ,4144 ,8068 ,56Z2 .1400 ,2991 -,TZOl ,5074 1.0341
,5000 -.7414 ,5025 1.0423 1.0000 .106_ .7269 .6906 .2200 .E_9Z -.7186 .5046 1.0386
.5400 -.7571 ,4959 1.0533 .3000 ,2992 -.7275 ,5025 1,0493
.5800 -.7651 .4931 1.0579 .3800 .2992 -.78og .48_4 1.0641
,6Z00 -.7753 .4923 1.0_3 .450_ .2992 -.7393 .5007 1.0453
.6600 "*7566 .4975 1*050b .5400 *_g9_ -,7457 *5005 1.0456
,7000 -.6180 .5366 .9865 .6200 .2992 -.75_5 .4936 1.0571
.7500 -.4705 .5710 .9317 ,7000 ,_992 -.6193 .5319 ,9941
.8000 -*_527 .6_41 .8800 .8000 *Z992 -*3550 .b030 *_616
,8500 -.2264 .63_1 .6274 .9000 ,ZgqZ -*1171 *6670 ,7830
.9000 -.1057 .6705 .7777 ,I000 .2362 -.1259 .5380 .8Z75
.9500 *0106 .7006 .7313 .ZCO0 .2361 -.3628 .6017 .8837
,g750 .05g5 .7134 ,7/15 ,350C ,2362 -,4607 .5748 ,9257
1.0000 *1068 *7169 ._906 .4500 .2361 -.3743 *6000 *8064
.5500 .2361 -*2664 .6_78 .8433
,5500 *1361 -,0721 .6788 *7649
*7500 *2362 *Z158 *7545 .6470
.Shoo .1362 .3173 .7_02 .6059
*_500 .Z3bZ *38Zg *7989 .5754
.9000 ._362 .4ZZ4 ,8088 *5589
.9500 ._36Z ,4Z30 ,8110 .5551
TEST 137 PT ?0.2903 PSI CN *5427 CDI ,01209 COCORI .01164
RUN 53 IT 16_.3807 K CM -,1324 CO_ .01173 C_COR2 .01L26
POINT 4 RC b,02Zl MILLION CC .0151 CD3 ,01098 CDCOR3 ,01056
MACH *7404 C04 .01024 CDCOR4 *00987
ALPHA "*UObl OEG C05 *00993 COCOR5 ,00953
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWIbE
XIC CP P_LIPT MLUC XlC CP P_LIPI MLOC XIC Y/C CP P*LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1,1369 1,0029 O,_OGO 0,0000 1.1569 1.0029 0,0000 .5000 ,4921 -,7877 .4861 1,0697
,0040 *6644 .8716 ,4474 .0_40 .5Z98 ._369 *_10_ ,5000 .4265 -*dlZ6 ,47_8 1,0_04
*0080 .3808 .79_3 *5796 ,J080 .7186 *8_63 .4187 .5000 .360q -*7980 .483_ 1.0737
*0150 *0092 .6953 .73_5 *0230 .1440 .7313 .6_37 .5_G0 *2953 -.8677 *_6_2 1*1071
.OZSO -.3961 .5901 *_017 *0500 -.utZ4 .6773 ,7511 .5000 ,2Z97 -.8081 .4804 1.079_
.0400 -*7405 ,4974 1,0_08 .i_OO -,1584 ,6540 ,8030 ,5_00 .1640 -,858q .4654 I.I051
*0600 -.9609 ,4658 1,1394 ,1800 -.2297 .6335 ,834R ,5G00 .09_4 -,8333 .4735 1,091_
,0800 -.9366 .4436 1.14]Z .ZuOO -,307_ ._IZ4 ,_670 ,50_ ,03Z8 -.8388 .4717 1.0943
.1000 -*90Z9 ,45_1 1.1318 .2500 -.3793 .5911 *9001 .5000 -.03Z8 -.8707 .4611 1.1124
,1400 -.8Z68 ,4696 I.u979 ,3500 -.43Z5 ,580_ .9169 .5000 -,09_4 -*o685 .4630 I.i003
*1800 -.8068 ,477Z I,u849 ,4500 -.3598 .5989 .8860 ,5000 -,1640 -*_gZ *4698 1.0975
*ZZO0 -.7645 .4897 1*b630 *5500 -.1647 .6255 .8467 .5000 -*2Z97 -.8589 .4646 1.1065
.1600 -.T757 .4643 1.0644 .6500 -.0616 .6776 .7668 .5000 -.1953 -,8662 .4618 1.1114
,3000 -.8063 .4615 1.077o .7500 .ZZ23 .75Z1 .6510 .5000 -.3609 -*8566 .4640 1.1075
.3400 -.8340 .4742 1.0900 .eO00 .3174 .7773 .6107 .5C00 -.4Z65 -.8334 .4731 1.0917
,3800 -.8562 ,4654 1.10_1 .6500 ,3784 .7946 .5825 .5000 -.4921 -.8430 .4693 i*0985
.4200 -.8451 .4705 1,0963 ,900_ .4146 *8048 *5656 *_600 *1992 --,8535 *4664 1.1034
.4600 -.8694 ,4626 1.10_ ,9500 .41_5 ._066 .561_ ,1400 ._91 -._7_0 .4031 1.1091
*5000 -.8398 ,4718 1,_9ql _,OOUU .0959 ,72d7 .7003 *_200 ,2997 -.743_ *4q_ 1.0525
,5400 -.8048 .4"_7 1.07,9 .3000 ,2992 -*UOI_ *_820 1.0768
.5_00 -.6194 .4749 I,OU_H ,3_00 ,_992 -.8517 .469_ 1.0975
,5200 -,77Z5 ,4_F6 1,0656 ,4600 ,Z999 -.8630 ,462Z l.llOb ,__
.6600 -.7331 .5007 1.U453 .5400 .2992 -.7_0_ .4840 1.0733
*TO00 -.60_3 .5313 ,_950 ._2_ *Z993 -.7440 ,4962 1,0527
,7500 -,4581 ,5710 *'_317 ,7000 .2gq? -,5102 .5303 .9900
,8000 -,3407 .60ZI ._,]u ._CO0 ,_9g2 -.3462 *bOIZ .8844
,8500 -.2210 .636J ,_30_ ,0000 ,Z9_2 -.L124 ,6649 .7802
*9000 -*IOZ9 ,6569 */83Z .LLOb ,2362 -*L6_7 .b497 *bOg7
,9500 .0072 *6959 .7JPt. .ZOO0 .23&Z -.3121 ,610_ ._095
.9750 .0514 .7079 .7Z00 ,3516 ,2_bZ -,4230 .5825 .9137
1.0000 *095q .7107 .7003 .4500 *_301 -.3541 .6008 .8851
.5500 .2362 -*2592 .6251 .8475
.650_ .2362 -.0681 .6783 .7656
.7500 .2362 *ZZ3_ ,7543 ,6474
,_0o ._36Z ,3Z11 ,7_G9 .bo4g
*_500 .Z36Z .3941 .800_ *5?ZZ
.90_0 ,236Z ._Z51 .dO7Z *5616
,9500 .136Z .4163 *8090 *5585
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TABLE III. - Continued.
_EST 137 PT 2u,2862 PS! CN .62(.g CDI .C1238 COCORI .01189
RUN 53 IT 169.2860 K CM -.1316 C0_ .01176 CDCOR2 .01124
POINT 5 RC _,0017 MILLI]N CC ,0125 CO3 ,01u97 CDCOW3 ,01051
NACH ,T3b7 C09 ,01035 CDCOR4 ,00991
ALPHA *%8_8 DEG Cb5 ,G1_63 CDCOR5 ,00958
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACt _PANWISE
X/C CP PpL/PI MLO¢ XIC CP Pptl°T ML9_ XlC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1677 1.0U65 O.OutO 0,0000 1,1677 1.00_5 0.0000 .5000 ._921 -.8024 ,6830 1.0749
.0040 .5852 .8512 .4852 .U_4U .6u_g .8_88 .671Z .5C00 .4Z65 -.8312 .4777 1.0840
,0080 ,Z883 ,T737 ,61_5 ,U080 ,7993 ,90vO ,3716 ,_OGO ,3609 -°8368 ,4730 1,OgZO
q" .0150 -.0898 .6740 .7723 .OZ3J .2417 .7611 .6367 .5000 .29_3 -.8608 .6663 1.1036
,0250 -o4841 ,5896 o9_39 ,U_U .0152 ,0996 .7329 .5000 ,2297 -,8705 ,4689 1,1024
,0400 -,8305 ,4182 i,U_3Z ,lOdO -,ugBG ,6713 ,7764 ,5000 ,1640 -,8528 ,4710 1,0954
.0600 -1.0262 ,4232 1.1_01 .1500 -.1774 .6_06 .8085 .5_0_ ,09_4 -.8679 .4069 1.1_Z6
.0800 -1.0616 .4159 1.1935 .20_0 -.2505 .f310 o838_ .5000 .0328 -._733 °4652 1.1055
.1000 -1.0365 .418d 1.1882 .ZSvO -.3232 .6122 .8673 .5_00 -.0328 -.8829 .46_1 1.1109
,1400 -1,0103 ,6277 1.1718 .35d0 -.3_73 ._952 .8%37 .5COC -,0984 -,8_68 .4640 1.1076
.1800 -.9785 °6352 1.15V4 ._500 -.3260 .6116 .8683 .5000 -.1640 -.8713 .4688 1.0993
• 2200 -.9656 .4387 1.1521 .5500 -.2462 .6311 .8383 .5000 -.2297 -.e600 .6696 1.0979
• 2600 -.9526 .4631 L.1662 ._500 -.0513 ,6836 .757_ a5000 -.2953 -.8530 ._736 1.0910
• 3000 -.8958 .4606 1.1134 .7_00 .2281 .7558 .6651 .50_0 -.3609 -.8528 .6686 1.0996
.3400 -.7717 .4903 1.0626 .8000 .3196 .7_11 .6046 .5000 -.4265 -.8236 .4796 1.080_
.3800 -.8035 .4_15 1.d775 .8_dO .3871 .79_6 .5759 .5000 -.4921 -.8198 ._796 1.0807
• 6200 -.8312 .4774 1.08_b .9000 .4194 .8072 .5615 .0_00 .2992 -.9475 .%%78 1.1359
.4600 -.8582 .4696 1.0979 .9500 .6210 .8077 ._607 .1400 .2992 -1.0566 .6182 1.1893
,5000 -,8802 ,6636 1,1U_2 1,00_0 °0889 ,7219 ,6g83 o22C0 ,2992 -.9576 ,6613 1.1475
• 5400 -.8679 .4666 1.1_30 .3000 .2992 -.8391 .6726 1.09Z7
.5800 -.8549 .4695 1.09eO .3_U0 .2992 -._649 .6671 1.1022
.6200 -.T810 ,6919 1.o600 .4666 .2992 -.8571 .4733 1.0915
• 6600 -.7412 .503t 1.0413 .5400 .299Z -.8Z83 .4781 1.0834
.7000 -.6118 .5353 .geB6 .6700 .2992 -.7789 .6884 1.0659
,7500 -.6679 ,§752 .97_! .7_ .7992 -.6189 ._334 .9_17
.8000 -.3487 .6627 ._gO .e_ub .29_Z -.35_4 .6035 ._808
.8500 -.2202 .0393 .8Z56 .'_COO .29_Z -.1147 .6689 .7801
.9000 -.1036 .6695 .7792 .100¢ .2362 -.09_3 .6T01 .?783
.9500 .0043 .6976 .736u .?_00 .2362 -.2555 .6281 .862_
.9750 .0528 .7100 .116n .3500 .2362 -.3802 .5946 .8947
1.0000 .0889 .7219 .69M3 .4500 .7362 -.3228 .6133 .8657
• 5_0 .2362 -.2358 .6359 .8309
• 6500 .2362 -.0543 .6834 .7579
.7_00 .23_2 .2301 .7570 .6_32
.8000 .2362 .3266 .7821 .6029
,8500 ,2362 ,3990 ,8025 ,5895
o900U .2362 .4325 .8131 .5516
.9_0_ .2362 .4320 .8117 .5540
TEST 137 PT ZG.28r3 P_l CN .7128 COl .01282 CDCOR1 .01226
RUN 53 ._T 169.4339 _ CM -.132e CD2 ,01197 COCOR2 .01139
POINI 6 RC b,OUO8 qlLLlON CC ,0095 C03 ,01082 COC_3 ,01b33
MACH ,7367 CD4 ,01105 CD_OR4 ,01057
ALPHA ,9979 OEG C05 ,01062 CDC_R5 .01012
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PeLIP1 MLOC XIC CP P_LIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0°0000 1.1691 1o0069 0.0000 0.0000 1.1691 1.0069 0.0000 .50_ .49Zi -.8889 .46_9 1.1129
• 0060 .5182 .8333 ._17& .OJ4_ .6831 .8780 .4351 .50_0 .4285 -.9068 .6570 1.1197
.0080 .2126 .7536 .6487 .0080 .8570 .9260 .3377 .9000 .3609 -.9237 .4566 1.1309
.0150 -.1611 .654_ .dOle .0230 .3199 .7820 .6_31 .5000 .2953 -.9111 .6553 1.1228
• 0250 -.5545 .5560 .96_0 .0}00 .0907 .7194 .7022 .50_0 .2297 -.8219 .6817 1.0773
• 0400 -.9034 .457Z 1.1194 .1300 -.03_2 .6867 .7_28 .5000 .1640 -.8510 .4702 1.0969
,0600 -1.0999 ,4050 i.2139 .l_uO -.I_30 .6647 .7_66 ._COO ,0986 -._5_6 .6716 1.0947
• Ou00 -1.1372 .3944 1._360 .2300 -._o53 .6473 ._ZLO .5000 .032e -.8765 .4634 1.1056
.1000 -1*1358 .3992 1.Z3P_ .2500 -.2131 .6_51 .8676 .50uG -.0328 -.917C .4520 1.1285
.1400 -1.1132 ,401u 1._15 ,3500 -,3_64 .6057 .8775 .5000 -.0984 -.8946 .6563 1.1209
.1800 -1.1073 .4043 1.21'2 .45d0 -.3033 .6163 .0610 .5_00 -.1640 -.8677 .4670 1.1024
,2200 -1.0898 ,4045 I,2149 .5500 -.2210 .0381 .62/_ .SCUb -.22_7 -.9446 .4461 1.1624
.2600 -1,0858 .6b,7 l.g_6; .6_uO -.0399 .6_ .7542 .5UuO -.2953 -._805 .66_B 1.1062
• 3000 -l.lOT4 .403_ 1.216J .7500 .2369 .7575 .6424 .500{. -.3bUg -.9607 .6672 1.1370
.3400 -I,I136 ,4002 1,2_3_ .a3_0 .3319 .7_46 ,5989 .5000 -.4265 -*d803 .6663 1.1035
.3800 -1.1102 .407_ l*_ie? .1.500 .3963 .8026 .569o *50&O -.6_21 -.9271 .9509 1.1304
.4200 -.9739 .4615 1°1470 .9000 .6335 .,lu5 .556_ .06_0 .29_Z -.9963 .6322 1.163U
.4600 -,9265 ,45CI 1.131_ .9_J0 .6266 ._106 .555_ ,14_u .2992 -I.1506 .3937 1.2353
• 5000 -.8468 .4724 1.0931 1.0dOJ .0925 .7226 °69?2 .270C .2992 -1.1926 .395o 1.2313
.5400 -.8124 .4_64 1.0794 .3000 .2992 -i.0Z80 .6233 1.1800
.5800 -.7653 .4973 |.0593 *3800 .2992 -1.u267 .4255 1.1759
• 6200 -.T236 .5019 1.0433 .4_00 .2992 -.9593 .466_ 1.1419
.6600 -.7122 .5082 1.0329 o5600 .29_2 -.7278 .504_ 1.0385
• 7_JO -.6056 .5343 .';_02 .62_& .2992 -.7234 .5081 1.0329
• 7500 -.4761 .5723 .92_6 .700_ .2992 -.6237 .9328 .992?
• 8_00 -.3536 .b029 .,817 .8000 .29_2 -.35_7 .6030 .eBlb
.8500 -.2284 .6384 ._270 .900u °2992 -.1213 .6638 .7879
.9000 -.1059 .6687 .78_4 .1000 .2382 -.0431 .b865 .7562
.9500 -.0002 .6959 .73o6 .2_vC' .2362 -.205_ .6407 .8234
"_ .9750 .0507 .7088 ._186 ,3500 .2362 -.361T .6084 .8733
1.0000 .0925 .7226 ,_72 .6_0 ._362 -.2918 .021& .8537
• 55U0 .2362 -.2167 .6391 ,e259
•65G_ .2362 -.0408 .6871 .7521
• 75_ .Z3bZ .2364 .7604 .6378
._O0 .2362 .3395 .786_ .5959
._500 .2362 .4103 .8060 .5636
.9000 .2382 .4397 .8142 .5497
.950& .2362 .433_ .8124 .5528
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 20,2908 _S! CN .e038 COl .01595 CBCBRL .01538
RUN 53 1T ASg,3J_3 K CN -,1397 C02 ,b1455 CDCOR2 ,013q7
POINT 8 RC 6.01_5 _ILLI_ CC ,0079 CD3 .01272 CDCOR3 ,01216
_AC_ .7386 CO4 ._1379 CDCOR4 .01323
ALPHA 1,5376 UEG CD5 ,01227 CDCOR5 ,01171
UPPER SURFACE LSeFe SURFACE 5PANdISE
XlC CP P,LIPr _L_C XlC CP P_LIPI MLn= XIC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1,1665 1.0_ _._uOa u._JlO 1.lF6_ L.OUSr 0,0000 .5C0_ .4921 -1.1503 .3860 1,2_02
,0040 ,4481 .8143 ,549t_ .0040 ,7419 ,_929 ,4055 ,500_ ,426_ -1.1699 ,3_2 1,1537
,0080 ,1477 ,7341 .fil_3 ,0_80 ;9050 .9t_5 ,3074 .500_ .3809 -1,17bl ,3814 1.2591
,0150 -.2279 ,8350 ,8322 .bZl_ .37_g .7_55 .5_09 .5000 .2_53 -1,1781 .383_ 1.2553
.0250 -.5161 .5333 .941_ .u_oo .]_69 .7347 .67H4 .SCUb .22_7 -1.1737 .3832 1.2558
,0400 -.9591 .4418 L,1_69 .1JUb ,0_ .6977 .7359 .5000 ,1540 -1,1T40 .3847 1,2527
,0600 -1.1510 ,3277 1.24t8 ,1500 -o0790 .6737 ,7728 ,50_0 ,_98_ -1,1472 ,3902 1,2420
,0800 -1.1909 .3T73 1._673 ,2000 -.15_4 ,6520 ,u060 ,5000 ,0328 -1,0908 ,40eb 1.2108
,1000 -1,Z179 .3733 1,2751 ,2500 -,2381 ,t323 ,8384 .5000 -,0328 -L,1677 ,38_b 1.2530
.1400 -1,196_ ,3802 1,2015 .3500 -,3151 .6131 ,8660 ,5_UU -,0984 -1,2059 .3740 1.2737
.1800 -1o1893 ,3820 1.Z5bl ,4500 -,2785 ,_ZZ3 ,8517 ,SObU -.1540 -1,1858 ,3823 1.2575
*2200 -1,1847 .3811 1.259_ .5_00 -,2101 ,6387 .8255 ,5000 -.2297 -1.1088 ,3998 1,2237
.2000 -1.1735 ,3F25 1,257u ,6500 -,0330 o6872 .7520 ,5000 -,2953 -1,1085 ,3997 1.2238
.3000 -1.1948 .3776 1.2667 ,7500 .2400 ,7802 .8381 ,50LG -.3809 -1,1062 .4004 1.2227
,3400 -1,Z090 ,3725 1.2705 ,8000 ,3414 .7u74 .5_3 ,5000 -,4265 -1.1061 ,_030 1.2170
,3800 -1_2240 .3712 1.27_4 .85_0 .4071 ._050 .5653 .5000 -.4921 -l. Obb ._131 1.1987
.4200 -1,2266 .3692 L,2835 .90_0 ,4366 ._120 ,5535 ,0600 .2992 -1,0371 ,_1_5 1,1887
,4600 -1.1715 ,3854 1,2514 ,9500 ,4362 .8120 °5534 ,l_CO .29q2 -1,2181 ,3735 1.27_8
,5000 -I,1163 ,]_85 1,2282 1,0000 ,0911 ,7198 ,7018 ,2200 ,2992 -I,2139 ,3705 1,2808
.5400 -1.0580 .4127 1,1995 ,3000 .2992 -1,1559 ,3885 1.2492
.5800 -.8903 .4584 1.1173 .3e_b .gRog -1.1387 .3943 1.2343
,6200 -,6777 ,5149 1,0218 ,4000 ,2992 -1,1623 ,3868 1,248b
.6600 -,_991 ,5380 ,9842 ,5400 ,2992 -1,1597 .3890 Z,Z4_k
,7000 -.5295 .5541 .9585 ,6200 ,2992 -,5446 ,524_ 1,0663
,7500 -.4520 ,5747 ,9259 .78_ ,2992 -,52_3 ,5555 .9583
.8000 -,3459 ,5029 .8818 ,_000 .29_2 -.34_7 ,6048 ,8789
,8500 -,2257 .b3bt ,8297 .g_CO .2992 -,1261 ,bbZ3 ,7902
.9000 -.1119 ,6671 ,7828 ,lO00 ,2362 ,0137 .8998 ,7325
,9500 -,0012 ,6959 ,7385 ,2_Cu ,Z3bZ -,I875 ,8514 ,80bq
,9750 .0423 .7072 ,7211 *3500 ,2382 -,308b ,5141 ,804_
1.0000 ,0911 ,7198 .TOlb ,4500 ,2362 -.2722 ,5231 ,8505
.5_00 ,2382 -,ZOl_ ,8411 .8227
.8500 .2352 -.u359 .5871 .7521
°75O0 °2362 .ZkO1 .1585 .8408
,8000 ,2362 ,3423 .7862 °5963
,850_ ,2362 .%130 .8061 .563%
.9000 .2362 .4489 .8152 .5481
.95UU ;2361 .4373 .q112 .5548
TEST 137 _1 20,28_1 PSI CN .ubk9 COl .02u89 CDCOR1 .0Z008
RUN 53 TT 169,3925 K CH -,1453 CbZ ,U20%1 COCOR2 ,Olq5%
POINT 10 RC b,01b_ _ItLId_ CC ,00_2 C03 ,Ole14 CDCOR3 ,01736
qACH ,7398 CD4 .01655 COCOR4 .01574
ALPHA 2.0102 DIG CD5 ,012_2 COCOe5 ,01202
UPPER SURFACE LO_[_ SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP PeLIP1 qLUC XIC CP PeLIPT HLOC X/C YIC CP PeL/PT NLOC
0,0000 1,1633 1,0_47 b,OUOU u,O000 1,I833 1,00_7 0,0000 ,5G00 ,4921 -I,2_21 ,3O46 1,2927
.0040 .4014 .8005 .5727 ._O_O .7_34 .9337 .3830 .5000 .4285 -1.2_02 .3633 1.2052
.0080 .0925 ,7196 .?OZZ ,UO_O .9623 .g4bb .2825 .5000 .3609 -1.25_9 .3518 1*2983
.0150 -.2718 .6Z10 .8_37 .0230 ._263 ,P072 .5618 .500U .2953 -1.2573 .3581 1.3059
.0250 -,6758 .5175 1._,176 ,0500 .1914 .74_2 ,663_ .5000 ,2297 -1,2578 ,3588 1.30_
,0600 -,9976 ,63C1 1,1675 ,iOOu ,0617 ,7_59 ,7231 ,5000 ,1640 -I,2_27 ,3618 1,2983
.0600 -1,2009 .375_ l,ZTd_ .1500 -.0457 ,tEEb ,7591 ,5C00 ,_98_ -1,2_4_ .3607 1.3006
,0800 11.2626 .3537 1.2_45 .ZOO0 -,13_b .6588 .7956 .5(G0 *0328 -1,2910 .3491 1,3245
,1000 -1,2463 ,3000 1,3021 .2500 -,2106 .1374 ,8285 ,SCO0 -,¢328 -1,25_2 .3631 1.2957
.1400 -1.2q18 ,3633 1.29_3 ,3500 -.2879 ,620_ .8548 .5000 -,09_ -1,Z583 .3575 1.3071
.1800 -1,2467 ,36%4 1.2931 ,4500 -,2658 .b2_b .8_8_ ,SGO0 -.1560 11,_779 ,3525 1.3174
.2200 -1.2432 ,3653 1,2912 ,5500 -,2048 ._;10 ,8230 ,5000 -.2297 -1,2111 ,3738 1,2745
,2600 -I.2352 e350% 2o289_ ,b503 -,0345 .6857 °7563 .50_G -.2953 -1.1738 ,3838 1,25_9
,3000 -1.2482 .3_12 1.2996 ,75d0 .2302 .7570 ,6432 .50GO -,3_09 -1.1801 .3817 1.2588
,3600 -1.2701 ,357 _ 1,3ubO ,kO00 ,3378 ,7847 ,5985 .5_0_ -,6265 -1,1718 .3810 1,2599
,3800 -1,2870 .3502 1,_23 ,8500 .4084 ._0%4 ,5681 .5000 -.6921 -1,0830 ,_034 1.Z168
._200 -1.2987 ,3479 1.3270 ,qO_U .4402 ,812_ .5520 .0600 ,2992 -1.06o2 ._089 1,200b
,k600 1112825 .3512 1,32_Z ._00 .44U0 ._1Z9 ,5520 .140_ .299Z -1,2837 ,3501 1.3038
,5000 -1,2768 ,354. 1.31_b L.OuOU ,0_3Z .7165 ,70h8 .22ud .2992 -1,2743 .35_7 1.312_
,56u0 -1,2018 ,3729 1.2759 ,3000 ,299_ -1,2_8 ,3610 1,2q87
,5800 -I,0111 ,42_o 1,17t.2 ,3_uu ,2992 -I,2083 .3717 I,Z7_4
.6200 -,7605 ,6gOb IoOOL2 ,6t_06 ,2992 -I,2349 ,3663 |.2_3
,5600 -,6005 ,5335 .991_ ,5400 .2992 11,2812 ,3550 1,3123
.7000 -.513% .55_2 .9583 *_20C .2'_9_ -.7_7_ .4_2 1.U730
.75U0 -.6256 ,5823 ,';L39 °7000 ,2997 -.5059 ,560Z .9487
.8000 -,3352 ,50_5 ,aTe2 ,_Oud ,29%Z -.3Z¢b ,6093 ,_719
*8500 --*2236 ,8343 ,_332 ,9000 ,?992 -,1225 ,bhl6 ,7913
,qo00 -,1142 ,h62_ .7_5 .I000 ,_302 ,0_78 ,708_ ,?192
,9500 -,0182 ,_910 ,7_82 .2000 .2382 -.1354 ,8584 .7962
,9?50 .0333 .7135 .TZt._ .35u_ ,2362 -.2860 .5199 ,_555
1,0000 *0_32 ,7165 .TUOt_ ,4500 ,2382 -,2bOb ,6248 ,8481
,_500 ,2362 -.1q69 .6_13 ,8225
.650u .2382 -._328 ,5868 .7_28
,7500 ,2302 ,2415 .7591 .6399
.e_U_ .2382 .3_37 .?860 .5987
,_Su_ .2361 .4152 ,8052 ,56_9
.9000 .2382 ,_496 .8_0 .5485
,95UC ,2382 ._393 *_117 o5522
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT COo2914 PSI CN .9248 CD1 ,_2844 CDCORI ,02551
PUN 53 TT 169.4410 K CM -.1514 CO2 .02674 COCOR2 .02579
POINT 11 PC b.OIZ4 nIktIO_ CC .00,7 CD3 .02bbO CDCOR3 .02511
"_ MACH .739_ CD¢ .C1806 CDCOR4 .01715
ALPHA 2.4947 DEG CUd .01322 CDCOR5 .01Z30
UPPER SURFACE LOWER _URFACE SPANwESE
XIC CP P_LIPI" WLOC Xl_ CP PpLIP1 MLOC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1621 1.0047 U.Obc*U duO000 1.1621 1.0047 _.0000 .SGOC .4921 -1.2905 .3205 1.3216
*0040 ,3620 .7R55 .2974 .t)C4_ ._2_9 .91Oi .3258 .2000 .4262 -I.3064 .3451 1.3329
.0080 .0345 .70_7 .7251 .00_0 .9779 .9226 .2523 .5000 .35U9 -1.3175 .3455 1.3320
.0150 -.3376 .6U60 .8770 .023U .4770 .8273 .5350 .5000 .2953 -1.3076 .3427 1.3315
.0250 -.7247 .5012 1.0445 ._SJ_ .13_5 .7571 .b431 .5_C .2197 -1.3031 .3464 1.3301
.0400 -I*0310 .4191 I.Ie77 .IJJLJ .0827 .7175 .7051 .5000 .1640 --1.3151 .3457 1.3316
.0600 -1.2667 .36_9 1.296U .150C -.0116 ._924 .7440 .50GO ,0984 -1.3256 .3396 1.3446
,0800 -1.2854 .3203 1.3Z19 .ZOOU -.1037 ._675 .7823 .5000 .0328 -1.3771 .3258 1.3744
.1000 -1.3053 .3477 1.327_ .2_00 -.1814 ._473 .8133 .50_ -.0328 -1.34_3 .3352 1.3218
.1400 -1.2882 .3513 1.3199 .3500 -.2721 .6210 ._523 .SGO0 -.09_4 -1.3150 .3460 1.3310
.1800 -1.3029 .35_2 1.3222 .4_0O -.257G .6227 ._465 ,5000 -.1540 -1.3222 .3422 1.3389
.2200 -1.2944 o35_9 1.3107 .5500 -.2009 .6413 .8225 .5000 -.2297 -1.3222 .3441 1.3351
.2600 -1.2e62 .3_7 1.317G .6500 -.0352 .0e45 .7561 .5000 -.2953 -1.2322 .3666 1.2_87
.3000 -1.3103 .344U 1.33_I .7500 .2429 .7600 .6_85 .5_U0 -.3609 -1.2310 .3691 1.2635
,3400 -1.3275 .34_8 1.3377 .8000 .341_ .7_59 .5957 .5000 -.4265 -1.1960 .3766 1.ZObb
.3CO0 -1.3360 .33_2 1.347o ._50d .4095 .,JSO .565_ .50OU -.4921 -1.0333 .4101 1.1883
.4200 -1.3449 .3353 1.353_ .999U .4398 ._125 .5526 .0600 .2992 -1.1196 .3991 1.2251
.4600 -1.3714 .33_ 1.3636 .9500 .435_ .BllO .5552 .14_U .2992 -1.3203 .3461 1.3306
.5000 -1.3778 .12_6 1.374H I.O03q .0729 .1150 .7091 .22OU .2992 -1.3196 .3411 1.3393
.5400 -1.3496 .3332 1.35_4 .3000 .2_g? -].3263 .3453 1.3304
.SRO0 -1.1279 .3/hZ I._t.95 .3_Ou .2'_';2-1.2726 .3553 1.3116
.6Z00 -.7456 .4974 I._1! .4506 oZ')_ -L.2953 .350H 1.3710
.6600 -.629_ o5269 i.UU_7 .5406 o2992 -1.3N33 .3403 1.3431
.7000 -.5269 .555_ .95ei .6_00 ._gZ -.7797 .4905 1.0523
.7500 -.4264 .5813 .9155 .7U00 .2992 -.5234 .2578 .9520
.8000 -.3326 .6070 ._742 ._000 o2997 -.3247 .6100 .8707
.8500 -.2308 .6337 oe]4_ .9_bU .2'_9Z -.IZSZ .5636 .7,82
.gO00 -.1273 .66G5 .7930 .1000 .2362 .0854 .7173 .7025
.9500 -.0292 .bib7 o7527 ._UOO .2361 -.1046 .6678 .781_
.9750 .0213 .7016 .7298 .3200 .236_ -,Z698 ,6230 .8507
1.0000 .0729 .715G .7091 .45_0 .23_Z -.Z417 .6313 .8379
.5_00 .2362 -.1918 .6454 .u161
.6500 .2362 -.0295 .6887 .7497
.7500 ._362 .2433 ,7605 .6377
.8000 .2362 .3548 o7914 .5_70
.BSGO .2362 .4175 .8061 °5634
.COO .23_Z .4474 .814o o5491
.950C .2362 .4342 .dl12 .5549
TEST 137 _ 2_°Z_u8 Pbl CN .9626 CD1 .03672 COCOR1 .03557
RUN 53 11 169.4670 K CM -.1206 CD2 .03606 CDCORZ ,03488
POINT 12 RC 2.9971 _ILLIQN CC .0074 C03 .03519 CDCOR3 ,03410
MACH ,7361 CO4 .02020 COCOR4 .01911
ALPHA 3,00_1 OEG C05 .01505 COC0_5 ,01389
UPPEP SURFAC[ LOW_k SURFACE 5PANWISE
XlC CP P_LlPl ML_C XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
O,OOO0 1.1491 1.0_17 O.b_Ob U,OOO0 1,1491 1.0017 0,0000 .5_00 .4921 -1,3425 ,3381 1,3477
.0040 .2656 .7078 ._759 .uO_O ._643 .926_ .3331 .50OU .4265 -1.3566 .3337 1.3571
.0080 -.0402 .687b .7514 .UU_O 1.0133 .g654 .2246 ,5000 ,3609 -1.3709 .3332 1.3583
.0150 -.3846 .5932 .,_70 .Og3O .529_ .U3T_ .5090 .Shag .2953 -1.3728 .3329 1.3590
.0250 -.7966 .4ebb l._beM .0500 ,2e45 °7728 .617_ ,50OO .2297 -1.3775 .3340 1,35bb
.0400 -1.1059 .4G54 I.ZI_I .IUOd .I191 .72_4 .68_3 .5_OL .1640 -1.3514 .33_8 1,3506
.0600 -1.2951 .3511 1.3204 ,1500 .u207 .7u37 .7266 ,5000 ,_9_4 -1.4272 .3205 1.3_bZ
.0_00 -1,3530 .33_u 1.3463 ,ZOO0 -.u743 .676u .76_0 .50_u .032_ -1.4280 .3173 1.3933
• 1OO0 -1,3688 .3356 L,3531 .2_00 -.1_42 ,t518 .8063 .5000 -.032B -1.4309 .3190 1.3_94
.1400 -1.3573 .3375 x._4bq .3_JO --.2573 .0307 ._3_8 ,5000 --,0984 -1,3b53 .3359 1.3525
.1BOO -1.3539 .33_5 1.34t9 .4500 -.241B .t,339 ,8339 .500G -.lb4v -1,3713 .3356 1,3543
.220u -1.3409 .33_4 1._45_ ._0 -.1901 .54_1 ._1_7 .50UO -°2297 -1.3_bl .32_9 1.3677
.2600 -1.3330 ,34C7 1.3422 .b_Od -._353 .bd79 .7_1J .SOO_ -.2953 -1.3000 .3544 1.3135
• 3000 -1,355U .3339 1,35_7 .7500 .2466 ._613 .6363 °5000 -.3_09 -1.2646 .3624 1.2972
.3400 -1,3_04 .33_7 1.3637 .6000 ,3401 .7872 *5946 .50_0 -.4265 -1.1632 .3858 1,2505
.3800 -1.3982 .3211 1.3737 .8500 .4102 ._058 .5638 .5000 -.4_21 -.9569 .4431 1.1442
.4200 -1.4186 .3231 1.3uG4 .gOJ3 .4420 .e134 .5511 .ObO0 .29_2 -1.1491 .3927 1.2373
,4600 -I,4169 ,3193 1,38U7 .9_00 .4278 o8113 .5546 ,14C0 ,2992 -1.3823 ,333Z 1.3582
.5000 -1.4507 .3142 1.40_2 l. OdJU .0_13 .7123 .7131 .22GU .2992 -1.3982 .3301 1.3649
.5400 -1,3041 .3502 L.3222 *3006 .2_92 -1,3867 ,3312 1.3626
.5800 -.9197 ._5_3 *.1244 .3_0_ .2992 -1.3392 .3420 1.3392
• 6200 -,7467 ,49_8 1.0478 .45u0 .2992 -1,3571 ,3409 1,3418
°6600 -.6447 .527Z _.o017 .540G .2992 -1.3725 .3317 1,3616
,7000 -.5701 .5457 .971_ .6260 .2992 -.7541 .5014 1.0441
.7500 -.4395 .5_20 .9144 .7000 .2992 -.5411 .5546 .9576
._000 -.3360 .bOF_ ,e734 ,Ob_ .2992 -.3246 .6144 .eb4G
.6500 -.2484 .0_93 ,h4u9 .GOO_ .2992 -.1345 .6629 ,7893
.9000 -.1373 .6608 .7925 .1_&_ .2362 ,1190 .7288 .6877
.9500 -.054_ .6_7 ,75_9 .ZOCO .2362 -.0765 .6792 ,7643
.9720 -.0096 .69_ .7372 .35U& .236Z -,2482 .6327 .8357
1.0000 .0513 o71_3 .7137 .4_00 .2362 -.Z249 .6395 .82_3
.5500 .2362 -.1765 .6504 ,80_5
.b_O0 .2362 -.0291 .6gOb .7467
,7501 .2362 .2382 .7617 .6358
• _bG_ .2362 .3461 .7894 ,5910
.PSO0 .23t2 ,41_ .8069 .5621
._G_ .2362 .4_11 ._17_ .5437
.9_00 .2302 .433_ .8131 ._51o
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TABLE III.- Continued.
TES? 137 PI 20.2904 PSI CN .9400 ¢01 ,0_356 ¢0¢_1 .06230
gUN 53 TT 16_,5880 • C_ -,1433 CO? ,05801 CDCOR2 ,05674
POINT 13 RC L.OG§g MILLInN ¢C *CIIZ C03 .04745 CDCO_3 .066Z5
NICH ,7_92 C04 ,01983 C0¢0R4 *0?866
ALPHA 3,5177 DEG CD5 ,07197 CDCOR5 *02078
UPPER SURFACE LO_E_ SUWFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_LIP1 MLNC XlC CP P_LIPT _LOC XlC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 I.1418 .qgg? .033_ O.uUO0 1.141_ ogggz .d330 .5000 .4921 -1.3419 .3390 1.3409
• 0040 *2380 ,7503 ,0411 ,0040 ,b907 .9374 ,3177 .5000 .6265 -1.3770 ,3370 1.3501
• 0080 -,0692 ,678? ,7658 ,0080 1,0338 ,9707 ,2003 ,5000 ,3009 -1,3033 ,3507 1,3711 ._
,0150 -16727 °58?6 .9135 ,0230 ,5534 ,84?| ,5014 .5000 ,2953 -L.1116 ,3999 1,2234
,0250 -,825_ ,4774 1.u_4_ ,u_O0 ,3150 .77_9 .bUd? ,5000 ,2297 -1,0141 ,4741 1,1784
• 0600 -1,1218 ,39_1 1,Z769 ,1000 ,141h ,7378 ,6E14 ,5000 ,1640 -,9766 ,4354 1,_579
10600 -I.3161 .343_ 1.3300 .1500 .0304 .700_ .721_ .5000 .09_4 -.9839 *4303 1.1564
•0800 -1.3878 ,3289 I._677 .2000 -.Ubl7 *0795 .763_ *SGbO *0378 -.q661 .6_07 1.1486
,1000 -1,3812 ,3?65 1.3728 ._bO0 -,1477 ,6559 .,OO1 .5000 -.0328 -1,0323 ,4?50 1.1769
,1400 -1,3850 ,3273 1,JTl? ,3580 -,2475 ,030_ ,_3_5 ,5000 -,09_4 -,qBO ,4293 1,1691
.1800 -2*3791 *3274 1.3709 .4500 -.2471 *0305 .8391 .5000 -.1640 -1.1141 .396Z 1.2306
.2700 -1.3712 .3276 1*3105 .5500 -.?093 *6389 .8261 *5060 -.2797 -1.2209 .365? 1.7915
,2600 "1.3795 .3290 1.3675 *6500 -.0_08 *68?7 .7589 .5000 -*7953 -1.Z143 .3685 1*7848
•3000 -1.4209 .3Z41 1.3781 .7_00 .2133 .7517 .6517 .50Oo -.3609 -I.?045 .3776 1.2666
,3400 -1,4?16 ,31_3 1,3888 ,8000 ,3??0 ,7a13 ,6042 ,5000 -.6265 -1,0798 .4053 1,2133
,3800 -1,4127 ,31_8 1,3876 ,85_0 ,3896 ,7988 ,575_ .SUUG -,4921 *,8991 ,463g 1,1089
,4200 -1.3885 ,3243 1,3778 ,9000 ,409Z ,8034 ,5679 ,0600 ,_992 -1,1688 ,3790 1,2627
• 4600 -1.Z655 .3585 1.3050 .9500 .3907 .7983 ,5764 ,1400 .7997 -1.3088 .3761 1.3736
.5000 -.9937 .4337 1.1010 1.0000 -.0655 .6810 .7616 .??Ou .2997 -I.3998 .3Z02 1.3868
,5400 -,8382 .4746 1,0d93 ,3000 ,7992 -1,419Z ,3ZO1 1.3_70
,3800 -.7972 ,4871 1,0680 ,3SOU .7992 -1,3702 ,3300 1,3053
• 6200 -*?071 .506_ 1,0357 ,4000 .Z992 -1,Z725 .3586 1,3049
•6600 -.6407 .5227 l.OOgO .54_0 ,2992 -.9650 .6390 1.1516
,7000 -,5686 ,5401 ,980_ ,6200 ,7992 -,8881 .5090 1,0315
• 7500 -,4920 ,5618 ,9462 ,7000 ,2997 -,5506 .5457 .9719
.8000 -.3985 .5913 .8998 .8000 .2997 -.3896 .5917 .8993
• 8500 -,3348 ,6044 ,8794 ,9000 .7997 -,7366 ,6330 ,8352
• 9000 -.2008 ,6469 .8138 .1C00 .2362 .16ZU .7343 .6790
• 9500 -.1759 ,6500 ._092 ,?000 *2362 -.0683 ,6753 *7703
• 9750 -,1917 ,6422 ,8711 ,3500 ,7367 -.7576 ,6263 ,8656
1,0000 -,0655 ,6810 ,7616 ,6500 ,7362 -.7346 ,6363 ,8301
• 5508 .236? -,2074 ,6373 .8287
• 6500 .2302 -,0601 .6769 .7679
,7500 ,?3bZ ,Z171 ,7521 .0509
,8G00 ,7367 ,3?75 .7835 ,6006
• 8500 .2362 .3971 .80C9 .5771
,9000 .?362 ,4253 ,8093 ,5580
.950_ .7367 .3859 .7983 .5763
TEST 137 PI Z1.7330 PSl CN .Z451 CDI .01199 CDCOR1 .01155
gUN 52 TT 177,7711 W CM -.1321 C02 ,01177 CD:ORZ ,01134
POINT Z RC b°I065 MILLZQN CC .0176 C03 .00986 COCOR3 .00966
MACH ,7582 C04 *01074 CDCOR4 ,00989
ALPHA -1,98_7 DEG COS ,00879 CDCOR5 ,00844
UPPER SURFACE LOWkR SURFACE . SPANWISE
XlC CP PeLIPT MLOC X/C CR P*LIPT HLOC Xl¢ YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,0361 .9678 ,1166 0.0000 1,0361 ._678 .2166 ,5000 ,4921 -.6510 ,5048 1.0384
,0040 ,9344 ,9406 ._969 ,b040 ,1179 ,7150 ,7090 .5000 ,4265 -.6573 ,5058 1,0368
,0080 ,6996 .875Z ,6404 ,0080 .2974 ,7649 .6300 .5000 .3609 -.6610 .5021 1.0428
,0150 ,3738 ,7858 ,5969 *UZ3U -.7730 ._067 *8759 ,5000 ,2953 -.6778 ,698? 1,0686
,0250 .0109 *6865 .7531 .0500 -.4472 ,5633 ,9438 ,SHOO ,2297 -,0746 ,4988 1.0488
*0400 -.301_ ,603? ,_817 .1000 -,4579 ,5578 ,9575 ,5000 ,1b60 -,6696 .5076 1,0471
*0600 -.4157 ,5686 .9354 .15J_ -.69O5 .54§6 .9720 .5000 .0984 -.6719 .5000 1.0664
,0800 -.4307 .565_ ._398 .?uO0 -.5089 .596_ 1,OOZ7 .5000 ,03g8 -,b707 ,4993 1,0476
.1000 -*_66_ .5615 .04bb *?500 -.6711 .5119 1.0?66 *5000 -.0378 -.6824 .6949 1.0548
,1600 -.4610 .5562 ,_550 ,3500 -,7078 .4889 1.0669 ,5000 -,09P6 -.0773 ,6962 i,05Z7
.1800 -,4968 ,5469 ,9699 ,4500 -,6719 ,5567 .954? ,5000 -.1640 -.6797 .6960 1,0564
,2?00 -,5?86 ,539] .9821 .5500 -,3707 .5935 ,8963 ,5000 -,2797 -,6727 .4959 1,0533
,2600 -.5453 ,534_ ,_906 ,6500 -.0883 ,6598 .7940 ,5000 -*?953 -,6791 .4951 1,0545
.3000 -.5949 ,5278 1.OU,8 .7500 .1919 .7364 .6756 .SUUO -.3609 -.6761 .695Z 1.0564
*3400 -.6106 .5161 1.v197 .8000 .2765 .7591 ,6398 .5000 -.47_5 -.6874 .4939 1.0566
,3800 -,6326 ,5110 1,0281 ,8500 ,_403 ,7770 .611? ,5000 -,4971 -,6843 ,6946 1,0554
,4ZOO -,6314 ,5104 1,0291 ,9000 .3776 ,7878 .5935 *0600 .799Z -,3889 .5759 ,_740
*4600 -*6544 .5_67 1,_53 *9500 ,3H?? ,7899 ,5901 *1400 .2992 -,4747 ,0551 .9569
,5000 -,6774 ,491_ 1,04_U 1,OOUO ,1Zb5 ,7174 .7_53 ,?TO0 ,Z992 -,5358 .5369 .9860
,5600 -*?095 .49_3 1*G077 *3000 *2992 -,5847 .5716 1.0108
*_00 ",7453 *4776 1._41 ,3800 .7997 -,6474 .5077 1,0365 9
.6700 -.7675 ,4714 1,_94_ .6600 ._99_ -.6476 ,5036 1.0404
,6600 -.8183 .4557 1.1219 ._400 .7997 -.7037 .4895 1.0639
.7000 -,663? .49_4 1,_4_1 ,62U0 .?9_Z -,7547 ,4753 1.08_1
.7500 -.4486 .5586 ._517 .70u0 .?_? -.6877 .6931 1.0579
,8000 -.3330 .5899 .'*_0 .bOO0 .?997 -.3419 .5881 .g047
,8500 -.2155 *6?37 .h4_ ,9_U .2992 -.1177 .6500 .8091
*9000 -,0947 *6569 .79_5 ,tOUt *2362 -.4677 ,55?4 .9611
.9500 .0198 .6_71 .?_21 .?COG .730_ -.5737 .5218 1.0105
.9750 .0798 ,?0?7 .77_u ,3500 ,2302 -,7771 .4848 1,0718
1,0000 ,1265 ,7174 ,7#53 ,4500 ,236? -,6501 ,5586 ,9513
,5500 ,7367 -,3ZqO ,59Z4 ,8987
.6_00 .236Z -.0968 *0585 .7960
.7500 ,236? ,1941 ,737? ,6744
*SGOU *230Z ,2907 ,76?6 *b362
,_5_0 ,7307 ,3581 *78?0 *6030
.9_00 *_362 ,395? ,7917 .5881
,qSGu ,?36? ,405g ,7943 ,5830
g6
TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 Pl 21.7311 PSI CN .3258 CO1 .01211 COCORL .Oll71
RUN 52 TT 177.7770 K CM -.1336 COZ .u1197 COCORZ ,01157
POZNT 3 RC t*Og6_ _ILLION CC ,018fi CO3 .00966 COCOR3 *OGg31
_1_ HACH .7563 C06 ,blO3Z CDCOR6 .Ogg99
ALPHA -1.6_d6 _E_ C05 .00875 COCOR5 .0086[
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANuI_E
XIC CP PtLIP; MLOC XIC CP PpL/P1 MLO_ XIC YIC CP PtLIPT NLOC
OeO000 1,0B07 .gBG8 ,1b66 O. UO00 I,OBO7 .qBO8 .lbbb *5000 ,69_1 -.b903 .6960 1.0566
.0060 .8798 .9Z56 .3339 .OG4O *22_2 .7473 .b505 .5000 .4255 -.6987 .6957 1.0535
.0080 .6277 ,8572 ._7_ _0080 .*oqq ,79_ .5803 .5000 ,3609 -.6971 ,_96_ 1,056q
• 0150 .2867 .7632 .0334 .0Z30 -.1555 .b_24 .8207 .5000 .2q53 -.7041 .6932 1.0578
• 0Z50 -.0857 .6616 ,1_09 ,0500 -.3339 .5930 .RgTZ .5600 .2297 -*bq80 .6q23 1.0593
,0_00 -,6015 .57Z_ .'_2eq ,lOgO -.3735 ._uZ5 .9135 .SOOu .1640 -.7081 ,68qb [.063g
• ObO0 -.5222 .5387 ,q830 .1SOU -,_237 ,_609 .9333 .SbOG ,Oq_4 -,7070 ._906 1.0622
.OeOO -.5236 .5395 .9H17 .guOO -._gb5 .S_bb .9706 .5000 .0328 -.7151 .6895 1.06_0
.1000 -.§356 .53q0 .q82_ .250U -.5565 ._321 .9937 .SGbO -.0328 -.7189 .6862 1.0696
.160U -.5605 .5375 .gu4g .3500 -.60_2 .SZUO 1.0136 .SbuO -.0986 -.7266 .6859 1.0700
.1800 -.5710 .5Z76 1.0Oln ,4_OO -.4517 .5_0 .g506 ,5000 -,1640 -,7217 .485q 1,0683
,2200 -,5933 .5214 1.6111 ,5500 -,3124 ,5955 .6917 ,5000 -,2297 -.713g ,6879 1.0656
.2600 -.6022 .5162 1.016_ .6500 -.Oh04 .6616 .7916 .50G¢ -.2953 -.7236 ._856 1.0709
.3000 -.bSeq .5068 1.U3_6 .7500 .2003 .7602 .6697 .SGO0 -.360q -.7111 .68fl9 1.0633
,3600 -.6731 .5016 1._640 .RbO_ .2631 .7_Z_ .6360 .5000 -.4255 -.7186 .6881 1.0666
.3800 -.6967 .6952 1.0_44 .85U_ .3_16 .7780 .60_6 .5C0C -.6921 -.7218 .6_61 1.0696
.6200 -.6968 .6932 1.0578 .9OC'U .3820 .7_qO .5917 .0600 ,2992 -._836 .5698 .q652
.4600 -.7120 .68_5 1.0657 .9500 .39_8 .7938 .5837 .1_00 .29qZ -.5547 .5312 .9952
e5000 -67160 .68Ul 1.0663 leOO00 .lZUI .71_0 .7063 .220_ *2ggz -.5977 .5210 1*6118
.5600 ".7608 .6_24 1.G75g .3000 .2992 -.6336 .5097 1.0303
.5800 -.7701 .6721 1.0Q35 .380G .2q92 -°7025 .6qll 1.0612
,6200 -.8087 ,6628 1.1395 .4600 ,2992 -.7081 .6890 1,06_q
.6600 -.8198 .6601 1.1163 .5400 .2992 -.7328 .6861 1.0697
.7000 -.6736 .6990 1.0681 ,6200 .2qq2 -.78_b ._bgq 1.0976
.7500 -.6_10 .5602 .g_87 .7006 .2992 -.6666 .5030 1.0616
,RGO0 -,3332 .5936 ._q65 .8000 .2992 -.346g .5896 .9026
.BSO0 -.2162 .6256 .8666 .9_00 .2992 -,1165 .6536 .8039
.1000 .2362 -.3807 .5790 .9190
.9000 -.0921 °6589 .7956 .2000 .Z3bZ -.6997 .5655 .9721
.9500 .0209 .bBg4 .76_6 .3500 .2362 -.5937 .5239 1.007G
.9750 .0766 .706U .7250 .6500 .2362 -.6362 ,5b66 ,9389
1.0000 .1201 .7180 .7063 .5_00 .2362 -.3117 .5972 ._q07
.6500 .2362 -.0922 .6583 .7q66
.7500 .2362 .2011 .7398 .6703
.BOO0 .2362 .3009 .7666 .6282
.8500 .2362 ,3658 .7846 .sqq2
.gOO_ .2362 .6056 .?qSO .5818
.9_U_ .2362 ._107 .7973 ,5779
TEST 137 P1 _x,7252 P_I CN ,605_ CDI .0125* COCOA1 .01204
RUN 52 11 177.5055 K CH -.1366 C92 .01205 COCOR2 .01155
POINT 6 RC b.1066 R|LL|ON CC .01gO CD3 .OOg3_ CDCOR3 .OOUgl
HACH .75fl5 CO4 ,01d36 COCOR6 ,oogg5
ALPIt& -1.0081 DEC CD5 .00_75 COCDR5 .00835
UPPER SURFACE LOMER SURFACE SP&NklSE
XlC CP P*LIP_ qLOC XlC CP P_LIPr HLOC XlC YIC CP P_LIPT HLOC
0,0000 1.1155 .gg_l .lZgl G._uO0 1.1155 .gqO1 .1191 ,5C00 ,_921 -.7593 ,_750 1.0886
,0060 ,8118 ._0£_ ._763 .0040 .3291 .7761 .615q .SOO_ ,_265 -.7756 .6725 1,0928
,0080 ,5563 .8366 .5115 *OOeO ._122 .8263 .5326 .5000 .3609 -.7726 .6726 1.0qZ9
.0150 .1917 .7366 ,6726 .0230 -.0661 .6718 .7756 .SbGb .2953 -.7918 .4656 1.1067
.025u -.1756 .b3_q .83u7 .0500 -.23B8 .6186 ._577 .5_00 .22_7 -.7880 .6680 1.1006
.040U -.5077 ,5_37 .gT_O .103_ -,3015 .6009 .8869 .5000 .1640 -.7966 .6662 1,1072
.0600 -,6517 ,5056 1.u371 .1530 -,3_77 ._e6_ ,9076 ,Sbud .Oq_4 -.7976 .6662 1.1036
.0800 -.5337 .51u7 1._2o6 .ZOO0 -._378 .50_3 .963g .500C .U32_ -,78qb ._689 l.Og90
.1OO0 -,6268 .5127 1.0?5_ .2500 -.501_ .54_1 .q666 ,500G -._328 -.7661 .4701 1.0970
.1_00 -.6225 .5139 1.023_ .3_00 -.5_7_ .533q .9909 .5000 -.0984 -._060 .6640 1.1075
.1BOO -.6376 ._081 1.0329 .4500 -.4291 .5653 .9606 .SGO0 --._640 -.7968 .6660 1.1061
,2200 -.6676 ._bO2 1._460 ._500 -.2987 .o024 .8826 ,5000 -.2297 -.7_46 .6686 1.1000
,2600 -.6686 ._99q 1.V66_ .65u0 -.0758 .6636 .7881 .5000 -.2q53 -.7820 .6696 1.0978
.3000 -.7082 .4qOq 1.3615 .7_00 .1078 .7616 .6677 .SOO_ -.3609 -.7853 .4672 1.1019
.3400 -.7250 .4_55 1.07_7 .8000 .Zg88 .7666 .6282 .5£UC -.4265 -.7775 ._723 1.0933
.3800 -.75_5 .675d 1.u871 .8500 .3573 .7816 .6037 .5_OO -.4921 -.7783 .6706 1.0961
._200 -.7_51 .67_3 1.0898 .gO00 .6000 .7937 .5860 .0600 .2992 -.6003 .5187 1.0156
.6600 -.7869 .666_ 1.1027 .gSO_ .6038 .7q_O .5818 .16_b .29qZ -.6385 .50_0 1.0315
.5000 -.8028 .6646 1.[061 loOUOO .lbq3 .7167 .7095 .2200 .2992 -.6731 .5001 1.0_63
.5600 -.8023 .466_ 1.1350 .30_0 .2992 -.6909 .6965 1.0523
_e- .5800 -.8118 .663C 1.lOg1 .3_00 .2992 -,7568 .6743 1.08q8
.bZO0 -.8469 .4_27 |.LZXO ._60_ .2qg2 -.7807 ._720 1.0937
.660U -.8416 ,4537 [.[/55 .5400 .?q92 -.7940 ,4661 1.1G3q
.7000 -.6619 .502, 1.a430 .6200 o2qq2 -.d217 .65gl 1.1160
.7500 -,44Q3 ,560'* .'_676 ,7_00 .2992 -ob556 ,503q 1.0400
.8000 -.3336 .5914 .e_6 ._0_0 .2g_? -.3450 .5_Z .9031
._500 -.2145 .62(3 .,_5_. ._601 .2_92 -.1229 .6515 .8067
.gO00 -,0q67 .65_Z .?/t.'. ,IC0_ .2362 -.30_8 .6005 ,88_6
.9500 .0171 .686U ./_4 .2GOC .Z3bZ -.4341 .5655 .q403
.g750 .0686 .7C33 .7271 .35U0 .2362 -.5475 .5341 .gg05
1.0000 ,1093 ,7)4/ .7_5 .450U ._3OZ -_4165 .5707 .g3Z1
.5500 .2362 -.2972 .b01q .8U33
,6500 .2362 -.0790 .6626 .7899
.7_06 ,2362 .2105 .7422 ,6665
._UO .2361 .3084 .76q7 .6229
._OG .2362 .3720 .7651 ,5980
.g_O ,2362 .4142 .7987 .5757
.4500 .23o2 .4147 .?982 .5764
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PI _i.72_ _b! CN .4_97 CUt .01385 COCOR1 . .d1337
PUN 52 TI 177.6560 _ CM -.1415 C02 ,01344 CD¢ORZ .OlZg5
POINT § PC 6.111g MILLIOt_ ¢C ,Clg4 CD3 ,ClOgg CDCOR3 ,01058
MAtH .7585 C04 ,Oll4g CDCOR4 ,01107
ALPHA -.499O OEG CD5 .00945 CDCOR5 .OOgO_
UPPER SURFACE LOWEB SURFACE SPANdISE
XlC CP PpLIPT _LbC XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1335 .gg4_ *u_7 O.UGO0 1.1335 *_948 .0867 .5(.00 *4ggl -*_4Z2 .4513 1.1279
,0040 .7485 ._88§ ,4L42 .G040 ,42_7 ,_004 ,5729 ,50GC .4265 -.8609 .4445 1.1417
.0060 .47q5 .8158 .5470 .0_ .bOb6 *8500 ,4873 ,5000 *360_ -,Obb3 .4437 1.1431
.0150 .1256 .716_ .7065 .OZ3O .b4Bb .0955 .7391 .50_0 .2953 -.SbZ1 ,4468 1.1376
,0Z50 -.2505 .6133 *_656 ._50u -.1511 .1404 ,8Z38 ,5000 .2297 -.8623 ,4450 1.140g -.,v
.0400 -.604g .517_ 1.0171 .1000 -.234g .6167 .H571 .SU3O .1640 -.8585 .44_7 1.1343
.0600 -.7803 .4697 1.0977 .1500 -.2_gl .6023 .8826 .5000 .0984 -.8554 .4488 1.1341
.0800 -.7712 .4684 1.0_Vg .ZUOJ -.3765 .57g5 .glSZ .SUOG .0328 -.8502 .4450 1.1408
.1000 -.7793 .4813 1.0778 .Z§O0 -.4458 .55g0 .g506 .50U0 -.0328 -.8586 .447g 1.1356
.2400 -.7022 .488_ 1.vb4g .350_ -.5097 .541g .9779 .SGOG -.0984 -.8595 .4443 1.1421
.1800 -*72Z3 .4841 1.0731 .4500 -.4045 .5728 .g289 .5000 -.1640 -*eS_O .4463 1.1385
,?ZOO -.7281 .48Zg l._7_Z .5500 -.?US? .6056 .877b .SO00 -.8297 -.e492 .4472 1.1370
,Z600 -.7380 .480g 1,076_ .6500 -,0709 ,5618 ,7909 ,5000 -,2953 -.8551 ,4464 1.1384
.3000 -.777g .4674 1,1016 ,75d_ ,2122 ,7408 ,6687 ,5060 -.3bOg -,8514 ,4459 1,13gz
,3400 -.7954 .4632 1.10_ .dO00 .305g .7o67 .6277 .50_0 -.4165 -.8575 .4468 1*1376
,3800 -.8171 .45gZ 1.115_ .85_U .3687 .7644 *§gg_ .5000 -.4gZl -.8557 .44_0 1.1391
.4_00 -.8181 .4571 1.11_5 .gbO0 .4061 .7949 .58Z0 .OtOG .zggz -.7129 .4_54 1.0708
,4600 -,8403 ,4537 1*1155 .9500 .4107 *7954 .5811 .1400 *zggz -.7157 *4856 1.0705
,5000 -,85g4 ,4477 1.13_0 1,000_ *I_31 .7101 ,7166 .?ZOO .Lgg2 -,7154 ,4861 1.0597
,5400 -.8816 .4362 1.1504 ,3000 .2992 -,7593 ,4759 1,0_70
.SeO0 -.g14B .43Z_ I.Ib3Z .3_U0 .2vgZ -._lb4 .4577 1.1184
.6200 -.g484 .4197 1,1_05 .4_0 .Z99_ -,8448 .4515 l,lZgl
.6600 -,g701 ,4154 1.1943 .5400 .2992 -.8748 .4430 1,1444
.7000 -.6640 .4g83 1.6492 .6200 .2g_2 -,9045 .4340 1.1605
.7500 -.4318 ._633 .9437 .7_00 .2V92 -.b149 ._147 I.UZ21
.8000 -._18g .5931 ._970 ._1_0 .Z'_Z -*3313 .5915 ._1995
.8§00 -.2093 .6252 .,47Z .gOOb ._gg2 -.1141 .6521 *805_
.9000 -,og3g .b§51 .1997 .,ibOu .1362 -.Z41b .blbl ._b13
.9500 .o07g .&848 .75_5 .2_00 .236Z -.3821 .5776 .gZlZ
,9750 *0§87 *6ggu *7338 .3506 .7362 -,5056 ,5427 .9766
1.0000 .1031 .7101 ._1oO .4_00 .23b2 -.3971 .5720 .9301
._SOu .2362 -.ZSbZ .6031 .8814
._500 ,236Z -.0753 .6617 ,7911
*75_G *2361 *1151 .74_3 *6664
*UO00 *_361 .3158 .77_8 .b111
.8500 ,2362 .376g ,7864 .595g
.gOCO .1361 .420g .7gg3 ,_747
*gSO0 ,236Z *4167 .7976 .5775
TE_T 137 PT Zl.726g P$1 CN .5613 CD1 .01454 CD_OR1 ,01395
RUN 52 TT 177.5376 v CM -,1416 C02 .01420 COCORZ ,0136Z
POINT 6 RC _.luo7 _ILLION CC .0179 CD3 .011g_ C000R3 ,01148
MACH .7566 CO4 ,01244 CD_OR4 .01195
ALPH_ -,OOZI OEG ¢D5 ,01117 C0_0R5 ,01066
UPPER SURFACE LOWEP SURFACE SPANWI$E
XIC CP P_LIPT _LUC XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC YIC CP P_LIPT MLflC
0,0000 1,1470 ._gBb ,0453 O,O000 1,1470 ,9986 ,0453 ,5_b_ .4gZl -.891q .4414 1.1471
,0040 .6891 ,8730 ,444_ ._040 .51UZ .8Z5Z .530g ._003 .42b5 -,g117 .43_7 1,1_74
*0080 *410Z .7961 *STgg *00_0 ,b_4Z .8746 .441& .5000 *3bOg -*9097 *4310 1.1540
,0150 .047Z ,6964 ,737_ ,UZ30 ,1315 ,71gu ,7028 ,5000 .Z953 -,9195 .4328 1,1626
,0_50 -.3373 ,5g03 ,g.314 ,0800 -,0701 o6646 ,7867 .5000 .2297 -,9206 ,4306 1.1666
.0400 -*6882 .4g64 1._524 .lOOO -,169_ ,_350 ,8308 .5000 .1640 -,9262 .4316 1.1647
,0600 -,8753 ,4442 I,I_13 .150_ -.2467 ,6171 .H_95 ,5000 ,_964 -.g105 ,4355 1,1577
.OHO0 -.9001 .43_3 1.1527 .2000 -.3266 .5945 .8q47 .5000 ,032_ -.8992 .43e0 1.1532
,1000 -,8594 ,4450 1.140g .2500 -,3930 ,57_4 .g147 ,SOoU -.0328 -,_961 ,4377 1,153g
,1400 -,8333 ,4543 1,1243 ,3500 -,4603 ,5665 ,g546 ,50U0 -,0984 -.g015 ,434_ 1,1601
*1800 -.8206 .4575 l.ll_h .45U0 -.3745 .5823 ,913g .5000 -.lh4O -.8931 .4364 1.1561
o2200 -,83gg .454n I.I13_ ,_bO0 -.26_2 ,6107 ._697 .5000 -.2297 -,_72 .4417 1.14bb
,?bOO -,794_ .457q 1,1JUT ,_Ou -.bLOq ,5b_I .7011 .5_06 -.29_3 -,_964 ,4386 1,152_
.3000 -,8100 ,4635 1,10_3 ,7500 ,1216 ,7446 ,bbZ_ ,SOOb -,3609 -,6900 ,4415 1,1453
.3400 -.fl07b .4601 .,II4Z .bUdO .3102 .7o_7 .6246 .5000 -*4155 -*SgZ1 .4400 1.1497
.3800 -.8467 .4527 1,1271 .85_0 .3694 .7048 ._985 .5_00 -.4921 -.8858 .4418 1,1465
.4200 -.8740 ,4434 1.1436 ,9000 .4140 ,7_81 .576_ ,ObO0 ,zgg2 -.801Z .4649 1.105g
,4600 -,8803 ,4441 1._421 .95_0 .41U3 .7gg7 .5740 .14_b .2991 -,891Z .44&g i*14_2
.5000 -.g033 ,4375 1.1_42 l,O000 .0947 .7112 .714_ .2200 ,ZgQZ -.7842 .4681 1.100_
,_400 -,g330 ,4287 1,17_0 ,3000 ,29_2 -.8068 ,4637 1.1060
,5800 -.g_8B .420Z l.lU_h .3800 .299Z -.B5_3 ,4474 1,1365
*6200 -1*0053 ,4056 1.2127 .4bbO .ZggZ -*_g51 ,4373 1.1_46
.6600 -.g873 ,410_ 1,203_ .54&_ ,2992 -.9427 .4237 1*1792
.7000 -.594Z .5710 L*blO1 ,6200 .299Z -.9765 *4132 1*19_b
,7§00 -.4285 .Sbbq .93_,1 .7Lb_ .2_gZ -.5_7_ .SZbZ 1.0033
*8600 -.3207 ._gSb ._93 *_CO0 *2992 -.3303 *_943 .8g§1
*8500 -*2058 *6281 ,_428 *gUO0 ,2992 -*lag1 *653? .8033
.gO00 -,OgLg ,bSgl .7g_I ,1000 ,2362 -,1715 .6389 .8261
.gSO0 .OOg8 .6_84 .75uv .20_0 .236_ -.3301 .5931 .8g?O
,9750 ,0472 ,6967 .7373 .3_&_ ,2362 -,4494 .SbZ4 ,g451 ,,
1.0000 ,Og4T *7111 ,714_ ,4_00 ,2361 -.36_7 .5_44 .9105
.550& .1362 -,1681 ,5110 .8691
,bSO0 .2361 -*0681 *b6bZ ,7841
,7_UL ,Z3bZ .Zlg7 .743g .663g
._00 .23bZ .3191 ,7721 .blgO
,_00 ,Z3bZ ,3867 ,7893 .SglZ
*gO00 *2361 .4267 ,8006 .5714
,gSGU ,2362 ,4190 ,7987 ,57_b
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TESt 137 P[ 22.12_3 _l CN ._447 CO1 .01732 CDCOR[ .01668
RUN 52 _T &77.537o K CM -.1404 C02 .Ol7bg CDCOW2 .01846
POINT 7 RC 6olZ83 MILLIQN CC ,0183 C03 .01525 COCOg3 ,0166q
MACH ,7593 CO4 .01425 COCOR6 ,01370
_LPH{ ,6990 O£G CD5 .e1266 CDCOR5 .01267
UPPER SURFICE LOWER _bRFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PtL/Pl MLOC X/C CP P,L/P1 MLOC XlC Y/C ¢P PpL/PT _LOC
0.0008 1,162_ 1.0029 O,_dbu O.O000 1.1626 l,O02g 0.0000 .5000 ,4921 --.9803 .4096 1,2053
• 0060 .6356 *_572 .6762 .086_ .5877 ._643 ._q?4 .5600 .4265 -.9q17 .610_ 1.2028
.bOSh .3560 .77eg .60_0 .0')80 .76_ .8925 .6062 .5000 .3609 -.q834 .61_7 1.2032
.0150 -,0125 ,6786 ,7651 .OZ_v ,2158 .7626 ,6659 ,5060 .2953 -,q695 .612q 1.1991
,0250 -.3970 ,5732 .qZOI .0_00 -,0014 ,_14 .760_ .5000 ,22q7 -,9550 ._181 1,169_
.0400 -,7378 ,47_6 l,u_2b .I000 -.1147 ,tSu_ ,8_7q ._OGO ,1640 -,q5_8 ,4182 1.18qZ
.0600 -.9376 .4236 1,1193 ,1500 -,?go5 .{275 ,8636 ,5000 ,Cq_6 -.q613 ,6170 1.1ql4
.0800 -.9663 .4168 1.1965 .2_0b -.2778 .6037 .8805 .5000 .0328 -.9528 .61_5 1.186B
.i000 -.g602 ,4166 1,1923 ,2508 -,347q ,5_01 .q079 ,5000 -.G328 -.945_ .4232 1,1800
.1600 -.9476 .4211 1.1_4v .3500 -.4187 .5673 .q375 .5000 -.09h6 -.9096 .6320 1.1641
.1800 -.9302 .4248 1.1772 .4500 -.3548 .5_40 .9112 .5000 -.164U -.8913 .6346 1.15q_
• 2200 -.g321 ._234 _.17_7 ._500 -.2602 .6104 .8700 .5000 -.229? -.9420 .6260 1.1785
•2600 -.9332 ,6226 1,1811 ,6_00 -,056q ,6659 ,7860 ,SbuO -,2953 -.9665 ._142 1.1966
.3000 -.9701 .6168 1.1918 .7500 .221g .762q ,6656 .5000 -.3609 -.q72q .4128 1.1993
• 3403 -.9758 ._128 1.1993 .80_0 .3159 .76g6 .6236 ._OuO -.6265 -.9786 .all7 1.2012
.3800 -.9178 .4272 1.172q .8500 .3624 .7872 .5945 .5000 -.4921 -.9731 ._145 1.1962
e%200 -.9021 .4327 l.lb_8 .9000 .6156 .7g63 .5797 .0600 .2992 -.859_ .6_64 1.1383
•6600 -.9326 .4254 1.1700 .qSO0 ,4201 .79_6 ,5757 ,140_ .299_ -.q845 .4107 1.2031
•5000 -.9714 ,4142 1.1966 1,0000 ,0761 .?036 ,7206 .22U0 ,2992 -,9604 .6172 l.lqll
.5400 -,9797 ,6121 1,_0_ .31'vO .29g2 -,8843 ,4603 1.16ql
• 5800 -.9881 .4115 l.?ulb .3800 .2q92 -.g34q .4254 1.1750
.6200 --1,0437 .3950 I._2_ ,4500 ._ggZ -,g072 ,4152 1.1930
,6600 -1,0769 ,3833 1,2_5 .5400 .2992 -,qTq8 .4117 1,2013
•.7000 -.520_ ,5124 l,_)Zb9 .6200 .2992 -I,0409 ,3974 1.2283
.7_00 -.4318 .5620 .965g °?000 .2_'._ -.58_0 .5186 1.0157
• 8000 -.3315 .5927 ._976 .BOuu .2992 -.3174 .5929 .8973
.8500 -,2074 ,6246 ,_4_2 ,goco .2_q2 -,1121 .0514 .8069
.9000 -.0979 .6555 ._Obb .lOOb .2362 -.1168 .6500 .B090
• gSO0 -.0074 .68¢2 .7087 .2000 .2362 -.2766 .b055 ._777
.9750 .0391 .6920 .7636 .3500 .2362 -.4146 .SbgO ._367
1.0000 .0761 .?036 .72o0 .6500 .2362 -.3464 .6873 .9061
,5500 .2352 -.2498 ,6162 .8662
.o_uO .2362 -,0622 ,6650 .78b0
°7500 .2362 .22_4 .7651 .6620
.8_00 .2352 ,3314 ,7745 ,615Z
.bSUO .2362 .3998 .7q28 .5853
.9000 .236_ .63Eq ._01_ ,_705
.gSO0 ,2362 .4Z71 ,8003 .5730
TEST 137 PT 21,7o08 PSI CN ,7199 CDI .01q16 CDCORI .01861
RUN 32 TT 177.5397 X CN -.1685 C02 .01892 CDCORZ .01820
POIN1 8 RC _.1860 _ILLIO_ CC .Olbg CO3 .01675 COCOR3 .01611
MACH .7576 CD4 .01567 CDCOR6 .01503
ALPHA ._g?9 DEG CO5 o015_9 C0C0R9 ,01658
UPPER SURFACE LOWER _URFACE SPANWIS_
X/C CP P_L/PT _LaC XlC CP PeLIPT _LOC XIC Y/C CP P_LIg[ _LOC
0.0000 1,1641 1,0034 O.Lu_G O,OOuO 1,1641 I._d36 O,OUO_ .SCU_ ,4921 -1.0675 ,3906 1,2616
• 0040 .5698 .8_84 ,504_ .Or40 .65_5 ._633 .66Zq .5000 .4265 -1.0665 .3894 1.2435
.0080 .2_§6 .760_ .6371 .uO_U ._272 .giO0 .3079 .500_ .3ov9 -1.075H .3878 1o2682
.0150 -.0782 .6610 .797? .0230 .2877 .7626 .6343 .5000 .2963 -1.0730 .386_ 1.26Ue
• 0250 -.4710 .5512 .gSflb ._SuU .0679 .7026 .7281 .5000 .7297 -1.07,_ .3qOb 1.2413
.0400 -,7922 ,4bbU 1,Id_8 ,IUOU -.05_6 .6667 .7_6 .5000 .166U -I.J517 .3V37 1.2353
•ObdO -.qgg2 .4_63 1.287_ ,1530 -.I_51 .o_?O .8213 .5_uU .09M6 -1.0093 ,405g 1.2122
• 0800 -1.04Z0 .396_ I,?JUL .7000 -,2332 .01_0 .e56_ ,_GdO .O3Z_ -1.0072 ,6024 1.21_7
,100d -L,0424 ,3961 1._3_b ,2_Od -.3016 ,b#95 ._070 .bOOO -,032_ -1,0261 .4020 1.2195
.1400 -1,0356 ,39q_ I,_38 ,3_dU -,3709 .5810 ,9159 .5000 -.09_6 -1.0_42 ,3_00 1.2620
•1800 -I.0181 .602_ l._l_g .45_0 -.331_ .5917 .0991 ,50u0 -.Io6U -I.u366 ,3973 1.22_4
.2200 -1.0392 .3997 1.2J3't .5_VU -.2601 .tlb'_ .HbO0 .SHOO -.2297 -/.Obgg .399q 1.2236
• 2600 -L.0266 .4017 L.ZZ_.? ._bOU -.0_23 ._? .7803 ._C_O -.2_3 -_.3318 .3995 1.2242
• 3000 -1.0483 .393g 1.734q .7_dO .g263 .7_3 .6633 .5000 -.3009 -1.o316 .3987 1.2258
.3400 -1,0741 ,3_75 1.2673 .8000 ,3217 .7722 .618d ,5000 -,6265 -1.0656 ,3951 1.2325
• 3_00 -1.0837 .3838 t.Z545 ._ .3_8q .?_o_ .5q03 .5000 -,4_21 -1.0410 .3951 1.Z3Z6
.4200 -1.0442 .39_0 1.22_ .9000 .6229 .8004 ,57_ .06_0 .29_2 -.qlgZ .42q_ 1.167q
•4500 -I,0528 .3936 1.2359 .95d0 .6217 ,79_q ,5753 ,1600 ,2qq2 -I,0769 ,3911 1,2403
.5000 -1.0231 .6021 l.?lg3 1.0080 ._805 .7060 .7221 .2200 .2qg3 -1.3765 .3g03 1.261q
• 5400 -1.0428 .3q26 I.Z_75 .3000 .2q92 -,q916 .6102 1.2041
•5800 -1.0269 .4_18 l.Zi_9 .3_ .29gZ -1,0226 .4037 1.2103
.5200 -1.0632 .3_5_ I._SU_ .6600 .29_2 -1.0510 .3945 1._337
,b6UO -.g745 .613_ 1.1_72 .56££ ,_qg_ -ioUg8_ .3831 L,2558
• 70UU -,5656 .5Z31 1.0du3 .620_ .2qgZ -1.1050 .3ull 1.2597
.7500 -.420§ .56?b ._37£ .7£bG ,_g92 -.56?3 .5323 .gg34
• 8000 -.3166 ,5962 ,rg?2 .ObGb oZqq2 -,3179 ,5963 .8921
,85U& -,213g .026U ,8_g_ ,gbbo .2q92 -,1165 ,6520 ,_060
.gO00 -.1177 ,b4g_ ._oq5 .lOGu .236_ -.0647 ,6662 .7873
.gso0 -.0214 .67_2 .76,_ .2000 .2362 -.226q .621_ .8524
• g750 .0297 .6q22 ,7662 .3508 .Z3_Z -.3811 ,5779 .g208
1.0000 .0805 .7066 .7221 .4500 .2362 -.3131 .5987 .U683
.5_G0 .2362 -.Z_22 .6162 ._612
.6503 .2362 -.u556 .6703 .777g
.7500 ,230_ .2356 .76g_ .6551
.8000 .236_ .332_ .?765 .6152
,850£ ,2302 ,3981 .7934 ,5865
.gUOu .23h2 ._306 ._036 .5678
._500 .2362 .6311 .8023 .5698
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT ZI.TZ43 PSI CN .7704 CDE .02727 C0¢0R1 .0Z533
RUN _2 T1 177.b157 € CR -.1_C2 CDZ .023_5 COC_Z ,02248
POINT 9 RC 6.iI_4 _ILLI,)_ CC .O17Z C03 .0203Z C0C0R3 .01995
MAtH .7588 C0_ .02067 CDCOR6 .01950
ALPHA 1.50Z9 OtG ¢D_ .01557 COCQR5 .01576
UPPER SURFACE LO_E_ _U_FACE SPANuISE
XIC CP PpLIPI _L_C XIC CP PmLIVI MLOC XIC YIC CP P*LIPT MLOC
O.&O00 1.1651 1.003_ 0.0000 d.OGO0 1.1051 1.003_ 0.0000 .50GG .6921 -1.1241 .3711 1,2795
.0040 .5217 ,8264 ,_2_ .O_b .7_51 ,_776 ,4357 .5000 .62t_ -I,1360 ,3bgb 1,2826
°0080 .2307 .7459 .6607 oOVdU ._gG .9215 .3435 .5000 ,35Cg -1o1369 .36_6 1,2865
• 0150 -,1336 .6657 ._157 .023u ,3416 .7753 .6122 ,5000 ,2953 -1.1352 .3676 1,2855
•0230 -.51q3 .5403 .9_05 ,0500 .//67 .7169 .7091 .5000 .2297 -1.1436 .366Z 1.Z853
.0400 -.8671 ,4469 1.13_0 .1000 -.0193 .678_ .76_5 .500G .1640 -1.137Z .3710 1.2798
.0600 -1.0526 .3_33 1,2361 .1500 -,1106 .6519 .8ubg .5000 ,0986 -1,1271 .3705 1*2b07
,0800 -1.0919 .3822 1,257O ,2000 -.2005 ,6261 .8658 ,5000 .0328 -1.0806 .3867 1.2686
,1000 -1,1049 ,37_3 1._6_Z .25d0 -.Z7_9 ._056 .8775 ,5000 -.0328 -1,1313 .3890 1,283_
•1400 -1.0751 .3834 1.2552 .3500 -.3618 ,5_3b .9118 ,5000 -,_9_4 -I,1562 ,3663 1,2933
• 1800 -1.0693 .3646 I.ZOZg .4_00 -.3218 .5936 .8962 .5000 -.1640 -1.1725 .3624 1.2970
.2200 -1o0893 ,3516 1.Z592 .5500 -,Z636 ._159 .8615 .5000 -.2Z97 -1,0663 .3856 1,Z513
• 2600 -1.0845 .3821 1.2579 ,6_00 -,0557 ,b575 .7823 .5000 -.29_3 -1.0785 ,3867 1,ZSZ7
.3000 -1,1209 .3743 1,2732 ,7500 .22Z5 .7639 ,5638 .5000 -o3509 -1,0867 ,38Z6 1.2567
,3400 -1,1360 .3683 1,Z851 ,8Odd ,3218 ,7699 .6Z26 .5000 -.6265 -1.098Z ,3819 1.Z562
.3800 -1,1522 .36Z_ 1o2_50 .8500 .3_36 o7918 .5871 ,5G_0 -.6921 -1.0756 .3835 1*9551
• 6200 -1.1716 .3604 1.3011 .9030 .4195 .7977 .5773 .0600 .2992 -.9559 .6197 1,1864
,4600 -1.1269 ,3738 1,Z7_l ,95:0 ,6128 ,7963 ,5797 .1400 .299g -1.1131 ,3756 1.2707
,5000 -1.1129 ,3744 l.ZTZ9 1,_000 ,0318 .6903 .7€71 .2ZOO .299Z -1.1389 .3713 1,Z79Z
• 5600 -1o1103 .37_5 1.Z649 .30uO ,29_Z -1,0817 ,3864 1.Z534
• 5800 -1,1599 .3610 1.2_98 .3_00 .2992 -1.077Z ,384_ 1.2532
°6200 -1.1224 .3730 I.ZT57 ,6500 .299Z -1,1118 ,3768 1.ZbSZ
.5600 -.7173 .4873 1.0677 .5_00 ,299Z -1.1709 .36C9 /.3002
.7000 -.5296 ,5336 .9913 ,5200 ,2_92 -1,ZOO5 ,3516 1.3197
.7_00 -._330 ,5627 .96_7 .7000 .299Z -,5566 ._321 ,9937
.8000 -.3372 .5889 .9035 .eOOO .29_Z -.3222 .5926 .8975
,8500 -.2287 .6208 ._561 ,9000 .ggqZ -,1251 .5671 .8135
.9000 -.1670 .6604 ._Z3g .1000 .236Z -.0241 .6773 .7572
,9500 -*045Z ,6715 ,7761 ,2GUG ,_362 -.2001 .bZ82 ,U4gb
.9750 -.0078 .6811 .7613 .3505 °2362 -.3616 ._831 .9127
1.0000 .0318 .6_03 .7671 .4500 .2362 -.3182 .5937 ,e961
,5500 .2352 -.2350 ,618Z ,8581
.6500 .236Z -.0616 .6654 ,7855
.7500 .2362 .2302 ,7_70 ,6590
.8000 ,Z362 ,3297 ,7733 ,6171
.8500 .236Z .4000 .7922 .5864
.9GO0 ,236Z ,4375 .8033 .5681
.9500 *Z36Z .6190 .7965 .5761
TEST 137 PT 21.72ll PSI CN .7992 CD1 .03683 C00021 .03581
RUN 52 TT 177.6423 K C_ -,1502 C02 *03235 CDCORZ .0313g
POINT 10 RC 6.1Z02 MILLION CC .0186 C03 ,02553 COCOR3 .02653
MACH .7605 CD_ .0Z_18 CDCQR_ .02316
ALPHI 1.9958 OEG C05 .01681 CO,OR5 .01579
UPPER SURFACE LONER SURFACE _PAN_ISE
XIC CP P_LIPT _L_C XlC CP P_LIP1 _LOC X/C Y/C CP P_LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1636 I.G027 u.ooOO O,OOUO 1,1536 1.¢027 0.0000 .5000 ._921 -1.1821 .3566 1.3089
,0040 ,4723 .8132 ,5514 .0060 .7655 .8884 .4144 .5000 .6265 -1.1823 ,3567 1.3086
.0080 ,1984 ,735Z .6775 ,0080 .9061 ,9318 ,3192 .5000 .3609 -1.1827 .3537 1.3148
.0150 -.1810 ,6323 .8363 ,0/30 .3828 ,7863 .5q61 .5000 .2953 -1.1998 .3543 1.3137
,0250 -.5397 .5290 ,99_8 ,0_00 ,1631 ,7282 .6886 .5000 ,ZZ97 -1.1897 .35Zl 1.3182
.0400 -.8699 .4395 1.15_4 .1030 ,014C .6_75 .7515 .500b .1640 -i,1904 ,3569 1,3124
*0600 -1.0755 .3841 1,2539 .1500 -,0_19 ,6576 ,7975 ,5500 ,0_84 -1,1871 .3538 1,314_
.0800 -1.1159 .3703 1.2811 .2000 -.1711 ,6362 .8333 .5000 .0326 -1,Z296 .3666 1.3343
*1000 -1.1381 .3666 l.loqO ,2500 -.25_3 .6119 .8679 .5000 -.03Z8 -1.1893 .3539 1.3145
*1400 -1.1686 .3695 1,Z_27 ,3500 -,3614 .57_5 .9198 .5500 -.09_6 -1,183_ .3515 1.3173
.1600 -1,1168 .37L3 I.Zel2 .650J -.3Z67 .59J/ ,90/7 ,5000 -,1660 -1.2087 .34_8 1.3251
.ZEoO -1.1263 ,36_3 I.ZU32 .5500 -.2655 .6135 ,6653 ,5000 --.ZEg7 -1.1595 .356Z 1,3097
.2600 -1.16_1 .3571 1.2H75 .65J0 -,U_93 .6606 ,7927 .5C00 -.Z953 -1.1266 ,37Z0 1.2778
.3000 -1.1583 ,3506 1.3U07 .7_00 .2167 .7610 .6586 ,SOOG -.3609 -1.1185 .3709 1.2799
.3600 -1.1789 .35_ 1.31_6 .SOO_ .3230 .1730 ,617T ,5000 -.4_65 -1,1264 .36_9 1°Z860
.3800 -1.2155 ,35&0 /.32Z7 ,85_0 .3.73 .7o76 .596_ .5000 -._gZI -1,0975 .3779 1.Z660
,6ZOO -1.2199 .3437 1.3J_7 .9030 ,615H .7959 ._803 ,0600 .2992 -.9537 .6150 1,1952
,6600 -1.2158 .3_7g 1,3259 ,9500 ,6LZ3 °7956 .5811 ,1606 ,ZgqZ -1.1561 .3637 i,Z9_4
.5000 -1,2069 .3_.3 I._Z01 I,_000 .0031 .68_ ,75_2 ,ZZO0 .2992 -1.1637 ,3587 1,3067
.5600 -I.1613 ,3632 1.29_ ,3&O_ ,299Z -1.1639 .3629 1.2960
.5800 -1.1718 ,3587 1,30_6 ,3800 .Z992 -1.1356 .3695 1,2825
.6200 -.8059 .457Z I.i193 .6600 .299Z -1.1550 .3611 1.2996
*5500 -.6171 .512o 1,u265 ,5400 .2992 -1,20Z8 .3457 1.3317
,7000 -.5170 .5349 .9891 ,6200 .2992 -.9993 .4090 1,2066
.7500 -.6685 ,55P6 .9_16 ,7050 .2992 -.5434 .5302 .9968
,8000 -.3658 .57_3 ._IH5 .8000 .?ggZ -.3566 .5865 .9106
*8500 -,2797 ,6032 .eU12 ,9_b£ .2ggZ -.1596 .6387 ,8265
.9000 -,1864 .6292 .t611 .1000 .2362 ,0111 ,6637 ,75?3 _
.gso0 -.1061 .5507 .SurO ,ZOGO .Z36Z -*1769 .6311 .8381
.9750 -.0869 .66Z1 .?906 .3500 .2362 -.3367 .5885 .9062
1.0000 .0031 .684_ .7_6Z o45_0 oZ36Z -,3009 .6009 ,8846
.5500 .Z36Z -.2387 .6136 .8656
,65u0 .2362 -.0607 .6656 .7851
,7500 .236Z .Z219 ,74Z2 .6666
.8_00 .236Z .3145 .767Z .8269
,85&0 ,23b2 .3938 .7910 ,5884
,9C00 ,2362 ,4269 .7989 .5753
.gs&o .2362 .4020 .7_13 .587g
TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 237 PT 2,.7251 D_I CN .8643 C01 ._4268 ¢0COR1 .0_1_4
PUN 52 TT 177.5503 K CM -,1530 C_Z .03720 CDCORZ .035q3
POINT 11 PC b,iOlb XILLION CC ,0168 CO3 .03Z54 COCOR3 .0314Z
9 MJCH .7554 C04 .02442 C0C0_4 .02330
ALPH& 2.6948 OEG CO5 .01529 COCOR5 .01506
UPPEP SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWlSE
XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC XlC CP PeLIPT ELOC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1505 1._025 b,d00O O.uO00 1.1505 1,0025 0,0000 ,5000 .4q21 -1,2402 .3457 1.3317
,0040 .4180 .7982 .5755 ,OU4_ .7018 ,b_81 ,394_ .5000 ,4265 -1.2517 .3441 1.334q
.0080 ,1213 *7172 .7U56 .0080 ,q_18 .q457 ,283_ ,5000 .3609 -1.2552 .3414 1.3_05
,0150 -.2610 .6137 ._5_0 .0230 ,4423 .P05b .5642 .5000 ,2953 -1.2583 .3_31 1.3371
*0250 -.6256 ,5134 1.rJ243 .0500 .lqeB ,7379 ,8733 *5000 .ZZ_7 -1.2504 ,3413 1.3408
*0400 -.9467 .624q 1.1770 .1GGO .0_46 ,6q51 ,7397 .5000 ,1640 -1,ZSbL .3433 1.3388
.0600 -1,1539 ,3701 1,2e15 ,1530 -,0456 ._714 .778_ .5_GO .5q_4 -1.2698 ,3409 1.3418
.ObO0 -1,1883 .3578 1,3085 .2000 -.1363 .6482 .8118 .50GO .0328 -1,3310 .3248 1,3765
o1000 -1.2215 ,3525 1,3174 .2500 -,2133 o62_ ,8468 .5600 -.G328 -1.2841 .3346 1.3552
.1400 -1o2156 ,3550 1o3122 ,3500 -.3238 .5q60 ,8925 °5000 -.0984 -1,26q4 o3417 1.3400
,1600 -1.2078 ,3532 1,3159 ,4500 -,Zq25 ,6042 .87q7 ,SGGO -.184_ -1.2710 ,3418 1.33q8
,2200 -1.2217 .353q 1.3L45 .5500 -,Z3b3 .6209 ,8538 .5_0 -,2297 -1.2836 .3396 1.3450
o2600 -1,2132 .3530 1,3183 .85_0 -.0533 .8688 .7835 .SUCO -.Zq53 -1,1q27 .3511 1.2qq8
.3000 -1,23q8 .3476 L,3ZSu ,75UU ,Z181 ,7455 .5613 .5000 -.3509 -1,1813 .3627 1,2q85
.3600 -1,2525 .3622 1.3_ql ,8000 ,3250 .7753 ,5130 .50GG -.4285 -1.1802 ,3845 1.2927
.3800 -1*2752 .337G 1.34_0 .8800 .3858 .7901 *5898 ,5000 -.4921 -1*08g7 ,3851 1.2519
*6200 -1.2854 .3316 1.3620 .qUO3 .6235 .8022 .5599 .0600 ,2gqZ -1,0222 .4006 1.2222
.4500 -1.3125 ,3279 1.38q7 .9500 .4035 .7940 °5834 .140C .2992 -1.2143 .3513 1.31qq
.5000 -1,3260 .3260 1.3739 1.uO00 -.0285 .5758 .75_0 .220_ .2q92 -1.2407 ,3437 1.3358
.5400 -1,2545 ,3629 1,3375 ,3000 ,2922 -L.2330 ,3457 1.32qb
,5800 -1,09q2 ,385Z 1.Z51_ .3800 ,1qq? -L,Z063 .3554 1.3115
.5200 -.7559 .6787 1.0822 .4600 .Sg_Z -1,222q .34q5 1.3235
,5600 -.5398 ,5135 1.0241 ,5400 .2qq2 -1.2492 .33q8 1,3440
.7000 -,5525 ,534v .9907 .6200 .2qg2 -,7383 .6703 1.0812
,7500 -,4659 ,5590 .q506 .7COG ,299Z -.5502 .5335 ,9915
,8000 -°3656 ,5857 .9085 ,8006 ,29qz -.3759 ,5817 ,9168
,8500 -°2662 ,6138 ,8868 ,gO00 .2q92 -.18q2 ,5347 ,8325
._000 -.2201 .5237 .8495 ,1000 .7353 ,0578 .7017 .7295
.9500 -,1000 ,6585 .7_59 .2GOU .2352 -.130q .5504 ,8085
.9750 -,0684 .6576 .7d23 ,3500 .2352 -.3108 .5q75 .6901
1,0000 -.0285 ,8768 .7680 .4500 ,2352 -.2873 .505q .8772
.5500 ,236Z -.2331 .8181 .8582
.5500 .2362 -.050Z ,5578 .7817
.7500 *2362 .2130 .7425 ,5550
,_CGO ,2362 .324_ .7735 ._157
,8500 .2352 .3q32 .7q28 ,5653
,_GO .2352 ,4215 ,uo01 .5733
.q50O ,2362 .3q40 ,7Q2Z .5864
TEST 137 P1 ?1.7232 PSI CN .Sgq7 C01 .06353 COCORI ,05213
PUN 52 TT 177.5445 _ C_ -.1435 CD_ .06087 COC_R2 ,05q43
POINT 12 RC 5.1070 MILLION CC .0208 CO3 .b'5365 CDCOR3 ,05253
M*CH .7575 C04 .03237 ¢0COR4 .03126
ALPHA 3,0039 OEG C05 .02495 COCOP5 ,02371
UPPER SURFACE LOdER SURFACE _PANW15E
XIC CP P_LIP_ MLOC XlC CP P_L/PT ML_C XIC Y/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1503 1.0022 O.OCUO 0,0000 1,16_3 1,0UZZ 0,0000 ,5000 .4921 -1,2547 ,3371 1.3498
.0060 ,3775 .7889 ,_51 ,0060 ,8105 ,qO_9 ,3804 .5C00 .4265 -1.2616 .3316 1.3615
,0080 ,0740 ,7049 .7247 .0383 .9705 .q502 .2711 °5000 .3509 -1.2802 .3315 1,3517
,0150 -,2771 ,60bZ .bTbb ,0230 .4750 .8140 ,5501 .5000 .2q53 -1.2605 .3382 1,3474
.0250 -.6582 .5007 1.0451 .0500 .2357 .7481 .5572 .5060 .2297 -1.1453 .3562 1.2_52
.0400 -.q787 ,4155 1.1943 ,1_0_ .059q ,6_q7 .7328 ,SGO0 ,1640 -1.0375 ,39qq 1.2235
,0600 -1.1608 *3521 1,2977 *1500 -.0255 *0775 .7657 .5CC0 .0964 -,6859 .4360 1.1559
,0800 -1.2316 .3450 1,330q ._000 -.I?05 ,6503 .8085 .510_ .0328 -.q219 .4314 1.1552
.iO00 -1.2386 .34_3 1.3389 .2500 -.2067 *6251 ._45_ .5OGb -.0328 -.8945 .4355 1.1559
.1400 -1,2375 .3420 1.3395 ,3500 -.3138 .5957 .8930 ,SOUU -.0084 -1.0563 .3955 1.2316
,1800 -1,2290 .3651 1.331_ .4500 -,2992 ,6019 ,8_32 ,500C -.I540 -1.1558 ,3545 1.2928
.2200 -1.2653 °3421 1.3392 *5)uO -*2532 ,1123 .8571 .50C0 -.2297 -1.2591 .3334 1.3578
°2500 -1°2386 ,3443 1,33_b .6500 -.0638 *1610 ,7921 .5000 -.2953 -1.2117 .3474 1.3280
.3000 -1,2463 .3354 1.35_3 .75_0 .1984 .7371 ,5765 ,5000 -.3609 -1.2058 .3530 1,3164
,3400 -1.2793 ,3319 1.3511 ,800D .2937 ,7535 .53_b .sObC -,4265 -I,1831 .3527 1.3170
.3800 -1.3035 ,3255 1.3729 .8500 .3686 ,7845 .sqsq .5000 -,4921 -1,0755 ,3870 1.2483
.4200 -1.2893 ,3225 1,3552 ._GuO .3o35 .791q .5868 .05_0 .2q92 -1.0730 .3qOL 1.2423
,4100 -1,2283 .3475 1.3277 .q500 .3704 .755_ .5q6_ .1400 °2992 -1.2523 .33_2 1.3_54
,5000 -,8367 .4_q9 1,t322 l.OUO0 -.1313 .544q .8159 ,2200 ,2992 -1.2598 .3335 1,3575
.5400 -.7529 ,47_0 l.C_db .3_00 ,2992 -1.2707 ,3345 1,3552
e" ,SSO0 --.5824 ,4909 1._4'; ,3_00 o2292 -1.244_ .3425 1.3381
,5200 -,5552 .5052 1.0370 .4600 .Z9_Z -1,2)29 .338L 1,3475
*5500 --*505_ .51_0 1.u2vO .5400 ,1qq2 -£.04_2 o3961 1.2306
.7000 -°5535 ,5304 ._q6b ,520_ ,2992 -,5541 .b03U 1,0400
.7500 -.5105 .5410 ,9794 ,7000 ,2_qZ -.5433 ,5340 .9907
.8000 -,4333 15652 .9_8 il .oG_C .2992 -,4267 .5552 ,q397
.8500 -.3968 .5755 ._324 .qO00 .29q2 -.Zqlb .6043 .87q5
.qO00 -.3177 *5955 ._32 '" .lOu_ .2362 .029_ .7064 .7223
.QSO0 -.2630 .5127 ,_655 '- .2000 .2352 -,1224 .5510 .8076
,2750 -,2357 ,61_g .8_54 .3500 .2362 -,3120 .sgeg ,8880
1.0000 -,1313 .544_ ._169 _" .4500 .2352 -.z970 ,5991 ._77
,5500 ,2362 -.2402 .5182 ,_580
,5500 ,?362 -,077? ,0622 ,7204
,7500 ,2362 ,1272 ,7351 .6751
.8_0_ ,2352 .305_ .7577 .5252
,850G .2352 ,3840 .7894 ,5909
.gLOL .2352 .4G52 ,7947 .5822
,qSO0 ,2352 ,3804 ,7869 .5220
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 19.83c3 PSI CN .2320 COl .01607 CDCOR1 .01631
RUN 51 TT [60,3668 < CM -.1601 CO2 .01083 CDCOR2 .01619
POINT 1 RC o.1112 MILLLON CC ,0Z16 CD3 ,01633 COCOR3 ,01375
mAC_ .77_5 C06 .01296 COCOR6 .01261
ALPMA -2.050g 9E6 C05 .01080 CDCOR5 .01030
UPPER SURFkCE LOWER SURFACE SP&NWISE
XlC CP PpLIPT MLnC XIC CP PtLIPI MLOC XIC YIC CP PeL/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.0357 .q666 .1279 0.0300 1.L:357 ,%6k4 .ZZ7q .5_00 ,6921 -.70_8 ._712 1.0951
*0060 ,96&3 .9_60 ,2806 ,0060 .1lIP .7023 .7287 ,5000 ._265 -,71d0 *6038 1,1078
.0080 .7272 ,8779 ._352 .u_dO ,l_26 ,7561 .0678 .5000 .3509 -.7203 .60_5 1.1067 "
.0150 ,60Q7 ,78_8 .5953 .0130 -,2790 .5Q07 ._8 .5000 .2953 -.7237 .6639 1.1077
.0250 .0572 .6873 ,7519 : .0500 -.6665 .5398 .981_ _5000 .2297 -.7135 .%670 1.1012
*0_00 -,2501 ,5988 .8882 .ZGOU -._769 .5357 .q88u .5000 ,1660 -.7149 .6677 1,1012
,_bOO -.3813 ,5629 ._666 .1500 -.5169 .5168 1.0023 .5000 .0986 -.716_ .6076 1.101_
,0800 -.6025 ,5558 .qSkl ,2000 -.58_ .5056 1.0371 .5_00 ,0328 -.7158 ._683 1,1000
.1000 -.*165 .5526 .9012 .2500 -.6630 ,6822 1.0763 .5000 -.0328 -.7102 .4710 1.0995
,1400 -,4389 .5_66 *q739 .350_ -.86q2 .6302 1.1673 ,5000 -.098_ -,71bb .6065 1.1007
,1800 -,6855 .5322 ,9436 .6500 -.0377 ,6880 1,0556 .5000 -.1660 -.7055 .6001 1.1039
.2200 -.5187 .5247 1.0059 .5500 -.3021 .5_56 .q091 .SGLG -,2297 -.7037 .6698 1.0975
.2500 -,537q .5190 1.0162 ._500 -.0835 .6673 .8132 .5000 -.2q53 -.?lOq .6573 1.1019
.3000 -,587_ ,5011 _,0_66 ,75J0 .1965 .7258 .6922 ,5000 -.360_ -.7063 ,6086 1.09q6
.3600 -.6176 .6938 1.05t8 .80JO ,2832 ,7500 .0563 .5_00 -.6265 -.7107 .6685 1.0998
.3800 -.6516 ,_8_5 1.0725 .8500 .3632 .707_ ,6259 .5000 -.6921 -,70_6 .6705 1.0966
.4200 -.5682 .6805 1.C79_ .90_0 .3861 .7_03 .6058 .0600 ,2902 -.3688 ._715 .q309
,6600 -.6952 °6730 1.0921 ,9_00 .3922 .782_ .501_ .1_00 .2qq2 -.6561 ,5_26 .9772
.5000 -.7187 .6566 1.1035 1.0000 ,1076 .7010 .7308 .220_ ,29_2 -.5257 .5222 1.0098
.5600 -,7677 ,6593 1.1157 ,30G0 .2992 -.5787 .5063 1.U396
°5800 -,TTeB .6510 1.12%2 °3800 ,2992 -.6571 .6838 1.0735
.6200 -.8355 ,6305 1.1567 .6000 .Z9qZ -.5935 ,6690 1.0q79
.6500 -.G079 .6082 1.1078 ._'00 .2_92 -.7%59 .6597 1.1150
,7000 -._5q2 ,3_72 l.ZZe7 ,020_ .2992 -,8226 , .6382 1.1529
.7500 -,6909 .9299 .997_ .7000 .2992 -.9278 .6075 1.2093
,8000 ",3097 .5810 .9180 .800_ ,29q2 -.3007 ,5843 .9109
.8500 -.1971 .6166 .8660 .q_O0 .2992 -.I0_0 .6373 .8287
.9000 -.0788 .66_1 ,_105 ,1000 .2362 -.6q02 .5312 ,9953
.9500 ,01q0 .67_8 ,75q5 .2000 .2362 -.b000 ._033 1.0610
.9750 ,0682 .6920 ,7660 ,3500 .2362 -.8510 .6309 1.1601
1,0000 .1076 .7010 .T308 .6900 ,2302 -.6607 .%885 1.0057
.5500 .2362 -.3020 .58_8 .9100
• .6_00 .2302 ".0903 .0655 .8160
.7500 .2352 .lqq_ .7277 .689_
,8000 ,230Z .1980 .7560 ,6679
.8500 .23_2 .3586 .7751 .6163
.9000 .2362 ._016 .7863 ,599_
.9500 .2362 .6163 ,7881 .5932
_EST 1.37 PT 19,5739 PSI CN ,3317 C01 ,01779 CD_DRI ,01708
RUN 51 TT 168.1769 K CM -.1_71 CD2 ,01766 COCOR2 .01696
POINT 2 RC 6.0665 MILLION CC .0232 CO3 .01535 CDCOR3 ,01671
MACH .7770 CD_ .013_3 CDCOR_ ,013Z2
ALPHa -1.5028 DEG C05 .01105 CDCOR5 .01066
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIPT NLOC XIC CP P_L/_I MLOC X/C Y/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.0793 .9757 .IH36 O.GOJO 1.0793 .q707 ,1836 .5000 .6921 -.7733 ,6_79 1,1357
• 00%0 .g078 ,928_ .32_6 .UO_O .2237 .7302 .0750 ,5000 .6205 -.7835 .6_0 1.1356
,0080 .6716 .8011 ._bb9 ,hUgO .60_I .7_65 .5957 .50OO .3bGq -.7867 .6459 1.13q3
• 0180 .3339 .7660 .631| ,0230 -.1t27 ,0232 .P503 .9000 .2053 -,7790 ,66g3 1.1333
• 0250 -.0303 .6615 .791_ .05dO -.3_71 .5723 .9196 .5000 ,22_7 -,77_7 .6501 1.1318
.0600 -,3596 .5702 .9330 .i000 -.392_ .502% .9653 .5000 .Ib_U -.7816 ._15 1.1293
.0500 -.'756 ,5323 .9_35 .1500 -16662 .5%66 ,9739 .5000 ,0986 -,7803 .66_6 1.1330
.0800 -,6910 .5307 ,_961 .ZG_O -.5268 .5218 1.0106 .500_ .0328 -.7820 .6505 1.1310
•1000 -.5021 .5275 I.UUI2 ,2500 -,59b3 .5000 1.0655 .50C0 -.0328 -.7775 .6679 1.1357
•1600 -.522_ .5233 1.00_I .3500 -.7_0% ,668% 1.1369 .SLO0 -.Gqo_ -.7780 .W0q5 1.1329
.1800 -.5561 .5151 1.0116 .%500 -.667g .5%81 .9728 .5000 -,1660 -.7667 .6512 1.1299
•Z200 -.588T ,5017 1.0638 .55U0 -,3060 ,5813 .g155 .5000 -.2297 -.7099 .6532 1,126€
,2600 -,5965 .6989 1,0682 .6900 -,0776 .6682 .8120 .500_ -.2953 "-,775g .%516 1.1295
• 300_ -,6636 .6_77 1.ObTv .7500 ,199_ ,7269 .6905 .5_0_ -.360g -.7755 .6538 1,1Z52
• 3_00 -.6657 .6798 1.0805 .PO00 ,2_35 .7517 .6516 .50OC -.6265 -.7696 ,&527 1.1172
• 3800 -.7006 ._717 1._9_3 .ObO_ .3680 .7707 .6216 ,5000 -.6921 -.771q .6536 1.125t
• _200 -.7230 ,6560 1.1065 .9000 .366_ .7788 .6082 .ObO0 .2992 -.6672 .5623 .9773
•6600 -.7560 ._587 1.1167 .9530 .3915 .7_20 .6031 .1_00 .2_92 -.53%1 ._198 1.G1_1
.5000 -.7832 .6_b 1.1365 l. OGO0 .0938 .6970 .7373 .2200 .2992 -.5963 .5035 1.0606
• 5600 -.8166 ,6_07 1.1_86 .3000 .2992 -.627_ .6912 1.0612
•5800 -,8_75 ,6280 1.1716 ,380_ ,2q9_ -,7118 ,6096 1,097q
,b200 -,8_5g ,6162 l,lg31 ,4tO0 ,2992 -.7b16 ,6588 1.11bb
• 6600 -.9608 ,3q53 1.2322 ,5600 ,2992 -*_112 .662q 1,1667
.7000 -1,0033 ,3871 1.2661 ,o1&_ .2q92 -,8872 ,6180 1.1896
•7500 -.4785 ,935? ,9d79 .7LGO .zggz -,9T_5 ,WOO? 1,2230
,8000 -.3155 ,5837 ,9117 ,8000 ,2qg2 -,3159 ,582_ ,9135
•8500 -.1953 ,b156 ,_b2Z ,9000 .2q_2 -,1088 .0612 ,8225
•qO00 -,0888 ,666g ,_160 .IGuC ,2302 -,60_3 .550? .g5_3
•9900 ,0063 .5?25 .7769 .2000 ,2302 -,5305 .5197 1,ul]q
.9750 ,0621 .683€ .7570 .350_ .23_2 -.7831 .6688 1,13_1
1,GO00 .0938 ,697b ,7370 .6500 o236Z -,_300 .5682 ,qb79
,5_00 ,23t2 -,30gO ,5817. .ql0q
•0500 .2362 -,0_77 .b_73 .8133
,7900 .73_Z ,2068 .?30_ .6852
•800_ ,2352 .3026 .7558 .6_51
• 8500 .2302 .3063 ,7757 ,b133
,9000 .2302 ,_120 ,7oq8 ,590_
.qbO0 ,2362 .6117 ,7800 .595b
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT _9,6C68 P$1 CN ,3gb5 COL .01987 COCORZ .01_ZZ
RUN 51 1T 16_,0188 K CM -,1478 CD2 *01qgl COCOR2 ,oLg16
V POINT 3 RC _.0692 NILLIO_ CC .0252 C_3 *0157_ CDCOR3 *01607
MACH ,77ou CD4 ,015_7 CDCOR4 ,0152[
ALPHA -*9802 OEG C05 .01248 COCOR5 *01180
UPPER SUkFACE LOVER SU_FAC_ 5PAN_Z$£
XIC CP PPLIPI RLOC xIC CP PeLIP1 HLOC XIC YIC CP PeL/PT HLOC
0,0_00 1.1127 .98b8 .1379 0.0000 1,1127 ,&868 ,1379 *5000 ,4921 -*8124 ,4408 2.1686
,0040 ,8542 ,0135 ,3_18 .U040 ,3186 .7614 ,63bE ,5000 .4265 -,8302 ,4353 1.15_2
"_" *0080 *6066 .8433 ,4943 *OO_O *50Oq *_141 *9500 .900_ ,360_ -.8300 ,4347 1,2592
•0150 ,2668 ,7448 .6625 ,0230 -,0636 ,6541 *8029 .5000 ,1953 -,8235 ,4397 1.1903
•0250 -.1067 ,6389 *b2tl .05_0 -.2558 ,5993 *_@78 ,5UUC ,2297 -.8249 .4397 1.1904
• 0400 -.4402 .5454 *9714 *lJO0 -.3220 ._796 *9182 *5000 *1640 -.8213 .4389 _.1917
,0600 -*5906 ,9032 1.0412 ,15J0 -.3791 ,5642 ,9425 ,SGvC ,0984 -,8109 *_370 1.2952
,0800 -.5758 ,5043 1,0394 ,2000 -.6619 ,5410 ,9778 *5000 *0328 -,8186 ,4393 1.1509
•1000 -.5689 *5053 i*_377 *1500 -*5361 .5199 I*OZOZ *5000 -*0328 -.8166 ,4384 1.1526
•2400 -.6014 ,6996 1,0471 .3500 -,7126 ,6666 1,1034 ,5000 -,0984 -.8190 ,4385 1,15g4
,1800 -.6027 ,4988 I,_485 .6500 -.4446 .5442 ,9744 ,5000 -.1640 -,8169 .4371 1.1549
• 2200 -*6342 ,4877 1,0670 ,9900 -,312T ,5820 ,g144 ,5000 -,Eag? -.8113 ,4403 1,1493
• E600 -,6656 ,482_ 1,0761 ,6900 -.0_39 ,6447 ,8172 .5000 -,2953 -*8171 .4381 1.1531
.3000 -*7041 .4710 i*095% *7500 .1965 ,7140 .6950 *9000 -.3809 -.8158 .4394 1.1908
,3400 -,7229 ,4652 1,1u94 .8000 ,2917 ,7933 ,6492 ,5000 -,4265 -,8209 ,4369 1,1560
,3800 -,7499 ,46_0 1,1136 .8500 ,3514 .7700 ,6225 ,SLOU -,4921 -.8Z1_ ,4394 1.1500
• 4200 -*7602 ,4554 1.1116 .qo00 ,3_84 .7795 .6072 .0600 ,2991 -.5546 .5141 1.0232
.4600 -.7940 ,44bb 2*1J70 *9500 .3_44 .7830 .6015 *2400 *zqqz -*bZO0 .4966 I*09ZZ
,9000 -.8231 ,4363 1.1963 1.0000 ,0787 .6939 ,7417 .2_00 ,Z9_Z -.6460 .4891 1.0567
,5400 -.8556 .4289 1.1698 .3000 ,_992 -.6918 ._77Z 1*0648
• 5800 -*6891 ,4178 l.lgO0 .3_00 ,2992 -*7484 *4991 1*1161
• 6200 -*9352 .4044 1.2151 .4600 .2992 -.7949 .4443 I*1411
• 6600 -_,0119 .3816 L,_SP7 .5400 .Zq92 -.8582 .6307 2.1669
• 7000 -,_394 ,4039 1,2150 ,6700 ,2992 -.9331 .4075 1.2091
• 7500 -,4554 *5409 *&79_ °7000 ,299_ -.9840 .390_ 1,2407
,8000 -.3211 ,579_ .%179 .8000 .2992 -*3216 ,5817 .9133
,8900 -.2181 ,6079 .8740 *_OOG ,299Z -.1119 .6300 ,8160
• 9000 -,1121 .6402 *8143 .1000 ,2352 -,3Z93 ,5789 *q192
•9900 -*0179 *6670 .7_30 *ZOOb ,2361 -.4720 *538Z *9040
.9750 *0242 ,67E6 .765Z .3500 .23_2 -.702_ ,_719 1,0_39
1.0000 *0787 ,693_ .7617 .490G ,7362 -.4272 .5506 .g640
•5500 ,2352 -,3155 .581_ .9147
• 650G ,236Z -*_868 .6_74 .8131
.7500 .2362 *ZO4h ,7298 .b860
• 8000 ,Z362 ,3052 ,7589 .6403
• 8500 ,_381 ,3736 .7771 .6110
,9_00 ,236Z ,4139 .7877 .5_38
.95G0 .23_2 .4109 .78_0 *5933
TEST 137 PT 10.6745 PSI CN *453Z CO1 .02287 COZOR1 .02202
RUN 51 1T 167,8330 K CM -*1467 CD2 .0237Z CDCOR2 .02285
POINT 4 RC 6,0839 _ILLI_N CC .0251 CD3 .02066 COCOR3 .01987
_ACH ,7774 C04 ,01731 CDCOR4 ,0165q
ALPHA -,4qsz DEG CD5 .01394 COCOR5 .01318
UPPER SURFACE LO_R SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PeLIPT _L_C XlC CP PeLIPT _LOC XlC Y/C CP PeLIPT _LOC
0.0000 i*1373 ,9934 ,0970 0.000_ 1.1373 .9934 ,0070 .5000 .4921 -,8472 ,4274 1,1724
,0040 .8162 ,900_ ,3_8_ ,0040 ,3935 .7798 ,6066 .5C00 .4269 -.8644 *_270 i*1732
•0080 .5433 ,82_4 .5307 o00_0 *50_ oP356 .5130 *5000 .3609 -.8766 .4_45 1.1777
•0150 *i055 .7269 .6912 *0230 *017_ o6756 .7698 *S&O0 ._953 -.8602 *_154 1.1761
•0250 -.1718 *6120 *8921 ,0500 -,1863 .6140 *8646 .5000 .2297 -*8682 ,426G 1.1750
•0400 -.5058 *SZ_l i*0u_7 .lUuU -*1678 .5905 *gGll *9000 *1640 -.8617 .4251 i*1767
•0600 -.7051 .4701 l*O@(t ,1500 -.3_70 .578_ *9194 ,5000 *0984 -*_998 *%140 1.177b
•0800 -,6893 .47_b I,_J91 ,2000 -*_147 .5534 *9595 .9_00 *G318 -,89_8 *_287 1.1701
•1000 -.6741 *4852 [*0798 ,2500 -*&q41 ,_300 .0957 .5006 -.0328 -*8506 *_301 i*1674
.1400 -.6638 .4829 I*0781 ,3930 -*1259 .4031 I*0579 .5000 -.09@4 -._499 .&277 I*17_0
.1800 -.7001 .47_& l*Go?h *4500 -._650 .5415 *g786 .500_ -*16&O -*S4_2 *%305 1.1669
.2ZO0 -.6q56 .475J 1.08_7 .gbO0 -.3073 .5,80 .905L .5000 -.2_47 -.8661 .4312 1.1655
• 2600 -.6964 .47_4 1.0_64 .6500 -.07_0 ,L4_O .SLZZ .50_0 -.2_53 -.8513 ,4286 1,170_
•3000 -.7476 .46_i 1.110_ .7900 .2022 .7286 .6880 .5000 -.3609 -.843_ .4Z_0 1.1714
.3400 -.7590 .4549 I*1134 .RO00 *_91_ .753_ ._481 *_00_ -,4265 -.8_50 ,42_8 _.1700
•3800 -*T886 .445t I*13q5 .8500 *3570 .774! .6150 *5000 -.4921 -.8504 ._279 1.1716
.4_00 -.8173 .4404 ]*149& ,900) .4006 .7_9Z .5979 *0600 *79_2 --*6656 *48b9 I*U_50
.4600 --.8300 ,4341 I*1643 .9900 .3941 .78Z5 *_013 *14CC .29_Z -.6725 ,4872 1,0764
•9000 -*8515 .42t9 2*1733 L*OOO0 .0419 *t830 ,7584 *1200 ,2992 -.6850 ,4752 1*088_
.5400 -,8847 ,41_6 1.18_7 .3CGO .Z_Z -.7373 ,%618 1,1114
.5800 --*9239 *4094 2*20_b *3bOO .Z9_Z -*79%_ ._460 I*1390
.6200 -.9695 *3936 1.2J_5 .460G .29_2 -.8348 .4338 1.1b09
.6600 -1.C372 .375_ 1.2718 .5400 .2q92 -*_953 ._167 1.1921
• 7000 -*7389 .4o1_ 1.1126 *b20U .ZgqZ -.967Z .3954 l*Z3Z2
• 7500 -*433? ,5472 ,96_4 .7000 .Z99Z -.8697 .4136 1,1796
.8000 -.3286 .574_ *q85_ *80G_ .Z99Z -.324b .580Z .9172
•8500 -.2212 ,6105 ,8700 ,9000 .29_2 -.1141 .8389 .82bi
•9U00 -.1439 .6288 .8_17 IC00 ,_362 Z61_ .5971 *8909
•9500 -*0480 *6575 .797b ,_&oo ,_36_ -,4236 .5507 ,9639
.9790 -.0232 .6663 *787Z .35_G .Z36Z -.b167 *6955 1.0939
1.0000 .0419 *6830 .7_4 .6500 .Z36Z -*6289 .540_ *0657
• 5500 *2362 -.3078 .9866 *0104
•690_ ,2362 -*08?7 .6675 .8129
• ?500 ,2362 .Z081 ,729Z ,6_70
•80.00 ,2381 ,3035 ,7570 ,6632
• 85u0 .Z36Z .3763 ,7779 .bOq8
•qG_o *2361 *_I68 .7890 .5917
•_500 *Z362 *6069 .7U_I *5966
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 19.5930 PSI CN .5135 CO1 .02703 CDCDRI .02616
RUN 51 TT 107,8767 K CM -,1656 CD2 ,02780 CDCOR? .02590
POINT 5 RC b.0569 mILLION CC .025Z C03 ,&7397 C000{3 ,02311
MJC_ ,777u C06 ,01976 C004R6 ,01899
aLPHA .C&17 D_G CO5 ,01685 CDCOR5 ,01603
UPPER SURFACE LOWEk SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P#LIP7 _LQC Xl_ CP PpL/PI MLOC X/C Y/C CP PpL/PT NLOC
0.0000 1,1577 o9193 .0316 O.bu4_ 1,1577 o9993 ,0316 .5000 .6921 -,9019 ,6160 1o1933
.0_60 .7695 .8862 ,6228 .G064 .6738 .8065 ,5661 ,5000 ,4265 -.8950 ,6170 1.1915
.0000 .4833 .8083 .559e .U48_ .6572 ,85_2 ,672_ ,5000 ,3609 -.8996 .6163 1.1927 .e
.0150 .1199 .7053 ,7261 .0230 .0_3 ,6982 .7350 ,bOO0 ,2953 -,8002 .6136 1,1977
.0250 -,2636 .bCC3 ,8859 ,0503 -,Ib_C .6630 ,819_ .50_0 .2207 -.9077 ,4130 1,1989
•0400 -,5806 ,5046 1,0388 ,1000 -,?065 ,_I09 ,P696 .5000 ,1664 -,9056 ,_127 1,2005
•0600 -*7825 .6521 I.iZ_3 .15u0 -,2770 .59?8 ,8975 .5000 .0986 -.9091 ,%131 1,1988
•OBO0 -.7939 ,6652 1.1406 ,2000 -.3657 ,5591 .9366 ,50_0 ,0378 -,9096 ,6172 1,2006
•1004 -*7961 ,%686 1,1366 ,2500 -.6681 .5%63 .9762 .500_ -.0378 -.8958 .6156 1.1941
,1600 -.7609 ,6569 1.1736 .35d0 -,551_ ,5126 1.0256 .5000 -,0986 -,8600 .6225 1,1616
,1800 -,7568 ,4558 1,1Z19 .6_uO -,6311 ,5671 .9697 .5000 -.16_0 -,8666 ,6266 1.1736
,2200 -.7823 ,6674 1.1376 .5500 -,3009 .5880 ,9050 .SOuu -,2297 -.8669 .6254 1.1750
.?600 -.7905 ._76 1,_353 .6500 -.0874 ,6_77 ,813_ ,5000 -.?953 -,8807 ,6231 1,180_
.3000 -,7967 ._69 1.1_10 .7500 .2036 ,7303 .6852 ,SCGO -,3509 -.8878 ,_720 1,1822
.3600 -,7916 .6669 1.1376 ,bOO0 .2970 ,7550 ,6663 ,5000 -,6265 -,698_ ,6157 1,1960
• 3_00 -,8265 ,_36_ 1.1589 ,8500 .3516 ,7729 ,6178 .5000 -.6971 -,9078 ,_160 1.1933
• 6700 -,8530 ,6285 1,1706 .9000 ,391_ .7810 ,6067 ,06OC oZqgZ -,7283 ,6562 1.1038
• _600 -.8811 04191 1,1875 ,9500 .3926 ,7821 ,6029 .1600 .299Z -,8016 ,_399 1,1699
.5000 -,9110 .4175 1,1998 1.0000 -.0156 ,6650 ,7860 ,2200 ,7997 -.7_59 ,_593 1.11_6
,5600 -,9766 ,6076 1.209_ ,3000 ,2992 -.7661 ,_521 1,1286
• 5800 -,9530 .3993 1.22_6 ,3_00 .2992 -._528 ._325 1,1633
• 6700 -.9949 ,384U 1,_562 ,4600 .7992 -.8811 ._239 1.1788
•6600 -*9944 *3699 1._628 .5600 ,2992 -.9311 ,6046 1.7146
.7000 -.5839 .5057 1,0370 .6200 ,7992 -1.0271 ,3863 1,2536
,7500 -.6307 .5503 ,q665 ,7000 .2991 -._Z_ .6709 1,0956
,8000 -.3350 ,5761 .9205 ._400 ,2991 -.3218 .5831 ,9127
• 8500 -,2505 .5996 ,8870 ,9000 ,2992 -,1369 .5332 ,8350
.9000 -,1570 .6Z87 °8627 .10_0 .2362 -.2093 .6109 .8696
.9500 -.1017 ,6_15 .6223 .2000 ,2367 -.3769 ,5639 .96?9
• 9750 -.0659 ,65Z1 ,_058 ,3500 ,2362 -,5516 ,5161 1,0731
1.0000 -,0156 .5654 ,7864 .6500 ,2357 -.6300 .5671 ,9697
,5500 .7362 -,3055 ,5857 .9085
•6500 .2367 -.0929 .6621 ,8216
• 7504 .2362 ,Z119 .7310 .68_1
•8004 ,2362 ,_987 ,75_6 .6673
• 8500 ,2362 ,3786 ,7799 .6465
.9000 .236_ ,6106 .7886 ,5923
• 9500 .23_2 ,6419 ,7839 ,60U0
TEST 137 PT 19.58_ PSI CN .5703 CDI .03022 CO?OR1 ,02925
RUN 51 TT 167,7756 K CM -,1_5 C07 ,03129 CDEOR2 ,O3033
POINT 6 PC t,0569 MILLI3N CC ,025? C03 ,0?696 CDEO_3 ,07608
NJCH ,7766 C0_ .02166 COCOR_ .0208_
ALPHA ,_O71 DEG C05 .O1966 COCOR5 ,0_860
UPPER SURFACE LOWEW SURFACE SPANwISE
X/C CP P#LIPI MLOC AlE CP PeLIPT NL0C XlC YIC CP PtL/PT tiLDE
O,0000 1.1637 1.0011 0,0000 O,0000 1.1637 1.O011 0,0000 ,5000 .6921 -,9571 .39_b 1.2259
• 0060 ,7014 .8697 ,6_U9 °0060 ,5565 ,_286 ,525Z ,SHOO .6255 -,952_ ,3978 1,7275
• 0080 ,6266 ,7916 ,5_7_ .0080 ,7256 ._763 ._382 .5000 ,3509 -,9637 ,3976 1.2279
• 0150 .0750 ,6924 .76_5 ,0234 ,1702 .7195 .7321 .5000 ,_953 -,9572 ,398_ 1,Z?63
,0250 -,3066 .5868 ,9100 ,0500 -.0415 ,65e8 .7955 .5000 ,Z_97 -,92_9 ,6059 1.2122
,0600 -,637b .k882 1.0662 .14u0 -,1533 .6281 ,86?8 ,5000 ,1660 -,9306 ,60_6 I,Z185
,4600 -.8603 ,63?6 a.16_0 ,1SOU -,2362 .6065 .8793 .5000 ,0986 -.96_ ._030 1.2177
• 0800 -,8566 ,6236 1,179_ ,ZOOO -,3237 ,5781 ,9705 .5000 ,0328 -,9305 .6039 1.7160
,1000 -,8_30 ,6768 1.1736 ,2500 -.60Zb ,5_65 .9567 ,50GU -,0328 -,9_2_ ._016 1.2207
•1_00 -*6626 ,_261 1,1769 ,3540 -.50_? .5288 .9991 .5600 -,09_6 -._370 ,_050 1,2139
.1800 -.8506 .6296 1,1_88 ,4530 -.41_I ,5506 .9666 .5000 -.1660 -.6922 .6809 1,1866
.2200 -,_521 ,_262 1,1767 ,5500 -,3023 ,5852 ,909_ .S&LG -.2297 -.9229 ,_059 1,2122
,2600 -.8726 ,6227 1,1_11 ,6500 -,0926 ,6618 ,8218 ,5400 -.7953 -,9637 ,6009 1,2217
• 3000 -.9106 ,6125 1.,1998 ,7500 .1041 .7775 ,6896 ,5000 -.3609 -,9_36 .kOZ_ 1.21_9
•3_C0 -*9262 ,60_2 1,_478 ,_40U ,2934 .7539 o6681 ,5000 -,_265 -,9467 ._005 1.2_2_
,3800 -,8863 ._186 1,1886 .8500 .3619 ,7735 ,6169 ,5UGG -,6921 -.9563 ,3987 1*2267
• 6200 -.8723 .6ZZO 1,1823 .9000 ,3079 ,7837 ,60U6 .ObO0 .7997 -,7866 ,6690 1,1338
.4600 -.9065 .4100 1,L066 ,9500 ,3826 .77d3 .6093 ,1600 ,2992 -.9066 ,4159 1,1936
•5000 -,9488 .6017 1,_202 1,00_0 -,0108 ,6706 ,7775 .2200 .7992 -.9016 ,41_8 1,1881
,5600 -,9772 ,3906 1,2613 .3COb .2998 -.8606 ,_305 1.1669
• 5800 -.9766 .3917 1.23_2 .3800 .799? -,9097 ,_180 1.1896 1F
• 6E00 -1,027_ .3793 1.2633 .4600 ,?992 -.95?3 ,_069 }.21_2
• 6600 -.8685 .6276 1,1772 .5600 .?99? -,96_2 .3965 1,7299
• 7000 -.5025 .5?57 1._0_2 .6?00 ,2992 -1,0665 ,37?6 1,2770
•7500 -,6153 .5513 .9630 ,7000 ,2992 -.6116 .6981 1,0_96
•8000 -*3%69 ,5719 o9303 .8000 •79_2 -o3386 ,57?7 *9789
.8500 -,2715 .5922 .8985 ,qbGC ,2992 -,1703 ,6220 .8522
,9000 -.2000 .6128 .8666 .1000 .2362 -,15_8 .8271 .8_6_
• 9500 -,1339 ,6330 ,83_2 ,?000 ,2368 -,3212 ,5809 ,9162 "_
• 9750 -.0793 .6696 ._101 .3500 .2362 -.5097 .5263 1.0065
1,0000 -.0108 .6706 *7775 ,65_0 ,2362 -,3960 .5626 ,96_0
,550U .2362 -.2943 ,5879 ,q052
• 55u0 .2362 -,0893 ,_6_6 .01_
.7500 ,2362 .2127 .7332 ,6_0_
o_OUb ,2362 ,3099 ,7606 ,6375
• _500 .23t2 .3837 .7621 ,6030
.gvuG ,2362 ._169 ,7909 .5886
,9500 .2362 ,_U03 .7855 ,5976
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 117 PT 19,58_ _5I C_ ,6262 COl ,037_8 COCOR1 ,036o6
RUN 51 TT 167.8659 K CM -.1_42 CD2 .03302 CDCOR2 .03Z00
POINT 7 RC b.0567 MILLION CC ,02%b CO3 .02751 COCOR3 .02652
MACH .7776 C06 .02_Z COCOR4 ,02371
ALPHA 1.GbV7 DEG CO5 .02626 COCOA5 .02338
UPPER SURFACE LOdEg SURFACE SPANWI_E
X/C CP PtLIPT MLOC XlC CP P_LIP1 MLOC XlC Y/C CP PtLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1,1738 1.G03o O._G6U 0.0000 1.1736 1,0u36 u. O000 .5_00 ,4021 -1,0102 ,3_08 1,2604
,0060 .6546 .8564 .4757 .0040 .604_ ._17 .5022 ,5_01 .426_ -1,_212 ,3821 1,2577
,0080 ,3Tq8 ,7775 ,81U3 ,0880 .7836 .892_ .4064 .50UO ,3659 -1.01B9 .37_3 1.2634
.0150 .01_8 .6751 .7706 ,_230 ,132_ ,7358 ,8767 .5000 ,2953 -1.0350 ,37_5 1.266g
,0250 -,3574 .5623 ,9359 ,0500 .0186 ,67_7 ,7697 .5000 ,2297 -1.0170 ,3800 1.2619
.0400 -.6861 .6755 L.0677 .IOOU -.1069 .6394 .8_5 .SGOC ,1640 -1.0118 ,3_61 1,2540
.0600 -.8984 .6122 1.1893 ,1500 -.1933 .5143 .8641 .5000 ,0986 -.9719 .3922 1.2382
.0800 -,9266 .4061 1,2117 ,20_ -.2816 ,5889 .9037 .5000 °0328 -.9696 .3917 1.2392
,1000 -,9452 .4051 1.2138 ,2500 -,3653 .5673 ,9376 .5000 -,&328 -,q830 ,3923 1,2380
.1400 -,9196 ,40_b 1,2071 .3_00 -,4722 .5357 ,9880 .5000 -,09_6 -1,0337 .3766 1.2687
.1800 -.q307 .4070 1.2102 .4500 -,4001 .5567 .9543 ,50¢0 -,1660 -1.0201 .3780 1.2659
.2200 -.9402 .4041 1.21_6 .5500 -.28q9 ,5902 .g015 .5000 -,2297 -,q805 .3023 1.2381
,2600 -,94_6 .6021 1.2196 .6500 -.0885 .6442 .8181 ,5008 -,2953 -,_862 ,38q3 1.2437
.3000 -.qTb_ .3948 1.2332 .7500 .2060 ,7305 ,68_g .5C00 -,3609 -1,0001 .391_ 1,23q7
,3400 -.9929 .3867 1,2489 ,8v30 ,2976 .7545 ,6_71 ,5080 -,6255 -1,0074 .3879 1.2_65
.3800 -1.0295 ,3806 1,2612 ,8500 ,3616 ,7735 ,6168 .5000 -.*021 -1.0056 .3858 1.2506
.6200 -.9796 .3%09 1.2605 .900_ .3952 .7_2q .6016 ,06uO .2992 -.833_ ._350 1,1587
.4600 -1.0025 .3867 I1268g .qSO0 ,3866 .7818 .5033 ,1600 ,29_Z -.9611 .3985 1.2261
.5000 -,9826 ,3892 1,_440 1,u0_0 -.0560 .6558 ,8002 ,2200 ,2992 -.9895 .3949 1.2330
.5400 -1.0082 .3807 1.26G6 ,3000 ,_g_2 -,g134 ,4109 1.2027
• 5800 -1,0549 ,371_ l,ITTg ,3800 ,IqOZ -,q5_5 ,3q91 1,2251
,6200 -1.0185 .3BOq 1.2602 .6500 .2q92 -1.0086 .3_88 1.2642
.660U -,5_56 ,60_0 1,0481 ,5400 ,2q92 -1.0530 .3714 1.278_
,7000 -.6707 .5370 .q_5g ,6200 ,2992 -1,0772 ,3617 1,2986
,7500 -,4116 .5528 .9605 ,7000 ,2992 -.5249 ,5231 1,0084
.8000 -,3485 .5751 ,q252 ,8000 .2qg2 -,3592 ,5666 .9418
.8500 -.2803 .5q_6 ,8966 .gO00 .2992 -,2113 .6102 .8706
.9000 -.2320 .6052 .87_2 .1GOG .2382 -.1018 .6622 ,8212
.qSO0 -.1556 ,6269 ,8_46 ,2000 .2362 -,2813 ,5q26 ,8981
,0750 -.1356 ,6337 ,8342 °3500 ,2362 -.4519 ,5_51 .9729
1,0000 -,0560 .6558 .8u02 ,450u ,2362 -,3875 ,5620 ,9_60
,5500 ,2362 -,2875 .58qg .9021
,6500 .?362 -.0886 .6459 .8154
.7500 ,2362 ,2083 .7295 .6865
,SCGO ,2362 ,3084 ,7580 ,6417
,850_ .2362 °380? .7784 ,608q
,OGOO .2362 .4142 .7902 .5897
.9500 ,2382 .3900 .7709 ,6066
TEST 137 PT _q.5844 PSI CN .6698 CD1 .0,703 CDCDR1 .04594
RUN 51 TT 167.5530 K CM -.1460 CD2 .06440 COCOR2 .04332
POINT 8 RC 6.0714 MILLION CC ,0267 C03 ,03522 COCOR3 ,03418
MACH .7775 CD6 .OZq2? CDCOR4 .0282q
ALPHA 1.5071 OEG C05 .0289g CDCOR5 .027g5
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE 3PANWISE
XlC CP PeLIPT _L_C XIC CP PetlPT MLOC XlC YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1775 1.0050 _,OdCO G,u_O_ 1,1775 1,0350 0.0003 ,50_0 ,4_21 -1,073q ,3656 1,2q07
.0060 .6079 .8427 ,5004 ._040 ,66_8 ,8581 ,4726 .5000 .6255 -1,0674 .3660 1.2899
.0080 ,3276 .7635 ,o32_ ,C_80 ,_3_b .9077 .3743 .SGG_ ,368g -1.0808 ,3663 1.2891
.0150 -.0232 .6626 .7_98 .0230 .2q33 .7545 ,6472 .5000 ,2053 -1,0727 ,3650 1,2918
.0250 -,4070 .55_6 .q575 ,0500 ,0678 ,_891 .7491 .5000 ,2207 -1,0724 ,3637 1.2046
,0600 -.7373 .4511 1.1125 .1000 -.0625 ,6526 .8051 ,5_00 ,1640 -1,07_5 ,364_ 1,2923
._600 -,qzq9 ,4C&5 I,Z14_ ,1500 -,1526 ,6_72 ,84_2 ,5000 ,09_4 -I,0725 ,3670 1,287_
.0800 -.0757 ,3916 1,2395 ,2000 -,267_ ,6013 ,8843 .5COG ,0328 -1.0131 .3812 1.2596
.1000 -,9955 .38_q 1,2h47 .2500 -,3407 ._722 .q2q8 ,5000 -,0328 -1.0836 .3665 1.2888
.1600 -.9881 .3gOb 1.2616 ,3500 -,4505 .5623 .9774 ,5000 -,09_6 -1,093_ °3606 1.3012
,1800 -°9947 .38_8 1.2@48 .4500 -.3289 ,5601 ,9%90 .5C00 -.1660 -l,087q ,3593 1,3036
,2200 -l,O06g .3855 1,ZSil ,5500 -,Zg_3 ,5855 .9089 ,5000 -,2297 -1.0308 ,3774 1.2670
,2600 -1,0050 ,3851 1,2819 ,650_ -,0073 ,6417 .8210 ,5000 -,2053 -1,0209 .3790 1.2639
• 3G00 -1.0266 .377_ 1,266 _ .7500 .1973 ,7270 ,6903 ,50_ -.3_09 -1.0311 .377q 1.2661
,3400 -1.0673 .3702 1,2815 .8000 ,295_ ,7567 ,6_69 ,5000 -._205 -1.0385 ,3728 1.2761
.3800 -1.0775 .3637 ],?q_6 ,SbUJ ,3620 ,7736 .6166 ,5000 -,4921 -l.04_q ,3733 1.2751
._200 -I.0850 ,3601 1,3Ol_ ,9003 ,3911 ,7_20 ,6032 .0600 ,29_2 -.8661 ,4236 1.17_4
.4600 -1,0588 ,36_3 1,2432 .9500 ,3750 .7776 ,6102 ,1400 .2902 -1.0083 .3_28 1.2_65
°5000 -_.0486 ,373_ 1,2742 1.0000 -,0990 ,6400 .8_5 ,2200 ,2%02 -1,0316 .37_4 1.2730
.5400 -1.0_89 ,3710 1.27q_ ,3000 .2gq2 -1,0023 .3871 1.2680
•5800 -1.0896 ,3548 1,2922 ,386u ,2992 -I,0187 ,381_ I,Z591
,6ZO0 -.677_ ,6?85 1,082T ,4600 .2%_Z -1,05u2 ,3719 1,27d0
,6600 -.4070 ,5274 L,d,J1_ ,5_00 .2992 -I.1005 .357_ 1,30b_
• 7000 -._?21 ,5379 ._d46 ,6200 .29_2 -I.1185 .35_0 1.3143
.?500 -.638_ ,56_7 ,07_6 .7bbG ,2092 -,5250 .5190 _,0138
,8000 -.3040 .558q ,0508 ,8000 .Zg92 -.3773 ,5655 .q404
,8500 -,3456 .5?04 ,_327 oqOOC .29q2 -.2417 .6019 oB_34
,gOOU -.2876 .5_5 ,_u_2 ,I0¢U ,2382 -,ObSq .6521 ,8U60
,q500 -.2376 ,603_ .841u .?000 ,2382 -.2507 ,5926 ,8886
,9750 -,2091 .6105 ,_701 ,3500 ,Z362 -.4653 .5652 .0728
1*G000 -.0090 .64_U *o2_ ,6500 *2382 -,3871 ,5578 .q526
.551o .2362 -.2922 .5868 .g069
.6500 ,2362 -.U988 ,0416 .8221
• 75vu .2362 ,1970 .724q .6q37
• _CCO ,23_2 .3069 .7582 .8613
.850C ,2362 ,3755 .7772 .6109
,90_ .2362 ,_069 ,7859 .5968
.2500 o2362 ,3616 .7760 .6096
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TABLE III.- Continued.
TEST 137 PT Zl*_35_ PSI CN *Z%5% CDI ,00884 COCORI ,00854
RUN 15 TT 112=3299 K C_ -.1149 CDZ ,008_0 CDCORZ ,00857
POINT Z RC 1G.OZZ5 NILLLON C¢ ,0143 C03 .00870 CDCOR3 .00848
_ACH *59o5 CD% *00843 COCOR4 .008Zb _"
ALPHA -_*OUTU OEG CO5 *00787 CDCOR5 .00768
UPPEP SURFACE LOWER SURFACE 5_ANWISE
XlC CP PwL/PT MLCC XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC XlC YIC CP PpL/PT HLOC
0.0000 .987B .9793 .1731 O.GOUO .9878 .9793 .1731 ,5&00 .4911 -,4745 .6914 ,7464
,0040 *81Z5 .9451 ,2853 ,00%0 ,0671 ,7984 .5768 ,5000 ,4Z66 -,4850 .6890 .7501
*0080 .551_ .8993 ._u3O ,0080 ,2574 *0368 .8115 .5000 ,3609 -,4889 ,6879 .7517 _4,
,0150 .207B ,8253 ,6315 *0130 -*Z571 ,7344 .6796 ,500C ,2953 -.4960 ,6868 ,7535
,0150 -.1%2U .7561 .6454 *0500 -.3327 .7207 ,7010 .5&00 .Z1%7 -,_939 .6865 ,7539
,0%00 -.3995 ,7057 .7Z43 .IGOu -.3410 .7183 .7_%d .50_0 .1640 -.4977 .6874 .75Z5
*0600 -.4550 °6955 =7400 ,1530 -*3678 *7147 .7103 .5000 *09_4 -.49_i .6883 .7511
*0800 --,4345 *6989 *73%8 *ZGO0 -*%034 *7076 .7213 .5_00 =0318 -.4966 .6875 *7514
.1000 -*%121 *7011 .7299 .2500 --*4303 .699% *7341 .5000 -.0328 -.4998 .6868 .7535
.1400 -.4206 ,7014 .7309 .35J0 -,4283 .699& .7337 ,5000 -°098% -.5017 ,5803 .7541
.1800 -.4407 .69_8 .73_0 *4500 -03586 *7137 .7118 .5000 -*1640 -.%950 .6887 .7505
.2200 -,4550 .69_6 ,7414 ,5530 -.2675 .7324 .6818 .5000 -.2297 -.4907 .6915 ,7461
,2600 -.4598 .69_3 ,7419 .6500 -.0912 *755b .6187 .50GO -.2953 -.488_ .6895 *7493
*3000 -.%8Z8 ,689% ,7%9% *750U *173% ,819Z .5%Z0 .5000 -.3609 -.&887 .6889 .7502
.3%00 -*4751 .6906 .7475 ._030 .1711 .H380 .5093 ,500_ -,_Z6b -.4899 ,6888 ,7504
.3800 -,4829 ,6893 ,7495 °8500 ,3%28 ._b16 ,%850 ,SGO0 -=4911 -,4800 .b907 ,7475
,%Z00 -.4796 ,6893 °7495 .9000 .3735 .d580 *4733 .O6Ob .2991 -.439_ .6987 .7351
*4600 -,4969 ,6875 .7513 .9500 ,3811 .b699 ,4698 ,l_OO .2992 -,4166 ,7031 .7181
*5000 -,5032 *bP73 ,7526 I,OuuO .1202 =8091 *55g0 .Z20O .zggz -.4517 ,695_ *7401
,5400 -.5057 ,6857 ,7551 .30_0 .2992 -.4601 .6941 .7411
,5800 -,5176 ,6833 .7689 ,3800 .1992 -o4811 .6905 ,7476
,6100 -,5279 ,6814 .7617 .%600 .2992 -.4917 .688U .7503
,6600 -,5205 .6837 .7581 .5400 ,2992 -,4987 .6864 ,7540
=7000 -*685T *6925 *7446 *6ZOC *Z9_Z -,5217 ,6819 ,7610
°7500 -,%13Z ,70%3 ,7Z6% ,7000 ,2992 -.%89Z .6893 *7%96
.8000 -.3375 ,7186 .7042 ,SbGO .ZggZ -.33_ .Tlgb .7016
,8500 -,1410 ,7377 ,0744 .90CG ,1991 -.14%7 .7551 ,6455
.9000 -.1408 ,757_ °643% .1006 .2361 -.3445 ,7187 *7041 '
.9500 -*OZbl ,7810 *6054 ,200& ,2362 -.3979 ,7074 *7116 :"
.9750 ,0404 ,7934 ,5851 ,3500 .1362 -.%260 .7011 *7314
1.0000 .1202 ,8091 ,5590 ,4500 .Z3bZ -.3518 .7165 ,7076
,5500 ,2362 -.Z6%2 =7331 ,6817
.6500 .1361 -.090Z .767_ .6274 !
.7500 *235Z .1717 ,8183 *5%35
*_G0C *2362 *1713 *8382 *5090
,850C ,2352 ,3382 ,8516 *4850
.gG0& ,2361 .3711 ,8583 ,4728
.9500 ,236Z .3_lZ .8598 ,4700
TEST 137 Pl Z1,%388 PSI CN ,3763 COl .C0896 COCORI ,0086%
RUN 15 TT 112.3_98 K CH -*l17Z C02 ,00905 CDCORZ ,00867
POINT 3 RC 10.0269 _ILLION CC .01%1 C03 ,00890 CDCOR3 .00863
_ACH .59_8 C0% .00_%8 COCOR% .008Z7
ALPHA -.9674 OEG CD5 .bOb03 CDCO_5 .0078Z
UPPER 5URFAC_ LOWE_ SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PtLIPT _LOC XIC CP PeLIPT fitOC XlC YIC CP PeLIPt _LOC
0.0000 1.0741 .99&3 .0710 0*0000 1.0741 ,9963 *0726 .5000 o4911 -._Z51 ,68gb .7598
.0060 ,626% .9GSZ .3739 ,G04U =3463 =8626 =4833 ,5000 =4Z55 -.5371 .6805 .7631
,0080 o3431 ,8523 .4838 .UgdO .5511 .8918 .%061 .5000 .3609 -.54Z9 °6784 .7663
.0150 -,0395 =7755 .6142 .0_30 -oUUg4 .7_34 .6015 ,5000 =1953 -.546_ ,6763 ,7696
,0250 -.4090 .7029 =71_5 ,0500 -.1656 =7662 *6451 ,5000 =Z197 -,5693 ,6780 *7b70
*0%00 -*6572 *6_Zq °8055 *1000 -,ZlOZ .7%3% =6655 .5000 .1640 -,5480 ,8777 .7674
.0600 -.6700 ,6506 .8091 .1500 -.2557 °73%3 .6797 .5000 .0984 -.5516 ,6767 .7690
.0800 -,bZ02 .6620 .7915 ,2000 -°3052 ,7235 ,6960 ,5GGO ,0318 -.5505 .6761 .7699
.1000 -,5813 .6698 .7796 .2500 -.3439 .7153 .7093 .5000 -.0318 -.5520 *b785 .7660
.1400 -.5557 .6747 .7721 .3500 -.3649 .711? .7150 .5000 -,0984 -.5537 ,6781 .7667
.1800 -.560% *67%3 ,7726 *_00 -,3_86 *7ZZO =698g °5000 -=16%0 -.5%99 o6761 *7599
.2200 -=5545 ,67_5 ,76_3 .5500 -.Z3ZI .7373 .6750 .5000 -.2197 -.5449 ,6793 .1650
*ZTOO -.5496 .6778 ,7672 °6500 -.0697 .7706 obZZZ .5600 -.2953 -.5416 .&784 .7664
*3000 -.5664 ,67%8 ,7719 .7500 .193Z .8Z15 =5363 .5000 -=3609 -.5403 =6781 *7659
.3%00 -.5537 *6763 .7695 .8000 =1881 .8611 .5038 .5000 -,4265 -,5%%5 ,6784 .7663
,3800 -*5495 =b757 °770% =8i00 =3565 =8569 .%790 ,SUuO -,4921 -°5365 o6816 .7614
*4200 -*5455 *6787 ,7658 ._000 *3904 *_6Z1 .%058 *0600 ,2991 -.6113 =6661 .785Z
.%600 -*5523 =6769 .7667 .qSUO =3894 *8bZZ *_656 .1400 .199Z -.5500 =6781 .7_67
,5000 -,5573 *6755 °7708 1,0000 .1135 .8081 .5607 °2200 .2992 -.5511 ,b769 .7686
*5600 -,5551 =6751 .7713 *3UUb ,299Z -.5466 ,67_4 *7663
,5800 -,5609 .676_ ,76_7 .3_00 .1991 -,5510 .6770 .7684
,6200 -,5651 ,6759 ,77_Z ,%600 ,Z99Z -,5%36 *6793 *7650
,&600 -.5583 °67%% ,77Z_ .54_0 =_99Z -,5469 o6796 =7647
,7000 -,5165 ,68%8 ,7565 .6ZOU ,299Z -,5601 ,6763 .7696
,7500 -*%358 ,6qgZ .73%4 *Tu_O =299Z -,5186 ,6_35 =7586
,8000 -.3530 .7150 .7099 ,SGO0 ,29_Z -,349_ .7158 .7071
,8500 -,1541 ,73_4 o67_u .9_&O .2991 -,1504 .7560 =6456
.gGo0 -.1500 .75_9 ,_%? *IOOL ,2361 -,Z081 °7%55 *66Zl
,9500 -,GZ91 =7_Lb .6_61 ,2C00 ,236Z -.2979 .7Z75 ,690% _
,9750 ,0380 ,7934 ._851 .3500 .Z36Z -°3603 ,7152 .7095
1,0000 .1135 .80_i ,_o&7 .4506 .2361 -,1999 *7171 .6911
*550_ ,1361 -*Z169 .7415 =668_
,6500 .236Z -,0690 " =77Z4 .6193
,7506 .236Z .187Z .822_ .5369
.80UL =236Z *Z8%5 .8%15 ,5032
,8500 ,236Z ,3510 .854_ .%799
,q_O0 ,2362 ,38_q .8621 =%65B
,95CC .Z36Z ,3783 ,8596 .%706
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 21.437_ Pb| CN .4966 C01 .00911 C0C0R1 .0088Z
gUN 19 TT 112.3192 _ C_ -.1186 C_Z .C0915 COCORZ .0088*
POINT 4 RC IC.04_3 NILLION CC *C10§ C03 .U0893 COCOR3 .0086g
•_r HACH *b006 C04 *80858 CD_OR4 ,00840
ALPHA *u_bO DEG C05 .00839 CDCOR5 .0081§
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAH_E_E
XIC CP PJLIP1 HLUC XIC CP P_LIP1 MLOC XlC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.0'89 1.0010 U.uObO _.uU_O 1.0,89 1.0010 0.0000 .5000 .4921 -.5732 .5700 .77*Z
• 0040 .4212 .8e8_ .4_6Q .0040 ,94*b .8gz3 .4071 .5000 .4,65 *.5834 ._692 .7805
.0080 ,_14g .8099 .5644 ,OOeO .7429 ,9305 ,3226 *9000 *36Ug -,5849 *6678 .7826
• 0190 -.)020 .7140 .6gSg ._ZSU .1,11 .8119 .937_ .9000 .Zg93 -.5999 .6697 .7859
• 0290 -.6799 .6510 ._0_4 .USbO .0009 .7852 .9986 .5000 .22,7 -.9984 .6661 .7852
.0400 -.9308 .6017 .ue46 .1_00 -.0_69 .7666 .6286 .SUOb .1640 -.59,4 .6695 .7861
• 0600 -.88,6 .6096 .8723 .1500 -.1557 .7513 .6515 .SCCO ._g84 -.9968 .6658 °7858
°08_0 -.7gqB .62t_ .e468 .2000 -.2191 .7403 .6704 .5000 .0318 -._973 .6549 .7870
.1000 -.T401 .6371 .8Z98 .ZSOO -.Z650 .7313 .6845 .9000 -.b3Zu -.6018 .6664 .7879
.1600 -.6817 .6507 .8009 .3500 -.3005 .7257 °6932 .5_00 -°0984 -.b048 .b627 °7909
.1600 -.6654 .65Z4 .db6Z .4_00 -.2614 .7334 .6811 .50bU -.1640 -.5948 .66_7 .785,
• LEO0 -.6910 .6973 .,Jl" .55UU -.l_e2 .7497 .6618 .9000 -.2297 -.5914 *6690 .7869
• Z6OO -.6351 *6976 .Tghl .6_00 -*046_ .714g .6154 *_O_& -.2953 -*5925 *6690 .7859
• 3000 -.6416 *_577 ./gel .7500 .1057 .8243 *933E .5000 -.360g -.98'1 .6664 .7848
,3400 -.6168 .6619 .7923 *80_U .3019 .B443 .4981 *5000 -.4255 -*99L0 .6674 *7832
.3800 -,6144 .6610 .7915 *_500 .37_1 .8576 ,4741 .9000 -.4*11 -.5835 .6696 .7800
°4*00 -.6040 .6650 ./e70 .9000 .39e9 .8620 .4649 .Ub&O *****************************
• 4bUO -°6083 °663_ .7UEb °9_UU .4010 .863b .€630 .140_ °2992 -.6817 *6&92 .8113
.9000 -*60Z1 *6647 .7874 L*UO30 .1064 .8049 *_661 .220G .2ggz -.6483 .6§63 *8003
• 5400 -*5977 *6649 ,7872 .3OUU ,2992 -.6216 .6619 o7918
• 9800 -.6030 .664_ .TeE_ .3800 .LggZ -.6143 .6633 .7896
,6Z00 -.6034 .6630 .79(1 .4600 .Z_Z -.5966 .6656 .7860
• 6600 -.5844 .6678 .7827 .540& .2992 -.9887 .6679 .7831
• 7000 -.5399 *6754 .771G *6100 .2992 -.9911 .6680 .78,4
• 7900 -.4562 .6921 .7492 .7000 .29gz -.5424 .6766 .769Z
• 8000 -.3696 ,7107 o1169 °8000 .2992 -.3636 .7117 .7149
.8900 -.2604 *73Z7 .68*3 .g000 .1991 -.15_8 *7519 .6505
• 9000 -.1938 *794Z ,b4_4 .1bOb ,236E -,0939 .7654 .6309
• go0 -.0281 .7789 ._0_6 .2_OC **35* -*ZLL5 .74*6 .6667
• 9750 ,0378 *791b ,5877 .3500 ,Z3b* -.2Q71 .7250 °6gZ?
1,0000 ,1066 .804q ,5661 .4900 .2361 -.257_ .7319 .681g
.9500 .ZSbZ -.1974 .7494 .5613
.bSuO .2352 -.0485 .7743 .5163
.7_00 .2362 **0_3 .8248 ._3'4
.8600 .2362 .3002 .8436 .4994
• 8500 *2362 .3698 °8973 .4746
.gOOb .2362 .4012 .8630 .4641
• gsbo .2362 .3,05 .8614 .4670
TEST 137 Pl 21.43*0 PS_ CN .6185 C01 .00944 CDCOR1 .00913
RUH 19 TT A12._946 K CH -.11,0 C02 .00947 COCORZ .00911
POINT _ gC lb*UBEg H_LL[i]N CC *0032 C03 .00923 COCOR3 .o08gb
BACH ,6024 C04 ,00_71 COCOR4 ,00849
ALPIIA *_1_ bIG C05 *G0_51 CDCO_5 .00827
UPPER SURFACE L_ER SURFACE SPAN_SE
X/C _P P_LIP_ _LOC Xl_ _P PeLIPF HL_C XIC YIC CP P_L/PT _L_C
0.0000 1.0911 °ggg5 .0,71 u. OOUO 1.0911 **qq5 .0171 .SUOG .4*21 -.5181 .65,3 .7956
.0040 .1691 .8160 .5474 .0040 .7,24 .*263 .332g .9000 .4255 -.6307 ._5,5 .7,54
*0080 -.1672 .751_ .6531 .OO_O .8q03 .q59, .2426 .5000 .360' -.6388 .6558 .8011
.0150 -.9996 .6669 .7e41 .0230 .3660 .895g .4772 .90&O .2953 -.6404 .695q .800*
*0290 -.qegl *9153 .qo_7 .0500 .1536 .8129 .5517 .9000 .2267 -.6460 .693* .8041
.0400 -1.2778 .53L8 .9g_1 .1000 .013_ .7896 .5980 .5000 .16_0 -.5_74 .6941 .8038
*0600 -1.1637 *555U .997g .LSO0 -*05_9 .7727 .61_9 .5000 .Og_ -.6432 *_52 .8019
.0800 -1,011! .5820 **_53 ,2_03 -,1315 .75_1 ,64ZZ .5_00 .0318 -.6415 .6548 .8027
,1000 -.gEl3 *60_L ._870 *_50U -.18** .7469 .6600 .5000 -.0328 -.6495 .6941 .8037
.1400 -.8176 .61_2 .8575 .3500 -.23,3 .735, .6784 .50O& -.0984 -._5_8 .6915 .8062
.1800 -*787Z *6284 *_33 .4500 -**lbZ .74L4 .5586 .5000 -.1640 -.b_58 *6_46 .8030
.2ZO0 -.7940 *6341 .8349 .5530 -.1636 .7922 .0526 .5000 -.22q7 -.6406 .6944 .8032
.2600 -.7243 .63fie .e281 .0500 -.OZ,4 .7771 .6117 .5000 -.2q53 -.637_ .6972 .7,8g
.3000 -.723S *6412 .eZ35 .7_00 .21_4 .e*63 .52g_ .500u -.360' -.6334 .6971 .7991
*3400 -.6g64 .6444 ._186 .8000 .32_1 .8458 .4_55 .90G0 -.426_ -,63Oh .6945 .8031
.3800 -,6784 .64_B .Hllq *_JO .3835 .8_7 .4702 .5000 -.4g'1 -.bE60 *5554 *800Z
,4ZOO -.6629 *6906 .eO*l .guo0 .4140 .8654 .45,6 .06_ *2************56**25*********
.4600 -.6619 *6_LZ .8G8* .*500 .40gZ .8640 .46ZZ .1400 .Z*9Z -.8195 *6ZOB .8550
,9000 -.6484 .654_ .uO35 l.dLO0 .0,83 .8024 .5703 .2200 .2'92 -.7917 .6319 .e384
.5400 -,6379 .6_6 ._015 .3000 .zgqz -.7015 °6435 .8200
*_800 -.6606 .655g *_010 *3800 *2ggz -.6794 .6456 .8168
*6EGO -.6398 .6_57 ._013 *4500 .29g2 -.6_50 .6_36 .8045
.6600 -.6173 *666Z .7943 .5400 .1g_Z -.6330 .6974 .7986
.7000 -.964_ .66,6 .77,* .6*_d **q** -.bE** .697. .7'79
.7500 -.4737 .68,7 .74_9 *7OOU *ZqqZ -.5891 .6694 .7802
*8000 -*3749 *7084 .7201 ._OOu **gZ -*3751 .7071 .7*Z0
*8500 -.1641 .?*_8 .6_4 **000 .2**2 -.1583 .7512 *6932
**000 -.1907 .751_ .5531 *lbOU .23_2 .0080 .7840 *6006
.q_O0 -.0307 *77_3 .6_3L .2000 .2362 -.1217 .7577 .642g
.g750 *0378 .7897 ._'_13 *3SUb .?362 -*1382 .73_ *67_0
1.0000 *0983 .B_g4 .57_ .456& .236* -.2115 *7407 .6598
.5_U¢ *ZS&2 -.1630 .748q *696q
,_00 .216, -.0211 .7785 .60*4
.7560 .2361 .1188 .8252 .5317
*_GOU *1361 .3154 .8454 .4952
.8500 *2351 .3813 *_577 .4740
.gO00 ._361 .6121 *8690 ,4603
**SO0 *2361 .3974 .0616 *_687
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TABLE III.- Continued.
TESt 137 PT 21,4372 P_Z CN ,6788 C01 ,&4957 CD_OR1 ,00927
RUN 19 11 LL2,1§48 K CM -.11gl CO2 ,CDOb3 COCOR2 ,OOg2q
POINT & eC I{.u=b7 _ILLI3_ CC -,0012 C03 .00942 COCOR3 .00919
_ACH ,9_g6 C04 .0£872 COCOR4 ,00848 1_.
ALOMJ 1,4q69 OEG CO9 ,00831 CDC_R5 ,00805
UPPER SURFACE L_WEg _URFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P/L/F1 qLOC XIC CP PtL/PI MLO_ XIC YIC CP PpL/PT fftOC
0,0000 1,0703 ,gSb *uT_o O.GUO0 1,0703 ._qS_ ,072o ,5000 ,4921 -.836_ .6586 ,7967
*0040 *0208 .7_U3 *5_Z ,0040 *TgGg *qk02 .2284 .5000 .426_ -,6499 ,6570 ,7qg3
*G_80 -.3148 ,722g ,o976 ,00_0 ,qSCQ ,glZl ,2011 .50£0 .3809 -,6593 ,6548 ,80Z?
*0150 -,7374 .64_ ,82_ ,OZ_O ,443_ ,_725 .446L .5000 .2253 -.8671 .8548 .8027 -4r
.0250 -1,191q ,5_3_ ._04 ,OSOO ,2192 ,8201 ,52_9 ,500_ ,2_97 -.6665 ,6937 ,8044
,3400 -1.4283 ._U33 1*0_12 .lu3u ,0612 .Tg_o ,5809 ,5000 .1840 -,8633 ,6558 ,8011
,0600 -1.3130 ,52L_ 1,0033 ,1500 -,0159 ,7817 ,6u43 ,5C00 ,0984 -,6bgg ,6507 ,_089
,0800 -1,1149 .5_6 ,g4C_ ,2o00 -,0030 ,768q ,6282 .5000 .0328 -,6713 .6516 .SuTb
,1000 -1,0064 ,5867 ,qOTg ,250U -,1518 .7594 ,6465 .90GO -.0328 -.6755 .6496 .8103
,1400 -,8898 .6081 ,8747 ,3_00 -,2140 ,7399 ,6710 .5000 -,0984 -,6768 ,6524 ,8u64
,1800 -,840g ,6185 .8J8_ ,45u0 -,185d .74_i ,8581 ._6UU -.1840 -.66g_ ,b518 .8072
*ZZO0 -°8083 ,6Z_g ,8471 ,5500 -.L504 ,7559 .84_4 *9000 -,2297 -*6653 *6975 .7285
,2600 -.7640 ,6335 ,8354 ,6500 -,0173 ,7817 ,6043 .5000 -._953 -,6811 .85_6 .8013
,3000 -.7980 ,8397 ,2320 ,7900 .2Z49 .E2ql ,5249 ,5000 -.3bUg -,8972 ,_541 .8037
,3400 -,727q ,6413 ,8235 ,8000 .3201 ,8472 ,4930 ,900U -.42_5 -,89_2 ,6992 ,8020
,3800 -,7112 ,6461 .01_0 ,85_0 ,3923 ,8817 ,4864 ,90£0 -,4_21 -,8489 .8574 ,7q87
.4200 -,6876 ,64_ ,8107 ,9000 ,4102 .8657 ,4991 .0600 ,2992 -1,3258 .9227 1,0100
.4600 -.6800 ,6_25 ,8081 ,9900 ,4129 .8875 ,_557 ,1400 ,2922 -,8850 ,81C2 o8713
,9000 -.6752 ,_497 ,8105 1,0000 ,0975 ._028 .9698 .2200 *?gg2 -,8045 ,6Z60 .8469
,5400 -,6844 .8529 .8055 .3000 ,2992 -,7331 ,6407 .8243
,5800 -,8618 ,8_25 ,8_81 ,38_0 ,ZggZ -,7020 ._4_5 .8185
,6200 -.6928 .6571 ,7_91 ,4600 ,2OqZ -,_723 ,6489 .8124
.6600 -,6306 ,6599 ,7254 ,5400 ,2992 -.6958 ,6561 ,8006
.7000 -,5768 .6747 .772_ ,6200 ,2gq2 -,8386 .6973 ,7988
*7900 -,4814 .6902 .7471 ,700L *_gg2 -.9799 .8704 .7787
.8000 -.3823 .7084 ,7201 ._00 ,2992 -.3768 .7100 ,7176
.8500 -,2677 ,7318 .bd37 .g_Ou .2g92 -,_972 .7542 ,6484
,qO_O -,1931 ,7949 ,6473 .1000 ,Z3t2 ,0604 .7Q_g .57g3
,qO0 -.0271 ,7797 .8075 .200u ,2362 -.0920 .7676 .6271
.9750 ,032_ .7920 ,5_74 .3500 ,23_2 -,2075 ,7465 ,6608
1.0000 ,0979 ,8028 .5_26 .4500 .2362 -,1843 .7470 .6528
,_500 ,2362 -.1457 ,7_55 ,6463
,6500 ,2362 -.O122 ,7e22 ,8035
,7500 .23_2 .2212 .8_82 ,5269
*8000 ,2_82 ,3260 .8491 ,4_g6
.8500 .2362 .3894 ,_612 ,4675
.9000 ,2362 ,_ZO0 .8658 ,_588
._50u .Z382 ,4157 o8_7Z ,4_2
TEST 137 PT 21,43_0 PSI CN .7398 CD1 ,00988 CDC_R1 ,00956
RUN 19 71 112*1089 K CM -,I18_ C02 ,obgg4 COCOR2 °00997
POINT 7 RC 10,0939 MILLION CC -.0074 CD3 ,00271 COCOR3 ,00943
MaCH ,9_7 C04 ,_0889 CDCOR4 ,00862
_LPH_ 1*98_7 OEG C05 ,008_5. COCOR5 .O0830
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XI: CP P_L/PI MLOC XIC CP P_L/PT MLOC XIC Y/C CP R_LIPI MLOC
0,0000 1,0396 .98_3 ,12_2 O,UGUO 1,0398 ,qsg3 ,1242 .5000 ,4921 -,6630 ,6540 ,_038
,0040 -,1092 ,7642 ,8325 ,uO_O ,8550 ,g533 ,2829 ,9000 .42_9 -.6607 ,650_ ,80gl
,0080 -,494q ,8q42 ,7_2U ,0090 .9086 .2814 ,1640 ,5000 .3602 -,6858 .6485 ,8124
,0150 -,8816 ,61GU ,e71_ ,0230 ,5172 ,_85q ,_201 ,_00O ,2953 -,6801 ,6508 ,8088
,0290 -_,3244 ,52_8 1°u08_ ,0500 °2848 °8409 ,5041 ,5000 ,2297 -,8_05 .6471 ,8145
*0400 -1,6253 ,_832 1*1028 ,1000 o1_27 .806fl ,5628 ,5000 ,1840 -,6872 .6482 ,8127
,0600 -1,7093 ,4478 1,137L ,1530 ,0287 ,78q3 ,5918 .5000 .og_& -.8878 ,6481 .812g
,0800 -1,1ggl ,5427 ,9864 .2000 --,0537 ,7743 .6182 .5000 .0328 -.6916 .6478 .8134
.1000 -1.0864 ,9701 .9340 .2500 -.11_8 ,7604 ,6386 .50u0 -,0328 -.8880 ,6_73 .8141
.1400 -,9573 ,5958 .o238 .3500 -,1803 .7_97 ,8556 ,500& -,0984 -.8982 ,8481 .8160
,1800 -,q007 ,8084 ,87_2 ,_500 -,L692 .7507 ,6540 .5006 -.16_u -,6897 ,64g_ ,8110
,2200 -,8539 ,8151 ._838 ,5900 -.1287 .75_8 ,8412 ,5000 -.22g7 -,8873 ,6482 .8127
.2600 --.8124 .8248 ,8%_1 ,bSOG -.08%_ .Tu_ .6000 ,500_ -.2953 -.8853 .647_ *8138
.30U0 -*7936 *b280 .846_ *7_UU .23_9 ,_307 .5221 ,9000 --*3809 -,8783 *84_5 ,8108
*3400 -,7883 .6328 .u374 ,8000 .3300 .8_95 ,4888 ,SU_G -,426_ -,6777 ,8508 ,8088
,3800 -,7353 ,63G_ ,82_6 *_00 .3q6_ ,_632 .4637 .SOGO -,4g21 -,6704 .6542 .8035
.42G0 -.7178 ,6417 .822_ ,goJo .4207 ,_670 .4969 ,0_00 ,2_gZ -1,4942 ,4g50 1.0557
,4600 -.7081 ,6443 ._188 ,9500 .4159 ,ebb5 .457_ ,1400 ,2992 -,9609 ,603U .8813
.9000 -.6232 ,8462 ._147 i,O000 ,u_fig ,803U ,5693 .2200 ,2qq2 -.8_7 .6219 .8533
,5400 -.6832 ,64_4 *SlOg .3£00 *2922 -,7748 ,6353 ,8325
.5800 -,8684 ,65_8 .8087 .3_00 *2q22 -.7373 .64_5 .8248
,6200 -,6660 ,652_ ,_088 .4800 ,2992 -,700g o8505 ,8092
*6800 -._415 .6588 ,72_4 ,5400 ,2922 -,8885 ,8556 .8013
,7000 -.9884 ,8881 ,/u21 .8200 .2_22 -,8949 .8581 .8008
.7500 -.4899 ,8882 *?543 *700£ *zqg2 -*5873 *6709 ,7779
,8000 -,3P39 ,7U78 .7210 .8000 .2222 -,3809 .7118 .7149
,8500 -.2691 .73Z2 ,o_3! .g£_G ,2ggz -,1575 ,7539 .8490
*gO00 -.1913 .75tl ,84_ ,1_00 *2362 .1112 .8085 .5634
.9500 -.0288 .77_9 .6088 ,2L_ ,2362 -,0544 ,7757 .6140
.2790 ,0291 .792_ .5_23 ,3500 .23_2 -.1774 *749b .8958
1.0000 .0689 ,8_30 .5893 ,_5_ ,2382 -.1650 ,7532 .8501
*5500 *2362 -.I270 ,7821 *8352
,6500 ,2382 -.0021 ,7820 .5224
.75OG .2362 ,2324 ,8327 .5187
,8LO_ .23_2 ,330_ .8513 .4858
,8_00 ,2382 .327_ *8635 .4_31
,gG_O ,2382 .4223 .8825 ,4919
,gso0 *2382 .426b .869g ,4512
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 pi ZI.6376 P_[ CN .7gq7 CO1 .G105Z COCOR1 .Ol_gl
RUH 1_ 11 112.Ub_5 K CM -.1190 C02 ,0105_ CDCOR? .0_019
POINT 8 RC 1C.075O _ILL/ON CC -._1Z9 CO3 .GIG?5 COCOR3 •oogg8
MACH .6002 CO4 ._Cg4Z CDCDR_ .0_q17
ALPHA 2,_g_8 OEG C_5 ,0001_ COCOR5 ,00890
UPPER SUPFAC[ LOaZE SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PtLIP_ _L_C XlC CP PeLIP| _LJC XIC YIC CP PeL/PT MLOC
0.0000 ,9glO ,gT_ ,_?C9 O*_u3C ,%_10 ,qlg_ .170q ._COu ,6gZ_ -,6838 ,6_01 ,80q9
.0060 -e2%eg ,73_t ,6701 ,QO¢O ,gUt6 .%636 .2318 .SbbO ,€265 -.6909 .b676 18137
• 0080 -,6071 ,6_62 °7852 .09_J 1._33% o0_2 ,1302 ,5000 ,3600 -,6979 ,5657 ,8166
,0150 -l,oze7 ,5_z5 ,9145 ,_730 ,be35 ,_v95 .3923 .5_.00 ,2_53 -.7005 ,6_66 ,815z
.0250 -1.4700 .4951 _.vo_5 .u_Ou .3424 ._27 .6830 ._000 .22%7 -.7102 =6_36 .8195
.0%00 -L.Tg_Q ._3_ 1,16_6 .1000 ,158e ._16_ ,5_67 ,5_0_ ,16_0 -,TOqB ,6_8 ,8181
•0600 -1.9723 .3075 I,_Z_I ,_500 ,u703 °7992 .5756 ,5000 ,09_% -,7098 ,6%56 ,8107
,0800 -1.370_ ,5123 l,o?_g .200_ -,_156 ,7_L6 ,60%5 .bCOG ._328 -,7122 ,6%_% .8188
.1GOO -1•1108 ,5660 ,9_05 ,2500 -.U773 .7697 .6Z37 ,SG_G -,0328 -,71_Z .6_33 ,U20_
.1600 -I,0216 ,5d56 ,9_97 ,3500 -.I_ ,75_3 ,6_83 ,_GO0 -,_98_ -,71_ ,661G .8239
•1800 -,9657 °5079 °8906 ,%500 -•L51% ,756_ ,6%5u .5000 -.I_60 -.7_Z7 ,6%56 ,8ZOZ
• 2200 -.8001 ,60_% ,_73% ,55Ju -,1122 ,7631 .63%Z ,5_00 -.2297 -,7107 ,6_3 o818E
,2600 -,85%8 ,610% ,861U ,6500 *0103 ,7056 .508v ,5_GG -.2953 "-,708% .6467 ,81BZ
.3000 -.8%30 .61%_ ,657_ ,75_0 ,Z_IL ,_3ZZ ,5195 .5000 -,3600 -,7097 ,6%32 ,8205
,3_00 -.7920 ,0271 ,B_52 .euJ_ .32_B ._535 ._7u ,50uO -,6Z65 -.7016 ,6%k5 .8186
.3800 -,76_9 ,6330 .83_7 .6500 ._ut8 ,_6_7 ._609 ,5000 -,k921 -.60_0 *6_51 ,8175
,_ZO0 -,74_ •637_ ,_SOG eqO00 ,_256 ,_690 ,_5Z8 ,_60_ ,?go? -1,_157 *502Z 1,0_37
=_600 -,7337 ,6_01 ,8253 .9500 ._233 .€678 ,_551 ._OC ,EGO? -1•060Z .5805 .0177
• 5000 -,7167 ,0_3 .8_eB l,uLO0 ._ull ,8005 ,573_ ,2200 .2992 -,0023 ,60_q ,8796
.5_00 -.7017 ,6_65 ,o_55 .300_ ,ZgqZ -.dZ06 ,6205 .8555
.5B00 -.6958 .6_77 .¢_b .3eGG .?ggZ -.7752 .62h2 .8_35
,6ZO0 -.6806 ,6_85 ,812_ ,_6CO ,Egg? -,7Z6_ .6388 ,8273
.6600 -,6536 ,6550 ,8023 ,5_00 ,29_2 -.6906 ,6_83 ,8_26
.7000 -.5993 6663 ,7_50 ,6200 ._992 -,6b63 .6505 ,8093
• 17000 ,2_9Z --*5055 .6655 .7_61
.7500 -,6982 ,5862 .75%_ ,80L0 ,2qqZ -,3827 °7072 o72Z0
.8000 -.3977 ,70_9 ,7255 ,9000 ,2992 -,1595 ,7516 ,6525
,8500 -.Z68_ .T3_Z ,0862 .1000 .2362 .1553 ._136 ,5511
.9000 -.1563 .7522 .b615 .2000 .2362 -.0160 .7820 .6039
.0500 -.031_ .776_ .0123 .350_ .2362 -.L_ ,7558 ,6_60
.9750 ,027_ ,7005 .5_%g ._5G_ .235Z -.I_C5 ,756_ ,6_Z
1_0000 .0811 ,d005 ,573_ .5500 .ZSbZ -,1160 .760_ .6386
•6500 .2362 .0076 .7865 .596_
• 7500 .?362 .2370 •830% .SZZb
,8000 .2362 .3331 ,8_gZ ._80_
,8500 .2352 .3ggg .8610 ._661
,_OOG ,236Z ._?gq ._SUZ .656_
,9500 .2362 ._079 .86,3 .,616
TEST 137 PT ?1,_37L PSI CN ,e550 COl ,ui156 CDCOWI ,01126CH -.[L53 CD2 .Gllbl CDCOR2 .011Z7RUN 15 T] 112.0423
POINT g RC lG.uGol MILLION CC -.u203 C03 .01125 COCOR3 .010_6
MACH ,5_0 C0_ ,OOgb6 COCOR_ .ObgA2
ALPHA 3.0030 OEG CD5 .0101_ CO,OR5 .00088
UPPE_ SURFACE tO=Ee SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PtLIPT _LOC XIC CP P_L/P_ MLOC XlC YIC CP PeL/PI _LOC
0.0000 .9397 %6_7 .21_ O.OOdO .9397 .0697 .g106 .SCGO .4921 -.7028 .6686 .8125
.0040 -,3871 7077 .7_g .Ou40 ,9569 ,9727 .lgq_ ,5000 ,_265 -,7125 ,6_5 ,8165
.0080 -.7371 6397 .a?5_ .0_0 1.0621 *_u .0031 *5_G0 .36Cq -.7179 .6_30 .eL9_
.0150 -I,188_ 5559 ._6_ ,0230 ,6_0_ *gi06 °3685 ,SGOU ,2053 -*7300 ,6_18 ,8226
,0250 -1,5921 ._688 l,ioul ._50o ,39%0 ,bb_g .6661 ,500U ,2?97 -,7_8_ ,6618 ,8226
.0%00 -E.91%2 610_ 1.z0_7 .L000 .Zo%_ .8257 .5308 .Scou .]640 -.7268 .b_30 .u207
.0600 -2,1099 36_9 l,Z_ .1Sub .Ii_6 .8u66 ,5632 .50_0 ._98_ -.7259 .6_ ,6181
.0800 -2.091% 3735 L.275P .2OJG .0165 .7_8% .5933 .500C .C32_ -.7237 .0_28 .6212
,i_00 -I,1978 5_5 ,_6_3 ,ZSOG -,_5_ ,777_ ,5_11 ,5000 -,03E8 -,7235 ,o_2_ .8217
.1_00 -1.0272 5_2_ *qL_7 .3500 -.1796 .7581 .b_23 .5600 -._gB6 -.7333 .6_0 .8238
,1800 -.98%6 58_3 ,905% .%500 -,1298 .7603 ,6387 .SOCO -.Ib_O -*7303 ,6%13 o523%
.Z200 -.0351 5%79 .89_5 ,5_30 -.3971 ,7655 .630_ .SCOO -,2207 -.7215 .6%32 ,820_
,?bOO -,_91_ 6115 *_q_ ,6500 ,_15q ,76_I ,5939 ,5000 -,7953 -,715E ,6_3_ ,8201
.3000 -,8687 e137 .8650 ,7500 ,Z_6C .6331 .blBu .500G -.3600 -.7122 .6_66 .8152
.3%U0 -*6Z24 5233 ._511 .BOO0 .3%18 ._520 ._8_3 .5_00 -._265 -.7237 .6_ZO .8211
,3600 -,80_5 6273 .8_50 .8500 ,_bTC ._6_G ,_6Z3 .5000 -,4921 -,7067 ,6463 .B157
._200 -.7660 63_k ._3_1 ._OOO .k318 .PbSB ._3Z .GbOG .zggz -L.TBTZ ._330 1._632
.%600 -.7578 .6379 oBOU_ .gSUU .%186 °0075 .%557 .1_00 .2gq? -_.0659 .5738 *9288
,5000 -,7322 ,6_35 ,_l_g i,vGO_ ,0_02 *_Ol_ ,5719 ,2_OC .ZqgZ -,9_15 ,5gq? ,8_
,30UO ,_ggZ -,_307 ,62ug *85%9
.5_00 --.7_06 .6_5_ .817_ .3600 .2092 -.8017 .6281 .B_7
*5800 -.6_61 .667_ ._134 .4600 .20_2 -.7525 .6_01 .8253
._200 -o6860 .6502 o_0_ .5%00 .2ggZ -.7U53 .6%73 ._l_?
.6600 -,6602 .05_1 .,u2Z ._ZQb .2992 -.678B *bSZO ,dO6?
.70uO -.5937 .66U_ .7_1. .7_00 .79%2 -.607_ .66e5 .7_16
.7500 -.,8e7 .6_t? .7_13 ._0 ,7902 -,3_09 .71u5 .716_
,8000 -,3857 ,7105 .ZI_H .9_Ou .?99? -.150_ .75_5 .6_49
.9_00 -,1487 .75_b ._6 .?000 .23_? .022_ .70_* .SqOl
.0500 -.0316 .77_7 ._u76 ,3500 ,2362 -,IZ30 ,?bll ,0375
.0750 .0256 .7909 ._93 ._50C .2362 -.ll00 .7637 .6333
1,00_0 ,0802 ._bl_ ,5710 .550_ .2362 -.0950 .7660 ,6297
.6500 .23_Z .017o .7d97 .5q12
.75vu .73_2 .Z39_ .d318 .520Z
.600G .230Z .3%_5 .B53B ._11
,e_O0 .23_2 ._038 .d6_8 ._60o
*?bOO .23_? .%310 *_710 ,_90
.g5¢C .2362 ._133 .8663 ._58G
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 21.6333 °SI CN .9721 C01 .01595 CDCOR1 .01547
RUM 15 TT 111,9_51 K CM -,1106 CD2 .01596 COCOR_ ,01563
POINT 11 RC 16.b785 MILLI3N CC -,0333 CD3 ,01538 CDCDR3 ,01501
PACH ,5%%5 CD4 .01635 CDCOR4 *01602
ALPHa 3,981§ OEG CD5 ,o1463 CDCOR§ ,01627
UPPER SURFACE LOWEE SURFACE SPaNWISE
XIC CP PtLIPT _LOC X/C CP P_L/Pl MLOC XIC YIC CP PpL/PT MLOC
0,0000 .8081 ,966C ,2883 0,0000 ,6081 ,6660 .2883 ,50C0 ,6921 -.7332 ,6395 ,8262
.0040 -.6605 .65_1 .8068 .0_%0 1.0223 .9859 .1627 .5000 .%265 -.7478 .5339 .83%8
.0080 -.9760 .5860 .g043 .0080 1.0955 l.uO03 O.OuO0 ._OOu .3bC9 -.7665 .6356 .8321 -4,
• 0150 -I.4045 .5C78 1.v365 ._23_ .7515 ._329 .3169 .5000 .2953 -.7538 .5329 .8354
• 0250 -1.7272 .4262 1.1755 .0500 .6631 ._789 .6339 .5000 .2297 -.7648 .6317 .8382
,0600 -2.1138 .367_ 1._69 .lOOu .Z959 .8_23 .5018 .5000 .1640 -.7577 .6368 *8336
• 0600 -Z.3124 ,3288 1*36_b .15_0 .1617 .F18g .5625 .5000 ,LqB4 -.7582 ._329 .8363
,0800 -Z.3387 .321b 1.3866 .2000 ,OgOq ,bOUq ,5728 ,5000 .6328 -,75_2 .6326 .8368
•i000 -Z.2908 ,3366 I,_5 .2531 ,EI2O ,7871 .5950 ,50UO -,6328 -,7627 .6360 .8316
• 1400 -1.2510 .5367 .2915 .350_ -.b711 .7688 .6252 .5000 -._986 -.7656 .6317 .8382
.1800 -o9801 .5226 .tgth .%500 -.0671 .7676 .6275 .5Oub -.1060 -.7587 .6343 .8362
.2200 -.9532 .596B .P923 .5500 -.0639 .7720 .6201 .5000 -.2297 -.7510 .6358 .8319
• ZbO0 -.9267 .bUI3 .,852 .6_J_ .0365 .7907 .5897 .5000 -.2953 -.7555 .5335 .8355
,3000 -,g152 ,6006 ,8863 .7500 ,249% ._361 ,5162 ,5000 -.350g -,7686 ,6371 .8299
• 3600 -.8620 .6126 ._b_1 ._UO .3667 .b526 .9835 .5060 -.4268 -.7674 .6361 .83%5
,3800 -.8359 .6166 .8615 ,8500 ,4152 ,_658 ,6569 .500_ -,6921 -,7332 ,6389 ,8271
,4200 -,8106 .6225 ,B_22 .qOO_ *6367 ,8707 ,6697 .0500 ,2992 -1.9435 .6018 1,2209
,6600 -°7885 .6267 ._%Ze ,9500 ,%233 .8666 .457% ,l%GU .2992 -1,2869 ,5313 ,9961
• 5000 -,7659 ,6314 .6316 1,0000 ,0646 .7968 ,5796 ,2200 .29_2 -,9577 .5963 .8930
.5%00 -,7413 .636C ,_31b .30UO ,2992 -,9003 .6085 .8739
• 5600 -,7270 ,663_ .8208 ,3600 ,2992 -,8696 .6159 ,8609
• 6200 -.7050 .6437 .Blg6 .6600 .2922 -.7809 .6313 .8388
.6600 -,6699 .6516 .8072 .56C0 .2992 -.7315 ,6609 .8260
,7000 -.6016 ,6653 ,7_65 .6200 ,2992 -,6963 .6656 .8168
.7500 -s5029 .6839 .75_5 ,7000 .2992 -.6013 ,6659 .7856
,0000 -,3881 ,7081 .7215 .8_00 ,2992 -,3856 ,7095 *T186
• 8500 -°2665 .7296 .6871 .9000 .2992 -.1586 .7521 .6518
,9000 -.1426 .7_56 .6662 .1000 .2362 ,2852 .8606 .5051
.9500 -.0600 ,77_2 .6133 .2000 .2362 .0873 .8006 ,5732
.9750 .0182 .7869 .5958 .3500 .2362 -.0760 .7673 .6276
1.0000 .0668 ,7968 ._796 ,6506 .2362 -,0837 ,7675 ,6273
• 5500 .2362 -.0622 ,7726 .6193
.6500 .2362 .0403 .7925 .5867
.7500 .2362 .2566 .8358 .5133
,_000 ,2362 ,3679 ,8537 ,6812
,85C0 .2352 .6147 .8662 .65UI
,9000 .2362 ,4439 .8723 ,6666
• qSOC ,2362 ,6333 .8702 ,6505
TEST 137 PT 21._356 PSI CN 1.I08_ CDI .02653 CDCDRI .OZ611
RUN 15 IT 111.9463 K CM -,1051 CO2 .02440 CDCORZ ,02391
POINT 12 gC Lo.Uq3_ MILLION CC -,0693 C03 .02356 COCOR3 ,02308
M_CH .6002 CD% .02225 CDCDR% ,02186
ALPHa _,9998 DEG CD5 ,02271 CDCOR5 .OZZ30
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SUkEaCE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC Y/C CP P_L/PI MLOC
0.0000 .6637 .q158 .3_70 O.JOJO ._637 .9158 .3570 .5000 .6921 -.7498 °6337 .8351
.0060 -.9395 .5991 .88_7 .00_0 1.0705 .9956 .0797 .500u .4265 -.7715 .6306 .8398
,0080 -1.Z209 .5622 .2786 .C080 1.0938 l,CO01 0,0000 ,5000 ,3609 -,7731 .6306 ,8601
.0150 -1.5952 .6686 1.1010 .0230 .8331 .9%90 .2766 .5000 .2_53 -.7756 .6291 8621
.0250 -2.0196 .3863 1.2805 .0500 .5752 .6978 .3958 .5000 .2297 -.7758 .6293 8619
.0400 -2.2981 .3321. 1.3617 .1000 .3749 .8587 .4721 .SUOU .1660 -.7751 .6360 83%7
• 0600 -2,6977 .2916 1,4530 o1500 .2601 .2351 .514_ ,SOGU ._9_% -,7809 ,6296 8615
•0800 -2,5172 ,2866 1,6710 .2000 ,1680 ,8135 ,5517 ,5000 ,0328 -.7712 .6295 8415
,1000 -2,6805 ,2246 1,6666 .2500 .0694 ,7975 ,5784 ,5000 -.Q3ZB -,7809 ,6280 8639
.1600 -2.6023 .3116 1.607% .3500 -.0252 .7795 .6079 .5000 -.0986 -.7806 .6306 .8399
.1800 -1.4998 ,6815 1.0785 .%500 -,d652 .7758 .013_ .SoOG -.1660 -,7759 ,6296 ,8617
• 2200 -1,1055 .5662 ,9402 ,5500 -.0616 .7161 ,6133 .5000 -.2297 -,7715 .6328 .8365
.2600 -.8789 .6080 ._76o .6500 .0596 .7950 .5825 .SCCb -.2953 -.7739 .6306 .8601
.3000 -.8897 .6072 .u760 .7500 .2699 .8375 .5103 ._OGO -°3609 -.7763 .6295 .8616
.3400 -.8636 .6125 .8678 .8000 .3550 .8546 .6796 .5000 -.4265 -.7758 .6306 .8399
.3800 -.8501 ,6163 ._650 .8_00 .6261 .6664 .657_ .5000 -.4921 -.7559 .6351 .8330
• 6200 -,8205 *6206 ,8556 ,9000 .6638 .8719 *4474 .060_ .2992 -2,0560 ,3787 1,2656
,4600 -.8072 *6277 ,_66 ,9)00 *6291 .8693 ,4523 ,1600 .2992 -2,3634 .31_1 1*%013
,5000 -.7877 ,6282 ,6435 1.0000 ,0618 ,7982 ,5773 ,2200 .2992 -1.0658 ,5738 *9282
,5%00 -.7523 ,6333 ,8358 ,300_ .2992 -.8683 ,6128 ,867%
,5800 -,7409 ,6352 ._316 ,3800 .ZgqZ -.6572 ,6126 .8676
• 6200 -.7096 ,64%5 .8166 .6600 .2992 -,8036 .6276 ,8666
•6600 -*6?58 ,6493 .8111 ,5%00 ,2992 -.7467 ,6367 ,8305
,7000 -.6043 .6657 ,7859 .6200 .2992 -.7032 .6651 .8176
.7500 -.50%8 .6637 .758? o7_0C .2992 -.6155 .6663 .78_g
,8000 -,3993 ,7038 .7272 ,_000 ,2_92 -.3907 ,70_% ,7185
.8500 -.2818 .728? .6o93 .960_ .7992 -.1631 .7527 .6509
• qO00 -.1535 .756_ .6416 ,1ouo .2362 .3621 .85%9 ,%789
.9500 -,0472 .773_ ,6171 ,2cou .23_ .1612 ,8163 ,5669
.9750 .0176 .7679 .5661 .3500 .2362 -.0255 .7796 .607%
1,00_0 .0618 ,7962 ._773 .6500 .2362 -,0398 o77_3 ,6099
,5500 ,7362 -.0361 .777_ .6106
•65d0 .2362 .0551 .7q3q .58%3
• 750C ,2362 .266P .83_5 ,5121
.Eu_ ,23oZ .3657 .856% .%763
.bb00 .236_ ,%230 ,8668 .%570
ogOOb ._362 ,%497 .8736 ._660
• 950_ .2362 ._361 ,8702 .4505
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 Pl ?2.4374 PSI CN 1,2006 C01 .63808 CDCO_I ,03741
RUN 15 1] 111,876_ K C_ -,097o CO? .03765 COCOR2 ,03704
POINT 13 RC 1_,127U MELLI]N CC -,Cb03 CO3 ,03608 CDCOR3 ,03547
"vr MACH ,6021 C04 ,u3556 CDCOR4 .03502
ALPHA 5,_875 OEG C05 *03475 COCOR5 .03417
UPPER SURFACE LOeER SURFACE SPANgISE
XIC CP PeLIP7 qLOC [IC CP P_L/PT MLOC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT HLOC
0,0000 ,5208 ,8864 ,ALql u,OUOJ ,b?O_ ,8864 .4L91 .5000 ,492L -,749_ ,6340 ,834_
.0040 -1,t514 .5556 .0572 ,0040 1,_e53 .9_85 ,0459 ,500U .4Z65 -,75U8 ,6332 .8350
.U0_0 -1,4245 ,4972 1._SgU ,uoEO 1,_1_1 1,_050 _,0003 *SOU0 .3509 -.7550 ,6321 .8375
• 0150 -L,7231 ,4410 L,IAhq ,GZ3_ ._58 ._587 ,Z463 .500_ ,Z_>3 -,7664 ,63Z8 .8365
• 0250 -2,1484 ,3547 1.3237 ,0_0 ,t439 ,qLLU ,367H .5000 .22_7 -,7626 ,6310 ,8379
• 0400 -2.4018 ,3023 1,_784 ,103_ .4323 ._7U3 .450_ .50_0 .264U -,7487 .6335 .B354
,0b00 -2,5381 ,2640 1,5224 .1_00 ,3043 .6423 .5018 .5000 ,09_4 -,7564 .6314 .d306
• 0800 -2,5737 ,2553 1,5453 ,?_JO ,21_3 ,8280 ,5?67 .5000 ,_328 -,76_ ,63?5 ,8369
• 1000 -2.6148 *?633 _._g44 ,?500 ,L190 ,8065 ,5634 ,5000 -,032_ -.7559 .6318 ,8380
.1400 -2,5540 *2733 1,4_86 ,3_00 ,0078 ,7836 ,b00_ ,50uU -,00_4 -,7506 ,6333 ,8357
,1800 -1,8320 .4197 1,1874 ,4500 -.0160 .77d_ ,6097 .SuO0 -,1640 -.7678 ,6338 .8349
.2700 -1,5732 ,4750 l.ud_5 ,550_ -.0246 ,7795 ,6078 ,5000 -,2297 -.7662 .6339 ,8348
• 2600 -1.3453 ,5157 1,0214 ,65_ ,_660 ,7909 .5794 .5_00 -,2953 -,750_ *6322 .8373
.3000 -1,0210 ,5812 ,0165 ,7500 ,2697 ,P362 .51Z5 ,5000 -,3bO_ -.7541 *6330 .8362
• 3400 -,B_55 ,612_ ._bE4 ._000 ,3540 ._52_ ,4834 ,5000 -.4265 -.7635 ,6340 ,8347
• 3800 -.8094 ,b243 ,eAqb ,8500 ,42_6 ,8677 ,4554 *5000 -.4921 -,76Z9 ,6348 .8334
• 4200 -.7872 .627C ,8454 .oUO ,4476 ,872_ ,4_54 ,ÙbOO ,2q02 -2,L810 ,3515 1.3203
• 4600 -.7735 ,5285 .6430 .95_0 o4241 ._662 .4580 ,1400 ,2992 -2.5271 ,£775 1,4881
• 5000 -.7713 .63U5 ,84_1 L,u_O0 ,03_1 .7_83 ,5935 ,2200 *29_2 -1.6130 .4640 1.1085
,_400 -,7449 ,6356 ,8322 ,3000 ,2992 -.9265 ,bOO8 ,8850
.5600 -,7182 .63_3 ,8Z64 .3800 ,2_2 -,8054 .6217 ,8535
°6200 -.6869 ,6477 .8136 ,460_ .2992 -,7852 ,6266 .8_60
,6600 -,6556 .6559 ,8010 ,5400 ,2992 -,7350 ,6351 ,8330
,7000 -,5907 ,6684 ,7817 ,6200 ,2992 -,6881 ,6459 *8163
• 7500 -,4832 ,6865 ,7539 ,7000 .299Z -.5060 .6650 ,7870
,8000 -,3756 ,7061 ,7206 ,80_ ,2997 -,3745 ,7091 ,7190
• 8500 -,2662 ,732_ ,6834 ,9000 ,2992 -,1689 ,7485 ,6574
,_000 -.1644 ,7526 .6510 ,1000 ,8362 ._294 .8676 .4554
,9500 -,0531 .7716 .6206 ,200_ ,236Z ,2056 ,8227 .5350
,0750 -,0100 ,7797 ._075 ,3500 ,2362 ,0130 ,7842 .6002
1,0000 .0311 .7883 ,5935 ,45G0 ,?362 -,014_ ,7791 ,6085
,5500 ,2362 -.0080 .7818 ,6041
,6500 ,2362 .0682 ,7q52 ,5821
.7500 ,2362 ,2730 .8375 .5102
• _OO_ ,2362 ,3588 *8548 *479?
,85uO .23_2 .4738 .8665 ,4576
,q_O_ ,2362 ,4418 ,8704 .4502
• 9500 .7362 ,4341 ,8677 ,4553
TEST 137 PT 21.43_8 PSI CN 1,232% COL ,05777 COCORI .05682
RUN 15 TT llL*_50 K CM -*0860 cog *U_759 CDCOR2 ,05643
POINT _4 RC iO.Og_h MILLION CC -,ObBL C03 ,05455 COCOR3 ,05373
MACH ,5g98 CC4 *05?50 CDCOR4 .05187
ALPHA 7.U460 OEG CD5 .G4728 CDCOR5 .04641
UPPE_ SURFACE LO_E_ SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIPi ULOC XIC CP P_LIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 ,4025 ,_625 ,4050 0,0000 ,4075 ,_025 ,4650 ,SuOC ,4921 -,714? .6429 ,8209
• 0040 -1,3630 ,514_ 1,0734 ,0040 1,09_8 1.0005 0,0000 .5000 .4265 -,7401 ,6380 ,8285
,0080 -1.6470 *4582 1.1186 ,U080 1.0813 .0976 ,0592 *50CO ,3609 -,7281 .6395 *_252
.0150 -L.8881 *40%2 1.2069 ,0230 ,9?84 ,9670 *2195 .5000 .2953 -.7164 .6417 ,8227
• 3250 -2.3002 ,3342 L,3560 ,_SJO ,6084 ,gZ19 ,343L ._O0 ,22_7 -.7330 ,6408 ,8741
,0400 -2.5500 ,2806 i,4dv4 ,1000 ,47_6 ,87_4 .4349 ,5000 .1640 -,7134 .6405 ,8246
• 0600 -2,7510 .2431 1.5787 .1_00 .3519 ,8534 ,4818 .SCGU ,0984 -,7157 .6417 ,8728
• 0800 -?.7243 .23_2 1,59P3 .2000 .2380 *_307 ,5221 ,SOOO ,_328 -.7062 .6440 ,81q3
• lOGO -2,7329 ,2455 1,5720 .2500 ,1494 .8129 ,5527 .5000 -,0328 -,7114 ,b4Og ,8240
,1400 -2.1089 .3629 _.2q70 ,35_3 ,0368 ,792_ ,586_ ,SGDÙ -,_g84 -,72_q .6415 .8230
• 1800 -_,8391 .41q6 1,1877 .4500 -,_50 ,7831 .6020 ,5G00 -.1640 -,7087 ,6399 ,8256
• 7200 -1*7314 .4407 1*1405 *5500 -*OI_E ,7811 .6053 ,5600 -.2297 -.7316 *6420 .8224
• 2600 -_.5728 .4733 1._924 .6_00 ,0532 .7916 .588L *5000 -*2253 -.7191 .6418 .8226
.3000 -1.3614 .5153 I*_221 ,7500 .2536 ,_344 .5156 *SOGC -,3609 -.7151 .6423 .8219
• 3400 -1.1853 ,5460 ,967_ ,UO30 .3435 ,6507 ,4867 .5_00 -,4265 -,7118 ,6413 ,8235
°3800 -,9927 ,5870 ,9074 .85_U .411i ,_649 .4605 .SGOU -.4q?l -,7325 .6400 .8254
• 4200 -,8567 .61_ ,8617 ,9000 ,4160 .8667 .45RL ,0600 ,29g2 -2.2326 ,3423 1.33q7
• 4600 -,7794 .6274 ,_4_g ,9500 .3_36 ,6610 .4678 .1400 ,?_92 -2,6278 .2614 1.5Zq?
.5000 -,7181 .b41Z ,_236 1._000 -.0682 .7709 o62L8 ,2200 ,29g2 -L,7665 ,4304 1,1571
.5400 -,6687 ,b514 ,_079 °3000 .7992 -I.245t .537b .9858
,58U0 -,6344 .65t2 ,cOO4 ,38CC .2022 -.d638 .6257 *_63&
,bZO0 -o60Z7 *b_54 .7d4_ .4_00 *2922 -*7693 *6332 .8358
,6600 -,570q *67_6 ,7707 .5400 .7992 -,0086 .049_ .8L13
.7000 -,4q85 ,6thg o75_2 .6200 .29q2 -.6311 ,6616 ,7922
• 7500 -*4116 *7_25 *12q? ,TCGO .2992 -,5187 ,6808 ,7627
• 8000 -,3221 ,7200 ,7021 .8000 ,Z_9Z -.3314 .T171 ,7067
,8500 -,2319 ,73oh .b76_ .9_00 .29_8 -,1601 ,7526 ,6510
• qOO0 -*168Z .751Z ,e531 *i000 ,Z362 .4675 *8766 .4382
,0500 -.1184 ,7611 .6374 ,ZOO0 .2362 .2468 ,8339 .5166
• q750 -,0_39 .76_ ,024_ .35_6 ,2362 *0354 .78_q *sgug
1,0000 -,G682 .77_9 ,62/_ ,4_00 *2362 .0021 .7848 ,5993
• 550O ,2367 -,0101 .7806 ,b061
.6_0 ,23t2 .0532 .7935 ,5851
.750U *?362 .ZSe7 .8355 .5137
•SGO0 .2368 .34_4 ,_523 ,483?
,850_ .?362 ,4119 .8663 ,4580
.9_G0 ,2362 .4211 .8677 .4553
• q_O0 ,2362 .40_2 ._652 ,459_
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TABLE III.- Continued.
TEST 237 PT 2_,7174 o$! CN ,2503 C01 ,00901 COCORZ ,00868
gUN 16 TI L45,4537 K CH -,1191 COg ,0C905 CDCOR2 ,u0869
POINT 1 RC L0.1171 _ILLION CC ,0150 CO3 ,00883 COCOR3 .00858
M_CH ,bSZb CO6 ,&0863 CDCOR6 ,008E1
ALPHA -2,00Z1 DEG C05 *008Z1 CDCOR5 ,00T96
UPPER SURFACE LOWED SURFACE SPANWISE
XlE CP PJLIPT MLGC XIC CP PpLIOl MLOC X/C YIC CP P,LIPT MLOC
0,0000 ,q983 ,9747 ,1_1_ O,OGO0 ,_983 ,9747 ,1_15 ,5000 ,6qz1 -.4q78 ,8379 .8179
• 0040 ,8387 ,g39_ ,2997 ,00_0 ,0813 ,7693 ,6237 ,50UG ,6Z65 -,5097 ,6358 ,8312
.0080 ,5933 ,883_ ,6Z61 ,0080 *Z760 ,8132 ,5516 .5000 *3809 -,5171 ,6356 ,8318
• 0150 ,2667 ,80_1 ,Sb3& ,0130 -,2584 ,6931 _7430 ,5000 ,zg53 -,5195 ,b3bZ *8308 .4.
,0150 -,1093 °7287 ,6879 ,0500 -,3448 ,6760 .7696 .5000 ,2297 -.5Z81 .6317 °8376
,0400 -,3873 ,672u ,7755 ,1000 -,3558 ,6715 ,7784 .5000 ,1660 -,5Z00 ,6320 ,8371
.0600 -,4482 ,6527 ,8G52 .150_ -,3891 ,bbZq .7895 ,SGO0 ,0984 -,5230 ,6362 ,8336
• 0800 -.4311 *8560 ,8031 ,ZOO0 -,_271 ,6566 ,1991 ,5000 ,0318 -,5Z06 ,6347 ,8329
• 1000 -,4662 ,64qb ,8100 ,2500 -,6594 ,6677 ,8130 ,5000 -,0318 -,5265 ,6317 ,8375
.1400 -,4250 ,657_ ,7979 ,3500 -,4521 ,b_Z4 ,8057 ,5000 -,0984 -.SZq9 ,5304 ,8396
• 1800 -°4530 ,6495 ,81G1 ,4500 -,3737 °6708 ,7777 ,5000 -,1640 -,SZZq ,6348 ,8318
• 1200 -*4653 ,6471 o8138 *5500 -,2742 o6915 ,7456 ,5000 -,Z297 -.51q5 ,6358 .8311
• ZbO0 -,4750 ,8431 ,8200 ,85_0 -.0851 ,7317 .6833 ,5000 -,7953 -,5178 .6361 ,8338
• 3000 -,50Z0 .6376 *8285 ,7500 ,1854 ,7_14 ,5879 ,5000 -,3809 -,5155 .8341 *8338
• 3400 -.4998 ,6393 .8Z58 ,8000 ,18Z8 .8154 .5480 *SGO0 -,4285 -.5148 ,6366 *8300
• 3800 -.5041 ,6396 ,8254 ,8500 ,3698 ,8294 ,5139 ,SCOG -,4911 -.5083 ,6378 ,8181
• 4200 -,5080 ,8357 ,8313 ,9000 ,3821 ,8368 .5109 ,0600 ,2992 -,4163 ,6593 .7951
.4600 -.5180 ,8324 ,_366 .9500 ,39_3 .83q5 .5082 .1400 ,2992 -,4281 ,85_6 ,8007
• 5000 -.5278 *8332 .8352 A.buO0 .1288 ,7805 ,6057 ,2200 ,ZggZ -,6800 ,6495 .8101
,5400 -.5318 ,6322 ,836_ ,3000 ,z9qz -,4769 ,6443 .8181
.5800 -,5482 ,6268 ,8451 .3800 ,ZggZ -,5013 .8388 ,8289
• 6200 -,_583 ,6240 ,8495 ,4800 .2992 -,5123 .b360 ,8309
,6800 -,5486 ,6288 ,8410 ,5400 .2991 -.5241 .6345 ,8332
• 7000 -,5104 .6378 *UZ_l .6?GO ,2992 -,5484 *8287 ,8421
• 7500 -,4287 ,6561 ,8030 ,7000 ,2992 -.5147 ,6369 .8295
• 8000 -,3408 *6734 .7734 ,8000 .2992 -.3387 *6784 ,768g
• 8500 -.2395 ,6981 ,73_4 ,9000 ,2992 -,1397 ,7213 ,6995
,9000 -,1349 .7213 ,8994 .1000 .2362 -,3635 ,8688 .7805
• 9500 -,0121 ,7477 .6581 .ZGO0 .2362 -,4198 ,6599 ,7941
• 9750 ,0546 *Tb_3 ,8381 ,3500 ,E38Z -,4498 *6522 ,8060
1,0000 ,1288 .7805 ,b057 ,4500 *Z3bZ -,3095 ,6891 ,7801
• 5500 ,2362 -,Z7L1 .6917 ,7453
• 6500 .2382 -.0896 ,7313 ,6838
• 7500 ,2361 .1861 .7937 .5841
• 8000 ,2362 .2817 .8161 o5699
• 8500 .2382 .34q3 ,82q3 *5241
• 9000 ,2362 °3830 ,8367 .5111
• qSOG ,2361 .3736 .8350 ,5140
TEST 137 PT 19,7156 PSI CN ,5089 CDI ,00926 CO=OR1 .00893
RUN 16 TT 145.3398 K CH -,1225 COZ ,00931 COCORZ ,00896
POINT Z RC 10,1140 _ILLI_N CC .0114 C03 ,00910 CDCOR3 ,00888
_ACH .8518 C06 ,00858 COCOR4 ,00837
&LPH& .GO_O OEG ¢D8 .00826 CDCCR5 .00802
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER S_RFACE SPAN_ISE
X/C CP PeL/Pl MLOC XlC CP PttlPl HLOC XIC Y/C CP PeL/PT HLOC
0,0000 1,113q 1,000_ 0,00G0 0,0000 1,1139 1,0008 0,0000 ,SGO0 ,4921 -.8069 ,6180 .8587
*0060 .4785 .8591 .4708 ,0040 .5484 ,8745 .6418 ,5000 .4265 -.8158 ,6160 ,8648
*0080 .1760 ,7903 .5897 .00_0 .7390 ,0173 .3533 ,5000 .3609 -,6178 ,6147 ,863_
,0150 -,Z282 ,7U10 ,7309 .GZ3O ,1_8_ .794_ ,5822 .SCOG ,2953 -.62_5 ,6111 ,8693
,0250 -.bZ03 ,6126 ,86T3 ,0500 ,0068 ,7560 .6482 ,5C00 ,2Zq7 -,_334 .6088 ,8731
*0400 -,9022 ,5502 ,9650 ,lOOO -,1107 ,7276 .6900 ,50CO ,1640 -,6181 ,6099 ,8712
.0600 -.qZ85 *5453 ,972e .1500 -,161_ ,7169 ,7094 ,5000 ,09e4 -.8287 *6108 ,8701
,0000 -.8114 ,5692 ,934_ ,20_u -.2337 ,7006 ,7316 .5¢00 ,0328 -.8279 ,6104 ,8704
,ZOO0 -°7740 ,5822 ,9144 .2500 -,2802 .6_q4 .7488 *SCGO -*0328 -.6325 *60_7 .0715
,1400 -.705_ .5946 ,Sq_b ,3500 -.3_g7 .bTq7 ,7638 .50GO -.0q86 -.6331 ,6114 ,8688
.1800 -,6922 ,Sqb5 .892L *4_OO -,2712 ,_912 ,7461 ,5000 -,1640 -.bZgZ ,6111 ,8893
,ZZO0 -.6801 ,5981 ,8895 ,5500 -,2038 .7089 .7217 ,5000 -,22_7 -,6248 ,6133 ,8660
,2600 -o8676 ,6041 .8_L3 ,6§00 -.0450 .7423 .6686 .50bC -,2953 -.6223 ,6131 .866Z
,3000 -,6745 ,60C9 ,885Z ,7500 .2133 ,8012 ,5717 ,5000 -,3809 -,_225 .8125 .8672
,3400 -,6503 ,6G74 ,U751 ,8000 .3087 .82L0 ,5383 ,5000 -*4265 -.6Z40 .6118 ,8682
,3800 -,6449 ,60_6 ,e766 _8500 ,3816 ,8368 ,5110 ,50C0 -,4921 -,6122 ,6149 ,8635
,4200 -,6388 ,b074 ,8751 ,9000 ,6107 ,8428 ,5003 *060C ,299Z -,8288 ,5658 ,9402
.4600 -,6381 ,6076 .8747 .qSO0 .4120 .8435 ,6992 ,1400 ,2992 -,7090 .5927 ,8q80
.5000 -,6343 ,6094 .8720 L,OOuO .1144 .7763 ,6124 .ZZO0 ,Z992 -,6754 .6011 .8849
,5400 -,6288 ,6102 ,8708 .3000 .ZqqZ -,6529 ,8053 .8784
,5800 -.6338 .6C_4 .8720 ,380U ,2991 -*6697 ,6068 .8761
*SZO0 ",6315 .6118 *06P2 ,4800 ,2992 -,b3ZO ,8105 ,8703
,bbO0 -.81b3 ,816L ,8649 ,5400 ,2991 -,6218 ._129 ,8666
,7000 -,5825 *6271 .8446 ,8280 .2992 -.6251 .6118 ,8683
*7500 -,4677 ,6677 ,8130 .7000 ,2992 -,5667 ,6249 .8480
,8000 -,3701 .bb89 ,7803 .8¢0C .2992 -.3666 ,6701 ,7785
,8500 -,2568 ,_96L ,7_17 .9000 *ZqP2 -.1465 ,7191 ,7029
,9000 -,1396 .72_5 ,70C7 *lOnG ,2361 -,1062 ,7285 .5883
,9500 -.0156 ,74_3 ,8573 .2C00 ,2362 -,1222 .7032 .7275
*9750 ,04q8 .7838 *b315 ,3500 ,2382 -,3139 .b80g ,7619
1,0000 ,1144 ,7783 .6124 ._500 .Z3bZ -.Z881 .8905 .7471
.5_08 .2361 -.2016 ,7062 .722q
,6500 ,2382 -,0482 ,7410 ' ,6887
,7500 ,Z3bZ *1138 ,7997 .5742
.8_00 ,1361 .3101 .8208 ,5387
,8500 ,2381 ,3753 ._358 .5118
.qO0_ .2362 .4105 .8435 ._99L
o9_00 .23_Z .37q8 ,8369 ,5109
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 29.7177 PSI CN ,63;5 C01 ,O_gb3 COCOR1 .00034
RUN 16 TI 165,27_5 K CM -,1Z18 C02 ,00971 COCORZ .00938
POINT 3 RC lC,1160 MILLION CC ,0066 CD3 ,00969 COCOR3 ,00925
MACH ,6509 C04 ,0G865 CDCOR4 ,00861
ALPdA .9979 DEG C05 .00835 COCOR5 *00810
UPPER SURFACE LS_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PtL/F1 MLDC X/C CP P_L/P/ MLOC XIC Y/C CP PeL/P[ MLOC
0,0000 1,1058 ,§989 .06¢6 O.OOdO 1.1058 .g989 .0406 .5000 ,6921 -.6522 .6068 .8761
*0040 *2606 .8104 *_5F3 ,0060 .7216 .9134 .3619 *_CO0 *6265 -*6632 *6023 *8830
°0080 -.0_6_ ,7368 o67_2 ,0_80 ,8883 .9_99 .2718 o_000 .3609 -,6722 o6022 ,_831
,0190 -,6663 ,6448 ,6173 ,0230 ,3623 ,e3z5 ,5185 .9000 .2953 -,6719 .6032 .8816
.0z50 -.89Z2 .5527 ,9611 ,0900 .1519 .7862 .5965 ,50U0 *2297 -,6819 .5979 .8898
,0400 -1.2202 ,4602 1,0801 ,1300 ._072 .7543 .647_ ,5000 .1640 -.6755 .6010 .8851
.0600 -1,4038 .43_ 1,1530 .150d -,0661 .7369 .6751 .5000 ,0984 -,b794 ,5990 *8882
,0800 -I,0099 ,5277 1,0012 .2000 -,1418 .718_ ,7034 ,5000 .0328 -,6745 ,6006 ,8857
,1000 -,9321 *5422 ,9778 .2500 -.1994 .70_9 .7249 *9000 -*0328 -,6804 *6009 *8852
,1400 -,8993 *9589 .951i ,3500 -.Z558 .6948 .7405 .SGCC -.0984 -.6841 ,5999 ,8868
.1800 -,8206 ,5670 .9364 ,4500 -.2211 .7031 ,7278 .5000 -.1640 -.6772 ,6018 .8837
.Z200 -.7894 .5758 .9244 ,5500 -.1755 .7127 *71Z8 ._000 -.2297 -,6719 .6037 ,8808
.Z600 -.7637 ,5819 ,9149 .6500 -.0251 ,7471 .6591 ,5000 -.2953 -.6711 ,b041 ,8803
.3000 -.7587 .5_09 .916_ .7500 .2Z66 .8014 .5714 .5000 -.3609 -.bb8_ .6019 .8836
,3400 -,7312 *5_gl .9036 .8000 ,3207 .8231 ,5368 .5000 -,4Z65 -.6676 *5030 .8820
.3800 -,7116 ,5g43 ,8955 .8500 .3926 .8389 *5072 .5000 -.4921 -.6607 *6092 *8786
.4200 -,6984 .5942 ,6955 .9000 ,4207 ,8460 .6946 .0600 *299Z -1.1532 .4971 1,0915
.4600 -.6_18 .5973 ,Bq07 .9500 .4188 .8456 *495] *1400 *2992 -.8809 .5575 ,9§33
,5000 -.6855 ,5976 ,8903 1.0060 ,1039 ,7755 .6138 .2200 .2992 -,7953 .9793 .9252
,5400 -,6704 .6015 ,8843 *3000 .2992 -.7286 ,5903 ,9016
,5800 -.6711 ,6029 ,8820 ,3800 .2992 -.7145 ,5926 .8981
,6200 -.6656 ,b060 .880_ " ._600 .2992 -.6818 .6008 .8853
,6600 -,6417 .6_97 .8714 ,5400 .2992 -.6613 ,6048 ,8792
.7000 -,5806 ,5241 .8493 ,bZO0 ,2992 -.6681 ,6073 *8752
,7500 -.4e18 o6661 ,e153 .7000 ,2992 -.5871 .6231 .8509
,8000 -.3759 ,6674 .7827 .800C .2991 -,3682 .6689 .7803
,8500 -.2571 .6946 .7408 ,_000 .2992 -.1459 .7195 .7023
,9000 -,1400 .7213 .6995 .1000 .23_2 .0140 .7535 *6489
.9500 -*0157 .7469 .6595 ,2500 *2362 -,1332 ,7234 ,6962
,9750 .0465 ,7634 ,6332 .35C0 ,2362 -,249G ,6966 ,7377
1.0000 .1039 .7755 ,b138 .6500 *2362 -.2194 ,7034 ,7273
,550C .2362 -,1666 ,716_ ,7071
.6500 .2362 -.0271 .7473 .6588
,7500 ,236Z .2223 .8021 .5702
,8000 ,2302 ,3299 ,8261 ,5Z96
,8500 ,2352 .3966 ,8406 *5042
.900G .2362 .4239 ,8471 ,4926
,9500 .236Z ,3574 .8349 .5144
TEST 137 PT 29.7149 PSI CN .7624 COl ,01118 CDCORI .01075
RUN 16 1T 145.1112 K CM -*1192 COZ *01123 COCOR2 *01073
POINT 4 RC 10.1931 MILLION CC -.0051 CD3 .01094 CDCOR3 .01059
MACH .6931 C04 .01003 CDCOR4 .00969
ALPHA 1,99_8 0E0 C0_ .C0971 CDCOR_ .00936
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_L/PI _LOC XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC XlC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,0795 ,9929 .IG09 0.0000 1.0799 ,9929 *1009 .5000 .4921 -,698Z .5936 .8965
.0040 .0526 .76Zu .6354 .0060 ._430 .9391 *3008 ,5000 ,4265 -,71Z7 ,5934 ,8968
,0080 -.2_51 ,6866 ,7531 ._080 .9876 ,97Z_ .2003 ,5U00 .3609 -.7159 .5898 .9024
.0150 -.6930 .596_ .8946 .0230 .5106 .8656 .4592 .5000 *2953 -.7147 .5894 .9031
.0250 -1,1236 .5005 1.0460 .0500 .2752 *blZl .5535 .5000 ,ZZg7 -.7235 .5875 *9060
,0400 -I,4463 ,_26_ 1,1714 .I000 .i083 .7731 .6176 .5000 .16_0 -.7199 ,9921 ,8989
• 0600 -1,6625 .38_0 1.262_ .1500 .0232 .755_ .6453 .5000 .0984 -.7214 .5915 .8999
.0800 -1.5669 ,37_ 1.26_ .20UO -.0632 ,737Z .6746 .SUO0 .0328 -.71q8 .5q06 .9013
•i000 -1.6258 ,3u74 1.2479 .gSbo -.IZ79 .7Z17 .6988 .5000 -.0328 -.7266 ,5870 .9069
• 1400 -*q324 .5393 .q825 .3500 -.1932 ,70_5 .7193 .5000 -.09_ -.7266 ,5873 .9064
,1800 -,8532 .557_ ,9536 .45_0 -,le77 ,7096 .7176 ,5000 -*16_0 -,7247 *589_ .9031
,2ZO0 -,8699 ,557_ .9528 ,5560 -,140_ .720Z .7012 .5000 -.2297 -.7167 .590_ .9015
• Z600 -.8426 *5_1Z .9475 .6500 -,0017 .7510 .6529 ,9000 -,2953 -.7134 .5919 .8993
,3000 -,8426 ,5644 .9616 ,7500 .2401 .8_51 .5653 .5000 -.3609 -,7125 .5928 ,8978
• 3400 -,7983 .571_ .9314 ._UJO .3337 ,82_6 ,532Z .5000 -*4Zt5 -.7133 ,590Z .9019
• 3800 -,7767 ,57_9 ,9242 .8500 ,4¢68 *841Z .5031 *SCO0 -.4921 -.7063 .5931 ,8976
,4ZOO -,7511 ,5813 ,q158 ,9000 ,6Z97 ,8680 ,6q11 ,oeoo ,zegz -1,6324 ,4299 1,1683
• 4600 -,7429 .5870 .9069 .9500 .4245 .8473 ,6923 .1400 .2991 -,8998 .5596 .9501
•5000 -.7275 .5901 .9020 1.0000 .0680 *7716 ,bZOl *ZZO0 .299Z -.8637 .5556 .9564
,5400 -,7110 ,592_ ._83 ,3000 *2992 -,8093 ,5693 ,9347
.5800 -.7067 .5g14 ,_gg .3800 ,2992 -.7874 ,9799 ,g24Z
,6ZOO -.b90q .5_53 ,8939 ._600 *2991 -*7312 *}B7b .90}9
• 6500 -,6668 *6028 ,8d12 ,5400 .2991 -,7001 ,5971 .8911
•7000 -.5962 .6176 ,USgb ,6200 .2992 -*6864 .5956 *8935
• 7§00 -,4886 .b6Zl .8215 .70UO ,1991 -.60ZZ .6191 .8631
• 8000 -.3787 .6673 ,7_27 .8600 .2992 -,3755 ,6652 .7859
• 8500 -,2_79 .692_ .7441 .90_ ,2992 -.1611 *TZOb *7009
• 9000 *,1366 *TZO_ .7010 ,1000 .Z36Z .1001 .?734 ,b171
• 9500 -,0189 ,7667 *6596 ,2000 *736Z -,0633 ,7397 .6771
•9750 ,0377 .75_ ,6412 ,3500 *2362 *.1909 ,71CZ ,7167
1.0000 .0880 ,771o .6ZU1 .45u_ .Z36Z -.1763 .7126 ,7130
• 5506 *Z3bZ -*1338 .7Z10 .7000
.6500 .236Z -*OOZ9 ,7911 ,65Z8
.75_L ,2362 ,2389 .8036 .9677
.SCOU ,Z362 ,3416 .eZ?_ .5274
•85U0 .236Z ,40_6 ,842Z .9013
• _000 .Z36Z ,4375 ._493 .4888
• q_OG ,236Z *_350 .8472 *4929
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TEST 137 Pl 29.7138 PSI CN .gO13 C01 .01501 CDCORI .01652
RUN 16 I1 _._72_ K C_ -.1151 COZ .01508 _OCOR2 .01655
POINT 5 RC 1_,122e elLLION CC -,_172 C03 ,0165T CDCOR3 .01618
PACH .6_18 C06 .01370 CDCD_6 ,0133C
ALPHA 2*Og3H BEG CD5 .01341 CDCOR5 ,01296
UPPER SURFACE LOWER $UkFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PtLIP1 qLOC XlC CP PwLIP1 HLOC XIC YIC CP PmLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.0612 .97_6 .1889 O,O00U 1,0_12 .9754 .1u89 ,5000 .6921 -,7305 ,5897 .9027
.0060 -.1772 .71C7 .7159 ._066 .9397 ._620 .2360 ._0C0 ._265 -,7612 .5856 .9090
,0080 -.506_ .6392 .U260 ,00_0 1.0559 ._876 .1335 ,_000 .3609 -,7605 .P852 .q097 _,
• 0150 -,8_92 .5_G_ .qb6b .0230 .5228 .8_07 .6100 ,5000 .2953 -,7603 .5857 ,g090
.0250 -1.3115 ,655_ 1.121_ .0500 ,3835 ,8366 .5116 .SGOG .2297 -.7668 .5865 .9108
.0600 -1.6171 .3921 1.23_7 .1000 .2U_G .7_71 .5785 .5000 .1660 -,7532 .5856 .9091
.0600 -1o8625 .3615 1.3_09 .1500 ,1072 .7758 .6133 ,500_ ,0986 -o7669 ,5812 ,9159
eOBO0 -1,8802 .3326 1.359_ .2_JO ,d156 .7531 ,6697 .5000 .0328 -.7678 .5866 .9078
,1000 -1.8341 ,3602 1.3437 .2500 -.0552 .7392 .671_ .5000 -.0328 -.7698 .5785 .9202
,1400 -1.7662 .3536 1.3156 .3500 -.1401 ,7190 ,7031 ,5000 -.0966 -.7578 .5839 .9117
,1800 -1,$838 3093 1.22_1 .kSJO -.1323 .7231 .6067 .5000 -.1660 -,7501 .5826 .9161
• 2200 -,9058 5485 ,q677 .550C -.1019 .7297 ,6866 .SCO0 -.2297 -,7677 .5823 .916Z
• 2600 -,7910 5762 .923_ ._500 .0109 ,7567 .6k71 .5000 -.2953 -,7627 ,5866 .9110
°3000 -,8182 56_6 ,9361 ,7500 .2609 .80_5 .5578 .5000 -.3609 -.7_66 .5841 ,911k
• 3400 -.7994 5720 ,_306 .8300 .3495 .8289 .5Z68 .5000 -.6265 -.7651 .5867 ,9105
• 3800 -,7940 5736 ,9278 .8500 ,6166 .8648 .6957 .500G -.4921 -.7333 .5875 .9061
.4200 -.7735 5785 ,9202 ,_000 .6395 ,_697 .6_8l ,0600 ,2992 -1,6586 .3785 1,2653
.6600 -,77P5 ,5800 ._179 .9500 .6366 ,_685 .4901 .160_ ,2_92 -1.7866 ,3521 1,3187
._000 -,7533 57_8 ,9162 1,0000 ,0906 .7721 .6193 ,2200 ,2992 -.8551 ,5629 .9668
,5400 -*7367 _5888 .q04b .3000 ,2_92 -.7915 ,5733 ,9284
• 5800 -,7269 ,5837 .9120 .3800 .zqq2 -.8168 .57C0 .933S
• 6200 -,T091 ,5967 .8_68 .6600 *2992 -,7683 ,5772 .9222
,6_00 -,6755 $98_ .8883 .5600 .2992 -,7277 .5857 ,_072
,7000 -o6110 _6130 .8666 ,6200 .2992 -.7035 ,5958 .8932
,7500 -.6961 _6396 ,_253 .7000 .2992 -.6145 .6165 .8661
• 8000 -.3868 .6668 .7867 .8000 ,29_2 -,3836 ,6657 ,7853
.8500 -,2629 .6926 .7439 .qO00 ,2992 -.1615 ,7206 ,70C8
• qO00 -.1396 .72U3 .7_10 ,1000 .2362 .1980 ,7957 .5809
.9S00 -,0224 .7666 ,_60Z .ZOG_ .23_2 .0155 ,7541 .6680
.9750 ,0351 ,7585 .6611 .3500 .2362 -,1312 ,7219 .6985
1.0000 ,0906 .7721 ,61_3 .65C0 .2362 -.1216 .7267 .6961
.550G .2362 -.0995 .7283 .6_6
.6500 .2362 .0162 ,7552 .6662
,7500 ,2362 .256_ ,8097 .5575
.8000 ,2362 .3529 .82_9 .5230
.850G .2362 .6169 ,8653 .6959
.9000 .2362 ,6656 .8802 .6871
.gSGO .2362 .6613 .8696 .6882
TEST 137 PT 29,7168 P;I CN 1,0526 COl .02612 CDCORI .02339
gUN lb 1; 165.2425 K CM -.1120 C02 .02610 CDCOR2 .02326
POINT 7 PC lb.1215 _ILL_ON CC -,02g_ C03 .02337 COCOR3 ,0Z278
H_CH .6516 C06 .C2230 CDCOR6 .02168
_L_H_ _.OO_ OEG C0_ .02075 CDCOR_ .OZO0?
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE $PAN_I_E
XIC CP P_LIPT HLOC XIC CP P_LIPT RLOC XIC Y/C CP P_LIPT _LOC
0.0000 .9076 .9563 .2592 0.0003 .9076 ,9563 .2592 .5000 .6921 -.7221 ,5899 .9023
.0060 -.6116 ,6600 .7939 .O0_G 1.U118 .9778 ,17_6 .5000 .626_ -.7325 .5868 *9072
• 0080 -.7130 .5965 .8951 .03_0 1.1013 .9978 .055q .5000 .3609 -.7230 .5861 .9083
.0150 -1,1023 .5062 1.0365 .0230 .7263 .9133 ,3622 .5000 .2953 -.7256 .5892 .9036
.0250 -1,6785 .6176 1.1911 .0500 ._736 ._577 .h735 ,5000 .2297 -.7316 .5873 .9066
,0600 -1.7668 .35_1 1.3125 .IUOO .2e8Z .8158 .5672 .5000 .1660 -.7272 .5893 .9033
.0600 -1.9723 .308_ 1.6130 .I_00 .1861 .7961 .5835 .5000 .0qb4 -.7296 .5890 .9038
.0800 -2.0130 .2997 1.4360 .20_0 .u8_6 ,7712 .6207 .5000 .0328 -.7306 .5896 .9032
• 1000 -2.01_8 .3065 1.6230 .2500 .0G17 ,7526 ,5506 ,5000 -.0328 -,7397 ,5_T7 ,9058
• 1400 -1.9577 .3125 1.kU_6 .3500 -.07_7 °7323 ,6826 ,5000 -.0986 -.7522 .5966 .9076
.1800 -1.9255 .319_ 1.3801 .6500 -.0922 .7301 .6857 .5000 -.166u -.7369 .5867 .9076
• 2200 11.8966 .32_6 1.3669 .5500 -.0712 .7369 .6782 .5000 -.2297 -.7279 .5885 .9065
.2_00 -1,6693 .6226 l.lS1Z ,5_OG .o61q ,7603 .6381 .5000 -.2953 -.7353 .5872 .9066
,3000 -1,0210 ._221 1,v1C3 .7_00 .2676 .8126 .5529 ,5000 -.3609 -,7607 .5869 .9101
.3600 -.8251 .6631 .9965 .UO00 .3_68 .H31G .5Z12 ,5000 -._26_ -.7620 .5869 .9102
.3800 -,7187 .5907 .901U .e_UO ,6268 ,6666 .6935 .SUUO -.€921 -.7328 .5870 .9069
.6200 -,711U .5919 ._9q2 .9_00 .6631 ._53_ .6813 ,0_00 .2992 -1.7297 .3663 1.2937
.6600 -.7326 .5861 .9052 .9500 ._373 .8699 .6_76 .1600 .2902 -1._732 .3166 1.6002
.5000 -.7360 .5875 ._0_1 1.Uuu_ .0793 .77U2 .6224 ,22_0 .299Z -1.9182 .3228 1.3816
.5600 -.72_6 ,5892 .9025 .3C00 .29_2 -1.0116 ,8262 1.0670
.5800 -,7293 .Sqcu .9G22 .3P00 ,2q92 -.7109 .5915 .8999
.6200 -.7169 ,5949 .89_b .66UC ,2992 -,7332 .5876 .9063
.6600 -.676q ,59_7 .8871 .560G .2992 -.7278 .5910 .9007
.7000 -,6036 ,b16_ ._b13 ,620u .2992 -,7036 .5955 .8935
• 7500 -.5020 .6393 ._25_ ,7_b0 .29_Z -.6157 .6165 ,8661
,8000 -.39'1 ,6620 .7900 .SuGO .2992 -.3926 .6635 .7886
• 8500 -.2706 ._905 ,7_71 ,9000 .2992 -.1623 .7161 .7076
.9000 -.1693 .7177 .7u_L ,1000 .2362 .2863 .8160 .5502
,9500 -.0303 .7633 ._b_O ,2GO0 .2362 .0869 .7711 .620q
.9750 .0287 ,75_1 .6617 ,35GU .2362 -.0838 *7337 .6802
1.0000 .07q3 ,71C2 .622_ .6500 .2362 -.0896 ,7325 ,6820
.5500 .2362 -.0668 ,7366 .6759
.6500 ,2362 .0622 .762b .6365
.7500 .2362 .2687 .8117 .5561
• SuGO .2362 .3652 .8328 .5180
• 85_0 ,23_2 .6332 .86_0 ,6911
,q0£_ ,2362 ._563 .8531 ,4818
• _500 .2362 ,6456 .8516 .68_2
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TEST 137 ol 2_,7117 PSI C_ 1.1753 C01 ,0384b CDCORI .03771
aUN 16 fI 145.23¢9 _ Ce -.1o_3 CD2 .83_39 CDCDR2 .03749
POINT 8 EC LO,LII2 _ILLI3N CC -,0402 CO3 ,03735 COCOR3 °03559
_ACH ,65_4 C04 ,03_b3 COCUR6 ,03483
ALPHA 4,9_98 OEG CD5 .U2987 COCOR5 ,02909
UPPER SURFACF LOdEg SURFACE SPAN_ISE
X/C CP P/LIP[ HLnC xl_ CP PtLl_l MLOC X/C YIC CP PILIPT MLOC
0,0000 ,7958 ,97_g ,3238 O,o_OJ .795_ ,Zqq ,3238 ,5000 ,4921 -,0900 ,5019 .8836
.0060 -,6C85 .617_ .buZZ ,0040 1._53e *_75 .1340 .5000 .620P -*0806 *5997 .8870
*0080 -*8_95 *Sb2q .96G7 ,OuSO 1.1G80 .g996 .U3OZ .5000 ,3bog -*0571 ,6063 ,8799
.0150 -1,2273 .474_ 1.0_qZ .0230 .8050 ,9320 ,3187 .5000 *2953 -,b570 .6077 .8745
,0250 -1*0686 .38_e 1.Z011 .0503 .05_5 ,8755 .439_ .5000 ,22ql -.6565 .6071 .8755
.0400 -1,919U .32_4 A.3758 ,£000 .3_52 ,8321 .51gl .5000 .lb40 -*5555 *b078 ,_745
,0600 -2,1134 ,2_1q 1,_772 ,150_ .2415 ,8088 ,582_ ,bOGO ,0986 -,6526 ,6081 ,8740
.0800 -Z,1438 .2726 1.500_ .2000 .1359 .7_ZZ *6029 .500_ .0328 -.0508 .bOTh ,8748
*ZOO0 -2,1458 ._703 1.49U9 .3500 *0808 ,7041 .8331 ,5000 -,0328 -*8559 .0068 *8721
,1400 -Z*1Z21 .2t30 1,4763 ,3504 -._06 .743e .6663 ,5000 -,09_ -.bb2b *6052 .8785
.1800 -2.0713 *2200 1,455_ *45_0 -.0572 .7399 .6705 .5000 -*1040 -*6868 .b051 .8787
.2200 -2,0436 ,2q48 1.4457 .5500 -*0652 *7425 *6682 .5_00 -,zzg7 -,b593 ,8050 ,8788
*2600 -2*0232 ,3093 1,4117 ,6500 ,0523 ,703q ,6332 *50Oh -,2253 -,0881 ,bO_O ,8804
,3000 -l.5_Og ,40_b 1,2131 .7500 .2702 .8133 ,§51_ .5G00 -,3809 -,8819 ,5983 ,8893
.3400 -1.1952 ,4839 1,0738 .8000 *35gb ,_330 ,5156 .SCCO -,6285 -,7082 .5240 ,8950
.3800 -1.0401 *5237 1,U0g4 ,85_0 .4350 *04g6 ,4885 *StUb -*4921 -.7175 ,5943 .8955
.4200 -.8059 .5738 .2275 .9000 ,4530 ,8531 ,481q .0800 ,2992 -1,8650 ,3390 1.3450
,4800 -,b_84 .5q8_ ,8_0 ._500 ,463q ,8515 ,4847 .1400 ,2qq2 -2,10Z9 *Z836 1.6731
*5000 -.8598 *_C55 *8700 1,0000 ,U697 ,7b82 .b256 .22U£ *2992 -Z.0295 *2883 1.4813
*5400 -.6498 *b078 ,8745 ,3000 .2992 -1,42B7 *4327 1,1632
,5800 -,654_ ,6_0 .87_8 ,380U ,2gg2 -1,0316 o5221 1.0104
*6Z00 -.8550 *6ubg .875g ,4500 *2gqz -.6878 *SqSZ .8894
*6500 -,6350 .5122 *8077 ,540_ ,2qgz -,5438 .5079 ,8743
,7000 -,5003 .624_ ,8482 ,b20O ,29gZ -.5463 ,b071 ,8755
.7500 -,6815 .04S5 ,8162 ,7000 o2292 -,5780 .6218 ,85Z8
,8000 -,3761 ,6873 ,TbZq *_GG¢ .Zqg2 -.3755 .6679 .7819
.8500 -,2833 ,bg3g .741g *gUO0 ,2992 -,1052 .7184 *7070
.go00 -.1493 ,7204 ,7OUH .1000 .2362 ,3479 .8300 ,5228
.qSO0 -,0482 ,741_ .6675 ._GbO .336Z .1650 ,7847 ,5989
,9750 ,0149 *7557 .66_5 .3500 .2382 -.0330 .7453 .861q
1.0000 .0697 ,7683 ,0258 .4500 .2352 -.0461 .7424 .5005
.5_00 *2382 -.0425 ,7424 ,8855
.5500 .2382 .0508 .7637 .0327
.7500 ,2362 .2732 .8145 ,5494
,8000 .2302 .3810 ,8325 .5184
,8500 ,2362 .4314 .8485 .4901
.90bO ,2362 ,4573 .8540 .4801
.gSGO .2382 ,4§u2 .8533 .4816
TEST 137 Pl _g.7114 PSI CN 1.2224 C01 .05739 COCOR1 .00620
RUN 16 TI 165*ZZ06 K C_ -*1808 C02 .05708 COCOR2 ,05574
POINT g RC I0,I002 _ILL[ON CC -,04O2 CO3 .u_457 COCOR3 .05370
MACH ,6493 CO4 .04u71 COCOR4 ,0677g
ALPHA 5.g9_4 DEG CD5 ,04136 CDCOR5 *060_9
UPPER SURFACE LOIRE SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP P_LIPT ML_C XIC CP P#LIPI NLOC XlC Y/C CP P_L/PT MLOC
0,0000 ,7098 ,9111 ,3670 0.0000 ,7098 ,9111 ,3670 ,5000 ,4221 -,684q' .6007 .8854
,0040 -.8022 ,58u3 .g174 ,O06U 1.0783 ,qqzg ,1007 .5000 ,4285 -.b7bb .8042 .8801
.0080 -I*0331 *_213 1,U117 ,0080 1.1134 1,OuOg 0,0000 ,5000 ,3bog -.7012 ,5954 ,8938
*0150 -1.3854 .4510 1.13Ct .0230 .8517 .9427 ,2916 ,5000 ,_q53 -,7719 .5_03 .9173
*0250 -1.7403 *3020 1.2q70 ,O_OU *O135 ,_914 ,4085 .500C *2227 -,7834 ,5797 .9183
.0400 -2.0119 ,3051 1,4215 ,1000 ,_012 ,842_ .5014 .5000 .1840 -.8178 ,5707 .9324
.0600 -2.1896 .2627 1,5Z55 .1500 .3851 ._157 ,5674 .500O .£9_4 -.8179 ,5085 *9360
,ObO0 -2,2401 ,25?1 1,5537 ,2000 .1796 ,7943 ,5832 .5000 .0328 -.7985 .5740 ,2273
,1000 -2.2207 ,2_55 1,5420 ,2500 ,0927 .774_ ,6155 ,_000 -.032_ -,781i ,5_00 ,gl7b
,1400 -2.2084 .263_ 1.5247 .3500 -,0272 .7450 .6814 .5000 -,0984 -.7702 ,5798 .q182
.1800 -2.1632 *2b27 1.5075 .4500 -.0451 .742q .b057 .5_00 -,1840 -.7487 .5d61 ,9082
,2200 -2.1486 ,27_3 1,_934 .b_O0 -.0467 .7415 .66u0 .5000 -.22_7 -.7130 .5950 .eq44
,2b00 -1,9912 .3101 _.4ogg .0500 .0_54 .7823 ,63§0 ,50_U -,2g53 -,6510 ,6065 .8786
.3080 -1.4052 .44_7 1,1452 ,7bOG .2_04 .8103 .5500 .5_£0 -,35_9 -.0555 ,6080 ,8742
,3400 -1.7995 .4_2o 1.111_ ._OO0 .3541 .8322 .51gl .5_00 -._265 -.8g02 .8008 .U856
.3800 -1*2178 *4810 1.0766 ,e_O0 .4327 .8466 .4g30 *5£00 -,4fl21 -.6950 .5989 .e883
.4200 -1.0785 .5142 1.0234 .2330 .4392 .8500 .485g .0600 .2992 -1,9377 .3211 1.3_51
.4800 -.9413 .543L .9762 .9_JO .4220 .8493 ,4_8q *14£_ .2992 -Z,lq81 .2640 1.5221
.5000 -.8029 .5718 .2387 1.0000 -._224 .74b7 .8597 ,2200 .2922 -Z,1924 .2654 1,5160
,5400 -,6_55 ,5q70 ,_913 ,3tO0 .?gg2 -1.4181 *_321 1,1518
.5800 -.5280 °_145 ._b_l *3800 ,2992 -1.2274 .4781 1._830
,6200 -,5773 ._241 .8492 .4o00 .2992 -*_203 .54?0 .2701
,bbO0 -,5321 ,0344 ,8334 .5400 ,2ggz -,6521 .8100 .8701
.7000 -o4P55 ,b45_ .8100 ,b2UO .2922 -.5623 ,6273 ,8443
,7500 -,4101 .06_9 .7927 ,700_ .z_gz -.501g ,0443 .8181
,8000 -,3355 .8_i2 ,7014 ._OGO ._9_2 -,3219 ,bell .761&
,8500 -,2346 .7C1_ .7220 .gCGO ,2992 -.1520 ,7195 ,7022
*gO00 -.1538 .7191 .7u20 .I_OG .23_ *_059 .8441 .4q80
,gbo0 -.0_82 *73_L ,0717 *ZUuu *2362 *1_22 ./952 .5817
.g750 -.0328 *7477 ._82 .3500 *2302 -*0068 .7042 .0407
1,0000 -,0224 .74_7 ,_bg7 .450_ ,2382 -,_3_b .743_ ,0655
,5000 *2382 -,0302 .7_47 *8632
.oSbC ,23t2 .0475 .703_ ,6328
,7_00 ,3302 ,2072 ,_12_ .5533
.80_0 .2362 .3503 ,u315 ,5303
,0500 .23_2 ._322 .84_3 .4240
,_00 .2302 ,_422 .8511 .4854
*g_O_ *2302 ,6207 .8485 .4gu2
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TEST 137 PT Z_,7111 P_! CN 1,1548 C01 ,0_671 CO:OR1 .OqSZO
RUN 16 TT 14_.Z477 < C_ -.1154 CO? .09517 COCOR2 .09342
POINT 11 RC 10.11Z0 _[LLZON CC -.0307 C03 *08741 CDCOR3 *08625
_ACH *5507 C04 *Oh?3? CDCOR% ,05817
ALPHA 7.OZbZ OEG C05 ,05209 CDCOR5 ,0b083
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER _URFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PILIPT _LOC XIC CP P,LIPT HLOC XlC YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0,0000 .6555 .8977 ,3997 O,O00G ,5555 ,_977 ,3957 ,SbbO ,4921 -,7125 ,5927 .8980
,0040 -.8312 ,5541 .9430 .0040 1,0933 ,9g84 .07Z1 .500& ,4265 -.7410 .5855 .9093
,0080 -1.1114 ,501Z 1.0448 .OGSO 1,1150 1.0010 0,0000 ,5000 ,3b09 -,7794 .9785 .9201
,0150 -1.3952 .4380 1,1537 ,0230 ,88Z8 ,9487 .Z753 ,SOO0 .2953 -.8103 ,559Z ,0348 e
oOZSO -1,7985 .3502 1.3Z28 ,0500 .6400 ,894Z .4028 .5000 .2Z97 -,8335 .5541 ,9429
.0400 -2,0639 ,ZZZ 1.4518 ,1000 .4307 ,849Z ,4888 ,50_0 ,1640 -*8415 ,5643 .9426
,0600 -Zo1857 ,Z_IZ 1.5294 ,1500 ,3085 .8198 ,5403 ,5000 .0984 -,85Z? ,584Z ,9428
,0800 -Z.1453 ,2741 1,4983 .2OJO ,ZOO3 ,79&7 .5791 ,5000 .0328 -.8381 ,5537 ,9435
.1000 -Z,0848 .284_ 1.4590 .?SO0 .1078 ,7750 .&147 ,5000 -.03Z8 -,8371 ,5b59 .9400
.1400 -1,8511 .3381 1.3973 .3530 -,014Z .7488 .65&4 .5000 -,0984 -.8353 ,5845 .9471
.1800 -1*68_6 ,3749 1,Z724 .4500 -.0530 .740b .6593 ,9000 -,1640 -.8210 ,5598 ,9338
.Z200 -1.5204 ,4097 1,?084 ,5500 -,0811 .7374 .b743 ,5000 -,2797 -,8047 ,5745 ,9253
.2600 --1.4700 ,4348 1.1598 .bSO0 .0128 .7953 ,&451 .5008 -,?953 -,T549 .58?3 .g143
.3000 -1.2913 ,4623 1.11&_ ,7500 ,7391 .e04q ,5855 ,5000 -,3bog -,6923 .5973 .8908
,3ZZb ,_Z33 ,5344 ,5000 -,4Z&5 -,6932 ,598Z .8893
.3400 -1.2081 ,4829 1.0799 .8000
,3800 -1.1175 .5&_3 1.0452 .8500 .4009 .8411 .5033 .5000 -.4971 -,7054 ,5950 ,8978
,4ZOO -1,0307 o_700 1.0139 ,gO00 .3985 ,fi397 ,9099 ,0600 o?qZ -1,9957 °3058 1,4198
.4500 -,9210 ,54b5 ,9709 ,9500 ,3759 ,_358 ,5110 .1400 ,?992 -Z,1549 ,7719 1.5018
,5000 -.8471 .5053 ,9410 1.0000 -,1458 ,7201 .7013 .ZZOG .ggZ -1,5777 .3759 1,7585
.5400 -.7694 ,5791 ,919Z ,3000 .Zgq? -1,Z771 .4645 1,1070
.5800 -,70Z6 ,5959 .8929 ,3800 ,2gg? -1.102? ,5057 1,0373
.6200 -,8364 ._&91 .8724 .6600 ,2992 -,9008 ,5523 .9517
,6600 -,5792 *bZ37 .8499 ,5400 ,ZggZ -.7405 ,5894 .g031
,7000 -.5254 *6357 ,8Zgg ._?00 .2992 -,6204 ,8148 ,8537
,TSO0 -,4603 ,5482 ,8121 ,7000 ,?99Z -,5Z16 ,5377 ,8Z84
,8000 -,3881 ,665? ,7859 ,8000 .Zq? -,3814 ,6706 ,7778
,8500 -o3314 .6788 ,7651 ,9000 .2997 -.Z598 ,6953 .7398
,go00 -.7733 ,692Z ,744b .1000 ,736Z ,4?54 ,8488 ,4933
,9500 -,Z275 ,7003 ,7319 ,?bOO ,?3bZ .1919 ,7947 .5824
,9750 -,2095 ,7050 .7Z47 ,350C ,2387 -.0089 .7512 ,b52b
1,0000 -,1458 ,7201 ,7013 .4500 ,g3b? -,0450 ,74?5 .bS&?
o5500 .2362 -,0540 ,7395 ,5710
._500 ,Z35Z ,_Z59 ,7590 ,b40g
,7500 ,9357 ,7325 .8038 .5675
,8000 .238Z .3287 ,8241 .5330
,8500 .2382 .3924 ,839b ,9051
,900_ .7387 .41Z3 .8446 ,4971
._500 ,7367 ,3793 ,8378 .5091
TEST 137 PT 22.2007 PSI CN .E597 CD1 .00934 CDCORI .00909
RUN 17 TT 123.3543 _ C_ -.1250 C_2 .0093_ COCOA? .00916
POINT 1 RC 10.0979 HILLION CC ,0152 C03 ,00907 CDCOR3 ,0088Z
MACH .70Z& CD4 ,008?? COCOR4 ,00808
ALPHA -1,9898 DEG C05 ,00744 COCOR5 .00729
UPPER SURFACE LOdER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP P_LIPT NLOC XIC CP P_L/PT HLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT NLOC
0.0000 1.0203 ,9731 .lqSU 0,U000 1.0203 ,9731 .1980 .5000 ,49ZI -,5446 .5878 ,g000
.0040 ,8761 °9373 .3098 ,0040 ,1142 ,7480 ,6579 .5000 ,4?59 -,5619 ,5831 ,g133
,0080 .535? ,8759 ,4394 ,0080 .?96? ,7929 ,5856 ,5000 ,3_09 -.5647 .5797 o9194
,0150 ,?850 ,7901 ,5903 ,0?30 -,7535 ,6575 ,7_87 .5000 ,7953 -.5757 ,5739 ,qZ78
*0250 -*0738 .7010 ,7313 .0500 -.3658 ._797 .8418 ,5000 ,2797 -.5848 .572_ .9294
.0400 -,3578 ,b?_3 ,8418 ,1000 -,3840 ,b?44 .8491 ,5000 ,1540 -,5703 ,5871 ,914_
,0600 -,4560 .6085 ,8768 ,1500 -.4211 .5115 ,8_90 ,5000 .0984 -,5731 .5774 .9223
,0800 -,4491 ,&ÙCO .8745 .2000 -,4759 ,600? ,88b6 .5000 ,0328 -,5754 ,575_ .9257
.1000 -,4bOO *5090 ,8792 ,2500 -.5178 .5914 ,9003 ,5000 -,03_8 -,57_5 ,5747 .9985
,1400 -,4523 ,6087 .8734 .3500 -,5169 .5_0_ ,9017 ,5000 -.0984 -,5815 ,57&& .9Z35
,1800 -,4805 .6032 .8820 .4500 -.4136 ,6179 ,859? ,5000 -.1840 -.5747 *5770" .92?8
,?ZOO -,5015 ,5953 ._042 .5500 -oZq4Z ._407 ,8148 ,50U0 -.?797 -.5757 .5744 *qZ70
,?bOO -.5139 .59_3 .894? .6500 -,U901 .6972 .7377 ,5000 -.2953 -,5708 .5774 ,9773
,3000 -.5478 ,5_66 .9079 ,7900 ,1990 ,7675 ,6770 ,SbOG -.3609 -,9654 ,5840 .9118
,3400 -,5476 ,5834 ,9128 ,8000 ,7883 .79?0 o587Z *5000 -.42_5 -.9703 ,5769 .9231
.3800 -,5566 ,5787 .920Z ,85J0 ,3541 .8090 ,5889 ,5000 -,4971 -._671 ,5762 .9242
.4200 -,5802 ,5789 .9198 ,9000 ,3930 .8173 ,5450 ,0600 ,299Z -.4137 ,8138 ,8559
,6600 -,5588 ,5875 ,9143 .q500 ,39t8 ,8701 ,5401 ,1400 ,_997 -.4561 .&O&g *876?
*5000 -.5791 *575q ,9246 1.0000 .1366 .750_ ,6535 *??_0 *2992 -*5029 .5980 ,8900
,5400 -.5901 ,5718 ,9314 ,3000 .?997 -.5710 ,5910 ,9009
*5800 -.6120 .5&_4 ,9398 ,3800 ,299Z -,5537 °5797 ,9187
,b200 -.6170 .5_78 .9373 .4bOO ,2992 -,5714 ,5754 ,_Z54 7
*&500 -*60gz ,56_5 ,_363 .5400 ,7992 -,5853 ,5710 .9323
.7000 -,5611 .5787 .9709 .6200 .299Z -.5047 .5722 .9305
*7500 -,4550 ,bOb1 ,P775 ,7000 .?qq? -,5583 .5859 .9089
,8000 -,3589 ,634_ ,_331 ,8000 ,79g? -,3555 .8324 .8368
.8500 -.2409 ,558_ .7061 .9000 ,79_2 -,13_8 ,5u33 ,7585
.9000 -,1775 .685_ .?_45 .1CO0 .?3bZ -.4090 .817_ .8591
.9500 -.0011 .71_ .7030 .g_uU .73_? -.45_1 .b007 .8859
,9750 ,0878 ,7340 ,boO0 .35_ .?35Z -.5038 .5985 .889Z
1.0000 ,134b .7500 .t5_5 ,_500 ,736_ -,4073 ,6153 ,Ob3Z
,550_ ,2382 -.Z959 ,b_30 ,8204
.6_00 .Z3_? -,0972 .bg71 .7372
.7500 .Z3b? ,1905 ,788_ ,5247
.SLbO ,2362 .2900 .79?? .5870
*8900 .7387 .3813 .8080 ,550_
,9000 .2387 ,3991 ,8175 .5446
,950_ .Z3b? .3841 ,8124 ,553Z
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT Z2.2087 PSI CN ,4000 CDE .00954 CDCORE .00954
RUN 17 _T 123,2q07 K CM -.1268 CD2 .OOqS1 CDCORZ .00949
POINT 2 RC 10,0227 MILLION CC *015q CO3 .oogzo COCOR3 ,00925
MACH .7001 CD4 .00874 COCOR4 *00883
ALPH4 -.9b3g DEG CD5 ,00?96 COCOR5 .00805
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC CP PjL/PT HLOC X/C YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1,0934 ,qqzP .1086 0.0000 1.0934 .9918 ,1086 .5000 .%921 -,6145 ,5655 .0410
,0040 .7342 .9010 ,3890 .0040 ,3444 .8048 .5660 .5000 .4265 -,6302 .5653 .9414
.0080 .4503 ,8338 .5165 .0080 ,5378 .8540 .6804 .5000 ,3609 -,6262 o5719 .9308
,0150 .0736 ,7380 ,6738 ,0230 -,0194 ,7191 ,7032 ,5000 .2953 -,6309 ,5653 ,9411
.0250 -.3046 ,6453 ,8169 .0500 -.1720 ,6747 .7718 ,5000 .2297 -,6432 ,5615 ,9473
,0400 -.6260 ,5690 ,9354 .1000 -.2531 .6563 .8001 .5000 ,1640 -.6151 .5737 ,9281
,ObO0 -.693R ,5451 .9734 .1500 -.2902 ,6520 .8067 .5000 .0984 -,6306 .5625 .9378
.0800 -.6480 .5583 .9524 ,2000 -.3611 .6320 .8375 .5000 .0328 -.6337 .5626 .9455
,1000 -,6396 ,9671 .9385 .2500 -,4064 .6189 .8527 ,5000 -.0318 -*6363 ,5642 ,9630
,1400 -.6075 *5684 ,9364 *3500 -.4308 .6141 ,8650 .5000 -.0984 -,6410 ,5657 .9406
,1800 -.6120 ,5662 ,9398 ,6500 -,3533 .6360 ,8512 .5000 -.1640 -.6410 ,5602 *9494
*2200 -.6216 ".5705 ,9332 ,5500 -*258? .6536 *8041 ,5000 -,2297 -o6331 .5640 ,9434
,2600 -.6284 .5620 ,9465 .6500 -.0712 .7016 .7303 .5000 -.2953 -,6269 ,5732 .9288
.3000 -,6540 ,5594 .9507 ,7500 .2042 ,7739 .6167 .5000 -,3609 -.6310 ,5641 ,9432
,3400 -.6367 ,5689 ,9356 *8000 ,3044 ,7950 .5823 ,5000 -,4165 -.6320 .5615 .9474
,3800 -,6353 .5642 .9430 ,8500 ,3716 ,8111 ,5554 ,5000 -.4921 -.6153 .5743 ,9271
.4200 -,6316 ,5644 .9427 ,9000 ,4058 .822P ,5356 .0600 ,2992 -.5512 ,5869 .9074
,4600 -,6304 .5724 ,9302 .9500 .4081 ,8214 .5379 .1400 .2992 -.6116 *5685 .9363
,5000 -.6377 ,5658 .9406 1.0000 .1208 .7531 ,6499 °2200 ,1991 -,6106 ,5658 .9405
.5400 -.6424 ,5605 .9490 ,3000 .2992 -.6232 .5638 ,9437
.5800 -,6569 *5591 .9511 ,3800 .2992 -.6341 .5687 ,9360
.6200 -.6575 .5617 ,9470 °4600 .2992 -,6330 .5687 .9360
.6600 -.6469 .5587 ,9518 ,5400 ,2992 -.6347 ,5632 .9446
,7000 -.5806 .ST?O .9229 .6200 .2922 -.6474 .5573 ,9540
.7500 -.4771 .6097 .8719 .7000 .2992 -.5822 ,5791 .9196
,8000 -.3662 ,6297 .8%10 o8000 ,2992 -°3b%8 °632b .8364
,8500 -.2424 .6584 ,7968 .9000 ,299Z -,1402 .6884 .7553
,9000 -,1345 ,_91R ,7454 .1000 .2362 -.2591 .6540 .8036
.9500 -.0000 .7185 .7042 ,2000 .2362 -.3405 .6433 .8200
.9750 ,061? .7412 °6687 ,3500 ,2362 -,4304 .6137 ,8657
1,0000 .1208 .7531 .6499 .4500 .2362 -.3495 .b37B .8285
.5500 .2352 -,2598 .6586 .7965
.6500 .2362 -,0761 ,7012 ,7309
.7500 .2362 .2083 .7715 .6206
.8000 .2362 .3100 .7960 .5806
,8500 ,2362 ,3787 ,8168 .5459
,9000 ,2362 .4110 .8245 .5326
.9500 .2361 .3917 ,8165 ,5463
TEST 137 PT 22.2166 PSI CN .5363 C01 .00980 COCOR1 .00962
RUN 17 TT 123.2749 K CM -.1280 C02 .00975 COCOR2 ,00955
POINT 3 RC 10,0551 MILLION CC .0127 CD3 .00952 CDCDR3 .00937
MACH .7031 C04 .00912 COCOR4 .00903
ALPHA ,0265 OEG C05 .00858 COCOR5 .00849
UPPER SUPFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P,LIPT MLQC XIC CP PsLIPT MLQC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1262 .q994 ,0302 0.0000 1,1262 .9994 ,0302 ,5000 .4921 -.6778 .5482 .9685
,0040 ,5564 .8581 .4730 .0040 ,5460 ,8543 ,4799 *5000 *4265 -.6888 .5487 .9678
,0080 ,2502 .7842 ,6001 ,0080 ,7374 .9017 ,3875 ,5000 ,3609 -,6889 ,5480 .9688
.0250 -.1199 *6882 .7511 .0230 .1772 .7646 ,6316 .5000 .2953 -.6963 o5419 .9785
.0250 -.5251 .5883 .9052 .0500 -.0056 .7188 .7037 .5000 .2292 -.7138 .5398 .9819
.0400 -.8564 .4995 1.0479 .1000 -.1304 .6857 .7549 .5000 .1640 -.6870 .5533 .9604
.0600 -1o0361 .4658 1,1050 1500 -*1819 .6?79 .7669 ,5000 .0984 -*6983 .5428 ,9771
.OAO0 -.9152 *4906 1.0628 2000 -.2614 ,6521 .8065 .5000 .0328 -.6998 *5404 ,9809
•i000 -.8186 ,5133 1.0251 2500 -.3130 ,6400 ,8251 .5000 -.0328 -.7099 .5404 ,9810
• 1400 -.7582 .5347 .9902 3500 -.3639 .6284 .8429 .5000 -.0984 -.7057 .5467 .9709
.1800 -.7639 .5281 1.0008 %500 -.3118 .6385 .8274 .5000 -.1640 -.7030 .5430 .9768
,2200 -,7442 .5355 .9889 5500 -.2251 .6660 .7882 .5000 -.2297 -.701? .5414 .q?q4
•2600 -.7446 .5315 .q953 ,6500 -.0511 .7058 .7238 .5000 -.2953 -.6945 .5430 .9768
.3000 -.7580 .5315 .9954 .7500 .2163 .7717 .6202 .5000 -.3609 -.6939 .5509 ,9642
,3400 -.7346 .5367 .9870 .8000 ,3159 .T996 ,5746 .5000 -.6265 -.6937 .5451 .9734
.3800 -.7253 .5347 .9902 .8500 .3884 .8152 .5485 .5000 -.4921 -.6908 .5451 .9734
.4200 -.7167 .5391 .9831 ,gO00 ,4161 .8232 .5349 .0600 .29921e**eete44q.3259e_te*eee
.4600 -.7003 .5500 .9656 .9500 .4182 .8255 ,5309 .1400 .2992 -.7554 .5287 .9999
.5000 -.7061 .5409 .9802 1.0000 .1107 .74b3 .6607 .2200 .2992 -.7522 .5353 .9892
.5400 -,7026 .5397 .9821 ,3000 .2992 -.7272 .5412 .9797
.5800 -.7166 .5387 .q837 .3800 .2992 -.7292 .5383 .9844
°6200 -.6999 .5481 .9686 .4600 .2991 -,7148 .5370 ,9865
,6600 -.6775 ,5494 ,9666 .5400 .2992 -*685? .5482 .9685
• 7000 -,6055 .5652 .9415 .6200 .2991 -.6847 ,5508 .9643
• 7500 -.4831 .5959 ,8932 ,?000 ,2992 -,6073 ,5715 *9316
• 8000 -.3?68 .6291 .8419 .8000 .2g91 -.3621 .6269 ,8453
,8500 -,2488 .6561 ,8003 ,qo00 ,2992 -.L374 .6834 .7583
• qO00 -.1268 .6860 ,75%4 .1000 ,2362 -,1286 ,6883 ,7508
.9500 -.0051 .7189 *7035 ,2000 .2362 -.2%66 .6546 .80Zb
.9750 ,0604 .7316 .6838 .3500 .2362 -*3542 *6356 ,8319
1.0000 ,1107 *7463 .660? ,4500 .2362 -.3015 .6436 .8195
• 5500 .2362 -*2206 .6634 .7892
• 6500 .2362 -.0495 .7051 °7249
• ?500 .2362 .2172 .7746 .6152
• 8000 *2362 .3180 ,?996 ,5747
.8500 ,2362 .3861 .8153 .5483
,9000 .2362 .4233 ,8214 ,5363
.9500 .2362 .3942 .8152 .5485
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 22,2172 PSI CN ,6026 CO1 .00998 COCDRI .00967
RUN 17 TT 123.3306 _ C_ -.1264 C02 .00996 COCORZ .00962
POINT 4 RC 10.0344 MILLION ¢C o0091 C03 .00972 COCOR3 .00943
MACH .6996 CD4 .009_0 COCflR4 .00895
ALPHA .5304 OEG C05 .00869 CDCOR8 .00844
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC CP PtLIPT MLOC XIC ¥10 CP PeLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1388 1.0024 0.0000 0.0000 1.1388 1.0024 0*0000 ,5000 .4921 -.6871 .5540 .9592
.0040 .4677 ,_366 ,5116 ,0040 .6389 .8787 .4340 .5000 .4265 -.6983 .5507 .9646
• 0080 .1538 ,7599 .6390 .0080 .8179 .9231 .3402 .5000 .3609 -.7039 .5485 .9681
.0150 -.2397 .6617 .7917 ,0230 .2722 .7876 .5944 .5000 .2953 -.7101 .5467 .9709
• 0250 -,6358 *5634 ,9443 .0500 .0718 .7387 .6?26 .5000 ,2297 -.7202 .5440 .9752 -"
,0400 -.9833 .4773 1,0854 ,1000 -,0634 ,7048 ,7256 .5000 .1640 -.7099 .5660 .9720
• 0600 -1.1877 ,k294 1,1696 .1500 -.1270 .6907 .7471 .5000 .0984 -.7108 .5462 .9717
.0800 -1,1721 .4341 1,1610 .2000 -.2071 .6695 .7798 ,5000 .0328 -.7084 .5465 *9713
.1000 -I.0878 .4541 1.1254 .2500 -.2665 .6551 .8019 .5000 -.0328 -.7125 .5638 .9756
.1600 -,7907 *5285 1,O00Z *3500 -.3234 .6407 .8240 °5000 -.0g84 -o7232 .5%32 .gTb5
• 1800 -,8061 ,5227 1,0097 .6500 -.272b .6531 .8049 *5000 -.1640 -.7211 *562% o9778
• 2200 -.8024 .5209 11.0127 .5500 -.2061 .6713 .7770 .5000 1.2297 -.7147 ,5446 .9763
.2600 -.7823 *5306 ,9969 ,6500 -,0367 .7134 ,7120 .5000 -.2953 -o7057 ,5469 ,9706
.3000 -,7R93 .5283 1.O00b .7500 ,228q .7785 ,6092 .5000 -°360q -*T104 *5437 ,9758
• 3400 -*7664 .5331 ,9928 *8000 .3268 ,8027 *5695 .5000 -.4265 -*7090 *5463 .9715
,3800 -*7500 *5369 *9867 .8500 .6009 .8205 .5395 *5000 -.6921 --*7009 *5476 .9595
• 4200 -,7313 .5613 *9795 ,9000 *6259 *8255 .5309 *0600 .2992 -1,0085 .4721 1.0943
.4600 -.T266 .5619 .9787 .9500 .6281 .8271 .5282 .1400 .2992 -.7678 .530q .qq64
.5000 -.7181 .5444 *9745 1.0000 .1060 .7482 .6576 .2200 .2992 -,8097 .5186 1.0163
.5400 -.7073 .5468 ,q708 .3000 .Z992 -.7755 *5295 .9987
•5_00 -.7118 .5639 ,9753 °3800 .Z99Z -.T497 .5362 .9878
.6200 -.7058 .5475 .9696 .4600 .2992 -.7180 °5434 ,9763
• 6600 -.6808 .5524 .9618 .5400 .2992 -.7016 .5483 .9684
.7000 -*6059 .5715 .9316 .6200 ,2992 -.6950 .5487 ,9678
.7500 -.4822 .6021 ,8837 .7000 .2992 -.6052 *5726 .9298
,8000 -,36_4 .6285 *8628 .8000 .2992 -*3649 .6299 .8607
.8500 -.2491 ,6599 ,7945 .9000 ,2992 -.1328 .6884 .7507
.9000 -.1233 .6904 ,7476 ,1000 .2362 -.0624 .7056 .7242
.9500 .0023 .7216 ,6994 .ZOO0 .2362 -.2012 .6712 .7771
.9750 .0543 .7344 .6794 .3500 .2362 -.3146 .6437 .8194
1,0000 .1060 .7482 .6576 ,6500 .2362 -,2709 .6554 .8015
.5500 .236Z -*2039 .6708 .7777
• 6500 *2362 -*0401 .7109 .7160
• 7500 .2362 ,2259 .7757 .6138
• 8000 .2362 .3226 .8008 .5726
• 8500 .2362 .4040 .8211 .5385
°9000 .2362 ,6360 °8287 ,5253
,9500 .2362 ,4056 ,8226 ,5359
TEST 137 PT 22.2152 PSI CN .6696 C01 .01045 CDCOR1 .01014
RUN 17 TT 123.0753 K CM -.1259 C02 .01036 COCOR2 .01005
POINT 5 _C i0.0642 MILLION CC ,0060 CD3 .01007 CDCOR3 .00977
MACH ,6996 C04 .00953 CDCOR4 .00925
&LPH& .9055 OEG C05 ,00903 COCOR5 ,00875
UPPFg SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PeLIPT _LOC XIC CP 9pLIPT MLOC X/C YIC CP PJLIPT _LOC
0,0000 1.1378 1.0025 0*0000 0*0000 1*1378 1.0025 0.0000 .5000 o4921 -.7078 .5467 ,9709
.0040 .3762 .8156 ,5479 ,0040 ,7133 .8972 .3969 .5000 .4265 -.7310 .5422 ,9782
,0080 .0665 .7381 .6735 ,0080 .8807 *g389 .3015 ,5000 .3609 -.7350 °5334 ,9923
.0150 -.3763 .6421 ,8218 .0230 .3522 .8093 .5585 .5000 .2953 -.?392 .5329 .9931
• 0250 -.7274 .5422 .9781 .0500 .1378 .7570 .6436 .5000 .2297 -.7670 .5334 .9924
.0400 -1.0671 .4558 1.1224 .1000 -.0058 .7197 .7030 ,5000 .1640 -,7376 .5352 .9894
.0600 -1.2829 .4074 1.2100 ,1500 -.0798 .7020 .7297 .5000 .098_ -.7371 .5366 .9872
.0800 -1.3011 .4035 1.2173 ,2000 -.1644 .6811 .7620 ,5000 ,0328 -,7330 ,5407 ,9805
.tO00 -1.2817 .4078 1,2093 ,2500 -.2243 .6672 .7832 .5000 -.0328 -,7391 .5352 .9895
•I_00 -I.1574 .436Z i.L571 .3500 -.2903 .6491 .8111 .5000 -.0984 -.7516 .5370 .9865
.1800 -.7761 .5302 ,9975 .4500 -,2553 .6580 .7975 .5000 -.1640 -,7%60 ,5368 ,9869
.2200 -.7824 ,5287 =9999 .5500 -,1859 .6771 ,7681 .5000 -*2297 -.7386 .5358 .9884
.?600 -.8086 .521_ 1.0111 ,6500 -.0271 .7164 .7073 .5000 -,2953 -.7325 .5418 .9788
.3000 -.8407 .5152 1.0220 .7500 .2391 .7816 .60_2 .5000 -.3609 -.7299 .5423 .9780
.3400 -.8t95 .5123 1.0268 .8000 .3Z93 .8029 .5691 .5000 -.4265 -.7288 .5617 .9790
• 3800 -.79q7 ,5178 L,0177 .8500 .4017 .8208 .53q0 .5000 -.4921 -.7293 .5398 .9819
°4200 -.7633 .5293 ,9990 .9000 .4343 .8288 .5252 .0600 .2992 -1.1997 .4288 1.1705
.4600 -,7572 .5304 ,9973 ,9500 .4280 .8271 ,5281 .1400 .2992 -1,1930 ,4294 1.1695
,5000 -.7442 .5348 ,9q0_ l,O000 .OgTg .T479 °6582 .2200 .2992 -.8329 .5Z19 _.0110
.5400 -.7291 .5417 .9790 .3000 .2992 -.8075 .5213 1.0119
.5800 -.7324 .5368 .9868 .3800 .2992 -o7851 .5286 1.0001
.6200 -.7242 .5438 ,9756 .4600 .2992 -.7464 .5345 *9905
.6600 -,6902 .5506 .9647 .5400 ,2992 -.7233 .5424 .9779
• 7000 -.6102 ,5677 .9374 ,6200 .2992 -,7076 .5471 .9702
.7500 -.4936 .6006 ,8860 .7000 .2992 -.6119 ,5711 .9321
.8000 -.3664 .6318 ,8377 .8000 .2992 -.3686 .6293 .8415
.8500 -.2434 .6615 ,7921 °9000 .2992 -._326 *6890 .7498
,qO00 -.1273 .6889 .7499 *1000 *2362 -.0104 .7188 ,7037
.9500 -,0022 .7208 .7005 .2000 .2362 -.1521 .6837 .7579
.9750 .0546 .7348 .67B8 .3500 .2362 -.Z840 .651_ .80?6
1.0000 .0979 .7479 .6582 .4500 .2362 -.2452 .6638 ,7885
•5500 .2362 -.1882 .6771 .7681
.6500 .2_62 -.0268 .7161 .7078
• 7500 .2362 .2330 ,7820 .6035
,8000 .2362 .3371 .8043 .5668
.8500 .2362 .4039 .8216 .5376
•9000 .2362 .4384 .8283 .5261
• 9500 .2362 .4338 .8281 .5264
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TABLE III.- Continued.
TEST 137 PT 2Z.2191 PSI CN ,7526 CO1 .01179 COCORZ ,01148
RUN 17 TT 123.03_2 K C_ -o12_6 CO? ,01146 COCOR2 ,01110
POINT 6 RC 10.1644 MILLION CC ,UU16 C03 .01125 COCOR3 ,01096
HACH ,7027 CO€ ,01016 COCOR4 *00986
ALPHA 1,5050 OEG CD5 *G0893 COCUR5 *00864
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAflWISE
XlC CP PeLIPT MLCC XIC CP PeLIP[ MLOC XlC YIC _P PtLIPI MLOC
0,0000 1.1302 ,9998 ,0150 0.0000 1,1302 ,9998 ,0150 .5000 ,4921 -,7397 ,5357 ,9885
*0040 ,2998 .7931 ,5855 ,00%0 ,7783 ,9127 .3637 ,5000 ,426_ -.7511 .5292 *9992
,0080 -.0110 .7161 ,7079 ,0080 ,9288 ,9%96 ,1729 ,5000 ,3609 -.7533 ,5Z78 1,0014
,0150 -,406Z ,6191 ,8573 ,0230 *%231 .8231 ,5350 .5000 ,2953 -.7580 ,5Z91 ,9993
*0250 -,7979 .51_5 1,0165 .0500 ,2048 ,7694 ,6239 ,5000 ,2297 -.7717 ,5285 1,0003
,0400 -1.1511 .4346 1*1501 .1000 *0462 *7308 .5849 ,5050 .1640 -,7540 .5286 1,0001
.0600 -1*338Z .3855 1.2519 .1_00 -.0338 .7104 .7167 .5_0_ ,098% -*7666 *5294 .9988
.0800 -1.3839 .3761 1.2702 ,2000 -.1238 .6868 ,7531 .5000 *0328 -.7630 *5322 ,9943
.1000 -1.3818 .3775 1.Zb?5 ,2_30 -,1833 ,6744 ,7722 *5000 -*0328 -.7586 .5309 ,9964
.1400 -1.3001 .3923 1.2885 ,3500 -,2572 .6535 .8043 .5000 -,0984 -,7771 ,5Z38 1.0078
.1800 -1.2753 .4009 1.2223 ,4500 -.2304 ,t6Z9 ,7900 .5006 -,1640 -.7685 .5278 1.0014
.2200 -1,2528 ,4069 1.2109 .5500 -.1658 .6774 .7677 .SOvO -,2297 -,7648 .5318 ,9948
.2800 -,9830 ,4753 1.0e87 .5500 -*0183 ,7151 ,7095 .5000 -.2953 -*7555 ,5320 .9948
.3000 -,7545 .5263 1.bOth .750_ .2412 ,7798 .8071 ,5000 -.3509 -,7699 .5276 1.0017
,3400 -.7004 .5410 *qSbu .8000 *3423 ,8029 .5692 .5000 -.4265 -,7602 ,5327 *9935
.3800 -.T668 .5269 1*0029 .8500 ,4122 .8212 *5383 *500_ -,4921 -.7501 .5357 .9887
,4200 -.7789 .5267 1,0032 ,9000 ,4393 .8281 ,52_5 .0600 ,2992 -1,2553 .6110 I,Z034
,4600 -,7689 ,5248 1.oOtZ ,9500 .4307 ,8267 .5289 .140_ ,2992 -1.3283 ,3860 1.2508
,5000 -,T748 ,5274 1.0020 1,0000 ,0995 ,7446 .6633 ,2200 .2992 -1.2932 .3961 1,2314
,5400 -,7593 .5331 .992e *3000 .2992 -.7151 °5440 ,9753
°5800 -,7484 ,5334 ,9923 ,3800 ,2992 -,7905 ,5223 1,0104
,6200 -.7428 ,5324 ,9939 ,4600 .2992 -,7718 ,5262 1,0041
.6600 -.7023 ,5443 ,9748 .540_ .2902 -,7490 .5313 .qQS?
,7000 -,6218 ,5672 ,9383 .6200 ,2092 -.7253 .5371 .9863
,7500 -,4919 .5975 ._909 ,7_00 ,299Z -,6257 ,5623 .9461
,8000 -,3775 ,5252 ._4_U .8_uO .2992 -,3737 ,6258 ,8470
,8500 -,2472 ,65_6 ,79_0 .90UO .2992 -.1323 ,6868 ,7531
.9000 --.1291 *6891 *7446 .1000 .2362 .0446 ,7327 .6820
.9500 -,0036 .7208 .7005 ,2000 ,2362 -,1130 .6907 .7480
,9750 .0479 .7303 ,6858 .3_00 .Z3bZ -.2533 .6570 ,7990
1.0000 .0995 .7446 ,6b33 ,450_ ,2352 -,2224 ,6648 ,7870
*5500 .2362 -,1678 *6797 .7641
.6_00 .2362 -.0179 ,7132 .7124
,7500 ,2362 .2452 .7795 .6077
*800G .2362 ,3415 .8053 .5652
._50_ .2362 ,4143 ,8220 .5389
,q000 .2362 ,4431 .8288 .5252
.9500 .2362 ,4406 ,8298 .5234
TEST 137 PT 22,2164 P_I CN .8311 C01 .01434 COCOR1 .01394
RUN 17 TT 122,9312 K CM -.1231 C02 .01413 COCOR2 ,01364
POINT 9 RC 1_.1419 NILLION CC -*0035 C03 ,01351 COCOR3 .01304
NACH ,7013 CD4 .01114 CDCOR_ ,01071
ALPHA 2.0157 DEG C05 *00996 COCOR5 *00950
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANMISE
XlC CP PnLIPT HLOC XIC CP PtL/P1 _LOC XlC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1186 ,9974 *_bb_ 0,0000 1.1186 ,9974 .060_ ,5000 .4921 -.7243 ,5408 ,9803
,0040 ,2035 ,7710 .6213 .0040 .8328 .9267 ,3318 ,5000 *_265 -.7361 .5382 ,9846
*0080 --.1048 *b936 .7427 .0080 .97_3 .9622 *2353 .5000 .3609 -.7396 .5382 .9846
,0150 -,4959 .5991 ,8884 ,0230 ,4943 .8428 ,5007 .5000 .2953 -.7293 .5392 ,9630
,0250 -.9086 ,4966 1,0528 .0500 ,2635 .7859 .5972 ,SGUO .22_7 -.7300 .5387 ,9838
,0400 -i.2321 ,4163 1.1934 ,lOOo .0965 ,7444 .6637 .5v00 .1640 -.7063 .5444 ,9746
.0600 -1,4245 *3577 1,2_69 .1500 *OOE? .7217 .5991 ,5_00 .0984 -.7148 .5435 .9760
*0800 -1,4616 .3572 1,3084 *2000 -.0775 .6994 .7338 .5000 .0328 -.7232 .5424 .9779
*1000 -1,4766 .3562 1,3062 ,2500 -,1369 ._877 .7518 .5_00 -.0328 -,7300 .5402 ,9814
.1400 -1,4085 ,3687 1,2o49 .3500 -,2152 .6679 .7822 .5000 -,_984 -.7515 .5371 ,9863
,1800 -1,4069 .3745 1._734 .4500 -.2013 .6712 .7772 ,500_ -.1640 -,7340 .5379 .9851
,2200 -1.3876 .3761 1.26_3 .5500 -,1472 .6840 .7575 .SGGC -.2297 -.7437 ,5378 .9852
.2600 -1.3614 .3830 1.2567 .6500 -.0016 ,7194 ,7028 .5000 -.2953 -,7409 .5368 .9868
,3000 -1.2304 .415_ 1.1944 .7500 .2513 .7840 ,6004 ,_OO_ -.3609 -.7456 .5356 .9888
,3400 -,8306 .5157 1*0211 .8003 .3499 ,8059 ,5642 .5000 -.4265 -.7516 .5334 .99Z3
.3800 -.6702 *5539 ,_5_5 ,8503 .41_L .625_ .5317 ,5000 -*4921 -.7470 *5343 *9909
,4200 -,6687 .5539 ,_5_4 ,900u ,4492 .8321 .5195 .Or00 .2992 -1.3045 .3977 1.2284
,4600 -.6865 ,5493 ,9657 .9500 .4444 .83ul ,523J ,1460 ,2992 -1.4356 ,3663 1,2899
.5000 -*7Z22 ,5417 ,_790 1,0000 .1045 ,745_ .6613 ,?200 ,29_2 -1.4243 .3664 1.2896
.5400 -.7352 ,5394 ,9_27 ,30_0 ,2992 -1,2534 .4092 1.2067
.5800 -,7474 .535_ ._8_3 .3_G0 .Zqq2 -.6776 .5539 .95_5
,bZO0 -.7413 ,5396 ,_823 .46_C ,?q92 -*7212 ,5414 ,9795
*6600 -*6935 *5479 ,9690 ,540_ .299Z -*72E3 *5396 *9824
*7000 -*6205 .5683 .93ob *6?00 .2992 -*7283 .5414 .9794
.?500 -,4956 .5976 ,8907 .7_G_ ,2992 -.6266 .5624 .9460
.8000 -,375? ,62?2 ,8448 ._00 ,2992 -,378? ,bZTZ ,8448
,8500 -,2538 ,6569 ,7991 .qcco ,2992 -.1375 .6846 ,7556
,qO00 -.1315 .6870 .7528 .1000 .2362 .1001 ,7471 ,6594
,9500 -.COb4 ,7209 ,?_04 .Z_Gb *2362 -.0651 ,7039 ,7267
,9?50 .0526 *7331 ,6H14 ,35_0 ,2362 -.2128 .6671 .7835
1,0000 .1045 ,?459 ,66_3 ,45_0 .2362 -.1917 ,b725 *7752
.5500 .23_Z -,1424 ,6853 ,7554
.6_00 *7382 -,0005 .7210 .7004
.7500 ,2382 .2576 .7825 ,bC28
*8000 .2382 ,3555 .80_I *5605
,8500 ,2362 .4322 .8280 ,5266
.q_oo .2362 .4512 .8320 .5197
.q_0G .23_Z .4468 • ._369 .5215
TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 13T PT 27,Z168 PSI CN ,9159 CO1 ,01876 CDCOR1 .01e09
RUN 17 1T 122.9338 K CM -,1Z39 CO2 .018%6 CDCOR2 .0177%
POINT 10 RC 1_,1110 MILLION CC -,C080 CO3 ,0172% CDCOR3 .01662
MaC_ .6986 CD4 .01379 CDCOR4 .01318 )
ALPHA Z.6969 OEG CD_ *01233 CDCOR5 ,0117Z
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XI¢ CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC Xl¢ YIC CP PpLIPT MLQC
0,0000 1,0997 ,9930 .099Q 0,G000 1.0997 .9930 .0999 ,5000 ,%921 -,6615 .5591 ,951Z
,0040 ,1Z01 ,7511 ,6531 .00%0 .B810 ,9390 ,3013 .5C60 .4265 -.6783 .555Z .9573
.0080 -.Z058 ,6719 .77bl .OOBO 1.0190 .9733 ,197Z .5500 *3609 -.6507 ,5591 ,9511
=0150 -,5929 ,5775 .gzzl ,OZ30 .5571 ,859% ,4705 ,5000 ,Z953 -,6453 ,5607 ,9%86 ,.a.
,0250 -1,0018 =4771 1,o8_6 ,0500 ,3190 ,_002 ,5737 ,5000 .Z297 -,6478 ,5627 .9_54
,0600 -1,3165 ,hO18 1,ZZ06 .IGOu .1455 ,7575 .6%29 .5000 .1540 -,6673 .56Z6 .9455
,0600 -1,6983 ,35Z% 1.3182 ,1500 .056% .736% .6763 .5000 ,0984 -,6355 .564% .96Z8
.0800 -1,5383 ,3415 1.3610 .ZvO0 -.0361 .713B ,7115 .5000 ,0328 -.6250 .565Z ,9399
,1000 -1,5286 ,3634 1.3371 ,2500 -.1041 ,6976 ,7365 ,SCGO -.b3Z8 -,6476 .5603 ,9%92
,1600 -1,5063 ,3502 _,32Z7 .3_30 -.1895 ,6766 ,7688 ,5050 -,098% -.6680 ,5607 ,9%86
.1800 -1.4789 =3538 1.3153 ,%500 -,1794 .6_OZ ,7633 ,bbOC -,1640 -,6508 .5595 .9506
.ZZO0 -1,4862 ,3554 1.3L20 .5500 -.LZ65 .6907 ,147Z ,5000 -°2297 -.6663 .5560 o9562
.2600 -1,4614 .3620 1,_985 ,b_O_ .0104 .7239 .6957 ,5000 -.2953 -.6794 .553_ .9595
,3000 -1.4689 .3605 1.3015 .7500 .Z595 .785Z .5983 .5000 -.3609 -.6975 .5500 .9656
.3%00 -1,4101 ,3710 1.2d04 ._600 ,3535 .SOb9 .5591 ,5000 -.4265 -,7075 ,5%63 ,9715
.3800 -1,0555 ,4591 1,1_67 .8500 .%301 ,e268 ,5286 .5000 -.4921 -.7165 .5649 .9738
.4200 -,7394 .5402 .9B14 .9000 ,%497 .83g7 .5184 .0500 .2997 -1,3539 .3856 1.2%97
,4600 -.6465 ,5628 .9%_Z .9500 .4565 ,F342 .5158 .1400 .2992 -L.50Z4 .3%7B 1.3278
.5000 -,6436 .552% .9459 1.0000 .1074 .7469 .6598 .2250 .2992 -1,5164 .3_55 1,3326
.5400 -.653Z .559Z .9510 *3000 .299Z -i,%585 *3609 1.3007
,5800 -e69_6 =5685 ,9680 ,3B00 ,299Z -1.13%9 ,63_% 1,1515
,6200 -,6999 .5%78 .9691 .%600 .299Z -.5295 .5664 .9395
.6600 --*6750 .5535 .96(I *5400 .2992 -,5562 ,5577 ,953%
.7000 -,610Z .5703 ,9336 .6200 ,ZggZ -.7008 ,5695 .9665
,7500 -,6966 .5996 .8879 °7000 .2992 -,6231 .5687 .9360
,8000 -.3783 *6ZP7 ,_425 ,8000 .299Z -*3770 .6305 ,8398
.8500 -.2575 =5575 ,7962 ,9000 .Z997 -.1%66 .6B55 .7552
.9000 -.1310 06893 .7693 .1000 .2367 ,L6%2 ,7569 .6%39
=9500 -.0116 ,7184 .70%3 ,2000 .2362 -.0Z95 .7126 .7133
.9750 ,0489 .7320 .5831 .3500 .Z3bZ -.17Z7 .6789 .7653
1,0000 .1076 .7469 .6508 .4500 .2369 -*I7ZZ ,6776 ,7673
,5500 .2361 -,127B .6895 .7489
,6500 .236Z ,0096 .7225 .6979
.7500 .2362 .2578 .78_5 .5995
.800G .Z362 .3611 .810_ .5566
.8500 .Z362 ,4290 .8267 .5289
,9_Ub .2362 .46_0 ,836Z ,51Z4
o9500 oZ36Z ,_558 .8335 ,5170
TEST 137 PT Zg,Z156 PSI CN .9885 CO1 .&2455 CDCOR1 .0Z385
RUN 17 IT IZZ.qZZ1 K CM -*1246 C02 .OZ%Ob COCORZ ,02322
POINT 11 RC 10o0968 MILLION CC -.0123 CD3 *OZZZ7 COCOR3 *021%5
HACH *b965 CD% .01818 CDCOR4 *0176Z
atPHX 3.UUZ7 OEG CD5 .01512 COOER5 .01464
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE _P_NWI_E
XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC CP P,LIP_ MLOC XlC YIC CP P_L/PI MLOC
0*0000 1,0813 =9879 .1318 0,0030 1,0813 .9879 .1318 .5000 .4921 -,645Z .5684 .936%
.0040 =0550 *7315 .6839 =00%0 ,9128 .9%61 ,2826 .5000 ,4265 -.6323 .5708 .9326
,0080 -,2971 .6517 .8071 ,0080 1.0%66 .ge04 .1666 .5_00 .3669 -.6058 ,5761 .9243
,0150 -,6770 ,557% .9539 .0g30 ,5963 .867% ,_557 ,5000 .Z953 -.6117 ,57_3 .9271
.OZSO -1,0860 ,4597 1.L157 .0500 .3555 .8365 .553Z .5000 .ZZq7 -.6164 .5717 .931Z
,0%00 -1,3889 ,3856 1.Z516 .1000 .1766 ,7631 .63%0 .5000 .1640 -.6209 .5716 ,9310
*0600 -I,5869 *33_5 1.3%7% .1500 ,0948 ,7%76 ,6587 .5000 ,09_% -,6369 .5655 ,9410
.0800 -1.6360 ,32%7 1.3776 .2000 --,0066 .7Z31 ,6973 ,5000 °0328 -*6383 °5656 ,9%08
.1000 -1,6038 .3Z87 1.3687 .2500 -.0726 .7056 =7261 .5000 -.0328 -.658Z .5589 .951%
o1%00 -1=5823 =33%3 1,3505 .3530 -,1537 .667% .7523 ,5000 -.0984 -,6%09 .5663 ,9398
.1800 -1.5876 .3386 1.3%t9 .%500 -.L56_ ,6868 .753_ *5000 -.16%0 -.6305 ,569Z .935_
.2200 --1.5769 *339% 1.3455 .5500 -.I110 *698% .7353 ,5000 -,2297 -.6399 .5665 .939%
*_600 -I.5553 *34%Z 1.335% .6500 .0138 °7280 .689% .5005 -,_953 -.6%%Z ,5655 .9%10
.3000 -1.5669 ,34Z8 1.3384 .7500 ,26Z2 ,7873 ,5969 .5_00 -.3609 -,646Z ,5644 ,gSZ8
,3400 -I,562Z .3621 1.3398 .8000 .3034 .8123 ,553k .5000 -.4265 -.6767 .5558 .9564
.3BOO -1.%356 .37Zb 1.2773 .8500 .4366 .83Z0 .5196 ,5000 -.%921 -.6966 .5497 .9661
*6200 -=9659 *%908 1.0625 .gO00 =%565 .e36_ ,51_% .0600 .2992 -i,4017 .376z 1,2700
.6600 -=7139 ,5495 ,qo7Z .9500 ,%%95 .83Z8 ,5182 °1400 =2992 -1,5890 ,3318 i*3620
=5000 -.6678 .5619 .945_ 1.0000 *10%2 ,7%80 °6579 .2200 ,_99Z -1.5937 ,3_96 1,3667
=5600 -e6071 .5733 .9287 13000 ,ZqgZ -2.5646 .3393 1.3657
°5800 -,6189 ,5686 .9360 ,380C ,2992 -I.%Z88 .3703 1,2817
,5ZOO -=6688 .5_%3 ,94_9 ,%600 ,Z99Z -.7354 o5418 .9787 _le
.6_00 --e6*ZO *566% *9396 .5%00 o_99Z --*6038 .57_6 .9_98
,7000 --o5904 .5787 .9Z03 .6ZO0 ,_991 -.64_2 .5630 .94%9
07500 -*6866 .606_ .8805 .7000 ._99Z --.5989 *5755 °9_53
=8000 --,3777 *6303 *8%00 ,8005 .zqgz -.3807 .6313 .8385
.8500 -.Z581 .6588 .796Z .9000 .?qgZ -.1481 ,6855 .7551
.9000 -,1429 .6863 .7539 .100_ .2362 .1858 .7691 .62%%
.9500 -,0212 .7183 .704% .2G00 .Z362 ,0059 ,7249 .69%2
*g750 *0410 .733b .6B07 ,3500 ,236Z -.1559 .6836 .7580
1.oo00 ,|C4Z ,7460 .6_79 .%500 .2362 -,1460 .6864 .7537
,5506 ,236Z -.1075 .6953 .7400
,bSO0 ,23t2 .0148 ,7Z63 .6921
,7500 *2362 *2663 .7878 ,594Z
._000 ,2362 ,3618 .8121 ,5537
,855_ ,2362 ._2e3 ,_277 .5271
._000 ,2362 .%627 ,_365 ,5118
,9SUb .2362 .%532 ,B343 .5156
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 22.2156 PSI CN 1.0362 CD1 ,03195 ¢0¢0R1 .03103
RUN 17 "TT 123.0634 K CM -.1250 C02 .03108 COCOR2 .03002
POINT 12 RC 10.0171 NILLIO_ CC -.0134 C03 .02829 COCOR3 .02742
NACH *6980 CO% *02319 COCOR% .02238
4 ALPHA 3*%927 OEG CD5 *0171% CDCOR5 .01624
UPPER SURFACE LOgER SURFACE SPANgZSE
XIC CP PJL/PT MLOC XIC CP PeLIPT HLOC XIC Y/C CP P, LIPT NLOC
0,0000 1.0571 ,9821 ,1609 0,0000 1.0571 .9821 .1609 ,5000 ,49Z1 -,6261 .5710 .9324
.00%0 -.0508 .7106 .7164 .00%0 .965% .9609 .2396 .5000 .%265 -.6625 .5589 .9515
.0080 -.3569 .6355 .8321 ,0080 1.0630 .9834 .1547 .5000 ,3609 -.6098 .5760 .9245
,0150 -.72%8 ,5%50 .9737 ,0230 ,6%18 ,8791 .%332 .5000 ,2953 -,6576 .5646 *9%2%
,0250 -1,1000 ,4481 1.1360 .0500 ,40%9 ,8226 .5360 .5000 .2297 -.7009 .5517 .9629
.0400 -1,3855 .3761 1.2701 .1000 .2282 ,7812 .6049 ,5000 ,1640 -.7203 .5%86 .9678
.0600 -1,6229 *3265 1.3733 .LSOQ ,1211 ,7529 ,6503 .5000 ,0984 -,7%58 .5397 .9822
,0800 -1.6662 *31%3 1.4007 .ZOO0 ,0151 .7230 .6971 .5000 .03Z8 -.7268 ,5%57 .9725
,i000 -1.6158 ,3177 1,3929 .2500 -,0464 ,7116 .71%8 *5000 -,0328 -.7639 ,5397 .9821
.1%00 -i,6273 .3207 1,3863 ,3500 -.1426 ,6852 ,7557 .5000 -.098% -.7503 .5358 .9885
.1800 -1,6%27 .3235 1.3801 .4500 1.1522 .6821 ,760% .5000 1.1640 -.b675 .5603 .9%91
,2200 -1.583% .3228 1,3816 ,5500 -,1099 .6971 ,7373 ,5000 -,2297 -,5543 .5623 .9460
.2600 -1.6124 .3296 1,3667 ,6500 .0152 ,7270 .6909 .5000 -,2953 -.6456 ,5645 °9426
.3000 -1.6152 .3241 1.3786 .7500 ,2598 .7838 .6006 .5000 -,3609 -.631% .5705 .9332
.3%00 -1,6327 .3262 1.3742 °8000 .3603 ,8107 ,5561 ,5000 -,%265 -°6533 °5638 *9%36
,3800 -1.6207 *3296 1.3667 .8500 .4321 .8304 .5225 ,5000 -.4921 -,6758 .5543 .9587
.%200 -1.2711 .4119 1.2016 .9000 .%528 ,8309 .5216 .0600 ,2992 -1,4304 °3656 1,2913
.4600 -.8725 .5114 1.0281 .9500 ,4514 .8334 .5173 ,1400 ,2992 -I,6157 .31q0 1.3901
,5000 -,7531 .5379 .9_51 1,0000 .0929 .7453 ,6622 .2200 .2992 -l.b39q .3158 1.3971
,5400 -.6209 ,5717 ,9312 .3000 ,2992 -1.6315 .3235 1.3801
.5800 -,5952 .5763 .9240 .3800 .2992 -L.5564 .3378 1.3490
.6200 -.5776 .5784 .9206 .%600 .2992 -1.1193 .4417 1,1473
.6600 -,5935 .5785 ,9205 ,5400 .2992 -,5949 .5732 *9289
,7000 -.5459 .5889 ,9041 .6200 .2992 -.5951 .5767 .9234
.7500 -.4638 .6091 ,8727 .7000 .2992 -,5652 .5826 .9140
,8000 -.3726 .6337 .8348 .8000 .2992 -*3626 .6295 .8412
.8500 -,2557 .b612 ,792% .9000 .2992 -.1436 .6859 .7545
.9000 -,1430 .6859 .7545 ,1000 .2362 ,2186 ,7770 .6117
.9500 -.0301 ,7159 .7081 .ZOO0 ,2362 ,036% .7323 .6826
.9750 .0341 .7318 ,6835 .3500 ,2362 -.1357 .6888 .7501
1,0000 *0929 .7%53 ob622 *_500 .2362 -,1376 ,6886 °750%
,5500 .2362 -.1104 ,6928 .74%0
,6500 .2362 .0229 ,7255 .6933
,7500 .2362 .2663 .7869 ,5956
,8000 .2362 .3667 .8135 ,5514
.8500 .2362 .4338 .8287 *525%
.9000 .236Z *%645 ,83%9 *51%6
.9500 .2362 .4579 .8362 .5122
TEST 137 PT 22.ZL39 PSI CN 1,0866 C01 ,04077 CDCORI .04173
RUN 17 TT 122.9567 K CH -,129% CD2 ,03921 CDCOR2 .04013
POINT 13 PC 10,0%69 MILLION CC -.01%8 CO3 ,03512 COCOR3 ,03634
MACH .7002 C0% .02731 COCOR4 ,02871
ALPHA %.0035 OEG CO5 .02110 CDCOR5 ,02256
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
X/C CP PPLIPT MLOC XIC CP PpLIPT. NLOC XlC YIC CP PtLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1,02%4 .9738 .1951 0.0000 1*02%4 ,9738 *1951 ,5000 .%921 -,8505 .5054 1.0381
.0040 -.1132 .6935 ,7428 .0040 .9747 .9620 .2360 .5000 .4265 -.8573 .5065 1,0362
.0080 -.3727 *6233 .8509 .0080 1.0840 .9888 .1270 .5000 .3609 -,9505 ,4792 1,0822
.0150 -.76%6 .5304 .9973 ,0230 .6669 .8850 .%216 .5000 .2953 -.9%94 .480% 1,0801
.0250 -1.169% *%353 1.1588 .0500 .4319 .8281 *5265 .5000 .2297 -.9505 .%80% I*0800
.0%00 -1,%637 .3617 1.2992 ,1000 .2421 .7811 ,6050 .5000 .16%0 -,912% .4960 1.0537
.ObO0 -1.6802 ,315% 1.3981 .1500 .1311 .7%95 .6557 .5000 .0984 -.8965 .5020 1.0%37
.0800 -1.7031 ,3020 1.%289 ,2000 ,0365 ,7291 .6877 .5000 .0328 -.8832 .50%6 1,0395
,1000 -1,6996 .3045 1,%230 .2500 -,0378 ,7106 ,7165 ,5000 -,0328 -°8750 *50%% 1.0397
•1%00 -i.6738 .3088 1.4130 ,3500 -.1296 ,6909 ,7468 .5000 -.098% -.8404 .5164 1.0200
.1800 -1,6368 .3107 1.4087 .4500 -.1375 ,6883 .7508 .5000 -.16%0 -,7909 ,5267 1.0031
• 2200 -L.6254 .3126 1.40%4 .5500 -.1051 .6996 ,7333 .5000 -.2297 -.7058 ,5522 ,9621
.2600 -1.6165 ,31%Z 1.6009 .6500 .0078 ,7238 .6959 .5000 -.2953 -,7006 .5516 .9631
.3000 -1.6453 .3109 1,408_ .7500 .256% .7857 .5976 ,5000 -,3609 -,6310 ,5660 ,9402
.3%00 -1.6283 ,3096 1,%113 ,8000 ,3584 ,8101 ,5571 ,5000 -.4265 -.6%17 .565% .9%12
•3800 -],6313 .3100 1,4104 .8500 .%29% ,8254 .5310 .5000 -.4921 -.8632 .5605 .9489
,4200 -1.62%6 .3121 1.%055 .qO00 .%55% ,8316 .5203 .0600 ,2992 -1,4500 .35%7 1.3136
.%600 -1.0650 ,%583 1.1180 .9500 .%431 .8312 .5210 .1%00 .2992 -1.6810 .3062 1.%190
.5000 -,8q07 ,5035 1.0%13 1.0000 .0692 .7351 ,6783 .2200 *2992 -1,69%5 ,3026 1.4274
.5400 -.756_ .5357 .9885 ,3000 ,2992 -1.6641 .3087 1,%135
.5800 -,6309 .5648 ,gkZ1 ,3800 .2992 -1.6%61 .31%5 1*%001
.6200 -,5726 .5822 .9147 ,%600 .2992 -1,1886 ,%282 1,1716
• 6600 -,5469 ,5869 .9073 .5400 .2992 -.7244 .5383 .9844
.7000 -,5301 .5951 .89%5 ,6200 .2992 -,5495 ,5813 ,9161
•7500 -,%559 .6116 ,8689 ,7000 *2992 -*5330 ,5903 *9020
.8000 -,3626 .6322 .8371 ,8000 .2992 -*357% .6341 .8341
.8500 -.2580 .6597 .79%9 *9000 *2q9z -.1%83 .6820 ,7605
,9000 -.1503 .686% .7537 .1000 .2362 *2466 .7851 *5986
.9500 -.0%53 .7137 .7115 .2000 .2362 .0521 .7341 .6798
,9750 ,0155 .7251 .6q39 .3500 .2362 -.1235 .6916 *?%58
1.0000 ,069Z .7351 .6?83 ,%500 .2362 -.1376 ,8835 *7583
,5500 *Z3bZ -,1094 ,69L1 .7464
• 6500 .Z3bZ .0134 .7247 ,69%6
.7500 .2382 ,2582 ,7850 ,5987
• 8000 ,2362 .3638 .8106 .5563
,8500 ,2362 .4301 ,8275 .5275
,9000 ,2362 ,450% .8327 ,5184
•9500 .2362 ,4505 ,8319 .5199
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 22.2131 PSI CN 1.1076 C01 .Obbl8 CDCOR1 .06508
RUN [7 TT 122.9887 K CM -.1241 COZ .06065 CDCOR2 ,05952
POINT 14 RC 10.0710 MILLION CC -.0143 CD3 ,05402 COCOR3 .05350
HACH .7033 C04 .03849 COCOR4 .03832
ALPHA 4,qqq8 OEG CD5 ,03525 COCOR5 ,03519
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PpLIPT NLQC XIC CP P_LIPT HLnC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT fiLOC
0.0000 .9941 .0655 .2245 0.0000 ,9941 ,9655 ,2245 .5000 .4921 -.8149 .5127 1,0260
.0040 -,1940 .6685 .7813 .0040 1.0113 .9705 .2075 ,5000 .4265 -.8192 ,5097 1,0311
,0080 -.5054 ,5943 ,8958 .0080 1.1105 .9954 .0813 .5000 .3609 -,0205 ,4015 1.0614
.0150 -.8501 .5074 1.0348 .0230 .7211 .8970 .3072 .5000 .2053 -.q71b ,4753 1.0888
.0250 -1.25L% .4157 1.1q46 .0500 .4756 .8360 .5126 .5000 ,2297 -.9925 .4787 1.0830 '_
.0400 -1,5159 .3431 1.3377 .1000 ,2851 .7897 .5009 ,5000 ,1640 -.9486 .4804 L.0801
,0600 -1,5853 ,2982 1.4377 .1500 ,1832 ,7652 .6307 .5000 .0984 -,qbb2 .4778 1.0844
.0800 -1.7704 .2830 1.4720 .2000 .0794 .7099 .6707 .5000 .0328 -.9375 ,4826 1,0763
.1000 -1.7683 .2871 1,%b%3 ,2500 -.0051 .7176 ,7055 .5000 -.0328 -.9684 .4804 1.0801
.1400 -L.7308 .2884 L,4612 .3500 -.1050 .6073 .7370 .5000 -.0984 -.0514 ,4843 1.0734
.1800 -1.7184 .2915 1.4536 .4500 -.1372 .6854 .7553 .5000 -.1640 -,9212 .4868 1.0602
.2200 -1,7062 .2918 1,4530 *5500 -.1223 .6878 ,7516 ,5000 -,2297 -,8518 .5095 1.0313
,2600 -1.6863 .2946 1.4464 .6500 -.0021 .7207 .7007 .5000 -.2953 -,7701 .5257 1.0047
,3000 -1.6742 .2948 1.4457 ,7500 .2414 .7818 .6039 .5000 -.3609 -.6257 .5649 .9419
.3400 -1.6175 ,3186 1.3910 .8000 .3325 .8016 .5713 .5000 -.4265 -.6198 .5646 .g424
.3800 -1.5602 .3261 1.3743 .8500 ,%087 .8206 ,5303 °5000 -.4921 -,6310 .5601 .9495
.4200 -1.2132 .4244 1.1786 ,9000 .4239 ,8236 .5342 .0600 .2992 -1.5581 .3386 1,3473
.4600 -1.0056 .4661 1.1046 .0500 .%179 ,8239 .5337 .1400 .Z092 -2.7576 .2829 1.4745
.5000 -.2574 .4800 1.0807 1,0000 -.0416 .7092 ,7186 .2200 .2992 -1,7721 .2819 1.4769
.5400 -.8700 .4995 1,0480 .3000 .2q02 -1.7633 ,2871 1.4643
,5800 -.7708 ,5293 .2989 ,3800 ,2992 -1.7017 .3018 1.4294
.6200 -.6700 .5540 .9592 ,4600 .2992 -.9934 ,4588 1.1172
.6600 -.5903 .5695 .9346 *5400 ,2992 -.84%8 ,5015 1.0446
.7000 -.4808 ,5992 °8882 .6200 .2992 -*6673 .5508 ,9644
.7500 -.4100 .6156 .8628 °7000 .2992 -.4988 .5950 .8948
.BOO0 -.3247 .6395 .8258 ,8000 .2902 -.3235 .6397 .8255
.8500 -.2550 .6554 .8014 .9000 .2902 -.1916 ,6694 .7798
.9000 -.1866 .6711 ,7773 .1000 .2362 ,2909 ,7931 .5854
,9500 -.0073 ,6972 .7371 .2000 .2362 ,0824 .7403 .6701
.9750 -.0642 =7040 *7267 ,3500 .2362 -,1033 .6948 .7408
1.0000 -,0416 *7092 .7186 ,4500 .236Z -.1270 .6880 .7513
*5500 .2362 -.0980 .6980 .7359
.6500 ,2362 .0020 .7199 .7019
*7500 ,2362 *2467 *7816 .6041
,8000 .2362 ,3444 *8068 .5627
.8500 .236Z .4201 .8253 .5313
.9000 .2362 .%101 .8158 .5476
.9500 .2362 .4120 .8220 ,5369
TEST 137 PT 22.2L62 PSI CN 1.07%3 COL .09922 CDCOR1 .09781
PUN 17 TT 123,4211 K CM -.1319 CD2 .09850 COCORZ ,02688
POINT 15 RC 10,0223 NILLION CC -,0047 CD3 .09265 CDCOR3 .oq13B
NACH ,6995 CD% ,07180 CDCOR% ,07055
ALPHA 6.0181 DEG CD5 ,06196 CDCOR5 .06068
UPPFR SURFACE LOWER SUPFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LlPl MLOC XlC CP PeLIPT RLOC XlC YIC CP PaLIPT HLOC
0.0000 ,0192 .9483 .2765 0.0000 .9192 ,9483 .2765 .5000 ,4921 -,b667 ,5549 .9578
.0040 -.3218 .6402 .8248 .0040 1.0457 .9793 .1731 .5000 .4265 -.7355 .5393 .9827
,0080 -,6146 .5684 .9365 .0080 1.1273 .9996 ,02%6 .5000 ,3609 -.8101 .5201 1.0139
.0150 -.9531 ,4850 1,0722 .0230 .7872 ,9157 ,3571 .5000 ,2953 -,8680 .5056 1,0379
.0250 -1.3250 .3919 1.2395 ,0500 .5302 .8514 ,4851 .5000 .2297 -,8832 .5024 1,0431
.0400 -1,Sqb_ .3245 1,3778 .1000 .3290 .8017 ,5711 .5000 .1640 -.8993 .4996 1.0477
,0600 -1,790_ .2795 1.4828 .1500 .2212 ,7753 .6145 .5000 .0q84 -.8250 .4980 1.0504
.0800 -1.E308 .2662 1,5165 .2000 ,1112 ,7479 .6581 .5000 .0328 -.8881 .4987 1.0493
.1000 -1,8265 ,2708 1.5049 .2500 ,0168 .72%9 .6941 .5000 -.0328 -.8862 .5006 1,0%61
.1400 -1.7711 ,2823 1.4759 .3500 -.1000 .6954 .7399 .5000 -.0084 -.8825 .5006 1.0460
.1800 -I,7301 .293Z 1,4405 ,4500 -.1256 .6801 .7%97 ,5000 -.1640 -.8808 .5048 1,0391
.2200 -1.Sell .3312 1,3632 ,5500 -.1319 ,6889 °7498 ,5000 -.2297 -.8518 .5062 1.0369
.2600 -1,3977 .3737 1.2750 ,6500 -.0290 .7129 ,7129 .5000 -,2953 -.8269 .5214 1.0118
,3000 -1,2336 ._16Z _.1935 °7500 ,2147 .7745 .6157 .5000 -.3609 -,7655 .5340 .9913
.3400 -1.1286 .4413 1.1480 .8000 .3160 .7988 .5760 .5000 -.4265 -.7024 ,5513 .9636
,3800 -1,0484 .4611 1.1132 .8500 .3914 .8177 .5442 .5000 -,4921 -.6917 ,5516 .9631
,4200 -.9R69 ,4768 1.0863 .9000 .3940 .8187 .5425 .ObO0 ,2992 -1.6099 .3220 1.3834
,4600 -,9443 °4885 1,0663 .9500 .3645 .8119 .5541 ,1400 °2992 -1.8414 .2684 1.5109
.5000 -.8870 .5000 1.0471 1.0000 -,1999 ,6723 .7754 ,2200 .2992 -1.8066 .2801 1,4815
,5400 -,8411 .5103 1.0299 ,3000 .2292 -1,5463 .3434 1,3371
.5800 -.7782 ,5274 1.0021 ,3800 .2992 -1,1191 ,4455 1.1406
.6200 -,7110 .5432 .97b5 .4600 .2992 -.9429 .4902 1,0635
.6600 -.6493 *5619 ,9%67 .5%00 .2992 -,8077 .5241 1,0074
.7000 -,5000 .5736 .q282 .6200 .2992 -,bOLl .5521 ,2623
.7500 -.4932 .6031 .8820 .7000 ,2992 -.5680 .5814 .2159
.8000 -.%&60 .6127 .8673 ,8000 .2992 -.%262 ,b166 .8611
.8500 -._887 .6282 .8432 .9000 .Z99Z -.2980 ,6501 .8006
.9000 -.3_11 ,6380 ,8282 ,1000 .2362 ,3360 ,8047 .5662
.0500 -.2049 ,649L ,8111 ,2000 .2362 ,1135 .7480 .6580
.9750 -.2700 ,6528 .8054 .3500 .2362 -.09L6 ,6905 .7336
1.0000 -,19qq .6723 ,7?54 .4500 o2362 -,1192 .6922 .7448
.5500 .2362 -.1176 .6914 .7461
• 6500 ,2362 -.0L38 .7187 .7039
.7500 .2362 .2221 .7779 .6102
• 8000 .2362 .3223 ,8023 .5702
,8500 .2362 .3878 .8173 .5%%9
.9000 ,2362 ,4073 .8226 .5359
,9500 .2362 .3765 .8152 ,5484
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT _I.BZ3Z PSI CN .Z57Z ¢01 oOU943 CDCQR1 *00918
RUN 18 TT I23.5780 K CM -.1267 CDZ ,00952 COCOR2 ,00928
POINT Z RC 10.0556 MILLION CC .0163 C03 ,00q28 COCOR3 ,00905
MACH ,7284 C06 .00828 COCOR6 .00810
11' ALPHi -2.0060 DEG CD5 *U073Z COCOR5 *00716
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PtLIPT MLOC XlC CP PtLIP1 MLO_ XIC YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.0185 .9697 ,21ul 0.0003 1.0185 ,9097 ,2101 ,5000 .4921 -,5658 ,5628 .9452
.0060 .8951 .9386 .3029 .0G60 ,1094 .7385 ,6750 ,5000 .4285 -,5840 .5587 .9518
,0080 ,6501 ,8758 ,43_7 ,0080 ,29Z5 ,7846 ,5924 ,SGUO ,3609 -,58ZI ,5578 ,9532
• 0150 .3105 *7823 .5933 ,0230 -,2534 ,8405 ,8246 ,50_C ,Z953 -,5874 ,5572 .9541
• 0250 -.0492 ,8972 ,7371 ,050_ -,3742 ,5125 ,8575 ,5000 .2297 -,5915 ,5558 ,9569
• 0400 -.3431 ,5211 ,8542 ,1000 -.3995 ,5060 .8775 ,5000 .1660 -.5915 .5559 ,9562
,0500 -,6406 ,5954 .8_25 ,1500 -.4322 ,5988 .8888 ,5000 ,;986 -,5930 .5549 .9577
,0800 -,6351 .5978 ,e_O3 .2000 -.4917 .5841 ,9117 ,5_0 .03ZB -,5894 .5552 ,9557
• 1000 -*6565 .5935 ,_971_ ,2500 -.5314 ,5724 .9301 ,5000 -,03Z8 -,500Z .5545 ,9584
• 1400 -.6481 .5947 ._951 .3500 -,5351 ,5128 ,9295 .5000 -,0984 -.5043 .5537 ,9597
,1800 -.4845 .5860 ,9087 ,4500 -,4226 ,6007 .8858 .500_ -,1640 -.5963 ,5567 ,9581
• 2200 -.5035 .5805 .9172 .5500 -.2958 .6332 .8355 ,5000 -,22_7 -,5904 ,5558 .9554
.2500 -,5195 .5750 ,9250 ,5500 -.0845 .b875 .751q .5000 -,2953 -,5875 ,5554 ,9_54
.3000 -,5578 ,565_ .9608 ,7500 .1949 .7595 .5396 ,5000 -,3509 -.5851 .5553 .9571
.3400 -.5553 ,5567 .942_ .8000 ,2895 .7835 .b01Z ,5000 -.4285 -,5001 .5555 .9558
,3800 --.5534 .5534 ,9443 .8500 .3577 ._012 ,5720 ,5C00 -,4921 -,5844 .5585 ,95Z1
• 6Z00 -.5654 .5632 .9446 .9000 .3954 .8106 ,5563 ,ObOG .2992 -,3828 .5097 ,8719
.6500 -.5888 .5556 .9550 ,9500 .4014 ,8118 .5562 ,14UG .299Z -.4464 .5931 ,8975
• 5000 -,5990 ,5534 ,q60z 1,0000 ,1390 ,7444 ,6637 ,ZZbO ,2992 -,5OZO ,5196 ,q187
• 5400 -,6053 ,5521 ,9522 ,3000 ,2992 -,5309 ,5700 ,9339
,5800 -,630Z ,5658 ,97_7 ,3800 ,2992 -,5672 ,5525 ,9658
,5200 -,6482 ,5424 ,9777 ,4500 ,2292 -,5788 ,5587 ,9518
• 5500 -,5318 ,5451 ,9735 ,5400 ,2992 -,5005 ,5537 ,9597
.7000 -,5688 .5513 .9475 .5200 .2992 -.62_4 .5471 ,9703
•7500 -.4583 .5897 ,9J3U .7000 .Z992 -,5744 ,5509 .9483
.8000 -.3492 .5152 ,_517 .80_0 .2992 -.3572 .5152 ,8617
,8500 -,2348 .8691 ,8111 .9000 ,Z992 -,1282 ,5740 ,7718
,9000 -,1147 .6790 .7652 ,ICGO ,2362 -,6215 .6005 ,8880
• 9500 .0085 .7109 ,71_0 .ZOO0 .2362 -,481C ,5852 ,9089
.9750 .0723 .7275 .59_c ,35_0 .2362 -.5295 .5734 .9285
1.0000 ,1390 .7464 .6537 .4500 ,2352 -.4160 *50Z1 ,8837
.5500 .236_ -,2993 .6311 ,8388
.5500 .2362 -.0879 .5853 .7555
,7500 ,2362 ,1945 ,7584 ,6416
• 8C00 ,2362 ,2923 ,7822 ,6033
• 8500 ,2362 ,3507 ,8008 .5727
,9000 ,Z3b_ .3988 ,8101 ,5571
.9500 .2352 .3824 ,8053 .5535
TEST 137 PT 21.8231 PSI CN o4_13 C01 .0095_ COCORI ,00946
RUN 18 TT 123.5G37 K CM -.IZq3 CDZ .00975 COCOR2 .00950
POINT 3 RC 1U.0533 MILLION CC ,0158 C03 ,00949 CDCOR3 ,00931
MACH ,7205 C04 ,00870 CDCOR% *00858
ALPHA -°9479 OEG C05 °00764 CDCOR5 .00752
UPPER SURFACE LOWEk SURFACE SPANwISE
XIC CP PnLIPT MLOC XIC CP PpLIPI MLOC XIC Y/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1062 ,99Z3 .1052 0._000 1*1062 ,9923 .1052 ,5008 ,4921 -,6400 .5399 .9818
•0040 .7566 ,9023 ,3862 ,0040 .3450 ,1970 .5790 .5000 .4265 -.6521 .5600 ,9815
• 0080 ,6850 .8326 .5190 .hUgO ,5353 ,8453 ,4952 ,5000 ,3809 -.8563 ,5398 ,9820
o0150 ,1131 ,7370 ,8752 ,0230 -,0228 ,7027 ,7285 ,5000 ,2953 -.5625 ,5351 ,2879
• 0250 -,2500 ,6403 .eZ4b .05du -.1788 .5619 .7914 .500_ .ZZq7 -,6552 ,5351 .9895
• 0400 -.5879 .5554 .9554 .1000 -,2540 .5_33 .8201 ,500_ ,1540 -.5519 .5350 .9881
• 0600 -,5896 ,5311 .9961 .1SOb -,3042 .6294 .8414 .5000 ,0986 -.6520 ,5383 ,9844
• 0800 -*6355 .5442 ,9749 .2000 -o3731 .6115 ,8689 *SCOG ,0328 -,5518 .5381 .9848
• 1000 -.6195 ,548u .968u ,ZSoO -,4231 .5992 ,8881 ,5000 -,0328 -,5656 ,5375 ,9855
,1400 -.5031 °5525 o_514 .35J0 -.4549 °5902 ,QOZZ .5000 -.0984 -.8659 .5374 ,9858
•1800 -,6212 ,54_3 *9683 °4500 -,3688 ,_127 .8672 ,5000 -,1640 -*5550 *5353 *9893
•2200 -.5327 .5440 ,9752 ,5500 -,2571 .8395 ,8258 .5C00 -.2297 -,6511 .5388 ,9838
•2500 -,5374 *5408 ,9807 .5500 -,0841 ,6912 ,7454 .5000 -,2953 -*5533 .5386" ,9838
•3000 -.6668 .5353 .9875 .7500 ,ZOq8 ,7614 ,6366 ,5C00 -,3509 -.5571 °5390 ,9833
•3400 -.5555 .5394 ,9_25 °8000 ,3103 ,7875 ,5946 °5000 -.4255 -.5521 ,5391 ,9832
• 3800 -,6505 ,5355 .9871 ,8500 ,3757 ,8045 ,5555 ,5000 -,4921 -,5430 .5451 ,9735
,6200 -.5536 .5384 ,9863 ,9000 .4105 ,8128 .5526 .C500 ,2992 -*8452 .5615 .9793
,6500 -.6862 .534% ,9899 *9500 ,6154 .b151 .5487 .1400 ,_992 -,5114 ,5524 ,9617
• 5000 -,6587 ,5355 ,9872 1,0000 ,1302 ,7413 ,5585 ,ZZ0b ,299_ -,bZ3Z *5468 ,9708
• 5600 -,6721 ,5354 ,9890 ,3000 .2992 -,0353 ,5645 ,9745
,5800 -.5812 ,5335 .9_21 .380_ .2992 -.5528 ,5379 ,9850
• 6200 -,6885 .5316 *9952 ,4_00 .2992 -.5517 ,5410 ,9801
• 5500 -,6715 *5338 ,_916 ,5400 .Z992 -.5597 .5380 .9849
,7000 -,5915 ,5555 ,g_3 ,6200 ,zqgz -.5755 ,5344 ,9908
• 7500 -.4710 .58_6 ,9093 .7C0£ ,2992 -,5933 .5550 .9576
,8000 -*3502 ,5153 .8532 ,8000 .2992 -.3554 o5149 ,8539
• 8503 -.2372 ,8474 ._138. .gO00 ,2_92 -,1265 .5754 ,7707
• 90GO -.1175 .5794 .76_5 .1000 .2352 -.2559 ,6388 *8259
• 9500 .0083 .70_4 ,71o2 ,2000 ,2352 -.3595 ,5142 ,8549
,9750 .0711 .7252 ,b938 .3500 .Z3b_ -.4449 .5940 .8963
1.0000 .1302 .7413 .6885 ,4500 .2352 -,3563 .5152 .8518
.5580 .23o2 -.2580 .6411 .8234
.6500 ,23_ -.0727 ,5904 ,7475
,7500 ,235_ .2153 .7529 ,6343
•8000 ,2352 .3097 ,7875 ,5945
.850_ .2352 .3797 .8057 .5848
.q000 ,2382 .4182 .8158 .5478
• gs£u .2352 .3945 .8087 .5525
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 21.8209 PSI CN ,_6q8 C01 ,00986 COCORI *00961
RUN 18 TT 123.5979 K CM -,12q2 COZ .00984 CDCOR2 .00957
POINT 4 gC 10,0367 HILLION CC ,0155 CO3 ,00955 COCCR3 ,00930
HA_H .TL_7 C0% ,0089_ COCOR% *00871
ALPHA -*%gqu DEG CO5 *007_3 COCOR§ *00770
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SUPFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PpLIP1 NL_C XlC CP PtLIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1263 .997% .0613 O.G000 1.1263 .997% *0b13 .5000 .%%El -.6657 *5399 .9826
*00%0 *6763 .8819 *9278 .C_%0 .4579 .8257 *5305 .5000 *%265 -.6803 *5367 .9870
*0080 *3989 .8105 .5564 *0080 .6431 .8736 *6438 .5000 *3609 -.6815 *533? .9918
.0150 .0158 .TLZZ .7139 .0230 .0809 .7Z89 .6880 .5000 .2953 -.6868 .5325 .9938 -4_
.0250 -83737 ,6125 .8675 ,0500 -.0922 ,68%6 ,7565 ,5000 ,2297 -,69%7 .5298 .qqSZ
*0900 -,7192 .5257 1.C0_8 .1000 -,1875 *6600 ,7943 ,5000 ,1640 -.6862 .5395 .9905
,0600 -.8335 ,%93% 1.0581 .1500 -.2412 ,6961 ,8158 .SOGO .0984 -,6835 ,5338 ,9916
.0800 -.7476 .5167 1.0199 .2000 -.3183 .6272 .8%%8 .5000 .0328 -.6815 .5368 .9868
.1000 -.7327 .5210 1.0129 .2500 -.3685 .5135 .8659 .5000 -.0328 -.6922 .5332 .9927
.1400 -.6831 .5314 .9956 .3500 -.%132 .6029 .8832 .5000 -.098% -.6993 .5320 .9946
.1800 -.6947 .5326 .9936 .4500 -.3%35 .6207 °8548 *5000 -.1690 -.6961 .5313 .9958
,2200 -,6960 ,5320 .9946 ._500 -,2448 ,6%%8 .8177 .5000 -.2297 -,6903 .5292 .9991
.2600 -.6914 .5329 .9931 .65_0 -.0597 .6945 .7413 *_OOO -.2953 -.8TqO .5350 .9897
,3000 -.7201 .52t6 1.0039 .75U0 .2166 .T643 .6320 .5000 -.3609 -.6815 .5323 .9941
,3%00 -.7020 ,5285 1.GCL3 ,8000 ,3161 ,7886 ,5927 ,5000 -,4265 -,6889 ,5308 ,9965
.3800 -.6997 .5292 .99_ .8500 .3841 .5081 .5604 .5000 -.4921 -.6834 .5339 .9914
,4200 -,6887 ,5313 .9957 ,qO00 ,%183 ,8167 ,5959 ,0600 .2992 -,7943 ,5050 1.0387
,4600 -,6950 ,5322 ,9999 .9530 ,4232 .8160 .5972 .1900 *2992 -,6867 .5342 .9909
.5000 -.6899 .5322 .99%2 1.0000 .1208 .7%06 .669? .2200 .2992 -.6917 .5346 .9904
,5%00 -*5875 .5353 .9_QZ .3000 .2992 --*6963 *5298 .9981
*5800 -.TO06 .5310 *9962 *3800 .2992 -.7010 .5315 .9953
.6200 -.7082 .5297 .9983 .4600 .2992 -.5875 .5352 .9893
.6600 -.6823 .53%8 .9900 .5900 .2992 -°6850 .5319 .99%8
,7000 -.597& .5531 .9_Ob .6200 .2992 -.6888 .5328 .9933
,7500 -,4714 .5882 .9053 ,7000 ,7992 -,601U .55%7 ,9581
*8000 -*3565 .6159 .8623 *8000 *2992 -.3611 *6187 *8579
,8500 -.2388 ,6%65 ._151 .gOOG ,2992 -.1297 .6788 .7658
,qO00 -,1191 .6785 ,7659 ,1000 .2362 -.19_3 ,6612 ,7925
.9500 .0073 ,7126 .7133 .2000 .2382 -.3016 .6304 .8399
.9750 *0692 ,TZ57 .6930 ,3500 ,2362 -.4030 .6030 ,8822
1.0000 *1208 ,7406 .6697 .95_0 .2362 -.3390 ,6293 ,8493
.5500 .2362 -.2499 *6459 .8160
.65_0 ,2362 -,0586 .69%8 ,7%08
,7500 .236Z .2180 .7664 .6288
.8000 .2362 .318_ .7903 .5901
,8500 ,2362 ,3893 .8097 ,5578
,90u0 ,2362 ,4250 .8189 .5922
*%500 *2362 *%293 *8200 .5403
TEST 137 PT 21.82u9 PSI CN .5996 C01 .U1011 C000_1 .00980
RUN 18 IT 125.6292 K CM -,1300 CO2 .01016 C000R2 .00983
POINT 5 RC 10.0593 _ILLION CC .0131 CO3 ,00986 COCOR3 .00955
_ACH ,7217 C09 ,00917 CDCOR4 .00893
ALPHA .00_0 OEG C05 .00840 COCCR5 *00817
UPPER SURFACE LONER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
X/C CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC CP PJLIPT ML00 XIC YIC CP PeL/PT MLGC
0.0000 1,1373 1,0001 0,000C 0,0000 1,1373 1,0001 0.0000 ,5000 ,%921 -,7080 .5226 1.0098
,0090 ,6021 ,8612 .4072 .0040 .8449 ,8475 ,4921 ,5000 .9265 -.7177 .5226 1,0099
•0080 *3109 .7852 .5989 .0080 .7330 .89%5 .%025 .5000 .3609 -.7199 .5233 1.0066
.0150 -10757 .6863 .7539 .0230 .1719 .7519 .6519 .5000 .2953 -.7232 .5193 1.0152
• 0250 -.4734 .5868 .9075 .0500 -.OCSU .7033 .7277 .5000 .2297 -.7246 ,5199 1,0151
.0900 -,8229 ,4956 1.0545 .1OO0 -.1265 .6792 .7726 ,5000 .lb_O -.722_ ,5224 1,Olul
,0600 -.9952 ,%%89 1.1395 ,1500 -.1877 ,6560 .8005 .5000 .0989 -.7210 .5226 1.0099
.0600 -.9779 .4543 1.1251 .2000 -.2699 .6338 .8396 .5000 .0328 -.7263 .5199 "1.0193
.i000 -.8799 .47_9 1.0_09 .2500 -.32_5 .6210 .8594 .SGOG -.0328 -.7261 .5199 1.0142
•1900 -.7626 .5094 1.0315 .33uC -.3_06 .6106 .8705 .5000 -.0989 -.7389 ._170 1.0189
.1600 -.7654 .5087 1.0326 .4500 -.3166 .6259 .8%69 .5000 -.1690 -.7353 .5197 1.0228
•2200 -.7869 .5036 1.0q11 .5500 -.2268 ._975 .8136 .5000 -.2297 -,723% .5199 1.0142
.2600 -.T564 o5101 1.0303 .6500 -.0956 .6948 .7908 .SHOO -.2953 -.7259 .5199 1.0150
•3000 -.7869 .5053 1._363 ,7500 .Z280 °7655 ,6301 .5000 -*3609 -*72%8 *5202 1.0138
•3%00 -°7679 .5110 1.32_8 .8000 .3250 .7902 .5902 .SGOC -._265 -.7229 .5219 1.0118
• 3800 -.7612 .5095 I.u313 .8500 .396u .ffO_6 .5597 .5000 -.%921 -.712, .5Z69 1.0028
o%200 -°7284 .5184 1.01t7 .9000 .9231 .8157 .5%76 .0600 .2992 -.9307 .9652 1.1062
,SHOO -,7349 ,5192 1.0159 ,9500 ,4_50 .8160 ,5%72 .1900 .2992 -,7158 .5225 1.0100
,5000 -,7282 .52C7 1.0129 L.uJO0 .1137 .7352 .6780 .2200 .29_2 -.7693 .5100 1.0306
.5900 -,7310 .5187 1.01t3 .30_0 .2992 -,7570 .5126 1.0252
,5800 -.7297 .5203 1.0136 ,3800 .2992 -.7585 ,5123 1.Ogb7
" ,6200 -,7325 .5185 1,0165 .%b_G .2992 -,7233 ,5211 1,0122 " "It"
.6600 -o7010 ,5235 1,_0_3 ,5900 .2992 -.?lOT .5263 1,0038
•7000 -*5980 .55_3 .96_0 *6206 .2992 -.?083 *5270 1.0026
.7500 -,4811 .5826 ._191 ,7000 .2992 -.6071 .5997 .9662
.8000 -.3593 ,6199 .8696 .8_OO .2992 -.3571 ,6170 ,8605
• 8_00 -.2362 ,6466 .81_9 ,9000 ,2992 -*1227 ,6757 .7703
• 9000 -,1167 .6799 ,7695 .1000 *2362 -*1332 .675§ ,7705
,9500 *0052 ,7109 *7159 .2000 *2362 -.2515 ,6924 .8219
.9750 .0670 .72%4 .69_9 .3500 .2362 -.370% ,6106 ,8?05
1,0000 .1137 .7352 .67_0 .%500 .2362 -,3109 ,6256 .8473
• 550C .2362 -.22%5 .6478 .8131
.650_ .2362 -.0_84 .6945 .7413
.7500 ,2382 ,2267 .7660 .6293
.8000 .2362 .3210 .79_0 .SqC_
•8500 *2362 .3931 ,8086 ,5596
.qOOG .2362 .%253 .8168 ,5%58
.9500 .2362 .4262 .8173 *5%50
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PI 21.7966 PS! CN ,6165 CD1 .01040 COCOR1 .01017
RUN 18 TT 123,6_63 x CM -,tZg4 CD2 ,01046 COCORZ .01011
POINT 6 RC LG.D670 _ILLION CC .0103 C03 .01026 CDCDR3 .OO987
MACH ,7213 CD4 ,00956 CDCOR4 ,00926
ALPHA .5091 DEG C05 ,00871 CDCOR5 ,00863
uPPER SURFACE LOWER SUgFACE SPANdISE
XIC CP PeLIP1 MLOC XfC CP PeL/P/ MLOC XIC ¥10 CP P,L/PT NLOC
0,0000 1,1626 1,O01Z U.ObbO _,00_0 1,1626 1.0012 0.0000 .50UU .6qgl -,7345 ,518Z 1,0170
,0040 .51§6 ,8396 .5067 ,0040 .6296 ,8696 ,_514 ,5000 ,4265 -,7352 o5172 1,0185
,0080 ,2131 ,7613 ,e36_ .OOBO ,8116 ,9166 ,355Z ,SCOO ,3609 -,7641 ,5158 1,0209
• 0150 -,17Z7 ,5630 ,78_7 ,0230 ,Z595 ,7733 ,6176 ,5000 ,2953 -,7466 ,5133 1,0250
• 02§0 -,557Z .56ZZ .946Z ,050_ ,Jbb9 .7236 ,6963 ,5000 ,2297 -.769Z ,5129 1,0Z§8
,0400 -,9111 ,6736 1,6q19 ,1000 -,O_%q ,6_qB ,7685 ,5000 ,1640 -,745B ,5151 1,0Z05
.0600 -1,1133 ,6229 1.1813 .1500 -.13Zfi ,57Z0 ,7759 .SHOO .0986 -.7501 ,5143 1,0Z34
,0800 -1,1197 ,4201 1.1865 ,2000 -,2175 ,65ZZ ,8053 ,5000 ,0328 -,7454 ,5163 1,0201
o1000 -1,0710 ,4284 1,1713 ,2500 -.2795 ,6355 ,83Z0 .5000 -,03Z8 -,7497 .5156 l,OZ13
,1600 -I,0098 ,4461 1,1395 .3500 -.3365 ,6192 ,8571 .5_00 -,098_ -.7654 ,5088 1,0324
,1800 -,8546 .6875 1.0681 .4500 -,2872 ._338 ,8345 ,5000 -,1660 -,7595 ,5116 1,0278
,2200 -,7614 ,5156 1.CZlg .550_ -.2066 .6555 ,8013 .5000 -.2297 -.75Zq ,5137 1,0243
,Z600 -,7887 ,5063 L,UkO0 ,6500 -.0362 .6986 ,7350 ,5000 -,2953 -,74_0 ,5107 1,0294
_3000 -,8313 ,4925 1,6597 ,7500 ,2365 ,7667 ,bZBZ ,SHOO -,3b09 -,7blB ,5101 1,0303
• 3600 -,8312 .6_36 1,0561 .8000 °3297 ,7916 ,5078 ,5000 -,6265 -.7503 ,5137 1,0245
,3800 -,8340 .6902 1.0636 .850J .6015 .8107 .5560 ,5000 -.4qZl -,752Z ,51Z4 1,0Z65
,4200 -,7790 ,5052 1.0385 ,_000 ,_291 ,8176 .5447 .O_OU ,290Z -1,027_ .662Z 1.1464
,6600 -.7631 .5116 1,_278 .9500 ,_282 ,8176 ,5646 ,1600 ,2qqZ -1,0471 ,6351 1,1592
,5000 -,7578 ,5123 1,02_7 1,0000 ,1060 ,7357 ,6776 ,2200 ,Z992 -,7559 ,5117 1,0277
.5400 -.7479 ,5157 1.UZ12 ,3000 ,2992 -.8069 ,50Z7 1,0425
,5800 -,7626 ,5175 1.01t2 ,3800 ,299Z -,8117 ,5001 1,0469
.46 0 2 92 ,7689 , 166 . 22
,6200 -,7516 ,5124 1,0Z66 ,5600 ,2qgz -,7352 ,5200 1.0141
,6600 -,7090 ,5266 1.0065 ,6ZOC ,2992 -,7281 o5216 1,0114
,7000 -,6069 ,5513 .9635 ,7000 ,2992 -,6091 ,5506 ,9647
• 7500 -,6794 ,5606 ,9173 ,80CG ,2992 -,3667 .6139 ,8654
,8000 -,3550 ,6125 ,_675 ,9000 ,2992 -,1227 ,6753 ,7709
,8500 -,2311 ,6474 .8136 .l_OO ,2362 -.0701 .6890 ,7698
,9000 -,1126 ,6775 ,7_74 .2CUO .Z362 -.2049 ,6536 ,8061
,9500 .0087 .7093 .7166 ,3500 ,236Z -,3330 ,6217 ,8532
,9750 ,0629 ,7227 .6976 ,6500 ,2352 -,Z828 ,6359 ,8316
1,0000 ,1060 ,7357 ,6776 ,5500 ,ZZ6Z -,gObO ,6539 ,8038
.5500 ,Z362 -.0411 ,595Z ,7403
• 7500 ,Z36Z .2332 .7668 .6281
• eOOG .236Z ,3381 ,7q56 ,5813
• _500 .236Z .6057 ,8125 .5531
.9000 ,Z35Z .4406 ,8Z08 ,5390
• 95GG ,2_6Z ._331 ,8179 .5439
TEST 137 PT Z_,7_66 PSI CN ,6q03 CD1 ,01133 COCOA1 ,0109_CM -,1277 C02 ,01120 CDCORZ ,01086RUN 18 TT 123.5107 K
POINT 7 RC 1G,0539 _ILLION CC ,0068 CD3 ,01075 CDCOR3 ,01042
MACN ,7221 CO6 ,OGqTb COCOR6 ,00q46
ALPHA .9979 OEG C0_ .G0867 COCOR5 ,00861
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_LIP_ MLUC XIC CP PjL/PI MLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1696 1,0031 O,oOCO C,CO00 1,1496 1,0031 G,O000 ,SO00 ,6921 -,7536 ,5169 1,0ZZ4
,0040 ,4391 ,8196 ,5610 .0060 ,6943 ,865Z .6ZIZ ,5000 ,6265 -.7714 .508Z 1,0336
,0080 ,1302 .76Ug ,67CZ ,£U85 ,87ZB .93Z1 ,3187 .SOO0 .38U9 -,7_eZ .5056 1,0378
.0150 -,2558 .6429 ,8206 .OZ30 .346Z ,7951 .5821 .5000 ,Zq53 -.7765 ,5086 1,U3Z_
,0250 -.6630 ,561G ,9800 °0500 ,1350 ,7611 ,6689 .5000 ,2297 -,TBIZ ,5048 1'0391
,0400 -,9833 ,4530 1,1273 .1000 -,0193 ,7006 ,7319 ,5000 .1640 -,7763 ,5051 1,0367
,0600 -1.1954 ,4015 1.221l ,1500 -,0893 ,6836 ,7581 .5000 ,0966 -.7766 ,5062 1,0369
,0800 -1,Z061 ,3961 1,23_1 .20_ -.17ZZ .6633 .7893 .5000 .0328 -,7814 .50_Z 1,060Z
,1000 -1.1925 ,3979 1.2279 .gSO0 -,2339 ,_465 ,_120 ,SOOG -,0328 -.7816 .5055 1,0379
.1600 -1,1666 ,6113 1.2028 .3500 -,Z977 .6300 ,8604 .50uG -.0986 -.8034 .6998 1,0473
•1800 -1,1297 ,_158 1.1q_3 ,4500 -,E657 ,6381 ,8Z80 ,5000 -,1660 -,7889 ,5030 1,0%ZZ
.Z200 -1,109Z ,6Z07 1.1_53 ,_500 -,195Z ,65e2 ,7971 ,5000 -,2297 -,7906 .5015 1,0465
,2600 -,9733 ,6585 1.1177 ,6500 -,0Z77 .6987 ,73_8 ,55_G -.Zq53 -,7804 ,5035 1,0_12
.3000 -,8219 .695Z 1.0550 .7500 ,2633 ,7689 ,6247 ,5000 -,3609 -,777Z .5056 1.0374
,3400 -,7286 ,5159 1._ZJ_ ,80U0 .336Z .7956 ,5d17 .50OC -,6Z65 -.7884 ,50ZB 1.04Z4
,3800 -,7741 .509Z 1.0318 .8500 .6102 .PLZb .5528 ,5000 -,6921 -,7815 ,504Z h0401
,6ZOO -,7654 ,5089 1,032_ ,9_00 ,_368 ,_189 ,5623 ,_600 ,29_Z -1,0927 ,6Z61 1,1755
,4500 -,7978 ,4995 1,0_79 ._500 ,6370 ,_199 .5606 .1460 .299Z -1.1726 .6038 1.Z167
,5000 -.7879 .5037 1,06_9 1.000_ ,1CZ6 ,7338 .6803 .ZZO0 ,Z99Z -I,1198 .4159 1,1941
•30OG ,_99Z -.75_6 ,5161 1.0Z05
,5400 -,7761 o5061 1.0370 *3_00 ,_99Z -,8117 ,6997 1,0475
.bBO0 -.7618 ,51C5 1.0296
,6200 -o7bZO .5105 L.UZq7 ._6_0 ,Z_Z -.7875 .5036 1,0_11
•5_00 ,_9_Z -.7715 ,5080 1.0338
,b_O0 -,7146 ,5222 1,u10t .62Ub .2qqZ -,7412 ,5152 1,0ZZO
,7000 -,6126 ,5675 ,_696 ,7¢00 ,Z9_2 -.6154 ,5663 .9715
.7500 -,476? ,5B71 ._l_e ._UOu .2_9Z -.365Z ,b146 .8643
,8000 -,3562 .6145 ,_6: ,9000 ,29_2 -,1Z4G ,b757 ,770Z
.8500 -,2403 ,6443 ,e2_4 ,1000 ,2302 -,0127 .7030 *7272
,9000 -,1154 ,6763 .76q3 .2000 ,236Z -.I62C ,bb6Z .78?q
.9500 ,0078 ,7089 .71_u .3500 ,2362 -.2963 ,6311 ,83_8
,9750 .0605 ,7Z17 .oq_2 .6Sub ,Z3bZ -,Z554 .6416 .SZZ6
1.0000 .1028 .733e ,_03 .550u ,Z36Z -.1851 .6595 .795Z
.5500 .2362 -.02b2 ,6997 ,7333
• ?50G .Z36Z .2371 .7670 .6278
• 8000 .Z36Z ,3352 .7968 .SBZ6
• _50b .236Z .6109 .8137 .5511
,900G *Z3t2 ,%667 .6Z16 .53_0
,9500 ,2362 ,6416 ,8199 ,5605
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 21,8913 PSI CN ,7831 COl .01293 CDCOR1 ,01240
RUN 18 11 123.5125 R CR -,1277 CD2 .0_301 COCOR2 .01262
POINT 9 RC i0.1072 MILLION CC ,0023 CD3 ,01204 COCOR3 o011§€
MkCH ,7219 CD6 .01063 CDCOR4 *01023 W
ALPHA 1,5071 DEG C05 ,00902 COCOR5 .O08bZ
UPPER SURFACE tO_ER SURFAC_ SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIPI MLUC XIC CP P,LIPT fiLOC XIC YIC CP PsLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1366 I°OGGO °u05b O°O,300 1,1366 1,0000 ,0066 ,5000 .6921 -,6926 ,5291 *9993
,0040 .3525 ,7970 ,5781 .0060 .7630 .g037 ,3833 ,5000 .4265 -.6780 .5317 .9951
.0080 ,04Z4 .720Z .7016 .0080 .9235 .9652 .2851 .5000 ,3509 -*0514 .5367 ,9869
,0150 -,3383 .bZ25 .8521 .0230 ,4129 .8139 ,5507 ,5000 ,,2953 -,6636 ,5363 ,9876
• 0250 -,7385 .5205 1,u133 .0500 .1982 ,7577 ,6626 ,5000 ,2297 -,7002 .5276 1.0018
• 0400 -1.0617 .4340 1.1611 ,lu00 .0380 ,7170 ,7066 ,5000 .1640 -,8795 ,5333 ,9925
,0600 -1.2725 ,3827 1,2572 ,1500 -,0386 ,6995 .7336 .5000 .0984 -.6748 .5340 .9913
• 0800 -1,2940 .3730 1.2764 .2000 -.1275 .6749 .7715 .5000 *0328 -.6533 ,5372 ,9862
• 1000 -1.2966 ,3763 1,2737 .2500 -.1_50 ,6592 .7950 ,5000 -.0328 -,6867 ,5320 ,9966
,1400 -1,2544 ,3802 1,25_4 ,3500 -,2672 ,6611 ,8236 ,5000 -,0986 -,5620 ,5349 .9899
.1800 -1o2450 ,3876 1,2678 ,4500 -,2353 ,6465 ,8151 .50_0 -.1640 -,6834 .5309 .9963
,ZZO0 -1,2378 ,3893 1.2664 ,5500 -,1778 ,6633 ,7893 ,5000 -,Z297 -,6873 ,5280 1,0011
,2600 -1.2122 .3956 1,2328 .6500 -.0155 .7027 .7286 ,5000 -*2953 -.8905 ,5280 1,0064
• 3000 -1,ZZT3 ,3900 1.2631 .7500 ,2450 .7707 ,621_ ,5000 -.3809 -,7229 ,5204 1.0135
,3600 -1,2208 ,3893 1,2644 .8000 ,3565 ,7983 ,5769 ,5000 -,4205 -,7320 ,5180 1,0173
,3800 -1,1304 ,41_1 1,1938 ,8500 ,41_6 ,8149 ,5490 *5000 -,4921 -.7285 ,5188 1,0100
• 6200 -,6080 .5358 .9884 ,qO0_ ,4438 ,8228 ,5373 ,0600 ,2992 -1,1558 ,4085 1,Z079
,4000 -,6582 .5387 ,9837 ,9500 ,4428 ,8Z17 ,5374 ,1400 .2992 -1,Z089 ,3803 1.2619
,5000 -,6803 ,5320 .9936 1.0000 ,1132 ,7356 ,8774 .2200 .2992 -1,2627 ,379_ 1,2636
.5400 -*6876 *5283 1,0008 ,3000 .2992 -1.1527 *4079 l*zoqo
.5800 -,7468 .5185 1,0197 ,3800 ,2992 -1,0056 .6474 1,1372
.6200 -,7455 .5133 1.0250 .6600 ,2992 -°067Z °5355 .9889
,6600 -,7117 ,5236 1,0081 ,5400 ,2992 -,6957 ,5259 1,0045
• 7000 -.6135 ,5471 ,9703 .b20G .2992 -,7379 .5176 1,0183
.7500 -,4825 °5799 *9183 °7000 o2992 -.6196 ,5493 ,9857
• 8000 -.3716 ,6109 ,8699 .8000 ,2992 -,3672 .6115 ,8690
.8500 -,2401 ,6450 ,8174 ,9C00 .2992 -,1256 .6730 ,7744
.9000 -,1198 ,6758 .7701 .1000 .2362 ,0385 .7161 ,7079
,9500 o0019 *7006 o722_ .2000 .Z6bZ -,1182 .6757 ,7607
,9750 .0501 .TZlb .o993 .3500 .2302 -.2585 .6415 ,8228
1.0000 ,1132 .7356 ,6776 ,6500 ,2362 -,2276 .0477 ,8133
.5500 .2352 -,1701 .6627 .7901
,650G .2352 -.0153 .7029 .7283
,7500 ,2302 .2479 ,76_9 ,6230
• 8000 .2302 ,3474 .79P7 ,5812
.8500 .2362 .4175 ,8144 ,5499
,9000 .2362 .6468 ,8223 ,5364
.9500 ,2352 ,4491 ,8233 .5348
TEST 137 PT 21.8901 P_l CN .8633 C01 .01579 COCOR1 .01523
RUN 18 TT L23.5046 K CM -.1301 CD2 ,01601 COCORZ ,01537
POINT ZO RC 10,0862 MILLION CC -,0004 CO3 °01472 C0COR3 .01423
HACH ,7192 C04 .01212 C000R4 .01104
ALPHA 1,9958 DEG CO5 .009_5 CDCOR5 .00947 "
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWlSE
XIC CP P_LIPT MLgC X/C CP P_LIPT RLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIP1 MLOC
0.0000 1.12E4 ,99T_ ,0625 0,0000 1.1264 .9973 ,0525 ,5000 ,4921 -,6883 .5299 ,9981
,0040 .2707 ,7774 ,6116 ,0040 ,8152 ,9169 ,3563 ,5000 ,6265 -,7529 .5118 1,0276
,0080 -*0347 ,6996 ,733_ *00_0 ,9703 ,9575 ,2499 .5000 ,3609 -,7356 ,5174 1,0184
,0150 -.4115 ,6026 .8_29 ,0230 ,4739 ,8293 ,5246 ,5000 .2953 -._675 .537_ .9851
*0250 -.8119 ,5001 1,U469 .0500 .2539 .7731 .6180 .5000 *2297 -.6333 .5486 .9679
,0400 -1,1285 .4183 1.1897 .LO00 .0882 ,7295 ,6870 °5000 ,1660 -.7440 ,5138 1,0243
,0600 -1.3218 ,3681 1,286Z ,1500 ,0059 ,7099 .7175 .SGOG .098_ -,6317 ,5471 .9702
.0800 -1.3891 .356_ 1,309o .ZOO0 -.0842 .6873 ,7526 ,5000 ,0328 -.6377 ,544_ ,9738
,1000 -1.3594 ,3593 1.3040 °2500 -o1570 °6679 ,7822 ._000 -.0328 -,6502 ,5427 ,9773
,1600 -1,3558 .3631 1,29_2 .3500 -.2385 .6472 .8140 .5000 -.0086 -.6625 .5407 .9805
o1800 -1,3284 ,3649 1.2927 .4500 -.2142 .6531 ,8069 ,5000 -,1640 -,6550 .5418 .9788
,2200 -1.3253 ,3682 1,2861 ,5500 -,1573 ,6676 ,7830 .50OO -,2297 -,6465 .5418 .9787
.2&O0 -1.3020 ,3718 1.2788 .6500 -,00U2 .7085 ,7196 .5000 -.2953 -,6952 .5277 1,0015
*3000 -1*3142 .3668 1.28_7 ,7500 .ZSbZ .7760 ,6165 .5000 -,3609 -,6670 ,5354 ,9862
,3400 -1,3231 ,3650 1.2904 .8000 ,3430 ,7974 .5783 .5000 -.4205 -.6705 .5374 .9859
*3800 -1,3630 .3647 1.2930 .8500 .4198 .8152 .5485 .5000 -,4921 -.6913 .5309 .9963
,4200 -1.1414 .4189 1.1806 ,9000 ,4521 ,8244 .5329 ,0000 ,2992 -1.Z099 ,3953 1,2330
,4600 -.9471 ,4613 1,112_ ,9500 ,4495 ,8231 .5351 ,1600 .2992 -1.3525 .3611 1.3003
,5000 -.8370 .5658 ,9724 1.0000 ,1137 ,7357 .5776 ,2ZOG .2992 -1.3565 .3593 1.3060
,5400 -.6207 ,5493 .9668 ,3000 .2992 -1,3163 *3733 1.2758
.5800 -,8508 ,5426 .977_ .3e00 .2992 -1,2247 .3938 1.2357
°6200 -,6769 ,5370 *9_05 ,6600 .2992 -1,0236 .4412 1,1482
,6600 -.6721 ,5374 .9859 ,5400 .2992 -,6253 ,5653 .9731
,7000 -.5960 .5540 ,9579 ,6200 ,2992 -,6552 ,540U .9817
.7500 -,4798 .5832 ,9131 .7000 .2992 -.6095 .5523 ,9619
,8000 -,3686 .014_ ._660 .8000 ,2992 -,3685 .6137 ,8657
.8500 -.Z505 .6449 ,8175 .9000 .2992 -,1389 .6724 .7754
.9000 -,1280 .6755 .7705 .1000 ,Z362 .0819 ,7297 °5867
,9500 -,0109 .7059 .7237 ,2000 .2362 -,0789 .6878 ,7515
,9750 ,0510 ,7214 ,_996 ,3500 .236Z -,2244 ,6498 .8103
.4_00 .2362 -.2031 .6539 .8038
1,0000 ,1137 .7357 .6774 .5500 ,2302 -,1527 ,6677 .7826
,6_00 ,2352 -,0092 ,7060 ,7236
,7500 ,Z3bZ .2566 ,7739 ,6167
,_000 ,2362 ,3582 .8011 ,5722
,850C .236Z ,4271 ,8179 ,5439
.gGo0 ,2362 ,4537 o8231 ,535G
,_00 .2302 ,4525 ,8237 ,53_
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PI 21.8919 PSI CN .9403 C_1 *02166 CDCOR1 .02087
RUN 18 TT 123.6111 K CM -.1366 CCZ ,02156 COCOR2 ,02084
POINT 11 RC IC.1167 MILLION CC -*_OZZ CO3 ,02038 CDCOR3 *01966
MACH .7115 C04 .01501 COCOe4 *014Z§
ALPHA 2.694_ OEG C05 .01214 COCOR5 ,01155
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PeL/PT MLUC XIC CP P_LIPT HLOC XlC YIC CP PeLIPT NLOC
0,0000 1.1219 .9961 ,0746 O,OOOO 1.1219 ,9961 .0746 ,5000 .4921 -,9999 .6501 1.1325
• 0060 .Z072 .7b18 ,6361 .OO4D ,_573 .9272 .3306 .50_0 ,4166 -1,0385 .6606 1,1493
,0080 -*0985 *681q ,7606 .0080 I,OObT ,9669 ,2101 .5000 .3609 -1.1380 ,4158 1.1944
• 0150 -.6683 .5665 .9079 *0Z30 .5352 ,8651 ,6966 ,5000 .2953 -1,0627 .4357 1.1580
,0250 -.B553 ,4849 1.0725 *0500 .3011 ,7859 .5972 .5006 .2297 -1.0386 .4633 1.1446
,0600 -1.1726 .6051 1.2163 .1000 .I174 .7381 ,6734 .5000 .1660 -1.0663 ,6320 1.1668
,0600 -1.3703 ,3543 1.3142 .1500 ,0396 .7175 ,7057 .5600 *0984 -1.0283 .6431 1.1449
• 0800 -1.4232 ,3427 1.3385 .ZOO0 -.0517 ,6965 °7397 ,5000 .0328 -1.0497 .4358 1.1578
• 1000 -1.6159 .3436 1,3366 ,ZSO0 -,128Z ,6741 °7727 ,5000 -,0328 -.9796 ,6551 1.1236
• 1400 -1.3938 .3465 1.3264 .3500 -,1141 ,6506 .8088 ,SOOt -,0966 -,9248 .4697 1.0986
• 1800 -1,4178 ,3488 1,3257 .6500 -,1967 .6563 ,8000 ,5000 -,1640 -,9901 ,6514 1,1185
.2200 -1,3879 ,3500 1.3231 .5500 -,1683 .6690 ,7805 ,5000 -,ZZO? -,8961 ,4758 1.0879
• 2600 -1.3753 ,3535 1,316_ .6530 .O00O ,7083 .7199 ,5000 *.2953 -,9159 .4664 1.1040
,3000 -1.3920 ,3697 1.3238 .7500 ,2603 ,7746 ,6155 .5000 -,36C9 -.8064 *5013 1.0450
• 3600 -1.4015 .3681 /.3272 ,8000 ,3551 .7987 .5762 .5000 -.6265 -.TSZ6 .5145 1*0Z31
• 3800 -1.4140 ,34_6 1.3325 .8500 ,4225 ,8182 .5433 *50G0 -,4q21 -*7101 ,5120 1.0108
• 4200 -I.6239 .3445 1.3346 ,9000 .6535 .8240 .5336 .0600 ,2992 -1.1140 .393Z 1.2369
• 4600 -1.3816 ,3507 1.3217 ,9500 .6521 ,8241 .5333 .140_ *2992 -1*3806 ,3503 1*3226
.5000 -1.0163 ,4461 1.1394 1.0000 .1077 ,7343 ,6795 .2200 ,2992 -1,6135 .3416 1.3610
,5400 -.T390 ,5160 1.02C7 *3C00 ,2992 -1.3878 ,3478 1.3278
.5800 -,5999 .5528 .9611 .3800 .2992 -1,3311 .3671 1.2880
• 6Z00 -*5818 ,5579 .9531 ,4600 .2992 -1.3173 ,3652 I*ZOZO
,6600 -,5697 ,5606 .9667 .5400 .ZqOZ -.7637 .5095 1.0313
.7000 -.5352 ,568q .q357 .6200 .2992 -.5671 ,5615 .q_T6
• 7500 -*4488 *5877 .9060 *70GO *2992 -.5411 °5666 .9393
,8000 -.3584 .6163 ._617 .8000 ,2992 -.3558 .616Z .8618
• 8500 -.2614 .6659 .8161 .900b .299Z -.1341 .6722 .7756
.9000 -.1267 ,6747 .1717 *lOnG .2362 .L231 .7397 .6711
.9500 -,0167 .7U37 .7_7U .2000 *236Z -.0398 .6968 .7377
• 9750 .0548 .7212 .7000 .3500 .2362 -*2009 .6563 .8000
1.0000 *1077 ,7343 .6795 .4500 ,2362 -.1900 *6575 .7982
• 5500 ,2362 -,1388 ,6707 ,778U
°6500 .2362 .00_6 .7076 .7210
• 7500 .2362 ,2535 ,7718 *6201
• 80_0 .2362 .3536 .7975 .5781
• 8500 ,2361 *q283 ,8185 .5630
• 9000 .2362 .6602 .8248 .5322
• 95GG ,2362 .4606 .8256 .5307
TEST 137 PT _1.8917 PSI CN *9807 CD1 *GZ97Z CDCORI .02894
RUN 18 IT 123,305b K CM -,1375 C02 ,02881 COCOR2 ,02803
POINT 12 RC IC.15ui MILLION CC -,0016 CD3 .02616 CDCOR3 ,02561
MACH .7239 CD4 ,01776 CDCOR4 .01701
ALPHA 3.0031 DEG CD5 .01335 COCOR5 ,01274
UPPEP SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_L/PT MLOC XlC CP PPLIPI MLOC X/C Y/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1126 ,9937 .v94g O.O000 1,1126 ,9937 .0949 ._000 .4921 -1.3670 .3511 1.321G
• 0040 *1589 ,7469 .6597 ,0060 .8956 .9371 .3062 .5000 .6265 -1.3737 .3690 1.3253
.0080 -,1669 ,6690 .7805 .0080 1,0138 .9707 ,2068 .5000 .3609 -1.3908 .3661 1.3354
• 0150 -.5330 .5740 .9276 ,u230 .5783 ._561 .6766 .5000 .2953 -1.3_14 ,3655 1.3325
• 0250 -.8882 .4751 1,u_91 .0500 .3353 .TqZ5 .5864 ,5000 .2297 -1.3226 ,3667 1,2890
• 0600 -1,1954 ,3950 1.2336 ,ZOO0 .lo32 .7473 ,6591 ,COCO .1640 -1.3476 .3568 1.3091
• 0600 -1.3846 ,3441 1,33_5 .1500 .0661 ,7235 .6969 .SCOO .098_ -1.3133 .3678 1.2869
• 0800 -1.4464 .3319 1.3617 .zooo -.0342 .6976 .7365 .SOO0 .0328 -1.3166 .3641 1.2943
,1000 -1.4260 .3340 1.3571 ,2500 -.1026 .6799 .7638 .5000 -.031_ -2.1619 .3795 1.2535
.1400 -1.4121 .3369 1.350_ .3500 -.1967 .654_ .8033 .5000 -,0984 -1.2415 ,3854 1.2520
• 1800 -1*4263 .3365 1.3_/_ *_500 -.4980 .6535 .8043 .5COG -,1640 -1,183_ ,3985 1,2267
.2200 -1.6353 ,3375 1.3496 ,_500 -.1546 ,6638 .7885 .5000 -.2297 -1.1161 .6203 1.1861
• 2600 -1,3907 .3397 L.345U .65gO -.0019 .1C53 .7266 .5000 -.2953 -,9719 .4535 1.1265
.3000 -1.4261 .3356 1,3_41 .7500 .2_35 ,7101 .622U *5000 -,3609 -.8826 .6791 1,0822
.3400 -1.6314 .3336 1.3579 ,8C00 .3531 .7957 .5811 .5000 -.6265 -.7956 ,6983 L.0500
,3800 -1.4497 .3305 1,3648 ._500 .4257 .8155 .5480 .5000 -.6921 -.7375 ,5181 1,0172
• 6200 -1.4665 .3297 1,36t_ .9000 .4531 ,8239 ,533? .0600 .2992 -1,2739 .3775 1.2676
.4600 -1.6707 .3250 1.3768 .9500 .6432 .8203 ,5398 .1600 .2992 -1.6177 .3366 1,3527
,5000 -1,2948 .3726 1.2773 1.0000 .0924 ,7176 ,6900 .1200 .1992 -1.6509 .3196 1,367L
•5400 -,8957 .4731 1,_925 .3G¢0 ,Z99Z -1,4501 .3335 1,3581
• 5800 -*6792 .5302 *9976 *3600 .1992 -1.3995 *3664 L.3307
• *6200 -.6010 .55C9 ._643 *_60_ ,1991 -1.39_9 .3461 1.3314
• 6600 -.5611 ,5649 .0419 .5600 ,29_2 -*9619 *6593 1.1164
• 7000 -*6955 *5796 ,_leB .620C .2992 -.5857 .5547 ,9581
.7500 -.4316 .5934 ._972 *7GGO .2992 -,5U16 .5776 .9119
• 8000 -.3616 .61_6 .85_L *8COu *2991 -,3317 *6218 ,8531
• 8500 -,2296 .6450 .8176 .9000 ,299Z -.1316 ,6708 .7777
• qo00 -*1177 ,6749 ,7715 .1000 ,1362 .1547 ,7451 *6615
• 9500 -*0236 .6989 ,7346 ,2000 .2361 -,_232 ,6982 .7356
• 9750 ,0378 .7166 ,7111 .35o0 .2362 -.1953 .6551 ,8017
1,0000 ,0914 ,7176 .69_0 ,6_00 .2361 -,1810 .6564 .79q8
• 5500 ,2361 -,1385 .6706 ,7781
,65GG ,1362 .0041 ,7053 ,7166
• 750_ *2361 ,2586 *7722 .6195
• SGGO .2361 .3607 ,8000 .5760
•8500 .2362 .4353 ,8192 .5418
• 9600 .23_2 ._625 .8257 ,5306
•95G0 .2362 .4562 *8131 ,5351
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 21.8877 PSI CN 1.0230 C01 ,03911 CDCORI ,03805
RUN 1B 1T 1Z3,Z368 K CM -,135b C02 ,0369q COCOR2 ,03581
POINT 14 RC IG.11O6 MILLION CC -,0051 CO3 ,0302g COCOR3 ,02926
MACH .71fl3 CO4 ,0219b CCCOR6 ,0Z084 _-
ALPHA 3.4q27 OEG C05 ,0161Z C&COR5 .01502
UPPER SURFACE LOWLe SUWFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PpLIP_ MLOC XIC CP PtLIPT MLOC XIC ¥10 CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1,0850 ,9866 .1389 O,O000 1,085G ,98bb ,1389 ,SUUO ,4921 -l*3bZO *3590 1,306b
.0060 .0756 ,7281 ,bS_E .0060 .925Z ,9455 .2863 ,5000 .6265 -1,4ZOb ,3431 2,337b
.0080 -,2220 .6_18 ,8070 .0080 1,0556 ,9793 ,1732 ,5000 ,3609 -1,4268 ,3399 1,3666 4,
,0150 -,596Z .5566 .9_55 .0230 .b059 .8533 .4631 ,5000 .2953 -1.6153 *3660 1,3315
,OZSO -.9963 .4542 L.1152 .0500 .3641 .Bb21 .5705 .5000 .2297 -I,1811 ,3791 1,Z643
.0400 -1.2718 .38Z3 l,ZSbO ,1000 .1903 ,7563 ,5469 .5000 .lb40 -1,1614 .41Z9 1,1997
.0500 -1,4588 ,3313 1.3b19 ,1500 ,0927 ,73Z5 °6826 ,5000 °0986 -1,1175 o4ZOb 1,1855
*0800 -1.5121 .3201 1.3875 .2000 -.OOZE ,7073 .7115 .5000 ,0328 -1.2036 ,3q86 l,ZZbb
,1000 -1,5087 ,3215 1,3866 .2500 -.0765 .6890 ,7498 .5000 -,0328 -1.1ZZ8 .6191 1.1881
.1400 -1.5026 .3ZIZ 1.3851 ,3500 -.1830 .66Z1 ,791Z ,_000 -,0986 -1.1583 .4099 1,2053
,1800 -1,6957 ,3260 1.3766 ,6500 -.1771 ,6631 ,7895 ,5000 -,1540 -1,0523 .637b 1.154b
,2Z00 -1.516b ,3250 1.37_5 ,5500 -,1619 ,b719 ,7761 ,5000 -,2297 -1,0108 ,4495 1.1333
.2600 -116136 .3278 1.3705 ,0500 -.0019 ,7078 ,7207 ,5000 -,2953 -,8778 .6835 1,0748
,3000 -1,6958 .3238 1.3796 ,7500 ,2687 ,7723 ,6192 .5000 -,3509 -,7577 ,5142 1.0237
,3600 -1,5005 ,3210 1.3857 .800U .3611 ,7956 .5817 .50UO -.6265 -,7211 .5231 1.0091
,3800 -1,SIZE ,3189 1.3903 .85_0 ,6127 ,8173 °5669 ,5000 -.49Zl -.?Z75 ,5211 1.0123
.4200 -1,5235 ,3168 1.3949 ,9000 ,4461 .8247 ,5323 .0600 .zqz -1,3135 .3678 1,2868
.4600 -1,5132 .3230 1.3811 .9500 .439b .8200 .5403 .1600 '.2992 -1.6922 .3231 1.3810
.5000 -1,0973 .6283 1,1714 l,J_O0 ,0687 ,7?65 .6917 ,2200 .2992 -1.5237 .3176 1,3932
,5400 -,8780 ,4823 1.0768 .3000 ,2992 -1.523G .3195 1.3889
.5800 -.7283 .520b 1.0131 .3800 .Z_9Z -1.4671 ,3321 1,3612
,6200 -,6333 ,5649 ,973_ ,4500 .2992 -1,4610 .3339 1,3573
,b600 -,5693 ,555_ .V389 .5600 ,2992 -,9290 .6693 1,0990
.7000 -.4873 ,583b .91Z1 ,5200 ,2992 -.5065 .5524 .9519
,7500 -.425q .5994 ,8879 .7000 .299Z -.49Z4 .580b .9171
.8000 -o3379 ,6218 .8_31 ,8¢00 .2992 -.3300 .623b .8506
.8500 -.2368 ,5474 ._137 .9000 ,2991 -.1305 ,b739 .7730
,9000 -,1379 ,572b ,7750 .1000 .2362 ,18bE ,7561 ,b651
,9500 -.0359 .6988 .7346 ,2000 ,2362 -.0005 .7086 ,7198
.9750 .0193 ,7135 .7120 .3500 .2361 -.1715 .6621 ,7911
1,0000 .0687 ,7265 ._17 .4500 .2302 -.1702 .5553 .7862
.5500 ,2362 -.1306 .6746 ,7723
.6_ ,2362 -.0005 .7071 .7218
,7500 ,2362 .2543 .1737 .6170
.8000 ,2362 ,355_ .8006 .5733
,8500 .2352 ,42_4 ,8187 .5426
.9000 .2361 ,4557 .8155 .5309
,9500 .2362 .4459 .823b .5342
TEST 137 PT Z1.8697 PSI CN I*USb3 CO1 ,05169 COCOR1 ,05025
RUN 18 T1 123,2003 K CM -,1368 C02 .06768 COCDRZ ,06621
POINT 15 RC 10,1357 MILLION CC -.0069 CO3 .03821 CDCOR3 ,03692
MJCH .7209 CO4 ,02684 COCOR4 .02555
ALPHA 4.0019 DEG CD_ .OZ020 COCOA5 ,01897
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PtLIPT MLOC XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1,0693 ,9827 ,1_80 O.OCO0 1,0093 ,9827 .158J .5000 .4021 -1.6313 ,34E0 1.3600
,0040 ,0215 .7131 ,7125 ,0040 ,9538 .9530 .2631 .5000 ,4265 -1.4689 ,3344 1,3563
,0080 -,2729 ,6362 ,8309 .0080 1,0782 ,9851 ,1667 .5000 ,3b09 -1,6284 .3429 1,3381
,0150 -,6237 ,5457 ,9725 ,0230 .5438 ,8735 ,6641 ,5000 ,2953 -1.32_5 .3670 1.2885
• 0250 -1,0108 .4651 1.1395 .05_ .4052 .8118 .5563 .5000 ,2297 -1.2652 .3852 1.2524
,0400 -1.3199 ,3722 1,2779 .1000 ,2146 ,7632 .6339 .5000 .lb_O -1.1116 .6188 1.1887
.0600 -1,4952 .3218 1.3839 ,1500 ,1156 .7304 .676Z .500o .0986 -1.0896 .6304 1.1677
• 0800 -1,5693 ,3098 1.6109 ,2000 .0222 .7142 .7109 .5_0 .032_ -1,0765 .6337 l.lblb
• 1000 -1.5662 *3111 1,4070 ,2500 -,0077 o6891 ,7_9b .5000 -.0328 -1,097_ .42_7 1,1779
.1400 -1.5172 ,3145 1._01 .3500 -.1509 ,6653 .7863 .5000 -.0986 -1.0860 .4276 1.1727
.1800 -1.5307 .3150 1.3990 ,4500 -.1653 .6676 ,7_29 ,5000 -,1640 -1,0767 ,6281 1.1718
,2200 -1,5696 .3120 1._0_ .5500 -,1394 .6711 .7773 ,5000 -.2297 -1.0095 ,6469 1.1381
• ZbO0 -1,5283 ,3172 1.3_62 .65UO -.0102 .7053 .72_b ,5000 -.2953 -,9107 ,4751 1,0890
.3000 -1.5388 .311Z 1.4075 .7500 .7441 .7709 ,b215 ,_GO_ -.3b09 -,8Z55 ,4931 1,0587
.3400 -1,5531 ,3110 1.4002 .8000 .350o .7977 .b779 .SHOO -.4265 -.7145 .5135 1.0083
,3800 -1,5577 .3676 1.4160 ._53_ .4237 ,8170 .5455 .5000 -.4921 -.7030 .5253 1,0056
,4200 -1,5660 .307o 1.4159 .9000 .4411 .B220 .53b_ .ObO0 ,2992 -1.3522 .3603 1.3019
• 4600 -1,5174 .314b 1,4013 .9530 .4214 .8166 .549b .140b .2992 -1.532_ ,3142 1,_007
• 5000 -1.0896 .63_3 1.167_ 1.0000 .0303 .7148 .7099 .22_0 *299Z -1,5560 ,3063 1.4188
.5400 -,8960 .480_ 1.G0_0 ,3000 *ZqZ -1.5463 .3072 1.6168
• 5800 -,7982 .5018 1.0461 .38&b .2992 -1.5160 .3141 1.6011
,b200 -,7004 ,5269 1.0028 .4000 .2992 -1.6673 ,3329 1.3596
.b500 -,6158 ,5667 .9709 .54C0 .2992 -.9550 .4507 1.1160
• 7000 -,5177 .573b .9262 ,6700 .2992 -,6522 .54Z4 ,9777
,7500 -,4115 ,6G3Z ,6020 .7COO .2992 -,4887 ,5820 .9150
• 8000 -*323b *b227 ._518 .8000 .29_Z -.3068 .biTE .8448
• 8500 -,2275 ,6489 .8115 .90_C .1992 -,1602 ,6716 ,7769
• 9000 -.1307 .6730 .7743 .10C_ .23bE .2166 .7626 .b352
• 9500 -,0549 .6926 .14_6 .2000 ,Z361 .0277 .7150 .7095
• 9750 -,0026 ,7073 .7215 .3500 .236Z -,1673 ,6622 ,7_09
1.0000 ,0303 .7148 .709q ,6500 ,2362 -,1560 ,bb73 ,7831
• 550_ ,23bZ -.1301 .b746 ,7721
.6500 .1361 .0004 ,7081 .7203
• 7500 .2301 ,Z_63 .7705 ,6211
• 8000 .23_Z .3_89 ,7966 .5799
,_500 .2361 ,6218 ,8152 ,568b
,9000 ,2361 .6461 .8216 .5377
• 95b_ ,2362 .6661 ,822b ,5360
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 21.8884 PSZ CN 1.0159 ¢D1 ,08305 CDCOR1 ,08151
PUN 18 TT 123.204Z K CM -.1311 CDZ ,07675 CDCOR2 ,07505
POINT Ib RC t0,0646 MILLION CC ,0019 ¢03 ,05710 ¢0C0R3 ,06591
MACH ,7198 CD4 ,04879 CDCOR4 .04783
ALPHA 4.9993 DEG CD5 *04180 CDCOR5 .04088
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC CP P,LIPT MLO¢ XIE YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,0299 ,9726 ,1997 0,0000 1,0299 ,9726 ,1997 ,5000 ,4921 -,7468 ,5140 1,0239
,0040 -,0q21 ,6857 ,7548 ,0040 ,9989 .9648 ,2268 ,5000 ,426S -,8049 ,4985 1,0495
• 0080 -,3737 ,611? ,8688 ,0080 1,1015 ,9909 ,1145 °5000 ,3609 -,8701 ,4834 1,0750
,0150 -,7201 ,5231 1,0090 ,0230 ,b998 ,8878 ,4151 ,5000 ,2953 -,8789 ,4826 1.0752
.0250 -1,0959 ,4252 1,1770 ,0500 ,6552 ,8258 ,5303 ,5000 ,2297 -,8706 ,6836 1.0746
,0400 -1,3923 ,3533 1,3164 *I000 ,2663 ,7771 ,6115 ,5000 ,1540 -,86qZ ,4869 1,0690
,0600 -1.5541 .30bb 1.4183 ,1500 ,1556 *7478 *6583 .5000 ,0984 -*8777 .4854 1.0715
.0800 -I.6091 .zgzo 1.4524 .ZOO0 .0465 .7193 .7029 .5000 .0328 -.8545 .4883 1.0666
• 1000 -1,6044 ,2940 1,4476 ,2500 -,0360 ,6989 ,7346 ,5000 -,0328 -,8679 ,4869 1,0691
,1400 -1,6072 ,2950 1,4453 *3500 -,1535 ,6678 *7823 ,5000 -,0984 -,8661 ,4862 1,0702
,1800 -1,5952 ,2974 1.4397 .4500 -,1728 ,6653 .7863 ,5000 -,1640 -.8553 ,4854 1.0716
,2200 -i.6102 ,2949 1,4455 .5500 -,1591 ,6660 ,7851 ,5000 -,2297 -,8402 .4913 1.0616
• 2600 -1,5696 ,3018 1.4293 ,8500 -,0410 .6963 .7386 .5000 -.7953 -.8133 ,5032 1,0418
.3000 -1.S134 ,3156 1,3976 .7500 .2101 ,7613 ,6369 ,5000 -,3609 -,7239 .5228 1.0095
• 3400 -1,2647 ,3818 1.2590 ,8000 ,3139 ,7886 .5928 ,5000 -.4265 -,5404 ,5435 .9761
• 3_00 -1,1186 ,4211 1,1_46 .8500 .3890 ,8077 ,5b12 ,5000 -._921 -,6368 ,5426 ,9775
.4200 -.9993 .4505 1.1317 ,gO00 .3982 .e105 ,5565 ,0600 .299? -1.4355 .3421 1.3398
•4600 -,9336 ,4704 1,0970 ,9500 ,3734 ,8039 ,5676 ,1400 ,2902 -I,6001 ,2949 1,4454
•5000 -,8792 ,4851 1,0722 1,0000 -,153_ ,6718 ,7761 ,2200 ,29q? -I,5521 ,7890 1,4596
• 5400 -,8072 *5005 1,0463 .3000 .2992 -1.5198 ,3178 1,3928
,5800 -.7550 ,5158 1,0210 ,]800 ,2992 -1o1764 ,4073 1,2102
• 6200 -,6R29 ,5332 .q925 ,4600 ,2997 -.g437 ,4663 1.1043
,6600 -,6174 .5491 ,9671 ,5400 ,2992 -,8284 ,4997 1.0475
,7000 -,5506 ,565R ,9405 ,6200 .2q92 -,6828 ,5334 ,9923
.7500 -.4698 .5907 .9013 .7000 .2992 -.5469 .570b .9329
• 8000 -.4134 ,5024 ,8831 ,8000 ,2992 -,3952 ,6088 .8733
• 8500 -,3605 ,6154 .8631 ,9000 ,2992 -.2948 ,6318 .8377
,9000 -,3105 ,6257 ,8455 ,1000 ,2362 ,2606 ,7755 ,6141
• 9500 -,2466 .6454 .8167 .ZOO0 .2362 .051g ,7221 .6986
,9750 -,2292 *6500 .8097 ,3500 *2352 -,1500 ,6693 ,7800
1.0000 -,1538 ,6718 ,7761 ,4500 *Z3bZ -,1530 .6720 .7759
.5500 ,2362 -,1464 ,5719 ,7760
.6500 ,2362 -,0314 .6990 ,7343
,7500 ,2362 ,2177 ,7660 ,6294
,8000 .2362 ,3193 ,7901 °5903
,8500 ,2352 ,3884 .8084 .5601
,9000 ,2362 .4112 ,8139 .5507
.9500 .2362 .3709 .8032 .5686
TEST 137 PT 19.3061 PSI CN .2450 CDI ,00829 CDCORI .00979
RUN 19 TT 113,7565 K CM -,1276 CD2 *00822 COCOR2 *00974
POINT 2 RC 10.1851 MILLION CC ,0168 CD3 ,00794 COCOR3 ,00951
MACH ,7349 CD4 *00703 CDCDR4 ,00863
ALPHA -2,0162 OEG C05 ,00565 CDCOR5 ,00741
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPkNWISE
XlC CP P_LIPT MLDC XlC CP P,L/PI MLOC XlC YIC CP PtL/PT MLOC
0,0000 1,0157 egbbZ .2224 0,0000 1.0157 ,9662 .22Z4 .5000 ,4921 -.5905 .5394 ,q828
,0040 .9089 ,9384 ,3029 ,0040 .1022 .7259 °6929 ,5000 ,4265 -,6165 ,5312 ,9961
,0080 ,6752 ,8767 ,_3_0 .0080 ,2819 .7731 ,6181 .5000 ,3609 -.6110 ,5354 ,9893
•0150 ,3290 ,7846 ,5995 *0230 -,2778 .6235 ,8506 ,5000 .2953 -,6093 .5358 ,9885
• 0250 -,0210 .6928 ,7441 *0500 -*3993 ,5934 ,8974 ,5000 ,2297 -.6219 ,5317 *9952
•0400 -,3200 ,6144 ,8647 ,i000 -,4154 .5894 ,9036 ,5000 ,1640 -,6134 ,5345 ,9907
• 0600 -,4284 .5843 ,9117 .1500 -.4550 .5785 .9207 .5000 .0984 -,5151 ,5335 .9923
• 0800 -.4265 .5864 *9083 ,2000 -.5276 .5597 ,9504 .5000 ,0328 -,6135 ,5350 .9898
•lO00 -,4418 .5815 ,9160 .2500 -,5771 ,5449 .q740 ,5000 -,0328 -,6148 ,5330 ,9931
• 1400 -,4423 ,5802 .9180 .3500 -,5789 ,5455 ,9730 ,5000 -,0984 -,6251 ,5307 . ,9969
•1800 -,4835 .5686 ,9363 ,4500 -,4450 ,5815 .9160 ,5000 -.1640 -.6165 ,5323 ,9942
,2200 -,5111 ,5626 ,9457 .5500 -.3170 .6137 ,8658 .5000 -.2297 -,6098 ,5381 .9849
• 2600 -.SZbe ,5563 ,9557 ,6500 -,0945 °6739 .7731 ,5000 -,2953 -,b092 .5372 ,9864
,3000 -,5679 ,5441 ,9752 .7500 ,1947 ,7496 ,6556 ,5000 -,3609 -,6076 ,5380 .9851
,3400 -.5731 ,5454 ,9732 ,8000 .2850 .7727 ,6187 ,5000 -.4265 -,6223 .5370 ,9866
•3800 -,5814 ,563? ,9767 ,8500 ,3518 ,7901 ,5906 ,5000 -,4921 -,6139 ,5376 ,9857
• 4200 -,5919 ,5397 ,98Z4 ,9000 ,3877 .8003 .5737 .0600 ,2992 -,4099 ,5915 ,9003
,4600 -,6085 .5358 .9886 ,9500 ,3950 .8036 ,5681 ,1400 ,2992 -,4475 .5807 ,9172
• 5000 -.6207 ,5321 ,9947 1,0000 ,1360 ,7359 ,6771 .2200 .2992 -,5029 ,5655 ,9411
•5400 -,6312 ,5304 ,9974 ,3000 ,7992 -,5441 .5566 ,9552
.5800 -.6463 ,5246 1,0067 ,3800 .Zqg? -.5835 .5455 .9729
• 6200 -,5803 ,5160 1,0207 .4600 ,2992 -,Sg8b ,5405 ,9810
• 6600 -.6672 .51e9 1.0161 ,5400 .2992 -,6192 .5365 .9874
•7000 -.5811 ,5_57 *9727 ,6200 *2992 -,6578 ,5258 1,0049
,7500 -,4635 ,5757 ,9251 ,7000 .2992 -,5835 .546_ .971_
•8000 -,3523 ,6054 ,8788 .8000 ,2992 -.3593 ,6047 ,8798
•8500 -,2345 ,6388 ,8271 ,go00 .2992 -,1289 ,6651 .7867
,9000 -,1146 ,6691 ,7806 .1000 ,Z3bZ -,4423 ,5830 ,9136
•9500 .0095 ,7019 .7300 ,2000 *2362 -,5103 .5637 .9440
• 9750 .0750 ,7182 .7048 .3500 .2362 -.5657 .5510 .q641
1,0000 ,1360 ,7359 ,6771 .4500 .2362 -.4367 ,5855 .9096
.5500 .Z36Z -.3133 .6169 .8609
,6500 .?362 -,1019 ,6718 .7763
.7500 .2362 *1921 .74q0 .6565
,_000 ,?362 ,7971 .7778 ,6105
.8500 .2362 ,3651 ,7954 ,5818
•9000 ,7362 .4053 ,8054 ,5651
.9500 ,?362 ,3835 ,8006 ,5731
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TABLE III.- Continued.
lEST 137 P7 lg,2927 PSI CN .3g92 CDI .00833 COCQR1 ,00982
PUN 9q TT 113,6030 K CM -,1797 CD2 ,00825 COCOR2 .00976
POINT 6 RC 10.13€3 MILLION ¢C .0174 C03 .00807 CDCOR3 ,0Ogbl
HACH .7317 C06 .00725 CDCOR¢ .00887
ALPHA -,9495 OEG C05 .00580 CDCOR5 ,00739 D
UPPFR SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANglSE
X/C CP PeLIPT MLOC XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC X/C YIC CP P_LIPT fftOC
0.0000 1.1012 .qq02 ,1190 0.0000 1,1012 ,9gOZ .1190 ,5000 .4921 -,6581 .5286 1,0005
,0040 ,7690 .9026 ,3861 ,0060 .3416 ,7904 .5900 .5000 .6265 -.6745 ,5217 1.0115
.0080 .5040 .8331 .5179 .0080 .5280 .8384 .5085 .5000 .3609 -.6739 .5257 1.0057
.0150 .1306 .7355 .6778 ,0130 -.0315 ,6959 .7393 .5000 .2953 -.6791 .5?29 1.0096
.OZSO -.2665 ,6379 .8785 .0500 -,1880 .6515 .8076 .5000 .2297 -,6815 .5276 1.0100
.0600 -.5599 .556Z .9591 .1000 -,2576 .6335 .8353 ,5000 .1640 -,6826 .5215 t.0118
°0600 -,5768 =5277 1.0099 .lPO0 -.3152 .6186 .8586 .5000 .0986 -.6800 ,5112 1.0127
.0800 -.63?1 .5350 ,9898 .2000 -.3860 ,5979 .8903 .5000 .0328 -.6806 ,5721 1.0108
.1000 -.6155 .5390 .9836 .2500 -.6668 ,5850 ,9105 .5000 -,0328 -,6865 .5196 1.0157
,1400 -.6132 ,5402 .9815 .3500 -.67_5 .5763 .9209 .5000 -.0986 -.bgt6 .5185 1.0167
,1800 -,63Z1 ,5337 ,9920 =6500 -.3862 .6002 ,8867 ,5000 -,1660 -,6883 .5208 1,0129
.7200 -,6618 .5317 ,995Z .5500 -.2761 .6279 .8439 .5000 -.2297 -.6816 .5237 1.0081
.2600 -.6668 .5316 .9g57 .6500 -.0731 ,6816 ,?b13 .5000 -.2953 -.6805 .5227 1.0098
.3000 -.6836 .51q3 1.0154 .7500 .2098 .7556 .6461 .5000 -.3b09 -.6747 .5255 1.0059
.3600 -.6755 ,5168 1.0066 ,8000 .3027 ,780? .6067 ,5000 -.6265 -.6777 .5255 1.0052
.3800 -.6750 .5?39 1.0079 .8500 .3716 .7976 .5782 .5000 -.4921 -.6718 .5255 1.0057
,4200 -,6669 .5?56 le0038 .9000 .6057 .8068 .56?8 ,0600 .2992 -.5751 .5507 .9656
,6600 -,6856 ,5206 1,0137 .9500 ,6165 ,8093 °5586 .1600 °2992 -.6156 .5600 .9818
.5000 -,6860 .5197 1.0168 1.0000 .1223 ,7323 .6828 .2200 .2992 -.6659 .5292 .9993
.5400 -.6929 .5188 1,0162 ,3000 .2992 -,6601 .5269 1.0030
°5800 -°6994 ,5155 1.0716 .3800 .2992 -.6877 .5204 1,0136
,6200 -.7161 .5121 1.0Z73 ,6600 .Z992 -.6739 .5723 1,0105
.6600 -,6955 .5189 1,0160 °5400 .2992 -.6926 .5159 1.0210
.7000 -.598Z .5655 .9730 .6200 .299Z -.7026 .5163 1.OZ03
.7500 -.6761 .5768 .9234 .7000 o299Z -.6066 .5417 .9791
.8000 -.3549 .6088 .8735 .8000 .199? -.3619 .6067 .8766
.8500 -,Z383 .6402 .8269 .9000 .zggz -.1266 ,6691 .7806
.9000 -.1136 .6717 .7765 .1000 .2362 -,2601 .6339 .8367
.9500 .0100 .7065 .7261 ,2000 .236Z -.3728 .6030 .8826
.9750 .068_ .7188 .7038 .3500 .Z361 -.6618 .5794 .9192
1.0000 .1273 .7373 .6828 ,6500 .?362 -.3762 .6014 .8869
,5500 .2362 -.2742 .6291 .8421
.5500 .73_2 -.0795 ,5806 .763Z
.7500 ,2362 o2097 .7546 .6481
,8000 .2362 .3195 .7820 .6037
.8500 .7362 .3796 .8002 .5738
.9000 .236Z .6226 .8107 ,5562
.9500 .2362 .6223 .8116 .5567
TEST 137 PT 19,257R PSI CN .6656 CO1 ,00868 COCOR1 .00998
RUN 19 TT 113.5196 K CM -.1298 CD2 .00832 COCO?2 .00985
POINT 5 RC 10.1919 MILLIO_ CC ,0158 C03 .00811 COCOR3 .00970
MACH .7304 C06 ,00726 COC0_6 ,008q3
ALPHA -.6616 OEG C05 .OO60l COCOR5 .00776
DPoFQ SURFACE LOWFR SURFACE SPANWISE
_/C CP P_L/PT HLOC X/C CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP PtllPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1204 ,9967 .0_70 0.0000 1.1206 .9947 .0870 ,5000 .&qSl -.6715 .5316 .9957
.0040 .6934 .8830 .4257 .0060 ,6389 .8155 .5682 ,5000 ,4265 -.6929 .5265 1.0070
.0080 .4187 .8117 .5546 ,00_0 .6256 .8653 .%596 ,5000 .3609 -.6q98 .5205 1.0135
.0150 .0350 .7126 .7138 .0230 .0650 .7187 .7061 .5000 .2953 -,7136 .5129 1.0259
.0250 -.3426 o6111 ,8699 °0500 -.1066 .6743 .7726 .5000 .2297 -.7162 .5127 1.0262
.0_00 -.6785 .5246 1.0067 .i000 -.1975 .6486 .8126 .5000 .1640 -,7140 .5166 1.0231
,0600 -.8315 .6883 1.0669 .1500 -,2556 .635g .8316 ,5000 .0986 -.7085 ,5171 1.0189
.0800 -.7319 .5116 1.0283 .2000 --.3363 .6138 .8657 ,5000 .0328 -.7072 .5176 1.0181
.I000 -.72q6 .5169 1.0226 .2500 -.3goq .6015 ._847 .5000 -.0378 -.7119 .5150 1.02Z5
.1400 -.6878 ,5269 1.0063 .3500 -,6356 .5867 .9078 .5000 -.0984 -,7135 .5170 1.0192
.1800 -.7011 .5196 1.0949 .6500 -.3560 .bORg .8733 .5000 -.16_0 --.7236 .5111 1.0288
.1200 -.7001 .5232 1.0090 .5500 -,2539 .6383 .8279 ,5000 -.2297 -.7049 .5170 1.0191
.2600 -.6_17 .5262 1.0042 .6500 -,0660 .6856 .7551 .5000 -.2953 -.7079 .5158 1.0217
,3000 -.7?93 .5150 1.0724 .7500 .2180 .7609 .6377 ,5000 -.3609 -.7139 .5130 1.0758
.3400 -.7232 .5146 1.0_35 .8000 .3120 .7869 .5901 .5000 -.4265 -.7220 ,5090 1.0323
.3RO0 -,7337 .5076 1.0346 ,8500 ,3761 .8007 .5731 .5000 -.4971 -.7172 .5160 1,0241
.4200 -.7071 .5151 1.0223 .9000 ._172 .8129 .5525 .ObO0 .2992*_*0*_,520.4198*_**_**
.4bOO -.7201 .5130 1.0757 .9500 ,4180 .RgOb .5565 .1400 .?992 -.6968 .5191 1,0158
.5000 -.7150 .5155 1,0117 1.O000 ,1179 ,7316 .6839 ,?200 .?gg2 -.7049 .5158 L.0212
,S&OU -.7159 .5154 1.021R ,3000 .2992 -.7169 .5140 l.OZ_O
,5800 -.7195 .5130 1,0157 .3800 ,1gqz -.7299 .5106 1,0300
,bSO0 -.7217 ,5150 1.0725 ,4600 .299? -,7043 .5171 1.0190
.6600 -.7081 .5151 l.OZ1? .5400 .?992 -.7130 ,5160 l. OZ07
.?000 -.5951 .5457 .9726 .6200 ,2997 -.7101 .5156 1,0215
.7500 -.47_3 .5769 .9731 .7000 .299? -.6118 .5441 .9753
,8000 -.357q .6066 .8771 .8000 .2991 -,3617 ,6060 ,8777
.flSO0 -.?279 .639? .6?66 .qO00 .2992 -.1246 .6703 .7787
,9000 -.1129 .b7Z1 .7760 .1000 .2362 -.2023 .6476 .6135
.9500 ,009Z .7031 .71B2 .2000 .2362 -,3188 .6176 .8597
.9750 .06?0 .7187 .7040 .3500 .2362 -.4230 o5901 ,9024
1,0000 .1179 .7316 ,6839 .4500 ,236Z -.3672 .6097 ,8721
.5500 .2361 -,2556 .6370 .8298
.6500 .1362 -,0652 .6840 .7576
,7500 ,2362 .?203 ,7586 ,6616
.8000 .2361 .3Z31 .7859 ,5976
.8500 .236Z .3917 ,B061 .5673
.q000 ,7361 .bZqZ ,8138 .5511
.9500 ,1362 .6353 ,8157 .5478
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 19,2343 PSI CH *5420 C01 *00867 COCOR1 ,01007
RUN 19 TT 113,8610 K C_ -,1298 C02 ,0085% CDCOR2 ,OOggb
POINT 6 RC 10.0505 MELLION CC ,0138 C03 ,0083% CDCOR3 ,0097g
_ACH ,730% C0% .00729 COCOR% ,00880
ALPHA ,05%4 OEG CD5 *006%g COCOR5 *00805
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANW[SE
XlC CP PpLIFT HLDC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC YIC CP PLLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1.1370 ,9989 *0389 0.0000 1.1370 ,9989 *0389 ,5000 *%921 -,7160 .5137 1.02%5
,0040 .6102 ,8513 ,4671 ,0040 .5362 ,8423 .5016 .5000 .9265 -.7343 ,5098 1,0309
,0080 ,3192 ,7857 ,5977 .0080 ,7316 ,8935 ,4046 ,5000 ,3609 -,7371 ,5098 1.0310
,OLSO -,0542 ,5877 ,7520 ,0230 ,1653 ,74%5 ,6637 .5000 .2953 -,7430 ,5083 1,0334
.0250 -,4479 ,58%5 ,9113 ,0500 -,0182 ,6968 .737q .5000 ,2297 -.7356 ,5114 1,0283
.0%00 -,7745 ,4990 1,0488 ,1000 -,1390 ,6661 ,7852 .5000 ,1540 -.7340 .5088 1,0326
.0600 -,2827 ,4466 1.1387 .1500 -,1971 .6509 .8088 .5000 .0984 -.7364 .5072 1.0353
.0800 -.9683 .%502 1.1325 ,2000 -,27%7 ,6311 .8389 ,5000 .0328 -,7%10 .504% 1.0399
,1000 -,8931 .4728 1,0931 ,2500 -.3363 .6139 .8555 .5000 -*0328 -.7401 ,5051 1.0388
.1400 -.7495 .5079 1,0341 .3500 -.3947 .5984 .8896 .5000 -.0984 -.7483 *5032 1.0419
.1800 -,7663 ,%997 1*0478 ,4500 -.3277 ,6152 *8624 .5000 -,1640 -*7475 *5030 1.0422
*2200 -,8032 .4_32 1,0587 ,5500 -,2376 ,6409 .8239 ,5000 -,2297 -,74Z6 .5094 1,0316
,2600 -.7742 .4985 1,0497 ,6500 -,0530 ,6889 ,7501 ,5000 -.2253 -,7356 .5092 1,0319
.3000 -,7898 ,4953 1,0550 ,7500 ,2205 ,7618 ,6363 ,5000 -.3609 -,7461 ,5053 1,0384
,3400 -,7880 ,4965 1,0530 .8000 .3191 .7863 ,5968 ,5000 -,4265 -,7446 .5066 1,0362
,3800 -,7974 .4941 1.0571 .8500 ,3871 .8022 ,5705 ,5000 -,4921 -.7431 ,5073 1,0351
.4200 -,7467 .5085 1.0331 ,gO00 .4245 .8134 .5517 .0600 .2992 -.9070 .4637 1.1088
,4600 -,7501 ,5046 1,0396 ,9500 ,%226 .8113 .5552 .1400 ,2992 -.7863 ,4949 1,0558
.5000 -,74%2 ,5051 1.0387 1,0000 ,1113 ,7321 ,6831 ,Z200 ,2992 -,7962 .4946 1.0563
,5%00 -.7513 ,5017 1,0444 ,3000 *2992 -,7645 .5020 1.0439
.5800 -,7467 ,5034 1.0416 ,3800 .2992 -.7957 ,4941 1,0571
,6200 -,7444 ,5043 1,0402 ,4600 ,2992 -,739% ,5081 1.0338
,6600 -.7154 .5114 1,0283 .5400 ,2992 -.7363 .5097 1.0311
.7000 -.6037 .5456 ,9728 ,6200 .2292 -,7231 ,5147 1.0230
.7500 -,4698 .5788 ,9202 .7000 .2992 -,6094 .5449 *9732
,8000 -.3565 ,6074 ,8755 ,8000 .2992 -.3658 .6067 .8767
.8500 -.2327 ,6%06 .8243 ,9000 .2922 -.1230 ,6682 .7819
,9000 -,1080 ,6734 .7739 ,1000 *2362 -,1394 ,6646 ,7875
,9500 .0054 .7028 ,7287 o_000 .2362 -,2683 ,5328 ,8364
.9750 ,0637 ,7123 ,7030 .3500 ,2362 -,3811 .6004 ,8865
1,0000 ,1113 ,7321 ,6831 .4500 ,2362 -,3147 .6211 ,8543
.5500 .2362 -,23%9 .0398 ,8256
,6500 ,2362 -,0589 .6855 .7553
.7500 ,2362 .2291 .7622 ,6356
,8000 ,2362 ,3282 .7878 ,5942
.8500 .2362 ,4036 ,8075 ,5617
.9000 .2362 .4375 .8160 ,5472
.9500 ,2362 ,4400 .8163 *5467
TEST 137 PT 19,2357 PS! CN ,6186 C01 .00916 COCORI ,01065
RUN 19 TT 113.9303 K CN -.1305 C02 ,OOgO0 COCOR2 ,010%g
POINT 7 RC 10,0636 MILLION CC .0108 CO3 ,00873 COCOR3 .01024
NACH ,7335 CO4 ,00757 CDCOR4 ,00911
ALPHA ,6319 OEG C05 ,00859 CDCOR5 .00813
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P,LIPT MLDC XlC CP P_LIPT HLOC X/C Y/C CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1452 1.0011 0.0000 0,0000 1.1452 1,0011 0,0000 ,5000 ,4271 -.7410 ,5090 1.0323
,0040 ,8333 ,8406 ,5047 ".0040 .6148 .8611 ,4675 ,5000 *4265 -,7784 *4975 1.0514
,0080 ,2424 ,7646 ,6318 .0080 .8030 .9121 .3852 ,5000 ,3609 -,7928 *4887 1.0662
.0150 -,1402 ,6648 ,7871 ,0230 ,2488 ,7660 .6296 .5000 ,2953 -,7826 ,4925 1,0598
,0250 -,5291 ,5626 ,9458 .0500 .0509 ,7140 .7113 ,5000 .2297 -,8086 ,4850 1.0724
.0400 -.8665 ,4773 1,0854 ,1000 -,0832 ,6773 ,7680 .5000 ,1640 -.7997 ,4871 1,0688
.0600 -1,0714 ,4216 1,1838 ,1500 -.1436 ,6634 ,7892 ,5000 ,0984 -,7797 °%952 1,0553
,0800 -1,0749 .4176 1,1911 ,2000 -,2285 ,6430 .8207 ,5000 *0328 -.7796 .4959 1,0540
,1000 -1,0709 .4221 1,1830 .2500 -.2918 .6251 ,8481 .5000 -,0328 -.7974 ,4908 1.0625
,1%00 -1,0056 ,4362 1.1574 ,3500 -,3534 .6086 .8737 .5000 -,098% -.7953 ,%925 1.0598
• 1800 -,9480 .4535 1.1266 ,4500 -*3008 ,62_7 .8488 .5000 -.1640 -.8150 ,4842 1,0738
.2200 -,_191 .6564 1.1215 ,5500 -*2220 ,6437 ,8195 ,5000 -,2297 -,7988 ,4909 1.0624
• 2600 -.7349 .5106 1,0297 .6500 -,0380 .6901 ,7683 .5000 -,2953 -,7956 ,4918 1,0610
.3000 -,7807 ,4969 1,0523 ,7500 .2383 ,76%2 ,6324 .5000 -,3609 -,7859 ,4947 1.0562
• 3400 -.7890 ,%897 1,0645 .8000 ,3254 ,7857 ,5977 ,5C00 -,4265 -,8146 ,4863 1.0702
,3_00 -,8449 ,4760 1.0876 ,8500 ,3976 .8056 ,5648 ,5000 -*4921 -,779% ,4981 1.0504
,4200 -,85q0 ._717 1.0951 ,9000 ,4298 ,8121 .5539 ,0600 ,2992 -,g029 .4625 1,1109
,4600 °,8479 ,4744 1,0906 .9500 *4290 ,8121 ,5539 ,lSO0 *2992 -I,0369 ,%279 1.1723
.5000 -,7215 ,4921 1,0605 1,0000 .1083 .7276 ,6902 .2200 ,2992 -,8524 .4758 1,0880
.5400 -,7569 .5019 1,0_41 .3000 ,2992 -,7830 ,4936 1.0580
.5800 -,7550 .5020 1,0439 .3800 .299Z -.8495 .4749 1.0896
• 6200 -,7574 ,5024 1,0433 .4600 *2992 -.8336 .479& 1.0815
,6600 -.7257 ,5077 1.0344 .5400 *2292 -,7%57 ,504? 1.0395
.7000 -.6052 .5415 ,9?93 ,6200 .2992 -.?422 .5032 1.0419
• 7500 -,4755 ,5758 ,9250 *7000 ,2992 -*6127 *5362 *9880
• 8000 -,3541 ,6072 ,8748 .8000 ,2922 -.3643 ,60Zg *8825
,8500 -,2301 ,6398 .8256 .9000 ,2992 -,1213 .5667 .7842
,9000 -.1112 ,6728 ,7742 .1000 ,2362 -,0791 ,6779 ,7670
• 9500 ,0083 .?009 ,7315 .2000 *2362 -.2219 ,6395 ,8260
,9760 ,0621 ,7145 .7104 .3500 ,2362 -,3417 *6021 .8730
1,0000 .1083 ,7276 *6902 ,4500 *2362 -,2889 ,6?29 .8516
• 5500 ,2362 -.2098 ,6447 .8180
,6500 ,2362 -.0405 .6896 .7490
• 7500 ,2362 ,2262 .7593 .6401
,8000 *2362 ,3363 ,7880 ,5939
.8500 ,2362 .410% ,8070 .5624
.qO00 .2362 ,4%35 ,8160 ,5473
• 9500 *2362 .4126 .8070 *5625
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TABLE III. - Continued.
T_ST 137 PT 19,2435 PSI CN .6978 C01 .00941 C0¢0RI **ill5
RU_ 19 TT 1L3.8793 K CH -.1290 CDZ .009Z5 CDCORZ .01100
POINT 8 RC 10.0589 _ILLION CC .0076 CD3 .00908 CDCOR3 .01085
MACH *7318 C04 *00782 CDCOR4 .00'51
ALPHA 1*0Z51 OEG CD5 *00660 CDCOR5 *00840
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
X/C CP PtL/PT MLOC X/C CP PeLIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP P.LIPT ELOC
0.0000 1.1456 1.0013 0.0000 0.0000 1.1456 1.0013 0.0000 .5000 .4,21 -.7331 .50*Z 1.031,
.0040 .4650 .8*Z0 .5371 .0060 .6898 .8821 .4274 .5000 .4265 -.7250 .5076 1.0350
.0080 .1606 .7432 .6657 .0080 .863. .9272 .3307 .5000 .3609 -.7315 .5089 1.0324
.0150 -.2241 .6620 .8221 .0*30 .331, .7883 .5,34 .5000 .2,53 -.7305 .5090 1.0323
.0250 -.5,38 .5435 .*753 .0500 .1262 .7324 .6827 .5000 .2297 -.7607 .5034 1.0415 "_"
.0600 -.9218 ,4585 1.1178 .1000 -.0241 46*54 47401 ,5000 ,1640 -.740' .5065 1.0356
.0600 -1.12_8 .4051 1*Z145 .1500 -.0909 .6773 .767* .5000 .0*84 -.7400 .5062 1.0370
.0800 -1.17,5 .3945 1.2345 .2000 -.1828 .6525 .8061 .5000 ,0328 -.7254 .5081 1.0337
.1000 -1.1737 .3q31 1.237, .2500 -.2472 .5350 .8314 .5000 -°0328 -.7285 .5085 1.0332
• 1400 -1.1204 .4075 _*ZOqg .3500 -*3092 .6183 .8587 .5000 -*0984 -.7475 .5044 1.0399
.1800 -1.1150 .4097 1.2058 .4500 -.2763 *bZ7g .8638 .5000 -*1640 -*74Z6 .5036 L.0612
.2200 -1.1060 .4113 1.2029 .5500 -.2002 .5484 *8123 .5000 -.2297 -.7461 .5040 1.0405
• 2600 -1*0739 .4200 1.1868 .6500 -.0305 *5935 .7430 °5000 -.2953 -.7585 =5040 1.0405
• 3000 -1.0803 *6137 1.1984 .7500 .2435 .7647 .6316 .5000 -.360' -.7561 .5026 1.0429
.3400 -..748 .4451 1.1614 .8000 .338* .7897 *5912 .5000 -.4265 -.7684 .5008 1.0450
.3e00 -*8314 .4825 1.0755 .8503 .4096 .8087 .5597 .5000 -.4921 -.7517 *5026 1.0633
• 4'00 -.7065 .5181 1.0173 .9000 .4381 .8158 .5676 .0600 .299' -1.0437 44250 1.1776
.4600 -,7339 .5084 1,0333 ,9500 .6370 ,8154 ,5484 .1400 =29*Z -1.1461 =4006 1.222*
.5000 -.7491 .5038 1.0409 1.0000 .1057 .7279 .6896 .,200 .2992 -1.135g .4037 1.2170
=5400 -.7583 .49*5 1.0481 ,3000 .2992 -.9603 .6455 1.1390
• 5800 -.7769 44958 1.0543 .3800 .2*92 -.8310 ,4845 1.0731
• 6200 -.7758 .4970 1.0523 .6600 .,9,2 -*7342 .5097 1*0311
.b600 -.7288 .5072 1.0353 .5400 .2992 -.7566 .5022 1.0435
.7000 -.613. .5387 .*839 .6200 *6gg* -.7535 .5072 1.0353
• 7500 -.4768 .5776 *gzz1 .7000 *2992 -.5149 .5388 .9840
,RO00 -.3525 ,6084 ,8740 ,8000 ,2992 -.3660 ,6052 *8789
.8500 -.2322 .6410 .8237 .9000 *2992 -.1218 .5691 .7805
.*000 -.1092 .571* .7772 .1000 .2362 -*0198 .6960 .73.2
• *500 .0078 .7032 .7280 .2000 *236Z -.1711 .5557 .8012
• '750 *0624 .715* .7058 ,3500 ,Z352 -.3024 .6Z15 .8537
1,0000 .1067 .7276 .6896 .4500 .2362 -.2637 .6306 .8398
.5500 *2362 -.1,38 .6685 .8120
• 6500 .2362 -*0353 ,6917 ,7457
• 7500 .2362 .2352 .7628 .6346
.8000 .2352 .3648 .7901 .5905
.8500 .2362 .4180 .8111 ,5556
,9000 *236Z .4513 .8198 *540*
• *500 .Z36Z .4688 .8187 .5427
TEST 137 PT 19.2518 PSI CN .7862 CD1 .01016 COCOR1 .01156
_UN 19 TT 113.8358 K CP -.1303 C02 .01005 CDCOR2 .0114b
POINT q RC I0.0492 HILLION CC .0064 CO3 .01029 CDCOR3 *01171
MA{H *72*7 C04 .00828 CO_OR4 *00*68
ALPHI 1.5198 DEG CD5 ,00595 ¢0COR5 *00836
UPPER SURFACE LOWEP SURFACF SPANWISE
xIC CP PtLIPT MLOC XIC CP PtLIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP FeLIPT BLOC
0.0000 1,14_0 L.OOZl 0.0000 0.0000 1.1480 1,00ZI 0.0000 .5000 ,4921 -=5703 .5303 ..975
.0040 .3920 .8037 .567' .0040 .7599 .9007 .3808 .5000 .4265 -*b880 .5224 1.0104
,0080 .0824 .7226 .5979 .0080 .9185 .9420 ,293_ .5000 .3609 -.5599 .5285 1,0004
.0150 ".2908 .6263 .8454 .0230 .4093 .8096 .5582 .5000 .2953 -*6805 .5251 1.0058
.02_0 -.5P25 ,5223 1.0105 .0500 ,1916 ,7512 .5530 .5000 .Z2*7 -,6618 ,5319 **.48
.0400 -,9963 .4423 1,14_5 .I000 .0353 ,7114 .7153 .5000 .1640 -,5621 .5305 ,9969
.0600 -1.2021 ,3838 1.2553 .1500 -.0433 ,5897 ,748q .5000 .0984 -.5'11 .5217 1.0116
.Off*0 -1.2592 ._749 1.2728 **000 -=1364 .5664 .7847 .5000 .0328 -.6514 .5318 .9950
.1000 -1.2512 .3725 1.2774 .2500 -.1956 .6511 .8081 .5000 -.0328 -.6462 .5337 .9920
.1400 -1.2109 .383Z 1.2553 .3500 -.2737 .6294 .8416 .5000 -.098_ -.6844 .5250 1.0051
.1800 -1.2224 .3850 1.2528 .4500 -.2403 ,6396 .8258 .5000 -.1640 -*6789 .5233 1.0089
.2?00 -1.?134 .3870 1.2489 .5500 -.1777 .5531 .8051 .5000 -.Z2*7 -*6911 *5218 1.0113
*2600 -1.2081 .3907 1.24_q .6500 -.016_ .6986 .7351 .5000 -*Z953 -.6853 .5238 1.0081
.3000 -1.209q .3860 1*250' .7500 *2508 .7575 .b270 .5000 -.3609 -.728, .5140 1.0241
.3400 -1.7224 .3846 1.2537 .8000 .3449 .7912 .588_ .5000 -.4255 -.7272 .5132 1*0254
.3800 -1.2076 .3877 1*2477 .8500 .6193 .8125 .5533 .5000 -*4921 -.7183 .51_6 1*0215
.4200 -1.0194 .43'0 1.1523 .9000 .4486 .8200 .5405 .0600 .2***********5**.***5********
*4500 -.8053 .6'34 1.0583 .9500 .4462 .8188 .5625 *1400 .2'92 -1*2017 .38_1 1*2469
.5000 -.6875 .5227 1.0009 1.0000 .I165 *7340 .6801 .2200 *2992 -1*2460 *3789 1.2668
45400 -,53*7 .5349 **q01 .3000 .2992 -l,16*Z .3997 L=ZZ47
.5_00 -.6748 *5262 1.0041 *3800 *2992 -1*1163 .4140 1.1'78
,6*00 -.7201 .5163 1.0203 .4600 .2992 -.9726 ,647b 1.1370
.6600 -.6*05 .5202 1,0139 .5400 .2*92 -*6667 .53_5 **888
.7000 -,5047 *5444 ,'748 *6*00 *2992 ".7015 *5221 1.0109
*7500 -.4794 .5775 *9223 *7000 *29** -*6055 .5424 *9780
.8000 -.3509 .6095 ,8722 ,8000 ,2*92 -.3570 ,5091 .8730
*8500 -*2409 .5400 .8252 .*000 *2**2 -.1287 .5695 .77*8
,9000 -.1147 .572g ,7745 .1000 *23bZ .0358 .7125 .7135
.9500 .0056 .7045 .7.61 *2000 .2362 -.12b3 *bbTb .7828
.0750 .05P5 .7172 .70_4 *3500 *2362 -.2515 .5340 .8345
1.0000 .II55 .7340 .5801 ,4500 .2362 -*2259 .b447 .8180 4_
.5500 .236Z -.L754 .5555 .801_
.6500 .2362 -,0187 .6972 .7373
,7500 *2352 .2531 .7592 ,5244
,8000 .2362 .3495 .7945 .5830
.8500 .2362 .4261 ,8147 .54q_
.g000 *2362 .65*5 *8220 .5371
**500 .2362 *4Z2Z .8117 .5545
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TABLE Ill. - Continued.
TEST 237 PT 16,3763 PSI CN ,8714 C01 ,0124g COCOR1 ,01404
gUN lg TT 102.4633 K C_ -,1355 C02 ,01278 COCORZ *01433
.'" POINT 10 RC 9,9657 _ILLION CC ,0028 C03 ,01372 COCOR3 .01527
" HAtH ,7311 CD4 ,01014 COCOR4 *01170
ALPHA 2,0273 DEG C05 ,00808 CDCOR_ ,00968
9P
UPPER SURFACE Lfl_ER SURFACE SPANg[S[
XIC CP PtLIPT MLOC XlC CP P/LIPT MLOC XlC YIC CP PeLIPT NLOC
0,0000 1,1424 1,0009 0,0000 0,0000 1,1424 1,0009 0,0000 ,5000 .4921 -1,0032 ,4407 1,1495
.0040 ,3224 ,7843 .6001 .0040 .8141 .9139 .3613 .§000 .4265 -1.1481 ,3979 1,2283
• 0080 ,0228 ,705b ,724b .0080 ,9659 .9545 ,2591 ,5000 ,3609 -1,1983 ,3895 1,2443
.01S0 -,3484 .6087 ,8737 .0230 ,4823 .8298 ,5239 ,5000 ,2953 -,9907 ,4429 1,1455
• 0250 -,7333 ,5066 1,0365 ,0500 ,2448 ,7639 ,6330 ,5000 ,2297 -Z,Zlbb ,3797 1*2635
_ .0400 -1,0447 *4Z53 1,1771 ,1000 ,0860 °7226 ,6982 ,5000 ,1640 -1,1690 ,3962 1,2314
,0600 -1,2591 .3696 1,2835 ,1500 *0009 ,6998 ,7335 .5000 ,098k -,9261 ,4629 1,1104
• 0800 -1,3123 .3599 1,3030 ,2000 -,0938 ,6778 ,7673 ,5000 °0328 -1.1890 .3879 1,2475
• 1000 -1,3Z73 ,3603 L,3021 ,2500 -,1622 .6576 ,7983 ,5000 -.0328 -1,1488 ,4009 1,2225
• 1400 -1.2943 ,3668 1,2890 ,3500 -,2450 ,6351 .8331 ,5000 -,0984 -1,0831 .4178 1*1909
• 1800 -1,2951 ,3642 1,2944 ,4500 -,2226 ,6414 ,8233 ,5000 -,1640 -1,1627 ,3929 1,2378
• 2200 -1,2730 .3650 1,2927 ,5500 -,1640 ,6572 ,7991 ,5000 -,2297 -,9388 .4607 1,1143
,2600 -1,2837 .3675 1,2877 ,6500 -.0066 .7007 .7321 .5000 **2953 -1,0102 .4359 1,1580
• 3000 -1,2813 .3628 1,2971 .7500 *2546 .7707 .6222 ,5000 o,3609 *.8751 ,4769 1,0864
,3400 -1,3029 ,3622 1,2984 ,8000 ,3619 ,7977 ,5781 ,5000 o,4268 -,8721 ,4749 1,0898
• 3800 -1,3136 ,3585 1,3059 ,8500 ,4244 .8131 ,5524 .5000 o,4921 -,9538 ,4489 1,1349
• 4200 -1,3146 ,3539 1,3154 ,9000 .4517 ,8185 ,5432 ,0600 ,2992 -1,1714 .3998 1,2247
,4600 -1,2908 ,3644 1,2939 ,9500 ,4528 *_217 .5378 .1400 ,2992 -1.2832 .36Z6 1,2976
• 5000 -.q045 .4686 1,1006 1,0000 ,1089 ,7303 ,6861 ,2200 ,2992 -1,3138 .3563 1.3105
• 5400 -,8651 ,4729 1,0931 ,3000 .2992 -1,2838 ,3647 1,2932
• 5800 -*6269 ,5375 ,9861 e3800 ,2992 -1,2269 ,3829 1,2571
• 6200 -,5903 ,5468 ,9710 ,4600 ,2992 -1,2415 ,3719 1,2788
• 6600 -.5739 .5480 ,9693 .5400 .2992 -1.0329 .4292 1,1702
.7000 -,5633 .5581 ,9530 .6200 *2_92 -.5774 ,5517 *9632
• 7500 -.4536 .5818 ,9156 .7000 .2992 -.5402 .5587 ,9521
.8000 -.3565 .6116 ,8693 .8000 ,2992 -,3435 ,6085 ,8741
.8500 -.2344 .6413 ,8235 ,9000 ,2992 -.1225 ,6677 ,7829
• 9000 -,1164 ,6691 ,7808 ,1000 ,2362 .0889 ,7277 ,6902
• 9500 -,0015 ,7042 ,7266 .2000 .2362 -.0881 ,678_ *7663
.9780 .0542 .7157 ,7088 .3500 .2362 -,2248 ,6456 ,8168
1,0000 .1089 ,7303 ,6861 ,4500 ,2362 -,2118 ,6465 ,8155
• 5500 ,2362 -,1544 ,6640 *7886
• 6500 *2362 -.0101 ,6972 *7374
.7500 *2362 ,2543 ,7674 *6274
• 8000 .2362 .3626 ,7961 *5809
,8500 .2362 ,4319 ,8154 ,3485
,9000 .236Z ,46Z_ ,8208 ,_393
• 9500 *236Z ,4587 ,8222 *5369
TFST 137 PT 16,4003 PSI CN .9294 COl ,01773 COCOR1 ,OZOqO
RUN 19 TT 102,5954 K CN -,1391 CD2 ,01834 ¢O_ORZ .02152
POZNT 11 RC 9.9579 HZLLION CC ,0012 CD3 ,01940 COCOR3 *02260
HACH ,7312 CO4 ,01200 COCOA4 ,01523
ALPHA 2,5178 DEG CD5 ,00789 COCOR5 ,01118
UPPEe SURFJCE LOkER SURF&CE SPANUISE
X/C CP PtL/PT _LOC XlC CP PPLIPT MLOC X/C YIC CP PjL/PT NLOC
0,0000 1,1362 ,9984 ,0475 0.0000 1,136Z .9984 .0475 .5000 .4921 -1,2876 ,3622 1,2983
,0040 ,2444 ,7658 16300 ,0040 ,847Z ,9234 ,3397 ,5000 .4265 -1.3264 .3531 1.3170
*0080 -,0470 ,6898 *7493 *0080 ,9870 .9586 ,246_ .5000 *3609 -1.3337 ,3551 1,3128
,0150 -.4023 ,5941 ,8965 .0230 ,5118 ,8341 ,5164 ,5000 ,2953 -1.3143 ,3510 1,3214
*0250 -.8098 .4882 1,0672 .0500 ,2842 *7762 .6132 .5000 .2297 -1,3338 ,3528 1.3176
.0400 -1.1061 ,4134 1,1991 .1000 ,1165 .7325 .6827 .5000 .1640 -1,2731 .3704 1,2819
.0600 -1,3268 ,3561 1,3108 ,1500 ,0263 ,7087 ,7196 ,5000 .0984 -1.2976 .3622 1,2984
,0800 -1.3293 .3480 1.3277 ,Z000 -,0715 .6784 ,7665 ,5000 .0328 -1.3617 .3474 1.3289
.1000 -1.3489 .3466 1,3306 ,2500 -,1429 .6623 ,7912 .5000 -.0328 -1,3092 .3609 1.3009
.1400 -1.3485 .3502 1.3229 .3500 -.2317 .6398 .8257 .5000 -.0984 -1.3070 .3_50 1,3131
.1800 -1.3553 .3496 1.3244 _4500 -,2114 .6470 ,8147 .5000 -.1640 -1.3191 ,3558 1,3095
.2200 -1.3455 .3499 1*3236 .5500 -.1619 .6602 ,7944 *5000 -,2297 -1.2722 .3664 1,2899
.2600 -L.3Z92 .3513 1,3207 *6500 -,0055 .6972 .7375 .5000 -.Z953 -1.Z236 .3?42 L.2743
.3000 -1,3475 .3476 1.3285 .7500 ,2540 .7671 ,6279 .5000 -*3609 -1*1919 .3863 1.2505
.3400 -1.3678 .3462 1.3313 .8000 ,3526 .7943 ,5837 .5000 -.4265 -1.0_72 ,4203 1,1863
.3800 -1.3517 .3411 1,3422 .8500 ,4231 .8131 .5523 ,5000 -.4921 -.9273 .4543 1.1253
._200 -1.3860 ,3392 1.3463 .9000 ,4500 ,81_4 .5416 ,_600 .2992 -1.1933 ,3900 1,2434
.4600 -1.3930 .3391 1,3465 .9500 ,4443 .8178 .5444 *1400 .2992 -1.3497 .3468 1,3302
,5000 -1.3316 ,3533 1,3166 1.0000 ,0979 .7271 ,6911 ,Z200 ,2992 -1.3503 .3422 1.3398
,5400 -.9858 .4455 1,1410 .3000 .2992 -I,3474 .3458 1,3322
,5800 -.6962 .5209 i*0130 .3800 ,299Z -1.3156 ,3622 1.2983
.6200 -.6230 .5351 ,9899 ,4600 .2992 -1.3341 .3552 1,3126
.6600 -.5453 .5591 ,9515 .5400 ,2992 -1.2307 ,3750 1.2727
.7000 -,5049 .5678 ,9377 ,6200 .2992 -,6089 .5420 ,9788
.7500 -,4180 .587Z .9072 ,7000 ,299Z -,5170 .5695 ,9350
.8000 -.3358 ,6114 .8695 .8000 .2992 -.3385 ,6140 .8656
.8500 -.2350 .6388 .8274 .9000 .2992 -.1279 .6681 *7823
,9000 -.1185 ,6676 *7831 ,1000 .2362 .IZ18 .7339 ,6806
.9500 -*0080 .6999 *7332 ,2000 *2362 -.0659 .b830 *7593
.9750 ,0418 ,7113 ,7157 .3500 .2362 -.2199 .6441 .8192
1.0000 ,0979 .7271 ,6911 ,4500 .2362 -.1965 .6501 ,8099
.5500 *2362 -.1512 ,6624 ,7911
-41,- ,6500 .2362 -,0092 ,6983 ,7358
,7500 ,2362 .2571 ,7664 *6291
.8000 .2362 ,3588 .7942 .5839
*8500 *2362 .4341 .8168 ,5461
.9000 .2362 .4573 .8221 .5371
,9500 ,2362 ,4561 .8216 *5379
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TEST 137 PT 16,3920 PSI CH ,9766 CD1 ,02582 CDCOR1 ,02972
RUN 19 TT 102,6130 K CN -,1446 ¢02 *02553 COCORZ ,02943
POINT 12 RC g.g646 HILLION CC ,0020 C03 ,02535 CDCOR3 .02927
MAtH *7330 CO4 *01366 COCOR4 .01768
ALPHA 3,0093 DEG C05 ,00748 CDCOR5 ,01153
UPPER SURFACE LO_E_ SURFACE SPANMISE
XlC CP PpLIPT HLOC XIC CP P,LIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT HLO¢
0,0000 1.1173 ,9937 ,0950 0,0000 1.1173 ,9937 ,0950 .5000 .4971 -1.3589 ,3411 1.3422
,0040 ,2013 .7527 .6509 .0040 .8933 .9364 ,3082 .5000 ,4265 -1.3733 ,3394 1.3457
.0080 -.0958 .6765 ,7693 ,0080 1,0131 ,9656 ,2246 .5000 .3609 -1,3732 ,3376 1,3496
,0150 -,4466 ,5816 ,9164 ,0230 ,5560 ,8460 ,4952 ,5000 ,2953 -1,3892 ,3388 1,3670
,0250 -,8437 ,6786 1,0838 ,0500 o3187 *7835 .6014 °5000 *2297 ol,3736 *3352 1,3526
,0600 -1.1168 .405! 1.2167 .1000 .1568 .7455 *6623 *5000 .1640 -1.3688 ,3361 1.3529 "_
,0600 11.3621 ,3684 1,3269 ,1500 o0551 ,7160 ,7084 .5000 .0986 -1.6280 .3275 1.3714
.0800 -1.3956 ,3364 1,3522 .2000 -.0479 ,6850 ,7563 ,5000 *0328 -1,4309 ,3190 1,3903
,1000 -1.3841 ,3355 1,3520 ,2500 -.1239 ,6566 ,7849 ,5000 -,0328 -1,6149 o3175 1,3936
.1400 -1,3700 ,3400 1,3445 ,3500 -,2131 ,5441 ,8192 ,5000 -,0984 -i,3767 ,3409 1,3425
,1800 -1,3647 ,3381 L.3485 .6500 -.2052 ,6451 ,8175 *5000 -,1640 -1,3647 .3493 1,3249
.2_00 -1,3730 .3383 1,3482 ,5500 -.1537 .5631 °7899 ,5000 -,2297 -1,3689 .3317 1.3623
,2500 -1,3587 ,3411 1.3421 ,5500 -.0068 ,6999 .7334 .5000 -,2953 -1.2390 ,3791 1.2645
.3000 -1,38h7 ,3359 1,3532 .7500 ,2514 .7661 ,6295 ,5000 -,3509 -1,1525 .3967 1,2305
.3400 -1,3F88 ,3335 1.3584 ,8000 ,3542 ,7931 ,5858 ,5000 -,4255 -1.0528 ,4212 1.1848
.3800 -1,4210 .3305 1.3548 ,8500 .4218 .8097 .5581 .5000 -,4921 -.8638 .4737 1.0919
,4200 -1,4185 ,3243 1,37_4 .9000 ,4494 .8178 .5445 .0600 .2992 -1.1949 .3841 1.7548
.4600 -1.4267 ,3208 1,3863 .9500 .650L .8195 .5416 .1400 .2992 -1.3790 ,3379 1.3489
.5000 -1.4473 .3225 1.3825 1.0000 ,0852 .7235 .59_6 .2200 .2992 -1,4236 ,3320 1,3517
,5400 -1,1361 ,3970 1.2300 ,3000 .2992 -1,4192 .3333 1.3588
,5800 -,8633 ,4666 1,1075 .3800 ,2992 -1,3687 *3427 1.3389
,6200 -,6680 *SZbl 1.0045 *4600 *2992 -1.3586 .3400 1.3664
,6600 -.5670 ,5529 .9614 ,5400 ,2992 -1.3377 .3476 1.3285
,7000 -,5075 .5607 .9489 ,6200 *2992 -.5570 .5307 ,9971
,7500 -.4159 ,5939 .8958 ,7000 ,2992 -*4894 ,5704 .9337
.BCO0 -,3255 .6159 ,8626 .8000 *2992 -.3057 *b182 ,8590
,8500 -.2181 .6412 ,8Z35 *9000 ,2992 -.1175 ,6677 .7829
,9000 -,120Z .6688 ,7811 ,1000 .2362 ,1424. ,7362 .6770
,9500 -,0220 ,b928 .7443 .2000 *2362 -.0408 .6892 ,7499
.9750 .03L0 ,7080 *7207 *3500 .2362 -.1927 .6516 .8079
1.0000 ,0862 .7236 ,6966 ,6500 ,23_Z -,1877 ,6518 .8074
,5500 ,2352 -,1551 ,6581 ,7975
.6500 *2362 -,0091 .6978 .7366
.7500 .2362 ,2590 .7705 .5226
,8000 .2362 ,3509 ,7971 .5792
,8500 ,2362 .4306 .8139 ,5510
,9000 .2362 .4582 .8196 ,5417
,9500 .2362 ,6493 ,8186 ,5631
TEST 137 PT 16.4361 PSI CN ,9925 CDI ,03890 COCOR1 .04298
RUN 19 TT 103,4439 K CM -.1616 CD2 *03514 COCOA? *03926
POINT 14 RC 9,9509 HILLION CC ,0029 C03 ,03042 COCOR3 .03453
HACN ,7320 CO4 .01609 CDCOR4 ,02025
ALPHA 3.5187 OEG C05 ,00999 CDCOR5 .01420
URPFR SURFACE L_FR SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PpLIPT _LOC XIC CP PpLIPT _LOC X/C YIC C9 PpLIP_ _LOC
0.0000 1,1054 .9908 .1154 0,0000 1.1066 *9908 .1154 .5000 *4qZl -i.3955 ,3331 1.3593
,0040 .16Q8 .7421 .6675 .0040 .9125 .9399 .2992 ,5000 ,4265 -1,4139 .3275 1.3714
,0080 -.1376 .6622 ,7913 ,0080 1,0373 .9721 .2018 °5000 .3609 -1.6126 ,32_2 1.3678
,0150 -,4948 .5684 ,9368 .0230 .5899 ,8551 ,6787 .5000 .2953 -1.3884 .3364 1.3522
,0250 -.8922 *4649 1.1059 .0500 .3488 ,7fi95 .5916 ,5000 .2297 -1.4039 *3344 L.3566
.0400 -1,L711 .3880 1,2473 ,1000 ,1767 .7467 *6603 *5000 .1640 -1.3354 ,3474 1.3289
.0600 -1.3796 ,3358 1.3535 .1500 .0723 .7177 .7058 .5000 .0984 -1,3254 .3487 1,3262
.0800 -1,4093 ,3243 1,3785 .2000 -,0265 ,6909 ,7471 ,5000 ,0328 -1,3542 ,3443 1.3353
.1000 -1.4193 ,3253 1.3763 ,2500 -*i088 ,6701 .7791 .5000 -,0328 -1.3860 ,3335 1,3584
.1400 -1.395q .3271 1.3723 .3500 -,1981 .6475 .8139 .5000 -.0986 -1*3502 .3435 1.3371
,1800 -1,4093 ,3254 1.3762 ,4500 -,2065 .6431 .8207 .5000 -.1640 -1.3478 .3455 1.3329
,2200 -1.4724 ,3274 1.3718 ,5500 -.1693 ,6546 ,8030 .5000 -,2297 -1.3726 .3409 1,3426
,2600 -1,4055 .3305 1,3650 ,6500 -.0297 ,6895 ,7494 ,5000 -,2953 -1,2082 ,3756 1.271_
.3000 -1.4347 ,3221 1,3334 ,7500 .2373 .7616 ,6367 ,5000 -.3609 -1,1308 ,4017 1,2210
.3600 -1.4432 .3211 1.3855 .8000 .3328 .7852 .5987 .5000 -,4265 -.9565 ,4479 1.1367
.3800 -1.4549 ,3189 1.3905 .8500 ,4126 .8069 ,5628 *5000 -,4921 -.8622 .6696 1,0988
,4200 -1,4784 ,3149 1,3995 ,9000 .4438 ,8170 ,5458 ,0600 ,2992 -1*2631 .3740 1,2747
,4_00 -1,4542 ,3164 1,3961 ,9500 ,4282 ,8133 .5520 ,1400 ,2992 -1.4312 ,3258 1,3752
.5000 -1.3492 .3424 1.3394 1.0000 .0458 .7160 .7115 .?ZOO *2992 -1.4608 .3178 1.3930
,5400 -,9544 ,4694 1.1341 ,3000 .2992 -1,6639 ,3168 1.3885
,5800 -.8066 .4862 1.0705 ,3800 .2962 -1.4380 .3285 1.3693
,6200 -,7198 ,5095 1.0316 ,4600 ,2992 -1.6Z31 ,3307 1,3646
,6600 -,6366 ,5325 ,9942 ,5400 ,2992 -1,2716 .3665 1,2897
.7000 -,5443 ,5581 .9531 .6200 .2992 1,6888 .5229 1,0098
,7500 -,4258 .5833 ,9133 ,7000 .Z992 -,4861 ,5743 ,9275
.8000 -.3224 ,6145 *8648 ,8000 .2992 -.3166 ,6179 .8594
.8500 -,2308 ,6388 ,8273 ,qo00 ,2992 -,1284 ,6681 .78Z3
,9000 -.1506 ,6578 ,7680 ,1000 .2362 ,1765 ,7476 ,6590
,6500 -,0446 ,6867 .7460 .ZOO0 ,2362 -.0093 .6986 ,7353
,9750 ,0064 ,7035 ,7278 ,3500 .Z362 -,1903 .6513 ,8080
1,0000 .0458 ,7140 .7115 .4500 .2362 -.1794 ,6552 .8021
.5500 .2362 -,1417 .6661 .7853
,6500 .2362 -.0117 *6978 .7365
.7500 .Z362 ,2674 ,7657 .6303
.8000 ,236? ,357? .7955 .5819
.8500 .2362 .4266 .8142 .5505
.qo00 .2362 .4559 .8213 .5384
o9500 .?362 .4362 .8149 .5494
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TEST 137 PT 16.4965 PSI CN ,9739 C01 *05670 ¢0¢081 .06145
RUN lq TT 103,4487 _ CN -.1320 C02 ,05057 CDCOR2 ,05529
POINT 15 RC 9,9905 MILLION CC ,0030 C03 ,04103 CDCOR3 .04580
MACH ,7324 CD4 ,02631 COCOR4 ,03110
ALPHA 4,0071 DEG CD5 *01740 COCOR5 *02224
tIPPER SURFACF LOWER SURFACE SPANRISE
EIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP PtL/PT HLOC
0,0000 1o0967 .9875 ,1362 0.0000 1.0967 .9875 o1362 °5000 o4921 -1.2067 o38b0 1.2512
,0060 .1162 ,7292 ,6878 ,0040 .9376 ,9665 ,2818 ,5000 .4255 -1,1201 .6055 1,2138
.0080 -.1917 ,6506 ,8092 ,0080 1.0615 ,9791 ,1741 ,5000 .3609 -I,0594 ,4238 I,IBO0
,0150 -,5424 .5551 ,9579 .0230 *6205 ,8527 ,4668 ,5000 ,2953 -1.0015 ,6345 1,1605
,0250 -.9667 ,6560 1.1258 ,0500 .3727 .7973 .$788 ,5000 .2297 -,9869 ,4636 1,1662
.0600 -1,2380 ,3802 1,2624 .1000 .1996 ,7526 .6510 .5000 *1660 -,8798 .4648 1,1072
*ObO0 -1.4223 ,3287 1.3689 ,1500 ,0948 ,7257 ,6936 ,5000 ,0984 -,8885 .4677 1.1020
*0800 -1.6550 .3158 1o3973 ,2000 -*0045 ,6995 ,7339 ,5000 ,0328 -.9384 .4575 1.1197
.1000 -1.4679 .3168 1.3951 *2500 -*0983 ,5723 *7758 .5000 -*0328 -*9808 ,6463 1.1395
,1600 -1,4689 ,3178 1,3929 .3500 -.1873 .6523 ,8065 ,5000 -,0984 -,969& ,4480 1.1365
.1800 -1,4382 ,3172 1.3963 .6500 -,1923 ,6528 .8058 ,5000 -,16kO -,9555 ,4488 1.1351
,2200 -1.4754 ,3165 1.3958 ,5500 -,1639 .6583 .7974 *5000 -,2297 -.9831 ,6660 1,1636
,2600 -1,6638 ,3181 1,392Z ,6500 -,0371 .6893 ,7495 ,5000 -,2953 -,9334 .4559 1,1209
,3000 -1,4669 .3164 1,4007 ,7500 ,2277 ,7608 ,6379 ,5000 -.3509 -*8406 ,4817 1.0782
.3400 -1,6673 ,3170 1.3968 ,8000 ,3180 ,7830 .6022 ,5000 -.6265 -.7516 ,5023 1,0436
,3800 -1,4184 ,3266 1,3779 ,8500 ,3916 ,BOll ,5724 ,5000 -,6921 -,7383 .5096 1,0315
.4200 -1.3378 ,3513 1,3208 ,9000 .4235 ,8127 .5531 .ObO0 ,2992 -1,3048 ,3618 1.2991
.4600 -1.0441 ,6213 1,1845 ,9500 ,4074 ,8078 .5613 ,1600 ,2992 -1.4563 .3162 1.3965
*5000 -*9059 ,4632 1.1099 1,0000 -*0577 *6833 ,7588 .2200 .2992 -1.5102 ,3084 1.4143
,5400 -.8410 .4829 1,0781 *3000 *29qZ -1.5050 ,3093 1.6121
,5800 -,7821 ,4982 1,0504 ,3_00 ,2992 -1,3895 .3370 1.3509
*6200 -.6979 .5191 1,0159 .4600 *2992 -1o1337 ,3998 1.2244
.6600 -,6167 ,5381 ,9851 .5400 ,2992 -,8517 ,6748 1,0899
,7000 -,5666 .5587 ,9521 .6200 ,2992 -.6678 ,5220 1,0112
,7500 -,4615 ,5857 ,gog6 ,7000 .2992 -.5289 ,5593 ,9512
,8000 -,3484 .6104 ,8711 ,8000 ,2992 -,3593 .5060 ,8779
,8500 -,2P70 ,6265 ,8463 .9000 °2992 -,2465 ,5330 .8363
,9000 -.lg12 ,6524 ,8063 ,1000 ,2362 ,2028 ,7567 ,6645
.9500 -,1031 ,6773 ,7682 .2000 ,2362 ,0057 ,7033 .7280
*9750 -*0870 .6791 ,7656 .3500 *Z362 -.1789 ,6562 ,8036
1.0000 -,0677 ,6833 ,7588 ,6500 ,2352 -,1797 ,6540 .8039
,5500 ,2362 -.1599 ,6607 ,7937
,5500 .2362 -.0350 ,6903 ,7482
,7500 ,2362 ,2363 .7661 ,5327
.8000 .2362 ,3399 .7910 *5892
.8500 .P362 .6120 ,8090 .5593
,9000 ,2362 ,4206 .809? .5582
,9500 ,2362 ,4077 ,8085 ,5602
TEST 137 PT 19,6964 PSI CN .2375 CO1 .00540 COCORI .00968
RUN 20 TT 114.504& K CN -.1278 C02 *00524 CDCOR2 *00955
POINT 1 RC 10.2329 MILLION CC ,0167 CO3 ,00502 CDCOR3 .00936
MACH ,741e C04 .00422 CDCOR4 ,00860
ALPHA -2,0773 DEG C05 *00335 COCOR5 *00776
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PtLIRT MLOC xlC CP PJL/PT NLOC XIC Y/C CP P,L/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.0156 .9661 *22Z5 0,0000 1.0156 .9661 *2225 .5000 .4921 -.5917 .5342 .9912
.0040 *q198 .9402 ,2984 .0060 .0995 ,7229 ,6974 ,5000 ,4265 -.6056 .5316 ,9954
,0080 ,6818 ,8777 ,4361 ,0080 ,2745 .7682 ,62&0 ,5000 .3609 -,6131 ,5276 1.0022
.0150 ,3531 ,7896 ,5917 ,0230 -.2879 ,6209 ,8546 ,5000 ,2953 -,b13B ,5301 .9978
,0250 -*0003 ,8935 .7429 ,0500 -,4077 ,586g ,9076 ,5000 .2297 -*6192 ,5258 1,0032
,0400 -.3017 .6153 .8533 .1000 -.4333 .5815 ,9159 ,5000 *1660 -.6077 .5330 .gg30
*0600 -.3981 .5914 ,9004 *1500 -*4592 ,5754 .9256 .5000 ,0986 -,6162 ,5316 ,9957
,0800 -,4072 ,5873 ,9068 ,2000 -,5319 ,5536 ,9604 ,5000 ,0328 -,6116 ,5314 ,9957
,1000 -,4280 ,5793 ,9194 ,2500 -,5794 ,5412 .9799 ,5000 -,0328 -,6167 ,5325 .9939
,1600 -*4327 ,5778 ,9217 .3500 -.5939 .5348 ,9901 .5000 -,0986 -,6230 .5296 *qgsg
,1800 -.4794 .5661 .9602 .4500 -.6679 .5764 *9239 .5000 -*1640 -,6169 .5300 .9980
.2200 -.5007 .5578 .9536 ,5500 -*3121 ,6142 .8650 .5000 -.2297 -.b071 ,5336 ,9925
,2600 -,5179 ,5560 .9595 .6500 -,0899 ,6717 ,7765 ,5000 -,2953 -,6081 .5318 .9951
,3000 -,5624 ,5431 ,9758 .7500 ,1953 ,7659 ,6616 .5000 _,3609 -*6096 .5312 .9961
*3600 -,5713 ,5386 ,9861 ,8000 ,2892 ,7709 ,6216 ,5000 -,4265 -.6129 ,5311 o9961
,3800 -,5793 ,5393 ,9829 ,8500 .3515 ,7880 ,5939 ,5000 -,6921 -.6103 .5296 ,9986
,4200 -,5865 ,5355 ,9890 ,9000 ,3944 ,7981 .5773 ,0600 ,2992 -*3924 ,5903 .9021
,4600 -*6017 .5366 .9906 *9500 .6047 ,8027 ,5596 *1400 ,2992 -.43_4 ,57fl6 .9206
,5000 -.6201 .5298 ,998Z 1,0000 .1365 ,7316 ,6841 ,2200 ,2992 -,4991 .561L .9681
,5400 -,6317 ,5262 1,0047 .3000 .?gg2 -,5369 ,5521 .9524
.5800 -,6472 ,5239 1,0079 ,3800 .2992 -,5836 ,5396 ,9825
.5200 -.6804 .5142 1.0238 ,4600 ,2992 -,6017 ,5338 ,9917
,bbO0 -,bT12 .5155 1.0216 ,5600 .2992 -.5298 ,5245 l*o06g
,7000 -.5758 ,5418 .g7qo ,6200 ,2qgz -,6673 ,5133 1,0252
,7500 -*_550 .5726 .9299 .7000 .2992 -,5893 .5361 ,9881
,BOO0 -,3645 ,5020 ,8839 ,8000 ,2992 -,3674 ,6011 .8854
,8500 -.2259 ,6343 .8339 ,9000 ,2992 -,1229 ,6612 ,7926
.gO00 -.1045 ,5650 ,7868 .1000 .236Z -.4310 .5790 .9199
,9500 .0138 .6978 ,7364 .2000 ,2362 -.5219 .5528 ,9613
.9750 ,0816 .7146 ,7103 ,3500 .2352 -*5740 ,5419 .9788
1.0000 ,1365 ,7314 ,5841 ,4500 ,236Z -,4433 .5770 *9230
,5500 .2352 -.3161 .6112 .8697
,6500 .2362 -*0918 ob700 ,7791
,7500 ,2352 .1960 .7666 .6603
,8000 ,2362 .2967 .7741 ,6164
,8500 *2362 ,3602 *7910 .SBqO
.9000 .2362 *3991 ,8009 .5726
,9500 ,2362 ,4119 ,8037 .5679
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TEST 137 PT 19.5098 PSI CN .3995 C01 ,00490 COCORI .0099%
RUN 20 7T IXS.ZSR6 K CN -.1308 C02 .0047g CDCOR2 .00982
POZN7 Z RC 10.1023 _ILLIO_ CC .0175 CD3 ,00451 CDCOR3 ,00qbO
MACH .7391 CD4 ,00384 CDCOR4 .008g4
ALPHA -1.0017 OEG CO§ .00Z43 C0¢0R5 ,007§5
UePER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PeLIPT HLOC XlC CP PtLIPT MLOC XlC YIC CP PpLIPT _LOC
0,0000 1.104q .9900 ,1ZOZ 0o0000 1,1049 ,9900 olZ02 .5000 .49gl -,5702 ,5169 1.0193
.0040 .7819 ,q041 .3825 .0040 .3370 ,7849 .5990 ,5000 .4Z55 "*b81b .51bE 1.0204
,0080 .5184 ,8343 ,5158 .0080 ,5281 .8354 .51Z0 ,5000 .3509 -,5867 .5135 1,0248
.0150 ,1819 ,7347 .5790 .0230 -,0315 .6897 .7488 ,5000 ,2953 -,687§ ,5144 1,0234
,0250 -.21el .5377 ,8287 ,0500 -,1874 ,6471 ,814Z ,5000 ,2297 -,6983 .5111 1.0288
,0%00 -.5534 ,5493 .9559 .1000 -.2613 ,5255 .8475 ,5000 .1540 -.6877 .5148 1.0228
.0800 --.bh07 .517Z 1,0188 .1500 --,3199 .61Z0 .8584 .5000 .0984 -.5951 .5109 1,0292
*0800 -.5195 .5308 .9967 .2000 -*3926 ,5919 ,8997 .5000 °0328 -,6900 .5135 1.0247
.1000 -.bEOb ,529Z *9992 .2500 -*4495 .5741 .9275 *5000 -*0328 -.6942 .5125 1.0253
.1400 -*5006 *5345 *9907 .3500 -*4829 .5b73 .9383 ,5000 -*0984 -.6990 .51_4 1,0263
.1800 -.5341 *5288 .9998 ,4500 -.3858 .5935 .8971 .8000 -,1540 -,7014 .5075 1,0345
.2200 -.5443 ,5235 1,0083 *5500 -.Z741 ,5Z05 ,8552 .5000 -.Z297 -,8951 .5096 1,0313
*2500 -.5955 .5232 1.0090 .6500 -,0685 .6773 ,7579 ,5000 -,2953 ",5971 ,5101 1,0305
.3000 -.5873 .5147 1.0228 .7500 .Z158 .752Z .5514 .8000 -.3509 -.5959 .5107 1.0295
.3400 -,6878 ,513Z 1,0253 ,RO00 .3051 .7763 ,5130 .5000 -,4255 -.7043 .5097 1.0312
.3800 -.5827 ,5157 1.0Z13 ,8500 .3749 ,7953 ,5803 .5000 -.49Z1 -.bPqZ .513Z 1.0Z54
.9Z00 -.6770 .5158 1.0195 ,9000 .4101 .8044 .8558 .0500 .2992 -.5705 ,5456 .9728
*4500 -.6880 ,5147 1.0229 ,9500 o4191 .8075 .5516 .1400 ,zggz -,5045 .5350 ,9895
.5000 -.7024 ,5092 1.0320 1.0000 ,1250 ,7286 ,5885 .2200 .2992 -.5393 ,5249 1.0083
.5400 -.7053 .5095 1,0314 *3000 *2992 -.5629 .5195 1.0151
.5800 -.7111 .508Z 1,0337 .3800 ,299Z -.6953 .5099 1.0308
.bZO0 -.7234 .5050 1,0390 .4500 ,Zq92 -.b773 ,5155 1.0216
.5500 -.7174 .5033 1,0417 .5400 .2992 -.7012 .5111 1.0289
,7000 -o5957 .5358 .9885 ,b200 .2992 -,7093 .5082 1.0335
*7500 -,4535 ,5722 .q30b ,7000 ,ZgqZ -.500Z .5335 .99ZZ
.RO00 -,3483 .5033 ,8819 ,8000 .Z992 -,3582 ,5989 .8887
.8800 -°2275 ,5352 ,8311 .qo00 ,2992 -.IZZO .5631 ,7897
.9000 -.1064 .5580 .7823 .1000 .2362 -.2593 .5255 .8475
.9500 .0173 ,5993 .7340 .EO00 *2362 -*3785 ,5967 .8921
.9750 ,0709 .7158 ,7084 .3500 .236Z -.4719 .5709 ,93Z5
1,0000 .1250 .7285 ,5886 .4500 .2352 -.3805 .5940 .8953
,5500 .2352 -.2754 .5238 .8501
,5500 .236Z -,0744 .b760 *7699
.7500 .235Z .Z155 .7526 .5509
.8000 ,2352 .3141 .7793 .6081
.8500 .2352 .3845 .7975 .5782
,9000 .23b2 .4211 .8075 ,5514
.9500 ,2352 ,3997 .8027 .5696
TFST 137 PT 19.4000 PSI CN .4791 C01 ,OlOZ3 COC081 .00994
RUN 20 TT 115,1381 K CM -.1315 CO2 .01008 COCORZ .00980
POINT 5 R_ 9,995Z MILLION CC .0161 C03 .0098% CDCOR3 .00956
MACH .7399 C04 .00937 CDCOR% .00909
ALPHA -.4f18% OEG C05 .0080_ COCOR5 ,00774
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC YIC CP PtLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1273 9954 ,0815 0,0000 1,1273 ,9984 ,0815 .5000 .kq21 -.7084 .5033 1.0418
.0090 .7023 8823 .4271 .0040 .4505 ,8159 .5475 ,5000 .4255 -,7115 .5067 1.0352
• 0080 .4258 8104 .5557 ,0080 .834Z .85_0 .4522 .5000 .3609 -,7244 .5030 1,0423
.0150 .0530 7099 .7175 .0230 .0794 ,7151 .7080 .5000 ,2953 -.7219 ,5013 1.0450
• 0250 -.3187 6101 .8713 .0500 -.0959 *6698 .7794 .5000 .ZZ97 -.7190 .503Z 1,0419
.0900 -*6564 5173 1.0185 .1000 -.1875 ,5465 .8152 .5000 .lbkO -.7178 .5037 1,OklO
.0500 -.8325 4753 1.0888 ,1500 -.2508 ,5315 ,838Z .5000 .0984 -.7191 .5056 1.0352
.OPO0 -.7537 4915 1.0512 ,2000 -.33Z1 .5055 .8759 .5000 ,0328 -.7216 .5099 1.0391
.1000 -.7170 5048 1.03q3 .2500 -.3888 .5925 .8987 .5000 -.0328 -.7250 .5010 1.0455
.1400 -.7083 5059 I*0379 ,3500 -.4347 .5792 .9195 .5000 -.0989 -.7359 .%989 1.0991
.L800 -,7028 5062 1.0358 .4500 -.3542 ,bOO5 ,8862 ,5000 -.i540 -.7301 ,5012 1.0452
.2200 -.7301 4995 1,0478 .5500 -.2557 *SZBZ .8_39 .5000 -.2297 -.7275 .5025 1.0431
• 2500 -,7133 5020 1.0439 .6500 -.0557 .6802 ,7634 .5000 -.2953 -.7298 .5007 1.0450
• 3000 -.7919 .9987 1.0993 .7500 .2277 .7551 .5453 .5000 -.3509 -.7353 .5037 1.0410
.3400 -,7513 ,4932 1.0586 .8000 .3157 .7789 .5087 .5000 -.4Z55 -.7415 .4953 1.0534
•3500 -.7584 .4889 1.0558 .8500 ,3825 .7952 ,5804 ,5000 -.4921 -.7395 .4988 1.0492
.SZO0 -.7285 .5007 1.0461 .9000 .4204 .8065 .5631 .0500 .299Z$$$$*$$$515.5009 _$*$$$$$
.4500 -.7259 .5015 1.0445 .9500 .4239 .8088 .5595 .1400 ._992 -.7001 .5099 1.0307
.5000 -.7Z65 .5045 1.03q5 1.0000 .1222 .7285 .5885 .ZEO0 .Z99Z -.7133 .5083 1.0335
•8900 -.7352 ,5010 1.0955 ,3000 .2992 -.7157 .5043 1.0401
,5800 -.7460 .4951 1.0553 .3800 .Z992 -,7547 ,%943 1,0557
• 5200 -.7572 ,9995 1.0553 ,4500 .299Z -.7135 .5047 1.0395
.6500 -.7239 .5028 1.04Z5 .5400 ,2992 -.7255 .5029 1.0423
.7000 -.5973 .5371 .9855 .5200 .2992 -.7269 .5095 1.0398
• 7500 -.4596 ,5728 .9296 .7000 .299Z -.6055 .8355 .9890
.8000 -.3501 ,5055 ,8785 .8000 .2992 -.3505 .6031 .8822
.8500 -.Z_31 .6347 .833% ,qO00 .299Z -.1142 .bbb3 ,7847
.9000 -,1035 .6579 .78?3 .1000 .2362 -.1997 .6_23 .8717
,9500 .015q .6995 ,7335 .2000 .Z3bZ -.319Z .5107 .8705
.9780 .0725 .7149 .T09q .3500 .?35? -.4?04 .5845 .9111
1.0000 .I??Z .7285 .SBR6 .4500 .2352 -.3431 .5049 *8793 ._.
,5500 .235Z -.?505 .5302 .840%
.5800 ,2352 -.0591 ,5803 ,7533
,7500 .?352 ._197 .7840 ,5%85
.8000 .235Z .3232 .7811 .b052
.8500 .235Z .3915 .8007 .8729
.9000 .2362 .4285 .B091 ,5589
.9500 ,235Z .435Z .8110 ,5558
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 19.4001 PSI CN .5462 CO1 .01045 CO€OR1 .OlO17
RUN *0 TT 115.,964 _ CM -.1319 c02 .01030 CDCOR2 .01003
POINT 7 _C 9.9941 mILLION CC .0148 C03 .01010 COCOR3 ,00985
MACH ,7404 C04 .00936 CDCOR4 .0091*
ALPHA -,0204 OEG C05 .00835 CDCOR5 ,00810
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISF
XIC CP P*LIPT MLOC XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT HLQC
0.0000 1.1411 .9994 .0Z86 0.0000 1.1411 .9994 .0286 .5000 .4921 -.73Z7 .5023 1.0434
.0040 .6400 .8654 .4595 .0040 .5331 .8381 .5090 .5000 .4285 -.7453 ,4982 1.0502
.0080 .3453 .7871 .5954 *0080 .7174 .8862 .6193 .5000 *3609 -.7409 .4969 1*0524
.0150 -*0242 ,6883 .7509 .0230 .1641 .7409 ,6693 .5000 .2953 -.7564 .4921 1.0603
,0*50 -.4061 .588Z .9054 .0500 -.0221 .6889 .7500 .5000 .2,97 -.7549 .493* 1.0585
.0400 -.7576 .4939 1.0573 .1000 -.1631 .5588 .7963 .5000 .1640 -.7574 *4934 1.058,
.0600 -.9396 .4454 1.1408 .1500 -.*022 .6413 .8232 .5000 .0984 -.7642 .489* 1.0641
.0800 -.91g8 .4457 1.1403 .2000 -.2853 .6191 .8574 .5000 .0328 -.7579 .493q 1.0574
.1000 -.8994 .4562 1.1218 .2500 -.3451 .6028 .8827 .5000 -.03Z8 -.7650 .4917 1.0511
,1400 -.7637 .4805 1.0648 .3500 -.4002 .58'8 .9030 .5000 **0984 -.7772 .4887 1.0662
.1800 -.7271 .5008 1.0459 .4500 -.3350 .6064 .8771 .5000 -.1540 -.7799 .4850 1.0723
.2200 -.7683 .4883 1.0668 .5500 -.2403 .6315 .8383 .5000 -.2297 -.7664 .4905 1.0631
.2600 -.7963 .4854 1.0716 .6500 -*0470 *6799 .7639 *5000 -.2953 -.7690 .4889 1.0658
.3000 -.8264 .4767 1.0855 .7500 .2313 .7571 .6437 .5000 -.3609 -.7731 .4876 1.0679
.3400 -.8204 .6757 1.0882 .8000 .3199 .7792 .6082 .5000 -.4255 -.7736 .4879 1.0574
,3800 -.8202 .4751 1.0892 *8500 .3938 .7997 .5747 .5000 -.4921 -.7658 *4948 1.0558
.4200 -.801Z .4809 1.0793 .9000 *4239 .8070 .5624 .0600 ***************5.6*8*********
,4600 -.7*b0 .6831 1.0755 .9500 *4268 .80*3 .5585 .1400 .2q92 -.7841 .4857 1.0694
.5000 -.7756 .4868 1.06,2 1.0000 .1169 .7256 .6932 .*ZOO .299Z -.7756 .4876 1.0680
.5400 -.7579 .4939 1.0574 °3000 .2992 -.8010 .4806 1.0798
,5800 -,7618 ,49Z5 1,0597 .3800 .zgqz -,8317 .471Z 1,0958
.6200 -.7667 .4915 1.0614 .4600 ,2992 -.7719 .4897 1.0644
.6600 -.7370 .4955 1.0530 .5400 .2992 -.7469 .4954 1.0548
.7000 -.6065 .5331 *9929 *bZO0 .2992 -.7429 .4951 1.0553
*7500 -.4648 .5701 *9338 .7000 .2992 -.b095 *52*4 *9990
.8000 -.3494 .6008 *8858 *8000 .Z992 -°3507 .6029 .88,5
*8500 -*2256 *6342 .8341 .9000 .*qgz -.1168 *6653 *7864
.9000 -*I089 .6686 .7812 .I000 .*352 -.1439 .6558 .8009
.9500 .0168 .5987 .734* *ZOO0 .Z3bZ -.2766 *6198 .8564
.9750 .0706 .71*5 .7134 .3500 .236' -.3883 .59Z7 .8985
1.0000 *1169 .7256 *6932 *4500 **3bZ -.3,14 *b087 *8735
.5500 .2362 -.242Z .b*96 .8412
.6500 .2362 -.0524 .6815 .7614
.7500 .2352 .2249 .7545 .6478
.8000 .2362 .3290 .7822 .b034
.8500 .2352 .4011 .8009 .5725
.9000 .2362 .4352 .8112 .5553
.9500 .2362 .3992 .8012 .5721
TEST 137 PT 19.4041 PSI CN ,6217 CD1 .01085 COCORI ,01056
RUN 20 TT 115.3039 K CH -,1320 C02 .01066 COCORZ ,01037
POINT 8 RC 9.9889 RILLION CC ,0118 C03 .01040 COCOR3 .01013
MACH *7398 CD4 .00955 COCOR4 .00941
ALPHA *4790 OEG C05 ,00844 COCOR5 *008*0
UPPER SURFACE LOgER SURFACE SPANWZSE
XlC CP PmLIPT NLOC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC Y/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1487 1.0014 0.0000 0.0000 1.1487 1.0014 0.0000 .5000 .4921 *.7938 ,4849 1.0725
,0040 .560* ,8444 *4978 *0040 .6145 *8587 ,4719 .5000 ,4265 -,7915 ,4874 1.0683
,0080 ,2780 ,7685 ,6254 .0080 ,7907 ,9056 ,3793 *5000 .3809 -.8Z18 .4803 1,0803
,0150 -,0953 ,6697 .7795 ,0230 ,2475 .7628 .6346 *5000 .2953 -.7951 *4869 1,0692
*0250 -.4877 .5667 °9392 .0500 *0490 .7084 .7200 .5000 .2297 -.8554 .4691 1.0994
,0400 -.8418 ,4746 1.0901 ,1000 -*0826 ,6729 ,7746 .5000 ,1640 -,8550 ,4695 1,0988
,0600 -1,0369 ,4210 1.1848 ,1500 -*1434 ,6560 ,8005 .5000 .0984 -,8546 ,4669 1,1032
,0800 -1,0549 .4194 1.1879 .ZOO0 -.2344 *63Z3 .8371 *5000 ,0328 -*8637 ,4659 1.1050
.1000 -1.0537 .4199 1.1869 .2500 -*2913 .6175 .8599 .5000 -.0328 -,8645 .4553 1.1060
.1400 -.9836 .4351 1,1593 .3500 -.3514 .6002 .8867 .5000 -.0984 -.8712 ,46*_ 1.1104
,1600 -.9537 .4445 1.1425 .4500 -.3010 .6177 .8596 .5000 -.1640 -.8604 ,453* 1.1097
.2200 -.9208 .451. 1.1306 ,5500 -.2235 .6370 .82'9 .5000 -..297 -.8553 ,4670 1.1030
,2500 -.8296 ,4754 1.0887 .bbO0 -.0356 .6887 .7504 .5000 -.'953 -.8481 ,4688 1.1000
,3000 -.769* ,493* 1.0586 ,7500 ..343 .7601 .6389 .5000 -.3609 -.8380 .4722 1.0941
*3400 -.7785 .4918 1.0609 ,8000 *3350 .785' *5985 .5000 -.4*65 -*8379 *4738 1.0914
*3AO0 -.8466 ,473* 1.09,4 .8500 *3999 .8030 .5691 .5000 -.4921 -.8256 .4775 1.0851
.4200 -.R498 ,4706 i*0969 .qo00 .4328 .8109 .5558 .0800 ,2992 -,9563 ,4420 1.1469
.4bOO -.8732 .4646 1,1072 *9500 .4306 ,8090 .5590 .1400 .799Z -1.0071 .4250 1.1778
.5000 -,_b18 ,4650 1.1056 1.0000 .1096 .7237 .6962 ,2200 .ZqZ -*q06b .4515 1.1301
,5400 -.e222 ,4759 i*0_60 ,3000 .2992 -.8146 ,4769 1.0851
.5800 -._032 .4816 1.0781 .3800 .2992 -.8448 ,4728 1.0932
.6,00 -.7423 .4971 1.0520 .4600 .Z992 -.8685 .4641 1.1082
.6600 -.70q3 .5036 1.0412 .5400 .29*2 -.8*Oh .4766 1.0865
.?O00 -.604h .5339 *9917 *6200 .299* -.?486 *4934 1.0583
.7500 -,4621 ,5717 .9314 .7000 .*992 -,60*3 ,5320 .9946
.8000 -*3446 ,6036 .8815 .8000 ***9* -,3558 .5999 *887*
.8500 -.2769 .6360 .8313 .9000 .299* -.1160 .6657 .7857
.qO00 -.IO1R .6695 .7798 .1000 .*35* -.0806 .6738 .7732
._500 .0178 .7000 .7329 .2000 .2362 -***86 .6338 *8348
.9750 .0622 .7113 .7154 .3500 .2362 -.3498 .6005 .R852
1,0000 ,1096 .7237 .5951 .4500 .2361 -.*928 .6163 .8618
.5500 .2361 -.2173 .6383 .8*77
.6500 .2362 -.0423 .68*7 .7595
.7500 .236Z .,341 .7564 .6448
*8000 **362 .3367 .784* .6001
.8500 .2381 .4078 .8049 .5660
.9000 .2362 ,4417 .8129 .55*6
.*500 ,2362 .4095 .8048 .5662
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TEST 137 PT 19.4020 PSI CN ,?ObO CDI ,01110 ¢OCOAI .01081
RUN 20 TT 115,4406 K CM -.1305 C02 .01090 COCORZ *01061
POINT 6 RC 9,9844 _ILLION CC ,0085 C03 .01072 CDCOR3 ,01046
NACH .7399 C04 601012 COCOR4 ,00988
ALPHA 1.0015 DEG C05 ,00892 COCOR5 ,00868
UPPEP SURFACE LOdER SUPFLCE SPAHWISE
XlC CP PpLIPT NLOC XlC CP P,LIPT HLOC XIC Y/C CP PpLIPT _LOC
0*0000 1.1510 1,0017 0.0000 0.0000 1.1510 1,0017 0,0000 ,5000 ,4921 -,7498 *4977 1,0510
,0040 .4953 ,8266 *5295 ,0040 ,6844 ,8776 ,4362 ,5000 ,6265 -.7655 *4928 1,0592
,0080 .1835 ,7440 .6644 .0080 ,8619 ,9256 ,3369 ,5000 .3609 -.7349 .5016 1,0446
,0150 -,IR33 .6458 ,8163 ,0230 ,3271 *7822 ,6034 ,5000 .2953 -.761q .6941 1,0571
,0250 -,5644 ,5452 ,973_ .0500 .1232 .7270 .6910 .5000 ,2297 -.7376 .5005 1.0663
,0400 -.9083 ,4530 1.1274 ,1000 -.0249 .6889 .7501 .5000 ,1660 -.7590 *4900 1,0639
,0600 -1,1025 ,4012 1,2218 .1500 -.0977 .&691 ,7804 ,5000 *0984 -*7663 *4926 1,0599
*0800 -1.1180 .3937 1.2361 *2000 -.1805 .6492 .8111 ,5000 ,0328 -.7238 *5047 1.0393
*1000 -1,1504 .3915 1*Z60Z ,2500 -.2486 *6284 .8431 *5000 -*0328 -.7321 ,5002 1.0468
,1600 -1.0942 .4056 1.Z135 ,3500 -.3175 ,6109 .8701 .5000 -,0984 -.7447 ,6951 1,0553
.1800 -1,0961 .4083 1,2086 .4500 -.2788 ,5207 .8549 .5000 -.1640 -.7649 *4917 1.0611
.2200 -1.0781 ,40b4 1.2120 ,5500 -,2049 .6404 ,8246 ,5000 -*229T "*8116 .4789 1.0827
.2600 -1,0678 .4134 1*1990 ,6500 -.0281 ,6856 .7552 *5000 -.2953 -.7595 *4960 1.0538
*3000 -1,0812 ,4090 1,2071 ,7500 ,2605 *7604 ,6384 .5000 -,3609 -,8189 ,6778 1,0846
.3400 -1,0859 ,4085 1.2081 ,8000 ,3390 ,7852 ,5968 .5000 -,426S -,8100 ,482g 1.0770
.3800 -l.051& .4171 1.1919 .8500 ,4119 ,8068 .5527 .5000 -,4921 -.8030 .6817 1.0779
.4Z00 -.8560 ,4691 1,0995 .9000 ,4385 .8113 .555Z .0600 .2992 -,8538 .4631 1.1099
.4600 -.8191 .4739 1.0912 .9S00 *4378 .8132 .5519 .1600 *2992 -1,0939 .4067 1,Z152
.5000 -.7647 *6923 1,ObO1 1,0000 .1113 *7249 ,6963 ,2200 ,2992 -1.1118 *4000 1,ZZ40
*5600 -.7167 .5066 1.0352 .3000 .2992 -.9805 ,6368 1,1563
.5800 -,7334 ,4999 1,0474 ,3800 .2992 -,9993 ,6291 1.1702
,b230 -.7312 .4987 1.0493 .6600 .2992 -.9658 ,4376 1.1551
,6600 -,7311 .5007 1.0661 *5400 *2992 -.7111 *5059 1,0374
,7000 -.6060 ,5337 ,9920 .bZO0 °2992 -.7146 .5061 1,0371
,7500 -,4669 .5736 ,9284 *7000 *Z992 -.6159 .5316 ,9954
*8000 -,3697 .6026 .8830 ,8000 *2992 -,3563 .5988 8889
.8500 -*2251 ,6373 .8294 .9000 ,2992 -,I176 .6633 7896
.9000 -,I066 .6675 ,7828 .1000 .2361 -.0223 ,6902 7480
.9500 .0118 .6993 .7340 .2000 .2362 -*1801 .6479 ,8130
,9750 ,0585 ,7114 .7153 .3500 *2362 -.3055 .6165 8615
1.0000 .1113 .72_9 .6943 .4500 .2362 -.2610 .6258 8471
.5500 .2352 -,1974 .6411 8234
.b500 .2352 -.0291 .6879 7516
.7500 ,2362 .2420 .7600 6390
.8000 .Z3bZ ,3%64 .7881 5937
.8500 .2362 .6181 ,8055 5632
,9000 .2362 ,4471 .8141 5504
.9500 .2362 .447Z .8134 .5517
lFSt 137 PT 17.1306 PSI CN .7961 CO1 .01336 CDCORI .o1zg8
_UN 20 TT 105.9881 K CM -,1353 cog .01290 COCOR2 .01252
POINT 11 PC I0,0063 _ILLION CC *OObZ CD3 .01235 CDCNR3 ,01197
PACH .?399 C04 *01208 COCOR6 .01174
ALPHA 1.5376 DEG CD5 *00999 COCOA5 *00963
UPPER SU_FACF LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P_LIPT RLOC XIC CP PpLIPT RLDC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT RLOC
0,0000 1.149Z 1,0012 0.0000 0,0000 1,1492 1.0012 0,0000 .5000 .4921 -i.0791 .4101 1.2051
.0060 .6283 .8076 .5615 .0060 ,7623 .8921 .6076 .5000 ,4265 -1.1323 .3931 1.2374
.0080 ,1183 ,7277 ,6901 .0080 .9081 .9368 .3070 .5000 .3609 -1.1297 ,3961 1.2315
• 0150 -,2406 .6295 .8415 ,0230 ,3973 .8010 ,5726 .5000 .2953 -1.1402 ,3885 1.2461
,0250 -,b395 ,5273 1.0026 ,0500 .1752 ,7398 .6711 .5000 .2297 -1.1227 .3988 1.2264
°0600 -,9739 .4374 1.1552 .I000 .0236 .6998 ,7333 ,5000 .1640 -I,1691 .3878 1.2475
,0600 -I,1611 .3855 1.2518 .1500 -.0519 .6825 ,7601 .5000 .0986 -1.0515 .6159 1.1965
.0800 -1.1977 .3778 1.2671 .2000 -.1665 .6556 .8016 ,5000 *0328 -.9771 .4382 1.1539
.1000 -1,2031 ,3713 1.Z799 .2500 -.2162 ,6360 .8315 ,5000 -,0328 -1.1136 .3985 1.2269
,1400 -1,1766 .3829 1.2572 .3500 -,2830 .6218 .8534 ,5000 -,0986 -1.1642 .3833 1.2563
.lsO0 -1.1862 ,3837 1.2555 ,4500 -,2504 ,6296 ,8414 .5000 -.1640 -1.1011 ,4017 1.2210
• ZZOO -1.1764 .3825 1.2578 ,5500 -.1855 .5455 .8169 .5000 -.2297 -1.ObZb *4127 1.Z004
.2600 -1.1740 ,3849 1.2531 .6500 -*0149 .6920 .7454 ,5000 -.2953 -1.0350 .4207 1,1855
• 3000 -1.1822 .3798 1.2632 .7500 .2445 .7587 .6412 .5000 -*3609 -1.0693 .4087 1*Z078
.3400 -1.Z048 ,3762 1.2703 .8000 .3636 .7871 .5956 .5000 -.4265 -1.0326 .4208 1.1854
• 3800 -1.2060 ,3709 1.Z807 .8500 .4177 .8081 *5608 ,5000 -.6921 -1.0133 ,4246 1.1784
.4200 -1.2156 ,3742 1.2742 .9000 .6632 .8134 .5518 .0600 ,2992 -1.0724 .6097 1.2060
• 4600 -1,1605 ,3901 1.1431 .9500 .4601 .8115 .5550 .1400 ,2992 -1.1978 .3811 1.1607
• 5000 -1,0181 .4248 1.17_1 1.0000 .1051 *?230 .6975 .ZZO0 .1992 -1.2125 ,3760 1.Z?45
.5400 -.8321 .6766 1.0868 .3000 ,2992 -1.1383 ,3927 1.2380
• _00 -.6894 ,5115 1.0283 ,3800 ,2992 -1.1285 .3940 1.2356
,6200 -.6230 .52?8 1.0016 .4600 .2992 -1,1501 .3919 1.2396
.6600 -.6007 .5350 .qqO0 .5400 .2992 -.q205 .6531 1.1274
.7000 -.5563 .5676 .9701 ,6200 .2992 -.5961 ,5356 ,9878
,7500 -.6_13 .5732 .9291 ,7000 .2992 -.5556 .5475 ,9699
.8000 -.3413 .6031 .8826 ,8000 .?ggz -,3692 .b032 .8823
.8500 -.2326 .6336 .8352 .9000 .2992 -.1226 *664Z .7882
.9000 -.1114 ,6650 .7869 .lO00 .2362 .0263 .7002 .7328
.qSO0 .00?0 ,6962 .7420 .2000 .2362 -.1399 .6572 ,Tg8g
• 9750 .05qo .7103 .7172 .3500 .2352 -,28?8 .6184 .858?
1,0000 .1052 .7230 .6975 .4500 .236Z -,2663 *6293 .8418
• 5500 *2362 -.1866 .6461 .8161
•bSO0 *2362 -.0156 .6936 .74_9
.7500 .2362 .2667 ,7611 .6375
.8000 .2362 .3551 .7900 ,5907
.8500 .2362 .6Zl& .807Z .5623
.9000 .2362 .4514 .8165 ,5466
• 9500 .2362 .4550 .8162 .5471
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 17.1337 PSI CN .8711 CD1 .01787 CDCOR1 .01732
RUN 20 T1 105,9729 K C_ -.1437 ¢02 .01T93 CDCOgZ .01741
POINT 12 gC 10,0846 RILLION ¢C .0008 C03 .01690 CDCOR3 .01635
MkCH .7615 C04 .01498 CDCOR6 .01647
ALPHA 1.9950 DEO CD5 .01085 ¢DCOR5 .01036
UPPEP SURFAC_ LOUER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PsLIP/ _LOC XIC CP PIL/PT MLOC XIC YIC CP P#LIPT RLOC
0o0000 1.1506 1.0012 O.UOGC O.UOUO 1.1504 1.0012 0.0000 .5000 .69Z1 -1.Z136 .3668 1.Z851
°0060 ,3b82 ,7923 ,5869 .0060 ,7898 ,9049 ,3810 ,5000 .6255 -1,Z261 .3574 1.Z879
.0080 .0666 .7126 .7139 .OOBG .9677 ,9673 ,2794 .5000 .3609 -1o2666 ,3659 1.2909
.0150 -.2980 °6150 ,8639 ,OZ30 .6472 ,6131 .55Z3 ,5C00 .2953 -1,Z339 ,3626 1,Z975
.0250 -.6788 o513_ 1oG_51 .0500 .Z217 .753Z .6501 o5000 o2297 -1o2660 .362Z 1.2983
.0600 -1.0070 °42_ 1.1723 .10U_ .0863 .7099 .7178 .5000 .1640 -1.Z353 .3058 1.2911
.0600 -1.2153 .373& 1.Z754 .1500 -.0123 .6916 .7666 .50_0 .0986 -1.2360 .3665 1.2936
• 080_ -1.2475 .36Z6 1.ZgTq oZ030 -.110_ .6669 o7871 .5000 .0328 -1,Z668 .3563 1.3166
• 1000 -1,2684 .3582 1,3065 .2500 -,1881 ,6464 ,8187 ,5000 -,0328 -1.ZZ64 .3561 1,2964
.1600 -1.2226 .3b_C _,28_7 ,35J0 -,26Z2 .626& ._691 ,5000 -.0986 -1°Z530 .3597 1°3036
.1800 -1,2303 .3670 l°ZSe7 ._500 -.Z368 .6327 .836_ .50_G -.1_46 -1.Z75_ .35_6 1.309T
• 2200 -1,2279 .35_8 1.2911 .5500 -.1770 .6693 .8111 o50_0 -.2Zg7 -1.1780 ,3814 1,2600
.ZTO0 -1.2149 ,3664 1,Z859 .6500 -.0245 .6883 .7511 ,5000 -.2953 -1,1515 ,3850 1.252Q
• 3000 -1.2669 .30Z6 1.2980 .7500 .24_1 .TblO .637b .5000 -.3609 -1.16T0 .3863 1.2465
°3600 -1,2_69 °3599 L.3030 .8_uO °3650 °7864 °5968 ,_000 -,4265 -1°1410 .3916 1.Z407
• 3800 -1.2643 *3545 1.3141 .8500 .4Z06 ._069 .5528 .5000 -,4921 -1,0510 .415Z 1.1956
• 4200 -1.28ZZ .35Z0 1.3192 .gO_O .4450 .8198 .6528 .0600 .2992 -1.1069 .1999 1.2263
.4600 -1.2720 .3560 1.3110 ._00 .4412 .8120 .5541 .1400 .2992 -1.Z189 .3663 1.2901
• 5000 -1.2677 .3609 1.3010 1.0030 .1_0Z .7219 .6ggZ .2ZO0 .299Z -1.Z547 °357Z 1.3085
• 5600 -1.1612 .3825 1.257_ .3_00 .299Z -1.2431 .3642 1.2963
.5800 -1.0198 .4195 1.1_7, .3800 .2992 -1.1849 .3768 1o2691
.6200 -.6897 .5101 1.0305 .660C .2992 -1._Z75 .3671 1.2884
.5600 -.5624 .566Z ._721 .5400 .299Z -1,_677 .3576 1.3078
.TO00 -.5081 .5598 ._5_3 ,_200 ,2ggZ -.711_ .5025 1.063Z
• 7500 -.4262 .5797 ._189 .7000 .299Z -.4920 .5631 .9651
.8000 -.3Z53 .6076 .8756 .80_0 .299Z -.3266 .6085 .8740
,8500 -.Zlgl ._368 .8303 .9000 .299Z -.1153 .6&46 .7877
• 9000 -,1084 .65_3 .785_ .1000 ._3bZ .0599 .7075 .7216
.9500 -.0040 *&906 .7479 .2000 ,Z35Z -.1165 .6636 .7896
• 9750 .048Z ,7008 .7225 .35u0 ,23_2 -,2613 .6Z65 ,8492
1.0000 °IOOZ ,7_1_ ,_9_ .4500 .235Z -.2266 .8369 .8332
.5500 .236Z -.1765 .6475 ,8138
.6500 ,2362 -.0186 .6879 .7517
.7500 °Z36Z .Z4gG .T598 ._395
,8000 .235Z ,3514 .7887 .§gZ8
• 6500 .236Z .4226 ,8067 ,5631
.90_ .Z3&Z .45T7 .81_6 .5464
.9500 .236_ .6516 ,8139 .5509
TEST 137 PT 17.1339 PSI CN .9202 C01 .02263 COCOR1 .02193
RUN ZO IT 100.0Z30 K C_ -.1430 CO2 .02407 COCOR2 .0Z336
POINT 13 EC 10.0_18 _[LLION CC .0055 ¢D] ,02495 CD¢OR3 .02626
_ACH .730_ CD6 ,0159_ CDCOR4 ,016Z8
ALPHA Z._O0 OEG C05 .011Q5 CDCOR5 .010_V
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SUEFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P_LIP] MLOC XlC CP P_LIPI _LOC X/C Y/C CP P_L/PT RLOC
0*0000 1.1426 .ggg4 .02_7 O*OGO0 1.14Zb .9994 .02_7 .5000 .49Z1 -1.2846 .3535 1.31_9
*0040 .3105 .7776 .b11G .O04G .8329 .91&q .356_ .5000 .4255 -1.3055 .3500 1,3233
.0080 -.0066 .5948 .7611 .0080 .9778 .9554 .Z563 .5G00 .3609 -1.301_ .3480 1.3276
.0150 -°3_89 .5902 ._5 .OZ30 .6_6 .8Z80 .526_ .SGOO °Z953 -1.3151 .3485 1.3265
,0250 -.747g ,4976 Z.u513 ,_500 ,271C ,7671 .6Z79 ,SGGO .Z297 -1.30_8 ,3673 1.3290
,0600 -1.051Z .6139 1,1_1 .1000 .1012 .7ZZO .6990 .5_00 .1660 -1.2970 ,35Z7 1.3179
.0600 -1.2509 .36V0 _.3027 .1500 .GZ01 .7u1_ .730Z .5060 .0986 -1.3199 .3640 1.3361
.0800 -1.299& .3493 1,3EAg .2000 -.0_35 .6724 ,7755 ,S&O0 ,C328 -1.3516 ,3307 1.3666
.1000 -1.3173 .3667 1.33_4 .2500 -.150U .6570 .7993 .5_U0 -,0328 -1,3231 .3417 1.3608
.1400 -1.2861 ,353_ 1._53 .35J_ -,Z3_O .633_ ,8361 ,5000 -.0_8_ -1.3012 ,3522 1.3189
,1800 -1,Z976 ,3511 1.3211 ,6500 -,Z278 .5336 .8352 .5000 -.1540 -1.3276 .36_6 1.3306
.2200 -1.2917 .3511 1.3212 .9500 -.1723 .6481 ,BIZg ,5000 -.2Z97 -1,30_2 ,3641 1.3358
,2600 -1.2864 .3537 1.31_8 ,6500 -.0_12 .bB96 .7491 .560_ -.2953 -1.2157 .3726 1.Z775
.3000 -1.3137 ,3679 1.3_79 .75u0 .2464 .751Z .b373 .50G_ -.360_ -1,Z072 ,3757 1.2713
,3400 -1,3124 .3451 1.3337 .8000 .345Z .7876 .5967 ,5000 -.6255 -1,1360 .3_34 1.23_7
.3800 -1,3431 .341_ 1.36_1 ,8503 ,4190 .8073 .5521 .5000 -.6921 -.9941 .4285 1.1714
.6200 -1.3422 .3376 1,3495 .9000 .4440 .6134 ._519 .06_0 .2q_l -1.1569 .3925 1.2386
.6600 -1.3566 .3348 1.35_b .9500 .4423 .8135 ,5516 .1400 .2gg_ -1.2999 .3523 1.3187
,5000 -1,3747 .3E_4 1.3673 1.0000 .0806 .715_ .7093 .22GG .2q92 -1.3286 .3628 1.3386
.5600 -1.2892 .350G 1.3Z36 .3000 .Zg_Z -1.31_3 .3669 1.3Z98
.5800 -.9130 .6511 1._310 ,3800 .2992 -1.256_ .3578 1.3072
.6200 -.6461 ,5Z_3 1.G042 .4_OG .2992 -1.2921 .35Z7 1.3179
,6600 -.558_ .54gV *g_61 .540& .zggz -1.3165 .3664 1.3309
.7000 -.5039 *55g3 ._511 .TZO0 .2992 -.6950 .5129 1.0_60
.7§00 -.4113 .5884 .9064 ,7000 .2992 -.4867 ,56_9 .9360
.8000 -.3209 .6110 .8702 .8000 .2ggz -.3107 .61Z5 ,8678
.8500 -.2192 ,537_ ,_301 .9000 .2992 -,1167 .6656 o7861
.9000 -._166 ,0635 .7893 .1GCO ,2362 .0997 .7192 .7034
,9500 -.0136 .6889 .75_3 .2000 ,_362 -.0745 .6735 .7739
,qTSO °0635 .T051 o7Z_3 .35G0 .Z3_Z -.Z3_3 ._338 .8350
1.0000 .0806 ,71_4 .7093 .6500 .2352 -.ZZ21 .6365 .8339
.5500 .236Z -.1563 .6568 .7996
._500 .236Z -,OOT6 .6949 *T610
.750& .236Z .Z689 °7620 .6360
.6600 .Z3bZ .3554 .7910 ._8_2
.8_0_ .2362 .4213 ._066 ,5636
.gUUO .236Z .45_U .8177 .544_
,950_ .736Z .4556 .815_ .5478
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TABLE III. - Continued.
lEST 137 Pl 17.13_1 P$[ CN .9556 COL .03257 ¢000R1 .03168
RU_ 20 17 10_.0773 _ CM -.1668 CO? .03306 C0¢0R2 .03214
POINT 14 RC lb.Gbk8 NILLION CC .0059 C03 .03337 COCOR3 °03250
HACH °7409 CO4 .01921 COCOR6 .01837 mALPHA 3.009Z OEG C05 *01Z%6 COCOR5 *01165
UPPER SURFACE LOeER SURFACE FPANWIFE
XIC CP PeLIPT NLOC XIC CP PeLIP1 HLOC XIC YIC CP PsLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1268 .9953 .0818 u. O000 1.1268 .9953 .Od18 .5500 .4921 -1.3656 .3396 1.3658
.0060 .2636 .7633 .6360 .Gd6G .8697 .9172 .3306 .SUuO .6265 -1.3501 .33_9 1.3533
.0080 -.0615 .6823 .7603 .0080 1.0063 .9666 .2285 .5000 .3609 -1.3576 .3331 1.3593
.0150 -.3966 .5870 .9075 .0130 .5351 .8380 .5093 .5000 .2953 -1.3724 .3335 1.3586
.0250 -.7873 .6850 1.0725 .0_00 .296Z .77Z0 .6200 .5000 .2?97 -1.3554 .3365 1.3561
,0600 -1.1106 .4011 1.2122 .1000 .1364 .7327 .6826 .5040 .1640 -1.3480 .3353 1.3545
,0600 -1.2895 .34_3 1.3Z68 .1500 .0362 .7026 .7291 .5000 .0986 -1.4016 .3207 1.3863
.0800 -1.3499 .3362 1.3576 ._uO0 -.4536 .6836 .7583 .5004 .0328 -1.4196 .3170 1.3966
.1000 -1.3646 .337Z 1.3564 .2500 -.1434 .6567 .80Z7 .5400 -.5328 -1.6307 .3704 1.3871
.1400 -1.3425 .3385 1.3676 .3500 -.2325 °6329 .8363 .5000 -.0984 -1.3475 .3374 1.3500
.1800 -1.3298 .338Z 1.3684 .4500 -.2274 .6357 .8320 .5000 -.1660 -1.354? .3366 1.3560
.ZZO0 -1.3393 .3372 1.35_5 ,5500 -.1772 .6666 .8153 .5000 -.1297 -1.3651 .3291 1,3678
.2600 -1.3383 .3413 1.3618 .65_ -.0306 ._873 .7527 .5004 -.?953 -1.2702 .3537 1.3157
.3000 -1,3531 ,3350 1,3551 .7500 ,2397 .7612 ,6313 .5550 -,3609 -1,2399 .3662 1.Z943
.3600 -1.3664 .3307 1.364_ .8_00 .3374 .7853 .5986 .5000 -.6265 -1.1028 .6008 1.2226
.3800 -1.3954 .3274 1.3716 .8500 .4075 .8026 .5699 .5000 -.6911 -.9368 .4655 1.1409
.4200 -1.3913 .3250 1.3769 .9000 .6378 .8113 .5556 .0600 .2992 -1.178_ .3812 1.2606
.4600 -1.4088 .3191 1.39_0 .9500 .6238 .8355 .5651 .1400 .2992 -1.3519 .3379 1.3490
°5000 -1,6265 .3141 1.6012 1.0000 .0523 .7100 .7177 .2200 .1992 -1,3609 .3308 1,3663
.5600 -1.3236 .3627 1.3388 .3000 .299Z -1.3770 .3303 1.3653
,5800 -°8537 .6726 1.0936 ,3800 ,2992 -1.3246 .3617 1.3609
.6200 -,7097 .5070 1.0358 .4600 .2992 -1.3352 .3372 1.3504
.6600 -.6263 .5284 1.5046 .5400 .Z_9Z -1.3690 .3318 1.3599
.7000 -,5252 .5536 ._6b3 .bZO_ .2992 -.7486 .6963 1.0569
.7500 -.6204 .5811 .9168 .7500 .199Z -*5304 o5521 .96Z6
,8000 -,3269 ,6081 ,0746 .8000 ,2992 -,3176 *6096 .87Z2
,8500 -.2166 .6376 .8?91 .9000 ,Z992 -.IZ43 ,6619 .7917
.9000 -.1245 .6615 .79?3 o1500 .2362 .1332 .7320 .6833
,9500 -.0288 .6891 .7699 .ZOO0 .2362 -.0563 .6797 .7663
.9750 .0114 .6973 .7373 .3500 .?3bZ -.2313 .6Z96 .8618
1,0000 .0523 .7100 .7177 .4550 .2362 -.2079 .6408 .8241
.5555 .2361 -.1681 .6508 .8088
.6500 .2362 -.OZO0 .6911 .7466
.7500 .2361 .2678 ,7603 .6387
.8000 .2362 .3672 .7883 .5936
.8500 .Z362 ,4161 .8_52 ,5657
.9000 .2362 .4685 .8132 .5521
,9550 .Z362 .4398 .8117 .5531
TEST 137 PT 17.1333 PSI CN .9711 C01 .44821 COCOR1 .06701
RUN 20 TI 10_,07Z7 K CH -.161q COZ .04406 COCORZ ,u6Zgb
POINT 15 PC Ab.4365 NILLION CC .G0_7 C03 .03898 C000R3 *03784
MACH .7375 CD4 .OZZ89 CDCOR4 .02181
ALPdA 3,5180 DEG C05 .01631 ¢4COR5 *O15Z_
UPPER SURFACE LONER SURFACE FPANgISE
XlC CP PeLIPT HLOC XlC CP PeLIPT MLQC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1,12Z6 .9963 .G90Z 0.0000 1.1226 .9963 ,490Z .5_00 .4921 -1.3813 °3332 1.3591
.0040 .1991 .7683 .6578 .0064 .8912 .9322 .3186 .5004 ._165 -1.3490 .3369 1.3511
.0080 -.1098 .6665 .7847 .0080 1.0312 .9698 .2100 .5000 .3609 -1.3745 .3325 1.3606
.0150 -.4783 .5729 .9296 ,0230 .5780 .8498 .4_86 .5000 .2953 -1.2782 .3556 1.3119
,0Z50 -.85Z0 *6747 1,0970 .0500 .3377 .785Z .5986 .5000 .ZZgT -1.3176 .3523 1,3187
.OkO0 -I,1646 .3896 1.2461 .1000 .1566 .7361 ,6769 ,5000 .1640 -1.1621 .3901 1,2432
.0600 -1.3331 .3401 1.3663 .1500 .0668 .7134 .7113 .5000 .0986 -1.2820 .3585 1.3058
.0800 -1.3942 .3270 1.3726 .20_0 -.0336 .6863 .7562 .5000 .0378 -1.2525 .3657 1.?_22
.1000 -1.3808 .3275 _.3715 .2500 -.107Z .6707 .7781 .50_0 -.0318 -1.1959 .37_7 1.Z713
.1600 -1.3758 .3315 1.3627 .3500 -.2091 .6612 .8236 .5000 -.0986 -1.2568 .3625 1.2978
.1800 -1.6139 .3273 1.3719 .4500 -.7172 .6368 .8303 .5000 -.16k0 -1.335% .3_58 1.33_Z
.2200 -1.3843 ,3269 1.3727 .5500 -.1798 ,6672 .8163 ,5000 -,2297 -1,3606 ,3600 1.3k66
.7600 -1.3921 .3303 1.3657 .6500 -.0309 .6885 .7508 .5000 -.?953 -1.?161 .3701 1.1823
.3000 -1.3987 .3237 1.3799 .7500 .2303 *7565 .6668 .5000 -.3609 -1.1375 .3959 1.2320
.3400 -1.4170 .321Z 1.3853 .SOUO .3401 .7868 .5961 .5000 -.4265 -.9869 .6345 1.1605
.3800 -1.6226 .3172 1.3_63 .85J0 .6131 .80_2 .5607 .5C05 -.6921 -*8676 .4651 1.1066
*4200 -1.6682 .3179 1.3918 .9000 .6286 .8096 .5585 .0605 .2992 -1.2418 .3710 1.1806
.6600 -1.3295 .3401 1.3463 *9500 *6114 °8095 .8586 .140_ .2992 -1.6116 .3269 1.3727
.5000 -1.3012 .3536 1.3163 1.oOgO -.0017 .6958 .7395 .2200 .Z992 -1.4204 ,3208 1.3862
.5600 -.9418 .4675 1.1372 .30GO .299Z -1.6Z15 .3107 1.3887
.5_00 -,7607 .6837 1.0767 .38u0 ,?qq2 -1.3850 .32e6 1.3690
,6200 -.7186 ,5056 1.03_4 ,404C .29_Z -1.3699 ,3359 1.353Z 4"
.6600 -.6359 .5364 ._976 .5_00 ._992 -I.1593 .3873 1.2485
.7400 -,5687 ._540 .9595 .62_0 °799Z -.6946 °5093 1.0320
.7500 -.4287 .5_?_ .9153 .7000 .2992 -.5219 .559% .9510
.8000 -.3707 .6141 ._715 ,_0_ .7992 -.3254 .6153 .871Z
.8500 -.2375 .6334 .,356 ,9500 .2992 -.1659 .6506 .8590
,9000 -.1743 ,66_4 *_149 .IOOU ,2362 .1595 .7390 .67?4
.9500 -.0853 ,67_1 *7?30 ,ZOUO .736Z -,UZ56 .bBgZ ,7697
.9750 -.0657 *67_b .76(1 .3500 .2361 -.2011 .6647 .8181
1,0000 -.0017 ,6958 ,7395 .6506 ,7367 -,20Z6 ,66?5 ,8715
,55_4 .Z362 -,162q ,655& ._016
.6500 .Z3o2 -.0186 .6962 .7671
.7500 *_36_ ,2369 .7593 *6606
,SGUO ,2362 ,3637 ,7878 .5966
,B_Uv ,Z3bZ ._1_? .806? .5639
.9000 .?36? .*697 ._16_ .5461
,qSO0 .2362 ,4150 .8064 .5637
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TABLE III.- Continued.
TEST 137 Pl 17.1279 PSI CN .9055 CO1 .C7271 CDCOR1 .07139
RUN 20 TT 1ub.1331 K CM -.1315 C02 .Obb23 CDCOR2 .06487
POINT 16 RC 10.0600 _ILLION CC .0113 C03 .05524 CDCOR3 .05401
MACH .7417 C04 ,03794 CDCOR4 ,03696
ALPHA 4.0019 0E0 COS .02837 CO:OR5 .02744
UPPER SURFACE LOWER $U_FACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP P,LIVI _LOC XIC CP FptlPT HLOC XIC YIC CP P,LIPT HLOC
0,0000 1.1111 ,9911 .1133 0.0000 1.1111 .9911 ,1133 .5_00 .4921 -.9547 .4360 1.1578
.0C40 .1843 .7415 .6685 .0040 .9079 .9358 .3098 .5000 .4265 -.9254 .4487 1.1352
.4, o0080 -.1311 .6591 .79b0 .0080 1.0460 .9733 .1972 .5000 .3609 -.8533 .4647 1*1073
.0150 -.4813 .5657 .9410 .0230 °5975 o_545 .4799 *5000 *2953 -.8502 .4693 1.0993
*0250 -.B495 .4641 1.1082 .0500 .3579 .7882 .5938 .50GG .2297 -.7839 .4838 1.0765
.0400 -1.1320 .3864 1.2502 .1000 .1704 .7375 .6744 *SUOG .lb40 -.7813 .4850 1.0724
.0600 -1.3381 .3338 1.3577 .15_v .0749 .7142 .7112 .5000 .0984 -.7817 .4838 1.0745
°0800 -1.3960 .3213 1.3851 .2000 -.0240 .6870 .7531 .5000 .0328 -.7775 .4851 1.0723
,1000 -1.3997 .3217 1.3842 *2500 -.1099 .6648 .1872 .5000 -o0328 -.7990 .4802 1.0806
,1400 -1,_109 ,3216 1.3844 °3500 -,22_3 .6309 .039_ ._OOO -°0984 -.8041 .4766 1,0903
.1800 -1.4003 .3200 1.3881 .4500 -.2326 *6285 .8430 °5000 -.1640 -.8540 .466b 1.1040
.2200 -1.3890 .31_8 1.3884 .5500 -._007 .6388 .8272 .5000 -.2297 -.8923 .457B 1.1198
.2bOO -1,3803 .3218 1,3840 ,6500 -,0573 *6788 .7658 .5000 -,2953 -*8BZ8 ,4602 1.1150
,3000 -1,4163 .3180 1.392_ ,7500 ,2094 .75bb ,b541 ,50C0 -,3609 -.8479 .4691 1.0997
.3400 -1.3831 .322b 1.3817 .8000 .3112 .7789 .6089 .5000 -.4265 -.7807 .4894 1.0651
.3BOO -1.2860 .3534 1.3164 .8500 .3u43 .7967 .5798 .5000 -.4921 -.755B .4937 1.0578
.4200 -1.0346 .4168 1.1928 .9000 .3973 .7990 .5759 *0600 .2992 -1.2412 .3598 1.3032
.4600 -.B809 .45e4 1.1181 .9500 .3860 .7981 .5774 ,140_ .2992 -1.3751 .3206 1,38b?
.5000 -.7972 .4797 1.0816 L.O000 -.1605 *6505 .R092 *2200 .2992 -1.4246 .3142 1.4011
,5400 -.7346 ,4966 1.0530 .3000 ,2992 --1.4239 .3124 1.4051
,5800 -.7074 .5047 1.0395 *3800 *2992 -1.2538 .3610 1.3008
.6200 -.b4bO .5171 1._191 .4_00 .2992 -.9640 .4387 1.1529
.6600 -*60Zb .5337 .9922 .5400 .2992 -.7779 .4870 1.0692
.7000 -.5470 .5495 .9667 .6200 ._992 -.6468 *5226 1.0101
.7500 -.469B .57¢2 .9339 .7000 .2992 -.539b .5514 .9636
,8000 -,3944 ,5899 ,g029 .bGO0 .2992 -.4040 .5_77 .9064
.8500 -*3274 .6097 .8722 .900_ .2992 -.2820 .6192 .8575
.9000 -.2861 .6189 .8580 .1000 .2362 .1782 .7408 .6_96
.9500 -.238C .6293 .8_19 *200U .2362 -*02U3 *6880 .7515
*9750 -.2256 .6331 .8360 .350C .2362 -.2050 .6409 .8241
1.0000 -.1605 *b505 *_092 .4500 .2362 -.2176 .6353 .8327
.5500 *2362 -.1953 .b402 .8250
*6500 *2362 -*0529 .676T ,7690
.7500 .2362 .2190 .7528 .6506
,8000 .2382 .3163 °7780 .8103
.8500 ,2362 ,3921 .7995 ,5752
,9000 ,2362 .4093 .8043 *5672
.95_0 .2362 .3840 .7976 ,5783
TEST 137 Pl _.8_52 PSZ CN ,2549 CD1 ,60999 COCOR1 *00970
RUN _1 T1 113.5738 K CH -*1296 C02 .G_9_1 CDCORZ .00963
POINT 2 RC 10.0501 _ZLL]ON CC .0172 C03 .00_57 CDCOA3 .00932
_ACM ,7489 CD4 .G¢88b COCOR4 ,00863
ALPHA -1.9857 DEG C05 *00753 CDCOR5 *00735
UPPER SURFACE LO_E_ SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIPT _LOC XIC CP P_LIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT _LOC
0.0000 1.0324 .9b23 .21_2 0.0003 1*0324 .9683 .2152 .5000 .4921 -.6160 .5273 1.0023
.0040 .9160 .9372 .3061 .0040 .1305 .7261 .6925 .5000 .4265 -._357 .5191 1.015b
.0080 *6805 .8725 ,4461 .0U80 ,3064 *7708 .6219 .5000 *3609 -.6241 .5Z48 1.0064
,0150 .3436 ,7834 .6014 .0230 -,2526 .6194 ,_71 *5G00 ,_9_3 -.6235 .523T 1.0081
*0250 -.0098 *_872 *7527 *vSO0 -.3821 .5861 ,9088 .5000 .2297 -*b331 .5229 1.0094
.0400 -.3146 *6050 ._793 .1000 -.4123 .5799 .9158 *50¢0 .1640 -.6296 *SZ3b 1*G083
*ObO0 -*4246 .57_0 .921_ .1500 -.4500 .5651 .9417 .5000 .0_84 -.6327 .5213 1*0121
,0800 -.4203 ,577_ ,gLi7 .2_00 -.5327 ._427 .9775 .5¢00 ,0328 -,b228 ,5259 1,0046
.1000 -.4379 ,5707 ._329 ,2500 -.572¢ ._367 ,q_Ti °5000 -.032o -.6315 .5201 1,0141
.1400 -.4442 .571_ ._317 .3500 -.59_1 .5304 .9972 .SHOO -.098_ -.b379 .5208 1.0130
.1800 -*4878 .5604 ,9493 ,4500 -.447e *5690 .9355 *5000 -,1640 -.b343 ,5218 1.0113
*2200 -.5155 .5546 ._584 .55_0 -.3045 .b102 .8712 *5000 -.2297 -.6285 *5250 1*0062
,2600 -,5329 ,549_ ,9664 ._500 -,0804 *_694 ,7801 ,5000 -,2953 -,6285 ,521_ L,Ollb
.3000 -.5744 ,5357 .9887 ,7500 .2043 .7445 ,6_3b ,5000 -,3b09 -.b297 .5219 1.0112
.3400 -.5831 .5358 .98_ .8UJU .2938 .7702 .bZZ8 .5_00 -.4Zb§ -.b5_8 .5145 1.0232
.3800 -.5891 .533u .9931 .8500 .3603 .7884 .5932 .5000 -.4921 -.b772 .4991 1.0488
,4200 -.5988 ,5322 °9945 .9000 ,3971 *7992 ,5754 .ObGO *****************************
,4bOO -.6228 .52_ 1._053 ,9500 ,4091 ,7982 .5771 .1400 .2992 -,4453 ,5_78 .9376
,5000 -.6377 .5199 1,_L44 1,000_ ' .1414 ,7287 .6885 °2200 ,2992 -.5102 .5489 ,9675
.5400 -,6436 ,5203 1.0137 ,3_00 .2992 -.5600 .5390 .9834
.5800 -,6647 .5111 1.328_ .38_0 .2992 -.bO_O .§239 1.0078
*_200 -.6965 .5050 1.03e9 .4600 .2992 -.6206 .5202 1,0139
*b600 -,6992 .50_3 l.G4b_ .5400 ,2992 -*b462 .5174 1.0185
,7000 -.5883 *5357 ,9887 .6_00 .2992 -,6840 ,503b 1,0412
.7500 -.4538 .5687 .9361 .7000 .2992 -.6109 .5202 1.0140
.8000 -,3432 .59_0 .8887 .8COG .2992 -.3445 .5949 *8950
.8500 -.2227 .63_1 .84U5 *9000 .2992 -.1174 .6585 .7968
*9000 -*0985 *657b .7982 *1000 .2362 -.4161 *5703 .9335
*9500 .0262 .6916 .74b_ .2000 °2362 -.5072 .5559 .9563
*9750 .0814 .714_ .7113 .3500 .2362 -.5865 .5271 1.0027
1.0000 ,1414 ,7287 ,_8_5 ,4500 ,23_2 -,43bC .5730 ,9294
.550u ,2362 -,3101 ,b053 ,8789
*bSGO .2362 -.0867 .66_0 ,786e
.7500 ,2362 .2016 ,7424 .6670
,8_00 ,2362 ,2976 ,7705 ,b223
._0o .23eZ .3c57 .7875 .5947
.gCGC .£382 .407_ .7_90 .5758
,9500 ,2362 ,3874 .7947 .5829
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TABLE Ill. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 11,803Z PSI CN ,4075 CO1 ,C1035 CDCDR1 ,01008
RUN 21 TT 1_3,6499 K CM -.134§ C02 ,01025 CDCOR2 ,00998
POINT 3 RC 1C.05N7 MILLION CC ,0185 CO3 .00995 COCOR3 ,00971
MACH .7509 C04 ,00918 CDCOR4 ,00903
ALPHA -,9979 DEG C05 ,CC791 CDCOR5 ,007b8 o
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PtLIPT ML_C XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1037 ,9877 ,1329 O._UO 1,1037 ,9877 .1329 ,5000 ,4921 -.6885 .5047 1.0394
.0060 .7909 .9033 .3842' ,0040 ,3404 ,7819 .6039 ,5000 ,4265 -.6947 ,5023 1,0434
,0080 ,5320 .8330 .5170 .0080 ,5253 .8317 .5Z03 .5000 .3609 -.7005 ._984 1,0499
,0150 .1698 .7359 ,_771 .0230 -.0322 .6798 .7641 .5000 ,2953 -,7ORb ,4917 1.0612
• 0Z50 -,1993 .6356 ,8321 .0500 -.19Z8 ,6372 .8296 .5000 .2297 -,7110 .494E 1.0559
.0400 -,5250 ,5452 ,9734 ,1000 -,2676 .6170 ,8_97 .50_0 ,1640 -.7114 ,49Z7 1.0595
,ObO0 -,6463 ,5114 1,0284 ,15_0 -,3212 ,bG31 ,8822 .500U ,0984 -.7070 ,4990 1.0488
• 0800 -.6083 .5238 1.0380 *ZOO0 -.3999 ,5817 .9157 .5000 ,C328 -.7105 .4904 1,0532
,1000 -*611_ .5212 1,C122 .2500 -,4573 .5060 .9394 .5000 -.0318 -.7262 .4895 1,0048
.1400 -,5966 .5311 ,9961 .3500 -.4971 ,5551 ,9577 *5000 -,_984 -.7281 ,4911 1.0622
.1800 -,6244 .5175 1.0184 .4500 -.3967 .5801 ,9182 .5000 -.1640 -.7213 ,4932 1.0587
,2200 -,6466 .5132 1.0254 .5530 -,2702 ,61Z1 ,80_3 ,5_bG -,2297 -,7156 ,4970 1.05Z2
• 2600 -.6510 ,5148 L.UZZ7 ,0500 -,0669 ,_705 ,7783 .500C -,1953 -.7159 ,4960 1,0538
,3000 -,6924 .5029 1.0423 .7_00 ,2159 ,7482 ,_010 ,5000 -,3609 -,7220 ,4945 1,0564
• 3400 -,7120 .4953 1.0551 ,8000 ,3109 ,7752 ,b148 *5000 -.4265 -,7414 .4901 1.4639
,3800 -,7269 .4865 1.06_9 .8500 ,3781 .7901 ,5904 ,5000 -,4921 -,7360 ,4888 1.0659
,4Z00 -,7199 ,492§ 1.0800 ,9000 .4119 ,800Z .5739 .0600 .2991 -.5457 .538_ .9838
.4600 -.7267 .6887 1.0bbl .q_O0 .4134 .8037 ,5081 .140C ,2992 -.5995 .5255 1.0052
,5_00 -.7147 .4969 1.0523 1.0000 .1302 .7241 ,6956 ,22u0 ,2992 -.6417 ,5135 1,0248
.5400 -.736Z .4895 1,0048 *3000 .2992 -.6684 .5062 1.0369
,5800 -,7655 ,4788 1,C8Z9 ,3_00 .2991 -,7193 .48_9 1.0641
,bZO0 -,7797 ,4770 1.0859 ,4_00 ,2992 -,7052 ,4971 1,0511
,6600 -,7640 .4814 1.0784 ,540& ,2992 -.7258 .4916 1,0613
,7000 -,6127 ,5248 1.0065 ,6ZOC ,2992 -,7449 .4872 1,0686
e7500 -,6550 ,5660 .9395 ,70U0 ,2992 -,6260 .5187 1,0163
,8000 -.3415 ,5975 ,_910 ,8000 .299Z -,3510 *5929 .8982
.8500 -,2222 .8302 .8404 ,9000 .2992 -,1069 .0592 ,7958
,9000 -,0994 .6615 ,7923 .1000 .2362 -.2634 ,b177 .8597
,9_00 ,0198 ,0943 .7417 ,2000 ,2382 -.3883 ,5815 .9159
.9750 ,0793 *7088 .7194 .3500 .Z362 -.4908 .5562 .9560
1,0000 ,130Z ,7241 *6956 .4500 .236Z -.3827 .5851 .9102
• 5500 ,2362 -,2785 .6115 ,8693
.6500 .2302 -.0670 .b700 .7791
• 7500 ,2362 ,2190 ,7473 ,659Z
,8000 ,23_2 ,3119 .7725 .6191
,8500 .2362 .3819 .7916 .5879
,9000 ,2362 ,4179 ,8017 ,5713
.9500 ,238Z .3966 ,7961 .5805
TEST 137 PT 18.7986 PSZ CN ,4767 CO1 .01052 CDCOR1 .01028
RUN 21 TT 113.6709 K CM -,134Z CDZ ,01049 COCORZ *01025
POINT 6 RC 10.0389 MILLION CC *0174 CO3 ,01025 COCOR3 .01&02
MACH .7495 CO4 ,00950 CDCOR4 .00928
ALPHA -.5091 OEG C05 .00812 COCOR5 ,00790
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PsLIPT MLDC XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC X/C YIC CP P,LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1301 ,9952 ,0830 0.0000 1,1301 ,9952 .0830 .500_ ,4921 -,7400 ,4901 1.0638
.0040 ,7295 ,8864 .41_9 .0040 .4364 .8061 .5640 .5000 ,4265 -.7616 ,4832 1.0755
.0080 ,4550 ,8130 ,5523 ,0083 .6194 ,856_ .4753 .5000 .36_9 -.7491 .489Z 1.0654
• 0150 ,0902 .7129 .7130 .U230 .0650 .7077 .7Z11 ,5000 .g953 -,7762 ,4786 1.0833
.0Z50 -,3010 .6103 .8710 .0>00 -,1095 .6_92 .7958 .50_0 .2297 -.7444 ,4921 1.0605
.0400 -.6305 .5180 1.0170 .1000 -.2053 .6317 .8380 ,5000 .1640 -.7693 ,4796 1,0815
.ObO0 -.7941 .4731 1,b927 .1500 -,2663 .6_84 ,8586 .500_ .OgBq -,7810 .47_5 1,0888
.0800 -,7535 ,_859 1,0769 ,20_0 -.3453 °5959 .8935 .50U0 .C328 -.7855 .4759 1.0879
• 1000 -,6711 ,5060 1.0372 ,2500 -.4089 .5775 ,9222 ,5000 -.&328 -,7773 ._799 1.0810
.1400 -.7068 ,4981 1.0504 .3500 -,4532 ,5694 ,9350 ,5000 -,0984 -,7973 ,4713 1,0957
.1800 -,6795 .5060 1._373 ,4500 -.3673 ,5891 ,9038 .5000 -,1640 -.7875 .4735 1.0919
.2200 -.7285 .4919 1.0607 .5500 -.2635 .617_ .8608 .SGO0 -.2297 -.7798 .4779 1.0845
.2600 -.7301 .4928 1.0593 .6_00 -.0622 .6728 .7749 .SCOU -.2953 -.7752 .479Z 1.0822
.3000 -.7519 .4858 _._710 .7500 .2209 .7_81 .6580 .5_00 -*3609 -.7768 .4807 1.0797
• 3400 -,7586 ,48_6 1.0697 ,8000 ,3113 ,7735 ,6174 ,5000 -.4265 -,7885 ,4724 1.0938
,3800 -,7756 .47_7 1,08_0 ,8500 .3_79 .7945 ,5832 .5000 -,4921 -,8023 ,4688 1.1000
,4Z00 -,7738 ,4842 1,073_ .9000 ,420_ ,_030 ,5691 ,0600 ,2992 -,7547 ,483_ 1,0743
,4600 -,7880 .4746 1,0901 ,950_ ,4240 .8043 ,5670 .1400 ,29_2 -.7077 ,5001 1.0471
,5000 -.7908 .4733 1,G9Z4 1.0000 ,1168 .TZ_Z .7017 .ZZOU ,_992 -.7141 .4967 1.0528
• 5400 -,7756 ,4786 1.0833 .3040 ,2992 -,7277 ,4931 1.0588
• 5800 -*768Z ,4824 1.0768 .38oo ,g99Z -,7875 .4751 1.0093
,6200 -,7854 .4740 1.0901 .4600 .299Z -,7903 ,4738 1,0915
.6600 -*751_ .4833 1,G753 ,5400 ._991 -,7519 ,4856 1.0713 4-
,7000 -.6165 .5211 1.G1Ge *6200 .2992 -,7535 ,4830 1.0758
,7500 -.4535 .5_83 .9398 .70U0 .2992 -,6204 ,5183 1.0171
,8000 -.3419 ,5980 .8901 .8000 .299Z -.3473 .5941 .8963
,8500 -.212Z .6293 ,_418 .gGoo .2992 -,1087 ,65_1 ,7975
,9000 -,1022 ,6593 .7955 .1000 ,2362 -.2088 .6342 ,8342
• 9500 ,0223 .6965 .13_3 ,ZOO0 .2362 -,3353 .59_3 .8928
,9750 .0736 ,7075 .7214 .3500 .2361 -.4450 .5693 .9351
1.0000 .1168 .7Zu2 .7017 .450u .2362 -.3630 .5901 .9025
• 5500 .236Z -.1626 ,6173 .8603
.6500 ,_382 -.0607 ,6744 ,7124
.750G ,2361 .2221 ,7497 ,6554
.8_00 ,2302 .3171 ,775_ .6144
• _bO ,2302 .3874 .7936 ._848
• 90_0 ,Z3_Z ,427_ ,8043 .5671
,95vu ,1361 .4318 ,805_ .5645
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TABLE Ill.- Continued.
T£ST 137 PT 1_.?994 =SI CN .5&22 ¢0! .01120 CDCORI .01092
RUN 21 _l 113.6376 X C_ -.1380 C02 ,01113 ¢O¢ORZ ,01084
POINT 5 _C 1(,u675 _ILLION CC .0160 C03 .01083 COCOR3 ,01055
HACH ,7S13 C04 ,01011 C04084 ,00985
ALPHA *OLGO OEG CD5 .00894 COCOAS ,00869
UPPER SURFACE LO_E_ SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XlC CP PeL/P7 HLOC _]C CP P,L/P1 ._LOC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT NLOC
0.0000 1.1462 .ggqU .1374 J*G_Ou 1.1462 .9990 .0374 .5G00 .4921 -*8700 .4506 1.1317
*0040 .6585 .867Z *451,1 *0040 ,5223 oeZgb *5239 *SGOU *4265 -,8789 ,4507 1.1315
,0080 ,3724 ,7gCG .59_7 *_080 .7197 *B843 *4Z31 .5C00 °3609 -*8876 ,4468 1.1384
.0150 .0105 ,6916 .7459 *0230 ,1554 ,7294 ,6873 ,50GC .2953 -,_710 ,4527 1.1280
*0250 -.3749 ,5674 *_0_8 *0530 -*0313 ,6804 *7631 *SGOG .2297 -.9006 *4425 1.1460
.0400 -,7lbZ ,49_6 1,_62 .lOJO -.1_26 .6463 .8155 ,500_ ,1640 -,8860 ,4450 1,1416
,0600 -,9077 .4436 2.1641 .1500 -,2044 .6339 ,8347 ,5000 ,0984 -,8732 .4496 1.2334
*0800 -.90Z9 .441_ 1*1_7Z *2000 -,2892 ,6118 *86_7 ,5000 ,0328 -,8690 ,4496 1.1335
,1000 -,8707 ,4520 1*12_2 *2500 -,3_28 .5932 .8977 .SUOC -,0328 -.8804 .4483 1.1357
,1400 -,8046 ,4695 1,098_ ,3500 -,4121 ,_773 ,9226 .5000 -,0984 -,8788 ,_487 1.13§1
,1800 -,7819 .4759 1,0078 ,45J0 -,3416 ,5961 .8931 .5000 -.1640 -.8777 ,4490 1*1345
*2200 -*761Z ,4813 1.07_7 .5500 -.2425 ,bZ3b .8505 ,5000 -.2297 -,8756 .4513 1.1304
,2600 -,7410 ,4857 1.0112 *6500 -*0506 .6738 .7733 ,50OG -*29_3 -*8736 ,4510 1.1309
,3000 -.8060 .4705 1.0921 .7500 ,2294 .7_0_ *6542 .5000 -.36_9 -.8769 ,4507 1,1315
.3400 -,844Z ,4585 1.1178 .80JJ .3201 .7773 .6113 ,5000 -,4255 -,8644 .4_54 1.1233
,3800 -,6681 ,453_ 1.12_b ._500 ,3467 ,79_8 .5_11 .500C -.4921 -.8718 .4_15 1.1301
*4Z00 -,8602 .4511 1*1309 *gOuO .4242 .e031 ,5589 .0600 ,2992 -,8505 .4§q9 1*11§b
*4600 -,8_93 ,4495 L,1336 *9500 ,4321 ,bOSh ,5648 ,1400 .2_92 -.8531 ,4552 1,1237
*5000 -,8792 ,44_0 1.1363 1.0000 .1123 .7202 .7017 .2200 .299Z -.7014 .4971 1.0520
,_400 -,8866 ,4448 1.1420 ,3000 ,2992 -o7976 ,4696 1.0986
._800 -.9124 .439_ 1.1511 .3_00 .2992 -.8_65 .4_9 1°1Z2_
,6200 -,8373 ,46_0 1,1153 ,4600 ,2992 *,895Z .4440 1,1434
,5600 -,7367 .4873 1,0685 ,5400 ,2992 -,8940 ,4424 1,1463
.7000 -,5830 ,5304 ,9973 ,5200 ,2992 -,7§44 ,4846 1,0?31
,7500 -,4451 ,_674 ,9382 .7000 .2992 -.5936 ,5280 1.001Z
,8000 -.3333 ,5981 ,89_0 ,8000 ,2992 -,3400 .5951 ,_948
.8500 -,2148 ,6311 ,83_9 .gO00 .2992 -.1034 ,6578 .7979
*9000 -.0947 .6624 ,7_U7 o1000 .2352 -.1476 .6474 .8138
.9500 ,0180 ,6925 ,744_ .Z000 ,236Z -,2743 .6128 *8673
.9750 ,0713 .7057 *72Z_ ,3500 .23_2 -,4048 .5787 *9204
1,0000 ,1123 .7202 .7017 .4500 ,236Z -.3349 ,_994 .8880
,550& ,Z3_2 -.2396 ,bZSO .8484
.6500 ,2362 -*0502 .6736 *7736
,7500 *2362 ,2294 *7500 .6549
,8000 ,2362 .3234 ,7749 ,6152
.8500 ,Z3_2 .3956 ,7956 ,5815
,9000 ,23_2 ,4284 ,8041 ,5674
,9500 .23_2 .4319 ,8044 ,5668
TEST 137 PI 18,79_9 PSI CN *5283 C01 ,01165 CDCOR1 ,01128
_UN 21 TT 1_3,5313 K C_ -.1353 CD2 *01161 COCORZ ,01123
POINT 6 RC 10,U482 _ILLIO_ CC ,0134 CD3 ,01126 COCOR3 *01091
_ACH ,7484 C04 ,01033 COCOA4 .00999
ALPH_ .48_U OEG CD5 ,00886 CDCOR5 *00852
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SUkFACE SPIN_]SE
XIC CP P_LIPT _LOC _IC CP PeLIPI MLOC XlC YIC CP PeLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1558 1,0019 0.£000 0.0000 1.1558 1,0019 0,0000 .5000 .4921 -,8452 .4625 1.1109
,0040 .5840 .8479 ._916 ,00_0 .b068 ,_545 .4797 .5000 .4265 -.8644 ,4561 1*12Z0
.0080 ,2943 .76_1 .6236 ._udO ,7873 .q02Z .3865 ,5000 .3609 -,8766 ,4559 1.1225
,0150 -.0819 ,5607 */_IZ *0230 .2435 ,75_8 *b474 .5_00 ,2953 -,8916 ,4499 1.1329
.0250 -.4463 .5673 ,9383 *0500 .0475 ,7031 .7281 ,5000 *2297 -,9088 .4438 1.1437
,0400 -,T959 ,474_ 1._897 .100u -.0904 ,6667 .7842 .500_ ,16_0 -.9050 ,4441 1.1432
.0600 -,9986 ,4215 1,1839 ,I_00 -,151_ ._494 ,8108 ,50_0 .0984 -.9037 ._445 1,1424
.0800 -1.0020 .41_9 1.1924 .ZOO0 -,238u ._246 .8489 ,50b0 ,0328 -.8845 .4535 i.1267
*1000 -°9882 *4_12 1*1846 *2500 -*308_ ._081 *S244 ,5000 -,03_8 -,8833 *4802 1*1325
.1400 -,9577 ,42g4 1,1696 .3500 -.3737 ,_870 *9073 ,5000 -,0984 -,8873 ,4508 1.1314
.1800 -,9421 .4342 1.1608 .4500 -.3111 ,_058 .8781 .5C00 -,lb4v -,8716 ,4547 1.1245
*2200 -,9341 .43_9 1,1890 .5500 -,2293 .6289 ,8423 ,_000 -,2297 -,8647 .4569 1.1207
,2600 -,g314 ,4393 i.1518 ,6500 -.041_ ,0773 ,7079 ,SCGG -.2953 -,8597 .4574 1.1197
*3000 -.9204 ,4416 1,1_87 .7500 ,2358 .7527 *6507 ,5000 -,3609 -.8737 .4550 1.1240
*3400 -,7988 .47_ 1,08_4 *_000 .32_1 ,7777 .6107 ,5000 -,426_ -,8782 .4538 1.1261
*3800 -.8023 ,474u 1.0911 ,0500 *_040 *7985 *5756 *5000 -.4921 -*_926 ,4494 1.1329
*4200 -.8565 .4580 1.118U .9000 .4369 ,8068 *5628 .0600 *2992 -.9252 ,440_ 1.1445
,4600 -,8549 .457_ 1.11_ *_500 ,4353 .8065 .5633 .1400 *2992 -,9901 .4218 1.1834
.5000 -.8896 ,4484 1,1357 l*b_vO .1058 .7188 *7039 *220U *2992 -.9460 *4339 1.1615
,5400 -.9086 ,4470 1*13_I .3_00 *2992 -.8433 ,4523 1.1113
.5800 -,9127 ,4422 1,146o .3800 .2992 -.8940 ,4492 1,1341
,6200 -.8437 .4625 l*llO_ .4600 .2992 -.8702 .4552 1.1236
.6600 -,7093 ,4985 1.0497 ,5400 .2992 -,9101 ,4424 1,1462
,7000 -,5743 ,5353 ,9_95 .6200 .2992 *.7878 ,4777 1.0848
.7500 -,4466 ,_69u .93_6 ,7000 ,2992 -,5812 .5319 ,9949
.8000 -,3337 ,6_6 .8_I ,8_v0 ,2991 -.33_4 ,5982 .8898
.8500 -.2141 ,6329 ,83oZ ,9000 *2992 -.1100 .6604 ,7939
*9000 -*0970 ,6644 .7817 *lOGO *2362 -,0896 *6boo *7852
.9500 .0122 ,6_35 .7429 .2000 .Z3bZ -,2280 ,6285 .8430
,9750 ,0649 ,7076 .7212 .35UU .Z3_Z -.3603 .5908 ,qO14
1.0000 ,1058 ,7108 .7039 .4500 *2362 -*3060 *b076 *8752
,5500 ,2362 -.2229 .0301 .8405
.5500 ,2352 -.0400 ,b787 .7657
.7_00 .236Z .2364 *7535 .6494
.8000 .2362 .3333 ,7800 *6069
.8500 *2362 ,_G4h °7996 *5748
.gOOU .Z3_Z ,43_8 *8378 *5612
._SbU ,2362 *4377 *8084 *5602
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 Pl 18.79_3 P_! CN ,7159 C01 ,01238 ¢0COR1 .01199
RUN 21 17 113.3306 X CM -*1363 COZ .01243 COC0_2 .01Z01
POINT 7 _ 10.0_08 _ILLI3_ CC .0107 CD3 *01Z10 CDCOA3 ,01173
SJCH ,7493 C04 .01138 COCOR4 °01101
AL_HA .9979 DEG C05 .01059 COCOR5 *01022
UPPER SURFACE LDdER _URFACE _PAN_ISE
XlC CP PjLIP1 qL_C Xl_ CP PpLIPl NLOC XlC YIC CP PpLIPT NLOC
0,0000 1,1575 1.0025 0.0000 u,0000 1.1575 1.0015 b,0000 ._0G_ ,492_ -1,02_5 ,4121 1.2014
.0040 .5203 ,83C9 ,§ZIT ._040 ,0731 .87J3 ,4501 .5000 ,4265 -1.0301 .4110 1.2033
,0080 .2279 .7512 ,6532 .uOeO ._554 ,9Z09 .3453 .5000 .3609 -1.0240 .4141 1.1970
• 0150 -.1356 .6510 .8083 .0210 .318Z ,7750 .6141 ,5000 .2953 -1._419 ,4075 l,ZOq9
.0250 -.51§2 .5_8 .q081 .USO_ .1164 .TZZO ,098_ .5000 .2297 -.9950 ,4Z46 1.178Z
• 0400 -.8576 .4577 L.1193 .1000 -.0368 ._113 .7680 .5000 ,1640 -,9033 ,4Z19 1,1833
• 0600 -1,05Z9 ,403_ 1,Z176 .1_00 -*1013 ,6Oil ,7912 ,5000 ,0984 -.9463 .4343 1.1607
• 0800 -1,0819 .39_1 1,131_ .2000 -,18_0 .6388 ,BZ71 ,5000 ,0328 -.9498 ,4344 1.160_
• 1000 -1.0904 .3_6L 1.2315 .Z500 -.2587 .0176 .85_ *_UO -.03Z8 -.9763 .4266 1.1746
.1400 -1.0379 ,4043 1,Z159 .3_:0 -.33_4 .5987 .8891 ,50_0 -.0984 -.9358 ,4395 1.1513
• 1800 -1.C501 ,4_1 1.Z163 ,4500 -.Z850 .61Z5 .8671 .5000 -,1640 -,9680 .4281 1,17ZO
,2200 -1.0551 .4039 1.2166 .5500 -.20_8 .b3ZZ .8373 .5000 -.2297 -.9865 .4211 1.1847
• 2600 -1,037Z .4081 1.Z088 .6500 -.0281 .6814 .7616 .5000 -.Z953 -1.0017 .4166 1.1930
• 3000 -1.0658 .4_14 1,2215 .75_0 ,2434 .7§60 ,6455 .5000 -.3609 -.9988 .4184 1.1697
,3400 -1,0803 .3969 1.2261 ,8000 .3390 ,7792 ,6_83 ,_0_0 -.4265 -.9951 .4237 1,1799
• 3800 -1,0946 ,3933 1.2369 ,8_00 .4125 .8U05 ,5734 ,5050 -.4921 -.9970 .4198 1,1871
,4200 -1,0105 ,4ZO_ 1.1858 ,9000 ,4413 .8087 ,5596 ,0000 ,2992 -,9754 ,4248 1.1779
• 4600 -1.0054 .41_q 1,194_ .9500 .4379 .8_74 ,5617 .1400 ,2992 -1,0677 ,3990 1.2248
.5000 -.9608 .4304 1.1670 1.0000 .1040 .7186 .1041 ,ZZbO .299Z -1.0839 .3965 1.2308
.5400 -.9218 ,44Zu 1,147_ .3000 .2992 -,9991 .418Z 1.1900
.5000 -.8614 .4577 1.1194 ,38_0 .Z992 -1,0224 ,4125 1.2006
• 6200 -.7499 .48_b 1.0647 .4600 ,2992 -1.0374 .4100 1.2_53
.6600 -,6489 ,_143 1,0_35 ,54U0 *Z992 -1,0341 .4103 1,2048
,7000 -,5412 .5418 .9789 ,bgO0 *ZqZ -.7068 .4991 1.0488
• 7500 -,4334 .5708 .9328 .7000 ,2992 -,5568 ,5397 .98Z3
• 8000 -.3302 ,5995 ,_79 ,8000 .2_9Z -,3372 .5986 .8893
• 8500 -.2147 .6337 .8350 .900_ *2992 -.1074 .6579 ,7978
• 9000 -*0932 ,6642 *7880 ,1_00 *2362 -,0298 ,6823 ,7603
• 9500 .0136 .6939 .7413 .2000 *2362 -,1866 ,5_05 .824_
.9750 ,0610 ,707_ .7218 ._500 .Z36Z -.3Z39 .6011 .8854
1.0000 ,1040 .71e6 .7041 .4_00 .2302 -.2769 .6159 .8024
.5500 ,2362 -,ZOO3 ,6347 ,8336
• 6500 *2362 -*0254 .6819 .7600
.7500 .236Z .Z438 ,7555 *6463
.8000 .Z362 .3481 .7831 .6019
.850_ .2382 ,4187 .80_5 .5700
.900C .2362 ,4P34 .8125 ._533
.9500 .236Z .4521 ,d115 .5_49
TEST 137 PT 1_.7981 PSI CN .7960 CD1 .01676 CDCOR1 .01630
RUN 21 TT L/3.Z905 _ C_ -.1431 CDZ ,015_6 CDCORZ .01459
POINT 8 RC 10,0888 _ILLION CC .0100 CD3 .01438 CDCOR3 .01393
NACH ,7496 CD4 .01462 COCOR4 *01417
ALPHA _*_071 OEG C05 ,01Z_5 COCOR_ ,01161
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFAC_ SPAN_ISE
XlC CF P_LIP1 _L_C XIC CP P_LlPl _LOC X/C YIC CP P_LIPT NLOC
0.0000 1.1587 1.0030 0.0000 0.0000 1.1587 1._030 0.0000 .5000 .4921 -1,1Z68 .3805 1.Z618
,0040 .4651 .8156 .§479 .004_ ,7350 .8874 .4169 ,50_0 .4265 -1.1437 ,3816 1.Z594
• 0080 ,1755 .7357 .6774 *0080 *8970 .9313 ,3201 .5000 .3609 -1.143_ .3804 1.2619
• 0150 -,1943 ,6360 ,e314 .0230 ,3857 .7940 ,5831 ,5000 ,2953 -1.1479 .3747 1.2732
.02_0 -*5838 ,5301 ,9989 .0500 .1698 .7359 .6771 .500_ .2297 -1.1568 .3771 1._684
.0400 -.9137 .4444 _.1420 .1000 .0154 .6920 ,7453 .5000 .1640 -1,1445 .3769 1.2687
.ObO0 -1.1065 .38_2 1.244_ ,15_0 -,_650 ,6705 ,77_ .5_0 ,0984 -1.1276 .3847 1,2535
.0800 -1.1334 ,37_7 ..Z632 .2000 -,1514 .6458 .8164 .5000 ,0328 -1.0707 ,4014 1.ZZ15
• 1000 -1.1210 .3809 1.2610 .2_00 -.2250 ,biT7 ,844Z ,_000 -*0328 -1.1Z86 ,3790 1.2b34
.1400 -1.1139 .3845 1.Z_39 .3500 -.3081 ,6054 .8787 ._000 -,0984 -1.1832 .3715 1,0794
• 1B00 -1.1254 .3832 1.2503 .4500 -.Z594 .6Z08 ,8548 .5000 -.1640 -1.1685 ,3750 l.Z7Z5
.2200 -1.1455 .3834 1,2550 .5500 -.Z014 *0343 ._340 .5000 -.2297 -1*0832 .396_ 1.2317
• Z600 -1.1148 .3837 1,_5_6 ,6500 -.0283 .8800 .7638 .5000 -*_953 -1.0769 .3991 1*21§B
• 3000 -1.1496 ,3800 L.Z6Z6 ,750_ .2404 .7536 .649Z ,5000 -.36_9 -1.0704 .3936 1.Z364
,3400 -1.1681 ,3737 1,Z750 ,S_0 .3403 ,7799 ,6071 .5000 -.426§ -1.0862 .3984 1.227Z
.3800 -1.173§ .3677 1.2e71 .8500 .4145 ,8u08 .5728 .5000 -.4921 -1.0601 .4033 1.2179
.4200 -1,1901 ,3601 1.2863 .9000 .4454 .8113 .5553 ,0600 .2992 -1.0312 ,41Z0 1.2015
.4600 -1,1260 ,382_ 1.Z§87 ,953_ .4460 ,8123 .5536 .1400 .2992 -1.1389 .3815 1.Z590
• 5000 -1.0995 .3923 1.2388 1.0030 ,0988 .7139 ,7114 .2200 .Z99Z -1.1§24 ,3749 1,2727
• _400 -1.0832 .39_C L.ZZ79 .30_ ,2992 -1.1128 .3897 1,2437
• 580_ -1,1353 ,377_ 1,26_9 .38_ .2_92 -1.1036 .3934 1.236b
• 6200 -.8174 .4702 1._977 .4600 .2992 -1.1358 ,3816 1.2_96
.6600 -.5883 ,8316 ._954 ,54_0 ,ZqZ -l,16be .3735 1.Z7§4
• 7000 -.5081 .55_€ ,_b3g ,6Z_0 .2992 -.8228 .4681 1.1013
• 7500 -.4174 ,5772 .9227 .70OO .299Z -*4966 .5548 .9581
.8000 -.3054 .6074 ,e_33 ._000 .299Z -.3073 .6041 .8807
• _500 -.2101 ,6344 .,339 .9000 *Z99Z -.1040 .6628 .7903
.9000 -.0986 ._631 .7_97 .IG00 ,Z3bE *01_3 ,6950 ,7407
• 9500 *0087 ,6_4 .7447 *ZO_C *Z3bZ -.1503 ,6465 *815Z
• 9750 *0563 .7027 °72_ .3500 .236Z -*280Z ,6170 *8598
1.0000 *0988 .7139 .7114 .4505 *230Z -.250e .6172 .8605
.5500 .2362 -*1877 .6396 *8258
.650_ .2362 -.0219 .6836 .7583
,7500 .2362 ,2480 .755Z ,6467
.800_ .2362 .350b .78_8 .$992
.BSOG .236Z ._Z33 .8049 .5661
.9000 .2362 ,4535 .8118 ,5544
.9505 .236Z ,4556 .8141 .8500
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TABLE III.- Continued.
TES1 137 P1 17.5214 PSI CN ,8525 C01 ,02143 COCOR1 .02078
RUN _1 TT 1u8,G741 K CM -,lkbO C02 .02075 CDCOR2 ,02010
POINT 9 kC 1_._73q MILLION CC .0095 CD3 °01828 CCCOR3 .01T64
MAC_ .748_ CD4 .01685 COCOR4 ,01622
ALPHA 2,0_b0 OEG C05 ,01119 COCOA5 .01058
UPPER SUkFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PeLIPT kLOC XIC CP P,LIP_ NLOC X/C YIC CP PpLIPT NLOC
0.0000 1,1425 1.00_1 C._GG J,OGO0 1,140_ i,vu01 G.OO00 ,SVO0 .4q21 -1,2083 ,3635 1.2957
,0040 ,400q .72_4 ,5769 ,U04O *7738 °8983 o394_ .SCOu ,4265 -1.2004 *3013 1.3001
.0080 .0984 .7165 .7_70 .O_J .9445 .9455 ,2844 .SLUO .3509 -1,2188 ,3587 1,3055
.0150 -.2555 ,6197 .8567 ,OE3b .4274 .P040 .5075 .5_00 .2953 -1.2213 .3558 1,3093
• 0250 -,6167 ,5179 1.0177 .0500 ,2123 ,7474 ,65_I ,50_b .2297 -1,2220 ,3574 h308Z
.0400 -,9676 ,4273 1,1734 ,1000 ,0490 ,7012 .7302 ,5000 ,1040 -1.2133 ,3009 1.3010
,0500 -1,1742 ,3752 1._701 .1500 -.0306 .581_ ,7014 ,5000 ,0984 -1.2211 ,3573 1.3083
.0800 -1.1494 .3538 1.2950 .2_00 -,1177 .0597 .7_51 .50u0 .0328 -1.Z014 ,34eb 1.3264
• 1000 -1,1890 ,35_3 i._O_ *2500 -*1287 .6351 .8329 .5000 -.0328 -1.2147 .3515 1,2996
.1400 -1,1264 .36q5 1,2_36 ,3500 -,2_24 ,6064 ,0773 ,5000 -,0984 -1,2495 .3599 1.3029
o1800 -1o1841 .3071 1.2883 ,4500 -.2543 °6204 oH550 °5000 -*1040 -1o2509 o3515 1.3203
• 2200 -1,1470 ,3670 1,2087 ,55_0 -.I_89 ,6410 ,823_ .5000 -.2297 -1.1986 ,3691 1.2843
• 2500 -1.1923 .367_ 102_70 .6_00 -,0277 ,be13 .7619 ._Ou_ -.2953 -1°1530 .3825 1,2579
• 3000 -1,2101 .3603 1.3022 .75_0 .2451 ,755_ .5472 °5000 -,3609 -1,1411 ,3813 1o2001
,3400 -1,2271 .3554 1.3101 .8000 ,3447 .7841 ,5004 .5000 -,4255 -1.1331 ,3814 1,2000
,3800 -1,2420 .3512 1.32_9 .8500 ._160 ,8011 ,5723 .5_00 -,4921 -1.0825 .4020 1,2193
,4200 -1,2545 .3487 1.3261 .9000 ,4448 *0102 ,5571 .05_0 ,2992 -1,0740 ,4008 1,2227
.4600 -1.2513 ,3500 1.3221 ,q500 .442_ .8094 ,5585 o1400 .2992 -1.1_82 .3060 1.2_94
.5000 -1,23_5 .3520 1.3100 l.uO_O ,0852 .7133 .7125 .2200 .2992 -1.2270 °3081 1.3060
• 5400 -1.1785 *371G 1.2eOb *3000 ,2922 -1.1244 *3542 1.2242
,5800 -1°1927 ,3075 1.4875 .380_ *2992 -1,1877 ,3753 1.2721
,6200 -°7249 .5001 1,0471 ,4600 ,2_92 -1.2133 .3641 1.2244
.6600 -,6023 .5268 1,G033 .54_0 ,2q92 -1.2383 .34_7 1.3239
.7000 -,5028 ,5563 ,9559 .6200 .zggz -.9384 .4350 1.1595
• 7500 -,4173 .58_0 .918_ ,7_00 .2992 -.5240 ,5451 ,9737
• 8000 -.3143 .6048 ,8798 .8000 ,2992 -.3078 .b060 °8778
• 2500 -.Z095 .631_ .0380 .9000 .2922 -.1079 ,0588 .7955
,9000 -,1062 ,6_43 .78_0 .1_00 .236Z .0524 .7034 .7279
,9500 -,0095 ,bEbb .7537 .2000 .2362 -.1150 .0585 .7970
,9750 °0472 .7025 .7ZqZ °3500 .2362 -.2669 .617b ,85qq
1.0000 .0852 .7133 .7125 ,4500 ,2302 -.2401 ,6256 ,8476
,5500 ,2362 -.18Zq ,0411 ,8230
,6500 .2362 -,0_77 .0811 ,7622
• 7500 ,2302 ,2477 .7566 .0645
,8000 ,23b2 .3549 .7845 .59_7
.850_ .2362 .4248 ._070 .5626
• qo00 .2362 ,4553 ,B136 .5515
,950_ .2302 .4569 ,_154 ,5484
TEST 137 PT 17.5Z3_ o$I CN .8892 COl ,02908 COCORl .0Z029
RUN 21 1T 106,1123 K CH -.2480 C02 .ozg0z COCOR2 °02821
POINT 10 _C 10.094U _ILLION CC .0117 C03 ,02754 CDCOR3 *02685
MACH ,7510 C0_ ,_1986 COCOR4 ,01912
ALRHk Z,5094 O_G C05 ,01195 CDCOR5 .01121
UPPER SURFACE L_ER SURFACE SPAN_XSE
XIC CP P_L/PI _LOC XIC CP P_LIPI MLOC XlC Y/C CP P_LIPT NLOC
0.0000 1.1501 .ggq7 .0223 d.O000 1.15ul .g997 ,0223 ,5000 ,4921 -1.2491 .348q 1,3258
,0040 ,3711 .7_0 ,5q40 ,0040 ,_151 ,9u90 .3720 ,SGGO ,426_ -1,2635 .3_51 1.3316
.U080 .0_41 ,7049 o72_5 oOOdO .g631 .q493 ,2732 .5000 °3609 -1*2691 ,3448 1.3344
• 0150 -,2992 ,50t7 .8768 ,O230 ,4637 .8117 ,5546 .5000 ,2953 -1,2604 .3434 1,3372
°0250 -.6785 ,5031 1.O422 ,0_00 .2483 .754b ,6478 .50_0 .2227 -1.2691 ,3430 1.3380
.0400 -1.0010 .417q 1.19_o .1000 ,0818 .7096 .7182 ,5000 .1640 -1.2554 .34_8 1.3342
• 0600 -1.1741 ,36_ 1.2909 ,1500 -,0023 .686_ ,7534 ,SCCO ,0984 -1.2778 ,3_04 1,3437
•0800 -1.22gb .354Z 1.3148 .ZOO0 -,iOlb ,659b ,7949 ,5000 ,0328 -1.3238 .3274 i,3717
.1000 -1.2055 ,3538 1.315_ .2500 -,1733 .640_ .8241 .5000 -,0328 -1.2828 .3354 1.3542
,1400 -1,2205 .356d 1.3109 .3500 -.26_8 ,6144 ,8648 .5_00 -.0984 -1,2482 ,3457 1.3325
.1800 -1.2192 .3_31 1.3170 .450o -.2530 .6205 .8554 .500u -.1640 -1,2758 .3411 1.3421
• 2200 -1,2224 .353u 1.3171 .55Ju -.2_13 .6312 .8389 .5000 -.2297 -1.2726 .3390 1,3400
• 2600 -1,2293 .3542 1.3146 .65U0 -.0346 .t786 ,7661 .5_00 -.2253 -1,1_9_ .3641 1,2944
• 3000 -1,2550 .3403 1,3268 .7500 ,2291 ,7471 ,6597 ,5000 -,3009 -1.1910 .3673 1.287q
.3400 -1,2688 ,344U 1.3342 ,80_0 .3364 .7791 ,6086 ,5000 -,4265 -1.1641 .3701 1.2823
,3800 -1.2753 .33q3 1.3_9 ._500 .4051 .7Oh5 ,58uI .5C00 -.4qZI -1.0335 .4089 1.2073
• %200 -1.2_87 .335_ 1.3551 ,9000 .4330 .8044 ,5009 *0bU_ *2992 -1.0822 ,3946 1.2344
.4600 -1.3117 ,32g5 1.3671 ,9500 .4377 *8055 ,5600 ,140_ ,2gqz -1.2344 .3520 1,3191
.5OO0 -1,3278 *32b_ 1.373U l*OOd0 *0540 *7052 .7250 .2200 .29_2 -1.2629 .3455 1.3328
• 5400 -1,2852 .337_ 1.34t9 .30CO .2992 -1,2724 .3453 1.3333
.5800 -1.1662 .3673 1.2881 .3000 .22g2 -1.2172 .3563 1.3104
,6200 -.7684 .4760 I,_68 .46uu ,2992 -1.2526 .34g0 1.3255
• 6600 -.5201 ,5193 1.0156 .5400 .2992 -1.2779 ,33_0 1.3486
• 70OO -,5303 .5429 ,9773 *bZOO .2992 -.8032 ,4677 1.1021
,7500 -.4244 .5720 .9310 .700U .2_q2 -.5_78 .5398 .9822
•80u0 -°3239 .601_ ._43 ._bOC .2992 -,3375 ,59_ ,895g
o0500 -.2286 ,624_ ._a_ .g_O .2_Z -.1294 .b542 ,8035
•gooO -,115g .6570 ,7_5 .16_0 .2302 ,08qP ,7140 ,7105
.qSo0 -,0217 ,6_ .7_6q .200_ .2362 -.I001 ,bSgl ,Tqbl
,9750 .0033 .b_73 ,7577 ,3500 .23b2 -.2517 ,0Z27 ,8520
1.0000 .0540 .7052 o725U .4500 ,2362 -.2314 ,6283 .B434
o55_u ,2302 -.1827 .b399 .8256
• 6LO0 ,2302 -,0304 ,0770 .7675
• 7500 .2302 .2435 ,7543 .6483
.OGOb .2362 .3452 .7_2_ ,6026
.85_0 .2362 .4221 .802Z .5706
.9oC0 .2362 .4488 .b102 .5572
• 95uu .2362 ,4423 .8090 ,5522
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 17.5249 P_I CN .913J C01 .b4Ub7 _O_OR1 ,03969
RbN 21 TT 10_,09_1 € 0_ -,1463 C02 .03883 CDCOR2 °03783
POIKT 11 _C 10.0857 _ILLIflN C¢ .011_ ¢03 .03837 ¢000R3 .03740
NACH .7501 C04 .02299 COCOR4 ,0220§
ALPHA 3*UbZ7 OEG C05 *01403 COCOR5 ,01370
UPPER SURFACE LOW[R _URFACE 5PANWISE
XlC CP PeLIP1 ,LOC XIC CP PtLIPT MLOC X/C YIC CP PeL/P[ NLOC
0,0000 1,1392 ,9977 .u_77 O,OuO0 1.1392 ,9977 ,0577 ,5000 ,4921 -1,2894 ,3370 1.3_09
,0040 .3140 ,7740 .b108 .0_43 .8427 .qlbb .3_53 ._00_ ,4205 -1.3052 .33_7 1.3530
• 0080 ,00_0 ,bglb ,7_bg ,0080 ._19 ,950_ .2522 ,5000 ,3009 -1.3034 ,3351 1,3549
,0150 -,3277 ,§915 ,8U_6 ,0230 .5177 .P300 ,5233 ,5000 .2_53 -1,2990 ,3375 1.3498
.0250 -,7459 .4905 L*Ob33 ,0500 ,2837 .7657 ,0300 .5000 .2297 -1.2496 .3474 1.3287
.0400 -1o0451 ,40e2 1.2_F7 .1000 *1102 .7174 .7001 .5000 .1040 -1.2850 ,3439 1.3361
.0600 -1.2297 .3548 1.313_ .15J0 .0314 .0971 .7370 .SGOO .0984 -1.281_ .3409 1.3426
• 0800 -1,2860 ,3442 1.3356 .2000 -.0756 .0658 ,7857 ,8000 *0328 -1.3180 .3305 1,3648
,1000 -1,2870 ,3418 1.3405 ,2500 -.1571 .6448 ,8179 ,8000 -*0328 -1.3107 ,3361 1.3527
• 1400 -1.2796 ,3443 1.33_3 ,3500 -,2409 ,6264 .8463 ,5000 -,0984 -1,2829 .3402 1.3441
._BO0 -1.2777 .3423 1.33_5 .4500 -,2410 *6252 ,84_ ,5006 -.1640 -1,2941 .3364 1.3522
,2200 -1.2751 ,3416 1.3411 ,5500 -.1934 ,6359 ,8317 ,50_0 -,2297 -1.3346 ,3301 1.3688
• 2600 -1.2680 ,3428 1,33c5 ,0500 -.0301 .belO ,7623 ,50_0 -,29_3 -1,2449 ,3527 1.3179
.3000 -1.2991 ,3374 1,3_0 .7500 ,2348 .7531 ,6501 ,5000 -,3009 -1,2335 ,3594 1,3041
• 3400 -1.3097 .3334 1*3560 ._UJO .3314 .7794 .b080 .5000 -.4205 -1*1521 .3752 1.2723
• 3800 -1,3313 .3287 1,3087 ,8530 ,4051 ,7984 ,5769 .5000 -.4921 -,9832 ,4220 1,1821
• 4200 -1,3288 .3259 1,3749 ,9000 ,4288 °8042 ,5672 ,0000 ,29_2 -1,1290 ,3833 1,2562
• 4600 -1.3674 .3217 1.3841 .9500 .4221 .8032 .8089 .1400 .2992 -1.2701 .3431 1.3378
• _OO0 -1,3037 ,3342 1.350_ 1,0000 -,03_4 ,0797 ,7043 ,220C .2_2 -1,2_43 ,3351 1,3548
• 5400 -1.1164 ,3852 1,2525 ,3000 .2992 -1,2879 .3339 1,357_
.5800 -,8780 .4530 1.1270 ,3800 ,2992 -1,2671 ,3411 1.3421
.0200 -.0977 .kqeg 1.0491 .4600 .2992 -1.2893 .3389 1.3408
• 6600 -,6144 ._210 1,0127 ,540u ,299Z -1.1347 ,3786 1,2656
.7000 -.5388 .5448 .9742 .6200 ,2992 -.7049 .4983 1,0502
• 7500 -,4340 ._72_ .9310 .700C .2992 -,5468 .5415 ,9794
.8000 -,3330 .b015 ,884_ .8000 ,2992 -*3436 .5958 .8936
• 8500 -,2458 .b212 ,8543 ,9000 .2992 -.1639 .b446 .8183
• 9000 -,1779 ,6407 ._243 .1000 .23_2 ,1194 .7198 ,7029
,2800 -.1210 ,6540 ,8038 .2000 ,2302 -,ObO0 ,6742 .7727
.9780 -.0481 .6774 .?078 .3800 .2382 -.2394 .6241 .8499
1,0000 -*0354 ,67_7 ,7643 ,4500 ,236Z -.2298 .0271 .84_2
• 5500 *2302 -,1829 ,6390 ,8260
,050_ .2302 -.0375 .6778 ,7073
.7500 .2362 ,2345 .7510 .653b
,800G ,2362 ,3265 ,7748 .6154
• 8500 ,2362 ,4029 ,7963 ,5804
.90_0 *2362 *4323 *_0§7 .5640
• 9500 ,2302 ,4165 .8015 ,5717
TEST 137 PI 17.1bl9 Pbl CN .2562 C01 *01033 CDCORI .01007
RUN 22 1T 108.3842 K CM -,1320 C02 ,01027 CDCOR2 ,01001
POINT 1 RC 9.9165 MILLION CC .0178 CD3 ,ui001 COC_R3 .00975
MACH ,7003 C04 *GGgI5 COCOR4 *00893
ALPHA -1.9958 OEO CD5 .00778 COCOR5 .00757
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC CP P_L/PT ML_C XIC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1,0337 .9008 .2202 0.0000 1,0337 .9008 ,2202 ,5000 .4921 -.0574 .5008 1.04_q
,0040 .9303 ,g386 ,3024 ,0040 .1353 .7193 .7031 ,5000 .4265 -.6638 °4970 1.0523
*0080 ,0937 ,8738 .4436 .0080 ,3081 .7661 ,0294 ,5000 .3009 -.bb05 .4976 1,0512
,0150 *3678 ,7825 *b030 *0230 -*2570 *_IUZ .8713 .5000 ,2953 -.b075 ,_970 1,0fl23
*0250 .0076 ,6840 *7507 ,05J0 -*3926 .5741 *9277 ,5000 .2297 -*b076 ,4974 1.0517
*0400 --*2927 .0027 *H830 .1000 -.43G3 *5634 *9440 .5000 *ibkO -*bbq9 .4973 1.0519
*0600 -.4151 ,5704 ,9335 .1500 -.4580 *5571 ,9546 .5000 *0984 -*bbZ3 .501_ 1.0443
.0800 -.4072 .5701 .934U ,2000 -,5434 ,5307 .9970 .5000 ,0328 -,6462 ,5134 1.0252
.lOOO -.43o5 .5616 .9474 ,2500 -,5928 .5168 1.0190 .SCUO -.032_ -.6620 ,5O22 1.0435
.1400 -.4424 .5610 .94_4 .3500 -.64_5 .804O 1.0407 .5000 -.0g84 -.b084 .4g88 1.0492
.1800 -,4889 ,847C ,9706 ,4500 -.4495 ,5595 .9507 ,5000 -,1040 -.0673 .497O 1.0514
.Z200 -.5213 .5371 ,98_b .55vO -.3110 .599_ ,8887 ,5000 -,2297 -.0650 ,4985 1.0498
.2600 -,5378 .5338 .9912 .0500 -.0761 .0613 .7920 .SbOb -.2953 -.6687 .4900 1.0530
.3000 -.5838 ,_191 1,0157 ,7500 .2059 ,7377 .674_ .5000 -.3b09 -,bb52 .5006 1.0462
,3400 -.6046 ,_131 l.b2_b ._OdO .2911 .7629 .6346 .5000 -,4265 -,6843 .4904 1.0634
.380_ -.6240 .SUgU I*0324 .8_00 .3591 .7,09 .6055 .5000 -.4921 -.6791 ,4973 1.0518
*4200 -.6190 *_10P 1,0_94 .9000 .396_ .7914 ,5_85 .ObO_ *2992 -*3622 .5857 .g095
,4000 -.6461 .5025 1,U_32 .gSOO .4058 .7950 ,5815 ,1400 .2992 -,4449 ,5592 .9512
*§000 -*0680 ,50C2 1*04_9 l*ubO0 ,lk_3 .722_ .b990 ,2200 .2992 -.5105 ,5309 .9869
,5400 -,6737 ,5059 1,U375 ,3000 ,2992 -,5040 ,5Zb2 1,0043
,SuO0 -,7083 ,48_ L.OO_u ,3800 ,2992 -,b231 .5134 1.0292
.6200 -.7388 .4795 1.0817 .400_ ,2992 -,6338 .51C0 1.0307
*bbOO -.7683 ,46_7 l,_q_b .5400 ,2992 -*0912 ,4897 1*0646
.7000 -*0344 ,5071 1.0356 .b2_C .2qq2 -,7473 .4755 1,0886
,7500 -,4369 .5000 .9489 .7000 ,Z992 -,642_ ,5076 1.0346
.8000 -.3329 ._920 .89_7 *800_ .29q2 -.3448 .5897 .9033
.8500 -*2105 .6217 ,8535 .9000 .2992 -.1114 ,6508 ,8088
.9000 -.0988 .6574 .7985 .1COU ,2302 -,4416 ,5633 ,9447
,9500 *0252 ,0914 .7_03 .2000 *2302 -*5328 ,5378 ,9854
.9750 *0883 ,7081 .7205 .3500 .2362 -*b043 .5187 1.0164
1,0000 ,1403 ,7220 ,o990 .450G ,2362 -,4401 .5625 .9460
,5_00 .2362 -,3086 .bOOk ,8860
,0500 ,2362 -.0900 ,0571 .7990
.7_00 .2362 .2122 .7378 .6742
.8100 ,23bZ .3107 .7670 .0270
,8500 ,2362 .3814 .7888 *5927
.9GC0 .23o_ .4195 .7q90 *5759
,9500 .2362 .4327 ,8016 ,5710
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TEST 137 PT 17,1885 PSI Ch ,3380 C01 .0107g COCORZ .01069
RUN 22 TT 108.3554 K CM -.1355 COZ .01074 CBCOR2 .01046
POINT 2 RC 9.9399 _ILLION CC .0193 CD3 .01044 ODCOR3 .01015
MACH ,7oue C04 .00949 COCOR4 ,00922
ALPHA -1.498g DEG C05 .G08C8 CBCOR5 ,00783
UPPER SURFACE LO_E_ SURFACE SPANWZSE
XIC CP PmLIPT HLUC XIC CP P_LIP1 _LOC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1,0788 .9801 .1699 O,_OJO l,U780 ,9801 .lbgg .500U ,4921 -.5840 .4924 1.0599
.0040 .8748 .9236 .3392 .UJ4O .2379 .7492 ,6562 .5000 .4265 -.5991 .4912 1.06Z0
,0080 .6314 ,8559 .4772 .0080 ,4216 .7985 ,5753 ,5C00 .3509 -.5971 ,4875 1,0581
.0150 02799 07501 .5391 .uZ30 -.1378 .b40g ,8147 .5000 .2953 -.5974 .4925 1.0598
.0250 -.0838 .5597 .7951 .053_ -.2915 ,5027 .883J .5000 .2297 -.bg4g ,4930 1.0591
*0400 -.3929 .5732 ,9191 .I000 -.3453 .58g0 .9043 .5000 .1640 -.6goz .4921 1.0505
.0500 -.5199 .5413 .9803 .1_05 -.3g4_ ._TZb ,9301 .50uU .0g84 -.6959 .4907 1.0529
,0800 -.4984 .54'0 .q755 .ZOO0 -.4761 .5522 .9523 .5000 .0328 -,5988 .4895 1.0548
.1000 -.§181 ,5409 .98_5 .1500 -._301 .5373 .9852 ,5o00 -.0328 -.7022 .4887 1.0_51
.1400 -.5180 .5424 ._7_U .3500 -.5711 .5151 1.0058 .SHOO -.G984 -.7089 .4851 1.0723
.1800 -.5574 ,5279 1._14 .4500 -.43_2 .5524 .9481 ._LO0 -,1540 -.7015 .4891 1.0855
.2200 -,5815 .5215 1.0118 .550_ -.2982 .bOZ4 .8_34 .5C0_ -,2197 -.7080 ,4863 1.0703
.ESO0 -.SgE5 .5177 1._80 .5_00 -,073g .5512 .TgZ_ .5000 -.E953 -.7054 .487B 1.0577
,3000 -,6458 .50_g 1.0375 ,7500 .2123 .7415 .8583 .5000 -.3509 -.7057 .4881 1.0572
.3400 -.5521 .4973 1.0519 .8U00 ,304_ .7575 .5271 ,SUUb -.4155 -,7255 .4820 1.0775
.3800 -.8837 .4983 1._535 .850_ .3721 .7844 ._ggg .5000 -.4921 -.7349 .4782 1.0040
,4ZOO -.5810 ,49_8 1.0_27 .90_0 .4_57 .793_ .5844 .0500 .2ggz -.4551 .§557 .9557
.4500 -.8901 .4921 1.0855 ._500 .4137 .7953 ,5020 .1400 ,1902 -.5145 .5404 .9813
.5000 -,7053 .4681 1.0873 1.0000 .1332 ,7199 .?OZZ .Z20U .2992 -.5717 *5225 1.0103
,5400 -.7235 *4822 1.C773 .3000 .2992 -.5205 .5083 1.0335
,_800 -,7595 .4730 1.0930 ,3800 .zggz -.6857 .4923 1.0502
.5200 -,795g .4508 1.1140 ,4_00 .zggz -,6892 .4913 1.0619
.6500 -.8113 ,458g 1.1172 .5400 .2992 -.7188 .4853 1.0719
.7000 -,6500 .4_5 1,C4_1 ,8200 .2ggz -.7681 ,4579 1.1015
°7500 -,4371 .581_ .9471 .7000 .2992 -.8773 .4918 1.0511
,8000 -,3299 ,5917 .9001 .8000 .2ggz -.3403 .5871 .g07z
,8500 -.2098 .5242 ,_497 .9000 .2992 -.1128 .5514 .8077
.9000 -,090Z ,5553 .8002 .100_ .2382 -.3855 .5808 .9171
.9500 .0289 .5891 .7499 .2000 .2352 -.4715 .5527 .951§
.9750 .0828 .7054 .7247 .3500 .238Z -.5593 .5252 1.0042
$,0000 ,1332 ,7199 .7012 .4500 .235Z -.4178 .5584 .9368
.5500 .2351 -.1991 .Sggl .8885
o6_00 .2362 -.0819 .5595 .7951
.75u£ .2351 .2148 .7401 .5707
.8000 .2352 .3138 ,7572 °5277
.8500 ,2352 .3896 .7893 ,5919
,9000 .236Z .4253 .7990 .5760
.9500 .2351 ,4079 .7945 .5833
TEST 137 PT 17.1e53 PSI CN .4052 C01 .OlOg3 CDCORL .01057
RUN 22 TT 107.3171 K C_ -.1368 COL .010_6 CDCORZ ,01051
POINT 3 RC 20.07_3 _ILLION C0 .0192 C03 ,01061 COCOR3 .01018
_ACH .75G1 CD4 .G_970 COCOR4 .00939
ALPHA -1.0183 OEG C05 .008Z4 COCOR5 .00795
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANMISE
XIC CP P_LIPT _L_C XIC CP P_LIPT _LOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1054 ,98b_ .1391 _.b£00 1.1054 ,9856 ,1391 .5000 ,4921 -,7304 ,4842 1,0738
.0040 ,8113 .gOSh .3195 .UU40 .3312 .7732 .5180 .500G .4285 -,7488 .4793 1.0821
.0080 .5585 .8354 ._122 .0080 .5153 ,8234 .5347 .5000 .3609 -.7419 .47_6 1,0833
• 0150 ,1953 .7371 .5754 .C23U -.0440 .5588 .7811 .5000 .2953 -.7571 .4753 1.0890
• 0250 -,1849 053_0 ,8314 ,0500 -e2034 ,_255 .8477 .5000 .Egg7 -,7853 ,4709 1.0955
.0400 -,5035 ,5454 .9723 .1000 -.Z858 .5V31 .8824 .5000 .1540 -.7814 .4710 1.0964
• 0600 -.5348 .510_ 1.0299 .1500 -.3332 ,5921 .8995 .5100 .0984 -.7580 .4739 1.0914
.0800 -.5924 ,52C1 1.G141 ,2GUO -.4205 .5541 ,9434 .5C00 ,0328 -,7584 .4724 1.0940
.1000 -.5029 .5177 1.0161 .2500 -.4837 ._5a1 .9557 .5000 -.0328 -.7591 .4715 1.0938
.1400 -.5904 ,_207 1,0133 .3_00 -.5335 .5343 ,9911 .5000 -.0984 -,7755 ,4705 1.0972
.1800 -.5244 ,51u5 1,£303 ,4500 -.4CUP o_713 .9321 .5000 -.1840 -.7747 .4072 1.1029
.2200 -.5565 .5057 1.¢378 .5_00 -.2846 .6055 ,8772 .5000 -.2297 -,7639 .4715 1.0956
,Z500 -.5470 .507_ 1._355 .8500 -.0582 .5643 ,7881 ,5000 -.2953 -.7820 .4731 1,0927
.3000 -.5990 .4933 1.0591 .7500 .21_5 .7425 .8588 .5000 -,3509 -.7594 .4749 1.0897
.3400 -.7147 .48_4 1.a7CZ .80_0 .3071 .7575 .527Z .5000 -.4255 -.7741 .4708 1,0987
,3800 -.7395 .4801 1.0808 ,850_ ,3735 .7853 .5984 ,5000 -.49Z1 -,7748 .4583 1.1010
• 4200 -,7480 ,4755 l.ueS9 ,g_o_ .4125 .7981 .5774 .0500 .2991 -.5970 .5197 1.0148
.4600 -.7594 .4715 1.0954 .9500 .4171 .797Z .5789 .140£ .2991 -.5931 .5155 1.0135
.5000 -.7544 .4711 1.C944 1.0000 .1232 ,7171 ,7055 ,2200 .299Z -,5448 .5050 1.0391
.5400 -.7755 .4598 1.ugh8 .30Ub .2991 -,5618 ,4999 1.0475
• 5800 -.7998 ,4641 1,1u_3 ,3_00 ,1991 -,7435 ,4775 1,0853
.SZO0 -.8Z01 ,4_3 Z.ZZe4 .45Gu ,1991 --.7520 .473_ 1.0911
,5500 -.8504 .4463 1.1394 .5400 .2ggz -.7529 .4756 1.0857
.7000 -.5259 .5092 1.u320 .82u0 .2992 -,7932 .4551 1,1054
.7500 -,4430 .550_ .94o5 .7000 .2991 -,5355 .5085 1.0332
.8000 -,3Z03 ._933 .e978 .80_u .1991 -.3317 ,5894 .9035
.8500 -.2115 ._Z54 ._79 .gOOb ,2991 -.1027 ,6541 .8037
.9000 -.0919 .6556 ,7998 .IG00 .236Z -.29_5 .5029 ,8816
,9500 .023_ .6904 ./47e .ZOuC ,2352 -.4085 .5698 .9344
.9?_0 .0780 .7039 .7171 .35_b .2382 -.50_3 .5411 .9784
1._000 ,1231 .717_ .7055 .4500 .2361 -.4036 ,5723 .9305
.5500 ,E361 -.1803 .b067 .8788
.550_ .1361 -,U705 .5841 ,1883
• 7_00 .2382 .ZIZ_ .7410 .66gZ
.0£00 .2361 .316, .7695 .6141
.8500 ,2361 .3867 .7089 .5916
.90U_ .23bZ .4119 .7991 .5755
.gso0 .1361 ._143 ,7995 .5750
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TEbT 137 PT 17.1791 PSI CN .4847 C01 .01165 COCOR1 *01128
RUN 22 TT 1_7,336o K CB -.140_ CDZ .01166 CDCORZ ,01129
POINT 4 PC lC,_674 MILLION CC ,6190 C03 .01130 COCOR3 *01095
MACH e7599 C04 *01039 CDCOR4 *01008
ALPHA -,bOth OEG C05 ,00852 COCOR5 ,008Z1
UPPER SURFACE LOWER _U_FACE SPAN#ISE
XIC CP PtLIPT eLOC XIC CP PtLIPT NLOC XIC YIC CP PtLIPT BLOC
0,0000 1.1293 ,9929 ,1007 O.ObO0 1.1Z93 ,_gZ9 ,1007 ,5000 .4921 -.8308 ,4507 1,1317
• 0040 ,757Z .8821 .4136 .0040 ,4234 ,7970 ,579Z ,5000 ,4265 -,8386 ,4429 1,1330
• 0080 04954 ,8162 .5471 ,0080 .6011 .8458 .4954 ,SONG ,3609 -08461 .4496 101336
.01SO .1351 ,7161 ,7082 .0230 ,0535 ,6946 .7415 ,5000 ,Z953 -.8540 ,4430 1,1453 )
• 0250 -.2542 ,6104 ,8710 .0500 -,1181 ,6455 .8168 .5000 .2297 -,8440 ,4498 1,1332
,0400 -,5860 ,5173 1,0188 ,1000 -.2Z04 .6183 ,8588 ,5000 .1640 -.8379 .4508 1,1314
• 0600 -,7703 ,4708 1,09_7 ,1500 -.ZSOE .5002 .8868 .5000 ,0984 -.8436 ,4501 1,1328
• 0800 -,7441 ,4784 1.0837 ,2000 -,3665 ,5767 ,9236 ,5000 ,0328 -,8365 ,4530 1,1Z75
• 1000 -,6864 ,4932 1,0585 ,2500 -,4310 ,5585 ,95Z3 .5000 -,0328 -,8357 ,4517 1,1299
,1400 -.6888 ,4937 1,0579 .3500 -,4818 *5475 ,9699 .5000 -.0984 -*8334 ,4551 1,1Z38
.1800 -,6981 ,4904 1.0635 ,4_00 -.3882 ,5T21 .9308 ,5000 -.1640 -.8291 ,4510 1.1311
,2200 -,?075 ,4837 1,0?46 ,5500 -,2706 .6083 .8T43 .5000 -.2227 -,8339 .4531 1.1274
• 2600 -,7179 ,4819 1.0778 ,5500 -,0590 ,6668 ,7841 ,5000 -,2953 -,8247 ,4574 1.1198
• 3000 -,7630 ,4708 1,0907 ,7500 ,2248 ,7443 ,6641 .500_ -,3609 -,8376 .450Z 1,13Z6
• 3400 -.7862 ,4661 1,1048 .8000 ,3175 ,7704 ,6226 ,5000 -,4Z65 -,8374 ,4525 1.1285
,3800 -,8040 ,4569 1o1208 ,85_0 .3869 ,7891 .5922 ,500_ -.4921 -,8339 ,452& 1,1Z83
.4200 -,7979 ,4625 1,1110 ,9000 ,4224 ,7970 ,5792 .0600 .Zqgz -.7323 .4844 1.0734
.4600 -,8Z10 .455_ 1,1232 .9500 .4240 ,8006 ,5733 ,1406 .2992 -,6865 ,4937 1,0578
• 5000 -,8486 .4487 1.1352 1,0C00 .1173 .7142 ,7111 .2200 .2992 -,7037 ,4873 1,0685
• 5400 -.8623 .4459 L,14GO ,3000 .2922 -.7437 .6818 1,0780
• 5800 -,8868 ,4379 1.1544 *3800 .2992 -.7982 .4669 1,1035
• 6200 -,8811 .4420 1,1470 ,4500 .2992 -,8295 ,4547 1.1246
,6600 -,8824 .4363 1.1573 ,5400 .2992 "*84Zq .4515 1.1302
• 7000 -*5995 .5177 1.0182 .6200 ,2992 -,8045 .4653 1.1062
• 7500 -,4385 ,5634 .9445 ,7000 ,Z992 -,5983 .5191 1.0158
• 8000 -,3183 .5936 ,8972 ,8000 ,299Z -,3266 ,5918 *8999
,8500 -.2067 *6260 .8469 ,9G00 ,2992 -,1034 ,6537 *8043
.9000 -,0933 .&566 .7998 .1000 .Z362 -.2236 ,6222 .8528
• 9500 ,0169 .6882 .7512 ,2000 ,236Z -,3413 .5888 ,9046
,9750 .0759 .7_36 ,7275 ,3500 .2362 -.4657 ,5567 ,9552
1.0000 .1173 ,7142 .7111 ,4500 .2362 -,3734 ,5788 *9203
.5500 o236Z -.2626 ,6130 .8670
.6500 ,2362 -.0659 ,6645 *7876
• 7500 .2362 .2213 .7427 *6666
• 8000 .2362 *3230 .7735 ,6176
• 8500 ,2362 .3952 ,7933 .5854
• 9000 ,2362 ,432S ,b019 .5711
.9500 .236Z .4346 .8028 *5697
TEST 137 PT 17.1_05 PSI CN *5664 C01 ,01270 COCOR1 *01233
RUN 22 TT 106,2672 K CN -.1415 C02 ,01269 CO_ORZ ,01231
POINT 5 RC lC.2U73 qILLION CC ,0172 C03 ,01232 CDCOR3 ,01196
NACH ,7586 CD4 ,01144 COCOR4 *01111
ALPHA ,0000 DEG CD5 .00974 COCOR5 .00941
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XlC CP PsL/PT MLOC XlC CP P_LIPT BLOC XlC YIC OP P_LIPT BLOC
0*0000 1.1436 ,9977 *0576 0*0000 1,1436 ,9977 *057& *5000 .4921 -,8903 ,4383 1,1536
*0040 .6799 ,8702 ,45C6 .0040 .5230 ,8269 ,5988 .5600 ,4265 -,9023 ,4350 1,1597
.0080 ,3998 ,7927 .5864 ,0080 ,7042 ,8766 .4383 .5000 ,3609 -.9124 ,4361 1.1576
.0150 ,0261 .6925 .7446 ,U230 ,1494 .7248 ,6946 .5000 .2953 -.9200 ,4307 1.1673
,0250 -.3567 ,5894 .9u37 .0500 -.0318 ,6746 .7722 .5000 .2297 -.9243 .4295 1.1695
.0400 -,6873 ,4959 1.6542 .1000 -,1542 .6406 .8245 .5000 .1640 -,9063 .4360 1.1579
,0600 -.8688 .4436 1.1442 .1500 -,2130 .6239 ,8502 ,SCOG .0984 -,9006 ,4343 1,1609
.0800 -.8756 .4428 1.1456 ,Z000 -,3009 .6000 .8872 .5000 ,0328 -.8874 ,4404 1.1499
,1000 -,8517 *4469 1,1384 .2500 -,3668 .5_51 ,9104 ,5000 -,0328 -.8911 .4309 1.1507
.1400 -.8041 ,4638 1,1088 .3500 -.4228 ,5714 .9320 *5000 -,0964 -.8943 .4334 1.1625
.1800 -.7899 .4b_4 1.1009 .4500 -.3528 *_876 .9066 ,5000 -.1640 -.8882 .4426 1,1460
,2200 -.8132 ,4611 1.1134 ,5500 -.2484 .6144 .8649 .5000 -.2297 -,8927 .4402 1.1503
,2600 -,7609 ,4739 1,0913 .6500 -.0459 .6708 ,7781 .500C -.2953 -*8878 .4418 1,1473
.3000 -.7797 o46_7 1.1904 .7500 .2312 .7458 ,6617 ._000 -,3609 -.8861 ,4412 1,1485
.3409 -*8202 .4613 1.1131 .8U00 .3255 .7735 ,6176 .5000 -.4265 -.8779 .4396 1.1513
.3800 -,866Z ,4455 1.1409 ,2500 °3976 ,7936 .5842 .5000 -.4221 -*8731 .4429 1.1455
.4200 -,8841 .4406 1,1496 .9000 ,4309 ,_023 ,5704 .0600 ,2992 -.8087 ,4589 1,1173
,4600 -,8739 ,4448 1.1421 .9500 .4318 .8027 ,5697 ,1400 .2992 -,8518 .4500 1*1329
,5000 -,8949 .4359 1,158& 1.0000 .1140 ,7143 .7110 ,2200 .2992 -,6919 .4940 1.0574
,5400 -,9170 ,4323 1,1645 .3000 .2992 -.7945 .4644 1.1078
,5800 -,9425 .42_9 1.1761 .3800 ,2992 -.8463 *4526 1*1Z83
*6200 -*9847 .4084 1.20P3 *4600 ,2992 -*_948 .4422 1,1468
,6600 -.8342 ,4574 1.1200 ,5400 ,2992 -,9332 ,4276 1,1730
,7000 -.5764 ,5268 1,0033 ,620G .299Z -,9400 .4250 1,1778
.7500 -.4206 .5697 .9346 ,700¢ ,2992 -.5713 .5267 1.0035
.8000 -,3210 .5961 ,_932 ,8000 ,2992 -.3Z87 .5950 .8950
.8500 -,1971 .6274 ._447 ,9_00 .2992 -*1007 ,6564 ,8002
,9000 -,Ogzg ,6575 ,7986 .1000 .2362 -.1554 .6396 .8261
.9500 ,0195 *6877 ,7520 o20_0 .2362 -,2932 ,b005 .8864
,9750 ,0689 .7005 ,7323 ,3500 ,2362 -,4116 ,5716 ,9316
1.0000 ,1140 ,7143 .7110 .450_ .2362 -,3410 .5891 .9042
.5500 ,2362 -,2445 ,6145 ,8648
,6500 ,Z362 -*0504 ,6700 *7794
*7500 ,2362 ,2299 .,7470 .6599
.8000 .2362 ,3283 ,7732 .6180
.8500 .2362 .3984 .7936 *5848
.9000 .2362 .44_7 ,8064 *5636
.9500 ,2362 ,4353 ,8012 .5722
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT LS,4bT1 PSI C_ .0510 COl .01512 COCOR1 001468
RUN 22 TT 10401402 K Ce -.1451 COZ .01525 COCORZ .01481
POINT 7 RC lu,0978 MILLION CC .0171 CD3 001485 COCOR3 ,01441
MACH .7610 C04 0013Z6 COCOR4 ,01283
ALPHA 05091 OEG C05 .01100 COCOR5 .01059
UPPER SURFACE LOMEP SURFACE SPANdISE
XIC CP PeLIPT _LQC XIC CP PeLIPl MLOC XIC YIC CP PeLIP[ HLOC
0.0000 1,1582 1,0014 O,uu_O O. OOuO 1.1582 1.Ou14 0.0000 05000 .4921 -.9565 ,4178 1,1910
,0040 ,6169 ,8517 .4849 .0040 .5484 .P472 ,4931 o5000 .4265 -.9608 04165 101934
,0080 03283 ,7730 ,0175 ,OOdO .7790 ,E959 .3997 05000 ,3609 °09690 ,4149 111964
.0150 -,0309 06731 .7745 .0233 02338 .7464 .fib08 .5000 .2953 -09483 04210 1.1840
.0250 -,3959 05705 .4335 .0500 .03_1 .0922 07451 .5000 .2297 -,9393 ,4229 1.1815
,0400 -o7527 .4753 1.0891 .1000 -.0959 06556 .8014 .5_60 o1540 -.9324 04251 lo17T5
00600 °,9380 04225 1.1824 ,1500 -01567 ,6403 08249 ,SOOG 00984 -19475 .4168 111928
*0800 -09599 ,4169 1,1926 ,2_00 -,2533 00099 ,8719 05000 ,0328 -.9576 ,4167 1.1929
,1000 -,9488 ,4217 1.1838 02500 -,3264 05916 .9004 05000 -,0328 -09417 ,4206 1.1857
01400 -09221 .4279 1.1724 .3500 -03415 .5717 ,9315 05000 -00984 -08783 .4395 1,1515
01800 -.9208 04281 2.1721 .4500 -.3258 .5928 .8985 ,5000 -.1640 -.8792 ,4404 1,1499
.2200 -09247 .4267 L.1747 ,5500 -.2301 06153 08520 ,5000 -,2297 -,9132 .4299 1,1689
°2600 -,9202 .4278 101727 .5500 -,0426 ,0700 ,7794 05000 -02953 -09476 04173 1,1918
,3000 -,9473 14202 1.1865 *7500 ,2391 07486 .6574 05000 -.3604 -o9579 .4179 101907
,3400 -,9611 .4171 1*1923 .80:_ ,3356 ,7746 05158 05000 -,4265 -09599 04161 1.1941
.3800 -,8868 04385 1,1533 .8500 ,4C23 07929 .5850 ,500_ -,4921 -,9620 .4211 101848
04200 -o8780 .4398 1.1510 .9000 .4317 ,8009 .57Z8 *0500 ,2992 -o8812 04395 1.1515
04600 -.9172 o4293 L01700 09500 14376 ,8033 ,5589 01400 02992 -.9627 04189 1.1889
05000 -.9578 ,4140 1,198C 1.0000 ,0920 .7051 o7253 .2200 0Z992 -09374 04232 1.1810
05400 -.9629 ,4152 1,1956 03000 .2992 -.8512 04460 101400
05800 -09839 .4040 102073 03800 02992 -.9219 .4243 1.1790
06200 -100304 .3976 1.22_b 04500 .2992 -.9408 .4173 1.1918
.6600 -.9812 .4124 1.2010 .54C0 02992 -09493 o4216 101840
,7000 -,6057 ,5144 1,023_ ,6200 .2992 -1,0287 03995 102251
,7500 -,4242 05624 09452 07000 02992 -.6245 .5049 100393
08000 -,3060 .5477 .8909 .8000 .2492 -.3207 ,5944 08960
08500 -,1970 .6268 .8_57 .GOG .2992 -.1019 .6542 *8035
09000 -.0923 .6593 .7_57 ,1000 02362 -.0974 ,6565 *8000
09_00 10104 06861 *7545 .20_0 02362 -02493 *0113 .8698
,9750 *0530 06950 .7_6_ ,3500 02362 -.3752 .5796 .9191
100000 .0920 .7051 ,7253 04500 .2352 -.3202 .5907 09017
,_500 02302 -,2297 .6190 ,8578
.6500 ,2302 -.0444 .6712 07775
.7500 .2362 02403 07481 06581
08000 ,2362 ,3376 17745 .6161
08500 o2362 .4036 ,7918 .5878
09000 02362 04436 ,8031 ,5692
.9500 .2302 .4484 .8052 .5657
TEST 137 PT 16.275_ PS! CN 07015 C01 *01661 CDCORI .01609
RUN 22 TT 10401133 K C_ -,1451 C02 001578 COCOR2 ,01625
POINT 8 RC 4.9867 NILLION CC ,0152 C03 001628 COCOR3 .01575
MACH 07b12 C04 .01440 CDCOR4 .01392
ALPHA .9979 OEG CD5 001367 CDCOR5 001320
UPPER SURFACE LOgER SURFACE SPANMISE
XIC CP PtLIP1 MLOC XIC CP PtLIPT NLOC XIC YlC CP PeLIPT NLOC
0,0000 1,1635 1.0023 G.0OCO 0,00_0 1.1635 1.0023 000000 05000 ,4921 -100443 .3917 1,2400
,0040 .5728 08344 ._070 00040 06548 08012 04575 .5000 04255 -1.0509 .3912 1.2409
,0080 .2951 .7605 ,6385 .0_80 ,823_ .9076 03751 0500_ .3509 -100541 ,3907 102419
,0150 -,0663 ,6544 ,7957 .C230 ,2860 07585 ._417 ,5000 02953 -100583 ,3930 1,2354
00250 -o4311 o5_65 .9555 00500 .C885 07055 ,7246 .5000 .2297 -1.0548 03914 1.2400
,0400 -o7743 04630 1,1102 o1000 -00522 o_549 07871 ,5000 ,1040 -1.0328 .3971 1.2298
.0000 -o9652 .4049 1,2055 .1500 -.1270 .6428 .8212 .5000 .0984 -o9903 ,4125 102008
,0800 -1,0084 .4010 1.2222 ,2000 -.2209 .0171 .8008 .5000 .0328 -.9802 .4140 1.1980
01000 -.9820 .4020 1.21_2 .2500 -.2955 .5955 .8943 .5000 -.0328 -100105 .4004 1.2235
01400 --19694 .4080 2.ZOQO .3500 --o3708 .5711 09324 .5000 -,0984 -1.0763 03839 1.Z_51
.1800 -.9911 ,4040 1,2166 .4500 -.31_ .5095 .9037 .5000 -.1640 -1.0097 ,4094 1.20_5
.2200 -100163 .4019 1.2206 .5500 -02305 .5144 .8650 .5000 -02297 -1.0105 04101 102051
02600 -110000 .4040 1021(;7 .6500 -o03_4 ._597 .7798 .50GC -.2953 -1.0183 .4024 1.2190
.3000 -1.0348 .3951 1.2325 .7_00 .7341 .7423 .6072 .5000 -.3609 -1,0109 ,4000 1.2241
,3400 -100537 03908 102418 ._OOU .3301 .7700 06232 .5000 -,426_ -1.021_ .3989 1.2263
03000 -100806 ,3075 1,24_2 .8500 *4007 .7422 .5_72 *5000 -.4921 -100216 .4012 102219
.4200 -1.0171 04018 1.220_ .UuJ .4396 .8033 .56_8 .0600 .2_92 -.9300 .4263 1.1753
.4600 -1.0229 .399_ 1.224_ .9500 ,4423 ._043 .5571 .140b .2992 -1.0253 .4000 1.2241
.5000 -1,0057 ,4Oe_ 1,Z091 1.0000 .O_bb ,7069 .7224 .2Z00 .2992 -1.0473 .3962 1.2314
.5400 -1.0396 .3977 1,22_5 ,3000 .2992 -.9942 .4148 1,1964
05800 -1,0110 .4002 1,_238 03800 ,2492 -100139 ,4058 1.2132
06200 -lo0513 .3909 1.2417 .460_ .2992 -1.0399 .3958 1.2321
.0600 -.0087 ,4543 1.1079 05400 .29_2 -100796 *3859 102513
.7000 -05316 05408 .9856 .6200 02992 -1.0888 .3816 1.2596
.7500 -,4126 .5692 .9355 .7000 .2992 -o5610 ,_243 100074
.8000 -03040 o595_ ,_936 .800b ,2992 -.3098 .5980 08404
,8500 -,1938 .0276 ,844_ 04000 02992 -,0979 .6584 07470
*9000 -.0907 00575 ,74_4 .1000 .2362 -.0435 00712 .7775
.9500 *0046 06845 .7_71 .2000 .2362 -.1981 ,62_9 ,8409
09750 .0559 .69_b .7338 .350_ .2352 -.337_ ,5895 .9035
100000 .0866 .7069 .7224 ,4500 ,2362 -o2908 ._015 08849
.5500 *2362 -.Z089 o_250 .8480
*0500 .2352 -o03Z9 06734 07741
0?500 oZ362 02476 .7517 .6525
.8_0C .2302 .34_ ,7811 ,605Z
.850C .23bZ 04193 .7gqO 05759
,9000 02362 ,4476 .8050 ,5649
.9500 .2362 ,4489 ,8065 .5634
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 1_,2723 PSI CN .7758 CD1 .02354 CDCOR1 ,02289
RUN Z2 TT 104,0876 K C_ -.1496 C02 ,02055 CDCOR2 ,01988
POINT g RC 9,9911 eILLION CC ,0152 CD3 ,01938 CDCOR3 ,01873
NACH .7610 C04 .01884 COCOR4 .01821
ALPHA 1,5268 OEG CD5 .01570 CDCOR5 ,01502
UPPER SURFACE LOdER SURFACE SPANMISE
XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC XlC CP PpLIPT _LOC XlC YIC CP P,LIPT NLOC
0,0000 1,162& 1.0025 0,0000 0.0000 1.1626 1.00Z5 0.0000 .5000 .4921 -1.1044 ,3751 1.2725
,0040 ,5080 ,8230 ,5356 ,0040 ,7152 ,8790 .4338 .5000 ,4Z65 -1.1208 .3741 1,2744
,0080 ,2226 .7430 ,6662 ,0080 ,8736 .9219 ,3432 ,5000 ,3509 -1.1221 ,3728 1,2771
.0150 -,1508 ,6405 ,8246 .0230 .3571 .7802 .6068 .SO00 ,2953 -1.1228 .3702 1.2821 8
,0250 -,5123 .5396 ,9826 ,0500 ,1544 ,7258 .6931 .5000 ,2297 -1,1326 .3695 1,2835
,0400 -,8492 ,4483 1,1359 .1000 -.0033 .6806 ,7631 ,5000 ,1640 -1.1211 ,3709 1.2807
.0600 -1.0471 .3932 1,2373 .1500 -,0760 ,6605 .7938 ,5000 .0984 -1.1124 .3754 1,2718
,0800 -1.0738 .3838 1,2553 .2000 -.1821 .6288 ,8425 .5000 ,0328 -1,0510 .3894 1.2444
,1000 -1,0803 .3846 1,2537 ,2500 -.2452 ,6145 .8648 .5000 -.0328 -1.1138 ,3735 1,2754
,1400 -1,0487 .3902 1.2430 .3500 -.3341 ,5889 ,9045 .5_00 -,0984 -1,1443 ,3653 1,2901
,1800 -1,0538 ,3854 1,2523 ,4500 -,2938 ,5013 .8852 ,5000 -,1640 -1.1561 ,3623 1,2981
.2200 -1,0736 ,3837 1,2556 ,5500 -,2146 ,6228 ,8520 ,5000 -,2297 -1.0718 .3889 1.2454
,2600 -1.0659 ,3857 1.2515 ,6500 -,0418 ,6693 ,7804 ,5000 -,2953 -1,0751 ,3913 1.2408
.3000 -1.1035 .3789 1,2650 .7500 ,2425 .7491 ,6565 .5000 -,3609 -1.0790 .3909 1.2415
.3400 -1,1225 .3727 1,2773 .eO00 .3345 .7731 .6183 .5000 -.4265 -1,0697 .3868 1.2533
.3800 -1.1359 .3666 1.2894 ,8500 ,4031 .7907 .5897 ,5000 -.4921 -1.0651 .3932 1,23T1
,4200 -1.1535 .3637 1,Z952 .qO00 .4387 .8021 ,5709 .0600 .2992 -.9695 .4153 1.1956
.4600 -1,1003 .3767 1,2693 .9500 .4431 ,8057 .5648 ,1400 .2992 -1.0724 .3836 1.2557
,5000 -1.0929 .3808 1.2612 1,0000 .0612 ,6984 ,7336 .2200 .2992 -1,122T ,3751 1.2724
.5400 -1,0766 .3824 1,2582 ,3000 .299Z -1.0660 .3901 1.2431
.5800 -1,1574 ,3616 1.2996 ,3800 ,2992 -1,0624 .3890 1.2453
,6200 -1,1417 ,3670 1,2886 .4600 ,2992 -1,1090 .3755 1.2716
.6600 -.T330 ,4791 1.0825 .5400 .2992 -1,1564 ,3645 1.2936
,7000 -*5367 .5359 ,9886 ,6200 ,2992 -1,1824 *3535 1.3161
.7500 -,4116 ,5727 ,9299 ,7000 *2992 -.5339 .5331 ,9930
.8000 -.3062 .6020 ,8841 .8000 .2992 -.3031 .5992 .8884
,8500 -.2068 .6235 .8508 ,9000 .2992 -.1019 .6537 ,8043
,9000 -,0929 ,6593 .7957 ,1000 *2362 .0036 ,6829 ,759_
.9500 -.0061 .6802 .7636 *2000 .2362 -.1725 .6356 .8322
,9750 .0251 ,6899 ,7486 .3_00 .2362 -,3077 .5999 .8874
1,0000 .0612 .6984 ,7356 .4500 .2362 -,2791 .6044 .8803
.5500 .2362 -.2089 ,6248 .8488
.6500 ,2362 -,0395 .6695 .TSO0
,7500 ,2352 .2631 .7503 .6547
.8000 ,2362 .3492 ,7792 .6085
.8500 ,2362 .41_9 ,7975 *5785
.9000 ,2362 ,4493 *8056 .5649
.9_00 ,2362 .4436 ,8036 .5683
TEST 137 PT 16.3038 PSI CN ,8268 CO1 .02857 COCOR1 .02771
RUN 22 TT 104.0915 K CN -,1505 CDZ .02585 COCOR2 *02494
POINT 10 RC q.9844 NILLION CC .0153 CD3 .02223 CDCOR3 .02136
MJCH .7582 C04 ,02021 COCOR4 ,01939
ALPHA 1,9857 OEG 005 .01330 COCOR5 ,01251
UPPER SURFACE LOMER SURFACE SPANMZSE
XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC CP P, LIPT HLOC XIC Y/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1,1630 1.0027 0.0000 0.0000 1,1630 1.0027 0.0000 ,_000 ,4921 -1.1734 .3604 1.3020
• 0040 .6513 .8069 .5627 .0040 .7658 ,8940 *4036 *5000 .4265 -1.1618 ,3582 1.3064
• 0080 .1616 ,7268 ,6915 ,0080 .9299 .9395 .3003 ,5000 .3509 -1.1875 ,3575 1,3079
• 0150 -,1866 .6305 ,8400 *0230 ,4068 ,7943 .5837 .5000 .2953 -1.1802 *3559 1,3111
.0250 -*5756 .5243 1.0073 .0500 .1927 *7358 .6715 ,5000 .2297 -1,1894 ,3573 1.3084
• 0400 -.8997 ,4355 1.1588 .1000 ,0374 ,694Z *7420 .5000 .1640 -1,1754 .3591 1.3046
• 0600 -1,1037 ,3816 1.2601 .1500 -.0407 .6711 .7777 .5000 *0984 -1.1900 .3546 1.3139
• 0800 -1.1379 .3713 1.2800 *2000 -,1351 ,6481 ,8129 *5000 *0328 -1.2156 .34_4 1.3267
• 1000 -1.1461 ,3693 1.2841 ,2500 -,2243 .5201 *8560 .5000 -,0328 -1.1976 .3588 1.3052
.1400 -1,1203 .3749 1.2728 .3500 -,3105 *5973 ,8915 .5000 -,0984 -1.18o9 .3549 1.3132
.1800 -1.1329 .3707 1.2812 .4500 -,281_ .5055 .8787 .5000 -.1640 -1,2100 .3509 1,3217
,2200 -1.1522 ,3588 1,2850 ,5500 -,2099 .6265 .8462 .5000 -.2297 -1.1750 .3622 1.2983
• 2600 -1.1420 ,3691 1.2845 ,6500 -,0353 .6740 ,7731 *5000 -.2953 -1,1174 ,3778 1.2672
.3000 -1.1482 .3620 1.2988 .7500 .2387 .7493 .6562 .5000 -,3609 -1,1075 ,3774 1.2680
.3400 -1.1835 .3586 1,30_6 .8000 ,3356 °7753 ,6147 ,5000 -,4265 -1,1258 ,3759 1.2708
• 3800 -1.1904 .3531 1,3169 .8500 ,4081 .7950 ,5826 ,5000 -.4921 -1.0801 ,3857 1.2517
,4200 -1,2154 .3501 1,3231 ,9000 ,4342 .8034 .5686 ,0600 ,2992 -1,0402 .3953 1.2332
.4600 -1,1991 ,3526 1.3180 ,9500 .4298 .8010 ,5727 .1400 .2q92 -1,1448 ,3696 1,2834
• 5000 -1.1997 ,3520 1,3194 1.0000 ,0339 .6905 .7478 .2200 ,2992 -1,1759 .3602 1.3024
.5400 -1.1496 .3666 1,2895 .3000 .2992 -1.1541 .3673 1.2880
• 5800 -1.2253 ,3513 1.3208 .3800 .2992 -1.1282 ,3729 1,2769
• 6200 -,9868 ,4101 1,2052 .4600 ,2992 -1,1679 ,3612 1.3004
.6600 -.6367 .5084 1.0335 .5400 .2992 -1,2169 .3491 1.3253
• 7000 -.5340 .5379 .9853 .6200 .2992 -1,0712 ,3915 1,2405
• 7500 -.4179 *5696 ,9349 .7000 *2992 -,5569 ,5317 *9953
.8000 -*3207 .5941 *_965 ,8000 ,2992 -,3188 *5957 *8939
.8500 -.2185 .6245 ,8492 .9000 .2992 -,1195 .8516 .8076
.9000 -,1212 .6495 .8108 .1000 *2362 .0321 ,bq05 .7477
,9500 -.0459 .6690 .7808 .200_ ,2362 -.1352 .6470 .8146
,9750 .0117 .6873 .7_27 ,3500 .2362 -,2945 ,5016 .8847
1o0000 ,0339 .6905 o747_ ,4500 .2362 -.2678 .6071 *8762
• 5500 .2362 -,2065 .6251 .8483
• 6500 .2362 -,0315 ,5752 .7714
• 7500 .2352 ,2358 ,7481 .6581
°BOO0 ,2362 .3466 ,7790 ,5087
,8500 .2362 .4119 .7954 ,5803
.9000 .23b2 .4452 .8052 .5656
• 9500 °2362 .4440 .8065 .5534
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 16.1707 PSI CN .8327 C01 .03946 COCOA1 *03831
RUN ZZ TT 103,41zq K CN -o1464 CDZ ,0347Z COCOAZ ,03353
POINT 1Z RC 10,0Z53 MILLION CC ,0178 C03 .03298 CDCQR3 *03180
NACH .7619 C04 ,025§3 C000A4 *02440
ALPHA 2,5254 OEG CD5 ,01580 COCOR5 *01473
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPAN_I$E
X/C CP PpLIPT _LUC X/C CP P_L/PT HLOC X/C YIC CP P,LIPT HLOC
0,0000 1,1616 1.00Z8 0,G000 0,0000 1.1616 1,_018 0,0000 ,5000 ,4911 -1,Z008 .3477 1,3282
,0040 ,4259 ,7988 ,5763 .0040 ,7917 ,8998 .3916 ,5000 .4265 -1.2239 .3463 1,331Z
,0080 .1175 .7152 .7096 ,0080 .9605 ,9477 ,2784 ,5000 ,3609 -1,2171 ,3442 1,3355
.0150 -,2201 .6205 ,_555 .0230 ,4636 .8119 .5544 .5000 ,2953 -1.2209 °3428 1,3386
,OZPO -,5973 ,5126 1.0166 ,0500 *2131 ,7427 .6666 .5000 ,2197 -1,1119 ,3425 1.3391
,0400 -,9381 ,4Z56 1,1767 o1000 ,0569 ,6967 ,7383 .5000 ,1640 -1,2145 ,3458 1,3311
,0600 -1,1191 ,3712 1,1782 ,1500 -,0188 ,6777 ,76T4 ,5000 ,0984 -1.ZZZ2 o3411 1.3411
,0800 -1,1322 ,36Z7 1,2974 ,ZOO0 -.1093 ,6547 ,8028 ,5000 ,0318 -1,2686 ,3279 1,3705
,1000 -1.1422 ,3600 1,3028 ,2500 -.2014 ,6256 ,8476 .5000 -,0328 -1,Z403 ,3395 1.3456
.1400 -1,1614 ,3641 1,1945 .3500 -.3042 ,5941 .8965 ,5000 -.0984 -1.2125 ,3452 1,3334
.1600 -1,1576 ,3593 1,3042 ,4500 -*2788 ,6067 .8768 .5000 -,1640 -1,2151 .3410 1,340Z
.2200 -1.1740 .3583 1.3064 ,5500 -,2229 .6198 ,8566 ,5000 -,1297 -1,2449 ,3389 1o3467
.Z600 -1,1646 .3578 1.3074 .6500 -*0600 ,6613 .7927 ,3000 -.2953 -1,1473 ,3629 1,2969
.3000 -1,2087 ,3505 1.3224 ,7500 ,21ZZ .7372 ,6732 ,5000 -,3609 -1.15ZZ ,3656 1,2914
,3400 -1.Z066 ,3471 1.3294 .eO00 .3292 .7737 .6173 .5000 -.4255 -1.1425 °3660 1.Z90T
.3800 -1.2311 .3400 1.3446 ,8500 .3943 ,7893 ,5919 .5000 -.4921 -1*038Z ,3881 1.2471
,4200 -1,2402 ,3349 1.3553 .9000 .4278 ,8000 ,5744 ,0500 ,2992 -1*0195 ,3965 1.2309
,4600 -1,2666 ,3314 1,3619 .9500 ,4199 ,7982 ,5773 ,1400 ,2991 -1,1785 ,3§80 1,3069
.5000 -1,2735 .3268 1.3729 1.0000 -.0300 ,6743 ,7726 .ZZO0 .2992 -1,2136 ,3498 1.3239
,5400 -1.1236 ,3681 1,2864 .3000 .Z991 -1.2027 .3471 1.3Z95
,5800 -1.0071 .4038 1.2170 ,3800 ,2992 -1.1781 .3572 1,3086
.6200 -,6919 ,4893 1,0653 ,4600 .299Z -1,1928 ,3492 1,3251
°5600 -.5762 ,5215 1.0120 .5400 ,2992 -1,1364 ,3683 1.Z861
,7000 -.5179 ,5394 .9830 .6200 ,2992 -.6603 ,4981 1.0506
.7500 -,4285 ,5619 .9470 ,7000 ,2992 -.5169 .537Z .9865
,8000 -,3439 ,5881 ,9058 .8000 .2992 -.3748 .5767 .9237
,8500 -,1660 .6080 ,8748 ,9000 ,299Z -,2097 ,6230 .8516
,9000 -,1978 ,6261 ,8469 ,100C ,236Z .0704 ,7019 ,7303
,9500 -.0988 .6553 .8010 *ZOO0 *Z36Z -.1115 .6467 .8152
.9750 -,0964 ,6539 .8041 .3500 ,2361 -,2834 ,6045 ,8802
1.0000 -,0300 ,6743 °7726 ,4500 .Z3bZ -,Z690 .6086 .8740
.5500 *2362 -,2132 ,6221 ,8530
,6500 ,Z362 -*0489 .6691 ,7807
,7500 ,1362 *Z319 ,7473 ,6594
,8000 ,2362 *3112 ,7692 ,6148
.8500 ,236Z ,3971 ,7915 ,5883
,9000 .236Z .4204 .7964 .5802
,9500 *2361 ,4099 ,7945 ,5834
TEST 137 PT 16,1539 PSZ CN ,8401 C01 ,05670 C0COR1 ,05541
RUN 22 TT 103.4789 K CH -,1412 CDZ ,05305 CDCOR2 ,05164
POINT 13 RC 9.9906 HILLION CC .0179 CD3 .04753 COCOA3 ,04638
_ACH .7597 C04 .03021 COCOR4 ,02919
ALPHA 3,0039 OEG C05 ,02185 C0C0R5 ,02095
UPPER SURFACE LONER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP P_LIPT HLOC XIC CP PeLIPT RLOC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT NLOC
0,0000 1.1562 1,0006 0.0000 0.0000 1.1562 1.0006 0.0000 .5000 .4921 -1*2669 ,3381 1,3485
*0040 *3686 ,7834 *bOlb *0040 *8247 .9091 *3720 .5000 .4265 -1.2683 *3349 1,3554
,0080 *0723 ,7029 *7287 ,0080 .9683 ,9486 ,1759 ,5000 ,3609 -1.2737 ,3378 1.3491
,0150 -,2789 ,6058 ,6703 ,0230 *4839 ,8147 ,5496 .5000 *2953 -1*2081 ,3511 1.3211
*0150 -.6642 ,4987 1.0496 ,0530 ,2618 ,7539 ,6409 .5000 .2297 -1.0979 ,3795 1,2637
,0400 -.9927 ,4130 1,1999 ,1000 *0890 ,7057 ,7243 .5000 .1640 -1.0400 .3971 1.2297
.0600 -1,1688 .3606 1.3016 .1500 *0060 .6846 .7568 *5000 .0984 -1.0595 ,3951 1.2335
,0800 -1.2054 .3491 1.3253 ,ZOO0 -.1091 .5505 ,8093 ,5000 ,0328 -,8975 ,4320 1.1651
,1000 -1,2179 ,349_ 1,3137 *2500 -*1853 .5315 ,8385 ,5000 -.0310 -1.0811 ,3867 1.2498
,1400 -1.2029 .3514 1.3204 .3500 -.2911 .6016 ,8848 ,5000 -.0984 -1.0922 ,3817 1.1595
.1600 -1,2085 .3482 1.3171 ,4500 -*2649 .6122 ,8683 .5000 -.1640 -1*1932 ,3542 1.3147
.2200 -1.2288 .3442 1.3356 .5500 -.2289 .6194 .8571 ,5000 -.1297 -1,2663 ,3355 1.3542
.2600 -1.2376 ,3461 1.3315 .5500 -,0662 ,6635 ,7894 ,5000 -.1953 -1,1989 ,3528 1.3176
.3000 -1*Z565 ,3381 1,3485 ,7500 *1149 ,74Z9 *6663 *5000 -,3609 -1.1919 ,3570 1,3090
,3400 -1.2835 ,3351 1.3549 ,8000 .3139 ,7690 ,6248 .5000 -,4265 -1.1704 ,3615 1,2997
,3800 -1.2860 ,3297 1.3666 ,8500 .3650 ,7880 ,5942 ,5000 -.4921 -1.0378 ,3971 1,Z197
,4200 -1.2936 ,3256 1,3757 ,9000 ,4082 ,7950 ,5817 .0600 .2992 -1.0763 .3839 1.2552
,4600 -1.2701 ,3341 1,3571 .9500 *3889 .7894 ,5918 .1400 ,ZgOZ -1,2094 .3464 1.3310
.5000 -1.0786 ,3899 1,2436 1,0000 -.1358 .6418 ,8217 .2200 ,1991 -1.2540 ,3371 1,3506
,5400 -.7160 ,4821 L,0773 ,3000 .2992 -1.2597 .3359 1.3532
,5800 -*7ZZ6 ,4851 1*0713 ,3800 .2991 -1.2Z56 .3460 1,3360
.6200 -.6301 .5090 1.0325 .4600 .2992 -1*Z259 .3398 1.3448
.6600 -*5762 *5135 1,0087 ,5400 .1992 -*8876 *4363 1.1_72
.7000 -.5231 .5396 .9825 ,6200 .2992 -.5284 ,5108 1,0294
,7500 -,4596 ,5583 ,9559 .70££ ,2992 -.5208 ,5390 ,9836
,8000 -*3820 .5792 .9198 *8000 *2991 -,3851 ,5742 *9276
*8500 -.3156 .5965 ,8927 *9000 ,2992 -.2534 .6144 .8650
,9000 -,2635 .6101 ,8714 .1C00 .Z361 .0861 .7034 .7279
.9500 -,2343 .6144 .8649 .ZOGO .2362 -,0946 .6563 .8004
,9750 -,1866 .6309 ,8394 ,3500 .2361 -,2782 ,6056 ,8786
1.0000 -.1358 .6418 .8227 .4500 .2362 -*2772 .6026 .8833
.55GG .2362 -.2Zq6 .6178 .8597
,6500 .2362 -,0690 .6618 .7919
.7500 .2362 ,2122 .740_ .6694
.6000 .2362 .3199 ,7707 *6221
.8500 *2362 .388Z *7890 .59Z4
.9000 .23_2 .4028 .7915 *5884
.9500 .2362 .3916 ,7899 .5910
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 16.54_3 PSI CH *2550 CD1 *01137 CDCOR1 *01098
RUN 23 TT 106.0610 K CM -,1371 CD? *01121 CDCOR2 ,01083
POINT 1 kC 10,0100 MILLIQN CC ,0189 C03 *01065 COCOR3 *01027
NACH *7708 C_4 ,00956 CDCOR4 ,00926
ALPHA -2.0060 DEG C05 *00809 COCOR5 *00784
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWESE
XIC CP PeLIPT _LOC XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP PeL/PT MLOC
0,0000 1,0398 .9674 .21_4 0,0000 1.0398 *9674 ,2184 *5000 .4921 -,6581 ,4919 1.0609
*0040 ,9406 ,9395 .3003 .0040 ,1329 ,7134 .7123 .5000 .4265 -.6545 .4918 1.0611
,0080 .7166 .8753 ,4408 ,0000 ,307Z ,76?9 ,6346 ,5000 .3609 -.6627 ,4895 1.0650
*0150 ,_879 .7839 ,6008 .0230 -,2529 .6063 ,8774 .5000 .2953 -.6670 .4890 1.0657
.0250 ,0232 *6850 *7546 .0500 -.4017 .5639 ,9437 .5000 *2297 -.6670 .4898 1.0646
*0400 -,2650 *598Z .8699 .1000 -.4376 ,5538 .9598 .5000 .1640 -,6639 ,4900 1.0641
,0600 -,3966 .5675 .9380 .1500 -,4656 .5420 .9786 .5000 ,0984 -,6667 .4898 1.0644
,0800 -.3933 ,5661 ,9403 ,ZOO0 -.5586 ,5211 1,0125 ,5000 .0328 -,6641 .4908 1,06Z7
,1000 -.4189 ,5590 ,9515 *2500 -.6134 .5028 1,0427 °5000 -.0328 -.6749 .4859 1.0709
.1400 -.4321 .5551 .9578 .3500 -.7390 *4746 1,090Z .5000 -,0984 -.6783 ,4859 1*0711
.1800 -.4817 .5430 .9771 .4500 -.4404 .5487 ,9579 .5000 -,1640 -.6730 ,488§ 1,0665
o2200 -,5182 .5318 .995? *5500 -,3177 .5910 .9011 *5000 -.2297 -,6730 .4891 1,0656
*?600 -.5347 .5264 1,0039 ,6500 -.U766 .6547 *80Z7 *5000 -,Z953 -*6755 ,4847 1,0730
.3000 -.5827 .5119 1.0276 ,7500 ,2100 .7350 *6787 .5000 -,3609 -.6754 .4887 1.066Z
,3400 -,6044 ,5058 1.0377 .8000 .2973 *7593 *6404 *5000 -.4265 "*695? .4803 1,0804
.3800 -.6292 ,4996 1.0480 .8500 .3670 .7798 ,6074 .5000 -.4921 -.7040 ,4781 1,064Z
,4200 -,6368 .4982 1.0503 ,9000 ,3991 *7882 .5937 *0600 .299? -.3287 .5830 .9138
.4600 -,6523 .4932 1.0586 .9500 .4120 .7914 .5885 .1400 .2992 -*4266 .5557 ,9558
.5000 -,6743 ,4877 1o0680 1.0000 .1420 ,7166 .7073 ,?200 .2992 -,5091 ,5340 .9917
,5400 -,6991 .4810 1,0793 ,3000 .2992 -,5594 .5194 1,0154
,5800 -,7461 .4660 1.1050 ,3800 ,299? -,6383 ,4941 1,0577
.6200 -,7924 ,4539 1,1260 ,4600 ,2997 -,6496 .4934 1.0583
,6600 -,8513 .4387 1,1530 ,5400 ,2992 -.6972 ,4776 1.0850
,7000 -.7647 ,4635 1,1_93 ,6200 .?992 -,7665 .4623 1,1114
,7500 -,6226 .5558 ,9_67 .7000 .299? -.7468 .4638 1.1088
*8000 -.3154 ,5897 .9040 .8000 .7992 -,3168 .5860 ,q090
,8500 -.2001 .6192 .8574 .9000 ,?992 -,0993 .6478 .8133
,9000 -.082? .6524 .8063 ,1000 .7362 -.4470 .5512 .9640
,9500 .0363 ,6864 ,7540 .7000 .2362 -,5434 .5739 1,0079
.9750 .0907 .7014 .7309 ,3500 *2362 -.7523 .4654 1,1060
1.0000 .1420 ,7166 .7073 .4500 .2362 -.4408 .5539 ,9§97
,5500 ,2362 -.3127 .5875 ,9067
*6500 .2362 -.0864 .6511 .8083
*7500 .2382 .2073 *7344 *6797
.8000 ,2362 ,305_ .7616 .6366
.6500 ,2362 .3694 .7778 .6106
.9000 .2362 .4215 .7937 ,5847
,9500 *2362 ,4135 .7918 ,5877
TEST 137 PT 16,4586 PSE CN .3309 C01 *01177 CDCOR1 ,0L130
RUN 23 TT 104,9884 K CM -.1389 CD? .01166 COCOR2 ,01119
POINT Z RC 10.0348 HILLION CC .0204 CD3 *01092 CDCOR3 .01048
MACH .7691 CD4 ,00999 COCOR4 .00961
ALPHA -1.4962 OEG C05 *00841 COCOR5 *00808
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANMISE
XlC CP PeLIPT NLOC XIC CP P_LIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP PeLIP[ _LOC
0.0000 1,0770 ,9768 ,1834 0,0000 1,0770 ,9768 ,1834 ,5000 ,4921 -,7ZqO ,4701 1,0979
*0040 .8867 .9247 .3378 .0040 ,2394 .7431 ,6660 *5000 ,4265 -.7146 *4756 1,0884
*0080 ,6509 *8577 .4739 .0080 .4188 .7924 ,5_68 *5000 *3609 -,7244 *4733 1.0924
,0150 ,3000 .7599 *6395 .0230 -.1456 .6370 ,8377 .5000 ,2953 -,7419 *4680 1.1016
.0250 -,0476 .6608 .7935 ,0500 -.7964 .5928 ,8985 ,5000 ,2297 -,7430 *4662 1,L047
,0400 -.3634 ,5704 ,9336 ,1000 -.3549 *5767 ,9236 ..5000 .1640 -*7322 .4771 1,0944
.0600 -.49Z3 .5355 ,9892 ,1500 -.4074 *5621 ,9467 .5000 ,0984 -,7372 .4701 1,0979
*0800 -,4789 *5396 *9825 ,2000 -*4927 *5365 ,9876 .5000 *0328 -*7366 .4711 1,0962
,1000 -,5026 .5344 .9910 ,2500 -.5503 .5217 1.0116 *5000 1.0328 -.7380 ,4704 1.0974
.1400 -,5050 .5326 .9939 ,3500 -,6638 .4875 1.0684 ,5000 -.0984 -,7354 ,4729 1.0932
.1800 -,5494 ,5212 1,0124 ,4500 -,4379 ,5493 *9670 .5000 -.1640 -.7322 .4716 1.0953
.2200 -,5824 ,5132 1.0256 ,5500 -.2998 °5897 .9033 .5000 -.2297 -.7285 ,4752 1.0897
*2600 -*5860 ,5103 1,0304 ,6500 -*0704 .6545 ,8031 .5000 -,2953 -.7284 .4756 1,0085
.3000 -.6367 ,4975 1.0516 ,7500 .2174 ,7363 *6766 ,5000 -.3609 -*7311 ,4737 1,0917
,3400 -.6613 .4910 1.0625 .8000 *3020 .7596 .6399 .5000 -.4265 -.7476 .4698 1,0985
.3800 -.6935 .4816 1.0784 ,8500 ,3735 .7801 .6070 ,5000 -,4971 -.7553 .4638 1.1087
,4200 -.7067 ,4765 1,0_69 .9000 .4070 .7901 ,5907 *0600 .2992 -.4693 .5443 ,9751
.4600 -,7228 .4748 1,0900 ,9500 .4143 ,7925 *5857 .1400 .2992 -,5116 *5350 ,9899
*5000 -,7427 .4687 1.1003 L,O000 ,1355 ,715_ ,7092 *2200 ,299_ -.5800 .5169 1,0194
.5400 -,7569 *4654 1.1059 ,3000 *7992 -*6149 .5032 1.0420
*5800 -.7892 .4551 1.1222 .3800 *299? -*5964 ,4832 1.0755
.6200 -,8200 ,4493 1.1342 .4600 .Z992 -,7130 .4809 1.0795
,6600 -,8867 .4284 L.1715 ,5400 .2992 -.7455 .4686 1,1005
.7000 -,7323 .4741 1,0910 *5200 ,2992 -,7889 .4596 1.1161
*7500 -*4337 .5576 .9538 *7000 *299? -.6978 *4824 1.0769
.8000 -,3154 ,5897 .9033 .8000 ,2997 -,3225 .5871 ,9073
,8500 -.1981 ,6228 .8518 ,9000 *2992 -,0954 .6477 ,8136
,9000 -.0821 .6525 .8061 .1000 ,7362 -.3715 .5740 ,9278
.9500 *0296 .6859 .7549 .2000 .2362 -.4855 *5423 .9783
,9750 ,0848 .7013 ,7311 .35_0 *?362 -.8016 *5085 1,0332
1,0000 ,1358 .71_5 .70_? .4500 .2362 -.420l °5605 .9491
,5500 ,2362 -,?985 .5921 ,8gg5
.850U .2367 -.0781 .6559 .8009
.7500 .2352 .2167 ,7387 ,6730
*8000 *?3bE .3199 *7652 ,6309
. ,8500 ,2362 ,3909 ,7865 ,5965
.9000 *2362 .4778 .7979 ,5778
,9500 ,?362 ,4253 ,7958 .5812
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TABLE III.- Continued.
TEST 137 PT 16,4643 PSI CN ,€198 CO1 .01315 CDCOR1 ,01273
RUN 23 TT lUS,51U1 K CB -,1458 COZ *01298 COCOR2 ,01255
POINT 3 RC 9.9768 _/LL/ON • C¢ .0222 C03 .01213 COCOR3 .01172
BACH .7784 C04 *0109Z CDCOR4 *01054
ALPHA -1,0081 DEG C05 .00893 COCOR5 *0085?
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC XlC CP P,LIPT MLOC XlC YIC CP PeLIPT BLOC
0.0000 1.1138 .9878 .1328 0.0000 1.1136 .9878 .1328 .5000 .4921 -.7880 .4540 1.1258
• 0040 .8316 .9084 .3735 .0040 .3302 .7_78 .6267 .5000 .4265 -.7929 .4552 1.1238
• 0080 ,5832 *8382 .509C ,GO80 ,5149 ,8205 ,5397 .5000 .3609 -,8009 .4523 1*1289
$ .0150 .2274 .7378 .8743 .0230 -.0410 .6846 .7876 .5000 .2953 -.8007 .4516 1.1304
• 0250 -.1404 .6365 .8308 .0500 -.2878 ,6165 .8616 .5000 .2297 -.8038 04509 1.1314
00400 -.4895 .5452 .Q736 .1000 -.2830 *5957 .8938 .5000 *1840 -.8006 .4531 1.1274
• 0800 -.&023 .5052 1.0387 .1500 -.3410 .5782 .9212 .5000 .0984 -.8030 .4510 1.1312
.0800 -.5774 .5142 1.0238 .2000 -.4294 .5585 .9558 .5000 .0328 -.8000 .4517 1.1299
.1000 -*5827 .5110 1.0291 .2500 -.4977 *5336 .9922 *5000 -*0328 -.7998 .4523 1.1288
• 1400 -.5874 .5101 1.0305 .3500 -.5610 .5187 1.0166 .5000 -.09P4 -.8001 .4525 1.1285
,1800 -,6089 ,5045 1.0399 ,4500 -,4178 .5597 .9505 .5000 -.1840 -,7936 *4522 1.1291
.2200 -,6566 .4909 1.&625 *5500 -.ge48 ,5945 .8957 ,5000 -.2297 -.7932 .4524 1.1287
• 2600 -.6581 .6905 1.0832 .8500 -.0659 .6575 .7985 .5000 -.2953 -.7921 .4522 1.1291
.3000 -*6932 .4830 1.0759 .7500 .2218 .7389 .6757 .5000 -,3809 -.7930 .4526 1.1282
,3400 -.7119 .4772 1.0858 .8000 .3130 .7629 ,6346 .5000 -.4265 -.8073 .448Z 101380
• 3800 -.7325 .4705 1.0972 .8500 .3800 .7819 .6040 .50_0 -.4921 -.8043 .4§04 1.1321
.4200 -.7531 *4650 1.1066 .9000 .4129 .7_10 .5891 .0600 .2992 -.5746 .5150 1.0225
.4800 -.7778 .4595 1.1163 .9500 ,4230 .7952 .5823 .1400 .2992 -.5922 .5101 1.0306
• 5000 -.8073 .44_8 1.1333 1.0000 .1251 .710e .7164 .2ZOb .Z942 -.650Z .4946 1.0564
• 5400 -.8311 .4430 1.1453 .3000 .2992 -.6727 .4895 1o0649
.5800 -.8594 .4356 1.15_5 ,3PO0 .2992 -,7407 .4878 1.1018
.b200 -,8944 .4261 1.1756 *4600 .2992 -.7803 .4558 1.1227
.6600 -.9652 .4040 1.2166 .5400 .29_2 -.8316 .4430 1.1453
.7000 -.8607 .4334 1.1674 .6200 .2992 -.8863 .4267 1.1748
.7500 -.4303 .5538 .9598 .7000 .2992 -.7129 .4780 1.0844
.8000 -.3066 .5891 .9042 .8000 .2992 -.3158 .5870 .9074
,8500 -,1926 ,6208 ,8549 ,9000 ,299Z -,0990 .6483 .8126
.9000 -*0812 .6530 *8054 .1000 *2382 -.2993 ,5916 ,9003
• 9500 *0247 *8824 ,7602 ,2000 ,2362 -.4318 ,5540 ,9596
• 9750 .0747 .&981 .7392 .3500 .2362 -,5420 .5257 1,0050
1.0000 .1251 .7108 .7184 .4500 .2382 -.4023 .5630 .9452
.5500 o2382 -.2853 .5961 .8933
.6500 *2382 -*0686 ,6_67 ,7996
• 7500 .2382 .2191 .7377 .6745
.8000 .236Z .3287 .7690 .6248
.8500 .2382 .3982 .7865 .5964
,9000 ,2362 .4375 ,7977 ,5780
.9500 .2382 .4465 .8008 .5730
TEST 137 PT 16.4640 PSI CN ,5661 C01 ,01620 COCOR1 ,01567
RUN 23 TT 105,6565 K CB -.1492 CDZ .01615 COCORZ *01560
POINT 4 RC 9,9358 MILLIO_ CC *0209 C03 .01525 CDCOR3 ,01472
_ACH .7879 C04 *01454 CDCOR4 .01405
ALPHA *0000 OEG C05 .01175 CD¢OR5 *01128
UPPER SURFACE LOdER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PpLIP; HLQC XIC CP PeLIP] BLOC XIC YIC CP PeLIPr BLOC
0,0000 L.1531 .9993 .0322 0.0000 1.1531 .9993 .032Z .5000 .4921 -,8844 ,4332 1.1627
.0040 .7168 .8766 .43H3 .0040 .5117 .8204 .5394 .5000 .4265 -.g031 °4265 1.1749
*0080 .6300 *7976 .5779 .0080 .677& .8651 .4602 .5000 °3809 -.9034 *4251 1.1775
.0150 ,0801 .6998 ,73_6 .0230 .1379 ,71b7 ,7073 .SOO0 ,2953 -.9108 .4229 1,1814
.0250 -,2260 ,5942 ,_963 ,0_00 -,U448 .6633 ,789b .5000 .2297 -.9125 .4225 1,1823
.0400 -.6543 .4984 1.0500 .1000 -.1636 .6322 .8373 .50uO .1640 -.9151 .4204 1.1860
.0600 -,8343 .4455 1.14_ .1500 -.2240 .1156 .8629 .5000 .09_4 -.9211 .4230 1.1813
.0800 -.8433 .4431 1.14_3 .2000 -.3225 .5843 .9118 .5000 .0328 -.8997 .4266 1.1747
*1000 -,8227 ,4484 1*1357 .2500 -.3909 .567_ .9383 .500& -.0328 -.8830 .4286 1.1712
.1400 -.7798 ,4605 1.1165 .3500 -._571 .5492 .9673 .5000 -._984 -.8884 .4265 1.1749
.1800 -.7780 .4617 1.112_ .4_00 -.3636 .5790 .9200 .5000 -.1640 -.8795 .4314 1.1661
.2200 -.8067 .45_5 1.1Z33 ._500 -.2569 .6064 ._773 .5000 -.2297 -.8634 .4314 1.1860
.Z600 -.7700 .465C 1.10_7 .8_00 -.0518 .6838 .7887 *SGOG -.2953 -.8740 .4331 1.1629
,3000 -.7998 ,4553 1.1236 .7500 .2350 ,7432 .6657 ,5000 -,3609 -.8833 ,4372 1.1555
,3400 -,7805 o4594 1.1L6_ ,80JO ,3279 ,7692 .6245 ,5000 -.4265 -,8779 ,4343 1.1609
.3800 -.8255 .4468 1.13_6 .8500 ,3959 .7885 .5932 .5G00 -.4921 -.8905 .4293 1.1694
.4200 -.8637 .43eL 1.1576 .goou .4319 .7993 .5754 .0600 *2992 -.7721 .4626 1.1108
.4600 -.8888 .427_ 1.172_ *9500 .4336 .7998 .5746 .1400 *2992 -.8222 .4463 1.1393
,5000 -,g006 ,4287 1,L7_9 1,0000 ,0980 ,7038 ,7273 .2200 .2992 -,7353 ,4744 1,0906
.5400 -.9197 .4211 1.1_9 .3000 .2992 -.7810 .4576 1.1195
,5800 -,9528 ,4090 1.2072 .3800 ,2992 -.8413 ,4436 1,1442
.6200 -,99_5 ,3965 1.23_g .4bOO .2092 -.STS& .4344 1.1607
*6600 -1.0673 .3789 1.2_9 .5400 °2992 -.9431 .4128 1.2001
,7000 -,7654 .4590 1,1"172 ,6700 .2992 -1.0077 ,3977 1.2285
.7500 -.4349 .5557 .9568 .7000 .2992 -.7071 .4781 1.08,2
.8000 -,3065 .5966 ,_925 .8000 .2992 -,3089 .5905 ,9020
,8500 -.1911 ,6254 .8_79 .9_00 ,2992 -,0963 *8507 .8089
.gO00 -.0841 ,65_ oSO36 .1000 *2362 -,1678 ,6307 .8396
.9500 .0107 .6_0_ .7831 .2000 .2362 -.3050 .5931 .8g79
.9750 .0626 ,6955 .7_10 .3500 *2362 -,4318 ,55q6 .9506
1,0000 ,0980 ,7038 • .7273 ,4500 .23bZ -.3568 .5765 .9239
.5500 ,2362 -,2528 .6073 .8758
.6500 *2362 -,0589 ,65gg ,7g48
.7500 ,2362 .235g .744_ .b64G
.8000 ,2362 ,3352 ,7?00 ,6232
.8500 ,2362 .4078 .?916 .5882
.9000 .23_2 ._456 ,8023 .5705
.9500 ,2362 ,4373 .Tq7e .5780
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 16,4622 PSI CN .6355 CDI .01977 ¢DCBRI *OLql9
RUN 23 11 105.6041 K CN -.1§02 CD2 .02009 CDCOR2 .01949
POINT 5 RC 9,9538 _ILLLON CC .0211 CD3 .0194§ CDCOR3 .01B87
NACH .7695 C04 .01707 COCOR4 ,01651
ALPHA ,488e OEG CD5 ,01385 COCOR5 ,0133Z
UPPER SURFACE LOWER bU_FkCE SPi½1|SE
XIC CP P,LIP1 HLOC XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC YIC CP P, LIPT NLOC
0.0000 1.1640 1.0022 O.u00G u.bO00 1.1640 1._012 0.0000 .5G00 .4921 -.9519 .4073 1.Z104
.0040 .6490 .8581 .4733 ,U04U ,5851 ,_3_4 .5068 .§COG .4Z65 -.9591 .4076 1.Z098
• 0080 *3735 .7811 .605Z ,0080 .758Z .8877 ,4165 .5000 .3609 -.9633 .4088 1,2077
• 0150 .0178 ,6805 .7631 .0Z30 ,2168 .7380 .6740 ,5000 .2953 -.9526 ,4104 1.Z046
.0250 -03673 .5754 ._256 ,0_00 ,0254 .6837 ,7582 .5000 .2297 -,9367 .4139 1.1982
• 0400 -,6989 .4811 1.0789 .lOJO -.1103 ,6444 .8186 ,5000 .1640 -,9385 .4166 1,1930
.0600 -.8804 ,4271 1.113_ .1500 -.1761 ,6Z75 .8_46 .5000 ,0984 -,9481 .4123 1.2010
.0800 -.q175 .4199 1,2870 ,2030 -,1746 ,5975 .8910 ,5000 .0328 -,9556 ,4091 1.g070
• 1000 -,q030 .4215 1.1842 .2500 -,3466 ,5779 .9218 ,5000 -.0328 -,9487 .4091 1.2071
,1400 -,894q .4277 1.1727 ,3500 -.4135 ,5626 ,945_ .5000 -.0984 -.9010 ,4252 1.1773
• 1800 -.8886 ,4293 1.1699 ,€500 -.3484 ,5791 .9197 ,5000 -,1640 -.8731 .4279 1.1724
,2200 -.8930 .4270 1.1741 .5500 -.2534 .6033 .8821 .5000 -.2297 -,9Z53 .4176 1.1912
.2600 -,8839 .4Z64 1,1752 .65_0 -.0495 .66_6 .7906 .5000 -.2953 -.9439 .4113 1.20Z9
• 3000 -.Q236 .4175 1.1914 ,7500 .2322 .7401 .6706 .5000 -.3609 -.9494 ,4093 1,Z067
,3400 -.9428 .4145 1.1970 .8000 .3247 .768_ .6264 ,5000 -,4265 -.9_60 ,4097 1.2059
.3800 -,8846 .4294 1.16_7 ,8500 .396_ ,7880 .5940 .5000 -.4921 -.9565 .4094 1.Z064
.4200 -.8634 .4344 1.1_07 ,gO00 ,4284 .7964 .5803 .0600 .2921 -.8265 ,4425 1,1461
.4600 -.9173 ,4226 1.18Z1 .9500 .4311 .7076 .5783 .1400 .2922 -.9181 ,4201 1.1867
• 5000 -,9633 .4G81 1.Z089 1,0000 ,_686 *_951 .7406 .2200 .2992 -.8979 .4214 1,1843
• 5400 -.9990 ,3970 1,2299 ,3000 ,2991 -,8175 ,4415 1,1480
• 5800 -,9793 ,4005 1.2132 .3800 .2992 -,9093 .4228 1.1816
• 6200 -1,0309 ,3892 1.2448 .4600 .29QZ -,9507 .4115 1.2026
• 6600 -1.0798 .3697 1.2831 ,5400 .1992 -,9035 .4054 1.2141
• 7000 -,6748 .4877 1,06_0 .6200 .2992 -1.0446 .3828 1.2572
,7500 -.4327 .5545 .9587 .7000 .2992 -.6333 .5021 1.0438
• 8000 -.3124 ,5_79 .9061 ,8000 .299Z -,3142 .5883 .9054
.8500 -.1986 .6213 ,8542 .g000 .Lgq2 -.0994 .6482 .8128
,9000 -.1035 .6478 .8134 .1000 .2362 -.1145 .6417 ,82Z7
.9500 -.0272 ,66_3 .7849 .2000 .2362 -,2659 .6022 .8838
,9750 .0323 .6856 ,7553 ,3500 .2362 -,4070 ,5637 .9442
1.0000 .0886 .6951 ,74_6 .4500 *2362 -.3333 .5826 ,9143
• 5500 .2362 -.2486 .b048 .8797
• 6500 ,2362 -,0503 .6626 ,7Q06
.7500 .2362 .2296 .7386 .6730
• 8000 .2362 .3350 ,7684 ,6257
.8500 *2362 ,4123 .7920 .5874
,9000 ,2362 .4459 ,8015 .5717
• 9500 ,2362 .4412 .8006 ._733
TEST 137 PT 16.5193 PSI CN .6912 C01 .02314 CDCOR1 .02245
RUN 23 TT 105.7580 < CM -.1477 C02 .02271 COCORZ .02200
POINT 6 RC 0,9633 HILLION CC .0201 C03 ,02176 CDCOR3 .02107
MACH .7690 C04 ,01893 CDCOR4 .01832
ALPHA ,9981 OEG C05 .01775 CDCOR5 .01716
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P,,LIPT HLOC XIC CP P_L/PT MLOC XIC YIC CP P_.LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1684 1,0035 0.0_' U 0.0000 1.1684 1,0035 0,0000 .5001, ,4911 -1.0325 .3885 1,2462
.0040 .5894 ,8423 ,5017 .0040 .6448 ,6569 .4753 .5000 .4265 -L.0339 .3872 1,2488
,0080 .3053 .7634 .6337 ,00_0 .8205 .9058 ,37q0 .5000 .3609 -1.0441 .3858 1.2514
.0150 -,0611 .6607 .7935 .bZ30 ,1862 ,7577 ,6430 .5000 ,2q53 -1.0457 .3847 1.2536
.0250 -.413q .5610 .9485 .0500 .08Z1 .7010 .7315 .5000 .Z297 -1.0394 .3834 1.2562
,0400 -,7452 *4662 1. J.04e) *IOOU -*0630 *b_qZ .7959 ,5000 ,1640 -1,0346 ,3910 1,1414
,0600 -,q379 .4114 1,2027 .1500 -,1289 ,6426 ,8213 *5000 .0q84 -.984Z .4006 1.2230
.0800 -.9738 .4029 1.2187 • 2U_JO -.2322 .bill .8699 .5000 .0328 -.980q .405Z 1.2143
.1000 -,9850 .4005 1.2232 ,2500 -.2979 .5947 .8_54 .5000 -,0328 -, (_951 ,30bZ 1.2313
,1400 -.9596 ,4101 1,205Z .3500 -.3896 .5677 ,9377 .5000 -.0984 -1.0670 .3778 1.2671
.1800 -,9605 ,404_ 1,21_0 .4500 -,3370 .5807 ,q173 ,5000 -.1640 -1.0318 .3883 1.2466
,2200 -.9804 .4028 l,LZbB ,55J0 -.2483 ,6051 .(_793 .5000 -,2297 -.9887 .3978 1.2284
.2600 -.9739 ,404q 1.2150 ,6500 -.0573 ,6597 .795Z .5000 -.2953 -,q984 .3945 1.2346
.3000 -1,0019 ,3961 1.2315 ,7500 ,2267 ,7402 .6706 ,5000 -,3609 -1.0053 .3948 1,2340
.3400 -1.0308 ,3895 1,2442 ,_000 .3279 ,7o'_1 ,6247 .5000 -.4265 -1.0140 .3931 1.2374
.3800 -1.0501 ,3834 1,1560 .8500 ,3876 ,7836 .6013 .5000 -,4921 -1,0161 .3935 1.2365
,4200 -,9943 .398_0 1,Z31b ,9000 .4233 .7<,51 .5824 *Gbbb ,2992 -,q039 *4167 1,1746
,4600 -1.0185 .3955 1.2326 ,9500 .4243 .7<,51 ,5824 .1400 .2992 -,9810 ,3999 1,2244
*5000 -.9927 .3982 1.2175 1.000_ .0416 .6889 .750Z .2200 .2992 -1.0172 .3956 1.2325
,5400 -1,0375 .38_5 1,2443 .300_ .2992 -.9420 ,4107 1.2041
.5800 -1.0429 .3828 1.2_72 ,3800 .2q92 -.q880 .4011 1.2210
.6200 -1.0575 .3805 1.;::b19 .4600 ,2992 -1.0376 .3918 1.Z39q -?-
*6600 -,9234 .41eb 1.18q4 .5400 .2992 -l,Ob41 .3754 1.2719
.7000 -.5417 .5232 1.0091 .6200 .2992 -1.0883 .3694 1.2838
.7540 -.4141 .5586 *<,523 ,7000 *2Q<,Z -.5655 .5195 1.0152
,8000 -,3170 .5675 .'_067 .8C00 .ZqqZ -.3105 .5929 ,8982
.8500 -,2091 ,6181 ,8591 .9000 ,2q92 -.1236 .6415 ,8231
,9000 -,1196 ,0438 ,_1<,6 .1CUO *2362 -,0643 ,6582 ,7</74
.9500 -,0464 ,6632 *7d€37 .2000 .2362 -.1266 .6134 .8664
.9750 -,0003 .6766 .76ql .3500 .2362 -.3757 .5714 .9320 _"
1.0000 .0416 ,6Eb9 .75(:2 .4500 ,Z3bZ -.3171 .5888 .9046
*5500 *1361 -.231¢; .6138 .865¢;
.6500 *236Z -.0537 .6601 *7¢;45
,7500 .2362 ,133€; .7436 ,6651
.8000 ,2362 .3115 *7653 ,6308
,850U ,2362 .3997 .7887 .5930
,€;_0u .Z3bZ ,4364 ,8007 .5731
.9500 *Z362 .4320 .7€;71 .5791
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TABLE III. - Continued.
lEST 137 PT lo.6132 PSI CN ,7615 CD1 .G3Z7b CCCORI .03199
RUN 33 TT I05,9_vl K CM -.1513 C02 .02B05 CDCOR2 .03724
POINT 8 RC 9.993b _ILLION CC .0209 C03 .026G2 COCOR3 .023Z5
BACH .76_0 C04 .02259 COCOR6 *0218§
ALPHA 1.5274 OEG CD5 .02029 COCOR5 *019§8
UPPER SURFACE LONER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P,L/PT BLOC X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT BLOC
0.0000 1.1658 1.0026 0,0000 0.0000 1,1658 1.0026 0,0003 ,5000 .AqZI -L,07gi ,3703 I.ZBZI
• 0040 ,5659 .8336 .5172 ,0_60 .6938 .8703 ,4503 ,5000 ,4265 -1,1069 .3bg§ 1,2835
°0080 .2616 .7497 ,6555 ,0080 .8_15 .9174 *3534 *5000 .3bGg -1,1040 .3686 1.2855
$ o0150 -,0851 *bSCL .8d9_ ,0230 .3302 *7692 ,6245 *5000 °2953 -1.09b6 *3664 1.2898
• 0250 -.5067 .5605 ,9812 .0500 *1153 *7069 ,7226 .5000 ,2297 -l*llbb .3656 1.2919
• 0600 -*8068 .6516 1,1301 ,1000 -.0233 .6696 .779_ .5000 ,1660 -1.0954 *3658 1.2910
• 0600 -,9792 .4010 1.3ZZZ .1503 -.IOZZ .66_0 .8130 ,SGUO .0986 -1.0908 .3717 1*2791
• 0800 -1.0435 ,3870 l.Z69u ,2000 -.1985 *bZOq .8567 *5000 ,0328 -1.0334 .3864 1,2502
• 1000 -[,0506 .3_43 1.2544 .2500 -o2674 ,5932 ,8978 .5000 -,0328 -1.0892 ,3696 1,2833
,1600 -1,0068 .3925 1.2384 ,3500 -,3501 ,5P38 ,9125 .5000 -,0986 -1,1319 .3023 1.2980
.1800 -1.0366 .3890 1.2653 .6500 -.3233 .5866 .9081 .5000 -.1640 -1.1437 ,3594 1.3041
.2200 -1.0270 ,3658 1.2513 ,5500 -.2439 ,6072 ,8761 .5000 -.2297 -1.0533 .3837 1.2555
• 2600 -1.0236 .3859 1.2512 .650U -,0576 .6618 .7019 .SUGG -,2953 -1,0561 o3851 1o2528
• 3000 -1.0766 °3775 1.Z678 .7500 .2261 .7405 ,6701 .5000 -,3609 -1o0443 °3826 1.2577
.3400 -1,0969 ,3705 1,2815 ,8030 ,3204 ,7650 .6312 ,5000 -.6265 -1,0666 .3786 1.2655
.3800 -1.1014 ,3651 1,2925 ,850U ,3997 ,7892 .5920 .5000 -.4921 -1.0592 .380Z 1.2625
.6200 -I.1290 ,3619 1.2990 .9000 .4190 ,7922 .5871 ,0600 ,2992 -.9317 .4151 1.1958
.4600 -1.0733 .37ZG 1.27Bb .9500 .6129 .7916 .5881 .1600 .2992 -1,0620 .3835 1,2559
• 5000 -1,071_ ,3772 1o2b83 1.0000 -.o3bZ .6729 ,774_ ,2200 .2992 -1,0986 .3758 1,2711
,5600 -1.0619 .3765 1,2658 ,3006 ,2992 -1,0166 ,3906 1,2422
.5800 -1o1338 .3571 1.3087 ,3800 .2_92 -1.0540 .3860 1,2510
.8200 -1.0647 ,3865 1.2501 ,_600 .?992 -1,0910 .3732 1,Z762
._600 -,6551 .4955 l.u_9 .5460 .2992 -1.1437 .3601 1.3026
.7000 -.5091 .53_b .9_91 ,6300 ,2992 -1,1359 .350_ 1.3053
• 7500 -,4202 ,5615 .9_7_ ,7000 .2992 -*5292 .5278 1,0016
• 8000 -,3376 ,5807 .q173 .8000 ,2992 -*3195 .5909 ,9014
.8500 -.2538 ,6058 .8782 .qO00 ,2992 -.1378 .6412 ,8236
.9000 -,1835 ,6251 .8483 ,10GO .2362 -,0301 .6664 .7867
• 9500 -,1327 ,6376 .8290 .2000 .2362 -,1922 .6242 .8697
• 9750 -*0583 ,6615 .7923 .3500 .2362 -.3536 .5770 .9231
1,0000 -,0202 ,6729 ,774_ ,45GU ,2362 -,3057 ,5935 .8973
• 5500 *2362 -,2396 ,6089 ,8734
.6500 .2362 -.0698 ,6649 ,7871
• 7500 .2362 .2306 .7440 .6665
.SGOG .2362 ,3232 .7661 ,6294
• E500 .2362 ,6029 ,7909 ,5893
,9000 .2362 *4306 ,7976 .5782
• 9500 ,2362 .4254 .7971 ,5791
TEST 137 PI 16,6575 PSI CN ,7619 CDI ,03811 CDCORI ,03720
RUN 23 IT 105.9590 K CM -*1667 C02 .03303 CDCOR2 .03210
POINT I0 PC 10o0276 _ILLI3N CC ,0212 CD3 ,02745 COCOR3 ,02652
BACH .7702 CD6 ,02706 CDCOR4 .02693
ALPHA 1.9946 OEG CO5 .OZIZ3 CDCOR5 ,02037
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFAC_ SPANWISE
XIC CP PpLIPT _LOC X/C CR PeL/PI _LOC XlC YIC CP PeLIPT BLOC
0,0000 1,1679 lo_OZg U,CuuC _,00_0 1.1679 1.uU29 C,0003 .5000 .4921 -1,1313 ,3584 1,3061
,0060 ,5163 ,8205 ,5398 ,OdAO .731q ,8_03 ,4311 .5C00 .6265 -1.1286 .3567 1,3096
,0080 .2197 ,7364 .67_6 .OU_O ._965 .9273 ,3305 .5000 .3609 -1,1540 .3556 1,3118
,0150 -.1247 ,6376 .8294 ,0330 .37_5 .7_06 .6065 ._UO0 .2q53 -1.1529 .3531 1.3170
.0250 -.5216 ,5332 ,9929 .0500 .1663 ,7219 .6991 .5000 .2297 -1,1587 .3531 1.3170
.0_00 -.8261 ,645_ 1.16_0 ,luO0 .O07G .6707 .7690 .5000 ,1640 -1.1380 .35_0 1.3109
.0600 -1.0677 .3866 1.2_99 .1_00 -.U757 .6835 .8067 .5000 .098_ -l.lblb .3543 1.3147
•0800 -1,0613 .3758 1.2710 .?uO3 -.1727 .6285 .8431 ,S&GO .0328 -I.1723 .3482 1.3271
,i000 -I.0552 .3763 1,2760 .Z800 -.2863 .6003 .88b8 .5000 -.0328 -l. LSZb .3563 1.3103
,1400 -i.0430 ,3_01 l.lbl6 ,3500 -,3475 ,5816 .9159 .SGOO -.0986 -i.1552 .3561 1.3149
.1800 -I.0593 .37_9 1.2728 .4500 -.3176 .5876 ,90o5 .5000 -.1640 -I.1635 ,3489 1.3357
•2200 -I.0776 .3723 1._780 ,5500 -,2613 .AILl .8699 .5000 -.2291 -I,1680 .3578 1.3072
,2600 -i,0804 .3727 1._773 .6500 -,0685 .6550 .8023 .504C -,2953 -1.0816 .3732 1.2762
• 3000 -1,1015 .36_3 1.29_1 .7500 ,2165 ,73_5 ,6796 .5000 -.3609 -1,0737 .3719 1,2788
.3400 -1,1384 .3599 1.3_29 .8GO0 .3102 .7611 .6375 .5000 -.4265 -1.0_73 .368_ 1.Z858
.3800 -1.1560 .3527 1.31_9 .85d0 .3829 .7813 .6069 .5000 -,6921 -1.0817 .3753 1,2721
•6200 -1.1779 .3477 I._281 .qOOO .6114 ,7q0_ ,_902 .060_ .2992 -.9695 .4059 1.2130
• _600 -1.1463 .3537 1.3157 ,950_ .3993 .7892 .SgZ1 .1_00 .2992 -1,0636 ,3740 1,27_5
• 5000 -1.1649 ,3533 1.3166 1.0o33 -,U579 .6621 .7914 .2200 .2_92 -1,1080 ,3667 1.2933
• 5400 -1.1143 .3644 /.2937 .30UG .2992 -1.0932 .36_7 1.2_51
• 58_0 -1,1385 ,3602 1.3v23 ,3806 .2992 -1.0769 ,3725 1.2776
t .6200 -,7837 .4579 1.1191 ._60_ .2993 -1.1190 .3589 L.3051
• b600 -.551g ,SZu4 1._136 .5400 .2992 -1.1815 .3484 1.3267
•7000 -,4957 .5397 ,9825 .6200 .2992 -.7791 ._613 1.1133
• 7500 -.4182 .559U .9516 .7000 .2992 -.5003 .5340 .9916
• 8000 -.3518 *5750 *9262 .8000 .2992 -,3580 ,5741 .9277
,8500 -.2861 .593? .8969 .9000 .2992 -.Z096 .6176 .85gg
•qo00 -,_036 .6206 ,05_6 .1000 ,2362 .0143 ,6824 .7602
•9500 -.1150 .6466 .8155 ,2000 ,2362 -.1758 .6259 .8482
• 9750 -.1125 .6430 ,8208 .3500 .?362 -.3382 .5837 ,9126
1,0000 -,05?9 ,6621 .791_ .6500 .Z362 -.zg42 .5963 .8930
•5500 .2362 -.2423 .6091 ,8730
• 6500 .2362 -.07Z2 ,6533 ,8050
• 7500 .236? .2116 .7347 .6791
.B00_ .2383 ,3195 .7b_g .6313
.bSO0 ,?3b? ,38_3 .7828 .602b
._OOG .?36? .40q3 .7891 .5922
• 9500 .2302 .39_5 .7857 .5978
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TABLE III. - Continued.
IEST 137 PI 18.3760 PSI CN ,2570 CDZ ,01262 CDCOR1 .01219
RUN 24 IT 195,6533 K CM -,1396 CO2 ,01252 CDCCR2 ,01209
POINT I RC 9.9495 HILtlO_ C¢ .0201 C03 .01154 COCOR3 *01113
_ACH .7770 CO4 ,01094 CDCOR4 .01060
ALPHA -I,995d OEG CD5 ,00890 COCOR5 ,00858
UPPER SURFACE tOWER _URFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PpL/PT MLOC X/C CP P,L/PT MLOC XlC Y/C CP P_L/PT MLOC
0,0000 1.0340 ,9641 .2294 J.CO30 I._34C .9641 .2Z94 ,5000 .4921 -*6727 ,4803 1.0805
.0C40 .9542 ,9418 ,2942 ,0040 .1490 *713_ ,7121 .5000 ,4265 -,6808 ,4777 i,0849
•0080 ,7185 ,8745 .4423 .uO_O .3135 ,761Z ,6373 .5000 .3bOg -.6654 .4748 1,0898
•0150 ,3933 ,78%2 .6003 .0230 -,2511 ,59_6 ,8879 ,5000 .2953 -,6875 ,4765 1.0870 t
,0250 *0421 ,6844 .7571 ,USdO -,399Z ,5589 ,9917 ,5000 ,2297 -.6919 ,4764 I*0871
,0400 -,2623 ,5971 .8917 ,1030 -,&205 ,55Z2 ,96Z4 .5000 .164u -.6829 ,479d 1,0812
• 0600 -.3830 ,56%7 .9_25 .1530 -,4691 ,5375 ,9860 ,5000 ,0984 -.6905 ,4751 1,0893
.0800 -,3827 ,5628 ,9456 ,2000 -,5647 .9133 1.02_3 .5000 ,0328 -.6910 ,4742 1,0908
• 1000 -,4124 ,5521 ,9625 ,2500 -,6234 .4976 1,0513 ,5000 -,0328 -,6910 ,4785 1.0836
,1400 -,4270 ,5498 *gbOl ,3500 -*8049 .4452 I*1413 ,5000 -,0984 -.6976 .4724 1,0g40
.1800 -,4819 .5355 ,9891 ,4500 -,4366 ,5478 ,gbgw .S&O0 -.1640 -,6813 ,4783 1,_838
,2200 -,5108 ,5275 1.6022 .55J0 -,3015 ,5877 .9064 ,SGOU -,2297 -,6826 ,4804 1,0802
,2600 -.5302 ,5207 1,0132 .6500 -.07k¢ ,6502 ,80g6 ,5COO -.2953 -,6867 ,4761 1,0876
,3000 -°5856 ,5047 i*0395 °7500 *2022 ,7170 .691Z ,5000 -,3609 -.6854 ,4800 1.0809
,3400 -,6108 ,49t0 1,0539 .BOO0 .2967 ,7550 ,6471 .5000 -,4265 -.7026 o4713 1,095B
• 3800 -°6384 .4904 1,063& ,8500 ,3621 .7743 .6163 ,5000 -,4921 -,7170 .4694 1.0990
.4200 -,6539 .4572 1.0688 .9000 .4022 .7857 ._978 .0800 ,2992 -.3640 ,5685 .9365
• 4600 -,6707 ,4833 1,0754 .9500 ,4144 .7892 ,_920 .14_0 .2992 -,4309 ,5490 ,9675
°5000 -,6968 ,473& 1.0923 1.0060 .1407 ,7111 ,7160 .Z200 ,ZgZ -.51_5 ,5271 1.0028
,5400 -,7182 ,4665 i.1041 ,3000 ,299Z -,5649 ,5127 1.0263
•5800 -.7570 .4599 I,I156 .38C0 .2992 -,6469 ,4877 1,0680
,6200 -,8068 ,4413 1.1482 .4600 *2992 -.6695 .4817 i*0781
• 6600 -,8719 ,4244 1.178_ ,5400 ,2992 -,7085 ,4733 1,0924
•7000 -.8650 ,4290 1.1705 .6200 ,2992 -.7933 ,4475 i.1372
,7500 -,4372 ,5469 ,97C9 ,7000 ,2992 -,8573 .4275 1.1731
• 8000 -,3002 ,5_86 ,9049 ,8001 ,2992 -.3094 ,5830 ,9122
.8500 -.1892 ,617_ ,86O9 ,gO00 ,299Z -*0908 .6444 .6186
,9000 -,0752 ,65C9 .6087 ,1000 .2362 -,4547 ,5432 ,9767
• 9500 ,0348 ,6817 ,7612 ,2000 *2362 -.5496 ,5151 1,0224
• 9750 ,0905 ,6966 ,7363 ,3500 *2362 -.7902 ,4486 1.1353
1,0000 .1407 ,7111 ,7160 .4500 ,2362 -,4237 ,5511 ,9641
.5500 ,2362 -.3045 ,5854 .9100
,6500 .2362 -,0782 .6490 .8116
.7500 .2362 .2066 .7302 ,6861
.BOO0 .2362 ,3009 .7574 .6434
,_500 ,2362 ,3650 .7745 .6159
•gO00 ,2362 ,%054 .7862 .5971
.9500 .2362 ,4161 .7892 ,5922
TEST 137 PT Ie.3216 PSI CN .3344 CD1 ,014_0 COCORI .01397
RUN 24 TT 105,2214 K CM -,1459 C02 ,01447 CDCOR2 ,01385
POINT 2 RC 9,9970 RILLIr]N CC ,0228 CO3 ,01397 COCOR3 .01341
MACH ,7T97 CD4 ,O121b COCOR4 ,01171
ALPHk -I,%_o3 DEG C05 .00974 COCOR9 ,00937
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P,L/RT MLOC x/C CP P., LIPT ML I'1C XIC YIC CP P,LIPI MLOC
0,0000 1,0812 .9775 ,1807 O, 0000 1,0812 ,9775 .1807 ,SOOG .4921 -,7482 ,4565 1,1215
,0040 ,9009 ,9264 .3327 ,0040 .2403 .7379 ,6741 .500U ,4265 -,7449 .4549 1.1243
,0080 ,6634 ,85_2 ,',711 ,0080 ,4136 ,7_68 ,5961 .500u .3609 -,7611 .4534 1,1269
,0150 .3210 ,7613 ,6372 .0230 -,1481 ,6291 .8422 ,5000 ,2953 -,7636 .4531 1,1274
,0250 -.0296 .6605 .7939 .0500 -.3033 ,5840 ,9108 .5000 ,2297 -,7638 ,4512 1,1307
,0400 -.3433 .56_9 ,9344 ,I000 -.3711 *5640 ,9437 .5000 ,1640 -,7599 ,4537 I*1265
.0600 -,4772 ,5331 ,9931 ,150u -, _,C90 ,5554 .9573 ,5000 .Cq8 _, -,7647 .4507 1.1317
*0800 -.%660 .5377 ,9B57 .2000 -,5061 .5247 1,O06d ,SOOu *032_ -.7619 ,4554 1.1233
,IO00 -.4848 .5311 .9_,63 .2500 -.5612 .5106 1.(,297 .5¢00 -.0328 -,7623 ,4524 1.1287
,1400 -,4939 ,5291 ,9995 ,3500 -,7455 ,4565 1.1214 .5_00 -.09_4 -,75_6 .4526 1.12_3
,l_O0 -,5327 .5154 l,vZl9 .4500 -,4317 ,5446 ,9745 ,5C00 -,1640 -,7493 ,%556 1.1231
.2200 -,5754 *5037 I*0412 ,5900 -,3026 .5e28 .9140 .5000 -,2297 -,7503 .4535 1,1267
.2600 -*5799 ,5044 1,0401 ,6500 --,0698 ,6902 .8096 ,5000 -.2953 -,7535 .4563 1,1219
,3000 -,6246 ,4893 1.0652 ,75_0 ,21_1 ,7304 ,6859 .SOOO -.3609 -.7503 ,4540 1.1258
,3400 -.6580 ,4827 1,0753 .8000 ,3040 .7561 ,6_54 ,5000 -.4265 -,7582 .4561 1,1222
.3800 -,6908 ,4738 i.G916 ,8900 ,3727 ,7742 .6165 ,50_,0 -,4921 -,7721 .4509 i,1313
,4200 -.7095 .46_7 I.IG3B ,9000 ,4058 ,7E39 .6008 .0600 ,2992 -,4561 .5414 ,9796
,4600 -*7360 o4t04 1.II_6 ,95)0 .%203 ,789% ,5917 ,1460 .2992 -,%998 .5291 ,9996
.5000 -.7678 .4498 1.1333 l,O000 .1223 ,7052 .725J .2200 .2992 -.5761 .5081 1.0340
.5400 -,7926 .4467 1.1386 .3600 .2992 -.6073 ,4959 1,0541
,5800 -.8276 ,433P. 1,1618 .3800 ,2992 -,6951 .%728 1.0933
.6200 -,8661 ,4223 1,1_27 .%600 .2992 -,7355 .4619 1.1121 -_
,6600 -,9344 ,4028 1.21_8 .5460 .2992 -,7855 ,4468 1,1385
,7000 -*9803 ,3879 1,2474 ,6200 .2992 -.85_4 .4262 1.1756
,7500 -,4520 .5419 ,97Ug ,7000 ,29_2 -.9503 .3_92 1.2257
._000 -,3001 .5t_26 ._144 .8000 .2992 -,3026 .5830 .9138
.8500 -.18Z2 ,b193 ,8_72 .qO00 .299Z -.0911 .6438 .8196
,9000 -*0767 .64_% • (_124 .LtO0 ,2362 -,3812 .5636 ,9443
.9500 ,030Z *6861 ,763_ ,2000 ,2362 -.4922 *529_ ,9985
,9750 ,0806 ,6927 .7444 .3_00 ,2362 -.7260 .4637 I, l(_qO
1.0vO0 .1223 ,70;2 .72_0 .4_b ,2362 -,4268 .5493 .9670
.5500 ,2362 -*3018 *5852 .9103
.6500 ,236Z -.0746 ,6496 .8105
, 75U(a ,2362 *ZIZ6 ,7315 ,6842
,_00 ,2362 .3081 ,7567 ,64%4
, t_50{, .2382 .3767 .7772 .6116
,gGO0 .23_2 ,415_ .78_5 ,5932
.9500 ,2362 ,%208 ,7901 ,590b
TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT lb.321g PbI CN .4082 CD1 .01552 CDCORI *01508
RUN 26 TT 10_.3572 4 C_ -.1488 C02 .01552 CDCOR2 .01407
POINT 3 PC 9.0670 HILLION CC .u244 C03 .01425 COCOR3 .01442
_AC_ ,7785 CO4 .01355 CDCOR4 ,01303
ALPNA -.2883 O_G CD5 ,01050 CDCOR5 .01010
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIP1 _LOC XIC CP P*L/PT HLOE X/C ¥/C CP PpL/PE MLOC
0.0000 1.1115 ,9857 .1435 u.tOuO 1.1115 .g_57 .1435 .5600 .4221 -.7952 .6649 1.1420
.0040 .8506 ,_120 .3555 .0040 .3231 .Tbd2 .b3e9 ,5000 .425_ -.7955 .4455 1,1607
• 0080 ,6066 ,8616 .5025 .0080 .5049 .8135 ,5514 ,5000 .3609 -*8030 .4401 1.150§
• 0150 .2574 ,7423 .6673 .0230 -,0503 .6550 .8023 ,5000 .2953 -.8056 .4422 1,1458
.0250 -.1116 .5395 .8281 ,0500 -.2152 ,60_0 .8732 .5000 .2207 -.5113 .4305 1.1514
• 0400 -,4313 .5457 .2728 .1_30 -.3032 .5811 .g]67 .5C0_ .1640 -.d118 .4418 1.1473
.0500 -,5549 .5050 1.0320 ,1500 -,3510 .5590 ,gj57 .5000 .0964 -o8089 ._410 1,1488
,0800 -,5491 ,5144 1,0235 .2000 -,4458 ,5_33 .g75T ,5000 .03_8 -.8033 .4421 1,1458
.1000 -.5557 .510_ 1.02_3 .2500 -.5154 .5221 1.010_ .5000 -.0328 -.8063 .4429 1.1455
.1400 -.5751 .5049 1,0392 ,3500 -.5241 .4943 1.0552 .5000 -.0284 -.8030 .4431 1.14_Z
.1800 -,5850 o5041 1.04C_ .4500 -.4318 .5455 ,9730 .SCOb -,1640 -.7255 .4473 1,1375
,2200 -.6303 ,4877 1.0679 .550_ -.2258 .5821 .2151 °5000 -.ZZg7 -.7949 .4437 1.1440
.2500 -.6532 ,4654 1,671_ ,5500 -,0_55 *5515 .6u78 .500C -.2953 -.7988 .4445 1.1427
• 3000 -,6905 .4753 1.0dgo ,7500 .7740 .7329 ,5e19 .5000 -.3609 -,79e9 ,4446 1.1423
• 3400 -,7061 ,4676 1,102[ .SUb0 ,3070 .7565 ,544e .5000 -.4255 -.8194 ,4403 1.1501
.3800 -.7296 .4635 1.1088 .8500 ,3785 .7778 .5105 ,5000 -.4221 -.e121 .443e 1.1438
• 4200 -.7500 .45_7 1.1211 .9000 .4105 .7851 .5988 .0500 .2002 -.5521 .5148 1.0229
• 4600 -.7822 .4500 1.1329 .gSO0 ,4236 ,7031 .5P57 ,1000 o2202 -.5e75 .5060 1.0374
• 5000 -.8582 ,44_6 1.1495 1.UCuO ,0911 ._92_ .7447 .2200 .2292 -.8363 .4040 1,0573
• 5400 -.8381 .4323 1*1645 .3000 .2992 -.5759 ,4615 1,0704
• 5800 -,8774 .4227 1.1U1_ .3_uO .2992 -.7350 .4530 1.1102
.6200 -.0181 .41_4 1.204_ .4500 .2222 -.7774 .4457 1,1405
• 5500 -.0857 ,3038 1,2]_3 .5400 .2002 -.0358 .4354 1.1588
.7000 -,9820 .3005 1.2423 .5200 ,2002 -,g075 .4155 1.1052
.7500 -.4582 .5410 ,2803 .7000 .2922 -.8gBg ,4194 1.1880
• 8000 -.3029 .5852 ,91_3 ._000 .2g_z -.3059 ,5632 .9134
,8500 -.1019 .6178 .85_7 .OGOb .2922 -.0951 .5433 .8Z03
.go00 -.0803 ,5503 ._og_ ,1000 ,2352 -.3015 .5871 .9072
• 0500 *0274 .5801 .7537 .2£00 .2352 -*4325 .5520 .0527
• 0750 ,0764 .5053 ,7404 .3500 .2352 -*5507 ,5153 1.0204
1.0000 .0911 ,5025 .7447 .450_ ,2352 -.4154 ,_472 .0703
._500 .2362 -.2_21 .5917 .9001
• 6500 .2352 -,0710 .6520 .8060
.750_ .2362 .2231 .7352 .6767
.8000 .2352 ,3185 .7525 .0351
.6500 .2352 ,3829 ,7798 .8073
.9_¢_ .2362 .4237 .7882 .5027
,2505 .23_2 .4380 .7232 .5855
TEST 137 PT 15.7432 RSI CN ,4700 COl ,01984 CDCORI .01016
RUN Z4 TI _2,5580 K C_ -.1400 C02 ,01077 COCOR_ .01906
POINT 4 RC 10.0153 _ILLION CC .0253 C03 .01876 CCCOR3 .01807
MACH .7801 C04 .01720 C0COR4 .01555
ALPHA -.4ggO D_G CO5 .01313 COCOR5 .01252
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XI¢ CP P_LIP1 _LOC XlC CP P_LIPT PL_C XlC YIC CP P_LIPI HLOC
0,0000 1.1428 .gg_2 ,u834 _,OOJ_ 1.1428 .9952 .0834 ,5U00 .492! -.8411 .4282 1,1710
.0040 .8091 .8091 ,3932 ,0040 .4137 o7_78 ,5944 ,5000 .4265 -.65_b .4303 1,15_1
• 00_0 .5458 .82_1 ,5_19 ,50_0 .5903 ._380 .5024 .500_ ,3609 -.8452 .4257 1.1784
• 0150 .1013 .7243 .o955 .0230 .0407 .5_35 .7586 .5000 ,2953 -.8533 .4248 1,1780
• 0250 -,1750 ,51_0 ._504 ,_5]0 -.1413 .5278 ._443 .5000 .2297 -.8573 .4248 1.1781
.0400 -.5207 .523_ 1.00P7 .1000 -.1392 .5024 .H_35 .5005 .1640 -.e548 .9278 1.1725
.0600 -.5874 ,4742 I._9£g .15_0 -.2g_7 ._852 .g103 .5000 .0984 -.U538 .4299 1.15_
.0800 -.6776 .4773 1,0857 .20_0 -.3939 ,5565 .9524 .50_0 .0328 -.8355 .4318 1.1857
• 1000 -,5558 ,4_34 1.07_3 .2500 -,4645 .5379 .g_54 ,5000 -._328 -.8348 °4305 1,1577
.1400 -.5411 .487P 1.0670 .3500 -.5701 ._054 1.03u4 ,500u -.09E4 -.8449 ,4297 1.1691
• 1800 -.5714 .478h 1.0_31 .450_ -.4211 .5517 .9632 .5000 -.1640 -.8387 .4310 1.1589
• 2200 -.6e02 .4738 1.0915 .5500 -.2201 .5_72 .OuTZ .5000 -,2297 -.8376 .4298 1.1601
.2500 -,6027 .4705 1.0972 ,5_00 -.0673 ,5508 .b088 ,5000 -.2953 -.8325 .4305 1,1877
• 3000 -,7470 ,4618 1.1123 .7_30 .Zlgl .7321 .6_33 .500u -,3809 -.8315 .4308 1.1571
.3400 -,7508 .4528 1.12_1 .8C00 .3004 .7570 .5428 .5000 -.4Z55 -.8437 .4264 1.1752
• 3800 -,7810 .4452 1.1414 .6530 .3852 .7723 .60_3 .5000 -.4921 -.8_11 .4310 1.1688
• 4200 -.8080 ,43_8 1.1528 .90_0 .4111 .7854 ,5983 .0500 .2002 -.6423 .4844 1.0735
.4600 -.8209 .4374 1.1_3 .9500 .4237 ,7896 .5915 .140C .2092 -.6217 .4943 1.0569
.5000 -.8423 .4331 1.1530 1.O_OO .0542 .6_8 .7565 .225u .2992 -.5770 .4780 1.0844
• 5400 -.88_7 .4222 1.1H2g .3000 .2092 -.7265 ,4524 1.1113
• 5800 -.9005 .4_03 1.20or ,380_ .2092 -.7e42 .4452 1.1414
• 5200 -.9602 .3970 1.2300 ,460£ .2992 -,8304 .4341 1,1813
• 5600 -1.0346 .3752 1.2723 ,5400 .2992 -.8_16 ._17_ 1.1_14
,7000 -.8485 ,4266 1,1748 .6201 .zgg2 -.9529 .3963 1.2313
.7500 -.4498 .5414 .9797 .7000 .2292 -.9098 .4087 1.2076
• 8000 -,3132 .5788 .9204 ,_0_0 .2002 -.3057 .5838 .9126
.8500 -.2123 .6059 ._7_5 ,g000 .2902 -.0954 .6435 .8200
• 0000 -,0004 ,641_ .8227 .100£ .2362 -.2485 .8005 ,8_84
• 95G0 .0002 .b711 .7777 ,2000 .2362 -.3968 ,556_ .g552
• g750 .0311 .6785 .7bb3 .3500 ,2352 -,5537 .5111 1.0291
1.0000 .0642 .5U48 .7555 ,4500 .2362 -.4101 ,5480 ,067?
• 5500 ,23b2 -.2g6g .5831 o2135
.6500 .2362 -,0711 ,55_5 ,8093
.7500 .2352 .2193 ,7325 .5825
.eoo(: .2352 .31_8 .?bOO .6393
._50o .2352 ,3872 .7791 ,6085
• OUGG ,2362 .4275 .7215 .5_53
.0500 .2362 .4371 .7245 .5834
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT L_.6ZSd P_I CN ,_258 CD1 ,02_14 ¢OCORL ,02329
RUN 24 TT 1_2,_825 K C_ -,1475 CD2 ,02433 COCORZ ,02344
POINT 5 RC g.9375 _XLLION CC ,0251 C03 ,OZZ60 COCOR3 *02170
MACH ,78u0 C04 ,02003 COCOR4 *01933
ALPHA ,OUSO DEG C05 ,01662 CDCOR5 *01582
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SUQFACE SPANdISE
X/C CP P,L/PT MLOC XIC CP P*LIPI RLOC XlC Y/C CP PpLIPI MLOC
0,0000 1,1534 ,9978 ,0557 0.0000 1.1534 ,9978 ,0557 ,5000 ,4221 -,8909 ,4L91 1,1886
,0040 ,7357 .880_ ,4313 ,O04u °6863 ,8085 .560L ,SuOO ,4265 -,8817 ,4176 1,1912
,0080 ,4750 18043 .5671 *OuSO .0618 ,8580 ,6735 *5000 ,3609 -,8970 .4151 1.1959 )
o0150 ,1121 ,7029 .7287 ,0230 ,1157 .7032 .7282 .5000 ,2953 -.8950 ,6157 1.1949
.0Z50 -.2492 ,5987 .5893 ,0500 -.0642 .6536 .8065 ,5000 ,2297 -.8909 ,4145 1.1969
,0400 -.5950 .5027 1,{429 *lOOO -*LSg_ .6167 18814 *SGUO .1660 -,8887 ,4_39 1,1980
,0600 -,7521 o4510 1.L312 ,1500 -,2495 ,5979 ,8905 ,5000 ,0986 -,U975 ,4107 1,2061
,0800 -,7726 ,447% 1,1367 ,2060 -.3515 .5698 ,9365 .5000 ,0328 -,9092 .4101 1.2051
,1000 -*7805 ,4504 1.1_23 ._500 -,4166 ,553_ .9610 .50OC -,C328 -,8954 ,4128 1,2001
11400 -.7275 .4608 1.1139 °3500 -.5195 o5218 1,0115 ,SLOC -,0986 -.8640 .4225 1.1822
o1800 -o7337 .4600 1.1154 .4500 -,4053 ,5564 .9557 ,5000 -.1640 -.8519 .4248 1.1781
,2200 -,7646 .4686 1,13_5 ,_500 -,2909 ,5856 .9100 .5000 -,2297 -,8548 ,4255 1,1768
,2600 -17750 ,4519 1,129& ,6500 -,_727 .6476 ,8137 ,5000 -,2953 -.8682 ,4241 1.L793
,3000 -.7791 ,4469 1.13F5 ,7500 .2178 ,7331 ,6517 ,5000 -.3609 -.8676 ,4231 1.1812
,3400 -,2853 14468 1,1385 *80uO ,3099 .7568 .6446 .5000 -.4265 -.8863 .4164 1.1935
.3800 -*8056 .4411 L.1488 .5500 *Je34 .77_2 .6100 ,5000 -,4921 -.8852 ,4161 1.1940
,6200 -,8367 ,430u 1.16u6 ,9000 .411_ .7_50 ,5990 .0_00 .2992 -.7348 ,4634 1.1095
,4600 -,8760 ,4lib 1.1913 ,gSO0 ,40T5 ,T843 ,6002 .1400 .2_2 -.7644 ,6511 1.1311
,5000 -.9115 ,4068 1,2115 hO000 .0179 *5762 ,7728 .2200 .2992 -.7306 .4643 1.lOgO
*5400 -.9237 ,4060 1,2129 ,3000 .2992 -,7642 ,6513 1.1306
,5800 -,9466 13976 1.2287 ,3800 .2992 -.8299 .4304 1.1679
.6200 -,9938 .3856 1.2519 .4600 .2992 -,8742 .4244 1.1789
,6600 -1.0342 ,37Z7 1,2772 .560G ,2992 -.92_9 ,4050 1.2147
.7000 -*6626 *4803 1.0806 .6200 ,2992 -1.0169 .3791 1.2665
,7500 -.6329 ,_477 ,9697 ,7000 ,2992 -.7301 .4610 1.1136
,8000 -.320T .5786 ,9207 ,8000 ,2992 -,3147 ,5797 .9189
,8500 -.2231 ,6054 ,8789 ,9000 ,2992 -,1079 .6616 .8230
.9000 -.1399 ,6288 .8626 ,1000 ,2362 -,1915 .6155 ,8632
.9500 -,0508 ,6555 ,8016 .2000 ,2362 -,3387 ,5736 *9288
19750 -,0203 .6639 ,7886 *3500 ,2362 -.5133 ,5212 1.0125
1,0000 101T9 ,6742 ,7728 .45_ .2362 -.3996 .5554 ,9574
,5500 ,2362 -.ZT90 .5925 .8990
.6500 .2362 -,0699 .6490 *8116
.7500 .2362 ,2165 .7326 ,6825
,8000 ,2362 ,3147 .7587 .6416
,8500 .2362 .3862 .7774 .6113
,9000 .2362 ,6258 .7922 ,5872
,9500 ,2362 .6214 .7893 .5919
TEST 137 PT 15.6179 PSX CN ,5916 COl .02564 COCOR1 .02571
RUN 24 TT 102,6295 K C_ -,1477 ¢02 ,_2764 ¢OCORZ .OZb60
POINT 6 RC 9,9203 MILLION CC ,0245 CD3 ,02613 CDCOR3 *02520
MACH .7792 C06 .02235 COCOe4 *02161
JLPHA ,5091 OEG C05 ,G1869 COCOR5 *01806
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PpLIPI _LOC XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0*0000 1.1669 L*0012 0.0000 _*00_0 L*1669 L*_01_ 0.0000 *5000 *4221 -*9497 .4016 _.2211
,0040 ,6917 ,8663 ,45_0 .0040 .5_29 ,8264 .5?97 ,5U00 .6265 -.9572 .401U 1,Z223
,0080 .4168 .7881 .5940 .00_0 ,7460 ,8820 ,4278 .5000 ,3509 -.950Z .3981 1*2278
,0150 *0650 .58_2 .7513 *0230 *1905 .7256 .6934 *5000 *2953 -.9617 .4023 1.2199
,0250 -,3085 ,5826 .9146 ,0500 -,0013 ,_691 ,7806 .5G00 .2297 -.9248 ,6082 1.2088
.0600 -,6513 .4853 1.L720 ,1030 -,1400 ,_2_9 .8425 .5000 .1640 -.9301 ,6064 1.2122
,0600 -.8369 .4313 1,16_ .153_ -.1C26 .0119 .db89 *_00 ,09_4 -.9274 .4052 1.2144
,0800 -,873T ,4266 1.1784 .ZOO0 -.2973 .5870 .9075 ,5000 ,0328 -,9372 ,6040 1,21t6
,1000 -,8657 ,6269 1,1743 *2500 -,3776 ,55?0 .9669 *SGGO -.03Z8 -,9389 .4032 1,2182
.1400 -.8365 *432b 1.1639 .3500 -*4768 *5348 ._904 *5000 -.0984 -,9344 *4068 1,2114
,1800 -18375 ,631L 1.L566 .6500 -.3865 .5505 ,9692 *SOOC -,1640 -.8771 .4212 1,1547
,2200 -.8585 .42t9 1.1743 .5500 -.2761 ._914 ,9u06 ,5000 -.2297 -.9134 .4105 1.2044
.2600 -*8_§Z .4256 1.1767 .b50_ -.0662 *6536 ,8065 .500_ -.2953 -.9313 .6051 1,2146
.3000 -.9051 .4157 l*iq_7 *7500 ,2220 .7346 ,6791 *5000 -.3609 -19267 *6066 1*2155
.3600 -,9096 *6097 1._060 .8000 ,3115 .7587 .6_14 ,5000 -*6265 -,9361 *6023 1*Z198
,3800' -.8841 *4242 1.1792 .8500 .3807 .7778 .6107 *5000 -.4921 -.9415 .4028 1.2189
.4200 -,8507 .4292 1,17G0 ,9000 .4152 ,788_ ,5934 ,0600 ,2992 -.7827 .6663 1,L395
,4600 -,9024 ,4162 1,1975 ._SJO .4_10 .7831 .5_23 .140L .2q92 -.8539 ,6246 1.1785
,5000 -,9417 .6Oil 1.2_ZI 1.0000 -.0159 ,6658 .7'5_ .2200 .2997 -,8718 .6241 1,1793
.5400 -.9869 ,3899 1.2436 ,3000 .2992 -.8092 .4376 1.15_9
,5800 -.9710 ,396L 1.2355 .36O0 ,2992 -.8903 .4173 1.1918 "_r
,6200 -1,0240 ,3814 1,2501 ,6500 ,2992 -,9269 .4037 1.2172
,6600 -,9665 ,39_2 1,2333 ,5600 ,2q92 -.9555 .3975 1.2289
.7000 -,5780 ,50_8 1.J377 .6200 ,2992 -1,0465 .3766 1,2695
*7500 -.4156 .5517 .9633 ,7000 ,2992 -.6337 ,4925 1,0599
,8000 -.3171 ,5763 ,9211 .8000 ,2992 -,3231 .5784 .9202
,8500 -,2389 *6006 ,6866 .90_ .2992 -.1337 .6331 .8361
.qo00 -,1525 ,6269 ,8456 .1000 .2362 -,13_1 .6282 .8437
.9500 -,1022 ,6386 .8279 .Z000 ,2362 -,2887 ,5860 *9090 _"
,9750 -,0578 ,6519 .8071 .3_00 ,2362 -,6698 .5350 *9900
1,0000 -.0159 ,66_P ,7558 ,450_ ,2352 -,3810 ,5621 ,9467
,5500 *2362 -*2795 *5895 .9U35
,6500 ,2362 -,0731 ,6474 .8140
.7_0C ,2362 .ZZ20 ,73_1 .6802
*_00 .Z36_ ,3250 .7583 .6420
,6500 .2362 ,3910 .7813 .6051
,qo00 .2362 ,4185 .7877 *5946
,950G .2362 .4114 .7870 ,5957
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 237 P1 Zb.264q PSI CN .2515 COl .&C854 CDCOR1 .00820
RUN 25 TT IJ3,3237 K CM -,11_7 C02 ,00852 COCOR2 ,00815
POINT 1 PC 14,95ob _[LLION C¢ ,0148 C03 ,0082& COCOR3 *00803
NACH ,50o4 C04 .OGSOZ COCOR4 .00782
ALPHA -2.0_b0 OEG C05 .00777 CDCOR5 .00753
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPkN_ISE
XIC CP P,LIPT NLOC XIC CP PtLIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP PtLIPT HLO¢
0.0000 .9P89 ,979_ .1725 O.O_OO ._88_ .9795 .1725 ,5000 ,492L -,4806 *6905 ,7483
,0040 ,8179 ,94_0 .283Z ,0040 .0_88 *_031 *5697 .5000 .4265 -,4910 ,6885 ,7514
,0080 ,5545 .8938 ,4u_4 .OOEO .2_54 ,8351 .5149 ,5000 ,3609 -,4958 *6869 *7539
.0150 .2092 ,_203 ,5303 ,6233 -,2562 ,7347 .6798 .SOOO .2953 -,4999 .6861 *755Z
,0250 -,1450 ,7564 .6455 .0500 -,3335 ,7200 *7025 .5000 ,2297 -,5025 *6858 .7555
,0400 -,3764 ,7117 ,7157 ,1000 -,3449 ,7180 .705e ,5000 ,1640 -,5037 *6856 *7560
,0500 -,4288 ,70G5 .7330 ,15JO -,3669 ,7123 .7147 ,5000 ,0904 -,5017 *6857 ,7_57
,0800 -,4346 ,6989 .7355 .Zb_O -.4_8 .7044 .7269 .500G ,0328 -.5017 ,5860 ,7553
,1000 -,4250 ,7010 .7322 ,2500 -,4309 ,7505 ,7330 ,5G00 -,0328 -,5049 ,6_48 .7572
.1400 -,4197 .701_ .7316 ,3500 -,4297 ,7006 *7328 ,5000 -,0_84 -,55_2 ,6853 .7564
,1800 -.4418 ,6971 .73_1 ,4500 -,3593 ,7150 .7105 ,5050 -,1640 -,5009 ,6847 .7574
.ZZSO -,4551 ,6953 .741b ,5500 -,2649 .7327 ,6829 .5000 -,2297 -,4961 ,5870 *7538
,2600 -,4623 ,6941 .7422 *&500 -,&904 ,7667 .6291 .5C00 -,2953 -,4960 .6800 *7523
,3000 -,4853 ,6897 .1497 ,75_0 .1814 ,8204 ,5404 .SuO0 -,3602 -.4947 .b_7O ,752_
,3400 -,4803 ,6900 ,7492 ,_000 ,2861 ,8457 ,5_51 ,5_00 -,4265 -,4905 *6878 *7525
*3800 -,4824 ,6895 .7499 .8_UO .3561 ._545 ,4802 ,5000 -,4921 -,4866 *6888 .7511
,4200 -.4870 ,58_ .7509 ,_Ou¢ ,3879 ,_612 .467q ,0600 .2992 -,4505 *6959 ,7400
,4600 -,5027 ,6858 .7557 .9500 .3944 .8524 ,4656 ,1405 .2_92 -,4217 .7017 ,7311
,5000 -,5073 ,6846 .7574 2,0000 ,1243 ,8094 ,5590 .ZZO0 .2992 -.4547 ,6963 .7394
,5400 -.5111 ,6842 ,7582 .3C00 ,2992 -,4651 ,6942 .7427
.5800 -,5229 ,6812 ,7627 .3850 ,2992 -,4882 *6893 .7502
.6200 -.5315 .68G3 .7641 *4600 ,2992 -.4959 *6882 .7519
,bbO0 -,5278 .6793 ,7656 .5400 .2992 -,5062 *6857 .7_§8
.7000 -,_9Z0 ,6676 ,7525 .62&0 .2992 -.5261 *6816 ,7621
*7500 -,4222 .7_25 ,7299 .700G .2992 -.4986 .6863 .7549
.8000 -,3449 .7173 ,7U7C .SUUC ,2992 -.3392 *7181 *7056
.8500 -.2432 ,7366 .6768 ,9000 ,2992 -.1492 .7551 ,6475
,qooo -,1494 .7552 ,5475 ,1000 ,2352 -,3472 .7164 ,7083
,9500 -.0331 ,7782 ,5105 ,2000 ,2362 -,3928 .7072 ,7226
.9750 ,0402 ,7925 ,5872 .3500 ,2362 -,4237 ,7014 .T316
1,0000 .1243 ,8594 ,5590 ,450v ,Z3_Z -,3471 *7167 .7078
.5500 .23_2 -,2633 *7328 ,6827
,65UG ,2362 -,0874 ,7675 ,6278
,7500 ,2362 ,1777 *8204 .5404
,800_ ,2352 ,2815 ,8407 .5050
*8500 *2362 .3495 *8539 .4012
,900_ ,2362 ,3833 .8608 .4687
,9500 ,2362 ,3844 ,8604 ,4694
TEST 137 P1 2o,2698 P_I EN .378g C01 ._0882 CDCOR1 .00836
RUN 25 TT 103.Z101 K CH -.1202 CD2 .50876 COCOR2 ,00826
POIN_ 2 PC 14,g915 _ILLIQN ¢¢ .0148 C03 ,5_849 COCOR3 *00817
_CH .5V97 C04 *00827 CDCOR4 *00799
ALPHA -*9877 OEG CO_ .00808 COCOA5 *00774
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER S_RFACE SPAN_ISE
Xl¢ CP PeLIPT HLOC XlC CP PeLIPl HLOC XIC ¥1C CP PeklPl _LOC
O,OGO0 1.0756 ,99_6 ,G5g6 _._50_ 1,0756 ,_966 .obq6 ,5000 ,4921 -.5323 .5810 .7630
,0040 ,6381 ,91_1 ,3750 ,C040 .3530 ,8_35 .4820 ,5000 ,4255 -,5364 *6803 .7641
,0080 .3489 ,8543 .48G_ ,GOqO .540_ ,_914 .4094 *SGO0 ,3609 -*5470 .6788 .7565
.0150 -*0314 .77_ *60_G .0230 -*0135 .7830 *6027 .5000 *2953 -.5496 *6774 .7685
.0250 -,4057 ,7053 ,7255 .USbG -.1492 .7546 ,6484 .5000 .2297 -,5543 .6758 ,7711
,0400 -,6218 ,6635 ,7899 .1036 -,20_7 .742_ ,6675 ,5_00 ,1640 -,5526 *_759 ,7709
,ObO0 -,6491 .6572 .7097 .1_00 -.2582 ,7353 ,6788 ,_000 .0984 -.5561 ,6752 .7705
.0800 -,6154 ,66_ ,7852 oZO00 -,3134 .7236 .6972 ,5_00 .5328 -.5524 .6774 ,7686
.1000 -.5825 .67ul ,779_ ,2500 -,344_ .7184 ,7052 .5000 -,0328 -.5545 *_757 *7712
,1400 -,5526 ,6755 .7713 .3500 -,3635 ,7136 .7126 .5_50 -,0984 -.5580 ,6747 ,7727
,1800 -.5548 ,67_8 .7710 ,4_00 -,3052 ,7254 .6943 ,5000 -,154G -,55Z9 ,5772 .7589
,2200 -,5543 ,675U ,7723 .5500 -,2313 ,7394 ,67Z4 ,5_00 -,2_97 -,5476 .6774 .7685
*2600 -,5523 .6771 .7690 ,6500 -,£717 ,7728 ,6193 ,5005 -.2953 -,5461 *_771 .7_90
,3000 -,5607 ,6756 ,7714 ,75uJ ,1956 ,_23_ ,5351 ,5000 -,3609 -,5408 *6779 *7678
,3400 -,5532 ,6775 ,7b84 ,8000 .2949 .8426 .5016 ,5500 -,4265 -,5435 ,6777 ,7682
.3800 -,5481 ,6777 ,768_ .8500 .3679 ,8573 .4750 ,5600 -,4921 -,537_ ,6784 .7670
,_200 -,548_ ,6769 ,7693 .gO00 .4G17 .8636 ,463_ .ObO0 ,2992 -,6474 ,6571 *79_7
,4600 -,5562 ,67_2 ,77_9 ,9_0 ,_649 ,8642 .4523 .14G0 .2992 -,5520 *6793 *7656
,5000 -,5618 ,57_1 ,7722 1,_005 ,1164 ,8670 ,5631 ,2200 ,2992 -,5525 .6770 .7692
.5400 -.5572 .6754 .77G1 ,3000 ,2992 -,5493 .6773 .7687
,5800 -,5546 ,_737 ,/743 ,3800 .Z992 -,5575 .6752 ,7720
.bZOO -.5708 ,6722 ,7766 .4500 .2_92 -,5522 .6761 ,7705
,6600 -.5629 ,67_2 ,7719 ,_40G ,2992 -,5534 *6752 *7719
.7500 -.5212 .6_26 ,7_65 ,b20G ,2992 -._64 .6727 .7759
.7_00 -.4428 .5974 ,7377 .TCG_ ,2992 -.5266 *6802 .7643
,8000 -,3566 ,7142 ,711_ ,80_ ,2992 -,3546 .7_46 .7112
,8500 -.2565 .7342 .bo_ ._000 ._992 -.1571 .7535 .6502
.9000 -,1549 .7539 ._49_ ,1C_C .Z3bZ -,2115 ,7434 .6661
,9500 -,0346 .7182 ,b106 ,2000 ,_362 -.2977 .7257 .6939
,9750 .0351 .791_ ,5_ .3500 .23_2 -.35_ ,7141 .7120
1.0000 ,1164 .857_ *_031 ,4_0 *2362 -*3012 *7246 .6_56
,b_GC ,_352 -.2267 ,7400 .b71_
.6_0_ .2362 -.U684 .7736 ,6179
.7560 .2362 .1923 .8Z32 .5356
._000 .23_2 .Z935 ,d429 ,5Gll
,85_U ,238Z ,3641 *_56_ *4?65
,965_ *2362 ,3973 .863U .4644
,95G0 ,2352 *3999 .8633 .4639
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TABLE III.- Continued.
TEST 137 PT 28.2652 PSI CN .5027 CO! .0090€ COCORI .00855
RUN 25 71 103.1761 K CH -,1211 CO? .00899 CD_O_2 ,00865
POINT 3 _C 14.977k MILLION CC .0110 C03 .00868 COCOA3 .00834
HACH .5987 C04 .00847 ¢000R4 .00818
ALPHA .O&OZ OEG C05 .O08ZZ CDCOR5 .0078S
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PILIPT MLOC XlC CP P,LIPT NLOC XIC YIC CP PpLIPI HLOC
OeO000 1.10_g 1.0017 O.CO00 O*UO00 1.1019 1,C017 0,0000 ,5000 .4Q21 -,5784 ,6699 o7801
*0040 .4188 ,8671 ,4§67 .0040 .5688 ,8967 .3985 .5000 ,4265 -.5859 .6714 .7770
.0080 .0996 ,8044 .5674 .O0_O .7462 .9323 .3195 ,5000 ,3609 -,5928 .6688 .7818
.0150 -.3024 .724U .6952 ,0230 ._986 .8235 .5351 ,5000 .2953 -,6016 .6676 ,7837 t
.0250 -.6880 ,6491 ,8121 .0500 .0139 ,7874 .5956 .5000 .2297 -,&03Z ,6673 .7842
,0400 -,9067 o6080 ,8755 .1000 -.0833 *7683 *6266 ,5000 .1640 -.6000 .6668 .78_9
*0600 -,8797 ,6128 .8680 *1500 -.1539 .7545 ,6485 .5000 ,0984 -,bOZ7 .6667 ,7850
,0800 -.8101 ,62_3 .8407 ,2000 -,21_1 .7425 ,6676 .5000 .0328 -.5969 ,6674 °7839
.1000 -.7501 .637_ .8299 ,2500 -.2652 .7322 .6837 .5000 -o032_ -.6024 .6674 ,7839
.1_00 -.6859 .6498 .8110 .3500 -.2991 .7257 ,6938 ,5_00 -,0984 -.6061 .6663 ,7857
.1800 -.6678 .6536 .8052 ,4500 -.2604 ,7347 .6797 ,5000 -,1640 -.5988 ,6684 ,782_
,2200 -,6552 .6574 .7993 ,5500 -,1971 ,7468 .6607 .5000 -.2297 -.5966 ,6691 .7814
.2600 -,6381 .6581 ,7982 ,6530 -.0472 .7755 ,6149 ,5000 -.2Q53 -.5936 .6697 ,7805
,3000 -,6417 .6605 .7946 ,7530 ,2087 .8261 .5307 .5000 -.3609 -.5901 .6693 .7811
.3_00 -.62Z1 .863G .7908 °8000 .3088 .8456 .6963 .5000 -._265 -.59_1 .8700 .7799
,3800 -.6176 .6645 .7885 .8500 ,3846 .8606 .4693 .5000 -.4921 -,5822 ,6732 .7750
,4200 -.6076 ebb&4 .7855 .9000 .4112 ,8664 ,4581 ,ObO0 ,2992 -,8398 .6211 ,8552
,6600 -,6088 .6650 ,7876 .9500 o4106 °8664 .4581 o1400 .2992 -.6854 .6499 .8108
,5000 -*6085 .66_6 .7868 1.0000 ,1116 *_071 .5629 .2200 .2992 -.6503 ,6580 .7985
.5_00 -,5974 .6673 ,7841 .3000 .2992 -.6248 ,6624 .791&
.5800 -.6036 .6672 .7842 .3800 *ZgOZ -,6198 ,6042 .7889
.6200 -,6052 ,6665 ,7854 ,4600 °2992 -.6042 °6670 .7845
,6600 -.5911 ,6699 .7001 .5400 .2992 -._956 .6690 .7816
.7000 -.5670 .6788 .7665 .6200 .2992 -.5994 .6676 .7837
.7500 -,4616 .6955 .7406 .7000 ,2_92 -.5502 ,6778 ,7679
.8000 -,3702 ,7125 ,7144 ,8000 .2992 -.3680 .7134 .7130
.8500 -,2669 .7340 .6808 ,g000 .2992 -.1629 .7_36 .6499
.go00 -.1569 .7562 .&458 .1000 .2362 -.0837 .7689 .6256
.9500 -*0331 .7788 .8096 ,2000 ,2362 -.2060 .7456 .6630
.9750 .0353 .7927 .5869 .3500 .2362 -,2957 .7281 .6900
1,0000 .1116 ,8U71 ,5629 .4500 .2362 -.2515 .7358 .6781
,_500 .236Z -,1908 .7484 .6583
.6500 .23_2 -,0455 .7759 ,6143
,7500 .2362 .2101 .8268 ,5294
,8000 .2362 ,3086 .8458 ,4959
.8500 ,2362 .3784 .8599 .4702
.9000 ,2362 .40gZ .8659 .4592
.9500 ,2302 .4098 ,8657 .4594
TEST 137 PT 29.1856 PSI CN .6245 C01 ,00929 COCORI .00892
RUN 25 TT 105.4861 K CM -,1218 CO? ,00916 CDCOR2 .00871
POINT 4 RE 14.9769 _ILLZO_ CC .0039 C03 .00889 COCOR3 .00862
MACH ,5993 C04 .00862 C0¢0R4 ,00842
ALPHA .9_68 OEG CO5 *00841 CD¢OR5 *00812
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
X/C CP PpLIPT HLOC XIC CP P_LIPT _LOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,0940 1.0002 U.&uOO O. JO00 1.0948 1.0002 0,0000 ,5000 ,4921 -.6170 .6646 ,7882
.0040 .1660 .6170 .5461 .0040 .7339 .9295 .3255 .5000 .4265 -,6343 ,6611 .7936
.0080 -.1803 .7486 .6579 .0080 .8963 ,9611. .2391 .5000 .3609 -.63_6 .6589 .7969
• 0150 -*5911 *6690 ,7813 .0230 .3821 ,8596 .4708 .5000 ,2953 -,6429 ,6578 .7986
.0250 -1.0031 ,58_0 ,9097 .0500 ,1543 ,8157 .5483 ,5000 .2297 -.64_0 .6572 .7995
,0400 -1.2441 ,540_ .9812 ,1000 .0270 .7906 ,5903 .5000 ,1640 -.646& .6505 .7945
• 0600 -1.1498 ,5574 ._548 ,1500 -.0581 .7727 .6194 ,50_0 ._98_ -,6456 .bSBb .7974
• 0800 -1.007b ,5030 ,9131 ,2U_3 -,1204 .7590 .6414 .5000 .0328 -,6447 ,&588 .7971
.1000 -.9240 .803& .0022 .2500 -.1871 ,7484 .6581 .5000 -,0328 -.8613 ,6574 .7992
.1400 -,8196 .625_ ,8479 .3§00 -,2601 ,7367 ,6760 .5000 -,0904 -.8513 ,65_2 ,8012
.1800 -.7809 .6293 .842_ ,45J_ -.20_9 ,7_43 .6647 ,5000 -.1640 -,8435 .6591 ,796&
.2200 -.7524 ._39_ ,8276 ,5500 -.1624 .7522 .65Zt .5000 -.22_7 -°6410 .658l .7982
• 2600 -.7209 .6442 .81_5 .b_UO -.0213 ,7792 .6089 .500G -,2963 -.63_5 .6591 .7967
• 3000 -.7233 *_436 ,8204 ,7_00 .2213 .8287 .5260 .5_00 -.360g -.6366 .bb13 .7932
• 3400 -,6903 .6402 ,8135 ,8O_O .3255 ,8499 .4885 .5000 -.4265 -.6344 ,6638 .7895
.380_ -.6775 .6510 ,8091 ,8500 .3968 ,8622 .4660 .SOO0 -._921 -,6295 ,6604 ,7946
.4200 -,6642 .6542 .e041 ,90_0 ,4243 ,8692 ,4527 .0_00 .2992 -1.1654 ,5561 .9569
.4600 -.6616 .6_76 .7990 ,9500 .4240 ,#884 .4543 .1400 .2992 -.8242 .b235 .051_
.5000 -.6521 .6573 ,79_4 1,0000 .1049 .8051 *5662 .22_0 *2992 -,7528 .6369 .8308
• 5400 -*6408 ,6596 .7959 ,3600 .2992 -.7056 .6460 .8167
• 5800 -.6342 .6588 .7971 .3tO0 ,2992 -.6846 ,650& .80_6
,6200 -.6371 .6590 .7968 ,4600 .2992 -,6541 .6573 *7995
• 6600 -,6169 ._644 .7885 ,5400 .2992 -,6357 .6597 ,7957
• 7000 -.5672 ,6726 .775_ .6200 .2992 -.6275 .6610 .7936
,7500 -.4743 .690_ .7478 ,700& ,2992 -.574_ .6716 ,7775
• 8000 -,3837 ,7lug .7188 ,8000 ,2992 -.3746 .7119 .7153
.8500 -.2698 ,7348 ._7_ ,g00G ,2992 -.1590 .7539 .6494
.9000 -,1595 .7531 ,6507 .1000 .2362 .0200 .7889 .5930
.9500 -.0351 .7781 ,810_ .2_00 .2369 -,1178 .7627 .6355
,9750 .0361 .7920 .5_b_ ,3500 ,2362 -.2275 *7402 *6710 "41"
1,0000 .1049 .8051 ,5662 .4500 .2362 -.2049 .7440 °6650
,5500 ,2382 -,1518 ,7553 .6472
._500 .2362 -._21& .7811 .hOST
_7500 ,23_2 .2214 ,8285 .5263
,80_ ,2362 .3204 ,8*79 .4921
,8_00 ,2362 ,3913 .8621 ,4661
.9000 ,2362 ,4239 .8688 .4536
,gS_b ,2362 ,4223 ,86_6 ,4540
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 P1 29.0718 PSI CN ,6878 C01 ,0G949 CDCOR1 ,00904
RUN 25 TT 105,476_ _ C_ -,1223 C02 .00939 CDCORZ .00890
POINT 5 RC 14.9237 HELLION CC -,0007 C03 ,00913 CD_OR3 .00880
_ACH ,_9q§ C04 .00885 CDCOR4 .00835
ALgHk 1.5U7[ _EG C05 ,00864 CDCOR§ *0082_
UPPER SURFACE LOgER SU_FAC_ SPANdISE
XlC CP PaLlS| _LU¢ XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC YIC CP PeLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.0736 ,_q6_ .0717 _.0_0_ 1,0750 .V964 .0717 ,5000 ,4921 -,5453 .65_5 .7975
.0040 .030Z .7_9q .5913 .uG4g .8057 .9438 .2893 .5000 .4265 -.6560 .6528 .8064
• 0080 -.3197 .7220 .699_ .00_o .95,5 .9735 .lqb7 ._000 .3609 -.6689 .65Z4 .8068
• 0150 -,7342 ._3€_ .P24[ ._230 .452g ,8740 .4437 ,5000 ,zg53 -,6688 .6511 .808g
• 0250 -1.1688 .5_70 .955q .05_0 .2ZS4 .828_ ._264 .5000 .2297 -,6736 ,6§27 .8065
• 0400 -1.4517 .5010 1.0465 .1000 .U771 ._10 .5731 .5000 .1640 -.6645 .6554 ._024
• 0600 -1.2877 .5303 .9983 .1500 -.0105 .78Z9 .60Z9 .5000 .0284 -.6707 .6520 .8075
.0800 -1.1250 .Sb_Z .q425 .2000 -.0863 .7678 ,6273 .5_00 ._328 -,6749 ,6518 .8078
• 1000 -1,0126 ,58_0 .9113 .2500 -,147Z ,754Z .6489 .5000 *.0328 -.6750 o6512 .8088
• 1400 -.8894 ,6i67 .8713 .3500 -.2046 .7460 .6619 .5000 -.0984 -.6796 .6491 .8119
• 1_00 -.84Z6 ._176 .8606 .4500 -.1864 .7491 .6370 .5000 -.1640 -.6731 .6515 .8083
• 2200 -.80Z5 .6278 .8448 .5500 -.144Z .7559 .6463 .5000 -.2297 -.6671 .6_36 .80S1
• 2600 -.7706 .633_ ._35_ .bSaO -.OLZG .7834 .6020 .SO00 -.2_53 -._38 ._548 .8033
• 3000 -.7624 .6318 .8386 .7500 .2309 .8300 .5237 .5000 -.3609 -.6630 .65Z9 .806Z
°3400 -.7357 .63_3 .8271 .8000 .3330 .8508 .486_ .5000 -.4265 -.6630 °6528 .8063
°3800 -.7111 .6427 .8218 .8500 .4036 .8637 .4631 .5000 -.4921 -.6535 .6S86 .7973
• 6200 -.6939 .6487 .812b .90UO ,4307 ,8700 .4S13 .0600 .2_9Z -1.3083 .5274 1.0031
• 4600 -,6818 .65Z0 .8076 .9500 .4211 .8677 .4557 .1400 .2992 -,8930 .6103 .8719
• SO00 -.6764 .6509 .8092 1.0000 .1002 .8U51 .5663 .2200 .2q92 -.8015 ,6290 ,8429
.5400 -,6681 .6532 .b057 .3COG .2RqZ -,7470 ._369 .830q
• 5800 -.6626 .6536 .8050 .3800 .2292 -.7154 .6428 .8216
• 6700 -.6575 .6535 .8052 .4600 .299Z -.6866 .b4qT .8111
.6600 -.6359 .65_9 .7970 .5400 .2_92 -.6556 .6379 .7985
.7000 -.5790 .b7L_ .7785 .6200 .29_2 -.6412 .6584 .7977
• 7500 -,4859 .6897 .7495 .7000 .2992 -.5836 .6725 .7760
• 8000 -.3879 .707Z .7224 .8000 .2992 -.3826 .7106 .7173
• 8500 -.ZT34 .72_8 .6873 .gG_b .299Z -o1660 ,7534 .6503
• 9000 -.1622 .7567 .6481 .1000 .2362 .0733 .7999 .5749
o9500 -.0324 .7787 .6097 .ZObO ,Z3bZ -.0770 .7687 .6258
.97_0 .0376 .7914 .58q0 .350u .2362 -.Z049 .7444 .6646
1.0000 .1002 .8051 .5663 .4_00 .2362 -.[796 .7301 .6554
.3500 .2362 -.1429 .7567 ,6449
.b50G ,2362 -.0103 .7833 .6018
.7500 ,2362 .2286 .8308 .5224
.e000 .2362 .3251 .8484 .491Z
.8500 .2362 .3g52 .8_21 .4661
,gob& .2362 ,4247 ,8684 ._543
.g500 .2362 .4227 ,8696 .4521
TEST 137 PT 29.0737 P_I CH .7471 C01 °00980 COCOA[ .00_40
RUN 25 Tr 10_.5271 K Ce -.1214 C02 .00964 COCOA[ .00918
POINT 6 RE 14,9230 _%LLIa_ EE -.0065 C03 ._095_ COCOR3 ,00920
_ACH .5999 C04 .00920 _0COA4 .0089S
ALPH_ Z.gB?O OEG C05 .00895 COCOA§ .OObbl
UPPER SURFACE LOdER SURFACE SPAN_SE
XIC CP P_LIPT _LOC XIC CP PeLIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT _LOC
0.0000 1.0403 .q294 .t238 0.0000 1.O405 .gE94 .1238 .SOOt *4921 -.6716 .6508 .80g4
.0040 -*0281 .7_2 .6330 ._0_0 .8636 .9550 .2577 .5000 .42_5 -.6757 .6305 .80g8
.0080 -.6524 .6931 .7444 .&uSO 1.0028 ._821 .1613 .5_0_ .3609 -.6881 .6478 .8140
.0150 -.9006 .60_Z .8736 .0230 .5174 .8857 .4208 .5000 .2253 -.6909 .6478 .8140
.0250 -1.3233 .5g24 1.0111 .0_00 .2870 ,8404 .5053 ,5G00 o2_q7 -.&981 .6478 i8141
.6400 -1.6207 .4_47 1.1V79 .1000 .1188 .8077 .561g .5000 .1640 -.6919 .6481 .813_
.0600 -1.6068 .4726 1.0955 .15JO .0334 .7895 .5921 .5000 .0984 -.0943 .6467 .8157
.0800 -1.2024 .54_2 ._095 .2000 -.0511 .7739 .6175 .SOOO .0328 -._935 .64q3 .8117
.1000 -1.1L23 ,57U4 .g342 .2503 -*LIO[ .T642 .6330 .3000 -.0328 -.6gg7 .645_ .8170
.1400 -.9573 ,59_9 ,8958 .35u0 -.le14 .74oi .6587 .5000 -.0984 -.7011 .64_3 .8179
.1800 -.9_51 .8056 .8791 .45,)0 -.1637 .7521 .6523 .5000 -.1640 -.6884 ,b493 .511T
.2200 -.8544 .6148 .6648 .5500 -.1259 .7617 .8373 .5000 -.Z297 -.6884 .6503 .8101
.2600 -,8193 .6216 ,8_45 .6300 -,OOZZ .7844 ,6003 ,5000 -.Z953 "*69Z3 ,6484 .8131
.3000 -,7967 ,6256 .8466 .7500 ,Z327 .8317 .5208 ,5000 -.3609 -.6837 ,64Q8 .8109
.3400 -,7676 .6321 .8382 ,BOO0 ,3365 ._505 .4875 .5000 -.4265 -.6884 .6475 .8144
.3800 -.7437 .63?4 ._3CO .8500 .4_78 .8648 *46LL .50UO -.4_Z[ -*6776 ,65Z0 .8075
.4200 -.7246 .6425 ,8221 ._000 .4311 .86q0 .4532 .0600 *2gg2 -1.5324 ,4806 1.C808
.4600 -,7130 .643_ ,820U .9500 .4258 .8686 .453q .1400 .2992 -.9725 .5933 .8_83
.5000 -*7005 .6455 .8175 1.0000 .09_9 .8034 .569[ .ZZO_ .29gz -.8543 .6153 .8642
.$400 -.6851 .6510 .8091 .3000 .2V_2 -.7783 .6285 .8435
.5800 -.6755 .6493 ,8117 .3800 .ZqqZ -.7458 .63q0 .8276
.b200 --.&705 .6513 ._USb *4600 ._992 ".7112 .6463 .8164
.6600 -.6411 .65_6 .7976 .54U0 *2992 ".6731 .6516 .8082
*T&O0 -*5672 ,67GZ .77qb ,6Z00 .2q92 ".6611 ,6573 o79g0
.7500 -.496g ._8t% .753g .7U_G .2qgZ -.6003 *b662 .7_58
*8000 -,3qOZ .7076 .721_ o80uO .2q&Z -.3855 .7066 .7234
.8500 -,2791 .7265 .b_4 ,9_b_ .2_92 -.15TZ .7528 .6511
.9000 -.1626 .7432 .6565 .IC0_ .236Z .1264 .8004 .5520
,gso0 -.0281 .77_ ,bLq2 ,20u0 ,2362 -.0393 .77_1 .b[3g
_IL .9750 .035q ,790q .5_q7 .3560 .Z3bZ -./756 .7502 .6552
1.0000 .0_89 .8034 ._6_1 .4500 .2362 -.1575 .7527 .6513
.5500 .2362 -.1215 .7596 .6403
.6500 .2362 -.OOgO .7830 .6026
o7_00 .2362 o237C .8308 .5224
._GO0 ,23_Z .3379 .8500 ,4883
,85G_ .2362 .4G69 ,8b53 .4601
.9000 .2382 .4269 .u694 .45Z4
.qSO0 .2382 .4210 .8681 .4349
TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT zg,0734 PSJ CN .8030 COl ,01052 C0C0_1 ,01006
RUN 25 TT 105.5258 _ C_ -*1205 COZ .01032 ¢DCOR2 ,00983
POINT 7 RC 14.t705 MILLION CC -,01Z4 C03 *01018 C000R3 ,00986
_ACH ,60Zb CD4 *00978 COCOR4 ,00949
ALPHA 2.494U OEG CO5 .00959 CDCOR$ *00925
UPPER SURFiCE LOWER SURFJCE SPAN_I_E
XlC CP PeLIPl _LGC XIC CP PpLIPT HLOC XlC YIC CP PeLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1,0019 ,9816 .1633 0.0000 l. OOL_ .q_16 .1633 ,5000 ,4922 -,6844 .6474 .8146
• 0040 -,248q .7349 .b794 .O04& .9159 .9645 ,228Z .5000 *4265 -*7004 ,6461 ,816&
,0080 -*8854 .6669 .7847 ,0080 1.0397 *gOgO ,1259 °5000 .3609 -.7124 .6419 .8231
,0150 -1.0098 .58C7 ,9180 .02_0 ,5924 ,9002 .3911 ,5000 .2953 -.7108 .6401 *8Z58
• 0250 -1.4735 ,4911 1.0530 *0500 .3435 ,E§lg ,4850 ,5000 .2297 -.7154 ,6417 .8234
• 0400 -1.7353 ,4321 L.1657 ,1000 ,1656 .8154 ,5488 ,5000 ,1640 -.7091 ,6408 .8247
,0600 -1.9349 .39_4 _.2_37 ,1530 .0723 .7973 ,$792 .SCCO .0984 -,7133 .6397 .8268
,0800 -1.4542 .4921 1.0603 .ZOO0 -.01_2 ,7788 ,6095 ,5000 ,0328 -,7167 .6434 .8Z08
• 1000 -1,0979 ,5624 ,9468 ,2500 -,0775 ,7665 ,6294 ,5100 -,03?8 -,7117 ,6407 .8249
,1400 -1.0150 ,5846 ,9119 ,3500 -,1_52 ,7524 ,6518 .8000 -,0984 -,7250 ,6419 ,8231
• 1800 -,9514 .5943 ,8968 ,4500 -,143& ,7515 .6532 ,5000 -,1640 -,7091 ,6395 ,8267
• 2200 -,9039 ,6034 ,_826 ,5500 -,1167 ,7582 ,6425 .SOOb -,2297 -,7125 .6408 °8247
• 2600 -,8526 .6141 .d6_0 .6500 ,0155 .7852 .8990 *5000 -*2953 -*TO50 ,6395 ,8267
• 3000 *.8387 .6189 ,_586 .7500 .2460 ,830_ .5227 *5000 -,3609 "*7122 ,6419 .8231
,3400 -.8027 ,6240 ,_507 .8000 .3400 .8516 ,4855 ,5000 -*4265 -.7029 .6456 .8173
• 3800 -.7713 ,8280 °8444 .8500 ,414£ ,86§1 ,4605 .5000 -,4921 -,7006 .6451 .8181
• 4200 -.7472 .6354 ,8331 .9000 .4383 .8698 .4517 ,0600 .2992 -1,8557 .4146 1,1975
• 4500 -.7320 .6363 .831f! .9503 .4291 ._73L .4510 .1400 .2992 -1.0252 ,_792 .9203
• _000 -.7196 ,6384 ,8284 1.0000 .0959 ,_Ot9 ,571_ .2200 *2992 -,9046 ,60§6 .8791
,5400 -,7056 ,6456 .817_ .3000 *2992 -.8211 .6187 .8589
• 5800 -*6890 ,6452 .8179 .3800 .29_Z -.7835 .6277 ,8449
• &200 -,6857 ,6496 .8112 .4600 .2992 -,7269 ,6378 .8293
• 6600 -.648g ,651_ o80_2 .5400 ,2992 -.6908 .6455 .8175
.7000 -.5980 .6636 .78_7 ,6200 ._992 -.6771 .6493 .811T
• 7_00 -.4923 ,6821 .7613 ,7000 *2992 -.605_ *6628 *7909
• 8000 -.3957 .7047 .7265 .8000 *299Z -.3897 .7064 .7237
.8800 -,2709 .7308 .6_57 ,9000 ,2992 -.1601 .7521 .6523
,9000 -.1562 ,7528 .6512 ,1000 ,2362 ,1655 ,8153 ,5491
,9500 -,0288 .7765 ,6130 ,2000 *2362 -*0027 .7816 *6049
• 9780 .0341 ,7889 ,593_ ,3500 ,2362 -.1451 .7577 ,6434
1,0000 ,09_9 *6019 ,§715 ,4500 *2362 -.1313 .7568 ,6448
• 5500 .2362 -*1052 ,7620 *6365
• 6500 .2382 ,0045 .7837 ,6016
.750& ,2362 .2377 .8311 ,5219
.8000 .2362 .3392 .8496 ,4890
• 8500 *2362 .4051 .8634 ,4637
,9000 ,2352 .4366 .8692 ,4528
,95_0 *2362 ,4270 .8678 .4554
TEST 137 PI 29,07u4 PSI CN ,8622 CD1 .011§5 C000R1 ,01109
RUN 25 TT 105,4959 K CH -.1174 C02 ,01125 COCOR2 .01073
POINT 8 PC 14.8979 _ILLTON ¢C -.0196 C03 .01116 COCOR3 ,01083
NAC_ .5983 C04 .C1065 COCOR4 .01033
ALPHA 2.9836 OEG CD5 *01047 C_COR_ ,01014
UPPER SURFACE LOgER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XlC CP PpLIP_ HLOC XIC CP PpLIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT HLOC
0.0000 *9377 .9695 o7111 0*0000 .9377 .9695 .2111 .5000 *4921 -*7068 *64_3 ,8178
.0040 -*4074 *7064 .7237 ,0040 .9_04 *9741 .1945 ,500C .4265 -.7232 *b4bZ ,8164
*0080 -*7470 .6413 .8241 ,0_80 1.0658 *9947 ,0_72 *5000 *3609 -.7289 ,6411 *8244
101§0 -1,1768 ,8557 ,9575 .0230 .6512 *_133 ,3630 ,5000 .Z953 -.72_ ,6393 *8271
,0250 -1,5948 ,4690 1.1005 ,uSO0 .4027 .8655 ,4607 .5000 *2297 -.7279 ,6418 *8232
*0400 -1.90_4 .4120 1.2024 ,1000 *7106 .8Z70 ,5Z93 .5000 .1640 -.7381 .6413 .8240
*0600 -2.0938 *37_6 1,2820 ,LSO0 .1117 .BOSe ,5601 ,5000 .0g84 -,7297 ,6414 .8239
.0800 -2.0924 °3730 1.2774 .20_0 .0217 .7_00 .5913 .5000 .032_ -.7306 .6452 .8179
.1000 -1.1937 *5827 .9523 .2500 -.04_ ,7766 .6131 °5000 -.0328 -,732_ .6446 *0189
.1400 -1.0287 .5828 ._147 .35_0 -.1285 .7592 .6409 .5000 -.0984 -.735_ .6413 .8240
,1800 -,9906 ,_912 ,9016 ._500 -.1274 ,7607 ,6186 ,5000 -,1640 -,7275 .6431 .8213
.2200 -.9467 ,6008 ,8867 *5500 -,0_93 .7645 .6326 ,5000 -,2297 -.7321 .6431 .8212
,2600 -,8931 ,6086 ._744 .65_0 ._084 ,7865 .5979 .5000 -,Z953 -*7273 ,6627 ,8219
.3000 -*8784 ,6160 ,8630 .7500 .2493 .8350 .5150 o5000 -,3509 -,7264 ,64_2 .8180
.3400 -,8314 *_zog ,8555 .80_3 .3463 ,8532 .4826 ,50bU -*4265 -.7188 *6434 ,8208
*3800 -.7993 .62S3 ,8486 .8_Ou .4153 ,_671 ,4569 .5000 -.4921 -.7175 ,6448 ,8187
,4200 -.7649 ,634_ ,8344 ,9_00 *4326 ,8708 ,4497 _060_ ,2992 -1,6602 .4601 1.1160
.4600 -,7651 *6360 ._321 .9800 ,4259 *8697 ,4519 ,1400 ,2992 -1,0316 .5811 .9174
*8000 -.7366 ,64_u ,82_0 _.o_O_ ,0834 ,8u27 .5702 .2200 ._992 -.9404 .6006 *8859
,_400 -.7173 .6476 ,o140 .3_00 ,2992 -.8538 .6176 ,8606
.5800 -,7055 ,6500 ._107 ,3800 *8992 -.8123 .6271 .8459
.6200 -.6884 .6505 ,8099 .4600 ,2992 -.7544 ,6392 *8272
.6600 -.6_81 ,6567 .8003 .5400 ,2992 -,7054 *6470 *_1_3
.7000 -*6052 .66_0 .7830 .6200 ,2992 -.6810 ,6537 *8050
*7§00 -.5028 *88£7 .7_41 .7000 .2_2 -*6049 .6641 *7889
.8000 -*3973 .7_94 .7191 .800_ ,2992 -.390_ .7100 .7182
,8500 -.2707 ,7316 ,6_46 .9000 ,2992 -.1621 ,752_ ,6512
.9000 -.1§74 ,7547 ob4fi2 ,100_ *2362 .2041 ,8249 ,5326
,9500 -,0374 ,7773 .6119 ,2000 .2362 ,0304 .7924 ,_874 J_
,9750 .0246 .7912 ,5892 ,3500 ,2362 -.1Z22 .7625 ,6358
1.0000 .0834 .8027 .8702 .45_0 .2362 -.1160 .7638 .6337
*_UO *2362 -,0895 ,7681 ,6267
,6_00 *2362 *0228 ,7890 *5929
,7500 ,2367 .2483 ,8341 ,5166
.S&CG .2362 ._419 .8525 .4838
,8500 .2362 .4079 ,8660 .4589
.9_uO .236_ ,4321 ,8710 .4493
.9_00 .2362 .4270 ,_691 .4530
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TE_T 137 PT 20.0710 95I CN .9667 ¢01 ,01bZv COC081 .01575
RUN 25 TT I05,5094 K C_ -o1125 C02 .01562 C_C0_2 ,015Z9
POINT 9 Re L4,qZSU _ILL[0N ¢C -,t337 CO3 *U1563 COC0g3 *015Zb
MACH *bOU1 C04 *01501 COCOR4 *01465
ALPHA 4,0019 0EG CO5 ,01503 COCOR5 ,01461
UPPER SUPFACE LOuEE SURFACE SPAN_ISE
X/C CP PILIPT _LOC XIC CP P_ll)i HLOC XIC YIC CP PJLIPT RLOC
0,0000 ,8121 .9445 .2o73 U._O00 ,8121 ,9445 .2873 ,bOCO ,49Z1 -.7415 .5394 .826q
*0040 -.6572 *_515 ,8007 ,0040 1,0248 .986_ ,1401 .5000 ,41_5 -,7524 ,6357 ,8327
,0080 -.9884 ,58_9 ,9052 ,_OqO 1,0970 1,0007 0,0000 ,bLGU ,3609 -,7630 ,6354 ,8331
,0150 -1,3926 ,5083 1,_343 ,0230 .7600 ._342 ,3139 .5000 .2_53 -,761b *6344 .83_7
,0250 -1,8481 ,4246 1.£791 .ubOJ ,4967 ,8_15 .4ZQZ .5000 ,2297 -.7647 ,6341 ,83_1
,0400 -2,1155 ,3701 1.2831 .1000 .2981 ,_430 ,5009 .5600 .1640 -.769_ .633Z .8365
.0500 -2.3090 ,3279 1.3714 .15_ ,1953 ,8226 .5355 .500_ .0984 -,770b .6350 .8337
,0800 -2.3476 *3226 1,3_29 ,2000 ,0945 ,8025 .5706 .5C00 *_32a -,759_ *633_ .8350
.1000 -2,2987 ,3323 1,3617 ,2500 ,0260 .7888 ,5931 .5000 -,0326 -,7691 .6319 ,8305
,1400 -1.36b0 ,5166 1.3203 ,3500 -,0559 *7734 ,6183 ,5C00 -.09_4 -,7728 .5314 ,8393
*1800 -.9749 ,5921 ,9002 .4_00 -,0793 .7699 *6239 450G0 -.1640 -.76_0 *6312 ,8387
,2200 -,9433 ,5959 ,e927 .5_JO -.0095 ,7732 .5233 ,5_00 -,2297 -.7613 .6339 ,8354
*2600 -,9294 .6025 ,884u *_530 .0409 .792_ ,5855 .5000 -,29_3 -,7597 *6330 ,_368
*3000 -.91_0 ,b03b ,8832 ,7500 .2595 ,8359 ,6135 ,5000 -,3609 -,7499 .53_2 ,8318
*3400 -,8776 ,6129 ,_679 ,eO00 .3521 ,8544 .4803 *5000 -.4265 -.7550 *6349 ,8338
.3800 -.8429 *_1B4 *_5_4 .850_ *4234 ,8679 ,4553 *5bOb -.4921 -.7430 ,5384 *8284
*4200 -,8094 ,6253 ,_4_7 ,9000 .4431 ,_71_ ,449J ,0600 .2992 -1.9596 .3968 1,2311
*4bOO -,7994 ,bZ72 ,_458 ,9500 ,432b *b7U5 ,4503 *14ub .2992 -1.3830 .5104 1.0308
*5000 -*7765 .6337 ._357 1.0000 *0?44 .buOb" .5738 *Z20C *2992 -,9457 *5970 *8925
*5400 -,7616 *6366 .8313 *3000 ,2992 -.8909 )6004 *8779
*5800 -,7337 ,53_9 ,8277 .3800 .299Z -.8468 *6163 .8626
*6200 -,7105 ,6437 ,_204 .46_0 *2992 -*7858 *6237 *_511
.6600 -.6758 ,64%4 ,8115 .54_C ,2992 -,7359 *6380 .8291
.7000 -,6091 ,0639 ,7892 .5200 ,2992 -,1079 *5470 ,8152
.7500 -,5049 ,6834 ,759_ ,7¢0C ,2992 -*bZ07 *b641 ,7889
,8000 -.3897 ,7073 ,7224 .8000 ,2992 -.3991 .7085 ,7205
,8500 -.2721 *7303 *b_b6 ,g_0 ,_99Z -.1502 .7541 ,6491
,9000 -.1537 ,7545 ,6485 ,1000 .2302 ,2978 .8451 .4971
,9500 -,0348 ,7803 ,5071 *200_ .2362 .1074 *8068 .5634
,9750 ,0264 ,7909 ,5898 ,3500 ,2362 -,0671 *7725 ,6197
1.0000 .0744 ,8400 ,5738 ,4500 ,2362 -,0728 .7717 ,6209
.5500 ,Z3bZ -,0598 .7721 ,6203
.bbOb *2302 ,036_ .7911 *5894
.7500 *236Z ,200_ *8354 .5144
.8000 ,2362 ,35_3 .8541 ,4809
,850_ *_3bZ ,4254 *_678 ,4554
.9000 *2362 .4428 ,8695 ,4521
.95_U .2362 .4381 .8708 ,4497
TEST 137 PI 29,0693 PSI CN 1.1125 CDI ,02455 COCOR1 ,02395
RUN 25 71 105.5013 K CM -.1059 CD2 ,02410 ¢0C0_Z ,02337
POINT 10 RC 14.8_31 eILLIQN ¢C -,0494 CO3 .02370 COCOR3 ,02320
_ACH *bgbl CD4 *02296 C0COR4 *02248
_LPH_ 5.OOob 0EG C05 .02270 COCOR5 .O2Z17
UPPER SURFACE LO_E_ SUKFACE SPAN_ISE
XlC CP P_LIPT _LOC XIC CP P)LIP_ HLOC XlC YIC CP P_LIPr _LOC
O,O&O0 .6610 ,9152 ,3556 0,0000 ,6blO .9152 ,3586 .5000 *4221 -*7556 .b347 .8342
,0040 -,2451 ,bOOt ,bobg .b_40 1,0695 ,9953 ,0820 ,bGGO ,4265 -,77_4 *5352 .8323
*0080 -1,2373 ,5405 ,9819 ,0080 1,108_ 1,G030 0,0000 .bCOG .3609 -.7770 .6335 ,8360
.0150 -1.5906 .4726 1,0943 ,0230 .8365 ,9497 *2730 .5000 .2953 -.7824 *5327 .8372
*0250 -2*0464 .385_ 1,2528 ,0500 .5784 ,8992 ,3932 ,5C00 ,2297 -.783U *6313 .8394
,0400 -Z.3090 ,3334 1,3594 ,lOgo .3766 ,8589 ,4721 .5000 ,1640 -,7863 *6330 ,8368
*0600 -2,5388 .2939 1.4487 ,1500 .25_9 ._357 .5139 .5000 .09_4 -.7735 .b324 ,8377
.0800 -2,5508 .2845 1,4715 .2000 .1624 .8166 ,5458 ,5000 .03Z8 -,7716 .6325 .8375
*1000 -2.4663 ,2940 1.4485 .2530 ,0854 .8_2_ ,5714 ,5_0C -,032_ -,7795 ,6328 ,8370
,1400 -2.3566 .3261 1.3151 ,350u -.0205 ,7821 ,b041 .5000 -,09_4 -.7914 .b2_9 .841b
,I_00 -1.4653 ,4995 1,0488 .4500 -.037b .7785 ,b103 ,5_0 -.Ib40 -.7815 ,b303 ,8410
*2200 -1,0596 ,5778 .2220 ,5500 -,0403 ,7799 ,6078 .5000 -.2297 -.7810 *b327 ,8373
*2600 -,8852 .6091 .8737 ,650_ ,0554 .7963 .5809 ,5000 -.2953 -.7594 .6319 .8384
,3000 -,g158 ._0_1 ,8731 ,7500 ,2700 *637b ,51u5 ,5000 -,3609 -,7713 ,6335 ,e3bO
.3400 -,8759 ,b141 ._o60 *_00 ,3563 *8552 .477_ ,bG_G -*4265 -.7704 *b317 ,8399
*3800 -.8590 .6177 ,_b04 .EbUU ,4367 .8717 ,4481 *5000 -.4921 -.7b05 .6344 .8347
,4200 -,8278 ,6225 ,853_ ,9000 *44%_ *8738 *4440 *ObOG ,2992 -2.1336 .3684 1.2865
,4600 -.8183 ,5267 .0465 ,9533 .4387 ,8720 ,4475 ,1400 ,2992 -2,3808 .3210 1.3_65
,5000 -.7792 .6311 ,8396 1,0000 ,0670 ,7985 ,5773 ,Z200 ,2992 -1,OTZU ,5761 .9252
.5400 -.7512 ,b3_b ,8313 .3000 *Z992 -.8779 .6121 .8691
.5800 -.7380 *b41O ,8245 ,3800 *2992 -,8740 *6169 *8_16
.6200 -*7122 .b441 ,_1_7 .460_ *2992 -.8122 .b2b5 .u468
,bbO0 -,6782 ,bbOb ,6097 ,5400 ,2992 -.7542 *b370 ,8307
.7000 -.6135 ,bbbO *7_tb o620_ ,29_2 -,7051 ,b4_3 .8133
,7500 -,4987 ,6654 .7_1 ,7&_ ,Z992 -,8121 ,bb3b *7_97
*0000 -.3905 ,7_H4 ,72_7 .8bOO *2991 -,3943 *7072 *7225
,8500 -.2757 ,7294 ,b_O .9_u0 *2992 -*1615 *7550 *6476
.9000 -,1567 ,7534 ,6_1 .1000 *2302 ,3699 *8575 .4747
*_500 -*0447 .7758 *b143 ,200L .2302 .1642 ,8108 .5464
*9750 .0143 ,7873 ,_7 ,3500 ._352 -*OZZO .781_ ,6046
1.0000 ,0070 .79_5 ,5173 .4_bt) *Z3bZ -._386 .7777 ,6113
,5500 .2302 -,0319 .7799 ,6_77
,tLOO .1362 ,0555 .7975 ,57_8
.75_U ,2301 ,2597 .8389 ,5082
._000 ,2362 .3578 .8553 ,4767
,_50u ,1361 .4253 ,8701 ,4511
.9_00 *2301 .4465 .8733 ,4450
.g500 ,230_ ,4370 *U714 .4480
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 29,07b7 _SI CN 1.2171 ¢01 .03832 COO*R1 .03760
RUN 2fl T1 1u5.3325 K CM -.8981 CDZ ,G3789 COCORZ .03705
POINT 11 RC 15.017= _ILLId_ CC -,0518 O03 °03758 COCOR3 ,03709
NACH ,503C C04 ,03831 COCOR4 ,03587
AtRHA b,u173 _EG C05 ,03542 ¢0COR5 ,03487
UPPER SURFACE LQwEk _U_FACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PeLIP! MLOC xIC CP P_LIPT NLO¢ XIC YIC CP PpLIPT RLOC
0,0000 .5330 ,8877 .41_8 0._000 .5330 .8077 .4168 ,5000 ,4921 -,7505 ,6343 ,8348
,0040 -1,1630 ,5535 .9h10 .0040 1,0875 ,_988 *8454 ,5£00 ,4285 -*7465 ,8303 ,8410
,0080 -1,4556 ,4903 1,0fl43 ,0080 1,0949 1,0003 0,0000 ,5000 ,3509 -.7597 ,0323 ,8333
,0150 -1,6972 ,4445 1,1433 *0Z30 .8932 .9297 .2437 .5000 .2953 -,7566 ,8300 ,8414
,0220 -2,1293 .3540 1.31_9 ,0_00 .6380 ,9098 ,3708 ,5000 .2297 -.7577 .8318 .8387
,0400 -2.4279 .3036 1,4_b0 .1000 .4341 .8684 *4242 *5008 ,1640 -.7_45 ,8309 .8401
,0500 -2,5520 ,2543 1,2223 ,1500 ,3182 o8471 ,4935 ,5000 ,0984 -,75Z7 ,8327 ,8373
,0800 -Z,6751 ,2529 1,_524 ,2uO0 ,2075 ,8254 ,5318 ,5000 ,0328 -,7812 ,8354 ,8331
,1000 -Z,6049 ,2621 1,52_0 °2500 ,1203 .8062 ,f1544 .5000 -.0328 -,7562 .5327 ,8372
,1400 -2,5667 ,2724 1,4938 ,3500 ,0091 ,7845 ,6001 ,5000 -,0984 -,7642 .8277 .8450
,1800 -2_0787 ,3677 1.2880 ._500 -.0186 ,7800 ,b075 ,5000 -.1540 -,7560 ,6326 ,8374
.2200 -1.5963 ,46_7 1,1062 .5500 -.0212 .7813 .6054 .5000 -.Z297 -.7575 ,6318 ,8386
e2600 -1,3537 ,5147 1,0237 *5500 ,0611 07953 *2826 ,5000 -,2953 -*7592 ,6314 *8392
,3000 "1,0695 *2659 ,9413 ,7500 ,2741 ,8363 *5127 ,5000 -*3809 -*7806 ,6312 *8392
*3400 -,8481 ,6179 .BbG1 ,8000 *3556 .8559 ,4777 *5000 -,4255 -,7628 ,b320 *8383
,3800 -,8170 ,6179 ,SbUO ,e500 .4309 ,8677 .4558 .5_00 -,4921 -,7669 ,8319 *8385
*4200 -.7922 .6249 .8493 .9000 .4492 .8718 .4479 *0600 .2992 -2,1999 ,3463 1,3318
,4600 -,7822 ,6253 ,84_6 ,9500 ,4366 *8899 ,4514 ,1400 ,2992 -2,5578 ,2759 1,4927
,5000 -,7601 ,6312 ,8392 1.0000 ,0402 °7902 ,5910 ,2200 ,2992 -1,2977 ,4659 1,1028
*2400 -,7434 ,6389 .8277 *3008 ,299Z -1.1126 ,2592 .9519
*5800 -,7186 .6402 .8257 .3800 ,Z992 -.8195 ,6187 .8589
,6200 -*6961 .8413 .8240 *4hUb .2992 -*7823 .8293 .8424
*6600 -.649_ .6538 .8049 ,5400 *2992 -.7Z72 .6384 .8285
,7000 -,5890 ,5653 ,7871 ,62_0 ,2992 -,5771 ,6479 ,8139
,7500 -,4894 ,6851 .7567 ,7000 ,2992 -,5815 .6665 ,7852
*8000 -*3795 .7072 ,7226 .8000 .2992 -.3741 ,7086 .7204
,8200 -,2642 ,7308 ,8858 .9000 ,_992 -.1628 ,7482 ,8584
,9000 -,1682 ,7_04 .8550 *1000 .Z362 *4350 .8693 ,4528
*9500 -*0531 .7722 ,6197 ,2000 ,2382 ,2155 ,8249 ,5327
*9730 "*0053 *7809 *5081 .3500 ,2352 .0225 ,7880 *5946
1.0000 *0402 *7902 .5910 .4SOU ,2362 -.0074 .7807 .5064
.5500 ,Z362 -,0097 ,7810 ,5080
,6500 .2362 .0870 .7970 .5798
.7500 ,2382 .2771 ,8379 .5100
,eOOO *2362 *3610 .8537 ,4817
*8500 ._352 *4290 ,8674 *4252
,9_0_ ,2362 ,4501 .8713 .4488
.9500 ,235Z .4332 .8673 ,4264
TEST 137 PT 29,0673 PSI CN 1,2242 CO1 ,0_456 ¢0¢QR1 ,02379
PUN 25 TT 105,3458 K CM -*0854 CD? ,02508 COCORZ *05414
POINT 12 RC 14.9U27 qILLION C¢ -.0689 CO3 ,&5497 ¢OCOR3 ,05430
NICH .5969 C04 .05084 CDCOR4 .05017
ALPHA 7.U204 DEG CD5 *04331 CDCOR_ *04261
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC OP PeLIRT _LOC XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC X/C YIC CP P_LIPT NLOC
0.0000 ,4038 ,8644 .4818 0._030 *4038 ,8644 ,4818 *50_G .49gl -.7224 ,6439 .8199
,0040 -1,3917 ,5144 1.0243 ,0040 1,0976 1,0010 0;0000 ,2000 .4265 -.7178 .8451 .818Z
• 0080 -1,6803 ,4594 1,1172 .0080 1.U892 ,9993 .0313 ,580_ .3609 -,7130 .6476 ,8144
• 0150 -1,8708 ,4174 1.1924 ,0230 ,9318 ,9682 ,2126 ,500C ,2953 -,7142 .8451 ,8181
• 0250 -2,2953 .3379 1,3498 *0500 ,6946 ,9222 ,3426 ,5000 ,2297 -.7254 .6483 ,8162
,0400 -2,5724 ,2828 1,4752 ,1000 ,4722 *8786 ,4348 .5000 .1840 -.7257 .8455 ,8175
• 0600 -2,7502 .2450 1,2739 ,1530 ,3491 .8551 ,4790 ,5000 ,0984 -.7225 ,6430 *8214
,0800 -2,8255 ,2388 1,2915 .20_0 .2417 .833Z .5182 .5000 .0328 -.7321 .5447 .8188
• 1000 -2.7775 .2456 L.5722 .2500 .1536 .8153 .5489 .5000 -,0328 -,7234 ,8435 ,8206
.1400 -2,0726 ,3845 1.2542 .3500 *0385 .7940 ,5846 .5000 -.0984 -.7297 ,54_3 .8178
,1800 -118681 *4284 1.1722 .4500 -.0104 .784_ .6008 .5000 -.1640 -.719_ .6478 .8141
• 2200 -1,6913 ,4563 1.1296 ,5530 -.0261 .7802 .6073 .5000 -.2_97 -*71b5 .b485 .8181
• 2600 -1,5065 .4901 1.0646 .5500 .0596 .7995 .5756 .5C00 -.2953 -.7163 *6450 .8183
• 3000 -1.2798 .5348 .gglo .7SOU .2546 .8368 *5120 .5000 -.3609 -.7174 ,6477 ,8142
,3400 -1.0781 .5763 .9250 .8000 *3528 *_564 ,476_ *2000 -.42_5 -*7222 .b_09 ,8248
• 3800 -.9445 .5999 *_880 *5530 ,4C77 .8680 .4550 °2000 -.4921 -.7448 .5418 *8232
• 4200 -,8423 .5230 ._5_? ,90_0 ,4315 .8709 .4495 .C5G0 .2992 -2.3284 ,3281 1,3753
• 4800 -*7803 ,6349 .8339 .9500 .4008 ._040 .46_6 .1400 ._992 -2*1505 °3606 1*3023
• 5000 -.7_84 .64Z3 *_Z85 1._000 -*Obb3 *7761 .5139 *2_00 .2992 -1.7096 .4_21 1.[300
• 2400 -,6952 ,6_1_ ._077 ,3000 .2992 -1,2890 ,2358 ,9892
• 2800 -.8436 ._592 ,7962 ,380u ,2992 -*9377 .5020 *8847
• 6200 -*6028 *5595 .7_7 .4600 *2992 -,7735 *8352 .8334
• 6600 -*2220 .6797 .7680 .5400 .299_ -*6852 .6553 *U024
.7000 -.4887 ,6910 .7476 .52Cb .zggz -*5991 .6888 .7821
• 7500 -.4019 .7067 .7233 .7000 .2992 -.4997 *8080 ,7522
• 8000 -.3044 .7281 ._g00 ,8000 ,2992 -.3ZZO .7Z37 ,6970
• 8200 -,2390 *7409 *689G .9000 ,Z992 -.1843 *7540 *6492
• 9000 -.1521 .7555 *84fg .1£00 ,2362 *4756 *8789 °4342
,9500 -,1044 .765_ .6317 .2000 .2382 ,2490 ,8358 ,5137 Je.-
• 9750 -,0832 ,771_ ,bZ_I .3_00 .2382 .8375 .7926 ,5870
_.0000 -*0253 ,7701 ,6139 ,4500 ,2382 ,008_ .7_87. *5933
• 550_ .2382 -*0146 ,7838 ,0013
• 5500 ,_3bZ *05Zb .7949 *5832
.750_ .2362 .2597 .8372 ,5112
.8000 ,2362 ,3480 ,8549 ,4793
• _5_0 .2362 .4054 *_653 .4002
•gO00 *Z3_Z *_198 *8585 *4542
• 9500 *2362 ,4054 ,8658 ,4592
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TE57 137 PT 2?.4456 D_Z CN ,256! C01 .00659 COCOR! .00827
RUN 28 T_ 104,9256 < CM -,1220 CDZ *00865 CDCORZ *00831
POINT 1 RC 15.0584 MILLION CC .0155 CD3 *00835 COCOR3 *00811
HACH .6510 C04 ,00817 CDCOA4 .00795
ALPHa -i.9958 OEG C05 .00784 COCOA§ .G0760
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIPT _LOC XIC CP P_LIPT MLO_ XIC r/C CP PpL/Pr MLOC
0,0000 1.0097 .9777 ,18_3 _,OJ_O l,O_g7 .9777 ,1H03 .5000 ,4921 -.5041 ,6399 .8260
,0040 .8550 .9431 ,_909 .b040 ,1118 .7780 ,6108 ,500U .4265 -,5115 .8385 ,828Z
.0080 ,5954 ,8850 ,4208 ,OOdO ,2844 ,e162 .5475 .5000 ,360g -.518_ .6375 ,0297
.0150 .2492 .8089 ,5598 .0230 -,2499 .6977 .7372 .5000 .2953 -,5218 ,6368 ,8308
,02_0 -.1100 ,726_ ,6_94 .0500 -,3417 ,6767 ,7695 .5000 .2297 -,8262 ,5364 .8315
.0400 -.3685 .6715 ,717o .lo00 -.3548 .8742 ,7734 ._000 .164u -.5Z32 .6357 .8326
*0600 -.4556 ,TbZi .8073 ,1500 -.3832 ,66_5 ,78Z1 .5000 .0984 -.5268 .6354 .8330
,0800 -,4338 ,6565 ,_bu6 ,2000 -.4268 .6580 .7983 .5000 *0328 -.5232 ,8364 .8315
.1080 -,4261 .6574 .7992 .ZSOO -.4588 .6518 ,8079 ,500_ -.0328 -,5260 ,6362 .8318
.1400 -.4294 ,657_ .7995 ,3500 -,4548 ._518 .8078 .5000 -.0984 -.5305 .6349 ,0337
,1_00 -.4545 ,bSlq .8076 ,453b -.3752 ,8700 ,7799 .5_00 -,1640 -.5208 .8366 .8311
,2200 -.4696 ,6481 .8138 ,5500 -.2732 .6926 ,7450 .5000 -.2297 -*518_ .8375 ,8298
,2600 -,4757 ,64_1 ,eibb ,6500 -,0838 ,73_3 ,6803 .SCOU -,2953 -*5176 .6371 .8304
,3000 -,5016 .6407 .u248 .7500 .1958 .7960 .5813 ._000 -.360g -.5165 .6380 ,8290
,3400 -.4953 .6423 .8224 .8uuO .2953 .81_5 .5435 .5000 -.4265 -,5184 ,638O .8312
.3800 -,50Z7 ,6421 ,8243 *8500 ,3884 .8350 .5151 ,5000 -,4921 -.5695 °6398 .8263
.4200 -.5081 ,6404 .8253 ,9000 ,4017 .8421 .5025 *0600 ,2992 -,4257 ,6592 .7964
,4600 -,5202 .6364 ,8316 ,9500 .4073 ,_435 .5000 ,140b =2992 -.4304 .6567 ,8003
.50_0 -.5311 .6345 .8345 1,0030 .1382 .7837 ,6016 .2200 .2992 -.4666 .6492 .8117
.5400 -*5344 .6339 .8354 .3000 ,2992 -.4808 .6449 .8184
.5800 -,5477 ,6324 .83_2 ,3800 .2992 -,5088 ,6392 .8271
.6200 -*5588 ,6287 *_434 *46U0 *2992 -.5167 *6380 .8290
.6600 -*5499 ,6302 *_411 .5400 .2992 -.5279 .635T ,8325
*7000 -,5111 ,6391 ,8273 .6200 .2992 -.5522 ,6293 .8425
,7500 -.431T ,6562 .8010 .7000 .2992 -,5194 .6367 .8310
,8000 -,3445 ,6763 ,7702 ,8000 ,2992 -.3417 .6762 .7704
,8500 -,2417 ,6983 ,7362 ,9000 ,2992 -,1382 ,7216 *7002
,9000 -,1369 .7226 ,6985 ,1000 ,2362 -.3587 ,6732 ,7750
,9500 -,0150 ,7496 ,6562 .2000 .2362 -,4145 .6606 ,7963
,9750 ,0569 *7655 ,63G9 .3500 *2362 -.4505 .6526 .8066
1.0000 .1382 ,7837 ,6016 ,4500 ,2362 -,3639 ,6719 .7768
.5500 .Z382 -,27_4 .8937 .7434
,650U ,2362 -*0851 ,7336 .6814
.7500 ,2362 ,1908 ,7955 ,5822
,8000 ,2362 .2950 ,8180 ,5444
.8500 ,2362 .3630 .8334 ,5177
.9000 .2362 .3991 .8418 .5031
,9500 ,2362 .4076 .8433 .5003
TEST 137 PT 27,_479 PSI CN ,3870 COl °00888 CDCQRI *00847
hUN 26 11 104,9859 K CM -.1243 C02 ,00889 COCOR2 ,00845
POINT 2 RC 15.0540 _ILLION CC ,0156 CD3 .00857 CDCOR3 .00827
MACH .6514 CD4 .00832 CDCOR4 *00808
ALPHA -.9994 DEG CO5 .00807 COCOR5 *00776
UPPER SURFACE LD_ER SURFACE SPAN_I_E
XIC CP PeLIPT HLOC XIC CP P*LIPI HLOC XlC YIC CP PeLIPT RLQC
0,0000 1.0920 ,996_ ,0756 0,0000 1.0920 .9960 .0756 .5000 ,4921 -.5585 .6295 ,8421
,0040 ,6914 .9_61 ,3785 ,00_0 .3583 ,8320 ,5203 .5000 .4265 _.5643 .6261 .8474
.0080 .41_6 ,8451 ,4972 ,O08U ,5429 ,8738 .4439 ,5000 ,3609 -.5719 .6221 ,8538
.0150 .0346 .7590 .6413 *0Z30 -*U111 .7514 .6534 .5000 .2953 -.5751 .6Z58 .8478
.0250 -,3510 .6733 ,7747 .0500 -*1590 .7160 .7088 *5000 .2297 -.5804 ,6231 .85Z0
,0400 -,6025 .6199 ,8569 .1000 -,2172 .7035 .7282 ,5000 .1640 -.5786 .6226 ,85Z8
.0600 -.6752 ,6000 ,8878 .1500 -.2644 .6939 ,7430 ,5000 .0984 -,5789 ._24_ ,8494
,0800 -.6163 ,6133 ,_671 .ZOO0 -,3276 .6803 .7640 .5000 .0328 -.5756 .8232 .8516
.1000 -,5857 .6239 .8507 .2500 -*3661 ,6693 .7_08 .5000 -,0328 -.5805 ,6230 .8522
.1400 -.5669 *6260 *8464 *3500 -.3853 .6658 .7865 *5000 -*0984 -.5824 *6238 .8510
,1800 -.5706 ,6243 ,8562 ,4500 -,3204 ._Z5 .7605 ,5000 -,1640 -,5778 ,6224 .8530
.2200 -.5742 ,6247 .8495 ,5500 -.2383 ,_978 .7370 ,5000 -,2297 -,5764 ,6259 ,8476
,2b00 -.5727 ,6264 .8469 ,653d -.0615 ,7375 .6752 .50U0 -.2953 -.5736 ,6Z43 .8502
.3000 -.5858 .6213 .8548 ,7500 .2124 ,8009 ,5731 .5000 -,3609 -*5717 ,6239 .8507
*3400 -.5751 .6213 ,8547 ,8000 .3078 ,8214 .5386 ,5000 -.4265 -.5716 *6272 *0457
,3800 -.5737 ,6261 ,8473 ,8500 .3850 ,8378 ,5102 ,5000 -,4921 -.5632 ,6267 .8485
.4200 -,5723 .6249 ,8493 ,qo00 ,4134 ,8447 ,4978 ,ObO0 ,2992 -.6644 ,6068 .8772
.4600 -,5817 .6219 ,8539 ,950C ,4197 ,8_70 ,4938 ,1400 ,2992 -,5609 .6280 .8444
15000 1*5822 "6236 "8512 1,0030 .1299 .7807 .606€ .2200 ,2992 -.5095 .0247 ,8495
.5400 -.5_21 ,82]_ ._41 ,38uO .2992 -.5687 .6247 ,8495
.5800 -.5932 .0202 *_Sbb *3800 *2992 -*5784 .6245 .8499
.6200 -05975 ,62_% ,8562 .4600 ,2992 -.5783 .6220 .8537
.6600 -.5867 .6204 .8_1 .5400 .299Z -,5773 ,6231 *0520
,7000 -.5436 ,6332 ,_364 ,620b .Z_92 -.5944 .6222 .8534
,7500 -.4532 ,6511 ,_O_u .7000 .2992 -,5481 .6289 ,8431
.8000 -.3592 ,6714 ,7770 ,8000 .2992 -,3560 .6703 .7793
.8500 -.2516 .69_1 .7365 .9000 ,2992 -.1463 .7207 ,7015
.9000 -,1390 ,7213 ,7u_b .IOUO ,2362 -.Z217 ,7042 ,7271
,9500 -.0168 ,7497 ._0 .20U0 ,236Z -,3135 ,6807 *7633
.9750 ,0570 ,7637 ,6337 ,3500 .236Z -,3786 ,8700 .7799
1,0000 ,1299 ,78_7 .00_ .4500 .2382 -.31_3 ,6814 *7623
,5500 .2362 -.2337 .7023 .7301
,6500 ,2362 -.0605 .7394 .6723
,75_0 ,2362 ,Z085 .7985 .5772
,8008 *2362 ,3094 .82_9 ,5395
,_500 ,2362 .3791 ,8374 .5108
.900_ *2362 .4113 ,8434 *500Z
*9500 .Z3tZ .4168 ,8457 .4960
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TABLE III.- Continued.
TEST 137 Pl 27.4538 _51 CN ,5165 ¢01 .00910 CDCDR1 .00867
RUN 26 71 1u4.9678 K C_ -,1253 CO2 ,00907 C000R2 ,00861
POINT 3 Re 15,03_8 MILLID_ CC *0122 C03 ,00873 CDCDR3 ,00843
MJCH ,6499 C04 ,00854 COCOR% ,00830 #"
ALPHi *0086 _EG C05 t00829 C000_5 *00796
UPPER SURFACE tOpEE $UEF_CE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP P_L/P_ _LQC XIC CP P_L/PI _LOC XlC YIC CP PpLIP/ HLOC
0,0000 1.1265 1.003C _,_000 u,OuO0 1,12_5 1,C_30 G,uOGO ,5000 ,4921 -.6069 ,6164 ,8624
,0040 .6872 °8623 ,4057 ,0040 ,5_64 ,880% o4312 oSGOG .4265 -,6195 .6127 ,8680
.0080 .1773 .7919 .58_0 .UJUO ,7456 .9187 ,3508 .5000 ,3609 -.6266 ,6148 ,8669
,0150 -,225i ,7040 ,7Z75 .0230 .1952 .7955 .58ZZ .5000 .2953 -.6301 ,6123 .8687
• 0250 -,6299 .6151 ._643 .0500 ,_099 .7567 .6449 ,5000 ,2297 -,6_79 ,5131 .8675
.0400 -,8926 .5524 .9027 ,1003 -.0908 ,7355 ,6783 *50_G .1640 -,6253 ,6148 ,86_9
• 0600 -.9070 .5535 ogbl_ o1500 -.1581 .7171 ,7071 ,5000 ,0924 -,6308 .6120 ,8692
.0800 -,8307 ,5710 ,9332 ,ZOO0 -.2332 .7007 ,7326 ,5_0_ ,0328 -.0320 ,6100 ,8723
,1000 -.7710 ,5819 .9161 ,2500 -,2792 ,6920 ,7460 .5000 -.0328 -,5331 .0160 .eb30
• 1400 -,7074 ,5958 .8943 .3500 -.3192 .6839 ,7585 .5_0 -*0984 -,6338 o6107 ,8712
• 1800 -°6989 .5992 ,8891 ,4500 -,2691 ,_917 .7664 15000 -,1640 -,6334 ,6120 o8691
.2200 -.6871 ,6007 ._867 .5500 -.1991 ,7102 ,7178 ,5000 -,2297 -.6256 *b133 .8672
.2600 -.6663 .6031 .8830 .6500 -,0647 .7448 ,6038 ,5000 -.2953 -,6252 .6122 ,8689
,3000 -.6766 *6_U0 .8878 ,7500 .2210 .8025 ,5705 ,5000 -,3609 -,6232 ,6179 .8601
,3400 -,6560 .6083 .8749 .BOO0 ,3235 .8950 .5323 .SCCO -.4265 -.6260 ,6163 ,8626
• 3800 -.6497 .6079 .8755 .8500 .3924 .8410 .5044 .5000 -,4921 -.6191 .6173 .8610
•4200 -,6321 ,_122 .86P9 °9000 ,4203 .8467 ,4942 ,0600 .2992 -,9205 .5500 .9665
,4600 -,6367 .6127 .8681 ,9500 .4252 ,8480 ,4918 ,1400 ,2992 -.7104 .5984 .8949
.5000 -.0367 .0107 .8712 L.OUOO ,lib1 .7792 .5058 .2200 .2992 -,6795 .b007 ,_857
.5400 -.6330 ,6097 ,_727 .30_0 .2992 -.0571 .b060 ._786
.5000 -.6355 ._LS_ ._3g ,380_ ,2992 -.6518 ,6103 .8719
.6200 -,6333 .610_ .8710 .4600 ,2992 -.6344 .6134 ,8670
.6600 -.6218 .6146 .8_52 ,5400 ,2992 -.6Z51 ,6131 ,8675
.7000 -.5659 .6266 ,8660 .6200 .2992 -.6341 .6157 .8634
.7500 -.4715 ,6665 .8159 .7000 ,2992 -,5724 ,6288 ,8632
,8000 -,3760 ,_TZ4 ,7761 .8000 .2992 -.3648 .b713 ,7779
.8500 -,2573 ,6974 .7375 .9000 .2992 -,1488 ,7196 .7033
,9000 -,1486 .T2_4 .7004 ,1000 ,2362 -,0931 .7316 .6846
,9500 -,0180 ,7483 ,65_3 .2000 ,2362 -,2239 ,7040 .727_
• 9750 .04E1 .7039 ,0335 ,3500 .23_2 -,3116 ,0840 .7574
1,0000 ,I161 .7792 ,6088 ,4500 .2362 -.2683 .0938 .7431
• 5500 .2362 -.1991 ,70q_ ,7183
• 6500 .23_2 -*03_8 ,744b *b640
• 7500 ,2362 ,2207 .8015 ,57Z2
• SGO0 o23bZ ,3214 .8240 ,5340
•8500 ,2362 ,3896 ,8600 ,5051
• 9000 .23_2 .4220 .8_75 ,4927
,9500 ,2362 .4236 ,8469 ,6940
TEST 137 PT 27,%_9 PSI CH ,b_30 CD1 ,00955 CDCORI .0_909
RUN 26 Tt 1U5,0207 K CH -.1251 CD2 ,00957 CDCOR2 .00907
POENT 4 RC 15,0047 NILLION C0 ,0054 C03 ,00_22 ¢000R3 .00892
_CH ,6490 C04 ,00885 CCCOR4 .00863
ALPHA .g977 OEG CD8 .00875 CDCOR5 .00845
UPPEP SURFACE LO_ER S_RFACE SPAN#ZSE
A/C CP PeLIPT _L_C X/C CP P_LIP_ HL_C XIC Y/C CP PeLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1248 1,0032 _.0000 0,0000 1.124_ 1,0032 0.0000 ,5000 .4921 -.6510 .b084 .8747
•0040 ,2723 ._139 .5513 .0040 .7323 .91_1 .35bb .5000 ,q2b5 -.bb92 .b034 ,8825
• 0080 -,0602 .7391 .6728 ,00_0 ,_960 ._524 .265_ .500G ,3609 -.6720 .6044 ,8809
,0150 -,&T4b ._480 ,8136 ,0230 .3749 ,_3_5 ,512_ .5000 .2953 -.6799 .b033 ._826
,0280 -.9032 .5550 .9_05 ,0500 .1624 .7896 .5919 ,5000 .2297 -.6846 ,6025 ,_039
,0400 -1.2081 ,4843 1._74] ,1000 .0221 .7584 .b4ZZ .50_ .16_0 -.6759 .6053 ._7_6
.0600 -1.3587 .447b 1,1378 ,1500 -,Ob_? .7378 .6747 .5000 .0984 -.6786 ,6019 ,8849
• 0800 -1.0226 .5254 1,00'6 ,2000 -,1424 .7215 .?002 ,5000 .0328 -,6789 ,5991 ,8892
.1000 -.9502 ,54k7 ,9750 .2500 -,2010 ,7088 .7200 .8000 -.0328 -.6877 .9997 ,8882
• 1600 -,8512 *5_35 .9481 ,3500 -.2534 ,6987 ,735_ ,5000 -,0984 -,5902 .6023 ,8843
• 1800 -,8260 .5732 .9298 ,4500 -.2247 .7031 .7289 ,5000 -.1640 -.6792 .6032 ._28
,2200 -,7947 .577_ .9224 ,5590 -.1677 .7139 .7120 .8000 -.2297 -.6766 .6025 ,8839
• 2600 -,7580 ,5840 .9_18 .05_0 -.019_ .7_1 ,0504 ,5000 -.2953 -._752 .b042 .8213
• 3000 -.7633 ,5_24 .9152 ,7500 ,2332 .8053 ,5642 ,5000 -,3609 -,6735 .6044 ,8809
.3400 -.72_4 .5919 .9005 ,8000 .33_8 .8276 ,8279 .500_ -._Z_5 -.0709 .6035 ,88Z3
,3800 -,7187 .5_48 .8986 .8530 .4005 .8450 ,4972 ,5C00 -.4921 -.6682 ,6074 ,8763
,6200 -,7007 .59G0 .8894 ,9000 .4328 .8_99 ,4884 .ObO0 .2992 -1.200_ .4847 1,0737
.4600 -.6923 .6017 .8852 .9500 ,4293 .8496 ,€894 .1400 ,2992 -,8694 .5631 .9457
.5000 -.6853 .bU04 ,8872 1.0000 .1109 .7787 ,6097 ,2200 ,2992 -,7920 ,5810 ,9175
,5400 -.6742 ,6002 ,8876 ,3000 ,29_2 -.7404 .5904 .9028
• 5800 -.6798 ,6015 .8855 .3800 .2992 -,7252 .8965 .8933
• b200 -,6718 ,60_3 ,8779 .4600 .299Z -.687b .bOlb ,8853
.6600 -.6651 .010_ ._711 .5402 ,2992 -.8044 .6082 ,8751
,7000 -.5876 .6223 .8532 *0200 ,2992 -,bb29 ,b093 .8733
• 7500 -,4874 ,64_e ,8170 ,7000 .2992 -.5962 .6243 ,8502
.8000 -o3817 ,6692 ,7811 .8C00 .2992 -.3773 .6710 .7782
,8500 -,2_25 ,6_44 ,7422 ,9000 .2992 -,1493 ,7215 ,7003
,9000 -.1453 ,722_ ,0989 .i000 .2362 .0_85 ,7590 ,6413 4_-
.9500 -.0192 .75¢6 .b_4_ ,2C00 .2362 -.1307 .7260 .6933
.9750 .0480 .7t_6 .0307 .3_00 .2362 -,2504 .0989 .7353
1.0000 .1109 .7767 .bO_7 .4800 .2362 -,2176 .7059 .7245
• 5500 .2362 -.1642 ,7157 .7093
• 6500 .2362 -.0259 .7443 .6506
• 750G .2382 .2301 .8063 .5642
•_COG .2362 .3322 .8279 ._27_
.8500 .2362 .4011 .8443 .4988
• 9_00 .23_2 .433_ .85_1 ._881
• 9800 .23_2 .4Z54 .8497 .4889
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 237 Pl 27.6520 PSI CN .7134 CO1 .01006 COCORI .00960
PUN 26 T1 1U_._G03 K CH -,1238 C02 *01002 COCOR2 .00954
POINT § RC 13,0039 MILLION CC .GOU3 C03 .bbgTO COCOR3 .00934
--,a _JCH .6498 CO4 .00933 COCOR4 .0090Z
ALPHA 1.5130 OEG CO3 .00917 C000R3 .00882
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P;LIPT _LOC XlC CP P_LIPI HLJC XIC • YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1131 1.0003 U.OOUO 0.0000 1.1131 1.0003 0.0000 .SGOG .6921 -*6827 .6056 .8791
• 0040 .1669 .7881 .3943 .0060 .8024 .9313 .3211 .3C00 .A265 -.6950 .5991 .8891
.0080 -.1781 .713_ .7127 .uJS_ .9546 .9654 .ZZSZ .5000 .3609 -.7056 .§936 .89?8
• 0130 -.5752 .6216 ._363 .&Z30 .43_g .P338 .6813 .5000 .2953 -.7043 .5976 .8916
.0250 -1.0269 .5287 1.GO0_ .0500 .2291 .8066 .5637 .3000 ,2297 -.7002 .6000 ,8877
• 0600 -1.3366 .6367 1,1219 .1000 .0792 .7701 .6233 .5000 .1640 -.6987 .5954 .8930
• 0600 -1.5263 .4117 1.2028 .15_0 -._143 .7499 .6357 .3000 .0986 -.7006 .5970 .8925
• 0800 -1,5121 .4Z52 1.1780 .ZOO0 -.0920 .7330 .6823 .SCGO ,0328 -.6992 .3988 .8896
• 1000 -1.1506 ._936 1.0389 .2300 -.1599 .7148 .7107 .5000 -.0328 -.7094 ,5952 .8952
• 1600 -.8919 .5532 .9616 .3500 -.2186 .7071 .7227 .SC&O -.0986 -.7176 .5936 .8978
• 1800 -.8882 .5589 .9_24 .6300 -o1988 ,7093 .7192 .5000 -.1660 -.7021 .b010 .8862
.2200 -.8414 .6626 .9665 .5500 -.1526 .7180 .7057 *SGOG -.2Z97 -.6989 .3980 .8910
.2600 -.8161 .5767 .9243 .6500 -.0091 .7369 .6_T8 .5000 -.2953 -.6963 .3975 .8917
• 3000 -,8077 ,5761 ._283 .1300 .2614 .8052 .3661 .5G00 -.3609 -.6968 .60Z5 .8839
• 3400 -.7767 .577_ .9227 .8000 .3602 .8281 .5271 .5000 -.42t5 -.6963 .5997 .8882
.3800 -.7536 .5_66 .qO_7 .8500 ,4076 ._631 .4972 .50_0 -.6921 -.6887 .6001 .8876
.4200 -.7229 .3930 .8936 .9000 .6626 .6501 .4881 .0600 .2992 -1.3632 .6531 1.1Z81
• _600 -,7179 .5911 .9017 .9303 .4388 .8322 .68_3 .1600 .29_2 -.8994 .5569 .9587
• 5000 -.7068 .5956 .89_6 1.0000 .1068 .7715 .6116 .2200 .2992 -.8620 ._660 .9610
.5400 -*&gZG .6_04 .8871 *3060 .2992 -*7837 .5760 .9254
°5800 -.6960 .39_2 .8906 *3800 .2992 °*7331 .5893 .9042
.6Z00 -*6886 .bu_U .8877 ,6600 .8992 -.TLZT .5983 .8905
• 6600 -,6565 .6111 .8706 ,3600 .2992 -.6860 .3976 .8919
• 7000 -.5933 .6216 ._367 .6Z&O .2992 -.6771 .6020 ,8_66
.7500 -.,638 .666k .ulgZ .7000 .Z_qZ -.6008 .6210 .8533
• 8000 -.3865 ._704 .7792 .8000 .2992 -.374T .6729 .7753
.8500 -.2596 .6963 .7390 .900_ .299Z -.1417 .7202 °7023
.9000 -.1437 .7213 .7006 o1000 .Z3bZ .0383 .7668 .6292
.9500 -.0219 .76_7 .8576 .2000 .2362 -.0883 .7337 .8812
• 9750 .0421 .7627 .6356 .3300 .238Z -.2121 .7087 .720Z
1.GO00 .1068 .7773 .6116 ._300 .2362 -.1053 .7127 .7160
• 530C .2362 -.1623 .7234 .6974
.6500 .2382 -.0011 .7539 ,6693
.7300 .2362 .2605 .8067 .5636
.8000 .2362 .3396 .8ZT3 .5284
.8300 .2362 ._059 .8432 .49T0
.9000 .2362 .4379 .8520 .4847
• 95G0 .2362 .6366 .8503 .4677
TEST 137 PT 27.6333 PSI CN .7769 C01 .01098 CCCOR1 .01056
RUN 26 _1 105.09A9 K CM -.1225 C02 ,01091 CDCOR2 ,01065
POINT 6 kC 13.0188 MILLION CC -,0065 CD3 ,01051 COCOR3 .01017
M_CH .6503 CD6 .01030 CCCOR4 .00998
ALPHA 2,0162 DEG C05 .00994 CDCOR5 .00960
UPPER SURFACE LOdER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PpLIPT _LOC XlC CP P_LIPI fiLOC XlC YIC CP P_LIPI _LOC
0.0000 _.0897 .9_1 .0835 O.OOO0 1,0897 .9951 .0835 .5000 .6921 -.8984 ,5987 .8899
• 0040 ,0596 .7_82 .6298 .0060 .8602 .9443 .2879 ,5000 .6Z_5 -.7155 .5961 .8938
.0080 -.2784 .68_6 .7696 .0080 1.0019 .9783 .1859 .3000 .3809 -.7198 .5928 .8990
• 0150 -.6956 .3992 .8891 .0230 .5222 .8682 .63_7 ,5000 .2933 -.7250 .3902 .9031
.0250 -1.1292 .5_1_ 1.0631 .0560 .2905 .P176 .5431 .3_00 .2297 -.7267 ,5934 .8981
.0600 -1._297 .6361 1.101_ .1000 .1787 .7_14 .6033 .5C00 .16_0 -,7186 .5905 .9027
•0600 -1.8396 ,3P_g 1.2_61 .1300 .u3_2 .7396 .6636 .5000 .Oge6 -.7Z33 .3881 .9066
• 0800 -1.6666 .3813 1.2610 .2000 -.0368 .7_26 ,6678 .3_00 .03?U -.7223 .5946 .8963
• 1000 -1,8167 .3_*0 1.2363 .2_00 -,1121 .7287 .6_90 .5000 -,0328 -*TZlb .5938 .8974
• 1600 -.g376 ,_33 ,9772 ,3300 -.1871 .7113 o7160 .5000 -,GgUk -,7336 .5881 .9066
• 1800 -,e906 ._7 ,9511 .6500 -.1780 .7130 .7133 .3000 -.16_0 -.723_ .5918 .9003
.2200 -.8608 .5_75 .9_6 .3500 -.131_ .7263 .6955 ,3b_0 -.2297 -,7189 .5936 ,8969
• 2600 -.8623 .5667 .96(0 .0500 ,0107 .75Ze .6311 .5000 -.2953 -.7106 .5930 ,8953
• 3000 -.863_ .3678 ._3_Z .15d3 .2667 .8081 .3611 .5_00 -.36£9 -.7160 .5926 .8997
.3600 -.8000 .57_u .gL70 ._000 .3696 ._303 .5732 .3000 -._265 -.7136 °5965 .896_
.3800 -.7829 .5772 .9236 .0500 .6209 .6483 .6910 o3000 -.6921 °.7046 ,3998 .8882
,6Z00 -.7535 .5fi73 .9073 .9000 ._65_ .8500 .6872 .0600 .2992 -1.5686 .6071 1.2116
• 6600 -.7607 .5_55 .gl03 .9300 .6_46 .8519 .686S .1600 .2992 -.8726 .5663 .9636
.5000 -.7292 ._8_7 ._0_5 1.0000 .1067 .7757 .6165 .2200 .2902 -.8613 .3395 .9314
• 3400 -.7133 .5966 .8932 .3000 .2992 -.8133 .5885 .9372
• 5800 -.7030 .3980 .8910 .380_ ,2992 -,7883 .3782 .9219
• 6200 -.697_ .59_Z ._937 ,4600 .2992 -.7391 ,3920 .9003
• 6600 -,6667 .60_9 ._802 .3400 .2992 -.7027 .6016 .8853
.7000 -.6G06 .621t .83_3 .6200 .29gZ -.6799 *5980 ,8908
.7300 -.4_86 .666_ ,8192 .7£00 .2gqz -.b053 .6166 .8636
• 8000 -,3778 ._67_ .7_37 .8000 o2992 -o3T92 .6685 .7_Z1
.8500 -.2599 .6q56 .760P .9£00 ,2992 -.1663 .72_7 ,6983
,9000 -.14(0 *7246 .b958 .1000 *2362 *1245 *7802 .8072
94# .9500 -.0166 .7462 ,6369 .ZOGG .2362 -.0468 .7641 .6669
• 9T50 ,0676 .7630 ,6317 ,3300 .2362 -.1822 .7125 .7163
1.0000 .1067 .77_7 ,61_5 .65£0 ,2362 -.1663 .7151 .7102
• 5500 .2362 -.12_E .?Zb7 ,6921
• 6500 ,2362 ,0082 ,7380 ,6629
• ?300 .2362 .2693 .8073 .5621
.8000 ,2362 ,3502 .8293 .3250
• 8300 .2362 .4119 ._649 .4975
•g006 .Z3bZ .4_08 .8325 ._838
.9300 .2362 .63_0 .8305 .6873
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TEST 137 PT 27,44d8 PSI CN ,8321 C01 ,01225 COCORI .01188
RUN 26 1T 105.0349 K CM -.1192 COZ °01215 CDCORZ *01172
POINT 7 gC 15.00fil _ILLION CC -*0104 CD3 *01182 C040R3 *01148
MACH *0492 CD4 ,01152 CDCOR4 ,01119 _.
ALPHA 2,4948 DEG C05 *01118 CDCOR5 *01083
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWESE
XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XlC CP PeLIPT HLOC XlC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1,0598 ,9808 ,1270 0,0000 1,0598 ,9888 ,1270 ,5000 ,4921 -,7147 ,594? ,8961
• 0040 -,0534 ,7405 ,0705 ,0040 ,9132 ,%570 ,2517 ,5000 ,4265 -*7324 .5922 ,89%9
• 0080 -*3954 .5571 .7842 ,0080 1,0385 .9840 *1521 .5000 .3609 -.7343 *5925 .8994
,0150 -,8t09 .5733 ._296 ,0230 .5857 ,8836 .4249 .5000 ,2953 -*7380 ,5922 ,8999 •
,0250 -1.2199 .4505 1,05U_ .0500 .3406 ,8297 ,5243 .5000 .2297 -,7430 ,5904 .9027
.0400 -1.5298 ,415_ 1,1966 .1000 .1765 .7950 .5829 .5000 ,1&40 -.7334 .5904 ,9028
• 0600 -1.7574 .3084 1,2864 ,1500 *0745 ,7711 ,6219 .5000 ,0984 -*7402 .5896 .9040
• OBO0 -1.7738 .357_ 1.3056 ,2000 -.0185 ,7489 ,6573 ,5000 ,0328 -.7435 *5890 *g050
.1000 -1.7606 .3681 1,2871 ,2500 -,0907 .7318 .6842 ;5000 -.0328 -*7387 .5893 .9046
,1400 -1.6025 .4011 1.2227 .3530 -,1553 .717_ *7064 ,5000 -.0984 -.7516 .5902 ,q031
,1800 -.8563 ,5648 .9430 ,4500 -.1529 ,7202 .1023 *5000 -.1640 -.7378 ,5886 .9056
• 2200 -,8288 ,5687 ,9368 *5500 -.1170 .7299 ,6872 .5000 -,2297 -*7359 ,5907 .9023
• 2600 -.8302 ,5677 .9384 .6500 .0131 ,7555 .6468 ,5000 -,2953 -.7277 ,5933 ,8982
• 3000 -,8552 .5651 ,9426 .7500 *2512 *8111 .5561 .5000 -,3009 -.7302 ,5910 ,9018
• 3400 -,8171 *5743 .92_1 .8000 .3515 ,8327 ,5191 .5000 -,4255 -.7317 ,5919 *%005
• 3800 -.7987 ,5788 ,9209 .8500 ,4275 ,8490 .4901 .5000 -,4921 -,7259 ,5919 *9004
• 4200 -,7722 ,5842 ,9125 ,90_0 ,4490 ,8529 ,4830 *0500 ,2992 -1,5053 ,4010 1,2230
.4600 -,7569 ,_852 ,9109 .9500 .4417 ,8521 ,4845 ,140_ .2992 -1.5124 ,3996 1,2257
• _000 -,7463 ,5882 ,9061 1,0000 ,1005 *7763 ,6167 *ZZO0 *2992 -,8573 ,5650 ,9427
• 5400 -.7320 ,5915 .9010 *300G ,2992 -.8327 .5715 .9323
,5800 -,7150 ,5943 ,8957 ,3800 *2992 -*8035 *5744 .9279
.6200 -,7073 ,b_GU ._879 *4500 .2992 -,7539 .5884 ,9058
• 6600 -,6594 ,5038 ,8819 *5400 *2992 -,7175 ,5943 *8967
• 7000 -,6048 ,_198 .8571 *5200 ,299Z -*6958 ,5993 *8888
,7500 -,4916 ,64_6 ,8174 .7000 ,2992 -.5124 *b205 ,8558
• 8000 -,3820 ,_584 *7822 ,8000 ,2992 -,3845 .5712 ,7780
.8500 -,2590 ,5_65 .7358 ,9C00 ,zgoz -.1434 .7Z25 *5985
• 9000 -,1398 ,7222 ,699Z ,1000 ,2352 *1828 *7902 ,5909
,9_00 -,0177 ,7510 ,6540 .ZOO0 ,2362 -,0059 ,7520 ,5523
• 9750 ,0455 .7637 .5338 ,3500 ,2302 -,1559 ,7197 ,7030
• 1.0000 .1005 ,7743 .5157 ,4500 .235Z -.145& ,7194 ,7036
• 5500 ,2352 -,1135 ,7302 ,6887
,6500 .2352 ,0128 .7581 ,6427
• 7500 ,2352 ,2504 ,8110 ,5552
.8C00 .2362 .3508 *8327 .5190
•8500 .236Z ,4220 .8469 *4938
,9000 ,Z352 .4457 ,_534 ,4821
• 9500 .2352 ,4415 ,8517 ,4_52
TEST 137 P1 27.4453 PSI CH ,9119 C01 *01485 COCOR1 .01446
RUN 26 TT 105.0202 K CH -,1181 C02 .01470 CDCORZ ,01423
POINT 8 PC 15,0298 qlLL]ON CC -,0156 C03 ,01428 C0COR3 ,01392
MACH .5505 CD4 *01390 COCOR4 *01351
ALPHA 3.0090 DEG CD5 ,01343 CDCOR5 ,01305
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XlC CP PeLIPT _LOC XlC CP PpLIPT NLOC XIC YIC CP Pet/PT HLOC
0.0000 1.0092 ,97b0 *_790 0.0000 I*OOgZ .9780 *1790 *5000 *4921 -*7320 ,5882 *9063
*0040 -.1874 *7122 .7147 .UO40 ,9592 .9568 ,_207 .5000 ,4255 -.7503 .5888 ,9052
*0080 -.4890 *6429 *8215 *0080 1*071Z *9912 .1127 .5000 .3509 -*7420 .5855 *9089
.0150 -.8935 ,5524 *9526 *0230 .5400 *8956 *3987 *5000 .2953 -.7444 ,5840 *9128
*0250 -1*3152 .45_4 1,1172 *0500 ,3980 *8420 ,5026 ,5000 ,2297 -*7570 ,5841 ,9126
*0400 -1,5036 ,3971 1.2303 .LOOu ,2255 .8045 .5672 .5000 .1540 -.7511 ,5852 .q093
.0600 -1,8310 .3503 1,3235 .1500 ,I214 .7791 *5089 ,5000 ,0984 -,7550 ,5852 ,9094
.0800 -1,8775 ,3359 1,3517 ,2000 *0220 .7573 .6440 °5000 .0328 -,7472 ,5859 ,9098
.1000 --1.8480 *3444 1.3358 ,2500 -.0471 ,7414 .6691 .5000 -.0328 -*7592 .5847 .9117
,1400 -1.7629 *3_50 1,3125 *3500 -.1314 ,7233 *5975 ,5000 -,0984 -*7625 .5831 ,9142
,1800 -1,5853 .4027 1.2198 .4500 -,1290 .7247 ,5953 ,5000 -,1540 -,7532 ,5857 .9085
.2200 -,8785 .5585 ,9530 .5500 -,0978 ,7333 .6819 .5000 -,2297 -*7495 .5874 ,9074
.2600 -,7857 ,570Z ,9251 ,5500 .0260 ,7594 .6405 ,5000 -,2953 -.7430 ,5885 .9055
.3000 -.8233 *5727 .9305 .7500 *2678 .8134 *5523 *5G00 -,3009 -*7382 ,5853 .9108
,340Q -*7947 ,5748 ,9273 .8000 .3530 *8322 *5200 ,5000 -,4255 -,7433 .5860 .9097
.3800 -*7879 .5743 ,9281 ,8500 ,4341 *8503 .4878 *5000 -,4921 -.7397 ,5880 ,9056
.4200 -,7835 .5782 .qZlg .90_0 .4594 .8555 ,4782 ,0500 ,2992 -1.5599 ,4056 1,2143
,4600 -.7751 .580_ ,9177 .9500 ,4473 ,8525 ,4837 ,1400 .2992 -1.7797 .3558 1*3121
,_000 -,7630 ,5845 ,9110 1.0030 ,1030 ,7761 ,6139 ,220_ ,2992 -,9084 ,5491 ,9_80
,5400 -.7356 .5885 .9058 .3000 *2992 -.7932 ,5757 *9242
.5800 -.7350 ,5899 .9036 .3800 .2992 -.8137 *5732 *9297
*6200 -.7165 .5933 .89_2 .4600 *2992 -.7732 .5784 .9215
.6500 -.6800 ,6030 .5832 ,5400 ,2992 -.7346 .5915 ,9GI0
,7000 -,6109 ,6182 .05_6 *6200 ,2992 -,700_ .5955 *8947
.7500 -*4974 *6432 *_211 ,7000 .2992 -.6116 *_145 .8651
,8000 -.3810 ,66_3 .7H70 *_0_0 .zgqz -.3828 *5555 .7851
.8500 -*2620 ,5934 .7437 *9000 *2992 -*1455 .7196 .7033
,9000 -.142q .7213 ,7_05 ,1000 ,2352 .2080 °7986 .5759
.9500 -.0200 ,747P .65_0 .2000 ,2352 ,0311 ,7b14 ,5375
,9750 ,0424 ,7539 ,6335 ,35UG ,2302 -.1257 ,7249 ,6950
1.0000 *1030 ,77_1 ,5139 .45&0 *2362 -*1159 ,7274 .6911
,5500 *235Z -*0903 *7327 *6827
*6500 ,2362 *0276 *7580 .5419
.750C ,2362 *2512 ,8102 ,5576
,500_ ,2352 ,3600 ,d332 ,5182
,850_ ,2352 ,4251 ,8483 ,4914
,;_00 ,2362 ,4486 .8518 .4851
*9500 *2362 .4501 *8533 *4823
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST L37 PT 27,4547 PSZ C_ 1,_577 ¢01 .C2362 CO¢ORZ ,02292
RUN 26 TT 1C_o_U41 K CM -,1133 CD2 .02342 CDCOR2 .02260
POINT 9 kC 1_,0073 BILLION CC -,0296 CD3 ,02275 CDCOR3 ,02Zll
_ACH .6493 C04 ,02210 CCCOR4 *02149
ALPHA 4,0094 OEG CO5 ,01999 CDCOR5 ,02939
UPPER SURFAC_ LONER SURFACE SPANNISE
XlC CP PJLIPT HLOC XIC CR P;LIP1 _LOC XIC ¥10 CP PpLIPT NLOC
0,0000 ,9197 ,9574 ,2505 0,0000 ,9197 ,9574 ,2_05 ,5000 ,4921 -,7ZZb ,5913 ,9014
,0040 -,4286 ,b_32 ,7903 ,0040 1.0238 ,9807 ,1673 .5000 ,42_5 -,7469 .5913 ,9014
,O080 -,725Z ,5936 ,_97_ ,008_ 1,1043 ,9989 ,0405 ,500_ ,360_ -,7343 ,5889 ,9051
,0150 -1,0854 ,509_ 1,0325 ,0230 ,1374 ,9168 ,3551 ,5000 ,2953 -,7277 ,§902 .9031
,0250 -1,5162 ,4_5 1,2885 ,_SU_ .4_51 ,8635 ,4636 ,SbOu ,2297 -,7425 ,9909 ,9020
,0400 -1,7732 ,3_70 1,3078 ,1000 ,2981 ,_192 ,§423 ,5000 ,1640 -,7358 ,9911 ,9016
,0600 -1,9714 ,3172 1,3949 ,1900 ,1807 ,7942 ,5843 ,5_0 ,0984 -,7114 ,_913 ,9014
,0800 -2,0908 ,3031 1,_271 ,2000 ,0_74 ,7741 ,6171 ,SCLG ,0328 -,7395 ,5914 ,9013
,1000 -1,9903 ,3_78 1,4_62 ,2500 ,G076 ,7535 ,6500 ,9000 -,0328 -,7490 ,5920 ,9002
,1400 -1,9893 ,3171 2,39_Z ,3500 -,0786 ,7378 ,6747 ,5000 -,0984 -.7302 ,5878 ,9068
,1800 -1,9276 ,3234 2,_22 ,4500 -,0872 ,7333 .6819 ,5000 -,1640 -,7360 ,5894 .9044
,2200 -1,8981 ,3375 1,3505 ,5500 -,0679 ,739_ ,6728 ,5000 -,2297 -,7561 ,5923 ,8997
,2600 -1,5744 ,4_14 2,_223 ,6500 ,0381 ,7638 ,6336 ,5000 -,2953 -,7473 ,5911 ,90_6
,3000 --,8945 " ,5568 ,9525 ,7500 ,2781 ,8_41 ,5510 ,5000 -,3609 -,7327 ,5871 ,9080
.3400 -,7838 ,577_ ,9224 ,_000 ,3667 ,8361 ,5130 ,5060 -,4285 -.7510 ,5892 ,9046
,3800 -,7115 ,5938 ,_974 ,8_OU .4424 ,e52Z ,4861 ,5¢00 -,4921 -,7406 ,5911 ,9017
,4200 -,7299 ,5937 ,8976 ,9000 ,4598 ,8570 ,4756 ,0600 ,29_2 -2,8183 ,3555 2,31Z7
.4600 -,7433 ,5894 ,9042 ,9500 ,4513 .8538 ,4814 ,1400 ,2992 -1.9677 .3162 1.3972
,5000 -,71_ ,5_7 ,_3_ 1,0000 ,0889 ,7758 ,6144 ,2_00 ,2992 -1,9199 ,3233 1,3814
,5400 -,7338 ,5917 ,9007 .,300o ,2_92 -,9469 ,5497 ,9734
.3_00 ,2992 -,7437 ,5918 ,9006
,9800 -*7302 ,5953 *8951 .4600 ,2992 -,754b .5898 .9037
,6200 -,7051 ,5934 ,8980 ,5400 ,2992 -*7225 ,5919 ,9005
.6600 -,6772 ,b075 .8840
,7000 -,6200 *b_1 ,8535 .6200 *2992 -,7029 ,5957 ,8944
,700_ .29q2 -,6211 ,6194 ,8577
,7900 -.5079 .6438 .8206 °8000 .2_92 -,3843 .6689 ,7815
.8000 -,38_3 ,_648 .7878 ,_00 ,2992 -,1940 ,7206 .7017
,8500 -,2722 ._9_C ,7414 *1000 ,2362 *2918 ,8159 ,5479
,9000 -,1537 ,72_8 ,7013 ,2000 ,2382 .0968 ,7758 ,6143
,9500 -,0273 ,7443 ,6646 .3560 ,_362 -,0771 ,7365 ,6768
,9750 ,0337 ,7619 ,_367 ,4900 ,2362 -.0846 ,7376 ,6751
1,0000 ,0889 ,7758 ,6144 ,5500 ,2362 -,0628 ,7420 ,6681
,65b0 ,2362 ,0494 ,7643 ,&328
,7_00 ,23_2 ,2723 ,8127 ,5934
,8G00 ,2362 ,3863 ,8358 ,5135
,8500 ,2362 .4305 ,8509 ,4874
,gOO0 ,2362 ,4_70 ,8567 ,4762
,950& .2362 ,4563 ,8536 .4817
TEST 137 51 27,;438 PSI CN 1,1920 CD1 ,03901 COCOR1 ,03821
RUN 26 T7 105,0073 K CB -,1103 CD2 ,03868 ¢DCOR2 ,03769
POINT 10 RC 15,0430 BILLION CC -,0395 CO3 ,03812 CDCOR3 ,03735
BACH .6522 _4 *0_542 CO_O_4 .03470
ALPHA 9.0100 DEG CD5 ,02848 COCOR5 .02773
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE 3PANNISE
XIC CP P_L/Pl BLOC XIC CP P_LIPT BLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT BLOC
0,0000 ,8099 ,9331 ,3187 0,0000 ,_099 ,9331 ,3167 ,5000 ,4922 -,6763 .6037 ,88Z0
.0040 -,5876 .6216 ._543 ,U040 1,0722 .9915 ,1108 *5000 ,4265 -,6689 ,6045 ,8808
• OC80 -,8698 ,558Z ,9535 ,0080 1,1240 1,0029 0,0000 ,5000 .3609 -,6356 ,0067 ,8743
• 0150 -1,2385 ,4783 _,G_b ,0130 ,8131 ,9338 • ,3250 ,5000 ,2953 -,6380 *6106 ,8713
• 0250 -1,6489 ,3903 2,2433 ,0_00 ,_650 ,_784 ,4392 .50&b .2297 -,6_17 ,6106 ,8714
• 0400 -1,8956 ,33C1 1,3665 .luO0 ,3707 ,8354 ,5144 ,SbOC ,1640 -,6526 ,6088 ,8741
• 0630 -2,0702 ,2877 1,4835 .25U0 ,2_56 ,_92 ,5593 .5_0L *09_4 -.&543 *b07b ,0759
• 0800 -2,1384 ,27_7 1,4931 .dO00 ,1473 ,7_47 ,5998 ,5000 ,0328 -,6409 ,b092 .8735
,1000 -2,1216 ,27_5 1,_83_ ,2500 ,0680 ,76_5 *_261 ,5_ -.0328 -,6526 ,6094 ,873_
,1400 --2,0855 *2883 1,4670 ,3500 -,U359 ,7468 *b60b ,5_00 -,09_4 -,5543 ,b054 ,e793
.1800 -2.05_5 ,2923 1,4525 .45_0 -.O_o .73_4 ,6723 .5000 -.1640 -.b514 ,_068 ,8742
.2200 -2,0440 .2970 1,4914 .5500 -.0464 .740_ .6701 ,5_0_ -,2297 -._478 .6071 .8767
,Z630 -2,0164 ,3uo4 1,9194 .6_00 ,05g5 ,7_57 .6306 *_000 -*2953 -.6635 ,_088 ,8773
,3000 -1,8725 .3370 1,3515 ,1500 ,2771 ,8142 ,5509 ,510_ -,3609 -,6785 ,6023 ,8843
,3400 -1,2497 ,4721 1,_952 ,8000 ,3734 ,8353 ,5145 ,5000 -,4269 -,6972 ,_950 ,8956
• 3800 -1,0419 ,5207 1,0139 ,85_0 ,4477 ,0517 ,485_ ,50_C -,4921 -,7120 ,9956 ,8946
,4200 -,8299 ,5712 ,9329 ,_o00 ,4646 ,85_0 ,4774 ,0600 ,2_82 -1,_258 ,3452 1,3343
• 4600 -,7042 ,5_74 ._919 ,9_30 ,4525 ._537 ,481o ,1400 ,2992 -2,1010 ,2906 1,4567
• 5000 -,6594 ,6_65 ._777 1,_0)0 ,0_04 ,7705 ,622_ ,2200 ,2992 -2,0587 ,2907 1,4563
• 5400 -,6500 ,6090 ,_739 *3000 ,2992 -1,556_ ,4064 1,2128
• 5800 -,6644 *bC_ ,_773 ,3800 ,2992 -1,0699 .5250 1,0233
.6200 -,&462 .6_77 ._7_.5 ,4600 ,2992 -,7037 ,5931 .0986
• 6600 -,6273 ,6141 .oh59 ,5_0 ,2_2 -.0348 ,6103 ,871T
• 7000 -,5679 ,b2_L' ,_4flG .6200 *2_gZ -,6404 ,6091 ,8736
• 7900 -,4763 ,64e3 ,8132 ,7000 ,2992 -,5702 ,6235 ,8514
._000 ,2992 -,3665 *6724 ,7762
• 8000 -.3652 ,6719 ,7769 ,9000 ,2992 -.1504 .71_0 ,7057
• 8500 -,2591 ,693_ ,7443
,9000 -,1496 ,72_4 ,7019 ,1000 ,2362 ,3713 ,8394 ,5143
• 9900 -,0348 ,74_ .6635 ,2_00 *2362 ,1556 ,7879 ,5946
,9750 ,0188 ,7575 ,6436 ,3500 ,238l -,0325 ,7458 ,6622
1,0000 ,0804 ,7705 *b2?P ,45_0 ,2362 -,0403 ,7437 *6656
•5500 *2362 -,0348 .7449 ,6642
•6500 ,2362 ,0638 .7689 ,6254
,750_ ,2362 ,2870 ,8156 ,5486
,8000 ,2362 ,3743 ,8362 ,5130
,8_ .23bZ .438_ ,6505 .4873
.9000 .2362 .4724 .6567 .4761
• 95&& .2362 ,4558 ,8549 .4794
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 237 PI 27,4427 PSI CN 1,2328 CD1 .05613 CDCORI ,05311
RUN 26 TT 1_5,0526 K CM -.1012 CD2 ,05588 CDCOR2 .05477
POINT 11 RC 14,9871 _ILL[ON CC *.0483 C03 *0558¢ COCOA3 ,05470
NACd *6484 CO4 ,04?88 CDCOR4 *04695 •
ALPHA 6,0170 DEG C05 ,04170 C_COR5 ,04068
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPAN_I$E
XlC CP PILIPT _LOC XlC CP PILIPT HLQC XIC YIC CP P,LIPT MLOC
0,0000 ,7209 ,9139 .3615 U,O000 *7209 ,9139 ,3615 ,5U00 ,49Z1 -*6978 ,6007 ,8867
,0040 -,7443 ,5886 .9U56 ,0040 1,0936 ,V965 .0708 .5006 .4265 -.6987 .6002 .8875
,0080 -110447 .5217 1,0122 ,0080 1._243 1,0031 0.0000 ,50b0 .3609 -.7522 ,5862 ,9062 )10150 --1.3220 ,457_ 1*1205 *_230 *2634 *_455 *2847 ,5000 .2953 -.8C93 *5775 ,qzso
*0250 -}.7460 .3651 1,_931 .U500 .6183 ,P909 .4J03 ,5000 .2297 -,8060 ,5771 ,9236
,0400 -1.9873 ,3109 1,4090 ,1000 .4130 *P461 ,4953 ,5000 .1640 -.7910 ,5778 .9225
.0600 -Z.2079 .27_4 1.5064 .1500 .2_75 *_174 .5454 .5000 .C984 -.7794 .5786 .9212
.0800 -2*Z592 .2561 1._438 .ZuuO .l_u9 .7937 .5851 .5000 .032_ -.7615 .5846 .9119
.1000 -2.2163 .2504 1.5324 .2500 .0962 .7737 .6177 .5_00 -.0328 -.7625 .5e91 .9049
.1400 -Z.2086 .2650 1.5_05 .35_0 -*0113 .7_07 .6545 *580_ -.09_4 -.7904 .5788 .9209
.1800 -2.1780 .2728 1.5004 .450U -.U435 .7433 .6651 .5000 -.1640 -*760_ .5864 .9090
*2200 -211650 ,2754 1,4940 ,5500 --,b4bO .7473 ,6598 ,5000 --,2297 -.7233 .5941 .8_71
.2600 -2.1108 .2885 1.461_ .6500 *0515 .7664 .62_5 .50Gb -.2953 -.6442 .5099 .8724
.3000 -1.4664 .43_5 1.1084 .7530 .2697 .e_31 .5527 .5000 -.3609 -*6572 .6078 .e761
.3400 -1o3016 .4687 1.1044 oSU3U .3606 .e340 .5167 oSbUO -.4265 -.6738 .6048 .8_04
,3800 -1.2138 ,4884 1,_676 ,8500 ,4404 ,8520 ,4847 ,5000 -,4921 -,6903 ,6044 ,8810
.6200 -1,0639 .5201 1,0148 ,9000 ,4447 ,8528 ,4831 ,060_ ,2_92 -1.8467 .3483 1,3276
*4600 -.9151 .5503 .9661 .9500 .4289 .85U1 .4881 .140_ .2992 -2.2005 *Zb70 1.5152
*5000 -.7741 .5798 .9193 1.0000 -*Uv02 .7547 .6481 .2200 .2992 -2.1832 .2684 1.5115
,5400 -,6690 ,6051 ,8799 ,30Oh ,2992 -1.4086 ,4362 1.1582
.5800 -,6245 .6194 .8578 .38J0 *2992 -1.2523 .4756 1.0891
*6200 -*_818 ,6250 *U490 .4600 *2992 -.9448 *5472 .9710
,6600 -.5499 .6338 *_367 .5400 .2992 -.6877 .6011 .8862
.7000 -.4949 *6446 .8118 .620_ .2992 -.5610 .6283 ,8440
.7500 -,4044 *6632 .7_U3 .70_0 .2992 -.4867 ,6476 .8143
.8000 -.3183 .6828 .7601 .8000 .2992 -.3125 .6850 .7568
,8500 -.2241 .7_44 .7288 .9000 .2992 -.1515 .7227 .6984
,9000 -.1360 .72_3 .6929 .1000 .2362 .4091 .8452 .6969
*9500 -*0665 ,74C1 .6712 .2000 *2362 .1956 .7967 .5801
,9750 -.0282 .7670 .8603 .3500 .2362 -.0102 .7533 .6503
1,0000 -,0002 ,7547 ,6481 ,4500 .2362 -*0362 .7468 .6607
.5500 .2362 -*0295 ,7490 .6572
.6_C0 ,2362 *0542 .7663 ,6297
.7500 ,2362 .2663 .8121 .5544
*8000 *2362 .3645 .8329 .5187
*8500 *2362 *4228 ,8474 *4929
.gGGo ,2362 *6471 .8541 .4809
.9500 .236_ *4244 ,8489 .4903
TEST 137 PT 27.44_5 PSI CN h1637 CD1 .09375 COCOR1 .09025
RUN 26 TT 105.0297 K CN -.1155 C02 .08958 CDCO_Z .0_45
POINT 13 RC 15,0407 _LL[ON CC -.030_ CO3 .08210 CDCOR3 ,0_093
_ACH .6512 C04 .06448 CDCOR4 *063_4
ALPHA 7*OZ_Z DEG CO5 ._5899 CDCOR5 *05812
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANNISE
XIC CP PeLIPT _LOC XIC CP P_LI_T qLOC XlC YIC CP PeLIPT NLOC
0.0000 .6549 .8988 *3940 _.UU00 *6540 *_98_ .3940 .50C0 .4921 -.7476 *5830 .9143
• 0040 -.7898 *_746 .9Z76 *0040 1.1061 ,999G *0377 .5000 .4265 -.7841 .5818 .9163
• 0080 -1.1422 .5018 1.0450 *0080 1.1276 1.003_ 0*0000 .5000 .3609 -.8131 .5732 *9297
• 0150 -1.4064 .4434 1.1453 *0230 .8893 *9509 *2696 *5000 *2953 -.8422 *5537 .9448
• 0250 -1.7874 .3542 1.3155 *_500 *6460 *8959 .4001 .5_00 .2297 -*8342 .5730 *9300
,0400 -2,0251 .2989 1,43c8 ,1000 ,4403 ,_50u .4889 ,5_00 .1640 -,8421 ,5622 ,9471
• 0600 -2.2145 .2641 1.5727 .1500 .3184 .8Z49 *5325 .5000 *09_4 -.8664 .5618 .9478
• 0800 -2.1173 .2765 1.4013 .2000 .1991 .7974 .5790 *5000 ._328 -.7929 .5810 .9175
• 1000 -2*0853 ,2Ue3 1.4_Z2 .2500 .1135 .7798 .b081 .5000 -.0328 -.8139 .SbqO .9364
.1400 -1.8655 .335_ 1.3548 .35U0 -*0137 .7494 .6565 .5U0_ -.0984 -.8461 .5574 .9548
.1800 -1.7249 .3618 1.2997 *_530 -*0519 *7400 .6713 *5000 -.1640 -.8253 .574_ *9283
• 2200 -1.6087 .4U3O 1.2181 ._50U -.0551 .7421 .66S0 .5000 -.2297 -*8089 *5783 .9342
.2600 -1.4557 *4242 _.17_7 .65U0 .0098 .7531 .bSOb *5000 -.29_3 -.7859 .5815 .916_
• 3000 -1.3235 .4626 1.1115 .7500 .2355 .8051 .5661 .5000 -.3609 -.7127 .5960 .8940
• 3400 -1.2051 .48_Z 1.0711 ._000 .3319 ._261 .5306 .5000 -.4265 -.7041 .5915 .9010
• 3800 -1.1179 .5021 1._445 .8500 .4071 .8414 ,5037 .5000 -.4921 -.7044 .5977 .8914
.4200 -1.0105 .5343 *_18 .90UO .4184 .84e5 .4909 *0600 ,2992 -1*9606 .3161 1.3973
• 4600 -.9074 .5476 .9704 .95JU .3854 *P358 .5136 .1400 .299_ -1.8618 .3339 1.3582
• 5000 -.8371 .5639 .9_45 1,0_00 -.1397 .7253 .6943 *_200 *2992 -1.5820 .4034 1.2185
,5400 -,7343 .5937 .8977 .3000 .E992 -1.2917 .4696 1,0994
• 5800 -.7066 .5930 .09_7 .38_C .2992 -1.1171 o5012 1.0460
,6200 -,6444 ,603_ ,_32 ,4600 . ,2992 -,92e5 ,5471 .9712
• 6600 -*5863 *62_1 *_4_4 *54Ub .2992 -.7466 *5809 *9035
• 7000 -*5237 ,634_ .fi349 ,6200 ,2992 -*6269 ,6131 ,8675
• TSO0 -,4674 ,_4tu *o136 *T(_u .2992 -*5283 .6325 .8375
• 8000 -.3B16 ._6;4 *7hU7 .UO0_ ,2992 -.3_06 *6695 ,?806
• 8500 -.3381 .8738 .773_ .9OOO ._992 -*2525 .697_ .7370
•9000 -.2639 .b954 ,74U7 .IU_ ,2362 ,42_7 ,_466 .4_44
•9500 -.2212 .7_07 ,7325 ,2_ub ,236_ ,2071 .8003 .5742 q_
• 9750 -.1918 .7120 .7151 .3500 ._362 -.U102 .7465 .6611
1.0000 -.1397 .7253 ,6943 ,4500 .2362 -*0376 ,7476 .6590
.550_ .236? -.0550 .7405 ,6706
.6500 .2362 *0211 .7557 .6465
• 7SUb .2362 .2357 *_062 .5643
.8000 .23_2 .3310 .8281 .5271
,85G_ .2362 ,3962 ,8399 ,5063
.9000 .2362 .4141 .8454 .4967
.9500 ,2362 ,3771 .6351 .5148
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT _7.3_74 R_[ CN .Z50_ CD1 ,00911 COCOR1 ,00885
RUN 27 1T _07.9109 K CN -.1283 COZ .00916 COCOR2 *00888
POINT 1 RC 15.1Z71 NILL[QN CC ,0[68 CD3 .00894 COCOR3 .00875
M&CH .7006 C_4 .&0858 CDCQR4 ,00842
11 ALPHA -2.0306 OEG C05 .00793 COCOR5 .00775
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE 5PANWISE
XlC CP P,LIPT _LOC X/C CP P,LIPT _LOC XIC YIC CP PjLIPT MLOC
0o0000 1,0171 °9723 .2009 0,0000 1,0171 .9723 .Z009 .5000 o6921 -.566Z ,5810 .9174
.0040 ,8960 .9633 ,2905 .0040 .0984 ,7464 o6611 ,500U .4265 -.5806 ,5777 ,9226
.0080 .6629 .8802 .k315 .0080 .2682 .7876 .5969 .5000 .3609 -.5822 .5797 .9196
.0150 .3082 .798g .5?75 .0130 -.1851 .1503 .8099 .5000 .1953 -.5835 .5793 .9200
.0250 -*0675 .7063 .7938 .0500 -.3987 .6158 .8677 .5000 .1297 -.5870 .5769 .9207
,0600 -,3617 ,6368 .8300 .1000 -.4142 ,6202 .856_ .5000 .1640 -.5878 ._767 ,9261
.0600 -.4184 ,6183 ,65_3 .1500 -,44_3 .6107 .8710 ,SCOG *09_4 -,5887 .5765 .9?44
,0800 -.6658 .6133 *_670 .2GUO -.5067 .5969 .8925 ,5000 *0328 -.5902 ,5759 .9Z56
,1000 -,6433 .6127 ,0680 ,2530 -.54€1 ,58d5 .9056 .5b00 -._320 -.5929 ,5754 ,9Z61
.1400 -,4540 .60_6 .8743 ,3500 -°5407 °5900 .q03Z .5000 -.0464 -,59bB ,5751 .9266
,1800 -,6890 .5996 .e_83 ,6500 -.43_1 .6137 .8664 .5000 -,16_0 -,5898 ,5759 .9253
,ZZO0 -,5001 .59_U .d_q .5500 -,3115 ,6447 .61_6 *5000 -.1297 -,5858 .5769 .9238
oZ600 -.5Z21 .5919 ,9003 .6500 -,10)5 .6975 ,7374 ,5G00 -.2953 -,5847 .5770 ,9236
,3000 -.5555 .5630 ,9129 .7500 ,1870 .7680 .6267 ,5000 -,3609 -,5848 .5753 ,qZbZ
.3400 -.5516 .5872 .9070 .BOO0 .2902 .7926 .5867 .5000 -.4265 -.58_8 .5730 .9290
.3800 -.5589 .5854 .910_ .8500 .3609 .R099 .5580 .5000 -.4911 -.5807 o5781 .9220
,4200 -,5632 .56_7 ,9115 .90JO ,3972 .81o5 ,6435 ,0600 ,2992 -,4047 .6214 .8544
.4600 -,5869 .5776 .9230 ,9500 .6019 .62U3 .540% .1400 .2992 -,4557 .6095 ,8729
,5000 -,5939 ,575Z .9E64 1.0000 .13_1 .7530 .6506 .2200 .2991 -.5064 ,5946 .89§d
.5600 -.6054 ,5721 ,9313 .30UU .1991 -.5313 ,589Z .9046
.5800 -.6214 ,5684 .9371 .3800 .Zq92 -*5696 .5808 ,9176
,6200 -,6356 .5656 ,9_16 .4600 ,Z992 -,5808 ,5773 o9Z31
,6600 -.6256 ,5671 ,q3_Z *5600 *Z99Z -,59_5 .8736 ,9290
,?000 -,5713 .5805 ,_181 .bZbO .2992 -,6266 .5653 ,9421
,7500 -,6726 .60_7 ,8803 .7000 ,Z99Z -.5765 ,5795 .9197
°6000 -.3711 .6283 .U_39 .SObU .29_2 -.3672 °62ql .8415
,8500 -.2536 .6562 ,8009 *9000 .2992 -.1415 ,606Z .7§47
,9000 -.1625 .686Z .75_7 ,1000 .2361 "-,4190 ,6159 ,8629
,9500 -,0110 ,7171 .7069 .200_ .2362 -._914 ,5983 .8902
.9750 .0586 ,7346 ,_796 ,3500 ,2362 -,5369 ,5877 ,9068
1,0000 ,1311 °7530 o6500 .450_ ,2362 -,4245 .615b .8635
,5500 .2362 -,3098 .6669 ,8183
.65G_ .236Z -.1031 ,6964 ,7390
.7500 .2362 .1877 .7667 .6288
.800_ ,2362 .28_0 .7919 .5880
,8500 .2362 .3558 .8092 .5591
,9000 ,2352 .3939 .8183 *5638
,95U0 .2362 .4026 .8205 .5400
tEST 137 PT 27.3656 PS! CN .4031 C01 .00937 COCORI .00908
RUN 17 T1 107o89_4 K CH -.1307 CD2 .00935 CDCORZ .00906
POINT Z RC 15.1164 H;LLION CC ,0171 C03 ,0_914 COCOR3 *00890
_ACH .69_7 C04 .00_79 CDCOR4 ,00860
ALPHA -,9564 DEG C05 .0_840 C0¢0R5 .00_1q
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER _URFACE SPAN_ISE
X/C CP P_LIPT _LOC XIC CP P_LIPT HLOC _lC YIC CP P_L/PT MLOC
0.0000 1,0967 .9920 ,lu7b _,0000 1.0967 ,99Z0 ,1075 .5000 ,4921 -.6377 .5628 *9460
• 0040 .7445 ,9051 .3_6 .0060 ,3496 ,8069 *5630 .5000 ,4265 -,6508 ,5600 .gsob
,0080 .6660 ,6363 .5126 *O_G .5Z63 °8500 .488Z .5000 *3609 -.6488 .5607 ,9696
.0150 *0fi17 ,7%17 *_6_b ,0Z3_ --*_35Z .7120 ,7169 ,500U .Z953 -,6556 ,55_8 .950_
.0_50 -.3060 .6678 .8139 ,OS_O -.1856 .6755 ,771Z .5000 .2297 -.6605 ,561Z .9485
•0600 -,$935 .5743 .9170 ,I000 -,2549 ,1572 .7993 ,5_00 .16_C -°6556 ,5600 .9504
• 0600 -.6701 ,5558 ,9571 .15_0 -.31_U .&442 .8193 .5000 .0984 -.6580 .5612 .9486
.0800 -,6550 .5_85 .9529 .2000 -.3806 .6Z47 ,R494 .5000 *C328 -,6539 .5567 .95_5
,1000 -,6361 ,5636 .949_ ,25_0 -*4329 .6147 *u649 .5000 -,0328 -.6635 ,5875 .9544
,1400 -,6210 .5693 ,9358 .3500 -.4515 ,6L15 .6_98 ,5000 -,0984 -.6678 .5576 .9§43
.1800 -.6351 ,5655 ,9_18 ,4500 -.3734 .6287 .8_32 .5000 -.16_0 -,6599 .5613 .9484
,ZZO0 -,6605 ,5631 .9450 .5500 -,2771 ,6529 .8060 ,5000 -.1297 -.6551 ,5610 ,9488
•2600 -,6441 o561Z ,9€65 .t500 -.0805 ,7007 .732% .5000 -._953 -.6510 *5596 *9511
.3000 -,6676 ,5558 .9571 .7530 .2029 .7708 *6ZZ3 .500U -.3609 -*6558 .5594 .9514
,3400 -,6502 .5603 ,4499 .8000 ,3015 .7964 .5805 .5000 -.4265 -.6518 ,5603 ,9500
.3800 -,6551 ._6_(} ,95_5 ,850u .3789 .8153 ,5488 .5000 -._921 -,6452 .5621 *9_?Z
.4200 -,6505 .5637 ,9_46 ,9000 .4119 ,8230 .5358 ,0600 ,1991 -.4677 .6053 ._795
.4000 -,6607 ,5588 ._5_ .9500 *41bb ,8243 .5335 ,1400 ,2_92 -.6219 ,5672 .9390
• 5000 -,6638 ,559_ .9508 1.0000 *lZOl .7_11 .0535 .2200 ,199Z -.0617 .5637 ,9466
,5400 -.6628 .5565 .9560 .3000 ._ggZ -.6401 ,5650 *q4Z6
• 5800 -,6791 .5537 .9o00 .3800 .2992 -.6676 ._96 ._511
.6200 -.6847 .553_ .9610 .40_0 .Z9%Z -.6565 .5603 .9500
.6600 -o6651 .56t0 .9_05 .6400 ._99_ -,6585 .5593 .9516
• 7000 -,6002 .5746 .9Z76 .6200 *_99Z -eb73_ .55b7 .9557
.7500 -.669Z .5996 .b_b_ .TOOG ._99_ -.6093 *STlX ._329
.8000 -,3826 ,6269 ._461 ,80CC .2992 -.3742 ,6287 .u431
• 8500 -.2587 ,6_74 .7991 ,gLo_ ,2_9Z -.1491 .686_ .7_44
.qO00 -.1429 .6861 .75_0 .IG0_ .Z3bZ -.ZSZO ._573 .7992
,9500 -.01Z6 .7169 .?_73 ,2600 .236Z -.362_ ,6331 ._365
"_ .9750 ,0541 ,7356 .67_1 .35_u .23bZ -._30 .blZZ ,868?
1.0000 .12U1 .75xl .6636 .450U .236Z -.3649 .6314 ._390
.bSbC ,Z36Z -,2661 .6566 .8033
.0500 .236_ -.0793 ,7013 .7316
.7500 .2362 .2012 .7715 .6211
.SLUO .23_2 ,30_6 .7984 .5771
.850_ .136Z ,3708 ._I_3 .5505
.9000 .2361 .4101 ._131 .0356
.95_0 ,2362 .3737 .8161 ,5509
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT €7,3579 PSI CN .5479 CDI .00973 CDCOR1 .00938
RUN Z7 TT 107,8_bl K C_ -.1318 CD2 *bOg7b COCORZ o00939
POZNT 3 RC 13.1575 "ZLLI,3N CC ,0137 CD3 .00951 COCOR3 ,00924
_ACH ,7_19 C04 ,00914 COCOR4 ,00088
ALPHA ,0332 DEG C05 .00858 COCOR5 ,00842
UPPER SURFACE LOwEP bURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PpLIP1 _L_C XI_ CP PJLIP] NLOC XIC YIC CP P*LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1401 I*0028 O.OOvO 0.0000 1.1401 1.0026 0,0000 .50U0 .4921 -,6975 .§475 .97UZ
*0040 ,9711 .8_24 .4555 .G040 *9582 ,8594 .4711 .9000 .426_ -.7119 ,5455 .9735
,0080 ,Z668 ,7862 .597Z ,0080 ,7380 ,9329 .3853 .500_ .3609 -.7139 .5629 .9777
,01§0 -,1208 .6901 .7407 *OZ3G ,1793 ,7642 .6329 .StUb .2953 -,7139 ,9638 .9766
,0250 -,5291 ,5915 ,900 _ ,0_00 -,00_4 ,7193 ,7039 ._00_ ,2Z97 -,TZZO ,5416 .9802
,0400 -,8681 ,9117 1,_Z_ *lOuO -,1169 ,59Z9 ,7445 ,5000 ,1640 -,7119 ,5465 ,975Z
*0600 "1,0226 ,6_78 1,1_26 .1500 -.]9Zb ,5731 ,7749 ,9000 .0984 -,7163 .5651 .9742
.0800 -.9629 ,6848 1.0734 ,_O00 -,2689 ,6533 ,8053 ,5000 .03ZU -.7158 .5396 .9634
,1000 -,8311 ,515_ 1.UZ3U .ZSO0 -.3Z89 ,5385 .8280 .500G -.0328 -.7ZZ3 .54ZZ .9789
,1600 -.7866 ,9242 1,_81 ,35U0 -.3762 ,5297 ,8616 ,9000 -,0984 -,73Z3 ,5381 ,9859
,1600 -,78§8 ,5Z54 |,_0_5 ,6500 -,3151 ,5631 ,8Z10 ,5000 -,1540 -,7275 ,9378 ,9860
,2gO0 -,7756 ,5274 1,C027 .5500 -,Z331 ,6630 ,7906 ,5005 -,2Z97 -,7153 .5666 ,9756
,2600 -,7576 .5327 ,9962 .bSJO -.0567 ,7051 ,7255 .5000 -.2953 -,7163 ,5611 ,9807
,3000 -,7767 ,5301 ,99_5 ,7500 ,ZZG2 ,7749 .5157 .SGOC -.3609 -.7166 .5424 .9786
.3600 -,751Z ,5337 .99Z6 .8000 .3260 ,7997 .5751 ,5C00 -.4265 -,7175 ,5390 ,986C
,3800 -,7413 ,5369 ,9_75 ,8500 .3987 .8194 ,54Z0 ,5000 -,49Z1 -.7106 ,5661 ,9727
°6200 -,7252 ,560e ,9815 ,9_00 .6245 ,8251 ,9321 .0600 ,299Z -.9618 ,4787 1,0838
,6600 -,7253 ,5611 ,9_07 .95_ ,6Z94 °8263 .5300 .]400 .2992 -,785_ .5Z56 1o0055
,5000 -,7200 ,5637 ,97t4 1.0000 ,1139 ,7680 ,6585 .2200 .Z99Z -.7751 .5Z67 1.0039
,5600 -.7171 .5391 .9840 ,3000 .Z992 -.7560 .5300 .9986
,9800 -,7230 .5620 ,9792 °3800 ,Z99Z -.7566 ,5311 ,9967
*6200 -,7256 ,5398 ,9827 ,6600 ,29_2 -,7280 ,5407 ,9813
,6600 -,6980 ,56_2 ,9741 .5600 .2992 -,7078 .5427 ,9781
,7000 -,6168 ,569Z ,9399 ,6ZOO .2992 -,7099 .5663 .9755
.7900 -,6999 .5949 ,8956 *700U .2_92 -,8ZZ3 *5659 ,9618
,8000 -.3852 ,626_ ,8496 °8000 .2992 -,3860 ,6227 ,85Z5
,8500 -,2560 ,6567 ,8032 ,90_ ,299Z -,1653 ,5852 .7562
,9000 -,1618 o_864 ,7566 ,100C ,2362 -,1173 ,6916 ,7465
*9500 -.0135 .717Z .7067 .ZOCO .23_2 -.Z591 .6570 .7997
.9750 .0513 .7337 .6811 .3500 .Z352 -.3665 .6295 .8420
1,0000 ,1139 ,7680 .6585 .650U .2362 -,3096 .6430 .8212
.5500 .Z36Z -,2299 .bblO .7935
.6500 ,2368 -,0526 .7071 .7225
.7505 .2352 ,2195 .7739 ,617Z
.8000 .2362 .3189 .7978 .5782
._500 .2362 .3910 .8163 .5471
.9000 .2352 .4212 .8269 .5326
,9_00 .Z362 ,3857 .8160 .5477
TEST 137 PT 25.474b PSI CN .6144 C01 .01000 COCOK1 .00964
RUN 27 TT 102.8193 K CH -,131Z CO2 .00999 COCOR2 .00962
POINT 4 _C 15.1218 MILLION CC ,0108 C03 .00972 CDCOR3 ,00963
M_CH ,7003 C04 ,00936 CDCOR4 .00909
ALPHa .51_0 9EG C05 .0089Z CDCOR5 .00854
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC CP P_LIP_ MLO_ XIC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1622. 1,0036 O.OOuO 0._000 _,1622 1,0036 0,0000 .5000 .4981 -.7Z36 ,5391 ,9841
.0040 .6692 .8380 .5098 .OOkO .6470 .E817 .6286 .5000 .4255 -.7362 .5650 .9746
• 0080 .1668 .7620 .6306 .0080 .8123 .9216 .344Z .5000 .3609 -.7352 .5446 .9751
•0150 -._2_8 .6662 .7857 .0230 .2641 .787_ ,5961 .5000 .2953 -.7386 .5387 .9847
,0250 -,6350 ,5662 .9640 ,C500 .0686 .739_ ,6722 .5000 .2297 -.7663 .5384 .9851
• 0400 -,956Z ,4869 1._733 ,ZCOO -.05_0 ,7091 .7195 .SUUO .Z640 -.76Z0 .5370 .9874
• 0600 -1.1475 .4347 1.1609 .1500 -.139_ .686Z .7569 .50CG ._984 -.7387 .5389 .9_,4
• 0800 -/.1739 .43_4 1.2668 ._000 -.ZZSZ .665_ .7875 .SuO0 .0328 -.738Z .5627 .978Z
,1000 "1,1008 ,6693 1.1349 ,2500 -,Z865 .6507 .8095 ,5000 -._328 -.7459 .5385 .9850
• 1400 -,7992 ,5230 1._102 .3500 -,3388 .6374 ,8300 ,5000 -.0984 -,7525 .5371 .9872
• 1800 -,8304 ,51_0 1.0183 .6500 -.Z911 .6692 .8118 ,5000 -.1640 -,7469 .5376 .9865
• ZZO0 -,8374 ,5158 1,0Z18 ._500 -,2187 ,6652 ,7872 ,5C00 -,2297 -,7626 .5416 ,9800
,Z600 -,8096 ,9177 1,0188 ,6500 -,0646 ,710Z ,7178 ,5000 -,_953 -,7392 .5382 ,9855
• 3000 -,827Z ,5277 1,0105 .7500 ,72_8 ,7769 .61Z5 ,5000 -.36_9 -,7424 .5376 ,9864
• 3_00 -.79Z6 .53_9 .997Z ,8bOu .3277 .8017 .5718 .5000 -.4265 -.7343 .5919 .9796
°3800 -.7808 .528Z 1.0016 .8_00 ,4058 .02ZZ ._37_ ,_000 -._9Z1 -.7344 .5414 .9803
.4200 -.7570 .5358 ._8_ .GOU .4296 .UZ79 °5274 .0600 .Z992 -1.1163 .4425 1.1668
• 4600 -.7597 .5327 ,99_* .9500 .4285 .PZT_ .528Z ,140C .29_Z -.7911 .5270 1°0036
e5000 -.7451 .5373 ._07_ 1.00_0 .1046 .7410 .6604 .2200 .2992 -.8663 .5153 1.0227
• 5400 -.737Z .5429 *_779 .3ubL .29_2 -.795! .5Z95 .9995
• 5800 -.7402 .5399 .9_28 .3_00 *_99Z -,794_ ,_ZG7 _.U138
,bZO0 -.7_52 .5414 ._03 .4600 .299Z -.7595 .5338 .99Z6
• 6600 -.7060 .54_1 ,G695 .5400 ,29_2 -.7334 ._410 .9810
• 7000 -.6283 .5696 ._4 .6200 .299Z -.7L09 .543L .9775
• 7500 -.5051 .595o .,944 .700L .2992 -.5293 .5678 .9382
.8000 -.3872 .6254 ._485 .8_00 .2992 -.3895 .6277 .8449
• 8500 -.Zb18 .6551 .7981 .9_ .Z_qZ -o1438 .0_79 .7_22• 90 -,140_ .6876 . 5_7
•1000 .2362 -.0559 .7093 .7192 _!_
.9500 -.0127 .7199 .7027 .2_C *_36Z -.2092 ,6686 .7_20
• 9750 .0688 .73Z_ .6_31 *3500 .236_ -.3Z98 .6406 ._251
1,0000 *1045 ,7470 ._654 .4500 .Z362 -.2861 .6505 .8098
• 5500 .2362 -.Z_8 ,6678 .7833
• 65U_ .23bE -.u433 .7113 .7162
• 7900 .2352 ,2253 .77_4 .b101
• BObU ,236_ .3281 .8044 .5673
• 850_ .2362 .3924 .8153 ._474
• 90vO .2362 .4Z79 .8Z70 .5291
• 9550 .236Z .4306 .8295 .5267
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT Z_.48ZO PSI CN ,b_65 CD1 .01054 COCQR1 ,01021
RUN 27 T; IJ2.7610 K C_ ",1295 CO2 ,01051 COCOR2 .01015
POINT 6 FC AS*lifO _ILLION CC *_067 CD3 ,OIOZI COCOR3 .00992
MACH o6g_8 CD6 .OOgEO COCOR4 *00951
.._ AL_HA 1,OOgb OEG .C05 ,GGgZB CDCOR5 ,00898
dPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P/LIPT _LfIC Xl_ CP OpL/P] MLOC XIC YIC CP P,LIPT NLDC
O,OOUO 1.1426 1,0035 O,OJO0 O,OCO0 1,1426 1,0035 0,0000 ,5_ .4g_1 -.7631 .5377 ,9863
.0040 .3872 ,6170 ,5461 ,0040 ,7244 ,8_99 .3918 ,SOO0 ,4Z65 -,7586 .5371 .9673
*0080 *0800 ,73b? ,6733 *069_ .6b_4 *9382 *3038 .500_ *3609 -*7608 *5350 ,9906
.OZSO -.3253 ,6419 o8_30 ,0230 .3492 .6080 .5614 °5000 .2_53 -,7599 .5327 .99_3
,0250 -.7338 ,54_ .9_13 ,uSO0 .1383 .75_6 .6667 .5500 ,2297 -.7652 .5346 *g913
,0400 -1.0691 .458g 1.1180 *luO0 .0086 ,7229 .6981 ,5000 .1640 -.7557 .53EZ .9855
*0600 -1,Z590 ,4115 1.2032 .150U -,C846 ,69/E ,7371 .SOGO ,_984 -.7556 ,5378 .9861
e0800 -1,2983 ,4034 1.2165 .2000 -.1709 .6775 .7683 " ,5_00 ,0328 -.7634 .5360 ,9890
.1000 -1.Z714 .6U85 1.20_8 ,2500 -.Z384 .6633 .7901 .5000 -.0328 -.7632 .5358 .9894
.1400 -1.1992 ,_259 1,17_7 ,35J0 -,Z673 .6484 .8130 .SuO0 -.098_ -.7731 .5311 ,996_
,1800 -.9§87 ,_85 l.bbT3 ,_§¢0 -.2574 ,_588 ,7971 ,5000 -.1640 -,7654 ,5345 .9916
.2200 -.7820 .5329 ,9961 ,5500 -.1916 .67_7 ,77Z6 ,500_ -,2Z97 -,7715 .5315 .996Z
.2600 -,778_ .52_0 1.0_u_ ,8500 -,0306 ,7151 ,7102 ._000 -,2953 -.7570 .5351 °9905
,3000 -.8582 .5127 _._Z71 .7500 .2328 ,7793 .6087 .50_0 -.3509 -.7649 .5334 .9932
.3400 -.8602 .5155 1.022_ .8000 .329_ ,8030 ,5697 ,5000 -,4285 -.7568 ,5351 ,9905
.3800 -.8223 ,5173 1.0195 ,8_00 .4128 .8248 .53Z8 ,SCOG -.4921 -.7515 ,5403 ,9822
,6200 -.78_0 ,5299 ,9988 ,9000 ,_610 ,6321 ,52U1 ,ObO0 ,2992 -1.0906 ,_545 1,1257
.4600 -.7780 ,_327 ,994* .9_00 ,4321 o830U ,5238 .1400 .2992 -1.2267 ._1_b 1.1882
.5000 -.TbZO .5362 ,_bb 1,0000 .1017 .7476 *6593 ,Z200 .2992 -,7813 .5310 ,99?1
,5400 -,7603 ,5368 ,9878 ,3000 ._99Z -,8297 .5179 1,0184
.5_00 -,7523 .5385 ,98_1 ,3800 ,Z99Z -.8280 .51gq 1.0152
.6200 -,7444 .5382 .9_55 ,4500 ,2992 -.771Z ,5317 .qg60
.6600 -.7085 .546_ ._5 .5_bb .29_Z -,74bT .5378 .qBbl
.TOuO -.6337 ,56_5 ,941g °6200 ,2992 -.7324 *5418 .979b
.7500 -15055 ,5971 .U923 .700_ .2992 -°6376 .56_5 .6356
.BOO0 -.3892 ,6260 ,8475 .8000 ,zq_z -.36_3 .6Z91 ,8427
.8500 -,ZSZq .bSq_ .79_2 .9OOu ,zqqz ",1430 .6884 .1515
°9000 -.1360 ,6909 °7477 ,1000 .Z362 -,00_2 o7Z23 .6991
,9500 -.0121 ,7206 ,7013 .2000 ,235Z -,1525 ,6869 .7§38
.9750 .0524 ,7371 ,6160 .3500 .2362 -,Z931 .6525 ,8067
1,000b ,1017 ,7476 .8_3 ,4500 .2362 -.2524 .6606 .7943
,55G0 .2362 -.191_ ,6756 .7711
,6500 .2362 -*0321 .7140 .7119
.7500 .236Z *Z3Zb ,7801 *b07_
,8000 *2362 °3358 .8049 .5566
.85_G .2362 ,4053 .8227 ,5364
,9000 ,236E °4399 ,830Z .5233
.950U .2362 .43_2 ,8286 .5262
TEST 137 PT Z5.4_00 P_L CN ,770Z C01 ,Ul186 CDCOR1 .01154
RUN 27 11 102.7345 K CR -.1275 CO2 ,01171 CDCOR_ .01135
POINT 5 RC 15.1477 _ILLION CC ,UGZ2 CD3 .01135 COCOR3 ,0110Z
_ACH .70v6 C04 ._1026 CDCOR4 .Oogg6
ALOHA 1,5191 OEG CD5 *00956 COCOR5 .00926
UPPER SURFACE L_WER SURFACE SPANWI_E
XlC CP P_LIPI _LOC WIC CP _tlPl _LOC XIC _lC _P _LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1376 1.0U24 Go_U_ G.bO03 1,1376 1.00_4 0*0300 ,5000 .4921 -,7560 ,5352 ,9904
.0040 .3004 .79_9 ._815 ,0040 ,7807 ,9lEg .3638 ,56_0 .4Z65 -,7761 .530Z .g98_
• 0080 -.OZ13 .7164 .7_u_ .0080 .9354 ,9571 .2667 ,5000 .3609 -*7765 ,5302 .9984
• 0150 -.4066 *6196 ._57_ *0230 ,427Z ._Z?6 .5276 .5C_ .2953 -*773Z .5285 1.0012
• OZSO -.8050 .5199 1._151 ._O0 ,Z113 .77_0 .6173 .5000 *2767 -.7827 ,5284 1.0013
• O_O0 -1.1290 ,4443 1*L_37 ,iuO0 ._566 .7376 .6_30 .SOO_ .16_0 -,7687 ,5785 1,001Z
• 0600 -1,3437 ,3914 1,7413 ,1500 -.039_ .?llg ,7151 ,50be .09U4 -.7776 .5312 .9969
• 0800 -1,376_ .37_9 1.2056 ,ZOJ_ -,1262 .8_6 -_4q6 .50uO ,6328 -.7772 .5301 .qq86
• 1000 -1.3746 .3_8 1.261H ,2500 -.19_7 ,6711 .77PZ ,5000 -.0328 -,7857 ,5Z86 1.0011
,1400 -1,3250 ,3936 1.23o_ ,3500 -,Z571 ,6556 ._015 ,5000 -.0984 -,7922 .5297 .9993
• 1800 -1,314Z ,39t6 1._314 ,45_U -.Z331 .604fi .7878 .SONG -,1640 -.7877 .5287 1*U017
,2ZGO -1.27g0 .4u60 L._Ibl .5_JO -.Ie05 ._718 .7679 .5000 -.2297 -.78_? .5Z64 1,00_5
,2600 -1,1494 ,4361 1.154t .6_00 -.b?Ol .7148 .71_7 ,SbO_ -._953 -.7767 ,5?75 I*OOZg
• 3000 -,8268 ,5177 1.U1_8 .75uo .2_6 .7_03 .6071 ,5000 -.3609 -,7825 .531Z .996g
°3400 -,7223 ,5435 .9769 *RO_O .343_ ._000 ._6_7 ,SbUb -,4Z65 -.7825 .5276 1*0026
• 3800 -.7320 ,53_7 *9_*b *_530 ,4171 .624Z *5336 .5_00 -.4971 -.7679 .5310 .9972
• 4200 -,7774 ._2_7 .9_92 .qo00 ,_417 .8300 .5237 ,0_00 .2992 -1,1469 ,4341 1.1019
.4600 -,7805 ,5255 l,_u_O ,9500 ,44G0 .8301 ,5236 .14U0 ,299Z -1.3423 .3897 1.24_6
• 50_0 -.7841 .5_96 ,_994 l.OOO0 .og7q .7650 ,6635 ,?Eoo .29q2 -1.3055 ,4006 1.2236
,5400 -,7743 ,530_ .9975 .3C00 .299Z -,7397 ,5391 ,9640
• 5800 -,7724 .5319 ,9957 .3800 .2992 -.7942 .5?63 1.0047
,6200 -.7555 .53"7 °98¢7 .4bOG .299Z -*780Z .5?56 1,0058
• ._eO0 -.7216 .544_ .97_ ,5400 .2992 -.7021 ,5319 .9957
,7000 -,6370 ,5629 ,_4_1 ,6200 .?99? -.7_5 .5374 .6868
•75_ -.50g% .5936 .8_)77 *7000 .29%2 -.b42_ ,567b .g465
• 8000 -,3899 *bZ75 ._45_ .60_0 ,ZONE -,3879 .62_3 ,8501
• 6500 -.Z6Z6 .6561 .a_13 .gGO0 *2g_? -,1432 .6861 ,7550
• go00 -.1353 ,6674 ,7531 ,l_C_ ,236? ,0437 ,7314 .684g
• gSO0 -.0114 ,7177 ,Tut2 ,E&O0 .Z36Z -,11Z1 .693& .7438
_ .g750 .0487 ,7332 ,6_71 ,3_bC .2362 -.2571 .6581 .7981
1.0000 .0979 ,7450 ,t635 .45_0 .?1bE -*_311 .6636 *7897
,550u *2362 -.1748 .6757 .7711
.65C_ *236? -.0233 *7154 .?097
• 7500 .236_ ,2388 ,78&q .6060
.8_O& ,2362 ,3405 ,8056 ,565_
.8500 ,73_? ,_096 ,8Z30 *5359
,9_ *E362 *_402 .8_87 *5260
,gso0 *E3_2 ,4411 ,8303 ,5233
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TABLE III.- Continued.
TEST 137 PT 29.3522 P_I CN .8_09 C01 ,01487 CDCOR1 .01633
RUN 27 TT 113.1081 K CH -,1266 C02 ,01463 COCOR2 .01406
POINT 7 RC 15.1069 qlLLlON ¢C -.002§ C03 .01371 COCOR3 ,O13ZZ
MACN .69_8 CO4 ,01159 COCOR4 .01109 w
ALPMA Z.0109 DEG COS .01107 CDCOR5 .01054
UPPER SURFACE LORER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PeLIPT HLO¢ XlC CP PeLIPT MLOC XlC YIC CP PeLIPT NLOC
0,0000 1,1261 .9997 .0198 U.O000 1,1261 *9997 .0198 .5000 ,4921 -.7629 .5418 .9796
.0040 .1917 ,7704 ,b_28 .b_40 .8359 .9276 .3298 .5000 .42_5 -.7542 .5395 .9831
.0080 -.1087 .6947 ,7415 ,0080 .9817 .9634 ,2316 .5000 .3609 -.7209 ,5418 '9794
,0150 -.5075 ,59Pk *8900 ,0230 ,5033 .8471 .4932 .SO00 ,29S3 -.7429 .3411 ,9804
.0250 -.9095 ,4954 1.0554 .0500 .2602 .7872 .5956 ,5000 .2297 -.7453 .5404 .9816
,0400 -1.2176 .4229 1.1819 .1000 .1105 ,7683 ,6580 ,5000 ,1640 -.7229 .5439 ,9760
.0600 -1.4071 .3727 1,2717 .1530 .0114 .7243 .6956 .5000 ,0984 -.7240 .5445 .9751
,0800 -1.4715 .3593 1.3047 .20_0 -*USGI .7004 .7321 .5000 .0328 -.7300 .5441 .9757
.1000 -1.4513 ,3601 1.3031 ,25_0 -.1550 ,6850 .7565 ,500G -.0328 -,7175 ,5448 ,9745
.1400 -1,6256 *3690 1.28_1 .35J0 -*2305 *0634 *7896 ,5000 -*0984 -*7624 ,5388 *9862
.1800 -1.6088 .3723 1.2784 .4500 -.2124 .6702 ,7792 .SGOb -.1640 -.7472 .5382 .9852
.2200 -1.4119 .3781 1*2669 .5500 -,1591 ,6814 .7620 ,5000 -.2297 -.7473 ,5392 .983_
.2600 -1,3824 .3851 1.2_33 .6500 -.U089 .7198 .7027 .5000 -.2953 -.7352 .5374 *9865
,3000 -1.2936 *4074 1.2100 *7500 .2522 .7825 ,6032 ,5000 -.3609 -.7545 .5352 .9901
,3400 -1,1112 .4451 1.1419 ,8000 .3469 .8068 .5030 ,5000 -.4265 -.7644 *5337 *9925
*3800 -.7211 *5465 .9718 ,8500 .4258 ,8261 .5303 .5000 -.4921 -.7607 .5334 ,9929
*4200 -.6779 .5509 .9552 .9000 .4468 .8334 .5176 .0600 .2992 -1.3098 .3998 1.2250
.4600 -,7026 .5489 .9680 .9500 .4383 .8308 .5222 .1400 .2992 -1.4454 ,3671 1.2888
,5000 -.7326 ._42_ .9282 1._000 *1029 .7669 .6601 .2200 .299Z -1.4336 *3686 1.2859
,5400 -*7502 ,5392 .9836 ,3bOU ,2992 -1.2836 ._073 1.2100
.5800 --.7499 *5308 ,9U74 .3800 ,2992 -,7593 ._355 ,9896
.6200 -.7344 *5359 .9859 .4600 .2992 -.7181 .5405 .9718
.6600 -,7151 .5461 .9725 .5400 .2992 -.7429 .5396 .9830
.7000 -*6342 .567_ .9393 .6200 .2992 -.7374 .5400 .9823
.7500 -.5103 *5932 .8982 .7000 .2992 -.6422 .)626 .9461
.8000 -*3911 .6249 .8490 ,8000 .2992 -.3954 ,6262 *8469
.8800 -.2672 ,6562 .8008 .9000 .2992 -.1489 *0854 ,7558
.9000 -.1435 ,6858 ,7552 .1000 .2302 .0955 .7441 .6640
.9500 -,0152 .7167 .7074 .2000 .2362 -.0769 .7031 .7285
.9750 .0400 ,7319 .6837 ,3500 ,2362 -.2226 .6085 .7818
1,0000 ,1029 .7469 .6601 .4500 .2302 -.1986 .6725 .7750
.5500 .2362 -.1517 .6849 .7565
.6500 .2362 -.0066 ,7210 .7008
.7500 .2362 .2509 .7838 .6011
.8000 ,2302 .3466 .8080 .5611
,8500 .23_2 .4178 .8252 .5318
.9000 ,2362 .4499 .8335 .5174
.9500 .2362 .4391 .8304 .5228
TEST 137 PT _9.3485 Phi CN .9377 COl .01997 COCOR1 .01926
RUN 27 TT 113.1_29 K CM -.1284 CD_ .01961 COCOR2 *01886
PO[NT 8 RC 15.1060 frill[ON CC -.0061 C03 ,01747 COCQR3 ,01083
NACH .6995 C04 ,01537 COCOR4 *01480
ALPHA 2.5050 OEG CD5 .01284 COCOR5 .01222
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWI$E
X/C CP P_LIP] MLOC XIC CP PpLIPI HLOC XIC YIC CR PtLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1.1009 .9932 ,0990 0.0000 1.1009 .9932 .0990 .5000 .4921 -.6737 .5583 *9530
.0040 ,1388 .7543 .6464 .0040 .8804 .9388 .3020 .50_0 .4265 ".6555 ,5540 ,9589
.0080 -.1912 .6747 ,7723 .0080 1.0194 .9730 .1954 .5000 .3609 -.6574 ._620 .9471
• 0150 -.5679 .5801 .9186 ,0230 .5509 .8574 .4745 .5G00 .2953 -.6487 .5_76 .9541
.0250 -,9746 .4805 1.08L4 .u_O_ ,3147 .7980 ,5778 .5600 ,2297 -.6384 .5651 .9422
.0400 -1.2689 .4084 1.2087 .1000 .1509 .7589 .6411 .5000 .1640 -.6303 .5649 .9426
• 0600 -1.4699 .3578 1.3078 .1500 .0490 .7339 .6806 .5000 .0984 -.6321 ,5649 .9425
• 0800 -1.5260 .3421 1.3_05 .2000 -,0444 ,7139 .7118 .5000 .0328 ".6221 .5685 .9368
• 1000 -1.5140 .3445 1.3353 .2500 -.1211 .6907 .7477 .5000 -.0328 -.6400 .5653 .9419
• 1400 -1.5170 .3521 1.31_5 .3_00 -.1917 .6739 .7735 .5000 -.0984 -.6696 .5613 .9482
• 1800 -1.5005 .3541 1._153 .4500 -.1868 .6755 .7711 .5_b0 -.1640 -.6460 .562_ ,9465
• 2200 -1.4806 ,3556 1.312_ .5500 -,1410 .6862 .7546 .5000 -.2297 -,6648 .5585 .9527
• 2600 -1.6697 ,3631 1,2969 .6500 -,0057 .7188 ,7042 ,5000 -,2953 -.6774 .5567 ,9556
.3000 -1.4569 .3548 1.3140 .7500 .2549 .7831 .6022 .5000 -.3609 -.6729 ,5524 .9624
.3400-1.4595 ,3652 1.2927 .8000 .3542 ,8106 ,5567 .5000 -.4265 -,7145 .5477 .9699
• 3800 -1.4311 .363U 1.2971 .8533 .431Z .8288 .5258 .5000 -.4921 -.7258 .5436 .9785
• 6200 -,8921 .3027 1.0433 .9_00 .4518 .8328 .5185 .0600 .2992 -1.2690 .4111 1.2037
• 4600 -.7266 .5411 .9805 .9500 .4452 .8313 .5213 .1400 *2992 -1.4940 .3505 1.3227
.5000 -,6393 .5631 ,9453 1.0000 ,1019 .7459 .6617 .2200 .2992 -1.5274 .3496 1.3247
.5400 -.6420 .5636 .9440 .3000 .2992 -1.4746 ,3572 1,3089
._800 -,6936 .5522 .9628 ,3800 .2992 -1.299_ .4011 1.2224
.6200 -.7203 .5490 ._679 .4600 .2992 -.6938 .5497 ,9667
• 6600 -.6797 .5541 ,9596 .5400 .2992 -.6442 .5612 .9485
.7000 -.6227 .5688 .9383 .0200 .2992 -.6811 .5512 .9643
.7500 -.5011 .6_00 ,_875 .7C_0 .2992 -.6202 .5676 .9382
.8000 -.3862 .623_ .H509 .8OuG .2992 -.3991 .b279 .8443
,8500 -.2691 .6571 .1994 .gbOu ,2992 -.1492 ,6849 *7506
,9000 -.1426 .6872 .7531 .I000 .236Z ,134_ .7525 .6513
• 9500 ",0221 .7137 ,7121
• 2_0_ .2362 -._343 .?118 .7150
.975_ .0432 .7310 .0851 .35ub ,2362 -.194_ ._733 .77441.0000 .1019 . 459 ,6617
• 4500 ,2362 -.1777 .6707 .7691
• 5500 .2302 -.1334 .6901 .7485
• bSU_ ,2362 .0058 ,7219 ,6994
• 7500 .2362 .2_28 .7858 ,5978
• bOO0 .2362 .3498 .8077 .5616
• 85UU ,2302 ,4196 .8252 ,5319
•guOO .2362 ,_520 o_329 .5184
• 950_ ,2362 ,4483 .8301 .5233
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT zg,34e9 PSI CN 1,0130 C01 .02730 COCORI .02644
RUN Z7 TT 113,1699 K CN -.1332 C02 .0Z672 COCORZ .02582
POINT 9 RC 15.1265 _ILLIO_ CC -.0079 C03 .02262 CDCOR3 .0Z168
MACH .7010 CO6 ,02070 COCORq *01q92
ALPHA 3.0050 OEG C05 ,01676 CDCOR5 ,01389
UPPER SUAFAC| LOWER _URFACE SPANMI$E
XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC XIC CP P_LIP1 NLOC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT _LOC
0.0000 1,0896 ,99C1 ,1197 O,UO00 1.0896 ,9901 ,1197 ,5000 .6921 -,7376 .5352 .ggO0
.0060 .0608 .7351 .bTA7 .0040 *91_0 ,967e ,Z782 ,5000 ,4Z55 -,7405 ,5368 ,9876
.0080 -.2sog .657Z .7992 .0080 1.U431 .9783 .1777 .SO00 .360g -.770g .5Z68 1.0037
• 0150 -.6198 ,5649 ,_625 .GZ30 .5979 ,8680 ,6568 .5_00 ,2953 -,7607 .5265 1,0040
• 0250 -1.0162 ,667_ 1,1C22 .0500 ,3565 ,8086 .5606 .5000 ,ZZ97 -,7497 .5363 .9882
• 0600 -1,2921 ,3967 1.L_C8 .1000 ,1879 .7671 ,6281 ,5000 ,1640 -,8856 ,6967 1,0533
,0600 -1,6999 .3468 1,3366 .1500 .076_ .7385 ,6736 .500_ ,0984 -.7808 *5265 1*004Z
• 0800 -2*5666 .330_ 1,36_& *ZOO0 -.0206 .7133 .7128 .5000 ,0328 -.7729 *§ZOb .9991
.1000 -1.5632 *3319 1.3623 *2530 "*_73 ,6969 ,7412 *5G00 -.0328 -,7541 *5364 .9880
.1400 -1.5508 .3364 1,35Z6 .3500 -,1725 ,6771 ,7588 .5000 -*Cg_4 -*7880 *5243 1.0077
,1800 -1.5486 .3362 1,3529 *6500 -,1758 ,5747 ,7723 .5600 -.1640 -,7191 ,562Z ,9787
• 2200 -1.5292 *3385 1,3_81 ,5500 -.1401 .683S .7587 .5_00 -*2297 -.7218 .5419 .9791
• 2600 -1,5134 ,3422 1.3401 .6500 .0060 .7208 .7010 .5000 -,2953 -,8930 .5692 09675
• 3000 -2,5373 .33_5 1.3680 ,7500 ,2552 ,7833 ,6019 ,5000 -,3809 -,&787 ,5515 ,g638
,3400 -1,5285 *3302 1,3488 ,8030 .3579 ,8&90 ,559_ .5000 -.4265 -,8764 .5531 ,9612
,3800 -1.5471 .3366 1,3522 °8500 .4367 ,8268 .5290 .5000 -,4921 -.7088 ,5673 ,9705
.4200 -1,5067 .3694 A.3250 ,9UO0 .4583 .8329 ,5185 .0600 ,2992 -1.3213 ,3976 1,2292
,4600 -1,2982 ,3936 1,236P ,g§O0 ,6482 .8323 .5195 ,1400 .2992 -1,5623 .3339 1,3580
,5000 -,?801 ,5266 1,_039 1,0_00 ,0998 ,7463 ,6612 ,2200 ,2992 -1,5730 ,3323 1,3614
• 5400 -,6667 ,5_08 ,9_91 ,300_ .2992 -1.5535 *3380 1,3492
• 5800 -,6170 .5702 ,9342 ,3800 *2992 -1.6787 ,3537 1,3161
,6200 -.6038 .ST&U ,9345 .4600 .2992 -1,0690 ,6566 1,1217
• 6600 -,6076 *5698 ,9367 ,5400 ,2992 -,6E65 ,5686 ,9367
• 7000 -,5662 *5805 ,91_0 .6200 ,2992 -.6159 ,5895 .9353
• 7500 -,4807 ,6017 ,8848 .7000 ,2992 -.5848 .5775 .9226
• 8000 -.3752 .6268 .8660 .8COO ,2992 -.3763 .6294 .8419
.8500 -,2602 .6551 ,8u08 ,go00 ,2992 -,_556 ,6862 .7§77
• 9000 -,1494 .6852 .7552 ,1000 ,2362 ,1904 *7657 ,b303
• 9500 -°0222 ,7127 .7136 ,2_00 .236_ -,0039 .7210 ,7008
• 9750 ,0345 *7306 *6860 *3500 ,2382 -.1710 .6796 ,7648
1.0000 *0998 *7463 .6612 ,4500 ,2362 -.1559 *683Z .7592
,_500 ,2362 -.IZ97 .6907 ,7477
• 5500 .2362 .UI&O ,7230 ,b976
.7_C0 ,2352 ,2616 .7857 ,5980
,SG_O *2362 ,3581 .8098 .5580
• 8500 .2362 ,6223 *8248 .5325
.gGoo .235Z ,6566 .8338 .5189
,9500 .2362 ,4492 ,_325 .5191
TEST 137 PT 29,350k PSI CN 1,0543 ¢01 .03631 COCOR1 .03338
RUN 27 71 1_3,1738 K CH -,1319 C02 ,0333T COCOR2 ,03238
POINT 10 RC 15,1080 NILLION CC -,0106 CO3 ,02826 CDCOR3 ,02735
eACH .6_.98 CO4 ,02521 CDCOR4 .02432
ALPHA 3.4927 DEG C05 .01766 CDCOR5 ,01673
UPPER SURFACE Lt'_Yl:R SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PJLIPT HLOC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT NLOC
0,0000 1.0607 .9832 .1561 0,0000 1,&607 .9832 ,1561 ,50(,0 ,6921 -,8316 .5151 1.0227
,0060 -,0021 .71_6 ,7032 ,0060 ,9549 ,9570 .2515 .500C .6265 -,8298 ,5157 1.0218
,0080 -.3114 ,8620 ,8226 ,uO_U 1,_)873 ,9865 ,1496 .5000 ,3609 -,8312 .5169 1,0198
,0150 -.7069 .5473 .9705 ,0230 .6315 .6771 .6375 ,5000 ,2953 -,8760 ,5045 1,0402
,0250 -1,0761 .6533 1,1274 .0500 .3927 .8173 .5653 ,5C00 .2297 -.8433 .5150 1,0229
,0600 -1,3459 .3868 1.2698 .1000 ,2270 ,7772 ,6118 .5000 ,1660 -,8738 .5070 1.U361
.0600 -1.5605 .3352 1,35_2 ,1_00 ,1100 .7667 .6605 ._CO0 ,0986 -,8981 ,4970 1.0527
,0800 -1,6234 13188 1,3911 ,20GO ,U065 ,7216 ,7002 . .5U00 ,8328 -.8791 ,5063 1,040b
,1000 -1,6057 ,320J. 1.3881 .2530 -,0695 ,7066 ,7263 ,5000 -.0328 -,8813 .5088 1,0331
,1400 -1.6116 ,3251 1,3772 ,3500 -.1576 ._807 .7631 ,5_,uO -,0984 -.8456 .5098 1.0314
.1800 -1,6185 ,325_, 1o3765 .6500 -,1581 ,8611 ,7826 ,5000 -,1660 -.7686 ,5330 ,9935
.2200 -1,5973 ,3256 1.3766 ,_Oo -. 1260 ,6898 .7691 ,5000 -,2297 -.7417 .5410 .9806
,2600 -1.5773 .3307 1,364e .6500 ,5045 ,7217 ,6997 ,5000 -.2953 -.7598 .5319 ,9953
.3000 -1,5941 ,3267 1,3736 .7_00 ,2539 .71_23 .5U35 ,SgO0 -, 3609 -, 8963 .5505 .9655
,3600 -1.6003 ,3273 1.3724 ,HOOu ,3590 oU105 ,556R ,500u -.4265 -.6776 .555_ ,9576
,3800 -1,5033 ,3247 1.3779 .t_500 ,6366 .B_7 °5240 ,5000 -o4921 -,6986 ,5511 .9645
.4200 -1.5877 *3319 1.36Z3 *go00 .652h .8327 .5188 .ObOU .299Z -1.3128 .3975 1,2_92
,4600 -1.2255 ,4206 1,181_5 ,_5_0 ,4532 ,P336 ,5172 .1400 ,2992 -1.6313 ,3207 1.3858
.5000 -.8872 ,49(_7 _,C4_ _.UOJO ,d846 ,7436 ,6654 ,2_00 ,2992 -1.6148 ,3185 1.3917
,5400 -.7320 .5406 .9813 .3000 .2992 -1.6121 .3235 1.3806
.5800 --,6192 .8686 ._3_7 .380_ ,2992 -1.5445 .341_ 1.3417
,8200 -,5699 ,5782 ,9,?.15 ,6600 ,2992 -1.1859 ,6308 1,1675
.6600 -,5660 .5829 .9162 ,5600 ,2992 -,5876 ,5510 ,9646
,7000 -,_412 *_903 .9027 ,62U0 .2992 -.5763 .57_0 .9219
.7530 -,6619 .&O_ .87_ .7006 .2992 -.5489 ,sb7g ,9064
.8000 -,3698 .&305 ._603 , B_t,O .2992 -.3656 *6333 ,8359
.8500 -.2575 .5_9 *79b6 .go00 ,2992 -,1402 *8856 .7554
,9000 -,1647 .6873 .7529 • lO(;G • ;'3_g ,2233 .7771 ,8120
*9500 -,0274 ,7153 .709& .EOO0 ,2362 ,_Z30 .7Z87 .8d88
.9750 .0221 ,72_q ,6891 ,35Uf. .2362 -.1656 ,bS&O ,7549
1.0000 .0846 ,7436 ._6:6 ,4500 ,2362 -,1443 *6874 ,752_
.55GG ,2352 -,111 ,_ ,6961 ,7425
.6500 .2362 ,0059 .7237 ._965
,75U0 ,;_382 .2573 .7836 .8017
..8_C0 .2362 .3636 .8111 .5550
,8500 ,23_2 .6316 ,8286 ,5263
.90u0 .2362 *4588 *8354 .5141




TEST 137 PT Z9.35U4 PSI CN 1.0851 ¢01 .04301 CDCOR1 .04204
RUN 27 T1 113.21U7 K CH -*1302 C02 .04110 COCOR2 .04004
POINT 11 AC 15.1121 _ILLI_N CC -.0122 ¢03 .03512 COCOR3 .03413
HACH .7U07 CO4 .02944 CDCOR4 .02842
ALPHA 4,u032 OEG C05 .02189 CDC3R5 .02087
UPPER SURFACE LOdE_ SURFACE SPANdISE
X/C CP PJLIP] MLOC XIC CP P,L/PT MLQC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.0412 ,0779 .1790 U,O003 1.0412 ,9779 .1790 .5000 .4921 -.9419 ,4878 1.0681
,0040 -.0928 .6990 .7340 .GC40 .9559 .9594 .2442 .5000 .4265 -,9932 .4740 1.0915
*0080 ".3965 .6237 *6507 *UUEO 1*0e53 .9891 .1251 .5000 .3609 -*9564 .4855 1.0719 •
.0150 -.7596 .5335 ._927 .0230 .6710 .8859 .4201 .5000 .2953 -.9613 .4828 1.0765
*0250 -1.1204 .4322 1.1524 .u_OJ .4302 .8779 *5271 .5000 .2297 -*9338 ,4935 1.0585
.0400 -1.3870 .3729 1.2772 .1000 .2383 *7790 .6088 .5000 .1640 -.9497 .4860 1.0713
,0600 -1.6095 .3219 1.3842 .1500 .1314 .7540 .6490 .5000 .0984 -.9560 .4833 1.0757
.0800 -1.6733 .3083 1.4149 .2000 .U335 .7287 .6887 .500G ._328 -.q029 .5003 1.0_72
,1000 -1.6620 .3088 1.4137 .Z5_0 -.0474 .7094 .7187 .5000 -.0328 -.9318 .4934 1.0588
.1400 -1.6559 .3104 1.4099 .3500 -.1475 .6816 .7516 .5000 -.0984 -.8904 .5040 1.0410
,1800 -1.6389 .3139 1.4022 .4500 -.154Z .6800 .7641 .500C -.1540 -e_452 ,9152 1.0225
.2200 -1.63T0 .3125 1.4054 .550_ -.1283 .6886 .7506 .5000 -.2297 -.B099 .5221 1*_113
,2600 -1.6324 .3170 1.39_0 .6500 .O00E .7216 ,6999 .5000 -.2953 -.7645 .5312 ,9965
.3000 -1.6390 .3141 1.4019 .78u0 .2480 .7A18 .6043 .5000 -.3609 -.6950 .5494 .9672
.3400 -1,6537 .3136 1,4029 .8000 .3444 .8057 .5649 .5000 -.4255 -.6738 ._541 .9_97
.3800 -1.6562 .3109 1.40d9 .8_00 .4281 .8262 ,5301 .5000 -.4921 -.6828 ._525 .9622
.4200 -1.6500 .3175 1.3939 .9000 .4448 .8298 .5239 .0600 .2992 -1.3252 .3939 1.2361
,4600 -1.2298 ,4167 1,1933 .9500 ,4417 ,8298 .5239 .1400 .2992 -1,6459 .3123 1.4057
.5000 -.9413 .4B70 1.0695 1.0000 *0522 .7343 .6800 .220C .2992 -1.6824 .30_1 1.4199
*5400 -.7768 .5313 ,2962 ,3000 ,2992 -1.6537 ,3090 1.4133
.5800 -.6695 .5579 .9537 .3800 .29_2 -1.6455 .3187 1.3912
.6200 -.5848 ,5791 .92U1 ,4_00 .2992 -1,4006 .3744 1.2742
,6600 -._§04 .5878 .90_4 .5400 .2992 -.7858 .5262 1.0045
.7000 -,5109 ,5958 ,8940 ,6200 ,2992 -,5774 .5796 .9190
.7500 -.4440 .6100 .8711 .7000 .2992 -.5210 ._937 .8973
,8000 -.3561 .6331 .8362 .8000 .2292 -.3468 .0348 .8337
.8500 -,2551 ,6577 ,7984 ,9000 .2992 -.1428 .6857 .7554
,9000 -.1516 .6837 .7584 .1000 .2362 .2390 .7817 .6045
,9500 -,0483 .7111 .7161 .ZOO0 .2362 .040§ .7307 .6856
.9750 .0061 .7222 .6989 .3500 *2362 -.1378 .6862 .7545
1*0000 .0522 .7343 .6800 .4500 .2362 -.1465 .6852 .7550
.5500 .2362 -.1160 ,6926 .7448
.6500 *2362 .0097 *72Z5 .6983
.7500 .2362 *2520 .7836 .6014
,8000 *2362 .3518 .8069 *5630
.8500 .2362 .4200 .8262 .5301
.9000 .2362 *4506 ._322 .$196
.9500 .2362 .4462 .8320 *5200
TEST 137 PT _9.3505 PSI CN 1.O911 CD1 .06808 COCOR1 .06681
RUN 27 TT 113.2191 K CM -.1238 C02 .06189 CDCOR2 .06070
POINT 12 RC ,5.1174 MILLION CC -.0116 C03 .05468 CDCOR3 .05364
MACH .7051 C04 ,04120 COCOR_ .04011
ALPHA 4,9994 OEG CO5 *0371_ COCOR_ *03601
UPPER SURFACE LO_R _URFACE SPANWI$E
X/C CP PeLIP1 MLOC XIC CP. P_LIPT MLOC XlC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .9973 .9669 .2202 0.0000 *9973 .9669 *2202 .5000 .4921 -.8815 ,4q92 1.0490
.0040 -.1817 .6754 ,7713 .OGAb 1.0229 .9736 .1961 .5006 .4265 -.9176 ,4945 1.0569
.0080 -.6981 .5981 .8904 .0080 1.1105 .9954 .0813 .5600 .3609 -.9348 .4883 1.0674
.0150 -.8535 .5116 1._285 .0230 .7173 .8971 .3973 .5000 .2953 -.9447 .4859 1.0713
.0250 -1.2240 .4176 1.1917 .0500 .4749 .h380 .5395 .500G .2297 -.9416 .4853 1.0707
• 0400 -1.5030 .3503 1.3232 .1U00 .2958 .7934 .5854 .5000 .1540 -.9348 .4893 1.0556
.0600 -1,6970 .3029 1.4272 .1500 .1786 ,7653 ,6310 .5000 ,09S4 -.q274 .4887 l*ObTb
• 0800 -1.7394 .2893 1,4_95 .2_00 ,0641 .73_5 .6765 .5000 .0328 -.9277 .4884 1.0671
.1000 -1.7205 .2920 1.4_31 .25U0 -.0093 .7196 .7029 .5000 -.0318 -.9294 .4820 1.0661
.1400 -1.7278 .2920 1.4530 .3500 -.1240 .6898 .7490 .5000 -.0984 -.9270 .4918 1.0614
• 1800 -1.7103 .2932 1.4503 .4500 -.1411 .6865 .7541 .5000 -.1640 -.9031 .4983 1.0505
• 2200 -1.6977 .2970 1.4411 .5500 -.1329 .6888 .7506 .5000 -.2297 -.8480 .5115 1*0286
.2600 -1.665Z .3041 1.4244 .6500 -.0225 .7146 .7106 .5COC -.2953 -.7930 .5235 L.0089
• 3000 -1.7053 ,2999 1.4342 .7500 .227_ *7759 .6138 ,5_UU -*3609 -.7187 .5422 *9787
.3400 -1.5168 ,3440 1*336_ .8609 .3279 .8014 .5721 .5000 -.4265 -.6458 .5594 .9513
.3800 -1.43_1 .3644 1.2944 *8500 *4062 .8198 .5413 ._000 -,4921 -,65U7 ,5648 ,9427
,4200 -1,2028 .4215 1.1844 ,_000 .4224 .8241 .5337 ,0600 .2992 -_.4933 .3485 1,3270
.4600 -1.0223 .4677 1.1_25 ,9530 ,4_91 .8229 .5358 ,1400 .2992 -1.7106 ,2942 1.4479
• 5000 -.9298 .4882 1,u67_ 1.OuO0 -,0884 .7045 .7264 ,220G .2992 -1.7348 .2911 1,4551
.5400 -,8599 .5053 1.03P9 .3_00 ,2992 -1.6479 ,3121 1.4063
.5800 -.7537 .5326 ._942 ,380_ .2992 -1.4110 .3715 1.2800
• 6200 -.673_ ,5545 ,9591 ,4600 ,7992 -1,051_ ,4612 1.1137
.6600 -.5821 .577€ .ZZ_ .5400 .2992 -.8513 ._070 1.0361
• 7000 -.5169 .5_33 *_qTg *b2UO *2992 -.6719 .5573 *9545
• 7500 -.4346 .6124 ._6_3 .7000 .2992 -.5162 .5910 *9016
• 8000 -,3486 .6339 .fi350 ,EO00 ,2992 "°3366 ,6387 ,8276
• 8500 -,2794 ,6503 ,_097 ,9000 .2992 -.1738 .6_13 .7621
.qo00 -.1812 .6797 .7646 .1000 .2362 .2872 .7924 .5869
.9500 -.1290 ,6897 .7491 .ZGO_ *2362 .0819 .7414 .6688
• 9750 -.0879 .6995 .7341 ,3500 .2362 -.1161 ,5935 .7433
1.0000 -,0684 ,7045 .72_4 .450_ ,2362 -.1334 .6885 .7511
.550_ ,2362 -.1281 ,6876 .7525
.6_00 ,2362 -,0067 .717_ .7061
.7_b0 .2362 .22_0 .7765 ._130
.eO06 *2362 .3324 ._026 ,570i
.8_00 .2362 .39q9 .8196 .5414
.9000 .2362 ,4280 .826B .5290
.95_ .2362 .4133 .8249 .5323
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT Z4.8993 PSI CN ,259b CO1 ,00929 COCORI ,00900
RUN 19 TT 103.1933 K CN -,1307 CO2 ,00933 CDCOR2 .00904
POINT 1 RC 14.9711 _ILLTNN C¢ .0170 CO3 .00906 C060R3 .00883
"_ MACH .7Zu7 CO4 .00889 CDCOR4 .00868
ALPHA -Z,bObO OEG CO5 ,00850 CDCOR5 .008Z9
UPPER SURFACE LOwLR 3UPFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P,L/P1 _LOC XIC CP PpLIPT _LOC XIC YIC CP PpLIP/ HLOC
0,0000 1.0246 ,9712 ,ZO_U beOOUO 1.U246 ,971Z .2U50 .SbOu ,69Z2 -.5915 .5573 .9549
.0060 *9033 ,9601 ,Z_5 .G_40 ,1226 .7&03 .6709 .560_ ,4265 -°6057 .5527 .9621
• 0080 ,6634 .8781 *_354 .0080 .2911 .7834 ,6010 .500C ,3509 -,6136 *5502 *9661
• 0150 .3219 .7917 ,_4 ,_230 -*Z725 .6_83 ,8285 .5000 *1953 -*613U ,55Cb .9655
• 0250 -,0472 ,6983 ,73_2 .0_00 -.3952 ,_G73 .8764 ,5000 *2297 -,6183 o369Z ,9678
• 0400 -.3346 .6236 .6512 .1000 -.4173 .6019 .0848 .5000 .1640 -.6151 .5503 .9659
• 0600 -.4484 .5935 .8979 .1500 -.4542 °5909 .9619 *5000 o0984 -.6162 .5496 .9671
.0800 -.4376 .5947 .896U *2000 -.5143 .5770 .9237 .5000 .0328 -.5125 .5507 .9653
.1000 -.4406 .5953 .P951 .2500 -*5593 .5662 *9408 .50gO -.0328 ".6L71 .5514 *9642
.1400 -.4590 *5908 .9021 .3500 -.5636 *5666 *9602 .500_ -*0984 -.6239 .5681 .9696
• 1800 -.4993 °5790 o9205 .45U0 -.4421 .5961 .8939 .5000 -.1640 -.6184 .5686 *9687
.2200 -.5237 .5737 .9288 .55U0 -.3142 .6279 .8466 .SCOG -.2297 -.6_64 .5501 .9663
.Z600 -.5361 .5715 .9_24 .6500 -.U954 .682_ .76_1 .50_0 -*2953 -.6120 .5506 *9656
• 3000 -.5734 .5610 .94_9 .7500 .1976 .7590 .6413 .5000 -.3609 ".6099 *5511 .963Z
.3400 °.5780 .55_4 .9516 .8000 ,Z950 .78_ .6003 .5000 -.42_5 -.6104 .5507 .9654
•3800 -.5850 .5578 ,9541 .85_0 *3639 ,8vli ,5729 .50UC -,4921 -.6056 ._518 .9636
•6ZOO -.5900 .55b5 ,9562 .9000 .4001 .8L09 .5564 ,0600 ,2991 -.3935 .5064 .8779
,4600 -.6116 ,5513 .96&5 ,9503 .6061 ,61_6 .553_ .1400 *_991 --,4580 .5885 *9056
•5000 -.6228 .548U ,9698 1.00_0 .1384 .742R *6669 .2200 .2992 -*5183 .5748 *9272
•5400 -.6283 ,54t7 .671_ 03000 ,2992 -.5507 .5684 .9373
•5800 -,6483 ,5435 ,9770 ,3800 *2992 -.5893 .5584 .9531
,8200 -.6700 .5361 ,9886 .4600 ,2962 -.6018 ,5567 .9590
_6600 -.6576 ,5386 .9849 .5600 ,1991 -,6211 ,5502 o9661
•7000 -.5885 .5568 .9556 ,8200 ,2992 -,6527 ,5411 ,9808
• 7500 -.6737 .5P61 o9095 .7GGO .2992 -.5919 .5568 .9555
.8000 -.3645 *b150 .86_5 .8000 ._991 -.3639 .6136 ,8666
• _500 -.2668 .6447 .8187 .900_ .2992 -.1333 .6740 .7736
• 9000 -,1284 .6745 ,7728 .1000 .?382 -,4219 .590_ .8879
• 9500 -.0015 .7078 .7214 .2000 .2352 -.503% .5777 .9226
• 9750 .0690 .7251 .6947 .3500 .2362 -.5573 .5644 .9436
1.0000 ,1384 .742_ ,6669 .4500 .2382 -.4336 .5958 .8967
.550_ ,2352 -.3133 .6270 .8660
.6500 ,2382 -.0942 .6823 .7608
• 7500 .2361 .19Z7 .7574 .6637
,8C00 .2352 ,293_ ,7844 .6004
• 8500 .2362 *3597 .8013 .5725
• 9000 .2362 .3994 .6112 .5559
,9500 ,2382 .39Z2 ,8090 .5596
TEST 137 Pl 24.8_99 o_I CN .4u97 COl .00965 COCORE .00917
RUN 29 T1 103.1496 _ C_ -.1333 C02 .00947 COCOR2 *00917
POINT 2 RC 14,97J6 _ILLION CC .0179 C03 .00925 COCOR3 .00901
NA:H .7201 CO4 ,G0909 COCDR4 ,00886
ALPHA -1.0081 DEG CD5 .00865 COCOR5 *00841
UPPER SURFACE LO_E_ bURFACE SPAN_ISE
X/C CP P_L/PT _LOC _/C CP P_L/PT _LOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT NLOC
0,0000 1.1130 .9936 .0958 U.£000 1.I_30 *9936 .0958 .5000 .4911 -.663% .5381 .9856
*0040 .7703 .9054 .3_01 .0040 .3623 .8018 .5716 .500C .%265 -.6760 .5370 .9874
.0080 .5022 .8374 .5107 .GUSO .5286 .8443 .4985 .5000 .3609 -.5779 .5353 .9901
.0150 *1223 .7408 .670_ .0230 -._55 .700_ .7335 .5000 .2953 -.683_ .5333 ,9936
.0250 -.2580 .6427 *8Z17 .0500 -.19_9 .6577 .7987 .5000 .2297 -.6885 .5316 .9960
.0400 -.5649 .5830 .9458 *IO00 -.2578 .6430 .8212 .500_ *1640 -.6869 .5316 .9961
.0600 -.6897 .5347 .9911 .1500 -.31_4 .6281 .8442 .5000 .0984 -.5867 .5330 .9939
*0800 -.6406 .544_ .9748 .Z00U -.3887 .6094 .8731 .5000 .0328 -.6871 .5318 .9958
*1000 -*6256 .5468 .9716 .2500 -._417 .5966 .8931 .5000 -.C3_8 -.6837 .5318 .9961
.1400 -,62Z5 ,$5_8 ,9652 ,3500 -,_729 .5876 .9070 .5C00 -,0984 -.59_8 ,5_84 1.0012
.1800 -.645_ .54_6 .97_2 .4500 -.3845 .6003 .8733 .5000 -.1640 -.6946 .5282 1.0016
.2200 -.6693 .542_ .97_b .5500 -.2748 ._405 .8_5Z .5000 -.2297 -.6819 .5337 *99Z7
.2600 -.6553 .5402 ._822 .6500 -.0742 .6899 .749L .5C00 -.2953 -.6850 .5316 .9962
.3000 -.6867 .5342 ._918 .7500 .2106 .7618 .6368 .5000 -.3609 -.6781 .5360 o9869
.3400 -,6773 ,535_ .9r_98 .8000 ,3115 ,7894 ,5921 ,5000 -.4265 -.6846 ,5344 o9916
,3800 -.6813 ,533_ .9926 ,8500 .379_ ,POb7 ,563% ,5000 -,4921 -.6785 .5333 .9933
.4200 -*673? .5355 ,g_97 .goUo .4197 .8162 ,5%74 *ObO0 *2992 -.629Z .5473 e9709
,4600 -,6910 .53C5 .997g .9_00 .4_25 o8171 .5%59 .1400 ,2992 -.6200 .5503 .9661
.5000 -.6934 .5312 .9967 1.00G0 .1_97 ,7410 .6697 .2200 .2992 -.6470 .5428 .9781
,5600 --.6982 .5260 1.0_C6 .3000 .7992 -.6623 ,5398 .9819
*5_00 -.6998 ,5276 I*UJ_8 .3800 -?@91 -.6829 o5335 ,9929
.6200 -.7388 *52_3 1.0113 =6bOG .2992 -*6777 .5359 .9892
.6600 -*7022 .5263 1,uu48 .5_06 *?g_2 -,67g8 .5363 *98_5
.7000 -.6063 *5531 .gbl_ *8200 .2992 -.6979 .5316 *9966
.7500 -.4872 .5824 .9153 .7c00 ,7991 -.6173 .5_31 ,9516
,8000 -*3729 .6141 ._059 ._GUC .zg_2 -.370_ .bl6g °8662
.8500 -°2476 ._4tl ._165 ,9000 .2992 -.1321 .5741 .7735
.9000 -.1255 .6755 .77]_ o100_ .2302 -.26_ .o420 ,8229
.9_uO -.0033 .7087 .71C2 .2000 .2381 -.3807 .b093 .8733
.9750 .0648 .724_ .89h4 .3500 *73&2 -.4633 .5902 .9031
1.0000 .1297 .7610 .b697 .6500 .2361 -.3760 *b110 .8706
.5_0C .2362 -,2749 ,6381 ,8288
.85C0 .23_2 -.0735 ._g02 .7687
.750G .2381 .2151 .7638 .8336
.,CO0 .1362 .3107 .7888 .5932
.8500 .73_2 .3815 .8064 ,5639
.g_oo .2362 .4176 ,_161 .5475
.9500 .2362 .4226 ._175 .5453
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 237 PT 24.*081 PSI CN ,4825 CO1 ,O09eZ CDCOR1 ,00935
PUN 29 TT 1_3,1244 K CN -,1344 CO* .00963 COCOR2 ,00935
POINT 3 RC 14.9773 MILLION CC ,0168 CD3 .00937 ¢DCOR3 ,00915
_ACH .TZ_O C04 *0092L ¢DC0R4 .00894 w
ALPHA -.49_0 DEG CD5 ,G0880 C000R5 ,00857
UPPER SURFACE LO_Ee SURFACE SPANMISE
XIC CP PpLIPT _L_C XIC CP P,LIPT MLDC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 [.1343 .99.4 .o301 0,0000 [.[343 .*994 .03uL .5_00 .4921 -.6*62 .5289 1,0004
• 0040 .6*08 ,8858 .kZ_6 ._U40 .45*8 .8254 ,5316 .500_ ,4265 -,7115 .5244 [.0078
• 0080 *40*6 .8130 .5529 .0080 .639_ .8716 .4483 ,5C00 .3609 -.7151 .5264 1*0046
.0150 *0274 ,7156 .70_4 .0230 .075. *7279 *6903 ,5000 .2953 -*72*0 ,517' 1.0185
• 0250 -*3609 .6139 *8662 *0500 -.0*62 .6841 .7581 *5000 .2297 -*7186 ,5268 1.0038
• 0400 -.6744 .5329 ,9940 .1000 -*[871 *6589 *7*6* ,5000 ,1640 -.7129 .5243 1.0085
,0600 -.8517 .48.5 [.06_6 ,150_ -,2565 .6417 ,8233 .5000 .0.84 -.7177 ,5Z58 1.0054
• OeOu -.7503 ,5150 1,_232 .ZOO0 -*3345 ,_Z04 ,8561 ,5000 ,0328 -.7198 .5237 1.0089
,1000 -,7211 ,5233 1.0U_ .250_ -.3914 ,bOB* .8750 .500U -,0328 -.7318 ,51.7 1,0155
,1400 -,7C57 ,5291 1,0002 .3500 -,4326 .5954 ,8949 ,5_00 -,6984 -.7335 .5188 [.0169
,1800 -,7184 ,5269 1.U836 ,4500 -.3_65 ,6168 .8647 ,5000 -,[640 -.7230 ,525[ 1,0066
,2200 -.7243 .5202 [.0[47 ._500 -**592 .6416 ,8235 ,5000 -.2297 -.7264 ,SZZb 1,0108
• 2600 -,7138 ,5244 1,U078 ,6500 -,_&Z3 ._*18 .7_2 ,5C00 -.2953 -.7151 .5241 _,0083
• 3000 -.7470 ,51_3 1,02.7 ,7500 ,ZZZ5 .7654 ,6310 ,5000 -,3609 -.7242 ,5211 1.0131
• 3400 -.7358 ,52[[ 1.0[_2 .eooo .3235 ,792* ,5875 .5000 -.4Z65 -,7232 .5247 [,0073
• 3800 -,7452 .5137 1,0254 ,8500 ,3941 .8108 ,5565 .5000 -.4921 -o70b2 ,5304 ,9*80
,4200 -.7086 .5244 .**,7 .*000 ,4233 .615* .547' .0600 .***********'4U[.,2,*********
.4600 -.7210 .52[9 1.0119 .*500 .42_5 .h197 ._414 .1400 .2**2 -.7085 .5264 1.0045
• 5000 -*7243 .5242 1,_U_* 1*b030 .1203 .7390 ,6729 .2200 ,2992 -,7224 .5263 1.0047
.5400 -,7277 ,5217 1._12. .30_0 ,Z*Z -,7166 .5278 1.0023
.5800 -.7391 .5178 1,0186 .3800 .2992 -.7423 ,5*07 1.0138
,6200 -,7413 .5168 1,020Z .4600 .29*2 -,7162 .5261 1,0050
,6600 -.7091 .5287 I.OOG9 .5400 .2992 -.72.6 .5242 1.0081
.7000 -.6208 .54,6 .9671 .6200 .29,2 -.7237 .5219 1.0119
.7500 -.4850 .5832 .9140 .70C0 .2992 -.6238 .547[ .9711
• 8000 -,3750 ,6120 ,87_8 ,8000 .2*9* -,3736 .6165 .8621
.8_00 -.2495 .6458 .8170 9000 .29*2 -.134[ .6746 .7727
• 9000 -,1293 ,6775 ,7682 .1000 ,2362 -,191. .65'0 ,7966
• 9500 .0014 .7085 .72_4 2000 *2382 -.31'3 .6360 .8414
.*750 .0615 .7268 .b*1* .3500 .2362 -.4206 .6046 .8805
1,0000 ,1203 .7390 ,6729 ,4500 *'362 -.34.7 ,6183 ,8594
,5500 *2362 -.2550 .6440 ,8198
6500 ,2362 -.06*4 .6*23 ,7455
.7580 .2362 ,Z183 ,766Z ,62*8
80GO ,2362 ,319_ ,7.1. .5881
8500 *'36, .3840 .808* .5010
.9C00 .2362 .4,51 ,8181 ,5442
.9500 .*352 .3963 .8098 ,5582
TEST 137 PT 24.*0_6 PSI CN *5550 CO1 ,00984 C0C0_1 *00959
RUN 2' TT 103.0613 K CH -.1336 C02 ,00985 CDCORZ .00958
POINT 4 RC [4,9864 HILLION CC .0145 003 .00963 COCOR3 ,00940
HACH .7196 C04 .00936 CDCOR4 .00914
ALPHA -.0192 OEG C05 .006_6 C000_5 .00B73
UPPER SURFACE LO_E_ SURFACE SPANdISE
XlC CP P_LIPT _LOC XIC CP P_LIP_ MLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1462 1.0026 0._00 O,O00d 1,1462 1.0026 0.0000 ,50OU ,4921 -*7353 .5205 I*014*
.0040 .6076 ,8640 ._675 .0040 .5481 ,_4_5 .4909 .5_00 .4265 -.7478 .5173 1.0193
• 0080 .3091 .7887 ._933 .OO_O .7360 .8971 .3977 .5000 .3609 -.7505 .517U 1.0199
.0150 -.0686 .6*15 ,7466 .0230 .1712 .7531 .6507 .50OO .2953 -.7476 .5170 l.Ol**
.0250 -.4576 .59ub .9021 .OSOU -.01,6 .7029 .72qi .5000 .22,7 -.7548 .5135 1.0257
.0400 -.7853 .5075 1.0355 ,1000 -,1260 *6752 ,7118 .5000 .1640 -,750[ .5147 1.0236
•0500 -**798 .4577 l.IZOd ,1500 -,I'90 *_589 ,7969 .5000 .0984 -.7521 ,5198 1.0153
.0800 -.9768 ,4553 1.1.42 .*OJO -.27_0 .6367 .8310 .5G00 ,03*8 -.7500 ,5149 1.0233
,1000 -.8617 .4884 1.0675 .2500 -,3445 .6*09 ,8554 .5000 -.0328 -.7565 .5147 1,0237
• 1400 -.8044 .501q i.34_ .350u -.3_30 .6J,9 .8723 .5_00 -.0984 -.7628 .5127 1.0269
• 1800 -*7875 .508_ 1,0340 ,4500 -,3257 ,6253 .8486 .5000 -.1640 -,7530 ,51_4 1,0Z24
• 2.00 -,798Z °504* [*d399 ,5500 -.2424 .64b7 .8157 ,5000 -.2297 -*7486 .517_ 1.0186
.2600 -.7792 ,5098 1.u327 .6590 -.8576 .6921 .7458 .5000 -.2953 -.7469 ,5185 1.0174
.3000 -.8086 .5017 1,0451 .7500 .2231 .7662 ,6Z98 ,5000 -.3609 -.7556 .5172 1.0196
,3400 -.8028 .5036 1.u4ZO .8000 .3_50 ,7.17 .5884 ,5000 -,4Z65 -,75*8 .5133 1,0260
• 3800 -.78.4 .5062 1.u_70 .8500 ,4008 .81Z1 .5544 ,5000 -,4.21 -.756' .5135 1.0256
• 4200 -.7616 .5117 [,GZBb ,9000 ,43.3 .819d .5413 .0600 .2992 -.8439 ,4925 1.0605
.4600 -.7606 ,5120 [,uZ_O *_500 .4271 ,8189 .5429 ,1400 ,2*92 -,8025 .5056 1.0387
,5000 -.7600 .5178 1.0186 1°0U30 .1132 .7405 *0706 **200 ,29*2 -*79*0 .5043 1.0409
,5400 -.7555 .5135 1,0256 .3000 .2_92 -.7737 .5117 [.0286
• 5800 -.7512 ,5145 1.0*4_ .3800 .2992 -.7..2 .5053 1.03'*
• 6200 -.7553 ,5146 1.0238 .46_ .2*92 -.75Z5 .51_0 I*0232
.6600 -,71.2 .5241 1,_83 .5400 ,2..2 -.7386 ,_ZZ4 1.0110
• 7000 -.6160 .5517 .9630 ,6200 .299, -.7371 .5224 1.0111
• 7500 -.490* .5840 .91,7 .7000 .29*Z -.6331 .5467 *'718
.8000 -.3768 .5139 ,8662 .800¢ ,z,g* -.3758 ,6139 .866Z
,8500 -.2483 ,6446 .P189 ._000 .2*92 -.1358 ,b742 .7733
• *000 -.1269 .6752 .771# .100_ *2362 -.1247 .6761 .7704
.*500 *0021 .70_6 ,7*02 .2000 *2362 -,2672 ,6386 .8280
• 9750 .0644 .723_ .6965 ,3500 .7362 -,3d51 .6113 .8702
[°0000 .113' .7405 oh706 o4500 .2362 -.31'7 .6305 _406
,5560 .236* -,*370 .6480 .8136
,6500 .2362 -,0535 ,b967 *7387
.7_00 .236* .2265 .7669 ,6286
,8008 .236* .3287 .7*36 ,5853
.8_bu ,*362 .3920 .8100 .557*
.gCUO .Z3bZ *4204 .8176 .5451
ogSbU .?_62 .4336 ,8205 ,5400
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT Z7,6b@q PSI CN .02q4 C01 .01031 COCORL .OOqqB
-._ RUN Z9 71 11_.0481 K C_ -.1335 COZ .01031 C_¢0R2 .00995
POINT 5 RC 15.10_b NILLIG% CC .0L17 C03 .01303 COCO*3 .00q76
M_CH .7194 C04 .00971 COCOR4 .00q44
ALPHA .5091 DEG C05 .009Z1 COCOR5 .00892
UPPER SURPACE LOdER SURFACE SP&NgISE
XIC CP PeLIPT _LOC XlC CP PeL/eT qLOC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.'507 1.0034 J*_U_O U.uUUU 1.1507 1._J34 U.UO00 .5000 .4q'1 -°7555 .5117 1.0283
• 0040 .5314 .8434 .5u_0 .0040 ._35q ._714 .44_4 ._000 .4Z_5 -.7732 o51,3 1.0,73
• 0080 .2221 .7644 ._325 .0080 ._100 .4174 .3537 *5GUb .3009 -*7552 .5107 **0300
.0150 -.1005 **083 .7821 .0*30 .Z*03 .7737 .6175 .5000 *zq_3 -.7,60 .5123 1.0273
• 0250 -.5023 .5*52 .96ZZ .0_0_ .059, .7215 .7000 *_OOG .2297 -.7743 .5101 1.0311
.0400 -.8764 .4834 **07_* .1030 -.0,07 .6920 .7440 *50UU .104_ -.7659 .51Zb 1.02,9
.0600 -1.0908 .4280 1.1715 .1500 -*1_42 ._701 .7795 .500u .Oq_4 -.7,18 .5139 1*0248
.0800 -1.1133 *4ZZ_ I.ISZ1 .Z000 -*2278 .0528 .80,0 .5000 .0328 -.7715 .5134 1.025*
.I000 -1.0764 .6304 1.1,o4 *250J -*Z861 .6357 *8323 .5000 -.0328 -.7,91 .5142 1*0244
.1600 -1.0239 .46_* 1.13_3 .3500 -.344_ .6208 .8353 .bGCG -.0_84 -.7895 .5033 1.04ZZ
.1800 -.9436 .4,57 1.10,0 .4500 -.299_ .0315 .8389 .5000 -.1,40 -.77*0 .50fib 1.033,
.2200 -.7758 .5112 1.02_2 .5500 -.Z_Z7 .,513 .8083 .50_0 -.ZZq7 -.7575 .5101 1.0310
.2,00 -.7506 .5133 1.o,58 .6500 -.0411 .,979 .73** .5000 -.2953 -.77*2 .51,9 1.0264
.3000 -.8021 .48_6 1.u051 .7500 .23i7 .7067 oO2d7 .5_00 -.3509 -°7749 .5103 1.0307
.3400 -.8*32 .685* 1.o720 .8000 .332* .7960 .5864 *5000 -.4Z*5 -.7844 *5073 1.0350
• 3800 -.8630 .4875 1.b*88 .850_ .4_7 .8133 .5522 .5000 -.4921 -.7791 .50e5 1.0333
.4*00 -.8333 .6949 1,U50* .9000 .4351 ._*08 ,5394 *0b00 ,*99Z -,8913 .4180 1,UU4U
• 4600 -,794_ ,5053 1,_3_0 *_bUU *4373 ,_Z04 *5402 .1400 .2q_2 -1.0535 *4393 L.1524
• 50U0 -,7696 ,511q l,O*_O 1.0000 *llbG .73A3 ,b737 .*200 .?q_Z -.8134 .5033 1,0423
• 5400 -.7754 .5124 1.0272 .3000 .2992 -.82*9 .4957 1.0550
• 5800 -*7*bb .5140 1.0,33 .380_ .zqqz -.87_5 .4843 1.0761
.*ZO0 -.7081 .508e 1.03'1 .4*00 *Z_Z -.7720 .51,3 1.0274
,0600 -,7300 *5*04 1._141 .5400 *2qq2 -*7678 .5147 1.0235
.7000 -.blb9 .548q *_*_1 ..200 .2_9* -.7547 .5132 1.0259
• 7500 -.4932 .5242 ._123 .7C_G *Z9_* -..2_8 .5404 *97Z1
• BOO0 -.3740 .0130 .0674 *BUO0 **ggz -.3012 .&125 .8.82
• 8500 -.2491 ,644* ._186 .9000 .,9_2 -.1321 **76* .7701
• 9000 -.1265 .0750 .7703 .1000 .236Z -.0588 .,949 .741Z
.9500 .00'0 .71_4 .7173 **_00 .2362 -.*172 **§31 .8055
• 9750 .05*3 *7232 .5973 .3500 **3*2 -.3393 *bZ09 *6551
1.0000 .1150 .73_3 .6737 *4500 ._36, -.2848 .6359 .8320
• 5500 .23*Z -._150 ,bSZO .8072
• *SO0 **362 -,0430 ,6g_O ,7364
• 7_00 .,3,* .2*_7 .76_2 .6248
• eGO0 .Z3bZ .332E .7935 .5852
• 8500 ,23*2 .3978 .0107 .5505
• _000 **3** ,4330 o8209 ,5393
• 950U **3**********30*.3***********
TEST 137 PT 27**7_4 PS! CN .696q CDI .01098 COCOR1 .01063
RUN 29 TT 110.Z173 K C_ -.1307 CDZ .OlOq9 COO*R* *01059
POINT 7 RC 15.07o0 _ILLION ¢C .0082 C03 .01052 COCOR3 *01021
_ACH .7125 C04 .bluOl CDCOR4 .OOq*8
ALPHA 1.0081 DEG CD5 .00943 CDCOR5 ,00910
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP PILIP1 ffLOC XIC CP P_LIPT _LOC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT _LOC
O*OCUO 1.1484 1*G031 u*UOGO _.GOOU 1.14_4 1.0031 0.0000 *5000 .4921 -.7710 .51'1 1.0277
• 0040 .4346 *82G9 .53_3 .0040 *7079 .e90b ,4101 *5_Ub .4*05 -.18_6 .5104 1.0305
.0080 .1317 .7421 .bf177 .00_0 ._095 ._315 .3203 .5000 .30_9 -.7_57 .50,5 1.0371
.0150 -.2453 ,.45_ .ul*u .u230 .3377 .7951 .5825 ._bb .2q53 -.8031 .5030 1.042_
• 0250 -.6427 .5437 .97_3 .0500 .1,95 .742_ **505 .5000 .2297 -.7_60 .5025 1.043_
• 0400 -.9502 .4018 1.1120 ._000 -*0043 .7UBb .7201 *_000 .1540 -.78*Z .50,8 1.U3b_
• 0*00 -1.1649 .4094 1.2070 .1_00 -.0_40 ._42 .7577 .50_0 .0q84 -.796* .5040 1.0411
• 0800 -1.2210 .3971 1..301 .ZOOu -.18_q .6509 .7_3. .5000 .03*8 -.79,b .503q 1.0413
,1000 -1.1877 .4008 1.Z_31 .2503 -,_4_8 **_4b ,81_b ,SOOG -,C3*U -,_044 ,5028 1,G431
.1400 -1*1003 *41*6 1.?_1b .3_00 -.3'57 *027* .U_4d .5000 -*oqe4 *.8213 .4997 1.0483
• 1800 -1.1408 .41_* 1.1954 .4_00 -.2773 .03_3 .8330 *5000 -.1540 -*8117 .501, 1.0431
.2200 -1.1358 .4'03 1.181_ .5500 -**03. *6561 *_010 .5_00 -*ZZ_7 -.80q8 .5046 1.0405
• 2'00 -1.0710 *4334 1._4 .0_00 -.0374 **q_q o7330 *bGGO -*2q53 -.79_ *5037 1.0417
• 3000 -.8842 .48_3 1._7U7 .7500 *2399 .7687 .bZbb .5000 -.3'09 -.8089 .5042 1.0408
• 3400 -.7333 *52*4 l*ul_q ,8_b0 *3420 .7_,7 _580J *50u0 -.A2,5 -.7q8b .5029 1.044,
• 3800 -*7250 .5230 L*00_L8 *_500 .412_ .P143 .5_0§ *_00 --.4q'1 --.8091 .50ZG 1.0445
.4,00 -.7472 *9152 1.O**b .qC_O *_35. ._216 .5384 .0*00 ._9_2 -.9423 .455* 1.1050
.4,00 -.7828 .5070 1.93_1 .9500 .4386 ._219 .5376 .1400 .ZqqZ -1.1809 .6104 1.2_51
• 5000 -.8057 .5016 1.045' 1.0000 .1016 .735, ..78. .2*00 .2992 -1.15_4 .4133 1.1_97
.5400 -.7_90 .bUZb 1._444 *3GUU .E_* -.8810 ._8.4 1.0773
• 5800 -.7994 .5041 1.0610 .3800 **q_Z -.€137 .5024 1.043_
• 6200 -.7829 .50q5 I._320 ,4600 ,*qg* -,79_9 ,5043 1.0400
.*bO0 -.7398 .5.C¢ I*01_ .5400 *2992 -*7860 .5068 1.03'4
• 7000 -.6291 .55_4 ._656 ***00 **9qZ -.7,80 .5137 1*0252
• 7500 -.4908 .58*9 .q163 *7000 .ZqqZ -.6436 .5419 .97qZ
• 8000 -.3772 .6143 ._*_4 .80_0 .79q* -.3802 .0116 .8*95
• 8500 -.2438 .6447 .81r5 .9000 .2992 -*1332 **733 .7745
• qo00 -.1301 ._758 .77_6 .lbOO .23*Z -.0111 .7070 .7226
• _500 -.0078 .707_ *7Z13 **0_G *2362 -*17_b .0607 .7847
• 9750 .0500 .723_ ,0963 .350G .2352 -.3064 .0315 ._388
1.0000 .1Glb .73_Z .o7b6 *6500 .23_ -.*7,0 .03_* *8*63
.5500 **3b* -o197o ._74 ,7_b9
• _ .Z3bZ -*v357 .7019 .7304
• 7500 .73_2 .23_1 .7,q7 .6240
._0o .23o1 .3_11 .795_ .5812
.850_ .Z3bZ .404_ .813_ .5_Iq
• qLO_ .236Z .4408 ._Z*O *5374
• qSGO **30*********3****2**********
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TABLE III. - Continued.
lEST 137 P1 !7.6651 P_! Ch ,790J C01 ,01213 ¢0C0R1 ,01158
RUN 29 TI 110.18_3 x CM -.1311 COZ ,01221 COCOR2 ,01163
POINT 8 R_ 15.1093 MILLION CC .0_43 C03 .01248 CDCOR3 .31199
MACH .7217 C04 .01092 CDCOR4 .01047
ALPHA 1.4765 DEG CD5 .01037 CDCOR§ .00994
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWI$E
XI¢ CP P,LIPI MLOC XlC CP P,LIPI HLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
O,OCO0 1.1508 I.G034 b._00 U,_OCU 1.1508 1,0o34 0,0000 ,500u *4921 -.6992 ,5269 1,0036
,0040 ,3697 ,8032 ._691 ,0040 ,7691 ,9053 ,3803 ,5000 ,4165 -,7491 ,5150 l,OZZ9
.0080 .0654 .7248 .6949 .0080 .9231 .9450 .28f8 .5000 .3609 -.7001 .5279 1.0019
.0150 -.3215 .6266 *H463 .0130 *4092 .81_4 .5537 .5000 .2953 -*6721 .5346 .9910
.0250 -.7054 .5253 1.U061 .0500 .1978 .7591 .6409 .5000 .2297 -.6778 .5370 .9871
.0400 -1,0126 ,4468 1,1_90 .luou .0480 .71_7 ,7028 .500C .1640 -.6730 .5360 .9888
,0600 -1.2357 .390_ L.14_3 .1500 -*0488 *_95§ ,7403 *5000 *0984 -*6887 .5312 *9965
.0800 -1.2875 .37P7 1.2658 .ZOO0 -.1410 .5715 .7773 .5000 .0328 -*6982 *5265 1.0041
*1000 -1.2761 .3790 1.26_3 .2500 -.2135 .6543 .8037 .5000 -.0328 -*6717 .5353 .9898
.1400 -1.2469 .3870 1.24q6 .35v0 -.2764 .6358 .8311 .5000 -.0984 -.6967 .5302 .9982
.1800 -1.2475 .3901 1.1435 .4_00 -.1476 .6437 .8200 .5000 -.1640 -.6970 .§294 .9994
*2200 -1.2271 .3899 1.2439 .5500 -.1867 o6601 .7947 .5000 -.2297 -.7326 .5174 1.0190
.2600 -1.2159 .3938 1.23_5 .6500 -*0215 .7032 .7284 .5000 -.?953 -.70_4 .5Z77 1.0022
.3000 -_*Z356 .3899 1._43q .7500 .2435 .7700 .623_ .5000 -*3609 -*?276 '5223 1.0110
.3400 -1.2328 .3910 1*2419 .8000 *3427 .7957 o§816 .5000 -.4285 -.7518 .5158 1.0217
.3800 -1.2094 .3965 1.Z313 .8_00 .4263 .8184 .5435 .5000 -.4921 -.7444 .5189 1.0165
.4200 -.8420 .4951 1._559 .gOOD .4529 .8Z33 .5351 .0600 .299Z -1.1375 .4136 1.1991
*4600 -'7463 o5171 1.u194 ,9500 .4490 .8225 .5363 .1400 .2991 -1.2620 .3857 1.2_Z1
,5000 -.6905 .5308 .9973 1.0000 *1100 .7355 .6781 .ZZO0 .2992 -1.2651 .3808 1.2517
.5400 -.6824 .5305 .9975 .3000 .2992 -1.1417 .4121 1.2020
.5800 -.7133 .5247 1._07Z .3800 .2992 -1.1664 .4073 1.El09
.6200 -.7437 .51_1 1.0179 .4600 .ZflgZ -.9079 .4751 1.0898
,6600 -*7230 .5227 1.0103 .5400 .2992 -.5503 .§383 .9851
*7000 -*6162 .5474 .9704 .6100 .2992 -*7ZZO .5221 1.0114
.7500 -.4946 .5817 .9161 .7000 .2992 -.6184 .5450 .9744
.8000 -.3755 o6125 .888Z .8000 ,2992 -.3681 .6104 .8714
.8500 -.2455 .6456 .8171 .9000 .29§2 -*Z319 .6738 .7738
.9000 -*1268 .6769 .Tbeq .1000 .23_2 *0447 .7192 *7036
.9500 -.0027 .7070 .7225 .2600 .2362 -.1310 .6747 .7724
,9750 .0533 ,7220 ,6993 ,3_0 ,2362 -.2706 ,6372 ,8300
1.0000 .1100 .7355 ,6782 .4500 ,g3bg -,2444 .6443 .8191
.5500 .2362 -.1803 .6603 .7944
.6500 .235Z -.0164 .7047 .TEbO
.7500 .2352 .2425 ,7693 *6245
,8_00 *236Z .3_00 .7968 *5797
.8500 *2361 .4138 .8139 *5_11
,LO0 .2362 .4410 ,8216 ,5380
.9500 .2362 .4479 .8234 .5349
TEST 137 P] Z7.5683 P5I CN ,8_93 C01 *01_38 CDCOR1 .01478
RUN 29 TT 110.017Z K C_ -.1375 COZ *01574 CDCOR2 .01506
POINT 9 RC 15.0763 _ILLION CC ,0024 C03 ,01689 CDCOR3 ,01638
MAtH .7206 C04 ,013Z4 COCOR4 .01270
ALPHA 1.99_ OEG C05 .01231 COCOR8 .01173
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PJLIP1 HLOC XIC CP PeLIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP PtLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1442 1.0015 0.0000 0.0000 1.1442 1.0015 0.0000 .5000 .4921 -1.1167 .4167 1.1933
• 0060 .2910 .7836 .6035 .Ou40 .8206 .9183 .3514 .5000 .4285 -I*0233 .4479 1.1370
.0080 .0050 .7068 *7ZZ_ .OCSU .9684 .9570 .2516 .5000 .3609 -1*1068 .6243 1.1793
.0150 -.38§8 .6086 .8742 .0230 .4661 .8_60 .§304 .5000 .2953 -1.1858 .3993 1.2259
• 0250 -.7871 .5046 1.0401 *0500 .1469 .77g3 ,6198 o5_00 ,2297 -1.0425 .4420 1.1474
.0400 "1.0763 .4289 1.1710 *1000 .0942 *7318 .6849 .5000 .1_40 -1.0596 *4356 1.1589
• 0600 -1*2791 .3771 1.1689 .1500 -*0071 .7037 .7276 .50U_ .0984 -1.1879 .3988 1.2269
.0800 -1.3458 .3608 1.3017 *2000 -,0999 .6834 *7589 .5000 .0318 -.9133 .4713 1.0962
• 1000 -1.3537 .3606 1.3021 .2500 -.1762 .6625 .7911 .5000 -.0328 -!.1782 .4018 1.2193
• 1400 -1.3098 .3675 1.188Z .3500 -.2485 .6433 .8ZU7 .5000 -.0984 -1.1550 .4106 1._046
• 1800 -1.3413 .3659 1*Z914 .4500 -*Z353 .6458 .8167 .5000 -.1640 -1.0363 .4441 1.1438
.2200 -1.3175 .3667 1.1897 *_500 -*1726 ,6623 .7914 .5000 -.2_97 -.9897 .4551 1.1244
• 2600 -1.3029 .3714 1.2803 .6500 -.0184 .7025 .7295 .5000 -.29_3 -L.OZqZ ._412 1.1490
.3000 -1.3365 .3679 1.2873 .7500 .2477 .7717 *6Z07 ,_000 -.3609 -*90_4 *4771 1.0861
• 3400.-1.3369 .36_3 I,ZZ5 .8000 .3501 .7964 .5805 ._000 -.4265 -,8801 ,4820 1,0780
• 3800 -1.3325 .3614 1.3003 *8500 .4194 ,B165 .5467 .5000 -.4921 -.8632 .4854 1.0723
,4200 -1.3521 .3627 1._977 .9000 .4492 .8224 *5367 *0600 .299Z -1*10_b *4Z30 1.1817
• 4600 "1.2655 ,3827 1.2579 ,9_00 .4499 .8241 .5337 .1400 .2992 -1.3436 .3659 1.2912
.5000 -1.1714 .4031 1.2188 1.0000 .1071 .7350 .6790 .2200 .299Z -1.3606 *3609 1.3014
.5400 -.6736 .5354 .9897 .3000 .2992 -1.3150 .3693 1.2845
• §800 -*6424 .5410 .9807 .3800 ,E99_ -1.2637 .3830 1.2573
.6200 -.6159 *5493 *9675 .4600 .2992 -1._638 .3829 1.2575
• 6600 -.6325 .5474 .9704 .5400 .299Z -.7772 .5089 1.0331
• 7000 -.§803 .5600 .9503 .6200 .2992 -.6189 .b_03 .965_
.7_00 -,4693 ._855 ,9101 .7C00 .2992 -.5838 ,5598 ,9506
•8000 -*3725 .6135 ._666 ,8000 ,ZQgZ -*3616 ,b146 *_650
.8500 -.2477 ,6444 ,olP9 .90_0 .1991 -.137_ .6755 .7711
,9000 -.13Z0 .673_ .7742 .1000 .2362 *0908 ,7317 .6841
• 9500 -.0123 .7053 .7252 ,200C .1362 -.090_ .6840 .7581 t.--
.9750 .0510 .720_ .7017 .3500 .1382 -.1434 .6465 .8157
1.0000 *1071 .7350 .6790 .45_0 .2362 -.2204 .6_07 .8092
.5500 .23_2 -.1633 .0650 .7873
.6500 .2362 -.0121 ,7064 *7234
• 750_ .2381 ._488 .7719 .6188
• 8000 *Z362 .348Z .7971 *5793
• 8_00 ,Z36Z .4197 .8157 .5482
.gO00 .236Z .4461 ,SZZ4 .5366
• 9500 .2362 .4408 ,82Z8 *5360
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TABLE III.- Continued.
TEST 137 P; _7,5716 _$1 CN ,9520 C01 .UZ146 COCOR1 ,0206e
RUN Z9 TI 110._22_ K CM -,1392 C02 ,02190 COCOR2 .02103
POINT 11 RC 15,05_5 MILLION CC -,0005 CD3 .02269 CDCOR3 ,02152
MACH .7192 C04 ,01643 CDCOR4 .0156§
ALPHA Z,SJ70 OEG CD5 .01658 COCOR5 ,01371
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PpL/PT HLOC XIC CP P,LIPT HLOC XlC YIC CP PpLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1,1320 ,6990 .u383 O.UOUO 1,1320 .9690 ,0383 .5000 ,4921 -1,2866 ,3797 1,2638
,0060 ,2268 ,7672 ,6279 ,0060 .8615 ,9Z96 .3249 ,5000 .6265 -1.319Z .3080 1.2870
.9080 -.0744 ,5889 .750_ ,OOO0 A.0074 .9675 ,2181 ,SGOO .3609 -1,3070 ,3757 1.2717
,0150 -,6550 ,5905 ,_024 ,OZOU ,5161 ,8640 *6990 ,5_00 ,Z953 -1,Z705 ,3851 1,Z533
,0250 -,8643 ,487b 1,Cb_5 ,0500 ,2957 ,7849 .5994 ,5000 .2297 -1.3101 ,3709 L,Z82Z
,0400 -1.1573 ,4161 1.1966 .1000 .1300 .7623 ,6675 .50C0 .1640 -I,1714 ,3860 1,2556
,0600 -1,3572 ,3629 io2976 ,1500 .0342 ,7166 .7076 ,500C .0984 -1.2137 .3975 1,2293
,0800 -1.6036 .3674 1.3194 .ZO0_ -,G630 ,6968 .7416 .500_ .03Z_ -1.3177 ,3696 1.2839
,1000 -1,4218 ,3475 1.3291 ,2500 -,1425 .6708 ,7783 ,5000 -.C3Z_ -1.2726 .3631 1,2571
,1600 -1.3958 .3537 1.3161 .3500 -.2219 .6519 .8074 .5000 -.0984 -1.2257 .3974 1.1296
,1800 -1,3957 .3520 1,3197 .6500 -02053 ,6586 ,7971 ,5_00 -,1660 -1.2860 ,3795 1.2663
.Z20U -1.3878 .3508 1,3222 ,5500 -,1557 ,6697 .7801 ,5000 -.2297 -1,1939 ,4076 1.2103
,2600 -1,3783 ,3568 1.3096 ,6500 -.0105 ,7053 ,7252 .5000 -.2953 -A.04_6 .4626 1.1658
.3000 -1.3857 .35_9 1.32Z0 .7500 .2517 .7745 ,6162 .5000 -,3609 -1,0654 *6363 1,1577
,3600 -1,40e0 ,3499 1,3261 ,80_0 ,3520 ,_315 ,5720 .5000 -,4Z55 -,9660 .6619 1.1125
,3800 -1,4217 .3465 1,3312 .8500 ,4335 ,8202 ,5405 ,5000 -,6921 -,91_9 ,6735 1,09Z6
,4200 -1,4093 ,3449 1,3345 ,9000 .6501 .8Z34 ,5350 ._60U .2992 -1.1675 ,4138 1.19_8
.6600 -1,6301 ,3436 1,3372 ,9500 ,4533 .e239 ,5362 .1400 .Z991 -1.3982 .3515 1.3208
,5000 -1,2322 .3928 1.2383 1.0000 .1_24 .7333 ._817 .2200 .2992 -1,6169 .3450 1,3366
.5600 -.8970 .6776 1,U_56 ,3000 ,2992 -1.3853 .3692 1,3256
*5800 -*6606 ,536_ ,V826 .3800 ,2992 -1,3559 o3615 I*2982
,6200 -,5955 ,55_3 ,9531 ,6600 ,2992 -i.3526 ,3597 1.3038
,6600 -,5593 .5655 ,9914 ,5600 ,2992 -1.0666 .6335 1.1627
.7000 -e5360 ,5?50 ,92_7 ,bZ00 .1992 -.5948 ,5572 ._548
.7500 -.4552 .5937 .8973 .7000 .2992 -.5262 .5767 .9272
,8000 -,3499 *b195 ,H§73 .8000 .2992 -,3632 ,_192 ,8578
,8500 -.2600 ,6678 ,_13_ ,9000 ,2992 -,1273 .b756 .7695
*9000 -,1292 ,5756 .7712 ,L000 *2362 ,1368 .7446 .6539
.9500 -.0138 .7061 .7140 ,2_U .236Z -.056_ .6945 .7418
,9750 ,0436 ,7197 .7J28 .35_U .2362 -.2145 .6519 .8075
1,0000 .1024 ,7333 ,6817 ,6500 ,235Z -,ZOZe *6566 ,8032
,5500 .2362 -.1563 .6682 .7824
.bSOt .2362 -.0055 .7079 .7212
.7500 .2362 ,2553 .7737 .6176
.8000 .2362 .3531 .7976 ,5786
,850_ .2362 ,6210 ,8171 ,545P
,9000 ,2362 ,4601 ,8259 ,5307
,9500 .2362 ,4524 ,8248 ,5326
TEST 137 PT 27,5715 PSI CN ,9938 C01 .02996 CDCOR1 .02904
PUN 29 TT 11_.&352 K CM -,1426 C02 ,03054 COCOR2 ,02951
POINT 12 RC 15.1306 MILLION CC *0002 C03 ,03049 CDCOR3 .02958
MACH ,7Z_C COt ,01980 CDCOR6 ,01885
ALPHA 3*0035 OEG CD5 ,01510 CDCOR5 ,01621
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PJL/PI MLOC XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP PPLIPT _LOC
0.000_ 1,1177 .9951 ,083B 0.0000 1.1177 ,9951 .0b3_ ,5000 .4921 -1,6016 ,3400 1,3309
,0040 .1658 ,7520 .b_Z2 ,0060 .8958 .9383 ,3033 ,SOUO ,4265 -1,6173 .3612 1,3423
,0080 -,1169 .6756 ,7713 ,00_0 1,6226 .9705 ,2077 .50_0 ,3609 -1.6129 .3396 1.3656
,0150 -,5160 .5755 .9Z58 .0230 .5655 ,8533 ,4822 .5000 .2953 -1,4248 .3380 1.3692
,0250 -,9105 .6757 1.0_87 .0500 .3327 .7967 .5833 .50ub .2197 -1.6292 .3616 1.3_15
.0400-1,1661 .4051 1,2146 ,IU00 .1650 .7505 ,6566 ,5000 .I640-i,6106 .3619 1,3408
,0600 -1,3738 ,3524 1,3189 o1500 ,04_9 ,7183 ,7051 ,5CG0 *0966 -1,44U5 .3338 1o35_3
,0800 -la4632 *3360 A,3534 ,2000 -.0403 .6967 ,7415 °5000 ,0328 -1o6763 .326_ 1,3735
• 1000 -1,6195 ,3369 1.3514 .2500 -.1139 .6758 .7706 .5000 -.0328 -1.6560 ,3325 1,3609
.1400 -1,4211 .339_ 1.36_4 .3500 -.21U1 .6551 .H026 .5000 -.0984 -1,37B_ .3520 1.3197
• 1800 -1.9260 .33_7 L.367b ,6_0U -.ZOO6 .6518 .eU/6 .5_00 -.1640 -1.3686 ,3596 1,3066
• 2200 -1,4266 .3393 1.3656 .5500 -.1655 .5640 .7889 .5000 -.2297 -1,3655 .3560 1,3114
• 2600 -1.4145 ,3933 A.3379 .25_0 -*0150 ,7660 ,7240 .5000 -,2953 -1,151e .4129 1,2005
,3000 -1,4365 ,3362 1.3529 .7500 .2433 ,7679 .6268 .5006 -.3609 -1,1259 .4150 1.1965
.3400 -1,6312 ,3368 1.35_0 ._000 .3470 .7960 ,5e12 .5000 -,4265 -°9838 ,6529 1.1283
,3800 -1.4533 ,3366 1.3o50 .85J0 .4237 .8157 .5482 .5000 -.6921 -._541 ,6870 1.0595
,420_-I,6689 ,3316 1.3533 ._000 .6502 ,_227 .5361 ,0600 ,2991-1,1589 .4057 1,2139
,4600 -1,4769 .3253 1,3767 ,9500 .4441 ,8200 ,5608 ,1400 ,2992 -1,3976 ,3396 1,3453
,5000 -1,6660 .329_ 1,3h69 l,O000 ,0752 ,7212 ,7006 .22u0 .2992 -1,6313 .3316 1,3619
,5400-1.1012 .6_34 1,1_11 ,3000 .2992 -i,4306 ,3336 1,3590
.5800 -.76_4 .5103 1.03C7 ,3_0 .29_2 -1.3794 *_464 1.3316
• 6200 -,5386 .5926 ,_?_1 ,6600 ,2992 -1,6008 ,3384 1,3682
• 6600 -*5565 .5671 ,93_1 ,5400 ,2992 -1.3728 .3468 1.3305
.7000 -,4905 ,5791 ,9202 ,6200 .2992 -.6750 .5290 1,0001
•7500 -,6353 .59_7 ,_927 .7000 ,2992 -.4964 .5751 .9265
.8000 -.3331 .6199 .8_68 .B£O0 ,2992 -.3253 .6Z01 .BSb4
,8500 -,2368 ,6455 .0172 ,9_U .2992 -*122_ .6715 .7771
• 9_0_ -,1365 ,6726 .7759 ,1000 ,2362 ,1680 ,7616 ,6687
• 9500 -,0361 ,6941 ,7424 ,2_00 ,2361 -.0433 ,69_0 ,7656
,9750 .0267 ,7097 .7183 .3500 ,2362 -.Z152 .6491 ,8117
1,0000 ,0752 ,7212 ,7v_6 .4600 ,2362 -,2055 ,6677 *_138
.55_0 .1361 -.1594 .6663 .7B84
• 6_00 ,2362 -,0166 .6990 *7350
.7500 ,1361 .1937 .7671 ,61_1
,8006 .2362 *3460 .7943 .5B39
,85_ .1362 .6175 .81_7 .5531
,G_O0 ,23t2 ,4407 ,81EU .5663
• 95v_ ,1362 .4_67 ,8206 .5395
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lEST 137 P1 27,_6_6 P_l CN Z.0353 CD1 .06056 COCOR1 .03969
PUN 29 TT 110.0643 K CM -.1616 CDZ .03767 CDCOR2 .03654
POINI 13 PC 15.0503 _ILLION CC -.001§ CD3 .03280 C0C0R3 .0318Z
MACH .7190 C06 .02Z60 CDCO_6 .02155
ALPHA 3.5131 OEG C05 o0182Z CDCOR5 o01709
UPPER SURFACE LOVER SURFJCE SPANdISE
X/C CP P,L/PI _LOC X/C CP P,L/PT _LOC X/C YIC CP PeLIP1 MLOC
0,0000 1o0993 .9906 o1156 0.0000 1,0993 .9900 .1156 .SOOC ,69ZI -1.4581 ,3395 1.3661
• 0040 .1051 .7358 .o775 .O04v .9367 .9490 .276r .5_00 ,6255 -1.4683 .3290 1.3585
• 0080 -.2152 ,6554 ,8020 ,0080 1.0550 ._796 o1727 .5000 ,3b09 -1.6599 o3315 1.3bEg
.0150 -.5626 ,_6Z3 ,9468 ° ,OZ30 .blb3 .8653 .6599 .5000 .2g53 -1.67_9 .3289 1.3688
,0250 -.9560 .6530 1.[106 .0500 .3516 .E015 ,57Z0 5000 .2297 -1,4518 .3392 1.3455
°0600 -1oZ255 .3925 1.Z389 ,lO00 .2020 ,7625 .5355 5000 .1660 -1.6518 .3365 1.3565
.0600 -1.4362 .3307 1,3455 .1500 .0785 .7303 .6853 5_00 .0986 -1.4875 .3301 1.3562
,0800 -1.5016 .3223 1.3836 .2000 -,b162 .7053 .7252 5000 .0328 -1.4760 ,3306 1.3055
o1000 -1,5020 ,3247 1,3779 o2_00 -,0951 ,5827 .7601 5O00 -.0328 -1.4568 .3305 1.3553
.1600 -1.6995 .3266 1.3787 .3500 -.1965 .6586 .7q76 5000 -,0986 -1._039 .3655 1.3332
• 1800 -1.6789 .3257 1.3759 .65_ -.lqbZ .5572 .7993 5000 -.1640 -1.3477 .3055 1.Z922
.ZZO0 -1.4876 .325Z 1.3770 .5500 -.15Z6 .65_1 ,7809 .5000 -.2297 -I.ZZ81 .3947 1.Z348
.Z600 -1.4938 .3304 1.3655 .6500 -o0267 .7015 °7309 .5000 -,29_3 -1.0805 ,6275 1,1735
• 3000 -1,4909 .3232 1.3816 .7500 .2459 .772E .5200 .5000 -.3609 -.9855 .4532 1.1275
• 3400 -1.5017 .3Z35 1.3808 .8000 .3376 .795Z .5826 .5000 -.6205 -.8180 .5002 1.0476
• 3800 -1.5163 ,3180 1.39Z9 .85_3 ,6201 .8151 .5491 ,5000 -.6921 -.7707 .5100 1.0302
,4ZOO -1.5610 .3191 1.3905 ._000 ,6622 ,eEl4 .5385 ,ObO0 .2992 -1,2100 .3970 1.2304
• 4500 -1.5307 .316Z 1,4016 ,gSJO .4304 ,8205 .5399 ,1400 .2_qZ -1,69E9 ,3277 1.3715
• 5000 -1,4768 ,33Zq 1.360Z 1.0000 .0508 ,7268 .5949 ,2200 ,Z99Z -1,5373 ,3188 1,3912
• 5600 -,987q .6551 1.1Z46 .3000 .Z99Z -1.5165 .3Z12 1.3858
.5800 -.7778 .5077 1,0350 .380_ ,Z99Z -1.4805 ,3350 1.3555
,6EO0 -.6853 .5306 .9975 .4000 .Z992 -1.6830 .3318 1*3626
,5600 -.5808 .5516 ,9681 ,5400 ,2992 -1,1003 .6275 1,1735
.7000 -,6990 ._813 ,9157 ,5200 ,299Z -.5560 .5661 .9758
.7500 -.4217 .59_7 .8896 .7000 .2992 -.5043 .5814 .9106
.8000 -,3354 .0207 .H555 .8000 .zqqz -.3303 ,5Z53 *8668
.8500 -.2463 .5666 .8158 .9000 .2992 -.1393 .0757 .7709
• qo00 -.138Z .6729 °7752 .IOUO oZ35Z .1921 .7574 .6635
.9500 -.0426 ,697Z .7377 ,2000 .E362 -.0035 .7081 .7208
• 9750 .0178 .7136 .7123 .3500 .2352 -.1903 ,6598 .7952
1.0000 .0608 .7248 .6949 .6500 .2352 -.1842 .0621 .7917
.5_00 ,235Z -.1686 ,6597 .7800
• 5500 .2362 -.0130 o7051 .7239
,7_00 ,235Z ,Z398 .7718 ,5205
,8_00 *2352 .3495 .7985 ,5759
.ESO0 .236Z .4193 .8181 .5660
.9000 .2352 .4505 .8252 .5318
,9500 ,236Z .6635 .823Z ,5354
TEST 137 PT 27,5720 PSI CN 1.0598 C01 ,_5185 COCOR1 ,05046
RUN 29 TT 1_9,9765 K CN -.1390 CD2 ,047EZ CDCORZ .06626
POINT 16 RC L_.03b5 MILLION CC -.0033 C03 ,03825 COCOR3 .03708
MACH ,7168 C04 .G2870 CDCOR6 .0Z762
ALPHA 4.0019 OEG C05 .0225Z COCOR5 ,0Zl14
UPPER SURFACE LOVER SURFACE _P_NdISE
xlC CP PeLIP7 MLOC X/C CP PeLIPT MLOC XlC YIC CP P_LIPT _LOC
0,0000 1.0791 ,9855 .1668 0,0000 1._791 .9_55 ,1668 .5_00 .4921 -1.6913 ,3277 1,3715
.0060 .OZZ5 .7167 .7075 ,0040 .9519 .95Z5 .2649 ,5000 .4285 -1,6799 .3304 1,3656
,0080 -.Z635 .5430 .8210 .OuSO 1.0685 ,98_9 .157Z .5000 .3009 -1.4723 ,3312 1.3639
.0150 -0666Z ,5475 .970Z .OZ30 ,641_ .8737 ,6640 .500_ ,_953 -1,6704 ,3323 1,3615
• OZSO -1.0Z34 .45_Z 1,1330 .0500 ,6u76 .8167 ,5_98 .5000 .?zg7 -1,3818 .3539 1,3108
• 0_00 -1,2838 .3829 1.2570 .1UO0 .2189 .7642 .53Z8 .5000 olbkO -1.2578 .387Z 1.Z49Z
,0500 -1.6766 .3320 1.3511 .1500 *IIII .7380 .6733 ,5000 ,0986 -1.2345 ,3973 1,2297
•0800 -1.5372 .3139 l._u_l ._000 -.0013 .7_99 .7181 .5_06 ,0328 -1.7361 .3950 1.2322
•i000 -1.5398 ,3166 i._0_5 .2500 -.075_ ,bgzi ,7655 ,500C -.03_0 -1,Z738 ,3fi50 1.2535
.1400 -1.5489 .314Z 1.4015 .3500 -*17U8 ,6553 .7868 ,5_00 -.09_6 -1,Z796 .3819 1.95q5
.1800 -1.5288 ,31_5 1,3980 .4500 -.1831 .6537 .7_93 ,bCO0 -.Ib_O -i,196_ ._Ob_ 1.21Z6
,ZZO0 -1.5603 .3141 1._017 .550d -.1560 ,6692 .7uOe .5000 -.2297 -1.0909 .6320 1.1556
,Z600 -1.5249 .3191 1.3906 .6500 -.020_ .7031 ,7286 ,5000 -.Z953 -,9601 ,4721 1.0969
.3000 -1,5695 .3125 1.4052 ,7500 ,2367 .7695 .6261 .5000 -,3609 -.87Z5 .4858 1.0599
.3600 -1,5413 .3135 1,4031 ,8COv .3351 ,7955 .58Z0 ,5000 -.4265 -.7868 .5107 1,0301
• 3800 -1.5669 .3097 1,41J7 ,8530 .6155 ,_L68 .5497 ,5000 -,69Zl -.7397 .5Z10 1.0131
.6ZOO -1,5575 °3088 1,4137 ,gO00 ,6359 ,8ZZl .537Z .0500 .zggz -1.2894 .3832 1.2570
,6bOO -1.5681 ,31_9 1,4065 ,9500 .6328 *8223 *5308 .1400 .zqgz -1.5505 ,3169 1.3999
• 5000 -1.2511 .3931 1,Z378 1,0000 .031Z ,7190 ,7039 .ZEO0 .ZqqZ -1,5700 .3080 1.4155
.5400 -.9201 ._7_5 1.0874 .3COG ,2_92 -1.5908 ,3095 1,4122
,5800 -.8151 .5021 1,_643 .3_uO ,EqqZ -1.5615 .3170 1.3951
• 6ZOO -.7187 .9256 1.0050 .4500 .299Z -1.5Z50 .325b 1.3761 _
'.6600 -.6027 .5575 .9543 .5400 .299Z -1.0126 .4508 1.1318
• .7000 -.5199 .5777 .9_Z6 .5_00 .Z99Z -.0954 .5315 .9951
.7500 -.6202 .6064 ._808 .7000 ._992 -.5168 ,5783 .9215
.8000 -.3387 .523Z ,8515 .80UU ,ZOgZ -,3191 .6311 ,8395
• 8503 -.Z415 .5495 .8111 .9_00 .Zqg_ -.1360 .5775 .7579
• 9000 -.1606 .0741 .7?33 .1000 .23bE .Z251 .7581 .5Z65
.9500 -.059? ._956 ,740Z ,2000 .2362 .0180 .7161 *7110
.9750 -.0095 .7071 ,7Z25 .3500 .230_ -,1586 ,5700 .7795
1.0000 .0312 .71_0 .7039 ,6_00 .236Z -.1577 .5584 .78Z1
• 5500 *23bE -.1619 .6751 .7717
.5_00 .236Z -.0075 .7097 .7184
.7500 .2362 .Z384 .7705 .6226
.80Gb .2362 .3677 ._007 .5732
.o500 .2362 .4096 .8155 .5468
.gO_U .2362 ._614 .8Z66 .5333
.9500 .7302 .4307 .8Z17 .5379
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TEST 137 PT 27.§693 P_I CN .9847 C01 .08542 CUCOR1 .08384
RUN 29 TT 110,GuqO K CH -,1307 C02 ,07822 COCOR2 .07640
POINT 15 PC 15,U624 _XLLION CC ,0056 C03 .06742 CDCOR3 ,06609
_,_ HACH ,7194 C04 .05149 COCOR4 ,05008
ALPHA 4*9998 OEG C0§ ,04482 COCOR5 *04341
UPPER SURFACE LOgER SURFACE SPANd[3E
XlC CP PeLIPT HL_C IIC CP PeLIPT NLOC XlC YIC CP PtLIPT RLOC
O,OOOO 1,0531 .9780 ,1786 C,_3_ 1.U531 .9780 ,1786 .5000 ,4921 -,_709 ,4855 1.0721
• 0040 -.0087 *7023 .7298 ,0v40 .9844 .9605 .2409 ,5000 ,4265 -.8551 .4863 1,0708
• 0080 -,3060 *6265 .6465 *0080 1,0946 ,9_90 .1258 ,5000 .3609 -,8765 .4830 1.0762
,0150 -,6746 .531. ,9966 ,0230 .6781 *_811 .4297 ,5000 .2953 -,8679 *_867 1.0701
• 0250 -1,0528 .4327 1.1642 .050_ .43_1 .81_2 .5439 .500t .2297 -.8402 .4914 1.0622
• 0400 -1,3235 ,3670 1.28%1 ,1000 .2491 .7?09 ,6220 ,5000 .1640 -.6461 ._9ZZ 1,0609
.0600 -1.5389 .31_0 1.3996 .1500 .1303 .7393 .6722 .5000 ,0984 -,8655 .4912 1.0625
• 0800 -1.6047 *2986 1,_375 ,2000 ,0225 .7131 .7131 ,5000 ,C328 -*8472 *4902 1.0642
• 1000 -1,6061 .2990 1.4365 *2500 -,0696 ,6876 .7525 .5000 -.032_ -,8644 ,4881 1.0677
.1400 -1,5851 .Z999 1.4344 .3500 -.1892 ,6563 ,8007 .5000 -,0964 -.8591 .4852 1.0726
.1800 -1.5851 .3009 1.4319 .4500 -,1929 .6578 ,7983 .5000 -.1640 -.8657 *4BEZ 1.0675
.2200 -1,5705 .3008 1.4322 ,5500 -.1_18 .6625 .7911 .5_00 -,2297 -.8712 ,4903 1.0640
.26_0 -1,P263 ,3175 1,3940 .6500 -._608 .6937 ,7431 .5000 -.2953 -,f!499 ,4939 1.0580
• 3000 -1.4232 *33;8 1,3454 ,7500 ,2048 ,7620 ,6363 ,SGOC -,3609 -.78_3 .5056 1.0385
.3400 -1,1992 *4002 1,2243 .aO00 .3005 .7848 .5994 ._GO0 -.4265 -.7321 ,523Z 1.0096
• 3800 -1,0817 .4319 1,1656 .8503 .384h ._068 .5631 .5000 -.4_21 -.6796 .5351 .9903
.4200 -,971T .4575 1.1201 ,9000 .3_e5 .806_ .5636 .060_ .2992 -1.3553 .3622 1.2988
• 4600 -,918T ,4730 1.0924 ,9500 .3730 .H069 .5630 .1400 ,2992 -L,5876 ,3002 1,4337
• 5000 -.8796 *4876 1.0685 I.GO00 -*lf170 .6624 .7913 .2200 *Z99_ -1.5813 ,2971 1.4394
.5400 -.7990 *5026 1.04_5 .3000 .2992 -1.3780 *3575 1.3083
•5800 -*7567 .5157 1,0218 ,3800 ,2992 -1.1077 .4244 1,1792
• 6200 -.6802 .5313 .9963 ,4600 ,29_2 -,9148 ,4740 1.0917
• 6600 -,6275 .5491 .9677 .5400 .2992 -.8126 .5035 1,0419
.7000 -.5710 *5666 .9399 .6200 ,2992 -*675_ ._357 *9893
.7500 -,4997 .5_32 .9138 ,7GO0 ,299_ -,5714 .5626 ,9462
• 8000 -,4354 ,595_ .8945 eBGO0 *2992 -*4377 .5956 .8943
• 8500 -.3840 .6120 ,8689 ,9000 .2992 -.3175 .6280 .8442
• 9000 -.3139 .6287 .8431 .1000 .2362 .2673 ,7801 ,6072
,9500 -,2536 .6479 .8135 ,2000 .2362 ,0486 .7235 .6970
• 9750 -,2257 .6536 .8067 ,3500 .2362 -,1622 .6711 ,7779
1,0000 -.1870 ,6624 .7913 ,4500 .2362 -,1640 .6631 .7901
• 5500 ,2362 -,1801 ,6630 ,7903
.6500 °2362 -.0566 °6934 .7435
• 7500 .23_2 .1921 .7557 .6463
.8000 ,2362 .3103 .7890 .5926
• 8500 .2362 .3693 ,8032 .5691
• 9000 .2362 .3918 .8091 .5593
.950C ,2362 .3647 *8046 .5667
TEST 137 PT 31.2259 PSZ CN .2672 CDZ .OCq51 COCORI .00914
RUN 31 TT 120.6518 < CH -.1321 CO2 .C0952 COCOR2 ,00912
POINT 1 RC _4.9975 MILL[_N CC .0178 C03 *00926 COCOR3 *00898
_ACH .7265 C04 ,00914 CDCOR4 .00887
ALPHA -1.9551 DEG C05 ,00872 CCCQR5 ,00842
UPPER SURFACE LOdLR SURFACE SPANMI$E
XIC CP PeLIP; _LOC XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT _LOC
0.0000 1,0352 .9727 ,1992 0,3000 1._352 .9727 .1992 ,5000 .4921 -.6107 ,5431 .9771
,0040 .9072 ,9392 .300_ .0040 .1361 ,7392 .6723 ,500_ .4265 -,6261 .5393 .9831
.0080 ,6562 *8737 .4439 ._080 .3130 .7849 .5990 ,5000 ,3609 -,6303 ,5374 .9861
,0150 ,3229 .787_ .5947 .0230 -,2544 .6366 ._306 .5000 .29_3 -.6312 .5380 .9852
.0250 -,0448 ,69_3 .74_0 .05_0 -.38_9 *6011 .8856 .5000 ,2297 -.6387 ,5357 ,9889
.0400 -.3216 .6185 ,c586 ,1000 -,4143 .5954 ,_944 ,5_0U ,1640 -,6366 .5374 ,9862
.0600 -,4306 .5917 .9002 ,1500 -,4532 .5e41 .9121 .5000 .0984 -.6381 .5364 ,9878
.0800 -,6467 *5869 .9076 .2_JO -.5216 ,5678 ,9378 .5_00 .0328 -,6328 .5379 ,9854
,1000 -.4503 *5859 ,9093 .2500 -,5689 ,5556 ,9571 ,5000 -.0328 -,6361 ,5372 .9866
.1400 -.4737 .5790 .9201 .3500 -,5816 ._Ou .9659 .5000 -.0984 -.6455 ,5358 ,9889
.1800 -*5088 .56_8 ,9346 .4500 -,448_ *5853 .9102 *5000 -.1640 -.636b *5382 ,9849
*2200 -*5373 .5626 .946U ,5500 -.3165 ,6214 .8541 ,5000 -,2297 -,6337 .5370 .9868
*2600 -*5485 .5593 .9512 .6500 -.0945 .6786 .7660 ,5000 -.2953 -,6366 .5342 ,9913
,3000 -,5902 .5487 ,96_1 .7500 ,1977 .7547 ,6477 ,5000 -,3609 -.6345 .5366 .9875
,3400 -,5934 ,547_ ._7_6 .8_J0 ,2950 ,7795 ,6078 ,5U00 -.4265 -.6372 .5346 ,9907
.3800 -.601_ .54_ .9727 .8500 .3664 .79e1 ,5773 ,5000 -,4921 -.6260 *5398 .9824
e4200 -.6083 .543_ ,9762 ,_000 .4_C5 ,6U72 .5623 ,0600 ,2992 -*3938 .6013 *8853
,4600 -,6327 .5384 .9d46 *9500 ,4108 .8102 *5572 .1400 .2992 -,_677 ,5800 ,9185
*5000 -*6450 .5346 .99_7 L.0003 .1380 ,7390 ,6724 .2200 .2992 -,5305 .5640 .9437
.5400 -,6_06 *5332 .9929 .3C00 o2992 -.5671 .5547 .9584
.5800 -.6676 .5290 .99_8 .3800 .2992 -*6094 .5425 .9779
4 .6200 -.6962 ,5226 1.0103 .4_00 ._99Z -,6Z51 .5399 *9822
*6600 -.6802 *5269 1.0033 *5400 ,2992 -.6449 *5348 .9904
.7000 -.5966 .5467 ,9713 ,6EGG .2992 -.6813 ,5252 1.0060
.7500 -.4760 .5763 .9243 .7000 ,2992 -.6026 .5465 .9716
.8000 -.3646 .6071 ._763 .80C0 .2992 -.3635 .6084 .8741
.8500 -,2439 ,8376 .8291 ,9000 ,2992 -,1306 .6_99 ,7794
.9000 -.1249 .6704 .7787 .*_ ,2362 -*4164 .5_37 .8971
*9500 *0029 .7036 .7276 .2000 *2362 -,_100 ._696 .9348
.9750 .0698 .7209 .7007 ,3500 ,2362 -,5657 ,555_ .9567
1.0000 .1380 .73_0 .0724 .4500 ,2362 -,4374 .5890 .9043
.5500 .2362 -,312_ ,6223 ,8526
.6500 .2362 -.3_92 ._?7_ .7677
*7500 ,2362 ,196_ *7538 ,b491
.8_C_ .Z3b_ .2931 .7791 ,6085
.HSUU ._362 ,3601 .7960 oSUGb
._00 .236_ .3981 ,_066 ._632
.9_00 .2362 .4071 .8100 .557_
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TEST 137 PT 31,2261 PSI CN ,4096 CD1 ,C1066 CDCOR1 °01031
RUN 31 TT 12G.6864 K CM -.1348 CO? *01069 CDCOR2 *01032
POINT 2 gC 14,9654 NELL[ON CC .0183 C03 .01021 COCOR3 ,00996
_JC_ °7265 ¢D4 ,009%9 CDCOR4 .00972
ALPHA -1,0081 OEG CP5 ,00952 COCOR5 ,00923
UPPER SURFACE LO*E_ SURFACE SPANaISE
X/C CP PILIP7 MLOC X/C CP PsLIP[ MLOC XIC YIC CP PpL/PT MLO¢
0.0000 1.1070 .9910 .11_1 C.0C30 1.107U .9916 .1101 .SGbO .49Z1 -.6822 .5270 1.0031
.0040 ,7740 .9059 ,3787 ,0040 .3533 ,7957 ,5814 .5000 ,4265 -.6944 .5244 1.0073
,0080 ,5080 ,8349 ,514fl ,00_0 .5251 ,_40_ ,5048 .5000 ,3602 -.6944 ,5Z36 1.0087 a
,0150 ,1383 ,739_ ,6723 ,0130 -,0373 ,6939 .7425 ,5000 ,2953 -,7109 ,5168 1,6196
,0250 -,Z494 ,6403 ,8256 ,0500 -,1932 ,6558 ,8Ull ,5000 ,2297 -.7109 ,5172 1.0191
*0400 -*_449 *5626 ,_459 *1600 -,1677 *6342 *0344 *5000 ,1640 -*7020 *5Z05 1.0137
.0600 -.6521 ,5329 .9935 .1_0 -.3169 .6168 *8611 .50VO ,0984 -.7063 .5176 1,0184
,0800 -*6434 .5345 ,2909 ,*LOG -,4019 ,59_8 ,8875 ,500_ ,0318 -.7105 ,5174 1.0188
*1000 -.8Z44 ,5417 ,*8CO .2500 -,4620 .5816 ,9144 *5000 -,0328 -,7079 .5191 1.0159
.1400 -,6233 .6407 ._808 .3500 -,4889 .57_2 .9214 .50_C -,028_ -.7181 ,5158 1.0Z13
*1800 -,6507 ,5344 .9911 ,4500 -.3930 ,8071 ,_840 ,5000 -,1640 -.7118 .51_9 1,0146
.1200 -,66Z9 .6306 .9972 .5500 -.2_40 ,6Z87 ,_428 *5000 -.Z*97 -,7088 ,5184 1,0171
*2600 -,6647 .5315 ,9957 .5_JO -,0837 .6807 ,7628 ,5O00 -.2953 -.7078 ._179 1,0179
.3000 -.7014 ,SZZb 1,0107 ,75_0 ,2135 ,7_91 ,640_ ,5000 -,3609 -.7048 .5217 1.0116
,3400 -,6921 .524? 1,0075 .8000 ,3O96 ,7838 ,6009 .5000 -,4765 -,7086 ,5212 1.0174
.3800 -.7061 ,5181 1._176 .85U0 .3811 .8028 .5696 ,5000 -,4971 -.7025 .5711 1.0176
,4200 -,6891 ,52?9 1.0027 ,9000 ,4176 ._110 .5542 ,0600 **,97'**********.13,7'*******
,4600 -,7040 ,_2_0 1.0145 *9500 .4165 *_113 *5536 .1400 ,?99? -,6173 ._417 .9777
.5000 -.7128 .5159 1.0111 1.0000 .1775 .7377 .6744 *ZZOG .7992 -.6594 .5354 .9894
05400 -.7Z42 .5130 I._146 *3000 .299? -*6780 .5290 ,9997
*5800 -.7248 ._147 1.0231 .3_b_ ,2_92 -.7088 .5204 1.0138
,6200 -,7408 ,5092 1,0310 ,4600 ,1992 -,6957 ,5249 1,0065
.6600 -,7238 .51_8 1.0197 .540u ,2992 -.7078 *5209 1*0129
,7000 -.6171 *54Z3 .9783 *6Z00 ,1992 -,7270 *5167 1,0199
*7500 -*4849 .5761 ,9247 *7000 ,?99* -*6209 *5416 *9778
,8000 -.3741 .6075 .8756 ,8000 .2992 -.3699 .6056 ,8785
,8500 -,2471 .6408 ,8241 ,9000 ,2991 -,1194 ,6710 .7777
,9000 -.1278 ,6706 ,7784 ,1000 ,236Z -.2710 .6339 *8347
.9500 -,0028 .7036 ,7276 ,?000 ,2362 -,3891 .6036 ,8817
,9750 ,0640 .7211 ,7003 ,3500 ,2362 -,4845 .5781 ,9113
1,0000 ,1275 ,7377 ,6744 ,4500 ,1362 -,3829 ,6053 ,8789
,5500 ,?362 -,1774 ,63?8 ,8367
,6500 ,1361 -.0757 ,6837 .7582
,7500 ,?362 .2079 .7596 ,6398
,8000 ,236? ,3060 .7841 ,6003
*8500 ,2362 .3764 .8021 *5707
,9_00 .2362 *_137 ,81ZZ ,5537
.9500 ,2362 ,_166 .8119 .5543
TEST 137 PT 31*2236 PSI CN ,4_5B COl .OlOGO CDCDRI *00966
RUN 31 TT IZ0.67_:6 K CM -.1356 CO? ,01007 CDCOR2 .00965
POINT 3 _C 14.9676 qZLLZfl_i CC .0171 C03 .C,(,269 COCOR3 .00939
NA,"H .7766 C04 .00950 COCOR4 .00919
ALPH& --*4990 OEG CO5 *00910 COCOR5 .00U80
UPPER _URFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANUISE
XlC CP P_LIP1 MLOC XlC CP P_LlPr HLOC X/C YIC CP PeLIPI" HLOC
0,0000 1.1268 .9963 ,0727 O*OuO0 1,1268 ,9963 ,0727 .5000 ,4921 -.7215 ,5185 1.0169
,0040 *6970 *8847 ,4774 .0040 ,4494 *8208 .5392 • 5(,00 .4265 -.7292 .5135 1.0251
,0080 .4186 .8117 ,_546 .b080 .6327 .8682 .4543 .5000 .3609 -.7371 .5157 1.0215
.0150 *0426 .7131 .7128 ,0230 .0661 .7186 ,7043 ,5000 ,2953 -,7458 .5110 1,0293
,0250 -,3505 *_12(_ ,86_6 .0500 -,1000 .6771 .768_ ,50_C_ .2297 -.7423 .5127 1.0265
,0400 -.6617 ,5308 ,9969 *1000 -,?011 .6517 ,807_ *5000 ,1640 -,7460 *5082 1.0339
*0600 -,8179 ,4897 1,0648 ,1500 -.2630 ,6339 ,8349 .5_00 .0984 -,7491 .5104 1,0301
,0800 -,7607 .5038 1,0411 ,2000 -,3478 .6132 ,_668 .5000 .03Z8 -,7414 ,5141 1,0140
,1000 -,7363 .5133 1,_154 ,2500 -,4087 .5951 ,8948 ,5000 -,03?8 -.7428 .5101 1,0307
.1400 -*7Z2_ .5161 1*0Z08 .3500 -,4482 ,5866 ,9081 ,5000 -,09_4 -,7593 .5063 1,0371
,1800 -,7332 .5124 1,0269 ,4500 -.3668 .6077 ,8754 ,5000 -.1640 -,7456 ,5131 1,015 ._
,??00 -.7414 .5068 1.u361 .5500 -,2650 .6338 ,8349 .50(.0 -.2_97 -,7503 ,5087 1.0338
.7600 -,7268 .5171 l.OlgZ ,6500 -.0697 .6842 ,7574 .5000 -.7953 -.7472 .5091 1.0313
.3000 -.7611 ,505Z 1,_38_ .7500 ,2127 .7596 .6398 ,5000 -.3609 -. 7410 .5134 1.0254
*3400 -.7635 .5082 1*0318 .8000 ,3706 .7872 .5953 ,5000 -,4265 -,7528 ,5085 1.0334
.3800 -.7656 ,5056 1,037_ ,8500 ,3882 ,8044 *5669 *5000 -,4971 -*7497 *5089 1,0326
.4200 -.7318 ,5154 1,0220 *9000 ,4239 *8121 .5539 *Oh0& .299Z -.8283 .4909 1.0627
.4600 -,7532 ,5063 1,u370 ,9500 ,4742 .8147 .5496 ,1400 ,299? -.7187 .5188 1.0164
,5000 -,7572 .50_3 1.0336 1.0000 ,1174 .7348 ,679,[ .2200 .299Z -.7334 ,5128 1.0262
,5400 -,7521 ,-_114 1*028: .3000 ,2992 -,7367 ,5124 1,0269
,5800 -*7537 ,5073 1.0354 ,3800 ,299Z -,7604 .5101 1,0307 11,
.6?00 -.7660 .504_ 1.._a399 *4600 .zg_z -.7314 .5169 L*0196
.6600 -,7342 ,5160 I*U210 ,54C0 ,1992 -.7297 *5Z03 1,0139
,7000 -,6267 ,5404 .9o14 .6200 .2992 -.7400 .5150 l,OZZ7
,7500 -.4868 .5769 ,_34 • 700(, .1991 -*6165 ,545? ,9737
.8000 -.3749 .608' *_746 .8000 .?992 -.3713 *0093 *87Z8
*8500 -.7499 .63r, 1 .8268 ,9000 .?992 -* 1307 *6695 .7800
.9000 -.1263 .6710 *_177 *lOG(. .2362 -*Z010 .55,3 .8064
.9500 -*0037 .7035 .7176 .2006 ,_362 -.33'3 .6171 .8607
,9750 .0604 ,7103 ,1037 •3._00 .2362 -.43Z5 *5921 .8995
1.00o0 .I174 ,734_ .6791 .4_00 .236' -.3577 .6114 .8695
,550u .1362 -.1569 .6384 .8178
.6_00 .2362 -.0694 ,6_71 .7530
.756*, ._362 **189 .7bOb ,6383
.8(.L_ ,736Z .3150 .7858 .5976
,?SO0 .?36? ,3871 .8063 ,5638
.gGOG ,2361 ,4*:'2 .8150 *5490
.9500 .236* *4171 *8151 ,5487
.184
TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 31.2389 PSI CN .563¢ COi .01030 C040R1 .00995
RUN 31 T1 120.64ub K CN -.135§ C02 .01036 COCOR2 000999
.._ POINT 6 RC 15,0060 HILLION CC .0151 C03 .010G3 COCOR3 .00975HACH ,7ZSb C06 ,00977 COCOR4 .00968
ALPH& -eU101 OEG C05 ,00934 CDCOA5 .00904
UPPER SURFACE LOdEP SURFACE SPAN_I_E
EIC CP PJLIPI "_LOC XlC CP PJLIP1 ML_C EIC YIC CP P,LIPI HLOC
0.0000 1.1429 1.0009 0.00_0 u,OUO0 1.1429 1,0009 0,0000 ,5000 ,4921 -.7635 .5039 1,0410
.0040 .62Z1 ,86_3 ,45_7 ,00_0 .5404 ,_58 ,4955 *500_ .4265 -,7678 .5010 1,0458
.0080 ,3278 .71_1 ,_ZZ ,GOHO .7296 .8941 ,4035 .5000 o3009 -.7820 ,4900 1.0561
,0150 -.0553 .68_7 .7_9 .bZ3U ,1016 ,7_55 ,bbZZ .5000 ,1953 -,7715 ,5059 1.0377
.0250 -°4438 ,5878 .9002 .050U -.0Z53 .6969 .7379 .5000 .2Z97 -,79T_ ,6934 1.0584
.0400 -.7811 .49;7 1,0480 ,1000 -.1306 ,6697 .7797 .5C0_ .1640 -.7616 .5057 1.0380
.0600 -89658 ._550 1,11_3 .1500 -,2030 .6511 .8083 .5000 .0986 -.7761 .5005 1,0460
.0800 -.9761 ._508 1.1316 ,Z_J_ -,2907 ._298 .8_11 ,5000 .0328 -,76_ .5061 1o0374
.1000 -.9015 .4689 1.1001 .ZSO0 -,3513 ,_121 .8685 ,5000 -.0318 -,7870 .1968 1.0528
.1400 -.7807 .698_ 1.C_93 .3500 -.603_ .5983 .e_q8 .5000 -.0984 -.T807 .4999 1.0476
,1800 -,7730 .5007 1.0_03 .4500 -.364_ ._13_ .8605 .5000 -.1040 -.7884 ._957 1.0546
.ZZO0 -.8285 ._880 L,_b7b .5500 -.2529 .6396 .8260 .5000 -.2197 -.7805 .5023 1.0437
,2600 -,8330 ,4858 1.071_ .6500 -,Oblk ,0883 ,7511 ,5000 -.1953 -.809_ ._861 1.0741
,3000 -.8_73 .k802 1.0808 .7500 ,Z21Z .7611 .6375 ,5000 -.3boq -.7865 ._983 1.0503
.3400 -,8_8 ._797 1.0810 .8_00 .3191 .7858 .5975 ,5C00 -.4Z65 -.81Z5 .€860 1.0709
.3800 -,8288 .4911 1._624 .8500 .4005 .8070 .5_15 .5000 -,4921 -,7873 ._972 1.05ZZ
.4200 -.8336 ,k_O 1.07_4 .9000 .4289 ,8_51 85488 .0000 .2992 -.9374 .4593 181108
,4bOO -,7910 .49_3 1.0_02 .9500 .4308 .8149 .5492 .1400 .2992 -,7423 .5105 1.0301
,5000 -.7864 .4978 1.0511 1,0000 .llZZ .7308 .6851 .2200 ,2992 -,8054 .4_85 1,0667
.5400 -,7690 .5047 1,0396 .3000 .2992 -.8149 ,4889 1,00_0
.5800 -.7861 .4970 1.0526 .38_ .2902 -.8420 .4850 1.0727
.bZO0 -.7783 .5005 1.0406 146_G .1992 -.e104 ,4895 1,0650
,b600 -.7621 ,5026 1,v431 ,5400 ,29_Z -*7723 ,5030 1,0425
.7000 -.0304 .539_ .9826 .6Z00 .2992 -,7710 .5015 1.0450
,7500 -.4766 .5720 .9311 .7000 .2992 -.6374 .5327 .9938
.8000 -,3705 .60_7 ,8769 ._000 .19_2 -.3733 ,6055 .8787
.8500 -.2423 ,636_ .8316 .9000 .2992 -.1305 .6685 .7816
.9000 -.1273 ,60_4 .7802 .1000 .Z3bZ -.1355 .6079 ;7820
.9500 -.0005 .7_30 ,7184 .2000 .236Z -.1815 ,b175 .8466
.9750 ,0619 .717_ .7_6_ .3500 °2362 -.3962 .5991 ,0886
1.0000 .11Z2 .7308 ,6852 .€500 .2362 -.3331 .014Z .8052
.55UG .236Z -,2453 .6395 ,8262
.0500 .2362 -.0556 .6891 °7498
.750_ .23_2 .2297 .7605 .6384
.8000 ,2301 ,3217 .7860 .5973
.8500 .2362 .3848 ,8060 .5676
,9000 .2361 .4254 .8129 .5517
.9500 .13_2 .423_ .8121 ,5540
TEST 137 Pl 31.2314 PSI CN ,6438 CD1 .01069 CDCOR1 ,01u35
RUN 31 TT 12_,6388 K C_ -,1347 C02 .01073 COCO_Z .01034
POINT 5 PC 14.9881 _ILLIO_ CC ,0119 CD3 ,01037 CDCOR3 ,01008
_C_ .7176 C04 ,01000 COCOR4 .00971
ALPHA .5091 DEG C05 .00953 COCOR5 .00922
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPAN¢ISE
XlC CP PtLIPT _LOC XIC CP PtLIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1_92 1.0029 L._Ou 0,0000 1,1492 1,0029 0.0000 .5000 .4921 -.8217 .4848 1,07Eq
• 0040 .5459 .84_0 .4968 .0040 .62_7 .8684 ,4539 ,5000 .42_5 -.8178 .4915 1.0616
,0080 .23b2 ,7&4_ ,_314 ,OOBO .8070 ,9143 ,3004 .5000 .3b09 -,8455 .4831 1,0759
.0150 -.1277 .0686 o7813 .0230 .2539 ,7717 .6205 .5000 ,2953 -,_453 .4793 1.0823
.0250 -.5462 .5649 °9423 .O§UO ._530 *71bb ,7074 .5000 .2297 -.8320 .4872 1.Ob90
.0400 -.8_43 .4773 1._858 .1000 -,0693 ,_880 ,751b .5000 .1640 -.8317 .4882 1.0672
.0600 -1.04Zb ,4280 1.1713 .1500 -.1504 .bb42 .7882 .500G .0g84 -.8545 .4793 1,0823
• _800 -1,1069 .41_5 1.1897 .2000 -.233_ ._49 ,_178 .500_ ._328 -.8220 o4914 1.0619
• 1000 -1.0075 .4254 1.1771 ,2_JO -.307_ .6216 ,8538 .5000 -,0328 -.8252 .4935 1.0503
.1400 -1,0201 ,4338 1,1o19 .3500 -.3530 .61_6 .8545 .5_C0 -.oqe4 -.8885 .4bOO 1.1051
.1800 -.9890 .4497 1,1335 .4500 -.3130 .6211 .8540 .5000 -.1040 -.8390 .4849 1.0728
,2200 -.9583 .4533 1.1272 ._5Ou -.Z31b .6k0e ._141 ,Sb0G -.2297 -.8461 ._858 1.0712
• 2600 -,9454 ,452_ l.lZS_ .650u -.G_OZ .6922 ,7451 .5000 -,2953 -.8639 .4770 1.0853
• 3000 -.7999 .490Z 1.003_ *7500 .2313 *703_ .6335 ,50bU -.3609 -.8411 .4785 1.0837
.3400 -.81ZZ .4917 1.0013 .8000 .3170 ,7874 .5949 ,5000 -.4205 -.8385 .486_ 1.0694
.3800 -.8680 ,4734 1.0924 .8533 .4059 ,8106 ,5504 ,5000 -.4921 -.8424 .4839 1.0746
.4200 -.8777 .47_5 1._dU9 .9000 .4357 ._lbb .5464 .ObO0 .2992 -1.0126 .4370 1.1552
,4b00 -.8880 .473b 1._921 .9500 .4298 ,81_3 .5503 .1400 ,299Z -1,0504 .4282 1.1T20
.5000 -.8714 .474_ 1.0_98 1.1000 .1091 .7330 ,6817 .2204 .29qZ -.8950 .47G1 1.0981
.5400 -,7987 .497_ 1.0515 .3000 .2992 -.d320 ._8_7 1.0647
.5800 -.7867 .5034 1.O418 .38C_ .299Z -.8764 .4753 1.0892
• 6200 -.774h .hg_o 1.0541 ,4bOO .299Z -.8740 .4765 1.0U71
.0600 -.7506 .5081 1._3_0 .54UG .199Z -.8007 .4944 1,0508
• 7000 -.6303 ,5418 .9792 .6200 .299Z -.768_ .4988 1.0495
.7500 -.4826 .577_ .9131 .70_0 .2992 -.6389 °5367 .9873
.8000 -.3639 .60_0 ,_10 .8GuU .2992 -.37_q ,6042 .8808
,8500 -.2428 .0415 .8Z31 .9000 .2992 -.1357 .6689 .7810
.9000 -,1215 ,6715 .77¢8 .10_0 .2361 -.0700 .b87Z .7527
.9500 -.0060 .7(4u .7Z69 ,2000 .2302 -.2259 .0450 o8108
.9750 .0557 .71P7 .70_1 .3500 .Z3_Z -.3020 .b073 .8758
1.0000 .1091 .7330 .6817 .6500 .2361 -.3025 .b163 .8465
,5500 .2381 -,2253 .8432 .8204
.0500 .23bZ -._517 .bq04 .747q
.75_U .2302 .2324 .Tb37 .0333
.8000 .23_Z .3210 .7903 .5903
• 8500 .23bE .4038 .8085 .5_00
.uCG .2301 .4313 .8159 .5475
• 9500 .2301 ,4320 ,8144 .5501
185
TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 Pl 31,ZZZJ _bI CN .7318 C01 ,01133 COCOR1 .01085
RUN 31 TT IZb,_573 _ CM -*1351 CDZ ,01129 ¢0¢0R2 ,01079
POINT 6 WC 15,0201 _ILLIO_ CC ,U091 C03 ,01009 CDCOR3 ,01058
MACH ,73_5 CD4 ,01053 CDCOR4 ,01013
ALPHA 1,0081 UEG C05 .GI01U C0¢UR5 ,00976
UPPER SURF&CE LOuLR SUKFACE SPANwISE
XIC CP P_LIPT _LOC XIC CP PpLIPI MLOC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1508 1,0022 O*OUUO O.OOdO 1.1508 1.0029 O*OOOO .500_ .4921 -.8347 .4825 1.0769
*0040 ,4690 .8248 ._324 .00_3 ,7022 o8856 .4205 ,5000 .4265 -*8832 .4722 1.0945
10080 ,1575 ,7432 ,6_5P ,038_ ,_653 ,gZu/ ,3271 ,50_0 ,3609 -,8399 ,4812 1,0790
.01§0 -,2093 ,6464 .8124 .0230 .3306 .7894 .5916 .5000 ,2953 -,8377 ,4821 1,0776
,0250 -,5939 ,5437 ,g7bl ,u_OO ,1230 ,7348 ,6790 ,5000 ,2297 -,8306 ,4816 1,0784
,0400 -,9166 ,46;4 1,1148 ,lO00 -,OOb5 ,7000 ,7330 ,5000 ,1640 -,7987 ,4961 1.0540
,0600 -1.1107 .40_0 1,2074 ,15Ju -.108_ .b738 .7734 ,5_00 .0984 -,8200 .4863 1,0T04
.0800 -1,1726 ,3954 1,2331 ,ZOO0 -,1934 ,b533 ,8U50 .5000 .O32U -,8g_1 .4854 1._720
,1000 -1,1490 ,39c5 1,2310 ,ZSJO -*2606 ,6351 ,8330 ,5000 -*0328 -,7748 ,5010 1,0458
,1400 -1,1388 ,4058 1.2135 ,3500 -,3Zbl ,6141 ,8654 ,5000 -,_984 -,7922 ,4940 1,0575
,1600 -1,1279 ,4082 1,2090 ,4500 -,2891 ,6249 ,8486 ,5000 -,1640 -,7612 .5056 1,0381
,2200 -1,1245 ,4071 1,Z109 ,_500 -,2117 .6449 ,8178 ,560_ -.2297 -.9563 ,4472 1,1380
,ZbO0 -1,0957 ,4141 1.1979 .b_O0 -,0431 .6907 ,7475 ,5000 -,2_53 -,7938 .4974 1.0518
,3000 -1,1269 ,4_86 1.2_1 ,TSO_ ,2326 .7604 ,6385 .56_0 -,3609 -,0062 .4658 1,1055
.3400 -1,1129 ,4079 1.2_95 ,8000 .3349 .7901 ,5906 ,5000 -.4265 -,9173 .4526 1.1161
,3800 -1,1063 ,4118 1,2023 ,8500 ,4121 ,8100 ,5574 ,5000 -,4_21 -,8897 ,4701 1,0980
,4200 -,9429 ,4§21 1,12_3 ,9000 ,4394 ,_164 ,5466 ,0600 ,2992 -1,0717 ,42Z0 1,1834
,4600 -.8670 .47_3 1.U839 .95J0 ,437_ ._163 .5468 .1400 .2992 -1,1558 .4013 1,2219
,5000 -,8220 ,4858 1,0713 l.GO00 ,1067 .7290 .68_1 .2200 .29_2 -1.14_g ,4010 1.2224
.5400 -.7597 .5028 1._429 .3000 .2992 -1,0202 ,4352 1,1581
.5800 -,7727 ,5016 1.0449 .3800 .2922 -1.0511 °4285 1.1715
.6200 -,7510 ,5640 1.03_5 .4600 .2992 -.9420 ,4558 1,1229
*6600 -*7845 ,5048 1*03_6 ,5400 ,2992 -,7645 ,4995 1,0483
,T000 -.bill .5381 ,9850 .6200 ,2992 -.7046 .5128 1,0263
,7000 ,2992 -,6340 ,5353 .9896
,7500 -,4212 ,57Ol .9247 .800G ,2992 -,3686 ,6057 .8784
,8000 -*3722 .60_2 .8792
,8500 -,2408 ,6372 ,8297 ,9000 .2992 -,1270 .6681 *7821
,9000 -,1250 ,6697 ,7797 .lOOG .Z362 -.Olbl ,6986 ,7353
,9_00 -,0041 ,7617 .TOG4 ,2000 ,2362 -,1778 ,6543 ,8034
.3500 .2362 -.3233 ,6173 .8604
=9750 ,0570 ,7159 .7085 ,4500 ,2362 -,2758 ,bZE8 ,8426
1,0000 ,1067 ,7_90 ,6881 ,55u0 ,2362 -,2011 ,6494 ,8109
,6500 ,236Z -,0379 ,6928. ,7441
,750G .2362 ,2310 ,7620 ,6360
,8000 .Z3bZ ,3398 .7910 .5890
,850_ .2362 ,4070 ,8088 .5595
,9000 .2362 ,4362 ,81b0 °5474
,9500 ,2362 ,4405 ,8160 ,5473
TEST 137 PT 31,2245 PSI CN ,8220 C01 ,01312 CDCOR1 ,01267
RUM 31 11 12C,b_14 _ CM -,140L COZ ,01305 COCOR2 ,01255
POINT 7 RC 14.q041 MILLION CC .0071 C03 ,01256 CDCOR3 ,01215
MAC*'* ,7287 C0_. ,01223 COCOW4 ,01181
ALPH_ 1,4807 OEG CD5 ,01145 COCOR5 ,01104
UPPER SUKFACE LO_EI_ SURFACE SPANWI3E
XIC CP P*LIPI I_LOC XlC CP P_,LIP| RLOC XIC YIC CP R_,LIP7 MLOC
0,0000 1,1506 I,C028 O,_GO0 U,0_)00 1,1506 1,0028 0,0000 ,5000 ,4921 -I*1106 ,4119 1,2019
,0040 ,3984 , t_UT1 *5023 ,Od40 *TbOg ,gOll ,3889 ,50G0 ,4265 -1,1530 ,3993 1*2256
*0080 *0918 ,7261 ,6926 ,0080 ,qlbb ,2415 ,2949 ,5000 *3669 -I,1762 ,3010 1,2416
,0150 -.2686 .o3b2 .8405 .OZ3O .3973 .0063 .5637 .5000 .2_53 -1,U045 ,4275 1.1733
°0250 -,6724 ,52t9 1.0032 ,0_00 .1636 .7512 .6531 .hObO .2297 -1.1535 .3q65 1.2310
,0400 **9740 ,44.'.5 1.1410 ,1UJO ,0414 ,7134 ,7123 ,50UO ,1640 -1,1323 ,4071 1,2109
.ObO0 -1,1885 .3937 1.2364 .1_00 -.0495 .bbgZ ,7498 ,5000 ._98_ -1,1357 .4032 1.Z183
,0800 -1*Z342 .3774 1.Zb_l ,2dO0 -*1508 ,_635 ,7_93 *5000 *0328 -1.0534 ,4279 1.1725
*1000 -1.2425 .3779 1*2671 ,2500 -.ZZCb ._428 .8Z11 .5000 -.&328 -1*3281 .4377 1.1550
.1400 -1*2(,61 .3o64 1*2505 ,3500 -.2940 .6255 .8477 ,5000 -*0984 -1,1763 .3922 1,2393
.1800 -1,2174 .3851 1.2530 .4500 -,2667 .6309 ._394 .5_,0U -,1640 -1.0828 .4206 1,1859
,2200 -1,2161 .3867 1.2519 .5500 -,1922 ,b_32 ,8051 ,5000 -,2297 -1.0037 ,4414 1.1483
.2600 -1,lgbG ,3896 1,24_2 ,0500 -,0325 .6924 ,7448 ,SCOO -,2953 -1,0586 ,4229 1,1818
,3000 -1,2159 ,3_:9 1.2574 .7500 ,2399 .7649 ,6313 ,50U_ -,3609 -1.0300 .4370 1.1562
,3400 -1,2264 .3778 1,2673 .8_,03 ,3493 ,7931 ,5856 ,5000 -,4265 -1.0465 ,4308 1,1674
,3800 -I,2473 ,380(; 1,;'630 ,8500 .41bb ,0113 .5553 ,5006 -,4921 -.9691 ,4510 I*1312
,4200 -1,2190 ,_793 1.2644 ,90.J0 .4471 ,8194 ,5416 ,ObO0 ,2992 -i,1353 ,4056 1,213T
,4600 -1,1583 .4003 1.2237 ,95J0 ,4434 ,81_.9 ,5424 ,140(, .2992 -1.2353 ,3826 1.2578
,_000 -1,0999 ,41Zb 1,2.007 1,0000 ,1021 ,7297 ,6870 ,2200 ,2992 -1*2513 ,3786 1,2657
,5400 **948? ,4"._Z 1,1238 .30_0 .2992 -1.1497 ,4028 1.2190 IF
,5800 -.7082 ,5207 1.0134 .3800 .2992 -1.1719 .3974 1.2293
,6200 -.6493 ,53_4 .9975 .4600 .299Z -1,1681 ,4019 1.220T
*6600 -*6446 ,;34M ,_903 ,5400 ,2992 -,8442 ,4844 1.0736
,TO00 -,5913 , _,4_"_" ._6T6 .6200" .2292 -.6336 ,5324 *2830
,7_00 -,4656 ,5784 ,9209 ,700(.; ,2992 -,5?78 ,5517 ,9641
,8000 -,3743 ,6072 .8761 ,bOO0 ,2993 -.3581 ,6084 *8743
,8500 -,2456 ,_393 ,82t,5 .90&O .2992 -.1261 .6696 .7T99
.9000 -.1306 ._93 .78_3 .1000 .23_2 ,036_ ,7122 .7142 _"
.9500 -,0062 .7009 ,731{" , ZOu(. .2362 -*1360 ,6697 .779?
.9?50 ,€523 ,7185 .1044 .3500 .23_2 -*2854 *b292 *8420
1,0000 *1021 ,7_97 ,b{"70 .4500 .2362 -.2550 .6367 ,8305
._500 .2362 -,1896 ,6526 ,BObO
.65_0 .2362 -.023b .6977 ,7367
,750C ,2362 ,2389 .7bbO *b297
.bCuO ,23bZ ,3429 .7921 .5872
.85.a_ .2362 .4111 .8100 .5574
.900(, .2362 ,4461 .8Z04 ,539_
. _5€,0 .23_2 ,4427 ,d186 ._4Z9
186
TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST _37 P1 31.2211 P5I Ch o8971 CD1 ,01666 ¢DCOR1 ,01603
RUN 31 II 1Z0.670P _ CM -.1432 CC2 .01716 COCOR2 ,01649
POINT 8 PC 14.g749 _ILLION CC .G0%Z CO3 ,01778 ¢OCOR3 .01728
v MJCH ,7272 CD4 ,01507 CDCOR4 ,01455
ALPHJ 2.0060 OEG CO5 *01357 CDCOR5 ,01300
UPPE_ SURFACE LOWER 5URFAC_ SP&NW]St
XIC CP P,LIP1 _LOC XIC CP PpLIPI HLOC XlC YIC CP P,LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1,149q 1,uu27 0._00 O.uu_d 1,1999 1._b27 0.0000 .5000 .4921 -1,2540 .3778 1.2673
,0040 .3247 ,7_5 ,5932 ,0090 ,e116 .919_ .3593 .5000 ,4Z65 -1,Z637 .3714 1.2799
a ._080 .0161 .7u75 .721% .u_C ._ .9531 .2630 .5000 .3609 -I.2674 .3715 L.ZTg7
• 0150 -.3521 .o125 ,u67_ *_230 ,%_45 .a?4_ ,5326 ,Sb_u .2953 -1,Z898 .3681 1,2866
.0250 -,7608 ,_6H 1,0301 *0500 ,23g2 ,7663 .6292 ,5000 ,2297 -1*2879 ,3688 1*2051
• 0400 -1.0654 .4778 1.17_8 *10_0 .0826 .7251 .6991 .5(uO .164U -1.2665 .3703 1.2821
• 0600 -1,2486 ,3791 1.26_7 .1500 -,0136 ,69_8 .733% .5000 .0_84 -i,2674 .3701 1.2827
• 0800 -_._Ogb .36_9 _o297_ .ZGJO -.1_86 .674_ .771] *SCU_ .6328 -1*2911 .3678 1*2872
• 1000 -1.3104 ,3A33 1*2963 .2600 -.17g5 ,6_74 ,7987 ._LO0 -,0328 -1,2§83 .3737 1.2753
o1400 -1.2908 .36_1 l*_d66 ,35J0 -,2575 °6375 ,82_3 .SOLO -,G_89 -1.2896 .36%8 1.2933
• 1800 -1.2875 ,36_2 1,_864 ,4500 -,2401 ,6920 .8223 *SONG -,1690 -1,3098 .36_0 1.3029
,2200 -1,3034 ,3679 1.2869 ,55_ -.1783 .b)14 ,7986 ,5000 -,2297 -1.2316 ,3809 1.2612
• 2600 -1.2811 .37_ 1.2813 .6_30 -.0194 .bgSb .7353 .5_00 -.2953 -1*1826 °3976 1.2289
• 3000 -1,2907 ,3644 1.2991 .7500 ,2988 ,7686 .6254 .5000 -,3609 -1,15b4 .4060 1,2131
,3400 -1,3022 ,3_5 1,29_0 ,8030 ,3482 ,7963 ,_836 .5000 -,4265 -1.1779 ,3961 1,2319
.3800 -1.3280 ,35_2 1,3068 ,_500 ,4277 o_lh7 ,_995 ._000 -,4921 -1,1351 ,40_0 1,2149
• 4200 -1.3402 ,3_2 1.3120 .90J0 ,4513 ,8222 .5368 ,0600 .2992 -1.1863 .39_5 1.2329
•4600 -1.2994 .361_ 1.299% .950_ ._& ._L95 .5_ .1400 .2992 -1.Z971 .3661 1.Z_0§
• 5000 -1.2788 .3b71 1.2_6 1.003d .1G95 .7310 .6849 *2200 .2992 -1.3084 .3601 1.3028
• 5400 -1,0873 .4208 1.1855 ,3000 *2992 -1,2996 .3069 1.2889
• 5800 -,8571 *%765 1.0837 .3800 .2992 -1.2503 .3768 1.2693
• 6200 -.6323 ,_366 *9875 ,460_ .2992 -1o2771 .3709 1,Ze09
• 6600 -.5718 ._5_ *g615 .5400 .Z_92 -1.1989 .3933 l*Z3TZ
.7000 -.5256 *5652 ,9416 *626G .2992 -.6276 .5388 *9840
.7500 -.6528 .5870 *9675 *7000 *2992 ".5313 .5661 .9_04
• 8000 -.3_89 .6124 .e679 .8000 .299Z -.3508 .612_ *8680
.8500 -,2317 ,64Z6 ,8214 ,9000 .2992 -.1251 ,6712 ,7775
• gO00 -.1189 .67_8 .7780 .1_G_ .2362 .3852 .7259 .6929
• 9500 -.0109 ,7010 ,7315 .2000 .2362 -.0959 ,6800 ,7639
• 9750 oC§C1 .7179 ,7054 ,3500 .2362 -.2553 ,6376 ,8290
1.0000 ,1045 .7310 ,6849 ,4500 ,2362 -*2251 .6453 ,8172
• 5500 .2362 -.1821 ,6565 ,7999
,65u_ ,2362 -.0170 .6992 .7344
.75U0 ,2362 .2477 ,7667 .b284
.80_0 .2362 ,347u .7946 .§831
.8500 ,2362 .%186 .8119 .5§43
._OOC *Z3b2 *99_1 ,8200 .5405
• 9500 ,2362 .4474 o8211 *5387
TEST 137 PT 31,22bl P_I CN .g497 ¢01 ,_2235 ¢0_0_1 .0215_
_UN 31 T1 120.66Z_ K C_ -,1480 ODE .02378 COCOR2 ,02296
POINT q RC 1_,g877 _ILLI3N C¢ ,OU4g C03 ,02556 C0:0_3 .02493
_CH .72_1 C04 ,01816 COCOR4 ,01751
ALPNI Z,_q_O OEG CD_ ,u1472 COCOR5 .01401
UPPER _URFAC[ LONE_ _URFACE SPANwZ$E
XI¢ CR P_L/PT _L_¢ xl_ CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1_60 1.0014 O.uO00 O.uO00 1.1460 1.0014 o.OOOO .5GOO .99Z1 -1.3380 .3553 1.31Z7
• 0040 .2864 ,7760 ,61_; ,00%0 ,_60 ,9263 ,3327 ,5000 .4265 -1.3939 .3530 1.3174
• 0080 -,0_17 ,69_8 .7473 *OJSO .992G ,gbl3 .2383 .5_00 .3609 -1,3488 .3505 1,3226
,0150 -,41_7 ,5970 ,8920 .0230 .505_ .8337 ,5168 ,5000 .2953 -1,3451 .3%93 1.3251
,0250 -.80Z2 .%931 1._59_ ,0500 ,2734 .7732 .6180 .5&00 .2297 -1.3583 ,3965 1,3309
,0400 -1,0832 ._i85 1,1934 ,1000 .1251 ,7362 ,6767 ,5000 .1690 -1.3470 ,3519 1.3196
,0600 -1,2784 ,3672 1,Zo_4 ,1500 .C1_5 ,7049 .7262 .5_&O ,09_ -1,3567 ,3477 1.3264
.0800 -I.3410 .3497 1.32_2 .ZOO0 -.U796 .6u14 .7617 .5_C_ ,D328 -1.4055 .3352 1.3550
,1000 -1,3545 .3_13 1.3209 ,2500 -,1660 ,6615 ,7924 ,5000 -,0328 -1,3622 ,3467 1.3306
.1400 -1.3242 .35_ 1.313_ .35_d -.2495 .6373 .8Z95 ,5000 -.99U4 -1.3312 .3513 1.3209
• 1800 -1,36_0 ,3522 1.319u °4500 -,2351 .6390 °8270 .5000 -,1640 -1,3618 *3464 1.3311
• 2200 -1,3497 ,3_22 1,3191 ,5500 -,1760 ,6_56 ,8015 ,5000 -.2297 -1,3588 .3457 1.3326
• 2600 -1.3388 .3551 1.3131 .6_00 -.0260 .6943 .741_ .5_00 -*2953 -1*2641 .3756 1.2717
• 3000 -1,3_77 ,34;4 1,3Z_9 .75_0 ,_974 .7680 .6264 ,SOGO -.3609 -1.2431 .3641 1,2549
• 3%00 -1.3615 .3472 1,3295 ,SOU0 ,34b9 ,7927 .5862 ._00 -,426P -1.1991 .3896 1,2467
• 3800 -1,3714 ,3419 1.3390 ,8500 .9207 ,B121 ,554u ,500_ -,4921 -l,OBC1 ._188 l.lUg2
• 4200 -1.3870 ,339u 1,39_8 .9000 ,94_6 ._197 .§411 ,ObO0 .2992 -1.2277 ,3854 1,2524
,4600 -I.4051 .33OH i.35iG .95_0 .4435 ._197 .5410 .1400 ._992 -I.35%9 .3516 1.3202
.9000 -I.41%7 ._32_ 1.36_6 i.OO00 ,Uhbb .7259 .6929 .226_ .2992 -1,3764 ,3448 1.3346
.5400 -1,315T .35_6 1.305_ ,3000 .2992 -1,3669 .3484 1.3269
• 5800 -.9313 .4_? 1.1169 .3_U .Z_qZ -1.3Z_9 .359b 1.3033
• 6200 -.7(57 .51_ J,uZ2u .4_00 ,7992 -1,3441 ,3531 1,3172
.6600 -,5771 ,_514 ,q_37 .5%_v .29_2 -I,30G9 .3666 1.2896
• 7000 -.50_8 .5_LZ ,_371 .020& .2992 -.6751 ,5303 ,9978
,7500 -,4310 .5921 .d99_, .7_G_ ,299_ -.5075 .5710 .9327
.8000 -,3463 ._l{J ._623 ._&uG .2_9Z -.33G% .6190 ,8577
• 8500 -.2322 .t_lU ,_g_7 .900_ .2992 -.1238 .b717 ,7766
•9000 -.1279 ._h_& .7U24 .1000 .2362 .1192 .73%7 .b?91
• 9500 -.0211 ,69_Z .735_; ,2000 ,2362 -,0727 ,6832 *7590
og7§O ,03b§ .711T ,TL_g ,35C0 ,2362 -,2367 .6%33 .8203
1.0000 ,085G ,7269 ,Og2g ,%_00 o2362 -,_18 ,6961 .8160
.5_b0 ,2362 -.1723 .6595 .7954
• 6_00 .2362 -,012_ ,7006 ,7321
,7506 *2362 *2448 ,7670 *6280
.800C .2362 *3463 .793_ ,5844
,850_ ,2362 *_176 *8126 *5530
.9000 ,2362 .%463 ,8_94 .5_16
• %_ ,7362 *%%40 *_189 *5433
TABLE III.- Continued.
TEST 137 P; 3_.Z184 PSI CN ,984Z C01 ,03100 COCOR1 .03000
RUN 31 ;T 12G.643_ ( CH -.1463 C02 ,03190 CDCOR2 *03095
POINT 10 RC 14,9769 qILLION CC ,0035 C03 ,03Z29 C000R3 *03133
MJCH ,7Z71 C04 ,&2063 CDCOR4 ,01974
ALPHA 3,GUg6 DEG COS .01554 COCOR§ *01453
UPPER SURFACE LOgER SURFACE SPANgISE
XIC CP P, LIPT RLOC XIC CP PpLIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP PpL/RT HLOC
0,0000 1.1Z98 ,9975 .0603 0.0000 1,1298 .9975 .Oh03 .50uO .4921 -1.3835 ,3404 1.3438
,0040 .2178 .7597 .&397 ,034_ ._787 .g3Z1 ,3187 .5000 ,4Zb5 -1.3998 .338b 1.3477
.0080 -.1005 .6764 .7694 ,0080 1,0135 .9573 ,218b ,5000 03609 -1.4149 03395 1,3458
.0150 -,4602 .5E26 ,9144 .0230 ,5470 ,8458 ,4955 ,5000 ,2953 -1.4117 ,3357 1,3538
,0250 -,8483 .4_08 1.07_7 .0500 ,3183 .7859 .5975 .5U00 .2297 -1.4090 .3357 1,3538
.0400 -1,1Z31 .4079 1,2095 ,1000 ,1455 ,7_14 .b58b .5000 .1540 -1,4052 ,3391 1.3_&6
.0600 -1.3389 .355Z 1.3128 .15_ ,0427 ,7138 .7117 .5000 ,0984 -1.44b0 .3275 1.3716
• 0800 -1.4064 .3384 1.3480 .2000 -.0635 .6873 ,752b .5000 .03Z8 -1,4711 ,3ZlZ 1.3856
,1000 -1,3940 ,33e9 1,3470 .2500 -,1395 ,b&63 ,7850 .5000 -,0328 -1.4587 .3250 1,3772
.1400 -1,3915 .3418 1,3408 .3500 -.2272 .5430 ,8208 .5000 -.0984 -1,3793 .3447 1.3347
.t800 -lo3eez .34_5 1.3437 .4530 -.ZZ08 .5439 ,8194 .5000 -.1540 -1,4028 .3408 1.3431
.2200 -1.4014 .3377 1,3997 .5500 -.17bb ,6576 .7983 .5000 -,2Z97 -1.41Zb ,3363 1.3526
.Z600 -1.3728 .343Z 1,3379 .bSO0 -.0274 .&968 ,7380 .5000 -,2953 -1,3093 ,3629 1.2972
.3000 -1,4059 .3370 1,3511 .7500 .2340 .7635 .5334 .5000 -,3509 -1.2514 ,3764 1.2701
.3400 -1.425& ,3367 1.3_1_ ._000 .3413 ,7924 ,_867 ,SUO0 -,4255 -h1390 .4047 1.2155
• 3800 -1.4334 .3301 1,3661 .8500 .4199 ,81Z2 .5539 .5000 -.4921 -,94bg .4594 1.1155
,4200 -1.4392 .3Z79 1.3709 .9000 .4370 ,8168 .54b0 .06OO .2992 -1.Z405 .3809 1.Z&11
,4600 -1,4638 ,3241 1.37_1 ,9500 ,4440 ,_Z01 ,5403 .1400 .299Z -1.4057 .3395 1.3458
• 5000 -1,4695 ,3214 1,38_1 1.UOO0 .0753 ,7245 ,b951 .2ZO0 .2ggZ -1.4352 .3324 1.3610
.5400 -1.3299 ,3579 1.3073 .30_O .SggZ -1.4055 .3361 1.3531
.5800 -,8410 ,4855 1.0718 *3800 .sggz -1.3655 .3455 1.3332
,bZO0 -.&754 ,527B 1,0017 .4500 .?ggz -1,4083 .3405 1.343b
ebb00 -.5940 .55C5 .9551 .5400 .ZgOZ -1.3960 .3416 1.3412
.7000 -.5139 .5700 .934Z .5200 .2992 -.72b0 ,5139 1.0245
,7500 -,4257 ,5925 .egSg .7000 ,Zgg2 -.5100 .573Z .gzgl
.BOO0 -.33bO .6168 .8612 .8000 .2992 -.3198 .5221 .8530
.8500 -.2327 .b414 *BZ32 .gooG .299Z -,1240 .b725 .7755
.9000 -,1338 ,b702 ,7790 ,1000 .2362 .1471 ,7405 .b700
,9500 -,0353 ,5929 ,7441 ,Z000 .2342 -,0429 .bg2_ .7448
.9750 .0255 .7102 .7173 .3500 ,236Z -.Z15Z .6494 .8109
_.0000 ,0T53 .7245 .5951 .4500 .23bZ -,Z025 .6525 ,80_1
,5500 .2362 -,1689 .6597 ,7951
.6500 ,2362 -.0Z05 ,_990 .7346
• 7500 .2362 .Z417 .7574 .6273
• 800& ,2362 .3504 .7942 .5839
.8500 ,2362 .41Z6 .8099 .5576
.9000 ,2362 .4474 .8211 .5387
.950_ .2362 ,4404 ,819b ,5413
TEST 137 P! 31.2202 PSI CN 1.0109 C01 .&4555 COCOR1 .04404
RUN 31 TT 1Z0.6520 _ CH -.1454 C02 .04339 CDCOR2 ,04177
POINT 11 _C 14,9917 _ILLION CC .0045 C03 .04024 C_COR3 .03900
_ACH .7283 CD4 ._2465 CDCOR_ .02342
ALPHA 3o_131 OEG C05 .O1_&9 COCOR5 .O1731
UPPER SURFACE LQ_ER SU_FRCE SPAN_ISE
XlC CP PeL/PT _LOC XIC CP PeLIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP PeLIP[ HLOC
0,0000 1,1195 .994q .0_5b O.OOOG 1.1195 ._949 .0fi5_ .5000 o4921 -1.4372 .3Z94 1.367b
,0040 .1762 .7481 .b581 .0040 *g20z .9430 .Z909 .5000 .4265 -L.44U5 .3Z99 1.3665
.0080 -.1801 .6b05 .7938 .Ou_O 1.0468 .9764 .1850 .5U50 .3_09 -1.4545 .3254 1.3763
.0150 -,5074 ,5707 .9331 .0230 .5921 o_57U .473& .5000 .2953 -1.4532 .3ZSb 1.3758
• 0Z_O -.8938 ,4696 1.O990 .O500 .3487 ,7932 .5855 .5000 .2297 -1.411& .3324 1.3609
.0400 -1.1_b9 °3952 1.2335 .IO00 .1846 .7517 .b523 ._000 .1b40 -1.4158 .333b 1.3584
.0600 -1.3673 .345b 1.332_ .1500 °0728 .7Z57 .b932 .SCGO .0984 -1.447& .3257 1o3756
.0800 -1.4156 .3321 1.3615 .2000 -.O390 .6958 .739b .5000 °0328 -1.4552 o3219 1.3839
o1000 -1.414& .3?99 1.3653 .2500 -.1183 .5721 .77_0 .5C00 -._3Z_ -1.4550 .3242 1.3790
.1400 -1.4461 .3298 1.3_67 .350u -.ZlbZ ._463 .8157 .SOUO -.0984 -1.4340 .3301 1.3659
.1800 -1.4439 .3290 1.35e5 .4500 -.2230 .6476 ._214 .SO0, -.1640 -1.41_0 .3343 1.35bg
.2Z00 -1.4308 .3277 1.3713 ._500 -.1834 .6546 .B030 .5000 -.2297 -1.4124 .3299 1.3664
.2600 -1.477& .331_ 1.3621 .6500 -.0369 .6924 .7448 .SO0G -.Z953 -1.3402 .3515 1.3204
.3000 -1.45b5 .3257 1.375b .7530 .2287 .7b08 .b379 .5000 -.3bO9 -1.ZOS& .391b 1.2405
.3400 -1.4634 .3231 1.3,13 .8030 .3338 .7913 .588b .5000 -.4255 -1.0360 .4300 1.1688
.3800 -1.4796 .3188 1.3_10 ,8_00 .4159 .81Z1 .5539 .5000 -,4921 -.9127 .4626 1.1110
,4200 -1.4727 .3165 1.39tl .9000 *43Zb .8149 .5491 *060& ,ZggZ -1.1990 .3897 1,2441
,4600 -1.4922 .3137 1.4024 *9500 .4174 .8115 .5550 .1400 .2992 -1.4279 .3291 1.3681
.5000 -1.6627 .3218 1.3843 1.9030 .0160 .7U80 .7208 .2700 ._992 -1.4738 .3230 1.3816
.5400 -1.1206 .4094 1.2067 .3000 .2_9Z -1.4455 .3221 1.3835
.5800 -,84T8 .48Z5 1.07_8 .38b_ ,zggz -1.4352 .332b 1.3605 )
.6200 -.7345 .5122 1.0273 .4b0_ .299Z -1.44_4 .326b 1.3493
.b600 -.6454 .5353 ,ggoz ,5400 *sggz -1,3340 .35Z7 1.3181
.7000 -,5534 .55_3 .9575 .6200 ,2992 -,7379 .5124 1.02bg
.7500 -.429b .5896 .9035 .7_00 .ZgZ -.5523 .554b .958&
.8000 -.3378 .6166 .eb12 .8000 .Z992 -.3395 .6148 .8643
.8500 -.2361 .6394 .8263 .9_00 .2992 -.1_4Z .6661 .7852
.9000 -.1671 .603_ .7941 .1000 .2362 .lb53 .7430 .6661
.9500 -.0972 .b73_ .7733 .2000 .2362 -.0186 .6979 .7363 )-
.9750 -.0052 .70_4 .73_q .3500 .?38? -.2224 .6445 ,8184
1.0000 .01BU .70_u .77L8 .4500 .23b2 *.ZOSZ .5498 .8103
• 550b .236Z -.1760 .556b ,7998
.6500 .Z36Z -o0Z88 o6946 o7414
• 7500 .?362 .2386 .7668 .&283
• 8_00 .23bZ .3308 .7878 .5944
,8_00 ._36Z °4055 o8099 .5576
.9000 .738Z .4364 .817Z .5453
• 9500 .736Z .4233 .8138 .5511
188
TABLE III. - Continued.
IEST 137 PT 31.2015 _S! CN 1.0044 COl .0e443 COCOR1 .06Z89
RUN 31 TT 12u.4812 K CM -.1398 CD2 .05g14 CDCCR2 .05755
POINT 13 RC 14.9876 ,ILLION CC .0052 ¢D3 .04886 CDCOR3 .04755
,*CH .726Z CD4 .03355 CDCOR4 .03223
ALPHA _.0222 DEG C05 .02524 CDCOR5 .0Z387
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PeLIPT MLOC XlC CP P_LIPI NL0C X/C Y/C CP PtL/PT NLOC
0.0000 1.1069 .9914 .1113 0.0000 1.1069 .9914 .1113 .5000 .4921 -1*2808 .3716 1*2797
.0040 .0778 .72_e ,6915 .Ov_u .9393 .9478 .2779 .5000 .4265 -1.2845 .3717 1.2794
*0080 -*2210 .b472 .8144 *0080 1.1626 *q_03 .1691 .5000 .3609 -1.2173 *3897 1.2441
.0150 -,5632 .5574 ,9542 *u230 .6105 .8519 .4661 .5000 ,2953 -1.1551 .405Z 1,2145
,0250 -,9263 .4593 1.1168 ,USo0 ,3913 ,8076 *5615 ,5000 ,2297 -1.0595 .4285 1.1716
.0400 -1.2022 .3862 z.2_71 .1000 .2017 .7557 ._60 .5_00 .1640 -1.0215 .4412 1.1486
*0600 -1,4028 .3367 1.3_18 .15_0 .0890 ,7278 ,6900 .5C0_ .09_4 -1,0539 ,43Z1 1,1649
.0800 -1.4940 .3168 1.3953 .2000 -.0183 .7000 .7331 .5000 .0328 -L.11_4 .4184 1.1900
.1000 -1.4956 .31_4 1.3919 .ZSUO -.10_7 .6755 .7708 .5000 -*0328 -1.0377 *4346 1.1605
,1400 -1.4775 .3178 1,3932 .3500 -.2178 *5446 ._183 .5000 -*0984 -1,1478 .4095 1.2065
.1800 -1,4872 .32_1 1*3879 .4500 -.2271 ,6928 ._210 .5000 -.1640 -1.0908 .4211 1.1849
*2200 -1.4921 .3182 1*3922 .5500 -.1930 *6523 ,80_5 *5000 -*2297 -1.0925 .4203 1.1865
.Z600 -1.4724 .3218 1.3842 .6500 -.0449 *_928 .7441 ,5000 -*2953 -.9728 .4471 1.1381
.3000 -1.5023 .3152 1.3990 .7500 .2Z12 .7527 .6349 .5000 -.3509 -.9249 .4683 1.1011
,3400 -1.5074 *3146 1,4004 ,8000 ,3G_2 .7835 .6014 ,5000 -.4265 -.8223 ,4897 1.0648
.3800 -1.5018 .3154 1.39_6 .8500 .4043 .8099 .5576 .5000 -.4921 -.7668 .5047 1.0397
.4200 -1.4083 .337u 1.3493 .9000 .4189 .8135 .5516 .ObO0 .2992 -1.2255 .3854 1.2506
,4600 -1,2673 .3776 1,2677 ,95)0 .3996 .807_ .5616 ,1400 .2992 -1.4683 .3217 1.3845
.5000 -1.0851 .4240 1.179_ 1.0000 -.0779 .68_9 .7626 .2200 .2992 -1.5134 .3121 1.4060
.5400 -.9016 .473_ 1.0921 .300_ .2992 -1.5059 .3122 1.4059
.5800 -.7907 ,49_7 1.0496 .3bUG .2992 -1.4173 *3Z82 1.3702
.6200 -.7304 .5173 1.0189 .4600 .2992 -1.2529 .3801 1.2628
.6600 *.6431 .5374 .9863 ,5400 ,2992 -.9176 .4666 1.1041
.7000 -.5571 ,_567 ,9552 .6200 ,2992 -.7025 o5198 1o0148
,7500 -.4666 ,5795 ,9192 ,7000 ,2992 -,5415 *5654 .9414
,8000 -,3562 ,6150 ,_640 ,8000 ,2992 -,3608 ,6120 18686
,8500 -,3034 ,6247 .8490 .9G00 .2992 -.1933 ,6554 .8017
.9000 -,2314 ,6438 ,8195 .1000 .2362 ,2076 .7584 .6417
.9500 -.1343 .6697 .7797 .EGO0 .23b2 -.0075 .7033 .7280
,9750 -,1188 .6745 ,7724 ,3500 ,2352 -,2026 .6509 ,8086
1,0000 -.0779 .68_9 .7626 ,4500 .2362 -,2172 .6444 ,8187
.5500 ,2362 -.1783 ,6582 .7975
,6500 ,2352 -,0433 .6924 .7449
,75_0 ,2362 .2185 .7613 .6371
._000 ,2362 .3198 ,7869 .5958
.8_00 *2352 .3815 .8005 ,5734
.qO00 ,2362 ,4161 .6127 .5529
,950U .2362 *4038 ,8119 .5_43
TEST 137 P_ 31,2_21 _$! CN .9500 C01 .09438 COCOA1 .09249
RUN 31 TT 120._011 K CM -.1307 CO2 .088Z3 CDCOR2 .08679
POINT 14 gC 14.9725 _ILLION CC .0118 C03 .07640 C_COR3 .07512
HACH ,7253 CD4 ,05701 CDCOR4 *05559
AL_HA 4,9998 0_G COS *05011 CDCOR5 .04869
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PeLIPl MLOC xIC CP PeLIPl HLOC XIC YIC CP PtLIPT RLOC
0,0000 1.0635 ,9807 .1674 O,GO_O 1.0635 *9807 .1674 .5000 ,4921 -.8134 ,4949 1.0560
,0040 .0245 ,70P7 .719h .0040 *q_10 ,9589 ,2457 ,5000 ,4265 -.8017 .4945 1.0567
.0080 -,2941 ,6262 ,_467 .0080 1.0941 .9885 ,1288 *5000 .3609 -.8151 .4920 1,0609
.0150 -,6582 ,535b .9891 .0230 .6745 .8800 .4317 .5000 ,_953 -,_092 .4950 1.0559
,0250 -1,0312 ,43_1 L.1541 ,0500 ,4288 ,8137 ._512 ,5000 .22g7 -.8079 ,4q54 1,0551
.0400 -1,2857 ,369_ 1.Zd4q .1J00 .2441 ,7675 ,6272 ,5000 .1640 -.7905 .4987 1.0497
.0600 -1,4722 ,3200 1.3883 ,1500 .1179 .7336 .6809 ,5000 ,G_84 -,775_ .5008 1,0461
,0800 -1,5421 .3024 1.4282 ,2000 ,0104 ,7077 .7212 ,5000 .0328 -.80_0 ,4969 1,0527
,1000 -1,5453 ,3018 1,4297 ,Z_O0 -,0846 ,6839 .757q ,5C00 -,_328 -.8189 .4953 1,0554
,1400 -1,5465 ,3C07 1,4322 ,3500 -,1982 ,6_39 ,8041 ,5000 -,09_4 -.8194 ,4923 1,0603
,1800 -1,5661 ,3C.12 1,4310 .45_0 -,2296 ,6438 ,8196 ,5000 -,1540 -,8167 ,4927 1,O597
,2200 -1,5778 ,3031 1.9206 .5500 -,2086 ,6490 .8116 .5000 -,2297 -,8364 .4893 1.0654
*2600 -1.5016 ,3168 1.39_4 *6500 -.0906 .6800 .7638 *5000 -.2953 -*8258 ,4951 1,0557
*3000 -1.3874 ,3420 1,3405 .7500 .1808 *7507 .6539 *5000 -,3609 -.7821 .5041 1.0407
.3400 -1,1250 .4114 I*_uEq .8000 .2797 ,7762 ,6132 *5000 -.4255 -.7233 .5204 1.0139
,3800 -,9819 ,4562 1.1327 .850_ .3707 .8_17 .5713 ,5000 -,4921 -,6957 ,_260 1.0047
,4200 -.9173 ,467u 1.1033 .9000 ,3854 ,8071 .5623 .0600 ,2992 -1.2078 ,3904 1.2427
,4600 -,8419 ,4153 1,0721 ,9500 ,3521 ,7953 .5820 .1400 .2992 -1.5347 .3038 1*4251
.5000 -.7840 ,_9_7 1.0497 I.GuO0 -,2590 .638_ .8278 .2200 .2992 -1.5565 *2980 1.4386
,5400 -.7683 ,_O71 1.0356 .300U ,2992 -1.3383 .3553 1,3126
.§800 -.7316 .5170 1.0181 .3000 .2992 -.0794 .4465 1.1392
.6200 -.bbB_ *_314 ._ *4600 .ZqqZ -*0645 .4795 1*0819
.6600 -.6144 .54_ .9737 *5400 *299_ -.7606 *5037 1.0413
,7000 -.5831 ,_4_ ,95_4 ,6200 .2992 -.6715 .5303 .9977
,7500 -,5244 .577_ .9301 ,7000 ,_992 -.5739 *5558 ,9551
.8000 -.4505 .587Z .9073 .80UU .2_Z -.4733 .5808 .9173
,8500 -.4128 .6004 .6856 *9_00 ,299Z -*3786 *0072 *d760
*9000 -.3849 ,C_ .u774 *IOOO *2362 ,2468 .7588 *6Z50
.9500 -.3390 .6170 *e_09 *2000 .23_2 *3212 *710b .7157
,9750 -,3227 ,021_ ,e54u ,3_00 ,23_2 -,1920 ,6538 ,_041
1.0000 -.2590 ,_3H5 ._Z7U ,4500 ,2362 -,2206 .6484 .8125
,550v ._362 -,2067 ,6505 .8093
*0500 *2362 -*0796 .6825 *7599
,7500 .Z3_Z ,1825 .7518 .6521
.80U0 *2362 .284b *7776 .6109
.8500 ,2362 ,3584 .7959 .5811
,gGoc .2362 .3761 .8023 .5704
,9_00 .236_ .3_13 .7961 .5807
TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 29.4137 PSI CN .24,8 C01 .00978 €DOOR1 .00942
RUN 32 1T 115.82v3 _ CM -.1340 C02 ,00983 CDCOR2 ,00945
POINT 1 RC 15.1719 MILLIOq C¢ .0177 C03 .00953 CDCOR3 .00924
NACH .7418 C04 .00,36 CDCOR4 .00,08 Y
ALPHA -Z.0306 0EG C05 *00891 CDCOR5 ,00860
UPPER SURFACE LOkER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP PpLIPT _LOC XIC CP P_LIPr HLOC XIC YIC CP P.LIPT _LOC
0.0000 1.0243 .9685 .2145 0.(,000 1".0243 *96_5 .2145 o5000 .4921 -.6293 .5277 1.0021
.0040 .9336 .9437 .z_g3 .0040 .1048 .7237 .6*65 .5000 .4265 -.6412 *5248 1.0068
.0080 .6899 .8789 .4338 .0080 *2767 .7689 .6250 .5000 .3609 -.6462 .5215 1.0121 J
.0150 .3624 .7918 °5879 o0230 -.2671 .6215 .6541 .5000 .2953 -.6550 .5184 1.0171
,0250 -.0039 .6934 .7_34 *0500 -.4209 .5827 .9164 .5000 .2297 -.6573 .5193 1.0158
*0400 -*2965 .6173 ,8606 .1000 -.4494 ._763 .9244 .5000 .1640 -.6541 .5179 1.0181
.0600 -.4021 .586_ .*059 .1500 -.4808 .5672 .9387 .5000 ._,84 -.6564 .5182 1.0175
.0800 -.6164 .5851 .'106 .2000 -.5661 .5461 *9723 *5000 .0328 -°6532 .5198 1.0149
.1000 -°4247 .5808 .9174 .Z_O0 -.6116 .5325 .9942 .5000 -.0328 -.6586 .5178 1.0182
,1400 -.4528 .5743 **Z7b .3500 -.6276 .5270 1.0032 .5000 -.0984 -.6641 .5153 1.0223
.1800 -.496b .5625 .9463 .4500 -.4697 .5713 .9323 .5000 -.1640 -.6597 .5164 1.0205
.2200 -.5Z71 .5536 .9603 .5500 -.3258 .6084 .8743 .5000 -.2297 -.6492 .5215 1.0122
.2600 -.5443 .55_3 ._o56 .650_ -.0.48 .6706 .7785 *50&O -.2953 -.6488 .5199 1.0147
*3000 -.5899 .5384 .*_47 .7500 .1960 .7465 .5607 .5000 -.3609 -.6485 .5189 1.0163
,3400 -.5988 .5342 .9,15 .8_00 .2933 .7731 .6183 .5000 -._265 -*6580 .3168 1.0199
.3800 -.6129 .52_7 .*988 .8500 .3646 .7920 .5875 *500& -.4921 -.6501 .51'0 1.0162
.4200 -.6182 .5297 .g*88 .9000 .39,1 .8008 .5729 .0_00 .Z*Z -.3678 .5953 .89_8
.4600 -.6451 *5203 1.0142 .9500 .q069 .801, .5712 .1400 .2,92 -.4467 .5736 .9286
.5000 -.6630 .5165 1.0203 i.U&O0 .1384 .7321 .6834 .2200 .2992 -.5160 .5554 .9574
.5400 -.6793 .5129 1.0263 .3000 .2992 -°5653 .5431 .9772
.5800 -.6973 .5074 1.0352 ,3800 .2992 -.6172 .5283 1.0010
.6200 -*7242 *4992 1.04_9 .4600 .2*92 -°6372 o52_5 1.0073
.6600 -.7449 .4936 1.0583 .5400 .2_92 -.6709 .5140 1.0245
.7000 -.6131 .5311 .9965 ,6200 .2992 -.7130 .5022 1*0439
.7500 -.4678 .5683 .9370 .7000 ,2992 -.6166 .5295 .9991
08000 -.3538 .5979 .8906 .8000 *2992 -.3585 .5990 .8889
.8500 -.2355 .6299 .8411 .9000 .2992 -.1255 .6611 .7931
,9000 -.1170 .6618 .7920 .1000 .2362 -*4520 .5713 .9323
.9500 .0103 .6953 .7404 .ZOGO .2362 -.5489 .5460 .9726
.9750 .0759 .7133 .7126 .3500 .2362 -.6196 *5268 1.0034
1,0000 .1384 .7321 .h834 ,4500 *2362 -.4612 .5724 ,9306
.5500 .2362 -°3259 .6065 .8773
.6500 .2362 -.0991 .6671 .7838
.7500 .2362 .1960 .7459 .6616
.80(,0 °2362 .2910 .7718 .5204
.8500 .2362 ,3569 ,7889 .5926
.9_0& *2362 *3966 .8003 *5738
.9500 *2362 .4098 .8035 *5685
TEST 137 PT 29.4137 PSI CN .4149 C01 .010(,8 COCOR1 .00976
RUN 32 TT 115.9341 K C/I -.1365 COZ .01008 COCOR2 .00975
POINT Z RC 15.1039 RILLION CC .0188 C03 .00980 ODCOR3 .00954
MACH .7379 C04 .00952 C0C01_4 .00924
ALPHA -,*UBO OEG CD5 .O&908 COCOR5 .OO881
UPPER SURFACE LOuER SURFACE bPANWISE
XIC CP PeLIPT NLOC XIC CP P_LIPI MLOC X/C YIC CP PeLIPT ttLOC
0.0000 1.1129 .9919 .1076 0.0000 1.1129 .9919 .1076 .5000 .4921 -.7157 .5066 1.0366
*0040 .7878 .9056 .3795 .(,0_0 .3551 .7093 .5920 .SG&O .4265 -.7240 .5044 1.0402
.0080 .5265 ,8354 .5140 .00_0 .5263 *_370 .511.' .5_00 .35u* -.7235 .5075 1.0351
.0150 .1591 .7382 .6737 .0230 -.0330 .68d7 .7506 .5000 .2963 -.7310 .5020 1.0442
.0250 -.2222 .6368 .8304 .0500 -.2002 .6435 .8201 .5000 .22.7 -.7337 .5018 1.0445
.0400 -.5400 .5557 .9570 .1000 -.2724 .6219 .8534 .5000 .1640 -.7261 .5018 1.0446
*0600 -.6536 .5225 1.0105 .1500 -.3304 .b_TZ .8761 *5000 *OgS*, -.7272 .5015 1.,0451
*0800 -*6384 .5265 1.0039 *2000 -.4125 .5889 *9047 .5000 *0328 -.7295 .5041 1.0407
.1000 -*6263 .5322 .9947 .Z500 -.4741 .5700 ,9344 .5000 -.0328 -.7289 .5063 1.U372
.1400 -.6267 .5291 .9,98 .3500 -.5101 .5603 ,9497 .5000 -.09t]4 -.7435 .5014 1.0453
.1800 -.6562 .5217 1.011' .4500 -.4_77 .5907 .9019 *5000 -.164`0 -.7385 .5020 1.0_43
.2200 -.6755 .5184 1.0171 *5500 -.2_92 ,I'193 .8575 *SU00 -*2297 -.7374 ,5014 1.0453
*2600 -.6770 .5169 1.0197 .65,)0 -.0801 .6748 .7723 .5000 -.2953 -.7272 .5069 1.0361
.3000 -.7191 .5057 1.0381 .7500 .2125 .754`0 .6489 .50_ -. 3609 -.7422 .4979 1.0511
*3400 -. 7203 .5083 1.0337 .8000 .3119 .7786 *6093 .50C0 -.4265 -.7505 *4957 1.0547
.3800 -.7422 .4990 1.0_'.2 .8500 .3853 .7984 .5770 .5000 -.49::'1 -.735_ .5015 1.0451
.4200 -.7204 .5054 1._386 .9000 .42u6 *_086 .55,* .0600 *2**2*********4****4*********
.4600 -.7286 .5011 1.01.57 .9500 .4202 .80_9 .5595 .14(,0 .2992 -.6247 .5313 .9963
.5000 -.7365 .4991 1.0492 1.0`)00 o1254 .7302 ,6863 .2200 .2992 -.6719 .5168 1.0198
.5400 -.7511 .4964 1.05(.2 .3000 .2992 -.698g .5121 1.0276
.5800 -.7526 .5000 1.0476 .3600 .2992 -.7539 .4960 1.0543 IF
.6200 -.7700 .4944 1.0576 .4600 .2992 -.7227 .5067 1.0365
*6600 -* 7615 .4959 1.0545 .5400 .2992 -.7440 *50(,0 1.0475
..7000 -,6341 .5287 1.00.(,3 ,62C0 .2992 -,7630 .4952 1.0556
,7500 -*_T71 ,5729 ,9298 ,700& ,2992 -.6341 .5263 1,0044
.8000 -.3627 .5989 .v891 .80CO .2992 -.3040 .5996 .8880
..8500 -.2412 .6313 .63(_0 .9000 .2**2 -.1242 .6649 .7872
.9000 -. 118.5 .6668 .7059 .1000 .2362 -.2725 .6251 .8485 "1_
.9500 *0051 .69t'6 .7354 ,2000 *2362 -.3971 .5,33 .8979
.9750 .0676 .7160 ,7"84 .3500 .2362 -.4960 .5667 .'396
1.0000 *1Z54 .7302 .6863 .450G .2362 -.3972 .5917 .9002
.5500 ,2362 -.2836 .6207 .8553
.65_,0 .236* -.0771 .6764 .7695
.7500 ,2362 .2033 .7496 .6556
o8{,`00 .2362 ,3063 ,7783 .b099
.8500 .2362 .3758 .7960 .5810
.9(,GO .2362 ,4119 .t_Ob7 .5632
.*'.00 .Z3bZ .422* • 8UtJ6 .559*
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT Z9.4135 PSI CN ,4914 C0i ,02037 COCORI *01005
RUN 32 TT 11€,0098 K CM -.1373 C02 ,01041 COCOR2 *OlOOb
POINT 3 RC 15.1017 MELLIJN CC .0177 C03 ,01009 COCOR3 .00981
eACH .7389 CO4 ,00974 COCOA4 .00947
"It ALPHA -.4833 OEG CD5 ,00934 COCOR5 .00905
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANW[SE
XlC CP P,LIPT MLOC XlC CP P,LIPT RLOC XlC YIC CP PeLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1*130Z ,9962 .0?35 U.00J0 1.1302 .9962 .0735 .50C0 .4921 -.7527 .4982 1.0506
.0040 .7141 .8856 .4200 ,0060 ,4685 .e139 .5511 ,5000 .4255 -.7579 .4972 1.0523
.0080 .4662 .8133 ._521 .uCBU .6241 .8613 ,4673 .5_00 .3609 -,7744 .6905 1.0635
8 .0150 .076Z .7149 ,7101 .0230 *0630 .7120 .7137 *5000 .2953 -,7633 ,4889 1.0662
• 0250 -,3240 .6119 .8589 ,_00 -,1059 .0574 .7835 *5000 .2297 -*7870 .4854 1,07Z1
• 0400 -.6406 .5271 1.0430 .1030 -*2051 ,_393 *8255 .50bG .1540 -.7738 ,4915 1,0517
• 0600 -.8081 .4813 1.bl_l .1500 -,2736 .5210 ._547 ,5000 ,5904 -*7582 *4930 1.0592
,0800 -*7839 ,4911 1*u625 .20_0 -.3577 ,5_97 ,_878 .5090 .03Z8 -.7770 .4898 1.0645
• 1000 -.7133 .5075 1.03_2 .2500 -.4176 .5832 .9135 .5000 -.0328 -.7955 .4838 1,0748
.1400 -.7_6 ,PO04 1.0459 .3500 -.6599 ,5733 .9291 .50_G -,0984 -.8042 .6808 1.0798
.1800 -,7231 .5050 1,0393 .4500 -,3799 .5962 ,8933 *5000 -.1640 -.7924 ,4851 1.0709
• 2200 -,771_ .4938 1,0580 .5_00 -,2780 .b2Zl ,_531 .5000 -,2297 -.8052 .4809 1.0798
• 2600 -.75_3 .4975 _.0517 ,6500 -.0708 ,6794 ,7549 ,5000 -.2953 -.7842 .4868 1.0697
.3000 -.7730 ,4932 i.0590 .7500 .ElSe .7547 .6478 ,5000 -.3609 -,7780 ,4925 1,0601
.3400 -,7808 .4880 1,0_64 .q000 .3148 .7_09 .5057 *50uO -,4265 -.7957 .4821 1.0777
• 3800 -.8020 ,4839 1.v745 ,e_00 .3876 .7995 ,57_2 .5000 -.4921 -.7782 ,6930 1.0580
• 4200 -.8068 *4802 1,0808 ,9000 ,4201 .8088 ,5596 .0500 .2992 -.7980 .4873 1.0589
.4500 -,7982 ,4851 1.0726 .9500 *4289 .e098 ,5580 ,1400 ,2992 -,7392 .4975 1.0515
.5000 -o7792 ,4901 1.0641 1.00U0 .1237 .7285 .6889 .2200 *299Z -.7509 ,4959 1.0544
.5400 -.7705 .4915 1.0517 ,3000 .2992 -,7534 ,4957 1.0532
.5800 -.7821 .4874 1.05_8 .3800 ,2992 -.8154 ,4755 1,0872
• 6200 -*7831 *4865 1.0703 .450G ,2992 -,7980 .4841 1.074Z
,6600 -,7790 .4896 1,0549 .5400 .2992 -,7574 .4965 1.0534
.7000 -.6414 ,5245 1.0073 .52_0 .2992 -,7783 .4902 1.0539
• 7500 -,4764 .5687 .9304 ,7000 ,2992 -.6404 ,5249 1.0066
.8000 -,3660 .6013 .8853 ,80_0 ,2992 -,3679 .5002 *8870
.8500 -.2378 *5309 .8395 .9000 .2992 -.1276 .0519 .7918
.9000 -.1204 ,6672 *7838 ,1CO0 ,236Z -.2101 .6402 o8251
• 9500 -.0006 ,6959 .7395 .ZGOC .2362 -,3459 .50Z9 *_828
.9750 o0515 ,711_ .7152 .35_0 *235Z -.4514 .5758 .9253
1.0000 *1237 ,7285 .6889 ,4500 .23_2 -.3638 .59P8 ,8892
• 5500 .2352 -.Z701 ,b267 ,8450
• 8500 .2352 -.0589 .6763 .7590
• 7500 .2362 .2189 .7538 .6491
,8000 *2362 .3173 ,7807 ,6060
.8500 .2352 .3841 .7989 .5795
• 9000 ,236Z .4223 .8083 ,5504
• 9500 *2352 .4253 .8097 .5581
TEST 137 PT 29.4136 PSI CN ,5708 CD1 ,01093 COCOR1 *01051
RUN 32 TT I16,0040 K CM -.1379 C02 .OIlLO CDCORZ ,01055
POINT 6 RC 15.0958 HILLION CC .0150 CD3 .01063 CDCOR3 .01020
HACH .7384 C04 *01023 COCOR4 .00986
ALPHA .0240 DEG CD5 *00983 CDCOR_ *0094_
UPPER SURFACE LO_EP SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP P*LIPT MLOC XIC CP PeLIPE MLO_ XIC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1541 1.00Z5 O.OOU3 0.0000 1.2561 1.€025 0.0000 ,5000 ,4921 -,8535 ,4557 1,1058
,0040 .6449 .8555 *4573 .0U40 *5435 ,1410 .5040 *5000 ,4265 -.8537 .4072 1.1031
.0080 .3545 ,7899 *591U ,0080 .7275 ,e8_4 ,4130 ,5000 .3509 -,8710 .4650 2.1059
.0150 -,0116 .6920 .7455 .0230 .1649 .7390 .5725 ,5000 .2953 -.8600 .4575 1,1024
.0250 -.4100 ,5877 .90_6 ,0_00 -.0220 ,8887 .7507 ,5000 ,2297 -,8775 .4553 1.1065
.0400 -,7351 .50Zb 1,0433 .1_00 -.1351 ,6513 .792_ .5000 .1640 -,8794 ,4637 1.1092
.UbOO -.9286 .4512 1.1310 .1500 -.2119 .0393 .8267 ,5000 ,09_4 -,8723 .4650 1.1059
.0800 -,9434 ,4441 1.1436 .2COo -.2991 .6169 .8611 ,5000 .0328 -.8653 .4641 1,1085
,1000 -,9053 ,45P3 1,1186 *2500 -.3551 .5979 .8906 .5C00 -.0328 -.8570 .4680 1.1019
.1400 -.0426 .4725 1,094_ ,3500 -.4176 .5850 ,9098 ,5000 -.0984 -.8_11 ,4537 1,1093
,1800 -,8047 .4840 1,_745 .4500 -.3532 .6037 ._816 .5000 -.1640 -._&85 ,4658 1.1056
.2200 -,7785 ,4925 1.08_1 .5500 -.2542 .6298 ._412 .5000 -.2297 -,8719 .4552 1.1065
.2600 -.7834 ,4870 1,0593 ,0500 -.0600 .6793 .7652 .5000 -,2953 -.8893 ,4616 1.1129
.3000 -,8586 ,4580 1.1008 ,7500 .2241 .7571 ,6439 .5000 -,3509 -.9112 ,4511 1.1311
,3400 -,8818 .4622 1.11_9 .8_00 .3230 .7820 ._039 .5C00 -,4265 -,8767 .4651 1.1051
.3800 -o8874 ,4603 1,1150 ,_500 .4039 ,_041 .5675 .500_ -.4921 -.887_ .4605 1,1148
.4200 -.8717 .4668 1.1u3_ .9000 .4293 .8115 ,5551 .0500 .2992 -,8651 .4675 1.1025
,q600 -,8872 ,4617 1,1127 .9500 .4345 ,8120 .5543 .1400 ,2992 -,8838 ,4624 1.1114
,5000 -,8831 .45_Z 1.1119 1,0000 ,1147 ,7/5_ ,6930 .2200 .2992 -.7968 ,4858 1.0714
.5400 -.8567 .4567 1,1041 ,3000 .2992 -,8415 .4757 1.0885
,5800 -.8019 .4852 1.4725 ,38_U .2992 -.8925 ,4577 1.1196
m .6200 --.7743 .4922 1,06_6 .4600 ,29_2 -,q015 .4588 1.1177
,6600 -,7344 .5014 1.U453 .5400 .2992 -.8045 .4674 1.1029
.7000 -.6267 ,5303 ._97_ ,bZGu .2992 -.7628 ,491_ 1.0518
.7500 -,4750 ,5710 ,93_7 .7000 ,2992 -.6320 *5303 .9978
,RO00 -*3523 .6003 ,_869 .BOLL .2992 -,3510 ,6025 *8835
.8500 -.2342 .63_ .8324 ,9000 ,2992 -.1235 .563_ .7890
.9000 -.1150 .6657 .7_6_ .lbbu .2362 -.1387 .6609 .1934
,9_00 -.0000 .6970 .73_9 .20GO .Z362 -.2P70 .6189 *8580
.9750 ,0644 .7125 .713q .3500 .236Z -.4048 .5_94 .9039
1,0000 ,1147 .7259 ,5_3U ,4500 ,Z36Z -,3395 ,6050 ,879b
o55G0 ,2362 -.2502 .5306 .8401
.65uu .2362 -.u543 .5U23 .7604
.7500 .236_ .225_ .7568 .5444
._LO_ .2352 ,324_ *7838 .b_10
.85U0 .2352 .3917 .799b .5750
.9005 ,2362 .4293 .8110 .5559
._500 .2362 ,4311 .ezlO .555u
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT Z9,41_1 PSI CN .6410 CO1 ,01123 COCOR1 ,01078
PUN 32 TT 115.8817 K CM -,1362 C02 ,01126 COCOR2 .01077
POINT 5 RC 15.1113 qlLLIO_ CC ,0131 C03 ,01095 CDCOR3 ,01056
each ,7370 CO4 ,01040 COCOR4 .01007 •
ALPHA .5041 060 C05 .(0990 COCOR5 .00948
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC XlC CP PPLIPI MLOC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT ML00
010000 1.1534 1.0024 0._000 _._0_3 1.1534 1.COZ4 U.UO00 .§O_O .4921 -.8495 ,4734 1.0925
*0040 .5663 .8475 .4_25 .0040 .6178 .8600 .46d6 .5000 .4255 -,87@5 .4035 1.1095
*0080 .2Tlq .T68Z .6261 .0080 .T8_3 .q052 *3801 .§000 .3604 -.9014 *4575 1.1Z01 •
.0150 -.1008 .6716 .7769 .0230 .241_ .7601 .6391 .5000 ,2953 -.9Z15 .4525 1.1288
,0250 -.4916 .56_7 ,g_11 .u_O0 .0471 ,710Z .7174 ,5000 ,2297 -,g107 .4584 1.1184
,0400 -,8135 ,4823 1.0773 .1000 -.076Z ._766 ,7592 ,5000 .1640 -.896g .4613 1.1134
.0600 -1,0131 ,4261 1,175_ .1500 -,1_88 ,6538 ,8043 .50O0 ,0_84 -,8010 ,4671 1,1033
,0800 -1,0600 .4181 1.1960 .2000 -,Z698 ,6Z91 ,8423 .5000 .0328 -,8951 .4638 1.1091
,1000 -1.041g .4247 1.1784 ,2_00 -.3153 .6150 ,8641 ,5000 -,0328 -.9085 ,4603 1.1151
,1400 -1,0053 ._309 1.1672 ,3500 -.3925 .5920 ,8998 ,5000 -,0984 -,9099 ,4573 1.1204
.1800 -,98Z7 ,43_8 1,15_4 ,4500 -,3229 ,61Z1 .8686 ,5000 -.1640 -,9012 .4611 1.1137
oZZO0 -,9783 ,44_6 1.1499 .5500 -,2389 ,6320 .8378 .5000 -,2297 -.8890 ,4630 1,1104
,2600 -.9671 .4423 1,14_e .6500 -,0543 .6838 .758Z .5000 -,2953 -,8846 .4631 1.1102
.3000 -,g292 ,4503 1.1326 ,7500 .2268 .7590 .6408 .5000 -,3609 -.8865 .4516 1o1129
.3_00 -,7959 ,4855 1.0720 ,8000 ,3263 .7841 .6005 ,5000 -.4Z65 -,8798 ,4847 1.1074
.3800 -.859Z ,4690 1,1001 ,8500 ,4054 .8041 ,5075 ,5000 -,4921 -,8741 ,4695 1,0992
.4200 -,8887 °4642 1,10_3 ,go00 ,4349 ,8133 ,55Z0 ,OOO0 ,Z992 -.9037 .4588 1.1178
,4600 -,8875 .4637 1,1091 .9500 .4350 ,8109 .5560 ,1400 .299Z -1.0294 ,4Z44 1.1790
,5000 -,8938 ,4637 1.109Z 1.0000 ,1058 .7Z33 .6970 .EGO0 ,2992 -,9613 .4429 1.1457
.5400 -.88Z1 .4672 1.103Z °3000 ,Z9gZ -,8924 ,4587 1,1179
,5800 -,8630 ,4723 1,0944 °3800 ,2992 -°g461 ,4446 1.1428
,6200 -,7gT1 .4871 1.069Z ,4600 .2992 -.9004 .4S69 1.1211
,6600 -.7298 °5063 1._371 .5400 ,299Z -.8780 .468_ 1,1009
,7000 -,6204 ,5340 .g91_ .&200 ,2992 -.7656 .4960 1.0543
.7500 -,4703 *5728 .9Z99 ,7UUO *Egg2 -*6253 .5317 *9956
.8000 -,3612 °6009 .8860 .8000 .2992 -.3639 .6006 ,8864
.8500 -,Z338 ,&356 .83Z3 .9000 ,2992 -.1188 .6635 .7894
*g000 -*123T ,06T0 .784L .1000 .236Z -*073_ .6808 .7628
.qSO0 .0030 °7011 .7316 ,ZOGO ,2362 -.2352 ,6358 .8305
,g750 °0568 ,7137 ,7119 .3500 .2362 -.3700 .5965 ,8928
1,0000 .1058 ,7233 .6970 ,4500 .236Z -.3142 .6115 ,8695
°550u .Z36Z -.231Z ,6366 .8308
,6500 .Z3bZ -,0478 ,0844 ,757Z
.750& ,2362 ,2268 .7574 .6434
.8000 .2382 .3303 .7837 .6012
.8500 .2362 ,4bOO ._024 .5703
.9000 ,Z362 .4322 .810g ,5562
,gsou ,236Z .4351 ,81G2 *_572
TEST 137 PT 29.4135 PSI CN .7430 C01 ,01236 COCOR1 ,01187
RUN 32 TT 115,9Z33 K CN -.1422 C02 ,01236 COCOR2 ,OllSZ
POINT b RC 15.1133 NILLIO_ CC .0111 C03 .01193 COCOR3 ,0114&
_IACH .7385 C04 .01141 COCOR4 °01096
J'LP_j" 1o0151 DEG CO5 *01134 ¢000R5 .01087
UPPER SURFACE LOdER $UkFACE SPAN_ISE
X/C CP P_,L/PT MLOC XIC CP P,*LIP| HLOC XIC Y/C CP P_,LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1588 1,0041 0,000t) O. UO00 1. 1588 1.0041 0.0000 ,5000 ,4gEl -1,0491 .4172 1.1gz2
,0040 ,_113 ,8307 ,52Z1 ,0040 ,6816 ,8761 ,4394 ,5u00 .425_ -1,060,9 .4144 1.1974
*0080 .2058 .74gb *6559 o0080 .8525 °gzz4 °34Z0 ,5000 .360g -1.0759 .4138 1.1985
.0150 -.1733 .6508 .8089 ,uZSO o3213 ,78Z3 .6033 .5000 ,29_3 -1,0795 .4085 1.2004
.0250 -.5493 .5401 .959Z ,0500 .1063 *7226 ,6981 .5000 .2Z97 -1.6796 .4058 l.gl3b
.0400 -.8747 ,4646 1.1076 .1000 -,0268 • (_868 .7535 ,5000 .1640 -,994_ .4323 1.1647
,0600 -1°0786 .4099 1.20."8 ,1500 -°1162 ,6637 ,7891 °5600 ,0484 -1,0081 .4263 1.1755
,0800 -1,132g ,3974 1.2Z94 ,2000 -.Z042 °6414 °8233 .5000 .03Z0 -1.0197 or*Z43 1.179Z
o1000 -1.1163 ,3994 1.ZZSb ,;'500 -,2755 .6237 .8506 .5000 -,0328 -i.0243 .4220 1.1835
.1400 -1,0886 ,4057 1,Z137 ,3500 -,3464 .602Z .8839 ,5000 -.0984 -1,0182 .4255 1.1771
°1800 -1.0758 .4060 1.2131 .45u0 -.2981 .6175 .860Z .5000 -.1640 -.979Z ,437Z 1.155 ¢)
,2200 -1.0979 .4047 1.2156 ,5500 -.2197 .6379 ,8287 .5000 -.2297 -1,0226 .4254 1,1773
o2600 -1,0803 ,4089 l.ZuTb ,6500 -.0439 .0857 ,755Z ,5000 -.2953 -1,0451 .4175 1.1918
.3000 -1,1082 ,403Z 1.Z184 ,7503 .2405 .7599 ,6395 ,5_00 -.3609 -1,0354 .4241 1.1797
,3400 -1,123Z .4013 1.221g .8600 .3364 ,7849 .5991 ,5000 -.42_5 -1.0340 .4199 1.1873
.3800 -1.1241 ,3966 1.2309 ,8500 ,4176 .8053 .56_)5 ,5000 -._,gZI -1°0124 .4282 1.1T22
.4200 -1.0421 ,4158 1.1949 .9(00 .4399 ._130 ,_525 .0600 ,299Z -.9§01 ,4439 1.1440
,4600 -1,025g .4240 1.170_ .g_o0 °4_04 ,&137 ,5514 .1400 .2992 -1°1157 *_013 1.2219
.5000 -1,0315 ,4In1 1,105_ 1,0000 ,lO&5 ,723Z .6973 ,Z200 .299Z -1,1246 ,39gz 1,2261
.5400 -1,0317 .4Z11 1.1d51 .30_0 .2_92 -1.0229 .4293 1.1702
,_800 -,9Z46 .4485 1.1357 .3800 .Z992 -1.0685 .4138 1.1987
.6200 -.7813 ,48_4 1.0670 ,4600 .299g -1.0738 ,4129 I,ZO03
,6600 -,6614 .5_14 1,_113 ,5400 .29_2 -1,0487 ._170 1.19Z6
*7000 -,5804 .54Z7 .9778 .6200 .Eg9z -,7004 o_134 1.0287
*7500 -.4600 ,5731 * 92(_, .7_,00 .2992 -,Dg09 *540_ .9_13
,8000 -.35gz ,602u .B830 ._000 • 2(_91 -*3661 ,6032 .88Z4
.8500 -.Z327 ,6332 ,_359 ._000 *ZOgZ -.1183 *064g ,7872
,gO00 -,1145 .66_3 ,7851 . l(,(,t, ,236Z *.022Z ,6907 ,7476
,9500 -.0017 .6961 .7392 .ZOO0 *Z3bZ -.1913 *6434 .8Z04 1_
*9750 ,0554 ,70gZ ,719_ ,3500 .236Z -,3334 ,60_7 *8739
1.0000 ,1005 ,/Z32 ,6_73 ,4500 ,236Z -.ZS_Z ,6Z00 ,8563
,5500 .Z3bZ *._171 .&385 ,8278
,6:_UU .Z3bZ -*037_ ,687C ,753Z
,7500 ,23bE *Z361 *7595 *6399
,t_GbU .23bZ .339Z ,7883 .593b
,8500 ,23bZ .4043 ,8041 .5676
.9000 ,Z36Z .44Z4 .8143 *5503
,9500 ,2362 ,4453 .8138 ,551Z
lg2
TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 Pl 29.4147 PSI CN ,8146 COL .01584 COCQR1 ,01529
RUN 32 TT 115.9495 K CM -.1438 C02 °01475 COCOR2 .01414
POINT 7 RC 15.0961 MILLION CC .4089 C03 .01348 COCQR3 .0129Z
_AC_ .7375 C04 .01400 COCOR4 .01341
ALPHA 1.4942 OE_ C05 .01261 CDCOR5 101196
UPPER SURF&CE LC_ER SURFACE SPAhdISE
XIC CP P_LIPT _LOC XlC CP PpLIPT HLOC XlC ¥1C CP P,LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1§Z9 1.0026 0.c000 0.0000 1.1529 1.0026 u.O000 .50C0 .49Z1 -1.1669 .3865 1.Z503
.0040 .4421 .8139 ._510 .0340 .7446 .e944 .4028 .5000 .4265 -1.1T7Z .3837 1.2558
,0080 ,1364 ,7329 .6820 ,0080 *9_23 ,9357 ,3099 ,SCOO ,3009 -1,1683 *3827 1*2579
,0150 -,2392 ,635C .8332 ,0230 ,3813 .7985 ,5757 ,50C0 ,2953 "1,1867 ,3833 1*Z567
.0250 -.6352 *5304 .9976 .05UU .1680 .7412 .6691 .SGGO .2297 -1.1851 .3823 1.2585
.0400 -,9391 ,4514 1,2307 ,2000 ,024; .7038 ,7273 .5000 ,164G -1.1816 .3856 1.2521
,0600 -1,1392 .3950 1.2340 .1500 -.0634 ,6800 ,7640 ,5000 ,0984 -1,1554 ,3895 1,2645
.0800 -1,2002 .3811 1.2610 ,2000 -,1629 ,6526 .8061 ,5400 ,0328 "1,0864 ,4103 1,2052
,1_00 -1,19%9 ,3816 1,2599 *2500 -,2320 ,_36_ ,8303 ,5004 -,0328 "1,1692 ,3869 1,2496
,1400 -1,1549 ,3P73 1,2489 ,3500 -,3049 ,6176 ,8600 ,5000 -,0984 -1,Z200 ,3751 1,Z727
.1800 -1.1785 .3866 1.2502 .4500 -.2T23 .6271 .8453 .5000 -.1640 -1.1991 .3751 1.27Z7
°2200 -1*17Zl .3850 1.2534 .5500 -.2019 .6434 .8203 .5000 -.2297 -1.1160 .4021 1.2205
,2600 -1,1658 ,3868 1.2497 ,6500 -,0334 ,6893 ,7497 ,5000 -,2953 -1,1078 ,3973 1,2295
.3000 -1.1e81 .3_01 1.2614 .7500 .2443 .7628 .6348 .5000 -.3509 -1.1170 .4006 1.2233
.3400 -1.1886 *3772 1*26_5 .8030 *3391 .7_54 .5983 .5000 -.4265 -1.1123 .4051 1.2149
,3800 -1.2206 .3743 1.2744 ,8500 .4216 .8094 ,5586 .5000 -.4921 -1,0864 ,4094 1,2067
,4200 -1,2180 ,3736 1.27_7 °9000 .4472 ,6149 .5492 .0_00 .2992 -.9892 ,4354 1.1591
.4640 -1.1594 .3_16 1.2405 .9_00 .4422 .8142 .5506 .1460 .2092 -1.1780 .3842 1.2549
.5000 -1.1167 .3997 1.2250 1.0000 .I047 .7232 .6972 .Z2bO .2992 -1.1949 .3782 1.2666
.5400 -1.1243 .40C2 1.2244 .3000 .2992 -1.1327 .3970 1.2302
.5600 -1.0358 .4223 1.1_34 .3800 .2992 -1.1501 .3920 1.2397
.6200 -.7194 ._075 1.03_2 .4600 .2992 -1.1684 ,3851 1.2531
.6600 *.5934 .53_6 .9_77 .5400 .2992 -1.1944 *3779 1.2672
.7400 -.5342 .55_1 .9564 .5200 .2992 -.7044 .5110 1.0293
,7500 -,4300 ,5786 ,_206 ,7COG ,2992 -,5281 ,5580 ,9534
.8000 -.3453 .6_2 .H793 .8000 .2992 -.3494 *6067 .8770
.8500 -.2318 .6374 .8296 .9004 .2992 -.1174 .6647 .7875
.9000 -.1194 ._655 .7_63 .1000 .2362 .0306 .7064 .7233
.9500 -.0C33 .6974 .T371 .2600 .2362 -,1449 ,6589 .7964
.9750 .0533 .71_ *7156 .3500 .2362 -*3016 .6171 .8608
1.0000 .1407 *7232 .6972 .4500 .2362 -.2635 ,6266 *8462
*5500 .2362 -.1997 .6444 .8187
.6500 .2362 -.0348 .6874 .7527
.750C .2362 .2403 ,7597 ,6398
.8000 .2362 .3381 .7866 *5%64
.8504 .2362 .4120 .8061 .5642
.9400 ,2362 ,4453 ,8141 .5506
.954_ .2362 .4412 .8143 .5S04
TEST 137 P? 29.4193 PSI CN .8725 CD1 *02117 CDCOR1 *02038
RUN 32 1T 115,9_63 K CM -,1482 CDZ ,42089 COCQR2 ,02022
POINT 8 RC 15.1176 MILLION CC .0090 C03 .0183Z cnCOR3 ,01764
NACH .7J92 C04 .01682 COCOR4 ,01614
ALPHA 2,0123 DEG CD5 .01300 CDCOR5 .01229
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANIIISE
XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC CP PeLIPT ML[3C XlC YIC CP P*LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1565 1,GC3G 0,4000 O, 0000 1,1565 1,0030 O, 0000 ,50C0 ,4921 -1,2343 .3552 1.2925
,0040 ,3707 ,7959 .5814 ,0040 .7882 .g047 .3811 .5000 .4265 -1,2414 ,3659 1,2912
*0080 .0786 .7164 .7078 *0080 .qUO .9456 .2840 .5000 .36U9 -1.2523 *3530 1.2'969
.0150 -.2984 .61_ ._SUZ .0230 .4295 ._ug[ .5592 .5040 .2953 -L.2704 ,3629 1.2973
.0250 -.6726 .5114 1.0206 .0_00 .2180 .7_55 .6463 .5000 .2297 -1.2708 .3603 1.3025
,0400 -,9799 ,43_9 1.1564 ,101)0 *0640 .7115 .7154 .5000 ,1640 -1.2510 ,3629 1.Z971
.0600 -1.1744 .3840 1.2_2 .1500 -.0329 .6_68 .7536 .50(.G ._0_4 -1.2461 .3654 1.Z921
.OSO0 -1.2439 .3563 1.Z903 .2000 -.13_9 .6595 .7956 .5000 .0328 -1.2904 .3566 1.3102
.1000 -1.2281 .367_. 1.ZLh_ .25_,0 -.2015 .64_,4 *_187 .5_0 -.0328 -1._4_0 .3661 1.2907
.1600 -1.2133 .371_ 1.2/93 .3500 -.2_99 .6182 .859[ .5000 -.0984 -1.2676 .3593 1.3045
.1800 -1.2353 .3_92 1.2846 .4500 -.2606 .6276 .8_46 .500C -.1640 -1*2862 .3542 1.3150
.2200 -1.2260 *36_6 1.2857 .5500 -*2002 *6428 .8212 *50(,0 -.2297 -1*2339 .3644 1.2941
,2600 -1.2148 ,370_ 1.2820 .6_03 -,0368 .t_67 .7538 .5000 -.2953 -1.1802 ,3835 1,2562
,3000 -1,2469 ,3644 1,Z241 .7_00 ,Z_41 .7527 .6398 .5040 -.3609 -1.1687 ,3817 1.2597
.3400 -1,2598 .3611 1.3009 ,8000 .3478 .7877 .5946 .5000 -.4265 -1,1672 ,3825 1,2581
,3800 -1.2956 ,3.'62 1,310u ,6500 .4168 .8072 ,5622 ,5000 -,4921 -1,1000 ,4031 1,2186
.4200 -1.2994 .3527 _.3184 .9_OO .4473 .8142 .550% .0600 .2992 -1.0190 .4238 1*1602
,4600 -1,2749 *351_ 1.3101 ,95_0 ,4436 .8142 .550_ .140_ ,2992 -1,2415 ,3697 1,2834
.5000 -1.2607 .3615 1.3000 1.0uO0 ._627 .71_4 .7047 .2200 .2992 -1.2472 .3608 1.3015
.5400 -1.1970 .31_12 1.25_6 .3C00 .2992 -1.2295 .3685 1.2_99
.5800 -1.1696 .3869 1.2_;7 .3BGO .299Z -1.2349 .3736 1.2758
.6200 --.7885 .4868 1.0741 .4600 .2992 -1.2518 .3660 1.2909
,6600 -,5935 ,5384 ,9848 ,5400 .2992 -1.2874 ,3563 1.3107
,7000 -,5181 .5556 ,2571 .6204 ,2992 -.8587 ,4710 1,0967
.7500 -.4268 .5834 .9133 .7r. O0 .2992 -* 5102 .5618 .9473
.8000 -.3267 .(:Ub7 .877U .8000 .2992 -.3176 ,6104 .8712
.8500 -.2222 .6349 ._334 .GCO .2992 -.1239 ,6659 .7858
.9000 -.1171 .6645 .787_ .1000 *2362 *0675 .7150 .7099
.9500 -.0121 .6939 .7426 .2000 .2362 -.1251 .6628 .7905
,9750 .0347 .7052 .72_._ * 35_.C .Z362 -.2795 .6224 .8527
1.0000 ,0827 ,7184 .7_.47 .450_ .2362 -.2561 ,62_4 .8433
,5500 ,2362 -,1918 .6441 .8193
.6500 .2362 -.0301 .8899 .7487
.750_. .2362 .2364 .7571 .6438
.80_U .23_2 .3435 .7861 .5971
,b50_ .2_82 .4132 ._081 .5642
,gubO .2362 .4465 .8155 .5482
,95U_. *;3£Z *4396 .811g .5544
TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 29.€i61 PSZ CN ,9236 C01 .02763 CDCOR1 .02668
RUN 32 TT 11_.9420 _ CM -.1525 C02 .02819 CDCORZ .OZTl¢
POINT g PC 45.1313 _ILL;3N CC .0097 CD3 .02765 COCOR3 .0Z677 T
_ACH ,7402 C04 ,01959 CDCOR4 .01886
ALPHA 2.§12_ DEG C05 .01389 CDCOR5 ,01294
UPPER SURFACE LOWEP SURFACE _PANdISE
XlC CP PpLIPT HLQC XlC CP PjLIPT HLQC XIC YIC CP PwL/PT _L_C
0.0000 1.1675 1.0008 0.0000 0.0000 1.1475 1.0008 0.0000 .5000 .4921 -1.3057 .3516 1.3204
o0060 ,3281 ,7_2_ .b025 *0040 .8270 .9151 .3587 .5000 o6265 -1.2952 .3473 1.3293
o0080 .0156 .7006 .7323 .00_0 .9585 .9528 o2641 .5000 .3609 -1.302Z .3463 1.3315
• 0150 -.3518 .5031 .UaZ6 .0230 .4744 .8217 .5378 .5000 .7953 -1.3111 .3449 1.3345
.0250 -.7351 .5013 1.04_4 .0500 .2590 .7644 .6323 .5000 .2297 -1.3179 .3442 1.335U
• 0600 -1.0377 .4238 1.18_1 .10_0 .0_81 .7205 .7013 .50_0 .1840 -1.298Z ,3469 1,3302
• 0600 -1.2215 ,3708 1.2818 .1500 -*0072 ,6965 ,7416 .5000 .0986 -1.3147 ,3459 1.3323
• 0800 -1.2698 .355_ 1.3117 .2_00 -.1135 .8639 .7888 .5000 .0328 -1.3873 .3325 1.3609
.1000 -1.2562 .3550 1.3133 .2500 -.1851 o8470 .8147 .5_00 -.0328 -1.3125 .3616 1.3613
.1600 -1.2698 .3571 1.3090 .3500 -.2680 .5253 .8682 .5000 -.0984 -1.2905 .3486 1.3270
.1800 -1.2792 .3551 1.3132 .65_0 -.2556 .6305 .840Z .5000 -.1640 -1.3162 .3623 1.3399
.2200 -1.2912 .3560 1.3153 .5500 -oZ06_ .6_12 .8236 .5000 -.2297 -1.3399 .3608 1.3631
.2600 -1.2891 .3560 lo3113 .6500 -.0347 .6853 .7559 .5000 -.2953 -1.2333 .3669 1.2890
• 3000 -1.2901 .3487 1.3265 .7500 .2300 .7537 .6693 *5000 -*3609 -1.2163 .3697 1.2836
• 3400 -1.2999 ,3459 1.3302 *8CUO .3359 .7847 .5996 .5000 -.4265 -1.1955 .3802 l*ZbZ8
.3800 -lo3269 ,3406 1.3434 .8500 .4123 .8052 .5657 ,5000 -.4921 -1o0352 .6215 1.1846
• 6200 -1,3616 .3380 1°3491 ,9000 .4443 .6144 .5501 *0600 .2992 -1.0594 .4145 1,1973
• 6600 -1.3665 .3334 1.3589 .9500 .4356 .8113 .5554 .1400 .2992 -1.2894 .3544 1.3145
• 5000 -1.3735 ,3302 1,385e 1.0000 ,0515 ,7102 ,7175 .2200 ,2992 -1.3255 ,3467 1.3307
• 5400 -1,3526 .3418 1,3414 ,3000 .2992 -1.2955 .3480 1.3280
• 5800 -1.2608 *3555 1.3124 .3800 .2992 -1.2953 .3585 1.3UbZ
.6200 -.8268 .4724 1.0942 .4bOO .2992 -1.3131 .3692 1.3253
• 6600 -.6281 ,5Z62 1.0045 ,5400 ,2992 -1,3456 ,3398 1,3652
• 7000 -._237 .5574 .9563 .6200 .2992 -.8549 .4675 1.1027
• 7500 -.4252 .5821 .9156 .7000 .2992 -,5695 .5483 .9689
_8000 -.3257 .6074 .8759 .8000 .2992 -.3202 .b122 .8586
• 8500 -.2282 .6367 .8307 .9000 .2992 -.1239 .6611 .7931
,9000 -.1257 .6629 .79_3 *Iuuo .2362 .0968 .7195 .7030
• 9500 -.0367 .6866 .7573 .2000 .2362 -.0972 .5698 .7797
.97_0 ,0146 .6995 ,7339 .3500 .2362 -.2664 .5250 .8487
1.0000 .0516 .7102 .7175 .4580 .2362 -.2666 .6311 .6392
.5500 .2362 -.1931 06667 .8163
• 6500 .2362 -.0377 .5865 .7540
°7500 .2362 ,2392 ,7607 ,b381
• 8000 .2362 .3358 .7638 .6009
.8500 .2362 ,4104 .8074 .5619
• 9000 .2362 .4368 .8128 .5529
• 9500 .2362 .4314 .8103 .5571
TEST 137 PT 29.4157 PSI CN .9385 C01 .03656 COCORI .03528
RUN 32 TT 115,9737 K CM -,1474 CD2 .03708 CDCOR2 ,03569
POZNT 10 RC 15.1158 _ ILLIrlhl CC .0099 CD3 .03745 C000R3 .03626
MACH .7396 CO_, .02269 CD¢OR_ .0212_
ALPHA 3,013b OEG C05 ,U1637 CDCOR5 .01513
UPPER SURFACE LD_ER SURF/_CE SPANWI$E
XIC CP PJ,LIPT HLOC XIC CP PeL/PT HLOC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT HLOC
0_0000 101632 .9998 ,G158 0.0000 1.1632 .9998 ,0156 .5000 .4921 -1.3272 .3367 1.3517
.0060 .2917 ,7717 .6205 .0040 ,8671 .9259 .3339 .5000 .4255 -1.3556 .3364 1.3525
.0080 -,0330 ,687Z ,7529 ,0080 1,0006 .9516 .2384' ,5000 .3609 -1,3473 ,3383 1.3483
.0150 -.3895 .5924 .8992 .0230 .5282 .8367 .5110 .5000 .2953 -1.3402 .3369 1.3514
.0250 -.7656 048Eb 1.Cbbb .0500 .2882 .7708 .5220 .5000 .2297 -1.3425 .3364 1.3524
,0400 -1.050Z 04165 1.1936 .I000 ,1345 .7305 .6859 .5000 .1640 -1,3104 ,3394 1.3461
.0600 -1.Z689 °36G3 1.30Z_ .1500 .0197 .701Z .7313 .5000 .09_4 -1.3792 .3293 1.3678
.0800 -1.3153 ,3453 1.3336 02000 -*0809 .6729 ,7750 *SUOO ,0318 -1.3927 .3204 1.3875
,1000 -1.3297 .3630 1.3384 .25,J0 -.2532 .6525 .8062 .5000 -.0328 -1.4137 .3222 1*3835
.1600 -103017 .3455 1.5332 .3500 -.2666 .6Zgt .8531 .500(.. -.0984 -1.3507 .3386 1.3477
,1800 -1.3144 .3445 1.3351 .4500 -.2522 .6287 08430 .5000 -.1640 -1.3580 .3340 1.3577
.2200 -1.3218 .3420 1.3406 .5500 -.2027 .8430 .8209 .5000 -.2297 -1.3951 .3321 1.3618
,2600 -1,3019 ,343b 1.3372 .8500 -.0507 .8819 .7blZ .5000 -.2953 -1.2903 .3504 1.3229
.3000 -1.3696 .3379 1.349Z .75U0 .2276 .7566 .6447 .5000 -.3609.-1.2575 .3647 102935
.3600 -1.3529 .3368 1.3515 .8000 .3224 .779_ .6075 .5000 -.4265 -1.1730 .3817 1.2597
.,3800 "1.3657 .3301 1.3061 .8500 ,4_98 .8041 .5676 .5000 -.4921 -.9589 .4421 1.1472
.4200 -1.3757 .327_. 1.3717 .9000 .6367 .8105 .5568 .0600 .2992 -1.0789 .4073 1.2108
.6600 -1..3815 .3227 1.3823 .9500 .4214 .8073 .5621 .1400 .2992 -L.3260 .3444 1.3355
,5000 -1,6146 ,3199 1.38_5 1.0000 ,0214 .7010 .7317 .2200 .2992 -L,3670 .3351 1.3552
,5400 -1.2978 ,3458 1.3326 .3000 .2992 -1.3638 .33_1 1,3532 ,IP
.5800 -.9952 04331 1.1633 .38t..0 .2992 -1.3248 .3451 1.33_.0
..6200 -.7408 05003 1.o470 .4500 .2992 -1.3397 .3368 1.3516
,6500 -,6253 .SZe7 1.00(.4 ._400 .2992 -1.3045 .3459 1.3323
.7000 -.5287 .5601 .9'sO0 ._ZO0 .2_92 -. 75_5 . _ ")9(:. 1.04_.3
.7500 -.4395 .5773 .922U .TOCO .2992 -.54_1 ,5482 .9690
.8000 -.3386 .&079 .H751 .SCOu .2992 -.3412 .b048 °8799
.8500 -.2581 .6257 . (J,75 .9000 .2992 -.1689 .8477 .8137
.9000 -. 1601 .6595 .7956 . lUG(. .2362 .1369 .7331 .6817 _
.9500 -.0499 .6836 .7585 .20(.0 .2362 -.0668 .6771 .7685
o9750 -,0167 ,6904 .74P.0 .3500 .2362 -.2519 .0280 .8440
1,0000 .0214 .7010 .7317 .4500 .2362 -.2405 .6313 .8390
.5500 .2382 -.1921 .6437 .8199
.650(; .2362 -.0428 .8850 .7563
.7500 .236Z ,2296 ,T580 .bk25
._COb ,2552 .3515 .7849 ,5991
.85u_ .2362 .4C12 ,8030 .5694
.9000 .2362 .4258 .8079 .5611
.9500 .2362 .4231 °8076 .5616
19€
TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 29,4276 Pb! CN .9543 CO1 .07_17 COCOR1 .06845
RUN 32 TI 116.1295 K CM -.1430 C02 *00863 COCOR2 *06572
POINT IZ RC 15,0769 HILLION CC ,0094 C03 ,06134 COCOR3 ,06039
NACH ,7382 C04 *03914 C000R4 *03722
ALPHA 3,5131 DEG CD5 .02855 CDCOR5 .02590
UPPER SURFACE LO_R SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XlC CP PeLIPT HL_C XlC CP P,LlPl NLOC X/C YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1442 ,9995 .02``B 0.0000 1.1442 ,9995 ,CZ58 ,5000 ,4921 -1,4105 ,3284 1.3697
.0040 ,2474 ,7606 ,0383 ,0040 ,%938 ,9331 *3164 ,5000 ,4265 -1,3662 ,3377 1.3496
,0080 -*0696 *6769 ,7688 *O08u 1.0287 *9593 .2118 .5000 .3509 -1*37Z7 *3345 1,3564
.0150 -.4441 .5786 ,9208 *0230 .5549 .8418 .5027 *5000 *2953 -1,2928 *3543 1*3148
*0250 -,8239 ,4764 1.0874 *0500 .3147 *77_b ,6J05 .5000 *2297 "1.2384 .3711 1.2806
,0400 -1.0968 *4059 1*2133 .1009 .1573 .7368 .6759 *5000 .1640 -1.3580 *3427 1.3390
*0600 -1.3038 ,3507 1*3223 *1500 *042[ *7068 *7227 *5000 *0984 "1.0811 *40Z6 1*2196
,0800 -1.3425 ,3347 1,3562 ,2000 -,0574 ,b807 ,7630 ,5000 .0328 -1.1292 ,3948 1,2343
,1000 -1,3960 ,3302 1,3658 .2500 -,1419 ,6588 ,7966 .5000 -.0328 -2,2456 ,3656 1,Z915
.1400 -1,4143 ,3321 1,3618 ,3500 -,2526 ,b284 ,8435 .5000 -,0984 -1.3528 .342_ 1,3405
,1800 -1,4001 ,3320 1,3619 ,4500 -.2427 ,_324 ,8371 .5000 -,1640 -1,2979 ,3501 1,3234
,2200 -1,6193 .3297 1.3670 ,5500 -,2149 .6395 ,8263 .5000 -,2297 -1.2959 .3493 1.3252
.2600 -1,4001 .3311 1,363R *6500 -*0617 ,6771 ,7584 ,S000 -,2953 -1,3098 ,34_9 1,3230
,3000 -1,4035 .3279 1*3709 *7500 *2192 .7554 .6451 *5000 -.360_ -1,1885 .3799 1.2633
.3400 -1,4141 ,3236 1,3803 ,8000 ,3288 ,7878 ,5944 ,5000 -,4Z65 -1.0435 ,4179 1,1910
,3800 -1.4238 .3198 1,3892 .8500 .4122 ,8083 .5605 .5000 -*4921 -,8916 *_600 1.1156
*4200 -1,4248 ,3219 1,3841 .90dO .4354 .8153 .5488 *0600 ,2992 -h1182 .3989 1,2265
,4600 -1,46Z1 ,3153 1,3967 ,9500 .3932 ,799_ *5749 ,1400 .2992 -1,36%3 ,3332 1,3593
.5000 -1,0894 ,4003 1,Z238 1,0000 -,0178 .6948 ,7412 ,ZZO0 ,2992 -1.4216 .3230 1,3816
,5400 -,q117 ,4527 1,1184 ,3000 ,2992 -1,4311 ,3231 1,3814
,5800 -,8105 .4811 i,_794 .3800 ,2992 -1.3803 ,3322 1.3614
.5200 -,7326 ,5076 1.0350 ,4600 ,2992 -1,3326 ,3375 1.3499
*6600 -.6360 *5262 1,0044 ,540_ *2992 -1.0470 ,4181 1.1907
,7000 -,5540 .5470 .97_ .6200 ,299Z -,7056 .5114 1,0287
*7500 -.4471 *5785 .9209 .7GO0 .2992 -.5500 .5511 ,9644
.8000 ".3715 .5971 *_919 .800_ *2992 -.3760 .595d .8939
.8500 -,2899 .6184 ._5_9 .9000 .2991 -.Z30Z .6313 ,8373
,9000 -,1924 .6455 ._171 ,100_ .23_2 .1521 .7345 ,6795
,9500 -.1637 ,6500 ,8101 ,2000 ,2362 -,0444 .6850 .7563
,9750 -.0755 .6768 ,76_9 ,3500 .2362 -.2493 .6284 .8433
1,0000 -.0178 ,6948 .7412 ,4500 ,2302 -,2259 .6400 .8254
.5500 .2362 -.1907 .6454 .8173
,6_0 .2362 -.0511 ,6828 ,7597
,7500 ,2362 .2206 .7566 ,6448
,8000 ,2302 *3262 ,7855 ,5982
.8``00 .2362 ,3897 ,8006 .5733
,9000 ,2362 ,4117 ,8038 ,5679
.g500 ,236Z ,3948 .8007 .5731
TEST 137 PT 29,4209 PSI CN ,9435 C01 ,05346 CDCOR1 .0S194
RUH 32 71 110,2493 K CH -.1422 002 .05133 C0C0R2 ,04974
POINT IZ RC 15.0607 _ILLION CC ,0104 C03 .04542 COCOR3 ,06413
MACH .73_0 CD4 ,02851 COCOR4 *02717
ALPHA 3*6131 OEG CD5 ,02097 COCOR5 ,01949
UPPER SURFACE LOklER 5URFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP PeLIPT ftLOC XIC CP P_LIPT PILOC XlC YIC CP PjLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1,1311 ,9964 ,0710 0.0000 1,1311 ,9964 ,0719 ,5000 .4921 -1.3628 .3306 1.,3650
.0040 ,2294 .7576 .5431 .0040 .8871 .9310 .3216 .5000 ,4255 -1. 3578 .3387 1.3475
,0080 -,0972 ,6710 ,7765 ,0080 1.0230 ,9677 .2174 .500C .36C9 -1.3045 ,3487 1.3265
*0150 -.4113 *5829 ,914A *0230 .5557 .8433 .5001 *5000 ,2953 -1*2842 .3554 1.3125
*0250 -.8093 *4807 1.0800 *0500 *3262 *7832 .6019 .5000 .ZZ97 -1.1730 .3844 1*2545
*0400 -1.0796 ,4_69 1,2115 *1000 .1514 *7345 ,6796 .5000 .1640 -1.1585 *3899 1*Z438
,0600 -1.2967 .3_16 1,3Z03 .150L* .0487 ,7105 ,7169 .5000 .0984 -1.2241 .3702 1.2814
.0800 -1.3502 .3344 1.3_67 .2030 -.o641 .6785 .7663 .5000 .0328 -1.2604 .3673 1,2882
,1000 -1,3633 .3346 1.3554 ,2500 -.1527 .6521 ,8068 .5000 -.0328 -1.2512 °3628 1,2974
,1400 -1,3529 ,3339 1.3578 ,3500 -,2582 .6272 ,8452 ,5000 -.09_4 -1,2364 .3685 1,Z859
.1800 -1.3713 ,3313 1.3534 .450u -._540 .5270 ,H4_b .5000 -,1640 -1.35_2 .3401 1,3445
.2200 -1,3582 .3315 1.3630 .5500 -.2020 .b',Z4 .8Z18 .5_,00 -.2297 -1.3348 .3454 1.3333
.2600 -1.3626 .3307 1.3649 .6500 -.06Z2 .(,780 .7671 .5000 -,2953 -1.2955 .3569 1.3095
*3000 -I.4028 ,326_ 1.3732 .7_,00 .2370 .7_40 ,6489 .500G -*3009 -1.1996 *3009 1.2614
.3400 -1.3967 ,3241 1,3791 .8600 ,3U97 .7773 *6115 .5000 -,426_ -1,0390 ,4209 1,1855
,3800 -1.4215 ,3190 1,3906 ,85v0 ,3887 ,7_91 .5757 ,5000 -.4921 -,8922 .4622 1.1118
.4200 -1.4054 .3226 1.3024 ,_000 .4210 ._066 ,5633 ,ObOU ,2992 -1,1093 .3989 1.2266
,4600 -1.3711 ,333b 1.3_5 ._530 .4078 *:'_04_ .5"64 .14C0 .2992 -1.3474 .3346 1.3562
.5000 -1,2424 .36"-,4 1.Z9,_Z I.OUoU -.04_2 .6855 .7550 .22GC ,2991 -1.387q ,326Z 1.3747
,5400 -1,0128 ,4325 1.1543 ,30vo ,2992 -1,3916 ,3237 1,3801
.5800 -,8052 ,4814 1.UT_8 .3806 .2992 -1.3570 .3354 1.3547
,6200 -,7166 .5054 1.U369 .4500 ,2992 -1.3600 .3357 1,3540
,6600 ".6521 *5256 1,0013 ._4_0 .2992 -1.0658 .4150 1.1964
.7000 -.5629 .5403 .9671 .6200 .2992 -.7026 .5103 1,0306
.7500 -,4395 ,5827 .9144 ,7GOu .299 .) -.5511 ,5515 .9637
,8000 -,3488 ,6057 ,87c_4 .8000 ,2992 -,3882 .5905 ,9021
,8500 -,2902 .6195 ,_571 .9000 ,2992 -.1967 ,6452 ,8176
,9000 -,1820 .6499 .8103 ,1000 .Z3_,Z .15_0 ,7399 .b710
,9500 -.1102 .6688 .7_13 .2000 .2362 -,0480 .6838 .7581
,9750 -.1179 ,8653 .7866 ,3".00 .236Z -,2349 ,6343 ,8343
1.0000 -,0492 ,68._ 5 ,7556 ,45(,b ,2362 -,2285 ,6382 .8283
,5500 .2362 -,,?082 .0391 .8268
*6500 *2362 -.Ob4b .6770 ,7686
.7506 .2361 ,Z148 .7526 .6511
,8¢,3(, .Z3bZ ,31.'9 ,7789 ,6088
._500 *2362 .3g08 .7998 *5746
,9000 .2362 .419P .8079 *5611
,95L-_, .2302 .3942 .8003 ,5739
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TABLE Ill. - Continued.
lEST 137 PT 22,4175 PS; CN ,gZlO C01 .C?b15 CDCOR1 ,07451
RUN 3Z TT 115,2204 K C_ -,135Z CDZ ,071Z7 COCOR2 ,06957
PO!HT 13 PC L_,0524 _ILLIQN CC ,0134 CD3 ,05919 CDCQR3 .05783
_AC_ .7380 C04 .04102 CDCOR4 .03960
ALPHA 4,0000 DEG CO5 .030cO C0C0R5 .02926
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP PpLIPT HLOC XIC CP PtLIP1 HLOC XIC YIC [P PtLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1,12Z0 ,9941 ,0923 O,O000 1,1220 ,9941 ,0923 *5000 ,4921 -1,0714 ,4151 1,1961
,0060 ,2013 ,7478 ,6586 .O04J ,9222 ,941_ ,2949 ,5000 ,426_ -1,0240 ,4271 1,1741 4_
.0080 -,1421 ,6599 ,7949 ,0080 1,0513 ,9755 ,1888 ,5_00 ,3809 -,9337 ,_472 1,1381
.0150 -,6788 ,§e_9 ,9393 .0230 .SuSZ ,8522 ,4840 .5000 .29_3 -,8457 .4688 1.1004
*0250 -_86T_ *4676 L,LOZ4 ,0500 ,3508 ,7678 ,5945 ,5000 ,2297 -,8_49 ,4725 1,G940
.0600 -1,1484 ,39_7 1,234_ ,1000 ,1837 .7462 ,6612 ,5000 ,1640 -,8445 ,4738 1,0919
,0600 -1,3310 ,361Z 1,3_23 ,1_00 ,06_3 ,7156 ,7090 ,5_0C ,0984 -,7745 .4877 1.0681
,0800 -1,4079 ,3240 1,3794 ,gO00 -.0406 .6fl60 ,7548 ,5000 ,0328 -,8339 ,4785 1,0837
,1000 -1,4096 ,3249 1,3775 .2500 -.1400 ,6572 ,7990 .5000 -,0328 -,8616 ,4717 1.0954
,_400 -_,4141 .3235 1.3_ ,3500 -,2408 .6335 *8355 ,5000 -.0986 -.8664 ,4665 1.1043
,1800 -1,6104 ,3236 1.360& .6500 -.2420 .6342 ,8345 ,5000 -.1640 -,9324 ,4530 1,1279
,ZZO0 -1,3946 ,3221 1,383b .5500 -,220C ,6369 ,8303 ._000 -,2297 -,9244 ,4518 1,1299
,Z600 -1,6116 ,3252 1.3757 .65U0 -.0704 .6784 ,7665 ,5000 -,2953 -,920b ,453_ 1,1264
.3000 -1,4363 ,3181 1,392_ .7500 .197_ .7_99 ,655_ .SOC_ -.3b09 -._884 .4599 1.1159
.3400 -1,4218 .3174 _.394Z ._000 ,Z_49 ,7756 ,6142 ,5000 -,4265 -,8393 ,_754 1,0891
*3800 -1,3358 ,3380 1,3490 ,_500 ,3815 ,7982 ,5773 .5006 -.4921 -,7799 ,4895 1,0652
.4200 -$,1803 .3836 1,25_1 ,9000 ,3915 ,7988 *5762 *0600 ,2992 -1,1713 ,3866 1.2506
_4600 --_9738 ,4396 1,1_16 *9500 ,3670 .7927 .586_ ,1400 .2992 -1,3897 ,3254 1,3753
,5000 -,7833 ,4854 1,0721 _.0000 -,1869 .6450 .8179 ,2200 *2992 -1,4347 ,3147 1,4003
,5400 -,7774 ,4934 1._5 .3000 .Z992 -1,4297 ,3164 1.3963
.5800 ".7600 ,§_38 1_u413 ,3600 *299Z -1,356A ,3375 1,3_00
*6200 "*6738 ,5176 1.0164 *46_b *299Z -1,0074 ,4280 1,1725
,6600 -,6292 ,5329 .993_ *5400 .2992 -_781_ ,4882 _.0673
*7000 -,§629 ,5477 .9698 ,6200 ,2992 -_6527 ,5206 1.0136
,7500 -16856 ,5689 ,9360 ,7000 .2992 -.5644 ,5513 ,9661
,8000 -.6197 .5844 .9117 ,8000 .2992 -,4242 ,5830 ,9139
,8500 -,3612 ,6019 ,8844 ,900C ,2992 -,307A ,6142 ,8654
.9000 -,3047 .6156 .8632 .1_00 .2362 ,17_0 ,7436 *6652
,9500 -,2665 *6273 ,8651 ,2000 .2362 -.0266 .6932 ,7436
,97_0 -,2157 ,6435 .82_ ,3500 ,23_2 -,2403 ,6309 .8395
1.0000 -,1889 ,6450 ,8179 ,4500 ,2362 -,2495 *6288 .8427
.5500 ,2362 -,2135 .6_03 ,S251
,6506 ,2362 -o0746 .6755 *7709
,7500 ,2362 .1894 ,7_62 ,6611
,8000 .2362 °3014 ,7762 ,6133
.8500 .2362 ,3703 ,7951 ,5825
.90G0 .2362 ,3887 .7991 .5758
,9500 ,2362 ,3718 ,795Z ,5823
TEST 137 PT ,,'8,8372 PSI CN .2636 C01 .00994 COCOR1 .00960
RUN 33 TT 115,4600 K C_1 -.1355 CDZ ,00995 COCOR2 ,00960
RO|flT 1 RC 15.0248 _,ILL ION, CC .0184 C03 .0u966 COCOR3 .00937
MACH .7484 CO4 .00939 CDCOR_ .00910
ALPHA -1.98_7 OEG C05 ,00898 COCOR5 .00868
UPPER SURFACE LO_E_ SURFACE SPAN'a!SE
XlC CP P_LIP! _LOC XlC CP P,LIPI HLOC Xl¢ YI¢ CP P*LIPT HLOC
0.0000 ].°0319 .9689 .2133 0,0000 1,0319 ,96_9 ,2133 ,_000 ,4921 -,6626 ,5176 1,0185
• 0040 ,9287 ,940_ .2968 ,GO60 .1391 .7262 ,6926 ,5000 ,420_ -.6603 ,51Z3 1,0273
• 0080 .6870 .8760 °4395 ,0080 .3043 °7726 o6191 .5000 ,3609 -,6690 .509Z 1,0323
• 01_0 .3586 ,7859 .5975 ._,230 -,2629 .6200 .8563 .5000 .2953 -,6713 ,5094 1,0320
• 0250 -,0092 ,688_ ,7510 ,0500 -,_040 .5811 .9168 .500G ,2297 -.6748 ,5086 1,0333
• 0400 -.3055 .6078 ,8752 *ZOO0 -.4313 .571" ,9319 .5000 ,1640 -, 6692 .SIOZ 1,0307
• 0600 -,4035 .5822 .9152 ,1500 -,4702 °5643 ,9634 °5000 ,0984 -,6752 ,5083 1,0337
,0800 -.6266 .5753 ,926G .20JO -,5548 ,5409 °9806 .5000 .0328 -,6714 .5086 1.0333
,1000 -,63_6 ,5745 ,9273 °2500 -.6094 ,52_,8 1,0067 .500C_ -.0328 -.6787 °5077 1,0348
• 1_00 -°46;_?. ,5659 .9_08 ,3500 -,63b9 _SLq_ 1._0L56 ,_000 --.(_08_ -.6830 °50_,8 1,0397
,1800 -,5092 ,5533 .9609 .6530 -.4672 .5642 .9436 .5000 -*164U -,681? .5060 1,0378
• 2200 ",5381 o5461 .972_* .5500 -.3219 ._042 °8809 °5000 -,2297 -,8768 °5092 1,0324
,2600 -,5519 ,5421 ,978_ ,6500 -°0912 ,6658 °7859 ,5000 -,2953 • -,8741 ,5100 1,0311
e30OO --t8038 .5275 1.00,?.3 ,7500 ,2003 °7454 .6624 .5000 -.3609 -.6764 .5075 1o0352
• 34G_ -,6_.5? .5236 L.0_86 ._00 • _:9'_2 .?701 ,6231 °5000 -°4265 -°6834 .5060 1°0376
°3800 -.62_8 ,5217 1.0118 .8500 °3653 .7890 .5924 °5000 -°6921 -.6831 .5037 1.0615
°6200 -,6Z97 ,5208 1.0133 • 90'J0 °4003 .7988 ,5763 °0600 ,2992 -,3393 .5971 ,8919
,4600 -.6579 ,5132 1,0257 ,9503 °4113 °7997 ,5748 ,140(, ,2992 -,4549 ,5649 ,9424
• 5000 -_6823 ,5065 1,C369 1,0000 ,1401 ,7268 ,6917 ,2200 ,2922 -,$352 ,5443 ,9752
• 5400 -,6996 ,50L0 1,0459 .300€, ,2c_92 -o5801 ,5335 .9926
• 5800 -,,7235 .4958 1.0549 ,3800 ,2992 -.6381 ,5171 1.0193
,6200 -,7416 ,4889 1,_661 .4600 ,2992 -.6552 .5128 1,0266
• 6600 -,7696 ,4822 J.• C'774 ,5400 ,2992 -,6907 .5030 1,0626
• 7000 -o6361 ,51(*b 1.G152 .6200 ,2992 -,7313 ° _.915 1,0617
,7500 -,4664 ,$664 o9_01 .7000 .2992 -,6392 .5166 1,0202
• 8000 -.3504 .5955 ,69_4 .800C .2992 -.3511 ,5953 .8946
°8500 -.2336 .6273 ,_451 ,q000 ,2992 -.1160 .6591 ,7961
• 9000 -,1102 .6589 o7965 ,1000 .2362 -,4401 *5709 ,9330
.9500 .0124 ,6931 .743_ .2000 .2362 -°5423 .5418 .9792
• 9750 " ,0795 ,7103 ,7173 ,350(., ,2362 -,6315 ,5167 1o0200
1.0000 .1401 .7268 .6917 .4500 .2362 -.4595 ,564_ .9433
• 550u .2362 -.322Z .6017 ._847
,6500 .2362 -.[_926 .6632 .7899
,?_,00 .23b2 .1983 .7_30 .6663
•_000 ,2362 ,,_949 ,7697 ,6237
,_50G ,2362 ,3593 ,786? .5962
.90(,0 .2362 .3989 .7976 ,5783
• 9500 .23_.2")_._e¢¢_,346,?861_¢¢_t')e
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PI 2b.8361 PSI CN ,4177 COl .Glb36 C0¢0RI ,01005
RUN 33 TT 115,4477 K C_ -,1390 CO2 ,01040 COCOR2 *01007
POIN1 Z RC 15,0Z_0 BILLIO_ CC .0196 C03 *01007 COCOA3 *00900
BACH .7476 CD4 .00969 COCOR4 .00943
ALPHA -1.0061 OEG CD5 .00925 CCCOR5 *00899
UPPER SURFAC_ LO_E_ SURFACE SPAN#ISE
XIC CP P, LIPT NLOC XIC CP PpLIP1 BLOC XlC YIC CP P_LIPT BLOC
0,0000 1.1096 .98_b .1226 _,UGOU 1.1096 .q6_6 ,1226 .SuO0 .4921 -*7329 .4966 1.0566
.0040 .8054 .9075 ,3753 .0040 .3542 .7859 .§976 .5000 ,4265 -,7547 .4866 1,0700
.0080 ,5405 ,8359 ,5131 .Ou80 .5Z45 .8325 .5190 ,5000 .3609 -*750Z .487§ 1,0665
,0150 ,1843 ,7390 ,b12b .0230 -.0400 .6790 .7656 .5000 .2953 -,7§03 ,4895 1.065Z
• 0250 -,2010 ,637_ .82_9 .0500 -*2636 ,6352 .8329 .5000 .2297 -,7658 .4840 1,0745
,0400 -.5071 ,5543 .9_3 ,1000 -.2775 .6154 ,8635 ._000 .1640 -.TbOb °4044 1._736
• 0600 -.6308 .5198 1.0150 .1500 -*34G4 *5979 .8906 .5000 .0984 -*7602 ,4858 L,0713
• 0800 -*6258 .5220 1.0113 ,2000 -*4230 *5777 *gZZ3 .5000 .0328 -*7486 *4903 1.0638
• 1000 -.6121 *5276 1.b022 .2500 -.4874 .5571 *9547 .5000 -*0328 -*7807 *4785 1.0838
.1400 -.6257 *5259 1.0050 *3500 -.5239 .5510 ,9644 ,5G00 -.0984 -.7857 *6788 1.0832
.1800 -.6415 ,51_0 1,0212 ,4500 -.4157 .5789 .9Z04 .5000 -,1640 -,7742 .4803 1,0806
.2200 -.6822 ,5095 1.031q .55_0 -*ZqSO .6104 .8713 .5000 -.2297 -.7655 ,4813 1.0790
.2600 -.6738 ._105 1.o302 .65U0 -.0807 .6689 .7810 .5000 -.Z953 -.7_90 .4870 1.0693
• 3000 -.7207 ,4956 1.054_ ,7500 .2152 ,749_ ,6555 .5000 -.3609 -,7495 ,4909 1,0628
,3400 -,7369 ,4911 1.0624 .8000 .3129 .7771 ,6119 *5000 -,4265 -,7692 ,4825 1,0770
,3800 -,7634 .4859 l,b71Z ,8560 .3_69 .7941 .5842 ,5000 -,4921 -.7788 ,4777 1.0852
.4200 -,7664 .4838 1,0747 ,90_0 .4139 .8d35 ,5685 ,0600 .2_92 -,5611 ,5397 .9826
• 4600 -,7702 .4818 1,0782 ,9530 .4238 .6044 ,5670 .1400 .LqgZ -.6179 ,5256 1.0054
• 5000 -,7710 ,482_ 1.07_3 1.0000 .1284 ,7251 ,6942 .2200 ,2992 -,6775 ,5079 1,0345
.5400 -.7603 .4872 1.0691 ,3000 ,_992 -,6839 ._023 1.0438
,5800 -*805Z .4719 1.0951 .3800 .2992 -.7745 ,4828 1.0765
•6200 -.8152 ,4709 1.0968 .4600 ,299Z -.7615 ,4770 1,0864
,6600 -,8099 ,4707 1,_971 ,5400 ,2992 -.7729 ,481_ 1,0786
• 7000 -.6501 .5126 1,6268 ,6200 ,2992 -.7886 ,4798 1.0816
• 7500 -.4658 ,5659 .9408 .7000 ,2992 -,6489 .5128 1.0264
.8000 -.3505 ,5981 ,8904 .800_ .2992 -.3505 ,5933 .8978
• 8_00 -.2Z49 .6Z9_ .8419 ,9G00 ,2992 -.1201 .6570 ,7993
.9000 -*1111 .65_6 ,7969 .1000 ,2362 -.2841 .6138 .8660
• 9500 *0081 .6926 .7447 .2000 .2362 -.4109 .5781 .9215
• 9750 *0748 ,7091 .71_4 .3500 *2362 -.5134 .5513 *9640
1,0000 .1284 .7251 .6942 .450G .Z3bZ -,4027 .5819 .9156
•55b0 ,2362 -.289_ ,612_ ,8675
,6500 .2362 -,0749 *6716 .7770
• 7500 .2362 .2103 ,7473 .659_
,8000 .2362 .3144 .7733 .6180
.850G ,2362 ,3784 .7931 .5858
,900C .2362 ,4186 .8021 .5708
• 9500 .2362 .4Z68 .8068 .5634
TEST 137 PI 2t.6361 PSI CN ,4978 CDI ,01070 CDCOR1 ,01037
RUN 33 TT 115.418_ K CB -,1416 CD2 ,01077 COCOR2 ,01043
POINT 3 RC 15,0157 MILLION CC ,0188 CD3 .01043 COCOR3 .01014
NACH .7470 CO4 .01000 CDCOR4 .00970
ALPHA -.49_0 OEG C05 .0094':) COCOR5 .00920
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP P_LIPT BLOC XlC CP PtLIPT BLOC _/C YIC CP P_LIPT BLOC
0,0000 1,1351 ,9962 .0735 0,0000 1.1351 .9962 .0735 ,5000 ,4921 -,8244 .4706 1.0973
,0040 .7325 .8891 .4136 ,0040 ,4480 .8108 .5563 .5000 .4265 -,8180 ,4727 1,0937
.0080 .4611 ,8149 ,5493 ,0080 o6164 ,_552 .4785 ,5060 .3609 -,8463 .4bOg l*ll41
,0150 .0888 ,7145 .7108 *0Z30 ,0624 *7055 .7247 ,5000 .2953 -,8526 ,4602 1.1153
.0Z50 -.Z844 .6133 .866._ .0500 -.1103 .663_ .789_ .5_;0(_ ,Z297 -.8465 .4631 1.1103
.0400 -.6100 .5266 I*U038 .1000 -.2066 *_339 .8349 *5G00 *1640 -.85L4 *4580 1.1192
*ObO0 -.7751 .4805 1,0804 .1500 -,2828 .6144 ,8650 .5000 ,0984 -,8431 .4643 1,1082
°0800 -.7667 .4863 1,0705 .2000 -,3648 .5687 .9051 .5000 *032_ -.6378 .4091 1.0999
.1000 -.6923 ,5049 1.03_4 .25J0 -,4304 ,5745 .9272 .500U -*_328 -.8449 *4631 1.1103
.1400 -.7291 ,4941 1,0_75 .3500 -,4832 .5596 ,9509 ,5000 -,0984 -.8535 .4591 1.1172
,1800 -*718Z ,4966 I._533 ,4500 -,3886 .586Z .90_9 .5000 -.1640 -.8356 .4662 1.1048
,2200 -,7386 .4695 1.U65_ ,_500 -.2733 .6160 .8625 .500(, -,2297 -.8398 ,4651 1,1067
.2600 -.7580 ,4884 1,06_9 ,6503 -,0665 ,o143 .7728 ,5000 -,2953 -.8437 .4649 1,1071
.3000 -.7881 .4_07 i.O_u ,75_b .Z257 .7520 .6523 ,500u -,3609 -.8359 .4686 1.1007
,3400 -.8022 .473J 1,092_ .800U .3190 ,77b6 *61Zb .5000 -*4265 -.8252 .4733 1.09Z7
,3800 -.8182 *4695 1.U992 ,P530 .3950 .7969 ,5795 * 5(.UO -.4921 -.8238 ,4713 1.0962
,4200 -,8158 ,4711 1.0965 .9000 ,4201 , €O,:q .5694 ,0600 .299Z -.6826 .5069 1.036Z
,4600 -*8377 .4(_17 1,1126 ,9500 .4893 ._u70 .5627 .14(,0 .2992 -,7253 ,4964 1.0529
.5000 -.8490 .4627 I, 1 I/.,9 I*uO00 .1298 .7220 ,6991 .2200 ,2992 -* 7386 ,4V26 1,0596
,5400 -.8386 .4689 1.1003 ,3000 ,Zgg2 -. 7623 .4859 1,0712
.5800 -.8619 .4565 1.11_3 ,3_00 .2992 -.8171 .4720 1.0950
,6200 -,R686 .45_0 1,1Z_*3 .4600 .2992 -.8578 .4588 1.1177
.6600 -.7_96 .478b 1.0S3_ .5400 .2g92 -.8233 .4712 1.0963
,7000 -,6259 ,5227 1,010; .6200 .299Z -,7902 .4814 1,0789
.7500 -.4636 ,5671 .93_9 .7000 .Z992 -*6327 ,5213 1.0125
.8000 -,3539 .5978 ,Hb_ .8 _-Or_ o2992 -*3536 .5961 *8934
.8500 -.2349 .6310 *U393 *gCOu *2992 -.1179 *6593 .7958
.9000 -.1128 .6620 ,7916 *lUO0 ,2362 -,2132 *6331 ,8361
,9500 *OObg ,692_ ,7440 *2000 *2362 -*3499 ,5962 ,8933
.qTbO *0679 .70_8 .719b .3500 *236Z -,4634 .566q *9393
1.0000 .1198 ,722_ ,"J g91 .450u .2362 -,3805 ,5868 ,9080
,55u0 *236Z -*2694 ,6L_Z ,6591
*65(_0 *?3bZ -,0733 *6720 *7762
.75_b .2362 .ZI7U ,7498 ,6554
,80u£ .Z3tZ .3190 ,7770 ,61Z0
.85Cb ,2362 ,3898 .7964 .5803
,96;_0 .Z3bZ .4171 .8028 ,5697
,95U0 ,2362 .4275 .8G55 *5652
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 P7 28,8308 PSI CN .5785 C01 ,01184 COCOR1 .01118
RUN 33 T! 115.3865 K CM -,1434 COZ *01178 COCOR2 *01129
POINT 4 PC 15,U313 MILLION ¢C ,0176 ¢03 ,01142 COCOR3 ,01105
MaCH .7477 CD4 *01096 CDCOR4 .01059 1
ALPHA -,OZZ3 OEG C05 ,01029 COCOR5 100989
UPPER SURFACE LDdER SURFACE SPANdISE
XIC CP P,LIPI MLOC XIC CP P_LIP1 HLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT NLOC
0.0000 1,1528 1*b011 u.uObO 0.0000 1*15Z8 I.COI1 0.0000 ,5000 *4921 -,9005 ,4488 1,1353
,0040 ,6584 .85_5 *4536 .0040 *§343 ._343 ,5159 *5000 ,4255 -*9216 *4425 1,1462
,0080 *3840 ,7939 .5844 .0080 ,7140 *8812 *4254 ,5000 *3609 -,9331 ,4372 1*1559 "4.
• 0150 ,0120 ,6943 .7420 *0230 .1533 .7306 .68S7 ,5000 ,2953 -*9417 .4374 1,1555
• 0Z50 -,3702 ,5910 .9013 *0500 -.0361 .6816 ,7615 .5000 *2297 -.9421 .4368 1.1566
.0400 -,7020 ,5024 1.0435 *I_GO -.1412 *6520 .8071 *5000 ,1640 -.9273 ._400 1,1508
• 0600 -*895Z *4515 1,1303 ,1500 -*2247 *6296 ,8415 *5000 .0984 -,9042 *_484 1,1359
,0800 -o9218 ,4431 1,1454 *ZOO0 -,3033 ,6091 ,8732 *5000 *0328 -,9022 ,4481 1,1366
,1000 -,8607 ,4573 1,1204 *ZSUO -,3734 *5905 ,90ZZ .5000 -*0328 -,9104 .4460 1.1402
,1400 -,8358 ,4652 1,1086 ,3500 -,4272 ,5757 ,9Z54 ,5000 -,0984 -,9182 ,4435 1.1648
,1800 -,8129 ,4713 1.0961 ,4§U0 -.3636 .5935 ,8975 .50GO -,1640 -.9112 .4464 1,1395
• Z200 ".8062 *4744 1.0909 *5500 -.2560 .6233 .8513 .5000 -*2297 -.9137 *4448 1.1424
.Z600 -07609 ,4863 1,0705 ,6500 -,0666 ,6733 ,7744 ,5000 -,2953 -,9115 ,4440 1,1438
03000 -.8312 .4670 1.1035 .7500 .2303 *7520 *6520 *5000 -*3609 -.9219 .4438 1.1442
°3400 -,8643 .4558 1.1230 .8000 .325Z .7782 ,6101 ,5000 -,4265 -,9091 ,4482 1,1363
,3800 -,90Z3 ,44_1 1.1366 ,8500 ,4042 ,7995 .5751 .5000 -,4921 -,9055 ,4490 1,1348
• 4200 -,g083 .4459 1,1403 .9000 ,6330 ,8078 .5613 .ObOU .2992 -,7707 ,4813 1,0791
.4600 -,8936 ,44_1 1,1347 ,9500 ,43_9 08094 .5586 ,1400 ,2992 -08685 .4548 1,1247
• 5000 -.9119 .4463 1.139_ 1.0000 .1145 .7202 .7019 .2200 .2992 -.7834 .4809 1.0796
• 5400 -.9325 .4399 1.1510 .3000 .Z992 -.8260 .4672 1.1032
.5800 -,9_56 .4338 1.1619 .3800 .2992 -.8781 .45Z7 1.1283
• 6200 -.9682 .430_ _.16_8 ,4600 .2_92 -,9205 ,4407 1,1496
• 6600 -,8028 ,4755 1,0888 ,5400 *2992 -,9831 ,4323 1,1547
• 7000 -,5824 .5340 ,9918 .6200 .2992 -.8886 ,4520 1,1296
.7500 -,4408 .5711 .9327 .7000 .2992 -.5896 .5316 .9958
• 8000 -,3452 ,5988 ,8892 ,8000 *2992 -*3664 ,5963 *8932
• 8500 -.2Z28 .6324 .8372 .9000 .2992 -.1174 .6587 .7967
,9000 -.1132 .6617 .7921 ,1000 .2362 -.1437 .b511 .8084
,9500 ,0104 ,6928 ,7443 *2000 *2362 -.2929 .6113 ,8698
,9750 ,0890 ,7090 ,7193 ,3500 ,2362 -,4199 ,5793 .g196
1,0000 .1165 *7202 *7019 .4500 .2362 -*3478 .5952 .8949
.5500 .2362 -.2528 *6213 .8544
• 6500 .2352 -.0571 .6742 .7730
• 7500 ,2352 *2255 ,7522 ,6517
,8000 *2362 .3315 *7798 *6077
• 8560 ,2362 ,3927 *7960 .5810
.9000 *Z362 .4295 ,8057 *5649
• 950_ .2362 .4346 ,8078 .5613
TEST 137 PT 28,8303 PSI CN ,6606 CDZ ,01327 C000R1 .01276
RUN 33 TT 115,3468 K CM -,1461 C02 .01385 COCOR2 ,01303
POINT 5 RC 15,0520 RILLIQN C¢ .0164 CD3 .01315 COCOR3 .01274
NACH .T489 CD4 .01212 COCOA4 .01170
ALPH& .4q72 OEG C05 .01107 COCOR5 *01063
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANI/ISE
XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC CP P_LIP'I MLOC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1591 1.0029 0.0000 0.0u30 1.1591 1.0029 0,0003 .50U0 .4921 -.9738 .4279 1.1727
,0040 ,6040 .8529 ,4827 .O04G .6120 *8546 ,4797 ,5000 ,4255 -.9811 .4253 1.1775
.0080 ,3133 .7742 ,6165 ,0080 ,7856 ,9012 ,3887 ,5000 ,3609 -,9808 ,4Z28 1,1_19
,0150 -,0509 ,6759 ,7704 ,0230 ,2323 ,7523 ,6515 ,5000 *2953 -,9518 .4352 1,1595
,0250 -,4298 ,5720 .9311 ,0500 *0366 *6996 *7338 *_000 ,2297 -,9534 .4291 1.1705
*0400 -*7559 ,4835 1,0753 .10U0 -,0818 .6666 .7846 ,5000 ,1640 -,9745 ,4292 1,1703
,0600 -,9501 ,4302 1,1685 ,1500 -,1641 ,6451 *8176 .5000 .0984 -,9691 .4254 1.1773
.0800 -1,0036 *419Z 1.1885 .2000 -.2585 ,6178 ,8598 .5000 .0328 -.9756 .4251 1.1778
,1000 -,9717 ,4252 1.1776 ,2500 -,3315 ,6000 ,8873 ,5000 -.0328 -,9590 .4301 1,1687
,1400 -*9695 *428b 1*1726 ,3500 -,3973 ,5809 ,9173 .5000 -.0984 -,9150 ,4394 1.1520
,1800 -,9551 *4324 1.1645 ,4500 -,3418 .5958 .8940 .5000 -.1640 -,8999 ,4468 1.1388
.2200 -,9556 ,6310 1,1671 ,5500 -,2405 ,6228 ,8520 .5000 -,2297 -.9133 .4414 1.1484
,2600 -,9517 ,4338 1.1619 ,6500 -.0491 .6769 ,7688 *SUOb -.2953 -,9493 ,4331 1,1633
.3000 -,9807 *4254 1,1773 .7500 .2337 .7519 ,6521 .5000 -,3609 -,9652 *4306 1,1678
,3400 -,9696 ,4259 1,178:4 .8000 *3279 *7784 ,6097 .5000 -*4265 -*9864 *4278 1.1728
.3800 -.8527 .4618 1.11_4 ._500 .4114 .8012 *5723 *5060 -.4921 -.9695 .4285 1.171b
.4200 -, 9062 ,4445 1,1428 .9000 ,4399 ._0_5 .5601 .0600 .2992 -*8330 ,4655 1.1061
,4600 -,9609 ,4329 1,1630 .9500 ,4415 .8093 .5587 .140G .2992 -.9797 .4233 1.1_10
.5000 -.gbb9 .4260 1.1761 l. UO00 .1_61 .718_5 .7045 .2200 .2992 -.g71Z .4259 1.1744
,5400 -,9675 ,4273 1.1736 ,3000 .29_2 -,8886 *4493 1.1343
,5800 -1,0093 ,416_ 1.1936 ,3800 ,2992 -*9552 *4337 1,1622 4r
*6200 -1,0378 ,4080 1.2132 .4_00 .Zq_Z -.q671 ,4296 1,16_6
*6600 -*89?5 *4474 1.1377 .5400 *2g_z -.9841 .4261 1*1760
,7000 -.6009 .SZeO l._04U .6ZOO .299Z -1,0190 .4136 1,1990
,T500 -,4221 *5756 ,9256 ,7000 ,Z9gZ -,5648 *5370 ,9870
*8000 -.3268 ,bOZ7 ._832 ,80&O *2gg2 -.3374 .5994 ,B882
,8500 -,2213 ,6331 .8382 .gO00 .2992 -.1176 ,6613 ,7928
*9000 -*10Z8 *662_ .79G9
.lO00 ,23&2 -*08_9 ,6644 ,7880 I1_
,9500 ,0038 ,68_5 ,74_3 ,2000 .2362 -.2429 *b251 ,8485
,9750 .0811 .7&70 .7223 *3500 *2362 -,3834 *5867 ,9081
1.0000 .1061 ,71F5 .7045 ,450& *2362 -*3229 .6026 ,8833
*5500 *2362 -*2308 ,&Z80 ,8440
, F,500 .2302 -*0422 *6773 ,7682
,750& *2362 ,Z334 .75Z6 ,0510
*8006 *2382 .3377 .7808 ,6058
*8500 .2362 ,4048 .8000 .5744
*9000 *Z3bZ *4386 ,8087 ,5597
,9500 ,2362 ,4378 ,808U ,5810
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TABLE III. - Continued.
T£ST 137 PT 28.6386 PSI CN .7366 C01 .01615 COCOR1 ,01560
RU_ 33 TT 115.3594 K CN -.1493 C02 .01650 COCORZ .01592
POINT 6 RC 15.0866 NILLIQN CC .0154 CO3 .0160Z CDCOR3 .01552
_)CN ,7518 CD4 ,01417 CDCOR4 ,01368
ALPHA .9979 OEG COS .01441 COCOR5 .01350
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANdI$E
XIC CP PpLIPT HLOC XIC CP P,LIP; HLQC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT NLOC
0.0000 1.1584 1.0025 0.G_00 U*4_00 1.1584 1.00Zb 0*0000 .5040 .4921 -1.0767 .3962 1.2317
,0040 *5353 ,8343 ,_159 *0040 ,6709 ,6707 ,4497 ,SCOO .4Z65 "1,0818 ,3933 1,Z373
,0080 ,2558 ,7571 .6439 ,6480 ,8406 .9168 ,3548 ,5000 ,3609 "1,0867 *3921 1,2395
,0150 -,1091 ,657_ ,7982 ,0230 ,2993 .7730 .bZ3Z .5000 ,2953 -1.0907 ,3969 1.2304
.0250 -.4973 .5_47 .9587 .05o0 .0928 .7147 .7104 .5000 .2297 -1.0885 .3914 1.2410
,0400 -,8063 ,4695 1,09_3 ,1000 -,03§4 ,6795 ,7648 ,5_4 ,1644 -1,0643 ,4015 1,2217
,0600 -1,0109 ,4136 1,1989 ,1_0 -,1221 ,6544 ,8034 ,_000 ,0984 -1,0117 o4145 1,20_7
.0800 -lo0680 .3994 1.2256 .203_ -.2143 .6315 .8384 .5000 .6328 -1.0Z39 .4103 1.205_
.1000 -1.Q411 .4015 1.2217 .2500 -.2937 .6076 .8756 .5000 -.0328 -1.0444 .4041 1.2166
.1400 -1.0325 .4472 1.2149 .3500 -.3633 .5909 .9015 .5000 -.0984 -1.0995 .3_01 1.2434
.1800 -1.0347 .4571 1.2111 .4500 -.3136 .6031 .8825 .5000 -.1640 -1.0413 .4048 1.2154
.2200 -1.0486 .4431 1.2185 .5500 -.2355 .6241 .8500 .5000 -.2297 -1.0415 .4079 1.2096
,2600 -1,0360 *4073 1*2108 *6500 -,0470 ,_760 ,7702 .5000 -.2953 -1.0455 ,4060 1,2131
.3000 -1,0644 .3980 1.22_3 ,?500 .2343 ,7497 ,6556 ,5000 -.3609 -1,0512 ,4054 1.2143
.3400 -1.0871 .3_20 1.2397 .8_00 .3348 .7787 .6093 .50_0 -.4265 -1.0581 .3991 1.2262
.3800 -1.108_ .3921 1.2395 .8_0 .4137 .e003 .5738 .5000 -.4921 -1.0485 .4025 1.2197
,4200 -1,0350 .4059 1.2134 ,_000 ,43_4 ,8072 ,5623 ,0600 *2992 -,6926 .4497 1.1337
,4600 -1,0614 ,4023 1,Z202 ,_00 .4382 ._076 ,5616 ,1400 ,2992 -1,0496 ,4018 1.ZZ10
,5000 -1,0303 ,4054 1.2142 1,0030 .0885 .7116 ,7153 ,2200 .2992 -1,0699 ,3957 1,2327
,5400 -1,0835 ,3941 1,2357 ,3000 .ZqZ -.9847 .4201 1.1869
,5800 -1.0749 .3958 1.2324 .3860 *2992 -1,0477 .4041 1.2167
.6200 -1.0632 .4000 1.2245 .4600 .2992 -1.0692 .3945 1*Z349
.6600 -.8738 *4503 1.1326 .5400 .2992 -1.1037 *3896 1.2443
.7000 -.5573 *5388 *9840 .52_0 .2992 "1.0908 .3927 1.2385
.7500 -.4222 .5750 .9265 .7000 .2992 -.5493 .5375 ' .9862
.8000 -.3191 .6033 ._SZZ .8000 .zqz -.3106 *6000 .8873
.8500 -.2097 .6300 .8410 .go00 .2992 -.1040 *6599 .7949
.9000 -.1007 *6201 .7q45 .1000 .2362 "*0409 .5753 .7713
.9500 -.0061 .6846 *7567 .2000 .2362 -.2074 .6321 .8377
,9750 *0473 *7012 ,7314 ,3500 .2362 -,3535 ,5933 ,8978
1,0000 ,0885 *7116 ,7153 °4500 .2362 -,3047 .6047 ,8801
.5500 *2362 -,2209 ,6309 ,8396
*6500 ,2362 -*0452 *6750 ,771T
,7S00 ,2362 .2334 ,7504 ,6545
.8000 ,2362 .3365 .7791 .6086
,8500 .2362 ,4040 °7979 ,5779
.9400 ,2362 ,4344 .8046 *5667
,9500 ,2362 ,4371 .8067 .5631
TEST 137 P? 28.8360 PS] CN .8002 C01 .02232 COCOR1 .02144
RUq 33 TT 115.3401 K CP; -.1532 CD2 .01939 C000R2 .01843
POINT T kC 15.0820 HILLION CC ,0155 C03 .01833 CDCOR3 *01758
MACH .7513 C04 *01736 COCOR4 *01656
ALPHi. 1.5072 OEG CD5 .01427 C000R5 .01342
UPPER SURFACF LQdER SURFACE SPANwZSE
XIC CP PeLIPT _LOC X/C CP PJ,LIPT HLOC X/C Y/C CP PeLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1,1626 1,0033 0.0000 0.0000 1.1626 _.0033 0,0000 .5000 .4921 -1,1514 *3759 1.2712
.0040 .5028 .8229 • 53_t_ .0040 .7187 .SeJ17 .42_3 .S000 .4265 -1.1630 .3748 1.2733
.0080 .1936 .7406 • 66'_9 .0080 .6792 ._271 .3310 .5000 .3bOq -1.1626 .3754 1.2721
.01_0 -.1721 .6413 .8235 .0230 .3538 .7626 .6029 *5000 *29§3 -1.1627 .3733 1.2763
• 0250 -._467 .._400 °9822 .0000 .1433 .7246 .6950 ._000 .2297 -1.1707 .3746 1.2737
• 0400 -,8530 ,455_ 1,1229 .1000 ,(J0_1 ,6866 ,7539 • 5(_00 .1640 -1.1580 ,3748 1.2733
.0600 -1.0622 .4401 1._243 .1500 -.C._4O .6653 .7866 .5000 .0984 -1.1348 .3772 1.2685
,0800 -1.,1244 ,383_ 1.2562 ,20,)0 -.1_75 .63_33 ,8281 ,50G0 ,0328 -1,0685 ,3980 1,Z;'83
,1000 -1,1256 *3630 1,..'571 ,2500 -,2."8_ ,6179 ,8596 ,5000 -,0328 -1,1386 ,3769 1,2691
,1400 -1,1030 ,3886 1._463 ,3500 -,3399 .5961 .8935 .5_00 -.0984 -1,1695 .366_ 1.2891
.1800 -1.1147 .3680 1.2475 .4500 -.3001 .6061 .877.) .5000 -.1640 -1.1907 .3630 1.2€)71
,2200 -1,1008 *3846 1.2537 .5500 -.2277 .6265 ,8464 *5000 -*_297 -1.0951 ,38_6 1,2521
• 2600 -1,1152 ,3857 1,_510 .6500 -.0499 ,6749 ,7719 *5000 -,2953 -1,0937 *3904 1,2429
• 3000 -1.1468 *3792 1.2647 .7500 .2286 .7503 .6546 .5C00 -.3609 -1.0963 .3898 1.2439
• 3400 -1,1666 ,3743 1,2744 ,8000 .3332 ,7785 ,6096 ,5004 -.4265 -1.1032 .3852 1,2528
• 3800 -1.1747 *3760 1.2828 .8500 .4157 .80.18 .5713 ,5000 -.4flZ1 -1.0779 .3932 1.2374
• 4200 -1,1920 ,3680 1.2852 ,9000 .4377 ._051 ,5_58 ,(_600 .2992 -.9301 .4368 1.1567
.4600 -1.1264 .3834 1._'564 .9500 ,4387 .8069 .5628 ,1400 .2992 -1,1240 ,3857 1,2_1_
.5000 -2.1033 .3_58 1.2517 I.O00u .07_0 .7094 .7187 .2200 .2992 -1*1436 .3772 1.2685
,5400 -1,1124 ,3ebO 1,2513 ,3000 ,2992 -1,0707 ,3961 1,2319
.5800 -1.1790 .365') 1.2911 .3800 .2992 -1.1063 .3868 1.2498
• 6200 -1.1883 .3518 1.29_)4 .46_)0 .2992 -1.1440 .3783 1.2664
,6600 -.8073 .4673 1.1_J30 ,5400 .2992 -1.1895 .3658 1.2913
,7000 -,5608 ,531_ ,9955 ,6200 ,2992 -1,1997 ,3637 1o29_6
,7500 -,4216 ,5730 ,9296 ,7040 ,2992 -,5529 ,5367 ,9874
,8000 -,3162 ,6018 ,8846 ,80(.0 ,;'992 -,3139 ,b029 ,8828
• 8500 -,2191 ,6264 .8465 ,9u00 .29(_2 -,1063 ,6581 ,7977
• 9000 -,1105 ,6567 ,7999 ,1000 .2362 .0059 .6_)2 .7498
.9500 -.0143 .6838 .75_2 .2(_C.0 .2362 -.1730 .6410 .8240
• 9750 ,0361 ,(_976 .73_7 * 3"-.€.u ,2362 -.3291 .5983 ,8900
1.0000 ,0780 ,70_4 .7187 *4500 *_362 -*_9_1 .6092 .8731
,554G .2362 -.2196 .6293 .8421
.6_)00 ,236Z -.0446 .6777) .767_
• 7_06 .236Z .232.5 .7510 .6§36
• _000 .2362 .3344 ,7782 .6100
,85UU *2362 .4051 ,7976 .5783
• 9000 .23b2 .4416 *_082 *5507
.956U *_36" .4349 ,8072 *5623
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TABLE III. - ConLinued.
TEST 137 Pl 26,8348 PSI CN ,8380 CD1 ,02779 COCOR1 e02695
RUN 33 TT 115,3418 K CM -,1528 C02 .01571 CDCORZ .02479
POINT 8 RC 15.0821 _ILLI_N CC .0156 ¢03 .02131 C0¢0R3 .02051 •
HACH ,7513 C04 ,01956 CDCOR4 .01872
ALPHA 1,9958 OEG CD5 ,01341 COCOR5 ,01254
UPPER SURFACE LOWEk SURFACE SPAN_ISE
X/C CP P,L/PT _LOC X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC X/C Y/C :P PpLIPT MLOC
0.,0000 I*1610 1,0033 0,0000 O.bGO0 1,1620 1,0U33 O,OOUO .5000 .4921 -1,2040 .362Z 1,2987
.0040 ,4511 ,8096 ,5583 .0040 .7716 .6975 ,3965 .5000 .4265 -1..2116 .3611 1.3010
• 0080 ,1391 ,7266 ,6920 ,0080 .9258 ._391 .3012 .5000 .3609 -1.2U95 .3589 1.3053 _
,0150 -.2110 .6295 .8417 .0230 .4637 .797u .5793 .5000 ,2953 -1.2154 *3578 1,3076
,0250 -,5964 ,5259 1,b049 .*0500 ,1934 ,7396 .6719 ,500_ ,2297 -1,2080 ,3567 1,3099
.,0_00 -.,6913 ,4_29 I,_57 ,1_00 .0470 ,70_9 .7319 ,5000 ,1640 -1,Zl_Z .3596 1.3038 .
• 0600 -1,1036 ,3P90 1,2655 .1_00 -,0587 ,6730 .7748 .5_00 .0986 -1.1950 ,3591 1,3049
,0800 -1,16T5 .3727 1,2776 ,2000 -.1523 .6460 ,_162 ,5C0_ .0328 -1.24_3 ,3511 1.3192
• 1000 -1,,1530 ,371_ 1,_199 .1500 -.2366 .6231 .8516 .5_0 -.0328 -1,2046 .3611 1,3006
,1400 -1,1270 ,3774 1,2683 .3500 -,3300 .5983 ,8901 ,5000 -,0984 -1.2150 ,3541 1..3153
,1800 -1,1669 .3730 1,278_ ,4500 -,2960 ,_U53 ,8791 ,5000 -,1660 -1,2367 ,3516 1,3204
,2200 -1,1675 ,3699 1,2830 ,5500 -,2255 .6272 ,8_53 ,5000 -.2297 -1,2170 ,3606 1,3019
• 2600 -1,1688 .3717 1,2795 .6500 -.0489 ,675_ ,7708 ,50UG -,2953 -1,1408 ,3766 1,2698
,3000 -1,1976 .3669 1.,2932 .750_ .2296 .7687 ,6512 ._000 -.3609 -1,146g .3780 1.2669
,3400 -1.2035 .3605 L.3020 .8000 .3298 .7758 .6144 .5000 -.4265 -1,1522 ,3776 1.2679
• 3800 -1.2235 .35_6 1.3120 .8500 .4129 .800R .5731 ,_00_ -.4921 -1,0988 ,3909 1.2420
.*4200 -1,2257 .3519 1,3199 ,9000 ,4332 .8052 ,5657 ,0600 ,2992 -°9696 ,_290 1._707
• 4600 -1,2307 ,3552 1,3L30 .9500 .4265 ,8029 .5695 .1400 ,2992 -1,1709 ,3728 1,2772
• 5000 -1,2046 ,3565 1,3103 1,_000 ,0565 ,7034 ,7279 ,2200 .2992 -1.1933 .3631 1.2968
• 5400 -1,1728 .3728 1,2773 .3000 .2992 -1,_865 ,3677 1,2875
•*5800 -1,2416 ,3511 1,3215 .3800 ,2992 -1,1664 ,3721 1,2767
•*6200 -1,1175 ,3807 1,2617 .*4600 ,,2991 -1,1106 ,3635 1,2959
• 6600 -.6807 ,5027 1.0_31 ,5400 .29_Z -1.2554 .3519 1.3198
.7000 -.5438 .5426 ,9780 ,6200 .2992 -1.1362 .3827 1.2578
.7500 -,4249 ,5714 °9322 .7000 .2992 -,_550 ,5379 .9855
• 8000 -,3219 ,6011 ,88_7 ,8000 .,299Z -,3213 ,6031 ,8826
.**8500 -,2238 ,6227 ,8429 ,9000 ,2991 -,1318 ,6518 ,8073
.,9000 -,1259 ,6_65 ,B032 .1000 *2382 ,0374 ,6955 ,7386
• 9500 -,0_43 ,67_2 .7729 .2_0 ,2362 -,1359 .6517 ,8075
.9750 .0180 ,6934 .7433 .3500 .2361 -,3211 .59_3 .8885
1,0000 .0565 ,7036 ,7279 ,4500 .2362 -.2748 .6135 .*8664
,5500 ,1362 -o2164 ,6286 .8636
,6500 ,2362 -,0416 ,6782 ,7668
• 750_ ,2361 ,2298 .7699 ,6553
,8000 ,2362 .*3370 ,7800 ,6072
,8500 .2351 .4012 .7972 ,5790
• 9000 .2382 ,6363 .8080 ,5610
,g_0 .2362 ,6614 .8095 .$58S
TEST 137 P1 2u.83_1 PSI CN ,u790 C01 .03543 CDCOI_I ,03157
RUN 33 TT 1J 5.3'*_4 K C_ -.1516 CDZ .03409 COCORZ .03209
POINT 9 RC 15.05_7 _ILL _'3N CC .0154 C03 .03191 COCOR3 ,03010
_CH ,7494 C06 .02390 COCOR4 .02211
ALPHA 2*_GU7 DEG CD5 .01637 COCOR5 ,01452
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPAN'aISE
XIC CP P_LIPT I_LOC Xl_, CP P_LIP1 HLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPF _LOC
0.0000 1,1602 1,0031 _.. 0000 O.OOO0 1.16(_2 1.G031 0,0000 .*5000 ,4921 -1,2395 .3491 1.3255
,0060 ,3773 ,7910 ,5892 ,0040 ,8057 *g065 ,3775 ,5000 ,626_ -1,2679 ,3489 1,3250
,0080 ,0250 .,7137 ,7120 ,0080 ,9606 • €_693 ,2747 .5000 ,3609 -1,1813 ,3661 L.3317
• 0150 -,2720 ,6138 ,_659 .0230 .6616 .8140 .5508 ,5000 ,2953 -1.2925 .36_9 1,3364
,0250 -,6703 ,5084 1,0337 .0500 .2367 .7:_29 ,6506 .5(;00 .Z297 -1.2968 .3639 1.3365
• 0400 -.9301 .6369 1.1601 .1000 .0762 ,7081 ,7237 .5000 .1660 -1.2627 .3658 1,3326
• 0600 -1,1421 .3770 L.2691 .1500 -.0209 .6u22 .7607 ,5000 ,C984 -1,2637 .3442 1.3343
• 0800 -1,2248 ,3591 L,3G_u .2000 -,1260 ,6569 ,8025 ,5000 ,0328 -1,3113 .3309 1.3642
,1000 -1.2090 ,3589 1.3053 .2500 -,2126 ,631_ ,8381 ,5000 -.0328 -1.2837 .3423 1.3398
,1400 -I.,2091 ,3608 1.3015 ,3500 -,3018 ,6080 ,8750 ,5000 -.0984 -1,2687 .3652 1,3316
• 1800 -1.,2100 ,3593 1,3066 .4500 -.2845 .6103 .8716 .5000 -.1640 -1.2887 .3419 1.3608
• 2200 -1.2273 ,3553 1.3127 .5500 -.2272 .6257 .8_.76 .5000 -,2297 -1.2918 ,3402 1,3463
• 21500 -1,2051 .35f_5 1,3061 ,6500 -,0_._0 ,6753 .7712 ,5000 -.2953 -1,192_ .3639 1.2_)52
• 3000 -1,2551 ,3524 1,318_ ,7500 ,2213 ,7477 .6589 ,5000 -,3609 -1.,19;'9 ,3656 1,2918
• 3400. -1,2759 .*3676 1,3287 ,8_00 ,3222 .7759 ,6138 .5000 -,4265 -1,1807 ,3693 1.2843
,3800 -1.3060 ,3413 1.3620 .8500 ,3986 ,7960 .5809 .5000 -.6921 -1.0832 .3969 1.2304
• 4200 -1,3168 .33 r:6 1.3679 .9000 .4233 .8031 *5691 .060& ,2992 -.9976 ._185 i.,1898
• 6600 -1.3084 .3334 1,3590 ,9500 ,6123 ,8002 .5739 ,1401_ ,2992 -1,2154 .3578 1.307_
,5000 -1.3208 .32(.6 1,3676 L,OOOO ,0083 ,6911 .7469 ,2200 .2992 -1,2:527 .3505 1,3226
,5400 -1,2628 ,3441 1*3360 .300(, .2992 -1,2659 .3507 1,3223
,5800 -1,2418 ,3537 1.3161 .3_00 .2992 -1.2403 .3574 1.3084 4r
.6200 -,8308 ,4647 1.1075 .4600 .2992 -1.2682 ,3476 1.3288
• 6600 -.6265 *52(;7 1,0134 .5600 .2992 -1,2868 ,3430 1.3386
.7000 -,5311 ,_459 .2727 .5200 .299, _ -,8157 .4714 1.0960
,7500 -.4329 ,57U3 ._33_ .7000 .2992 -.5690 ,5647 .9746
,8000 -,3435 ,_957 ,_961 .uGGO .2992 -.3659 .:)985 ,H898
• 8500 -,2538 ,6202 . t_(O .90u_ .2992 -, 161_7 .6516 .8079
,gO00 -. 1654 .54_u .U179 ,1000 .2362 .0776 .7110 .7162 _.
• 9500 -.0682 .6716 .1770 ,2000 ,2362 -.1184 .6560 .8009
.9T50 -.0355 ,671: _ ,7663 .3500 .238Z -.Zqqb ,607Z .STbL
1,0000 ,0083 ,6911 .7_:& .450(. .2361 -,1655 .6170 .8610
,;;00 .2382 -.Z172 .6299 .8610
• 65_U .2361 -.0580 .6721 .7761
• 7500 .23_'2 .2176 .7509 ,6538
• 8000 *2361 *3260 *7763 .6131
• _50U *2362 *3266 *7979 .5776
.9(;0_. .2362 .6235 .8044 .5671
• 9500 .2362 .4061 .7992 .5756
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TABLE III.- Continued.
TEST 13T PT 26.7401 PSI CN ,9022 CO1 ,04428 ¢0=0R1 .04289
PUN 33 TT 115.3b51 K C_ -o1460 CDZ o04197 COCOR2 .04060
POINT 11 RC 14o9782 qILLION CC .0139 CD3 ,¢4173 CDCOR3 .04049
NJCH ,7472 CD4 ,02707 COCOR4 .02582
W ALPHA 3,0141 DEG CD5 .01888 CDCOR5 .01751
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP PpLIP1 _LQC XlC CP P*LIPT _LDC XlC YIC CP P,LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1499 1.0005 O*UOUO 0.000_ 1.1499 1.G005 _,0003 ,50C¢ ,4921 -1.3144 .3352 1,3551
,0040 .2920 .7719 ,6203 ,0040 .8520 .9214 .3444 .500¢ .4265 -1.3080 .3374 1.3502
.0080 ,0036 ,6944 .7418 ,CO_u .9903 .9578 .2493 ,5000 .3609 -1.3073 .3398 1.345Z
j_ .0150 -.3651 .5954 ,R946 .0230 ,5027 ,2259 .5306 .5000 .29_3 -1,3059 .3381 1.3489
.0250 -.7164 .4950 1._59 ,0500 .2840 ,76_7 ,bZ37 ,5000 ,2297 -1,2884 .3470 1.3299
.0400 -1.0095 ,4194 1.18_3 ,1000 .1168 *7247 .6949 ,5_00 ,164_ -1.2512 ,3530 1,3175
.0600 -1.2124 ,3634 1.Z963 .1_00 o0108 .6964 ,7388 ,5000 ,0984 -2.3161 ,3362 1,35Z8
.OeO0 -1.2848 .34+4 1,3312 .ZOOG -.0994 .6645 .7879 .5000 .0328 -1.3377 ,3297 1,3669
.1000 -1,2621 .3476 1,3288 .Z500 -.1770 .6458 .8167 .5000 -.0328 -1.3503 .3261 1,3767
.1400 -1.261_ .3491 1,3255 .3500 -,2862 ,_115 .8696 ,SGOG -.0984 -1.2935 .3416 1,3414
,1800 -1.Z783 ,3454 1,3333 .4500 -.2758 .6169 .8612 .5000 -,1640 -1,3247 ,3343 1.3570
.2200 -1,3174 .3442 1,3360 .5500 -.2265 .6288 ,8428 .50¢0 -,2297 -1.3361 .3Z98 1.3667
.2600 -1,2868 ,3426 1o3391 ,6500 -.0615 .6752 ,7714 .5000 -.2953 -1,2701 ,3493 1,32_1
,3000 -1,3050 .3382 1,3485 .7500 .2108 .7462 ,6612 ,5000 -,3609 -1o2376 .3576 1,3080
.3400 -1.3228 .3357 1,3541 .8000 .3139 ,7747 .6157 ,5000 -.4265 -1.1968 .3692 1,2845
.3800 -1.3414 .32u5 1,36_b ,8500 °3946 ,7968 ,5797 .5000 -o4921 -1.0228 .4154 1.1957
.4200 -1.3572 .32P6 1.3694 .9000 .4320 .8101 .5574 .0600 ,2992 -1.0183 ,4105 1.2048
.4600 -1.3652 ,3223 1,3833 .9_00 .4091 ._009 .5729 .1400 .2992 -1.2937 ,3459 1.3323
.5000 -1,3584 .3248 1.3776 1._00_ -,0455 ,6790 .7656 .2200 .zgqz -1,3106 ,3368 1,3558
.5400 -1,0888 .3968 1,2305 .3000 .2992 -1.3149 .3347 1.3560
,5800 -,9097 .4450 1,1420 .380¢ ,Z992 -1.2619 ,3462 1,3316
.bZO0 -,7031 .5008 1,0462 *4600 .2992 -1.3166 .3373 1,3506
.6600 -,e172 ,5248 1,C067 .5400 .2992 -1,0871 ,3982 1.2279
.7000 -.5358 ,5457 .9729 .6200 .299Z -.6704 .5073 1.0354
.7500 -.4530 .5693 ,9355 .7000 .2992 -.5391 ,5440 .9797
,8000 -.3595 .5941 *_969 .8000 ,2992 -,3626 ,5953 ,8947
.8500 -.2765 ,6119 *8612 ,9G00 ,2992 -.1965 ,6413 .8235
.9000 -.2145 .6331 *83_2 .1000 .2362 .1186 .7241 ,6959
,9500 -.1068 .6636 .7893 ,Z¢O0 .2362 -.0832 ,6685 ,7817
.9750 -,0846 .6681 .7823 .3500 .2362 -.2691 .6180 .8594
1,0000 -.0455 .6790 .76_6 .4500 ,2362 -.2593 ,6214 .8542
.55¢0 °2362 -,2182 .6280 ,8439
.6500 .2362 -.0559 ,6777 ,7676
,7500 .2382 °2053 .7449 ,6633
.8000 ,2362 ,3076 ,7730 ,6185
.8500 .2362 .3837 ,7925 ,5868
.900¢ ,2362 ,4186 .8035 .5685
,9500 .2362 .3898 .7950 ,5825
TEST 137 PT 28.7381 PSI CN .8673 C01 .06651 COCOR1 .06732
RUN 33 TT 115,3518 K C_ -.1383 CO2 .06528 COCOR2 .06401
POINT 12 RC 14.9_92 _ILLIO_ CC .0182 C03 .05495 CDCOR3 .05426
_ACH .7480 CD4 .03598 CDCOR4 *03515
ALPHA 3.5131 DEG C05 ,¢2718 C000_5 .02612
UPPER SURFACE LO_R SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP PtLIPT MLOC XlC CP PpLIPT ML_= XlC Y/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
U.O000 1.1456 .9992 .6344 0.0000 1,1456 ,_992 .0344 .5_00 ,4921 -1.2729 .3440 1.3362
,0040 ,3095 ,7706 *6223 .0040 .8681 *9235 *3393 .50U0 *4265 -1.2492 ,3548 1.3138
.0080 -.0016 ,hErO .7518 .OOdu 1.0087 ,9622 .2354 ,5000 .3669 -1.1105 .3897 1.2441
,0150 -.3837 .585_ .9102 .0230 .5339 .8336 .5171 .5000 .29_3 -1.0108 .4179 1.1910
.0250 -,7b30 ,4h3_ 1.07_3 .ubO0 .2914 .76_7 .6_02 ._000 .2297 -.9205 .4405 1.1500
,0400 -1.0165 ,4113 x,ZG3Z .1dO0 ,1307 ,7232 .6972 ,500_ ,1640 -,8340 ,4640 1,1087
• 0600 -1,230T .3542 1.3151 .1500 .0_49 *_924 ,7449 .500b .0984 -,7972 °4728 1.0936
.0800 -1,3070 .330_ 1.34_0 .2000 -.0H87 ._655 .7863 .5000 .0328 -,8595 ,4603 1.1151
• 1000 -1.3027 .33_2 1,3487 .2540 -.1686 ,6436 .8200 .50_0 -.03Z8 -,8089 .4bqO 1.1000
• 1400 -1.3035 .33_7 1.3465 .3500 -,2822 ._134 .8665 .5000 -.0984 -.9061 .4473 1.1379
• 1800 -1.3140 ,334_ X.3565 .4_dO -.2_91 *bU90 .8734 .5000 -.1640 -.9783 .4270 1.1743
• 2200 -1,3140 .323_ 1.3579 .5500 -.2423 .t,224 .8527 ,5000 -.2297 -1,1471 ,3814 1,2603
• 2600 -1.3040 .3356 1.3542 ,6500 -.8784 .6694 .7804 ,5000 -,2953 -1,1208 .3851 1,2531
• 3000 -1.3493 ,3278 1.3710 .1500 .1927 *7420 .6b78 ,5¢00 -.3809 -1.1737 .3740 1.2749
• 3400 -1,3499 .3251 1.3771 .8000 .3028 .7724 .6194 ,_000 -.4265 -1.1269 ,3822 1.2588
• 3800 -1.3615 .3233 1.3809 ._500 ,3710 .7_01 .5907 .5000 -.4921 -1,0_71 ,4179 1,1909
• 4200 -1.3068 .336C 1.3_33 ._00 .3917 ,7953 ,5821 *0600 ,zgqz -1.0q66 .3966 1,2309
,4600 -1.0710 .39_9 1.2246 .9500 .3672 *7874 .59_1 ,1400 .2992 -1.2914 .3385 1,3480
• 5000 -.802T .4713 1,o961 1,0000 -,1680 ,6381 ,82_4 .2200 .2992 -1.3269 .3272 1,3725
• 5400 -.7575 .487_ ].GbeC .3000 ,2992 -1,3436 .3254 1,3764
• 5800 -.6772 ,5048 1.u397 .3_C0 .2992 -1.3060 .3360 1.3532
.6200 -.6552 .514_ 1,0236 .460G ,2992 -1,2205 .3611 1.3009
• 6600 --.6017 ._Z_ 1.0007 ,5400 *Zq_2 -.8078 .4728 1.0936
• 7000 -.5464 ,5433 *9768 ,6200 ,2992 -,640b .5187 1,0166
.7500 -.4981 .5546 ,9587 .7000 .2992 -.5391 .5465 .9717
,8000 -.4223 ,STbo *9239 *_C00 ,2992 -,4125 *5?98 ,9189
,8500 -.3785 .5853 ,91_3 .9000 ,2992 -,2999 ,6085 ,8742
• 9000 -.3192 ,6t37 ,8816 *1000 ,236Z ,1370 ,7297 ,6871
.9500 -.2463 ,b273 ,84_b *2000 *Z3bZ -,0785 ,6689 ,7810
• 9750 -.2595 ,62_I .8562 *3500 .2362 -.2795 ,6116 .8693
1.0000 -.1860 .6381 *8284 .4500 .23_Z -.2814 ,6123 .8683
• 5500 .Z36Z -.ZZ53 .6309 .8395
• _¢_ .23_Z -.0788 *6672 .7838
• 7500 ,2362 .1891 .7391 .6724
• 8000 .2362 ,2956 ,7691 .6248
•850C .2362 ,3632 .7876 .6948
• 9008 ,2362 .3955 .7970 .5792
• 9500 .2362 .3b49 .7896 ._925
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 16,7266 P51 CN ,2548 C01 *01010 CDCOR1 000984
RUN ]5 TT 110o1098 K CN -,1346 C02 °01015 CDCORZ ,00978
POINT 1 eC 1500706 eILLI3N CC ,0188 CD3 *00986 CDCOR3 ,009_5
NACH ,7600 CD4 ,00954 CDCOR4 ,00924 1ALPH& -1,9857 OEG C05 .00903 COCOR5 .008T3
UPPEP SURFACE tOuE_ SUgFAtE 3PANWISE
XIC CP PpLIPI NL_C XlC CP PeLIPT NLOC XlC YIC CP P_LIPT HLQC
000000 1.0316 *9566 *2211 0,0000 1.0316 *9666 ,2111 ,5000 *4911 -,6515 ,5046 1,0401
00040 .9294 *9384 ,3030 .OU40 ,1378 ,7224 .6986 .5000 ,4265 -.6638 .5002 1,0474
,0080 *6990 .8747 .4421 *0080 °3030 .7660 ,6198 ,5000 .3609 -,6685 .5U05 1,0469
,0150 ,3745 *7855 ,5981 *UZO0 -*1437 ,6155 °8634 °5000 ,2953 -,6754 *4959 100546 _L
*OZSO ,0116 ,6872 ,7531 ,0500 --,3985 ,5728 ,9301 o5000 *ZZ97 -°6726 *4973 1,0511
*0400 -*2510 060_8 08723 *lOJO -,43_7 ,5667 ,9397 ,5000 ,1640 -,6701 04985 1,0501
00600 -,3862 ,5768 ,9236 ,1500 -o4715 ,5520 ,9631 ,5000 ,0984 -,571Z ,5010 1,0461
,0800 -,4143 ,5696 ,9351 ,2000 -,5539 05301 ,998] ,5000 ,03Z8 -06706 ,4973 1*052Z
,1000 -04234 ,5676 09382 °1500 -,6102 ,5143 1,0240 ,5000 -*0328 -°5753 04988 1°0496
.1400 -,4481 05596 ,9509 ,3§00 -*6792 ,4977 1.0515 ,5000 -.0984 -06780 ,4970 1,3528
,1800 -,4935 ,5483 ,9690 ,4500 -,4501 ,5548 09585 *_OuO -,1640 -,6789 ,4998 100481
02200 -05247 05391 ,9838 ,5500 -,3186 °5953 ,8948 ,500_ -,ZZ97 -,6738 ,4984 100503
,2600 -05453 ,5338 ,9923 ,6500 -,0901 ,6587 *7969 ,5000 -,2953 -,6770 °4966 1,0834
03000 -,5961 ,5188 1,0167 ,7500 ,Z015 07391 ,6714 ,5000 -,3609 -,6774 .4971 1,0524
,3400 -,6099 ,5166 1,0ZC3 ,8000 *299Z ,7652 *6311 ,5000 -,4265 -o6811 ,4951 1,0558
,3800 -16324 ,5077 100349 ,8500 036_9 *7842 *6005 ,5000 -.4921 -,6768 04965 100535
,4200 -06143 05106 1,0301 09000 ,4043 07944 *5837 *0600 ,Z99Z -,3663 *582Z ,9153
°4600 -06514 ,5038 1,0415 ,9500 ,4116 ,7961 ,5809 ,1400 0299? -,4467 ,5593 ,9514
,5000 -,6784 ,4990 1,0494 100000 01445 ,7230 06977 *Z2_0 ,2_91 -,5230 ,5368 ,9875
,5400 -,7041 ,4881 1,0677
,3000 ,2992 -05739 ,5251 1.0064
05800 -07328 ,4831 1,0761 ,3800 ,2992 -*6403 ,5059 1,0379
,6200 -*7568 ,4753 10_d94 ,4600 0299Z -,6478 ,5033 1,0422
06600 -,7673 04748 100903 05400 ,1991 -,6956 .4915 1,0620
07000 -,6468 °5059 1,0380 06200 ,2992 -07396 ,4eOZ 1,0811
07500 -04436 .560_ ,9491 .70_0 .299Z -.6390 ,5065 I,_369
.8000 -.3376 .5906 ,9U22 ,8000 02992 -.3354 05Pq4 .9040
,8500 -.2192 ,_223 .853_ *gGO_ 0_992 -.1087 ,6525 .8063
,9000 *,1012 ,6549 ,8027 ,1400 02361 -*4349 ,5515 ,94_0
,9500 *0Z27 ,6878 ,7521 .ZOGL .2362 -,5308 .5332 09933
,9750 *0855 *7054 072_0 .350G *1361 -.6648 .5000 1,J477
100000 ,1445 *7230 ,6977 ,4500 ,Z36Z -,4529 ,5588 ,9513
,_500 .2362 -.3166 .5959 .8939
,6500 ,2362 -.0874 ,6583 *7975
,7500 ,2362 01991 ,7363 ,6769
.SG00 ,2362 ,2971 ,7647 ,b3ZO
,_OG .2362 ,3585 .7_11 .6055
,900_ *Z362 .3976 ,7916 ,5883
,9500 .236Z 04096 *7948 ,5830
TEST 137 PT 26.7258 PSI CN .3300 C01 001033 C0C0R1 .00999
RUN 35 TT 110,1311 K CM -,1367 CDg .010Z9 cOCnRZ .00994
POINT Z PC 1_.05Z8 *qILLION CC .0199 ¢03 .e0g94 CDCOR3 .00964
HACH .7584 C04 000957 COCOR4 ,00919
ALPHA -1,5004 OEG CD5 .00912 C0C0;_5 .00883
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SP4N_XSE
XlC CP P.pLIPT NLt]C X/C CP P,LIPI MLOC xlC YIC CP P,LIPT MLOC
0.0000. 1.0766 ,9791 .174,2 O, OOuO 1,0764 ,9791 ,1741 .5000 .4921 -.6927 • 49,?.Z 1.0608
,0040 ,8815 *9258 ,3340 ,0040 o1493 *7505 *65.45 *SLOb 04265- -,6946 ,4930 1,0595
,0080 ,6372 ,8579 ,4738 ,00_0 ,4134 *7967 *5799 ,5000 *3609 -,7111 ,4889 1,0663
• 0150 *2967 ,7631 ,6344 ,0.;'30 -,1377 ,6454 ,8174 ,5000 02953 -,6989 04946 1,0557
,0Z50 -,0773 ,662Z ,7915 ,oSO0 -02996 ,602.) ,8845 .5000 ,2297 -,7152 ,4861 1,0710
• 0400 -,3685 ,5835 ,9133 ,1000 -* 3498 • 585,?. ,9106 *5000 *1540 -,6967 ,';940 100577
,0600 -*4828 .5494 09673 ,15U0 -*4040 .5710 ,9329 • 5r.,O0 .09_4 -, 7009 ,4928 100598
,0800 -*5030 *.5464 .9710 02000 -04907 .5481 .9693 05000 .0328 -*6969 ,4935 1.0586
.1000 --.4956 * _4 _".5 *_719 *2500 -.5506 .5,?.91 .9999 * 5(,GO -* (,328 -.7037 *4912 1,0507
• 1400 -,5167 ,5392 .9835 ,3500 -,5992 05189 1,0166 ,_000 -*09_4 -,7061 ,491_ 1.0612
,1800 -,5593 ,5Z86 1,0007 ,4500 -,44(a3 ,5638 .9443 ,5000 -,1540 -. 7053 *4901 1,0543
• 2200 -05863 *5Z1? 1,0117 ,5500 -,3054 ,598g ,8903 *500(a -*2197 -o7175 ,4878 1,068,?
• 2600 -,_979 ,5182 1,0176 06500 -*0813 ,5620 ,7918 050(.,0 -,2953 -,7063 ,_915 1,0620
03000 -,6483 ,5057 1,0383 ,7500 ,2148 ,7420 ,66_0 ,SUOC, -,3669 -.7105 .4897 1.0550
03400. -,6749 ,4989 1.0496 ,80_0 ,3097 ,7672 ,6279 ,5000 -04165 -07131 ,4887 1,0667
,3800 -,6821 ,4992 1,0491 ,850_ .3764 ,786Z ,5971 .5000 -.4911 -,7199 .484_ 1.0730
• 4200 -,7009 ,4901 1.0643 .gOOO ,4115 ,795_ *581Z ,0600 ,2992 -,42Ul 05665 ,9400
.4600 -*6962 .4941 i*0575 .9500 .41_4 .7990 .5761 *14ub *zgqz -.5160 .5418 .9794
• 5000 -*7(,9? *4903 L.0639 1.0004) .1401 *714'7 .6981 *1200 *2991 -.583_ *5245 1.0073
• 5400 -* 7267 ,4853 1,U7,73
• 5800 -,7642 .4757 1,0887 .300(s .299;' -06235 .51,_9 1,0264
• 38G_ .2992 -.6904 .4911 1.0626
,6200 -,7825 ,4711 1.0_66 ,4646 ,2992 -,7038 ,4877 1.0683
• 6600 -,8063 ,4623 1,1117 ,5400 ,1992 -,7317 ,4864 1,0705
07000 -066;'0 * 5(,lb 1.0450 .6200 .;'992 -*7788 ,4698 1.0989
07500 -,4416 ,5637 ,9445 ,700_ • 299,? -.6426 ,5075 1,0852
,8000 -,3346 ,5927 ,6989 ,8000 ,299;_ -.3345 °5894 .9040
,8500 -,21_.3 ,6252 ,64_5 .9000 ,299,? -,1076 *6543 *8037
,9000 -*0992 *6556 ,8016 ,1000 ,2361 -*3519 ,5871 ,9076
• 9500 *02Z1 *6900 *7488 *ZOCG *2:362 -.4697 *5542 .9595
09750 *0863 0707C *7226 *3SOU 02362 -,57Z7 .5269 1,0035
1,0000 ,1401 *7117 ,6901 .45U(, *2361 -,4321 *5659 .9410
.550(; ,2361 -.3018 ,b01Z ,8856
•650U *2361 -*0765 *6625 .7911
• 7500 ,236,?. .1117 *7416 ,6669
• 8_',30 *_.362 ,3079 *7b84 .62b0
.850(, ,2381 .3703 ,7849 .sggz
• 9000 *2362 .4067 .7940 .5643
,95(;0 ,,73_Z .4069 .7950 ,5817
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT Z6,7ZT_ _SI CN .4101 CD1 ,01003 COCORI .01031
RUN 35 17 llO,211Z K C_ -,138b CDZ ,010b2 CDCOR2 ,01029
POINT 3 RC 15.0402 MILLION ¢C ,0199 C03 ,01032 COCOR3 ,01003
HACH .7585 C04 .UG98Z CDCOR4 ,00953
ALPHA -.99Z2 DEG C05 ,O09gb COCOR5 ,00897
UPPER SURFACE LONER SUEFACE SPAN_ISE
X/C CP PILIPT NLOC Xl¢ CP PPLIP; MLOC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT NLOC
0.0000 1,1057 ,g869 ,1374 C.GGO0 1,1057 ,g869 ,1374 ,SOOC ,4921 -,7583 ,4755 1,U890
,0040 ,8104 ,9058 .3791 ._040 .3509 .7790 .608_ .5000 .4Z65 -.7737 .4706 1.0975
,0080 ,56§5 ,8375 ,51uk .OUSU ,5Z15 .SZb7 ,5292 ,5000 ,3609 -.7798 .4698 1.0988
..m ,0150 ,2031 ,7385 ,5735 .OZ30 -,0327 ,573Z ,7745 ,500_ ,2953 -.7904 ,4029 1,1107
,0250 -,1705 ,5350 ,8309 ,0500 -.2053 ,6263 ,8467 ,5000 ,Z297 -.796Z ,4638 1.1092
.0400 -,4707 ,5549 ,9505 .IUJU -.Z754 .505Z ,8779 .5000 ,1540 -,7879 ,4580 1,1019
,0500 -,6094 ,5172 1,0194 .1500 -,3393 ,_875 ,9_69 .5_00 .09_4 -.7919 ,4558 1.1039
,0800 -,5067 ,5187 L._159 ,2000 -.4242 .5669 ,9393 .50UC .0328 -,7937 .4664 1.1047
.1000 -,5985 .5230 1.0099 ,2500 -,4_86 ,5480 ,969_ .5000 -,0328 -.7046 ,4670 1,103_
,1400 -,6037 ,5155 _,_2u4 ,350J -,5354 ,5351 .9885 .5000 -.09_4 -.7837 ,4684 1.1011
.1800 -,627Z ,5097 1.0315 .4500 -.4130 .57_7 .933_ ,5000 -.1540 -.7787 .4703 1.0980
,Z200 -,6707 ,4994 1,V_Se ,5500 -,Z910 ._044 ,8805 ,5000 ".2Z97 -,7ELL .4558 1,1040
,2500 -,6594 ,SAg7 1.u432 .b_Ou -.0741 .6645 .7883 .5_0 -.2953 -.7877 .4549 1.1072
.3000 -,6969 ,4917 1.u6_7 .75d0 .2195 .7461 .651§ *SCGO -.3509 -,7818 .4693 1,0997
,3400 -,7197 ,4883 1,_707 *_000 ,3148 ,7593 ,6245 *500_ -,4Z65 -.7854 .4675 1,1028
.3800 -,7478 ,4763 1,0877 .8500 ,3862 .7882 ,§939 ,5000 -.4921 -,7805 .6592 1.0999
,4200 -,7634 .4728 1._930 .9030 .4188 .7985 ,5768 ,0500 ,299Z -,5299 .5358 ,9891
,4600 -,7797 ,4702 _,0900 ,9500 ,43_6 .83Z2 .5107 .1400 .299Z -.598Z .5158 1.0199
,5000 -,7982 .4651 1.1_59 1.0_00 .1311 .7Z08 .701Z .2200 ,2992 -,6645 ,5002 1,0473
,5400 -,8045 ,4634 1,1098 *3&_O ,2992 -,5735 ,4975 1,0517
,5800 -,8137 ,4590 _.1Z74 .38U0 .2992 -.7591 ,473Z 1,0929
.0200 -,8150 ,4596 10_L54 .450U .299Z -.7853 ,4560 1,1054
,5600 -,8105 ,4515 1,1131 .5400 .29&Z -.7903 .4573 1.1032
.7000 -.6359 .5091 1.&326 ,620_ .299Z -*8084 .4616 1,1130
,7500 -,4356 .5520 .9471 ,7000 ,2992 -,6304 .5101 1,0310
,8000 -,3264 ,5943 *8904 *8000 ,Z99Z -,3289 ,5915 ,9008
,8500 -,2142 ,6244 ,8_97 .gOgO .2992 -.1070 .6558 ,8014
*9000 -,1007 ,6570 .7995 ,1000 ,Z36Z -,2778 ,6065 ,8774
,9500 ,0197 ,6883 ,7_13 .2000 .Z362 -.4123 .5710 ,9329
.9750 .0760 ,7049 .7257 ,3500 ,23_Z -,5125 .5438 .9762
1,0000 ,1311 ,7208 ,7012 ,4500 *2362 -,4047 ,5741 ,9280
,5500 ,236Z -,2883 .6024 ,8838
,5500 ,2362 -.0595 °5527 .7908
.7500 .236Z .2121 ,7413 ,bb90
.8000 ,2362 ,3155 ,7897 .6Z39
,8500 ,Z36Z ,3773 ,7853 ,5970
.9000 °2352 .4179 ,7974 .8787
.95GG *2362 .424Z ,8008 .5731
TEST 137 PT 26.7241 PSI CN .4884 CD1 .01128 CDCDRI .01094
RUN 35 TT 110,1552 K C_q -,140_ COZ ,01131 COCORZ ,01095
POINT 4 RC 15.0401 MILLI[JH CC *0195 C03 .01093 C040R3 ,01051
P.ACH .7578 C04 .01037 CDCOR4 .01006
ALPHA -. 50_.5 DEG CO5 .C0953 COCOR5 .00_31
UPPER SURFACE LO_IER SURFACE 5PAN_ZSE
XIC CP PeLIPT HLL_C XIC CP PpLIPT HLOC XlC YIC _.P P_LIPT RLOC
0,0000 1,1359 ,99_'7 .07_' U, 0000 1, J.359 °9957 ,07_' ,5000 ,4921 -.8391 .4_'17 1.1303
,0040 ,7477 ,8890 .4139 .O04'J ,4419 .8045 ,5657 .5000 ,4Z55 -.8517 .449Z 1,1348
*0080 ,4845 ,8170 ._459 .5080 ,5127 .8522 .4840 .SAGO *3509 -.8540 .4493 1.1345
.0150 ,1116 ,7147 .71o5 ,bE3& .0643 ,7009 .7319 ,500(, .2953 -,850& .4514 1,1308
*0250 -*2534 ,6138 ,8661 ,0500 -,1144 ,5524 ,80_5 *5000 ,zig7 -.848_ ,4542 !.1259
,0400 -,5599 ,5303 ,99_0 • 1(,0_) -,Z07_ .625Z ,8469 ,5000 ,1640 -,8398 ,4541 1.1251
,0600 -,7408 ,4800 1.0u13 ,1500 -,2711 .6098 ,8723 .5000 ,098_ -,8458 .4498 1,1335
.0800 -,7416 ,4819 1.0782 ,2000 -,3624 ,5850 ,9109 .SCOO ,0328 -,8436 .4501 1.1331
,1000 -,&741 ,4993 1._U9 .25_ -.4333 .56._2 ,9_e20 • .SG&O -.0328 -. 84u5 .4514 1.1308
,1400 -,706Z ,4913 1.€_o_3 .3500 -,4860 .5499 ,9554 ,500_ -,09_4 -.8_35 ,4525 1.1289
,1800 -,7019 ,4959 1.0630 ,4503 -,3856 ,5781 ,9217 ,5000 -,164(, -,840_ ,4523 1,1291
,2200 -,7227 ,4857 1.071_ ,5500 -.2768 ,6075 ,8759 ,5000 -,ZZ97 -,8373 .4520 1.1297
,2600 -,7274 ,4825 1.0772 .6500 -,0544 .667Z ,7838 .5000 -,2953 -,8468 ,4526 1,1287
,3000 -,7691 ,4719 1,09;3 .7500 ,2212 .7_.48 .b&35 .5_.00 -.36¢9 -, 8557 .4478 1.1371
,3400 -,7901 .46_9 .L.1039 .8000 ,3198 .77ZZ ,6198 • 8_;_U -,4Z5_ -,8581 ,449_ 1,1340
,3800 -,,8091 ,4625 1,1113 ,8500 ,3955 ,7922 ,5873 ,5000 -,4921 -.8455 ,4510 1.131_
,4,?.00 -,8058 ,45._7 1,10_h ,9000 .42_0 ,8005 .5736 ,(3600 ,2992 -,6920 ,496Z 1,0540
,4500 -,8254 ,4580 1,11_2 .9300 .4265 .80Z7 ,5599 ,140& .2g_g -.6ggb ._924 1.0605
.5000 -,8528 ,4479 1,1371 1. (,U00 ,1304 ,7Z(,3 ,7019 • 220(_ .E992 -.7114 ._89Z 1.0559
,5400 -.8715 .44Z4 1.1_6.7 .3uUt. ,299Z -,7545 .4770 1.0865
,5800 -,887Z .4380 1,1535 .3_G0 ,2992 -,8114 ,4521 1.1121
,5200 -.8982 ,4375 1.1555 ,_,6_0 ,2992 -.8409 .4549 1.1247
_" ,6600 -,8739 ,_431 1,1_5_5 .54_.U .2992 -.8633 ._.471 1.1383
o700G -,6013 .5171. 1.._L_7 .bEO0 ,299,?. -°8027 .4486 1.135_
.7_00 -,4312 . _.Te.'_ .'_401 .7t)_(_ .299.?. -.6015 .5215 1.u122
.8030 -,3195 ,595_. . _'9_5 ,8000 ,2992 -,3274 .5935 .8975
.8500 -,2081 ,527_ ._4_ .9{,bO ,2992 -,1033 ,55t:5 .8001
,9000 -.0954 ,6570 ,7994 .1000 ,2352 -.ZO7b .5Z58 .84Z9
,9500 ,0157 .5901 ,7485 • 2(_(,_. ,236,?. -o3;81 ,58P7 .9(;5Z
.9780 ,0794 .7059 .724L .3_O_a ,2302 -. _,59_. .5_b .'_526
1.0000 ,1304 .720.3 .7".J1 ',_ • 45uC. *Z 3e.Z -.3701 .51_32 .9137
o5500 ,Z35- ) -.271_. .&ll_ ,8598
.b_OU ,2352 -.O598 *5678 .7829
.7500 .236Z .21_9 .7445 .66*0
.8000 ,Z3b_' , J1',2 ,7701 .5232
.85_.L. .2352 .385Z .7900 . _)910
*_CUb ,23_2 .4977 *8020 ,5712
*9500 ,23_Z o433_ .803 _, .5688
TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 26.7254 PSI CN .5728 C01 .01214 CO¢ORI ,01180
RUN 35 IT 110,2605 K CN -*1451 CD2 ,01225 CDCOR2 ,01191
POINT 5 RC 15,0012 _[LL[O_ CC .0191 C03 .01194 CDCOR3 *01161
NACH .7562 C04 *01128 CDCOR4 *01096
ALPHA ,0000 DEG C05 *01046 COCOR5 *01013
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PeLIPT HLOC XlC CP PpLIPT HLOC XlC YIC CR PeLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1.1472 ,9989 ,0398 0*b030 1.1472 ,9989 *0398 ,5000 .4921 -.8991 .4386 1,1534
,0040 ,6748 ,8695 ,4520 ,0040 ,5277 ,8306 ,5226 ,5000 ,4265 -,9105 ,4352 1,1§96
,0080 ,4010 .?940 ,58_4 .0080 ,7035 ,8775 ,4366 *5000 .3609 -,9242 ,4303 1,1685
,0150 *0290 ,6936 ,7432 ,0230 ,1563 ,7280 ,6899 ,5000 ,2953 -,9270 ,4319 1,1656
,0250 -,3371 ,5904 ,9024 ,0500 -,0359 ,6749 ,7720 .5000 ,2297 -,9298 ,4304 1,1682 /e.
,0400 -,6558 ,5058 2,0380 .1000 -.1436 ,6478 ,8137 ,5000 .1640 -,9192 ,4314 1,1664
*0600 -,8479 ,4512 1,1312 ,1500 -,2190 ,6239 *8504 *5000 ,0984 -,9057 ,4382 1,1543
,0800 -,8837 ,4430 1,L457 ,2000 -,3083 ,6008 ,8863 *5000 *0328 -,8903 ,4407 1,1498
,1000 -,8299 ,4547 1,1250 *2500 -,3757 ,5831 ,9139 ,5000 -,0328 -,8956 ,4398 1,1514
,1400 -,8157 ,4620 1*1122 ,3500 -,4366 ,5630 ,9455 ,5000 -,0464 -,9047 ,4351 1,1598
,1800 -,7938 ,4669 1,1037 ,4500 -,3578 ,5873 ,9073 ,5000 -,1640 -,9024 ,4380 1,1546
,2200 -,8219 ,4588 1,1179 ,5500 -,2598 *6125 ,8680 ,5000 -,2297 -,9040 ,4410 1,1493
,2600 -,7580 ,4773 1,0860 ,6500 -,0579 ,6690 ,7811 ,5000 -,2953 -*9066 ,4401 1,1508
,3000 -,8013 ,4_51 1,1069 ,7500 ,2318 ,7467 ,5505 ,5000 -,3609 -*q083 ,4432 1,1453
,3400 -,8423 ,4527 1,1265 ,8000 ,3240 .7738 ,6174 .5000 -,4265 -,9077 .4378 1,1550
,3800 -.8816 ,4443 1,1434 .8500 ,4008 *7943 ,5839 ,500_ -,4921 -.8970 .4441 1.1638
.4200 -.8977 ,4392 1.1524 .9000 ,4334 ,8030 *5695 .0600 ,2992 -.7522 .4819 1,0T82
.4600 -*8797 *4423 1.1470 .9500 ,4332 .8031 .5693 .1600 .2992 -.8510 ,4522 1.1293
,5000 -,9003 ,4396 1,1516 1,0000 ,1160 ,7165 ,7078 ,2200 ,2992 -,7584 ,4788 1,0834
,5600 -,9214 ,4322 1,1651 ,3000 *2992 -,8234 *4608 1,1143
,5800 -,9554 ,4234 1,1809 ,3800 ,2992 -,8635 ,4519 1,1298
.6200 -,9898 .4117 1*2026 .4600 ,2992 -,9017 .4356 1.1589
,6600 -.9610 *4220 1.1837 *5400 *2992 -,9466 ,4259 1.1765
*7000 -*5780 *5297 ,9989 *6200 *2992 -.9384 .4294 1.1700
.7500 -,4326 ,5691 *9359 .7000 *29%2 -*5752 ,5267 1,0038
.8000 -*3370 ,5978 ,8909 ,8000 ,2992 -.3264 ,5964 *8953
,8_00 -,2110 ,6281 ,8441 ,qO00 ,2992 -,1079 ,6555 ,BUlb
,9000 -,0978 ,6612 ,7931 ,1000 ,2362 -,1440 ,6476 ,8140
*9500 *0106 ,6897 ,7493 *2000 *2362 -.295b ,6049 *8800
*975G *0689 *7044 *7265 *3500 ,2362 ",4247 ,56_0 *9377
1,0000 ,1140 ,7165 ,7078 ,4500 ,2362 -,3503 ,5895 ,9038
,5500 .2362 -,2509 .6184 ,8590
,6500 *2362 -*0557 ,6698 ,7798
.7500 *2362 .2269 ,7478 *6588
,8000 *2362 ,3263 ,7748 ,6157
,8500 *2362 ,3927 .7939 ,5845
,9000 *2362 ,4286 ,8011 ,5726
.9500 .2362 ,4328 ,8045 .5670
TEST 137 PT 26,7264 PS! CN *6527 CDI ,01443 COCOR1 .01395
RUN 35 1T L10.3191 K CM -.1474 CD2 ,01473 COCOR2 .01428
POINT 6 RC 15.0087 NILLI[_N CC .0179 CD3 ,01447 COCOR3 ,01405
NACH .7578 C04 .01330 COCQR4 ,01287
ALPH& ,5028 OEG C05 *01196 COCOR5 ,01153
UPPER SURFACE LOb/ER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XlC CP P#LIPT MLOC XlC CP P#LIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP PpL/PI NLOC
0,0000 1,1589 1,0015 0,0000 0.0000 1,1589 1,0015 0.0000 ,5000 ,4921 -.9675 ,4212 1,1851
,0040 ,6252 ,8546 ,4793 ,0040 ,6027 ,8485 ,4909 ,5000 ,4265 -.9726 .4159 1,1948
*0080 *3277 ,7751 ,6151 ,0080 ,7817 ,8984 ,3947 *SbuO ,3609 -.9675 ,4184 1,1902
,0150 -.0201 .6779 ,7674 *0230 .2303 .7456 .6623 .5000 .2953 -.9443 .4250 1,1780
.0250 -.4107 .571_: .9317 *05uO ,0311 ,6914 .746b ,5000 .2297 -.9545 ,4206 1,1861
,0400 -,7172 *6876 1,0o_ *1000 -,0850 ,6591 ,7963 .5000 _ ,16_0 -.9605 , _,197 1.1878
,0600 -.9102 .6312 J.*1668 .1500 -. 1(_60 *6403 .8252 *5000 .0984 -,9809 ,4139 1,1985
*0800 -,9691 ,4182 1*1905 .2000 -.2550 ,6140 ,8657 .5000 .0328 -,985_ .4135 1,1992
.1000 -.9434 .4260 1,1762 *2500 -,3274 .5935 ,8977 .5000 -,0328 -,9658 .4161 1,1943
,1400 -.9244 ,4274 1,1737 ,350U -.4020 .5741 *9280 .5000 -*0984 -.9111 .4342 1.1614
.1800 -.9235 *4300 1,1090 .4500 -,3318 .5932 ,8981 .5000 -.1640 -,8878 ,6397 1,1515
.2200 -.9228 .4294 1,1702 .55U0 -.2407 .6158 ,8631 ,500G -. 2297 -._047 .4, 371 1,1562
,2600 -,9337 .4304 1,1663 *6500 -,0696 ,6704 .7789 • 500(; -,2953 -,9525 .4209 1,1855
,3003 -,9506 ,4219 1,1837 ,7500 ,2372 ,7495 ,5562 ,5000 -, 3609 -,9634 .4208 1,1858
.3400 -.9498 .4232 1,1813 ,8000 ,3291 *7728 ,6L88 ,5000 -.4265 -,9795 ,4138 1,1986
,3800 -,8556 *4494 1,1346 ,8500 ,40.44 ,7946 ,5834 ,5000 -,4921 -,9736 ,4158 1,1950
,4200 -*8879 ,4390 1,1529 *9000 ,4404 *8062 ,5675 ,0600 ,2992 -,8035 ,4637 1,1093
.4600 -*9478 .6232 1.1814 .9500 ,4390 .8042 *5675 .1400 *29_2 -.9576 ,4228 1.1821
.5000 -*9985 *4090 1.2076 I* 0000 ,1067 .7136 .712_ .2200 *2992 -.9536 .42_2 1.1778
.5600 -.9979 *4102 1.2056 ,3000 .2992 -.8740 ,4662 1,1436
.5800 -,9969 .4076 1.21(_3 .380U .2992 -.9433 ._262 1.1795
.6200 -1.0402 .3988 1.Z268 *4600 *2992 -* 9674 ,_*184 1.1902
,6600 -1.0352 *3992 1,2261 ,5400 .2992 -.9710 .419_ 1,1883
,7000 -*5896 ,5234 1,0092 ,6200 *2992 -1,6438 .40_0 1,2247
,7500 -,4139 ,5691 .9359 .7uuu .Z992 -,5725 .5260 1.0049
,8000 -,3110 ,5994 ._884 ,8000 ,;'992 -.3098 ,5979 *8908
,8500 -.2002 .62_1 ,_440 ._GO0 ,2992 **10_ ,654_ *8036
,9000 -*0873 *6593 .7959 ,10GO .2362 -.3802 ,660_* .7943
,9500 ,0100 .6868 ,7537 ,2(;00 ,2352 -,24_0 .6156 ,8633
*9750 *0593 .70U3 .7333 *3500 .2362 -*3843 .5781 .9217
1.0000 .1067 .7135 ,1123 *4500 ,2362 -.3215 .5962 *8936
.55G(, *2362 -*;'373 ,6190 ,8581
,650_ ,2362 -.0425 ,6733 ,7745
. .7500 .2362 .2333 .749_ ,6563
,BOOr, .236_ ,3328 ,7752 .6150
.850u ,2362 .3955 ,7920 ,5_76
,900_ ,2362 ,4383 ,8041 ,5676
,9500 ,2362 *4380 ,8038 *5680
2O4-
TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 237 PT gS,7Zb4 PSI CN ,7270 COL ,01581 CO_OR1 .01521
RUN 35 TT 110,4538 K CM -.1491 CDZ *01618 COCOR2 *01560
POINT 7 RC 14.g639 MILLION CC ,0263 C03 .OISRZ COCOR3 ,01544
MACH ,T563 C04 .01437 CDCOR4 °01389
ALPHA ,997g DEG C05 ,01398 CDCOR5 ,01346
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURCACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PeLIPr MLOC XIC CP PpLIPT MLQC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1.1618 Z,OGZT U,OOOO 0.0000 1.1618 1,0027 0,0000 ._000 ,4gzl -1,0_14 ,3962 1.2319
,0040 ,553§ .8367 .5118 ,U040 .67_7 .868g ,4532 *SCOG ,4265 -1,0611 .3943 1.2354
,0080 .2685 ,7577 ,6430 ,0080 ,8352 ,g132 ,362g ,5000 ,36_g -I,_865 ,3921 1.2397
,0150 -,0828 ,6592 ,7962 ,0230 ,3048 ,7678 ,6269 ,5000 ,2_53 -1,0641 ,3gl? 1,2405
,0250 -.4555 .5568 ,g555 .USO0 ,ogg6 ,712b ,7138 .5000 ,2297 -Z*0674 *3g&Z 1*2356
.0400 -.7785 ,_724 1.ug43 .1000 -*0301 .6769 ,7688 ,5000 ,1640 -1.0395 ,4040 1,2170
*0600 -,g825 .413g 1,1g_6 ,1500 -o1214 ,6508 ,8090 .50G0 ,0984 -1,0082 °4098 1,Z061
,0800 -1,0175 ,4ccg 1,2226 ,2000 -,2134 ,5258 ,8478 ,5000 ,0328 -1,0077 ,4102 1,2053
,1000 -1,0295 ,4_11 1.22Z5 ,25_3 -,2925 ,Col3 ,8855 ,5O0£ -,0328 -1,0316 .4071 1,2111
,1400 -1,0Z_5 ,4069 1,211_ .3500 -.36_3 ,5_05 ,glTg ,5&O0 -,0984 -1.0851 ,3gOl 1.2436
.1800 -1,0236 ,4052 1.Z148 .4500 -,3001 .6032 .8825 .SOLO -.164u -1.0287 ,4043 1.2164
.2200 -1,030Z .4035 1,2180 ,5500 -.22_1 .620T ,8554 .5000 -,2297 -1,0201 ,4073 hZl08
.2600 -1,01gl ,4050 1,Z151 ,6500 -,0463 ,670_ .778T .5000 -,2953 -1.0323 ,4030 1.Z190
,3000 -1,0448 .3988 1.Z2bg .7500 ,2302 .7486 ,6578 ,50U0 -.3b_g -1.0335 .4007 I.ZZ3Z
.3400 -1.0622 .3933 1.2374 ,8000 ,336£ ,777g ,6106 .5000 -.4285 -1.0483 .3ggl 1.2263
,3800 -1,0738 ,3890 1,Z_55 ,_500 .4111 ,797_ .57_5 .50_0 -.4921 -1.0467 .3982 1,2Z81
*4200 -1.0163 ,4082 Z*20gz *9000 .4430 .8063 ,563g ,0600 ,2992 -.8678 .4493 1,1344
.4600 -1,0424 ,4032 1.21P5 *gSO0 ,4416 ,8064 *5637 ,140_ .2992 -1.0293 ,4039 1.2173
*5000 -1.0252 .4046 1.215_ 1.0000 .0983 .7124 .7142 .2200 ,2gg2 -1.0543 .395g 1.2323
,5400 -1,0640 .394g 1,23_4 .3000 ,2g_2 -,g664 ,4212 1.1850
.5800 -1.0361 .405g 1.Z135 .3800 .2_gz -1,OZZ2 .4015 1,2218
.6200 -1,0611 .3966 1.Z310 *4600 *2gg2 -1.0503 *3984 1,2275
.6600 -,g671 ,4211 1,1852 .5400 ,2992 -l,0goz ,3873 1,248g
*TO00 -.5488 ,5360 ,9888 *6200 *zgg2 -1,0724 .3935 1,2370
*TSO0 -,4092 ,5733 ,_2_3 ,7000 ,zgg2 -.5305 .5402 *g81g
18000 -,3067 ,bO&O .8875 ,8006 ,2gg2 -,3084 .6020 .8844
,8500 -.2009 .6306 ,8411 ,gOCO .2992 -.1013 ,8558 .8014
,gO00 -.0925 ,6594 ,7958 ,1000 ,2362 -,0283 .6781 .7670
*gSO0 ,0085 ,6882 ,751§ .2_00 ,Z3bZ -.lggl *6324 ,8374
,g750 .0544 .7014 .7311 *3500 ,2382 -,343g *SgZO ,go00
1,0000 ,0983 ,7124 ,7142 .4500 .2352 -,2959 ,6045 .8803
.5_00 .2382 -,2156 ,8273 ,8453
,6500 .2382 -.0318 .6765 .7695
*TSO0 ,2362 *236g ,7495 ,6561
,8000 ,2362 ,3367 .7780 .6106
.8500 ,2362 .4015 .7933 ,5856
.gO00 .2362 ,4428 ,8064 ,5637
,9500 ,2362 .4414 ,8060 .5644
TEST 137 PT 25.7243 PSZ CN .7912 CD1 .02261 CDCDR! .02186
RUN 35 T1 [i0,4352 K CM -,1518 C02 ,02013 CDCORZ ,01933
POINT 8 RC L4,gTZg _ILLION CC ,0161 C03 ,Olg4g COCOR3 ,01881
HACH ,756g CD4 *_IgZ5 CDCOR4 *01858
ALPHA 1.505_ OEG C05 .01719 CDCOR§ .01648
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANMI_E
XIC CP PeLIPT HLQC XlC CP PeLIPT HLQC XlC YIC CP P_LIPT RLOC
0.0000 1.1626 _.0029 0.0000 _,UO00 1,1624 1.0029 0.0000 .5000 .4921 -1.1292 .3783 1.2665
,0040 ,5074 ,8225 ,5365 ,£040 ,7275 ,8U4i .4238 ,5060 ,4265 -1,1338 .375g 1.2713
.0080 *2029 ,7405 ,bTOZ *uUSU ,8861 .9274 ,3303 .5000 ,3609 -1.1456 .3753 1.2724
,0150 -,1460 ,6430 *_210 ,0230 .363_ .7838 ,b012 ,5006 ,2953 -Z,1372 .3724 1.27_1
.0250 -,5161 ,5460 ,g623 ,0500 ,1430 ,7223 ,6988 ,50UU ,2297 -1,1450 ,3718 1,2793
*0400 -,8353 ,4583 1.1LET ,1_0o .0155 ,6893 .7498 .5000 ,1640 -1.1440 .3731 1.2767
*0600 -1,0493 ,4003 1.2239 .1800 -.078g *6634 *78_b .5000 ,0984 -1,1277 .37q0 1.2651
*0800 -1,09Tb ,383g 1.Z5_b ,2_00 -,1716 ,8380 .8287 *50UU .0328 -1.0532 ,3q66 1,2311
.1000 -1.07S9 ,3849 _,253_ .2500 -,2_&1 o6128 .8677 ,_bO0 -,&328 -1,12b4 ,3750 1,2730
.1400 -1.0665 *3g£Z 1,2434 ,3500 -,3308 .5911 *g014 .5000 -,0984 -1,1556 .3572 1,2885
,1800 -1.0958 ,3865 1*2505 .4500 -*2855 ,6083 ,87_b .5_00 -,1640 -1,1575 ,3825 1.2982
.2200 -1,1065 .384U 1,Z_54 ._500 -.2140 ,6280 ,8441 ,SCOO -,2297 -1,0882 ,3882 1.2473
,2600 -1.1022 ,3857 1,25_1 .650u -,0425 ,872_ ,7751 ,5000 -.2g_3 -1.0818 .3893 1.2451
.3000 -1.1171 ,3804 1,2623 ,7_UU ,2337 ,7460 ,6616 ,5000 -,3609 -1,0752 ,3852 1,2531
.3400 -1.148g ,3744 1.2742 .8000 .3393 .7765 .6129 ,5000 -.4Zb5 -1,1118 ,3838 1.2558
.3800 -1,1478 .36_5 1.2840 ,8500 ,4111 .7_80 *5778 *5000 -,49Z1 -1,0926 .3838 1.2558
°4200 -1.1603 ,3677 1,2877 ogu_o .4407 ,8062 ._641 .ObO0 ,2992 -,8848 ,4369 1,1_85
.4600 -1,1077 ,3831 1.2572 .gSO0 ,438g ,8044 ,5671 ,14_0 ,2ggz -1.0828 .386g 1,2498
.5000 -1,093g ,3882 L,2472 1.0000 .0664 .7u17 .7308 .22uG ,2_92 -1.1227 ,37Tq 1.2673
*_400 -l*ogg5 ,3839 1,2555 *3000 ,2qg2 -1.0637 ,3g46 1,2349
*5800 -1,1668 ,363g l*Zg_2 ,3800 ,zggz -l,0gb8 *3848 1.2538
*6200 -1*1862 ,35_8 1,3058 ,4bC& .zggz -1.1182 .3761 1.2708
*6600 -,8065 ,45;3 1.1170 .5_00 ,2g_z -1,173_ .3054 I,zgzI
*?000 -.5440 ,5389 *g_73 ,6ZGO *zggz -1,1484 .372_ 1*2773
o7500 -.40_1 ._74_ .9272 ,7000 .2992 -.9342 ._373 ,98&?
*8000 -,3093 ,5965 .8_30 ,800_ .zgq2 -,3088 ,6012 ,8857
*8500 -*Z050 .630_ ,83q_ .gooG ,2ggZ -.106g .8577 ,7984
*go00 -*OgTZ .6570 ,7gg5 ,1000 .238Z .0120 .6865 .7542
,9500 -.0101 ,6804 ,763_ .Z_00 .2352 -,1583 .6409 ,8243
.g750 ,0445 ,6965 .738_ .3_00 *2362 -.3208 .sgbo .8g37
l*OOdd *06_4 .7017 .7305 .45£b *2302 -*2862 *6048 ,8801
*5500 ,Z3bZ -,2112 ,6230 ,851g
.bSOb ,2362 -.0384 .673q ,7743
.7566 .2362 *2378 *7_&_ *6552
,_& *2382 .3358 ,7774 .6115
.8500 *2352 ,4043 .7955 .581g
*gbOU .Z3bZ ._384 ._038 .5081
,_500 .2362 .4404 .8007 .6833
2O5
TABLE III.- Continued.
TEST 137 P1 2_.7246 Phi CN .8318 C01 .02775 CDCOR1 .02694
RUN 35 TT 110,4279 K CM -.1517 C02 ,02601 COCOR2 .02517
POINT 9 RC 14.9618 MILLION C¢ .0161 C03 .02192 COCOR3 ,02102
MACH ,7558 CD4 .02225 CDCOR4 *02153
ALPHA 1.9958 DEG C05 .61741 CDCOR5 .01666
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P#L/PT _LOC X/C CP P,LIPI MLOC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1596 1.0023 O,OuO0 O,UO00 1.1596 1,0023 0.0000 ,5000 ,4921 -1,1861 ,3601 1.3030
,0040 ,4472 .8073 ,5623 ,OG40 ,7633 ,8935 .4047 .5000 .4265 -1.1950 ,3606 1,3020
.0080 ,1492 .7260 ,6929 ,G080 .9244 .9378 ,3047 ,5000 ,3609 -1.1953 ,3581 1.3071
,0150 -o2054 .6279 ,8443 .0230 .4111 ,7975 .5785 .5000 ,2953 -1,Z114 .3557 1.3119
.0250 -°5759 ,5253 1,00_0 .0500 .1970 .7388 .6730 .50UO .2297 -1.2028 ,3560 1.3113
.0400 -,B765 .4464 1.1397 .1000 .0463 .6971 ,737@ .5000 .1640 -1,1992 ,3577 1.3079
,0600 -1.0793 .3886 i.Z463 .1500 -.0471 .6724 .7759 ,5000 .0984 -1.1943 .3601 1,3030
.OBO0 -1,1319 ,3710 1.2810 .2000 -,14_3 ,6449 .8182 ,SGOG .0328 -1,2067 .3523 1.3191
.1000 -1.1534 .3689 1,2052 .2500 -.2232 .6230 .8518 .5000 -,0328 -1,1823 .3604 1,3023
.1400 -1.1132 ,3752 1,272_ .3500 -.31_1 .5958 .8_40 .5000 -.0984 -1.2010 .3_58 1.3119
.1800 -1.1398 .3704 1.2821 ,4500 -,2835 .6083 .8766 °5000 -.1640 -1.2146 .3506 1.3226
.2200 -1,1578 .3698 1,2834 .5500 -,2102 ,6246 .8494 ,5000 -,2297 -1.1730 .3594 1,3044
.2600 -1,1536 ,3690 1,2_G .6500 -.0479 .6694 .7804 ,5000 -.2953 -1.1258 .3753 1.2724
.3000 -1.1849 .3634 1,2964 ,7500 ,2294 ,7475 .659] .SCOb -.3609 -1.1284 ,3737 1.2756
.3400 -1,1885 .3600 1,3033 ,eO00 ,3262 .7721 ,6200 .5_00 -.4265 -1.1500 .3708 1.2813
,3800 -1.2198 .3535 1.3166 .8500 .4040 ,7945 ,5836 ,5000 -.4921 -1.1219 ,3718 1.2795
,4Z00 -1,2183 ,3518 1.3201 .9000 .4358 ,_048 ,5664 *0600 ,2992 -,9493 .4252 1,1778
.4600 -1.2109 .3545 1.3145 .95_0 .4353 .8048 .5664 .1400 .2992 -1.1511 .3709 1.2811
.5000 -1.2041 .3574 1.30,4 1.0000 .0571 °6999 .7335 .2200 .2992 -1.1856 .3618 1.Z996
.5400 -1,1351 .3720 1.2791 .3000 .2992 -1.1635 .3673 1.2883
.5800 -1.2163 .3511 1.3215 .3_0 .2992 -1.1_93 .3718 1.2793
.6200 -1.1235 .3770 1.2691 .4600 .2992 -1.1927 .3620 1.2991
*6600 -.6651 .5014 1.0454 .5400 .2992 -1.2394 *3506 1*3226
.7000 -*5287 .5369 .9_73 .6200 .2992 -1.0377 .4095 1.2067
.7500 -*4148 *5703 ._340 ,70_0 .2992 -.5238 .5449 ,9745
,8000 -,3204 *5956 .8_43 .8000 .2_02 -.3040 .6040 ,BBI2
,8500 -.2158 .6264 .8466 ,CvO .2992 -.1172 .6538 .8044
.9000 -.1419 ,6423 ,8221 *1000 .2362 ,0473 ,6979 .7366
,9500 -*0303 .6766 ,7593 ,2000 .2362 -.1318 .6496 .8109
,9750 ,0268 .6929 .7443 .350C .2362 -.3013 ,6039 ,8815
1.0000 ,0571 ,6999 .7335 ,4500 .2362 -,2690 .6105 ,8712
,5500 .2362 -.2044 .6290 *8426
*6500 ,2369 -,0388 ,6749 ,7721
.7500 *2362 .2328 ,7492 *6565
*8000 .2362 .33_1 .7778 .6109
.8500 .2362 ,4058 .7976 .5785
,9000 ,2362 .4382 .8061 .5643
.9500 .2362 .43Z9 .8028 .5699
TEST 137 PT 25.9349 PSI CN .8568 CD1 *03454 CDCORI *03344
RUN 35 TT 108,3294 K CM -.1497 cog .03240 COCOR2 ,03125
POINT 10 RC 14.9513 MILLIDN CC .0159 CO3 .03002 COCOR3 .02005
MACH ,7569 CO4 .02468 COCOR4 ,02373
ALPHA 2.4940 OEG C05 .01775 COCOR5 .0167Z
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PtLIPI MLOC XIC CP PtLIPT MLUC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1583 1*0016 0.0000 O.o000 1.1583 1.0016 0.0000 .5_00 .4921 -1.2310 .34_7 1.3266
• 0040 .4124 *7960 .5810 .0040 .7927 .9007 .3899 .5000 .42_5 "1.2Z59 .34_5 L.3332
• 0080 .1034 .7139 .7119 *0080 ,9444 .9428 .2917 .5000 .3609 -1.235_ ,3441 1.3362
.0150 -.2358 .6161 ,8626 *0230 .4466 ,6061 *5644 .5000 *2953 -_.2496 ,3426 1,3394
• 0250 -.6292 .5117 1.0284 .0500 .2249 .7444 ,6641 .5000 .2297 -1.2464 ,3409 1.3430
.0400 -,9198 .4344 1,1612 .1000 .0686 .7012 ,7315 ,5000 ,1640 -1,2328 .3458 1.3326
.0600 -1.1175 .3769 1.2693 .1500 -.0169 .6810 .7626 .5000 .09u4 -1.2515 .3425 1.3397
• 0800 -1.1989 .3605 1.3U23 ,2000 -.1367 .6457 .8170 .5000 .0328 -1.3016 .3298 1.3668
.1000 -1.1919 .3576 1.3d_1 .2500 -.2170 .6212 .8546 .5060 -.0328 -1.2501 .3413 1.3421
.1400 -1.1758 *3622 1.29_8 .3500 -.3051 .600_ .8868 .5000 -.0984 -1.2365 .3446 1.3352
,1800 -1.1838 .3581 1*3071 .4500 -.2767 .6100 .8720 ,5000 -.1640 -1.2642 ,3404 1.3441
,2200 -1.1_08 .3555 1.3125 ._500 -.2280 .6211 ,8548 .5000 -.2297 -1,25S5 .3408 1.3431
.2600 -1.1998 .3572 1.3C89 .6500 -.0483 *6737 .7739 .50Vu -.2953 -1.1606 .3625 1.2982
,3000 -1.2081 ,3504 1,3230 .7500 ,2195 .7444 .6641 ,5000 -.3609 -1.1693 .3633 1.2966
.3400"-1.2238 .3474 1.32_4 .8000 .321_ .7723 .6197 .5000 -.4265 -1.1841 .3632 1.2968
.3800 -1.2570 .3406 1.3437 ,8500 .4018 .7937 .5849 ,5060 -.4921 -1.1320 .3721 1.2788
• 4200 -1,2605 .337U 1,3512 ,9000 .4173 .7977 .5783 .0_00 ,2992 -1.0517 .4000 1.2246
.4600 -1.2770 ,3337 1,3584 .9530 .4269 ,8027 .5701 .1400 ,2992 -1,_923 ,3590 1.3053
• 5000 -1.3021 ,3286 1,3695 1.0000 -,U04Z .6832 .7593 ,2200 ,2992 -1.2228 ,3503 1.3232
,5400 -1.2512 .3436 1,3373 ,3000 .2992 -1.2042 ,3516 1,3205
.5800 -1.2352 ,3454 1,3335 *3800 ,29_2 -1.1904 .3578 1.3C78
.6200 -.8187 .4592 1.1172 .4600 ,2992 -1.2271 .3483 1.3273
.6600 -,6169 ,5171 1,01_4 .5400 .2_92 -1.2570 .3407 1.3434
• 7000 -.5159 .5440 ,_760 .620C ,2992 -.7456 .4799 1.0816
• 7500 -.4235 *5656 ,9416 *7000 ,2992 -.5309 *5395 .9831
• 8000 -,3346 .5922 .0997 ,EO00 ,2992 -.3436 ,5915 *9009
.8500 -*2385 .6211 ,8549 .90OO .2992 -.1831 ,6332 .8361
.9000 -.1550 .6406 .8248 .1_00 .2362 .0815 .7057 .7246
• 9500 -.0710 °b637 .78_ ,200G .2362 -.1123 .6554 ._U19
.9750 -.0343 .6767 .7692 .3500 .2362 -.2831 .6090 .8735
1.0000 -*0042 *6832 *7593 .4500 .2362 -*2755 .60_9 ._738
.bSO0 .2362 -.2057 .6305 .8403
• 6500 .2362 -*04_0 .6728 .7753
.790C .2362 ,229B .747u ,65H9
• 80uO .7362 .3226 .7716 ,6209
• _500 .2362 .3932 .7920 .5878
.9000 ,2J62 .4252 .8010 ._729
.9506 .2362 .4130 ,7984 .5772
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 25.96_Z P3I CN ,2518 CDI .010_3 CDCOR1 °01060
RUN 36 T_ 109,08_0 K C_ -,1372 CDZ .01077 COCURZ .01035
POINT 1 RC 14,9696 MILLION C¢ ,0191 ¢03 ,01042 CDCOR3 ,01007
HAtH ,7686 CD4 ,00992 COCOR4 .00961
ALPHA -1.98_7 DEG CD5 ,00920 COCOR5 ,00889
UPPER _URFACE LOgER SURFACE SPANdISE
XlC CP FeLIPT _LOC XlC CP PeLIPT qLOC XIC YIC CP PtLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.0291 ,9651 .92_2 0°0000 1.0291 ,g851 ,2262 ,_UO_ ,6921 -,6608 ,6938 1.0580
,0040 .9368 ,9386 ,3031 ,0040 .1261 ,7132 ,7129 .SuOG .4205 -.6748 .4912 1,0526
,0080 ,7061 .8740 .443_ .00_0 .3084 ,7639 ,6333 ,5000 ,3609 -,6738 ,6926 1,0603
,0150 .3810 ,7842 ,6005 .023U -.241_ ,6124 ._683 .5000 .Z953 -.6766 ,49L1 1*06Z5
,0280 ,0248 .6839 ,75_1 .0500 -,4_12 ,5642 *9436 ,5000 ,2297 -,6727 ,4884 1*0672
.0400 -,2673 .6031 *_e27 .1600 -,6366 ,5566 ,9_57 ,5100 ,16_0 -,6728 ._903 1,0639
.0600 -.3765 ,5729 .9300 .1500 -.4703 .54_1 .9760 ,5000 ,0964 -,6775 ,6900 1,0665
*0800 -.4015 ,5657 .6613 .2000 -.5598 ,5220 1.011_ .5000 ,0328 -.6745 ,4891 1.0660
,1000 -,4089 ,5627 .9461 ,2500 -*6227 ,_046 1,0601 ,50_0 -,C32e -.6816 ,4862 1.0708
,1400 -.4439 ,5536 .9606 .3500 -.7859 ,4576 1.1200 .5b00 -,0986 -,6854 ,4860 1,0712
,1800 -,4891 ,5420 ,9790 ,6500 -.4552 *_50T ,9852 .5000 -,1b40 -,8779 .4876 1.0685
,2200 --.5221 .5341 ,9918 .5500 -,3157 *_b90 *9067 ,5000 -,2297 -,6769 .6883 1.0673
,2500 -,§601 .5275 1.0025 .6500 -*0841 ,8542 .8038 *50OU -,2953 -,8788 ,4878 1,0685
°3000 -,6010 ,5117 1.0283 ,7500 ,2061 .7345 ,8768 .5000 -.3609 -.6802 ,4860 1*071Z
,3400 -.6139 ,5091 1.0327 ,8000 ,2970 .T803 ,6390 ,5000 -.4265 -.8893 ,6867 1.0735
.3800 -.6381 *5018 L.0447 ,eSO0 .3707 .7_L6 .5050 *5000 -,4921 -.6853 ,6868 1.0702
.4200 -.6636 .6985 1*U535 .9000 *40Z0 ,7908 ,5897 ,0600 ,2992 -.3418 .5815 ,9184
,6800 -.6635 ,4929 1.05_5 ,9500 *_131 *7926 ,5865 .140_ ,2992 -,4604 .5540 .9599
.5000 -,6868 ,6876 1,&6_8 l,UUO0 .1445 ,7172 .T068 ,2200 ,2992 -,5189 .5321 ,9950
.5400 -.7072 .6800 1,0814 .3000 .2992 -,5714 .5144 1*0239
.5800 -.T516 .6687 1,104_ .3800 .2992 -,6513 ,4954 1,0556
*6Z00 -*TgST ,4552 1,1261 ,4600 ,2992 -*6522 .6955 1.0552
,6600 -,8539 °6386 1,153S ,5400 ,2992 -*709Z ,4801 1*081Z
.7000 -,74§3 ,4692 1.09_e .620_ °2992 -,7840 ,4580 1o1193
,7500 -,4251 ,5564 ,9528 ,7000 ,2992 -.7256 .6740 1*0916
,8000 -,3139 ,5885 ,9055 .80C0 ,2992 -.3205 .5857 .9098
,8500 -*2060 *6196 .8571 ,gO00 ,2992 -,0998 .6699 ,8104
,9000 -,og§o ,651Z *8085 ,1000 ,2362 -,6371 .5565 ,9590
.9500 ,0Z59 *6839 ,7581 ,2000 ,2362 -°5698 ,5265 1,0076
.9750 ,0889 ,7020 .73_3 .3500 .2362 -.7733 ,4617 1,1129
1,0000 ,1465 ,7172 ,70_8 ._500 .2362 -,6643 .5526 .9521
.5500 *236Z -,3126 .5897 .9036
,85_0 .236Z -*0865 ,6528 *8059
.7500 ,2362 .2U69 *7342 .6601
.8000 .2362 .2950 .7577 ,8432
.8500 .2362 .3597 .7776 .6112
.90U0 .2362 .404_ *7904 ,5906
.9500 .23_2 .4107 .7919 .5879
TEST 137 PT 2_,9390 PSI CN .3345 C0_ .Gl135 CDCOR1 ,01100
RUN 36 TT 1J9,2221 K CM -.1420 CDZ .01138 CDCORZ .01102
POINT 2 RC 14.9117 eILLION 0C ,0215 CD3 ,01098 CDCOR3 .01068
MACH .T891 C06 .01016 C0COR4 ,00988
ALPHA -1.4969 DEG CD5 .00948 CDCOR5 *oog19
UPPER _iURFACE LOgER bU_FACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP P_LIPT _LOC XIC Ca p., LI_T HL(]C XIC YIC CP P_LIPT _LOC
0,0000 1.0762 ,9776 .1_11 O.COJ_ 1.076Z ,9776 .L_IL .5000 .4921 -.7215 ,4768 1.0903
,0040 .8921 ,9258 .3340 ,0060 * 26(_4 .7630 .6666 ,5000 ,626_ -.732q ,4718 1,0954
• 0080 .6_32 .8588 ,6721 *GCSU .6166 *7933 .5855 *5000 ,3b09 -.7476 *4672 1.1032
• 0150 .3133 .7638 .6335 *0230 -.1361 .6391 *_271 ,5000 .2953 -.7526 *6627 1.1110
• 0250 -.0529 ,6615 .7926 .05_0 -.3015 .5919 .9002 .5000 ,2297 -, 7528 ,6660 1.1088
•0400 -,3469 ,5809 .9176 *IU00 -.3592 .5769 *9268 .5000 o166_ -.7566 .6652 I.i067
,0600 -,4595 ,5661 .9725 .15_)0 -*4086 .5616 *9682 *SUUO ,0986 -.7536 ,666& 1,1081
• 080_) -.4761 .5412 .9803 ,2000 -,4998 .5386 ,9866 .5000 ,032_ -,7398 ,6711 1*0965
• 1000 -.4806 .5395 .9e31 .2500 -.5587 ,;197 1.0153 .5000 -,0328 -.7520 ,6668 1.1039
• 1400 -.5056 *5345 ,9911 .3500 -.6576 .6926 1.0604 *SUO(, -.0986 -.7567 ,6653 L.1066
,1800 -,5510 ,5225 1,0106 ,6500 -.6626 ,5536 ,9605 ,5000 -,1660 -.7462 ,6699 1,0986
.2200 -.5770 .5137 1.0251 .5500 -.3_29 .5900 ,9031 .5000 -*2297 -.762_ .6682 1*1016
• 2600 -,5872 .5123 1.v273 .6800 -,0767 .6534 .8051 .5000 -,2953 -,7480 .6668 1,1040
• 3000 -,6442 ,4966 1,0534 .7500 *21Z5 .7363 ,6801 .500_, -.3609 -,7634 .6692 1.0998
,3400 -,6700 ,4889 1,0663 ,8000 .3117 .7633 *6362 *5000 -.62_5 -.7433 .6716 1.0958
.3800 -.6921 ,6797 1,0_19 ._30 .3770 .782(, .6061 ,5000 -.6921 -. 7674 ,6668 1.1006
.4200 -.Tl10 ,4757 1,08_7 ,9000 .4162 ,7921 .5876 ._600 .2992 -.618t_ .5597 .9509
,4600 -.7403 .469 ,) I ._,_8 *9500 .6_25 .794H .5831 .140u *2992 -.5098 ,5367 .9877
• 5000 -,7598 ,4627 1.1111 1,0000 *1361 .7150 ,7092 ,220_ .2992 -,5815 ,5154 1.0223
.5600 -.T594 ,4657 1,106U ,3UO0 .2992 -.6193 .5032 1.0423
,5800 -,8027 .6527 1,1ZB _. .38_b .2992 -.7056 .4792 1.082_
,6200 -,8390 ,4417 1.1680 .650C ,2992 -.7302 .6738 1. O'_ZO
.6600 -.8967 .42_0 1.1720 *5400 .2992 -.7634 *4631 1.1106
• 7000 -,7982 ,4524 1.129(, ,62C_ ,2992 -.8215 ,4474 1.1378
• 7500 -,4204 ,55_5 ,952? .700_ ,2992 -,7492 ,6650 1.1070
• 8000 -,3072 ,5911 .9016 .8000 ._992 -,3161 .5868 .q08z
• 8500 -.2065 ,6209 .8_51 .9000 .2992 -.0966 .649_ ,8111
• go00 -*0876 ,6529 ,€069 * 1UL'L .2362 -.357q ,5761 *9269
•950_ ,0278 .6860 ,/5_5 ,2t.O_: *2362 -,4837 ,5639 .9761
• 9750 *0853 ,7022 .7300 .35C(; *2362 -,8395 ,4980 1.(J510
1.0000 .1361 *7156 ,7092 ,45GG .2362 -.64C3 .554q .g585
,550(; .2362 -.3018 ,5921 .8998
• 8-_OG ,2382 -,0780 ,6574 .7990
,750(, .2362 .2107 .7363 ,6769
• 800(: .2362 *3050 .7617 .6367
• 85*'0 .63o_ .3708 ,7801 ,6071
,9000 .23_:Z .4092 .7916 *5884
• qs(,C ,2362 ,6162 .7930 .586(,
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TE$_ L3T PT 25.94_8 PSI CN .4161 CD1 .01203 COCORI .01164
RUN 36 TT 1d9,2457 K CM -,14€9 CDZ ,OlZOb CDCORZ ,01165
POINT 4 RC 16,8911 _Ikt[3N CC ,0226 C03 ,01170 CDCUR3 ,01136
_ACH .7677 C04 .01078 CDCOR4 °01045
ALPHA -1.0b_2 OEG C05 ,0098Z CDCOR5 .00948 !
UPPER SURFACE LOMER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP P,LIPT _LOC XIC CP PpLIPT HLOC XIC Y/C CP P_LIPI HLOC
0,0000 1,1204 ,9_71 ,1365 0,0000 1,1104 ,9871 .1365 o5_0 _6911 -,T_bb ._581 1,1192
,0060 ,8335 ,9095 .3711 ,0060 .3637 ,7741 ,6168 ,_OOO .6265 -.8014 ,6564 1,1255
°0080 .5782 ,8390 °5068 ,O08U .5172 ,8224 *5367 *SGO0 *3609 -*_0_0 ,6539 1*1163
,0150 ,2Z91 ,7397 ,0716 .0130 -,0373 ,6666 .7_48 ,5000 ,2953 -,8093 .4517 1.1303
,0250 -,1433 ,6376 ,8193 .0500 -.2129 ,6170 ,8612 .5000 ,2297 -,8109 .4517 1,1303
,0400 -.4575 ,5497 ,9667 ,20UO -,2805 ,6005 ,8868 ,5_0_ .1660 -,8076 ,4512 1,1311
.0600 -.5734 .Slb_ 1.UZG9 .15_0 -.3434 .5835 .9133 .5000 .098_ -.8110 .4_80 1.1368
,0800 -,5652 ,525G 1.0130 .2U_O -,4197 ,5590 ,9_Z_ ,50GG .0318 -,8042 ,6503 1,1327
,2000 -,5715 ,5176 1,01_7 .2500 -,5_37 ,5362 .9916 ,5000 -,0328 -,8126 ,6510 1.1197
,2400 -,5954 .511_ 1,_Z82 .35U_ -.5686 .5190 1,0163 ,500_ -,098_ -.8095 .4505 1.1325
,1800 -.6198 ,5075 1,0354 ,4500 -,4224 ,5595 ,9511 ,5000 -,1640 -,8031 .4518 1,1283
.2200 -,6596 ,690_ 1._63U .5500 -,2_66 ,5_36 ,_75 ,50_0 -.22_7 -.8014 .4524 1.1290
.2600 -,6572 ,4942 1,0574 ,6500 -,0741 ,6531 ,8054 ,5000 -,2953 -,8002 .4537 l,lZb8
.300u -,6990 ,4830 1.U763 .7500 ,2167 ,7377 .6748 ,50_O -.3609 -,6061 .4526 1,1Z87
,3400 -.7142 ,47G0 1.0831 ._000 ,3135 ,76_Z .6312 .5C00 -,4Z65 -,e02_ ,4511 1.1313
,3800 -.7606 ,4709 l.O97u .8500 .3852 ,7804 .5959 ,5000 -,4921 -,8090 ,4541 2,2260
.4200 -,7596 ,4660 1.1053 ,9000 ,4140 ,7916 ,5883 ,060_ ,2992 -,5602 .5230 1.0098
,4600 -.7846 .4576 1,1Z00 ,9500 ,4248 .7972 ,5791 ,1400 ,2992 -,5911 .5132 1.0259
.5000 -.8250 ,4469 1.136_ 1.0000 .1336 ,7154 .7096 ,2200 .2992 -,6511 .4953 1.0555
,§400 -,8340 ,4420 1*1475 .30GO ,2992 -,6711 ,4_97 1.0650
,5800 -.8722 ,_357 1.15_7 .38_0 ,2992 -.7574 .4694 1.0995
,6200 -.8987 ,4255 1,1771 ,46G0 ,2992 -,7835 .4571 1.1209
,b600 -*9577 .4097 1.Z_66 ,5400 ,2992 -,8297 ,4452 1,1418
.7000 -.8289 .44_0 1,1422 ,6200 ,2992 -,8738 ,4363 1.1577
.7500 -.4159 .5610 ,9908 .70OL *2992 -,6847 ,6875 1,0687
,8000 -*3059 *5921 ,8998 ,8000 ,Z992 "*32Z4 ,_883 ,9058
,8500 -.1975 *6206 .8556 .900G ,Z992 -.0984 .6505 .8095
,9000 -,0933 *6530 ,8057 ,l_OO ,23b2 -,2825 ,_998 .8878
,950_ .0238 ,6850 ,7564 ,ZOO0 *2362 -,4ZZ_ ,5599 .9506
,9750 ,0805 ,7002 .7330 °3500 ,2362 -,5437 ,_2_3 1,0012
2,0000 ,1336 ,7154 .?096 ,6500 ,2362 -,%124 ,_633 .9%51
,550U ,Z3_Z -,2859 ,_992 .8887
.6500 ,2361 -,0693 ,6585 ,7972
.75U0 ,2362 ,2157 ,T373 ,6753
,8000 ,2362 .3154 ,7651 ,6312
.8500 ,2362 *37bq .7861 .6006
,90_0 ,2362 ,6156 .7925 ,5868
.9500 .2362 ,4269 .7968 ,5797
TEST 137 PT 25.9410 PSI CN .4897 CD1 .01376 COCOR1 .01333
RUN 36 TT 10_,2964 K C_ -,1_66 CD2 .01391 C0_0_2 .01348
P01_T 5 RC 14.8855 _ILLION CC ,0228 C03 .0135Z CDCOR3 .01313
MACH .76_0 ¢04 .01247 COCOR4 .01209
ALPHA -.5091 DEG C05 .01096 COCOR5 .01057
UPPER SURFACE LOeER SURFACE 5PAN_ISE
XIC CP P_LIPT _LDC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC x/c YIC CP P_L/PT MLOC
0.0000 1.1332 *9935 .0963 O,OOUO I=1331 °9935 °0963 *5000 ,6921 -.8563 .6391 I*1526
,0040 .77Z5 ,8929 ,4061 ,U040 .4246 .7955 ,5820 ,5000 .4265 -,8527 ,4398 1.1513
*0080 ,5075 .819Z ,5622 *0_80 .5978 *8_32 ,5001 .500_ .3609 -.8653 .4375 1.1555
*0150 .1655 .7179 ,70_7 ,0230 .0568 .6928 ,7446 .5000 ,2953 -.8706 .4627 2.1462
.0250 -,2187 ,6159 .8629 ,0503 -,1268 .5_19 ,8Z28 ,5000 ,2297 -.8718 .43_0 1.1582
.0600 -,5405 ,5267 1,0U71 ,1000 -,2265 ,0161 .8656 ,5_00 ,2660 -.SblZ ._38_ 1.1539
,0600 -.7226 ,4805 1.38C5 ,1500 -,Z8_2 .5976 ,8916 ,5000 ,0984 -,8566 .4605 1*1500
*0800 -*7219 .4800 1,0513 .2000 -,3825 .5687 ,9366 ,5000 ,G328 -,8645 ,4616 1,1481
*2000 -,6639 .4913 1.0613 .2500 -,65_2 ,5516 .9_37 ,5000 -,0328 -.8529 .6409 1,1496
,1400 -,6831 .4873 1.Uo86 ,3500 -.5129 ,5337 ,9925 ,SGGC -.098_ -,8605 .4422 1,1472
.1800 -.6963 .483C I,G7b3 *%500 -,4028 *5632 ,9452 .5C00 -,1040 -,8530 ,6419 1,1675
.2200 -.7175 ,4788 1,¢835 ,5500 -,2819 .6003 ,8871 .5000 -,2Z97 -,8518 ,6411 1,1490
.2600 -.7246 .4758 1.v885 ,6500 -,0662 .6617 .7922 ,5000 -,2953 -,86G0 .4381 1.1544
,300G -,T60T .6655 1.10_Z .7500 ,2230 ,7391 ,6725 ,SCOO -,3_09 -,8539 ,4393 1,1513
,3400 -,7793 *4615 1.1132 ,8000 ,3201 .7671 ,6281 .5000 -,4285 -.8657 ,4400 1,1511
*3800 -.8168 .4575 1.1ZuZ .8500 .3871 .7853 .5987 ,5000 -,4921 -.8609 .4399 1.1511
,4200 -.8229 ,6496 1.1340 ,9000 .4258 .7959 .5796 ,08dO ,2992 -,b737 ,4870 1.0696
.4600 -,8260 ,4481 1,23O5 ,9500 .4325 .7965 .5803 .160_ .2992 -.6654 o4912 1,0626
.5000 -,8601 ,4396 1,1518 1,0000 ,1184 ,7096 ,7185 .2200 .2992 *,7080 ,4804 1,0807
,5600 -.8822 ,4311 1.1670 .3000 .299Z -,7634 ,4656 1.1060
,5800 -,92Z5 .4215 1.1_45 .3_LO ,2992 -,8002 ,4520 1.1298
*6100 -,9600 .4166 1.1972 .4600 .2991 -.8480 ,4390 1,1529
,6600 -i.0139 ,397Z 1.22_8 .540C .2992 -.8968 .4266 1*1752
.700C -,7509 ,4692 I,u9_8 .6200 .2992 -.9510 .4132 1,1998
*7500 -,4172 ,55_7 ,9524 .70_0 .1991 -*8365 ,4_04 1.1503
.8000 -,3004 ,5937 .d973 ,8000 .2992 -.3111 ,59_4 .9025
*8500 -.Z037 *6235 .8512 .900G .29q2 -.oqqo ,6495 .8110
.9600 -.0869 .6_49 ,U027 *lOGO ,2382 -,1145 .bZOZ ._563
.9500 ,0196 .6851 ,7563 *2G_b ,2352 -,3651 ,5783 ,9214
*9750 *0716 *6995 .7342 .3500 .2362 -*5038 ,9363 .9915 _"
1.0000 ,1184 ,7696 ,7185 .45U0 .7361 *.3951 ,_660 .9408
.55u_ .2362 -.2723 .5996 ,_886
*_5_0 ,2361 "*Ob_Z ,6596 ,7959
.7_0( ,1381 .2197 ,7390 ,6727
.fiO_o .2362 .3177 .763_ .6336
._500 .7362 .3656 ,7860 .6008
,9C00 ,1361 ._177 ,7_31 .5859
.95u_ ,2382 ._157 ,7961 .5815
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 25.9421 _>1 CN ,5706 CDI .01715 CD:OR1 .01661
RUN 36 TT 1G9.3465 < CM -,1530 C02 .01747 CDEORZ .0169Z
POINT 6 RC 14,8962 MILLTON C¢ .OEZ7 ¢03 ,01699 CDCOR3 ,01653
_ACH ,7698 CD4 .01545 COCOR4 .01501
ALPHE -,0117 BEG C05 ,01335 C0C0R5 *01/Bg
UPPER SURFACE LOdER _URFACE SPANdZSE
XlC CP P_L/PT MLOC XlC CP PJL/PT HLOC XlC Y/C CP PpLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1,1485 ,9976 .0607 0.0000 Io1485 .9974 *0607 ,5000 .€921 -,8879 .4310 1.1572
,0040 ,7181 ,8765 ,4366 .0040 .5009 .8151 .5491 ,50GG ,4265 -.9155 ,4307 1.1677
,0080 ,4485 ,8013 ,5723 ,0080 ,6848 ,8681 ,4548 ,5000 ,3600 -,0185 ,4237 1.1804
,0150 ,0887 .7004 ,7317 .0230 .1320 .7116 .7141 ,5005 ,2453 -,9246 .%223 1.1830
,0250 -.2925 ,595Z ,8951 ,05Uu -.0565 .6591 *7963 ,5000 ,2297 -.9288 .4197 1,1877
,0400 -,6136 ,5046 1,0397 .1000 -.1633 ,6Z84 ,8436 ,5000 ,1640 -o9274 ,4215 1,1843
.0600 -,8083 ,4547 1,1250 ,1530 -,2384 .5089 .8737 ,5000 ,0984 -.9254 .4180 1.1910
.0800 -,8326 ,4446 1,1628 ,20_0 -.3Z98 ,5847 ,9114 ,50C0 *0328 -.9175 ,4238 1,1803
o1000 -,7879 ,4564 1,1220 ,2500 -,4060 ,5618 ,9475 ,5000 -,0328 -.8915 ,4288 1.1713
.1400 -.7837 ,461_ 1,1131 .3500 -.4666 ,5466 .9717 ,5000 -.0984 -.8961 .4173 1,1739
,1800 -,78§8 ,4618 1,1108 .4500 -,3790 .5705 ,9337 ,5000 -,I640 -.8874 ,4Z69 1.1745
,2200 -,8194 ,4549 1.1246 .5500 -,2623 .6063 *_777 ,5000 -,k297 -,884Z *4260 1.1763
,Z600 -°7709 ,_636 1,1095 ,650_ -.0598 .6604 .7944 ,5000 -.2953 -.8850 .4257 1.1769
.3000 -.7978 ,4631 1.1104 .7500 .2252 ,7395 .6717 .5000 -,3509 -,8735 ,4Z81 1.1725
,3400 -,8229 ,4498 1.1335 .8000 .3157 ,7696 .6241 ,50UU -,4Z65 -.8988 .4273 1.1738
•3800 -,8658 .4387 1.1534 ,85d0 ,3995 .7910 .5893 ,5000 -,4921 -.9118 .4219 1.1838
,4200 -,8907 ,4303 1.1664 *9000 .4313 ,8004 .5738 .0600 *2991 -*74Z6 .4644 1.1082
,4600 -,9081 ,426_ 1,1745 ,9500 .4285 ,7949 ,5829 ,1400 *299Z -.8048 ,4§04 1.1325
,5000 -,9197 ,4196 1,1880 1.0000 o0917 .7007 ,7323 ,2200 .2992 -,7224 .4726 1.0940
.5400 -,9146 .4245 1.1769 .3000 ,1991 -.7957 ,4504 1.1325
.5800 -.9643 ,4084 1.2087 .3800 *2992 -,8595 .4357 1,1588
.6ZOO -1,0068 ,3964 1.2315 ,4600 ,2992 -,8887 ,4261 1.1761
•6600 -1,0779 ,3735 1.2759 ,5400 .2992 -,9471 .4083 1.2090
,7000 -,8713 ,4296 1.1698 .6200 ,2992 -1,0Z58 .3883 1.2471
,7500 -,4483 ,5484 ,9688 ,7000 .2992 -.7392 ,4707 1.0973
,8000 -,3091 .5869 ,90_C ,8000 ,29_2 -,3023 .59Z0 .9000
,8500 -.1966 ,6230 ,851_ ,9000 .2991 -.0957 °6479 .8135
• 9000 -,0939 .6504 .8095 ,1000 *2362 -*1610 ,b3ZO .8380
,9500 .0063 ,6787 .756L ,ZOO0 .2362 -.3158 .5891 .9045
• 9750 ,0532 .6921 .7456 ,3500 .2362 -.4609 .5450 .9743
1.0000 .0917 *7007 .7323 .4S00 .2352 -.3765 .5692 .9357
• 550b .2362 -.2700 ,5975 .8914
,650C .2352 -*0601 .6590 .7964
,7500 .Z36Z ,ZZ68 .7388 .67Z9
.8000 .2362 ,3205 .7643 *6315
,8500 ,2352 .3881 .7848 05995
•9000 .2362 ,4246 ,7944 *5838
,95_C ,2360 *4259 ,7941 ,5841
TEST 137 PT ,_5,9309 PSI CN ,6346 C01 ,01977 COCORI ,01913
RUN 36 TT 109.3837 v. Ch -.1512 CDZ ,02058 Cl)¢0R2 ,01994
POINT 7 RE 1'*.8774 _qILLION CC .OZZU CD3 .02031 CDEOR3 .01970
_.ACH .TbgO CD4 .G1781 CDCDR4 ,01724
ALPHA ,5047 DEG C05 ,01524 COCOR5 ,01465
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAN-qSE
_.IC CP P/LIPT HL_C X/C CP PeLIP'[ HLOC XIC Y/C CP P/LIPT MLnC
0,0000 1*1623 1,0015 :b.uO&O u.O0_ 1.1613 i.b015 O.OOO0 .5500 .4921 -.9692 ,4089 1.2077
• 0040 ,6572 ,860(; ,4697 ,0040 ,5914 ,8436 ,4996 ,5000 ,4165 -,9686 ,4044 1,,?.163
,00_0 ,3714 *7210 *60;7 ,0080 ,7638 ,8909 ,4101 ,5001., *3509 -.9699 ,4036 1,2177
,0150 ,0161 .681 ,_ ,7623 ,02130 ,2130 ,7363 *5769 *5000 .2953 -,9630 .4055 I.Z14Z
,0250 --*3704 *5757 *9256 .05_ ,_169 ,6808 *7629 ,5000 .1247 -.9411 .4135 1,1993
,0400 -.6774 *4866 1.0703 ,lOUO -.0943 *6528 *8063 .5000 .1640 -.9511 ,4109 1,1041
,0600 -.8739 .4344 1,1610 .1500 -o1810 .6268 .8460 .5_0U ,0984 -.9618 *4067 1,Z119
•0800 -.8888 *4235 1.1808 *2030 -,2731 ,6024 *8838 *5000 *_328 -.9624 *4034 1,2181
,1000 -,8941 .42€40 1,1767 ,2._00 -,3510 ,5786 .9209 .5(_00 -,0318 -,0833 *4037 1.2175
,1400 -,8758 .4300 1 .lbc;O .3500 -,4173 .5626 .9461 • 500(_ -.0484 -,9291 .4149 1,1966
,1800 -,8806 ,4367 1.1677 ,',500 -.3541 .5770 ,9134 ,5000 -, 1640 -.88_7 ,4296 1.1697
,2200 -,6724 .4284 L.1719 .5_00 -.2474 .b090 .8736 • 54>00 -.2297 -*9Z27 .4153 1,1960
• 2600 -,9023 *4275 J,1735 .6500 -,0606 .6567 ,8000 ,5000 -,2953 -,9591 .4121 1.2019
.3000 -.9234 .4170 I*1917 *7500 ,2288 .7418 *bb83 *500(, -*3609 -*9596 ,4088 1.2080
• 3400 -,9286 .4152 1,1961 ,CO00 .3262 *7667 ,6188 ,5000 -.r, 265 -.9752 .4048 1,2155
,3800 -,8636 .4334 1,1629 • 8_,00 ,4020 .7891 ._924 .5000 -,4921 -,9705 ,4061 1.2131
,4200 -,8708 ,4331 1.1634 .9000 ,4278 ,7943 .5839 .0030 ,1991 -.8256 ,4474 1*1378
,4500 -.9278 .4177 1.191_ ,qSOO .44'52 .795_ .5817 .1400 .299Z -,9145 .4222 1.1832
,5000 -*9803 .4015 _..2217 l.bOOO .0691 .4986 ,7355 *ZZOb ,299Z ".91Z7 ,4219 1.1837
,5400 -1.0020 *3422 1,Z3€_5 .3000 • 29 cJ,?. -.86U7 *', 382 1.1542
• 5800 -1.0001 .3990 1.ZZC4 .3_OG .299Z -*9251 .4194 1*1084
.6200 -1.0320 .3861 1.2513 ,4tCC ,299_ -,95_ ,407V 1.2096
• 6600 -1,1107 ,3677 1.2_7(_ .54_U .ZgqZ -,9701 .4069 1,;)115
• TOOL) -* 7090 ,4753 l.OtJq3 ,620_ .2992 -1.0683 .38C3 1*2626
,7800 -,4334 .55_2 .9531 ,700(. ,2992 -.6818 ,4839 "1,0748
,8000 -o3116 ,5898 .9034 • 8(_00 .2992 -,3085 .5906 ,9022
•8500 -,2008 ,bZ10 .855v ,90UC ,2992 -,1055 .6478 .8136
• 9000 -,0952 .6505 ,8095 ,1000 .2362 -.1019 .6485 .8126
,9500 -.0109 .6739 ,7735 .ZbO0 ,2362 -,2719 ,5975 ,8913
.4750 ,0193 ,6795 ,7b50 ,356L_ ,2362 -,4223 .5589 ,9521
1,0000 ,0691 ,6986 ,73_ *4500 ,2362 -,3498 *5824 .9151
• 5506 ,2362 -.2470 .6087 .8739
,_SbO .1362 -.uS'L5 .6(:,30 .79Q3
• 7500 ,2362 .225L ,7398 ,6714
• 60',;(,. ,2362, .3Z_1 ,7685 .6158
• _:5(:,., *236,? ,3957 ,7_78 *5945
• 9000 *23b._ ,4176 *7455 .5819
•9500 .136_ ,4331 .7991 *5760
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 Pl 25.9357 PSI CN .6979 C01 .02259 COCOR1 .02182
RUN 36 TT 109.3205 K CN -,1508 C02 .02289 CDCOR2 .02212
POINT 9 RC 1%.858g MILLION CC .0203 ¢D3 .02251 CDCOR3 .02180
HACH .7874 C0% ,01939 CDCOR4 ,01869
ALPHA .9877 OEG C05 ,01773 C000R5 .01700
UPPER SURFACE LOdER SURFACE SPANWZSE
XIC CP PpLIPT ML_C XlC CP P_LIPT NLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1601 1,0014 O.0uuO O.uuOu 1.16ol 1.b01% U,O000 ,5000 .%921 -1.0327 .3881 1,2473
• 0040 .5892 ,8%26 .5014 .00%0 ,6%31 ,8565 .%763 .5000 .%26_ -1.0370 .3869 1*2%qb
,0080 .2960 ,7621 ,8381 ,UOuO ,8111 ,q0%_ ,3829 ,5000 .3609 -1,0526 .3851 1,2531
,0150 -,067% .6615 .7925 .0230 ,2800 .7571 .6%40 .5000 .2953 -1.0508 ,38%3 1,25%8
• 0250 -.4238 ,5596 .%SO% .0500 ,0768 .7001 .7332 ,5000 ,2297 -1,0%85 ,3836 1.2562
,0400 -.7529 .4702 1,0981 ,1U00 -.0558 .6613 ,7930 .5000 .1640 -1,038% ,3930 1,2379
•0600 -,9360 ,6183 1.19u3 .1500 -.1339 .6%29 .0211 ,5000 ,098% -,9938 ,399% 1.2257
.0800 -.9823 .6039 1,2173 .2003 -.2386 ,6110 .8693 .500_ .0328 -.9957 .%017 1.2213
• 1000 -*9906 *%03% 1.2101 *2500 -*3Obb .5253 .89%8 °5000 -,0328 -1,0070 .3980 1,228%
,1600 -*2512 ,4085 1,2086 .35U0 -.3950 .5877 .9381 .5000 -.0984 -1,0657 ,3608 1,2617
.1800 -,9671 .4067 1,Z118 ,4500 -.3312 ,5873 ,9073 .5005 -.16%0 -1.0311 .3871 1.2%93
• 2200 -,9678 .40%2 1.2166 ,5500 -,253U ,608Z .87%7 ,5000 -.2297 -,999% .3980 1.2283
,2600 -,9744 ,4044 1,2182 .65u0 -,0552 .6823 ,791% *5000 -.2953 -1.0088 .3953 1.233%
.3000 -,9995 ,3974 1.2295 .7500 ,2255 ,7%15 .6687 .5000 -.3609 -1,0092 ,39%8 1.2345
.3400 -I*0331 ,3908 1,2%26 .8000 .3189 ,76%2 ,6327 ,50OG -,4265 -I,0327 .3908 1.2%22
.3800 -1.0683 ,3850 1.2535 ,8500 .4015 ,7890 ,5925 .5000 -.4921 -I.03%q ,389Z I.Z452
• 4200 -.9879 .40_5 1.2236 .9000 .4283 .7950 .5827 *0600 .2992 -,8887 .%285 1.1718
• 4600 -1.0230 ,3967 1,230_ .9500 *_191 .7927 .5865 .1400 ,2992 -*98%1 ,%024 I*ZZO0
.5000 -1.00§8 .3961 1.2320 1.G030 .0%65 .0880 .7510 .2200 .2992 -1.0096 .3973 1.2297
.5400 -1.0533 .3857 1.2520 .3000 .2992 -.9215 .4185 1.1901
.5800-1o0594 o3834 1,2585 .3800 ,2992 -.9918 .3983 1.2278
.6200 -1.0759 .3779 1.2673 .4600 .2992 -1.0386 .3902 1.Z433
• 6600 -1.0296 .3876 1.2%83 ,5%00 .2992 -1.0776 .3727 1.2657
•7000 -.5988 *510% 1,0306 ,0200 ,2992 -1,09%1 ,3705 1.2819
.7500 -,*219 ,5589 .9520 .7000 ,2991 -.5869 .51%0 1.02%5
•8000 -*309% .5903 ,9026 .8000 ,2992 -,30%2 .5909 ,9018
.8500 -.21,1 .6187 .8586 .9000 .2gg2 -.1188 .6440 .8195
.9000 -.1130 .6462 .8161 .1000 .2382 -.0516 .6633 .7899
,9500 -.03Zg .6685 .7819 .2000 .2382 -.2278 .6129 .8676
.9750 .01ZO .6799 .76%5 .3500 .2382 -.3898 .5658 .9412
1.0000 .0665 ,6886 ,7510 ,4500 .2362 -.3315 ,5828 ,9148
.5500 .2362 -.2%37 .6087 .8741
.6500 .2302 -.0528 .8625 .7911
,7500 ,2382 .2308 *7426 .8671
.8000 *2382 .3276 .7679 .6268
• 8500 ,2362 .3890 .7849 .5993
• gOOO .236Z .%267 .7975 .57_6
.9500 .2382 .4283 .7g85 .5862
TEST 137 PT 25.9391 PS[ CN .738% CDI .03055 COCOR1 .0296%
RUN 36 TT 109*%093 K CH -.1%77 C02 .02708 CDCORZ .02615
POINT 10 RC 14.8581 _ILLION CC .019% C03 ,02452 COCOR3 .02370
NACH .7675 C04 .02308 COCOR6 .02221
ALPHA 1.%_89 DEG CO5 .02132 CDCOR5 *0Z045
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PsLIPT NLOC XIC CP PsLIPI HLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT _LOC
0,0000 1,1626 1.0021 G,00£0 O.OOOO 1.1826 1.0021 0.0000 .5000 .4921 -1.0936 ,372% 1.2782
• 00%0 ,5315 .8276 .5277 .0040 .69%1 .8704 .%503 .5000 .4285 -1.0968 .3722 1.2785
.0080 .2316 .7447 .b637 .0080 .8643 .glgb .3484 .5000 .3609 -1.1088 .3694 1.28%1
•0150 -.0967 .6429 .8104 ,0230 ,3%04 ,77%1 ,6168 .5000 ,2953 -i*11%4 ,3691 1*28%7
.0250 -.4754 .5%61 .9724 .0500 .1359 .71dl .7053 .5000 .2297 -1.1213 .3671 1.2887
•0400 -.7804 *4596 1.1165 .1000 -.0153 ,6718 *7767 *5000 .1660 -I.I079 .3675 I.Z880
,0600 -.9739 ,4061 1.2131 .1500 -.og2g ,0548 ,8022 .5000 ,028% -1,0846 ,3750 1.Z730
.0800 -1.038% ,3908 1.2%22 .2000 -.1992 .6251 .8488 .5000 .0328 -1.0292 .3927 1.2385
• 1000 -1.0352 .3200 1,2%37 .2500 -.28_7 ,5280 .8208 .5000 -.0328 -1,0794 .3732 1.2767
.1%00 -1.0240 .3914 1.2%09 .3500 -.3881 .5760 .9251 .5000 -.098% -1.115% .362% 1.2983
,1800 -I.0335 .3899 1,2440 ,%500 -.3217 .5875 .9069 .5000 -.1640 -I,1404 .3597 1.3038
• 2200 -1.0424 .3854 1.2527 .5530 -.2515 .6U75 .8759 .5000 -.2297 -L.Obb4 .3819 1.2595
,2600 -1.0407 .3872 1,2%92 .6500 -.0559 ,6636 .7893 .5000 -.2953 -I.0614 .3841 1.2551
.3000 -1,0668 .3812 1.2809 .7500 *2252 .7402 *8027 .5000 -.3609 -1.0%55 .3822 1.2588
• 3400 -1.0967 ,3728 1,277% .8000 *3207 ,7667 ,6287 .5000 -*%205 -1.0808 ,5790 1.2652
,3800 -1.1171 .3884 1.2862 .8_00 ,4041 .7905 .5902 .5000 -.4921 -1.0825 .3764 1.2703
.4200 -1.1268 .3662 1.2906 *qO00 *%166 .7231 .5858 .0600 .299Z -.233% .4154 1.1957
,4600 -1.0732 .3772 1,2687 ,9500 .%253 .7977 ,5782 ,1400 .2992 -1,0Z93 .3861 1.2512
,5000 -_.0550 ,3835 1,25_7 1._0_ .0330 .6906 .7%79 ,2200 .2292 -1,0791 ,3793 1.26%8
• 5400 -1,0751 .3792 1.2853 .3000 .2992 -1,0%09 .3948 1.23_5
,5800 -1,1323 *356% 1,3065 *3_00 *2992 -1.0663 *3832 1.2569
.6200 -1*0689 .3811 1.2611 .4600 .2992 -1.1032 .375% 1,2722
.6800 -.69%6 .%8%0 1.07%6 .5_00 .2992 -1.1398 .3605 1,3021 4
.7000 -.5346 .5_98 .9987 .8200 .2992 -1.1606 .3553 1.5170
.7500 -.4366 .5632 .9%52 .7UOC .2222 -.5380 .5290 1.0000
.800U -,3279 .5834 .213_ .8C0_ ,29gZ -.31*b .5221 .8qg8
• 8500 -.2234 .6171 .8610 .gO00 .2292 -.1410 .6387 .8276
.9000 -.1575 .63%1 .63%8 .10C0 .2382 -.00%0 .6723 .7653
• 2500 -,0457 ,8677 .7630 .2000 ,2362 -.1816 .822% .8%20
.2750 -.0142 .6758 .77_6 .3_00 .2362 -.3462 .5836 .2131
1.0000 .0330 .8966 .7_72 ,45U_ ,2362 -.3013 .5283 .8902 ik'
.55_ *ZSbZ -.2%32 *6U8% .87%5
• 6500 ,Z362 -.0817 .5577 .7285
• 7500 ,2362 ,227% ,7422 .6676
.80GO ,2302 .5Z23 .7727 .6121
• 8500 ,236_ .3941 .7887 .5931
• 9000 .2362 *%22% ,7925 .5753
.9500 .2362 .%285 .7999 .5746
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 26.0539 P3] Ch ,7610 CO1 ,03805 €DOOR1 .03706
RUN 36 TT i09.5361 K CH -,1461 COZ .03510 C0¢0R2 .03410
POINT 11 RC 14.9120 _ILLIOq CC ,0214 CO3 ;02876 CDCO_3 *02783
HACH .7689 C04 ,02810 CDCOR4 .02718
ALPHA 1.9958 OEG CO5 ,02Z78 CDCOR5 ,0Z183
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPAHWISE
XIC CP P, LIPT MLOC XlC CP P_LIPT HLOC XIC Y/C CP PpL/PT HLOC
0.0000 1,1590 1,0004 O.voOu 0,0000 1,1590 1,0004 0,0000 ,5000 ,4921 -1.1309 .3569 1,3095
,0040 .4903 ,6146 ,55¢3 ,0040 ,7479 ,8872 ,4176 ,5000 .4265 -h1456 ,3577 1,3078
,0080 ,2211 ,7372 ,6754 ,0090 ,8986 .9260 ,3289 ,5000 ,3609 -1,1589 ,3548 1,3139
,0150 -.1369 ,6383 ,8293 .0230 ,3753 °7809 ,6058 ,5000 ,2953 -1,1698 .3534 1,3168
.0250 -,5130 .5334 ,9930 .05JJ ,17Z1 ,7257 .6935 ,5000 .2297 -1,1564 ,3528 1.3180
.0400 -,6017 ,4_34 1,1274 ,1000 ,0297 .6881 ,7518 ,5000 .1640 -1.1471 .3541 1,3152
,0600 -1.0028 ,3944 1,2353 .1500 -,0813 ,6524 ,8066 ,5000 .0964 -1.1321 .3548 1,3139
,0800 -1,0721 ,3772 1,2687 ,2000 -.1755 ,6281 ,8439 ,5000 ,0328 -1.1490 ,3517 1,3203
.1000 -1,0821 ,3748 1,2735 ,2500 -o2641 ,6_27 .8833 .5000 -,0328 -1,1414 .3985 1,3062
,1400 -1,0692 .3765 1,2661 ,3500 --_3644 ,5749 ,9268 ,5000 -,0984 -1,1494 .3522 1,3192
o1800 -1.0708 .3775 1.2681 ,45U0 -,3234 ,5869 ,9080 ,5000 -,1640 -1.1611 ,3494 1,3251
.2200 -1.0673 ,3733 1,2763 ,5900 -,2566 .6035 ,8820 ,9000 -,2297 -1,1481 .3564 1.3105
,2600 -1,0788 ,3716 1.2798 ,6900 -,0739 .6561 ,8009 ,5000 -,2953 -1.0789 .3701 1,28Z9
.3000 -1.1206 .3648 1.293_ .7500 .2122 .7362 ,6770 .5000 -.3609 -1.1034 ,3716 1.2798
,3400 -1,1422 ,3594 1.3043 ,8000 .3156 ,7652 ,6312 ,5000 -,4265 -l*1030 ,3657 1,2917
.3800 -1,1648 .3534 1.3168 ,8500 ,3938 .7868 .5963 ,5000 -.4921 -l*lOb_ ,3672 1.2886
.4200 -1,1662 ,3495 1o_248 .9000 ,4131 ,7901 ,5908 ,0600 ,2992 -,9806 ,4028 1,2192
.4600 -1,1405 .3560 1.3114 .9500 .4017 .7682 .5939 .1400 .2992 -1,0853 ,3765 1.2701
,5000 -1,1315 .3550 1,3135 1,O00U -*0516 .6630 ,7903 ,220_ ,2992 -1,1159 ,3655 1,2921
,5400 -1.0966 .3664 1,2901 ,3000 ,2992 -1.0808 ,3701 1.2827
.5800 -1.1627 .3526 1.31_5 .3800 ,2992 -1.1015 ,3706 1.2818
,6200 -.8477 ,4369 1.15o6 ,4600 .2922 -1.1376 ,3589 1,3054
*6600 -°5567 ,SlgO 1.0164 .5400 *2992 -1.1683 .3470 1.3301
,7000 -,4947 .5389 ,9d41 ,6200 ,2992 -,7852 .4572 1.1206
,7500 -.4191 .55_8 *9670 .7000 o2292 -.5053 .5351 ,9903
,8000 -.3394 ,5841 ,9123 ,UO00 ,_992 -,3452 .5810 ,9172
,8500 -,2849 ,5952 ,8950 .9000 .2992 -,2195 .6133 .9669
,9000 -.2081 ,6173 ,86_7 ,I000 ,2362 *0229 .6841 ,7579
.9500 -.1023 ,6492 *8116 .2060 ,2362 -.1665 ,6307 *8399
,9750 -.1096 .6466 .8155 ,3500 *2362 -,3474 .5783 .9215
1.0000 -,0516 .6630 .7903 ,45_0 .2362 -.3147 .9896 ,q037
.5500 ,2382 -.2473 .607T .8755
,65U0 ,2362 -.0709 ,6588 .7967
,7500 ,2362 .2167 ,7376 ,6749
.8000 .2362 .3062' .7602 ,6390
,8500 ,2362 ,3871 ,7856 ,5981
,9000 ,2362 ,4103 ,7914 .5880
.9500 ,2362 ,3919 ,7862 .5971
TEST 137 Pl 23.2626 PSI CN .2523 CDI ,O1291 CDCORI ,01241
RUN 37 TT 103,_689 K C_ -.1413 CD2 ,01286 COCOR2 .01237
POINT 1 RC 14.9541 HILLI_ CC ,0212 C03 .01244 CDCOR3 ,01202
HACH .7795 C04 .01120 CDCOR4 *01082
ALPHA -1.9857 DEG C05 ,01011 COCOR5 ,00974
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWI$E
XIC CP PpLIPT _LOC XIC CP PpLIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,0300 ,9631 ,Z327 0.0000 1.0300 ,9631 .2327 ,5000 ,4921 -.6861 ,4734 1.0928
,0040 ,9492 ,9392 ,2994 ,0u40 ,1529 ,7130 ,7133 ,5000 ,4265 -,6876 ,4770 1,0866
,0080 .7220 ,8757 .4403 .0080 ,3123 ,7578 ,6431 ,5000 .3609 -,7032 ,4650 1.1073
,0150 .4009 ,7842 ,6005 .0230 -.2417 .6U33 .8826 ,5000 .2953 -,7066 ,4696 1,0994
,0250 .0464 ,6830 ,7_96 ,0500 -.4026 .5564 ,9563 ,5000 ,2297 -,7057 ,4709 1,0971
,0400 -,2391 ,5993 ,8888 ,1000 -,4357 .5456 ,9735 ,5000 ,1640 -,7004 ,4716 1.0958
,0600 -.3551 ,5701 ,9345 .1500 -,4787 ,5354 .9898 .5000 .0984 -,7037 .4706 1,b975
,0800 -.3847 ,5612 ,94_6 .2000 -.5675 .5070 1,036Z .5000 .0329 -,7021 ,4709 1,0270
,1000 -.3992 ,5565 ,95O0 .Z_Ob -,6353 .4902 1,06_3 ,500_ -,0328 -,7091 ,_679 1.1022
.1400 -.4371 ,5490 ,96_0 .3500 -,B181 ,4373 1.1559 ,5000 -.698_ -,7098 ,4706 1,0976
.1840 -.4809 *5336 .qq2b ._0 -,5121 .5212 1.0129 ,5000 -.1640 -*6996 .4744 1,0910
,2200 -.8109 ,523e 1,0U67 ,5500 -,3057 ,5841 .9125 .5000 -.2297 -.6987 ,4719 1.0994
,2600 -.5286 ,5193 1,0177 .650_ -.0779 ,_483 ,8131 .50UU -,2953 -,6978 ,4708 1.0973
.3000 -.5898 ,9047 1,0401 *7504 .Z046 ,7Z81 ,6898 .SOGO -,3609 -.6994 .4698 1.0989
,3400 -*6097 .491_ l,OblO ,800u .3012 *7975 .6435 ,5000 -,4265 -.7039 ,4688 1.1006
,3800 -,6484 ,4861 1,0712 ,_500 .3717 ,7758 .61k3 ,5060 -.4921 -.7075 .4682 1.1017
.4200 -,6613 ,4835 1,0756 ,9000 ,4U73 ,7852 ,5990 ,0_00 ,2992 -,3702 ,5677 ,9303
.4600 -,6864 ,4756 1.08_i ,9503 .4160 ,7895 .5919 .140U ,2992 -,4351 ,5479 .9698
.5000 -.7110 .46_5 1,1011 1.0000 ,1440 .7127 ,7138 ,2200 .2992 -.5145 .5266 1.0038
,5400 -,7288 ,4633 1.11_1 .3000 ,2992 -,5676 ,5089 1.0332
.§600 -,7744 ,4493 1,1346 .3800 ,29gZ -°6503 ,4839 1,0749
,6200 -.8141 .4411 1,1493 ,4600 .2992 -.6847 .4759 1.0885
.6600 -.8872 .4211 1,1854 ,5400 .299Z -,7279 ,4599 1,1161
,7000 -,9277 ,4069 1,Z118 ,6200 ,2992 -,8070 ,4401 1,1511
,7500 -.4448 ,5429 ,_780 .70_0 .299Z -,8o07 ,4Z11 1.1883
.8000 -.2955 ,5849 ,9113 ,8000 ,2992 -.3006 ,5_34 ,9136
,8500 -.1823 ,6173 ._0_8 ,9000 ,2992 -,0912 ,6428 .8215
*go00 -*0783 *6472 ,_1k7 .1_00 ,2362 -,4410 .5426 ,9670
.9500 .0224 .6_21 ,7612 ,2CbO .2362 -,5562 .5135 1,0256
,975U .0897 .6965 .7389 ,3900 .236_ -.8114 ,4420 1,1477
1,0000 ,1440 ,7127 ,713_ .4500 ,236_ -,4314 ,5500 ,9664
,5_UG .2362 -.3071 .9857 ,9100
,6900 ,2362 --*0846 ,6472 ,8148
.7500 .2362 .2093 ,7302 .6866
.8000 .2362 ,2996 .7552 ,6472
.8_00 .236Z .3685 .7740 .6171
,9C00 ,2362 .4014 ,7843 .6005
.9560 *Z3bZ ,4125 ,7870 ,5261
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 23._o6 PSI CN .3275 ¢01 .01265 CDCOR1 ,01214
RUN 37 TT 1o3.9712 < CM -.144Z CD2 .01267 CDCORZ .01217
POINT 2 RC 24*8487 MILLION CC .0223 C03 .01225 COCOR3 *01178
NACH ,7757 CD4 ,01107 CD¢OR4 .01064
ALPHA -1.4969 OEG CD5 ,01009 CDCOR§ .00966
UPPER SURFACE LOWER 3UkFACE SPAHWISE
XIC CP PeLIP_ HLOC XlC "CP PeLIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.0762 .gT_Z .LBbU O.O000 1,0702 .q762 .186U *5000 .4921 -,7611 .664_ 1.1080
e0040 *9035 *9266 .3323 ,0040 ,Z661 .7607 .6701 *50CG ,4265 -.7629 .6624 1.1118
,0080 *6623 .8583 .6131 .bU_U .6061 .7867 ,5990 .50UG .3609 -.7565 .6574 1.1206
.0150 .3215 .7625 .b3_b .U230 -.1393 .6323 .8370 .500C .2953 -.7615 .4561 1.1228
.0250 -.0274 .6622 ,7217 .0500 -,31_6 .5815 .9166 .5000 .2297 -o7660 .6563 1.1224 m
.0400 -,324_ .5807 .9179 ,1000 -.3623 .5683 ,9373 ,500G .1660 -,7617 .6564 1*1221
.0600 -.6597 .5653 ,9739 ,1500 -.4187 .5513 .9644 .5000 .0986 -,7603 ,6563 1.1223
.0800 -,4669 ,5397 .9829 .ZOO0 -.5115 .5234 1.0094 .5000 ,0328 -.7582 ,4582 1.1190
,1000 -.4768 ,5376 .98_2 .2500 -.5700 .5101 1.0312 .5000 -°0328 -,7b64 .4551 1,1245
.1600 -.5065 .5310 .9970 .3500 -.7596 .4542 1.1261 .5000 -°0984 -.7638 .4595 1,1168
.1800 -.§423 ,5182 1.0179 .4500 -.4411 .5477 .9700 .5000 -,1640 -,7522 .6612 1.1138
.2200 -,_7_4 .5077 1,0352 ,5500 -,3054 ,5887 .9056 .5000 -.2297 -.7495 ,6608 1.1165
,Z600 -.5844 .5087 1.0335 .6500 -.0747 ,6507 .8094 .50_0 -.2953 -.7566 .6612 1.1138
.3000 -,6323 .6936 1,0585 ,7500 .2135 .7323 ,6833 .5000 -,3609 -,7591 .4579 1.1195
.3400 -.6607 .6845 1.073_ .8000 .3076 .7598 .6398 .5000 -,4265 -.7536 .6616 1,1135
,3800 -.6917 .4758 1,U886 .8500 .3778 .7786 .6098 ,5000 -.4921 -.7586 .4581 1.1192
.4200 -.7163 .4703 1.0981 .9000 .4132 .7880 .5964 .ObO0 ,2992 -.4636 .5_26 ,9783
,4600 -.7396 ,6627 1.1112 .9500 .4215 .7921 .5876 .1400 .2992 -.5027 .53Z0 .9954
,_000 -.7665 .4546 1.1254 1.0000 .1351 .7123 .714_ .2200 .2992 -,5746 .5116 1.0290
.5400 -°7867 .4501 1.1331 .3000 .2992 -.6137 .5006 1.0471
,5800 -.8Z_9 .6383 1.1542 ,3800 ,2992 -.7063 ,6745 1.0908
.6200 -.8563 .4335 1._629 .kSO0 .2992 -.7407 .6628 1.1110
,6600 -,9230 .6131 1.2002 .5400 .2992 -.7746 .6578 1.1196
,7000 -.9300 .4098 1.2062 ,b20C .2992 -.8505 ._300 1.1691
.7500 -,6292 ,5528 ,9619 .7000 ,2992 -.8519 .4330 1.1637
,8000 -.Z975 .5883 .q058 .8000 *2992 -.3065 .5873 .9075
.8500 -.1881 .6206 .8557 *9000 .2992 -.0957 .6482 .8131
,9000 -.0779 ,6506 .8099 ,1000 *2352 -,3638 ,5763 .9279
.9500 ,0290 ,6842 .7579 *2000 ,2352 -.4909 .5341 ,9919
.9750 .OEbT .6972 .7379 .3500 .2362 -.7078 .4739 1.0919
1,0000 .1351 .7123 .7144 .6500 .2362 -.4602 .5506 .9656
,5500 .2362 -.3031 .5878 .9067
.6500 .2362 -,0766 .6520 .8073
,7500 ,2362 .2155 .7340 .6806
.8000 .2362 .3053 ,7596 .6405
.8500 ,2362 .3695 ,7776 ,6113
.9000 .2362 .4051 .7867 .5966
.9500 ,236Z .4206 .7906 ,5904
TE_T 137 PT 23.9726 PSI CN .4089 CD1 ,01543 CDCOR1 .01482
RUN 37 TT 103.9365 K CH -.1499 COZ .01552 COCORZ .01490
POINT 3 RC 16.9331 MILLION CC .02_9 C03 .01507 COCOR3 .01455
NACH .7784 C04 .01350 CDCOR4 .01301
ALPHA -1,0081 DEG CD5 .01153 CDCOR5 .01103
UPPER SURFACE LOdER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1054 *9839 .1528 0,0000 1.1056 .9839 ,1528 .5000 ,6921 -,7965 ,6_13 1.1688
.0040 .8478 .9111 ,3677 .U040 .3370 .7655 .6307 ,5000 ,4265 -,8037 .4439 1.1442
.0080 .6007 .8410 .5043 .0080 .50_2 .8152 .5491 .5000 .3509 -,8114 .4611 1.1492
.0150 .2493 .7621 .6679 .0230 -,0664 .6559 .8016 .5000 .2953 -.8097 .6603 1.1507
.0250 -.1099 ,6403 .825_ .0500 -.2171 .6089 .8738 .5000 .2297 -.8088 .4390 1,1530
.0600 -*6022 .5545 ,9592 ,1GO0 -.2936 *5862 ,9091 °3000 .1660 -.80Z8 ,6608 1.1498
.0600 -.5618 .5150 1.0231 .1500 -.3685 .5689 .9366 .5000 .0986 -.8110 .4631 1.1656
.0800 -.5631 .5166 1,02_1 .2000 -.6676 .5645 .9753 .5000 .0328 -.8031 ,6610 1.1693
,1000 -.5567 .5169 1,0232 .2500 -,5176 ,5250 1.0067 ,5000 -.0328 -.8111 .6613 1,1488
.1600 -,5866 ,5065 1.0605 *3500 -.6679 *6879 1,0681 .5000 -.098_ -,8013 .6612 1.1691
• 1800 -.5903 .5033 1.0623 .4500 -.6313 .5462 .9725 .5000 -.1640 -.8007 .6419 1.1477
.2200 -.6458 .4885 1.0672 .5500 -.3020 .5882 ,9061 .5100 -.2297 -.7997 .6425 1.1667
,2600 -,6512 ,6828 1.0768 .8500 -.0761 ,6479 ,8136 .5000 -,2953 -,8030 ,4422 1,1473
.3000 -*6931 *4752 1.0897 .7500 .2173 .7333 ,6818 .5000 -.3609 -,8072 .6395 1.1521
°3600 -.7137 .4688 1.1007 .8000 .3088 .7580 ,6427 ,5000 -.4265 -.8116 .6620 1.1476
.3800 -.7346 .6617 1,1130 ,8503 .3838 .7796 ,6080 ,5000 -.4921 -._151 .6602 1.1509
.4200 -.7483 .4562 1,1225 .9000 .4172 .7895 .5919 .0600 .2992 -.5540 .5152 1.0228
.4600 -.7751 .4486 1.1358 .9530 .4227 .7901 ._90_ .1400 .2992 -._833 .5053 1.0390
,5000 -.8158 .6617 1.1480 i. OOOO _ .1261 .7084 .7204 .2200 .299Z -.6411 ,4905 1.0638
,5400 -.8397 .4306 1.1680 .3000 .2992 -,6769 .67_5 1.0861
.5800 -.8858 .4201 1.1871 .3800 .2222 -.7430 .6604 1.1152
.6200 -.9150 ,6068 1.20_1 .4600 .2qqz -.7930 .467_ 1,1374
.6600 -.9903 .3880 1.2417 .5400 .2992 -.838_ .4313 1.1667
*7000 -1,0204 .3797 1,263_ ._200 .2992 -.9182 .6102 1.2055
,7500 -°6666 *5377 .9861 .7000 *2992 -.9598 .399? 1.2253
._000 -.3063 .5821 .9156 .8100 .2992 -.3023 .5873 .9075
.8500 -.1857 .6191 .8580 .9000 .2992 -,0880 .6662 .8162
,9000 -.0800 .bTb_ .d126 ,1000 .2362 -,2986 ,5866 .9089
,9500 .0220 .6772 .7oe_ ,20OU *2362 -,4626 .5661 .9759
,9750 .0722 .6903 o7_6 .3500 *7382 -.6295 .6912 1.0626 W
1.0000 .1261 *7084 *72L6 *6500 .2362 -.6216 .5560 .9601
.5500 ,2362 -.2979 .5876 ,9070
.6500 .2362 -,0738 .6498 .8107
.7500 .2362 .Z157 .7328 .6825
.8000 .2352 .3085 ,7578 ,6431
,8500 .2362 .3766 .7777 .6111
._000 *2362 ,6131 .7688 .5931
°9500 .2362 .6256 .7920 ,5878
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 26._848 _SI C_ .6796 COL .01776 CDCOR[ .01709
RUN 37 TT 106,1866 K CM -.1529 COZ ,01797 CDCOR2 ,01730
POINT 6 RC 14,9673 HILLION CC ,0266 CO3 .01727 COCOR3 .01669
NACH .7782 C06 .01545 CDCOR4 .01689
G ALPHA -.5057 OEG C05 *01306 CDCOR§ .01269
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P,LIPT _LOC XIC CP PpLIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1.1310 .9912 .1125 O.OOuO 1.1310 .991Z .1125 .5000 .6921 -.8637 ,6295 1.1700
*0060 ,7930 ,8956 *4005 .0040 ,6246 .7916 .5888 ,50_0 ,6265 -.8561 .6Z92 1,1705
.0080 .5355 ,8231 .53_5 .0080 ,bOO1 .8625 .5017 ,SCOC .3609 -.8556 ,4250 1.1781
,0150 ,1812 .7216 .7800 .OZ30 .0600 .68o7 .7633 .5C00 *2953 -,8661 .6250 1.178Z
.0250 -,1893 ,6186 ,8591 ,0500 -,1605 ,6308 .8399 .5000 ,2297 -,8569 ,6ZSZ 1,1778
,0600 -,6777 ,5326 ,9967 .10_C -,ZZSO ,6066 ,8777 .5000 .1640 -,8551 ,6248 1,1785
.0600 -.6520 ,6836 1,0756 ,1500 -,3027 .5858 ,9099 .50GO .0986 -,863Z ,627Z 1,1763
,0800 -,6644 .6811 1,0797 .2000 -,3860 .5647 ,9631 ,5000 .0328 -,8399 .630Z 1.1688
o1000 -.6635 ,6885 1,0671 .2500 -.4719 .5361 .9888 .SCGO -._328 -.8464 .6369 1.1606
,1400 -.6§36 .6856 L.O7G7 .3_00 -.5606 .5136 1.0256 .5000 -.0986 -.8517 ,6311 1.1670
.1800 -,6806 .6796 1.0_25 ,6500 -*625b ,5476 .9705 o500C -.1660 -*8676 ,4328 1.1565
.2200 -*6867 *6766 1._911 .5500 -._963 *58§6 .9106 ,5000 -°2297 -,8679 ,4303 1.1686
.2600 -.7015 .6700 1.0966 .6500 -.0777 .6637 .8202 .5C00 -.2953-*6665 .6309 1.1676
,3000 -,7_17 ,6507 1.1181 .7_00 .2198 .733Z .6818 .5000 -.3609 -.8§00 .6278 1.1731
.3600 -.7585 ,6527 1,1287 .8000 .3187 ,7616 .6370 ,5000 -,6265 -,8633 .6268 1.1750
,3800 -,791_ ,6456 1.1411 .0500 ,3878 .7815 ,6049 ,5000 -,49Z1 -.8618 ,6266 1.1757
,6200 -.8183 .6390 1,1529 .9000 ,6196 .7886 .5933 .0600 ._992 -.6568 *6839 1,0769
,6600 -.8295 *6324 1.1647 *q§o0 .6262 ,79G6 ,5902 .1400 ._99Z -.6323 ,6913 1,0626
,5000 -°8460 °6320 1,1655 1.0000 ,0966 .6989 .7352 °2200 °2992 -.6990 .6762 1.0880
,§600 -,8680 .6222 1.1836 .3C00 ._99Z -.7330 .6619 1.1126
,5800 -,9266 .6128 1.ZOb6 ,3800 .299Z -.7980 .4666 1.1398
.6200 -.9678 *3983 1,2Z79 ,4600 *2992 -,8620 ,6365 1,1609
.6600 -1,0630 .3772 1.2680 °5400 .299Z -.8964 o6170 1,1930
.7000 -.9956 .3886 1.2469 ,6200 *2992 -.9692 ,3986 1.2276
.7500 -.6616 ,5401 ,9823 ".7000 .2992 -.9546 .6008 1.2232
.8000 -.3173 *5793 .gZGG .8050 *_992 -.3076 ,5857 .9100
.8500 -.1968 .6161 *8627 .9000 .299Z -*0930 .6661 .8196
,9000 -,0965 .6660 .8197 ,1000 .2362 -.2370 .6008 .8866
,9_00 -.0082 .6661 .7€57 *ZOCG .2362 -.3_87 *5576 ,956Z
,9750 ,0460 *6815 .7619 .3_00 .2362 -.5662 .5168 1.0233
1.0000 ,0966 *6969 .735Z .65C0 .2362 -.4067 .5572 *9569
*5500 .2362 -.E868 .5895 ,9061
,65G0 ._3bZ -.0683 ,6513 .8086
.75G0 .236Z ,Z204 *7356 .6785
.8000 .2362 .3083 .7577 .6633
.8500 .2362 ,3864 .7807 .6063
.900G *2362 .6180 *7905 .5906
,9800 .2362 .4219 .7906 ,5901
TEST 137 PT 24,0863 PSI CN .56ZZ CO1 ,01927 CDCOR1 .01859
RUN 37 TT 104.2726 K Cm -.1518 CD2 .01973 COCOR2 .01906
POINT § RC 16,9061 HILLION CC .0257 C03 ,01909 COCOR3 .01866
HACH .7761 CD6 .01710 COCOR6 .01668
ALPHA .OUO0 DEG CD5 .01669 CDCOR5 ,01406
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE _PANWISE
XIC CP PsLIPT MLOC XIC CP PeLIPT NLOC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1.1_32 .99_2 .&505 0.0000 1.1832 .9982 .0505 .SCuO .4921 -.8886 .6181 1.1908
.0060 .7289 .8782 ,6356 .O06G .5120 ._183 *5638 .500C .4265 -.8819 .6168 1.1933
,0080 ,6665 ,8066 .5670 .0080 .6653 ,8589 .6720 ,5000 .3609 -.9073 .6168 1.193Z
,0150 .1236 .7051 .7g56 .OZ30 .1253 .7087 .7208 .500C .Z953 -.9081 .6137 1.1989
• 0250 -.2639 .6005 .e8_9 ,0_00 -*0595 .6555 .80ZO *5000 .22_7 -.9ZO0 .6165 1.1975
• 0400 -.5507 .5153 1.0Zg_ .lbuO -,1616 .6Ze9 .8629 .5C00 .1640 -.9183 .6157 1.1953
• 0600 -,7638 .6590 1.1177 .I_UU -.2468 .6034 ,8826 .5000 .0986 -.9119 .6123 1,2017
.0800 -,7953 .4675 1.137_ .20_0 -.3_79 ,571& .9331 .50bU .0328 -*9ZbZ .6130 1.2002
• 1gO0 -,7529 *6579 1,1195 .2500 -.4166 ,5689 *968Z .5000 -*0328 -.9092 .4133 1,1998
.1600 -,7306 .6628 1.1169 .35J_ -.5135 .5239 1.0085 .8000 -.0984 -,8775 ,6Z66 1.1790
• 1800 -,7637 ,6591 1._176 ,6500 -,39_7 .55_1 .9535 .5000 -.1660 -.8830 .6258 1.1767
• Z200 -,7877 ,66e5 1.L361 .5_00 -.287Z .5886 *9056 .5U00 -.ZZq7 -.87Z8 .6256 1.1775
.Z600 -,7647 .6532 1,1277 .6500 -.0676 .653_ .8055 .5_uO -.2953 -.886& ,6Z51 1.1779
• 3000 -,7766 .6674 1,1379 .75_0 .2222 ,7341 *6806 .5000 -,3609 -,8763 .6262 1.1726
• 3400 -.7987 .6675 1,1379 .8000 .3169 .7603 *6391 .5_OU -.6Z65 -.8937 .6209 1,1857
•3800 -,8392 ,633Z 1.1632 .8500 .3886 .7806 ,6065 .5000 -.6921 -,9058 .6161 1,1965
.4200 -.8768 .6266 1,1752 ,9u_O .6199 ,7903 .5905 .06UU .299Z -,7575 .4600 1,1159
,6600 -.9061 ,619_ 1.1889 ,9500 ,4273 ,7951 .58Z7 .1400 ,2992 -o7983 ,6513 1.1311
• 50C0 -.9221 ,6096 1,Z07U 1.0000 *0699 ,6916 *7465 ,Z_uO .2992 -,7221 ,6715 1.0950
•5600 -.93_6 .4106 1,2U51 *3000 .299Z -.7936 ,6_06 1.&32b
,5800 1*953Z e4_08 1.Z23Z ,38_0 .299Z -,856Z °6337 1o162_
,6200 -1.0006 .3898 1,2662 .4600 .ZgqZ -.8850 .625_ 1.1767
• 6600 -1.0807 ,3702 1.Z827 .5600 .299Z -.95Z7 .60_5 1,2087
.TO00 1.8303 ,6376 1.1558 o6ZO0 .299Z -1o0Z55 .3856 1,Z_Z4
.7500 -,4696 .5676 .97u5 .7000 .2992 -.7668 ,6583 1.1188
• 8000 -.3091 .5871 ._077 ,8_00 .2992 -.30Z8 ,5881 ,9062
.8500 1.1988 .6169 .0_15 .9OLO ,Z99Z -,0897 .6513 .8085
.9000 -.1060 ,6622 .8_4 ,IOG_ .Z36Z -.168Z ,6Z3Z .8516
• 9500 -*0202 .6652 .7,71 .20_0 .Z36Z -.3Z61 .5790 .9Z06
.9750 *0208 .6773 .70_5 .3500 °?362 -.6677 .56_1 .9758
1,0000 .0699 .6916 .766_ .45G0 ,236Z -.3_57 .5627 .9651
.5_00 *2362 -.2751 .5959 .8960
.65_& .236Z -.0_77 ,6590 .7965
• 75_0 ,2362 ,2246 .r376 ,6750
,SnOb ,_362 o319G ,763b *b33q
,b_UO ,7362 ,38b_. ,7U3b ,b016
ogOGL ,2362 ._2_? .7q_o .5_65
,950u ,Z36Z .6300 .7938 .5669
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 P1 EA.06g! PSI CN .5830 C01 .GZ463 COCOR1 .07381
RUN 37 TT i04.3619 _ C_ -.1673 CO? .0?683 CDCORZ .07601
POINT 5 RC 1_.9173 _ILLION CC .u251 C03 .02686 CDCOR3 *0?583
bACH .77b6 CD4 ._2ZIZ CDCOR4 .01139
ALPHA ,49_0 DEC CO5 ,01876 COCOR5 .01803
UPPER SURFACE LOkER SURFACE SPA_WISE
XlC CP PtL/PT MLOC XIC CP P_LIP[ HLUC X/C YIC CP PtL/PT ffLOC
0.0000 1*1635 I.OUO_ U.OUO0 0.00_ I*1635 l. OOu6 O.OOGJ .50G0 ,49?I -,9536 ,6010 1.2277
• 0040 .6903 .86_1 ,4604 ,0040 .5681 .8371 .5100 .SCUO .426_ -.9463 .3987 1.2272
• 0080 .4160 .?8go .5926 .0_80 .73_3 .8770 .4378 *5000 .360g -.q586 .3983 1.2779
• 0150 *0699 .6899 .74_1 .0130 .1_77 ,72_2 .AqT6 .5000 ,2953 -,9670 ,6003 1o2761
• 0250 -.2%88 ,5841 ,91Z5 ,0800 -,0114 ,6644 ,7881 °5000 ,2297 -.9312 .4087 I.Z086
.0_00 -.6063 *6970 I*052_ .1000 -.1167 .6381 ,8287 .5600 ,1640 -.9406 ,6068 1.2119
• 0600 -.7978 .44U9 1,1695 .1_00 -,20_9 ,6130 ,8876 ,SHOO .0986 -,9690 ,6026 Z,ZZ02
• 0800 -.8608 .42S3 1,1776 .Z000 -.3081 .5811 .9Z71 .5000 .03_8 -.960_ ,6008 1.?131
• 1000 -.8396 .6367 1.16_C .2500 -.3901 ,5892 ,9818 .5000 -,0328 -,9573 °3988 1,7269
• 1600 -,RZTt ,6336 1.1530 .3500 -.6093 .5Z99 .9988 ,5000 -,0984 -,9659 .6030 1,2190
• 1800 -,8Z91 .633_ 1,1619 .6500 -,3953 ._570 *955Z .5000 -,1660 -.8666 .6191 1.1890
• 2200 -.8559 ,6285 1.1718 *_500 -*2911 .585Z ,9109 ,5000 -.22_7 -,9114 .4093 1,2072
,2600 -08661 ,6258 1,1767 *6500 -,0765 .6688 .81Z3 .5000 -.2953 -.9242 .4034 1.7183
• 3000 -,8871 .6156 1.1955 .750_ .2171 *7368 .6793 *5000 -,3609 -.936? .6032 1,2186
• 3600 -.9076 *6127 1,Z008 ,8000 .3104 .7576 ,6637 .5000 -.4165 -*9491 ,3989 1.ZZ67
• 3800 -,8605 .63_6 1,1681 ,8500 °3865 .T796 .6086 ,5000 -.6921 -,9508 .6009 1*2231
.6200 -*8607 .6286 1.1717 .9000 .4170 .789_ .5921 .0600 .199Z -.7968 .6630 1,1658
• 6600 -o9126 ,6167 1.1972 .9500 ,616Z ,?696 ,5917 o14U0 ,?991 -,8594 .6Z57 1,1769
.5000 -,9665 .3980 1.7286 1.0030 .0158 .6779 .7676 .ZZOU .Z99Z -.8508 ,6Z70 1.1766
.5600 -1*0015 .3889 1.1660 .3000 ,199? -.8Z50 °6368 1.1569
• 5800 -*9811 *39Z1 1*139_ *3800 .?99Z -,9089 ._150 1.1966
• 6200 -1*0Z61 ,3803 1.E618 .6600 ,Z99? -.9465 ._053 1*1146
• 6600 -1.0176 .3759 1.2713 .5400 ,2991 -,9545 ,600? 1,1263
.7000 -.5953 .699_ 1,0409 .6200 .1992 -1.0538 .3706 1.?81Z
• 7500 -,6011 ,5519 .9618 .7000 .7992 -*6682 .6813 1.0793
• 8000 -.3150 .5799 .9190 .80CG ,Z99Z -.3183 .5821 .9156
• 8500 -.2316 .6031 *eBZb .9000 .?99Z -.1236 .6357 .83Z6
,9000 -.1337 .6327 ,8371 .10_0 .2362 -.1205 .6358 .8323
• 9500 -.OT80 .6678 ,8138 ,200C .2367 -.7882 .5877 .9068
.9750 -.0333 .6601 .7968 .3500 .g362 -.4516 .544Z .9757
1.0000 .0158 .6779 .7676 ,6500 .236Z -.3687 .5695 .9356
.550_ .1361 -.1751 .5916 .9011
• 6500 ,2362 -.0763 ,6688 .8122
.780_ .7367 ,?146 .7303 .6864
• 8000 ,Z36Z .3198 .7615 .6373
• 8500 .7361 .3869 .781_ .6052
.9000 .2362 .6219 .7917 .5883
.9800 .1361 .4153 ,7895 .5919
TEST 137 PT 24.0695 PSI CN .6479 CO1 .03051 CDCOR1 .02960
RUN 37 ]T 104.3?53 K CM -.1_81 CDZ .0Z833 CDCOR2 ,0Z738
POINT 7 RC 1_.9051 MILLION CC .0266 C03 ,02697 CDCOR3 .02607
MACH ,7779 C04 .02366 COCOR6 *07281
ALPHA .9979 OEG C05 .02138 CDCQR5 .07051
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAN_I3E
xlC CP PtLIP1 _LOC XlC CP P,LIRT _LOC XlC YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1,170Z 1,0026 O.uOO0 O.OO00 1,1701 1.0016 0,0000 .5000 ,6921 -1.0080 .3867 1.2561
• 0060 .6512 .8561 °4808 °o0_0 ,0356 ,8519 ._868 .SC_G .4Z88 -1.0123 ,3826 1,158Z
• 0080 .3537 .7713 .6Z16 .0080 .7886 .8936 .6051 .5000 ,3609 -1,0Z83 .3836 1,Z56Z
• 0150 .0113 .6738 .7738 .0130 ,1566 .7675 .6673 ,5000 .Z953 -1.0259 ,3826 1.Z587
,0250 -,3636 .5680 .9377 .0500 .066_ .68_9 .7628 .5000 .ZZ97 -1.0191 .3809 1.Z616
.0_00 -.6791 .6811 1.0795 .1000 -.0618 .65_9 .8019 .5000 .1640 -1.0047 ,3883 1.Z671
• 0600 -,8750 .6231 1.1817 .1500 -.1651 .6?63 ,8500 ,SOGO ,0986 -,9718 .3973 1.?298
.0800 -.9A03 ,6072 _.2111 .ZOO0 -.1673 .5926 ,8996 .5000 *03Z8 -.9690 .3978 1.Z2_8
• 1000 -.9172 .6107 1.2046 ,ZS&O -.3450 .5717 .9303 .5000 -.0328 -.9716 .3941 1.2359
.1600 -,9035 .6166 1.1972 .3500 -,4390 .546_ ,9718 .5000 -.098_ -1,0608 .379Z 1.2669
• 1800 -.8928 ._118 1.Z_Z6 .45_0 -.36b6 .5710 .9330 .5000 -.1640 -1.0768 .3806 1.2620
• 2200 -.9662 .4068 1.1119 .$500 -,2707 .59?6 .8991 .5000 -.1297 -.9730 ,3966 1.1311
• 2600 -.929_ ._070 1*ZL_5 .6500 -.0678 ,6535 .8050 .5000 -,2953 -.9806 ,3933 1.2375
• 3000 -,9742 o39t2 1.2319 .7500 .Zl13 .7307 .6858 ,SGC_ -.3609 -.9848 .3919 1.2402
,3400 -1.0000 .3916 1.24u7 .8000 .3190 .7613 .6375 .SGUG -,4265 -.9928 .3_60 1.251b
.3800 -1.0138 .3858 /.2_ZO .8_00 .381_ .77b_ .6L32 .50_0 -._921 -1.UOZ6 .3_67 1.2541
• 4200 -.960T .3975 1._194 ._000 .6182 .7912 .5_91 ,0600 ,7992 -.8173 .4395 1.1520
.4600 -.9883 .3929 t.Z3P? .9500 .4058 .7e4_ .5996 .1400 ._992 -.9346 .4U61 1.2133
• 5C00 -.9800 .3950 1.Z347 Z.UO00 -.0077 .6?23 .7761 .2700 .799Z -.9587 .4003 1.2240
• 5600 -1.0237 ,3823 1.25F7 .3000 .1qqz -.9007 .4177 1.1916
• 5800 -1.0591 .3693 1.Zd_5 .3_0 .2097 -.9628 .39_3 1.1279
• 6200 -1.0624 .3731 1.2770 ._6_0 .Z992 -1.0002 .3875 1.2_86
• 6600 -.8066 .4631 1.1456 .5600 .2992 -1.0405 .3735 1.Z76u
• 7000 -.5184 .525Z 1._64 .6200 ,2992 -1.0766 .3665 1.2941
• 7500 -.39_6 ,5593 .9515 .70Ub .Z99Z -.5336 .5102 1.0145
.8000 -,3166 .5813 .9168 .800_ ,2_92 ".3106 ,5857 .9100
.8500 -.2602 .5947 .89_9 .9_00 .7992 -.1612 ,6269 .8691
.9000 -,1787 .6189 .85U3 .1000 .2362 -.0696 .6507 .8093
• 9500 -.1094 ,6394 .8?b7 .2C00 *2351 -.1507 .5997 .8881
• 9750 -*069_ .651Z ._Ob7 .3800 .23bZ -.4270 .5677 .9T01
1,0000 -.007T ,67Z3 .7701 .4500 .2362 "-.3465 .5777 .9225 •
.5500 .Z36Z -,2670 .5954 .8948
• 6500 .Z3bZ -.0699 *6511 .8086
.7500 .2362 .2167 .7330 .687Z
.8000 .?362 .3173 .7630 .6348
•_5_0 .Z362 .38_6 .T804 .6068
.qOvO .236Z .4110 .7875 .5951
.9500 .23bZ .413Z .7885 .5935
TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 Pl 24.07L2 PSI CN ,8938 CO1 ,04149 CDCORI .04046
RUN 37 TT 1U4o3329 K CM -.1%69 COZ *03763 CGCOR2 *G3b3b
• POINT 8 RC 14.88b5 _ZLLION CC ,0248 C03 ,030Zb CO=OR3 ,OZgZq
MACH ,7751 CO4 ,0Z671 COCO_6 .0Z577
ALPHA 1,5_71 DEG CO5 *02661 C0C085 .01562
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE bPAN_ISE
XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC CP P,LIPT qLOC X/C YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1863 1,0018 0.0000 0._030 1,1683 1.0018 0,0000 ,5000 ,6921 -1,0705 .3567 1,1857
,0040 ,5808 ,83t6 ,51ZZ ,0060 ,6886 ,8671 ,4567 ,5000 ,4165 -1,0801 ,369Z 1,Z867
,0080 ,2946 ,7554 .6469 ,0080 .8382 ,9087 *3730 *500G *3809 -1,0813 ,3673 1.Z884
,0150 -,0868 ,6562 .8039 ,013'3 ,3117 .76_6 ,6389 .50UO ,2953 -1.0780 ,3551 1.19Z8
.0150 -.4185 ,5531 ,_t15 ,0500 ,1101 ,7037 .?Z78 .SGO0 .Zig7 -1.0796 .365_ Z.29Z7
,0400 -,7198 .4_63 1.1_U .IO30 -.G201 ._671 . .7841 ,Sbu_ .164U -1.U7ZO .3653 1.2925
.0600 -.9686 ,4073 1,2110 ,1500 -.1233 .t373 *8299 ,SOb0 *C984 -100670 .3707 1.2816
,0800 -,9874 ,393G 1,138G *ZC30 -,1277 ,6066 ,8776 ,SGO0 ,0328 -1,0101 ,3881 1.1676
,1000 -,9871 ,3961 1,2350 *2500 -,3033 .5869 .90el ,SCGO -._328 -1.b728 .3707 1.Z_17
,160U -,9T19 ,3957 1,2328 ,3500 -,6180 ,5_33 ,9611 ,5000 -,0984 -I,U995 .3big 1.300_
,1800 -,9851 ,3917 1.2635 ,6500 -.3510 .5733 .9195 ,5000 -.1640 -1.1196 ,3596 1.3045
,1200 -1.0039 *3882 1.1673 .5500 -,Z_47 .59_6 *8881 ,50GO -*2297 -1,0345 ,3778 1o2676
°2600 -1,0059 .3887 I,ZSG_ ,6500 -,U771 .6503 ,8100 ,50_ -*2953 -1,0193 ,3802 1,ZbZ9
,3000 -1,0400 ,3805 1,2623 ,7530 ,2077 ,7313 ,_868 ,5000 -.3609 -1.0346 .3782 1.2568
,3400 -1,0608 .3731 1.Z769 .83J3 ,3090 ,7588 .6415 ,5000 -,6255 -1.0488 .3766 1,Z746
,3800 -1,0720 ,386_ l°2ag4 ,8500 °3796 ,7786 .bOq7 ,5000 -.4_Z_ -1.D506 .37ZZ 1.1787
.4Z00 -1,0716 ,367_ 1.2862 .9000 .41UZ .7880 *5966 .O60u *2902 -.9Z89 .4130 1,2001
.4600 -1,0382 .3749 1,2734 ,9500 ,395_ ,7864 *6001 ,1400 ,2992 -,9913 ,3916 L.1607
,5000 -1,0316 *3807 I,Z61_ 1,UO00 -,U741 ,6531 ,8057 ,2200 ,2992 -1.0211 ,3811 1*161Z
,5400 -1,0570 ,3769 1,1733 .3COG .2991 -.9811 .3988 1.2259
,5800 -1o1227 *3566 1.3102 ,38C0 °2992 -1.0116 .3833 1o1567
,5200 -,8797 ,6134 1.1812 .6bOb .2992 -I.07_0 ,3711 1.2808
.6600 -,5760 .51ZZ 1,_276 ,5400 ,2991 -1,1085 ,3589 1.3055
,7000 -,4512 ,5631 ,9776 ,bZO0 ,2991 -L,1057 ,3608 1.3015
,7500 -,4086 ,5537 .9606 ,7000 ,2992 -,5159 .5308 ._973
,8000 -,3571 ,5701 .9365 .8000 ,29_Z -.3286 ,5803 .9185
,8500 -,2928 ,588_ °9057 .9000 °1991 -.1718 .bZSO .8489
,9000 -.1605 .TO_l .8_63 .1GOO *1361 -.0361 .660_ .79_5
°9500 -.1859 ,6173 ,8608 ,ZOO0 *236Z -°2G79 .616_ ,8653
,9750 -,1349 ,6350 ._335 .3500 .1351 -,3976 *5605 .9_7
1,0000 -,0761 ,6531 ,80_7 ,4500 ,236Z -°3386 .5786 .9210
.550U .2362 -°2579 °6017 ,8850
.65_0 .23_2 -.0718 .6515 o8C81
.7500 ,2362 °Z069 °7294 ,6878
*SUOG tZ36Z *3075 ,7583 *0423
,_500 *Z3bZ ,3805 ,7795 .6080
,9_00 °236_ .4067 .7877 °5969
.95_0 .2361 .3977 .7048 .5997
TEST 137 PT 72,2_51 PSI. CN .2606 COl ,00786 COCORI .00760
RUN 3 TT 170.0997 K CM -*1ZO6 CD2 *00767 COCORZ °00738
POINT _ RC 3C.1558 _[LLION CC .o164 CO3 ,G0755 COCOR3 °00738
EACH .6610 C04 °00737 CDCOR4 *00720
ALPN_ -_.21t0 DEG CD5 *0_737 CO'OR5 .00717
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPkNgISE
X/C CP PeLIPT _LOC XlC CP P_LIP1 _LOC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT _LOC
O.OOOO ,9639 .9764 .1931 O.oCuu .9639 .9744 .1931 .500O .4921 -.4808 .6_09 .7681
.0060 .8327 .9486 .2759 .0040 .U235 .7890 ,5930 .5000 °4265 -.6896 ,6879 ,75Z6
,0080 .5786 .8983 .3951 .0080 .Zi30 ,8Z59 ,5310 .5000 .36G9 -,4991 .6868 .7575
• 0150 .2367 ,8307 °5226 .0230 -,2805 ,7287 .689% .500G .2953 -.6997 .6848 .7576
•0250 -.1193 .7619 .6368 .05UO -°3713 °7113 .716_ *50OC .2297 -.5006 .6357 .7561
.0600 -,3660 ,71_ .7079 .1000 -,3656 .7123 ,7169 oSO_U .16_b -.5171 ob_2_ .7611
.0600 -.4112 °7036 .7285 .1SOU -.38_6 .7073 .72Z7 *SGO0 .0984 -.505_ .6829 .7604
• 0800 -.4168 .7038 .7280 .1000 -.6202 .7007 .7329 ,5000 .0328 -.50_1 .6847 .7576
,1000 -.6295 °6997 .73_ .2500 -,6480 .69_8 ,7406 °50_O -.0328 -.5025 .6863 .7551
,1400 -,4121 .7036 °7286 .3500 -*_3_6 ,6690 ,7356 °5000 -.0986 -.50_3 .68_7 .7577
.1800 -,6306 .7G06 .7334 .6500 -.3630 °7130 .7137 ,5000 -.164G -._972 .5856 .7563
.ZZO0 -,4621 .6957 ,7607 .5500 -.2746 .7305 .6865 .50GO -.2297 -.4939 .6869 .7562
,.2600 -.4580 .6954 .761Z .6500 -,0989 .7666 .6293 .5000 -.2953 -.6956 .6878 .7529
,3000 -,4813 ,6896 °15_1 ,75u_ ,1797 ,819_ ,5413 ,5000 -.3609 -°4883 ,68_8 ,7513
.3400 -.4733 °8899 ,7696 .bOO0 ,2867 ,_612 .5061 *5000 ",4165 -,6943 .6864 ,7550
• 3800 -,6778 ,6_9Z .75G7 .85Ju .3635 ,8565 .6765 .SOLO -.6921 -.4881 °6_73 .7535
• 6200 -,4873 °6_83 .7521 ,9000 ,3962 ,_616 ,4875 ,060C .2992 -.3721 .7113 .7165
• 6800 -,4992 .6859 .7557 .qSOU .3969 ,8619 .666_ °16GO *ZgqZ -.4071 .7063 .7273
°5000 -,5134 .6816 °7627 1.0000 *1215 ,808P ,SbOZ .2206 *ZgqZ -.6439 ,6961 .7400
.5600 --.5160 .682P .7606 *3000 .2gqZ -.4550 .6948 .7420
,5800 -,5190 *5831 ,7601 °3800 .2992 -._851 .6884 .7520
• 6200 -°5359 °6788 ,7566 .46G0 *2992 -o4918 ,6877 ,7530
.6600 -.5386 .6776 .76_q .540G ,IqgZ -.501b ,6838 *75qO
• 7000 -,6969 .6867 .7546 .6200 ,2_92 -.5350 .6795 .7655
.7500 -.6227 ,7021 .73C _ .70G_ ,1991 -,501_ .6855 .7564
• 8000 -.3639 .7171 .7073 o80G0 .2_92 -.3400 .7176 .7069
,8500 -.2692 °7348 .O_H *9000 ,2_62 -,1588 .752_ o6510
.9000 -.1547 .7532 ,_o7 .1001, ,1362 -.3765 .7107 .7174
,9500 -,C630 ,7763 .6137 ,Iuub .2361 -o40Zq *7037 .7182
.9750 .0348 .7904 .5_ufl .3500 .2361 -*_381 .6973 .7382
I.GGO0 ,1115 ,80_8 .St_Z .450u .2361 -,3676 .7125 .71_5
• 550t .1361 -.Z686 .7317 ,6847
,6_GC .1362 -,0970 .765_ .6313
• 7506 .1361 .17_Z .8191 .5427
o_000 ,2362 .1639 ,8405 .505_
,65_b ._361 .3549 ._541 ._08
,gGO0 .1361 .3u89 .661Z .4678
o95_G ,2361 ,3917 .8617 ._670
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 71.2_6_ P$! CN .3994 CO1 °00810 COCOR1 .00775
RUN 3 TT 120.0652 K CM -.1231 C02 .00793 ¢0C0R2 .00754
POINT 3 RC 30.1820 MILLXON C¢ .0144 CO3 .00775 ¢OCOR3 .00753 l
MACH .6u15 C04 .00754 COCOR4 .00731
ALPHA -,92_7 OLG COS .00760 COCOR5 .00733
UPPER SURFACE LO4ER SURFACE SPANMISE
X/C CP P,LIPT MLOC X/C CP PeL/PT MLOC XIC Y/C CP PpLIPT HLOC
0.0000 lo0719 .9957 *_780 G*OOO0 1.0719 *9957 ,0789 ,5000 .4911 -,544§ °6775 *7687
.0040 *6094 ,9045 *3820 ,0040 *3474 .85?9 ._831 °5000 ,4265 -,5527 ,6751 .7721
.0080 .3337 *8505 .4875 ,0080 ,5584 .8946 ,4028 *5000 ,3609 -.5617 .6731 .7755
.0150 -,0548 ,7736 ,6180 ,0130 ,0187 ,7_74 .5957 .5000 *Z953 -,5590 .674Z .7738
• 0250 -,4428 ,6974 .7380 ,0500 -.1434 ,7560 ,6463 ,5000 .2297 -,5653 ,6735 ,7749
• 0400 -,6531 .6551 ,8031 ,1000 -.1906 .7451 ,6636 ,5000 .lb_O -,5816 ,6698 .7806
,0600 -.6748 ,6511 ,8993 ,1500 -,24_5 ,7358 ,6781 ,5000 .0984 -.5701 ,6711 .7784
.0800 -,5352 .5577 ,7992 ,2000 -,3010 ,7152 ,b049 ,5000 ,0318 -,5665 .5717 ,7776
.1000 -.6240 .66Zl .T_25 .2500 -.3385 .7177 .70_5 .5000 -.0318 -.5651 ._715 *7763
.1400 -,5730 .6712 .7785 *3500 -.35k3 ,7148 .7110 ,5000 -,0084 -,5580 ,6721 ,7771
,1800 -,5713 o6682 ,7831 ,4500 -,3034 o7142 ,6964 ,5000 -,1640 -.5614 ,6732 .7753
,2100 -.5647 .6705 ,7795 ,5500 -,2310 ,7385 ,6740 .5000 -,2297 -,5597 ,6732 ,7753
,E600 -,5693 .bTZb .7752 ,6500 -,0680 °7698 ,6241 ,5000 -,2053 -,5627 .6732 ,7754
• 3000 -,5802 ,6608 .7806 ,7500 .1_80 .8139 .5343 .5_00 -,3800 -,5524 ,6750 ,7725
• 3400 -,5645 ,6725 ,7753 ,8000 *30Z7 *6430 ._992 .5000 -,4265 -,5580 ,6738 ,7745
• 3800 -.5581 ,5746 ,7732 °8500 .3_09 ,8578 ,4741 ,5000 -,4921 -.5525 °6748 ,7729
.4100 -,5647 .6736 ,7747 ,qo00 ,409_ ,863_ ,4627 ,0500 ,2902 -,5994 .6664 ,7858
°4600 -.5702 ,6720 .7771 .9500 ,4109 ,_648 ,4611 .1406 ,2992 -.5687 .6715 .7770
• 5000 -.5784 .6696 .7809 1.0000 .1181 ,8075 ,5614 ,22C0 ,2992 -,5691 ,673_ .7755
• 5400 --.5715 *5707 ,7792 *30U0 *2992 -,5609 ,6737 ,7746
• 5800 -,5709 ,6714 ,7781 ,3800 ,2002 -,5711 ,6719 ,7773
• 6200 -,5817 *6694 ,7812 *4600 *2992 -.5644 ,6733 .7751
,6600 -,5816 ,6693 .7814 ,5400 ,2902 -,5601 ,6735 .7749
.7000 -,5311 .6787 .7650 .6200 .2002 -,5840 .6706 .77_4
.7500 -*4525 ",6040 ,7419 ,7000 ,Z991 -,5360 ,6780 .7670
,8000 -,3641 ,7111 .7152 *800_ .2002 -,3526 .7135 .7131
• 8500 -,2625 ,7321 .6_40 ,OGGO .209Z -.1572 ,7516 ,6533
• 9000 -.1628 ,7518 ,6530 .1000 ,2362 -,2045 .7_36 .6660
• 9500 -*0433 .7754 *6151 *ZOOG *1362 -*2810 .7297 .6878
.9750 .0318 ,7012 .5_04 ,3500 .2361 -.3403 .7143 ,7110
1.0000 .1181 ,8075 *5624 *4500 .2362 -,8028 ,7244 ,6061
• 5500 ,2362 -.2212 .7409 .6701
.6500 .2362 -.0636 .7714 .6217
.7_00 *2362 ,1072 ,8238 .5346
• 8000 .2382 *3016 ,_438 .4005
.8500 ,2362 .3724 .8580 .4738
• 0000 ,2362 ,4055 .8645 ,4517
.9500 .2362 ,4104 .8648 ,4610
TEST 137 PT 71,2_05 PSI CN ,5236 CO1 .00822 COCOR1 .00787
RUN 3 TT 120,0516 K CH -.1245 C02 ,00807 COCOA2 ,00768
POINT 4 RC 30.1328 _ILLION CC .O1OO C03 ,OO78_ CDCOR3 .OO770
_ACH .5999 C04 .00768 C0¢0R4 .00747
ALPHk .0417 OEG ¢05 .00772 CD¢OR5 *00747
UPPER SUEFAOE LO_ER SURFACE _PAN_ISE
X/C CP P,LIP; _LOC XlC CP P_L/PT MLOC XIC Y/C CP PtLIPT _LOC
0,0000 1,0050 1.0_04 G,OOUO 0.0000 1,0950 1.0004 0,0000 ,5C00 .4021 -,5040 .6661 .7862
.0040 ,3770 ,8591 ,4717 ,0040 ,55_1 ,8950 ,4020 .5000 ,4265 -,6004 ,6664 o7_59
.0080 .0901 ,8022 ,571Z .0080 ,7469 ,9314 ,3207 .5000 .3609 -,6093 ,6650 .78_0
,0150 -.3425 .7173 ,7071 .G230 .2101 .8282 ,5270 .5000 .2053 -,6108 ,_24 ,7019
,0250 -,7247 ,6417 ,8230 ,0500 ,0183 ,7883 .5041 ,5000 ,22_7 -.6136 ,6633 .7006
.0400 -.0423 .5902 .8806 .1000 -.0788 .7605 .6247 .5000 .1640 -.6267 .6_06 .70_
,0_00 -,0126 ,6058 ,879_ ,1500 -,1402 ,7550 ,6478 ,5000 ,0984 -,6155 ,6635 .7003
,0800 -.8267 *6216 *_5_0 *2000 -*2001 ,7424 .6678 ,5C00 .0328 -,6143 ,6638 .7898
,1000 -.7883 ,6291 ,8431 .2500 -,2577 ,73_0 .6810 ,5_0 -,0328 -.6136 ,6639 ,7807
.1400 -.7055 .6452 .8185 .3500 -.2801 .727_ .6912 .5000 -.0084 -.6159 °6645 .788_
.1800 -*6860 ,64_9 .8112 .4bOO -.2543 ,7347 .6799 ,5000 -.1640 -.6093 .5659 .7865
*2200 -,6645 .6541 ,8u47 .5500 -,197_ .7463 .6616 ,5000 -,229? -.6061 ,6661 ,7862
,2600 -.6602 *6532 ,P061 ,6500 -,O410 ,7160 ,6138 ,5C00 -*2953 -,6057 ,6641 *7803
.3OO0 -.6605 *6545 ,_O41 .7500 ,2;39 .826? ,5206 *5000 -.3600 -.6030 ,6666 .7850
,3400.-.6351 ,6599 .795H ,80_0 ,3158 ,8466 .4945 ,5000 -.4265 -,6069 ,6658 .7867
,3800 -.6262 .6504 ,7966 ,8500 ,3028 .8622 .4660 ,5000 -.4921 -.5989 ,6660 ,7850
,4200 -,6234 .bbl4 .?_35 *90_0 ,4199 *_675 ,4560 ,0600 ,2902 -*7234 ,6424 *0228
,4600 -,6205 .661_ .7929 .0_00 .4178 ,_664 .4581 .1405 ,2902 -.7014 ,6469 *8150
.5000 -.6246 .6617 o7230 1.0000 ,1104 *8066 .5638 ,2200 .2092 -,6664 ,6532 ,8062
.5400 -,6155 .6636 ,1901 .3COO ,2222 -,63_0 ,6520 .7q72 4
,5800 -,6_00 .0644 .7dU9 ,3_00 .2002 -.6361 ,6506 ,1063
,0200 -.6150 .6645 .T_88 *4600 .2092 -,6165 ,6638 ,7807
,6600 -,6110 .66_4 ,7_73 ,5400 ,2902 -,6024 ,6660 ,7864
.7000 -.5566 ,6750 ,7712 .6200 ,Z002 -,6191 ,6645 ,788_
.7500 -,4683 ,6913 ,7475 ,7000 ,2902 -,5670 ,6726 ,7763
,8000 -,3804 ,7103 .7L_0 .8000 ,2092 -.3764 ,7002 ,71_8
.8500 -.2735 ,7314 ,b_52 ,000_ ,2902 -.1751 ,7504 ,6552
,9000 -.1658 ,7522 .6_24 *lOOO ,2362 -,084G ,7679 ,6273
.0500 -.0456 .77_4 *0151 ,Z¢GO .2362 -,1023 ,7471 ,6604
,0750 ,0308 ,7010 ,5898 ,3500 ,2361 -,2870 ,7271 ,6910
1,0000 .1104 ,806t ,5638 ,450U ,2362 -.2577 .7042 .6807
,5500 .2362 -,1862 ,7461 .6588
,6500 ,2361 -,0401 ,7770 .6126
.7500 ,2362 .2138 .8266 .5207
.8000 *2362 .3153 .8468 .4942
,8500 ,2382 .3860 ,8610 ,4682
,90GC ,2362 ,4160 ,8660 ,4572
.05_0 .2382 .4142 ,8657 .4504
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 71.2464 PSI CN .0449 CUI ,GGe4b CD_OR1 *0G815
RUN 3 TT 120,12u7 K Cm -,1141 C02 ,00828 CDCORZ .00794
_ILLIO_ CC *UUZb CD3 oG081% CDCOR3 ,00793POINT 5 RC 30,0979
MACH ,2997 C04 .OOTgZ CD¢OR4 .00770
ALPHA 1,0344 DEG CD5 ,00794 CD=OR5 ,00770
UPPER SURFACE LOdEk SURFACE SPJNWISE
XlC CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC CP PeLIP1 MLUC XIC YIC CP PeLIPI MLOC
0,0000 1,0844 ,gqfi3 ,0492 O.OUO0 1,0844 ,9963 .04qz ,5000 ,4921 -°6390 ,6594 .7965
,0040 ,1299 ,8104 ,5573 ,U040 ,727b ,9282 ,3278 ,5000 ,4265 -,0488 ,6582 ,7984
.0080 -,ZGOO .7458 .5625 .0080 ,8944 ,gbOb ,E406 .5000 .3609 -,6581 ,6545 ,8040
• 0150 -.6337 .6596 .7962 ,0230 .3935 ,_622 .4654 ,5000 *2953 -,6292 .0563 ,8014
• 0250 -1,0425 .5789 .9214 ,O_OG .l_5Z ,8176 ,5452 .5000 ,2297 -.b022 ,6553 ,8029
,0400 -1.2820 .2323 .9958 .1000 .0305 ,7919 ,2883 .5000 o1640 -.0709 °6207 ,8099
,0600 -1,1834 ,5499 .9675 .1500 -.0497 ,7723 ,6122 .5000 ,0984 -.6681 .6545 ,8041
,0800 -1,0428 .5781 ,%227 .ZUOU -,1261 ,7589 .6416 .500_ .0328 -.6527 .6525 .8020
.1000 -,9694 ,2929 .8949 .Z500 -.1820 ,74e5 .028L ,5000 -,0328 -.0523 ,6554 .8027
,1400 -;8443 ,_IPI .6o03 .3500 -.2292 ,7397 ,6721 .5000 -,0984 -.0632 ,6545 .8041
.1800 -,7957 .6271 ,84fi4 ,4500 -,2069 .7440 .6623 .9000 -,1640 -,0550 ,0545 .8041
• 2200 -,7668 ,0326 ,_378 ,52dU -,15_5 .7525 ,6519 ,5000 -,2297 -,5498 .6552 ,8026
,2600 -,7465 *6383 ,8_91 ,0500 -°0272 ,7790 .bOq3 .5000 -,295_ -.6533 ,6933 .8059
• 3000 -.7403 ,6402 ,8261 ,7500 .2249 ,8299 .5239 .5000 -*3509 -.6470 ,6261 ,8017
,34U0 -.7072 .6448 ,8190 .8000 ,3252 ,848h ,4909 ,5000 -o4205 -,5587 ,6569 ,8004
.3800 -,_917 .0499 .8112 ,8500 .4079 .86_7 ,4_14 .5000 -,4921 -.6417 ,6583 ,7982
,4200 -,6818 .6515 .80e8 .9000 ,4298 ,8689 .4533 .060C o2992 -1.0003 ,5806 ,gog4
.4000 -,6778 ,5210 ._Oq6 ,9500 .4210 .8682 ,4546 ,1400 .299Z -,_413 .6197 ,8278
.5000 -,6771 ,6228 ._06_ L.OGO0 ,1040 ,8056 ,2054 ,2200 ,2992 -,7598 ,6354 ,8332
• 5400 -,6620 .6562 .8015 ,3000 ,2992 -,7152 .6420 ,8188
,5800 -,&429 .5578 ,7990 .3800 ,2992 -,7048 .6453 .8183
,6200 -,6483 ,6575 .7996 ,4500 ,2992 -.0720 .6523 .8076
.6600 -,6376 .6581 .7986 .5400 ,2992 -,0418 .6296 ,7962
,7000 -.5747 *5703 ,7798 ,6200 ,2992 -,6525 .6550 ,8025
• 7500 -.4852 ,6867 .7545 .7000 ,Zqq2 -.2893 *6704 ,7796
• 8000 -,3881 ,7073 ,7227 ,8000 ,2992 -,3840 ,7073 ,7220
,8500 -°2822 o73C7 ,6802 ,9000 ,2992 -.1745 ,7206 .6549
• 9000 -,1666 *7519 ,0528 .1000 ,2352 ,0338 ,7918 .5883
.9500 -,C383 ,7777 ,0112 ,2000 ,2362 -,1001 .7630 .0342
.9750 .0330 ,7910 ._e97 ,3500 .2362 -.2288 .7408 .6707
1o0000 o1040 ,8020 ,2624 .4500 ,2362 -,2142 .7431 .6067
,5500 ,2362 -.1515 o75_2 ,8492
,6500 ,2362 -.0163 .7819 ,6046
,?500 ,2362 ,2319 ,8305 ,2229
• 8000 ,2382 ,3280 ,8498 ,4887
,8500 ,2352 .3939 .8820 .4563
,q_O0 ,2382 ,4215 .8077 .4557
,9500 ,2382 ,4256 ,8887 ,4537
TEST 137 PT 71.2395 PSI CN .7117 CD1 .GOSh3 COCOR1 .00836
PUN 3 TT _2_.1139 K CM -,1226 CD2 ,00844 CDCOR2 .00813
POINT 6 RC 30,2122 MILLION CC -,0017 C03 ,GC838 CDCOR3 ,00827
MACH ,bOZ_ C0_ .00814 COCOR4 *00803
ALPHA 1,5663 DEG CD5 ,0081_ CDCOR2 ,00801
UPPER SURFACE LOdEP SUeFACE SPANW[SE
XlC CP PeL/PT MLOC XlC CP PtL/PI MLOC x/c YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.0643 .9939 ,0932 0.0000 1.0643 .9939 ,ug35 ,5000 .4921 -.6611 ,8511 .8093
,0040 °0217 ,7856 .5900 .0040 ,8059 ,9425 .zgzb .5000 .4255 -.6718 .5494 ,8120
.0080 -.3388 ,?i_0 .7091 *0090 ,9584 .9728 ,1990 .5000 ,3609 -.b807 °5457 ._I82
.0150 -,7742 .029_ ._423 .u230 .4603 .8752 ,441_ ,5000 ,2953 -,0751 ,5_01 .8L09
,0220 -1.I971 ,5440 .9769 ,0500 .2321 ,8282 .526_ .5000 .2297 -,8872 .6_74 ,8150
.0400 -1,2110 .4846 l.u748 ,lOau ,0915 ,eoo3 .2743 .5ooo ,184o -.6984 .5427 ,8177
.0600 -1.3434 ,5160 I.C224 ,1500 -,0002 ,7819 .6045 .5000 .0984 -.6914 .6489 .8127
.0800 -I,1532 ,5539 .9o11 ,2000 -,0785 .7662 .6299 .5000 ,0328 -.6801 ,6481 .8139
,I000 -I,0569 .2732 .9305 ._SUU -,1335 .7257 .645L .5_00 -.0328 -.0878 ,0480 .8141
,1400 -,9132 ,5992 .8_97 .3500 -,1978 ,7429 ,8671 .5000 -,0984 -.8962 ,_464 ,8165
.1800 -,8834 ,6124 ._bgl ,4_30 -,1828 ,7%b_ *8609 ,500u -.lb4U -.8745 ,8530 .8064
• 2200 -,8222 .6193 ._5_ ,2500 -.1417 .7540 .6485 ,5000 -.2297 -,5846 .b475 ,8150
,2500 -.7_25 ,0250 ._497 ,_5U0 -,0070 .7814 .5054 ,5000 -.2953 -,0785 ,5488 ,8130
,3000 -,7829 .6273 .8461 ,7500 ,Z383 ,8302 .2236 ,SOOu -.3609 -.6769 .6494 ,8120
.3400 -,744_ ,8341 .8356 ,8000 ,3384 ,848_ ,4909 .500C -,4285 -,6757 .5488 .8130
,3800 -.7189 ,6414 ,8142 .85_0 ,4139 ,_023 .4001 .5000 -,4921 -,6714 .5508 .8098
.4200 -.7144 ,6420 ,8233 .guo0 ,4362 .8693 .6526 ,ObO0 ,2992 -I.1731 ,5491 .9688
,4600 -.7019 *6450 ,oLc7 .9500 .4273 ,8874 .4583 ,14G0 ,Z992 -,9150 ,6001 ,8882
,2000 -°7018 ,6459 ,815e 1,0000 .1073 *e022 ,5882 .2200 ,2992 -.8203 .8178 ,8_07
• 2400 -,6743 ,8493 ,8121 .3000 .2992 -.7512 ,8324 .8382
• 5800 -,_7Zl ,6511 ,8093 .3bUO ,2992 -.7382 .6360 ,8327
• b200 -,6735 .621u ,_0%b ,4LOu ,2992 -,7059 ,6418 .8237
•6600 -,6683 *6582 .79P4 .5400 *2992 -,0580 ,8489 .8128
.7000 -,2978 ,b047 ,7_84 ,6200 ,2991 -,6052 .6504 .8104
• 7900 -,4922 .8851 .?570 .7000 ,2992 -.5903 .bb30 .7911
,8000 -,3994 ,7063 .7_73 ,hOOG .2qg_ -,4002 ,7051 .7200
• 8500 -.2793 .7274 .hg13 .qCUU ._92 -.1712 .7484 .0584
•gO00 -*1699 ,75_u ,655_ ,1000 ,2382 .0817 ,799_ .5751
,9500 -,0455 *7747 ,_183 ,ZOu_ ,2382 -.ObTb ,770_ .6222
.9790 ,0283 ,7898 ,_ql? *3900 .Z3bZ -,1970 .7433 .0604
1,O000 .1073 ,8_2 ,_b_? ._500 .73_? -.17_4 .74_7 .057_
,_Sub .2362 -,1329 .7599 .0404
.55_0 .2302 -.00_0 .7810 .6061
.7500 ,2302 ,2351 .828b .5282
,800O .236? .3339 ._493 .4_qb
• _G_ .2361 .€018 .8624 .46_5
,9000 ,23bZ ,42_4 ,8b75 ._551
.9_0 .2382 .4231 .8504 .4282
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 71.2k35 P$1 CN .7711 CO1 ,G0902 CDCORL ,00877
gUN 3 TT 120.1011 K CM -,1238 CC2 .00881 CDCORE .00852
POINT 7 RC 38,1207 MILLION _C -,0081 C03 .00880 CDCOR3 ,00858
MACH .6£02 CD_ .00852 COCOR_ ,0082q
ALPHA 2,0273 OEG CD5 ,00857 CDCOR_ .00834
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFJ_E _PkNWISE
XIC CP P_LlPl MLOC Ale CP P_LIPI MLOC x/c YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.0258 .g865 ,1328 b.uUO0 1.0258 ._865 ,1398 ,5000 .6921 -,678_ .6501 .8110
*0040 -*1Z01 ,7603 ,6399 .00_0 oStTg ,2555 ,2562 ,5000 .4265 -.6985 .64Z9 ,8220
.0080 -°4784 .6895 ,7503 *OOeO 1.0u_O .9815 ,1635 ,5000 ,3609 -.7061 .6657 .8177
.0150 -.9326 .60ZC *6853 ,0230 ,5380 .8898 .4128 ,5000 .2953 -.6987 .6478 ,8145
.0250 -1*3532 .5145 1.02_0 ,0500 ,2q73 *8425 ,5018 .5000 ,2297 -*7023 .6668 .8180
,0600 -1o6810 ,6553 1.1254 ,103_ .1410 ,8122 *_544 .5000 .1640 -,7203 ,6419 .8236
,0600 -1o7985 ,4317 1.1672 .1500 ,062b ,7926 .5874 .5000 .0984 -,7077 .8465 ,8195
.0800 -1,1963 ,5468 .9725 .ZOO0 -.063e .7755 .614q .5008 .0328 -,7075 ,6452 .8185
o1000 -1.1301 ,5611 ,9_26 .2500 -,I021 .7652 .6316 .5000 -,0328 -.7080 .6464 ,8166
.1400 -.9769 ,5933 ,8982 *3500 -,16_5 .7503 *6554 ,5000 -,C984 -,7117 ,6448 .8191
°1800 -.9127 ,6026 ,8864 ,_500 -.1559 .7567 ,6683 .5000 -,1660 -.7017 .6662 ,8170
,2200 -.8647 .6131 ,PbeO .5500 -.1215 ,7613 .6378 ,5000 -,2297 -,6976 .6_68 .8159
,2600 -,8296 .6202 ,8570 .6500 -,0007 ,7834 .6022 ._000 -,2953 -,6q76 ,6648 ,8196
,3000 -,8232 ,6180 ,8606 .7500 .26G6 ,8317 .5209 .5000 -.360q -,6896 .6489 .8127
,3600 -°7772 ,6313 ,_399 .8000 .3422 .85_5 o4832 ,5000 -.4265 -.702_ ,6671 .8156
,3800 -,7698 ,5377 .8300 ,8500 .4177 .8661 .4587 ,5000 -.4921 -,6859 .6513 ,8090
.4200 -.7330 .6408 .82_3 .903_ ,4390 .8707 .4500 .0600 .2992 -1.6146 ,6678 1.1035
.4600 -,7244 .6411 ,824e ,_500 ,4356 .8708 .4_98 ,1400 ,2992 -.9935 ,5904 .9034
.5000 -,7163 ,6_27 ,8222 1,0000 ,1063 ,8061 ,5868 ,Z2£G .2992 -,8690 ,6129 ,8883
,5400 -,6979 .6471 .8156 .3000 ,299Z -,7929 .6266 ,8671
.5800 -.5861 ,6507 ,8100 ,3800 .2992 -.7640 .6319 .8389
.6Z00 -,6804 .6509 .8026 .4600 .2992 -.7123 .6435 ,8211
.6600 -.6636 ,6537 .8054 .5600 .2992 -.6866 .6506 .8102
.7000 -,5986 °6663 ,7859 .6ZCu ,2992 -°6723 .66g7 .8116
,7500 -,&968 ,6844 ,7§81 .700G ,2992 -.6072 ,66_6 ,7886
.8000 -*396§ .7066 .7237 *800G .2992 -.3965 .7076 .7222
.8500 -.2852 .7291 .6B_8 .9OG0 .2992 -o168, .7517 .6_31
.9000 -,1669 .7534 .6506 .1000 ,2362 ,1306 ,8129 ,5532
.9500 -.0364 ,7786 ,6100 .2000 .2362 -.023_ .7810 .6060
.9750 .O327 .7921 .5878 .35G0 .2352 -.1631 .7531 .6508
1.0000 °1063 .8061 ,5666 .65GG .2382 -.15_2 .7568 .6682
,5500 .2362 -.1176 .7620 .6367
.6500 .2362 .003_ ,7862 .5976
.7500 .2382 ,1601 ._317 .5209
.8000 .2362 .3611 .8510 .4865
*8500 .2362 .4112 .8647 .4612
*9000 .2362 .6339 .8703 .4507
.9500 .2362 .6238 .8678 .6555
TEST 137 PI 71,2411 PSI CN ,829_ C01 .0O979 COCOR1 ,oogsz
RUN 3 TT 120.1008 K CM -*1Z26 COZ .C0958 COCOR2 ,00927
POINT 8 RC 30,2207 MILLION CC -o0143 CD3 ,00962 COCOA3 *00943
MkCH ,bO2Q C04 .GO929 CCCOR_ .OO911
ALPH_ 2.6959 DEG CD5 ,00940 CDCOR5 ,00916
UPPER _URFACE LOWER _URF_CE SPANWISE
X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC YI_ CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 ._862 .9783 ,1776 0,0000 ,9842 ,9783 ,1776 *_000 .6921 -,6975 .6437 ,8207
,0060 -,2524 .73_1 ,6808 ,0040 ,9139 ,9662 .2291 ,5000 ,6265 -.7og_ ,6422 .8231
,0080 -o6000 .6632 .7907 .00_0 1.0388 .q890 .1262 ,5000 ,3609 -.728_ .6400 .8265
,0180 -1,0497 .5741 .9zg0 ,0230 ,6062 ,9038 ,3_39 .5000 .2953 -.7_28 .639_ .8268
• 0250 -1.4988 ,4864 1,O717 .0500 ,3518 ,8535 ,_821 .5000 .2297 -,7319 .6370 .83!2
• 0400 -1.7831 .6271 1.1758 ,1000 .1857 ._197 .541_ ,500_ .1640 -.736_ .63_6 ._332
• 0600 -1.9831 ,3929 1,239} .1_00 .0785 .7981 .5780 ,_000 .098@ -.7323 .6377 ._299
•0800 -I*8009 .4217 1,185_ .2030 -.0048 .7816 ,6051 .500_ .0328 -,72_ .6370 ._310
• 1000 -1,1239 .5632 ,9_62 .2500 -,075_ .7676 .6271 ,5000 -.0328 -.7279 .63_0 ._280
• 1400 -1.0216 .5796 .glO_ ,3500 -.1_05 .7555 .6671 .5000 -,OgB_ -,7357 .6356 ,8332
• 1800 -.9560 ,SgO_ .9035 ._500 -.1390 ,75_4 ,6688 ,5000 -,1640 -.7162 ,6305 .8288
•2200 -.q105 .600g ,_70 .5500 -,II09 ,762_ .6361 .5000 -.2297 -,7101 .6_00 .8264
.2600 -.8677 ,60_9 .H731 .6_00 ,016_ ,7_7 .6001 .5000 -.2953 -.7178 .6406 ,8256
.3000 -o8503 .6142 ._56_ .7500 .2532 ._3k5 .5160 ,5000 -,360g -,7157 .6_Z_ .8221
.3_00 -.8134 .6232 .85Z5 ._O_o .3_Z6 .h_06 .4872 .5000 -.6265 -.721_ .6428 ,8221
.3800 -.7819 ,6281 .t_g ._Sou ,6227 ._657 ._5_6 ,5000 -.4921 -.7060 .6428 ,52Z1
.4200 -.7879 .6Z98 ,e_22 ,9000 ._632 .E7O_ ,4506 .O6Ob .2992 -L.5792 .6676 1.1039
.4800 --.76_5 .63_O ._357 .9500 ,_323 o_693 .6528 ,1600 .2992 -1.O328 .5785 .9221
.5000 -.7415 .6359 ._328 1.0003 ,1006 ",_023 .5710 .2200 ,2992 -.g161 .6007 .8873
• 5400 -,7131 .639_ ,827_ ,3000 .2292 -.8373 .61_0 ,8605
• 5800 -,7013 .66_ ._199 .380u ,2992 -,7970 .62_3 .8507
• 6200 -.6971 ,6633 ,8213 ,4600 ,zg92 -,76_5 .6376 .830_
.6600 -.6681 .66_1 .816u .5_00 .2ggz -.6928 .6456 .8178
,7000 -.6020 .6627 .?215 .8200 .2222 -,6824 .6668 .8163
• 7500 -o5032 .6832 .7600 .700_ .Z_gZ -,6161 .6528 .7260
,8000 -.6C06 .7051 ,7251 ,sbCO .2992 -.3gg6 .7049 .7264
• 8500 -.2835 • .7290 .8_ .90_U .2992 -.1666 .7513 .6537
.go00 -.1605 .75C8 .65_6 .luOu .2362 .1772 .8178 .5_ D"
.9500 -,0406 *7745 ._lb6 .2G00 .2382 .0115 .7851 .5996
.9750 _ .0343 .78_6 .5920 .3500 .2382 -.1373 .75_b ,668_
1.0000 ,1006 ,8023 .5710 .4500 .2362 -.1360 .7553 .6474
.5500 .2362 -.0287 .762_ ,6361
• 6500 .2382 .0210 .787_ .5257
,7500 .236_ .2421 .8308 .522_
•SGOG .2362 .3413 .8511 .4863
.8500 .2382 .kl4b .8550 ,4608
.9C00 .2382 .4357 .8705 .4502
• gSO0 .2362 ,_432 .8720 ,4475
TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 71.2437 PSI CN ,8983 CO1 .01121 COCOR1 .01088
RUN 3 TT 120.0729 K CM -.IZ03 CD2 .01081 COCOA2 .01046
POINT 9 RC 30.1733 _ILLION CC -.0Z23 C03 .01100 CDCOR3 .01084
MAC, .6_13 C04 .C1058 COCOR4 .01043
ALPHA 3.0315 OEG C05 .01070 CDCOR5 .02046
UPPER SURPACE LOkER _URFACE SPANdI_E
X/C CP P,L/PT MLDC XlC CP R_LIPT MLOC XlC YIC CP P_LIPT HLOC
0.0000 .9173 .9668 .ZZ05 0.0000 .9273 ._668 .ZZ05 .5000 .49Z1 -.7270 .6387 .8284
• 00_0 -.4020 .7¢22 .7306 .ob4u .96_4 .9752 .1900 .5006 .4265 -.7294 .6391 .8277
.0080 -.7509 .6365 ._318 .00_0 1.0_37 .9939 .0940 ._060 .3609 -.7537 .6359 .8327
• 0[50 -1.1958 .5476 ,9721 .OZ3G .6646 .9146 *3600 .5000 .2953 -.7453 .6367 .8315
• 0250 -2*_324 .4631 1*1L17 .0500 .4200 .8658 .4593 .5000 .2297 -.7538 .6343 .8353
.0400 -1.9319 .4032 1.2199 .1000 .2427 .8317 .5209 .5000 .1640 -,7661 .6321 .8386
.0600 -2.1317 .3651 1.1944 .15u0 .1228 .8_87 .5602 .5000 *0984 -*7486 .6346 .8349
• 0800 -Z*1275 .3632 1*1983 .2000 .0325 °7886 *5936 *5000 .0328 -.7519 .6362 .8313
• 1000 -1.6280 .4632 1.1116 .1500 -.0370 .7766 .6131 .5000 -.0318 -.7499 .6380 .8295
,1400 -1.0044 .5835 .9143 .3_00 -.1137 *76Z3 .6363 .5L00 -.0984 -,7499 .6361 .8325
.1800 -.9908 .5893 .9051 .4500 -.1205 .7605 .6391 .5000 -.1640 -.7508 .6348 .8345
.2200 -.9537 .5965 .6940 .5500 -*091_ .7667 .6292 *5000 -.2197 -.7439 .6365 .8319
.Z603 -.9140 .6016 .d859 .65J0 .CZZ6 .7882 .5943 .5000 -*2953 -.7304 .6394 .8274
.3000 -.8839 .60_6 *8750 *7500 *Z538 .8337 .5174 .5000 -.3609 -.7295 *6382 .8292
.3400 -.8501 .6170 .8621 .80_0 .3509 .8525 .483_ .5000 -*4265 -.7501 *6363 *832Z
• 3800 -.8151 .622_ .8528 .8530 .4288 .8690 .4531 .5000 -.4921 -.7252 .6413 .8144
• 4200 -.7966 .6258 ,8484 *_000 .4420 .8716 ,4482 ,0600 ,2992 -i.8301 *4201 1,1884
• 6600 -,7766 ,6301 ,8418 ,g500 .4419 .8717 ,4480 .14C0 .2992 -1.0391 .5780 .9229
•5000 -*7592 .6325 ,9381 1,0000 ,0911 ,h023 ,5722 .220G ,2992 -o9513 ,5990 .8899
.5400 -*7392 *6387 .e184 *3000 .2992 -,8611 .6150 .8651
• 5800 -,7193 ,6440 ._ZOZ .3800 ,2991 -.8190 .5241 .8511
• 6200 -.7050 .6450 ._Lsu .4600 .2992 -.76Z2 .6328 .8376
• 6600 -.6916 ._465 ._164 .5400 .Z9_Z -.7220 .6415 .8Z4Z
• 7000 -.6162 .6617 .7930 .6200 .2992 -.7001 .6455 .8180
• 7500 -.5002 .6849 .7573 .7000 .2992 -.6140 .6611 .7925
•8000 -*3989 .7030 *7281 .8000 .2992 -*3983 *7055 *7Z54
.8500 -.2915 .72_7 ,b924 .90_0 .29Q2 -.1758 .7506 *6549
.9000 -*1605 *7527 .6515 .1000 *2362 *2266 .8295 *5Z47
.9500 -.0400 .7771 .6125 .20GU .2362 .0400 .7915 .5890
.9750 .0246 .7884 .5940 .3500 .2361 -.1041 .7642 .6331
1.0000 .0911 ,8023 ,5711 ,4500 .2362 -.1151 ,7616 .6374
• 5500 .2362 -.0805 .7671 ,6286
• 6500 .1362 *0236 .7881 .5942
•7500 ,2361 ,1524 ,8351 .5148
•80C0 *2362 *3535 ,8543 *4806
.8500 .2382 .4254 *_668 *4574
•9000 ,2362 .4463 ,8719 *4477
•95o0 ,2362 .4282 ,8593 ,4526
TEST 137 PT 71.2418 P_I CN 1.0070 C01 *01610 COCOR1 *01577
RUN 3 TT 120.0967 K CM -.1150 COZ .01567 CDCOR2 .015Z6
POINT 10 RC 30*193Z MILLION CO -.0351 C03 .01588 COCOR3 .01559
NAC_ *6011 CO4 ,015_6 CDCOR4 ,01515
ALPHA 4*0142 OEG CD5 .01563 CDCOR5 .01532
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_LIPT _LOC XlC CP PpLIPT HLOC XlC YIC CP P*LIPT HLOC
0.0000 .7823 .9367 .3024 0.0000 .7823 .9387 .3024 .5000 .4921 -.7657 .6338 .8360
.0040 -.6824 .64_2 .8138 .OO_O 1.0201 .9857 .144_ .SGGG ._2_5 -.7698 .6315 .8396
*0080 -I*01Z3 ,5842 ,9132 .0080 1,0862 *9985 ,0461 *_000 .3609 -,7664 .62_I .843Z
.0150 -1,4357 ,5000 1*04_ .0230 ,7577 *9_39 .3147 *5000 *2953 -.7613 .6305 .8411
*0250 -I.8716 ,41_0 I.I_23 *0500 ,5045 *_33 *4255 .5000 .22_7 -.7734 *_315 .8306
,0400 -2,1264 ,3654 1.2937 .1000 ,3124 *_465 *4946 *5000 *1640 -*U020 .6244 ,8506
,0600 -2.3169 .3236 1.3_19 .1_00 .186_ *_20g °5395 5OO_ ,09_4 -,7795 ,bZ81 °8449
.0800 -2*3701 ,3163 1,398Z ,ZOOO .093_ ,8024 ,5709 5_00 ,0328 -.7841 .62_4 ,8444
.1000 -2*3290 *3200 _.3900 *2500 .0215 *787_I .9945 5000 -.0328 -.7736 *62_3 .8430
.1400 -1*5612 .4743 L._Z3 .3500 -.0671 .7723 .6_02 5000 -.09_4 -.781_ .8283 .8445
.1800 -.9941 .5851 .9117 .4500 -.0715 .710_ .6232 5000 -*16_0 -.7704 *6301 *8418
.220U -.9Z06 ,5986 .0g05 .5500 -*0667 .769_ ,6242 5GO0 -.2297 -.7734 *6292 .8432
*ZbO0 -.9472 .59c0 *891_ ,6500 .0332 .7907 .5902 *5000 -.2953 -.7881 .6339 .8356
.3000 -,2322 ,5994 .8094 .7500 .2564 .8335 .5_76 .5000 -.3609 -.75_0 .6313 .0384
.3400 -.8704 .6_84 .8753 *_OO *3_5e .853_ .4813 .500U -*4265 -.7767 .6ZOO .8435
.3800 -*8420 .6145 *_659 ,8500 .4322 *_685 .454Z .5000 -*49Z2 -.7675 .6294 *84Z8
*4200 -.8239 *6Z18 ,85_9 *g033 .4477 .8712 .4491 .0600 .2_91 -2.0003 .3850 1.2537
*4600 -.8167 .6214 *d551 .9500 *4402 .8706 ,4501 .1400 *Z992 -I.5812 .4699 1*0999
,5000 -,7911 ,6258 ,8484 1,0000 *0772 ,7989 ,5768 ,2200 ,2992 -,9392 °5985 ,8908
.5400 -.7676 .6316 .,_04 .300C .2992 -.g103 .b037 .8826
.5800 -.7345 .6371 .8310 .3fi00 ,2992 -.8739 .6113 .8709
,6200 -,7ZZO ,6402 .8262 .4600 *2992 -*8019 *6228 .8530
.6600 -.6_42 .64_2 .61_5 .5400 .zggz -.7463 .6363 .8321
.7000 -.6247 ,6587 ,7g77 ,620C .2ggz -,717_ .6415 ,8242
,7500 -.511_ ,6843 ,75U2 ,700_ .2992 -.6330 .6567 .uOG7
.8000 **3994 ,703_ .71_8 *8600 *2gqz -*3286 *7018 .7126
.8500 -.1875 .7264 .6938 *gGo0 *ZggZ -.1836 .7484 .6584
*9000 -.1738 *7477 *b_97 .1000 *2382 *3074 *8441 .4988
*9500 -.0454 .7743 *tl/O *Zb00 .2382 .1143 .8053 .56b0
,9750 .OESZ .7876 .5993 .3_00 .2362 -.0600 .7716 .6213
1,0000 ,0772 ,798g .576b ,4500 *2382 -,080g .7677 *bZ76
.5500 ._361 -.0512 ,7726 .8197
.6500 .2362 *0519 ,7235 .5856
*7500 *2362 *2655 *8364 .5126
,eGGL .23_2 ,3550 ,8532 ,4&12
,_500 .2382 ,4128 ,d66g ,_?Z
.guOG *2362 ,4490 .8716 .4482
.9500 .1361 .4446 .8710 .4424
TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 71,2_36 P)I CN 1.1357 COl ,02502 COCOA1 ,02438
RUN 3 TT 12C.IG29 K ce -,1083 C02 ,02473 CDCORZ °02603
POINT 11 RC 30.1547 4ILLION 00 -.050Z C_3 ,02455 CDODR3 .02410MACH .6010 CD4 ,02393 COCOR4 °02349
ALPHA 5.0206 OEG C05 ,02400 CDCOR5 ,02348
UPPER bURFACE LOWER SUgFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PsLIPT MLOC XIC CP PJL/P1 MLOC RIC TIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 ,6388 ,9110 ,3679 0.0000 ,6388 .9110 ,3679 .5000 .4921 -.7649 ,6336 .8366
• 0060 -.9337 ,6010 .86_8 ,0040 1._690 .9952 ,0828 .5000 .4265 -,7791 ,6303 ,8414
,0080 -1.2520 ,5377 .9871 ,0080 1.0969 I,GO_Z O.GGO0 ,50_ ,3609 -,7928 .6280 .8669
• 0190 -1,6343 .¢665 1.1uZ ,0230 .8383 ,9501 .2717 ,5000 .2@53 -,7932 .6302 ,8616
.0250 -2,0563 .3800 1.2647 .0500 .5938 .9G17 .3880 .5000 ,2297 -.7971 ,6273 .8461
,0400 -2.2880 ,3278 1.3728 ,1000 ,3954 ,8626 ,6652 ,5000 .1660 -,8106 ,6266 ,6472
• 0600 -2.4738 .2898 1.45_9 .1500 .2558 ,_369 ,_153 .5000 ,0984 -,7976 ,6226 .8536
• 0800 -2o5232 .2813 1,4805 .2000 .1589 .E168 °5500 ,5000 ,0328 -.7989 .8291 .8695
• 1000 -2.5215 °2836 1,6755 ,2500 .0777 ,8007 ,5737 ,5000 -.0328 -.7968 ,6268 .8900
.1600 -Z,4146 ,3040 1,6263 .3500 -,0157 ,7817 .6049 .5000 -,0986 -.8040 ,6291 ,8632
• 1800 -1.6562 .4529 1,1296 .4500 -.0392 .7747 .6163 .5000 -,1640 -.7721 .6282 .8447
• 2200 -1.2205 ,5378 ,9869 .5500 -,0335 ,7755 .6150 ,5000 -.2297 -.7883 .6265 ,8473
• 2600 -.8695 .6129 ,_623 .6500 .0616 ,7968 ,5834 .5000 -.2953 -.7860 ,6300 .8419
,3000 -,8846 ,6095 ,8736 ,7500 .2633 .8353 .5165 .5000 -.3609 -.2693 .6329 .8374
• 3400 -,8663 ,6135 .8676 ,8000 .3631 .8550 .4793 .5000 -.6265 -,7799 ,6267 .8671
,3800 -,8655 .6160 ,8635 .8500 ,6390 .8696 ,4520 .5000 -,4921 -.7621 ,6323 .8386
04200 -,8436 ,6182 .8602 .9000 ,4578 ,8728 ,6659 .0600 ,2992 -1.9951 ,3885 1.2680
• 6600 -,8254 .6237 ,8917 .9500 .6658 ,8721 ,4472 ,16UG .2992 -2._264 .3021 1.6307
• 5000 -.8072 ,6209 ,8566 _.OGO0 ,0778 .7992 *5762 .2200 .2992 -1.1335 .5595 ,9522
• 5600 -.7788 .6291 .8633 .3000 ,2992 -,8697 .6126 o8691
• 5800 -.7699 .6337 ,6362 ,3800 .299Z -.8760 ,6162 .8663
,6200 -.7320 ,6432 .8215 .4600 ,2992 -.8105 .6235 *8520
• 6600 -,6820 ,6661 .8170 ,5600 .2992 -,7477 ,_376 .8302
• 7000 -,6269 ,6589 .7973 .bZO0 .2992 -.7258 .6611 .8267
• 7500 -,5132 .6836 ,7596 ,7000 ,2992 -,6207 ,6629 .7912
,8000 -.3966 .7068 ,7235 .8000 .2992 -,3917 ,7068 .7234
• 8500 -,2820 ,7258 ,6938 .9000 ,2992 -,1675 *7505 .6551
• 9000 -.1599 ,7516 ,6534 o1000 .2362 ,3816 .8592 .4715
,9_00 -.0502 .7739 ,6176 .ZG00 ,2362 ,1679 ,8156 ,5687
.9750 *OIOZ ,7842 .6009 .3500 ,2362 -,0126 .7816 .6050
1.0000 ,0770 ,7992 .5762 .6500 ,2362 -,0366 ,7769 ,6127
• 5500 .2352 -.0216 .7792 .6090
• 6500 ,2362 .0576 .7945 .5839
.T500 .2362 .2768 .8380 .5098
,8000 ,2362 .3665 .8565 .6766
• 850_ .2362 .6336 ,8707 ,4499
,9000 .2362 ,6554 ,8738 ,4460
,9500 .2362 ,6502 ,_726 ,4663
TEST 137 PT 71,2587 PSI CN 1.2367 C01 .03882 C000R1 .03811
RUN 3 TT 120.1066 K CPI -.0997 C02 ,03860 CDCORZ ,03801
POINT ).2 RC 30,2312 MILLI04 CC -.0618 C03 .03781 CDCOR3 ,03723
MACH .6031 CD4 .03807 CDCOR4 .037_0
ALPHA 6,0241 OEG CD5 .03709 CDCOR5 .03645
UPPER SURFACE LDWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC X/C CP PaLIP'I HLOC X/C YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 .5097 .8840 .6261 O. GO00 .5097 .8_60 .6261 ,5000 .4921 -,7517 .6321 .8387
.0040 -1.1291 .9551 ,9592 .0060 1.0889 .9989 .0392 .5000 . _.265 -.7583 .6317 .8393
• 0080 -1.6369 ,6947 1,0578 ,OOeO 1,0963 ,9999 ,0107 ,5000 ,3609 -,7389 ,6332 ,8369
• 0150 -1,7096 ,4431 1.1669 .0230 .8936 ,9602 .2419 . SOOt' .2953 -,7554 ,6304 ,8413
• 0250 -2,1606 ,3512 1,3228 ,0500 ,6580 ,9125 ,3666 ,5C00 ,2297 -,7726 ,6333 .8367
• 0400 -2.6091 ,2999 1.6358 ,1000 .6541 ,8729 ,6657 ,5000 ,1640 -,7861 ,62t_6 .8661
,0600 -2,5953 .2630 1.52_6 .1500 .3175 ,8667 .6979 .5C00 .0684 -. 7702 ,6309 .8405
• 0800 -2,6589 .2552 1.5679 .2CO0 .2078 .8233 ,5355 .5006 .032_ -. 7654 ,6298 ,8_22
• 1000 -2.6523 ,2558 1,5659 ,2500 ,1306 ,8086 ,5605 .5000 -,0328 -.7725 ,6327 .8377
• 1_,00 -2,5658 ,2722 1,5036 ,3500 ,0179 ,7856 ,5989 ,5000 -,0986 -,7795 ,6280 ,8650
• 1800 -2.3351 ,3240 1.3812 ,6500 -.OlOl .77_2 .60qo ,5000 -,1640 -,7597 .6307 .8608
• 2200 -1,5996 ,6677 1,1(_37 .5500 -,0188 ,7776 ,6116 ,5000 -,2297 -,7607 ,6327 ,8376
• 2600 -1,3641 ,5100 1.J323 ,653,_ ,0742 ,7976 .5788 • -,"000 -.2953 -.7586 .6322 ,8386
• 3000 -1.0200 .5796 .q203 ,7500 ,2675 ,8358 .5138 .5000 -.360q -,7530 ,6361 ,8355
,3600. -,8289 ,6152 ,8648 ,_UO0 ,3669 ,8569 ,6796 ,5000 -,6265 -,7666 ,6310 ,8406
,3800 -,7995 .6216 ,8949 ,8500 ,6429 ,8718 ,6679 ,5000 -, _92.]. -,7627 ,6328 .8376
,6200 -,8102 ,6259 ,8682 ,9000 .6556 ,8739 ,6639 ,0600 ,2992 -2,0679 ,3735 1,2779
.6600 -,7986 ,6261 .U979 .9500 ,4630 .8713 .4689 .1400 .2992 -2.5763 ,2727 1.5021
• 5000 -.7795 ,62c,1 .8433 1.0000 .0471 .789,3 .5918 .2200 .2q92 -1.6003 .4590 1.1188
• 5600 -.7692 .6330 .8372 .3006 ,2992 -1.1206 .5598 .9517
• 5800 -,7283 ,6616 ,8243 ,3800 ,2992 -,8238 .6216 .8569 4F
,6200 -,7065 ,6625 ,8226 ,4600 .2992 -.7718 ,6269 .t_467
• 6600 -,6653 .64_5 ,8118 ,5400 ,2_92 -.7364 .6400 .8265
.7000 -,5937 .6657 ,78_ ,6200 .2992 -.6809 .6650 .8187
• 7500 -.6898 ,6855 .7563 ,7OUt' .2992 -,6019 .6635 ,7903
,8000 -.3814 ,7077 .7220 ,8t'O0 ,2%92 -,3766 .7076 .7223
• 8500 -,2721 ,7287 ,60_3 • 900t' ,2992 -.1621 .7504 ,6552
.9000 -.1663 .7_(,8 .6566 .1000 .2362 ,4462 ,8721 .6673
,9500 -,0521 ,7737 ,_180 • 2Lt'G .23o" .22_6 ,d2._5 -5317
,9750 .0056 ,7813 .6096 .3500 ,2362 .02(}0 .78_8 .9934
1,0000 .0671 ,7898 ,5918 .450t' .2362 -,0124 ,7778 ,6112
• 5_00 ,2362 -,0020 ,7828 ,6031
• 650_a ,2362 .0653 ,7960 ,5816
• 750(,. ,2362 .2779 ,8359 .5135
•8000 ,2362 .3667 ._550 ,67%3
,8500 ,23_62 ,6338 .8698 ,6517
•9000 ,2362 .6681 .8707 .4500
,9900 ,2362 ,6391 ,8700 .6512
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 71.2573 PS[ CN 1*2392 CO1 ,0_441 COCOR1 .05358
RUN 3 TT ZZU._b93 K CN -,OdbZ CDZ *0543Z CDCORZ *0536b
POINT 13 RC 30,1231 MILLZ3N CC -,ObQ3 CD3 *05360 COCOR3 .05307
MACH °6008 C04 °05424 COCOR4 ,05370
ALPHA 7,0135 OEG CD5 ,05240 COCOR5 ,05173
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP P,LIPT NLOC X/C CP PpLIPT HLOC XlC YIC CP PtLIPT HLOC
0,0000 o3915 ,8617 o4669 3,0000 ,3915 ,8617 ,4669 .5000 ,4921 -,7041 ,6450 .8187
,0040 -1,3223 ,5231 1,0109 ,0040 1,0950 1.0002 0,0000 .5000 .4265 -,7251 ,6384 °8290
,0080 -1,6323 ,4606 L.1159 .u083 1,07qb ,9975 .0604 ,5000 .3609 -,7178 ,6406 ,8255
,0150 -1,8607 ,4144 1,1990 .0230 .9290 .9676 .Z177 ,5000 ,2953 -.7245 .6413 ,8245
,0250 -2,2717 .3361 1,3548 .05JO .6970 .9217 ,3438 ,5000 .2207 -,2227 ,6392 ,8277
,0400 -2°52?7 ,2820 2°4788 .1000 .4873 °8800 *4310 ,5000 .1640 -.7230 ,6421 .8Z33
,G600 -2.7142 .2472 1.5692 ,1500 ,349? ,8527 ,4835 ,5000 ,0984 -,7269 .6407 .8254
.0800 -Z,7614 ,2395 1.5905 ,ZOO0 ,Z343 ,8318 ,5206 ,5000 .0328 -.7244 .6395 ,8272
.1000 -2.7685 .2407 1._673 .2500 .1473 .8124 .5541 ,5000 -.0328 -.7153 .6408 .8252
.1400 -2o€900 .2903 1.4567 .3500 .u372 .7916 .5u87 .5000 -.0984 -.7359 .6407 .8253
.1800 -1.8612 .4128 1,Z020 ,4500 -,01Zb ,7_06 ,bOb7 ,500G -,lb40 -,7254 ,6401 ,8262
,2200 -1,7012 ,4469 1,1365 ,5500 -.01ZZ ,7814 ,6055 ,5000 -,2297 -,2223 .6378 .8299
,2600 -1,4917 .4895 1.0665 °6500 .0645 .7970 .5798 .500_ -,2953 -,7218 .6418 ,8237
.3000 -1.2820 ,5277 1.0033 ,7500 ,2577 .U357 .5138 .5000 -°3009 -.7102 .6421 ._232
.3400 -1,0682 o5711 .9338 .e_O0 .3607 .u548 .4796 ,5_0G -.4265 -.7121 o6451 .8285
.3800 -.9128 .6041 ._eZO .8500 .4292 ._678 *4554 *50GG -.6921 -.7142 .6436 *8209
.4200 -.8226 .6194 ._5_3 ,90:J0 .4261 .86_4 ,4_43 .0600 ,2992 -2,3418 ,3214 1.3860
,4600 -.7708 .6326 ,_37h ,9500 .4001 °e639 ,4628 ,1400 .2992 -Z,1675 °3556 1,3138
.5000 -,7362 ,63e8 ._283 1.0_0_ -,0544 .7733 .6186 .2200 ,2992 -1,7030 .4507 1.1334
,5400 -,6905 ,6463 .81e8 .3000 .2992 -1.3267 .5225 1.0117
.5800 -,0425 .65_3 .8029 *3800 *2992 -,9759 ,5908 ,9027
,6200 -.6223 .6631 ,7909 ,4_00 .2992 -*7874 .6285 .8442
,6600 -*5763 *6700 ,7802 .5400 ,2992 -*6744 .b514 ,8088
,7000 -,4972 ,6827 ,7608 *b10G °2992 -.6038 .6661 .7863
,7500 -,4189 o7016 ,7315 .7000 ,29_Z -,4887 .6876 .7531
,EO00 -.3193 ,7196 ,7035 ,8000 ,2992 -,3190 ,7205 *70EZ
,8500 -*Z367 .7386 *6738 .9000 ,2992 -,1674 .7510 ,6543
*9000 -.1633 ,7522 *6523 ,1000 *2362 *4790 .8782 ,4355
,9500 -,0940 *7647 ,6324 .2000 ,2362 .2426 .8318 *5207
*9750 -.0692 *7762 .6236 *3500 .2362 .0281 ,7908 ,5900
100000 -,0544 ,7733 06166 .4_00 .2362 -.0152 .7809 .b063
*5500 .2362 -.0133 ,7814 ,6055
*6500 ,2362 ,0492 ,7936 .5854
,7500 .2362 ,2640 .8371 .5113
,800G ,2362 ,3410 .8515 .4855
,8500 *2362 ,4059 ,8640 *4626
.9000 .2362 .4212 .8672 ,4566
°9500 *2362 °4096 °8649 ,4609
TEST 137 PT 72,2497 P_! CN 1.1541 CO1 ._8371 COCORL ,08261
RU_ 3 TT 120.1648 K CH -,0922 C02 .08582 COCOR2 ,08456
POENT 14 _C 30,1459 MZLLION CC -.0549 C03 ,08413 COCOR3 .082§1
_ACH .6014 C04 *07869 COCOR4 *07776
ALPHA 8*0379 DEG C05 ,07344 COCOR5 *07227
UPPER SURFACE LOME_ _URFACE SPAN_ISE
XlC CP PtLIPT _LOC XIC CP PtLIP1 fiLQC XlC YIC CP P*LIPT MLOC
0.0000 .3420 .8511 .4863 G.O00_ .3420 .8511 .4863 ,5000 .4921 -.7109 .6432 .8215
.0040 -1.4227 .5047 1.0411 .0040 1.0907 1.0006 0.0000 .5000 .4255 -.7376 .b361 .8325
• 0080 -1.7413 °6438 1o1456 *0080 1,0772 *qqb_ °0704 *5000 .3609 -.7415 *6381 .8294
• 0150 -1,9495 .4010 1°2241 *0230 .9358 ,9687 .2139 *5000 °2953 -.7319 .b3bO .8327
• 0250 -Z*2843 ,327_ 1.3727 ,0500 .7124 .9250 °3360 .SbUO .2297 -,7330 °6408 .8252
• 0400 -2,5819 ,275_ 1.4940 .IOUO .4987 ._827 *4Zb_ .50_0 .1640 -.7419 .6364 .8320
• 0600 -Z.4607 .2939 1.44_9 .1500 .3545 .8551 .4791 .5000 .0984 -,7332 ,b3bq *8312
• 0800 -Z*ZZTq .3437 1.332_ ,2000 *2437 ,e307 .5227 *50G0 *032u -,7309 ,6388 ,8283
• 1000 -2*0632 *3730 1*22_b *2500 ,1483 .81_0 .5513 ,5000 -,0328 -,7337 *6420 .8234
,1400 -1,8632 ,4139 1*Z000 *3500 °0254 ,7873 .5958 .5000 -.0984 -,7483 .6388 .8283
• 1800 -1,6893 .4441 1.1451 .4500 -,0402 .7767 .6131 ,50G0 -,1640 -.7334 .6386 .8287
• ZZO0 -1,5333 ,4784 1.0688 .5500 -.0484 .7731 .6189 .50uO -.2297 -.7325 .6390 ,8279
• 2600 -1.3760 .5117 1.U295 *6500 .0087 .7d56 ,5985 *50GC -*2953 -,7388 .6364 .8320
• 3000 -1,2359 .5371 .9820 .7_00 ,2279 °e279 *5274 ,5000 -.3609 -.7342 .6370 .8311
• 3400 -1.1136 .5647 .9439 .8000 .3197 ._65 ,4946 °5000 -,4265 -.7256 .6411 .8247
• 3800 -.9814 .5863 ._099 °8533 ,3876 .8588 .4723 ,5000 -.4921 -.7073 .6438 .8207
• 4200 -,8899 ,61_0 .87_9 *qo00 *3_1 ,8584 ,4730 .0600 ._992 -Z.2459 .3432 1.3397
• 4600 -,8129 .6224 .8537 ,9500 *3597 °8552 .4789 ,1400 .2992 -1.8795 .4129 1.2017
• 5000 -.7347 *6366 ,8317 I.G_O0 -*1954 .7443 ,6648 ,2200 .2992 -1.5370 ,4762 1.0891
• 5400 -.6691 ,6510 .8094 °3000 °2992 -1.2528 .5371 .9880
• 5800 --.6148 o66_3 °7875 *3806 .2992 -1.0006 *5860 .9104
• 6200 -,5628 ,6752 .7722 ,4600 .z_gz -.8089 .6236 .8518
• 6600 -,5057 .6836 .7593 .540u .2992 -.6708 .6527 .8068
,7000 -.4477 .6953 .741Z ,620¢ ,2992 -,5509 .6730 ,7750
• 7500 -,4025 .7031 .7291 .7000 .2992 -*4602 o6942 ,7429
•8000 -*3485 .7135 .7130 .SGG_ .2992 -,3459 .7159 .709Z
,8500 -.3027 .7246 ._958 .900G ,2992 -,2711 ,7294 .6882
.9000 -.2579 ,7326 ._32 .10_0 .2362 .48_4 .8_05 .4311
• 9500 -.2364 .73_ ._7_5 .2000 *23b? *2507 ._334 .5180
• 9750 -.2221 .73_9 *671_ .35_0 .2362 ._337 .7909 .5899
1.0000 -*1954 .74_3 ,664_ .4500 .2362 -.02_2 .7778 .6112
.55_G .2362 -.0412 ,7769 .8128
• 65b_ ,2362 ,018_ .7878 ,5950
• 7506 .2362 .2ZbO ,8259 ,5309
• SCGO .2362 o30P2 ,_451 .4972
.8500 ,2362 .3774 .8584 ,4730
• gCbL .2362 .3885 .8801 .4699
.9_0 .2362 .3519 ,d550 .€7_Z
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 5_,151L PSI CN ,2711 CO1 ,00788 COCOR1 *00758
PbN 4 TT 110,0316 K CM -,1256 CDZ *U07QZ CDCOR2 ,00755
POINT 1 RC 30,1g12 NILLION CC ,0157 C03 ,00763 CDCOR3 ,00743
MJCH o65_7 CO4 ,00749 COCOR4 *00730 A
ALPHA -1,9958 UEG CD5 *00766 CDCOR5 *007Zl
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P,LIPT _LDC _IC CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.0025 ,975q *1874 0,0000 1,0025 ,9759 ,Z87_ ,5_OU .4021 -o5123 ,6417 ,8246
,0060 ,8364 ,9387 ,3027 ,0040 ,0955 ,7750 ,6166 ,5000 ,4265 -,5229 ,6379 ,8303
°0080 ,5839 ,8830 °6255 ,OOSO ,2747 ,8146 ,5512 ,5C00 ,3600 -,5338 .6346 °8353
,0150 *2357 ,8055 ,5_45 ,0230 -,233g ,7010 ,7330 ,5000 ,2953 -,5322 *6363 ,8327
.0250 -,1285 ,7259 ,6944 ,0500 -,342g ,6756 ,7720 ,5000 ,2Z97 -,5378 ,6346 ,8358
,0600 -,3743 ,671g ,777q ,1000 -,35Z5. *5755 ,772Z ,5000 ,1540 -,5506 ,6317 ,8398
• 0600 -,_450 ,6554 .8018 ,L500 -,3808 ,_587 ,78Z9 .5000 ,0984 -,5605 ,5349 ,8350
• 0800 -,446g ,6555 ,8032 ,ZOO0 -,4248 ,6590 ,7977 ,5000 ,03Z8 -,5405 ,6337 ,8368
o1000 -o4bZT ,6526 ,8076 ,ZSO0 -,_554 ,6535 *8063 ,5000 -,_328 -o5370 ,634Z ,8359
• 1400 -,4461 *6555 ,8031 ,3500 -,4528 ,6541 ,8056 ,5000 -,Cg86 -,5435 ,63Z4 ,8388
,1800 -*4636 *&507 ,81C& *4500 -,3698 *b7Zg .7766 ,5000 -.1660 -.5366 .6366 *5356
,2200 -,4775 ,648q ,8132 ,5500 -,Z772 ,5935 ,T44_ ,5000 -,_Z97 -,5310 ,6363 ,8328
• 2600 -,4922 ,646Z ,8175 ,5500 -,0868 ,7352 ,&797 ,5000 -,2_53 -,5333 ,6356 ,834Z
,3000 -,5150 ,63gb ,8275 ,7500 ,lg38 ,7076 ,57g3 ,5000 -,3609 -,5279 ,6363 ,8328
• 3400 -,5091 ,6401 ,8Z6g ,8000 ,3002 ,8207 ,5604 ,5000 -,4265 -,5350 ,6346 ,8354
,3800 -,5126 ,&4C7 ,SZ_O ,8500 ,3774 ,8373 ,5115 *5000 -,4921 -,527Z ,5377 ,8306
,4200 -,5253 ,6371 ,0315 ,gO00 ,4052 ,P442 ,4996 *0600 ,299Z -,3991 ,6656 ,7876
• 4600 -,5342 ,6353 ,8343 ,_500 ,40gg ,8648 ,4983 ,1600 ,2_gz -,44L5 ,5587 ,8013
• 5000 -,5484 ,6331 ,8377 1,0000 ,134g ,7833 .60Z8 .2Z00 ,zg_z -,4755 ,6481 ,8146
• 5400 -,5520 ,6311 ,8408 ,3_O& ,ZqOZ -,4913 ,5_46 ,8203
• 5800 -,554g ,5303 ,8621 ,3800 ,Zgq2 -,5Z34 ,5371 ,8310
,6ZOO -,5732 ,625_ ,868g o4_00 ,2_gZ -,SZgk ,6354 ,8361
• 6800 -,5723 ,6285 ,867g ,5_C0 ,2gg2 -,5358 .633Z .8376
,7000 -.5236 ,6380 .8302 ,6200 ,2992 -,5694 .5255 .8494
,7500 -,44Zg ,6554 ._03Z *70UO ,2992 -,5335 ,6343 .8359
,8000 -*3563 .6744 ,7741 ,8C00 ,EQqZ -,35Z3 ,5745 ,7738
.8500 -,2528 ,6_7Z ,73_8 ,gO00 ,2gqZ -,1552 ,7181 ,70b5
,gooo -,15Z5 ,T_Ob ,7025 ,lO00 ,Z35Z -,36L& .673_ ,7768
• 9500 -,0308 ,747Z ,6608 ,ZOO0 ,Z35Z -,6074 ,6635 ,7_08
,g750 ,0658 ,7660 ,6341 ,35_U ,Z352 -,44_0 .5545 ._047
1.0000 ,134g ,7833 ,hOE8 ,4500 *E352 -,3741 *6703 ,7806
• 5500 ,_36Z -*Z6_3 ,6944 ,7433
t5500 ,Z36_ -,087g ,7351 ,67qb
,7500 ,Z35Z ,1939 .7958 ,5807
• 8000 ,2362 ,zgg2 ,81gg ,54L8
.8500 ,g3_2 ,3689 ,8353 ,5151
,9000 ,2362 ,6063 .8430 ,5014
• g5_0 ._36Z ,_061 .862g .5016
TEST 137 PT 59,1494 RSI Ch ,4081 CD1 .00796 CDCORI ,00771
RUN 6 IT LIO,O3e3 K Ce -,1Z7g. C0_ oOOBC6 CDCOR2 *00776
POINT Z RC 30.1841 MILLION CC ,0155 C03 .OOTT3 CDCDR3 .00751
MACH ,6505 CD4 ,00763 CDCOR4 ,00743
ALPHA -*gOU3 DEG C05 ,0075Z CDCOR5 ,00737
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAhWISE
XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC X/C CP P_LIPT MLO_ XIC YIC CP P;LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.0850 ,q943 ,0905 u,ObO0 1,0850 ,qq63 ,0q05 ,5000 .4q21 -,5695 ,6245 ,8510
_00_0 .6611 ._000 ,3qZO .0040 .3532 ,8316 .5215 ,5000 ,_Z55 -,5801 ,5225 *853q
,0080 ,3910 ,8602 ,5084 ,0080 ,5537 ,8763 ,63g7 ,5000 ,350g -.58@5 ,5200 ,8580
• 0150 -,0011 ,7527 .&520 ,0230 ,0109 ,7556 ,6476 ,5000 .2953 -,SglZ ,6106 ,8585
,0250 -,3874 ,6669 ,7857 ,0500 -,1_79 ,7231 ,7034 .50C0 .2297 -,5975 .6173 .8621
.0400 -,6332 .6115 ,8712 .10U0 -.Z130 .7057 ,7_57 ,StGO .1640 -,6088 ,617Z ,8623
• 0600 -,6740 ,6023 ,885_ .1_00 -.2653 ,6966 ,743Z ,500u .0986 -.5003 ,6197 ,8585
,0800 -,6418 .6106 .8728 ,ZOo0 -.3175 .68Z7 ,7613 ,5000 .0328 -,SgBL ,61q6 .8585
• 1000 -,6334 *6123 ,8598 ,2500 -,3625 ,6726 ,777Z ,5000 -,03Z8 -,5q77 ,6196 ,85_5
,1600 -,5870 .6231 ,8532 ,3500 -,3816 ,66e2 ,7837 ,5_00 -,0984 -,5001 .61_7 .85_4
,1800 -,5895 ,6215 ,e556 ._503 -.3178 ,58L7 ,76Z_ .5000 -,1640 -,5918 .6ZZ7 ,8538
• 220U -*5880 ,6206 .8570 ,5500 -,2387 ,6993 ,735T .5000 -.2297 -°5883 ,623Z ,8530
•_600 -*591g .6195 *55_7 ,6500 -*ObSg *7385 *b744 ,5CO& -,2953 -.5909 ,6233 ,852g
.3000 -.6063 .616_ ,8630 ,7500 ,2099 .7998 .5757 ,5000 -,350g -.5831 .6246 ,8509
,3400 -,5895 ,6ZOO ._5_U ,8_03 ,316Z .8232 .8361 ,5000 -.4265 -,5916 ,6ZZ7 .853_
,3800 -,5910 ,61_7 ,86_ ,8500 ,3910 ,839_ ,_07Z ,5000 -,49Zl -.5804 .6250 ,_50Z
,4ZOO -,5q60 ,6176 ,_1_ o_000 ,h192 ,8455 ,4970 ,0600 .2q92 -,5767 ,626_ ,8477
,4600 -,5991 ,61_3 .0590 ,9_U0 ,4224 ,8_80 .4926 ,14OO ,2_9Z -,5830 ,6259 ,868g
,5000 -,608g ,6177 ,_614 1,0000 ,1275 ,7825 ,604Z ,2200 ,2gg2 -,583U ,6258 ,8489
°5600 -.6048 o6181 ,eb08 .3000 ,299Z -,5803 ,6257 .8%gi
.5800 -,5055 .6179 ,8612 ,3_00 ,2ggg -,SgTZ .5Z22 ,8566
,5ZO0 -,6156 ,5153 ,6_37 ,4600 ,2g92 -,SqlO ,6Z38 .8520
,65U0 -,6081 ,61gl ,8594 ,5600 ,zqgz -,5870 ,5Z4U ,8518
•7000 -,5545 ,6307 ._14 ,62C0 ,Z9_2 -.6127 .6186 ,8604
17500 -06666 ,5508 *8166 ,7000 ,Zgg2 -,5591 ,bSIT .8398
.8000 -,3700 .5718 ,7780 ,8&00 ,2992 -,3666 .6744 .7741
,_500 -,_639 ,6_56 ,7617 .9_C0 ,ZggZ -,1506 ,7183 ,705_
,9000 -.155& .7192 ,7U67 ,1000 ,Z362 -.218t ,7055 .7Z61 qr
,9500 -.0303 ,7472 ,6608 ,ZO&O .Z36Z -.30Zl ,6867 ,755U
,9750 ,043g ,7635 ,634q ,3500 ,Z36Z -,37_6 ,6723 ,7773
1,0000 ,lZ75 ,78Z_ ,506Z ,450G ,Z36Z -.3230 ,6828 ,7611
.5500 *Z3bZ -.Z3g5 ,70Z_ ,730Z
• 650_ ,z3bg -,0546 ,7405 ,6714
,7500 ,Z3_2 ,Z081 ,8007 ,576g
.8000 .Z36Z ,3119 .8233 ,5350
,8500 ,236Z .38Z5 ,8390 .5085
,9000 .236Z ,qL6L ,8665 ,4951
.qSO_ .Z35Z ,4108 .8651 ,6_77
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 237 PT 59.1512 Phi CN .5392 C01 .00816 COLOR1 .00790
RU_ 4 TT 11L.0437 K CM -.1293 CD2 .00823 CDCORZ .00792
POINT 3 PC 30.1678 MILLIO_ CC .0116 CD3 .00792 COLOR3 .00771
4_ MACH .6502 C04 .00778 COLOR4 .00758
ALPHA .Ouu3 OEG C05 .00772 COLOR5 .00747
UPPER SURFACE LOWE_ SURFACE SPANWI_E
XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC X/C YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,11€6 l,uUlO O,UUOG G,0000 1.11€6 1.0010 O,O000 ,5000 .4921 -,6245 .6133 ,868¢
.0040 .4570 .8549 .6798 .0040 .5628 .8789 • .4346 .50u0 .4265 -.6352 .6127 .8693
j ,0080 ,1710 .7921 .Sdu4 .0080 ,7476 ,qlqq ,3483 ,5006 .3609 -,6381 .6140 ,8672
,0150 -,2559 ,6976 ,73_2 ,0230 ,2196 ,FOZ7 ,5709 ,5000 ,29_3 -,6423 ,6075 ,8773
,0250 -,6595 ,b065 ,_788 ,0500 ,0147 ,7668 ,6456 ,5000 ,2297 -,6421 ,6123 ,8699
,0400 -,9367 ,5470 ,9726 ,10_0 -,0852 ,7355 .6792 ,50G0 ,1640 -,6618 ,b059 ,8798
• 0600 -,9388 ,5474 ,9721 ,1500 -,1528 ,1205 ,7028 ,5000 .0_86 -.6496 .blOZ ,8731
.0800 -.8549 ,5649 ,9441 .2do0 -,2197 ,7061 ,7252 ,5000 ,0328 -.6482 ,6093 .8746
• 1000 -,8159 ,5712 ,9342 ,2500 -,2724 ,_940 ,7439 ,5000 -,0328 -,6471 ,6076 ,8772
,1400 -,_335 ,586_ ,9068 ,3500 -,3141 ,6833 ,700_ ,5_00 -,09_4 -,6494 ,6102 ,8731
,1800 -,7138 ,5946 ,897_ ,4500 -,2662 ,_954 ,7416 ,500_ -,1660 -,6653 °6099 ,8736
,2200 -,6917 ,6000 ,Asgo ,5500 -,1998 ,710b ,7181 ,5000 -,2297 -,6387 ,6125 .8695
,2600 -,6924 ,5981 ,8919 ,6503 -,0419 ,7449 ,6644 ,50_0 -,2953 -.6431 .6103 ,8730
.3000 -,6965 .5991 ,8904 .7_00 ,2250 ,8028 ,5706 ,5000 -,3609 -,6322 ,6150 ,8657
,3600 -,6634 ,6026 ,P759 ,8000 ,3262 ,_249 ,5331 ,5¢00 -,4265 -,6457 ,6139 ,8675
,3800 -,6650 *6025 ,8852 ,_500 ,4044 ,8431 ,5013 ,5000 -,4921 -,6333 ,6136 ,8679
,4200 -,6529 ,6099 ,873_ ,9000 ,_349 ,8500 ,_888 ,06_G ,2992 -,7135 ,5963 ,8948
,6600 -,6586 ,6066 ,8187 ,95d0 ,4351 ,_497 ,4894 ,1400 ,2992 -,7301 ,5920 ,9015
• 5000 -,6598 .6079 .8766 1.0000 .1227 .7799 .6083 .220C ,2992 -.6934 .6012 ,8871
,5400 -.6499 ,6089 *8752 ,3000 ,2992 -.6676 ,6047 o8817
•5800 -.6446 ,6021 .8T63 ,3800 ,2962 -,6692 ,6055 .8804
,6200 -.6476 .6106 .8725 .460_ ,2902 -,6439 o6129 .8690
,6600 -.6608 ,6119 ,8721 ,5400 ,29_Z -,6346 ,6132 ,8684
,TO00 -,5790 ,6258 ,8490 .62_0 .2992 -.6487 .6101 ,8733
•75U0 -.4849 ,6456 ,8187 ,7000 ,2992 -.5832 *6256 *8496
,8000 -,3802 ,6708 ,7796 ,8000 ,2992 -o3729 ,6701 ,7806
.8500 -.2715 .6962 .T6u4 ,9000 ,2992 -.1632 ,7178 .7069
• 9000 -,1588 ,71_8 ,7054 ,1CbC .2362 -,0936 ,7333 .6826
,9500 -,0311 .7472 .bb08 .2000 ,2362 -.2082 ,7083 .7Z17
,9750 ,0412 ,7635 ,6369 ,3€00 ,2362 -,3022 .6857 ,7566
1,0000 ,1227 ,7799 ,6083 ,4500 ,2362 -o2705 .b926 ,7463
,5500 ,2362 -,194I ,7113 o7170
• 6500 .2362 -.0410 .7647 .6647
.7506 .23bZ .221T .8036 ,5694
,8000 .2362 .3260 ,8256 ,5320
•8500 ,2362 ,3955 ,8415 .5040
,900G ,2362 ,4311 °8502 ,4885
,9500 .2362 ,4208 ,8478 .6928
TEST 137 PT 59,14u2 P_.I CN .6651 CO1 ,00857 COCORI .00828
RUN 4 TT 110.0075 K CM -.1287 CO2 ,00e58 CDCOR2 .00832
POINT 4 RC 30.2230 MILLION CC ,0048 CO3 ,00830 COCOA3 .00807
MACH 06515 CO4 .00820 COCOR4 .00797
ALPHA ,9971 DEG CD5 ,00818 COLOR5 ,00796
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SRANWISE
XIC CP PpLIPT MLDC X/C CP P_LIPr MLOC XIC YIC CP PsLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1091 ,9995 .0255 0.0000 1,1091 ,9995 .0255 ,5000 .4921 -.6755 ,6032 ,8841
,0060 ,2567 ,8107 ,5574 ,034,0 ,7294 ,9155 ,3585 ,5000 ,4265 -,6809 ,6011 ,8873
,0080 -,0705 ,7363 ,61_0 ,00_0 ,8945 ,9516 ,2678 • 50(_0 ,3609 -,6951 ,5966 ,8944
,0150 -,4932 ,6429 ,8226 .0230 ,3844 ,8380 .5103 ,5000 ,2953 -.6871 ,5992 .8902
• 0250 -, 9068 ,5678 ,9713 ,05J0 .1587 ,7890 ,5936 ,500o ,2297 -, 6982 ,5971 ,8936
,0600 -1,2337 ,67_3 1,u_95 ,1000 ,0306 ,7604 ,6399 ,5000 ,1640 -,7104 ,5980 ,89Z1
,0600 -I.A114 .4371 L,1580 ,1900 -,U542 ,7400 .6723 ,5000 .0924 -.6918 ,5962 ,8950
.0800 -1.0941 ,5076 1.0367 ,2000 -,1323 .7225 ,6996 .5600 ,0328 -.6957 .5979 .8922
,I000 -,9661 *5362 .9901 ,25_0 -.1935 .7096 ,7197 ,5000 -,032_ -,6961 .5984 ,8915
,1400 -,8801 ,5609 ,9:_05 ,3500 -.2457 .6959 ,7408 .5000 -.09_4 -,7057 ,5961 ,8952
• 1800 -,8424 ,566o .9416 ,6500 -,22_2 ,7026 ,7305 .5000 -,1640 -,6962 ,5979 ,8923
• 2200 -,8077 ,5734 ,9307 ,5500 -,17OR ,7130 ,7130 ,5000 -,2297 -,6907 ,5984 ,8915
,2600 -,7907 ,5770 ,9241 ,6500 -.0197 ,7475 ,6603 ,5000 -,2'_53 -,6880 ,5998 ,8896
• 3000 -*7820 ,5786 ,9225 ,75J0 °2364 ,8047 ,5676 o500_, -,360g -,888_ ,6018 ,8862
• 3400 -,747b ,5840 ,9127 ,8000 .33_9 ,8299 ,5245 ,5000 -,4265 -.6895 ,5987 ._911
• 3800 -,7277 ,5902 .90_4 ._500 ,4195 ,8467 ,4949 ,5000 -,4921 -, 6797 ,_>012 ,8872
• 4200 -, 7201 .5922 .9012 ,9000 ._452 ,F520 ,4852 .0600 .2992 -1.0836 ,5118 1,0299
.4600 -,7163 .5972 ._934 .9)00 ,4392 ,850_ ,4881 .1_00 ,2992 -,8844 ,5571 °9566
,5000 -,7021 ,5939 .89_6 1,0000 ,1126 ,7781 .6113 .2200 ,2902 -,8006 .5736 .9304
,5400 -,6916 ,598_ .8908 ,3000 ,2992 -,7520 ,5874 ,9087
,5800 -,6836 .b012 ._871 ,3_00 .299Z -.7411 .5922 .9012
.6200 -.68_0 .hUGO .._90 .4600 .299Z -.7093 .5942 ,8980
,6600 -,6690 ,6039 ,_29 .5_v ,2992 -.6753 ,6037 ,_33
.7GdO -o6010 ,610_ ,HbU4 ,6200 .2992 -,0827 .6017 ,8863
,7500 -,4973 ,_422 .,237 .7C0_ .2992 -.6019 ,6177 ,_615
,8000 -.3932 ,6672 .7_52 .o0_0 .2_92 -,3835 ,6700 .7u09
,8500 -,2732 .6919 ,1471 ,9_U0 ,2992 -,1574 .7172 .707_
•9000 -,1526 .7106 ,7_b ,l_Ob .2362 ,0224 ,7570 ,6452
.9500 -,0263 ,74_2 ,_024 ,2000 ,2362 -.1231 ,7259 ,6944
°9750 ,0407 ,7623 .63_9 ,350_ .2362 -.2434 .6984 .7370
1.0000 .1126 .77_1 ._113 ,4500 ,2362 -.2228 .7036 ,7290
.5500 .2362 -.1585 .7176 .707- _
• 650C .2362 -,0192 ,7492 ,6577
,7500 .2362 ,2360 ,8048 ,5674
,8000 ,_362 ,3399 ,_293 ,5255
•850_ ,8362 .4091 ,8'@57 o4967
,9000 *2362 ,4358 ,8495 .4898
•_00 ,2382 ,4Z83 ,8484 ,4917
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TABLE III.- Continued.
TEST 137 PT 59.1470 PSI CN .7910 CO1 .01005 CDCOR1 .00974
RUN 6 TT 110.0519 K CM -.1251 C02 .01000 COCOR2 ,00965 &
POINT 6 RC 3C.1361 MILLIO_ CC -.0053 CD3 ,00986 CDCOR3 .00961
MACH ,6493 C04 ,0096S CDCOR4 ,00941
ALPHA 1,9966 DEG CO5 .00966 COCOR5 ,00940
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P,LIPT HLOC XIC CP PtLIPT MLUC X/C Y/C CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,0715 ,9916 ,1101 0,0000 1,0715 ,9916 ,1101 ,5000 .6921 -.7046 ,§966 ,894Z
.0060 ,0487 .76_0 .6360 .0060 .8520 .9429 ,2919 ,5000 ,4265 -,7410 ,591L ,9029
• 0080 -,3036 ,6856 .7566 .0080 ,9961 ,9741 ,1964 ,5000 ,3609 -,7Z91 ,5960 ,8983
• 0150 -,7280 ,5911 ,9019 ,0230 ,52B1 ,6717 ,6485 ,5000 ,2953 -,7226 .5936 ,8990
• 0250 -1,1463 ,4968 1,0568 ,0500 ,2923 ,8182 .5447 ,5000 ,2297 -,7466 ,5915 ,9023
,0400 -1,4635 ,4306 1,1696 ,1000 ,1283 ,7826 ,6040 ,5000 ,1640 -,7489 ,5881 ,9076
,0600 -1.6665 .3848 1.Z557 .1500 ,0308 ,7599 .6406 .5000 ,0986 -.7601 ,5892 .9059
• 0800 -1,6925 .3778 1.2694 .2000 -,05E3 o7417 .6695 ,8000 10328 -,7434 ,5912 ,90Z7
• 1000 -1,6698 °3827 1,2597 ,2500 -,1129 ,7279 ,691Z .5000 -,0328 -.7354 ,5901 .9044
.1400 -,9596 .5605 ,9831 .3500 -.1767 ,7129 ,7165 ,5000 -,0984 -,7386 ,5921 ,9014
• 1800 -,8763 ,5619 ,9488 ,4500 -.1702 ,7168 ,7085 .5000 -,1640 -,7259 ,5915 ,9022
• 2200 -.8759 .5631 ,9470 .5500 -,1377 ,7235 ,6980 ,5000 -,2297 -.7365 .5908 .9036
• 2600 -.8495 .5644 .9449 .6500 .{)060 .7548 .6_87 .5000 -.2953 -.7268 .5936 .8990
,3000 -,8706 ,5625 ,9680 ,7§0{) ,2539 ,8098 ,5589 ,5000 -,3609 -,7ZOO ,5955 .8960
,3600 -.8036 .5776 ,9241 ,8000 ,3468 ,8305 ,5235 ,5000 -,4265 -,7310 ,5917 .9019
,3800 -,7823 ,5803 ,9198 ,8500 .4237 ,8487 ,691Z ,5000 -,4921 -,7206 ,5969 .8969
• 4200 -,7781 .5845 ,9132 ,9000 .6488 .8547 ,4804 ,ObO0 ,2992 -1.3369 ,6596 1.1182
,4600 -,7570 ,5863 ,9104 ,9500 ,6418 .8530 ,4833 .1_00 .2992 "1,0621 ,5Zlb 1,0138
• 5000 ".7501 ,5870 ,9093 1,{)000 .1086 ,7795 ,b091 ,2200 ,299Z -,8T93 ,5577 ,9556
,5400 -,7342 .5932 .8995 .3000 ,2992 -,8288 *5703 ,9355
.5800 -,7121 .5953 ,8963 ,3800 ,2992 -.8002 .5776 ,9260
• 6Z00 -,7017 .6002 .8887 ,6600 ,2992 -.7524 .5876 ,9083
,6600 -,6751 .6028 ,8866 .5600 ,29_2 -.7176 ,_973 .8933
• 7000 -.6156 ,6171 ,8624 ,620{) ,2992 -,7074 ,5960 .8952
• 7500 -,4985 ,6437 ,8213 ,7000 e299_ ",6247 ,6166 ,8632
,800{) -.3879 ,6690 ,7e25 ,80{)0 .2992 -,3848 ,6680 ,7838
• 8500 -,2728 .6933 ,7469 ,9000 ,2992 -,1578 ,7206 .7026
,9000 -.1534 ,7204 .7028 ' ,1000 °2362 ,1221 .7798 .6085
• 9500 -,0304 ,7459 .6629 .ZOO0 .2362 -,0407 ,7436 ,6666
,9730 ,0630 ,7622 ,6370 ,3500 .2362 -.1835 ,7156 .7107
1,000{) .108_ .7795 .6091 .6500 .2362 -.1694 .7182 .7062
• 5500 ,236Z -,1251 ,7270 ,6925
,6500 .2362 .0022 ,7536 ,6506
• 7500 .2362 .2473 .3081 ,5618
,8000 ,2362 .3448 .8304 ,5237
• 8500 .2362 .4169 .8468 .4947
.9000 .2362 .4422 ,8521 .6850
• 9500 .2362 .4362 .8697 .4895
TEST 137 PT 59,1456 PSI CN .9372 CD1 ,01445 CDCOR1 .01406
RUN 6 TT 110.6657 K CH -.1209 CD2 .01442 COCOR2 .01397
POIHT 8 RC 30.0545 MILLION CC -,0177 C03 ,01407 CDCOR3 .01371
MACH ,h518 C04 .01396 CDCOR _', ,01358
ALPHA 3.0133 DEG C05 .01383 CDCOR5 .01345
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAHWI$E
X/C CP PeLIPT ML(]C XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC Y/C CP PtLIPT _LDC
0,0000 1,0008 ,9752 ,1901 0._000 1,00&8 ,9752 ,1901 .5000 ,4921 -,7409 ,5860 ,9108
.0040 -.1993 .7081 .7220 .0040 .9515 .9642 .2296 .5000 .4265 -.7536 .5836 .9149
.G080 -o5103 .6375 .8308 .0080 1.0626 .9895 .1229 .5000 .3609 -.7603 .5830 .9155
.0150 -.93_2 .5643 .97fl8 .023U .6431 ._953 .40L_ .5000 .2953 -.7695 .5826 .0162
• {)250 -1.3373 .4560 1.1280 .0500 .3922 .8399 .5070 .5O0O .2297 -.7752 .5812 .9184
• 0400 -1.6168 ,3920 1.2415 ,1000 .2318 ,8033 ,5699 ,5000 .1660 -,7763 .5802 ,9200
.0600 -1.8275 ,3668 1,3366 ,1500 ,1118 .7766 .6138 ,5000 .098_ -.7702 .5812 .9183
• 0800 -1.9049 .3360 1.3594 .2000 .0241 ,75€)8 .6408 .5000 .0328 -.7668 .5803 .Q197
• 1000 -1.8791 .3328 1.3622 .2500 -.0487 .7617 .6693 .5000 -.0328 -.7731 .5823 .91b6
• 1400 -1,786Z .356,8 1.3240 ,3500 -. 1_4.'. .7264 .6965 .5000 -,0984 -.7760 ,5809 ,9189
• 1800 -1,7455 .3625 1.2998 ,6500 -,1230 ,7250 ,6957 ,5000 -, 161,0 -, 7660 ,5825 ,9163
• 2200 -1.{)655 .5168 1.0269 .5500 -.0992 .7301 .6876 .5000 -.2297 -.7665 .5799 .9204
• 2600 -.7833 ,5766 ,9256 ,6500 .0238 ,7601 .6603 .5000 -,2953 -.7560 ,5811 ,9186
• 3000 -,7827 .5768 ,9252 ,7500 ,2606 ,8101 ,5583 ,5000 -.3609 -.7§12 .5868 .9006
• 3600 -,7900 ,576_ ._250 .8000 .3645 .8324 ,5201 .5000 -,4265 -.7611 .5831 .9156
• 3800 -. 8115 ,5733 .9309 .8500 .4389 .8500 .4889 ,5000 -,4921 -,7605 .5857 .9114
• 6200 -.8029 .5750 ,9281 ,9000 ,6611 ,8551 • _,795 ,0600 ,2992 -1,6092 ,3973 1.2314
.6600 -.7623 ,5784 .9228 ,9500 ,6678 .8528 .4837 .1400 ,2992 -1.7911 .3515 1,3225
• 5000 -,7814 ,578H ,9222 1, O0_)D ,1060 .7757 ,6152 .2200 .2992 -1,0106 ,5258 1.0069
.5600 -,7568 ,5825 ,9162 "I"
• 3000 .2992 -.7985 .5775 .9261
•5800 -.7462 ,5883 .9072 .3800 .2_692 -,8 193 .5722 .9325
• 6200 -.7313 .5906 .9033 .4600 .2992 -.782_ .5818 .9176
•6600 -.7019 .5968 ,8940 ,5400 .2992 -,7438 ,5(_11 ,9028
• 7000 -.6295 .6101 .8732 .6200 .2992 -. 7270 .5923 .9010
• 7500 -.5109 .6361 .8330 .7000 .2992 -.6249 .6132 .8686
.8000 -.3952 .6658 .78?3 .8000 .2992 -.3966 .6659 .7871
,8500 -,2766 .6910 .7464 ,9000 ,2992 -,1633 ,7181 ,7065
.9000 -.161.3 .7177 .707{) .1COG .2362 .2239 .8021 .5718
.9500 -.0257 ,74_4 ,6¢,20 ,2000 .2362 ,0616 ,7610 ,6388
• 9750 ,0406 ,7608 .6391 ,3500 ,2362 -,1278 .7250 ,6957
1,0000 ,1060 ,7757 ,6152 .4500 .2362 -.1243 .7263 .6968
.5500 ,2362 -,09,31 .7322 .6843
,6"..00 .2362 .0312 ,7586 ,6626
• 7500 ,2362 ,2683 ,8116 ,5559
• 80C,0 .2362 ,3590 ,8338 ,5177
• 8500 .2362 .6326 ,8697 ,6693
.':){)00 .2362 .,.583 ,6560 .6778
• qSO0 .2362 .6510 .8532 ,6829
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 13T PT §9,1§58 PSI CN 1,0857 CO1 ,0251§ COCQ_I ,02448
RUN 4 TT 110,4354 K CM -,2152 COZ ,02517 COCORZ ,02431
-.0300 CO3 ,02458 CDCOR3 .024C1POINT 10 Re 30,14_4 HILLIQN • C¢
• HACH ,6544 C04 ,02394 COCOA4 ,02331
ALPHA 4,0222 OEG C05 ,02075 COCOA5 *02010
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PtLIPT HLOC XlC CP P,LIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT HLOC
0.0000 .9018 .9530 .2639 0.0000 ,9018 *9530 .2639 .5000 ,4921 -.7274 .5912 ,90Z7
• 0040 -.4151 .6595 .7970 .0040 1.0176 ,9788 ,1757 .5000 .4265 -.7183 ,5887 ,9065
.0080 -,7129 ,5930 .8999 .0080 1,0940 ,9951 ,0746 ,5000 ,3509 -.7413 ,5885 ,9059
• 0150 -1,0928 ,5048 1,0415 ,0Z30 ,7300 ,9145 ,3606 ,5000 ,2953 -.7346 ,5908 ,9033
• 0250 -1,4631 ,4179 1.1928 ,0500 ,4918 ,8518 ,4671 .5000 .2297 -,7155 ,5903 .9041
• 0400 -1,7679 .3580 1.3090 .1000 ,3123 .8206 ,5406 .50OO .1540 -,7264 .5888 .9064
,0600 -1,9510 ,3140 1.4035 .150O .1837 .7930 .5869 .50_0 ,0984 -.7193 ,5909 ,9031
• 0800 -2,0089 ,2993 1,4374 .2000 .C868 .7713 ,6223 ,5000 ,03Z8 -,7105 ,5910 ,9018
,1000 -Z,0296 ,Z9@b 1,4367 ,2500 ,0181 ,7543 ,6496 ,5000 -,0328 -,6743 ,5939 ,8905
,1400 -1,9_64 ,3105 1,4116 ,3500 -.0720 ,7322 ,6843 ,5000 -,0984 -,7138 ,5892 ,9059
,1800 -1,9196 ,3211 1,3877 .4500 -,0855 ,7329 ,6832 ,5000 -,1640 -,6998 ,5900 ,9045
,2200 -1,6786 ,3271 1.3746 ,5500 -,0683 ,7357 .6789 .5000 -,2297 -.7229 ,5901 .9044
.2600 -1,8512 .3413 1.3439 .5500 .0410 ,7595 ,6412 ,5060 -,2953 -.7275 ,5883 ,9072
• 3000 -1,3623 ,4441 1,1455 ,7500 ,2677 ,8119 ,5554 ,5000 -,3509 -,7252 ,5873 ,9089
,3400 -,8362 ,5674 ,9401 ,80.00 ,3580 ,8327 ,5195 ,5000 -,4265 -,7331 ,5839 ,9141
• 3800 -,7104 ,5962 ,8949 *8500 .4496 .8517 .4858 .5000 -.4921 -.7357 .5841 ,9138
• 4200 -,6838 ,5977 ,892b ,9000 ,4713 ,8557 ,4784 ,ObO0 ,2992 -1,66b1 .3735 1.2778
• 4600 -,7053 .5935 .8990 .9500 .4559 .8533 .4828 .1400 .2992 -1.9650 ,3131 1.4056
,5000 -,7295 ,5887 ,9067 1,0000 ,1041 ,7755 ,6155 *ZZ00 ,299Z -1,9147 .3195 1.3913
,5400 -,7168 ,5904 ,9039 ,3000 ,2992 -1,3012 .4600 1.1175
• 5800 -,6936 ,5895 ,9054 ,3800 .2992 -,7090 .5908 .9033
,bZO0 -,7105 .5899 .9047 ,4bOG ,2992 -.7057 .5929 .9001
• 6600 -,5738 ,5959 .8953 ,5400 .2992 -.713P .5909 .9032
• 7000 -,6138 ,8145 .8b84 *6208 ,2992 -,7120 ,5930 ,8999
• 7500 -,5057 ,5378 ,8304 ,7000 ,2992 -,6099 .6147 *Sbbl
• 8000 -,3945 ,5815 ,7938 ,8000 ,2992 -,3912 .b651 ,7884
,8500 -,2744 ,5873 .7541 .9000 .2992 -,1651 .7129 ,7145
.9000 -,1637 ,7130 ,7144 .1000 .Z3bZ .3032 .8182 .5445
,9500 -.0342 ,7424 .6683 .2000 *Z3bZ .IOIZ .7715 .6220
,9750 ,0298 .7553 ,6480 .3500 ,2352 -,0714 .7354 ,5794
1.0000 ,1041 ,7755 ,6155 ,4500 ,2362 -.0784 .7348 .6803
• 5500 .2362 -.0521 .7374 .6763
.6500 .2362 .0492 .7628 .6359
.7500 .2362 °2775 .8123 .5547
• 800C .2362 .3757 .8353 ,5151
,8500 .2362 ,4404 .8490 ,4905
,9000 ,2362 ,4669 ,8555 ,4786
.950_ ,2362 ,4597 ,8539 .4817
TEST 137 PT 59.152Z PSI CN 1,1991 CO1 ,03861 CDCQR1 ,03776
RUN 4 TT 110.4417 K CM -,1115 CD2 .03871 CCCORZ .03790
POINT 11 ec 3C,0185 HILLI_N ¢C -,0406 C03 ,03800 COCOA3 *03728
MACH ,6505 CO4 ,03616 COCOR4 ,03540
ALPHa 5,0195 OEG CO5 .03023 COCOA5 ,02947
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPaNUISE
XlC CP PtLIP1 MLOC XlC CP PtLIPI MLOC XlC YIC CP P,LIPT HLOC
0.0000 ,7986 ,9302 .3240 0.0000 ,7986 ,9302 ,3240 .5000 ,4921 -.6869 ,6038 ,8831
,0040 -,5752 ,6224 .8542 .U040 1,0584 ,9885 ,1291 .5C00 .4265 -,6556 .6043 .8823
.0080 -,q088 ,5522 .9642 .0080 1,1135 1,0009 O, 0000 .5000 ,3609 -,6719 ,6059 .8798
,0150 -1,2782 ,4709 1.3987 .0230 .8019 .9309 .3222 .500b *2953 -.6_29 .6104 .8727
*0Z50 -1,6497 ,3865 1,2_22 .0500 .5592 ,8763 ,4396 .5C00 ,2297 -,6501 ,6107 ,8723
*0400 -1,9315 ,3303 1*3675 ,1000 ,3769 ,8373 ,5115 ._OOC ,1640 -,6540 *6096 ,8741
*0600 -2,1310 .2868 1.4673 ,1500 *2423 .8075 *5627 *5000 .0984 -*6526 .6098 .8737
*0800 -2,1572 .2738 1.4994 ,2000 .1493 .7880 .5951 ,5000 .0328 -.6442 ,6111 ,8717
,1000 -2,1577 ,2752 1.49"..9 ,2500 ,0611 ,7676 .6283 .5000 -.0328 -.6577 .6093 .8746
.1400 -2.1110 .2862 1.4688 .3500 -.'0336 .7457 ,6631 ,5000 -.0084 -.6559 ,6024 ,8758
.1800 -2.0742 ,2920 1*_*597 ,4500 -*0529 .7441 .6657 .5000 -.1640 -.6557 *b094 .8743
,2200 -2,0697 ,2968 1,4433 ,5500 -,0445 ,7461 .:6626 ,5000 -.2297 -,6521 .b085 ,8757
,2600 -2.0412 ,3050 1.4291 ,6500 .0535 ,7651 .6323 ,SGOO -,2953 -.6737 ,5050 .8811
.3000 -1,9284 .3230 1.3_34 .7500 ,2811 ,6161 .5482 ,5000 -.3609 -.8800 .6035 .8834
,3400 -1,2028 .4884 1.3688 .8000 .3780 .8377 .5108 .5000 -.4255 -.6969 .5q89 .8907
.3800 -, 9849 .5370 .98_6 .8500 .4488 .8529 ,4836 .5000 -.4921 -.7196 ,5975 .8928
,4200 -,7545 ,5876 ,9u82 ,9C00 ,4578 ,8556 .4782 .060U ,2992 -1,8232 .3487 1.3282
,4600 -.6776 .6043 ,8822 .9500 .4457 . _'523 ,4847 .1400 .2992 -2,1264 .2870 1,4667
.5000 -.6507 .6082 ._761 _,OOO0 .oul8 ,7717 ,6216 .2200 .2992 -2. I028 ,2q02 1.4589
,5400 --,6561 ,b085 ,_758 .3000 ,2992 -1.7145 .3777 l*Zbg5
.5800 -.6731 .6058 ._799 .3800 .2992 -1.0201 .5266 1.0_53
.6200 -.66Z2 .6070 .87_0 .4600 .2992 -,6711 .6042 .8823
,6600 -,6480 ,6112 ,8716 ,5400 .2992 -.6267 .6100 ,8734
.7000 -.5846 .6235 *8525 .62G0 .29q)Z -,6602 .6069 .e782
.7500 -.4936 .6449 .8194 ,7000 .2992 -.5883 .6230 .8532
,8000 -.3824 .6095 .7816 .8LaOO .2992 -.3791 .6681 .7837
.8500 -.2676 ,6942 .7435 .9GO0 .2992 -.1770 .7157 ,7102
*9000 -,1662 .7193 .7045 ,10GO .2362 .3709 ,8370 *5120
.9500 -,0442 *7455 *6035 *ZOOG ,2362 ,1510 .7865 .5976
,9750 ,0117 .7555 .6475 .3500 .2362 -,0413 ,7441 ,6657
1,0000 ,0818 ,7717 ,6216 .4500 .2362 -*0513 *7422 ,6687
.5500 .2362 -,0414 .7443 .6654
.6"UU .2362 ,06ql .7697 .6249
*7500 .2362 .2775 ,8161 .548Z
.8(,Ou .2362 .3715 .8374 .5113
.65_0 .2362 .4379 ,8506 .4677
.qCOb .2362 .4636 .8563 .4773
.9500 ,Z362 .4567 ,8546 .4804
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 Pl 50,1505 PSI CN 1,2%%b CD1 .05700 CDCORZ .05586
RUN 6 TT 110.3956 _ CM -.1051 C02 .05729 COCORZ .05594
POINT 12 RC 3_,0695 _ILLION CC -.0%47 C03 .05626 CDCOR3 ,05531
MACH ,6511 CD% ,04qbb COCOR4 ,04872 ""
ALPHA 6,0171 DEG CD5 ,06317 COCOR5 ,04ZZO
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPkN_ISE
XIC CP P_L/rT MLDC XlC CP PtLIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 ,727% ,9136 .3625 U.GUJO .7276 ,9136 o3625 ._000 .%9Z1 -.6673 .b03Z .88%0
,0040 -,7416 .5866 ,9U99 .00%0 1.0825 *9930 .00%1 ,5000 .4165 -,6738 .6037 .8832
,0080 -1.0288 .5230 1.0115 .0_80 1.118% 1*001% 0,0000 ,500b ,3609 -,7101 ,5930 ,8999
,0150 -1.3328 .6535 1.1_80 ,0230 ,8506 ,9%13 .1960 .5000 .2953 -,7773 .5766 .9257
• 0Z50 -1.7331 ,362% 1.3001 .053_ .6102 .888Z ,_161 .5000 ,1297 -.7770 .5818 ,917%
,0400 -1,0658 ,3110 1,%10% ,1000 .%188 .8%67 ._9_8 .5000 .lo%0 -.7768 .5795 .9211
• 0600 -Z.1800 .2677 1,51_0 .15_0 *1863 .8161 .548Z ,5000 .098% -.7477 ,5841 .0138
,0800 -Z*2511 *2550 1.5%_3 .2000 .176% .7899 ,5910 .5000 .0328 -.7193 .5905 ,9038
.1000 -2.2016 *1550 L.5%b_ .2500 .0959 .7729 .6107 .5000 -,0318 -,7616 .5810 .9187
,1600 -2.1913 .2663 1.5211 .3500 -,0219 .7%57 ,bb3? .5000 -.098_ -.7457 .5876 .9083
,1800 -Z,1B05 ,2609 1.5092 .%500 -.047% ,7405 .671_ .5000 -,1640 -.7397 ,5839 ,9161
oZZO0 -2,0986 e2769 1*%215 .5500 -.0%89 .7%19 .6691 ,5000 -.1297 -.6858 ,6003 ,8885
• 2600 -2.1062 .2826 1,677% .6500 ,0397 .7628 ,6360 .5G00 -,2953 -,6388 .6104 ,8728
°3000 -1,8708 *3379 1*3_12 .7500 *16%5 *8U96 ,5592 ,50UG -*36U9 -,6554 ,6118 ,8707
.3400 -1.3362 .6531 1,1296 *8000 ,36%5 ,8340 *517% °5000 -.%265 -.6651 .b088 .8752
,3800 -1.1821 ,6865 1.075% ,850_ .%33% ,8%98 .%892 .5000 -.%921 -,6503 .6070 *8780
,%Z00 -1.0496 .5214 1.01%0 *9000 ,%514 .6511 ,6868 ,0600 .2991 -1.8728 .3335 1.3605
•6600 -.905Z .5506 ,9671 .9500 .%361 ,8501 .6887 o1400 ,2902 -2.2048 .2661 1.5191
•5000 -,7%88 *5839 ,9161 1.0000 ,0036 .7550 *6686 .1200 °2992 -2,1866 ,2692 1.5110
•5400 -*6510 *6070 ,8766 *3000 *2992 -I,6098 .3989 1.2285
• 5800 -.6153 .6137 .8t76 .380U .2q92 -1.22%1 .%776 1.0871
• 6200 -.5872 .6228 .8535 ,%600 ,1992 -.9369 .5%53 .9753
,6600 -.56%0 ,6236 ._527 .5%00 .2992 -.667% .6070 .8781
• 7000 -*52%3 .636Z .8328 _6200 .2992 -.5773 .6215 .85%1
• 7500 -*6%33 ,6539 ,8056 .7uO0 *29q2 -.5174 .6%0% ,8263
• 8000 -,361% ,6715 .7709 .8000 .2992 -,3387 ,6781 .768%
.8500 -.2500 .700% °73%0 .9000 ,2992 -,1617 .7166 ,7087
.go00 -.1663 .7105 .70%3 ,1000 ,2362 .4125 .8%51 .%976
.9500 -.0680 .7385 ,67%6 ,2000 .2362 .1965 ,7980 ,5786
• 0750 -*0199 ,7502 .6561 .350C ,2361 -,0086 .7512 .6544
1,0000 ,003% ,7550 .6%8% .%500 .2362 -,0616 .7%06 .6712
.55G_ ,2361 -.0380 .7%33 .6669
.6500 .236Z ,0597 .767% .6285
• 7506 .2362 .269% .8136 ,5525
.8_00 .2362 .3569 ,8336 .5180
,8500 ,2362 ,%27% .8%70 ,%q%3
• RO00 *2362 ,4%91 .8531 .%832
,9500 .2362 .%315 .8%8Z .%921
TEST 137 PT 59,1%82 PSI CN 1.1686 CDI .08895 CDCOR1 ,08780
RUN 4 T? 110,%282 K CM -.11Z5 C02 .08609 CDCOR2 ,08%63
POINT 13 RC t0,0186 MILLIrJN CC -.033Z C03 ,07909 C000R3 ,07808
MACH ,650% CD4 .06591 CDCOR% .06%_0
ALPHA 7. 030'_ OLG CD5 ,ObZZ CDCOR5 ,061_5
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIRT MLOC XlC CP P#LIPT _LOC XlC YIC CP P_Llpl" MLOC
O*OGO0 .6529 .8080 .3961 O,oOOO ,6529 .E980 .3061 .SGO0 *%021 -,7%23 .5_95 .9056
• 00%0 -,8506 ,5626 ._%77 ,O0(PO 1.0921 .9961 .07%7 .5000 .%265 -.7756 .5830 .9155
•0080 -1.1300 .5021 1,0%59 ,OU80 1,1099 ,9999 .0086 .5000 .3600 -,8125 ,57%9 .9282
•0150 -1o6266 ,638% 1.1555 .023U ,8807 ,9%87 .2760 .50UO .2953 -.8373 .5639 .9657
• 0250 -1.8150 ,352% 1.3207 .0500 ,6%23 .8956 ,%016 °5000 .2297 -,8333 .5606 .0366
,0400 -2*0%06 .2qQO 1,_381 .D.OC ,%%2% .8516 ,%8%2 ,5000 ,16%0 -.d35_ .5666 .q%1%
,0600 -2.1851 ,2655 1,5207 .1500 ,3059 .E212 ,5396 .SCCC .GgB% -.8136 .5691 .9374
.0800 -2,1670 .2721 1,5C38 .2000 .1955 .7073 .5798 .SOO0 .0328 -, _JOl% ,5718 .9331
.1000 -2.1016 .2633 1.4759 ,2500 .1076 .7779 .6116 .5000 -.0328 -. _3126 .5700 .93%7
.1400 -1.9212 .3231 1.3832 .3500 -.0050 .7532 ,6512 .5000 -,098% -.8597 .5607 .9508
.1800 -1.8159 .3481 1.32'05 ,%5_0 -,0508 .7%16 .6096 ,5000 -. 16%0 -,8%03 .5664 ,9%18
.2200 -1.5353 ,3B67 1.2519 .5500 -.0621 .7375 .6761 .5000 -.2297 -,820% ,5696 .9366
.2600 -1.5113 .4191 1.}907 .6500 .0073 .7533 .6_I0 ,50(,(;-.2953 -.7%89 .5850 ,9125
.3000 -1.3512 °%557 1.12%9 .7500 .2227 .6016 .571% .5000 -.3609 -.7143 .5933 ._994
.3%00 -1.2105 .%86q I .;:113 .BOO0 .3229 .8,7%0 .53%1 .50UC -.4265 -.6941 .5986 .8911
,3800 -1.1068 ,5040 Z,O_2h ,8500 .%117 ._%3 .%992 .5000 -.%_21 -.698Z .5099 ,8890
.4200 -,9966 .533% .09%% ,0000 ,6 |(_9 .8%36 .5303 ,0600 ,2992 -1.9066 ,33}3 1.3654
,4600 --,9071 ,5508 .9_66 .9500 ,3933 ,b604 .5960 .1600 ,2992 -1.9032 ,3317 1.3664
,50_0 -,8U62 .5707 .03%8 1. 0000 -.1223 .72%3 ,6968 ,2200 .2902 -1,6%23 .3904 1.2%47
• 5%00 -,7%03 .5855 ._116 ,30oh ,2992 -1.3%32 .%508 1.1170
•5600 -. 7012 .5955 ._96u .3800 .2992 -1.1242 .5035 1,0%36
.6200 -,6561 o6061 .5795 ,%600 ,2997. -.9167 .5%99 ,9679
.6600 -,593q .6211 ._562 .5400 *2992 -*7%61 ,5886 .9068
• 7000 -.5223 .63_5 ._355 .6200 .2992 -.636% .6135 ,8680
.7500 -.4632 ,6%_7 ,r_L36 • ?00_; *2992 -.5221 .63_9 .8287
.8000 -.3895 .6657 .7_76 *80uO ,2992 -.3815 .66_3 ,7_33
.8500 -.3168 .6830 .760. _ .9(:0¢, .2992 -.2%14 .7017 ,7318
.qooo -.250% .b99u .73_0 .1000 .Z362 ,%296 .8%85 .%915 _,
•9500 -,2055 ,7073 ,7132 .ZOGG ,2362 ,2062 .798% .5781
.9750 -,1736 .7137 .7133 ,3500 ,2362 -,00%5 ,7519 .6533
1.G000 -.1223 ,?2%3 ,696_ .%500 ,23_2 -.0529 ,7398 ,6725
obSUO ,2362 -,0%82 .7%32 ,6_71
,6506 .2362 ,0313 ,7607 .6393
•7500 ,2362 ,2356 ,8063 ,56%8
,8600 o_362 ,3293 ,82_2 ,5275
• 8566 .2362 .39_I ,8%13 .50%5
.qO_O ,2362 .%1%9 ,8%56 o%968
• 9500 .2361 ,3855 ,8388 *5082
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 56,Z826 PlI CN .Z713 CD1 .00808 CO¢ORI .00777
PUN 5 IT 110,1044 < CM -,1313 C02 ,008Z0 COCOR2 .G0787
POINT 1 RC 30.1788 MILLION C¢ ,0166 CD3 .00786 COCOR3 .00765
MACH .7012 CD4 ,00771 CO:OR4 *00752
ALPHA -Z*0110 OEG C05 *00760 CDCOR§ *00736
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE _RAN_ISE
XIC CP PJLIPT MLOC XIC CP PJLIP] HLOC XIC YIC CP PptlPT HLOC
0.0000 1.011§ ,9714 .2046 u. O000 1.0115 ,9714 ,2048 ,5000 ,4gz1 -,5558 ,5849 ,9125
,0040 ,8764 ,9380 ,3046 ,G04G .0844 ,7414 ,6699 ,8000 ,4Z65 -,5588 ,5805 ,9194
,0080 ,6356 ,8780 ,4362 ,0080 ,2879 .7920 .5885 ,5000 .3609 -.5777 .5780 .9233
,0150 ,2899 ,7926 .5875 .U230 -.Z455 .6628 ,7919 ,5000 ,2953 -*5770 ,5771 ,9Z47
,0250 -,0767 ,7019 ,7315 ,0500 -,3696 ,6314 .840Z .5000 .2297 -.583e .5760 .9264
.0400 -.3368 .6373 ._311 .1030 -.3867 .6248 .8503 .5000 .1640 -.5957 ,5744 ,9Z90
*0600 -,4308 ,6143 .8666 ,1500 -,4180 ,6177 o8613 .5000 oC984 -,5837 ,5769 ,9251
.0800 -,4397 ,5120 ,87_Z .2000 -.4725 ,6041 ,88Z5 ,5G00 ,0328 -,5840 ,577Z .9246
,1000 -,4631 ,6065 ,f7_8 *25JU -,5]Z3 ,5944 ,8976 ,5000 -.L328 -.582Z .5767 ,9253
,1600 -,_547 .b084 ,8758 .3500 -.5093 ,5949 ,8968 .5000 -,0984 -.5910 .§738 .9299
,1800 -,4803 .6021 ._54 .453J -.4051 .6204 .8572 .5000 -.1640 -.5849 .5754 .9Z73
,2200 -,4994 .5977 .8924 .5500 -.Z955 ,6477 ,8150 ,5000 -.Ezg7 -,5803 ,5778 ,9Z36
,2600 -.5202 ,5937 ,89_7 ,5500 -,0877 .6990 ,7359 .5000 -.2983 -,5802 ,5779 .9234
,3000 -,§486 *5855 ._115 ,7_00 .2034 .7712 *bZE) ,5000 -.3609 -.575Z .5794 ,9212
,3400 -,5445 .5862 .9104 .8000 .3074 .7968 .5806 ,5000 -.4Z65 -,5807 ,5775 .9241
,3800 -,5557 ,58Z4 ,91_4 ,8500 .3858 .6162 ._479 .5000 -.4921 -,5715 .5797 ,9Z06
.4200 -.5660 .5804 .9194 .9000 .4149 .8236 .5354 o0600 .2992**ee***t177ob968_e_t_e
,4600 -,5798 ,5783 .9229 ,9_00 ,4193 ,8251 ,53Z7 ,1400 ,299_ -,4510 ,6104 ,87Z8
.5000 -,5943 ,5743 ,9Z92 1,0000 ,1415 ,7567 ,6456 ,2200 ,299Z -,4988 ,5981 ,8919
,5400 -,598Z .5737 ,9301 ,300_ .299Z -.SZG6 .5931 ,8996
,5800 -,6050 .5711 .9342 .3800 .299Z -.5608 .5839 ,9146
,6200 -.6Z88 .5644 .9447 .4600 .299Z -*5726 ,5817 .9176
*6600 -*6276 ,5649 ,_440 *5400 *2992 -,5815 ,5790 ,9217
,7000 -,5645 ,5817 .9175 .6200 ,299Z -,6219 ,5686 .9381
,7500 -,4657 ,6062 18793 ,7000 ,299Z -.5664 ,5825 ,9163
.8000 -,3630 ,6317 .8397 ,8000 ,299Z -,3583 ,6331 .8376
.8500 -*Z516 .65_ .7979 ,9000 .2992 -.1466 ,6847 *7580
,9000 -.1399 .6864 .7555 .1000 *2362 -*3905 *6253 ,8496
.9500 -,0138 ,7182 .7062 ,20_0 °2362 -,¢525 ,6094 °8743
*9750 *O60Z *7360 *67_4 *3500 .236Z -.5018 .5981 *8918
1,0000 .1415 *7567 *6456 .4506 .236Z -*4073 .6Z15 .8555
,5500 ,Z36Z -,Z871 .6513 .8095
,6500 .236Z -.0881 ,6998 ,7347
,7500 .236Z ,2025 o771Z °6224
,8000 o236Z *3067 °7972 ,5799
,8500 ,2362 ,3768 ,8148 .5503
,900G .2362 ,4096 ,8232 ,5360
.9500 .2362 .4076 .8216 .5387
TEST 137 PT 56.Z768 PSI CN ,4215 COl ,00818 CDCOR1 .00790
RUN 5 TT 110*1253 K CH -,1340 C02 *00822 COCOR_' *0079:'
POINT 2 RC 36.1465 JlILLIUN CC .(,167 CD3 .00798 CDCOR3 .00777
_JCH .70u5 C04 .0078z COCOR4 ,00163
ALPHA -.96vl OEG C05 .00774 CDCOR5 .00753
UPPER SURFACE LOuER SURFACE SRAN_I$E
XlC CP P..LIPT _LOC XIC CP PpLIPT /_LOC XIC YIC CP P,pLIPT _LOC
0,0000 1.0962 ,9919 ,I082 _.0000 1.0962 .9919 .108Z .5000 ,49ZI -.6206 ,570;' .9356
,0040 ,7175 ,8990 .3940 ,0040 .3437 ,8064 .5646 .5000 .4Z65 -.6314 .5678 .9393
.0080 ,4515 .8337 .5178 .OOUO .5452 .8561 .4777 .5000 .3609 -.6414 *$665 ,9415
,0150 ,0644 ,7373 .6762 .0230 ,0017 ,7,_ 1_ ,7006 ,5000 .2953 -.6407 ,564Z .9450
*0250 -,3215 .6434 ,_Z17 .0500 -.1606 .6831 ,7605 .5000 .2Z97 -.6435 .5623 .9481
,0400 -.5981 .5736 .9303 .1000 -.23Z0 ,6645 .7892 ,500C .1640 -.6621 .5599 .9519
°0600 -*6786 .5543 .9609 .1500 -o2S38 .6_'30 *8068 ,5060 .0984 -°6505 .5604 ,9511
,0800 -.6481 ,5609 .95U4 ,2030 -.3491 .6356 o8337 .SOOO ,63Z8 1.6486 o5610 .9501
.1000 -,6519 .5610 .950Z .ZSO0 -,4009 ,6225 .8539 .5000 -.03Z8 -.6480 .5609 ,9504
,1400 -,6136 ,5703 ,9_54 .3500 -.4242 .61_1 ,8607 ,560U -.0984 -,6573 ,5601 .9516
.1800 -*6260 .56EI ,9369 *4500 -,3455 *6359 ,833Z .5C00 -.1640 ".6472 .5627 *9475
*Z200 -,6271 ,5679 ,9393 °5500 -,Z541 .6589 ,7977 .5000 -.2_97 -.6447 .5543 .9449
.Z600 -,6343 *5668 ,9409 *6533 -.0618 .7357 .7256 .5000 -,2953 -,6447 .56Z7 *9474
.3000 -,6528 ,5626 .9477 .7500 ,2199 *7759 .614_ ,5000 -,3609 -,64_6 ,5628 .9473
.3400 -*6379 *5673 ,9402 ,EO00 .3251 ,_018 ,5723 .5000 -,4_65 -,6525 .5607 ,9506
,3800 -,6439 *5635 ,9463 ,6500 .399g ,8205 ,5407 ,5000 -,49Z1 -,6405 *5638 ,9457
.4200 -,6393 *5633 ,9465 ,9_0 ,4ZUZ .8276 .5284 o0600 ,Egg -,6406 ,5670 ,940T
.4600 -.654Z .5618 .9489 .9500 .4305 °8278 .52_1 .14U0 ,2992 -,6076 .5724 .9321
.5000 -,6619 .5576 .9555 1.00_ *1318 .7558 o6470 *Z200 *_99_ -,6238 °5671 ,9405
*5600 -*5564 .5591 ,9532 .3000 *2992 -*6307 .5657 .94ZB
*5800 -.6585 .55_3 .9565 *3800 .2q92 -*6534 .5616 *9492
*6200 -,6756 ,5556 ._,_8 .4600 .299Z -.6457 .5630 .9470
,6600 -.6610 .5593 .9529 ,5400 .2992 -,6423 .5639 .9455
.7000 -,5937 .57_8 .9_51 .6200 .2_92 -.66_5 .5570 .9565
*7500 -.683_ *6025 ._849 0TOOO o299_ -.60Z_ ,5739 °9297
*8000 -.375_ *bZP5 .0446 *8GOU .Z99Z -.3715 .6299 *8425
*8500 -.26Z6 ,5568 ,8010 egO00 .299Z -.1489 *6856 .7566
.9000 -.1433 *6864 .7555 *lOGO .235Z -._396 ,6628 o7910
.9500 -*0191 .7171 . 707_. .ECGu .Z362 -.3320 .6409 ._ZSb
.9750 *0560 .7363 .6779 .35C0 .2362 -.4156 .6192 .8590
1.0000 ,1318 .755_ .6,_ 10 ,4500 .Z362 -,35u9 .6375 °8308
,5500 .2362 -,1467 ,6634 ,7908
.6500 ,,?.36,?. -o0634 ,7064 .7Z45
.7500 .236Z .Z188 .7752 .6160
,800C .236Z .3207 .8005 .5745
.85L,_ ,2362 .3932 .8191 .5431
,9_00 .2362 .4_44 ,8Z65 °5303
,_500 ,Z362 ,430Z *8277 ,5282
227
TABLE III.- Continued.
TEST 137 PT 56.2770 PSI CN ,5596 CD1 ,00845 COCORZ ,00818
RUN 5 TT 110,1756 K CH -.1348 CO* ,00850 COCORZ .008Z0 JbPOZNT 3 RC 30.1110 MILL*ON CC .0131 C03 .00819 ¢040R3 .0_797
HAtH ..7000 CD4 .00810 COCOR4 .00788
ALPHA .000U OEG CD5 .00803 CDCOR5 .00779
UPPER SURFACE LOdER SURFACE SPAH_ZSE
XlC CP PIL/PT HLOC X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP P,LIPT HLOC
0*0000 1,1328 1.0009 0.0000 0.0000 1,1328 1.0009 0.0000 .5000 .49Z1 -*6798 .5546 .9604
*0040 .53'9 *8560 .4779 .0040 *5534 *8575 .4751 .5000 .4Z65 -.69Z0 .5550 .9597
*0080 .2673 *7874 *5961 .0080 *7490 .9058 *3796 .50&¢ .3609 -.7009 .5497 .9681
*0150 -,1466 ,6857 ,7565 ,0230 ,2034 ,771, ,6Z25 ,5000 **953 -.705Z .5469 .9TZ7
,0250 -.5402 ._8_b .90_? .0500 -.0011 .7234 .6981 *5000 .2297 -.71*8 .5485 .9701
*0400 -*8538 .5109 1.031Z .1000 -.0963 *6968 .7394 .5000 .1640 -.71Z6 .5480 .9710
*0600 -1.0383 .4690 1.1018 .1500 -*1739 .6785 .7676 .5000 .0984 -.7091 *5486 *9700
.0800 -.8973 .5006 1.04_2 *Z000 -.2415 *6607 .7951 *5000 *03Z8 -.7043 .5497 .9682
.1000 -.8459 .5144 1.0*54 .2500 -.3097 .6455 .8184 .5000 -.03Z8 -.7016 .5501 .'676
.1400 -.7767 .5317 .9971 .350_ -.3427 .6373 .8311 .5000 -.0984 -.7151 .5476 .9715
,1800 -.76S7 *5326 .9957 .4500 -.2907 *6498 .8119 .5000 -.1640 -.7069 .5513 .9657
.*ZOO -.7484 .5381 .9868 .5500 -.2161 *6705 .7799 .5000 -*2297 -.7091 .5466 .'73*
,2600 -.7446 .5386 .9860 .6500 -.0447 .7108 .7177 .5000 -.Z953 -.7067 *5486 .9699
*3000 -,7584 ,5388 ,9857 ,7500 *Z3TB .7809 ,6066 ,5000 -.3609 -.6981 .549* ,9690
.3400 -.7306 .54,4 .9799 .8000 .3379 .8057 .5657 .5000 -.4Z65 -.7175 .5453 .975*
,3800 -.73Z9 .5400 .9837 .8500 .4189 .8,48 .533Z .5000 -.4921 -.7013 .5465 .9733
.4ZOO -.7Z03 .5467 .9731 .9000 .4424 .8312 .5*Z3 .0600 *'99Z -*681* .5519 .9646
*4600 -.7124 .5480 .9709 .9500 .4417 ._303 .5238 .1400 .299Z -.7753 *5*99 1.0001
*5000 -*7203 *5458 ,9144 1.0000 .I'87 .7542 *6497 .Z'00 .299Z -.7580 .5384 .9864
*5400 -.70_3 .5494 ,9686 *3000 .2992 -*TZq6 *5409 ,98*2
.5800 -,6985 .5509 ,9663 ,3_00 ..99Z -.737Z .5381 ,9867
.6200 -.7106 *5487 .9697 .4600 .299* -.7105 *5469 .97*6
,6600 -,6901 *5554 ,9591 *5400 *Z99Z -.6884 .5538 .9617
.7000 -.6151 .5697 *9363 *6ZOO .299Z -.7080 .5514 **655
*7500 -.4977 .6001 ,8888 .7000 ,2992 -.615Z .57*9 .931Z
.8000 -.3772 .6283 .8449 .8000 .Z99* -.3845 .6310 .8408
.8500 -.Z670 ,656Z ,_019 *9000 .299* -.1448 .6878 .753.
*9000 -,1407 .6853 .7571 .1000 **36* -.1061 *6947 .74Z6
*9500 -,0131 ,7177 ,7070 ,2000 ,2362 -,Z310 ,6626 .TgZZ
.9750 .0596 *7346 ,6806 .3500 *Z362 -.3387 .6376 .8307
1.0000 ,IZBT ,754Z .6497 ,4500 .236Z -,Z946 .6501 ,8114
.§500 .2362 -.2060 .6695 .7815
*6500 .236Z -.04,9 .7107 .7179
.7500 *2362 .2Z65 .7794 .6091
*8000 *2362 .3351 .803' *5688
.8500 .236Z .4083 .8215 .5389
.9000 .Z3bZ .4400 *8303 .5237
*9500 .Z3bZ *4416 .8308 .5228
TEST 137 PT 56.Z740 PSI CN *6303 C01 .0_876 C040R1 .00850
RUN 5 TT 110.0141 K CM -.1348 CO* .0C884 COCORZ .00855
POZNT 4 RC 30.Z768 HZLLION CC .0103 CD3 .00854 COCOR3 .00830
_ACH .7036 C04 *00538 COCOR4 .00815
ALPHA .4990 OEG C05 .0083Z COCOR5 *00808
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWXSE
XIC CP PtLIP1 HLOC XlC CP FeLIPI HLOC XIC YIC CP PPLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1322 1.UOOZ 0.0000 0.0000 1.1322 1,0002 0.0000 .5000 .49Z1 -.7150 .5409 .9823
,0040 .4699 .8368 .5123 .UC40 .6342 ._773 .4378 .5000 .4Z65 -.735.? .53'4 .9848
,0080 .1620 .7598 .64.07 .0080 .8159 .qZZ4 .34Z6 .5000 .360. -.7377 .5369 .9887
.0150 -*,34L .6616 .7936 .0Z30 .2874 .7896 .59*5 .5G00 .'953 -.7358 .5370 °9886
.0250 -.6397 .5629 .9471 *0500 *0830 .7411 .6703 .5000 .2297 -.7353 .5376 .9877
*0400 -.9545 .4834 1.U771 .1000 -.0396 .7104 .7184 • 50(..f. .1640 -.7469 .5348 .*q?*
.0600 -1,1506 .435Z 1.1612 .LSO0 -. 1225 .6892 .7511 .5000 • C'.)84 -.74L1 .5346 . _)*Z4
.0800 -1.1679 ,4300 J.. 1706 .ZOO0 -.Z043 .6700 .7808 ,_bo0 .6328 -. 7365 .5361 .9900
.1000 -1.1335 .4383 1.1557 .2500 -.Z641 .6542 .8051 .5000 -.0328 -.7364 .5369 .9888
.1400 -.7923 .5235 1.0LC5 .3500 -.3113 .6441 .8,06 .5000 -.0984 -.7534 .530Z .9997
.1800 -,8121 ,5196 1o0168 .4500 -,2635 ,6547 .8043 • 50G(, -. 1640 -.7412 .5376 .9877
.ZZ00 -.8Z30 .5184 L.018_ .5500 -.1999 .6707 *7797 ._000 -.2297 -.7418 *5338 .9938
.2600 -.8024 .5192 1.0176 .6500 -.0333 .7114 .7167 .5000 -.2953 -.7406 .5373 .9882
.3000 -.8285 .5163 1.0'23 .7500 .Z381 ,7786 .6104 .5000 -.3609 -.7354 .5389 .9855
.3400 -.7897 .5241 1.0096 .8000 .3465 .8058 .5656 .5(_00 -.4265 -.745* .534* .9931
,3800 -.7804 *5260 1.0065 .8500 *4253 .8258 .5316 .5000 -.49,1 -.7358 .538Z .9867
*4200 -*7479 .5344 .9927 .9000 .4494 .83Z3 .520Z .0600 .,99,**************,1,*******
.4600 -.7_08 .5338 .9938 .9500 .44_6 .8303 *5238 .140C .299Z -.8002 .5211 1.0145
.5000 -.T5_* .531. .ggb8 1.0000 .1,63 .7513 .6543 *ZZbO .299Z -.826' .5139 1.0262
*5400 -.7345 *5366 .9892 *3000 *Z'q* -.7967 .5211 1.0144
.5800 -.7Z_3 .5397 .9843 .3EO0 .299* -*7980 .5226 1.0120
.6ZOO -.7367 *_343 ._9,9 .4600 ,2992 -.7474 .5338 .9937
.6600 -.7051 .5465 .9733 .5400 *299* -.7168 .542.4 ,9799
.7000 -*6208 .563_ .9456 .6200 ****Z -.7251 .5388 .9857
*7500 -. 500Z *5968 .8939 .7000 .299Z -.6288 *5650 .9438
.8000 -.3874 .62"..0 .8501 .8000 .2992 -.3775 .6246 .8508
,8500 -.2582 .6552 .8036 .9000 .2992 -*1423 .6829 .76C9 !.
.9000 -.1395 .685_ .7564 .1000 .Z36Z -.0501 .7057 .7256
.9500 -.01,6 .7150 .7112 .*GO0 *2362 -.1867 .6708 .7795
.9750 *0593 .7322 .6843 .3500 .236Z -.3034 .6427 .8228
1.0000 .1263 .7513 .6543 .450C .236Z -.2690 .6533 .8065
.5500 .2362 -.1933 .6700 .7807
.650(. ,236Z -.0305 .7120 .7158
.7500 .236Z .,394 .7787 .610,
.8_00 .236* .3393 .d034 *5696
.8500 *'362 ,4110 .8'*0 .5381
*g(_.C .Z3bZ .444Z .82*7 .5249
**50G **362 *4*85 *8*58 .5316
228
TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 56.2793 P3I CN .706L C01 .00927 ¢0C0R1 .00899
RUN 5 TT 11C.0069 K CM -.1330 C02 .00931 COCOR2 .00903
POINT 5 RC 30.2617 _ILLION CC .0060 CD3 .00905 COCOR3 .00880
MACH ,7£30 CD4 *00890 COCOR4 ,00862
ALPHA 1.0183 OEG C05 .00871 CO,OR5 *00848
UPPER SURFACE LOgER SURFACE SPANWI$E
XlC CP PeLIPT ffLOC XlC CP PJLIPT BLOC XlC YIC CP PeLIPT NLOC
0.0000 1,1343 1,0013 0,0000 0,0000 1.1343 1,0013 C,O000 .5000 .4921 -,7377 .5388 ,9857
.0040 .3760 .813Z ,5536 .0040 ,7C66 ,_944 .4035 *9000 ,4265 -.7502 *5356 ,9892
,0080 ,0673 ,7357 ,6789 ,0080 ,8855 ,9397 .3001 .500£ .3609 -,7647 .5285 1,0024
,0190 -.3469 ,6373 .8311 ,0230 .3749 .8137 .9923 ,5000 ,2953 -,7587 ,5333 .9945
,0250 -,7299 ,9374 .gsuO .0500 .1462 ,7568 ,6455 ,9000 .2297 -.7618 .5301 .9997
,0400 -1,0364 ,4618 1.1143 .1000 ,013H ,72Z0 .7003 *5000 ,1640 -,7773 ,9304 .9994
,0500 -1,2541 ,4106 1,2062 ,1900 -,0719 ,7011 ,7328 .5_0u ,0984 -,7591 ,5338 ,9938
.0800 -1,2945 ,4019 1,2226 ,2000 -.1526 ,6831 ,7605 ,50£0 .03Z8 -.7550 .9337 .9940
,1000 -1,3000 *4000 1.2Z62 ,2500 -,2239 ,6676 ,7845 *5000 -,0328 -,7628 ,5Z94 1,0009
,1400 -1,2_22 ,4243 1,1811 ,3506 -,2777 .6498 ,8118 ,5000 -,0984 -.7824 ,5277 1,0036
,1800 -1,0857 ,4917 1.1319 .4900 -,2385 ,660u .7962 ,9000 -,1640 -.7637 ,9296 1.0006
,2200 -,7678 ,5289 1,0017 ,9900 -,1782 ,6767 ,7705 .9000 -.2297 -,7645 ,9318 ,9970
.2600 -,7832 ,5275 1,0039 ,6900 -,0193 ,7156 ,7086 .5000 -.Z953 -,7611 ,5295 1.0007
,3000 -.8488 ,51Z3 1,0289 ,7500 .2457 .7818 .6053 .5000 -.3609 -.7579 ,5319 .9969
.3400 -,8315 ,5119 1.0295 ,8000 .34_7 ,8072 ,9632 .5000 -.4265 -.7649 .5323 .9961
,3800 -,8237 ,9172 1.0208 ,8500 .4251 .8256 .5319 .5000 -.4921 -,7609 .9323 .9962
,4200 -,7865 .524b 1.0097 ,9000 ,4943 ,8322 ,5204 .0600 ,2992 -1.0109 ,4716 1.0973
,4600 -.7862 .52_2 1.0029 ,9500 ,4454 ,8309 ,5228 .1400 .2992 -1,2099 ,4199 1.1890
,5000 -,7713 ,9308 .9987 1,0000 .1187 .7491 ,6877 .2200 ,2992 -.7510 .5311 .9982
*5400 -,7509 ,9347 .9923 ,3000 ,2992 -,8189 ,9174 1.0205
,5800 -,7654 ,9337 ,_939 ,3800 ,2992 -,8262 ,9173 1,0207
.6200 -.7540 .5347 *9923 .4600 ,2992 -,7700 .5286 1.0023
,6600 -,7133 ,9421 *_804 ,9400 ,2992 -.7362 ,5385 ,9862
,7000 -,6270 ,9698 ,9425 *6200 ,2992 -,7334 ,5369 ,9868
.7500 -,5017 ,9941 ._9_1 .7000 .2992 -,6320 ,5639 .9456
,8000 -,3827 ,6249 ,8502 .8000 *2992 -.3880 ,5264 .8509
.8500 -.2615 .65_6 .8013 .9000 .2992 -,1415 .6853 .7971
.9000 -,1446 ,6847 .7981 .1000 ,2362 *0052 ,7ZOZ *7030
.9500 -,0161 .7149 ,7113 ,2000 .2362 -.1414 ,6863 ,7556
,9750 ,0534 ,7344 ,6809 ,35_0 ,Z3bZ -.2729 .6533 ,8064
1.0000 ,1187 .7491 .6577 ,4500 ,2362 -.2454 ,6988 ,7979
,5500 ,2362 -.1790 .6770 .7599
.6500 .2362 -,0180 ,7149 .7114
,7500 .2362 ,2395 ,7792 ,6095
*8000 ,2362 .3469 .8061 .5651
.8500 .2362 ,4218 ,8294 .5323
.9000 .2362 .4514 ,8316 ,5215
._500 .Z362 .4326 .8268 .5298
TEST 137 PT 5_,2741 PSI CN .7831 CO1 *01022 CDCOR1 ,00998
RUN 5 TT 109,9858 K CM -,1305 C02 ,01019 COCORZ ,00990
POINT 6 RC 30.2019 MILLION CC ,001Z CD3 ,00998 CDCOR3 .00973
_ACH .7bOb C04 .C0945 C0C0R4 .00920
ALPHA 1.9294 DEG C05 ,00902 COCOR5 ,00878
UPPER SURFACE LOWER _URFICE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP PpLIPT HLQC XlC CP P_LIPT NLQC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT NLOC
0,0000 1,1294 ,9993 .0322 0,0000 1,1254 ,g993 ,0322 .5000 .4921 -,7495 ,5352 ,9915
,0040 ,2908 .7935 .5861 .0040 .7764 .9131 .3636 .5000 .4265 -.7611 .5300 1.0000
,0080 -*0407 ,7126 .7150 ,0080 .9319 .9511 ,2692 .5000 .3609 -.7717 .5328 .9954
• 0150 -,4311 .6156 .8646 *0230 ,4435 .8317 ,5214 .5000 .2953 -.7666 .5322 ,9964
,0250 -.8348 ,5160 1.0227 ,0500 .2153 .7749 ,6165 .5C00 .2297 -.7705 .5320 ,9967
.0400 -1.1398 ,4423 1.1485 ,1000 ,0706 .7391 ,6735 .5000 .1640 -.7775 .5304 .9993
.0600 -1.3492 ,3903 1._48 .1500 -.0252 ,7164 .7091 .5000 ,09_4 -.7704 .5331 .9950
• 0800 -1.3832 ,3781 1.2686 .ZOO0 -.1125 .6928 ,7456 ,5000 ,0328 -.7754 .5305 ,9991
• 1000 -1.3971 ,3756 1.2735 ,2500 -*1720 ,6795 ,7661 .5000 -,0328 -,7711 .5319 ,9969
.1400 -103249 03930 1,2397 ,3500 -,2411 ,6624 ,7925 .5000 -,0984 -,7897 .5261 1,0062
,1800 -1.3058 ,4030 1.2206 ,4500 -,2131 ,6702 ,7805 ,5000 -.1640 -.7803 ,5290 1.0016
,2200 -1,2663 ,4085 1._102 ,5500 -,1642 ,6819 ,7624 .5000 -.2297 -.7742 ,5317 ,q971
.2600 -1,0886 ,4514 _.1325 ,6500 -,0123 .7174 ,7075 .5000 -.2953 -.7688 ,5310 ,9983
,3000 -.8192 ,5155 1.0236 ,7500 ,2560 ,7842 ,6014 ,5000 -,3609 -,7764 ,5314 .9977
,3400 -,7201 ,5455 ,9749 ,8000 ,3536 ,8081 .561_ .5000 -,4265 -,7753 ,5317 ,9971
,3800 -,7584 ,5342 .9931 ,8500 .4381 ,8308 ,5229 .5000 -,4921 -,7637 .5364 ,9896
• 4200 -*7792 *5298 1.0002 .9000 .4606 .8349 .5157 .0600 .2992 -1.1825 .4308 1.1691
,4600 -.7849 ,5286 1._022 .9530 .4484 ,8331 ,5189 .1400 ,2992 -1.3360 .3915 1.2425
• 5000 -.7830 ._3_0 l*uO00 1.0000 .1156 .7504 ,6556 .2200 .2992 -1,2926 .4032 1,ZZO2
,5400 -,7717 .5314 .9976 .30u0 .2992 -,7560 ,5355 .9911
.5800 -.7514 .5367 ,9u91 .3800 .zgqz -.7926 .5248 1.0084
• 6200 -,7575 .5341 .9933 .4600 ,2992 -,78Z7 .5298 1.0003
,6600 -,7220 ,5434 ,97_3 ,5400 ,2992 -,7499 ,_348 *9_ZZ
• 7000 -,6281 .5677 *_396 .6200 *2992 -,7441 .5376 .9877
• 7500 -.5021 ,5969 .8937 .7000 *2992 -.6439 .5645 .9446
,8000 -.3891 ,6Z66 .8475 ,8000 .2992 -.3805 .6266 ,8476
• R500 *.2639 .5576 .799P .goou ,zgg2 -,1422 .6850 .7577
.9000 -,1372 ,68gg ,7500 .1000 .235Z ,0636 .738_ ,6738
,9900 -.0159 ,7195 ,7042 *ZuO0 .2362 -.0958 ,7003 *7340
• 9750 ,0487 *7357 ,67_q *3500 .2362 -.2380 .6646 ,7891
1.0000 .1156 ,7504 *6556 *4500 .2362 -.2191 .6680 ,7839
• 5500 .2362 -.1560 ,6U38 .7997
• 650G .23_2 -,0122 .7183 .7061
• 7500 .236_ ,2454 .7822 ,6045
• 800_ .2362 .3498 .8080 .9619
• 8500 .2362 .4241 .8256 *5319
• gO00 .23_2 .4934 .8339 .5179
• 9500 .2362 .4496 *8326 *5197
229
TABLE III. - Continued.
TESt 137 PT bl,b515 PSI CN ,8620 CDI .01344 COCOR1 .01303
RUN 5 71 117,3113 K C_ -,1282 C02 .C1346 COCORZ ,01297
POINT 8 RC 30,0647 NZLLION CC -,0028 C03 ,01276 CDCOR3 *01237 •
NaCH ,7008 C04 .01100 CDCOR4 ,0106Z
ALPMa 2,0162 OEG C05 .01089 CO€OR§ °01047
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANgISE
XIC CP PpLIP_ _LOC X/C CP PJL/PT MLOC XlC YIC CP P,LIPT HLOC
0*0000 1,1107 .995_ .0811 0,0000 1,1107 ,99_4 .0811 ,5000 .4921 -,7140 .5436 .9776
,0060 .2121 ,772b .6198 .0040 ,8286 ,9255 ,3349 ,500_ .4265 -,739b .5399 ,9834
.0080 -.11ll .693_ .7440 ,0080 .9800 ,9627 ,2341 .5000 ,3609 -,TZSb .5411 .9816
,0150 -,5165 .5937 .8982 ,0230 ,_043 ,8455 .4965 .5000 ,2953 -,7098 ,5440 .9769
*0Z50 -,9155 o6941 _.0587 ,0500 ,27bb ,788b ,59_7 ,5000 ,2297 -,bqT9 .5453 *qT_8
,0400 -1*1854 .4Z23 1.1843 .1000 ,1168 ,7688 ,6577 ,5G00 ,1640 -,7345 ,5411 ,9814
*0600 -2,4Z36 ,372_ 1.2795 .1500 ,0196 ,7258 .6938 ,5000 ,0984 -*b813 ,5504 .9b66
*0_00 -1.4579 ,3581 1,308_ ,ZOO0 -*0672 .7025 .730_ ,5_0 ,0328 -,7051 .5467 ,9726
.1000 -1,4938 ,354_ 1.3107 .2500 -,1447 .6855 .7563 ,5000 -*0328 -.7024 ,5476 ,9711
.1600 -1.4137 ,3694 1,28_5 .3500 -.Z108 ,6684 .7817 ,5000 -.0986 -.7320 .5606 ,.9813
,1800 -_.3972 ,3714 1,281b .450_ -.1982 ,6665 ,7826 ,5000 -,1640 -.7171 .5668 *9755
,2200 -1.3813 ,3768 1,1707 ,5500 ",1516 ,6853 .7567 ,5000 -,2297 -.7200 ,541b ,9808
,2600 -1.3638 .3827 1.2_92 ,6500 "*0070 ,7180 ,7063 ,5000 -,29S3 -.7220 ,5408 ,9820
.3000 -_.3742 ,3836 1.2573 ,7500 ,2515 .7860 ,6012 .5000 -,3609 -,7632 ,5360 .9884
.3600 -1.1969 .4245 1,1803 ,8000 .3622 .8097 ,5587 .5000 -.4265 -,7530 ,5349 .9915
,3800 -.7680 .5195 1.0001 ,8500 .4378 .8278 ,5278 .5000 -,4921 -,7533 .5367 ,9918
.6200 -_6859 ,5557 .9581 ,qO00 ,4607 ,8339 ,5170 ,06_0 ,2992 -1,2419 ,4163 1.1951
,4600 -,6927 ,551_ .9649 ,9500 ,4535 ,8338 ,5173 .1400 .2992 -1.4657 .3679 1.2885
,5000 -,6894 ,54_4 .9b98 1.0000 .1164 ,7502 ,b555 .2200 ,2992 -1,9152 .3bg_ 1.Z851
.5400 -.7307 ,5404 ,qu27 .3000 ,2992 -1.3101 .3998 1.2263
.5800 -,7336 .5399 ,9834 ,3800 ,2992 -.7268 ,5435 ,9777
,6200 *.7469 .5369 *98_2 *qb_O *1992 "*bqbZ .5687 *9693
,6bOO -,7172 .5448 ,9755 .5400 .2992 -.7316 ,5422 .9797
*7000 "*6276 *5645 ,9442 .62C0 .2992 -.7377 .5397 ,9838
.7500 --.5057 .5944 *8970 .7000 *Z_Z -.6354 .5646 .9440
*8000 -.4007 .6257 .8486 .8000 ,2992 -.3906 .6260 .8481
,8500 -,261b .6564 ,8012 ,9000 ,2992 -*1520 ,6868 .7543
.9000 -,1437 ,6_54 .7565 ,1000 .2361 .1193 .7500 .6559
.9500 -,0122 ,7174 ,7069 .2000 ,2362 -,0566 .7101 .7184
,9750 .0481 ,7357 .b784 ,3500 .2362 -.2066 .b712 .77_5
1.0000 .llb4 .7502 *_555 .4500 .2362 -.1938 ,6737 .774b
,5560 .2362 -.1398 .b877 .7529
,_500 .2362 o0012 .7233 .b979
.7500 .2362 ,2574 .7839 .6013
,8000 ,2362 ,3574 ,8102 .5577
,8500 .Z361 .42_ ,8268 .5295
.9¢00 .2362 .4588 ,8363 .5165
,9500 ,2362 *4518 ,8328 .5189
TEST 137 PT 61,b443 PSZ CN ,9448 C01 .01836 CDCOR1 ,01770
RUH 5 TT 117.2790 K CN -,1297 CD2 .01844 CDCOR2 .01780
POINT g RC 30.0603 _[LL[ON CC -,OOb9 C03 .0168Z COCOR3 ,01628
eaCH .7003 0D4 .014e6 COCOR4 .OZ*3Z
aLPHa 2.520_ DEG COS ,0131b CDCO_5 ,012b0
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP P_LIP1 RLOC XIC CF PeLIPT flLOC XIC YIC _P R_LIPT NLOC
0.0000 1,0965 .9914 .1111 0,0000 1,0965 ,9916 ,1111 .5C00 .4921 -.6_83 ,5601 ,9511
.0040 .1205 .7511 ,6_1 ,0040 .8840 .9399 ,2993 ,5000 .4265 -.6442 ,5619 ,94f12
,0080 -.1881 .bTZ9 .7759 .0080 _*_194 *_134 .1968 .5000 .3609 -*_450 .5638 .94§3
,0150 -,6099 .5734 .9301 .0230 ,5607 ,_578 ,4742 .5000 °2953 -,6241 .5674 .939b
*0250 -,9976 ,4775 1,0868 ,0500 .3243 .8014 ,5726 .5000 .2297 -*b200 .5681 ,93_4
.0600 -_.2629 .408_ 1.2097 .1000 ,1_b3 ,7634 ,6345 .5000 .1640 -.6139 ,Sbb7 °9407
.ObO0 -1.4731 .3564 1.3120 ,1_00 .0564 .7335 ,681_ ,5000 .0984 -*6111 .5703 ,9350
.0800 -1.5294 ,3435 1.3389 ,2003 -.0323 ,71_4 .7101 .5000 *0328 -*bO13 .5717 .932_
.1000 -1.5369 ,3368 1,_487 .2500 -,1071 .6968 ,7389 .5000 -*0328 -,_047 ,5700 .9355
.1600 -1,4993 ,3500 1.3252 ,3500 -,1739 ,6800 ,7649 .50bO -.0984 -.b318 .5670 .9402
.1800 -_.4862 .352b 1,3196 .6500 --,1708 .bTSb .?b70 .5000 -.1_40 -,_323 ,5b_8 ,9405
*2200 -1.4692 .3569 1.3109 ,55J0 -,1344 ,6_75 ,7533 ,5000 -.2297 -.6491 .5632 *_461
.2600 -1.4659 .3613 1.3019 .6500 .0075 .7230 ,6982 .5000 -,2953 -.6573 ,561b ,9487
.3000 -1.463fi .3594 1,3056 .7500 ,Z615 ,7847 .6001 .5000 -.3609 -.b716 ,5573 ,9555
.3400 -1.4619 ,3628 1,1988 ,8000 ,3b_2 ,8103 .5576 ,500C -.4265 -,7006 .5509 ,9657
.3800 -1.3717 .3829 1,2588 ,8500 .4427 ,8300 *5238 *5000 -,4921 -.7145 .5451 .9749
,4200 -,9682 .4822 1.0188 .9000 ,6658 .8358 .5_38 .G60_ .2992 -1o2898 .4072 1,Z113
,4bOO -.7085 .5432 ,9782 .9500 .4625 ,8346 .5159 .1400 .2992 -1.5029 .3483 1.3287
.5000 -.b288 ,5684 ,9300 1.0003 ,1177 ,7513 ,b537 .220_ .2992 -1.5010 ,3493 1,32_b
.5400 -.6175 .5677 .9391 ,3000 ,2992 -1,4567 ,3633 1.2977
,5800 -.6424 .5606 ,9503 ,3801 ,2992 -1.3167 .3g84 1.2289
,6200 -,bb4 *_511 ,9b_5 ,4_0C *299Z "*b989 *5974 °9713
,_600 -,6859 ,_53b .961_ .5400 ,2992 -,6642 ,560b .9503
.7000 -,6139 ,5719 ,9315 ,6200 ,2992 -.6940 ,5507 .9661
.7500 -,4981 .b_OE ,_72 *7GOC .2992 "*_237 ,5703 .9350
,8000 -.3881 .6271 ,8463 .8000 .2992 -,3829 .6280 ,8449
*8500 -.2663 .6576 ,7994 .9000 ,2992 -,1467 ,b841 .7585 li,
.9000 -,1460 ,6655 .7564 *1COG .1361 ,1590 ,7613 .6378
,q_O0 -.0222 .7167 .70_0 ,2000 ,2362 -.0106 ,7213 .7010
,9750 .0488 .7358 .6782 *3500 .2362 -.1745 ,b?bb .7701
1o0000 *1177 .7513 .6537 ,4500 *2362 -.168_ ,6809 ,7634
,5500 ,2362 -,1246 ,b929 .7449
.6500 .2362 .0053 .7217 .7003
.7500 .2362 .1618 .7854 ,5990
,800_ .2362 .3674 .812b .5538
.0500 .236Z ,_297 .8281 ,5172
.9000 .2362 .4646 ,8354 .5144
.9500 ,2362 .,4625 ,8357 .5160
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 61,64_9 PSI CN 1.0124 C01 .02467 ¢0C0R1 ,02388
RUN 5 TT 117,2665 K CN -,1301 CO2 ,02460 COCOR2 .02367
POINT 10 RC 30,0279 NILLION CC -,0109 C03 .02207 CDCOR3 .02137
NACH .6989 C04 .01982 CD¢OR4 ,01913
ALPHA 3.0141 DEG C05 ,01596 CDCOR5 .01523
UPPER SURFACE LOMER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P,L/P7 MLCC X/C CP PpL/PT HLOC X/C Y/C CP PpL/PT NLOC
0.0000 1.0710 .9860 ,1421 0.0000 1.0710 ,9560 .1621 .5000 .4921 -,6438 ,5656 .9424
,0040 .0445 .7327 .6831 .0040 .9231 ,9494 .2737 ,5000 ,4265 -.6461 .567§ .9394
,0080 -.2849 ,6535 ,8056 ,_80 1,0510 ,9815 ,1639 ,5000 .3609 -,6451 ,5618 ,9484
,0150 -,6883 .5556 ,9582 .0230 .6103 ,8729 .4459 .5000 ,2953 -.6603 ,5597 .9517
,0250 -1.0871 .4617 1,1140 .0500 .3683 ,8125 .5539 .5000 .Z297 -.6312 .5695 ,9362
,0400 -1,3590 ,3946 1.2361 ,1000 ,2064 ,7729 .6192 ,5000 ,1640 -,6716 ,5551 ,9591
,0600 -1,5287 ,3437 1.3383 ,1500 ,0952 *7468 ,6610 *5000 ,0984 ",6925 *5504 ,9666
,0800 -1.6128 ,3289 1.3701 ,2000 .0011 .7250 .6951 .5000 ,0328 -,6210 .5732 ,9304
.1000 -1,6210 ,3264 1.3755 .2500 -.0680 ,7075 ,7Z24 .5000 -.0328 -.6605 .5588 .9532
.1400 -1,55"76 .3371 1*3523 .3500 -.1508 ,6894 ,7503 .5000 -*0984 -.6648 .5594 .9522
,1800 -1,5400 ,3382 1,3500 .4500 -,1512" ,6888 ,7513 ,5000 -.1640 -,6278 .5708 ,9341
*2200 -1.5401 ,3433 1.3391 .5500 -.1213 ,6913 ,7475 .5000 -,2297 -.6221 .5700 ,9355
,2600 -1,5441 ,3445 1,3360 ,6500 ,0127 .7270 ,6920 ,5000 -.2953 -,6414 ,5622 .9478
.3000 -1.5663 ,3430 1.3399 ,7500 .2638 ,7883 ,5941 ,5000 -.3609 -,6428 .5657 .9422
.3400 -1.5266 ,3441 1.3374 ,8000 .3693 .8126 ,5538 .5000 -.4263 -,6570 .8626 .9471
*3800 -1.5446 .3421 1.3418 *8500 ,4496 .8314 ,5214 .5000 -,4921 -.6837 *5530 ,9625
,4200 -1.3201 ,4009 1.2242 ,9000 .4700 .8380 .5099 ,0600 ,2992 -1.3375 .3964 1.2326
,4600 -,9505 .4862 1*0720 .9800 *4622 *8365 .5125 .1400 ,2992 -1.5868 .3356 1.3558
,5000 -,6923 *5504 ,9666 1.0000 .1154 ,7512 ,6539 ,2200 ,2992 -1.5687 .3356 1,3556
,5400 -,5937 ,5799 ,9199 .3000 ,2992 -1.5339 .3415 1,3430
.5800 -.5941 .5752 ,9272 .3800 .2992 -1,4888 .3624 1,2996
,6200 -,6159 .5714 .9332 .4500 ,2992 -,8878 ,5017 1,0459
,6600 -,6419 .5674 ,9396 ,5400 .2992 -.8998 .5716 ,9329
,7000 -,5810 ,5800 .9196 .6200 ,2992 -,6384 .5670 .9402
,7500 -.4774 ,6027 *8842 .7000 ,2992 -,5832 ,5779 .9230
,8000 -,3828 ,6295 *8426 .8000 ,2992 -.3694 .6311 *8402
,8500 -*258Z *6604 ,7951 ,9000 .2992 -,1470 .6875 .7533
.9000 -.1434 ,6862 .7553 .1000 .2362 .2040 *7722 *6204
,9500 -,0196 ,7171 ,7074 .2000 .2362 .0187 ,7271 ,6918
,9750 ,0493 ,7346 .6801 *3500 .2362 -,1474 ,6868 .7544
1.0000 ,1154 ,7512 ,6539 ,4500 ,2362 -.1447 .6873 .7536
.5500 ,2362 -.1007 ,6993 .7351
*6500 ,2362 .0168 ,7282 ,6902
,7500 ,2362 ,2725 ,7891 .5928
,8000 *2362 .3691 .8120 ,5547
.8500 ,2362 ,4387 ,8321 ,5202
,9000 .2362 .4679 .8367 .5122
.9500 ,2362 ,4620 ,8364 .5127
TEST 137 PT 61.6543 PSI CN 1.0459 CD1 .03254 COCOR1 ,03160
RUN 5 TT 117,0522 K CM -.1297 C02 .03210 COCORZ .03099
POINT 11 RC 30,1780 MILLION CC -,0114 C03 ,02819 C0C0R3 .02736
MACH ,7012 C04 ,02513 COCOR4 .02429
ALPHA 3,5131 DEG C05 ,Olqll COCOR5 ,01824
UPPER SURFACE LOkEe SURFACE SPANdISE
XIC CP PJLIPT MLOC XIC CP PpLIPT NLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.0549 .9814 .1043 0.0000 1.0549 .9814 .1643 .5000 .4921 -.8934 .4909 1.0641
• 0040 ,0126 .7206 ,7021 .0040 ,9513 .9566 .2531 .5000 ,4265 -,6828 .5581 ,9543
•0080 -,3517 *6370 .8310 ,0080 1.0564 .9814 ,1644 *5000 ,3609 -,7434 .5387 .9854
,0150 -,7186 .5423 ,9797 ,0230 ,6424 ,8790 ,4360 .5000 .2953 -.7724 ,5327 .9952
•0250 -1.0808 .4517 i*1315 *0500 .4010 .8176 .5453 .5000 ,2297 -.7453 .5394 ,9843
•0400 -1.3598 .3825 1.2596 .1000 .2323 ,7799 .6079 *5000 .1640 -.7835 ,5268 1.0046
• 0600 -1.5734 ,3324 1.3625 .1500 ,1173 .7521 .6525 .5000 ,0984 -.7611 *5336 ,9936
• 0800 -1.5358 .3184 1.3032 *2000 ,0120 ,7208 ,7018 *5000 ,0328 -,7854 ,5297 1.0000
• 1000 -1.6373 ,3160 1.3988 .2500 -,0627 ,7047 ,7267 *5000 -.0328 -*7637 ,5344 .9924
.1400 -1,6084 *3237 1.381h .3500 -.1447 *6839 ,7589 .5000 -*0984 -,7635 *5322 ,9959
,1800 -1.6075 .3256 1.3774 ,4500 -.1585 .6804 .7642 .5000 -,1640 -.7044 ,5479 .9706
,2200 -1.5721 .3269 1,3701 ,5500 -,1259 .6900 ,7495 *5000 -.2297 -*6930 .5490 ,9688
• 2600 -1.5343 ,3298 1.3681 ,6500 .0105 .7244 .6961 .5000 -,2953 -,6597 ,5623 ,9477
• 3000 -1,6212 .3290 1,3700 .7500 ,2637 ,7860 ,5980 .5000 -,3609 -,6528 ,5572 ,9558
.3400 -1,5854 ,3312 1,365_ .5000 ,3607 ,b102 ,5579 ,5000 -,4265 -,6462 .5624 ,9474
• 3800 -1,6069 ,3275 1.3733 ,8500 ,4421 ,8308 ,5228 *5000 -,4921 -.6662 .5544 .9603
.4200 -1,5588 .3394 1,3475 .9000 .4621 ,8341 .5167 *0600 ,2992 -1.3610 ,3854 1.2540
• 4600 -1.1561 ,4347 1,1618 ,9800 .4494 ,8315 .5208 .1400 .2992 -1.6144 .3239 1.3811
• 5000 -*7544 .5353 ,gglU I*uO00 .0979 ,7446 ,6544 *2200 ,2092 -1.6145 ,3206 1,3884
• 5400 -,6410 *5652 .9431 *300U ,2992 -1.6029 .3262 1.3760
• 5800 --.5782 .5800 .9197 .3600 .2992 -1.5427 .3410 1.3442
• 6200 -,5700 ,5800 .9297 .4600 ,2992 -1,1993 .4239 1*181Z
• 6600 -.5772 ,5793 ,9208 ,5400 ,2992 -.6185 .5681 .9384
• 7000 -.5371 .8876 .9078 *6200 .2992 -*5656 *5786 .9219
• 7500 -,4780 ,6068 .8778 .7000 .2992 -,5550 ,5880 ,9118
,8000 -,3652 ,6286 .8441 ,8000 ,2992 -.3699 ,6362 ,8323
• 8500 -.2572 ,6583 ,7982 .9000 .2992 -.1497 ,6824 .7611
,9000 -.1486 ,6828 .7605 ,1000 .2362 *2289 .7792 .6091
,9500 -,0351 .7143 .7118 .2000 .2362 .0322 .7311 *6857
• 9750 .0221 ,7286 .6895 ,3500 .2362 -.1520 .6830 ,7602
1,0000 *0979 ,7446 ,6644 *4800 ,2362 -*1435 ,6848 *7574
• 5500 .2362 -.1189 .6920 ,7464
• 6500 ,2362 ,0181 ,7263 .6931
• 7_00 .2362 .2581 ,7843 .6008
•8000 *2362 .3609 ,8106 .5571
• 8500 .2362 ,4399 ._301 ,5238
• 9000 ,2362 .4655 ,8358 .5137
• 9500 ,2362 .4571 .8337 ,5174
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 60.9042 PSI CH 1,0897 C01 .03959 CDCOR1 ,03858
RUN 5 TT 115,9583 K CH -,1295 ¢02 ,03856 ¢0COR2 .03749
POINT 12 RC 30,1513 MILLION CC -.0142 C03 ,03546 CDCOR3 ,03450 '_
HACH ,6984 C04 ,02936 CDCOR4 ,02834
ALPHA 4,0212 OEG C05 .02494 COCOR5 ,02386
UPPER SURFACE LOMER SURFACE 5PANwlSE
XIC CP P_LIPT HLCC XIC CP PpLIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP PtL/PT HLOC
O,OOO0 1.0229 ,9739 ,1952 0,0000 1,C229 ,9739 ,1952 ,5_00 .4921 -.7789 .5292 1.0008
.0040 -.0817 .7001 ,7339 ,O040 .9754 .9620 ,2364 ,5000 .4265 -.7854 ,}273 1.0040
.0080 -,3761 .6253 ,8493 .0080 1,0894 .9902 ,1190 ,5000 .3609 -,7582 .5385 .9858
.0150 -,7953 .5268 1,0047 ,0230 .6749 ,8881 .4161 .5000 .2953 -.7730 ,5325 ,9955
,0250 -1,1842 .4339 1.1633 .0500 .4328 .8275 .5283 .5000 ,2297 -.8300 .5180 1,0192
.0400 -L.4355 .3705 1,2835 ,1000 .2601 .7852 ,5994 .5000 ,1640 -.8548 .5074 1.0366
.0600 -1.6192 °3228 1,3830 ,I§00 ,1303 .7513 .6540 .5000 ,0984 -,8804 °5029 1.0441
• 0800 -1.6780 .3079 1.4171 .ZUO0 ,0470 .7326 ,6834 .5000 ,0328 -,8287 .5183 1,0186
.1000 -1.6889 .3053 1,4232 ,2500 -,0405 .7125 .7147 .5000 -.0328 -.8073 ,5262 1.0057
.1400 -1.6523 .3134 1.4047 .3§00 -,I272 ,6928 ,7453 .5000 -.0984 -,8328 .5151 1,0238
• 1800 -1.6700 .3135 1,4045 ,4500 -.1335 .6902 ,7492 .5000 -.1640 -.7901 .5224 1.0120
.2200 -1.6389 .3169 1.3968 *5500 -.1153 .6934 *7442 .5000 -.2297 -.7215 ,5422 .9798
• 2600 -1.6355 .3178 1.3946 .6500 .0087 .7238 .6971 .5000 -.2953 -,68§3 .5531 .9624
.3000 -1.6392 .3164 1.3978 ,7500 .2586 ,7855 .5989 ,5000 -*3509 -.6433 .5642 .9448
• 3400 -1.6588 .3181 1.3941 .8003 ,3599 .8101 .5_80 .5000 -.4265 -.6329 ,5670 .9402
.3800 -1.6551 ,3156 1.3997 ,8500 ,4364 ,8304 ,5233 ,_000 -.6921 -,6495 .5644 *9444
.4200 -1,6475 ,3168 1,3970 *9000 ,45e2 ,8344 .5162 .0600 .2992 -1.4090 .3751 1.2743
• 4600 -1,2057 ,4231 1,1828 ,9500 ,4455 ,8325 ,5196 ,1400 ,2992 -1,6825 ,3134 1,4046
• 5000 -,8646 .5068 1,0376 1,0000 ,0851 ,7422 .6683 ,2200 .Zg9Z -1,6622 .3098 1.4129
.5400 -.6828 ,5542 ,9606 .3000 .2992 -1.6733 .3149 1,4012
.5800 -.§779 .5824 .9160 ,3800 .2992 -1.6472 .3250 1.3788
• 6200 -,5564 .5834 .,9144 ,4600 ,2992 -1,1233 ,4497 1,1351
,6600 -,5309 ,5869 .9090 ,5400 ,2992 -,6382 ,§670 ,9403
,7000 -.5163 ,5930 ,8994 .6200 .2992 -.5725 ,5848 ,9122
• 7500 -.4571 ,b093 .8740 ,7000 ,2992 -.5474 ,5896 .9047
.8000 -.3704 .6313 .8399 .8000 ,2992 -.3629 .6365 *8320
.8500 -.2588 ,6590 .7973 .9000 .2992 -.1621 .6811 .7632
• 9000 -,1553 ,6855 ,7564 ,1000 .2362 ,2588 .7865 ,5972
• 9500 -,0445 .7120 .7155 ,2000 ,2352 .0506 ,7349 .6798
,9750 ,0108 ,7251 ,6951 ,3500 ,2362 -,1344 ,6901 ,7494
1.0000 .0851 ,7422 .6683 .4500 ,2362 -.1344 .6879 ,7527
,5500 ,2362 -,1103 ,6949 ,7419
• 6500 .2362 ,0182 .7290 ,6889
• 7500 ,2362 ,2607 ,7852 ,5993
,8000 ,2362 ,3648 ,8135 .5523
,8500 ,2362 ,4320 ,8310 ,5222
.9000 .2362 .4560 ,8359 .5137
,9500 .2362 .4578 ,8358 .5139
TEST 137 PT 58.7134 PSI CN 1,1329 CD1 .05884 C0¢0R1 .05762
RUN 5 TT 113.1516 K CM -,1263 CO2 ,05662 COCOR2 .05549
POINT 14 RC 30.2164 NILLION CC -,0164 C03 .05178 COCOR3 .05060
MACH *7009 C04 .03918 COCOR4 .03911
ALPHA 5,0683 DEG C05 ,03685 COCOR5 .03557
UPPER SURFACE LOMER SURFACE SPAH_ISE
XIC CP P.pLIPT HLOC XIC CP P_,LIPT NLOC XIC YIC CP PJ,LIPT HLOC
O,O000 .9739 ,9612 .2389 0.0000 .973_ .9612 .2389 .5000 .4921 -,7291 .5392 ,9848
.0040 -.2274 .6655 ,7874 .0040 1.0127 ,9711 .2056 ,5000 .4265 -.7880 ,5254 1,0072
,0080 -,4947 ,5966 ,_940 *0080 1*1121 .9957 .0785 ,5C00 *3609 -,8ZbZ .5159 1.0227
.0150 -,9046 .5000 1.0490 .0230 ,7227 ,8988 .3942 .5000 *2953 -.8620 ,5069 1,0376
*0250 -1*2538 ,4099 1.2075 .0500 .4969 .8442 .4991 ,5000 *2297 -.9085 .4996 1.0498
.0400 -1.5197 ,3511 1.3231 .1000 ,3022 .7952 *5830 .5000 ,1640 -.9263 ,4919 1.0626
.0600 -1.6994 .3038 1.4266 .1500 .1840 .7651 .6321 *5000 *0984 -,9297 ,4937 1.0595
*0800 -1.7374 .2894 1.4607 .2000 .0841 ,7415 *6695 ,5000 *0328 -,9179 *4936 1.0597
.1000 -1,7694 .2851 1.4713 *2500 -,0077 ,7206 .7022 ,5000 -*0328 -.9105 *4973 1.0535
.1400 -1.7240 *2932 1,4516 ,3500 -,1143 ,69Z0 .7466 ,5000 -.0984 -,9080 .4988 1.0511
.1800 -1.7259 ,2938 1.4551 .4500 -.1234 .6933 ,7446 ,5000 -,1640 -,8532 .5116 1.0298
,2200 -1.7324 ,2959 1.4_,51 .5500 -.1120 .6946 .7425 ,5000 -.2297 -.7853 .5249 1.0080
.2600 -1.7145 ,2950 1,4474 *6500 -,0002 ,7200 ,7033 ,5000 -,2953 -,7579 ,5319 .9967
,3000 -1,7173 ,2955 1,4463 ,7500 ,2420 .7812 ,6060 ,5000 -,3609 -.6959 ,5484 ,9700
,3400 -1,7153 ,2959 1,4452 ,8000 ,3490 .b066 ,5640 ,5000 -,4265 -.8377 ,5620 ,9485
,3800 -1,72?6 .2926 1,453_ ,8500 ,4247 .8_57 .5316 ,5000 -.4921 -,6327 ,5643 ,9447
,4200 -1,5465 .3428 1,3404 ,9000 .4442 ,8316 .5213 ,0600 ,2992 -1,4684 ,3613 1.3020
.4600 -1.0703 ,4563 1,1236 ,9500 ,4298 .8269 *5296 ,1400 .2992 -1,7360 .2923 1,4538
.5000 -.9199 .4962 1.0555 1.0000 ,0104 .7217 ,7006 ,2200 .2992 -1,7491 ,2887 1.4524
.5400 -.8195 ,5160 1,0193 .3000 ,2992 -1,7687 .2902 1.4589
,5800 -,6741 ,_556 ,9588 ,3800 .2992 -1,7408 .2895 1,4606
,6200 -.5974 ,5752 .9275 .4800 .2992 -1.1335 ,4375 1,1570
.6600 -.5375 .5894 .9052 ,5400 ,2992 -,7306 .5401 ,9835
,7000 -,';782 ,6011 .8869 .6200 .2992 -. 5563 ,5844 ,9131
,7500 -.4342 .6121 ,8698 .7000 .2992 -,5097 ,5922 .9009
.8000 -,3541 ,6330 ,8375 .8006 .2992 -.3636 .6307 .8411
,8500 -,2582 .6560 ,8021 ,9000 .2992 -.1818 .6763 ,7709 I,
.9000 -. 1716 ,6783 ,7677 .1000 .2362 .3012 .796_ ,5803
°9500 -.0784 ,7036 .7287 ,2000 *2362 .0885 .7408 ,bTOb
,9750 -,0254 ,7125 ,7148 .35C,0 .2362 -,1085 ,6936 ,7440
1,0000 ,0104 ,7217 , ?U._6 ,4500 .2362 -,1371 .6850 .7574
.5500 .2362 -.1144 ,6944 ,7430
.6500 ,2362 .0014 .7214 .7010
.7500 .2362 .2398 ,7802 ,6076
. LaO00 *2362 .3466 .8086 *5608
,8500 .2362 .4106 ,8220 ,5379
.9C00 .2362 .4442 ,8295 ,5250
,9500 ,2362 ,4390 .8292 .5256
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 5_.7261 PSI CN 1,0859 CDl ,09133 ¢0C0RI ,08981
RUN 5 TT 113.1147 K CN -,1Z65 COZ ,08656 CDCORZ ,0$48Z
POINT 15 RC 30.1946 HILLION CC -,008Z C03 ,07873 COCOA3 .07794
HACH ,6993 C04 .06321 CDCOR4 ,06Z46
ALPH4 6,0384 DEG C08 ,05834 COCOR5 ,05732
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANMISE
Xl¢ CP PtLIPT HLOC XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP P,LIPT HLOC
0,0000 ,9071 ,9455 ,2847 0,0000 .9071 ,9455 ,2847 ,5C00 .4921 -.7900 ,5261 1,0060
,0040 -,3266 .6410 ,8251 .0040 1.0480 ,9807 .1675 ,5000 ,4265 -.843Z ,5110 h030B
,0080 -,6115 ,571Z ,9339 .0080 1,1214 ,9982 ,0505 ,5000 .3609 -.8769 .5053 1,0403
,0150 -,9890 .4781 1.0859 .6230 ,7826 ,9148 ,3597 ,5000 ,2953 -,87Z3 ,5011 1,0473
,0250 -1.3501 .3897 1.24_7 ,0500 ,5424 ,8554 ,4789 ,5000 ,2297 -,8986 .5014 1,0467
,0400 --1.5956 *3312 1.365Z .1000 *3606 ,8093 *5595 *5000 .1640 -*9082 *5029 1,0443
*0600 -1.7881 .2863 1,4682 .1500 .2140 ,7746 .6167 .5000 *0984 -,8842 ,5049 1.0409
*0800 -1.8115 *Z730 1.5013 *ZOO0 ,1101 .749Z *6574 ,5000 *0328 -.8876 ,5034 1,0434
.1000 -1.8388 .2699 1.5090 ,2500 ,0183 .?264 *693Z ,§000 -*0328 -,8771 ,5031 1,0439
.1400 -1.7873 *2777 1.4894 ,3500 -,1074 ,6957 ,7409 ,5000 -,0984 -,88Z0 .5029 1,044Z
,1800 -1.7718 ,2851 1,4711 ,4530 -,1265 .6920 .7467 .5000 -.1640 -,8751 ,5077 1,0363
,2200 -1.6538 .3173 1.3959 .5500 -.1273 ,6929 ,7453 .5000 -.Z297 -.8707 .5060 1,0391
,2600 -1.5540 ,3375 1.3518 ,6500 -.0329 .7127 ,7146 ,5000 -.29_3 -,7991 .523Z 1,0108
,3000 -1,3830 .3772 1,2702 ,7530 .2152 .7753 ,6156 ,5000 -,3609 -.7340 ,5444 .9765
,3400 -1,1786 .4309 1.1689 .8000 ,3108 ,7972 ,$797 ,5000 -,4265 -,6921 ,5469 .9725
,3800 -1,0519 ,4563 1,1236 ,8500 ,3934 ,8188 ,5435 ,5000 -,4921 -,6521 ,5598 ,9518
,4200 -1,0314 .4688 1.1020 ,9000 .4060 .8228 .$365 ,0600 .2992 -1,5569 .3390 1,3486
,4600 -,9701 .4877 1.0696 .9530 ,3689 *8125 ,$541 ,1400 ,2992 -1,8096 ,2774 1.4902
,5000 -,8865 ,5043 1,0419 1.0000 -,1801 ,6803 ,7647 .2200 .2992 -1,6969 ,3037 1,4270
,5400 -,8292 .5178 1.0196 ,3000 ,2992 -1.3656 .3902 1,2448
,5800 -.7575 ,5327 ,9953 ,3800 ,2992 -1,1267 ,4474 1,1393
,6200 -,6827 .5522 ,9640 .4600 ,2992 -,9637 .4817 1,0799
,6600 -,6085 ,5732 .9307 ,5400 *2992 -.8123 ,5235 1,0103
,?000 -.5701 ,5802 ,9196 .6200 ,2992 -,6694 .5560 .9580
,7500 -,4836 ,6012 ,8868 .7000 .2992 -,5575 ,5814 ,9177
.6000 -*4055 ,6248 ,8502 ,8000 ,299Z -.4162 .6175 .8615
,8500 -,3815 ,6241 ,8512 ,9000 ,2992 -,2995 .6478 ,8147
.9000 -,3017 ,6464 ,8168 ,1000 .2362 ,3418 ,8064 .5645
,9500 -.2550 ,6595 ,7967 ,2000 ,2362 ,1173 ,7510 ,6545
,9750 -,Z285 ,6658 .7869 .3506 ,2362 -.1040 ,6958 .7407
1,0000 -,1801 .6803 .7647 .4500 .2362 -,1194 .6951 ,7418
.5500 ,2362 -,1200 .6927 ,7455
,6500 ,2362 -,0212 ,7173 .7075
.7500 .2362 ,2121 .7741 ,6175
.8000 ,2362 ,3155 ,8014 .§727
,8500 .2362 .3786 ,8164 ,5475
,9000 ,2362 ,3926 ,8175 ,5456
.9500 .2362 ,3715 ,8134 .5526
TEST 137 PT 7],0878 PSI CN ,2653 C01 ,00819 COCOR1 .00787
RUN 7 TT 130,0309 K C_ -,1326 C02 ,00830 COCORZ ,00794
POINT 1 RC 30.2666 _ILLION CC *0173 CD3 .00796 COCOR3 .00774
NACH ,7194 C04 ,00783 CDCOR4 *00763
ALPHA -2,0t,60 OEG C05 *00764 ¢0¢0R5 ,00739
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SUEFA¢E SPANdI$E
XIC CP P_.L/PT _LOC XlC CP P.,LIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT NLOC
0,0000 1.0078 .9673 ,2184 O*OUO0 1.0078 ,9673 .2184 ,5000 ,4921 -,5802 ,_510 .9490
,0040 ,8853 .9359 .3091 ,0040 ,1076 ,7377 .6745 ,5000 .4265 -,5952 ,5576 ,9544
,0080 .6511 ,8762 .4390 ,0080 .2901 ,7828 .6025 .5000 *3609 -,5999 .5559 ,9570
.0150 ,3145 ,7894 ,5918 *0230 -,2539 .6448 .8182 .5000 ,2953 -.5997 ,5559 ,9571
,0250 -,0513 ,6957 ,7399 ,0500 -,3820 ,6118 .8693 .5000 .Z297 -.6081 ,5533 ,9613
.0400 -.3227 .6269 .8459 .1000 -.4004 ._081 .8751 .5000 .1640 -.5909 ,5560 .9570
.0600 -.4235 .6005 ,8869 ,1500 -.4334 .5991 .6_91 ,5000 ,0984 -,6022 .5551 .9584
,0800 -,4375 .5972 ,8919 *2000 -,4943 .5816 .9165 .5000 .0328 -,5993 .5557 ,9573
.1000 -.4393 ,5977 .8912 .2500 -.5374 .5710 .9332 .500t; -.0328 -.6051 .5540 ,9601
.1400 -,4535 .5942 ,8967 ,3500 -,5416 ,5701 .9345 .5000 -,0984 -,6123 ,5525 .9625
,1800 -14883 .5854 .9105 .4500 -.4252 ,6007 .8865 ,5000 -.1640 -.6041 .3548 .9588
,2200 -.5106 .5788 ,9208 *5500 -,3060 ,6306 ,8403 .5000 -.2297 -,6012 .5542 ,9598
*2600 -,5275 .5745 ,9277 *6500 -,0933 ,6854 *7559 ,5090 -.2953 -, 5978 .5554 ,9578
.3000 -,5636 .5657 ,9415 *7500 ,2035 ,7619 *6362 ,5000 -,3609 -.6007 ,5549 ,9587
.3400 -.5622 .5656 .9417 ,8000 .3053 ,7880 ,5940 ,5000 -.4263 -,6032 ,5539 ,9603
,3800 -,5687 ,5638 ,9445 ,8500 .]808 ,8073 .5620 .5000 -.4921 -.6038 .5838 .9608
.4200 -,5789 .5608 .9494 ,9000 .4148 .8156 ,5481 ,0600 .2992 -,4035 ,6062 ,8781
.4600 -. 5963 *5569 ,9555 .9500 ,6193 ,8164 ,5466 ,1400 ,299_ -, 452_; ,5934 .8979
.5000 -,6101 *5533 ,9616 1,0000 .1440 ,7460 .6614 .2200 *2992 -*5050 ,5796 .9196
.5400 -.6133 * _)_21 .9631 .30GG .2992 -,5401 .5708 *9334
.5800 -.6357 *5462 ,9726 *3800 .2992 -.5819 .5594 .9§15
.6200 -,6560 .5413 .9804 ,4600 ,299Z -.5962 .5557 ,9574
.6600 -*6444 .5445 ,9754 *5400 .2992 -*&ogo *5527 .9622
,7000 -,5817 ,5592 ,9518 .6200 ,2992 -.6452 ,5430 ,9778
,7500 -,4693 ,5884 .9058 ,7000 .2992 -,5894 .5579 .9539
.8000 -. 3 t_78 .614o .U650 .8000 .2992 -.3631 ,6164 .8621
,8500 -,2490 ,6447 ,8185 .9000 .2992 -,1403 .6727 .7754
.9000 -.1383 .6730 .7749 .1000 ,2362 -.4074 ,6041 ,8813
.9500 -,0101 .7060 .7240 ,ZGOG *2362 -.4776 .5862 ,9093
,9750 ,0641 .72_1 .6943 ,3500 ,2362 -.5294 ,5734 .9293
1.0000 ,1440 .74_0 ,6614 .4500 ,236Z -,4163 .b025 .8837
,5500 .2362 -,2988 ,6330 .8366
*65dO *2362 -.0B96 *6863 .7543
.7500 *2362 *Z032 .7610 *6376
.8000 .236Z .3057 .7B74 .5950
.8500 .2362 .3740 .8045 ,5667
,go00 *_362 .4106 .8139 *5509
,9500 ,2382 .405v .8125 .5534
233
TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 71.0808 PSI CN .4198 C01 .00837 C000R1 .00810
RUN 7 TT 130.0808 K CH -.1356 C02 .00844 CDCOR2 .00813
POINT 2 RC 30.2222 _ILL[ON CC .0178 C03 .00810 CDCOR3 .00787 .4_
MACH ,7185 C04 ,00793 COCOR4 .00771
ALPHA -,9680 DEG C05 *00777 COCOA§ *00754
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PoLIPT MLOC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1,0973 ,9900 ,1201 0,00J0 1,0973 .9900 ,1201 ,5000 ,4921 -,6522 ,5414 ,9803
,0040 ,7384 ,8981 ,3950 ,0040 ,3562 ,6004 .5736 ,5000 ,4265 -.6713 .5384 ,9852 e
,0080 ,4801 .8324 ._191 ,0080 ,5369 ,8463 ,4944 ,5000 ,3609 -,6688 ,5382 ,9855
,0150 ,1008 ,7355 ,6779 ,0Z30 -,0095 ,7060 ,7240 ,5000 ,2983 -,6789 ,5347 ,9911
,0250 -,2775 ,6393 ,_268 ,0500 -,1807 ,6627 ,7907 *5000 ,2297 -,6763 ,5377 ,9862
,0400 -*5665 ,5625 ,9466 ,1000 -*2415 ,6674 ,8144 *5000 ,1640 -,6677 .5397 ,9831
.0600 -.6660 ,5386 ,9849 ,1500 -*2986 *6333 ,8360 *5000 ,0984 -,6730 .5392 .9839
*0800 -,650Z .5461 .9727 .2000 -,3661 .6148 .8646 *5000 *0328 -.6685 .5384 .9851
.1000 -,6279 ,5484 ,9691 ,2500 -,4208 ,6023 ,8841 ,5000 -,0328 -,6779 ,53Z9 ,9941
,1400 -,6131 ,5546 .9592 .3500 -,4484 ,8987 ,6944 ,5000 -,0984 -,6875 ,5335 .9930
,1800 -,6334 ,5470 ,9713 ,4500 -,3634 ,6146 ,8649 ,5000 -,1640 -,6785 ,5346 ,9913
,2200 -,6483 ,5408 ,9812 ,5500 -.2641 ,6415 ,8234 ,5000 -,2297 -,6749 .5364 ,9884
,2600 -,6481 ,5424 ,9786 ,6500 -.0729 .69Z9 ,7442 .5000 -.2953 -.6699 .5391 .9840
.3000 -.6821 ,5356 .9896 .7500 ,2172 ,7648 ,6316 .5000 -,3609 -,6790 ,5347 ,9911
,3400 -,6657 ,5390 ,9842 ,8000 ,3241 ,7934 *585Z ,5000 -,4265 -,6778 .5366 *9880
,3800 -,6714 ,5366 ,9880 ,8500 .3991 .8113 *5552 *5000 -.4921 -,6823 *5350 .9906
,4200 -,6614 ,5415 ,9801 ,9000 .4282 .8177 .5444 .0600 .2992 -,6183 *5500 .9664
*4600 -*6730 *5383 ,9853 *9500 ,4307 ,8199 ,5407 .1400 ,2992 -,6191 ,5517 ,9638
.5000 -,6819 ,5369 .9875 1,0000 .1347 *7452 *6627 ,2200 .2992 -.6400 .5463 *9725
.5400 -,6766 ,5364 ,9884 ,3000 ,2992 -,6349 ,5424 ,9787
,5800 -,6939 ,5287 1,O008 ,3800 ,2992 -,6814 ,5354 ,9899
*6200 -,7090 ,5280 1,0020 ,4600 ,2992 -,6713 *5388 ,9844
*6600 -,6874 ,5323 .9949 ,5400 ,299Z -,6736 *5370 *9874
,7000 -.6053 .5542 ,9598 ,6200 ,2992 -.6934 .5314 .9965
.7500 -.4875 .5857 ,9100 ,7000 ,2992 -.6145 .5513 ,9645
.8000 -,3779 .6119 ,8692 ,8000 *2992 -.3727 ,6140 .8659
,8500 -,2580 ,6439 ,8197 ,9000 .2992 -,14Z6 ,6748 ,7722
.9000 -,140T ,6735 ,7741 ,1000 .2362 -,2477 ,6455 ,8171
,9500 -,0088 ,7067 ,7228 .2000 .2362 -.3523 .6192 .8578
*9750 *0609 .7249 .6945 °3500 .2362 -.4406 .5972 .8920
1.0000 ,1347 ,7452 ,6627 ,4500 ,2362 -,3554 ,6203 ,8560
,5500 ,2362 -,2600 ,6419 .8227
,6500 ,2362 -,0720 ,6915 .7465
,7500 *2362 ,2168 ,7652 ,6309
,8000 ,2362 .3222 .7921 *5873
,8500 *2362 ,3895 *8092 ,5588
*g000 .2362 *4236 ,8183 ,5434
,9500 *2362 ,4145 ,8144 ,5501
TEST 13T PT 71,0824 PSI CN ,4925 CO1 ,00852 COCOR1 ,00828
RUN 7 TT 130.0554 K CM -,1363 COZ ,00853 COCOR2 ,00826
POINT 3 RC 30*2279 HILLEON CC *0165 C03 *00821 COCOR3 *00798
MACH .7184 (;04 .00804 COCOR4 *00783
ALPHA -*4743 DEG CO5 .00787 CDCOR5 ,00764
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANIIISE
XIC CP P,LIFT MLOC XlC CP P*LIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT NLOC
0.0000 1.1196 *9957 .O781 0.0000 1,1196 ,9957 ,0781 *5000 .4921 -*6883 *5354 ,9901
*0040 ,6618 *8783 *4348 *0040 ,4585 ,8252 ,5316 ,5000 *4265 -*7068 *5298 *9990
,0080 ,394Z ,8093 ,5586 ,0080 .6445 ,8751 .4411 .5000 .3609 -.7057 .5286 1,0010
,0150 ,0001 ,7096 .7183 ,0230 °0945 ,7330 ,6820 ,5000 .2953 -,7027 .5294 .9997
.0250 -,3835 .6116 ,8695 ,0500 -.0856 .6867 .7539 .5000 .2297 -,7108 .5269 1,0038
.0400 -,6970 ,5303 ,9982 ,1000 -,1735 ,6624 .7912 ,5000 ,1640 -,7156 ,5276 1,0026
.0600 -,8334 ,4954 1,0558 ,1500 -,2389 ,6468 ,8153 ,5000 ,0984 -. 7009 ,5307 ,9977
,0800 -,7628 ,5144 1,0242 ,ZOO0 -,3147 ,6307 ,8400 ,5000 .0328 -.7052 .5308 ,9975
,1000 -.7288 ,5232 1.0098 .2500 -.3686 ,6154 ,8638 .5000 -,0328 -, 7053 ,5309 ,9973
,1400 -,7035 ,5306 ,9977 .3500 -,4021 ,6069 .8769 .5000 -.0984 -.7244 .5209 1,0135
.1800 -,7071 ,5270 1,0036 .4500 -.3380 .6223 ,8530 ,5000 -,1640 -.7107 .5265 1,0044
.2200 -,7107 ,5274 1,0030 ,5500 -*2500 ,6449 ,8182 ,5000 -.2297 -,7074 ,5290 1,0003
,2600 -,7113 ,5295 ,9996 ,6500 -,0604 ,6941 ,7424 ,5000 -*2953 -,7031 .5305 .9980
,3000. -*7422 ,5208 1.0138 .7500 .2243 .7669 .6282 .5000 -.3609 -,7111 .5277 1,0024
.3400 -,7212 ,5247 1.0074 .8000 .3279 ,7939 ,5843 ,5000 -,4265 -.7236 .5224 1.0111
,3800 -,T124 .5269 1.0037 .8500 .4125 .8143 ,5503 .5000 -,4921 -.7186 ,5266 1,0043
.4200 -,7'010 *5294 ,9998 *9000 *4374 .8212 .5384 *0b00 *2992 -,5466 *.5688 *9366
,4600 -,7245 ,5254 1,0063 ,9500 ,6374 ,8212 ,5384 ,1400 ,2992 -.7040 .5301 ,9987
,5000 -,7086 .5287 1,0009 1,0000 ,1360 ,7440 ,6646 .2200 ,2992 -,7168 .5287 1.0009
,5400 -,7103 ,5295 .9996 ,3000 ,2992 -,7199 .5293 .9999
,5800 -,T132 ,5289 1.0006 .3800 ,2992 -.7319 ,5197 1,0155
,6200 -,T306 ,5193 1.0161 ,4600 .2992 -.7125 .5279 1.0022
.6600 -*TO05 .5291 1,0002 .8400 .2992 -.6966 ,53_7 .9911
,7000 -,6145 .5528 ,962G ,620U ,2992 -,7122 .5277 1,0024
,7500 -,4883 ,5853 .91C6 .7000 ,2992 -.6221 ,5522 .9630
,8000 -,3802 ,6124 ,86_4 .8000 .2992 -. 3784 .6148 .8646
,8500 -,2_71 .6422 .8223 .9000 .2992 -,1401 .6742 .7730
,9000 -.1388 *6746 .7724 ,1000 *2362 -,1803 ,6634 *7897 •
,9500 -*0091 .7071 .7222 .2000 ,2362 -.2978 .6356 *8324
,9750 ,0585 ,7263 .6925 .3500 .2362 -.3973 .bOTh .8758
1.0000 ,1360 .7440 ,6646 ,4500 ,2362 -*3236 ,6263 *8468
.5500 .2362 -.2382 ,6478 .8137
.6500 ,2362 -,0566 .6954 *7403
,7500 *2362 .2204 ,7672 .6277
*8000 .2362 .3238 .7943 .5837
.850_ ,236Z .4010 .8109 *_bO
.9000 .23b2 ,4283 .8193 .541T
*9500 .2362 .4198 .8165 .5465
234
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 13T PT 71,0864 PSI CH ,5682 C01 ,00808 COCOR1 ,00840
RUN 7 TT 130,0194 _ C_ -,1356 CD2 ,00872 COCOR2 .00840
POINT 6 RC 30,2535 MILLIDN . CC ,0141 C03 ,00839 ¢0COR3 ,00817
HACH ,7188 C04 ,00828 COCOR6 ,00804
ALPHA ,0173 OEG CD5 ,00809 COCOR5 ,00786
t
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWlSE
XIC CP PaLIPI HLOC XIC CP PaLI?T NLOC XlC YIC CP PJLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1,1381 1,0005 0.0000 0.0000 1,1381 1,0005 0,0000 ,5000 .4921 -.7262 .5231 1.0100
,0040 .5797 ,8564 ,47_2 ,G040 .5493 ,8506 ,4868 ,5C00 ,4265 -,7443 ,5151 1,0231
,0080 ,3029 ,7864 .5966 ,0080 ,7406 ,8987 ,3938 ,5000 ,3609 -,7385 ,5186 1,0274
,0250 -,0991 ,6846 ,7571 ,0230 ,1957 ,7§89 ,6420 ,5000 ,2953 -,7394 ,5203 1,0146
°0250 -,4844 ,5853 ,9106 ,0500 -,0095 ,7047 ,7260 ,5000 ,2297 -,7476 .5185 1,0174
,0400 -,8059 ,5035 1,0423 ,1000 -,1134 ,6816 ,7617 ,5000 ,1540 -,7343 ,5203 1,0146
00600 °*9926 ,4547 1,1255 ,1500 -,1838 .6617 .7923 .5000 ,0984 -*7420 .5186 1.0174
,0800 -.9975 ,6535 1.1277 .2000 -.2536 ,6440 ,8196 *5000 ,0328 -.7341 ,5207 1,0139
• 1000 -.8696 ,4851 1,0731 ,2500 -,3226 .6275 ,8450 ,5000 -,0328 -.7507 ,5151 1,0232
,1400 -,7913 ,5042 1.0411 ,3500 -.3643 .6161 ,8627 05000 -,0984 -.7653 ,5120 1.0281
.1800 -.7789 ,5091 1,0330 ,4500 -03063 ,6313 ,8392 ,5000 -.1640 -,7513 ,5159 1,0217
,2200 -.8058 ,5046 1.0405 ,5500 -,2259 ,6511 ,8086 .5000 -,2297 -,7451 ,5189 1,0169
,2600 -,7691 .5121 1,0280 .6500 -.0512 ,6959 ,7396 .5000 -,2953 -.7441 .5165 1,0208
.3000 -,7978 ,5013 1,0459 ,7500 ,2358 .7688 ,6251 .5000 -,3609 -,7649 .5121 1.0281
,3400 -,7832 ,5071 100363 ,8000 ,3352 ,7941 ,5840 ,5000 -,4265 -,7628 ,5128 1,0269
• 3800 -•7703 ,5124 1.0275 ,8500 .4130 ,8146 .5497 *5000 -,4921 -,7712 .5071 1.0364
.4200 -.7448 .5192 1.0163 .9000 .4410 ,8228 ,5357 ,0600 .2992 -,8855 .4827 1.0771
• 4600 -.7461 .5173 1.0195 ,9500 ,4412 ,8231 ,5352 .1400 ,2992 -,7791 ,5098 1.0318
*5000 -.7513 ,5162 1.0213 1.0000 .1270 ,7418 ,6681 02200 ,2992 -.8028 ,5077 1,0353
,5400 -,7367 ,5201 1.0150 .3000 ,2992 ".7666 .5163 1,0212
,5800 -,7516 ,5148 1,0236 03800 ,2992 -,7905 ,5076 1,0355
.6200 -.7563 ,5143 100243 ,4600 .2992 -,7373 ,5243 1,0081
,6600 -07206 ,5238 1,0088 ,5400 .2992 -,7305 ,5232 1,0098
,7000 -,6197 ,5509 ,9650 ,6200 ,2992 -,7371 ,5209 1,0136
,7500 -04907 ,5817 ,9163 ,7000 ,2992 -,6276 ,5513 ,9644
08000 -,3816 ,6105 ,8714 *8000 ,2992 -03737 .6142 ,8656
.8500 -.2532 ,6435 ,8203 ,9000 ,2992 -.1399 .6743 .7729
,9000 -.1339 ,6716 ,7770 .1000 .2362 -.1174 .6784 ,7666
,9500 -.0108 ,7057 .7244 ,2000 .2362 -.2518 ,5437 ,8200
,9750 *0566 ,7229 .6977 .3500 .2362 -.3506 ,6189 .8582
1,0000 ,1270 ,7418 ,6681 ,4500 ,2362 -,3021 ,6319 ,8381
.5500 .2362 -.Z230 ,6523 ,8060
,6500 ,2362 -,0444 ,6979 .7365
.7500 ,2362 ,22_4 ,7698 .6236
,8600 ,2362 ,3327 ,7960 ,5809
,8500 ,2362 ,4051 ,8132 ,5520
,9000 •2352 ,4383 ,8231 ,5353
,9506 ,2362 ,4319 ,8210 ,5388
TEST 137 PT 71.0920 PSI CN ,5407 C01 ,00904 CDCDR1 .00880
RUN 7 T7 13C,0340 K CH -.1362 COZ ,00910 COCOR2 .00881
POINT 6 RC 30,2391 MILLIOH CC ,0115 C03 .00875 COCOR3 *00851
MACH .7184 CD4 .00850 CDCOR4 *00834
ALPHA ,5091 DEG CD5 ,00840 COCOR5 .00815
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANUlISE
XIC CP PeLIPT HLOC XIC CP PeLIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT /'ILOC
0,0000 1,1371 1,0002 _.0000 0.0000 1,1371 1.0002 0,0000 .5000 .4921 -.7454 .5168 2.0204
,0040 ,4942 ,8363 ,5122 ,0040 ,6337 ,8715 ,4480 05000 ,4265 -,7643 ,5158 1,0219
,0080 ,2038 ,7619 ,6362 ,0080 ,8107 ,_168 ,3545 ,5000 ,3609 -,7677 ,5143 1,0245
,0150 -,1830 .6628 ,7906 ,0230 ,2774 ,7799 ,607;' .5000 ,2953 -. 7663 ,5128 1.0268
,0250 -,5805 ,5616 ,9480 ,05_0 ,6702 ,7281 .6896 .5000 .2297 -,7785 ,5122 1,0279
,0400 -,8965 ,4791 1,0833 .1000 -,0466 ,6974 ,7373 .5000 .1640 -.7595 .5145 1.0241
,0600 -1.0999 .4283 1*1726 ,1500 -.1313 0b762 .7699 .5000 ,0984 -.7661 .5131 1.0263
,0800 -1,1365 .4211 1.1857 ,2000 -,2069 ,5.565 ,8003 .5C00 *03Z8 -,7622 ,5153 1*0228
.1000 -100932 .4301 1.1695 ,2500 -,2706 .6404 ,8251 ,5000 -,0328 -,7701 05130 1.0253
,1400 -1,0325 ,4450 1*1426 .3500 -,3272 ,6253 .8468 *5000 -.0984 -.7834 ,5095 1.0323
.1800 -,8654 ,4886 1,0672 ,4500 -,2812 .6368 ,8306 ,5000 -,1640 -*7828 .5102 1.0311
,2200 -,7624 ,5134 1.0258 .5530 -,2116 .6555 .8019 .500U -.22€)7 -*7767 .5119 1.0283
*2600 -.7840 .5066 1,0371 .6500 -,0376 ,7012 ,7314 05000 -,2953 -,7764 ,5120 1.0281
.3000 -.8563 ,4924 1.0608 *?_00 ,2386 .7706 *5222 *5000 -*3609 -.766C .5142 1.0246
,3400 -,8504 ,4932 1,0595 ,801)0 .3382 ,7958 ,5811 ,5000 -,4255 -,7902 .5071 1,0353
,3800 -,8490 ,4916 1.0621 ,85,)0 ,4207 .8173 .5451 ,5000 -.4921 -.7900 .5077 1.0354
,4200 -,7971 ,5075 1,03_7 ,")000 ,4420 .8221 .5369 .0600 .29_Z -.9709 ,4605 1.1154
.4600 -.7792 .5094 1.0324 .0500 ,4459 .8232 .5350 .1400 .29¢)2 -1,0483 .4435 1.1454
,5000 -,7769 ,5103 1,0300 1. OUO0 ,1171 ,7395 ,6718 ,2200 .2992 -*8030 ,5045 1.0406
,5400 -.7656 ,5144 1,0242 03000 ,2992 -,8277 ,4974 1,0524
*0800 --.7699 ._139 1*_2_1 .3800 .2902 -.8566 .4005 1.0641
,6200 -.7659 .5140 1.0249 ,4600 .2992 -.7715 ,5103 1,0310
,6600 -.7377 .5217 1,0122 .5400 .2992 -.7600 ,5158 1.0219
,7000 -.6321 ,5488 .9684 *6200 ,2992 -,7502 ,5191 1,0164
,7500 -,4996 ,5827 ,9247 ,7_00 ,2992 -,6374 ,54._5 ,9737
,8000 -,3764 ,6137 *8663 *8000 ,2992 -.3773 .6140 .8659
,8500 -,2596 ,6429 .8213 .9000 .2_92 -.1413 .6736 .7739
,9000 -,1368 .6747 .7723 .1000 ,2362 -.0548 .6956 ,7401
.9500 -.0079 .7075 ,7216 ,2000 ,2362 -,2019 ,6560 .8011
,9750 ,0576 ,7227 ,69_0 ,3500 ,2362 -,3236 ,6261 ,8471
1,0000 ,1171 ,73_5 ,6718 .4500 .2362 -.2750 ,6392 .8270
*5500 .2362 -,2086 ,6557 ,8016
.6500 .2362 -,0320 .7025 ,7293
*7500 ,2362 *2372 .7704 ,6226
.8C00 .2362 ,3375 ,7957 ,5814
,850_ ,2362 ,4125 ,8150 ,5490
.90CG .236Z • 4_,52 ,8226 .5361
,9500 .2362 ,4462 .8228 .5358
-235
TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 71,0890 PSl CN ,7204 C01 ,00962 COCOR1 *00936
RUN 7 T1 131,1523 _ CM -,1349 COZ ,00967 COCOR2 ,00938
POINT 5 RC 29.9047 MILLION CC .0072 C03 ,00917 COCOR3 .00894 W"
MACH .7201 CD4 .00876 COCOR4 .00853
ALPHA 1,0207 OEG C05 .00856 COCOR5 ,00831
UPPER SURFACE LOkER SURFACE SP&NdISE
XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC XIC CP PpLIPT _LOC XlC ¥1C CP P.LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1,1317 .9990 .0383 O.GO00 1.1317 ,9990 ,0383 *5000 ,4921 -*7697 ,5100 1.0314
,0040 .4213 ,8169 ,5457 .0040 ,6998 .6887 .4143 ,5000 ,4265 -.7677 ,5083 1.0342
,0080 ,1158 ,7384 .6734 ,008_ ,8720 ,9318 ,3193 .5000 ,3609 -,7869 ,5035 1.0422
,0150 -,2622 ,6401 ,8255 .0230 ,3548 ,803Z ,§737 .5000 *2953 -.7866 .5061 1.0378
,0250 -.6578 .5387 .9846 *0800 .1434 ,7457 .6618 ,5000 ,2297 -.7909 .5033 1.0426
,0400 -,9595 ,4598 1.1166 ,1000 .0049 ,7111 o7160 ,5000 ,1640 -,7788 ,5068 1,0367
.0600 -1.17_5 .4060 1.2138 .1500 -.0886 .6868 °7536 .5000 ,0984 -,7956 .5040 1,0414
,0800 -1,Z153 ,3962 1.2324 .ZOO0 -.1625 ,6657 ,7861 ,5000 ,0328 -.7861 .5046 1,0403
,1000 -1,2000 ,3982 1,2286 .2500 -.2266 .6492 ,8114 ,5000 -.0328 -.7792 ,5055 1,0388
,1400 -1.1657 .4106 1.2053 .3500 -.2947 *6320 ,8379 *5000 -,0984 -.8139 ,4992 1,0493
.1800 -1.1376 ,4149 1,1973 .4500 -,2522 *6420 *8226 .5000 -.1640 -.8063 ,501L 1*0462
,2200 -1,1164 ,4176 1,1919 .5500 -.1927 .6585 .7971 °5000 -,2297 -,8069 .5013 1,0459
,2600 -1,0857 .4288 1.1716 ,6500 -,0209 ,7029 ,7288 ,5000 -.2953 -,8050 .5016 1,0453
,3000 -1,017Z .4440 1,1444 .7500 ,2502 ,7716 ,6206 ,5000 -.3609 -.8055 ,4990 1,0497
.3400 -,7591 .5107 1,0303 ,8000 ,3514 .7q91 .5757 .5000 -.4265 -.8085 ,4991 1.0496
.3800 -,7243 .5221 1,0115 .8500 .4319 ,8186 ,5428 ,5000 -.4921 -,8063 ,4989 1.0499
*4200 -.7403 .5163 I*0Z10 *9000 *4557 ,8238 °5339 *0600 *2992 -.8546 .4901 i*0695
,4500 -.7816 .5061 1,0379 *9530 ,4462 .6231 ,8352 ,1400 ,2992 -1.1598 .4117 1.2032
*5000 -,8074 ,5009 1.0465 1.0000 .1215 .7392 .6722 *2200 ,2992 -1.1468 ,4147 1.1976
.5400 -,8013 *5007 1.0458 .3000 .2992 -.8293 .4980 1.0513
,5800 -.7800 ,5033 1.0426 .3806 .2992 -.7816 ,5070 1.0365
*6200 -.7802 *5079 1,0349 .4600 *2992 -*7995 °5042 1.0411
.6600 -,7456 .5167 1,0204 ,5400 ,299Z -.7744 *5086 1.0337
.7000 -.6262 ,5476 ,9702 .6200 ,2992 -,7523 .5181 1,0181
,7500 -.5012 .5796 .9195 ,7000 ,2992 -*6427 *5452 ,9741
,8000 -.3802 .6086 ,8741 ,8000 .2992 -.3880 ,6099 *8722
.8500 -,2515 .6425 ,8218 °9000 .2992 -,1403 ,6731 ,7746
,9000 -,1289 ,6735 .7740 ,1000 ,2362 ,0019 ,7082 .7204
,9500 *.0077 ,7058 .7243 *2000 *2362 -.1557 .6692 .7607
.9750 ,0540 .7229 .6977 ,3500 ,2362 -,2898 .6344 .8343
1,0000 ,1215 .7392 ,6722 .4500 ,2362 -,2452 .6449 .8180
*5500 *2362 -.1839 .6619 ,7919
,6500 ,2362 -.0225 ,7031 ,7284
.7500 ,2362 .2425 ,7709 ,6218
.6000 ,2362 ,3518 ,7998 .5746
,8500 ,2362 ,4194 ,8156 .5479
.9000 ,236Z .4494 .8241 .5334
*9500 .2362 .4339 .8201 ,5404
TEST 137 P7 71.0831 PSl CN ,8113 COl ,01015 CDOOR1 ,00985
RUN 7 TT 130,0220 K CN -.1355 CD2 *01032 COCORZ *00998
POINT 7 RC 30*3383 RILLION CC *0043 C03 .01035 COCOA3 *01012
/'IACH .7221 C04 o00937 COCOR4 *00915
ALPHa` 1.5065 0[G C05 *00905 COC09._ *00880
UPPER SURFACE LOgER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PpLIP[ MLOC XIC CP PJ,LIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP P,,,LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1353 .9990 ,0379 0.0000 1.1353 .9990 .0379 .5000 .4921 -.7934 .4994 1.0491
,0040 ,3650 ,7998 .5746 .0040 .7572 .9011 ,3888 .5000 .4265 -,8478 .4842 1.074b
,0080 ,0620 .7211 ,7006 .0080 .9207 .9439 .2884 .5000 .3609 -.7135 ,5223 1.0114
• 0150 -.3Z31 *6212 .8548 *0230 .4161 *8122 .5538 ,5000 .2953 -*8300 ,4893 1.0661
.0250 -.7160 ,5202 1.0147 .0500 ,1951 ,7558 ,6459 .5000 .2297 -,6946 ,5279 1.0021
.0400 -1,0224 .4420 1.1481 .1000 .0542 .7188 .7041 ,5000 ,1640 -,7069 .5234 1.0095
.0500 -1.2179 ,3896 1.2452 o1500 -*0359 .6957 .7399 .5000 .0984 -,7318 .5147 1,0237
• 0800 -1.2747 .3745 1.2746 .2000 -.1261 .6736 .7741 .5000 .0328 -,7493 .5095 1.0323
.1000 -1,2718 ,3763 1.2711 .2500 -*1940 *6546 *803Z .5000 -.0328 -.6809 .5313 .9966
• 1400 -1,2449 .3847 1.2547 ,3500 -,2728 .6349 .8336 ,5000 -,0984 -.7374 ,5156 1.0223
,1800 -1,23_8 .3858 1,2526 .45_U -.2391 ,6443 ,8191 ,5000 -,1640 -.7322 .5139 1.0251
• 2200 -1.2369 .3864 1.2514 .5500 -. 1758 .6595 .7956 .5000 -,2297 -.6965 .5254 1.0062
,2600 -1,2187 ,389Z 1.2459 ,6500 -,0193 ,6999 ,7334 .5000 -,2953 -,7769 .5012 1.0461
,3000 r -1,2294 ,3851 1,2538 .7500 .2531 .7709 .6217 .5000 -.3609 -.8025 .4958 1.0550
.3400 -1.2340 .3879 1,24_4 .8000 .3521 .7971 .5791 ,5000 -.4265 -.8147 .4921 1,0613
,3800 -1.2313 .3_52 1,2536 .8500 ,4305 ,6169 .5456 ,5000 -,4921 -,7707 ,5116 1,0288
,4200 -1,0777 .4292 1.1711 .9000 *4572 ,_241 *5335 *0600 *2992 -,9263 .4730 1.0938
• 4600 -,8567 ,4847 1,0738 ,9500 .4536 .8238 ,5340 *1400 ,2992 -1,2512 ,3859 1,2524
.5000 -,7247 ,5166 1.0207 1.0000 ,1134 .7384 ,6735 .220C .2992 -1,2692 .3837 1.2567
,5400 -.6639 .5317 ,9960 .3000 .2992 -1.1475 .4113 1.2040
• 5800 -,7045 .5252 1,0065 .3800 .2992 -1*1060 ,4241 1.1803
• 6200 -,7156 ,5212 1.0131 ,4600 .2992 -,7757 .5087 1.0336
• 6600 -*7053 ,5209 1,0137 ,5400 .2992 -,6727 .5338 ,9926
.7000 -,6230 .54_5 .9754 ,6200 .2992 -.7319 .5197 1.0155
• 7500 -,4889 ,5762 .9)50 .7C00 .2ggZ -.6369 .5428 .9781
• 8000 -*3742 .6071 ,_767 ,8000 .2992 -,3840 ,6082 .8749
.8500 -,2546 *6377 ,8292 .9000 .2992 -.1396 .5714 .777_
.9000 -,1421 .6726 ,77_5 .1000 *23b2 *0537 .7221 .6990 1_
• 9500 -*0091 .7059 .7241 .2000 .2362 -*1053 .6808 *7629
• 9750 ,0602 ,7233 ,6971 .3500 .2362 -.2531 .6417 .8231
1.0000 ,1134 ,7384 ,6735 .4500 *2362 -*2308 .6503 .8099
• 5500 *2362 -.1739 *6653 *7868
• 6500 *2362 **012_ *7044 *7264
• 7500 .2362 .2514 ,7733 .6179
• 6000 ,2362 *3587 .7994 .5753
• 8500 *2362 ,4260 .8175 ,5447
• gO00 .Z36Z *4539 .6245 *5325
.95_0 *2362 *4346 *8204 *5399
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 71.0906 PSI CN ,8916 C01 ,01401 COCORZ ,01354
RUN ? TT 129,9495 K C_ -.1369 CD2 .01424 COCOR2 *01372
POINT 0 RC 30,Z917 _ILL_ON ¢¢ *0005 C03 ,01431 CDCOR3 ,01387
_ACH ,7193 ¢04 ,01157 ¢000R4 ,01109
ALPHA 2,016Z OEG CD5 °01057 ¢000R5 ,01013
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFkCE $PANWISE
XlC CP PJLIPT HLOC XlC CP PpLIPT HLO¢ XIC Y/C CP PJLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1215 19964 ,0719 O*UO00 1,1215 .9964 ,0719 .5000 .4921 -.8064 .5020 1.0448
,0040 ,2643 o77_1 ,6101 °0040 o8157 ,9180 ,3520 °5000 ,4265 -,7748 ,5131 1o0264
,0080 -,0523 ,6973 ,7374 ,0080 ,9610 ,9553 ,2366 *5000 ,3609 -,8626 *4887 1,0670
,0150 -,4257 .5991 ,8890 ,&230 ,4833 .8332 ,5177 ,SOO0 ,2953 -1.0062 .4498 1,1341
,0250 -.8070 .5009 1,0466 ,0500 ,2593 .7768 ,6122 ,5000 .2297 -1.01_3 .4482 1.1369
.0400 -1,0981 ,4243 1.1799 .1000 .1031 .7355 .6780 .5000 .1640 -.8984 ,4784 1,0846
,0600 -2,3205 ,3744 1,2749 ,1500 -,0025 ,7100 ,7178 ,5000 ,0984 -,8227 ,4969 1,0533
,0800 -1,3701 ,3586 1,3068 ,ZOO0 -,0667 ,6873 ,7529 ,5000 ,03Z8 -,7217 ,5255 1,0061
,1000 -1,3587 ,3596 1.3047 ,2500 -.1531 .6691 ,7809 ,5000 -,0328 -,8141 ,5019 2.0449
,1400 -1,3279 ,3673 1,2891 .3500 -,2262 *6500 ,8103 .5000 -,0984 -,8040 ,5039 1,0416
,1800 -1,3393 .3649 1,2941 ,4500 -,2128 ,6523 ,8067 .5000 -,1640 -.7354 .5223 1,0113
,Z200 -1,3320 ,3661 1.2916 ,5500 -,1544 ,6701 ,7794 .5000 -,2297 -,7840 .5089 1,0333
,2600 -1.3182 ,3708 1,2821 ,6500 -,0110 .7065 ,7232 .5000 -.2953 -,7636 .507Z 1.0362
.3000 -1,3430 ,3682 1,2873 ,7500 ,2571 .7743 ,6163 ,5000 -,3609 -,7427 ,5183 1,0178
03400 -1,3352 ,3678 1.28_2 ,8000 ,3636 ,8016 ,5716 .5000 -,4265 -,7509 ,5169 1,0201
,3800 -1,3418 .3637 1.2965 ,8500 ,4299 .8187 .5427 ._000 -,4921 -.7540 ,5170 1.0199
,4200 -1,3384 .3642 1.2954 ,9000 .4582 ,8258 *5306 .0600 .2992 -1.1372 ,4164 1,1944
.4600 -1,1942 ,4025 1,2204 ,9500 ,4552 ,8249 .5321 ,1400 ,2992 -1,3492 .3637 1,2964
,5000 -,7979 .5033 1,0427 1,0030 .1140 ,7377 ,6746 ,2200 .2992 -1,3532 ,3623 1,2993
,5400 -,6116 ,5536 ,9607 ,3000 ,2992 -1,3112 ,3711 1.2816
,5800 -,6263 ,5525 ,9626 ,3800 ,2992 -1.2777 ,3793 2,2652
,6200 -.6510 .5430 .9777 .4600 ,2992 -1.1915 .4046 1.2165
.6600 -*6604 ,5415 ,9802 ,5400 ,2992 -.6631 ,5378 ,9860
*7000 -,6034 ,5551 *_583 ,6200 ,2992 -*6422 ,5464 ,9723
,7500 -,4842 \,5840 ,9126 ,7000 ,2992 -,6097 ,5550 ,9586
,8000 -,3727 ,613_ .8672 ,8000 .2992 -,3651 ,6137 ,8663
78500 -,2595 ,6427 ,8215 ,9000 .2992 -.1367 .6743 .7729
.9000 -.1421 .6734 .7742 ,1000 *2362 ,0977 .7343 ,6798
.9500 -,0180 ,7047 *7259 .2000 *2362 -*0695 .6916 *7462
,9750 *0524 *7228 ,6979 ,3500 .2362 -,2264 *6498 ,8106
1,0000 .1140 .7377 .6746 ,4500 .2362 -,2049 .6558 .8013
,5500 ,2362 -.1459 ,6709 .7782
,6500 ,2382 -,0049 ,7079 .7210
,7500 ,2362 ,2604 ,7757 .6141
,8000 *2362 *3568 ,7996 *5749
,8500 ,2362 ,42_0 ,8170 ,5456
,9000 *2362 ,4538 ,8255 ,5310
.9500 ,2362 ,4565 ,8251 ,5318
TEST 137 PT 71,0218 PSI CH ,9534 CD1 ,01919 COCOR1 ,01857
RUN 7 1'1' 129.9248 K CH -,1396 CO2 ,01937 COCOR2 ,01869
POINT 9 RC 30,2774 MILLION CC -.0014 CO3 *01976 C0¢0R3 .01925
._ACH ,7195 C04 ,01468 C0¢0R4 .01414
ALPHA 2.5059 OEG C05 *012BO CDCOR5 *01220
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPJ,NI/I SE
XlC CP PILIPT _LOC XIC CP PeLIPI MLO¢ XIC YIC CP P_LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1,1080 ,9929 .1011 0,0030 2.1080 ,9929 .1011 .5000 ,4921 -1.2025 .3985 1,2281
,0040 ,2003 ,7_21 .635_ ,0040 ,8517 ,9269 .3313 ,5000 .4265 -1.2339 .3895 1.2453
*0080 -,1075 .6814 .7620 *0080 .9913 .9627 .2337 *5000 ,3609 -1,2442 ,3900 1,2443
,0150 -,4820 ,5828 ,9146 ,0230 ,5318 ,8455 ,4960 *5000 ,2953 -2,2629 ,3860 1,2521
*0250 -,8607 ,4833 1,07(>3 *0500 ,2988 ,7872 ,5953 *5000 ,2297 -1,2850 ,3819 1,2601
,0400 -1.1626 .4114 1,2037 .1000 .1383 ,7438 ,8650 *5000 ,1640 -1.2827 ,3778 1.2682
,0600 -1,3491 ,3592 1,3055 .1500 ,0372 .7185 ,7046 *5000 .0984 -1.2065 .3983 1.2285
,0800 -1,4340 ,3441 1.3370 .2000 -.0559 .6939 .7427 .50(;0 *0328 -1.2443 .3896 1.2451
,1000 -1,4117 ,3442 1.3368 .2500 -,1257 ,6746 ,7725 *5000 -*0328 -1,20Z3 ,4021 1,2213
,1400 -1,3879 ,3504 J..3237 *3500 -,2205 ,6488 ,8122 ,5000 -,0984 -1,2499 .3883 1,247&
,1800 -1,3884 ,3503 1,3240 .4500 -,1906 *6603 ,7944 .5000 -,1640 -1.2646 ,3808 1,2623
*2200 -1,4007 ,3502 1,3242 .5500 -,1523 .6676 ,7831 ,5000 -,2297 -1.2145 ,3971 1.2308
,2600 -1,3690 ,3_57 1,312_ ,6_iU_) -.0049 .7089 .7195 ,5000 -.2953 -1,0878 .4318 1,1663
,3000 -1,3887 ,3497 1.32_3 .7500 ,2532 ,7726 .6191 .5000 -.3609 -1,0071 ,4500 1,1337
,3400 -1,4018 ,3497 1,3253 ,8000 .3_02 ,8002 .5740 .5000 -.4265 -,912U ,4752 1,0900
,3800 -1*4134 ,3475 1,3299 ,8500 ,4385 *8203 ,5400 *5000 -,4921 -*8238 ,4990 1,0497
,4200 -1,4274 ,34_6 1.3339 .9_OJ ,4594 ,8267 ,5291 .0600 ,2992 -1,1776 ,4075 1,2111
,4600 -1,4154 ,3437 1,3378 ,9500 ,4578 .8257 ,5307 .1400 .2992 -1.4033 .3498 1.3250
.5000 -1,2226 .3941 1.2384 2.0000 .1074 *7386 *6763 .2200 ,2992 -1,4212 .3440 1,3371
,5400 -,8152 ,4996 1,0487 ,3000 ,2992 -1,4110 ,3501 1,3245
._800 --._948 .5574 .9547 *3800 *2992 -1.3570 .3631 1*Z976
.6200 -,5724 ,5620 ,9474 ,4600 .2992 -1,3556 ,3596 1,3047
,6600 --,5528 ,5643 .9438 ,5400 .2992 -.8994 .4799 l*OBZO
,7000 -,5362 .5710 .9331 .6200 .2992 -.5662 ,5631 ,9457
,7500 -.4671 ,5904 .9026 ,7000 ,2992 -,5440 ,5706 .9338
.8000 -,3628 .6153 ,863P ,80VG ,2992 -,3604 .6191 .85B0
.8500 -*2521 ,6443 ,8191 .9000 ,2992 -* 1350 ,6737 .7739
,9000 -,1427 ,6732 .7746 .lbOC • ;'362 ,1390 ,7436 *6652
.9500 -,0181 ,7033 ,7282 .2_00 .2362 "*0395 .6985 .7356
.97_0 *0418 • 71_;3 .7o33 .3500 .2362 -*Z003 .6567 ,8000
1,0000 ,2074 ,7366 .(57(53 .4500 .2362 -,1853 ,6617 *7923
,5500 ,2362 -* 1356 *6743 *7728
.6500 .2382 ,0023 .7097 .718Z
,7500 *2362 .2582 ,7748 .6156
.8000 ,Z362 ,3560 .8011 .5724
,8500 .2362 .4315 ,8201 ,5403
,90(,0 *2362 .4607 ,8263 *5297
.9500 .23_Z .4595 *8264 *5296
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 71,1661 PSI CN 1.0095 C01 .02733 COCOR1 .OZ6§q
RUN 7 TT 129,9847 K CN -*1397 CDZ *02694 CUCORZ ,02609
POINT 10 PC 30,2125 NILLIQ_ CC -,0035 C03 .0241Z CDCOR3 ,02342
MACH .7155 C04 ,01864 CDCOR4 ,01789
ALPHA 3,0244 OEG CD5 ,_1453 CDCOR5 .013T5
UPPE_ SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPA_VISE
XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC XIC CP P_LIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.0984 .9904 *1175 0,0000 1.0984 *9904 ,1176 ,5000 ,4921 -1.3164 .3771 1,2695
,0040 .1472 ,'7459 .6615 .0040 ,9003 .9399 .2990 .5000 .4265 -1.3940 ,3582 1.3077
.0080 -.1751 .6654 .7866 .0080 1.0331 .9734 .1968 .50U& .3609 -1.3773 .3604 1.3032
.0150 -.5145 ,5668 ,_398 .0230 ,5774 ,6570 .4752 .5000 .2953 -1.3879 .3619 1.3001
.0150 -,9203 ,4718 1.0959 .0500 ,3340 .7939 .5843 ,5000 ,zzg,;, -1,4040 ,3552 1.3138
,0400 -1,2029 .3999 1.Z255 ,1000 ,1848 ,7571 .6440 .5000 ,1640 -1,3545 .3689 1,2859
,0600 -1.4137 .3476 1.3296 ,1500 ,0711 ,TZ83 ,6893 ,5_00 .0984 -1,3832 .3595 1.3050
,OBO0 -1,4807 .3335 1.3595 .ZOO0 -,0130 ,7046 .,;,261 ,5000 ,0328 -1,3294 .3735 1,1766
,1000 -1,4818 .3324 1.3620 .Z500 -.1052 ,6819 ,7612 ,5000 -,0328 -1,2231 ,3997 1,2258
,1400 -1,4657 ,3361 1,3539 ,3500 -,1926 ,6_86 .7970 .50GO -.0984 -1,1401 .4120 1,1843
,1800 -1.4787 .3365 1.3531 .4500 -.1840 .6613 .7930 .5000 -.1640 -1.1381 .3963 1.2324
.Z200 -1.4818 ,3366 1,3528 ,5500 -.1426 *67Z9 .7751 ,5000 -,2297 -1,0869 .4346 1.1612
.Z600 -1.4531 ,3424 1,3406 ,6500 ,0060 .7123 .7142 ._000 -.2953 -,9303 ,4766 1,0876
.3000 -1.6788 .3360 1.3528 .7500 .2528 .7749 .6154 .5000 -.3609 -1.0081 .4500 1.1337
.3400 -1.4696 .3369 1.3524 .$000 .3559 .8011 .5,T25 .5000 -.4265 -.795,;, .5104 1.0308
,3800 -1.4964 ,3345 1.3576 .8500 .4400 ,8237 ,5342 ,5000 -,4921 -,8186 ,4994 1,0490
.4Z00 -1.5050 .3195 1.3682 .9000 .4579 .8286 *5258 .0600 .2992 -1*E405 .3964 1*1320
,4600 -1,5097 ,329_ 1,3683 .9500 ,4514 ,8258 ,5306 .1400 ,2992 -1.4894 .3337 1,3548
.5000 -1.3774 ,3610 1.3019 1,0000 .0961 .7369 .6757 .2200 ,2992 -1.4844 .3310 1.3650
,5400 -,8441 ,4969 1,0532 .3000 .2992 -1,4835 .3350 1.3565
,5800 ".6154 ,5544 ,9594 ,3800 .2991 -1.4350 .3490 1,3267
,6200 -.5559 ,5704 ,_340 .4600 ,2992 -1.4447 ,3443 1,3364
.6600 -.5386 *5742 ,9280 *5400 .2992 -.9506 .4715 1.0963
,7000 -,5068 *5623 .9154 .6200 .299Z -,5'719 ,5539 .9444
,7500 -,4506 ,59_Z .8904 ,7000 ,Z992 -.5061 ,5804 .9183
,8000 -.3415 .6210 .8551 .8000 .2992 -.3401 .6232 .8517
,8500 -.1552 ,6475 .8141 .900_ ,2992 -.1344 .6771 ,7686
*9000 -.1366 .6741 ,7732 .1000 ,2362 .1609 .,;,568 .6444
.9500 -.0228 ,TO4q .7257 ,2000 .2362 -,0097 .7077 .7213
.9,;,50 ,0337 ,7188 .7042 .3500 ,236Z -,1827 ,6642 .`;'885
1.0000 .0961 .7369 .6`;'5`;' .4500 .2362 -.16q3 .669T .`;'800
.5500 .2362 -.1288 *&790 *,;,657
.6500 ,2362 .0012 ,7132 ,7128
,7500 .2362 *Z608 ,7767 .612_
.8000 .2362 .3587 .8030 .5693
.8500 .2362 .4333 .8225 .5363
.9000 ,2362 ,4576 ,8279 .5269
.9500 ,2362 ,4595 ,8286 *5256
TEST 137 PT 63.2790 PS1 CH 1.0409 CD1 .03722 COCOR1 .03640
RUN 7 TT 120.7682 K CH -.1421 CD2 .03502 CDCOR2 .03412
POINT 11 RC 30.0630 HILLION CC -.0030 CO3 .03088 COCOR3 .03009
PIACH .7196 006 .02148 COCOR4 .02071
ALPHA 3.5233 OEG COS ,01581 ¢0¢0R5 ,0149";'
UPPER SURFACE LU'dER SURFACE SPAHI_ISE
XIC CP PmLIP1 fILOC X/C CP P.*LIPT RLOC XlC YIC CP P.*LIPT RLOC
O. 0000 1.0T71 .9847 .148§ O. 0000 1.0771 .9847 .1485 .5000 .4921 -1.4727 .3339 1.3590
.0040 .1004 .7342 .6805 .0040 .9231 .9451 .2854 .5000 .4165 -1. 4738 .3313 1.3646
.0080 -.2091 .6529 .8064 .0080 1.0529 .9782 .1778 .5000 .3609 -1.4844 .3304 1.3666
,0150 -.5841 ,5555 .9582 ,0130 ,6105 .8651 .4604 *5000 ,2953 -1,4788 °3298 1.3680
.0250 -,9686 *4600 1.1168 .0500 .374& .8046 .5671 .5(.;00 .ZZgT -1.4708 .3345 1o3578
.0400 -1,2405 ,3898 1.2452 ,1000 02033 .7603 ,6393 .5000 ,1640 -1.4754 .3321 1.3628
.0600 -1.4356 .339Z 1.34';'7,;, .1500 .084_ .7284 .6896 .5000 .0984 -1.4948 .3264 1.37_4
.0800 -1.5112 .3214 1.3865 .2000 -.0003 .7072 .722T .5000 *0328 -1.5099 .3231 1.3827
.1000 -1.4831 *3243 1.3801 .2500 -.0944 .6819 .7517 .5000 -.0328 -1.4465 .3430 1.3397
.1400 -1.4671 .3270 1.3740 .3500 -.1755 .6634 .7902 .5000 -.0984 -1.3885 .3540 1.3165
,1800 -1*4872 .3253 1,3778 .4500 -,1792 .6622 .7920 .5000 -.1640 -1.2607 ,3905 1.2438
.2200 -1.4950 .3267 1.3747 .5_00 -.1441 .6709 .7786 .5000 -.2297 -1.1428 .3911 1.1425
.2600 -1.4887 .3298 1.3679 .6500 -.bL40 .7051 .7258 .5_00 -.29_3 -L.0T56 .4357 1.1598
.3000 -1. 5009 ,3244 1,3798 .7500 .2489 .7708 *5224 *5000 -*3609 -.9136 ,4776 1.0863
.3406 -1.5028 .3157 1.3769 .8000 .3587 .8005 .5739 .5000 -.426_ -.8301 .4959 1.0554
,3800 -1,50_)6 ,321g 1,3854 ,8500 .4315 ,8).86 ,5434 .5000 -.4921 -.7822 ,50T1 1.0368
,4200 -1.5281 ,3199 1,3898 ,9000 ,4558 ,8259 ,_308 .0600 *2992 -1.2569 ,3870 1,2489
.4600 -1.5427 .3150 1.40ULI .9500 .4486 .8228 .5361 .1400 .2992 -1.5080 .3263 1.3756
.5000 -1.4827 .3295 1.3686 1.0000 .0763 .7298 *6874 .2200 *2991 -1.5152 .3209 1.3876
,5400 -1,0376 .4439 1,1450 .3000 .2992 -1.5009 ,3230 1,3829
,5800 -,7149 ,5292 1.0006 .3800 ,2992 -1.4609 °3332 1,3606
.6200 -.5996 .5559 ,9576 .4600 *299Z -1,4816 ,3310 1.3653
,6600 -,5352 ,57_1 ,9272 ,_400 ,2992 -1,2985 .3721 1*2800
,7000 -.4894 ._84_ ,9131 .6200 ,29_2 -.6147 ,5530 ,9622
.7500 -.4272 .6012 .8863 .7000 . ;'992 -.4895 .5835 .9140
,8000 -.3423 .6233 .8520 .8000 *2992 -.3302 . e0275 .8455
,8500 -*2305 *6675 ,8146 *900& .2992 -,1345 .6751 ,7T22 11.
,9000 -,1348 ,6734 ,7748 ,1000 ,2362 .2033 ,7621 .6364
.9_.00 -.0401 . 7(.0_. .733_ *2000 .2362 *0030 .7096 .7189
,9750 .0188 .713? ,7126 ,3500 *Z362 -.1711 ,6631 *7906
1.0000 .0763 .7298 .6874 .4500 .2362 -.1651 .6682 .7817
.5500 ,236Z -.1410 ,b733 ,7749
.6500 .2362 -.0010 .T104 .7176
.7500 .1361 .2558 ,7745 .6165
.8000 *2361 .3599 .8006 *5737
*8500 *1362 .4279 .8180 ..5443
,9000 *236;' .4558 .8162 *_303
.95GU .2362 .4476 .8236 .5347
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 63,0477 PSI CN 1,0798 CD1 ,0487§ C00081 ,04774
RUN 7 TT 120,7581 K CH -,1428 C02 °04507 CDCOR2 ,04410
"_k POINT 12 RC 29,9707 _ILLION CC -,0038 C03 .03709 COCOR3 ,03604
HACH ,7203 C06 .02573 CDCOR4 ,02486
ALPHA 4,0241 DEG CO5 ,02031 COCOR5 ,01936
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
X/C CP PpLIPI HLOC XIC CP PpLIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP P,LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,0636 *9_12 ,lbSU 0.0000 1,063b .9812 ,1550 .5000 .4921 -1.5262 .3168 1.3967
,0040 ,0312 ,7147 .7110 ,0040 ,9529 .9528 ,2641 ,5000 ,4265 -1,5378 .3192 1,3913
,0080 -,2648 ,6386 .8283 ,0080 1,0687 ,9826 ,1586 ,5000 ,3609 -1,5606 ,3143 1,4022
,0150 -,637B ,541_ ,9807 .0230 ,6468 ,8742 .6431 .5000 .2953 -1,5139 ,3157 1,3991
.0250 -1,0189 .4470 1,1396 *0500 ,4141 ,8134 ,5521 ,5000 ,2297 -1,5304 ,3202 1,3890
,0600 -1,2698 ,3799 1,2644 ,1000 ,2362 ,7687 ,6257 ,5000 ,1640 -1,5262 ,3192 1,3912
,0600 -1,4808 ,3273 1,3733 ,1500 ,1124 ,7358 ,6780 ,5000 ,0984 -1,5355 ,3139 1,4033
,0800 -1,5472 ,3122 1.4071 ,2000 ,0172 .7131 ,7134 ,5000 .0328 -1,5568 ,3119 1,4078
,1000 -1.5296 ,3136 1,4040 ,2500 -,0687 ,6884 ,7517 .5000 -,0328 -1,5086 ,3254 1,3776
,1600 -1,5P37 ,3139 1.4033 .350D -,1690 ,8647 ,7882 ,5000 -.0984 -1,5123 .3157 1.3992
.1800 "1*5425 ,3148 1,4013 ,4500 -,1661 ,6642 ,7889 ,5000 -,1640 -1,3559 ,3604 1,3035
,2200 -1.5256 .3151 1,4005 ,5500 -,1539 .6683 ,7827 ,5000 -,2297 -1,2553 ,3892 1,2662
,2600 -1,5287 ,3162 1,3981 ,6500 -,0159 ,7046 ,7266 ,5000 -,2953 -1,1019 ,4253 1,1785
,3000 -1,5656 ,3121 1,4072 ,7500 ,2428 ,7698 ,6241 ,5000 -,3609 -,9065 ,4756 1,0897
,3400 -1,5515 ,3116 1,6085 ,8000 ,3440 ,7981 ,5779 ,5000 -,4265 -,8501 ,4885 1,0678
.3800 -1,5378 ,3096 1,4131 ,8500 ,4311 ,81_6 .5616 ,5000 -,4921 -,7976 ,5022 1,0448
,4200 -1,5798 ,3076 1,4175 ,9000 ,4502 ,8233 ,5353 ,0600 ,2992 -1,3001 ,3777 2,2688
,4600 -1,5841 ,3064 1,4249 ,9500 ,4405 ,8206 ,5399 ,1400 ,2992 -1.5386 ,3156 1,3994
,5000 -1,5280 .3158 1,3990 1,0_00 ,0540 ,7224 ,6989 ,2200 ,2992 -1,5644 ,3084 1,4158
.5400 -1.0341 ,4451 1,1430 ,3000 ,2992 -1,5648 .3086 1,4153
,5800 -,7951 ,5074 1.0362 ,3800 ,2992 -1,5617 ,3144 1,4022
,6200 -,7002 ,5254 1,0067 ,4600 ,2992 -1,5051 ,3192 1,3914
,6600 -,5810 ,5592 ,9523 ,5400 ,2992 -1,2243 ,3916 1,2418
,7000 -,4920 ,5842 ,9128 ,6200 ,2992 -,6878 ,5335 ,9936
,7500 -,4134 ,602U ,8850 ,7000 ,2992 -,5030 ,5801 ,9194
,8000 -.3278 .6262 ,6507 ,8000 ,2992 -,3151 .6312 ,8398
,8500 -,Z352 ,6468 ,8158 ,9000 .2992 -,1306 ,6762 .7705
,9000 -,1353 *6726 ,7750 ,1000 ,2362 *2335 *7685 ,6260
,9500 -,0473 .6966 ,7390 ,2000 ,2362 ,0424 ,7177 ,7062
,9750 ,0177 ,7116 ,7181 ,3500 ,2382 -,1577 .6866 .7852
1,0000 .0540 ,7224 ,6989 .4500 ,2362 -,1536 .6692 .7813
.5500 .2382 -,1290 ,6769 ,7694
,6500 .2362 -,0023 ,7087 *7202
,7500 ,2362 .2461 *7720 *6204
.8000 ,2362 .3487 ,7984 .5773
.8500 ,2362 ,4220 .8188 ,5430
.9000 .2362 .6465 ,8219 *5376
,9500 ,2362 .4438 ,8240 ,5341
TEST 137 P1 62,8080 PSI CN 1,0315 CD1 .08397 CDCOR1 ,08280
RUN 7 TT 119.6413 K CN -,1362 C02 .07654 COCOR2 .07521
POINT 13 RC 30,3085 _IILLION CC .0031 C03 ,06522 CDCOR3 ,06418
I_ACH ,7216 CD4 ,04908 COCOR4 .04803
ALPHA 5*0202 OEG C05 *04292 COCOIL5 *04167
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PeLIPT ML00 X/C CP P,LIP1 HLOC XlC YIC CP PeL/PT NLOC
0,0000 1,0200 ,9700 ,2093 0,0000 1.0200 ,9700 .2093 .5000 .4921 -.9185 .4712 1,0973
,0040 -.0617 ,8912 .7473 .0040 ,9858 ._612 ,2387 ,5000 ,4265 -,9089 ,4748 1,0913
,0080 -,3574 ,6147 .8653 ,0080 1,0842 .9863 ,1407 ,5060 ,3609 -,9226 ,4687 1,1016
,0150 -,7261 ,5198 1,0159 ,0230 ,6991 ,8877 ,4168 ,50C0 ,2953 -,9069 ,4761 1.0923
,0250 -1,0985 ,4254 1,1784 ,050: ,4511 ,8233 ,5354 ,5000 ,2297 -.87Z8 .4814 1.0799
.0400 -1.3667 ,3592 1,30._9 .1000 .2871 ,7767 ,6129 ,5000 .1660 -,8643 .4842 1.0752
.0600 -1,5341 .3126 1,4063 .1-00 .1467 .7446 ,6641 ,5000 ,0984 -.8768 ,4832 1,0769
,0800 -1,6138 ,2948 1,447b ,2000 ,0380 ,7169 .7075 ,5000 ,0328 -*8456 .4872 1.0701
,1000 -2,6197 ,2941 1,4493 ,2500 -,0489 ,5943 ,7426 ,5000 -,0328 -*8939 ,4790 1,0841
.1400 -1,5787 ,2961 1.4443 .3500 -,1542 ,6681 ,7829 ,50(_0 -.0986 -,8964 ,4767 1,0880
,1800 -1,5966 ,2982 1,4395 ,6500 -,1833 ,6590 ,7970 ,5000 -, 1640 -,8996 ,477._ 1.0866
,2200 -1.5953 ,2978 1.44(,4 ,5500 -,1_68 ,6670 ,7847 ._000 -,2297 -,8674 ,4831 1,0770
.2600 -2*5740 *3(_26 1.4292 .6500 -.0439 .6973 ,7379 ,5000 -,2953 -,8297 ,4930 1,0603
.3000 -1,5(:,85 ,3054 1,4Z27 ,7500 ,2070 ,7620 .6367 ,50_gQ -.36G,9 -,76_'0 .5119 1.0290
,3400 -1,3841 ,3497 1,3255 *8000 .3086 ,7850 ,5995 ,5000 -,6265 -.6962 ,5251 1,0072
.3800 -1,2338 .3901 1.2447 .8500 .3963 .8U99 .5582 ,5000 -,4921 -,6884 ,5282 1,0022
,4200 -1,0632 .4323 1,16_8 ,9000 .4030 .8113 ,5557 .0600 .29_2 -1.3818 .3569 1,3108
,4500 -.9583 .4600 1.1168 .9500 .3808 ,8051 ,5662 ,1400 ,2992 -1,5874 .2963 1,4439
.5000 -,8880 ,4803 1.0818 1.0000 -.1580 *6677 ,7836 ,2200 ,2992 -1.6025 ,2916 1,4553
,3400 -,7997 .4(,91 1.0502 .3000 .2992 -1.5029 .3181 1.3938
,5800 -,7688 ,5111 1*0302 ,380C *2992 -1*2005 *3970 1.2314
,6200 -*6974 ,5279 1.0027 *4600 ,2992 -. 9901 .4565 1,1230
*6600 -.6409 .5439 .9769 .5400 *2992 -.8197 .4988 1.0556
.7000 -,_674 .5605 .9504 .6200 .2992 -.6961 .5282 1,0023
,7500 -,4946 ,5794 ,_ 20_, ,700_ *299Z -.5810 *5576 .9549
*8000 -,4074 *6030 ,8835 .8000 *2992 -.4149 *6030 .8835
*8500 -.3771 *6077 ,8762 .90(_0 *2992 -,3162 .6248 ,8498
4> .9000 -,3258 ,6219 ,8543 .100_ ,2362 ,2606 .7736 .6180
,9500 -,2§48 .6406 ,8254 .2000 ,2362 ,0523 .7201 ,7026
,9750 -,2291 ,8476 ,8146 ,3500 *2362 -.1524 .6878 .7834
1.0000 -,1580 ,6877 ,7d36 ,6500 *2362 -,1626 *6666 ,?854
,5500 .2382 -.1546 ,6704 ,7795
.6500 .2362 -.0498 .6934 .7441
.7500 ,2362 ,2023 .7581 .6629
,8000 ,2362 ,30_5 .7858 .5982
,8500 .2362 .3778 .8040 .5681
,9000 .236Z ,6053 ,8132 ,5526
.9500 .2362 ,3648 ,8004 .5741
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 Pl 69,6767 PSI CN ,2734 C01 ,00833 COCOR1 ,00802
RUN 8 IT 129.8342 K C_ -.1350 CD2 .00839 COCOR2 .00807
POINT 1 RC 30,0021 NILLZON CC ,0177 C03 ,00808 COCOR3 .00785 _.
_ACH ,Tzgg C04 ,007g2 COCOR4 *00771
ALPHA -1,9857 OEG C05 *00773 COCOA5 ,00748
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PtL/PT _LQC X/C CP P*LIPT _LOC X/C YIC CP P,LIPI MLOC
0,0000 1.0157 .9671 .21_3 0.0000 1.0157 ,9671 ,2193 .5000 ,4921 -.5999 ,5457 ,9734
,0040 .8968 ,9357 .3097 .0040 .1204 ,7327 ,6824 ,5000 ,426§ -.6161 .5413 .9805
,0080 ,6592 ,8732 ,4447 .0080 ,2997 ,7796 .6078 ,5000 .3609 -°6222 ,5376 ,9864
.0150 *$238 *7852 *5986 *0230 -.2451 .6364 .8313 ,5000 ,2953 -*6235 ,5382 *9856
,0250 -,0418 ,6908 .7474 ,0500 -,3823 .5997 ,8881 ,5000 .2297 -,b286 ,5366 .9880
,0400 -,3181 ,6189 ,8563 .1000 -,4032 ,5956 ,8945 ,5000 ,1640 -,6248 ,5383 .9854
,0600 -,4213 ,5925 .8993 ,1500 -.4417 .5839 ,9127 ,5000 ,0984 -*6225 ,5393 ,9837
,0800 -,4374 ,5879 .9066 ,2000 -,5053 ,5687 ,9368 .5000 *0328 -.6251 ,5383 ,9852
,1000 -,4385 ,5865 .9087 ,2500 -.55_3 *5543 ,9597 *SOOU "*0328 -*6266 ,5377 ,9863
,1400 -*4565 ,5833 .9137 *3500 -*55Z6 ,5573 ,9549 *5000 -,0984 -*6353 ,5347 .9911
,1800 -,4969 ,5724 .9308 ,6500 -,43U7 ,5894 .9041 ,5000 -.1640 -*6280 *5374 .9868
,2200 -,5233 ,565Z .9423 ,5_00 -*3060 ,6226 ,85Z6 ,5000 -,2297 -*6Z40 .5379 ,9859
.2600 -,5371 ,5621 *9472 ,6500 -,0893 *6788 ,7659 .5000 -,2953 -.6236 .5388 ,9845
,3000 -,57§3 ,5514 *9642 ,7500 ,2083 ,7559 ,6459 ,5000 -,3609 -.6261 *5369 ,9876
.3400 -.5808 ,5485 ,9689 ,8000 ,3091 ,7831 ,60Z0 ,5000 -,4265 -.6302 .5354 ,9899
,3800 -,5877 ._476 ,9703 ,8500 *3836 ,8024 ,5702 ,5000 -,4921 -*6236 ,5374 ,9868
,4Z00 -,5960 ,5452 ,9742 .9000 .4159 .8106 ,5564 ,0600 ,2992teeeettt143,4783eeeceeee
.4600 -.6205 ,5394 ,9H35 ,9500 ,4208 ,8123 .5836 .1400 ,2992 -.4543 ,5834 ,9135
,5000 ".6303 ,5372 ,9870 1.0000 .1461 .7408 .6696 .2200 ,2992 -.5173 ,5667 .9400
,5400 -,6408 ,5342 .9918 ,3000 .2992 -.5552 *5560 ,9569
,5800 -.6881 ,5294 *_997 *3800 *2992 -,5995 ,5460 *97Z9
*6Z00 -*6867 .5215 1,0126 .4600 *2992 -.6117 .5423 .9788
*6600 -.6761 *5248 1.0072 ,540b .2992 -,6302 .5380 .9858
*7000 -*_917 .8464 ,9723 .6200 *29_Z -,6697 .5271 1.0035
,7500 -,4751 ,5776 .9226 .7000 *2992 -.6026 .54_0 _9745
.8000 -.3649 *6053 .8793 ,8000 ,2992 -*36Z8 .6067 *8772
.8500 -,247Z .63§9 *8320 ,9000 ,2992 -.1355 ,6660 *7857
,9000 -.1302 ,6667 .1846 .1000 .2362 -.4111 ,5925 ,8994
,9500 -,0038 ,6994 ,7342 .2000 .2362 -,4874 ,5733 ,9295
,9750 ,0695 ,7192 .7034 .3500 ,236Z -.5426 .5609 ,9491
1,0000 ,1461 ,7408 .6696 ,4500 ,2362 -,4221 ,5927 ,8991
,5500 ,2362 -.3016 .6225 ,8528
,6500 ,2362 -*0883 ,6790 .7656
.7500 ,2362 *2052 .7855 ,6464
.8000 ,2362 *3075 ,7819 .5041
.8500 .2362 .3761 *U006 .5732
,qo00 ..2362 ,4124 .8099 .5577
,9500 ,2362 ,4067 ,8082 .5606
TEST 137 PT 69,6720 PSZ CN ,4237 C01 ,00853 COCORI ,00824
RUN 8 TT 129.8770 K C/4 -,1374 C02 .00859 CDCORZ ,00826
PDINT 2 RC 29.9757 _ILLION CC *0180 C03 .00824 COCOR3 .00800
HACN ,7295 CD4 *00809 COCOR4 .00785
JLPHA -.9877 DEG C05 *00786 CDCOR5 *00761
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC CP P_LIPT HLOC XlC YIC CP P.*L/PT MLOC
0.0000 1,0980 ,9886 .1282 U.O000 1.0950 .9886 ,1282 ,5000 ,4921 -,6722 ,5260 1,0052
.0040 *7529 ,8986 .3940 ,0040 .3517 .7925 ,5866 ,5006 ,4265 -,6889 ,5262 1.0049
.0080 ,4994 ,8323 ,5192 .0080 .5336 .8414 .5032 *5000 ,3609 -.6961 ,5213 1,0129
,0150 ,1170 ,7335 .6811 .0230 -*0148 .7005 .7325 .5000 ,2953 -.7062 .5201 1,0149
*0250 -,2546 ,6375 ,8295 .0500 -,1822 ,6_41 ,8039 .5000 .2297 -.69_b .5213 1.0130
.0400 -,5559 .5562 .9566 ,IGO0 -.2517 .6340 .8349 .5000 ,1640 ".7016 ,5190 1,0167
,0600 -,6608 ,5317 ,9960 ,1500 -,3087 ,6210 ,8551 .5000 .0984 ".6912 .5231 1.0100
*0800 -,6530 .53"8 *9U93 .2000 -.3748 .6040 ,8814 ,5000 .0328 -.6930 ,5212 1,0131
,1000 -.6267 ,5407 *9814 ,2500 -.4353 ,5897 .9038 .5000 -,0328 -.6951 ,5225 1,0107
,1400 -,6182 ,5396 .0832 ,3500 -,4568 *_,850 ,9111 ,5000 -,0984 -.7059 .5202 1.0147
.1800 -.6438 ,5336 .9929 .4500 -.3775 .6028 .8832 .5000 -.1640 -.6995 .5204 1.0144
.2200 -.6572 ,8302 .9983 .5500 -.2670 ,6341 ,8347 .5000 -.2297 -,70_5 .5181 1.0182
,2600 -.6549 ,5306 ,9978 ,650U -*0717 ,6865 ,7541 ,5000 -* 2_)_3 -.6975 ,5195 1.0158
.3000 -.6974 ,5240 1.0085 .7500 .2193 .7607 .6381 *5G00 -,3669 -.7100 ,5170 1,0200
,3400 -,6908 .5227 1.0107 ,8000 ,3;35 ,7861 ,5972 ,5000 -,4265 -.7149 .5164 1.0209
,3800 -.6946 ,5231 1,0100 ,8500 ,4003 .8065 .5634 .5000 -,4921 -.7116 .5181 1.0181
,4200 -.6780 ,5265 1,C044 .9000 ,4307 .8145 .5498 ,0600 ,2992 -,5135 ,5690 ,9362
.4600 -*7044 ,5183 1.0179 ,9500 .4320 ,8152 .5488 ,1400 ,2992 -.6170 .5392 ,9839
.5000 -,6996 ,5209 1,GL36 1,0000 .1384 ,7392 .6722 ,2200 .2992 -.6569 ,5304 ,9981
*5400 -.7051 ,51e0 1,OleZ .3000 ,2992 -.6681 ,5284 1.0014
.5800 -,7114 ,5184 1.0177 ,3800 .2992 -,7056 .5178 1.0186
,6200 -,7287 .5143 1,0Z44 ,4600 ,2992 -.6959 .5203 1,0146
,6600 -,7147 ,5164 I*OZOq ,5400 ,2992 -.6901 ,5248 1.0071
,7000 -,6162 .5414 ,9803 *6260 *2992 -*7288 ,5115 1,0290
*7500 -,4829 ,57_6 ,9258 ,7000 .2992 -.6243 .5373 .9868
.8000 -,3729 ,6050 .8799 ,8000 ,2992 -.3739 ,6063 ,8778
,8500 -,2555 ,5362 ,8315 • 9_(,0 .2992 -.1333 .6672 .7838
.9000 -,1352 ,6682 ,7823 * 10(,'0 ,2362 -*2533 ,6361 ,8317
,9500 -,0028 ,7015 .7310 ,2UbL, *2362 -*3559 *6066 .8774
,9750 *0625 ,7185 ,7,)46 ,3500 *2362 -*4523 *5843 *91Z1
1.0000 .1384 .7392 *b722 .4506 .2362 -*3627 *6087 .8741
,5500 .2352 -.2618 .6347 , c_339
.6800 .236Z -*0672 .6833 .7591
,7500 *2362 .2189 .7592 ,6405
,8000 *2362 *3238 ,7871 ,5955
.8500 *2362 *3927 ,8047 .5664
ocJGUb o2362 *4273 .8137 ,5512
°9500 ,2362 ,4142 .8101 .5574
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tTABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 6g,6607 PSI CN .4954 COl *00866 COCOR1 ,00840
RUN 8 TT 129.8885 K CH -,1382 COZ ,00871 COCOR2 *00861
POINT 3 RC 29,9391 _ILLION CC .0109 C03 .00838 COCOR3 .00810
_ACH ,72e4 C04 .O08ZZ COCOR4 *00800
ALPH& -.4995 OEG C05 ,OOe04 COCOR5 *00781
UPPER SURFACE LOUER SURFACE SPANWlSE
X/C CP P_LIPT NLOC XIC CP P_LIFT NLOC XlC YIC CP PsL/PT NLOC
0,0000 1,1219 .9954 ,0816 0,0000 1.1219 ,9954 ,0816 .5000 .4921 -,7111 ,SZOZ 1,0147
,0040 .6742 ,8789 ,4337 .0040 ,4519 ,8z08 ,5391 ,5000 ,4265 -.7194 ,5190 1.0167
.0080 ,412§ .8095 .5583 .0080 ,6340 .8680 ,4546 .5000 ,3609 -,7253 ,5149 1.0235
• 0150 ,0219 ,7104 ,1172 ,0230 .0904 ,7267 .6918 ,5000 ,2953 -,73Z3 ,5133 1.0260
• 0250 -,3588 ,6099 ,8722 ,0500 -.0fl62 .6783 .7667 ,5000 ,2297 -,7292 ,5160 1,0216
• 0400 -,6692 ,5298 ,9990 .1000 -,1791 *6564 °8004 .500C ,1640 -*7236 .5154 1,0225
• 0600 -,8280 .4901 1,0647 .15_0 -.2568 ,6344 ,8344 ,5000 ,09_4 -,7219 .5179 1.0184
• 0800 -,7597 ,8046 1.0404 .2000 -.3240 ,6181 .8596 .5000 .0328 -.7279 ,5149 1*0Z34
• 1000 -.7_51 .5157 1._ZZO .Z500 -.3717 .6083 .8747 .5000 -.0328 -.7359 .5117 1.0287
o1400 -.7011 .5211 1.0131 .3500 -.4243 .5929 .8987 .5000 -.0984 -.7526 .5049 1.0400
,1800 -,7168 .514_ 1,0241 ,4500 -,3400 .6154 ,8631 *5000 -.1640 -,7380 ,5116 1,0288
.2200 -.7284 .5117 1.0287 .5500 -.2565 .6382 .8284 .5000 -.2297 -.7362 .5134 1.0259
• 2600 -.7199 .5179 1.8184 .6500 -.0622 ,6865 .7541 .5000 -.2953 -.7294 .5160 1.0216
• 3000 -.7544 .5099 1.0316 .7500 .2233 .7621 .6359 .SCOU -.3609 -.7274 .5179 1.0185
• 3400 -,7447 ,5098 1,0316 ,ROUO ,3341 .7905 ,5900 ,5000 -,4Z65 -,7424 ,5092 1.0327
• 3800 -.7443 .510Z 1.0311 .8500 .4115 .8094 .5585 .5000 -.4921 -.7542 .504T 1.040Z
• 4200 -.7164 .5193 1.0161 .9000 .4405 .8171 .5454 .0600 .2992 -.5535 .5598 .9508
,4600 -,7290 .5140 1.0249 .9500 ,4423 .8180 ,5439 ,1400 ,2992 -,7008 ,5212 1.0131
,5000 -.7316 ,5154 1,0225 1,0G00 ,1306 .7365 ,6765 .2200 .2992 -.7241 .5159 1.0218
• 5400 -.7359 .5128 1.0268 *3000 *2992 -,7220 ,5162 1.021Z
,5800 -,745Z ,5092 1.0327 ,3800 .2992 -.7659 ,5020 1,0447
• 6200 -,T_81 ,5034 1,04Z4 ,4600 ,299Z -,7252 ,_134 1.0259
• 6600 -.7329 .5130 1.0266 .5400 .2992 -.7416 .5095 1.0323
• 7000 -.6208 .5433 .9772 .6Z00 .2992 -.7383 .5110 1.0298
• 7500 -,490Z .5780 .9221 ,7000 °2992 -,6320 .5393 ,9837
,8000 -.3778 .6082 .8748 .8000 .299Z -.3728 .6045 .8806
• 8500 -,2464 .6386 .8279 .9000 .2992 -,1439 ,6653 .7867
.9000 -.1331 .6671 o1840 .1000 .2362 -.1862 .6553 .8021
.9500 -.0041 .7027 .7291 .2000 .2362 -.3051 .6236 .8510
• 9750 .0657 .7202 ,7019 .3500 .2362 -.4060 .5968 .89Z7
1.0000 ,1306 ,7365 .6765 ,4500 ,2362 -,3389 .6139 ,8660
• 5500 .2362 -.2507 .6386 .8279
• 6500 ,2362 -,0586 .6882 ,7514
.7500 ,2362 ,2264 .7628 .634T
• 8000 .2362 .3285 .7893 ,5919
• 8500 .2362 ,4017 ,8070 ,5625
,9C00 ,2362 ,4366 ,8165 .5465
•9500 *2362 .4190 .8119 *5543
TEST 137 PT 69.6670 PSI CN .5762 C01 .G0879 COCOR1 .0085Z
RUN B TT I29.7014 K CN -.1397 C02 *00887 CDCORZ *00858
POINT 4 RC 3C.b073 MILLIO_ CC .0149 C03 ,00853 COCOR3 *0083Z
_ACH .1292 C04 .00835 CDCOR4 *00814
ALPHA *0102 OEG C05 *00818 CDCOR5 ,00795
UPPER SURFACE LOMER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_LIPI _LOC XlC CP P_LIP1 MLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1371 ,9991 ,03_6 0,0000 1.1371 ,9991 .0356 *5000 ,4921 -,7468 .5067 1,03T0
.0040 .5980 .8580 .4733 .0040 .5440 .8444 .4979 .5000 .4265 -.7565 *5026 1,0437
.0080 .3259 .7871 .59_5 .00_0 .7304 .8933 .4050 .5000 .8609 -.7579 *5056 1,0387
• 0150 -.0595 .6859 .7550 .0230 .1870 .7508 .6539 .5000 .2953 -.7610 .5059 1.0383
• 0250 -.4451 .5843 .9122 .0500 -.0142 .6977 .7368 .5000 .2297 -.7618 .505Z 1.0395
• 0400 -.7770 .5005 1.0472 .1000 -.1161 .6722 .7762 °5000 .1660 -.7556 .5047 1.0402
• 0600 -.9495 ,4521 1.1301 .1500 -.1903 ,6521 .8070 ,5000 .0984 -,7567 .5067 1.0309
• 0800 -,9755 ,4478 1,1377 ,ZOO0 -.2691 ,6327 *8370 *5000 .0328 -.7642 .5017 1.0452
• 1000 -.9062 .4687 1.1011 .2500 -.3302 .6151 .8642 .5000 -.0328 -.7656 .5035 1.0423
.1400 -.7623 .5056 1.0388 .3500 -.3759 .6024 .8838 .5000 -.0984 -.7824 .4984 1.0508
.1800 -.7796 .501_ 1.0_56 .4500 -.3141 .6211 .8548 ,50GO -.1640 -.7638 .5088 1.0417
.2200 -.8186 .4881 1.0680 .5500 -*2267 .6415 .8234 *5000 -.2297 -.7756 .4999 1.0483
• 2600 -.8180 *4880 1.06_1 .6500 -.0459 .6904 .7481 *5000 -.2953 -.7692 *5068 1.0367
• 3000 -.8346 .4821 1.0782 .7500 .2366 .7656 .6304 *5000 -.3609 -.7776 .5016 1.0454
,3400 -,8008 ,494_ 1,0573 ,8000 ,3355 .7910 ,5891 ,5000 -,4265 -,7887 ,4947 1,0569
• 3800 -.8136 .4924 1.0608 ,85:0 .4174 .8125 .5533 ,5000 -.4921 -.7999 .4912 1.0628
• 4200 -.7917 .4974 1.0524 .9_00 .4459 .8185 .5430 *0600 .2992,0_***_1143.56758****€_*
• 4600 -.7787 ,4987 1.0503 *9500 .444Z .8186 *5429 .1400 *2992 -.7351 .5125 1.0274
• 5000 -.7694 .5034 1.0424 1,0000 .1286 .7351 .6786 .2200 .2992 -.8140 °4927 1.0603
,5400 -.7688 .5005 1.0472 .3000 .2992 -.7885 .4952 1.0561
.5800 -*7702 .5002 1.0478 .3800 .Z992 -.8413 .4831 1.0765
,6200 -,7804 .4989 1.0499 .46_U *2992 -.7641 .5030 1,0431
• 6600 -.7411 ,5C98 1.0319 .540G *299Z -*7599 *5040 1.0415
• 7000 -.6316 *5375 .9_60 .6200 .2992 -.7618 *5033 1*04Z6
• 7500 -,4960 .5775 ,9229 .70_G .2992 -,6407 .5337 .9927
• 8000 -.3742 .6065 .8775 .8000 .2992 -.3700 .6033 .8824
• 8500 -,Z495 .6359 .832G ,9C0_ .Z992 -,1399 ,6665 ,7849
11_ .q000 -,1290 ,6671 .7840 .1COG *2362 -,1214 .6715 ,7772
• 9500 -.0061 ,7G15 ,730g *2uOC *E362 -*2489 .6366 .8310
• 9750 .0083 .7195 .7030 .3_00 *2362 -.3692 *6066 .8774
1.0000 .1286 o73_1 .6786 .4500 .2362 -.3071 .6211 .8548
• 55_0 .2362 -.Z260 .6435 .8203
• 6_00 ,2362 -.0474 .6913 .7466
• 7500 .2362 *2305 .7640 .6329
• 8000 .2362 ,3875 ,7899 .5910
.HSv_ .2362 .4074 .8089 ,5594
,90_0 ,2362 ,4441 ,8183 ,5434
• qsco .2362 .444G .8183 *5434
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 6g.bOL7 PSI CN ,0503 C01 *00936 CDCOR1 ,00908
RUN 8 TT lzg.4240 K C_ -.138Z CDZ .G_964 COCOR2 .00914
POINT § PC 30.1417 _ILLION C¢ *0115 CD3 ,00909 C_COR3 .00885 84
MACH .7301 C04 ,00888 CDCOR6 ,00864
ALPHA .5091 OEG C05 *00862 CDCOR§ .00833
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAN_ZSE
XlC CP PpLIPI MLOC XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC Xl¢ YIC CP PnLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1370 ,99%3 .0309 0.0003 1.1370 .9993 ,0309 ,5000 ,4921 -.8111 .6879 1.0584
,0060 ,5260 ,5395 ,5007 o_O_v .6250 .886d .4509 .5000 .4265 -,8139 .4902 1.0660
,0080 .2276 .762e ,6348 .0880 .8041 ,9120 .3653 ,5000 ,3609 -,8162 ,4917 1.0619
*0150 -,1942 ,6616 ,7925 ,0230 ,2748 ,7747 ,6156 ,5000 ,2953 -.8290 ,4841 1,0748
,0250 -,5443 *SblZ ,9487 *0500 ,0651 .7199 ,7024 *5000 ,2297 -,8203 ,4859 1.0718
,0600 -,8537 ,4796 1,0825 .1000 -.0521 .bgub ,7477 ,5000 ,1540 -,8194 ,4903 1,0544
,0600 -1,0359 .4274 1,1742 ,1500 -,1379 .5577 ,7033 .5000 .0984 -.8299 .4834 1.0760
.0800 -1.0903 .4163 1.1945 .ZOuO -.2135 .6459 .8157 ,5000 .0328 -*8638 .4792 1,0832
,1000 -1,0701 ,422Z 1,1838 ,2500 -,28_0 ,6256 .8463 .5000 -,0328 -,8_30 ,4804 1,0811
,1400 -1,0351 ,43_3 1.1581 ,3500 -,3425 .6138 *_063 ,5000 -,0984 -,8450 ,4829 1,0759
.1800 -.9832 *4432 1,14_8 *4500 -,g819 ,5289 *8429 .5000 -*1540 -.8314 ._851 1,0714
,2200 -.9695 ,4479 1.1374 ,5500 -,2105 .6480 ,8134 *5000 -,2297 -,8573 .4774 1.0852
,2500 -,8923 ,4566 1,1048 .6500 -._402 .0911 .7671 .5000 -.2953 -,8318 .4857 1,0720
*3000 -,7886 .69_8 1,0535 .7500 ,2387 ,7543 ,6324 ,5000 -,3609 -,8595 ,4748 1,0907
,3400 -,8182 ,4912 1,0028 *8000 ,3453 ,7945 *5833 ,5008 -,4255 -,8411 ,4851 1,0731
.3800 -,8499 ,47e6 1,0841 ,8500 ,4212 ,8113 ,5553 ,5000 -,6921 -,86Z4 ,4759 1,0888
,4200 -,8541 ,477U 1.0869 ,9000 ,4%59 ,8182 ,5435 ,0500 .2992 -,9310 ,4580 1,1198
,4600 -,8711 .4768 1,0872 .9500 ,4434 .8183 .5435 ,1400 .2992 -1.0417 .4290 1,1715
,5000 -,8666 .6790 1.0_35 l.bO00 .1ZZ5 ,7336 ,6811 .2200 ,2992 -,8512 ,_799 1,0821
,5400 -,8072 o488_ 1,0569 ,3000 ,2992 -,8148 ,4897 1,0555
.5800 -.7980 .4922 1.0012 .3800 .2992 -.8703 .4753 1,0899
*6200 -,7770 ,5000 1,0471 ,4600 .2992 -,8585 ,4771 1.0_68
,6600 -.7531 ,5065 1.0372 ,5400 .2992 -.7926 .4931 1.0590
.7000 -,6299 ,5369 .9876 .5200 .2992 -.7651 .5012 1,0460
.7500 -.4821 .577_ .9237 .7000 ,2992 -.5439 ,5310 .9962
,8000 -,3721 ,50ZP ,8034 .8000 .2992 -,3590 ,6033 .8820
,8500 -,2480 ,6393 .8258 .9000 .2992 -.1315 .6674 .7835
.9000 -.1282 .5580 .7826 ,1000 ,2362 -,0547 ,5881 .7515
,9500 .0000 .7024 .7295 .ZbOO .2352 -.20_5 .b_88 .8122
,9750 ,0573 .718U .7053 .3500 .2352 -,3353 ,5149 ,8545
1,0000 ,1225 ,7335 ,5811 .4500 .235Z -,2819 ,5277 ,8447
,5500 ,2352 -,2063 ,5476 .8141
,5500 .2352 -*0355 ,5_Z0 ,7457
.7500 .2302 .2402 .7549 .0314
,8_00 .2352 .3474 .7930 ,5858
,8500 ,235_ ,4132 ,8102 ,5571
.9000 ,2362 .4509 ,8196 .5413
.9500 .2352 .4245 .8129 ,5526
TEST 137 P1 b_,4479 PSI CN .7422 CO1 ,01023 COCOR1 .00999
RUN 8 TT 12_,3370 '( CH -.1372 COZ ,01035 COCOR2 ,01008
POINT 6 RC 29.9213 HILLION CC ,0077 CO3 ,01004 CDCOR3 ,00982
MACH .7274 CD4 .00958 COCOR4 .00936
ALPHA 1,0183 OEG CD5 .00933 CDCGR5 ,00909
UPPER SURFACE LQMER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_,LIPT M/OC XIC CP PJ,LIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1422 1,0005 0*0000 3.0000 1.1422 1,0005 0,0000 ,5000 ,4921 -.7540 ,5073 1.0351
,0040 ,4500 ,8206 ,5397 ,0040 .5921 *8835 ,4248 .SCOO .4255 -.7357 .5105 1,0308
,0080 ,1440 ,73(,8 .0713 .0080 ,8607 ,9271 ,3307 ,5000 .3509 -.7410 ,5093 1,0328
.0150 -,2480 ,5398 .8200 .0230 .3560 .7951 .5525 .5000 .2953 -.7631 .5028 1.0436
.0250 -.5350 .5387 .9547 .0500 .1336 .7382 .6738 ,5000 .2297 -.7833 .4944 1,0575
,0400 -,9404 ,4594 1,1173 ,1000 -,0012 ,7030 ,7287 ,5000 ,1640 -.7331 ,5099 1,0318
,ObO0 -1,1355 ,4053 1.2153 ,1500 -,0910 ,5784 .7667 ,5000 .0984 -,7802 .4951 1.0564
*0800 -1,1880 .3039 1,2370 .2000 -.1738 .6574 .7991 .500 r, .0328 -,7314 .5133 1,0202
.1000 -1,1877 °3%52 1.2345 .2500 -.2440 ,0407 .8247 .5000 -.0328 -.7582 .5014 1.0459
.1400 -1.1420 .40_Z 1.2145 .3500 -.3054 .6245 .8495 .5000 -.0984 -.7498 .5048 1.0402
.1800 -1,1405 .4083 1.2096 .4500 -.2562 ,5357 .8305 .5000 -. 15_0 -.7372 ,5105 1,0307
.2200 -1.1192 .40P1 1.21to .5500 -,1907 .6500 ,8094 ,5000 --.2297 -,7528 .5015 1.0458
,2500 -1,1073 ,4153 1.195h .5500 -,0272 ,6951 ,7393 .50(.(. -.2953 -.7849 .4937 1.0587
.3000 --1.0989 ,410_ 1.1953 ,7500 ,2474 ,7669 .0283 .5000 -.3509 -.8412 .4814 1,0795
.3400 -1.0957 .4107 1,1939 .8uUO .34t_9 ,793_ .5_40 .5000 -.4265 -,804_ ,4922 1o0513
°3800 -1.0465 ,428H 1.1719 °8500 ,425_ oR148 .5495 .5000 -,49,_1 -,8050 .4977 1.0520
.4200 -.8945 ,4_82 1.1073 .9000 .4563 ._207 .5395 .0500 .2992 * ee** ee* 145,2526,. e, ee**
.4500 -.7728 .49'_5 1.84%0 .9500 ,4469 ._ZOU ,5405 .1400 ,2992 -1.1749 .4050 1,2158
,5000 -,7875 ,4932 1.0596 1.0000 .11t_5 .7345 .6797 .2200 .2992 -1.1489 ,4110 1.2033
.5400 -.7548 .5046 1.0406 .300_ .2992 -.9280 .4670 1,1040
,5800 -.7406 .5C_0 1.0382 .3800 .2992 -.8213 .4955 1,0555
,0200 -.7682 .5000 1.04_2 ,4600 .2992 -,7483 ,5105 1,0307
.5600 -,7674 .5027 1,0437 .5400 ,2992 -.7603 .5077 1.0354
,7000 -,e.350 ,5347 ,9913 .6200 .2992 -.7755 .5031 1.0430
.7500 -,4830 ,5731 ,_380 ,7COO ,2992 -,5482 .5332 .9935
.8000 -,3755 ,6033 ,8827 .8000 .2992 -,3696 .6077 .8757
,8500 -,2500 ,53_8 .83t. 7 ,9000 ,2992 -,1327 ,5579 .7828
,9000 -, 135f_ .6707 .77_5 ,1GuO .2352 -.0042 ,7027 .7292
,9500 -.0054 ,7021 ,731,i .2000 .2382 -,1591 .5507 ,7940
,9750 ,0592 ,7177 .7060 ,3500 .2352 -,2992 .5261 .8472
1.0000 ,1185 ,7345 ,0797 *4500 .2352 -.2545 .5375 .8296
.'_00 .2352 -,1854 .6_68 ..8000
,5'.,00 ,236Z -,0256 ,7008 ,7321
,7500 ,2362 .2423 .7597 .5237
.8000 .2362 .3505 ,7970 .5793
.8_00 ,2352 .4160 ,8147 .5495
,9000 .2352 *4539 .8221 .5369
.9500 ,2362 .4303 ,8160 ,5473
242
TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 65,7020 PSI CN .6198 COl .u1103 CDCOR1 .01066
RUN 8 TI 13_.5818 K CN -,1381 CD2 .Olllb COCOR2 .01084
POINT 7 PC 30,0717 _[LLION CC .OUSI CO3 .01138 COCOR3 .01109
_ MaCH .7Z98 CO4 ,01018 CDCDR4 ,00989
ALPHA 1.5071 OEG C05 ,00978 CDCOR5 ,00945
UPPER $UmFACE LOWER SUkFACE SPAN_ISE
XlC C_ P#LIPI _LOC XIC CP P_LI:I _LOC XIC YI¢ CP P_LIPT MLO¢
0°0000 1.1375 ,99¢3 ,0324 3.0000 1.1375 .9993 .0324 .50U_ .4921 -.9554 ,4532 1.1285
,0040 ,3867 ,8_26 .5702 .0040 .7535 ,8993 ,3927 ,5000 ,4265 -.9931 ,4417 1.1488
.0080 ,07_2 .7227 .69_3 ,0080 .9149 ,9_Ib .Z9_7 .500G .3_09 -.906_ ,4686 1.1016
.0150 -.31Tb .6215 .8545 .0230 .4106 .8095 .5586 .5000 .2953 -.9788 .4463 1o1405
.0250 -,6874 .5235 1,uU95 ,0500 .1854 ,750§ .6546 ,5000 .2297 -,89k8 ,4724 1,0950
,0_0O -I.01_9 ._20 1,1_3 .i000 ,0520 ,T166 ,7078 ,5000 ,1640 -.95Z8 .45_4 1.1262
•0600 -1.Ig41 ,3899 1.2448 .1500 -.0449 ,6q14 .7468 ,5000 ,0984 -,8802 ,4750 1,0908
• 0800 -1.2569 ,3756 1,2727 ,2000 -.1338 ,_689 ,7814 *5000 ,0326 -.9Z89 .4598 1,1169
• 1000 -1.2589 .37_1 1.211u ,2500 -,Z04k ,6510 ,8091 .5000 -.0318 -.9849 .4480 1.1376
.1400 -1,_364 ,3_49 1,Z_45 *3500 -*2654 .6336 ,8359 ,5000 -,0986 -.8906 ,4713 1.0988
.1800 -1.2330 ,3855 1.2533 ._500 -,2468 .640_ ,82_2 ,5000 -.1840 -.9683 ,_518 1.1308
,ZZO0 -_,2219 ,3658 1.2527 .5_00 -o1834 .6540 .8044 .5000 -.2297 -,8461 ,4815 1,0795
• 2800 -1.201b .3_89 1,2465 .6500 -.0196 ,6979 ,7367 .5000 -,2953 -,8641 ,4790 1,0837
,3000 -1,2117 .3844 1.Z554 .7500 ,2460 .7b76 ,6274 ,5000 -,3609 -,9288 ,4623 1,1125
• 3400 -1,ZZ97 .3847 1,2_49 .8000 ,3518 ,7962 ,§807 ,500G -.426_ -,8859 .4713 1,0969
• 3800 -1,2289 ,3R10 1.26Z2 .8600 .4287 .8160 ,547_ .5000 -,4821 -.8812 ,4743 1o0917
•4200 -i,2052 ,39|_ 1.24Gg .9000 .4566 ._224 .5366 .0600 .Z992 -1.0463 .4274 1.1746
.4600 -1.0791 .4215 1.1852 .9500 .4_70 .822Z .5370 .1400 .2992 -1.2182 .3822 1.2598
,5000 -.8596 ,4_04 1.0814 l*OObO ,1221 ,7359 ,6777 ,2200 .2992 -1,2413 ,3790 1.2660
.5400 -.7380 ,50_b 1._324 ,3000 ,2992 -1,1415 .4046 1.2168
.5800 -.6_50 ,_292 1.0003 .3BOb .2992 -1,1589 ,3993 1.2268
,bE00 -,6808 .52b0 1.0055 ,4bUO .2992 -1.12_3 .4096 1.2074
,5600 -.6798 ._2c4 1._4_ .5400 .2992 -.7195 .5172 1.0199
.7000 -,6081 ,5436 ,9770 ,6200 ,Z992 -,64_5 .5351 .9908
°7500 -,4883 ,876_ ._243 o700u ,2992 -o5989 ,5_47 °9753
.8000 -,3760 ,6056 ,8792 .8000 .2992 -,3714 ,6068 .8773
.8S00 -o25_8 .63_0 ._322 ,9000 ,29_2 -o1276 o6681 °7827
,RO00 -,1311 ,66_5 ,?SUb .10_b .Z362 ,0462 o7141 .7117
.9500 -.0039 .7_10 .73Zu .2000 .2352 -,1168 .6723 ,7763
.9750 .0598 .71_3 ,7051 ,3500 ,Z362 -.2625 .6348 .8339
1.0000 ,1221 .73_ .6777 ,4500 .23_2 -,Z277 ,6_50 .8182
• 5506 .2362 -.1689 .6570 .7997
.8500 ,2352 -.0165 .6969 .7384
• T50_ ,2362 ,2471 .7671 .6281
,8000 ,2362 .3499 ,7937 .5848
.8500 .2362 .4238 .8128 .5531
• 9000 .2362 .4500 .82_Z .5405
,gSO0 .2362 .4506 ,81_ .5412
TEST 137 PT 64.0540 _S1 CN ,8988 CO1 .01497 C0C0R1 .01447
RUN 8 TT 122.4031 K CH -,1442 COZ ,01548 CDCOR2 °01500
POINT 8 _C 30.1005 _ILLI_N CC .0038 CO3 .01655 COCOR3 .01613
_4CH .7301 CD4 .01321 COCOR4 .01279
ALPHA 2.0162 O_G COS .01181 COCOR5 .01136
UPPEg SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P,LIPT MLOC XIC CP P_LIP] HLOC XlC YIC CP P,LIPT NLOC
0.0000 1.1264 .9982 .0738 0.0000 l.lg6_ .9962 .0736 .5000 .4921 -1.2455 .3773 1.2696
,0040 ,3213 .7_9 .597_ .0640 .7947 .90_7 .3728 .5000 .4255 -1,260Z .3712 1.2815
.0080 .0305 .7082 ./210 ,OOUO .9523 .9506 .2703 .5C00 .360_ -1.2781 .3686 1.2869
,0150 -.3813 .6_32 .8_30 .0230 ._643 ._Z31 .5356 .5000 .2953 -1.2819 ,3692 1.2856
,0250 -.745_ .5013 1.03_G .0500 .2374 .76_ .633Z .5_0_ .2297 -1.2730 ,3641 1,2958
,0400 -1.0409 .42_2 1.1713 .1000 .0855 .7223 .6991 .5000 .18_0 -I._670 ,37k5 1.2750
• 0600 -1.2412 ,37_7 1.2726 .15d0 -.blu3 .6975 .7376 .500_ .098_ -1,2587 ,3714 1.2813
.0800 -1.3249 .3603 1.3030 .2000 -.0967 .6755 .7715 .5_00 .63Z8 -1.2793 .3674 1.2892
.1000 -1,3104 .36L2 1.3U37 .25_0 -.1711 .658_ ,7983 .500O -.0328 -1.2472 .3709 1.2821
.1400 -1.2728 .3677 1.Z_7 .3500 -.2502 ,6359 ._324 .5O00 -.0984 -1.269C .3745 1,2750
,1800 -1.Z920 .36_2 1.2937 .450_ -.226C .6424 ,EZZ_ .5000 -.16_0 -1.29_1 .3632 1.2978
,Z200 -$,2977 *3b51 1.2_3_ .5_00 --*_751 .6551 .8029 .50bb -.2297 -1.2570 .3717 1.2806
• 2600 -1.2724 .3703 1.2835 .6500 -.0189 .6993 .7347 .5000 -.2953 -1.1655 .3961 1.2330
13000 -1.Z857 .36_5 1.2950 .753J .2519 .16_1 .6267 .5000 -.3609 -1.165Z .3935 1.2380
• 3_00 -1,3009 .3_26 1.2989 .8_0_ .3596 .7953 ,5824 ,5000 -.4Z65 -1.1673 ,3963 1.2_25
• 3800 -1.3213 .35_0 1.3063 .8500 ._312 .6149 ,5_95 .5000 -.4921 -1.0980 .%140 1.1993
.4200 -1.3100 ,35_ 1.3157 .9000 ._545 ._21_ .5384 ,0600 .2992 -1.0930 .4166 1.1943
• 4600 -1.3122 ,3628 1.2986 .950_ .4551 .8209 ,5393 ,1400 ,2992 -1.2836 .3654 1.2933
•5000 -1.2714 ,36t0 L.2880 1.0_00 .1107 .7311 .6853 .22_ .2992 -1.3115 .3610 1.3021
•5400 -1.0456 .4285 1.1726 ,3000 .2992 -1.2885 .3668 1.2904
• 5800 -.9605 .4_84 1.140! .380_ .2992 -1.2536 .3759 1.2723
• 6200 -.5895 .5510 ,9653 .480U .2992 -1.2744 .3727 1.2786
• bbO0 -.5650 .5538 *_608 .54_G .2992 -1.1621 .4003 1.2250
.7000 -.5148 .5€_1 ,9_12 .62U0 ,2992 -,599Z .5440 ,9766
• 7500 -.4417 .58_6 .9105 ,7_00 .Z992 **5268 .5651 .9429
• 8_00 -,3407 .61_2 .8722 .bO0_ ,2992 -.3474 ,6122 .8691
• 8500 -,2402 .63_ ,SZ_G ,90_ .2992 -,1Z6Z *6677 .7B34
_j, .9000 -,1245 .66_8 .7818 .100_ .2362 .0926 *7267 .6921
• gSO0 -,OG7Z ,7G_7 ,732b .2000 .2362 -.0909 .6?72 .7689
• 9750 ,0503 ,71_Z ,7117 ,35u0 .Z362 -,2394 .6395 .8269
1.0000 ,1107 .7311 ,6853 .4500 ,2362 -.2161 ,b45e ,8172
• 5500 ,2362 -,16Z3 .659? .7957
•65_0 ,23_2 -.0113 ,69_4 .7361
• 750_ .2362 .2576 .?700 ,b23b
• 8000 ,2362 ,353_ .7950 *562g
• _500 .2362 .4292 .8146 *5500
.9tC0 .236Z .4569 .822b ,5363
.95_ .2362 .4576 .8222 .5372
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TABLE III.- Continued.
TEST 137 PT 59,2718 PbI CN ,9636 ¢01 ,02011 COCORI .01949
RUN 8 TT 116.3506 K CM -,1475 CDZ o02119 CDCOR2 .02049
POZNT 9 RC 30,0280 _ILLI3q CC °0023 CD3 ,02331 C0C0R3 ,02280 _"
MACH ,7299 ¢D4 ,01b04 CDCOR4 *01553
ALPHA 2.5254 OEG COb .01267 CDCOR5 .01207
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIPI HLOC XlC CP P_LIPT HL0= XIC TIC CP P_LIPT HLOC
0,0000 1.1266 ,9959 .0763 0.0000 1.1246 ,_959 .0763 .5000 ,4921 -1.3304 .3560 1.3127
• 0040 ,2501 ,T694 ,0249 ,0040 ,8433 ,9230 ,3408 ,5000 ,4265 -1,3549 ,3530 1,3189
• 0080 -,0718 .6866 .7547 .0080 ,9874 ,9604 ,2416 ,5000 .3609 -1.3507 ,3525 1,3199
• 0150 -,4320 ,5888 .9059 .0230 .5189 ,8382 .5096 .5000 ,2953 -1.3662 ,349Z 1.3268
,0250 -,8333 ,4880 1,0689 ,0530 ,2682 ,7778 .0114 .5000 .2297 -1.3053 ,3518 1,3213
,0400 -1,1143 ,4136 1,200Z ,1000 ,1289 ,7369 .6765 ,5000 ,1640 -1,3383 ,3538 1,3176
• 0600 -1,3196 ,3628 1,2988 ,1500 ,0315 ,7L34 ,7133 ,5000 ,0984 -1,3477 ,3533 1,3183
,0800 -1,3594 ,3472 1,3309 ,2000 -,0657 ,6_bb ,7548 ,5000 ,0328 -1,4071 ,3375 1,3515
• 1000 -1,3741 ,3478 1,3297 ,Z500 -,1440 .6641 ,7894 ,5000 -,0328 -1,3776 ,3440 1,3376
• 1400 -1,3465 ,3513 1,3224 ,3500 -,2215 ,6468 ,8160 ,5000 -.0984 -1.3434 ,3557 1.3134
• 1800 -1,3613 ,3514 1.3222 .4500 -.2117 °6484 .8135 .5000 -,1640 -1,3442 ,3539 1.3169
• 2200 -1,3658 ,349_ 1.3260 ,5500 -,1533 ,6051 ,7S78 ,5000 -,2297 -1,3742 .3456 1,3342
• 2600 -1,3431 ,3543 1,3163 ,6500 -,0171 ,6977 ,7375 ,5000 -,2953 -1,2529 ,3733 1,2778
,3000 -1,3718 .34e6 1,3260 .7500 ,2538 ,7702 ,623_ ,5000 -,3609 -1,2385 .3829 1,2588
,3400 -1,3637 .3491 1,3269 ,8000 ,3517 ,7943 ,5_64 ,5000 -,4265 -1,1720 ,4013 1,2234
,3800 -1,3924 ,3424 1,3411 .8500 ,6375 .8180 .5446 .5000 -.4921 -1.0344 ,4361 1.1592
• 4200 -1,4013 ,342_ L.3_08 .9000 .4550 .8223 .5372 ,ObO0 ,2992 -1,1497 ,4050 1,2163
• 4600 -1,3929 ,3394 1,3475 .9500 ,4574 ,8218 ,5381 ,1400 ,2992 -1,3556 ,3509 1,3243
_5000 -1,4070 ,3379 1,3500 1,0000 ,1026 ,7306 ,6864 .2200 .2992 -1,3431 .3450 1.3355
• 5400 -1,2520 ,3778 1.2687 ,3000 ,2992 -1,3554 ,3492 1,3269
,5800 -,9369 ,4589 1.1189 .3800 .299Z -1.3142 .3578 1.3089
• 6200 -,6059 .5671 .9720 .4600 ,2992 -1.3317 .3520 1,3209
• 6600 -,5419 ._620 ,9472 ,5400 ,2992 -1,3602 ,3433 1,3391
• 7000 -,4993 ,5734 ,9301 ,6200 ,2992 -,7420 ,5070 1,0372
,7500 -,4192 ,5915 ,9016 .7000 .2992 -,4961 .5747 .9280
• BOO0 -,3458 .6146 .8658 ,8000 ,2992 -.3249 ,0184 ,8598
,8500 --,E449 ,6615 .8241 .guGo *2992 -.1216 .6701 .7801
• 9000 -.1288 ,6710 ,77_6 ,1000 ,2362 ,1295 ,7370 ,6763
• 9500 -,0153 ,6994 .7350 .2000 ,2362 -,0546 ,6881 ,7523
,9750 ,0433 ,7137 ,T12_ ,3500 ,Z36Z ",2132 ,6468 .8159
1.0000 ,1026 ,7306 ,6866 ,4500 ,2362 -,2003 ,6519 ,8081
• 5500 ,2362 -.1547 .6636 .7901
,6500 ,2362 -.0095 .7008 .7328
,7500 ,23&Z ,2537 ,7658 ,6307
.8000 ,2362 ,3574 ,7958 ,5818
,8500 .2302 .4290 .8138 .5518
,9000 ,236Z °4549 ,8201 .5410
• 9500 .2362 .4562 .8218 .5381
TEST 137 PT 59,2813 PSZ CN 1,0008 CO1 ,02812 COCOA1 ,02730
RUN 8 TT 116,3599 K C/4 -,1488 COZ ,02880 COCOA2 ,02796
POINT 10 RC 29.994(; _ILLION CC ,0017 CO3 ,02940 CDCOR3 ,0Z869
N/SCH .7285 CD_' .018Z3 CDCCR4 .01749
ALPH" 3.0128 OEG C05 ,01351 CDCOR5 ,01Z66
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANgISE
XIC CP PtLIPT NLOC XIC CP P,eLIPT NLOC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT fiLOC
0.0000 1,1182 ,9937 .0955 0.0000 1.1182 ,_937 ,0985 .8000 .4921 -1,405_ ,3390 1.3482
,0040 ,2362 ,7606 .63_0 .0040 .8853 .9347 .3126 .500_ .4265 -1.3964 .3376 1.3812
• 0080 -.1012 .6758 .7713 .0080 1.0128 .9672 .2192 .5000 .3609 -1._,225 .3351 1,3566
,0150 -,5133 .5706 .9344 .0230 ,5485 .8438 .4996 ,5000 .2953 -1,4008 ,3357 1.3553
• 0Z50 -,8776 ,4758 1.0896 ,0500 ,3154 .7815 ,6054 .5000 ,2297 -1.3929 ,3379 1.3507
• 0400 -1,154Z ,4038 1.2185 .1000 ,1670 .7493 ,6570 .5000 .1640 -1.3955 .3396 1.3471
,ObO0 -1.3542 ,3520 1,3209 ,1_30 ,0472 ,7140 .7114 .5000 .09t_4 -1.4572 .3258 1.376_
• 0800 -1,4170 .3358 1.3550 .ZOO0 -.0441 .6931 .7447 ,5000 .032_ -1.4695 .3207 1.3882
.1000 -1,4070 ,3374 1.3518 .2500 -,1209 ,6776 ,7763 .5000 -.0328 -1._,666 ,3Z53 1,3778
• 1400 -1.3985 .3404 1.3_,53 ,3500 -,2092 .6495 ,8118 ,5000 -.0984 -1.3756 ,3419 1.3421
• 1800 -1,3879 ,3398 1.34(>6 ,4500 -,2006 ,6517 ,808_ ,5000 -.1640 -1,4037 .3409 1.3442
• 2200 -1,4070 ,3393 1.3477 .5500 -,1569 ,6031 ,7909 ,5000 -,2297 -1,4051 ,3377 1,3510
• 2600 -1.3983 ,3409 1.3443 .6500 -.0121 .7008 .7327 .5000 -.2953 -1.3072 ,3661 1.29Z2
• 3000.-1,4025 ,3361 1.3546 .7500 .2504 ,7686 .6262 ,5000 -.3609 -1,2267 ,3863 1.2520
• 3400 -1,4299 ,3332 1,3007 .8000 .3548 ,7901 ,5814 ,5000 -,4265 -1,0810 ,4233 1,1824
• 3800 -_,4295 ,3300 1,3604 ,8500 ,6379 ,8165 .5471 ,5000 -,4921 -,9378 ,4608 1,1155
• 4200 -1,4221 .3302 1.3(>72 .9000 .4582 ,8233 .5350 .0600 ,2992 -1,1821 ,3970 1,2316
,4600 -1,4503 ,3253 1,3780 ,9500 ,4501 ,8205 ,5403 ,14_0 .2992 "1.4000 .3403 1.3454
• 5000 -1.4800 .3199 1.3899 1.0000 .0901 .7268 ,6923 .2200 .2992 -1.4348 ,3310 1,3655
• 5400 -1,4136 .3352 1.3564 ,3000 .2992 -1,4043 ,3350 1.3556 j_
• 5800 -,8203 ,4927 1.0610 .3800 .2992 -1,3937 .3466 1.3322
,6200 -,6742 ,5253 1,0071 ,6600 .2992 -1.4008 .3382 1.3499
.6600 -,5399 ,5648 ,9636 .5400 ,299Z -1.4139 ,3388 1,3486
,7000 -,4848 . ,5772 ,9Z41 .6200 .2992 -,6850 ,5249 1.0078
• 7500 -,4230 .5952 ,8959 .7000 ,2ggZ -,4964 ,574b ,g28Z
.8000 -,3337 ,6leg .8605 .8000 ,2gc_2 -,3200 .0195 ,8582
• 8500 -,2374 ,0424 .8228 ,go00 ,2992 -,1247 ,6716 .7777
• 9000 -,1309 ,6703 .7798 ,1000 ,2362 ,1524 ,7434 ,b063
,9500 -,0339 ,6949 .7418 .ZOO0 ,2362 -.0280 ,6979 .7373
• g750 ,0321 .713_ ,7132 ,3500 *2362 -.2016 ,6509 .8097
1,0000 ,0901 ,72_8 ,69_.3 .4500 ,Z3bZ -,1868 .6548 ,8037
• 5500 ,2362 -,1521 ,6645 ,788?
• 6500, ,2362 -,0027 .7033 .7289
• 750 n .2362 ,2470 ,7680 .6271
•8000 .2302 .3584 .7958 ,5819
,8500 .23&Z .430g .8175 .56.55
.9000 ,2362 .4485 ,8199 ,5414
• gSOU .2362 .4546 .8203 .5407
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 59,1674 PSZ CN 1,0176 CO1 .03951 CDCOR1 .03849
RUN 8 TT 116,3008 K CM -.14q3 CD2 .03829 COCORZ .03738
POINT 11 RC 30.0753 MILLION CC *OOZO C03 .03686 C0¢0R3 ,03605
MACH .7311 CD4 ,01990 COCOR4 °01905
ALPHA 3,5233 OEG ¢05 ,01635 CDCO_5 ,01543
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC CP PsLIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1,0964 .9860 ,1272 0,0000 1,0984 ,9888 .1272 ,5000 ,4921 -1.4456 ,3252 1,3781
,0040 ,1389 .7396 ,6723 ,0040 ,g050 .9378 ,3047 ,5000 .4265 -1.4569 .3242 1.3804
*0080 -,16Z8 .6601 .7955 *0080 1.0177 .9703 .Z083 ,5000 ,3609 -1*4510 *3239 1.3810
,0150 -.5282 .5621 ,9k80 ,0230 ,5938 .8567 ,4762 .5000 *2953 -1,4443 .3217 1,3859
,0250 -,9084 .4659 1.1067 .0500 .3597 ,7970 .5798 .50UU .2297 -1.4336 ,3261 1.3759
*0400 -1.1702 ,3946 1.2360 .1000 ,1868 ,7494 ,6569 .5000 .1640 -h4268 .3252 1,3782
,0600 -1.388Z ,3420 1.3419 .1500 .0769 ,7226 .6989 .5000 ,0984 -1*5119 .3105 1,4111
,0800 -1,4210 ,3266 1.3750 ,2000 -,0318 .6932 .7446 .5000 .0328 -1,4870 .3078 1,4173
.1000 -1,4279 ,3274 1.3733 .1500 -,1101 ,6717 .7776 ,5000 -,0328 -1,5291 .3087 1,4151
,1400 -1.4Z_6 .3275 1.3732 ,3500 -,Z046 .64q4 .8120 .5000 -.0984 -1,4530 .3246 1,3795
.1800 -1,4062 .3287 1.3706 ,4500 -,1909 .6511 .8094 .5000 -,1640 -1,4229 .3321 1,3632
oZZO0 -1,4362 .3268 1,3747 ,5500 -,1631 ,6608 ,7944 .5060 -,ZZg7 -1,4407 ,3240 1,3807
,2600 -1,4282 ,3298 1,3681 .6500 -,0199 ,6949 ,7419 ,5000 -,2953 -1,4004 .3368 1.3530
.3000 -1,4592 ,3236 1,3817 .7500 .2439 ,7651 ,6318 .5060 -.3609 -I,1156 ,3848 1,2549
,3400 -1,4521 ,3239 1,3810 .8000 ,3473 ,791Z .5878 .5000 -.4165 -1,01e8 ,43Z7 1,1653
.3800 -1.4605 .3174 1.3954 .8500 .4320 .8130 .5531 .5000 -.4921 -,9031 .4672 1.1045
,4100 -1.4664 ,3176 1,3950 .9000 ,4496 ,8194 .5421 ,0_00 .2992 -1,2028 .3888 1.1473
,4600 -1.4791 ,3114 1.4089 .95_0 ,4_b_ ,8168 .5466 .1400 .2992 -1,4125 *3278 1,3724
.5000 -1.5239 .3074 1.4182 1.0000 .0535 .7161 .70bU .2200 .2gqZ -1.4341 .3107 1.3882
.5400 -1.6152 ,3267 1.3749 .3000 .2ggZ -1,4461 .3221 1.3850
*5800 -,8525 ,4840 1.0750 .3800 .ZqqZ -1,4198 .3315 1.3644
.6200 -.6906 ,5231 1.61_6 ,4600 .299Z -1.4330 *3275 1,3731
.6600 -,6020 ._4_0 ._737 ,5406 ,2992 -1.4615 .3215 1.3863
,7000 -,5113 ,0671 .9401 ,6200 ,2992 -.7269 o5141 1,0254
.7500 -,4232 ,5919 ,9011 ,7000 .2991 -,5301 .5624 ,9475
.8000 -,3168 .6169 ,8012 .8000 ,2992 -,3106 ,6201 ,8571
.8500 -,2292 ,6418 ._137 ,gO00 ,2992 -,1314 ,6679 ,7835
.9000 -,1345 .6676 .7840 .1000 ,2361 ,1873 ,7505 ,6550
.9500 -.0415 .6907 ,7483 ,ZOO0 ,2362 -.0096 ,6992 ,7353
,9750 °0040 .7029 .7195 ,3500 .2362 -,1904 ,6516 .8085
1,0000 .0535 .7181 ,7C60 ,4500 ,2362 -.1886 ,6552 .8030
.5500 .2362 -.1534 ,6625 ,7917
.6500 ,2362 -.0184 .6946 .7423
,7500 *2361 oZ342 *7605 ,6391
*8000 *2362 ,3405 .7917 .5885
.8500 .2301 .4197 .8118 .5552
,9000 .2361 *4454 .8183 .5441
.9500 .2361 .4373 .8160 ,5480
TEST 137 PT 59,4007 PSI CN 1,0480 C01 ,05315 CDCOR1 ,05203
RUN 8 TT 116,3201 K CM -.1456 COZ ,04914 COCORZ .04789
POINT 12 RC 30.0888 MILLION CC ,C013 C03 ,04248 COCOA3 .04151
MACH .7Z93 C04 ,02523 CDCOR4 ,01426
ALPHA 4.0ZZZ bEG C05 .0208T COCOR5 *019_3
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANMISE
X/C CP PtLIPT MLOC XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XlC YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0*0000 1.0713 ,9819 .1018 0,0000 1,0713 ,9819 .1618 .5000 .4921 -1,4756 o3181 1,3940
,0040 ,0773 ,7224 ,0992 ,0040 ,9351 .9464 .ZSZO .5000 .4265 -1.4905 .3175 1.3953
.0080 -.1931 .6498 ._114 .0080 1.0611 .9796 ,1719 .5000 ,3609 -1,4847 ,3201 1,3895
,01_0 -.5990 .5406 ,9720 .0230 ,6187 ,8639 ,4630 ,5000 .2953 -1*45Z1 ,3203 1,3891
*02_0 -.9673 .4510 1.1328 *0500 .3878 ,8034 ,5692 ,5000 ,2297 -1.3864 .3376 1,3513
*0400 -1,2279 .3840 1.2567 *i000 ,2152 .758T ,64Z1 .500C .1640 -1.3616 .3403 1.3329
,0600 -1.4136 .3312 1.3051 ,1500 .0974 .7260 .0936 ._000 .0984 -1.4182 .3303 1.3071
,0800 -1,4721 .3169 1.3966 .Z000 ,G045 .7052 .7260 .5000 .0328 -1,4649 .3193 1.391Z
.1000 -1*4922 .3159 1.398_ .2500 -,0767 .0826 .7606 ,5000 -,0318 -1,4812 .3164 1,3978
,1400 -1,4808 ,3160 1.3941 .3500 -,1882 .6539 ,8050 .5000 -,0984 -1,4345 *3256 1.3773
,1800 -1,4775 .3172 1,3960 ,4500 -.1808 .b_48 .8036 ,5000 -.1640 -1,3726 .3403 1.3456
*2200 -1.4682 .3156 1.3990 .5500 -,1707 .6565 .8010 ,5000 -*2297 -1,4481 .3Z63 1.3757
,Z600 -1,4712 .31g2 1.3914 ,0_00 -,0311 .6936 .7439 .5000 -.2953 -1.3117 .3529 1.3191
,3000 -1,5101 .3124 1,4008 ,7500 ,2414 .7665 ,6295 .5000 -,3609 -1,1079 ,4148 1.1981
,3400 -1,5119 ,3130 1,4054 ,e000 ,3472 .7937 ,5853 ,5000 -,4265 -,9656 ,4513 1,1321
,3B00 -I.4983 ,3082 1,4104 .8500 ,4230 ,81Z9 ,5533 ,5000 -.4921 -,8679 ,4756 1.0899
*4200 -1*4997 .3079 1,4170 .9030 °4322 .8140 .5515 ,060U .2992 -1*2582 .3784 1,2675
.4600 -1.4922 ,3122 1,4073 .9500 .4263 .8136 .5521 .1400 .ZggZ -1.4806 .3180 1,3943
.5000 -1.4391 .3Z4_ L.3790 1.bOO0 .0116 .7068 .7234 .ZZO0 *ZgZ -1.4956 .3096 1.4131
.5400 -1.0993 .4148 _,1980 .3000 .ZqZ -1*5329 .3068 1.4150
,5800 -.8329 .4854 1._733 .380o .2992 -1.4905 .3149 1.4012
*6100 -,7283 ,5105 1.0314 .4600 .2991 -1.4730 .3215 1,3840
,6600 -,6440 .531_ ,9971 .5400 *1991 -1,3376 ,3598 1.3050
,7000 -,5429 ,5619 ,948? .bZO0 .2991 -,7404 .5106 1.0313
,7500 -*4350 *5840 ._134 .7000 .ZgZ -*5?29 *5686 .9376
,8000 -,3295 ,6174 .8613 .8000 ,299Z -*3365 .6160 .8635
,8500 -,2417 ,6400 ,8165 ,9000 *ZgZ -,1388 ,6718 ,7775
,9000 -.1533 ,6_ZZ ,7923 ,1£00 .236? .1109 .757? .6444
,9500 -*0772 ,6819 ,7619 .200C .Z3bZ .0124 .7059 .7149
.9750 -.0304 .6947 .7411 .3_bG .2367 -.1774 ,6501 ,8017
1.0000 .0116 .7066 .7234 .4500 .1361 -.1736 .6587 .7976
,5500 ,236Z -,1473 .6665 .7857
.6_OG .236Z -.0109 ,7005 .7333
,7500 *730Z ,?348 o7_Z7 ,6357
.OCbO .Z362 '.3374 .7927 .5_70
.8_00 .236Z .4170 .8117 .5553
ogGo0 .Z36Z ,4460 ,8Z04 ,_4C5
.9_00 ,230Z ,4323 .8156 .5486
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 13T PT 99.4014 PS! CN ,9792 CO1 .08670 COCOR1 .08944
RUN 8 TT 116.6937 K CM -.1336 COZ ,07956 CDCOR2 ,07819
POINT 13 RC 29.9283 _ILLION CC ,0086 CD3 .06841 C000R3 ,06725
MACH ,718_ CD4 *09171 CDCOR4 ,05058 _"
ALPHA 9,0344 OEG CO5 ,04958 CDCOR9 ,04439
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_LIPT HLOC XIC CP P_LIP_ HLOC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1.0397 ,9739 ,1949 0,0000 1,0397 ,9739 .1949 ,5000 .4921 -,8908 .4794 1.0834
,0040 ,0049 ,7018 .7311 .b040 ,9769 ,9574 .2904 ,5000 ,4265 -,8809 ,4771 1,0874
,0080 -,2984 ,6290 ,8498 ,UU80 1*0871 ,9869 .1398 ,9000 .3809 -,8908 ,4817 1,0796
,0150 -,6692 o5291 1.0074 .0230 ,6848 ,8816 ,4289 °9000 ,2953 -.8305 .4867 1.0711
,0250 -1,0215 .4335 1.1639 .0900 .4276 .8127 .5536 .5000 .2297 -.8119 ,4901 1.0653
,0400 -1.2925 ,3649 1.2944 .1000 ,1918 .7688 ,6199 ,5000 ,1640 -,8011 ,4928 1,0609
*0600 -1,4773 ,3156 1,3996 ,1900 .128b ,7363 ,6775 ,5000 ,0984 -,7904 .4927 1,0609
,0800 -1,5Z91 ,3005 1o4342 ,2000 ,0317 ,7129 ,7140 ,9000 ,0328 -.8094 .4916 1,0628
,1000 -1,5457 .2989 1.4379 .2500 -,0704 ,6821 ,7619 ,5000 -°0328 -,8109 .4873 1,0700
,1400 -1,5572 ,2997 1.4361 ,3900 -.1768 .6947 ,8038 ,9000 -.0984 -,8613 .4823 1o0785
,1800 -1,5345 .3000 1,4353 .4500 -*2092 .6487 ,8130 ,5000 -,1640 -,8820 ,4781 1,0858
,2200 -1,5465 ,2981 1o4399 ,5900 -,1866 *6530 ,8069 ,5000 -,2197 -,8308 ,4895 1,0664
,2600 -1,5139 ,3061 1,4111 ,6900 -,0633 ,6844 ,7980 *5000 -.2953 -.8066 ,4915 1,0613
,3000 -1,6994 ,3170 1.3909 .7503 .1971 .7938 ,6499 .9000 -,3609 -,7681 ,9047 1,0409
,3400 -1.3056 ,3633 1,2978 ,8000 ,3005 .7_21 °6043 .5000 -.4265 -.7190 .5175 1.0198
*3800 -1,1001 ,4165 1.1949 .8500 .3801 ,8009 ,5733 ,5000 -,4921 -,6870 *5Z67 1,0048
,4100 -,9550 *4518 1,1196 ,9000 ,3878 ,8033 ,5694 ,0600 ,1991 -1,3129 ,3614 1,3015
,4600 -,8616 ,4769 1,0877 °9500 ,3751 ,8021 ,5712 ,1400 ,2991 -1,5465 ,3014 1,4321
.5000 -,8000 ,4901 I*0651 1,0000 -,2037 ,6504 ,8103 *ZZO_ ,2992 -i,5814 ,1938 1,6500
.5400 -,7639 ,5025 1.0447 ,3000 ,2992 -L,4719 ,3219 1.3894
,5800 -,7338 ,5100 1,0322 .3800 .2992 -1,1493 ,4099 1*2146
,6200 -,6863 *5279 1.0029 .4600 .2992 -.9080 *4661 1,1063
.6600 -,63TC ,5414 ,9811 ,9400 .2991 -,T868 .500Z 1,0484
.7000 -,5761 ,9599 ,9584 .6200 ,2992 -,6910 ,5290 1,0011
,7900 -,5085 *5702 .9351 .7000 .2992 -,9739 .557Z .9597
.8000 -,4515 ,5869 .9088 .8000 .2991 -.4271 .994Z .8974
*8500 -,3991 .5997 .8889 .9000 .1992 -*3124 *6ZTO .8465
.9000 -,3427 .6199 ,8836 ,1000 ,2302 .Z603 ,7710 ,6223
,9500 -,2900 ,6Z78 .8493 .2000 .2362 .0474 .7171 .7079
,9790 -,2646 .6362 ,83Z3 .3900 .2362 -.1612 .6633 ,7906
1.0000 -,2037 ,6904 ,8103 .4900 .2362 -.1859 ,6991 .8032
.5500 .2361 -*1753 .6576 .7993
.6500 .2361 -,0918 ,6901 .749Z
,7500 ,2362 ,ZOZZ ,7967 ,6451
°8000 .?362 ,3085 ,7841 .6009
,85G0 ,Z361 .3839 .8038 ,5685
,9000 .2362 ,3897 .8033 .9694
.9500 .2362 .3737 ,80ZZ ,971Z
TEST 137 P'[ 67,6212 PSI CN °2725 CD1 ,00849 COCOR1 .00814
RUN 9 TT 127,7704 K CH -.1363 COZ ,00848 CDCOR2 ,00814
POINT 2 RC 30,0078 HILLION CC ,0179 CO3 ,008Z2 COCOR3 ,00802
HACH .7375 C04 .00790 C000R4 .00778
ALPHA -1,9998 DEG C05 ,00777 CDCOR9 ,00794
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_,LIPT HLOC XIC CP P..LIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP P_,LIPT HLOC
0,0000 1,0162 .9668 .2204 0.0000 1,0162 .9668 .ZZ04 ,5000 .492.1 -,6171 *9329 .9941
,0040 ,9012 .9361 .3087 .0040 .1166 .7288 .6886 .5000 .4269 -.6291 .5301 .9987
,0080 .6657 .8746 .4410 ,0080 ,1965 .7767 ,6125 .9000 ,3609 -,6336 ,5277 1,0025
,0150 ,3339 ,T851 ,5989 ,0230 -..2477 ,6337 ,8359 ,9000 ,2953 -,6385 ,9280 1.00Z1
,0250 -,0285 ,6895 ,7495 ,0500 -,3876 ,5956 ,8946 ,5000 ,2297 -,6402 ,5277 1.0026
*0400 -,3013 ,6163 ,8624 .1000 -.4118 .989Z ,q046 .5000 ,1640 -,6371 ,9282 1,0017
,0600 -,4118 ,5879 .9073 ,1500 -,4474 ,5817 ,9163 .5000 .09_4 -.6361 .5287 1.0009
.0800 -,4315 .58Zl .9157 .2000 -.5137 .9629 .9461 .9000 .0328 -.6320 .5311 ,9969
,1000 -,4367 .5802 ,9188 ,Z900 -,5654 ,5469 .9721 .5000 -,0328 -,6403 ,gzgo 1,0004
.1400 -,499Z *5753 ,9264 .3500 -,9742 ,9490 ,9746 ,9000 -.09_4 -,6468 .5155 1,0061
,1800 -,4967 ,961,9 .9428 .4500 -,4399 .5798 .9193 .9000 -.1640 -.6398 .9271 1.0033
.2200 -,5251 .55_8 .9526 .5500 -.3092 .6147 .8649 .5_00 -.2297 -.6385 .5Z73 1.0033
,2600 -,5428 .9926 .96Z4 .6500 -.00_9 .6730 .T790 .9000 -. ;_993 -.6373 .9182 1.0018
.3000 -.9835 .5421 .9791 .7900 .2072 .7912 .6934 .9000 -.3609 -.6364 .5283 1.0015
,34d0 -°9878 ,9399 ,9828 .8000 ,3114 ,7789 ,6090 ,5000 -.4209 -.6498 .9299 1.006.?
,3800 -,9985 .'-.369 .9690 .8900 .3842 .7989 .5767 .9000 -.4921 -.6428 .9271 1.0039
.4200 -.6050 .9370 .9H79 .9000 .4179 .8082 .9607 .0600 ,29(}2 -.3912 .5930 .8986
.4600 -,6319 .5296 .9999 .9500 .4Z37 .8399 .5984 .1400 . Z'_gZ -.4996 .9774 .9Z30
.9000 -,6446 ,5Zt_5 1.0046 1. 0000 .1489 .7360 .6774 ,2200 .2992 -.5212 .5977 ,9943
,9400 -.6910 ,5261 1,0091 ,3000 .2991 -, 9607 .9486 ,9688
*9800 -,6736 ,SZOZ 1,0147 .3800 .299Z -o6111 *5353 .9902 _1_
*6200 -,7023 ,9108 1,0303 .4600 .299Z -.6Z74 .931Z ,9968
,6600 -,7062 .50_6 1.0327 .9400 .Z99Z -. 6469 .516Z 1.0091
,7000 -.6017 ,9370 ,9874 .6700 .299Z -,6899 .5161 1.0214
.7500 -,4716 .9711 .9319 .7000 .1991 -,6090 *9363 .9887
,8000 -,3616 ,6011 ,8859 ,8000 ,1991 -,3619 .6016 ,8891
.8500 -,2438 ,6321 ,8380 ,900{, .2991 -.1329 *b6Z5 .7912
.9000 -,1304 ,6628 .7907 ,1000 .2361 -.4179 .5867 .9089 4m.
.9500 -,0009 .6971 .7377 .2000 .2361 -.4970 ,9690 .9426
.9790 .0733 .7161 .7082 .3500 .2362 -,5991 .5494 .9076
1,0000 ,1489 ,7360 .6774 .4900 ,2361 -.4297 ,5814 ,915Z
,5500 ,1362 -,3043 .6160 .8618
.6500 .1362 -.0899 ,6741 .7733
,7500 ,1361 ,Z070 .7511 .6535
.8000 .1362 .3099 .779Z .6085
,8500 .2361 ,3T60 ,7967 *9797
.9000 *1361 .'.130 .8067 .563Z
,9500 .1361 ,4133 .80qO .5993
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TEST 137 Pl 67,6287 PSI CN .4272 C01 ,00880 CDCORI °00852
RUN 9 TT ZZ7.5366 K CN -.Z397 COZ ,00883 CDCORZ .008_4
POINT 3 PC 30,0717 NILLION CC ,0185 C03 ,00846 CDCOR3 ,00824
MACH ,7357 CD4 ,00829 CDCOR4 .00807
ALPHA -.9893 OEG CD§ *00804 COCOR5 .00780
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PpL/PT NLOC E/C CP P,L/PT MLOC X/C YIC CP P,LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.0979 .9877 ,1329 0,0000 1.0979 ,1877 ,1329 ,5000 ,4921 -.T010 .5129 1,0258
,0040 ,7681 .9002 .3907 ,0040 ,343Z ,7865 ,5967 ,5000 ,4Z65 -,7158 ,5092 1,03Z9
,0080 ,5118 ,8325 ,5190 ,0080 .5277 ,8367 ,5116 ,5000 .3609 -,7217 ,5059 1.0383
,0150 ,1378 ,7325 ,5828 ,0230 -.0159 ,52Z1 ,7455 .5_00 ,Z253 -.TZTl ,5074 1,0359
.0250 -.2383 .6344 ,8344 °0500 -.1875 ,5455 .8155 ,5000 ,2297 -,7281 .5058 1.0385
,0400 -,5456 .§543 .9507 .1000 -,2538 .6274 ,8452 ,5000 ,1640 -,7234 .5057 1.0387
.0600 -,6561 .5242 1,008Z ,1500 -,3191 ,6124 .8585 ,5000 ,0984 -.7179 ,5077 1,0353
,0800 -.5395 .5285 1.00L2 .ZOO0 -,3877 .5941 .8970 .5000 ,0328 -,7236 .5076 1.0355
,1000 -.6229 ,5337 .9929 ,2500 -.4528 .5755 .9261 .5000 -.0328 -.7284 ,5042 1,0412
,1400 -,621_ °5334 ,9933 .3500 -.4852 .5588 .9365 .3000 -.0984 -.7386 ,5010 1.046§
,1800 -,6499 .5259 1.b055 ,4500 -.3845 .5969 .8925 .5000 -,1640 -,7332 ,5032 1.04Z9
,2200 -.6638 ,5212 1,0131 ,5500 -.2795 .6238 *8509 ,5000 -,Z297 -.7250 .5078 1.0353
*2500 -,6692 .5213 1.0130 ,6500 -.0715 .5787 *7662 .5000 -02953 -.7279 ,5055 1,0388
,3000 -,7139 .5100 1.0317 .7530 .2254 .7577 .5430 .5000 -,3509 -,7359 .5021 1.0447
,3400 -.7144 .5079 1,0351 ,6000 ,3244 ,7835 .5015 .5000 -.4265 -.7545 .4952 1,0545
.3800 -,7181 ,5097 1.0320 °6500 .4018 ,8040 .5577 ,5000 -.49Z1 -.7433 ,5004 1.0476
,4200 -,7004 ,5131 1.0254 ,9000 .4327 .8117 *5547 .0600 .2992 -,5615 .5505 ,9656
.4600 -,7170 *5074 1,0359 .9500 ,4325 ,8134 .5519 ,1400 ,2992 -.5199 *5334 ,9933
,_000 -,7278 .505L 1.0397 L,0000 .1371 ,7331 .6818 ,2200 ,2992 -,6592 ,5232 L,0099
.5400 -.7395 ,5034 1,_426 ,3000 .2992 -,6826 .5150 1.0234
,5800 -,7536 .4976 1,0523 .3800 .2992 -,73T0 ,5024 1.044Z
.6200 -.7621 ,4948 1,0569 ,4600 ,2992 -.7087 ,50Tb 1.0355
,6600 -.T594 ,4952 1,0545 ,5400 ,2992 -.7376 .5001 1,0480
,7000 -,6311 .5325 ,9948 ,6200 .2992 -,7435 .5010 1.0465
.7500 -,4758 ,5720 .9315 ,7000 ,2992 -,6348 ,5301 .9987
,8000 -,3673 .5999 ,8878 .8000 ,2992 -.3673 ,6024 ,8839
,8500 -.2492 .5303 .8408 .9000 .2992 -.1354 .6535 ,7897
.9000 -.1275 ,663_ .7898 .1000 ,2362 -,Z615 ,5Z85 ,8435
,9500 -,0041 .5965 ,7385 ,ZOO0 ,2352 -.3659 .6014 °8855
.9750 ,0693 ,7155 ,7076 .350_ ,2352 -,4646 .5774 .9Z31
1.0000 ,1371 .7331 ,5818 ,4500 °2352 -,3739 ,5976 .8914
.5500 .2362 -,2656 ,6283 ,8439
,6500 .2362 -,0682 .6794 ,7651
,7500 ,2362 .2159 .7550 ,6474
,8000 ,2362 °3264 ,7829 ,6025
,8500 .2352 ,3934 ,8015 .5718
.9000 .2352 .4305 .8103 ,5570
,9500 ,2362 .4285 ,8119 ,5543
TEST 137 PT 57,6Z37 PS! CN .5052 C01 ,00893 COCORI .00868
RUN 9 TT 127,4809 K C_ -.1411 C02 .00899 COCOA2 .00871
POINT 4 RC 30,0798 _ILLION C¢ ,0172 CD3 ,00885 CDCOR3 ,00841
HACH .7354 C0_ ,00843 COCOR4 .00820
ALPHA -.4810 OEG C05 ,O08ZZ CDCOR5 .00799
UPPER SURF&C£ LQWEk SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P*LIPT MLDC XlC CP P_LIPT _LOC XlC YIC CP P*LIPT NLOC
0,0000 1,1191 ,9937 ,0951 0,0000 1,1191 .9937 .0951 ,5000 ,4921 -.7417 ,5019 1,0450
.0040 ,6861 ,8796 ,4325 ,0040 ,4460 .8154 .5485 .5000 ,4255 -,7405 ,5027 1.0437
,0080 ,4308 ,8111 ,5557 ,0080 ,6382 ,8659 .4586 ,5000 ,3609 -,7483 ,4972 1.0528
• 0150 .0439 .7093 .7L90 ,0230 .0_18 ,7197 ,7028 ,5000 ,2953 -,7481 .4992 1.0495
• 0250 -,3369 *6085 .8743 .0500 -.1001 .5722 ,7763 .5000 ,2297 -,7455 .4999 1,0484
• 0400 -,6483 .5250 1._070 ,1000 -,1868 ,b478 .8138 ,50_0 ,1640 -,7424 ,5011 1;0454
• 0600 -,8152 ,4829 1,0770 .1500 -.2541 ,5Z95 ,841_ ,5_00 ,0984 -.7384 ,5021 1,0446
• 0800 -,7694 ,4930 1,0598 ,2000 -.3263 ,b097 *8727 ,5000 .0328 -,7_00 ,5007 1,0470
.1000 -,7121 ,5071 1,5354 .2500 -,3_75 ,5952 .8953 ,5000 -.0328 -,7579 .4966 1.0538
,1400 -.7290 .5057 1.0386 ,3500 -.4321 .5835 .9136 .5000 -.0984 -.7607 ,4972 1,0529
.1800 -.7168 ,5082 1,0345 ,4500 -,3553 ,5025 .8835 .5000 -.1540 -.7545 ,4980 1.0515
,2200 -,7579 ,4951 1,0553 .5500 -,2545 ,5310 .8398 ,SOGO -,2297 -,7692 ,4974 1.0525
,2600 -.7418 ,5019 1.U45U ,5500 -.0551 ,58Z1 ,7610 ,5000 -,2953 -,7754 .4910 1,0533
• 3000 -,7616 ,4972 1.0529 ,7500 .2304 ,7574 .6436 ,5000 -.3509 -,7583 .4975 1.0524
.3400 -,7598 .4915 1.0624 ,6000 ,3335 .7863 *5969 .5000 -.4265 -,7907 .4888 1.0670
• 3800 -,7935 .4872 1.0697 ,85J0 ,4084 .8057 .5648 ,5000 -,4921 -,7880 ,&897 1,0655
• 4200 -.7763 ,4920 1.0617 .9000 ,4381 ,812b ,553Z .0600 ,2992 -,7257 ,5052 1.0379
• 4600 -,7691 ,49_0 1.0582 ,9500 .4415 ,8153 ,5491 ,1400 .2992 -,7224 ,5066 1,0372
,5000 -,7516 ,4960 1.u505 1,0000 ,1322 .7341 ,6803 .2200 ,2992 -,7507 .4979 1.0518
,5400 -,7610 *4978 1,0518 .3C00 .2992 -.7385 .50L5 1,0456
,5800 -,7795 .4909 1,0535 .3800 .2992 -.8050 .4811 1.0800
,5200 -,7808 ,4919 1.0518 ,4500 ,2992 -,7592 .4qTO L,0532
,5500 -,7660 .4949 1,0557 ,5400 .2992 -,7506 ,5001 1,04_0
• 7000 -,6676 ,5294 ,99_8 .5200 ,2992 -,7713 ,6921 1.0516
.7500 -.4773 ,5700 ,9347 .7000 .2992 -.6423 .5275 1,0029
,8000 -.3521 ,5022 ,u843 ,8000 .2992 -°3559 .5991 ,8891
,8500 -.2520 .5312 ,8394 ,9000 .299Z -,1294 .5649 .7875
°9000 -.1307 ,6534 ,7898 .lC00 ,2382 -.1904 .5467 ,8154
• 9500 ,0010 ,6974 .7373 ,2000 .2352 -,3128 ,5145 .8652
,9750 ,0594 .71_7 .7090 .3500 ,2352 -.4190 ,_878 *9058
1.0000 .1322 .7341 .5503 .4500 ._352 -,3435 ,5068 ,8740
.5500 ,2352 -,2494 .5320 ,8381
.050_ .2362 -,0575 .5825 .7504
,7500 .2352 ,2251 ,7555 .5449
• 8_b0 ,2362 ,3294 ,7844 .b001
,85_G *Z352 *4086 ,dO41 ,5675
.9000 .2362 ,4338 ,8124 ,5535
,9501 .2352 ,4137 ,8077 ,5515
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TEST 137 P] 67.6284 PSI CN ,5856 C01 .G0930 CDCOR1 .00904
RUN 9 7T 127.7875 K CH -*14Z1 CD2 *00936 CDCOR2 *00909
POINT 5 RC 30*0872 mILLION ¢C .0160 C03 *00907 COCOR3 *00882 "t'
_ACH *7409 CD4 .00879 ¢0COR4 *00853
ALPHA ,0162 OEG C05 *00853 COCOR5 *008Z6
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP PeLIPT HLOC XIC CP P;LIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP P*LIPT HLOC
0,0000 1,160_ *9985 ,0468 0.0000 1,1405 ,9985 .0468 ,5000 .4921 -,8654 *%629 1.1113
.0040 ,6274 ,86Z3 .4654 °0040 *5350 .8385 ,5084 .5000 ,4265 -.8689 .4640 1.1094
*0080 ,3644 ,7214 .5886 ,0080 .7260 ,8889 ,4140 .5000 ,3609 -.8998 .4534 1,1279
,0150 -,0288 .6872 ,7531 ,0230 ,1811 ,7414 ,6689 .5000 .2953 -.8877 ,4578 1*120Z
*0250 -.4049 .5851 .9110 *0500 -.0125 .6919 *7459 ,5000 .2297 -.8773 *4523 1.1175
,0400 -,7390 ,5009 1.0467 .1000 -.1220 ,6643 *7885 .5000 .1640 -.8752 .4592 1.1177
.ObO0 -,9Z18 ,4498 1,1342 .1500 -.1928 .6625 .8218 .5000 .0284 -.8612 .6674 1.1034
,0800 -,9461 ,6419 1,1483 ,2000 -,2790 ,6218 ,8538 ,S&O0 ,0328 -,8422 ,4703 1,0284
,1000 -,8955 ,4536 1.1Z75 ,2500 -.3430 ,5034 .8826 .5000 -,0328 -,8524 .4678 1.10Z7
,1400 -,8311 ,4761 1.0919 .35U0 -.3914 ,5887 .9053 .5000 -,0984 -,8629 .4563 1,1054
*1800 -.8105 ,4807 1,0808 ,4500 -.3247 .6107 .8710 ,5000 -.1640 -,8650 .4623 1°1123
,2200 -,7620 ,4208 1,0636 ,5500 -,2402 ,6313 ,8393 ,5000 -,2297 -,8828 ,4581 1.1127
.2600 -.7T04 ,4882 1,0579 .5500 -.0509 *6808 .763[ *5000 -,2953 -,8633 .4551 1,1076
*3000 -,8516 ,4680 1.1023 ,7500 .2355 ,7564 .6451 ,5000 -,3509 -.8663 ,4637 1.1099
.3400 -.8754 ,4599 1,1155 ,8000 ,3630 .785& .5964 ,5000 -,4255 -,8815 *4598 1,1167
.3800 -.889_ .6573 1.1211 .8500 ,4183 .8071 ,5624 ,5000 -.4921 -.8981 ,4550 1,1250
,4200 -.8594 ,4641 1,1092 .9000 ,6468 ,8135 .5517 .0500 .2992 -.5911 .5364 .9885
,4600 -*8709 .4503 1.1157 .9500 ,4635 .8146 *5697 ,1400 .2992 -,8657 *4670 1,1041
.5000 -.8743 ,4640 1.1096 1.0000 ,1257 ,7288 .6885 ,2200 .2992 -*7954 .4842 1.0748
*5400 -*8260 .4767 1.0910 *3000 .2992 -.8157 .4750 1,0904
.5800 -.8ZZO ,4752 1.0888 .3800 .2992 -.8830 .4604 1*1156
,6200 -*T98Z *4835 1,0759 .4600 *2992 -,8757 ,4534 1,1104
.6600 -.7504 .4930 1.0500 .5400 .2992 -*8493 .4670 1.1042
*7000 -*6203 *5282 1.0017 .6200 .2992 -.7854 .4850 1.0733
.7500 -.4713 .5695 .9355 .7000 *2992 -.6345 ,5248 1.0073
*8000 -,3591 ,5985 ,8900 *8000 *2992 -,362G *5993 *8889
*8500 -.23T8 ,&314 .8391 ,9000 .2992 -.1303 .6624 .7913
.9000 -.1208 ,bt23 ,7914 ,1000 .2352 -,1310 ,6522 ,7916
.9500 -,006Z .6958 ,7398 ,2000 *2352 -,2646 .6256 ,8481
,9750 *0622 ,7124 .7141 .3500 .2352 -,3054 ,5952 .89}3
1,0000 .1Z67 ,7288 ,6885 ,4500 ,2352 -.3206 .6097 .8727
.5500 ,2362 -,2406 ,6300 .8613
.5500 ,2352 -,0488 ,5837 .7585
,7500 ,2362 ,2348 ,7583 .6421
.8000 .2362 .3408 .7845 .5998
,8500 .2362 ,4094 .8043 .5671
.gO00 .235Z .4494 .8154 ,5486
,2500 .2352 ,4255 ,8081 *5607
TEST 137 PT 59.0202 PSI CN ,6637 CD1 ,0G984 COCOR1 ,00955
RUN 9 TT 116.2542 K CH -.1420 COZ .00998 ¢DCORZ .00965
POXNT 6 RC 30,2014 HILLION CC .0130 C03 ,00973 COCOR3 ,00968
MACH .7403 CD4 .00935 COCOR4 .00910
ALPHA .5091 DEG C05 .U0887 COCOA5 .00856
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
Xl¢ CP P,LIPT ML(]C XIC CP PpLIPT HLO¢ XIC YIC CP PpLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1,1416 ,9996 ,u236 0,0000 1,1416 ,9995 ,0236 ,5000 ,4921 -,q001 .4543 1,1268
*0060 .5640 *8452 .4971 *0060 .6164 .8608 .4687 .5000 ,4265 -.8728 .4658 1.1068
,0080 .2614 *7664 .6297 .0080 *7952 *9078 .3750 .5000 *3509 -.8911 *4595 1.1178
*0150 -*1Z39 ,6665 ,7888 *0230 ,2643 *768% ,6265 ,5C00 ,2953 -,9273 ,4477 1,1385
,0250 -*4947 *5530 ,9465 *0500 ,0575 ,7103 ,7180 *SOO0 ,2297 -*9225 ,4475 1,1388
*0400 -,8134 ,4804 1,0819 ,i000 -*0512 ,5817 ,7_.22 ,5000 ,1660 -*9359 ,4459 1,1415
,0600 -I*00Z3 ,4284 1.1730 ,1500 -,1533 ,6566 ,8008 ,5000 ,0986 -,9192 ,4522 1,1306
,0800 -1,0530 ,4166 1*1g47 .2000 -.2303 .6365 ,8319 .5000 .0328 -,8855 .4588 1.1190
.1000 -1.0272 ,4209 /./869 ,2500 -.2954 ,6191 .8588 .5000 -,0328 -.8937 ,4570 1,1221
,1400 -.9953 .4295 1.1711 .3500 -*3525 .5990 .8899 .5000 -.0984 -.8898 .4601 1,1158
,1800 -,9809 .4353 1.1506 ,4500 -,3012 .6163 ,8630 .5000 -.1640 -.8824 .4611 1.1151
.2200 -,9727 .4352 l.lbOq .5500 -.2191 .6369 .8312 .500_ -.2297 -.8786 .4505 1.1158
.2600 -*2620 ,4378 1.1560 .6500 -.0427 ,6848 *7574 .5000 -*2953 -.8723 .4647 1.1087
*3000 -.9447 ,4468 1.1401 .7500 .?411 .7589 .6417 *500U -*3509 -*g037 .4555 1.1268
,3400. -,8252 .4769 1,0877 .8000 .3433 ,7852 .5975 ,5000 -.4255 -.q031 .4539 1.1275
.3800 -,8435 ,4700 1.092_ .8500 .4244 ,608& .5504 ,5000 -,4921 -.9051 ,4577 1.1209
.4200 -.8916 .4576 1,1211 ,9000 .4530 .8153 ,5491 .0600 ,2_qZ -,8942 .4558 1.1242
.4600 -* 8964 ,4567 1.1227 .9500 .4507 .8156 .5490 .1400 ,2922 -1.0248 .4228 1,1834
.5000 -,9031 .4565 1.1231 1,0000 ,1253 ,7Z85 ,689_ ,2200 ,2992 -.9717 ,4378 1,1552
,5400 -, 8952 ,4552 1,J235 ,3000 ,2992 -,8925 .4578 1,1207
,5800 -,9345 ,4451 1,1413 ,3800 .2992 -,9282 .4517 1,1315 _i'
.6200 -.8425 .4720 1.0951 ,4600 .2992 -.8985 ,%535 1.1282
,6500 -,7461 ,4973 1.0533 ,5400 .2992 -,8955 ,4587 1,1192
,7000 -*5968 .5357 *gqO2 .5200 ,2992 -,7980 ,4852 1,0736
,7500 -,4672 ,5723 .9318 .7000 .2992 -.5296 .5290 1.0011
,8000 -,3661 ,5984 ,o_09 .8000 ,2992 -,3666 .5992 ,8896
.8500 -,2338 .6323 .8383 .9000 .2qg2 -.1288 .6520 .792b
,go00 -,1237 .6645 .7887 .1000 .2362 -*0602 *6776 *7686 4t.
.9500 .0106 *6965 *7394 .2000 *2362 -*2094 *6403 *8260
*9750 ,0680 .7140 .7123 *3500 *2352 -*3438 *5042 ,8819
1,0000 *1253 *72_5 ,6_g_ *4500 *2362 -.2898 *6179 *8605
.5500 ,2352 -,2173 ,6354 ,8320
.6500 ,2362 -.0615 .68¢4 .758:'
,T500 *2362 .2450 ,7510 .6384
*8000 ,2352 ,3430 *7866 ,5970
.8500 .2382 .4200 .8085 ,5608
*qo00 *2362 .4697 ,8139 ,5516
,9500 ,2362 .6497 ,8156 .5686
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TEST 137 PT 58.00a5 PSI CN ,7554 CDI *0105Z COCOR1 ,OIOZO
RUN 9 TT 115.1903 K CM -.14Z7 COZ ,01046 COCOR2 .01015
POINT 7 kC 30,0774 MILLION CC .0098 CD3 ,01011 COCOR3 ,00981
_ACH ,7397 C04 ,00978 C000R4 .00948
ALPHA 1,01_3 OEG C05 .00984 CDCOR§ ,00954
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAN_ZSE
XIC CP P_LIPT MLQC XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIP_ MLOC
0.0000 Z81499 1.0012 0.0000 0,0000 1.1499 1.U012 0,0000 .500C ,4921 -1.0562 .6140 1.1997
,0040 .4851 ,8255 ,5317 ,0040 ,b815 .8775 .4371 ,5000 ,4265 -1,0646 ,4118 1.2036
,0080 ,1905 .7467 ,6611 ,008_ .8599 .9247 .3370 .5000 ,3509 -1,0866 .4081 1.2106
,0150 -,1913 .6470 .8158 .0230 .3392 ,7851 ,5995 .5000 ,Z953 -1,0610 .4141 1,1993
,0250 -,5685 .5449 ,97_4 .0500 ,1231 ,7297 ,6879 .5000 .2297 -1,0427 ,4190 1.1904
.0400 -,8863 .4624 1,1126 ,1000 -,0103 ,6941 .7431 .5000 .1540 -1.0200 ,4228 1.1833
,0600 -1,0901 .4085 1,2098 .1500 -.0988 .6699 .7805 .5000 ,0984 -,9913 .4337 1.1635
,0800 -1.1382 ,3953 1.2348 ,2000 -.1784 .6495 .8118 ,5000 ,0328 -.9905 ,4351 1,1611
.1000 -1.3293 ,3975 1.23C7 .2500 -.2524 .5308 .8407 .5_UU -.0828 -1.0140 ,4292 1.1717
.1400 -1,1068 .4042 1.2179 ,3500 -,3129 .6129 .8585 .5000 -,0984 -.9492 .4486 1.1369
.1800 -1.0876 .4056 1.2153 ,4503 -.2698 ,6256 ,8487 ,5000 -.1540 -,9639 .4389 1,1543
,2200 -1,1098 ,4028 1.2205 .5500 -.2046 .5430 .6219 .SGOb -.2297 -.9527 ,4423 1,1482
.2600 -1.0760 ,4667 1.2094 .6_00 -.0314 .5886 .7517 .5000 -,2953 -1,0010 ,4299 1.1704
.3000 -1,0976 .4031 1.2200 .7500 ,2526 .7537 o6341 .5000 -.3609 -1.0055 .4315 1.1574
.3400 -1.1202 .3992 1.2275 .8000 .3474 .7_92 .5929 .5000 -,4265 -,9899 ,4340 1.1630
.3800 -1,1165 ,3994 1,Z270 ,8500 ,4329 ,8104 ,5576 ,500_ -.4921 -1,0152 ,4272 1,1753
.4200 -1,0267 ,4232 1,1_25 .9000 .4450 .e14_ .5501 ,0500 ,2992 -.971T ,4397 1,1528
.4500 -1,0290 .4205 1.1877 .9500 .4506 .8167 ,5459 ,1400 .2992 -1.1128 .3993 1.2ZTZ
,5000 -1,0207 ,4259 1,1775 1,0000 .1198 ,7258 ,6940 .2200 ,2992 -1,1Z24 .3974 1.2308
.5400 -,9767 .4387 1.1546 ,3000 .2992 -1.0112 .4254 1.1786
.5800 -.8376 ,47_9 1.0896 .3_00 .2992 -1.3651 ,4124 1,2026
.6200 -.7395 .5039 _,_423 .4600 .2992 -1.0647 .4129 1.2016
.6600 -.6627 ,5190 1,0174 ,5400 ,2992 -1,0258 .4231 1,18Z7
.7000 -.5854 ,5422 .9798 .6200 ,2992 -,7018 .5088 1,0343
.7500 -,4593 .5738 ,9294 .7005 .2992 -.5737 .5431 .9784
.8000 -.3537 .6013 .8854 .8000 .2992 -*3535 ,6008 ,8872
.8500 -.2360 ,6340 .8358 ,9000 .2992 -,1284 ,5624 .7921
,9000 -,1214 ,6643 .7891 .1000 ,2362 -.0052 ,6945 .7425
,9500 *0058 ,6977 ,7375 ,ZOO0 ,2352 -.1685 ,6525 .8072
,9750 ,0611 .7133 ,7134 ,3500 .2352 -.3110 .6153 .8547
1,0000 .1198 .7258 .6940 .4500 .2352 -,2565 ,6226 ,8534
*5500 .2362 -*Z000 ,6441 .8203
,6500 .2362 -.0353 .6860 ,7557
,7500 ,2362 ,Z432 .7504 .6396
,8000 ,2352 .3508 .7883 ,5942
.8500 .2362 .4233 .8082 .5512
,9000 .2362 .4554 ,8168 ,5456
,9500 .2362 .4554 ,8163 .5476
TEST 137 PT 55.5453 PSI CN ,8375 CD1 .01454 COCORZ .01415
RUN 9 T1 113,2270 K CH -,1502 CDZ .01341 COCORZ .01298
POINT 8 PC 30.1695 MILLION CC .0095 CD3 .01214 COCOR3 .01182
HACH ,7412 C04 .01292 C0C0R4 ,01280
ALPHA 1.5273 DEG C05 .01200 CDCQR5 .01165
UPPER SURFACE LOMER SURFACE SPANgISE
XIC CP PsLIPT MLOC XlC CP PeLIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP PeLIP] HLOC
0,0000 1.1470 1,0005 O.vOO0 U.oO00 1.1470 1.0005 0.0000 .5000 .4921 -1,1761 .3833 1.2580
.0040 .4271 .80_3 ,55_4 ,O_kO .7454 ,8944 .4033 .5000 .4265 -1.1697 .3838 1,2571
.0080 ,1282 ,7292 ,6d_7 ,0080 .9082 ,9380 ,3044 .5000 .3509 -1.1799 ,3804 1.2637
,0150 -,2474 ,5302 ,6417 .0230 .3.086 .8013 .5728 ,5000 .2953 -1.1927 .3795 1.2553
*0250 -,8347 ,5Z74 1.0038 .0500 ,1741 .7421 ,6685 .5000 .2Z97 -1.1780 .3796 1.Z653
,0400 -.9304 .4476 1.138_ .1000 .0459 .70U8 .7205 ,5000 .1540 -1.1853 ,3834 1,2578
*0600 -1.1256 ,3941 1,2372 ,1500 -.0540 ,6807 ,7539 ,5000 ,0984 -1.1642 .3861 1.2526
.0800 -1.1894 ,3605 1.2635 .ZOO0 -.1418 .6610 ,7943 .5000 .0328 -1.0790 .4078 1.2112
.1000 -1.1855 ,3789 1,2668 ,2500 -,2152 .6387 ,8285 .5000 -._328 -1.1639 .3835 1.2577
.1400 -1.1647 .3859 1.2530 .3500 -.2882 .6195 .8584 .5000 -,0984 -1,2020 .3764 1.2717
.1800 -1.1707 ,3850 1.254_ .4500 -.2611 .6257 .8485 .5000 -.1640 -1.2235 .3596 1,2851
.2200 -1.1727 ,3827 1._593 .5500 -.1918 .6432 .8217 .5000 -,2297 -1.1050 .4045 1.2174
.2600 -1.1734 .3840 1.25_7 .6500 -.0148 ,6923 ,7461 ,5000 -*2953 -1,0958 .4074 1.2119
,3000 -1.1780 ,3816 1,2614 .7500 .2483 .7609 .6386 ,5000 -,3609 -1.0985 .4045 1.2174
,3400 -1.1951 .3761 1.2722 ,8000 .3541 .7898 ,5920 .5000 -,4255 -1.1074 .3989 1.2280
,3800 -1.2186 ,3727 1,2790 ,8500 .4346 ,8114 .5563 .5000 -.4921 -1.0978 .4022 1.2219
.4200 -1.2052 .3724 1.2796 .9000 ,4565 .8155 *5472 *0600 ,2992 -1.0054 .4291 1.1719
,4600 -1.1558 ,3912 1.2427 ,9500 .4578 .8176 ,5454 ,1400 .2992 -1,1627 .3831 1.2585
.5000 -1.1122 ,4000 1,2260 1,0000 .i142 .7260 .6938 ,2200 ,2992 -1.2013 *3774 1,2697
.5400 -1.1209 .3967 1,2323 .3000 .2992 -1.1382 .3948 1.2359
.5800 -1,1544 ,3650 1.2_28 ,3800 .2992 -1.1456 .3908 1.2435
.6200 -.9087 .4543 1.1270 ,4600 ,2992 -1.1700 ,3839 1.2559
.6600 -.6036 .5346 .9021 *5400 .2992 -1.2134 .3730 1.2785
.7000 -.5188 *5597 .9_19 .6200 .2992 -.9661 .4371 1.1576
.7500 -.4444 ,5800 ,9199 .700G .2992 -.5099 .5597 .9519
,8000 -.3364 .6068 .8780 .8000 .2992 -,3276 ,6079 ,8762
,8500 -,2221 .6351 .8_2 .900_ .2992 -.1142 .6635 .7904
.9000 -.1114 .6550 .7e_1 .lO0O *2352 .0351 .7054 .7259
.9500 -.0023 ,5954 ,74]2 .2bOU *2352 -.1239 o6628 .7915
.9750 .0_37 .7127 ,7145 .3500 ,2362 -.2781 ,6222 .8541
1.0000 .1142 .7260 ,6938 .4500 .2362 -.2490 .6294 .8430
.55C0 .2362 -.17B9 .6486 o8134
.5500 .2362 -.0191 .65_7 .751b
.7500 ,236? ,2501 ,7626 .6360
.HCOG *2362 .34_5 .7890 .5932
.8500 .2362 .4280 ._094 .5593
,9_bC .23_2 .€61€ .8181 .5446
.9500 .2362 .4525 .8154 .5492
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST IS7 PT 55,6754 PSI CN ,8g55 C01 ,01889 CDCOR1 ,01860
RUN 9 71 LIZoZZ53 K CM -.1516 CDZ ,01909 CD¢0R2 *01856
POINT 10 RC 30,UI¢Z _ILLI_N CC .0082 CO3 ,01600 CDCOR3 ,01556 ,
MACH ,7397 CD6 .01563 COCOR6 .01697
ALPHA 2,0163 DEG CD5 .01187 COCOR5 .01135
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SUkFACE SPAflW[SE
XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC xlC CP PpLIPT MLOC XlC YIC CP PeLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1426 ,9996 .0Z37 O,UuOO 1.1626 ,qgb ,0237 .5000 .6921 -1,2353 .3651 1,2963
.0060 .3612 ,7926 ,5873 .0060 ,7889 .9058 ,3795 .5000 .6255 -1,2321 .3060 1.2965
,0080 .06gB .7160 .7110 .0G80 .9601 .g_78 .1786 .5000 .3609 -1._607 .3611 1.3013
.0150 -.32§9 .6117 ,_705 .0230 .6536 .8171 ,5663 .5000 .2953 -1..2710 .3611 1.3015
,0250 -,6877 .5115 1,0299 .uSO0 ,2313 .7583 ,5630 .5000 .2297 -1..2672 .3610 1.3025
,0400 -.996_ ,6328 1*1053 ,2000 .0801 .7178 .7065 .5000 .16_0 -1..2666 .3655 1.1936
.0600 -1.2022 .3803 1.26_1 .1500 -.0257 .6figZ .7509 ,SuO0 .0986 -1,2500 ,3656 1.2936
,0800 -1.2567 ,3639 1.Z968 ,1000 -,1115 .66_3 .7831 ,5000 ,0328 -1.2926 .353q 1.3172
,1000 -1.2596 ,3626 1,Zqq6 .2500 -.1879 .6681 ,8162 .5000 -.0328 -1,2626 .3677 1o2891
,1400 -1.2368 .3681 1.2883 .3500 -,2611 .6252 ,8695 .5000 -.0986 -1..2666 ,3622 1.3002
,1800 -1,2553 ,3678 1,2889 .6500 -.2356 .6361 .8357 .5000 -.1660 -1,2851 ,3578 1,3091
,2200 -1.1336 .3672 1.2900 ,5500 -,1829 .6696 .8120 ,5000 -.2297 -1,1805 ,3562 1,3126
.Z600 -1,2189 .3695 1,285P .6500 -,0273 .6896 ,7503 .5000 -.Z053 -ie1767 ,3858 1,153Z
.3000 -1.2327 ,3639 1.Zqb8 ,7500 .2681 .7523 .6365 ,5000 -.3609 -1*1559 .3868 1.2516
.3600 -1,2608 ,3611 1,302A .8000 .3699 .7891 .5931 .5000 -,6265 --1..1759 *3868 1.2551
,3800 --1.2B91 .3563 1,3123 ,0500 °6320 .8126 *5560 °5000 -o6921 -1,1316 .3998 1.2266
,6200 -1.2930 .3562 1,3165 *gO00 .6595 .8175 .5655 .ObO0 .2992 -1,0393 .6172 1,1937
.6600 -1.2966 .3576 1,30Q6 ,9500 .6539 .8163 .5677 .1600 .2992 -1,2266 .3690 1.2865
._000 -1.2732 .3596 1.3058 1.0000 .0986 .7215 ,69q_ .ZZCO .2992 -1.2650 .3608 1.3030
._400 -1.1931 .3802 1,2612 .3000 .Z99_ -1.2267 .3658 1.2928
..5800 -1.1848 .3830 1,2_88 ,3800 ,1992 -1.2272 .3725 1.2794
.6200 -.9190 ,6691 1,1363 ,4600 ,2992 -1.2539 .3650 1.Z966
.6600 -,5631 ,5687 .9695 ,5400 .2992 -I.2912 .3580 1,3088
.7000 -.5000 ,5636 ,96tI ,6200 .2992 -1.E159 ,397b 1,2300
.7500 -.6200 ,5861 .9103 .7000 .2992 -.1926 ,5668 .9438
,8000 -,3201 .6096 .8761 *8000 .1992 -.3098 ,6121 .8698
.8500 -.2286 *6360 .8329 .9000 .2992 -*1152 .6653 .7877
.9000 -.1200 .6667 .7850 .IO_C ,2362 ,0756 .7155 ,7102
.9500 -.0078 .6933 ,7666 .2000 .2302 -.0968 .6716 .7781
.9750 ,0690 .7097 .7191 .3500 ,2362 -,2568 .6276 .8661
1,0000 .0986 ,7225 ,6996 .6500 .2362 -.2353 ,6339 ,8361
.550U .2362 -.1799 .6666 .8168
,6500 .2362 -..0160 .6916 ,7671
.7500 ,2362 .2673 °7620 .6370
,8000 .2362 ,3522 .7878 .5952
°850¢ ,2361 ,6309 ,8113 .5561
,9000 ,2352 .6568 .8175 .5656
,9500 .2362 *6550 .8166 ,5675
TEST 137 PT 56,6862 PSI CN .9671 CO1 ,02699 CDCOR1 .02607
RUN 9 TT 110,65_9 K CM -,1500 CDZ ,02597 COCOR2 ,02696
POINT 11 RC 29.9736 NILLION CC .0081 C03 ,02566 COCOR3 .02487
MACH .7390 C06 ,01827 COCOR6 .01766
ALPHA 2.5256 OEG CD5 ,01280 CDCOR5 .01197
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XI= CP P_,L/PI MLOC XlC Y/C CF P,DLIPT _LOC
0,0000 1.1388 .9981 ,0516 0,0000 1.1388 .9981 .0516 .5000 .6921 -1.3092 ,3696 1,3201
,0060 .3160 .7790 .6098 .0060 .8273 .9160 .3571 ,5000 .6265 -1.3168 .3676 1.3308
,0080 -.0096 ,6988 .7392 .0080 .9723 .9545 .2595 ,5000 ,3009 -1,3186 ,3477 1.3301
...0150 -.3716 .5972 ,8930 ,0230 .6939 ,8261 .5309 ,5000 .2953 -1.3206 .3666 1.3325
,0250 -.7456 ,6978 /.0527 ,0500 .2016 ,7650 m6323 ,5000 .1297 -i,3219 ,3659 1.3360
.,0600 -1,0296 ,6232 1,18Z9 ,1000 ,1127 ,7267 .6929 ,5000 ,1660 -1.3065 ,3696 1.3266
,0600 -1.2356 .3686 1,2876 .1500 ,0129 .7028 .7300 .5000 .0986 -1*3291 .36_6 1.3328
.0800 -1.2972 .3523 1.3205 .2000 -.0871 .6738 .7768 .5000 ,0328 -1.3706 .3326 1,3522
,1000 -1.2986 .3522 1.3207 .2500 -,1686 .6511 .8096 .5000 -,0328 -1,3677 ,3637 1.3386
,1600 -1..2822 ,3561 1,3lib .3500 -.2510 .0291 .8637 ,5000 -.098 _, -1,3096 ,3501 1.3250
,1800 -1.2800 .3553 1,31_6 .6500 -,2268 ,6361 ,8328 ,5000 -,16_0 -1.3203 .3677 1,3302
.2200 -1.2957 .3539 1,3173 .5_00 -.1826 .6679 .8165 ,5000 -.2297 -1.3327 .3615 1,3631
,2600 -1..2882 .3552 1.3165 ,6500 -.0276 ,689Z ,7511 .5000 -,2953 -1.2331 .3676 1.2893
,3000 -1..3106 .3690 1,3276 .7500 .2657 .7617 .6376 .5000 -,3609 -1.2038 ,3708 1.2828
,3_00 -1.3169 o3680 1.3282 ,8000 °3553 ,7906 .5907 .5000 -o6205 -1.2030 ,3769 1,2706
.,3800 -1.3336 .3631 1.3399 .8500 .63_3 .bLl3 ,5563 .5000 -.6921 -1.0806 .6089 1.2093
.6200 -1.3656 ,3396 1.3_,T2 .9000 ,6fl91 ._186 ,5639 .0500 .2992 -1.1032 .6063 1.2162
,6600 -1.3563 .33_7 1,3536 .9500 ,6676 ,8165 .5509 .1600 .2992 -1.3022 ,3522 1.3Z08
,5000 -1.3877 .3310 1.3658 1.0000 ,0612 .7175 ,7072 .2200 .2992 -1,3280 .3673 1.3310
,5600 -1.3650 .3396 1,3_,77 ,3000 .2992 -1.3L56 .3689 1.3276
,5800 -1.2867 .3603 1.3062 .3_00 .29_2 -1.2856 .3576 1.30_q
,6200 -.g086 ,6563 1.1236 .6600 ,2992 -1.3097 ,3508 1.3237
,6800 -.6109" .5356 .9910 .560G .?qq2 -1.3569 .3603 1.3658
,7000 -,5216 .5571 ,9502 ,6200 ,2992 -.9635 ._670 io1399
.7500 -.6167 *5852 .9118 .7000 .2992 -.5093 ,5627 ,9673
,8000 -.3158 ,b085 ,8756 .8000 .2992 -,3068 .blT_ .8620
,8500 -*2213 .637_ ,83_7 .q_00 .Z992 -.11_6 .66T5 .784_
,9000 -,1153 .6653 .78?_ .1000 ,2362 *1091 .7Z53 .0949
,9500 -.0183 .5915 .7676 ,200_ .2301 -.0761 .0778 .7686
,9750 .0315 ,7057 ,72_6 .3500 ,2362 -.2633 .6307 .8611
1.0000 *0811 .7L75 • 7_,72 .6500 .2362 -.2265 .6363 .8325
.5500 .1361 -,1715 ._SZZ .8079
,bSOu ,2362 -.0258 .6902 ,7695
,7500 ,23t2 ,2508 *7662 .b335
.8000 ,2362 .3638 .7882 .5967
,850(, ,2362 .6166 .8097 .5589
.9000 .,2362 ,6568 .8177 ,5656
.95_0 .2362 ._561 .8175 .5657
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TABLE III. - Continued.
.1.
TEST 137 PT 54,4857 PSX CN .9700 C01 .03279 C000R1 .03157
RUN 9 11 110.7616 K CM -,1536 COL ,03398 CDCOR2 ,03263
POINT 1Z RC 29,9566 _ILLI_N ¢C ,008Z CO3 *03552 C0C0R3 .03453
MACH .7397 C06 ,02025 CDCOR4 .01924
ALPHA 3.0161 DEG C05 ,01677 CDCOR5 .01360
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_LIPI MLOC XIC CP P_LIPT NLOC XIC YIC CP PJLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1298 .9958 ,0775 O,GOUO 1,1298 .9958 .0775 .5000 ,4921 -1.3676 ,3371 1.3525
.0040 .2703 ,7676 .6281 .0040 .8582 ,9232 .3407 .SCCO .4265 -1.3487 .3347 1.3577
b .0080 -.0298 ,5870 ,7566 ,0080 ,9963 .9594 .2445 .5000 .3609 -1.3548 ,3335 1.3602
,0150 -.4399 .5821 ,9167 ,0230 .5335 .8370 .5119 .5000 .2953 -1.3623 o3341 1,3590
.0Z50 -,8017 ,4839 1.0161 ,0500 .3010 *7757 .6150 .5000 o2297 -1,3665 .3363 1,3586
.0400 -1.0750 .4101 1,2071 .1000 ,16ZZ .7320 .6845 °5000 .1640 -1.3445 .3373 1,3522
oObO0 -1.2600 .3579 1.30_9 ,1500 ,0242 ,7014 ,7322 .5000 .0986 -1.4080 ,3267 1,3795
.0800 -1,3268 ,3627 1.36_7 .2000 -,0673 .6759 .7716 ,5000 .0328 -1,4202 .3202 1.3896
• 1000 -1.3302 ,3618 1.3425 °2500 -.14Z8 ,6605 .7952 .5000 -.0328 -1.6370 .3210 1.3877
,1400 -1,3080 .3460 1.33b0 *3500 -.2607 .6327 .8381 .5000 -.0966 -1.3393 ,3390 1.3684
.1800 -1.3288 .3641 1.3378 .4500 -,2361 ,6336 .8367 ,5000 -,1640 -1,3600 ,3391 1,3683
• ZZO0 -1.3229 ,3399 1,3455 *5500 -.1855 ,6647 .8196 ,5000 -.2Z97 -1.3744 .3305 1,3668
.2600 -1.3198 .3465 1.3368 .6500 -.0357 ,6_57 .7§53 ,5000 -,29§3 -1.2984 ,3497 1.3238
• 3000 -1.3383 .3374 1.3518 .7500 .2372 ,7586 ,6425 .5000 -.3609 -1,2585 .3634 1.2977
.3400 -1.3502 .3348 1.3575 ,8000 ,3422 .7851 ,5998 .500U -.4265 -1.1818 .3797 1.2652
• 3800 -1.3722 .3315 1.3647 ,8500 ,4307 .8107 .5572 ,5000 -,4921 -,9947 .4316 1.1676
.4200 -1.3905 ,3279 1.3726 ,9000 ,4381 ,8107 ,5573 ,0600 .2992 -1,1101 ,3999 l*ZZ6Z
.4600 -1.3949 ,3238 1,3813 ,9500 ,4258 .UO80 .561_ .1400 .ZggZ -1.3330 ,3429 1,3403
,5000 -1.4344 ,3177 1.3951 1,UOOU .0506 .7086 .7210 ,ZZO0 .2992 -1.3746 .3347 1.3577
,5400 -1,4251 .3189 1,3922 .3000 .2992 -1.3785 .3366 1,3537
.5800 -1.2801 .3622 1.3001 .3800 .2992 -h3395 .3652 1.3354
• 6200 -.7968 .4836 1,0771 ,6600 ,2992 -1,3608 ,3382 1.3503
• 6600 -,6097 ,5372 ,9882 .5400 ,2992 -1,3927 .3308 1,3661
.7000 -,5272 .55_6 .9586 ,6200 °2992 -,8271 .4785 1.0854
• 7500 -,4174 ,5842 ,9136 ,7000 ,2992 -.5468 .5519 .9644
.8000 -,3147 o6135 ._677 ,8000 .2992 -.3197 .6123 .8695
°8500 -,2244 .6349 .8347 .9000 °2992 -,1182 ,6679 .7838
.9000 -.1312 .6610 .7964 .1000 ,2362 ,1436 .7343 .6809
.9500 -.0408 .6856 ,7568 ,2000 ,2362 -,0483 ,6841 .7588
• 9750 .0158 ,7011 .7326 ,3600 .2362 -,2461 ,6293 ,8433
1,0000 .0506 .7086 .7210 .65UG .2362 -.2178 .6372 .8312
.5500 ,2362 -.1679 .6506 .8104
,6560 ,2362 -.0252 ,6897 .7502
.7500 .2352 ,2465 ,7625 ,6363
• 8000 .2362 ,3523 .7920 .5884
• 8500 ,2362 ,4205 ,8096 .5594
.9000 .Z3bZ .6465 .8158 .5687
.9500 .2362 .4362 .8117 .5555
TEST 137 PT 54,4871 PSI CN 1,0044 C01 ,06437 COCOR1 ,04306
RUN 9 TT 110.6987 K CM -.1506 C02 .04373 CDCORZ .06231
POINT 13 PC 29.9626 MILLION CC .0069 CD3 ,04191 CDCOR3 ,04079
MACH ,7384 C06 .02276 CDCOR4 ,02186
ALPHA 3.5219 DEG CD5 *01774 COCOR5 *01659
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP PbLIPT MLOC XIC CP P_LIPI MLOC XlC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1119 .9915 ,llOb 0,0000 1.1119 ,9915 ,1106 .5000 ,4921 -1.4147 .3263 1.3760
.0060 .2133 ,7531 ,6512 ._040 .8973 ,9368 .3126 .500_ ,4265 -1.3941 ,3263 1.3759
.0080 -.0972 .6705 ,7798 ,0080 1.0329 ,9710 ,2060 ,5000 ,3609 -1,3959 .3264 1,3756
.0150 -,4903 .5673 .96G0 .0230 ,5845 ,8519 ,4853 ,5000 ,2953 -1,4161 .3277 1.3728
• 0250 -.8711 ,4691 1.1015 ._503 .3437 ,7877 ,5955 ,5GbO .2297 -1.3563 ,3359 1,3550
• 0400 -1.1311 ,3985 1.2290 .1000 .1785 ,7667 ,6646 .5000 ,1640 -1,3706 ,3346 1.3578
.0600 -1.3177 .3470 1.3317 ,150d ,0667 .7135 ,7136 .5000 .0986 -1.6675 .3126 1,6065
.0800 -1.3935 .3291 1.3699 .ZOO0 -,0297 .6909 .7483 ,5000 ,0328 -1.6357 .3155 1,4000
• 1000 -1.4146 ,3285 1*3712 .2500 -,1155 .6665 .7859 *5000 -.0328 -1,4677 .3129 1,4058
.1400 -1.3679 .3326 1,3623 .3500 -,2154 .6619 *8238 .5000 -.0986 -1.3961 .3258 1,3770
•1800 -I.3768 .3311 1.3654 .6500 -,Z096 ,6621 ,8235 *SHOO -,1660 -1.3861 .3316 1,3648
•2200 -1,3955 ,3293 1.3693 ,5500 -.1869 .6676 .8156 ,5000 -,2Z97 -1.6051 ,3235 1.3821
•Z600 -1.3947 .3315 1,3646 .6500 -.034& ,5684 ,75Z2 ,5000 -,2953 -i,3865 *3308 1.3660
.3000 -1.3973 ,3255 1,3778 *7500 °2363 .7515 *6378 ,5000 -,3609 -1.2516 ,3670 1.2906
,3400 -1.4070 *3235 1.3821 .8000 ,3379 ,7857 ,5988 ,5000 -,4Z65 -1,0929 ,6125 1.2026
.3800 -1.4629 .32_7 1,3883 .8500 .4239 ,8088 ,5606 .5000 -,6921 -,9297 .6507 1.1335
• 4200 -1.4214 .3186 1.39Zg .9000 .4371 ,8136 .5527 .0600 .2992 -1,1743 .3903 1.2446
.4600 -1,4550 .3123 1.6072 .9500 t6167 .8068 ,5638 1160_ .2992 -1,3915 ,3303 1,3673
• 5000 -1,4838 .3083 1.4163 1.0000 ,0382 ,7088 .7207 .2ZGO .2992 -1,6150 .3242 1.3805
.5600 -1.3042 ,35U6 1,3265 ,3000 .2992 -1,4288 ,3Z21 1.3853
.5800 -.9892 ,4346 1.1624 .3eCO .ZggZ -1.3951 .3300 1.3680
• 6200 -,7335 ,5016 1.0664 *6600 .2992 -1,6064 ,3266 1.3753
• 6600 -*6372 ,5290 1.0015 ,5600 .2992 -1,3367 .3666 1.3325
.7000 -.5459 ,5515 ,9652 .6200 .2992 -.7600 .5018 1,0460
• 7500 -.4278 ,5864 .9131 ,7000 .2992 -,5447 ,5576 ,9554
.8000 -.3260 .6116 .8706 ,8000 .2992 -,3322 ,6116 .8707
.8500 -.2457 .6352 .H362 .9000 ,2992 -,1439 ,6606 .7950
• 9000 -.1594 .6567 ,8061 ,1000 .Z362 ,1T15 ,7663 ,6552
.9500 -,0657 .6819 .7623 ,ZOO0 .2362 -.0236 ,6892 ,7510
.975& -.0246 ,6869 ,7516 ,35_0 ,2362 -,Z211 ,6376 .8305
1.0000 .0382 .7088 ,?Z07 .4500 .2362 -.1962 ,6670 ,8160
,5500 .2362 -,i659 .6557 ,8026
.bSUO ,2362 -.0308 ,6897 ,7501
.750_ ,2362 .2372 ,7606 *b393
• 8000 .E3bZ .3337 .7867 .597Z
• _500 .2362 .4029 ,8066 ,5676
,9060 .2362 ,6323 .8122 .556_
• q556 .2362 ,4468 .8176 .5456
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TEST 137 PT 54.4833 P_I CN .9832 CO1 ,06211 CDCORI .06090
RUq 9 TT 110,7064 K CN -.1432 C02 .05875 CDCQRZ ,05738
POINT 16 RC 29,9203 _ILLION CC .0093 C03 ,04996 CDCOR3 ,04873
NACH ,7377 C04 ,03174 C0COR4 *03063
ALPHA 4.U224 OEG C05 ,02383 COCDR5 .02Z54
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP PpLIPT MLCC XIC CP PpLIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1088 .9902 ,1188 0,0000 1.1068 .9902 .1186 ,5000 ,4921 -1.3438 ,3425 1.3410
°0040 ,1845 .7429 ,6674 .0040 ,9115 .9377 .3053 ,5000 ,4265 -1.3687 *3409 1.3444
• 0080 -,1343 ,6604 ,7954 .0080 1.0522 .9754 .1893 ,5000 ,3609 -1,2172 ,3722 1,2801
,0150 -*5273 ,5578 .9551 ,0230 .6054 .8561 ,4776 .5000 .2953 -1,1968 .3810 1.2627
,0250 -,8939 ,4511 1.1152 *0500 ,3551 *7885 ,5942 .5000 ,2297 -1,1593 ,3914 1.2425
• 0400 -1,1544 ,3916 1,2421 .1000 .1878 ,7449 ,6542 ,5000 ,1640 -1,0520 .4173 1.1938
.0600 -1,3328 ,3413 1.3435 ,1500 .0870 .7191 .7046 .5000 .0984 -1*2145 .3823 1,2602
• 0800 -1,4259 .3210 1.3876 .ZOO0 -.0163 .6916 ,7473 .5000 .0328 -1,0696 .4113 1,2048
,1000 -1,4052 ,3227 1.3838 .2500 -.1143 ,6671 .7851 ,5000 -*0328 "1,0350 ,4213 1,1862
• 1400 -1,4040 ,3236 1,3818 ,3500 -,2088 .6423 ,8232 ,5000 -,0984 -1,0689 ,4122 1,2032
o1800 -1,4002 ,3214 1,3858 ,4500 -.2212 .6386 .8289 °5000 -,1640 -1.1861 .3822 1,2604
,2200 -1.4168 .3197 1.3905 .5500 -.1895 ,6452 ,8187 ,5000 -.22f17 -1,2884 .3592 1,3064
• 2600 -1,4230 .3216 1,3863 ,6500 -,0456 .6856 ,7565 ,5000 -,2953 -1,2885 .3580 1.3088
• 3000 -1,4687 ,3147 1,4018 ,7500 ,2124 ,7524 ,6524 ,5000 -,3609 -1,1370 ,3961 1,2334
,3400 -1,4294 ,3158 1,3993 ,8000 ,3208 ,7814 ,6058 ,5000 -.4255 -1,0048 .4331 1,1649
• 3800 -1.4578 ,3120 1,4079 .8500 ,3943 ,7997 ,5757 ,5000 -,4921 -,8892 ,4601 1,1170
• 4200 -1,4323 .3192 1.3916 ,9000 .4194 ,8074 .5629 ,0600 ,2992 -1,2043 ,3793 1.2651
• 4600 -1.3109 .3486 1,3283 ,9500 o3981 ,8025 ,5710 ,1400 ,2992 -1,4534 *3206 1,3885
• 5000 -1.2397 .3757 1*2732 1.0000 -,0891 *6743 .1739 *2200 ,2992 -1,4558 .3134 1,4048
• 5400 -,8549 *4664 1.1027 .30C0 .Z992 -1.4582 ,3133 1,4048
• 5800 -.7605 ,4942 1,0588 *3800 ,2992 -1.4327 .3197 1,3906
• 6200 -.6940 .5117 1,0296 ,4600 .2992 -1.3076 .3502 1,3250
• 6600 -,6377 ,5275 1,0038 .5400 .2992 -.9168 .4559 1,1244
,7000 -,5744 ,5474 ,9718 .6200 .2992 -.6910 .5150 1.0242
• 7500 -.4493 *5795 ,9207 .7000 *2ggz -,5593 *5522 .9640
• 8000 -,3919 ,5934 .8990 .8000 *2992 -.3552 .6090 ,8748
• 8500 -,3051 .6177 .8612 .9000 ,2992 -,2235 ,6377 ,8303
• 9000 -.2346 ,5339 ,8362 ,1000 ,2362 .1945 .7495 ,6569
• 9500 -.1585 .6_63 .8016 ,2000 ,2362 .0050 .7014 *7321
,9750 -*1102 .6712 ,77_7 ,3500 .2362 -,2059 .6426 ,8227
1,0000 -*0891 ,6743. .7739 *4500 .2362 -,Z035 .6441 .8204
• 5500 .2362 -,1844 ,6489 .8131
,8500 .2362 -,0342 ,6922 .7464
• 7500 ,2362 ,2179 .7555 .6475
• 8000 *2362 .3268 .7845 *6007
• 8500 .2362 ,4016 ,8041 ,5683
,9000 ,2362 .4268 ,8098 ,5587
,9500 .2362 .4151 ,8080 .5618
TEST IS7 PT 62.9543 RSI CN .2776 COl .00875 CDCOR1 .00840
RUN 10 TT 122.8335 K CN -.1383 CDZ ,00879 CDCOR2 .00839
POINT 1 RC 29*9210 HELLION CC .0182 CD3 *00849 COCOR3 ,00823
MACN .7501 CD4 ,O0822 COCOR4 ,00801
ALPHA -1.9653 DEG C05 *00790 CDCOR5 *00767
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SpANLaISE
XIC CP PmLIPT MLOC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC X/C YIC CP P,tLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1*0249 *9667 *2209 0,0000 1.0249 *9667 .EGO9 *5000 .4921 -,6355 *5224 I*0114
,0040 .9105 *9355 .3104 .0040 .1243 *7243 *6958 *5000 .4265 -*5545 ,5139 I*0254
•0080 ,6786 .8731 .6451 *0080 *3069 ,7723 ,6199 ,5000 *3509 -.6595 .5135 1,0260
,0150 ,3430 .7819 ,6043 ,0230 -,2392 ,&252 ,8489 ,5000 ,2953 -.6626 .5115 1.0293
• 0250 -*0173 *6874 *7530 *0500 -,3885 *5840 .9130 ,5000 .2297 -,5579 .509& 1.0325
• 0400 -.2946 *6098 ,8727 ,1000 -.4116 *5800 ,9193 ,5000 ,1640 -*5818 .5110 1.0301
• 0800 -.4113 .5796 ,9198 ,1500 -,4580 ,5661 .9411 *5000 .0984 -*6648 .5100 1,0319
• 0800 -.4264 ,5741 ,9285 ,2000 -.5310 °5456 ,9738 ,5000 .0328 -.6607 .5126 1,0276
,1000 -.4359 ,5719 .9321 ,2500 -,5803 ,5320 ,9958 .5000 -,0328 -.6545 .5182 1.0182
• 1400 -.4563 .5662 .9411 .3500 -. 5868 .5345 .9917 ,5U00 -,0984 -,6693 ,5119 1.0286
• 1800 -.4998 .5551 ,9587 ,4500 -.4480 .5683 .9377 .5000 -,1840 -.6631 .5131 1.0286
• 2200 -,5342 ,5464 ,9727 ,5500 -,3137 ,6060 ,8787 .5000 -.2297 -.6602 .5131 1.0266
°2600 -,5498 *5454 .9742 *6500 -*0845 *5888 ,7851 *5000 -.2953 -*5795 ,5048 1.0404
• 3000 -,5967 .5294 1,0000 ,7500 .2129 ,7472 ,6599 ,5000 -.3609 -,5750 .5059 1.0386
.3400 -,6071 ,5276 1.0029 .8000 .3149 ,7747 ,6160 ,5000 -.4265 -.6914 ,5015 1.0460
• 3800 -.6154 ,5243 1 .u3t_4 ,8500 .3902 ,7954 .5822 ,5000 -,4921 -.5844 .5055 1.0392
• 4200 -,6229 .5217 1,0128 .9000 .4201 ,8U37 ,5883 ,0b00 .2992 -,3825 ,5850 .9115
,4600 -,6502 ,5141 1,0150 .9500 .4255 .8044 *5672 .1400 .2992 -.4575 .5657 .9418
• 5000 -,6741 .5075 1,0350 1.0000 .1537 ,7299 .6871 ,2200 ,2992 -,5292 .5450 .9733
,5400 -.6880 .5052 1.0397 ,3000 ,2992 -,5700 ,5328 .9945
• 5800 -,6911 ,50_4 1.0344 ,3800 .2992 -.6354 ,5168 1.0205 8'
• 6200 -,7218 .4978 1,05ZO .4600 ,zggz -.5526 ,5119 1.0286
• 8500 -*7485 *4902 1.u649 ,5400 .2992 -.&878 .5030 1.0435
,7000 -,6318 *5208 1.0141 *5200 .2992 -.7292 .4911 1.0633
•7500 -,4582 .5648 .9433 .7000 ,2992 -.6457 ,5141 1,0251
•8000 -,3509 ,5937 .8978 ,8000 ,2992 -*3507 .5934 .8983
• 8500 -*2340 *62"4 ,84_6 .9000 .2992 -.1227 .6548 ,8033
,9000 -.1208 .6377 ,79_8 .1000 .2362 -,4219 .5750 ,9272
• 9500 ,0054 ,6906 .7481 ,2000 ,2362 -,51U4 ,5504 ,9662 _
• 9750 *0791 .7101 .7179 .8500 ,2362 -,5858 .5308 ._977
1,0000 .1537 ,7299 ,6871 ,45_0 .2362 -.43_6 .5697 .9354
• 5506 *2362 -*3056 .6058 ,8789
,6500 *2362 -*0873 ,6658 *7863
• 7500 *2362 ,2105 ,7461 .6616
• 8000 .2362 ,3130 *7736 .6178
• 8500 ,2362 ,379Z ,7916 .58_5
,9000 *2362 .4172 ,8017 .5716
•9500 .2382 ,4255 ,8038 ,5681
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 81.9073 PSI CN ,4359 C01 .00903 COCOR1 .00878
RUN 10 IT 1Z0*910b K CN -.1428 CDZ .00910 COCOR2 *00883
POINT 3 RC 30,15_3 _ILLION CC .0194 C03 ,00878 COCOR3 *00858
_ACH ,7496 C04 .00847 COCOR4 t008Z8
ALPHA -,9778 DEG CD5 ,00819 COCOR5 .00797
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANMISE
XIC CP PeLIPT HLOC XIC CP PpLIPI HLOC XIC YIC CP P,LIPT _LOC
0,0000 2.1020 ,9874 ,1348 O,bOO0 1.1020 ,9874 .1348 *5000 .49Z1 -.7306 ,49Z8 1,0605
,0040 ,785Z ,9007 ,3901 .0060 ,3465 .7832 ,60Z3 ,5000 ,6265 -,7428 ,6910 1,0636
,0080 ,8310 ,8328 ,5188 .0080 ,5330 .8333 ,8178 ,5000 .3609 -.7643 .4905 1.0645
.0180 ,1§82 .7330 .58Z6 .0Z30 -,0188 .6852 .7§68 .8000 ,2953 -.7506 .4889 1.0672
.OZ§O -.2016 ,6340 .8356 ,0500 -.1907 .6381 ,8337 ,5000 ,2297 -.7650 .4830 1.0770
.0400 -,8117 ,5506 .9659 .1000 -.2_94 ,6196 .8579 ,5000 .1660 -.7466 ,6879 1.0687
,0600 -,6343 .5174 1.0198 .1500 -,3257 .5010 ,8868 .5000 .0984 -.7550 .4869 1.0705
,0800 -.6287 ,5192 1,0168 .2000 -.3968 .5817 ,9157 .5000 ,0326 -,7776 ,4776 1.0852
,1000 -,6236 .5224 1.0115 .2500 -.4647 .5550 .9431 .5000 -,0328 -.7629 .48Z1 1.0787
.1400 -*62i9 *5237 1.0095 .3500 -.69_3 *5535 .981Z .5000 -,0984 -.7836 *6848 1,0761
,1800 -,6483 ,516Z 1*0Z16 ,6500 -.3956 ,58Z1 .9162 .5000 -.1640 -.7640 .4845 1.0745
,2200 -.6743 ,5063 1,0381 .5500 -.2771 ,6140 .8663 ,5000 -.2291 -.7635 .4840 1.0755
,2600 -,6681 ,§097 1,0324 ,b_O0 -.0730 .6695 .7808 .5000 -,2983 -,7705 .4802 1.0819
.3000 -07216 .4957 1.0541 ,7500 .2229 .75u6 ,6568 .5000 -.3609 -.7731 .4800 1.0821
,3400 -.7374 ,4923 1.0814 .8000 .3296 .7798 .6078 .5000 -,4265 -.7758 .4792 1.0835
.3800 -.7573 ,4871 1,0702 .8500 .4049 .7999 ,5748 .5000 -.4921 -.7891 ,4781 1.0854
,4200 -,7636 .4834 1,0754 ,9000 ,4357 ,8068 ,8632 ,0600 .2992 -,5718 .5353 .9906
,4600 -*7624 ,4830 1.0751 ,9500 ,6369 ,8085 .5606 .1600 ,2992 -,6178 .5235 1,0098
.5000 -,7695 .4833 1.0767 1,0000 .1411 .7286 *6892 .2200 ,299Z -.6755 .5102 1.0316
.8400 -,7889 ,4754 1.0901 .3000 .299Z -.6925 .5042 1.0416
.5800 -,7984 .4728 1.0951 ,3800 ,2992 -.7739 .4809 1.0805
.6200 -.8100 *4723 1,0954 ,460_ ,2992 -,7685 ,4822 1.0785
,6600 -,8209 ,6692 1,1007 .5600 .2992 -.7653 .4836 1.0751
,7000 -.6594 .5121 1.0285 .6200 .2992 -,7908 .6752 1.0904
,7500 -,4554 .5655 ,9622 ,7COG ,2992 -,8698 .5103 1.0314
.8000 -.3512 ,5942 .8971 .8000 .2992 -.3517 .8910 .9021
.8500 -.234_ ,6256 .8_83 .9000 *2992 -.1255 .6558 ,8019
.9000 -,1137 .6601 .79_2 .1000 ,2362 -,2607 ,5177 ,8606
.9_00 ,0115 ,6915 ,7_68 *Z000 .2362 -.3769 .5861 ,9098
.9750 ,0775 ,7096 .7192 ,3500 *2362 -.4838 ,5606 .9501
1,0000 ,1411 ,7285 .6892 .4500 .2362 -.3812 .5879 .9071
,5500 .2362 -,2717 ,6163 ,8627
.6500 ,2362 -*0688 .6716 ,7775
,7500 *2362 .2242 .7520 .6525
.8000 .2362 *3260 ,7786 ,6098
,8500 .2362 ,3987 .7970 *5798
,90_0 .2362 .4323 ,8055 ,5637
*9500 *2382 .4397 .8089 ,5897
TEST 137 PT 61,9945 PSI CN .5172 C01 .00965 COCOR1 .00936
RUN 10 TT 120.8975 _ CH -*1480 CD2 .009_0 COCOR2 °00949
POINT 6 RC 30.1693 _ILLION CC .0190 CD3 .00942 COCOR3 .00918
MACH .7_02 C04 °00911 CDCOR4 .00885
ALPHA -.6888 DEG C05 .00861 COCOR5 .00833
UPPER SURFACE LOI#ER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PJ,LIPT _LOC XIC CP PpLIPI HLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT HLOC
0,0000 1.1214 ,9926 .1033 O,O00O 1.1214 .9926 .1033 .5000 ,4921 -,8406 ,4516 1.1138
,0040 ,7131 .8820 ,4279 ,0040 ,6384 .1:081 ,5611 .5000 ,4265 -.8394 ,4516 1,1136
.0080 .4593 ,8135 ,552U .0080 ,6221 *_576 ,4743 .5000 .3609 -.8681 ,4598 1.1170
.0150 .0839 .7112 .7163 .0230 .0758 .7097 .7187 .5000 .2953 -.8568 .45T6 1.1212
.0280 -,3017 ,6091 ,8740 .0500 -.L061 ,6603 .7950 .5000 .2297 -.8314 ,4636 1_1106
.0400 -.6146 .5246 1.0080 .1000 -.1942 .6372 .8305 .5000 .1640 -.8606 .6632 1,1110
.0600 -,7740 .4776 1.0866 .1500 -.2621 ,6184 .8596 .5000 .0984 -,6564 ,4579 1.1203
,0800 -,7778 ,4786 1,0848 .2000 -,3494 ,5949 .8951 .5000 .0328 -,8492 ,4511 1,1148
,1000 -.7026 ,49_0 1,0518 .2_00 -,4005 ,5799 .9195 .5(,00 -.0328 -.8525 .4570 1.1219
.1400 -.7223 .4937 1.0591 .3500 -.4555 ,5676 .9389 .5000 -.0986 -.8490 ,4576 1.1213
,1800 -.7220 ,6943 1.0580 .6500 -,3"87 .5916 .9015 .50U0 -.1540 -.8296 .6652 1.1076
.2200 -.7620 ,6888 1.0674 • 55_)U -, 2669 .6157 ,8837 *5000 -,2297 -,8489 .6579 1,1202
,2600 -,7462 *4877 1,0691 *5500 -*0672 ,6709 ,7786 .5000 -,2953 -,8394 .6591 1.1182
*3000 -,7839 ,4768 1,0877 .7500 *2255 ,7496 .6562 .8000 -,3509 -,8539 .4571 1,1217
.3400 -,7980 .6733 1.0936 .8800 .3361 .7801 .6076 ,5000 -,4265 -.8574 .6591 1.1183
,3800 -.8196 ,6676 1.1038 ,8500 .6076 .7997 .5752 .5000 -.6921 -,8631 .4570 1.1219
.6200 -. 8011 ,6715 1.0987 ,9000 .6393 .8082 ,8609 .0600 .2992 -,6972 ,4977 1.0523
.6600 -,8281 .6666 1,1052 ,9500 ,6391 ,8089 .5598 ,1600 .2992 -,7282 ,4926 1.0609
.5000 -,8614 ,6560 1,1236 1,0000 .1363 ,7256 .6940 *2200 *2992 -.T340 ,4924 1.0613
.5400 -.8682 *6528 1,1223 .30(;0 .2992 -.7651 .4824 1.0781
.5800 -.8972 .6449 1.1433 .3800 .2992 -.8208 .4678 1.1032
.6200 -.9039 ,4425 1.1475 .4600 .2992 -.8431 .4612 1.1146
,6600 -*6340 ,4660 1.1097 ,5600 ,2992 -,836_ ,46_8 1,1066
*7000 -*6537 *5109 1.0305 *8200 .2992 -.8240 *_673 1.1040
.7500 -,4628 .5670 .9600 .7000 .2992 -*8547 .5175 1.0196
,8000 -,3682 .5941 ,_972 ,8000 .2992 -.3552 ,5933 .8985
,8500 -,2360 .6272 .8459 .9000 .2992 -*1265 ,6555 ,8024
,9000 -,1202 ,6576 • 7_,1 ,1000 ,2362 -,1937 ,6386 ,8283
,9500 ,0078 ,692t_ ,7648 ,2GGO ,2382 -,3278 ,6023 ,8865
,9750 ,0700 ,7O(t5 ,7190 ,3500 *2382 -,4438 ,5708 ,9339
1,0000 .1363 ,72=.6 *6940 ,4_OG ,2362 -,3559 ,5922 ,9003
.5500 .2362 -,2595 * 6].69 ,8619
.6"..uu ,2362 -,0559 ,6713 ,7780
.7500 *2362 *2307 .7526 .8515
.8000 .2362 .3356 .7800 *6074
.dSOG .2382 ,6056 ,7992 .5759
,9000 ,2382 ,4616 ,8067 ,5601
.950(, .2362 .4267 .8061 .5679
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 Pl 6Z.0026 PSI CN .5957 C01 .01027 CDCORL .00992
RUH 10 TI 1Z0.8465 K Cff -.1668 COZ .01045 COCORZ .01012
POINT 5 RC 30,L505 MILLION C¢ ,0171 CO3 ,01013 COCOR3 ,00985 p_"
NACH ,7¢86 ¢06 .00983 COCOR4 .00955
ALPHA .010Z DEG CD5 .0093L COCOR5 ,00899
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
• XlC CP PaLIPT MLOC XIC CP PpLIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP P,LIPT NLOC
0,0000 1,1401 ,9976 ,0562 0.0000 1.1601 ,9978 .0562 ,5000 .4921 -,9009 ,€€81 1,1375
,0040 e6389 .8629 ,6646 .0060 .5289 .83Z1 ,5Z00 .5000 .6265 -.9212 ,6611 1,1699
,0080 ,3759 ,7918 *5882 ,UUSO ,7218 .8853 ,4216 ,5000 *3509 -.9292 ,6603 1,1516
.0150 ,0016 ,6900 ,7¢92 .0230 .1688 ,7355 ,678¢ ,5000 ,Z953 -.9295 ,638¢ 1,1569
,0Z50 -.3850 ,5873 .9080 ,0500 -,0275 ,6833 ,7595 .5000 ,2297 -,9319 .6369 1,1575
• 0600 -.6923 .5021 1,0650 ,1000 -,1259 ,6568 ,8036 ,5000 .1660 -,9338 ,¢385 1,1566
,0800 -,8885 .6485 1,1368 ,1500 -,2032 ,6365 ,8315 .5000 .0984 -,9129 ,€€19 1.1686
• 0800 -,9216 ,4421 1.1681 ,2000 -.2816 .8151 ,8866 ,5000 ,0328 -,8971 .4502 1,1338
• 1000 -.8948 .4526 1.1296 ,2500 -.3510 ,59¢7 ,8983 ,5000 -,0328 -,8988 ,€€71 1,1392
•1600 -.8636 .6663 1,1057 ,3500 -,4060 ,58L8 .9189 ,5000 -,098¢ -,9068 ,4689 1,1396
,1800 -,8150 ,6703 1,0989 ,4500 -.3381 ,5984 ,8905 .5000 -,1640 -.8910 ,6500 1.1361
,2200 -,8258 .4644 1.1090 ,5500 -,2629 ,8232 .8520 .5000 -,2297 -,8930 ,6503 1,1336
,2600 -.7511 ,6885 1,0878 .6500 -,0506 ,6789 ,7694 .5000 -.2953 -,9025 .4483 1.1407
• 3000 -.8099 ,6712 1.0973 .7500 ,23¢2 .7§53 ,8€72 .5000 -,3609 -,9068 ,6672 1,1391
,3400 -,8584 °459¢ 1o1172 °8000 ,3¢22 .78¢2 ,6006 .5000 -.¢285 -.9085 .4457 1.1618
.3800 -,8877 ,4497 1,1368 ,8500 ,4208 ,8037 ,5886 ,5000 -,6921 -.9058 ,6686 1,1387
.4ZOO -,9006 ,6656 1.1626 .9000 ,6696 .8101 .5576 ,0800 ,2991 -,7906 .¢788 1,0842
,6800 -,8839 ,6520 1,1307 '.9500 ,4439 ,8110 .5563 ,1600 ,2992 -.8681 .6561 1.1235
,5000 -,8991 ,6456 1.1620 1.0000 .1310 ,7257 .6938 ,2200 ,299Z -,7757 ,4818 1.0791
,5600 -.9309 ,4411 1,1699 .3000 .2992 -,8261 ,4666 1,1052
.5800 -.9588 .4310 1,168Z ,3800 .2992 -.8716 ,¢5¢6 1,1260
.8200 -.9589 .4326 1,1857 ,4600 ,2992 -,9150 ,6611 1.1500
• 6600 -.8607 ,6636 1.1103 ,5400 .2992 -,9529 .6296 1.1707
•7000 -.5964 ,5368 ,9979 .6200 .2992 -.8776 .4537 1.1277
• 7500 -.€381 .5717 ,93Z5 .7000 ,1991 -,6115 ,5281 1.0023
• 8000 -.5629 .5990 .8897 ,8000 ,2992 -,3528 ,597b ,8919
.8500 -,2285 ,6295 ,8¢25 ,9000 ,2992 -.1160 .6573 .7996
,9000 -,1155 .6808 .7941 .1000 ,2352 -.1235 .6570 .7999
,9500 .0144 .5942 .7425 .2000 .2382 -.2713 .6171 .8616
,9750 ,0692 ,7089 .7199 ,3500 ,2361 -.4006 ,5840 ,9131
1.0000 ,1310 °7257 ,6938 .6500 ,2362 -,3238 ,6031 ,8833
,5500 ,2362 -,2343 .6284 .8660
• 6500 .2362 -,0466 .8777 .7681
,7500 ,1362 .1348 ,7561 ,6691
• 8000 .2362 .3€64 .7825 .6034
• 8500 .2382 .4098 .8006 .5737
.9000 ,2362 .4642 .8091 ,5596
,9500 °2382 ,4472 ,8115 .5554
TEST 137 PT 61,8896 PSI CN .6848 CD1 ,01170 CDCOR1 .01136
RUN 10 TT 120,8163 K CM , -,1509 C02 ,01207 COCOR2 °01170
POINT 7 RC 30.1406 HILLION CC *0159 C03 ,01181 C0:0R3 ,01168
MACH .7498 CD4 ,01112 CDCOR4 ,01080
ALPHA ,5091 OEG C05 ,01018 CDCOR5 ,00985
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC CP P_.LIPT MLOC X/C YIC CP PJ,L IPT MLnC
0,0000 1,1580 1,0026 0,0000 0.0000 1.1580 1,0026 0,0000 .5000 ,4921 -,9771 ,6268 1.1757
.0060 ,5700 ,8666 .4983 .0060 .6077 ,8538 ,€813 .5000 .6285 -,9785 .4214 1.1856
,0080 .2972 ,7706 ,6228 ,0080 ,7882 .9019 ,387¢ ,5000 ,3609 -.9712 .4267 1,1760
,0150 -.0797 .6889 .7817 .0230 ,2672 ,7818 .6368 .5000 .2953 -.9510 .4337 1.1832
,0150 -,4611 .5643 _,9462 .0500 .0416 ,7013 .7302 .500G ,2297 -.9527 .¢337 1,1635
• 0400 -.7739 ,4818 1.0791 .1000 -,0678 ,6713 ,7780 ,5000 ,1660 -,9637 ,6261 1.1770
• 0600 -.9634 ,4Z85 1,1750 ,1500 -,1_93 ,,8503 ,8104 .5000 ,098¢ -,9661 ._280 1,1755
•0800 -1.0172 .4157 1.1961 .2000 -,2€09 .8261 .8507 .5000 .0328 -*9788 .4207 1.1868
•1000 -,9991 ,6212 1.1860 ,2500 -.30Z2 ,6089 .8743 ,5000 -*0328 -°9503 ,4321 1,1660
,I€00 -,9748 ,6263 1.1767 ,3500 -,3805 .586¢ .9096 ,5000 -.098¢ -.8905 .4671 1.1392
.1800 -,9616 o6319 1.1865 .4500 -,3L30 .6061 .8786 .5000 -.1840 -,8733 ,€510 1.1326
• 2200 -.9646 .4289 1.1720 .5500 -,2207 ,6293 .8425 ,5000 -.2297 -,8913 .4693 1,1355
,2600 -.9593 ,43Lb 1.167U .6500 -.0626 .6787 .7666 .5000 -,2953 -.9262 .4408 1,1504
•3000 -'.9723 .6231 1.1825 .7500 .263_ ,75b2 .6658 .5000 -.3809 -,9602 .4317 1.1669
.3€00- -.9727 .4262 1.1758 .bOO0 .34/1 o78 ].8 .6045 .5000 -.4255 -.982;' .€26€ 1,1765
•3800 -.8520 .6604 1.1159 .8500 .4305 ._Obt_ .5632 .5000 -.4921 -.9689 .4264 1.1765
• 4100 -,8982 ,4483 1.1371 ,9000 .4488 .8109 .5564 .0100 ,2992 --,8636 .4575 1.1210
•€600 -.9553 .42P4 1,1729 ,9500 .€501 .8092 .5593 .1400 .2992 -.9934 .4210 L.1864
,5000 -*9758 .¢269 1,1792 1,0000 ,1269 ,7237 .6969 .2200 ,2992 -,9736 .4274 1.1767
• 5600 -,9810 .€201 l.lu8b ,3000 .2992 -,8971 .4502 1.1339
,5800 -.9819 ,6238 1.1815 .3_00 .2992 -.9550 .4306 1,1689 16
• 6200 -1.0153 ,6139 1.1996 ,4600 ,2992 -,9707 ,4281 1.1733
'.8600 -1,0113 ,4136 1,2001 ,5600 ,2992 -.9682 ,6307 1.1687
,7000 -,6143 .5241 1,00_9 .6200 ,2992 -,9542 ,¢330 1,1665
,7500 -,6305 ,5765 ,9281 .7000 .2992 -,5555 ,5591 ,98¢6
•8000 -.335¢ .6007 .6871 ,8000 .2991 -.3615 ,5986 .8906
•B500 -,Z256 .6362 .B613 .gbu_ .Z992 -.11_5 ,6596 ,7960
• qO00 -,1053 ,6603 .79¢9 .1C00 ,Z362 -,0787 ,6694 ,7809 _P
.9500 ,0017 ,6%11 .7¢75 ,2000 ,2362 -.ZZb6 ,6265 ,8¢70
,9750 ,,065¢ ,7057 .?248 .3500 .2362 -.363¢ ,5875 .9075
1.0000 .1269 .7237 .6969 .¢500 .2362 -*2989 ,80q8 ,8729
.5560 .2362 -.2100 .5311 .8399
,8500 ,2381 -,0630 ,8779 ,7678
,7500 ,2362 .2462 ,7566 ,b€52
.8000 *2362 ,3615 .7853 ,8021
• 8500 .2382 .€165 ,8018 .5717
.90GO .1362 .4_26 ,8123 ,5561
.g500 ,2381 .6516 ,B114 .5556
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TABLE III.- Continued.
TEST 137 PT 61,8936 PSI CN ,7598 C01 ,01305 CDCOR1 *01265
RUN 10 TT 1ZO*81qZ K CR -,1515 CDZ .01334 C0C0R2 ,01295
POINT 8 RC 30.1473 _ILLION CC .0135 CD3 *01325 COCOR3 .01289
MACH .7501 C04 *01229 COCOA4 *01193
ALPHA I*0183 DEG ¢05 ,01242 COCOR5 ,01206
UPPER SURFACE LO_EP SURFACE SPANW%SE'
XlC CP P_L/PT HLDC XlC CP PJLIRT HLOC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1,1480 ,9996 .0225 0,0000 1.1480 ,9996 ,0225 ,5000 .4921 -1.0811 ,3961 1,2329
• 0040 ,4991 ,8262 ._302 ,0040 .6689 .8700 .4512 .5_U_ .4265 -1*0858 .3984 1.2285
• 0080 *2280 .7512 ,6537 ,0080 ,8461 ,9176 ,3526 ,5000 .3609 -1.0902 ,3915 1,2418
,0150 -.1405 ,6508 .8095 ,0230 .3250 ,1Tb5 .b131 ,5_00 ,2953 -1.084T .3957 1*2338
,0250 -,5121 ,5481 ,9699 .0500 .1140 ,7230 .6981 .5000 .2297 -1,0886 ,3953 1.2345
,0400 -,8339 .4644 1.1089 .1000 -o0195 .6836 .7591 .5000 ,1640 *1,0663 ,3982 1,2291
• 0600 -1,0328 ,4099 1.Z068 ,1_00 -.1081 ,6603 .794d ,5000 .0984 -1.0170 .4169 1.1939
• 0800 -1,0894 ,3960 1.2317 ,2000 -.1948 .635T .832d .5000 .0328 -1,0177 ,4120 1,2030
• 1000 -1,0964 *3964 I*2324 *2500 -.2595 .6186 *859Z ,5000 -*0328 -1.0412 .4090 1.2086
,1400 -1,0473 ,4050 1,2162 ,3500 -,3390 ,5952 ,8956 .5000 -,0986 -1,1033 .3951 1.2350
,1800 -1.0503 ,4637 1.2186 ,4500 -.2882 .6119 .869T .5000 -.1640 -1,0890 ,3967 1.2319
,2200 -i*0559 .4018 1,2222 ._500 -,2114 .6321 .8383 ,5000 -.2297 -1,0224 .4144 1.1986
,2600 -1,0486 °4049 1.2163 .65Q0 -.0349 .6811 .T629 ,5006 -.2953 -1,0194 ,4110 1.2048
.3000 -1.0833 .3991 1.2272 .7500 ,2422 ,T565 ,6453 ,5000 -,3609 "1*0Z69 ,4091 1,2084
,3400 -1.0884 .3926 1,24_ *8000 ,3534 .7844 ,6003 ,5000 -*4265 "1.0352 .4073 1,2118
,3600 -1,0987 o3919 1,2410 ,8500 ,4283 ,8045 ,5671 ,5000 -,4921 -1,0507 ,4046 1.2169
.4200 -1.0386 .4088 1.2089 ,9000 ,4588 ,8127 .5534 .0600 .2992 -.9174 .4425 1.1474
,4600 -1.0471 ,4034 1.2192 .95:0 .4526 ,8122 ,5_42 ,1400 *2992 -1.0810 .4009 1,2236
,5000 -1,0410 .4104 1.2060 1.0000 .Ii_0 .T192 .7039 ,2200 .2992 -I.0866 ,3957 1.2338
• 5400 -1_071Z ,3975 1.2303 ,3000 ,2992 -,9842 ,4209 1,1866
• 5800 -1*0878 ,396_ 1.2323 .3800 .2992 -1,0_53 ,4046 1.2169
,6200 -1.0112 ,4198 1.1885 °4600 ,2992 -1,090Z ,3975 1,2303
,6600 -.9186 ,4426 1,1473 .§400 ,2992 -1,1075 ,3904 1.2439
.7000 -.5501 .5418 .9801 .6200 *2992 -1.0736 ,3979 1.2296
.7_00 -,4077 ,5771 ._239 ,700_ .2992 -.5315 ,54T2 .9T_4
,8000 -,3175 .6017 ,8855 ,8000 ,29_2 -.3209 ,6029 ,J835
,8500 -,2058 ,6323 ,8360 .9000 ,2992 -.1135 ,6598 .7956
.9000 -.1037 ,6609 ,7940 ,1000 *236Z -.0223 ,6829 ,7601
,9500 ,00_6 ,6905 .7485 .2000 .2362 -,1790 ,6385 ,8285
,97_0 ,0635 ,7045 .7268 °3500 ,236Z -.3204 ,6036 ,8826
1,0000 .1150 ,7192 ,7039 ,4500 ,2362 -,2751 ,6134 ,8673
,550C ,2362 -,20Tb ,6341 .8352
.6500 ,2362 -,0254 ,6847 ,7573
.7500 .2362 ,2479 .7565 .6453
• 8000 ,2362 ,3557 ,7845 ,6001
• 8500 ,2362 ,4229 ,8040 ,5680
• 9000 .2362 ,4508 .8124 *5538
.9500 .2362 .4450 .8082 .5609
TEST 137 P I bl,8_59 aSl CN .8335 CO1 .01872 CDCOR1 ,01802
RUN 10 TT 120._13b _ CR -,1554 COZ .01620 COCOR2 *01,_42
PUZNT 9 RC 3C*0613 N[LL]QN CC ,0124 C03 *01503 C0¢0R3 *01444
MACH .7466 C04 .01584 COCOR4 ,01_)Z3
ALPHA 1.5171 OEG COS .01469 COCOR5 .01402
UPPER SUkFACE LOI/EF' SURFACE SPANdISE
XIC CP P_,L/PT HLOC XIC CP P.eL/PT /'qLOC XIC YIC CP P.pLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1431 ,99_.9 ,0405 0,0000 1,1431 ,9989 .0405 ,5000 ,49Z1 -1.1657 ,3813 1.2616
,0040 .4486 ,8119 .554_ ,0040 ,7290 ,8tsTt_ ,4168 .5000 .4265 -1.1750 ,3759 1,2723
,0080 .1454 ,7309 .b_57 .U08_ .901T .93_5 .3131 .5000 .3609 -1.1723 .3764 1,2712
,0150 -.2175 .6317 .8390 .0230 ,3835 ,7946 ,5836 .5000 ,2953 -1.1804 .3760 1.2722
,0250 -.605_ ,5292 1. 0004 .USOU .1679 ,7363 .6771 ,5000 .2297 -1.1840 .371B 1,2805
,0400 -,8874 .4507 1,1330 ,1000 ,029_ .6997 *7341 .5000 ,1640 -1.1707 ,3779 1,2683
,0600 -1.0981 ,3946 1.2359 ,1500 -.0702 *6730 ,T754 .5000 ,0984 -1,16Z7 .3795 1,2653
,0600 -1.1500 .38U5 1,2632 ,200U -.1496 .6528 .8064 ,500C .0328 -1,0867 ,4019 1,2220
,1000 -1.1565 ,3790 1,2662 .2500 -,2281 ,6288 ,8434 ,5000 -.0328 -1,1640 .3804 1,2633
,1400 -1,1337 ,3874 1.2497 ,3500 -.3b38 .6102 .8723 *50Gb -,0984 -1.1859 .3723 1.ZT93
.1800 -1.1341 *3853 1,2539 ,4500 -,2_96 .6174 .8611 .5000 -.1640 -1,2053 ,3655 1.2931
,2200 -1.14_1 *3832 1,2580 ,5500 -,ZG3C .6359 o8325 .5000 -,2297 -1.1195 ,3928 1,2394
,2600 -1,1510 .3853 1,2539 .6500 -,0320 .6819 .7616 ,5000 -,2953 -1.0952 ,3961 1,2330
.3000 -1,1684 ,3777 1.2688 ,7500 .2461 .7570 *6445 .5000 -.3009 -1,1007 .3967 1.2280
.3400 -1.1744 ,3758 1.2724 .8000 ,3552 ,7873 ,5956 .5000 -,4265 -1.J152 .3908 1.2431
.3800 -1.1934 .3719 1.28U2 ,8500 ,4322 .8072 .5626 .5000 -,4921 -1,1115 ,3946 1.2359
.4200 -1,2015 *3671 1,2899 .9000 ,4568 .8143 .5507 .ObbO ,2992 -,9699 ,4302 1.1696
,4600 -1,1365 ,3871 1.2504 ,9500 ,4525 .8140 .5511 ,1400 ,2992 -1,1339 ,3847 1.2549
,5000 -1,1143 ,3925 1.2400 1,G000 .1102 .7219 ,6998 ,2200 ,2992 -1.1641 .3774 1.2693
,5400 -1.1288 ,3906 1.2435 .3000 ,2992 -1,1198 ,3931 1.2387
,5800 -1.2027 .3701 1.2_39 ,3800 ,Z99Z -1,1172 .3874 1.2497
.6200 -1,1255 ,3866 1.247_ .4600 ,2992 -1,1659 .3801 1.2640
,6600 -,8255 ,4679 1,1030 .5400 .299Z -1,2025 ,3694 1,2_53
,7000 -,5210 ,5532 ,9019 .620_ .299Z -1,1240 ,3")1T 1,2',14
,7500 -,4137 ,5796 ,9200 .7000 ,29_,2 -._229 ,5487 ,9691
,8000 -.3232 ,6066 .877_ .8C.00 .2_2 -.3117 ,6073 ,_760
._500 -,2090 ,634_ ._342 .9000 ,2992 -.llbO ,6615 ,7931
,9000 -,1069 ,6640 , /e]93 ,1(,00 ,2362 ,0218 *b_b9 *7384
.9500 -*0033 ,69G2 ,7489 ,2000 *2362 -* 136_* ,6548 ,8034
,9750 *0589 *7073 ,7224 .3500 .2362 -,2898 ,6151 .8646
1,0000 ,1102 ,T219 ,f998 .45C0 oZ3bZ -.2532 ,6244 .6503
.5500 *2362 -.1932 ,6392 .8274
,8500 ,23(_Z -,0249 ,6837 ,7588
,7500 ,2362 ,2535 ,7592 ,6410
.8C00 .2362 .3470 .7859 .5978
,8500 ,2362 .4266 .8048 .Sb6b
,9GCL. ,2362 .4593 .B158 .5482
,9500 ,23_Z .4507 ,8125 ,553T
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 6Z.8843 PSI CN °8828 COZ .0Z559 COCORI .0Z487
RU_ 10 TT 120.8102 K C_ -.158% COZ ,02470 CDCORZ ,0Z388
POINT 10 RC 30.1091 MILLION CC ,0131 CD3 .019Z9 CDCOR3 .01869 A"
MACH ,7486 CD4 ,01899 COCOR4 ,01836
ALPHA 2,0162 DEG CD5 ,01353 COCOR5 ,01283
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAHdZSE
XlC CP PpLIPT HLOC XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP PsLIPT NLOC
0.0000 1,1458 .99_5 ._271 0,0030 1.1458 ,9995 ,U271 ,5000 .4921 -1*Z249 ,3619 1.3004
• 0040 .3249 .7976 ,5786 .0040 .7742 ,8991 .3933 ,5000 ,4265 -1*Z304 ,3609 1*30Z3
,0080 ,0955 ,7179 *7059 .0080 .9326 ,9421 .2935 ,5000 .3609 -1*2281 ,3575 1.3093
,0150 -,2889 .6149 .8649 ,0230 ,4404 ,8095 ,5588 *5000 ,Z953 -1.2304 ,3557 1.3130
• 0250 -*6479 .5164 1.0213 ,0500 *2156 .7494 ,6566 ,5000 ,2297 -1,2343 ,3566 1.3112
• 0400 -.9407 .4374 1.1506 .1000 ,0696 .708b .7204 *5000 .1640 -1*Z290 ,3604 1.3034
,0600 -1.1317 .3842 1.2561 .1500 -.0Z51 .6856 .7560 .500u .0984 -1,2192 ,3596 1,3051
• 0800 -1*Z058 ,3685 1.2871 ,2000 -,1247 ,6574 ,7994 ,5000 ,0328 -1,2609 ,3497 1,3254
• 1000 -1,1885 ,3672 1,2896 .2500 -.2030 ,6380 ,8293 ,5000 -,0328 -1*Z143 .3620 1.3002
,1400 -1,1735 ,3710 1.2820 ,3500 -.2827 .6148 ,8651 .5000 -.098_ -1.2260 ,3603 1.3036
,1800 -1.1786 ,3705 1.2830 .4500 -,2607 ,6206 ,8561 ,5000 -.1640 -1.2433 ,3532 1.3181
,2200 -1*1762 ,3681 1.2879 ,5500 -*2036 ,6348 ,8341 .5000 -.2297 -1.2510 ,3529 1.3188
• 2600 -1.1965 ,3695 1.2849 *6500 -*0320 ,6835 ,7591 .5000 -,2953 -1*1425 ,3788 1.2665
• 3000 -2,2228 ,3630 1,1982 ,T500 ,2449 ,T553 .64T2 .5000 -.3609 -1.1476 .3832 1.2579
• 3400 -1.2199 *3597 1.3048 *8000 *3463 ,7825 .603Z *5000 -*4255 -1.1673 ,3793 1.2650
• 3800 -1.2381 .3537 Z.3173 .8500 .4316 ,8U60 ,5646 ,5000 -.4921 -1.1259 ,3890 1,2466
,4200 -i,2546 ,3511 1,3225 .9000 ,4500 ,_099 .5581 ,0600 ,299Z -1.OOZ9 ,4207 1.1869
• 4600 -1.2567 .3530 1.3187 .9500 .4464 .8109 .5564 ,1400 ,2992 -1,1805 ,3704 1,2833
• 5000 -1.2475 ,3519 1.3208 1,0000 ,0845 ,7142 ,7117 ,2Z00 ,2992 -1,2247 ,3613 1,3016
• 5400 -1,1766 ,3725 1,2791 ,3000 ,2992 -1,2047 ,3655 1,2930
• 5800 -1,248Z .3528 1.3190 .3800 ,2992 -1,1656 ,3695 1,2850
,6200 -1.2230 .3612 1_3019 ,4600 ,2992 -i.2073 ,3619 1.3003
• 6600 -.7639 ,4829 1,0773 .5400 ,2992 -1.Z5_0 ,3501 1.3247
• 7000 -.5362 .5457 .9738 .6200 ,2992 -1.2985 ,3390 1,3481
• 7500 -,4231 ,573S ,9291 ,?000 ,2992 -.5581 ,5358 .9897
• 8000 -,3111 ,6080 ,8756 ,8000 ,2992 -.3110 .6034 .8828
• 8500 -_2173 o6341 .8352 ,9000 .2992 -,1081 ,6611 .7936
• 9000 -.1107 ,6619 .7924 .1000 ,2362 .0656 ,7075 .72Z1
• 9500 -,0109 ,6868 ,7541 .Z000 ,2362 -.1222 ,6575 ,7992
• 9750 *0288 ,6982 .7365 ,3500 .2362 -,2794 ,6153 ,8643
1.0000 ,0845 .7142 .7117 .4500 ,2362 -.2487 .6Z47 .8499
•5500 .2362 -,1917 ,6392 .8274
.6_00 .2362 -,0245 .6829 .7601
• 7500 .236Z *244Z .7568 ,6_48
• 8000 .236Z .3491 ,7846 .6001
.8500 *2362 *4207 .8014 .5724
• 9000 *2362 .4544 .8119 ,5547
.9500 .236Z ,4404 .8079 .5615
TEST 137 PT 61,7272 PSI CN .9132 C01 ,03151 CDCOR1 .03053
RUN 10 TT 120,7890 K CH -.1578 CD2 *03132 COCORZ ,03026
PQINT 11 RC 30,0430 _ILLION CC ,0136 CD3 ,02815 COCOR3 ,02715
MACH *7487 CD4 ,02132 CDCOR4 .0Z030
AtPHA 2,5248 OEG C05 .01415 COCOR5 .01315
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWZSE
X/C CP P_,L/PT MLOC XIC CP PJ,LIPT MLOC XIC Y/C CP PeLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.1414 .9983 .0495 O. 0000 1.1414 ,9983 ,0495 .5000 ,4qZl -1.2714 .3489 1.3271
*0040 *3480 .7847 *5999 ,0040 .8045 ,9057 .3794 .5000 ,4265 -1.2610 *3450 1.3340
.0080 .0433 .7031 .7288 .0080 ,9560 .9481 ,2773 ,5000 ,3609 -i,2760 ,3449 1.3355
.01S0 -, 3125 .b05b ._793 .0230 .4828 .8209 .5394 ,5000 .2953 -1.2748 ,3435 1.3386
.0250 -.6653 ,5053 1.0397 .0500 .2514 .7587 ,6418 .5000 .2297 -1,2887 .3437 1,3381
*0400 -.9631 *4269 1.1750 .1000 *0929 ,7118 .7155 ,5000 *$640 -1.2814 .3461 1.3331
,0600 -1,1682 ,3735 1.2770 ,15go -,0064 ,6898 .7495 ,5C00 .0984-1.298_ .3458 1.3338
.0800 -I.2314 ,3565 1,311 _, ,ZOO0 -o1092 ,6606 ,7945 ,5000 .0328 -1,3368 .3304 1.3666
,1000 -1.2391 ,3551 1.3142 ,2500 -,1857 ,6399 .8263 .5000 -*03Z8 -1.3185 .3392 1.3477
.1400 -1.2115 .3587 L,3070 ,3500 -.2870 .6084 ,8751 ,5000 -.0984 -1,2559 .3496 1,3257
,1800 -I,2353 ,3558 1,3128 .4500 -,2573 ,6184 .8596 ,5000 -,1640 -i,2714 .3469 1.3313
.2200 -I,2416 ,3546 1.3153 ,5500 -,1996 ,6354 .8332 ,5000 -.2297 -i,_907 .3401 1.3457
,2600 -1,2388 ,3577 1,3089 .6500 -,0436 ,6777 ,7682 .5000 -.2953 -1,2134 .3631 1,2979
,3000 -1,2447 ,3500 1,3248 .7500 .2385 ,7542 ,6489 ,5000 -._1609 -1,1841 .3679 1.2882
.3400 -1.Z633 ,3484 1.3202 .8000 ,3367 .7792 ,6088 ,5000 -.4265 -1,1819 .3721 1.2799
.3800 -1*2797 .3421 1.3_14 *8500 *4Z26 ,8039 .5681 *5000 -.4921 -1.1043 *3890 1*2467
,4200 -1.3071 ,3387 1.3_,87 .9000 ,4418 .8092 ,559Z .0600 ,2992 -1,0438 .4095 1,2076
.4600 -1,3246 .3345 1.3578 .9503 .4319 ,_07_ ,5616 ,140(, .299Z -1,2308 .3572 1.3100
.5000 -1.3552 .3306 1.3662 L,0000 .0177 ,6958 ,7402 .2200 .2_9Z -1,24_4 .3400 1.3269
,5400 -1.3136 ,3356 1.3531 .3000 .299Z -1,2559 .3511 1.3227
,5800 -l.3408 *3332. 1,360_ .3800 ,Z992 -1.2465 .3565 1.3115 I_
,6200 -1.0869 .4034 1.2191 .4600 .2992 -1,2548 .3465 1.3321
*6500 -* 6_164 .5129 1.0271 .5400 ,2992 -1.2949 .3387 1.3488
.7000 -,5277 ._465 ,9725 .6200 ,2992 -,9722 ,4200 1,1772
,7500 -,4Z50 ,5758 .9261 .7C00 .2992 -,5561 *5400 .QSZQ
.8000 -.3Z7_ .5999 ._83 .8000 .2992 -,3304 .b016 .8855
.8500 -,ZlZ2 ,6334 .8353 .9(.,00 .2992 -,1490 .647b ,81_3
,9000 -,1421 *64(tt_ • _,110 .1000 ,2362 ,088Z ,7149 .7106 "_
.9500 -,0420 ,6799 .7648 ,2000 .2362 -,0948 ,6648 .7879
.9750 -.0106 .687b .75Z9 *3500 ,;_362 -*2707 o61q0 .858b
1.0000 .0177 .695_ ,7402 ,4500 .2362 -*2475 ,6244 .8502
".5500 .2362 -, 1820 .6417 .8235
,6500 ,2352 -,0325 .6809 .7631
.7500 .2362 *Z354 .7518 .6527
.8000 .2362 ,3474 .7838 .6013
,8500 .2362 ,4202 *8045 .5671
,gUUO ,2362 *_32L ,8059 ,5b47
.950V ,23b2 *4400 *_OB8 ,5600
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TES_ 137 P_ 61,7227 P_1 %N ,9328 CDI .04054 ¢D_0R1 ,03933
RUH 10 TT IZ0.8035 K CM -.15Z9 CO2 .0380Z CDCOR2 ,03678
POIHT 12 RC 3u.0337 mILLION CC .0131 C03 .03946 COCOR3 .03839
MACH ,76e6 C06 ,0Z475 COCOR% *0Z368
ALPHA 3.0236 OEG CD5 ,01689 COCOR5 .01572
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P,LIP1 _LO_ XIC CP P_LIPT _tO_ XlC ¥1C CP P,LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1,13Z6 .996Z .0761 O.uOO0 1.13Z6 ,9962 .0741 .5000 .6921 -1,3309 .3338 1.3592
,0060 .3088 ,7736 .6178 .0060 .8468 .9196 ,3689 .5000 ,4265 -1.3117 .3361 1.3586
,0080 ,0109 ,6927 .765U .00_0 .g833 ,9569 ,257B .5000 .3609 -1.3101 ,3330 1.3609
*0150 -.3639 ,5903 ,9033 .OZ3U .5208 ,83ZZ .5199 ,500b .2953 -1.3159 .3368 1,3570
.OZSO -.7328 .6911 1,0614 ,0500 .Z759 .7648 ,53Z1 .5000 .ZZ97 -1.3075 .3358 1.3550
,0600 -1.0221 .413Z 1.Z007 .luO0 .1297 ,7270 ,591H ,_000 .1660 -1.3081 .3367 1.3529
.ObO0 -1.2106 ,3534 1.2973 .1500 .b247 ,5956 .7_93 .5000 ,ogb6 -1,3389 ,326b 1.3793
,0800 -1,2901 ,34Z_ 1,3400 .2000 -,0861 ,6668 .7880 ,5000 .0328 -1,3505 .3Z02 1,3890
,1000 -1,2935 ,3433 1.3390 .ZSO0 -.1675 ,5634 ,8209 .5000 -.0328 -1.3950 .3186 1.3930
.1600 -1,3065 .3637 1.3381 .3500 -.Z685 .6157 .8622 .5000 -.0986 -1*3106 ,3381 1,3699
,1800 -1.29Z9 .3436 1,3386 .4500 -.Z558 .6204 .856A ,5000 -.1660 -1.3113 ,3362 1.3560
,2200 -1.2817 .3600 1.3659 .5500 -.2076 ,6361 .835Z .5000 -.2297 -1,3500 .3295 1.3686
,Z600 -1,2992 ,36Z3 1.3410 ,6500 -,0587 ,6767 ,7727 ,5000 -,Z953 -1,Z736 ,362Z 1,341Z
,3000 -Ie2965 .3382 1.3_98 .7500 .2313 ,7535 ,6500 ,5000 -.3609 -1.2390 .3584 1.3076
,3600 -1,3018 ,3353 1.3561 .8000 .33Z1 .782Z ,5060 ,5000 -,6265 -1,1925 ,3739 1,Z763
,3800 -i.3316 .3306 1.36tZ .USOO .4169 .8030 .5697 .5000 -.69ZI -1.0619 .6051 I*Z159
.6200 -I,3368 .1Z86 1.3709 .9000 .6263 ,8031 .5695 .0600 .299_ -1,0767 ,4010 1.2Z36
.6600 -1.3634 .3218 1.3855 .9500 .6152 .8015 ,57Z1 .1600 ,Z99Z -1.2856 .3662 1,3370
,5000 -Ie3719 ,3156 1,3993 1,0000 ,OOZ3 .5936 ,7660 .2200 .Z992 -I,3094 .3353 1,3560
.5600 -1,2680 ,3625 1,3603 °3000 .Z992 -1.3090 ,3358 1,3527
,5800 -1.2030 .3599 1,2862 .3_00 ,Z99Z -I,2900 .3650 1.3353
,6200 -,7652 ,6850 1.0737 .6600 .Z99Z -1.3119 .3362 1.3560
.6600 -,6172 ,5235 1.o097 ,5600 ,Z99Z -1,2193 ,3600 1,306Z
,7000 -,5377 ,5477 ,9707 ,6ZO0 =zegz -,7300 ,6946 1,0576
,7500 -.4400 .5685 .9376 .7000 ,Z99Z -.5513 .5400 .9830
,8000 -,3656 .5985 ,8902 .8000 .299Z -.3638 .5941 ,8973
.8500 -.2586 .6239 .8509 .9000 .Z99Z -,2060 .6360 ,8323
.9000 -,1930 ,5355 ,0330 ,i000 ,2362 *_Z60 ,7236 *6974
,9500 -.0957 ,6661 .7891 .ZOO0 ,Z3bZ -*0653 .6736 ,776_
,9750 -,05ZZ ,6771 .7690 .3500 ,Z3bZ -,Z561 .6205 .8563
I*0000 *0023 .6934 .7440 ,4500 .Z36Z -.Z319 .6305 .8407
,5500 ,Z36Z -,1856 ,6610 .8Z66
.6500 ,Z36Z -.0615 ,57q5 .7656
.7500 .236Z .Z206 ,7A90 .6572
.8000 .Z352 ,3278 .7785 ,5098
,8500 .Z36Z ,4085 .8015 ,5722
,9000 .Z36Z .43Z8 ,8070 .5630
,9500 .Z3bZ ,4089 .8003 ,5741
TEST 137 PT 61.3182 PS! CN ,Z617 C01 .00916 COCOR1 ,00873
RUN ZZ TI 120.78b3 K CM -,1192 COZ ,00928 COCOR2 .00881
POINT 1 RC 30,10Z5 MILLIO_ CC .0188 C03 ,C0895 CDCOR3 ,0085_
HACH .7595 C04 .00860 CDCOR6 .0082Z
ALPHA -Z,OZ77 DEG C05 .00819 COCOR5 .00786
UPPER SURFACE LOdER SURFACE 5PANdISE
XlC CP P;LIPT _LOC XlC CP PJ.LIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP P,eLIPT NLOC
0.0000 1*0221 .9661 .Z266 0.0000 1.0221 ,9661 .2296 ,5000 ,4921 -.6577 .5027 1.0639
.0060 .9260 .9378 ,3067 .0060 .1041 ,7141 .7119 ,5000 .6265 -.6699 .6_99 1.0687
.0080 .6988 .8759 .6399 .0080 .2966 .7668 ,6288 .5000 .3609 -,6726 .6978 1,0522
• 0150 ,3666 ,7865 ,6001 ,OZ30 -.2494 ,.6166 ,8657 .5000 ,Z953 -.5754 ,,5002 1,068Z
• OZSO ,0086 ,6864 .7548 .0500 -.40_0 ,5714 ,93Z9 .5000 .ZZ97 -.6795 ,6951 _.0568
,0600 -,2634 ,6100 .8725 .1000 -.6332 ,;676 ,9393 .5000 ,i_40 -.5764 .6997 1,0690
• 0600 -,3866 .5756 .9267 .1_00 -,6755 .556Z .960Z .5000 .0986 -.5795 .6978 1.0522
• 0800 -*_211 .5687 ,937Z .ZOO0 -.5530 .5349 ,991Z .5000 ,0328 -.6728 .6960 1.055Z
,1000 -,6230 .5576 .939Z .ZSOO -. 6095 ,5171 1.OZ03 ,5000 -.0328 -.6799 ,6970 1.0535
,1AO0 -.4639 .5589 .9521 .3500 -,691_ .4964 1,0579 ,5_0G -,0984 -,6806 ,6980 1.0219
• 1800 -,6933 .5470 ,9717 ,4500 -.6600 ,5559 ,9576 ,5000 -.1640 -,678Z ,6986 1,0508
• 2200 -,5313 .5364 .gHb7 .5500 -.3Z51 ,5918 .9009 .5000 -.2297 -.6770 ,6987 1.0507
.2600 --*5692 ,5325 ,9951 .6500 -,0966 ,b582 ,798Z ,5000 -,;'953 -.b807 ,6978 1.05:>2
• 3000 -.6000 .5191 1.0170 ,7500 .Z095 .7611 .6696 .SCUO -.3609 -.5850 ,6981 1.0517
• 3600 -,51Z0 .5164 1,0246 ._000 .3127 ,7618 .5273 .5000 -.4265 -.6966 .4939 1,0587
.3800 -*6265 .5136 /,GZbG ,8500 ,3837 ,7883 °5939 ,5000 -.4921 -.6981 .4935 1.0596
,6200 ",6357 .5071 1,0365 .9000 .6165 .7973 ,5791 ,0600 .2992 -,3606 .5833 ,9163
.6500 -.557Z .5049 1.0_03 ,9500 .4265 .8006 ,5760 ,1400 .Z99Z -.6506 .5597 .9516
.5000 -,6895 .6950 1.05o_ i.u00O .1531 .7247 .6953 .2200 .29_2 -.5Z79 ,5377 .9868
•5600 -.7091 °4859 1.0721 ,3000 .zqgz -.5715 .5258 1,0050
• 5800 -,7655 .678e 1.0863 .3_C0 ,zqgz -.6448 .5066 1,0375
.6200 -.7612 .a*75€) 1.oU92 .k600 .799Z -*bSOb .5037 1,0423
.5600 -.7859 .6091 1.100e • 5_,00 .299Z -, 7030 ,6910 1,0635
,7000 -.6638 ,5023 1.C64o ,6200 ,299Z -,7666 ,670E 1.0989
,7500 -,6666 .56ZO .947'./ ,7_06 ._.99:* -,666Z ,4995 1,0496
,8000 -,3458 ,5908 *'_026 ,80UU o_99_. -,36,?.7 ,5906 .9031
,8500 -,Z305 ,5Zll .85".,6 .9000 .299Z -.1233 *6485 ,5130
.9000 -.1178 ,65Z4 ,8071 .1000 .Z36Z -.4397 .5634 .9456
.9500 ,0095 .686_ .7566 .ZOO0 .Z36Z -.5361 .5385 ,9856
• 9750 ,0801 ,TGb7 .7Zt6 • 350_a ,Z36Z -*b60Z *5029 1.0637
1*0U00 .1531 .7Z47 * (:953 *4500 ,23bE -.65Z9 *5580 ,9542
• 55CG *23bE -,3230 ,5935 .8981
•65(,0 .236Z -,0955 .6569 .8001
.75_b ,735Z .2056 .739_ .bTZ6
• bOO(. ,Z36Z .3093 .7680 .6Z68
• /_5UO .236Z .3761 ,7869 *59bZ
•qo00 ,2362 *4125 .7983 ,5808
•9500 ,_36Z ,6Z4_ ,799Z ,5729
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 61.3Z56 PSI CN .3557 CD1 ,00941 CDCOR1 .00906
RUN 12 TT 120.8313 K CM -.1431 C02 ,00953 COCOR2 ,00912
POINT Z RC 30.0653 MILLION ¢C *0201 C03 *00923 CDCOR3 .00894 •
MACH ,7585 C04 *00876 CDCOR4 *00846
ALPHA -1.4691 DEG CD5 ,00843 CDCOR5 ,00812
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANUISE
XlC CP P,LIPT ML0C XIC CP PPLIPT HLOC XIC TIC CP PpLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1.0664 ,9764 .1851 0.0000 1,0664 .9764 ,1851 ,5000 .4921 -.7019 .4951 1,0568
,0040 ,8622 ,9202 ,347Z .0040 .2334 ,7480 ,6587 ,5000 *4265 -,7111 .4902 1,0649
,0080 ,6197 ,8540 ,4810 ,C080 ,4182 .7988 ,5767 .5000 *3609 -o7160 ,4906 1,0642
,0150 ,2711 ,7583 .6425 .0230 -,I292 ,6484 ,813Z ,5O00 .2953 -,7197 .4858 1,0724
.0250 -,0897 ,659Z .7965 .0500 -.2935 ,6026 .8841 ,5000 .2297 -,7138 ,4890 1.0670
,0400 -,3866 *577U ,9241 ,1000 -,3415 .5903 .9032 *5000 .1640 -,7240 ,4850 1.0737
*0600 -,S050 *5453 ,9744 .1500 -,4047 ,5730 .9303 .5_00 *0984 -,7183 ,4875 1,0694
,0800 -,5216 *5407 .9818 ,ZOO0 -.4843 .5514 ,9647 .5000 *0328 -.7190 .4885 1.0678
.1000 -.5222 .5414 ,9807 .2500 -.5415 ,5353 ,9905 ,5000 -*0328 -.7268 ,4853 1.0731
,1400 -,5364 °5387 ,9852 .3500 -.5819 .5241 1.0088 .5000 -.0984 -*7373 .4841 1.0752
.1800 -.5747 *5271 1,u039 *4500 -.4391 .5625 .9469 .5000 -.1640 -.7245 ,4852 1.0717
.ZZO0 -,6024 ,5182 1,0185 ,5500 -*3065 .5998 .8884 *5000 -*2297 -.7312 ,4843 1,0749
,2500 -,5164 ,5164 1.0181 ,6500 -.0823 .6612 ,7934 *5000 -*2953 -.7268 ,4848 1.0741
.3000 -,6638 ,5_31 1.0433 ,7500 .2165 .7438 .5654 .5000 -,3609 -,7266 .4853 1,0715
*3400 -.6864 .4987 1,0507 .8000 ,3194 ,77Z6 *6195 .5000 -,426§ -.7449 .4796 1.0829
*3800 -,7038 ,49G1 1.0650 .8500 .3944 .79Z5 .5870 .5000 -.4921 -.7540 .4739 1*09Z5
*4200 -,7078 ,4906 1,0642 *9000 *4243 ,8001 *5745 *0600 *2992 -,4738 *5548 *959Z
*4600 -*7292 *4835 1*0762 .9500 ,4340 *8044 *5674 .1400 *2992 -.5273 *5378 *9865
.5000 -.7329 *4835 1.0762 1.0000 .1429 ,7245 .6957 .2200 ,2992 -*5992 *_206 1.0145
,5400 -,7441 ,4816 1,0794 ,3000 .2992 -.6418 .5100 1.0318
,5800 -.T840 ,4697 1.0999 .3800 .2992 -.7163 .4863 1.0716
*6200 -.8201 .4615 1.1140 .4500 ,2992 -,7305 *4822 1.0704
,6600 -.$606 ,4489 1.1361 ,5400 *2992 -,7471 ,4790 1,0039
,7000 -,7077 ,4907 1,0640 ,6200 .2992 -.7899 ,4689 1,1012
*7500 -,4430 ,5526 ,9469 ,7000 .2992 -,6750 ,5004 1,0478
,8000 -,3408 ,5918 ,9009 .8000 .2992 -.3516 .5879 .9070
.8500 -,2270 .6217 .8545 .9000 *2992 -,1211 ,5510 *8092
.9000 -,1170 ,6516 ,8084 ,1000 *2362 -,3457 ,$906 ,9028
*9500 *0100 *6879 *7524 *ZOO0 *2362 -.4609 *5560 .9574
,9750 ,0791 ,7045 ,7267 ,3500 .2362 -.5570 ,5339 .9928
1.0000 ,1429 *7245 ,6957 .4500 *2362 -.4280 ,5684 .9376
.5500 .2362 -.3066 .6006 .8871
,6500 ,2362 -,0807 *6606 ,7944
,7500 ,2362 ,2170 ,7440 *6650
.8000 *2362 ,3141 ,7713 ,6216
,8500 ,2362 ,3854 .7891 *5927
o9000 .2362 ,4234 ,7995 ,_755
.9500 .2362 .4128 .7965 *5804
TEST 137 PT 61o3218 PSI CN ,4354 CO1 ,00969 CDCORI ,00938
RUN 12 TT 120.7822 K CH -.1448 C02 *00983 CDCORZ *00948
PDZNT 3 RC 30.0359 HILLION CC ,0201 C03 ,00957 CDCOR3 .00933
PIACH .7_6_ CO4 .ou9o2 COCOR4 .0087e
ALPHA -.9879 DEG C05 ,00860 COCOR5 .00832
UPPER SURFACE LO¥ER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P.*LIFT MLOC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP PI*LIPT RLOC
0,0000 1.1009 .9861 .14Z0 0.0000 1.1009 .9861 .1420 ,5000 ,49Z1 -.7833 .4691 1.1008
• 0040 *7992 .9035 .3841 .0040 .3396 .7780 .6108 .5000 *4265 -.7871 .4693 1.1005
• 0080 *5496 *8346 .5157 .0080 .5302 .8300 .5237 *5000 .3609 -.7966 .4678 1.1030
• 0150 .1840 07339 .6809 *0230 -.0216 ,6786 .7667 .5000 .2953 -.7853 .4718 1,0962
.0250 -.1884 .6344 .8348 .0500 -.1954 .6311 .8398 .5000 .2297 -.809_ .4644 1.1089
• 0400 -.4926 .5503 .9665 .1000 -.2681 .6118 .8698 .5000 .1640 -.7983 .4681 1.1026
,0600 -,6259 ,5151 .L.0234 .1500 -,3329 .5924 .9000 .5000 .0984 -.8002 ,4640 1.1096
• 0800 -.6194 ,5159 1.U206 .ZOO0 -.4072 ,5734 ,9297 *5000 *0328 -,8028 .4656 1.1069
• 1000 -,6061 .5180 1,0187 .Z500 -.4801 .5515 ,9646 .5000 -*0328 -.8054 ,4627 1.1119
,1400 -,6133 ,515_ 1,02;'4 *3500 -,5171 ,5447 .9755 *5000 -*0984 -,8072 ,4641 1.1095
,1800 -,6421 ,5113 1.0298 ,4500 -.4017 .5751 ,9270 ,5000 -.1640 -,7832 ,4740 1,0924
• 2200 -,6800 ,4956 1,0558 .5500 -.2855 ,6081 ,8756 .5000 -.2297 -. 7911 ,4699 1.0995
• 2600 -.6791 .4977 1._523 .6500 -.0710 .6665 .7853 ,5000 -,2953 -.8017 .4651 1,1078
• 3000. -,7085 .4908 1.0639 .7500 ,2235 ,7455 .6628 .5000 -*3609 -,7965 .4693 1.1006
• 3400 -,7337 ,4850 1,0736 ,8C00 .3288 ,7742 ,6169 ,5000 -,4265 -,8012 ,4658 1,106_
• 3800 -,7527 ,4807 1.0810 .8500 ,4019 .7959 ,5815 .5000 -.4921 -,8025 ,4685 1.1018
• 4200 -.7773 .4732 1.0938 .9000 ,4330 .8019 ,5715 ,0600 ,2992 -,4789 .5578 .9S46
• 4600 -,7905 *4702 1.0989 .9500 .4386 .8055 .5655 .1400 *2992 -,6144 .5186 1,0178
• 5000 -.8079 .4619 1.1133 1. 0000 ,1409 .7246 ,6954 .22&0 .2992 -.6700 .5033 1.0430
.5400 -,6145 *4624 1.1124 .300_ ,2992 -.6801 ,4993 1.0497
• 5800 -.8480 .4510 1.1323 .38C0 ,2992 -*7725 .4765 1.0882 (I
• 6200 -,8515 .4492 1.1355 ,4600 ,2992 -,7946 ,4678 1.1031
,6600 -.8525 ,4552 1.1250 .5400 ,;_ 992 -.7971 .4673 1.1039
• 7000 -,6643 .5045 1.0410 .6200 *2992 -.8193 ,4622 1.1129
• 7500 -,4356 ,5653 ,9425 ,7(.00 ,2992 -.6451 ,5089 1,0337
,8000 -,3454 *5922 .9002 .8000. *2992 -,3458 .5909 .9022
• 8500 -,2251 *6234 ._518 .9000 .2992 -.1236 .6502 .8104
,9000 -,1156 ,6555 ,80_'3 ,1000 ,2382 -,2701 ,6108 ,8713
• 9500 .0129 ,68_3 .7518 .ZOO0 .2362 -.3919 .5785 .9217
• 9750 *07Bb °7070 .722U .3_00 *2362 -*5055 *5478 *9705
1,0000 .1409 *7246 .6954 ,4500 *;_362 -.3945 .5787 .9215
.5500 .2362 -.2840 .6107 .8715
.6500 ,2362 -.0752 ,66_6 .7867
• 7500 .2362 ,Z235 .7470 *6603
.80Oh .2362 .3290 .7752 .6153
.8500 *23tZ ,3934 .7939 .5847
• 9000 ,2362 .4288 .60Z4 ,5707
.9506 .2362 .4342 ,8038 ,5682
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TABLE III.- Continued.
TEST 13T PT 61.3180 PSI CN .5216 COl .01159 CDCOR1 .OllZ5
RUN 11 TT 120.7566 K CN -.1520 CO2 .01186 COCOR2 ,01146
POINT 4 RC 30,1509 NILLION CC .0212 CD3 ,0116Z COCOR3 .01134
HACH .7611 C04 .01123 CDCOR4 ,01094
ALPHA -,6797 DEC CD5 ,00997 COCOR5 .00964
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANMISE
XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC CP PsLIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT HLOC
0.0000 Z.1313 .9940 .0931 0.0000 1.1313 .9940 .0931 .5000 .4921 ".8543 .4459 1.1414
*0040 ,7460 .8864 *4191 ,0040 ,4306 ,7999 ,5747 .5000 ,4Z65 -.8694 .4429 1,14bT
*0080 .4873 .8158 .5481 .0080 .6183 .8530 .4827 .5000 .3609 -.8749 .4395 1.1527
.0150 .11Z4 .7115 .7158 .0230 ,0765 .7335 ,7Z83 .5000 .2953 -,8837 ,4373 1.1567
°0250 -,2584 o610U .8725 .0500 -.1146 .6476 .8144 ,5000 ,2297 -,8829 .4403 1,1514
.0400 -85661 °5256 1.0063 .1000 -.2049 .6242 .8505 .5000 .1640 -°8707 .4424 1.1475
.0600 -.T4ZZ .4756 1.0897 .1500 -.2780 .6044 .8813 .5000 .0984 -.8553 ,4449 1.1433
,0800 -,7663 ,4726 1.0949 .2000 -,3581 °5846 ,9122 ,5000 ,0328 -.8467 ,4477 1.1382
.1000 -,7004 ,4867 1.0708 ,2500 -.4163 .5624 .94T1 ,5000 -.0328 -.8S80 .4439 1.1450
.1400 -.70"77 .4905 1.0664 .3500 -.4917 ,5456 .9740 ,5000 -,0984 -.8647 .4421 1,1483
.1800 -.7185 ,6861 1,0719 ,4500 -,3808 .5767 ,9Z65 ,5400 -,1640 -.8642 .4462 1,1408
,ZZO0 -,7379 ,4786 1,0945 .5500 -.2765 .6044 ,8813 .5000 -,2297 -.8592 ,4456 1,1419
,1600 -.7465 ,4757 1,0896 .6500 -.0633 .6658 .7864 .5000 -.2953 -,8580 ,4444 1.1641
.3000 -,7865 ,4658 1.1066 .7500 .1365 .7460 .6619 .5000 -.3609 -.8635 .6649 1.1433
,3600 -.7948 .4617 1,1137 .8000 .3370 ,7767 .6128 .5000 -.4265 -.8781 .4377 1.1561
,3800 -.8280 .6527 1.1294 ,8500 .6089 .7957 ,5817 .5000 -,4921 -,8767 ,4393 1,1531
.6200 -.8396 .4513 1.1302 .9000 .4404 ,8034 ,5689 .0600 .2992 -o5648 .5263 1.0052
.6600 -.8337 ,4527 1.1295 .9500 ,4430 .8060 .5680 ,1400 .2992 -.6736 .4960 1.0552
.5000 -.8600 .4436 1,1456 1.0000 .1350 ,7174 ,7067 ,ZZO0 ,2992 -,7256 .6797 1.0827
.5400 -,881§ .4381 1,1553 .3000 .2991 -.7683 .4711 1.0974
.5800 -.9267 .6249 1.1792 .3800 .2992 -.8208 *4556 1,1243
,6200 -.9635 ,6147 1.1979 *4600 .2992 -.8580 .4461 1,1410
.6600 -1.0193 .403T 1.2186 .3400 .2992 -.8960 .6351 1.1606
.7000 -.8516 .4477 1.1382 .6200 .2992 -.9391 .6259 1.1776
.7500 -.4216 .5669 .9432 .7000 .2992 -.6913 .4910 1.0637
.8000 -.3119 .5967 .893Z .8000 .2992 -.3310 ,5915 .9014
.8500 -.2081 .6231 ._523 .9000 .2992 -.IlZO .6503 .8103
,9000 -,1001 ,6538 .8050 .1000 .2362 -.201T .6268 ,8465
.9500 .0172 .68T1 *7536 .2000 .2362 -.3370 .5875 .9076
,9750 .0807 .703U .7290 .3500 ,2362 -,4726 .5514 .9647
1.0000 .1350 .7174 .7067 .4500 .2362 -.3T54 .3759 .9258
,5500 .2362 -,2705 .6075 ,8765
,6500 .2361 -.0659 ,6636 *7898
.7500 .2362 .223T .7424 ,6676
.8000 .2362 .3309 .7737 .6177
,8500 ,2382 ,6041 .7934 .5856
.9000 *2362 .4402 .8036 .5686
.9500 ,2362 ,42_1 ,7977 .5785
TEST 137 PT 61,3169 PSI CN .5951 CO1 .01283 COCORI .01262
RUN 12 TT 120.7160 K CPI -,151,1 CD2 .01323 COCOR2 .01272
POINT 5 RC 30.1322 /_ILLZON CC .0205 CD3 .01298 CDCOR3 ,01260
NACH .7597 C04 .01269 CDCOR4 .01231
ALPHA .0186 OEG CD5 ,01131 0000R5 .01088
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P*LIPT NLOC XIC CP P_.LIPT NLOC XIC YIC CP P,LIPT NLOC
0.0000 1.1600 ,9957 ._788 0,0000 1,1400 ,9957 .0788 ,5000 ,4921 -,8869 .4391 1.1535
• 0060 .6873 .8703 .6505 .0060 .5138 .8241 .5338 .5000 .4Z65 -.9113 ,6339 1.1618
• 0080 .4090 .7960 .5812 .0080 .7020 .8752 .4413 .5000 .3609 -.9231 .6261 1.1770
• 0150 .0396 .6926 .7455 .0230 .1497 .7205 .7019 .5000 .2953 -.9273 .4279 1.1736
.0250 -.3650 .5880 .9069 .0500 -,0409 .6685 .7823 .5000 ,2297 -,9361 .4258 1.1775
,0600 -,6409 ,§033 1.0430 .1000 -.1428 .6635 ,8108 .5C00 ,1640 -.9318 ,4Z75 1,1766
• 0600 -,8509 ,4697 1.1347 .150U -,Z167 ,6243 .8503 .5000 .0986 -,9337 ,4282 1.1731
.0800 -.8723 .6413 1,1495 .ZOO0 -.3085 .59b0 .8963 ,5000 .0328 -.9165 .4366 1.1617
• 1000 -,8352 .4506 1.1331 ,2500 -.3878 ,5744 .9282 .5000 -,0328 -.9030 ,6380 1.1556
.1400 -,8148 .6573 1.1213 .3500 -.l*3e 7 .5622 .9675 .5000 -.09_6 -.90_0 .6323 1,1658
,1800 -.8003 .4626 1.1122 .4500 -,3626 .5606 .9188 .5000 -.1660 -.9035 ,4356 1,1599
• 2200 -.8660 ,4526 1.1299 ,5500 -,2532 .6138 .8666 .50UO -.2297 -.9039 .4359 1.1593
• 2600 -.803T .4609 1.1150 .8500 -.0545 .6669 .7868 .5000 -.29.53 -.9072 .4365 1.1618
• 3000 -.8096 .4618 1.J135 .7500 ,23".8 .7664 .6613 .5000 -.3609 -.9006 ,6363 1.158_
• 3400 -,8296 .6520 1.1307 .8000 .337U ,7749 .6158 ,5000 -.6265 -.9069 .4353 1.1604
.3800 -.8706 ,6635 1.1456 .8500 .6154 .7971 ,5795 .5000 -.4921 -.9082 .6365 1.1618
• 4200 -.9078 .4336 1.163', .9000 .4620 .8054 .5656 ,0600 .2992 -.7614 ._767 1.0877
• 4800 -.9112 .6332 1.1662 .9500 .4659 .8069 ,5630 .1400 .2992 -.8551 .4689 1.1381
• 5000 -,9085 .4352 1.1606 1.0000 .1231 .7188 ,7045 .22_0 .2992 -,7651 .4760 1*092_
.5400 -.9260 .4320 1.1663 *3000 .2992 -, 8320 .4567 1.1224
.5800 --.9760 .4186 1.1908 .3800 .2992 -.87_.2 ,440b 1.1_08
• 6200 -1,OllZ .4039 1.2182 .4600 .2992 -, 8976 .4384 1.1584
• 6600 -1.0806 .3870 1.2505 .56U0 .2992 -.9600 .6178 1.1922
• 7000 -.8300 .6562 1.1233 .6Z0b .2992 -1.0239 .6032 1.2195
.7500 -.4266 .5665 .9407 *7000 .2992 -,7032 .4886 1.0676
.8000 -.3111 .5982 .8909 ,8000 ,2992 -,3177 ,5955 .895Z
,8500 -.2087 .6264 .8672 ,go00 .2gg2 -.1180 ,6509 ,8094
tb ,9000 -,0996 ,6564 .8009 .1000 .2362 -.1383 .6684 ,8163
• 9500 .0138 .6881 .7521 ,1000 .1362 -.2836 .6090 .8741
• 9750 .0681 ,T048 .7161 .3500 .2361 -,6134 .5718 .932Z
1,0000 ,,1231 ,7188 ,7045 .4500 .2362 -.3610 .5919 .9007
.5500 ,2362 -.1451 .6180 .8602
• 6500 .2362 -,0556 .6684 .78Z5
• 7500 .2362 .2414 .7501 .6554
• 8000 *2361 .3371 ,7769 .6125
• 8500 .23_Z ,6145 .7961 .5811
• 9C00 ,Z3bZ .6638 ,8051 ,5661
.9500 .2362 .4472 .8052 .5660
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 61.2875 PSI CN .6857 COl .01487 CDCOR1 .01449
RUN IZ T1 _20,76_5 _ C_ -.1563 COZ *01553 CDCORZ .01508
POINT 6 RC 36.1124 _ILLIO_ CC .G193 ¢03 ,01537 COCOR3 *01495 •
BACH ,7593 CD4 ,01479 CDCOR4 .01435
ALPHA ,5157 OEG C05 *01308 CDCOR5 *01Z71
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE $P&NWI$E
XIC CP P,LIPT BLOC XIC CP PeLIPT BLOC XIC YIC CP P, LIPT NLO¢
0,0000 1*1530 1,0000 O*OUO0 O*UQO0 1.1530 1,0000 0*0000 *5000 ,4921 -,9824 ,4157 1*1962
*0040 ,596Z ,8486 ,4908 ,0040 .6001 ,8499 *4883 *5000 ,4265 .-,9947 .4156 1.1963 -o
.0080 ,3349 .7758 .6143 .0080 .78Z3 .8992 *3930 *5000 .3609 -1.0003 *41Z8 1.Z015
.0150 -*0506 .6717 *7774 *0230 .2464 .7505 *6546 .5000 *2953 -.9780 .4167 1*194Z
*0250 -.4266 .5588 .9370 .0500 .0441 .6979 .7370 *5000 .2297 -.9464 .4278 1.1739
,0400 -.7436 ,4836 1.0761 .1000 -*0757 .6657 *7865 *5000 ,1540 -.9692 *4255 1,1781
*0600 -,9314 .4305 1.1691 .1500 -,1649 .5387 .8281 *5000 ,0984 -,9755 ,4174 1,1931
,0800 -,9856 ,4160 1,1955 .2000 -,2496 ,6173 ,861Z *5000 .0328 -,9824 .4150 1,1974
.1000 -.9680 ,4205 I*187Z *2500 -.3218 ._976 .8918 *5000 -*0328 -.9956 ,4180 1,1919
,1400 "*9395 ,4270 1.1753 .3500 -,3895 ,5790 *9210 .5000 -,0984 -,9528 *4229 1*1829
,1800 -,9377 ,4303 1*1694 .4500 -,3Z27 ,5983 *8907 *5000 -,1640 -,88Z6 .4407 1.1507
,2200 -.9369 ,4272 1,1751 .5500 -.2365 ,6205 ,8563 .5000 -,2297 -.9416 ,4267 1,1759
,Z600 -,9430 ,4Z65 1,1754 .6500 -,0521 ,6711 ,7783 *5000 -,2953 -.9585 ,4Z07 1.1868
,3000 -,9805 ,4195 1,1891 .7500 .2368 .7500 *6557 *5000 -.3609 -,9648 ,4154 1,1967
.3400 -.9803 *4182 1.1914 .8000 .3468 .7795 *6084 *5000 -.4265 -.9899 *4126 1*Z018
.3800 -,8905 ,4407 1.1507 ,8500 ,4297 ,8033 .5691 ,5000 -,4921 -,9741 ,4113 1,2043
,4200 -.8905 ,4431 1,1455 .9000 ,4507 ,8077 .5618 ,0600 ,2992 -.8115 .4569 1,1211
,4600 -,9688 ,4256 1.1779 ,9500 ,4469 ,8054 *5656 ,1400 ,Z99Z -,9443 ,4Z08 1.1867
.5000 -1.0060 .4093 1.Z0_1 1.0000 .1066 .7100 .7182 .2200 .299Z -.9440 *4226 1.1635
,5400 -1.0110 ,4091 1,Z084 ,3000 ,Z99Z -,8878 *4386 1,1545
.5800 -1.0052 .4154 1*1967 .3800 .2992 -.9611 .4201 1.1880
.6200 -1.0444 .3978 1.2298 .4600 *2992 -.9748 .4104 1.2059
.6600 -1,1082 ,3787 1,2667 .5400 .2992 -,9825 .4105 1.2056
.7000 -.8372 .4553 1.1248 .6200 .2992 -1.0670 .3916 1.2417
.7500 -.420Z ,5685 ,9376 .700_ ,Z99Z -.6068 .4908 1.0640
*8000 -.3114 *5957 *8948 .8000 *2992 -.3113 *5962 .8941
,8500 -.2048 *6279 .8448 .9000 ,Z99Z -,1053 .6_46 *8037
.9000 -,0896 ,6559 .8016 .1000 .235Z -,0894 *5565 .8007
,9500 .0063 ,6829 .7bOO *ZOO0 ,2362 -.2416 .6159 ,8633
,9750 .0574 ,6983 .7364 .3500 *2362 -.3866 *5759 *9Z59
1.0000 .1066 ,7100 .7182 *4500 .2352 -.330Z .5891 .9051
*55G0 ,Z362 -,Z385 ,6152 ,8645
.6500 *2362 -*0509 *6675 *7839
.7500 .2362 *Z356 .7473 ,6598
*8000 .2362 ,3456 *7779 .6109
.6500 .2362 .4154 .7978 *5783
*_000 .2362 ,4452 *8036 .5686
*9500 ,2352 ,44Z8 ,8045 ,5671
TEST 137 PT 52.7601 PSI CN .7440 CO1 .01776 CDCOR1 ,01721
RUN 1E TT 109,74_5 K CN -.1585 CDZ .01852 COCORZ ,01794
POINT 7 RC 29,8884 BILLION CC ,0188 C03 ,0187Z CDCOR3 .01819
MACH ,7602 004 .01706 CDCOR4 .01652
ALPHA 110488 DEG C05 ,01649 COCOR5 ,01591
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPAB_ISE
X/C CP PeLIPT BLOC XIC CP P/LIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP PeL/PT _LQC
0.0000 1.1544 .9998 .0156 0*0000 1,1_44 .9998 .0156 ,5000 ,4921 -1,0543 *3927 1,2399
*0040 *5534 *8356 .5144 *0040 *6568 ,8626 *4655 ,5000 ,4265 -1,0709 *3895 1,2461
*0080 *2846 *7598 .6406 *0080 .8287 .9107 .3689 .5000 *3609 -1*0761 .3885 1,2480
.0150 -*09ZB *6568 .8009 *0230 .2966 *7623 *6366 ,5000 .2953 -1.0701 .3863 1.2523
.0250 -,4703 .5541 .9610 .0500 .1000 .7112 .7170 ,5000 .2297 -1.0723 .3846 1.Z557
*0400 -.7849 ,4692 1.1912 .1000 -.0301 .5730 .7760 .5000 .1640 -1.0885 .3884 1,2483
°0600 -.9813 .412_ 1.2026 ,1500 -.1286 .6457 ,8180 .5000 .098_ -1.013_ *4010 1.2Z23
,0800 -I.0222 .4005 1,2251 *ZOO0 -.2185 .6227 .8536 .5000 ,0328 -1,0104 .4028 1.2208
.1000 -1.0160 .4023 1*221_ .2500 -.2824 ,6027 ,884_ *5000 -.0328 -1.0253 .4027 1.2210
.1400 -,9801 ,4075 1.2119 .3500 -.3503 ,5843 .9132 .5000 -.0984 -1,1014 .3831 1.2586
.1800 -1.0050 .4070 1.2128 .4500 -.3182 .5971 .8932 .5000 -.1640 -1,0940 .3820 1.2508
.2200 -1.0218 .4023 1.2216 .5500 -.2_27 .515_ .8642 .5006 -.2297 -1.0130 .4033 1.2199
,2600 -1,0124 .4043 1.2180 .6500 -.0460 ,6694 .7815 ,50GO -,2953 -1,0290 .4011 1,2139
,3000"-1.0452 .39_6 1.1326 .7500 ,2415 .7487 .6583 *5000 -.3609 -1.0232 .4012 1.1237
.3400 -1.0634 .3920 1.2_13 ,BOOu ,3_12 ,7741 .6177 ,5000 -.4265 -1,0470 *3962 1,2332
.3800 -1.0693 .3866 1,2518 ._500 ,4292 ,8011 .5734 .5000 -,4921 -1.0540 .3937 1.1380
.4200 -1.0215 .3286 1.2287 .9000 .4_60 .8084 .5611 .0500 .2992 -,8713 .4444 1.1446
,4600 -1,0583 *3906 1.2325 .9500 .4522 .8078 .5021 .1400 ,2992 -1.0274 .4008 1,2245
.5000 -1.0179 .4007 1,Z247 1.0000 *1003 .7142 .7124 ,2200 .2992 -1.0500 .3950 1*2355
,5400 -1.0699 .38_ 1.2622 .3060 .2992 -.9776 .4172 1.1939
.5800 -1.1171 .377_ 1.2696 .3800 .2992 -1.0421 .3957 1.2342
.6200 -1.0954 .3B47 1.2_4 *4600 .2992 -1.0615 .3917 1.2418
*6600 -1.1340 *3709 1.2825 .5400 .2992 -1.1027 .3802 1,2542
.7000 -,7005 .4893 1,0670 .6200 .2991 -1,1226 .3721 1.2803
.7500 -,4338 *5545 .9444 *700G .2992 -.5832 *5262 1.0059
,8000 -,2995 .60_3 ,8882 .8000 .2992 -,3056 *5995 ,889b
*8500 -,2017 *6283 ,8449 .9G00 ,2991 -.1082 .6557 .8016
,9000 -.0971 *6566 .8012 .1000 ,1362 -.0342 .6756 .7719 _db
,9500 .0003 .6851 .7574 .2000 .1362 -.1941 .6301 .8411
.9750 *0524 ,6978 ,7378 *3500 .2362 -,3429 .5897 ,9048
1.0000 *1003 o7142 ,7124 .4500 ,1362 -.2950 .6066 .8784
.5500 ,2362 -,2165 ,6241 ,8513
*6506 ,2362 -.0414 ,6718 ,7779
*7500 ,1362 .2366 *7484 .6588
.8000 ,2362 ,3403 *7779 .6116
,8500 .2362 ,4157 .7970 .5803
.9000 ,2382 ,4513 .8073 .5630
.9500 .2382 .4517 .8080 .5619
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TABLE III.- Continued.
TEST 13T PT 52.7675 PSI CN .7924 ¢01 ,02805 COCOR1 ,02727
RUN lZ TT 109.7003 K CM -.1589 CD2 .02402 COCOA2 .02379
b POINT B RC 29.9603 _ILLION ¢¢ .0189 CD3 .02343 CDCOR3 .02267HACH .7014 C04 .02221 ¢DCOR4 .02150
ALPHA 1,5376 DEG CD5 .02142 COCOR5 *02068
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPAN¥1$E
XIC %P PpLIPT HLOC XIC CP P,LIPT MLO¢ XIC YIC CP P,LIPT RLOC
0.0000 1.1523 .9997 o0215 0.0030 1.1523 .9997 .0215 ,5000 .4921 -1.1141 ,3737 1,2770
.0040 .4981 .8203 .5409 .0040 .7_55 .8768 .4385 ,5000 .4265 -1.1174 .3726 1.Z792
.0080 .2088 .7418 .6691 .0080 ,8728 .9222 .3429 .5000 .3609 -1,1208 .3725 1,2795
.0150 -,1405 .6433 ,8218 .0230 .3623 ,7822 ,6045 .5000 .2953 -1.1306 .3686 1.2873
.0250 -,5194 ,5392 .9848 ,0500 .1415 .T225 .6994 .5000 .2297 -1.1384 .3673 1,2899
• 0400 -,8359 .4557 1.1246 ,1000 .0086 .6851 .7574 ,5000 .1640 -1,1295 .3670 1.2903
,0600 -1,0316 .3998 1.2264 ,1500 -.0776 .6635 ,7907 .5000 .0984 -1.1165 .3718 1,2808
.0800 -1.0711 .3801 1.2527 .2000 -.1816 .5310 ,8407 .5000 .0328 -1.0535 .3920 1,2413
.1000 -1.0749 ,3858 1.2534 .2500 -.2546 .5118 .6703 ,5000 -,0328 -1,1057 .3741 1.2762
•1400 -I,0445 ,3919 1.2416 *3500 -,3460 ,5870 ,9090 ,5000 -,0984 -1.1426 ,3662 1.2921
.1800 -1,0808 .3884 1.2482 .4500 -,2942 ,6040 ,8824 .5000 -.1640 -1.1643 ,3607 1,3033
• 2200 -1.0649 .3860 1.2529 .5500 -.2310 .5198 .8580 .5000 -.2297 -1,0787 .3807 1,2634
.2600 -1.0730 .3851 1,2547 .0500 -._450 ,0692 ,7818 .5000 -.2953 -1.0787 ,3886 1,2480
.3000 -1,0938 .3792 1.2603 .7500 .2303 .7455 ,6633 .5000 -.3609 -1,0B04 .3855 1,2518
.3400 -1.1130 .3767 1.2752 .8000 .3390 ,7744 ,6171 *5000 -.4265 -1.0944 ,3808 I*Z631
•3800 -I.1293 .3590 1.2866 ,8500 .4275 .8015 ,5727 *5000 -,4921 -1.1057 .3788 1.2670
.6200 -1.1399 °3569 1.2907 .9000 .4429 .803i .5T01 .0500 .2992 -,6913 .4344 1.1624
• 4600 -1,0844 .3795 1.2656 ,9500 .4333 .8012 .5732 .1400 ,2992 -1.0674 .3882 1.2487
• 5000 -1.0754 .3832 1.2584 1.0000 ,0497 ,6956 ,7411 .2200 .2992 -1.1082 .3781 1.2685
• 5400 -1.0986 ,3796 1.2655 ,3000 .2992 -1,0395 .3957 1,2342
• 5800 -1,1591 .3597 1.3054 .3800 .2992 -1.0872 ,3827 1.2593
.5200 -1.2166 .3450 1.3340 .4600 .2992 -1.1289 .3726 1.2793
.5600 -1.0330 .3969 1.2319 .5400 .2992 -1.1667 .3638 1.2970
.7000 -.5655 .522g 1.0113 .6200 ,2992 -1.g233 ,3448 1.3363
,7500 -,4297 ,_664 ,9415 ,7000 ,Z9_Z -,5815 .5258 1.0066
,EO00 -.3189 .5957 °8954 *8000 *2992 -*3088 *5975 .8926
.8500 -*2260 *6200 *8577 *9000 .2992 -,1170 .5516 *8089
•9000 -*3233 ,6490 .8130 *I000 ,2362 -.0050 ,6791 *7666
.9500 -.0509 ,5564 .7861 .2000 .2362 -.1651 ,6379 .8300
•9750 *0206 *6889 ,7515 *3500 *2362 -*3396 *5880 *9075
1.0000 ,049T .6956 *7411 *%500 *2362 -.2954 *6005 *6880
• 5500 .2362 -.2236 .6190 .8592
.6500 .2352 -.0485 ,6689 ,78Z%
• 7500 .2302 .2383 .7484 .6588
.8000 .2362 .3393 .7756 .6152
.8500 .2362 .%145 .7964 .5812
.9000 .2352 ,%452 .8054 .5653
,9500 .2362 .4327 ,8010 .5735
TEST 137 PT 52.7703 PSI CH ,8238 C01 .03272 COCOR1 ,03179
RUN 12 _ 109,7127 K CH -,1579 C02 ,03134 COCORZ .03029
POIHT 9 RC 29,9050 HILLIOH CC .0186 CD3 ,02539 COCOR3 .02451
HACH *7600 CD4 .02409 C000R% ,02323
ALPHA 2.0170 OEG C05 ,01757 CDCOR5 .01672
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANdZSE
XIC CP PeLIPT _LOC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1,1544 1.0002 O,uOO0 0.0000 1.1544 1,0002 0.0000 *5000 ,4921 -i,1796 .3609 1.3028
,0040 .4730 .8120 ,5551 .0040 ,740% .2854 .4216 .5000 ,4255 -1.1726 ,3586 1.3076
.0080 .1791 .7304 .6871 .0080 ,9052 .9314 .3210 .5000 .3609 -1.1548 .3552 1,3124
.0150 -,1840 ,6292 .8435 .0230 .4065 .7941 .5850 .5000 .2953 -1.2050 .3550 1.3149
.0250 -,5591 .52_5 1.0055 .0500 ,1792 .7309 ,6853 *5000 .2297 -1,2014 .3541 1.3158
,0400 -.8556 ,4449 1.1437 .1000 ,0364 ,6_08 ,7486 ,5000 .1640 -I.1791 ,3560 1.3129
.0600 -1.0578 .39_6 1.2440 .1500 -.0646 *6630 .7913 ,5000 .0984 -1,1622 *3585 1,3078
*0800 -1.1102 .3733 1.2780 .2000 -.1536 ,6367 .8319 .5000 .0328 -1.2150 .3485 1,3284
.1000 -1.1167 ,3736 1.2773 .2500 -.2465 .6119 ,8703 .5000 -.0328 -1.1712 .3010 1.3027
.1400 -1.0933 .3770 1.2705 .3500 -,3192 .5928 .9000 .5000 -.0984 -1,1734 .3552 1,3145
,1800 -1.1223 .3749 1.2748 ._500 -,2254 ,6024 ,8e50 ,5000 -.1640 -1.1928 ,3528 1.3194
,2200 -1,1199 ,3709 1.2828 .5500 -.2267 .6196 ,8582 ,5000 -.2297 -1.1808 ,3515 1,3222
.2600 -1.1436 .3708 1.2828 .6500 -,0513 ,6663 .7863 .5000 -.2953 -1,1149 .3763 1.2720
.3000 -1.1536 .3638 1,2970 .7500 ,2307 .7653 ,6637 .5000 -,3609 -1.1217 .3750 1.2733
.3400 -1,1483 .3508 1,3031 .8000 .3315 .7718 .6213 .50_0 -.4265 -1.1235 ,35_8 1.2848
.3800 -1.2028 .3550 1.3136 .8500 .4217 .7991 .5768 .5000 -.4921 -1,1137 ,3758 1,2710
.4200 -1.2086 .3521 1.3209 ,9000 .%379 ,8017 .5723 ,0600 .2992 -.9704 ,4201 1.1885
.4500 -1,1890 ,3532 1.3186 .9500 .4407 .8056 .5658 .1400 .2992 -1,1267 .3733 1.2780
.5000 -1.1817 .3531 1.3189 1.0000 .0458 .6967 .7395 .2200 .2992 -1.1610 .3643 1.2959
.5400 -1.1429 .3663 1.287B .3000 .2_92 -1.1577 .3689 1.2806
.5800 -1.2074 .3510 1.3232 ,38bC ,2992 -1.1483 .3705 1.2834
.6200 -1.0985 .3760 1.2726 .4600 .2992 -1.1932 .3_92 1.3063
.6500 -.7269 .4_19 1.GT96 ,5400 ,_992 -1,2244 .3496 1.3261
.7000 -.5233 .5340 o_933 ,620_ .2992 -1.2736 °3369 1,3530
.7500 -.44_4 ,561h .94_8 .7000 .29_2 -.5565 ,5321 .9964
.8000 -,3394 .5904 .9037 ._CUO .2992 -.3226 .5955 .8958
.8500 -.2556 .6071 ._777 .9000 .2992 -.1215 ,6535 .8060
) .9000 -.1400 .5445 .819_ .10_0 ,2362 .0374 .6918 ,7470
,9500 -.0803 .65_3 .7971 ,2000 .2362 -.1444 .6417 .8242
.9750 -.0329 ,6725 .7708 .3500 .2362 -.2975 ,603B .8828
1.0000 .0458 ._967 .739_ .450& .2362 -.2659 .6113 .8712
.55u0 .2362 -,2137 .6259 ,8470
.6500 .2362 -*0488 *6696 .7813
.7500 ,2362 .2295 .7463 .6621
.8000 .2362 .3375 .7775 .6121
.8500 .2362 .4130 .7978 .5789
,9000 .2362 .4436 .8065 .5644
.9500 .2362 .434% .8038 ,5689
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 5Z.7729 PSI CN ,8648 C01 ,03975 COCORZ .03856
RUN 12 TT 109,7086 K CH -,1574 C02 ,03654 COCORZ °03531
POINT 10 RC Z9,9064 _ILLION CC ,0186 CO3 .03100 COCOR3 .0Z991 4
MACH .7600 C04 ,02590 CDCOR4 ,02479
ALPHA 2,5141 OEG CD5 ,01701 COCOR5 ,01589
UPPEe SURFACE LOVER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PILIPT HLOC XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1,1506 .9990 ,_384 0.0000 1,1506 ,9990 ,0384 .50UO .4921 -1.2060 .3479 1.3Z97
,0040 .4205 ,7968 .5805 .OU40 .778Z *8972 ,3977 ,5000 *4265 -1,2321 ,3457 1,3342
,0080 ,1348 ,7183 .7060 ,0080 ,9416 .9415 ,2951 ,5000 ,3609 -1*2350 ,3445 1,3369
*0150 -,2437 ,6151 ,8653 *0230 ,465Z ,8061 ,5683 ,5000 ,2953 -1,2377 ,3402 1,3460
,0250 ",6110 ,5130 1,0Z75 ,0500 ,2142 ,7397 ,6724 .5000 ,2297 -1,2675 ,3601 1,3460
,0400 -,9060 .4337 1,1638 ,1000 ,0658 .7017 ,7318 ,5000 ,1640 -1,Z435 ,3447 1,3365
,0600 -1,1169 ,3786 1.2675 .1500 -,0330 .6719 ,7777 .5000 ,0984 -1,2277 ,3442 1,3373
.0800 -1,186Z ,3594 1,3060 .2000 -.1291 ,5468 ,8163 ,5000 ,0328 -1,Z619 ,3305 1,3668
,1000 -1,20Z3 ,3574 1,3101 ,2500 -,Z165 ,6226 ,8537 ,5000 -,0328 -1,2487 ,3415 1,3632
.1400 -1,1646 ,3625 1,2996 ,3500 -,3146 ,5948 ,8988 ,5000 -,0984 -1,2349 ,3469 1.3318
,1800 -1,1847 ,3599 1.3048 .4500 -.2841 ,6047 ,8814 ,5000 -,1640 -1,2Z85 ,3432 1,3396
,2200 -1,1931 ,3571 1.3106 ,5500 -,2346 ,6ZOZ ,8574 ,5000 -.2297 -1.2487 .3408 1,3647
,2600 -1.1679 ,3584 1.3380 ,6500 -,0660 ,6662 .7864 ,5000 -.2953 -1,1607 ,3627 1,2991
,3000 -1,2143 ,3506 1,3240 ,7500 ,2Z76 ,7478 ,6598 ,5000 -,3609 -1,1421 ,3646 1,2954
,3600 -1,Z189 ,349Z 1,3Z70 .8000 ,5299 ,7735 ,6186 ,5000 -,4265 -1,1570 ,3617 1,3012
,3800 -1,2333 ,3414 1.3435 .8500 .4147 .7980 ,5786 .5000 -.4921 -1,1141 .3745 1.2755
.4200 -1,25Z2 .3388 1.3688 .9000 .4354 ,8035 ,5594 .0600 .2992 -.9863 .4112 1.2050
,4600 -1,2868 .3328 1.3b17 .9500 .411Z .7955 .5827 .1400 .2992 -1.1751 .3615 1.3017
,5000 -1,2864 .3Z81 1.3720 1.0000 -.0156 ,6811 ,7635 *2Z00 ,299Z -1,1941 .3521 1.3210
.5400 -1,2238 ,3410 1,3442 ,3000 ,2992 -1,1974 .3543 1.3164
.5800 -1,2587 ,3387 1,3.490 *3800 .2992 -1.1799 ,3589 1,3059
,6ZOO -,9697 ,4195 1.1897 ,4600 .2992 -1.2156 ,3469 1,3319
,6600 -,6105 ,5135 1,0257 .5400 .2992 -1.2888 .3356 1.3557
.7000 -,5274 .5388 .9856 .6200 " .2992 -,8820 ,4399 1.1527
,7500 -,4359 ,5623 .9479 ,7000 ,2992 -,5436 *5355 .9909
,8000 -,3607 *5808 ,9188 .8000 ,2992 -,3508 .5915 ,9020
,8500 -,2910 ,6009 ,8874 ,9000 .2992 -.1526 .6447 ,8196
,9000 -*2070 ,6247 ,8505 ,1000 .2352 .0674 ,7020 .7313
,9500 -.0973 ,6568 .8010 .2000 ,2362 -,1107 .6542 .8049
*9750 -,0680 *6659 ,7869 ,3500 .2362 -,3042 *5984 ,8913
1,0000 -*0156 ,6811 ,7635 ,4500 *2362 -,2582 ,6148 *8657
.5500 .2362 -,2277 .6199 .8578
,6500 ,2362 -,0498 ,5701 ,7804
.7500 .2362 .2182 .7417 ,6692
,8000 .2362 .3249 *7725 ,6202
,8500 *2362 ,3994 ,7929 *5870
.9000 ,2362 ,4285 ,8001 ,5751
.9500 .2362 .4128 ,7972 ,5798
TEST 137 PT 58.2631 PSI CN *2767 CO1 *01051 COCORI ,00996
RUN 15 TT 116,9878 K CN -,1468 C02 ,01063 CDCORZ ,01003
POINT 1 RC 30,2226 NILLION CC *0204 CD3 *01020 COCOR3 .00973
MACH .7694 C04 ,00931 C000R4 *00893
ALPHA -2*0060 DEG C05 ,00882 CDCOR5 ,00845
UPPER SURFACE LOVER SURFACE SPANWI$E
X/C CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP PwLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.0276 ,9640 .2298 0.0000 1,0276 ,9640 .2298 ,5000 ,4921 -.6894 *4845 1,U748
,0040 *9322 ,9368 ,3072 .0040 .1206 .7095 .7192 .5000 ,4265 -,6939 ,4826 1,0760
,0080 ,7081 ,8745 .4424 .0080 .3103 ,7630 .6350 .5000 .3609 -.6994 .6794 1.0834
,0150 *3755 .7818 .6047 .0230 -,2392 .6107 ,8717 *5000 ,2953 -.6937 .4839 1.0758
.0250 *0254 .6830 .7501 .0500 -.4000 ,5637 ,9453 .5000 .2297 -,5956 ,4820 1,0790
,0400 -,2580 *6052 .8801 .1000 -,4324 ,5546 ,9598 .5000 .1660 -,6962 .6814 1.0801
.0600 -,3755 ,5713 .9333 ,1500 -.4704 *5455 ,9743 .5000 ,0984 -,6952 .6829 1.0775
.OflO0 -.4032 ,5623 ,9475 .2000 -._599 ,5196 1.0163 .5000 ,0328 -.5991 .4817 1,0795
,1000 -.4148 .5565 ,9535 .2500 -.b146 .5056 1.0398 .5000 -*0328 -.7051 .4788 1,0863
.1400 -.4467 .5515 .9648 .3500 -.7877 .4554 1,1249 *5000 -.0984 -,7048 *4793 1.0835
,1800 -.4893 .5379 .9866 ,4500 -,44_8 ,5531 ,9521 *5000 -*I660 -*6955 ,4815 1.0799
.2200 -.5309 .5283 1.0022 .5500 -.3136 .5886 .9061 *5000 -*229? -.6997 ,4805 1,0816
.2600 -,5518 *5229 1.0110 .6500 -.0833 .6520 .8078 ,5000 -.2953 -,6975 ,4844 1,0749
,3000. -,6031 ,5080 1,0355 ,7500 ,Z166 .7357 .6783 .5000 -.3609 -.7058 .4804 1.0817
.3400 -,6259 .5000 1.0487 .8000 .3167 *7666 *6325 .5000 -.4265 -.7154 ,4784 1.0851
*3800 -.6489 ,4964 1,0548 .8500 .3920 ,7851 ,5994 ,5000 -,4921 -.7261 ,4738 1,0929
*4200 -*6639 .49_8 1.06_i .9000 .4222 *7946 .5837 *0600 *2992 -*3530 *5782 *9224
*4600 -.6865 *4840 1.0755 *9500 ,4320 *7974 .5791 .1400 *2992 -.4439 .5533 .9618
.5000 -.7074 .6794 1.0833 1.0000 ,1554 .7199 .7030 ,2200 *2992 -*5262 .5293 1.0005
,5400 -,7269 ,4733 1.0938 .3000 ,2992 -.5775 .5167 1*0211 •
.5800 -.7742 .4595 1,1176 .3800 ,2992 -,6549 .4924 1.0614
,6200 -.8127 ,4492 1,1358 .4600 *299Z -.6812 .4884 1,0682
.6600 -,8921 ,4Z58 1.1760 *5400 *2992 -.7247 .6750 1.0910
,7000 -*9246 ,4175 1,1929 *6200 ,2992 -.8066 *4522 1,1304
.7500 -,4318 *5583 ,9538 *7000 .2992 -,8210 .4493 1.1355
.8000 -.3147 .5895 .9046 .8000 ,2992 -.3232 .5859 .9103
.8500 -.2113 ,6189 .8590 ,9000 .2992 -,1079 ,6467 ,8161
,9000 -,1011 ,6684 ,8134 ,1000 ,2362 -,4402 ,5559 ,9577
,9500 ,0170 .5831 .7600 .2000 ,Z362 -.5380 .5265 1.0051
,9750 ,0874 .7012 .7321 ,3500 ,2362 -.7684 ,6621 1.113g
1,0000 ,1554 .7199 .7030 ,4500 .2362 -.4369 .5569 .9594
.5500 .2362 -,3107 *5900 ,9039
,6500 ,235Z -,0865 .6536 .8054
*?500 .2362 ,2159 .7368 .6767
.800U .2362 .3156 .7656 .6309
,8500 .2362 .3825 .7843 .b007
,9000 *2362 .6156 .7938 .5851
,2500 .Z352 ,6283 .7965 ,5806
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 56,Z570 PSl CN ,3598 CD1 ,01122 CDCORZ ,01073
RUN 13 TT 116.8737 K CM -.1493 CDZ .U1140 COCOR2 .01083
k POINT Z RC 30.Z573 NILLION CC .0217 CO3 .01105 C000R3 .01061
MACH *7609 C04 *00997 CDCOR4 .00956
ALPHA -1,4765 OEG C05 ,00930 CDCOR5 ,00890
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PeLIPT HLCC XIC CP P#LIPT HLOC XlC YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,0718 ,9761 .1864 0,0000 1.0718 .9761 .1864 .5000 .49Z1 -.7505 ,4693 1.1007
• 0040 .8774 ,9222 ,34Z8 .0040 .2272 ,7405 .5708 ,5000 .4265 -.7575 .4663 1.1058
• 0080 ,6439 ,8551 °4773 .UU80 °4233 .7919 .5883 .5000 .3609 -.7627 .4572 1.1043
,01P0 ,2914 .7582 ,5428 ,0230 -.1319 ,6396 *8269 .5000 ,2953 -,7673 ,4669 1,1083
• 0250 -*0621 *6396 .7962 *0500 -,2952 .5953 .8957 .5000 ,2297 -*7657 .4663 1.1058
• 0400 -.3608 .5768 *9266 .1000 -,3532 .5785 .9Z19 .5000 *1540 -,7675 *4635 1,1107
.0600 -.4817 .5634 .9777 .1500 -.6085 .5616 *9690 .5000 *0986 -.7692 .4651 1.1079
• 0000 -*6950 .5377 ,9859 .2000 -.4957 .5375 .9871 .5000 .0328 -,7558 .4652 1.1077
.1000 -*4995 ,5304 .9858 *2500 -*5558 *5Z15 1.0132 .5000 -.0328 -.7706 .4533 1.1110
.1400 -45201 *5333 .9941 *3500 -*5495 ,4955 1.0562 *5000 -,0986 -.7555 .4520 1.113Z
.1800 -.5576 .5217 1.0128 *4500 -.4401 ,5547 ,9596 .5000 -.1540 -.7559 .4625 1.1125
• 2200 -.6003 .5136 1.0266 .5530 -.304Z *59Z9 .8996 .5000 -.2297 -.7563 ,4697 1.1000
• 2600 -.6065 .5094 1.0331 .6500 -.0781 .6563 ,8043 °5000 -.2953 -*7623 .653Z 1.1112
• 3000 -*6553 *4968 1.0574 .7500 *Z224 .7396 .b7ZZ .5000 -.3609 -*7637 .4667 1,1085
.3400 -,5843 ,4890 1.0572 .8000 .3253 .7587 .5250 ,5000 -.4265 -.7711 .6515 1.1161
.3800 -*7097 *6809 1.0808 .8500 .4017 ,7894 ,5924 e5000 -.6921 -*7784 .4597 1.1176
,4200 -,7239 ,4780 1.0859 .9000 ,4283 .7985 *5772 °0600 .2992 -,4498 .5533 .9618
• 6600 -,2486 ,4688 1.1015 .9500 .6368 ,7989 .5767 .1400 .2992 -.5221 .5317 .9955
• 5000 -,7761 .4532 1,1112 1.0000 ,1686 ,7182 ,7058 ,2200 .2992 -,5982 ,5120 1,0289
.5400 --,7897 .4589 1.1188 .3000 *2992 -.6265 .5025 1,0445
• 5800 -,8296 *4469 1,1399 .380_ .2992 -.7208 *6767 1,0915
.5200 -,8558 ,4365 1,1563 .6500 .2992 -.7456 .4596 1.1002
,6600 -.9645 .4125 1.ZOZ1 .5400 ,2992 -,7868 .4585 1,1195
• 7000 -,q008 ,4290 1.1719 ,6200 ,2992 -,8555 ,4391 1,1538
• 7500 -,4530 ,5497 ,9575 ,7000 ,2992 -,8718 .4339 1.1630
_8000 -_3038 ,5929 ,8993 *8000 .2992 -.3171 ,5883 .9057
.8500 -*2038 *6200 .8573 ,qO00 .2992 -,1096 ,6469 .8158
,9000 -,0989 ,5494 ,8119 .1000 .2362 -.3565 .5781 .9225
.9500 .0220 .6832 ,7598 ,2000 .2352 -,6735 .5427 ,9788
• 9750 ,0869 .6998 ,7342 ,3500 .2352 -.6173 ,5045 1,0413
1,0000 .1485 ,7182 ,7058 .4500 .2362 -.4289 ,5557 .9564
,5500 .2352 -,3006 ,5969 .8963
.5500 .2362 -.0783 .5555 .8025
• 7500 .2362 .2165 ,7386 ,6737
• 8000 ,2362 ,3212 ,7669 ,6289
,8500 .2352 .3891 ,7851 ,599_
.gGOG .2362 .6312 .7978 .5784
,9500 ,2362 .6392 .8001 .5746
TEST 137 PI 5_.2666 PSI CN ,6388 CD1 ,01263 COCOR1 .01206
RUN 13 TT 116.8136 K C_ -,1540 CDZ .01285 CDCORZ .01221
POINT 3 RC 30.2873 NILLION CC *0234 CD3 *01248 COCOA3 .01200
HACH .7692 CD4 *01159 COCUR6 .01112
ALPHA -1.0030 OEG C05 .01035 ¢DC0_5 .00884
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWZSE
XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XlC CP PeLIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1.1007 ,9862 .1514 0.0000 1,1007 ,9842 ,1514 ,5000 ,4921 -,8207 .4502 1.1341
• 0040 .8229 ,9066 ,3776 ,0060 ,3285 ,7571 ,5285 .5000 ,4265 -,8112 ,4510 1,1326
.0080 ,5686 ,8370 .5115 ,0080 .5101 .8198 .5415 .5000 ,3609 -.8150 *6467 1.1437
.0150 .2101 *7359 .5700 *U230 -*0352 .6663 .7859 ,5000 .2953 -,8264 .4464 1.1407
• 0250 -.1490 .6353 *8336 ,0500 -.2084 ,6184 ,8597 .5000 *2Z97 -,8228 ,4475 1.1388
• 0400 -,4519 *5523 ,9634 ,1000 -,2798 ,5953 ,8941 .5000 .1540 -.8051 .4501 1.1342
• 0600 -.5790 ,5125 1.U279 .1_00 -.3483 .5824 .9158 ,500C *0986 -.8153 .4676 1.1306
• 0800 -.5851 .5133 l.OZb7 ,2000 -.4347 .5_64 .9569 .5000 .0328 -.8114 .4486 1.1372
.1000 -.5790 .5151 1.0238 .2500 -.5046 .5365 .9888 .50Oh -.0328 -.8199 .4468 1.1400
• 1400 -.6048 .5077 1.0359 .3500 -.5702 .5177 1.0195 .5000 -.0986 -.8088 .4500 1.1344
,1800 -,6039 .5058 1,0391 .4500 -,4160 ,5523 ,9675 ,5000 -.1660 -.E004 .4503 1.1338
,2200 -.6757 *6897 1*0650 *5500 -.3010 .5905 ,9031 .5000 -*2297 -,8088 .4523 1.1303
• 2500 -,6869 .4874 1.0699 .6500 -,0735 ,6562 ,8014 ,5000 -*2953 -.8125 ,6515 1.1317
,3000 -,7110 ,4769 1.0862 ,7500 .Z272 .7603 .6712 *5000 -.3609 -.8080 .4513 1,1320
• 3400 -,7222 ,4708 1.J981 .80_0 *3299 .7889 ,6257 .5000 -*6265 -.8183 .6475 1.1386
• 3800 -,7535 .4667 1.1051 *6500 .6059 .7890 .5930 ,5000 -*4921 -.8261 ,4465 1,1405
.6200 -,7625 .6643 1,1094 .9000 .4335 .7987 .5770 .0600 *2992 -.5170 ,5319 ,9953
• 4600 -.7802 .6571 1.1219 .9500 .4420 .7991 ,5766 .1600 .2992 -,5988 ,5094 1.0332
,5000 -,8240 ,44_4 1.1426 I.OGO0 ,1613 .7167 .7111 .2200 .2992 -.6530 .6932 1.0601
• 5600 -,8450 .4387 1.1565 .30b0 *2992 -.6831 ,6853 1.0734
• 5800 -*8932 *kZ_3 1,176_ .3800 *2992 -.7711 *_658 1.1068
.6200 --.9203 .6188 1.1906 .4500 *299Z -.8028 .4556 1*1Z65
• 6600 -.9935 .3901 1.2331 .560_ .2992 -.8416 .4411 1.1501
• 7000 -1.0123 .3956 1.2341 .620_ .2992 -._235 .4194 1.1895
• 7500 -.6666 .5_84 .96_7 .7000 .Z992 -.,983 .4299 1.1702
.8000 -.3016 .5927 .,997 .BOO0 .299Z -.31_5 .5900 .9039
• 8500 -,1979 ,_210 ,f1555 .9000 .2992 -.1122 .6475 ,8168
P ,9000 -.0934 .6511 .B093 .IOGC .2361 -.2851 .5975 .8921
• 9500 .0210 .6830 .7602 .2000 ._36Z -.4190 .5515 .9488
• 9750 ,0765 .69_9 .7355 .3500 .g3bZ -.5543 .5195 1.0165
1.0000 .1413 .7167 .7111 .4500 ._362 -.4066 .5610 .9496
.550_ *2352 -,2848 *5969 ,8932
• 6500 *2362 -,0686 *6575 .7996
.7550 .2362 ,2230 .7400 .6716
• 6000 ,23bZ ,3320 .7689 .6256
.8500 .2362 ,3950 .7892 .5927
,9000 .2362 ,4369 .8002 .5765
,950_ *2362 .4375 .8009 ,5733
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 58.2649 PS! CN *5200 CD1 ,01556 COCOR1 .01488
RUN 13 TT 116.8421 K CM -.1589 C02 .01593 CDCORZ .01519
PaZNT 4 RC 36.3021 e[LL[ON CC ,0145 C03 ,01556 CDCOR3 .01499
_ACH ,7703 C04 ,01496 COCOR4 ,01441
ALPHA -*4990 OEG CD5 ,01268 COCOA5 .01Z08
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWTSE
XlC CP PpLIPT HLOC XlC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1247 .9907 .Z158 0,0000 1.1247 .9907 .1158 ,5000 ,4911 -,8718 ,4361 1.159Z
,0040 ,7651 ",8899 .4114 ,004U o4248 ,7964 ,5808 ,5000 ,4165 -,8668 ,4340 1,1630
.0080 ,9133 ,8191 ,5416 .0080 ,6004 .8447 ,4980 ,5000 ,3609 -.8811 .431Z 1.1679 _'
.0190 ,1329 ,7143 .7118 .0230 ,0597 ,69Z2 .7459 ,5000 ,2983 -,8916 .4285 1.17Z8
,0250 -.2215 ,6138 ,8668 .0500 -,1169 ,6398 ,8Z67 ,5000 .2297 -,8837 ,4300 1.1700
.0400 -,534Z .5274 1,0036 .1000 -.2100 ,6197 .8577 *5000 .1640 -,8778 ,4347 1.1616
.0600 -.7177 ,4781 1,0897 .1500 -.2908 .5936 ,898Z .5000 .0984 -,873Z ,4300 1*170Z
,0800 -,7Z97 ,4748 1,0913 ,ZGO0 -,3784 ,5715 ,9330 *5000 ,03Z8 -,8538 ,4356 1,1600
.1000 -.6793 .4869 1,0707 .2500 -,4490 .5519 ,9642 ,5000 -.0328 -.8522 .4370 1,1574
*1400 -.6809 .486Z 1.0718 *3500 -.5061 .5341 *ggz7 *5000 -*0964 -*8688 *4351 1.1609
.1800 -,6959 .4796 1.0830 ,4500 -,4011 .5646 .9439 .5000 -.1640 -.8525 .4358 1*1895
*ZZO0 -*713Z .4773 1._871 .5500 -.2885 .5976 ,89Z0 .5000 -.2Z97 -.8545 ,4368 1.1579
*2600 -.7435 ,471_ 1,0961 *6500 -*0651 .6599 ,7958 *5000 -.2953 -,8602 .4356 1*1600
,3000 -.7688 ,4614 1.1145 *7500 *1356 .7425 ,6676 .5000 -,3609 -,8569 .4370 1.1575
,3400 -.7863 .4579 1,1204 ,8000 .3286 .7684 *6165 .5000 -,4265 -.8656 .4313 1,1678
.3800 -,8199 ,4488 1,1369 ,8500 ,4126 ,7908 ,5901 ,5000 -*4921 -,8735 ,4307 1,1687
.4200 -.8379 ,4428 1,1470 ,9000 ,4411 ,7999 ,9750 ,0600 ,2992 -,6157 ,5034 1,0431
.4600 -,8329 ,4472 1,1393 ,9500 ,4423 ,8013 ,5727 ,1400 ,Z992 -,6474 ,4948 1,0573
.5000 -,8538 ,4354 1,1604 1.0000 .1134 .7105 .7176 ,ZZO0 ,2992 -.7153 .4763 1.0887
*5400 -,8833 ,4273 1.1750 .3000 .299Z -,7469 ,4650 1,1082
,5800 -,9309 ,4150 1,1976 ,3800 .2992 -,8165 ,4482 1.1376
.6200 -.9788 ,4044 1*2174 *4600 .2992 -.8570 ,4362 1.1588
.6600 -1.0511 .3801 1.2641 .5400 *1991 -.9121 .4Z36 1.1817
.7000 -1,0927 ,3701 1.1840 ,6200 ,299Z -.9772 ,40Z2 1.2215
,7500 -.5031 .535_ ,9905 .7000 .2992 -.9715 ,4067 1.2130
.8000 -,3095 .5900 ._039 ,8000 .Z99Z -,309_ ,5858 .9105
,8500 -.1940 .6200 ,8573 ,9000 ,1991 -,0993 .6492 .8123
.9000 -,0941 .649Z ,8123 .1000 ,2362 -.2189 .6167 ,8623
,9500 ,0144 .6817 ,7621 .2000 *2362 -,3608 .5756 ,9266
*9750 *0683 *6955 .74_8 ,3500 .2362 -.4939 *5406 ,9821
1.0000 *1234 ,7105 ,7176 .4500 .2362 -,3860 .5679 ,9386
.5500 ,2362 -.2829 ,5966 .8936
.6500 ,2362 -.0697 ,6565 ,8009
.7500 .2362 .2288 .7403 .6711
,80_0 .2362 .3330 ,7682 .6267
,8500 .2362 ,40_6 ,7896 .5921
,9000 ,236Z ,4372 ,7984 ,5775
,9500 .2382 .4392 .7981 .5780'
TEST 137 PT 58,2221 PSI CN ,6017 C01 *01766 CDCOR1 .01692
RUN 13 'IT 116,8771 K CM -,1618 COZ *01847 COCQR? *01772
PrIINT 5 RC 30,2145 HILLION CC .0241 C03 ,01793 CDCOR3 *01743
NACH .7681 C04 .01738 CDCQR4 .01692
ALPHA *0098 DEG CO5 *01685 CDCOR5 *01416
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAN'#ISE
XlC CP P_,LIPT MLOC XIC CP PJ,LIPT MLOC XlC YIC CP P_,LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1453 .9970 .0660 0.0000 1.1453 .9970 ,0660 .5000 ,4921 -.9039 ._269 1.1757
,0040 ,6943 ,8720 ,4475 ,0040 .5123 ,8115 .5385 ,5000 .4265 -.9003 ,4258 1.1778
.0080 ,433Z .7991 ,5763 .0080 ,6846 .8677 .4556 .5000 .3609 -.9119 .4231 1.1826
*0150 *0518 ,6946 .74Z2 .0230 .1536 .7201_ .7017 *5000 *1953 -.9208 .4200 1,1884
*0250 -,3164 ,5919 .9009 ,0500 -*0378 *6687 .7822 ,5000 *2197 -,9343 .4101 1.1882
*0400 -.6221 .5065 1,0379 .1000 -.1419 .6399 .8165 .5000 .1640 -,9Z81 ,4204 1.1876
.0600 -.8108 .4537 1.1178 .1500 -,1274 ,6155 .864Z ,5000 ,0984 -.9346 .%153 1.1970
*0800 -.8360 ,4440 1.1449 .2000 -*3246 .5854 .9111 *5000 ,0328 -,9467 • 41..7 1.1982
*1000 -.8238 ,451_ 1.1316 .2500 -,3845 .5735 .9299 .5000 -*0318 -.9315 .4176 1,1918
.1400 -*7900 .4589 1,11_7 *3500 -.4490 *5552 .9589 .5000 -.098 _1, -.8896 .4295 1.1710
,1800 -*7762 .4614 1.1143 .4500 -*3660 *5776 .9233 .5000 -.1640 -.8854 .4317 1.1670
*2200 --.8137 .4498 1.1346 ,5500 -*25b5 .6077 .8763 ,5000 -*2297 -.8884 .4302 1.1697
*2600 -.8088 .4_33 1.1,? 8_* .6500 -.0605 ,6604 ,7950 ,5000 -.2953 -.8884 .4293 1.1713
.3000 -,7977 ,4544 1,1166 ,7_00 • 23J.5 .7440 .6652 ,5000 -,3609 -,8863 ,4343 1,162..
,3400 -,8065 **.52_ 1.1294 .BOO0 *3397 *7730 .6190 .500U -*4265 -*9028 ,4249 1.1795
.3800 -.8512 .4394 1.1532 ,8500 .4711 ,7951 .5830 .5000 -.4921 -.9133 ,4237 1,1816
.4200 -,8977 ,4301 1.1697 .9000 .4428 .8006 ,5738 ,0600 .299Z -.7091 .*.784 1.0851
.4600 -,9209 .422*. 1.1839 .9500 .4477 ,8012 .5728 .1400 .2992 -,8231 .4495 1.1352
.5000 -,9498 .4111 1,2049 1,0000 .1112 .7109 .7171 *2ZUO .2992 -. 7405 .4700 1,0995
.5400 -*9468 ,4146 1.1981 *3000 .2992 -.8073 ,4540 1,12.73
.5800 -,9795 .4041 1,2178 .3800 .2992 -.8763 .4331 1.1645 "*
.6200 -1.0116 .39_5 1.2343 .4bOO ,2992 -.8844 ,4302 1.1697
.6600 -1.0850 .3701 1.Z7Zb ,5400 .2992 -.9565 .4106 1,Z057
,7000 -1,1085 ,3689 1,2863 ,6100 .2992 -1,0491 .3868 1*2511
.7§00 -**.923 .5398 ,9834 .7000 .2992 -1.0093 .3968 1.2318
*8000 -,3103 *_939 ,8978 ,8000 *2992 -,3109 ,.5884 ,9063
*8500 -*1981 .6216 .8:)48 ,9000 .Z991 -.1011 *6*.99 .8110
.9000 -*0908 .6527 ,8068 ,10(,_ .2362 -,153_ ,6350 * 83..1 e
,9500 ,0098 ,6805 ,7640 .2000 .Z3bZ -,1941 ,5988 .8901
.9750 .0657 .6985 .7363 .3500 ,2362 -, 4..37 .5516 ,9645
1.0000 *1122 .7109 .7171 .4500 .1362 -.3541 .5816 .9171
.5500 .236Z -*2585 *6043 .8816
,6601:' ,2362 -,060G ,6618 .7928
.7500 ,2362 .1393 ,7437 ,6658
,8000 ,1382 .3394 .7729 ,6191
.8500 *2362 ,4099 .7918 .5885
,900U *1361 .4449 .8013 ,571?
*9500 *1362 *4436 .8018 .5716
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 237 PT 58,2173 PSI CN .65§3 CDI .02011 CDCORI .01923
RUN 13 TT 15b.8503 K CM -o1503 CDZ °02164 COCOR2 *02049
POINT b RC 30,2215 MILLION CC ,0262 C03 *02073 COCOR3 *01997
MACH .Tb_b CD4 ,01953 COCOR6 *01887
ALPHA .5091 OEG CO5 .01700 COCOR5 .01617
UPPER SURF4CE LOWER SURFACE SPAN¥[SE
XIC CP PeLIPT _LOC XIE CP PeLIPT NLOC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT NLOC
0.0000 1.1509 ,9982 ,0504 0,0000 1,1509 ,9982 *0504 .5000 *4921 -.9790 .4040 1,Z182
.0060 ,6665 ,8555 .6750 ,00_0 .5812 ,8395 *5073 *5000 .4_55 -*9759 ,4025 1.2211
,0080 ,3888 ,7847 ,5000 ,0G80 .7668 o8915 ,60qZ ,5000 ,3609 -.q832 .3979 1,2297
,0150 .0070 ,6791 .7561 .0230 ,2156 .7367 .5758 .5000 °2953 -.9766 o6011 1,2237
*0250-,3819 .5725 .9314 .0500 .0162 .6802 .7546 .5000 .2297 -.9495 .6104 1.2061
,0400 -*6739 .4885 1.0679 .1000 -,0895 .6523 ,8076 .5000 ,1640 -.9§75 ,4107 1.2055
,0600 -.8578 .4358 1.1596 .15_0 -,1958 .5210 ,8557 .5000 ,0986 -.9555 ,4049 1.2155
,0800 -,9110 ,4218 1.1850 .2000 -.2654 *_050 .8805 ,5000 ,0328 -,9815 ,6029 1.2Z02
.1000 -,8985 .4245 1.1799 *2500 -°3580 .5772 ,9239 .5000 -,03Z5 -.9758 .6017 1,2225
.1600 -,89_3 ,4Z82 1,1733 .3500 -.4237 .5509 .9498 .5000 -.0984 -,9743 .4058 1.2168
o1800 -,8865 ,4302 1.1598 .6500 -,3597 .5753 .9254 .5000 -.1660 -,8879 ,4275 1.1765
,2200 -,89ZB ,6290 1.1719 ,5500 -*2503 *6030 ,8836 ,5000 -.2297 -.9434 .4183 1.1915
,2600 -.9055 ,6242 1,1807 ,5500 -*0597 ,5598 ,7958 .5000 -.2953 -,9492 .6118 1,2035
,3000 -.9300 ,61_3 1.1970 .7500 ,2258 ,7393 ,5727 ,5000 -*3009 -.9535 ,4108 1.2054
.3400 -.9341 ,6117 1.2037 ,8000 ,3310 ,7701 .5237 .5000 -.4255 -.9699 .4035 1.2189
.3800 -,8815 ,4272 1.17_2 ,8500 .4147 ,7931 °5853 *5000 -.4921 -,9675 .4064 1.2176
,4200 -*8750 .6313 1.1678 ,9000 ,4486 .8028 *§702 .0500 ,2992 -.7809 .6605 1.1157
.6500 -,9336 .4174 1,193Z .9500 ,4270 .7945 ,5839 ,1400 .2992 -.9142 ,6235 1.1818
,5000 -,9750 ,3996 1,2264 1.0000 ,0728 ,6975 .7377 ,2200 ,2992 -,9121 .4Z17 1.1852
.5400 -1,0265 ,3909 1,2431 .3000 .2992 -,8578 .4352 1,1590
,5800 -,9921 .3971 1,2312 .3800 .2992 -.9459 o6166 1.1985
.6200 -1.0366 .3884 1.2480 ,4500 *2992 -,9775 .6083 1.2101
.5600 -1,1165 ,3641 1,2950 .5400 .2992 -.9946 .4026 1,2209
*7000 -1,0002 .6025 1,2210 ,6200 ,2992 -1.0778 .3802 1,2639
,7500 -,6681 *5462 ,9733 .7000 .2992 -.8246 ,4530 1.1291
,8000 -.3243 .5855 ,9094 .8000 .2992 -.3119 .5942 .8973
.8500 -.2257 ,5122 .8593 .9000 .2992 -.1093 .6482 ,8138
,9000 -.1079 *6653 .8182 .1000 ,2352 -*1031 ,5480 .8141
.9500 -.0187 *5715 .7778 .2000 ,2352 -,2579 *5058 .8793
.9750 .0350 .6876 .7534 ,3500 .2352 -.4305 ,5537 .9613
1.0000 .0728 .6975 .7377 ,4500 .2352 -.3415 .5819 o9165
,5500 .2352 -.2533 *6075 .8756
,5500 .2352 -,0525 ,6535 ,790Z
.7500 ,2362 ,2Z89 ,7405 .6707
.8000 .2352 .3354 ,7713 .5217
.8500 .2352 .4057 ,7910 .5896
,9000 .2352 .4471 .8035 ,5589
.9500 .2352 *4420 .8019 .5717
TEST 137 PT 58,2151 PSI CN ,5950 C01 *02692 CDCOR1 ,02389
RUN 13 TT 115o8035 K CM -.1553 C02 .02489 COCORZ .02370
POINT 7 Re 30,2901 NILLION CC .0240 CO3 ,02508 CDCOR3 ,02440
MACH .7703 CD6 .02259 COCOR4 .02189
ALPHA °9979 OEG C05 *02069 COCOR5 °01971
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC CP PeLIPT HLOC XlC YIC CP PeLIPT NLOC.
O,OGO0 1,1589 1.0010 0,0000 0,0000 1,1589 1,0010 0,0000 ,5000 .4921 -1.0326 .3887 1,Z473
• 0040 .5806 °8605 ,5054 .0060 ._337 .8563 .4806 ,5000 .4255 -1.0630 .3851 1,2543
• 0080 .3152 .765_ .6311 ,0080 ,8090 .9037 ,3838 ,5000 ,3_09 -1.0292 .3827 1,2590
.0150 -.0352 .5556 .7870 .GZ30 .2889 .7596 *5405 .5000 .2953 -1.0263 .3835 1.2574
,0250 -,6229 ,5589 .9530 .0500 ,0782 .7012 ,7321 ,5000 *2Z97 -1.0393 ,3820 1.2504
,0400 -.7076 ,6771 1.0873 .1000 -,0509 .6635 .7902 ,5000 .1640 -1.0181 .3848 1.2569
,0500 -.8874 *4222 1,1043 .1500 -.1372 ,5390 .8279 .5000 .0984 -.9874 ,3953 1*2327
• 0800 -.9723 .4039 1.Z186 .2000 -,2405 .6120 .8595 ,5000 .03Z8 -.9773 .3975 1.2305
,1000 -,9718 .6050 1.2165 ,250U -.3265 ,5845 *9125 ,5000 -*0328 -.9875 ,3955 1.2363
,1400 -,9376 .4121 1.2031 ,3500 -,3963 .5558 .9603 *5000 -.0986 -1*0520 ,3793 1.2557
• 1800 -,9263 .41_5 1,2050 .6500 -.3689 .5776 .9233 .5000 -.1540 -1.0833 ,3773 1°2696
• 2200 -.9332 ,6078 1.2111 ,5500 -,2755 .5969 ,8953 .5000 -,2297 -.9929 .3989 1.2277
• 2600 -.9691 ,4054 1.2135 .6500 -,0593 .5566 .8008 *5000 -*2953 -,9807 .3957 1.2319
• 3000 -1.0018 *3967 1,2321 .7500 ,2268 ,7405 .6709 ,5000 -,3609 -.9854 .3958 1.2337
• 3400 -,9977 .3915 1.2618 ,_000 ,3335 .7585 .5261 ,5000 -.4255 -1o0244 .3906 1,2641
• 3800 -1.0114 .3872 1.2506 ,8500 .6025 °7859 .5980 °500C -o4921 -1.0304 °3883 1.2681
• 6200 -,9781 .3992 1,2Z72 .9000 .6230 .7914 .5_91 ,0000 .2992 -.8218 ,6663 1.1409
.4500 -.9857 .3960 1.2372 .95U0 .4257 .7961 ,5813 .1400 .2992 -.9594 ,4055 1.2151
• 5000 -.9940 ,3965 1*2352 I.UOUO .0380 ,6870 .7539 *2200 ,_992 -1.0006 ,3983 1.2290
.5600 -1.0306 ,3225 1,Z5_4 .3_00 .2992 -,9253 .4179 1.1923
.5600 -1.0977 .3544 1.Z954 .3500 °29_Z -.9875 .3955 1.2321
• 5200 -1.1072 ,3530 l.Zgbb .4500 ,2992 -1.0605 ,3890 1,2467
,5500 -1.1310 ,3541 1.2951 .5400 .2992 -1.0777 .3759 1.2724
.7000 -,7038 .6798 1.o_2_ .5200 ,2992 -1.1256 .3636 1,2976
• 7500 -,6232 .5539 .9509 .7000 *2992 -,0993 .6826 1.0779
.8000 -.3245 .5820 ,9154 *8000 *2992 -,3Z30 .5889 *9050
.8500 -.2212 .5149 ,8552 .9000 .2992 -.1305 .6411 ,8247
.9000 -.1343 .5389 ,82_1 .1000 .2352 -,0514 ,5599 .7957
,9500 -.069B ,5632 .7907 ,2U00 .Z362 -.2273 .5128 .8584
,9750 -,0207 .5706 .7793 ,3500 .2352 -,3899 ,5681 .9383
1.0000 ,0380 .5870 ,7539 ,45_0 *2352 -.3278 ,5868 ,9121
• 5500 *2362 -,2455 ,5072 .8771
• 5505 ,2352 -,0556 ,6555 .8009
,7500 ,238Z ,Z3Ub ,7617 ,b589
.8bOC ,2302 .3393 .77C0 .5239
• 85GG .23_Z °6065 ,7879 ,5967
.9000 .2362 .4399 .8008 *5735
• 9500 .2352 ,4382 .7996 ,57_9
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TABLE III.- Continued.
TEST 137 PT 49.1693 PSI CN .7479 COl .03711 C0C0R1 *03995
RUN 13 TT 104*5467 K CM -.1953 C02 *03353 COCORZ *03236
POINT 8 RC 30.1418 MILLION CC *0219 C03 *02800 COCOA3 *02731 QM&CH .7bqZ C04 .02687 COCOR6 ,02620
ALPHA 1,6931 OEG CD5 ,02528 CDCOR5 ,02633
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC XIC CP P_L/PT MLOC X/C Y/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1,1618 1o0016 0,0000 0.0(`00 1.1618 1,0016 0.0000 .5000 ,_921 -1,0918 .3736 1.2776
.0040 ,5698 ,8298 .5249 .0040 ,6779 ,8659 .6597 .5000 ,6265 -1.1121 .3703 1.2862
.GO80 ,2590 ,7698 .6569 .G080 .8602 .9178 .3533 ,5000 .3609 -1.1222 .3718 1.2811
.0150 -.1065 .6680 .6147 .0230 .3391 .7722 .6210 .5000 .2953 -1.1126 .3688 1.2871
• 0250 -.6756 .§659 .9765 ,0§00 .1171 ,7086 .7213 .5000 .2297 -1.1226 ,3666 1.2916
• 0600 -,7696 .4621 1.1139 .1000 -.0176 .6716 .7785 .9000 ,1640 -1,1031 .3667 1.2913
00600 -100160 ,4036 102199 *1500 -.1127 .6462 .8176 .5000 .0986 -100916 .3725 1,2798
• 0800 -1.0335 ,3912 1.2432 .2000 -.2062 .6216 .8555 .50(`0 .0328 -1.0616 ,3936 1.2389
• 1000 -1.0661 .3891 1.2472 .2500 -.2846 .5978 ,8925 .5000 -.0328 -1.0802 .3732 1.2783
• 1600 -1,0292 .3944 1.2371 .3900 -.3777 .5731 .9312 .9000 -.0986 -1.1094 .3663 1.2922
• 1Boo -1.0265 .3938 1,2381 .4900 -,3392 ,5822 .9169 .5000 -.1640 -1,1262 ,3610 1,3029
• 2200 -1,0527 ,3887 1.2479 ,5500 -,2468 .5146 ,8664 .5000 -.2297 -1.0633 .3801 1,2666
• 2600 -1.0365 .3896 1.2663 ,6500 -.0616 .6616 .7442 .500G -.2953 -1.0511 .3866 1.2521
• 3000 -1,0751 .3805 1.2639 .7500 .2266 .7420 ,6692 ,5000 -,3609 -1.0461 .3655 1.2561
• 3600 -1.1109 ,3749 1.2749 .8(`00 .3274 .7736 .6237 ._000 -.4265 -1.0754 .3789 1.2672
• 3800 -1.1082 .3700 1.2867 .8500 ,6100 .7926 .5878 ,5000 -.6921 -1.0683 .3766 1.2715
• _200 -1,1207 .3671 1.2906 .9000 .6382 ,8015 .5730 ,0600 .2992 -,8866 .4256 1.1788
• 4600 -1.0617 ,3783 1,2682 .9500 .6164 .7929 .5872 ,1400 ,2992 -I.0306 ,3902 1.2452
• 5000 -1.0513 ,3837 1.2577 1.0U_0 -.0366 .6678 .7863 .2200 .29_2 -1.0632 .3819 1.2612
,5600 -1,0876 .3807 1.2635 .3000 .2492 -.9763 .6023 1.2220
• 5800 -1.1390 .3567 1.3116 .3800 .2992 -1.0621 .3834 1.2583
• 6200 -1.1608 .3575 1.3100 *6600 .2992 -1.0867 .3723 1.2801
• 6600 -,6661 .6898 1.0665 .5600 .2492 -1.1685 ,3616 1o3020
• 7000 -.5167 ,5327 .9957 .620G .2992 -1.1981 ,3421 1.3421
• 7500 -.6161 .5575 .9559 .7000 .2992 -.5729 *5186 1.0187
.8000 -.3577 .5?71 .9248 .8000 .2442 -.3300 .5872 .9091
• 8500 -,2658 ,6062 .8826 .9000 .2992 -,1751 .6270 ,8673
,9000 -,2107 ,6168 ,8630 ,1000 ,2352 -,0266 ,669_ ,7818
.9500 -,1236 ,6418 ,8264 ,2000 ,2362 -,1907 ,6259 *8689
• 9750 -.06_5 .6607 .7953 ,3500 .2362 -,3663 .5752 ,9279
1,0000 -,0366 ,6678 .7843 .4500 .2362 -,3179 .5888 .9066
,5500 *2362 -.2563 .6032 .8841
• 6500 .2362 -.0673 .6587 .7983
,7500 ,2362 ,2232 ,7401 ,6722
• 8000 ,2362 ,3300 .7678 .6280
• 8500 ,2362 ,6029 .7G06 .5911
•9000 .2362 .6234 ,7946 .5862
• 9500 .2362 .6224 .7956 .5828
TEST 137 PT 55.8366 PSZ CN .2773 CD1 .01247 CDCOR1 .01199
RUN 1_ TT 114.5382 K CN -.1496 C02 .01268 COCOR2 .01216
POINT 1 RC 30,0986 MILLION CC .0213 CD3 .0123_ CDCOR3 .01196
EACH .77d6 CD', .0107_ CDCOR_ .olo_,,
ALPHA --2.0060 OEG CD5 *00992 CDCOR5 .00954
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P,eLIPT MLOC XIC CP P..LIPT MLOC XlC YIC CP P*LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,0299 ,9622 .2358 0,0(`00 1.0299 .9622 .2358 .5000 .4921 -.7013 .4721 1.09;)9
,0060 .9476 ,9383 .3035 ,0040 ,1237 .7066 .7269 .5000 ,6265 -,7067 ,6713 1,0973
• 0080 ,7273 .8756 ,6411 ,0080 ,3136 ,7587 ,6420 ,SOGO ,3609 -,7137 ,6679 1,1032
• 0150 ,3895 ,7812 ,6058 ,0230 -.2379 .6008 ,8872 ,5000 ,2953 -.7235 .6646 1,1G88
• 0250 .0419 .6828 .7606 ,0500 -,6035 .5524 .9636 .5000 .2297 -.7165 .4682 1,1028
• 0600 -,2366 ,6034 ,8831 ,1000 -,6331 .5662 ,9733 .50C0 .1640 -.7123 .6702 1.0993
• 0600 -.3607 .5687 .9376 .1500 -.6745 *5320 .9963 .5000 .0984 -.7165 ,4683 1.1025
• 0800 -* 3963 .5598 .9516 ,2C00 -. 5651 .5088 1*0362 .500Q .0328 -.7127 ,4686 1.1020
• 1000 -.4097 .5580 ,9544 ,2500 -.6334 .6912 1.0635 .5000 -,032_ -.7154 *6680 1.1030
.1600 -.6270 .5484 .96_8 .3500 -.8099 .4413 1.1698 .SGGG -.0486 -.7206 .4671 1.1067
.1800 -.6882 .5348 .9916 .4500 -.4410 .5448 .9757 .50GO -.1640 -.7122 .4682 1.1027
• 2Z00 -.5218 .5211 1.GI_O .5500 -.3020 .5853 .0116 .500¢ -.2297 -.7081 .4698 1.1000
• 2600 -.5380 ,5184 1,G184 .6500 -.0806 .6491 .8125 ,SGO0 -,29_3 -,7109 ,6722 1,0957
• 3000. -.5966 .5025 1.0666 .7500 .2191 .7352 .6793 .5000 -,3609 -* 7170 .4688 1.1017
• 3400 -,6Z16 .d'941 1.0587 .8000 .3226 .7615 .6376 ,5000 -.62_,5 -.7173 .4678 1.1G33
• 3800 -,6546 ,6862 1.0753 .8500 .3935 .7837 ,6018 .5000 -,4921 -.7322 ,6639 1,1100
,6200 -,6689 ,6817 1,0797 ,9000 ,6243 ,7902 .5912 .ObO0 .2992 -.3683 .5762 .9288
• 6600 -,6955 .6769 1.0911 .9500 .6309 .7925 .5873 .14_0 ,2992 -.6362 .5487 ,9694
• _000 -,7267 ,4660 1,1065 1,0000 ,1521 ,7164 .7087 ,22G0 ,2992 -,5200 .5243 1.0087
• 5600 -.7606 .4_07 1.1157 .3000 .2992 -.5751 .5079 1.0357
• 5800 -.7862 .4685 1.1370 .3800 .2992 -.6669 .6829 1.0776 "
• 6200 -,8284 ,4365 1.1586 ,660_ .2992 -.6974 .6700 1.0996
.6600 -. q099 .6121 1.2031 .5600 .2992 -. 7383 .6623 1.1129
• 7000 -.4691 .3957 1.2339 ,6200 .2942 -.8279 .4359 1.1595
.7500 -,4966 ,5327 .9951 ,7OOO ,2492 -,9581 .3999 1.2260
.8000 -,2947 ,5882 .9068 • 800(, .2992 -.3037 .5851 .9117
• 8900 -.1897 .6173 .u615 .9000 .2992 -.1013 .6427 .8223
,9000 -.0906 .6456 .8178 .1000 .2362 -.4400 .5466 .9727 _t
• 9500 .0247 • 67_,2 .7676 .2000 .2362 -.5441 .5156 1.0213
,97_0 ,0904 .69_5 .7394 .35(`0 *2352 -.799_, ,4432 1.1465
1.0000 ,,1521 .7166 .7087 .*,500 .2362 -._198 .9953 .9_86
.950(., .2352 -.3085 .5896 .9112
.6500 .236,?. -.08(:4 .6493 .8122
.79u(, .2352 .2175 .7331 .6828
• 8000 ,2382 .3137 .7998 .6403
.8500 .235 _ .3838 .7802 .6075
.90(,0 .2362 .4214 .7889 .5933
• 95_0 .2362 .4298 ,7924 .5876
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 55.8450 PSI CN .3§57 CDI ,01415 COCOR1 .01359
RUN 14 TT 114,5971 K CH -,1544 COZ ,01434 COCORZ .01372
POINT 2 RC 30,0932 HILLION CC ,GZ40 CD3 ,01399 CDCOR3 .01349
MACH .7792 CD4 ,01252 COCOA4 ,01206
ALPHA -1,4765 OEG C05 ,0110q CDCOR5 .01062
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PeLIPT HLnC Xl_ CP PeLIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT HLO¢
0,0000 1.0694 ,9740 ,1947 0.0000 1,_b94 ,9740 ,lq47 .5000 .4921 -.7646 .4529 1.1294
.0040 .8922 ,9232 .3kG4 .0040 .2254 .7319 ,6844 .5000 .4265 -,7678 ,4514 1,1319
.0080 .6656 ,8584 .4732 .GOaO ,4135 .7865 .5973 .5000 .3609 -.7723 .4520 1.1310
,0150 .3150 .7594 ,6409 .0230 -,1368 .63Z0 .8388 .5000 .2953 -.7762 ,4525 1.1301
.0250 -,0410 ,6596 .7963 ,0500 -.3100 ,5813 ,9177 ,5000 ,2Z97 -,78Z7 ,4506 1,1334
,0400 -,3314 ,5772 .9241 ,1000 -,3600 ,5646 ,9440 ,5000 ,1640 -,7797 .4506 1,1334
,0600 -,4562 ,5412 .9813 ,1500 -.4146 .5505 ,9664 ,5000 ,0984 -,7785 .4500 1,1345
.0800 -,4769 .5353 ,9908 ,2000 -.5038 .5250 1,0076 .5000 ,03Z8 -,7720 .4508 1.1330
.1000 -.4819 ,5337 ,9935 ,ZSOO -.5651 .5094 1.0332 .5000 -.0328 -.7703 .4476 1,1387
,1400 -,499_ ,5281 1.0025 ,3500 -,7339 ,4534 1,1111 ,5000 -,G984 -.7814 ,4535 1.1Z83
,1800 -,5428 .5149 1,0242 ,4500 -,4307 .5490 .9688 ,5000 -.1640 -,7648 ,45Z5 1.1301
,ZZO0 -,5949 ,5042 1.0418 *5500 -,3050 ,5841 .9132 ,5000 -,2297 -.7643 ,4549 1.1259
,2600 -.5914 .5021 1.0454 ,6500 -.0775 .6486 .8132 ,5000 -.Z953 -.7666 .4537 1.1279
.3000 -,6369 ,4887 1,0678 ,7500 .2213 .7332 .6823 .5000 -.3509 -*7734 .4501 1.1342
.3400 -.6659 ,4821 1.0769 *8000 .3250 .7623 .6363 .5000 -.4265 -.7705 .4511 1*13Z5
,3800 -,6971 .4749 1,0913 *8500 .3959 ,7820 .6046 ,5000 -.4921 -,7770 .4482 1.1376
.4200 -,7252 .466_ 1.1050 .9000 .4zgo .7935 .5858 .0600 .2ggz -,4234 .5505 .966§
,4600 -.7513 ,4586 1.1193 .9500 .4395 .7963 .5811 .1400 .2992 -.5072 ,5Z87 1,0016
.5000 -.7848 .4482 1,1376 l,O000 ,1415 ,7087 ,7205 .ZZO0 ,2992 -,5805 .5049 1.0406
.5400 -°8064 .4410 1,1504 .3000 ,2992 -.6151 .4982 1.0P18
.5800 -,8459 ,4260 1.1775 ,380_ ,2992 -.7056 ,4705 1.0988
.6200 -.8876 .4236 1,1818 .4600 ,2992 -.7548 ,4555 1.1248
.6600 -,9586 .3974 1.2308 .54&0 .2992 -.8039 .4415 1o1494
.7000 -1.0203 .3824 1.Z597 .6200 ,2992 -,8875 .4221 1.1845
.7500 -,5605 .5121 1,OZU7 .7000 .2992 -.9884 .3948 1.2357
.8000 -.3135 .5808 .9184 ,8000 .2992 -.3037 ,5859 *9104
,8500 -,1840 .6177 ,8609 .gO00 ,2992 -.0953 .6460 .8172
,go00 -,oTg6 .6467 .8162 .1000 .2362 -,3635 .5675 *9394
.9500 *0Z55 .6778 .7683 .2000 ,2362 -.4879 .5329 *9947
,9750 ,0829 ,6946 ,7423 .3500 ,2362 -,7040 .4732 1.0942
1.0000 ,1415 .7087 .72o5 .4500 .2362 -,4134 .5_04 ,9665
,5500 ,2362 -.3059 ,5838 ,9137
,6500 ,2352 -,0771 ,6503 .8105
.7500 ,2362 ,22§3 .7339 .6813
.6000 ,2362 ,3261 .7642 *6332
,8500 ,2362 ,3910 .7817 .5051
.gCOU .2362 .4284 .7915 .5888
.9500 ,2362 ,4327 .7934 *5858
TEST 137 PT 55,8434 PSI CH ,4270 C01 ,01614 CDCOR1 ,01553
RUN 14 TT 114,5571 K CH -,1575 CD2 .01636 COCOR2 .01570
POINT 3 RC 30.0956 MILLIO_ CC .0261 CD3 .01587 COCOR3 .01533
NACH ,7786 CD4 ,01479 CDCOR4 *01425
ALPHA -.9877 DEG CD5 *01255 CDCOR5 *01197
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XlC CP P_LIPT HLQC XIC CP P_LIP1 MLOC XIC ¥10 CP P_LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1050 ,9845 ,1500 0.0000 1.1050 ,9845 .1500 ,5000 ,4921 -.8153 ,4391 1,1537
.0040 *8389 09083 03740 .0040 ,3269 *7637 .5342 .5000 *4265 -.8145 *4376 1*1564
.0080 ,5951 .8396 .5071 ,0080 .5065 .8139 .5515 *5000 ,3609 -,8188 .4388 1,1544
.01_0 ,2476 ,7396 .&723 .0230 -,0330 .6631 .7910 ,5000 .2953 -.8263 .4344 1.1622
,0250 -,1132 ,6376 ._302 ,0500 -.2169 .6083 .8755 .5000 .2297 -.8286 .4363 1.1588
,0400 -,4133 .5521 .9639 .1000 -.2855 .5901 .9038 .5000 .1640 -.8111 .4377 1.1564
.0500 -.5451 .5118 1.0292 .1500 -.3487 .5721 ,9322 .5000 .0984 -*8073 ,4426 1.1475
*0800 -.5541 .5118 1.0293 .2000 -,4457 .5432 .9781 .5000 .0328 -.8124 .4399 1.1525
*1000 -.5664 .5126 1.02_0 .2500 -.5221 .5205 1.0150 .5000 -.0328 -.8079 .4401 1.1519
.1400 -.5818 .5038 1.0425 .3500 -,5565 .4831 1.0771 .5000 -.0984 -.8122 .4400 1.1521
,1800 -,5906 .5029 1.0440 ,4500 -.4331 .5454 .9729 .5000 -.1640 -.8011 .4421 1.1485
.2200 -.6419 ,4890 1.u573 .5500 -.2990 .5821 ,9164 ,5000 -,2297 -,8096 .4450 1.1433
,2600 -.6662 .4814 1,0800 .6500 -.0746 ,6482 ,8139 ,5000 -,2953 -.8039 ,4404 1.1514
.3000 -.7055 ,4687 1.1019 .7500 *2261 ,7363 ,6775 *5000 -.3609 -.8176 .4418 1.L489
.3400 -.7200 .4668 1.1052 .S&OO .3309 .7635 .6344 .5000 -.4265 -,8201 ,4390 1.1540
,3800 -,7474 ,4569 1.1224 ,8500 .405_ .7854 .5990 ,5000 -,4921 -.8207 .4365 1.1585
,4200 -,7656 ,4542 1,1271 .9000 *4359 ,7945 .5841 .0600 .2992 -,5143 .5285 1.0019
,4600 -,7740 .44_2 1.1376 ,9500 .4341 .7954 .5825 ,1400 .2ggz -*5923 .5031 1.0437
,5000 -.8163 .4401 1,1520 1.0000 .1202 .7042 .7275 *2200 .2992 -,6407 *4896 1.0662
*5400 -*8505 *4290 1.1720 .30_0 .2992 -.6822 .4779 1.0861
,_800 -,8863 .4179 1,1924 *3_UO .299Z -.7478 .4559 1,1241
,6200 -,9311 ,4&63 1.Z140 .460d *2992 -*8093 .4463 1.1409
*6600 -1.0078 .3833 1.2580 .5400 .2992 -.8551 .4305 1*1692
*7000 -1.0705 ,3714 1,2813 ,6200 *2992 -*9368 .4089 1*2091
.7500 -.5803 .5041 1,0420 .7006 .2992 -1.0430 .3791 1,2662
.8000 -.3182 .5828 ,9_53 .8000 ,2992 -*3085 ,5817 *9171
.8500 -.1891 .6177 .8610 .90_0 .2992 -.0916 .6453 .8183
,9000 -,0903 .6441 ,8202 .1000 ,2362 -,2943 .5879 .9073
.9500 ,0169 .6761 .1710 .2C00 .2362 -.4168 *5561 .9575
,9750 ,0826 .5965 ,7394 .3500 *2362 -.5863 .5077 1.0361
1,0000 .1202 ,7042 .7275 .4500 ,2362 -.4176 .5514 *9649
.5500 .2362 -,2930 .5908 .9027
.6500 .23&2 -.0769 *649L .8124
.750& ,2362 ,2277 *7356 *6786
.8_ *2362 *3279 *7640 *6336
.8_00 *2362 *3946 .7813 ,b057
.gO00 .236Z ,4347 ,7963 *_011
,9500 .2362 ,4379 .7956 ,5_22
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 53,4619 PSI CN ,5079 COl .01815 CDCOR1 .01742
RUN 16 TT 111.4555 K CM -,1595 CO2 ,01869 COCORZ *01792
POINT 5 RC 29*96gZ MILLION CC .GZ64 CO3 *01826 CDCOR3 *01760 e
HJCH .7756 CO4 ,01738 COCOR4 °01676
ALPHA -.6793 OEG CD5 .01639 COCOa5 .0137Z
UPPER SURFACE LOVER SURFACE SPAN_I$E
XIC CP P,L/PT MLOC XIC CP P_LIPT NLOC X/C YIC CP PsLIPT _LOC
0.0000 1.1288 .9915 *1105 O,OGO0 Z*1Z88 .9915 .1105 ,5000 *49Z1 -*8588 ,4299 1.1704
*0040 .7817 ,8925 ,6076 .0040 .41b0 ,7918 ,5886 .5000 .4265 -.8710 ,4267 1.1763
.0080 .5301 .8120 °5379 .0080 ,6623 ,8633 .5006 ,500C .3609 -.8730 .6264 1,1769
,0150 ,1545 .7171 .7077 ,0230 .0572 °6903 ,7691 ,5000 .2953 -.8790 ,6149 1.1796
.0150 -.1956 .6154 .8646 .0500 -.1369 .6321 .8389 .5000 .1297 -.8692 .4147 1.1800
,0600 -,6939 .5297 1,u001 .1000 -,2162 ,6136 ,8675 .SO00 .1640 -.8667 ,6Z69 1.1760
*0600 -,6780 ,4795 1.0835 .1500 -°2986 ,5880 ,9074 ,5000 ,0984 -.87Z7 .4150 1,1794
.0800 -,6871 ,6756 1.0901 *gO00 -.3769 ,5684 .9381 ,5000 ,0328 -.8665 .4261 1,1771
.1000 -,6879 ,6852 1,0738 ,2500 -.6528 ,5461 .9737 .5000 -.0328 -°8485 °6328 1,1653
,1400 -,6681 .4876 1.0701 ,3500 -,5567 .5137 1.0263 .5000 -,0986 -,8499 .4314 2,1679
.1800 -.7035 ,4767 1.0882 ,4500 -,6699 .5536 .9617 ,5000 -,1660 -.8568 ,4342 1.1627
,2200 -.7044 .6765 1,0887 .5500 -,Z952 .5879 .9075 ,5006 -.2297 -.83_3 ,4313 1.1681
,2600 -,7252 .6677 1,1038 .6500 -.0707 .6505 ,8105 ,5000 -,2953 -°8523 .4359 1.1596
,3000 -,7648 .4567 1o1228 .7500 ,2315 ,7418 ,6691 .500C -.3609 -.8541 ,4324 1,1661
.3400 -.7734 .4545 1.1267 °8000 .3328 ,7683 *6269 .5000 -.4165 -.8611 .4Z58 1.1780
.3800 -,8030 *4463 1.1611 .8500 .6059 ,7884 *5961 .5000 -.6921 -.8666 ,_281 1.1738
.6200 -,8137 .6376 1.1566 .9000 .4368 .7971 .5798 *0600 ,2991 -.6186 .4975 1.0531
*6600 -.8466 .6326 1,1656 .9500 .639_ *7966 .5807 .1400 .2992 -*6266 *4938 1.0596
.5000 -.8591 ,6288 1.1725 I.OOO0 .1061 .7013 .7321 .2ZOO ,2992 -,6986 ,6746 1.0919
.5600 -.8716 .4248 1.1798 .3000 ,2992 -,7536 .6635 1.1110
.5800 -.9339 ,4087 1.2096 .3800 .2992 -.8162 ,4436 1.1659
.6200 -.9670 ,3982 1.1293 .6600 ,2992 -.8546 .4339 1,1631
*6600 -1,0599 .3772 1,2700 .5400 ,2992 -.9066 .4172 1,1937
,7000 -1,0934 ,3587 1.3071 .6200 .2992 -,9934 .3991 1.2276
*7500 -,5067 ,5329 ,9950 .7000 .2992 -1,0848 ,3670 1,2905
,8000 -13251 ,5815 .9176 ,8000 .2992 -,3149 .5860 .g136
,8500 -.2168 .6692 .8742 .900U ,2992 -,1022 ,6618 .8239
.9000 -.0916 ,6469 .8161 ,ICO0 o2361 -*2333 ,b037 ,8818
,9500 -.009Z ,6674 ,7865 ,2000 .236Z -.3651 .5680 *9388
,9750 ,0596 ,6882 .7525 .3500 ,236Z -.5184 ,5Z64 1.0055
1,0000 ,1041 .7013 .73gl °6500 .Z362 -.6011 ,5585 .9538
.5500 .2362 -,2891 ,_906 .9033
.6500 .2362 -.OTOZ .6509 .8098
,7500 ,2362 .2Z84 ,7366 .6773
.8CO0 ,2362 .3277 .7669 .6291
,8500 ,2362 .4005 ,7863 ,5977
._000 ,1362 .6314 .7955 .5826
,950u .2362 .4390 ,7959 .5820
TEST 13T PT 53.7476 PSI CN ,5508 C01 ,02248 COCOR1 ,02170
RUN 14 TT 111.5097 K C_ -.1600 CD2 ,02633 COCOR2 .01357
POINT 6 8C 30.1650 MILLION CC .G278 CD3 .02355 COCOR3 .02Z85
MACH *779Z C04 *02151 COCOR4 *0Z08_
ALPHA .0166 OEG CD5 .01863 CDCOR5 .01775
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_LIPT NLOC XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC XlC YIC CP P_LIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1461 .9954 .081Z 0,0003 1,1462 .9954 ,0812 ,5000 .4921 -,9060 ,4199 1,1887
,O040 ,7390 ,8795 .4333 ,0040 .4762 .8035 .5691 .5000 .6265 -,9036 ,6186 1.1912
•0080 .4qZ4 ,8082 .5613 *b080 ,6568 .8566 ,_807 .5000 .3609 -,9016 .4169 1.1942
.0150 .1318 .7054 ,7259 .0130 ,1174 .7025 .7303 °5000 .1953 -.9028 .4149 1.1981
,02_0 -.Z211 .6013 .8866 *0500 -,0713 ,6488 .8131 .5000 .2297 -.9081 .4169 1.1980
.0600 -.5533 .5134 1.0269 .1000 -,1758 .6172 .8619 .5000 .1640 -.9103 ,4121 1.1032
.0600 -.7533 *4573 1.1218 .1500 -.2570 ,5941 ,8978 .5000 .09_4 -.9155 .6109 1.2055
e0800 --*7989 .6480 1,1416 .2000 -.3557 .5652 ,9432 ,50_0 .0328 -,9260 ,4092 1,2087
,1000 -.7535 .4561 1.1240 .2500 -,4318 .5444 .9765 .5000 -.0328 -.9307 .4091 1,2088
• 1400 -.7385 .4613 1.1149 .3500 -.5769 .4993 1.050Z .5000 -,0984 -.8733 .4213 1.1863
.1800 -*7589 ,4605 1.1161 ,6500 -.4056 .5553 ,9593 ,5000 -,1640 -.8706 ,6270 1.1757
,2200 -,7923 *4477 1,1387 .5500 -*1935 *5876 ,9079 .5000 -,2297 -.8774 ,4257 1,1782
,2600 -,8006 ,6496 1.1353 ,6500 -.0762 .6510 ,8098 .500C -.2953 -.8619 ,6252 1.1791
• 3000 -,7898 .4506 1,1335 .7500 ,2219 .7331 .6828 .5000 -o3609 -o8715 .6228 1.1835
• 340_ -.7880 ,66_0 1,13_3 ,8000 .3298 .7642 .6334 ,5000 -,426_ -,8936 ,4152 1.1974
,3800 -.8314 ,6351 1,1611 ,8500 ,4130 ,7902 .5913 ._000 -,4921 -,9074 .4155 1,1969
• 6200 -.8647 ,6272 1.1755 .9000 .4338 ,7946 .5863 ,06C0 .2992 -,6702 .4820 1.0793
.4600 -.9015 .6146 1.1986 .9500 .4219 .7893 .5927 .1400 .2992 -.7824 .4519 1.1312
• 5000 -,9331 .6059 1,2149 1.0000 .03Z1 .6801 ,7667 .2200 .2992 -.7301 ,4660 1.1067
• 5400 -*9559 ,4007 1,2247 ,3000 ,2992 -*7755 ,4496 1,1353 •
,5800 -.9602 *4008 1.2245 *3800 .2992 -.8653 .4168 1.1761
•6200 -.9905 .3879 1,Z491 .460C .2991 -.8744 ,4249 1.1795
• 6600 -1.0761 ,3690 1._864 .5400 .299Z -.9370 ,4041 1.218Z
.7000 -1.0253 .3840 1.Z567 .6200 .2992 -1.0251 .3793 1.2660
• 7500 -.4619 ._388 .985_ .7000 .19G2 -1.0676 .3650 1,2946
• 8000 -*3352 .5750 ._177 .800C .2992 -.3243 .5806 .9189
,8500 -*2378 *601E ,8h58 ,9000 .2992 -,1178 .6350 .8343
• 9000 -.1213 .6377 .8302 .1000 .236Z -.1797 .6217 ,8550
• 2500 -.0429 .6583 .79_4 .2000 .2362 -.3123 .5786 .9211
.9750 -.0150 .66_8 .7869 ,3500 .2361 -.5035 .5160 1,0062
1.0000 .0321 .6802 *7647 .4580 ,2361 -,3891 .5609 ,9501
• 5506 *2361 -*1828 .5916 ,9017
• 656_ .Z362 -.0661 .6540 .8050
,7500 .2362 ,2147 .7357 .6786
,8000 .2362 .3183 .7632 .6351
,8b00 .2362 *3998 .7867 .6002
• 9000 .2362 .4383 ,79_9 ,5818
.9500 .2362 .6358 .T953 .5829
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 53.4609 PSI CN .6061 C01 .02378 COCOR1 .02294
RUN 14 TT /1/.4715 K CN -.1553 CD2 .02664 CDCORZ .02574
POINT 6 RC 30.C_51 _ILLION CC .OZbb CD3 .0Z743 COCOR3 .0Z668
NACH .7785 CD4 ,02409 C090R4 .02334
ALPHA .5091 OEG C05 .02120 CDCOR5 .02042
UPPER SURFACE LOWEP _URFACE SPANdISE
XIC CP P,LIPT _L_C XIC CP PpLIP_ HLOC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1562 .9986 .0456 0.0000 1.1562 .9986 .0456 .5000 .4921 -.9607 .4011 1.Z239
.0040 .6867 .8649 .4612 .0G40 .5535 .8283 .5271 .SGGO .4265 -*9536 .3973 1.2311
.0080 .4117 .7884 .5943 .0080 .7347 .8789 .6345 .5000 .3609 -.9472 .3955 1.2345
.0150 .0600 .6863 .75_3 .OZ3u .1989 .7270 .6922 .5000 .2953 -.9652 .3993 1.2273
.0250 -.3184 .5807 .9187 .0500 -.0071 .6676 .784Z .5000 .2297 -.9192 .4058 1.2151
.0400 -.6Z96 .4941 1.0589 .1000 -.1166 .6387 .8286 .5_00 .1640 -.9377 .4064 1.2139
°0600 -.8127 .43_7 .1.1529 .1500 -.1979 .b160 .8637 .5000 .0984 -.9375 o4015 1.2Z31
• 0800 -.8605 *6267 1.17_3 *2UOU -.3005 .5850 .9120 .5000 .03Z8 -.9481 .3993 1.2272
• 1000 -o8300 .4317 1.1673 .2500 -.3937 .5572 .9559 .5000 -.0328 -.9729 .4007 1.Z247
.1400 -.8_82 .4328 1.1652 .3500 -.4755 .5362 .9695 .5000 -.0984 -.9597 .3988 1.2282
.leO0 -.6409 .43Z6 1.1657 .4_03 -.3850 .5632 .946_ .5000 -.16_0 -.8794 .4229 1.1833
.2200 -.8564 .4283 1.1734 .5500 -.2776 .5916 .q018 .5000 -.2297 -.9100 .4130 1.2016
• 2600 -.8757 .42_1 1.1793 .6500 -.0800 .6481 .8143 .500U -.2953 -._275 .4072 1.2124
• 3000 -.8940 .4143 1.19_1 .7500 .2137 .7293 .6886 .5000 -.3609 -.9334 .4060 1.2146
,3400 -.8847 .4134 1.ZU_8 .8000 .3338 .7680 .6274 .5000 -.4265 -.9400 .3995 1.2270
.3800 -.8618 .4285 1.1731 .8500 .4039 .7854 .5992 .5000 -.4921 -.9581 .40L6 1.2228
.4200 -.8468 .4264 1.1/68 .9000 .4261 .7917 .5888 ._600 .2992 -.7613 .4604 1.1164
• 4600 -.9125 .4135 1.2066 .9500 .4234 .791, .5886 .1400 .2992 -.8690 .4264 1.1768
• 5000 -.9533 .3970 1.2316 1.0000 -.0000 .6714 .7783 .2200 .2992 -.8933 .4244 1.1805
• 5400 -.9925 .3867 1.2515 .30_0 .2992 -.8382 .4365 1.1587
.5800 -.9927 .3951 1.2352 .380_ .2992 -.9107 .4144 1.1989
• 6200 -1.0203 .3816 1.2613 .4600 .2992 -.9371 .4035 1.2194
.6600 -1.0969 .3614 1.3018 .5400 .2992 -.9751 .3942 1.2370
,7000 -.7795 .45_0 1.1347 .6200 .2992 -1.0657 .3704 1.2836
.7500 -.4268 ,54_3 .96_6 .7000 ,2992 -.8670 ,4289 1.1724
.8000 -.3317 .5766 .9252 .8000 .2992 -.3290 .5794 .9209
.8500 -.2551 *5950 *8963 .9000 .2992 -.1200 .6387 .8287
.9000 -,1496 ,6300 .8420 .1600 .2362 -,1145 ,6407 ._256
.9500 -.0620 .6555 .8027 .2000 *2362 -.2804 .5922 .9007
• 9750 -.0349 .6617 .7_32 .3500 .2362 -.4473 .5458 .9741
1,0000 -*0000 .6714 .7783 .4500 .2362 -.3720 .5661 .9418
• 5500 .2362 -.2612 .6009 .8871
• 6500 .2362 -,0676 ,6529 ,8067
• 7508 .2362 .2289 .73_2 .6731
.8_00 .2362 .3359 .7676 .6280
.8500 ,2362 .4048 ,7863 .5976
.9000 .2362 .4335 .7930 .5867
.950_ .236Z .4197 .7900 .5917
TEST 137 PT 53.4617 PSI CN .6526 CD1 .03553 CDCOR1 .03461
RUN 14 TT 111.4869 K CH -.1539 C02 .03140 COCORZ .03036
POENT 7 RC 3G,U_74 _ZLL[Ofl CC .0271 C03 .02845 C0C0R3 .02755
NACH .7807 C04 .GZ676 COCOR4 .02588
ALPHA ,9998 DEG C05 .02480 COCOR5 ,02390
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIPT HLOC XIC CP PpLIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1632 1.0003 O.Oov_ U.OCO0 1.1632 1.0003 0.0000 .5000 .4921 -1.0153 .3844 1.2560
.0040 .6361 .8503 .4880 ._040 .6058 .ekZ_ .5031 .58_ .4265 -1.0048 .3827 1.2593
.0080 .3500 .7712 .6223 .0080 .779_ .8899 .4125 .5000 .3609 -1.0219 .3e12 1.2621
• 0150 -.0063 .6694 .T_14 .0230 .2621 .74_1 .6654 .5000 ._953 -1.0213 .3808 1.2631
• 0250 -.3722 *5667 ._40_ .0500 .0507 .603_ .7592 .50C0 .2297 -1.0407 .3808 1.2630
.0400 -.6501 .4827 1.0781 .1000 -.0749 .6485 .8136 .5000 .1640 -1.0193 .3837 1.2572
• 0600 -.8565 .4250 1.1793 .1580 -.1673 .6251 .8497 .50_0 .0984 -.9655 .3926 1.2398
.0800 -.9143 .40_Z 1.2087 .7000 -.2773 .5813 .q084 .5000 .G328 -.9635 .3951 1.2353
.1000 -.91_1 .4103 1.20_6 .2500 -.346_ .572_ .0311 .5000 -.0328 -._716 .3_37 1.2360
• 1400 -.9116 *4146 1.1987 .3506 -.4475 .5454 .9748 .5000 -.0984 -1.0244 *3793 1.2660
.1600 -.9181 .4111 1.2050 .4500 -.3937 ._559 ._581 .50UU -.164_ -1.0376 .3740 1.2764
,ZZ00 -,9268 .4065 1.2136 .5500 -.Z_95 ,5_65 .9096 .5000 -._297 -,9666 ,3959 1.2338
• 2600 -.9387 .4061 1.2145 .6500 -.0917 .6432 .8217 .5000 -.2953 -.95_0 .3923 1.2406
.3000 -.9498 .3983 1.2201 .7500 .218Z .732_ .6636 .5006 -.3609 -.9797 .3932 1.2389
• 3400 -.9842 .39X9 1.2413 .U030 .3208 .7628 .6357 .50u0 -.4265 -.9846 .3877 1.2495
• 3800 -1.0017 .3863 1.2522 .8500 .4045 .7_57 .5986 .5000 -.4921 -.9867 .38_b 1.2536
• 4200 -.9774 .3906 1.2286 .9800 .4120 .7869 .5_67 .0600 .2_92 -.7774 .4472 1.1396
.4600 -.9848 .3935 1,23_4 .9500 .4000 .7822 ,6044 ,14G0 .2992 -.9268 .4_73 1.2121
• 5000 -.9731 .3906 1._439 1.UO00 -.0538 .6550 .8036 .2200 .2992 -.9726 .4001 1.2257
.5400 -1.0148 .38_5 Io2636 .3000 .2992 -.8871 .4176 1.1_31
• 5600 -1.0813 .3625 1.2_94 .3860 .2992 -.9519 .39_8 1.23_0
• 6200 -1.0987 ,3582 1.30_2 .4OLU .2992 -,9929 .3855 1.2538
.6600 -.9443 .4006 1.2249 .540_ .2992 -1.0484 .3728 1.2788
• 7000 -.5288 .52_1 1.u158 .6200 .2992 -1.0909 .360_ 1.3029
.7500 -.4048 .5510 ._659 .7_b0 .2992 -.5837 .5050 1.0406
• 8000 -.3404 .5744 .9287 .SOOu .2992 -.3417 .5741 .9292
• 8500 -.2830 .5878 .9077 .9000 .2992 -.2054 .6117 .8704
• .9000 -.2169 .6056 .8799 .1000 .2362 -.0847 .6440 .8206
.9500 -.1512 .6250 o_499 .2_C .2362 -.2574 .5933 .8990
.9750 -.1005 .6382 .8294 .3500 .236_ -.4458 .5408 .9822
1.0000 -.0538 .6550 .8036 .4_00 .Z3bZ -.3632 .56?2 .9401
.5500 .2362 -.2797 .5890 ,905B
.650_ .2362 -.0817 .647Z .8156
.7500 ,2362 .2195 ,7356 .6788
• SbOG .2362 ,3153 ,7593 ob412
.8500 .2362 .3U_4 .77_6 .6102
• _COU .2362 .4184 .TU7U .5952
.9500 ._362 .40_7 ,7849 .6000
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 80.27Z7 PSI CN ,2781 COl °00801 COCOR1 .00773
RUN 28 TT 115,1450 K CM -,1331 C02 .OOBO0 COCOR2 .00770
POINT 2 RC 40,2677 MILLION CC ,0172 CD3 .00773 CDCOR3 .00757 0
NACH .7013 CO6 .G0756 CDCOR6 ,00760
ALPHA -1.9857 DEG C05 .00765 CDCOR5 .00722
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANdISE
XIC CP PsLIPT MLOC XlC CP P,L/PT HLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIP[ MLOC
0.0000 1.0126 .9716 .2066 0.0000 1.0126 .9716 .2066 e5000 .6921 -e5731 .5817 .9179
,0060 .8688 .9359 ,3100 .0060 .1168 ,7506 .6555 ,5000 .6265 -.5892 .5771 ,9Z52
.0080 .6271 .8764 .4394 .0080 .2962 .?946 .5863 .5000 .3609 -.5963 .5763 .9296
.0150 .2BEg .7920 .5886 .0230 -.2383 .6632 .7916 .5000 .2953 -.5976 .5743 .9295
.0250 -.0896 .6989 .7364 .6500 -.3723 .6298 .8430 .5000 .2297 -.6021 .5721 .9330
,0600 -.3517 .6365 ,8357 .1000 -.3925 .6251 .8503 .5000 .1640 -.5982 .5737 .9305
,0600 -.6667 .6111 .8721 ,1500 -.6206 ,6183 .8508 ,5000 .0984 -.5965 .5765 ,9292
.0800 -.6600 .6090 ,8752 .2000 -,6792 .6034 ,8839 .5000 .0328 -,5966 .5751 .9283
,1000 -.6588 .6099 ,8739 ,2500 -,5200 .5928 .9006 .5000 -.0328 -,5984 .5767 .9290
.1600 -.6623 .6070 .8784 .3500 -.5229 .5918 .9021 .5000 -.0986 -.6063 .5720 .9331
.1800 -.6972 .5983 .8919 .6500 -,6158 ,6187 .8602 .5000 -.1660 -,5959 .5750 .9286
,2200 -*5203 .5929 .9003 .5500 -,3016 .6669 .8167 .5000 -,2297 -.5914 .5769 ,9256
.2600 -,5321 .5918 .9021 .6500 -.0966 .6985 .7370 .5000 -.2953 -,5922 .5762 .9266
,3000 -.5657 ,5828 ,9162 .7500 ,2001 .7710 .5216 .5000 -.3609 -.5912 .5770 .9256
,3600 -,5616 ,5826 .9159 .8000 .3058 .7967 .5809 *5000 -.6265 -,5959 .5747 .9290
.3800 -.5683 ,5815 ,9182 ,8500 ,3852 .8162 ,5680 *5000 -,6921 -.5919 ,5766 .9260
.4200 -,5750 *5788 .9225 .9000 .6158 ,8239 .5366 ,0600 ,2992 -,3852 .6266 ,8683
,6600 -.5966 ,5761 .9298 ,9500 .6208 .8258 .5317 .1600 ,2992 -,6625 ,6073 .8780
.5000 -.6057 .5722 .9328 1.0000 .1402 .7561 .6468 .2200 .2992 -.5166 .5963 .8981
,_600 -,6068 .5721 .9331 .3000 .2992 -.5385 .5881 .9078
.5800 -.6259 .5679 .9397 .3800 .2992 -.5811 .5776 .9264
.6200 -.6626 ,5631 .9673 .6600 .2992 -.5962 .5739 .9303
.6600 -.6319 .566Z ,9625 .5600 .2992 -.6028 .5726 .9322
.7000 -.5763 .5806 .9197 .6200 .2992 -.6352 .5666 .9650
.7500 -.4780 .6043 .8826 ,7000 .2992 -,5908 .5762 ,9267
.8000 -.3758 .6300 .8428 .8000 *2992 -*3728 .6293 .8638
.8500 -.2615 .6571 .8008 .9000 .2992 -.1517 .6838 .7598
.9000 -.1528 .6867 ,7586 .1000 ,2362 -,3956 .6241 .8519
.9500 -.0216 .7153 .7096 .2000 .2362 -.6596 .6082 .8766
.9750 .0517 .7363 .6813 .3500 .2362 -.5067 .5975 .8932
1,0000 01602 .7561 ,6668 .6500 .2362 -.4038 .6219 .8553
.5500 .Z362 -.2976 .6480 .8149
.6500 ,2362 -.0946 ,6980 ,7377
.7500 .2362 .1985 .7703 .6240
e8000 .2352 .3057 17966 ,5810
.8500 .2362 .3765 .8161 .5517
'.9000 .2352 .4115 .8225 .5376
.9500 *2362 .6085 .8228 .5359
TEST 137 PT 80.2750 PSI CN .4211 C01 .00817 COCOR1 .00790
RUN 28 TT 115.1575 K CM -.1352 CDZ ,00817 COCOR2 .00788
POINT 3 ec 40.1500 MILLION CC .0173 CD3 ,00787 COCOA3 .00777
MACH .6988 C04 .00774 COCOR4 .00763
ALPHA -,9968 DEG CD5 ,00751 COCOR5 .00762
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_LIPT NLOC XIC CP PsLIPT MLOC X/C Y/C CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.0931 .9913 .1123 0.0000 1.0931 .9913 .1123 .5000 .6921 -.6385 .5651 .9661
,0060 .7204 .8993 .3936 .0060 .3577 .8103 .5581 .5000 .4265 -.6510 ,5633 .9470
*0080 .6662 *8329 .5192 *0080 .5392 .8550 *6797 .5000 °3609 -.6503 .5625 .9403
,0150 .0806 ,7613 .6701 .0230 -.0058 ,7207 .7025 .5000 ,2953 -.6552 .5626 .9686
.0250 -,3119 ,6452 ,8193 .0500 -,1725 ,6792 ,7668 .5000 .2297 -.6660 .5616 .9697
.0400 -,6012 ,5736 .9307 ,1000 -.2414 ,6629 .7920 .5000 .1660 -,6530 .5642 .9656
,0600 -,6875 .5533 ,9629 ,1500 -.2932 ,6518 ,8091 .5000 .0986 -.6551 ,5624 .9485
.0800 -,6610 .5599 .9523 ,ZOO0 -,3603 .6337 .8369 .5000 .0328 -.6555 ,5615 ,9498
.1000 -,6390 .5677 .9600 ,2500 -,4121 .6198 .8585 .5000 -.0328 -.6639 .5555 .9578
.1600 -.6132 .5731 .9315 .3500 -,6367 ,6149 .8651 .5000 -.0984 -,6668 .5590 .9539
,1800 -.6309 ,5689 .9382 ,6500 -.3546 .6364 .8359 .5000 -.1660 -.6617 .5627 .9680
.2200 -.6660 ,5637 .9_66 .5500 -.2652 ,657Z .8008 ,5000 --*2297 -.6521 .5629 .9476
,2600 --.6667 .5636 .9655 .5500 -*0727 .7066 ,7275 .5000 -.2953 -.5503 .5639 .9460
.3000 -.6665 .5595 ,9531 .7500 ,2161 .7765 ,6160 .500U -.3609 -.6521 .5666 .9650
.360_ -.6671 .5633 .9671 .8000 ,3211 .802Z .5718 .5000 -,4265 -.6577 ,5630 ,9475
.3800 -.6680 .5642 .9456 ,8500 ,4015 .SZZO .5383 .5000 -.4921 -.6523 .5623 .9486
.4200 -.6692 .5652 .9639 .9000 .6290 .6278 ,52_2 .0600 .2992 -.5021 .5016 ,8868
.4600 -.6590 °5627 .9600 °9500 .6296 .0285 *5259 .1400 .2992 -.6179 .5716 .9362
.5000 -,6662 ,5601 °9520 1.0000 ,1361 .7563 .6665 .2200 ,2992 -.6365 .5680 .9395
.5600 -.6618 .5600 .9523 .3000 .2992 -.6925 .5667 .9447
.5800 -.6806 .5524 .9643 .3800 .2992 -.6663 .5565 .9579
.6200 -.6867 .5546 .9609 .6600 .2992 -.6660 .5586 .9565
,6600 -,6710 ,5606 .9516 ,5400 ,2992 -,6583 .5616 .9500
,7000 -.6010 ,5755 .9277 ,6200 .2992 -o6765 .5564 .9580
,7500 -.6936 .602_ .8856 .7000 .2992 -.6189 .5703 .9359
.8000 -.3875 .6293 .8438 .8000 .2992 -.3862 .6296 .8637
.8500 -.2703 ,657d ,7998 °9000 .2992 -.1589 .6866 .7585
.9000 -.1509 .6856 .7570 .1000 *2352 -.2490 .6523 .7929
.9500 -.0241 .7175 *7076 .2000 ,2362 -,3389 .6411 ,8256
.9750 .0525 .7369 .6772 .3500 .2362 -.4273 .6181 .8611
1.0000 .1341 .7563 .6465 .6500 .2362 -.3663 .6390 .8289
.5500 .2362 -.2593 ,6509 .7950
.6500 .23_2 -.0760 ,7069 .7271
.7500 ,2362 .2128 ,7760 .6168
.8000 .2362 .317_ .8008 .5761
.8500 .2362 ,3929 .8183 .5465
.9000 .2362 .4251 .8268 .5300
.9500 .2362 .6180 .8263 .5308
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TABLE III.- Continued.
TEST 13T PT 80,2651 PSI CN .5625 C01 ,00864 CDCORI .00836
SUN Z8 TT 115,1501 K CM -,1355 CDZ ,00863 ¢DCORZ ,00836
POINT 4 RC 40,2197 _ILLION CC ,0137 CO3 ,00834 CDCOR3 ,00816
HACH ,7007 C04 ,00820 COCOR4 .00803
ALPHA -,0044 OEG C05 ,00812 COCOR5 ,00787
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P,L/PT MLOC XlC CP PtLIPT NLOC XIC Y/C CP PtLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1,12Z7 ,9987 ,0438 0,000: 1,1227 ,9987 °0438 ,5000 ,4921 -,7008 ,5476 ,97Zl
.0040 ,5578 ,8584 ,4734 ,0040 ,5591 .8587 ,4730 ,5000 ,4265 -,7195 .5437 ,9784
,0080 ,2633 ,786Z .5982 ,0080 ,T364 *q033 ,3850 ,5000 ,3609 -,7205 .5445 .9771
*0150 -,1348 ,6875 ,7540 ,0230 .1889 ,7694 ,6254 ,5000 .2953 -.7260 .54Z5 ,9803
,0250 -,5419 ,5879 ,9082 ,0500 .0023 ,7209 ,7022 .5000 ,2297 -.7350 ,5422 ,9807
.0400 -,8495 ,5115 1,0308 .1000 -,111L .6927 ,7460 .5000 ,1640 -.7163 .5436 ,9784
,0600 -1.0378 .4630 1,1128 ,1500 -,1831 ,6760 .7718 .5000 .0984 -,7240 ,5402 .9840
,0800 -,9695 ,4768 1.6890 ,ZOO0 -,2583 ,6581 ,7994 .5000 ,03Z8 -,7141 ,5469 ,9731
,1000 -,8343 ,5161 1,0233 ,2500 -,3216 ,6414 .8252 ,5000 -.0328 -.7284 ,5407 ,9832 •
.1400 -,7_06 ,5247 1,0092 ,3500 -,3654 ,63L5 ,8405 ,5000 -,0984 -,7352 .5398 ,9846
,1800 -,7825 ,5284 1,0032 ,4500 -,301Z .6469 .8167 ,5000 -,1640 -.1301 ,5424 ,9805
,2Z00 -,7868 ,5279 1,0038 ,5500 -,2314 ,6628 ,7922 ,5000 -.2Z97 -,7205 .5438 .9782
,2600 -,7578 °5335 ,9948 ,6500 -.0539 ,7049 ,7272 ,5000 -,Z953 *.7194 ,544Z .9775
,3000 -,7815 .5284 1.0031 ,7500 .ZZ4Z ,7770 .6132 .5000 -,3609 -,72Z6 .5433 ,9790
,3400 -,7521 ,5367 ,9896 ,8000 ,3310 ,8023 ,5716 ,5000 -,4265 -,7172 ,5459 .9747
.3800 -,7444 ,5380 .9876 .8500 ,4119 ,8231 ,5364 ,5000 -,4921 -o7206 .5438 ,978Z
.4200 -.T3Z7 ,5428 ,9798 ,9000 ,4326 .8284 .5271 .0600 ,299Z -,9Z95 ,49Z1 1,0632
,4600 -,7306 ,5401 ,9841 ,9500 ,4389 ,8320 ,5Z09 .1400 .zgqz -.7894 .5Z73 1.0049
.5000 -,7339 ,5377 .qSbO 1.0000 ,1214 .7511 .6546 .2200 ,2992 -.7796 ,5306 ,9995
.5400 -.7148 ,5468 ,9734 .3000 ,299Z -.7551 .5340 .9939
,5800 -,7307 .5401 ,9841 .3800 ,2992 -.7517 .539Z .9856
,6200 -.7314 *5408 .9831 .4600 .2992 -*7312 .5410 ,9827
*6600 -.7075 ,5479 ,9715 ,5400 .299Z -.7104 .5472 *9726
,7000 -,6240 *5676 *9403 .6200 .2992 -,7284 .5454 *9756
.7500 -.5091 *5961 ,8954 ,7000 ,2992 -,6405 ,5656 .9434
,8000 -,3941 ,6243 .8515 .8000 ,29_2 -,3950 .6241 ,8518
,8500 -.2700 ,6559 ,80Z7 .9000 .2992 -,1560 ,6855 ,7571
,9000 -,1494 ,6847 ,7584 ,1000 ,2362 -.1147 ,6940 .7440
,9500 -,0209 .7171 ,7082 .2000 .2362 -.2394 ,6649 .7889
,9750 ,0494 ,7357 .6790 ,3500 *2362 -.3503 .6393 ,8284
1.0000 ,lZ14 .7511 .6546 ,4500 ,2362 -,2978 ,6477 ,8255
,5500 .236Z -.2236 *6662 *7868
,6500 .2362 -,0526 ,7089 ,7209
,7500 .2362 ,2202 ,7766 ,6139
,8000 ,2362 ,3327 .8030 .5704
.8500 ,2362 .4081 .8235 *5356
,9000 *2362 .4361 ,8290 ,5260
°9500 .2362 ,4372 ,8298 .5247
TEST 137 PT 80,2368 PSI[ CN ,6319 C01 ,00888 CDCOR1 .00854
RUN 28 TT 115,0497 K Cl* -,136Z COZ ,00883 CDCORZ ,00849
POINT 5 RC 40.1798 _ILLI3N CC ,0106 CD3 ,00853 COCOA3 ,00827
HACH ,6986 C04 ,00833 COCOA4 .00809
ALPHA ,5051 DEG CD5 .008Z6 CDCOR5 ,00797
UPPER SURFACE LOdER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PJ.LIPT NLQC XlC CP P..LIPT HtOC XIC YIC CP P.pLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1,1284 1,0001 0,0000 0,0000 1,1284 1,0001 0,0000 ,5000 ,4921 -,7156 ,5488 ,9701
,0040 .4579 .8358 ._142 ,0040 ,6363 .8785 ,4353 .5000 ,4265 -,7440 ,5428 ,9798
,0080 .1627 .7609 ,6391 ,0080 ,8123 ,9221 ,3431 ,5000 ,3609 -,7394 .5407 .983Z
.0150 -.2420 ,6626 .7924 ,0230 ,2889 .7941 .585Z .5000 .2953 -,7457 .5385 .9868
,0250 -,6494 .5635 .9466 .0500 ,0742 .7418 .6695 .5000 .2297 -.7498 o5413 .9822
,0400 -.9688 .4836 1.0774 .luO0 -.0567 ,7077 .7228 .5000 ,1640 -,7438 .5400 .984Z
*0600 -2*1811 *4357 1.161G .1500 -,1203 ,6909 *7488 *5000 .0984 -,7507 *5399 .9844
,0800 -L,1830 ,4322 1,1674 .ZOO0 -.2090 ,6708 .7798 ,5000 .03Z8 -.7_26 .5410 .9827
.1000 -1.0986 ,4517 1.1325 .2500 -,2748 ,6545 ,8048 ,5000 -.0328 -,7492 .5385 ,9867
,1400 -,7938 ,5261 1,00_:8 ,3500 -.3182 .6449 .8198 .5000 -.0984 -.7602 .5370 .9891
.1800 -,8359 .5195 1.0176 .4500 -. 2806 . t:531 .8071 .5000 -. 1640 -,7593 *5342 .9937
,2200 -.8416 .5130 1.0263 .5500 -,2130 ,6723 *7774 *5000 -*2297 -,7459 ,5382 .9873
.2600 -,7995 ,5Z83 1*G033 .6500 -,0371 .7137 ,7134 *5000 -,2953 -*7409 .5400 .9843
*3000 -,8317 ,5213 1.O,Lqb ,7500 .2401 ,7813 .6062 .500(_ -,3609 -,7471 ,3391 ,9858
,3400 -,7908 ,5280 1,0037 .8000 ,3431 ,8063 ,5848 .5000 -.4265 -.7464 .5423 .9805
,3800 -,7831 ,5293 1.0017 .8500 .4165 ,8260 .5313 .50C0 -,4921 -, 7463 ,5412 ,9824
,4200 -,7548 ,5401 .9842 ,9000 ,4477 ,8316 ,5216 ,0600 .2992 -1,0489 ,4656 1.1084
,4600 -,7619 *5356 ,9914 ,9500 .4_35 ,8315 ,5217 .1400 .2992 -.8160 .5187 1,0190
,5000 -.7602 .5370 ,9882 1,0000 ,1211 ,7532 ,6514 .2200 ,2992 -.8266 .5199 1,0109
.5400 -.7387 ,5420 ,9_11 .3000 .2992 -.8027 *5252 1.0083
,5800 -,7448 ,.5396 ,9849 .380C , Z99;' -.7976 ,5293 1,0016
.6200 -,7448 .5408 .983U ,4600 ,2992 -,7605 *5372 .9888
.6600 -,7182 ,5443 ,9774 ,5400 ,2992 -.7239 ,5457 ,9752
,7000 -,6313 ,5664 .9421 ,6200 ,2992 -,7292 ,5438 .9782
*7500 -,5097 ,5969 .8941 ,7000 .2992 -,6422 .5672 ,9409
,8000 -.3987 ,6247 ,8510 .8000 .2992 -.3946 .6258 ,8493
.8500 -,2722 .6582 .7993 .90uO ,2992 -,1538 ,6857 ,7568
,9000 -.1510 ,6869 .7549 ,1000 ,2362 -,0553 ,7117 ,7165
,9500 -.0243 .7193 ,7047 ,2000 ,2362 -,1949 .6765 .7710
,9750 ,0433 .7348 ,6805 .3500 .2362 -*3106 ,6460 ,8180
1.0000 ,1211 ,7532 ,6514 ,4500 ,2362 -,2626 ,6592 .7977
.5500 *2362 -,1996 ,6741 *7748
,6500 .2362 -.0381 .7111 ,7175
,7500 ,236Z ,2400 ,7819 *6053
*8000 *2362 ,3399 .8061 .5651
.8500 *2362 .4104 ,8247 *5336
.9000 ,Z3bZ .4404 .8315 .5217
,9500 ,2362 .4408 ,8312 *5222
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 64.79Z3 PSI CN *7073 C01 .00918 CDCORI *00890
RUN 30 TT 100.2476 K CH -.1358 CD2 .0C918 COCDRZ .00890
POINT E RC 6000446 HILLION CC .0073 CO3 .00889 CDCOR3 .00863
_ACH *7029 C06 .00865 CDCOR4 .00839
ALPHA 09971 OEG C05 000837 CDCOR5 .00810
UPPER SURFACE LOdER SURFACE SPAH_ISE
XIC CP P,LIPT MLDC XlC CP P_LIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP PsLIPT HLOC
0.0000 101268 09996 .0250 O.bOO0 101268 .9996 .0250 *5000 .6921 -.7619 .5331 .9969
.0060 *3950 ,8186 .5653 .0040 .71,8 *8963 .6007 *5000 .4,65 -.7836 .§273 1.0062 •
• 0080 .0828 .7406 .67*6 *0080 .8783 .9381 .3050 .5000 .3609 -.7765 .5294 1.0028
.0180 -.2981 .6655 ._ZC3 .0230 .3586 .8113 .5577 .5000 .2953 -.7896 .5267 1.0105
• 0250 -.7151 .5417 .9830 .0500 .1329 .7539 .6516 .5000 .2197 -.7893 .5242 1.0113
.0400 -1.0385 .4665 1.1115 .1000 .0044 .7205 .7042 .5000 .1660 -.7759 .5273 1.0063
• 0600 -1.2397 .4121 1.Z055 .1500 -.0772 .7010 .7365 .5000 .0966 -.7768 .5236 2.0113
• 0800 -1.2856 .4026 1.,237 .2000 -.1648 .6813 .7650 .5000 .0328 -.7046 .5*38 1.0121
• 1000 -1.2712 .4082 1.2117 .2500 -.1233 .6660 .79,7 .5000 -.0328 -.7869 .5272 **0066
.1400 -1.1851 .4156 1.1806 .3500 -.2951 .6460 .8,95 .5000 -.0986 -.7876 .5266 1.0077
• 1800 -1.0906 .6499 1.1370 .4500 -.2543 .6582 .8007 .8000 -.1640 -.7937 .5246 1.0111
• '200 -.8380 .5150 1.0,66 .5500 -**933 .6716 .7800 .5000 -.'297 -.7796 .8'91 1.0034
.*600 -.7801 .5360 .9922 .6500 -.0260 .7140 .7145 .5000 -.2953 -.7753 .5291 1.0033
• 3000 -.8427 .5127 1.0301 .7500 .2435 .7816 .6071 .5000 -.3609 -.7860 .5275 1.0060
• 3400 -.8461 *5122 1.0310 .8000 .3548 .8075 .5641 .5000 -.6268 -.7813 .5295 1.0027
• 3800 -.8555 *5083 1.0374 *8500 .4330 .8272 .5304 *5000 -.49'1 -.7714 .5313 .9997
,4200 -.8100 .5191 1.0197 *9000 .4473 .8318 *52*4 ,0600 *'99,*******.15..,3,*********
• 6600 -.7996 .5,1. 1.0159 .9500 ..483 .8310 .5238 .1.00 .,992 -1.Z087 .623, 1.1849
• 5000 -.7849 .5211 1.0165 1.0000 .1160 .7698 .6581 .2*00 .2992 -.8073 .5,80 1.0052
.5400 -.7799 .5269 1.0103 .3000 .2991 -.8323 .5186 1.0209
• 8800 -.7757 .5299 1.0021 .3800 .299* -.8407 .5170 1.0,31
• 6200 -*7596 *5334 *9954 *6600 .299* -*7892 .5269 1.0068
.6600 -*7359 *5386 ,9879 *5400 .*99* -.7640 .5321 .9984
• 7000 -*6395 .5636 .9680 .6,00 .2992 -.75,4 .5381 .9886
_7500 -.5168 .5930 .9016 .7000 *2992 -.6695 .561Z .9517
• 8000 -.4013 .6214 .8560 *_000 .2992 -.3971 *6266 .8525
• 8500 -.2681 .6559 .8043 .9000 .2992 -.1573 .6838 .7620
• 9000 -.1444 .6859 .7579 .1000 **36Z -*0037 .7198 .7056
• 9500 -.0195 .7159 .7115 .2000 .236* -.1695 .6831 .762*
• 9750 *0542 .7335 .6838 .3500 **352 -.1834 .6498 .8136
1.0000 .1160 .7498 .6581 .4500 .1362 -.2466 ,6608 .7966
.5500 *2362 -.1873 .6755 .7740
• 6500 **362 -.0259 .7150 .71Z9
• 7500 **36* *2388 *783* .b044
• 8000 .2362 *3626 *8069 .5651
• 8500 .2362 .6185 .8258 .5328
• 9000 .2362 .4505 .8326 .5211
• 9500 ,2362 .6527 .8326 .5210
TEST 137 PT 64.7917 PSI CN .79,1 CO1 .01119 CDCOR1 .01075
RUN 30 TT 100..7.009 K CH -.1323 C02 .01111 CDCOR2 .01064
POINT 6 RC 60.1653 HILLION CC .0025 CD3 .01034 C0C0R3 .00996
I'tACH .7049 C04 .009.9 COCOR6 *00910
ALPHA 1.5274 DEG CD5 .00930 COCOA5 .00890
UPPER SURFACE LOIdEP SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP P.,LIPT MLOC X/C CP PmLIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP P*LIPY HLOC
0.0000 1.1258 .9991 .036, 0.0000 1.1,58 .9991 .0362 .5000 .4921 -.7719 .5303 1.0013
.0040 .3146 .7977 .5806 .0040 *7782 .9,36 .3635 .8000 .4265 -*7798 *5269 1.0069
.0080 *0026 *7206 .7061 .0080 .9340 .95,16 *2685 .5060 *3609 -.7748 .518* 1.0065
.0150 -*4030 .6211 .8579 *0*30 .4383 *8298 *5259 *5000 **953 -*7723 *5273 1.0062
*0250 -.8168 .5208 1.0169 *0500 .2039 .770' .6255 .5000 .2,97 -.7893 .5261 1.0083
.0400 -1.110' .6650 1.1_56 .1000 .0565 .7360 .6799 .5000 .1640 -.7675 .529. 1.0029
.0600 -1.3295 .392; _.2430 .1_00 -.02,0 .7165 .7136 .5000 .09_4 -*7767 .5283 1.0046
.0800 -1.3999 .3791 1.2685 .2000 -.1140 .6929 .7471 .5000 *0318 -.7587 .5315 .9994
.1000 -1.3502 .3813 1.2642 .2500 -.1886 .67.1 .7761 .5000 -.0328 -.7595 .5,80 1.005,
.1400 -1.3132 .3946 1.23_5 .3500 -.2'.99 .6603 .7976 .5000 -.0986 -.7978 .5236 1.0L'7
.1800 -1.3136 .39fl5 1.,292 .4500 -.2233 .6647 .7907 .8000 -.1640 -.7961 .5237 1.0121
.2200 -1.2906 .402* 1.2260 .5500 -.1788 .6766 .7723 .5000 -*2297 -.80*9 *5232 1.0130
.2600 -1.2614 .4094 L.1106 .6500 -.0215 .7176 .7088 .5000 -.2953 -.7814 .5263 1.0080
.3000 -1.0557 .4586 1.1Z17 .7500 .2515 .7806 .6083 .5000 -.3609 -.7927 .5235 1.0125
.3600 -.7803 .5270 1.0068 .8000 .3541 ._076 .5639 .5000 -.4*65 -.7929 .5*06 1.0173
.3800 -.6797 .5504 .9691 .8500 .6359 .8,95 .5263 .5000 -.49,1 -.789* .5241 1.0115
.4200 -.7261 .5417 .9830 .9000 .4537 .8329 .5'04 .0600 .2992 -1.1816 .4161 1.1796
.4600 -.7538 .5328 .9976 .9500 .4595 .8329 .5205 .1400 .2992 -1.3195 .3901 1.2470
.5000 -.7858 • 826J. 1.0083 1.0000 .117§ .7499 .8581 ***_0 .,992 -1.31.9 .3958 1.2361
.5400 -.7697 .5288 1.0039 .3000 .2992 -.9615 .4805 1.0840 Q
.5800 -.7857 *5Z39 1.0118 .3800 .2992 -.7323 .5384 .9883
.6200 -.7696 .530. 1.0013 ..600 .2ct92 -.767Z .5300 1.0019
.6600 -.7381 .5380 .98_9 *54G0 .2992 -.7653 .5287 1.0040
.7000 -.6539 .5597 .9561 .6,00 .'992 -.7674 .5303 1.0015
.7500 -.5125 .5929 .9019 .7000 .,992 -.6589 .5556 .9607
.8000 -.3964 .6'17 .8570 .8000 .2992 -.396, *6Z00 .8596
.8500 -* 2721 .5503 .8129 .9000 .299, -.1400 .6818 .7642 .q
.9000 -.1640 .6840 .7609 .1000 .'36, .0556 .7337 .6836
.9500 -.0191 .7152 .71,5 .*000 .,36, -.1038 .6957 .76,8
.9750 .0690 .7334 .6841 .3500 .2361 -.2400 .6589 .7996
1.0000 .1175 .7499 .6581 .4500 .2362 -**1'7 .6683 .7851
.5500 .236, -.16'8 .6789 .7687
.650(. .'36' -.0156 .71.6 .7134
.7500 .236, .'514 .7829 .6049
.8000 .236* .3524 .8067 .5655
.8500 .'36' .4276 .8258 .5329
.900C, .,36, .45,9 .83,1 .5118
.9500 .,362 .4559 ,8333 .'5198
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PI 64.8001 PSI CN ,8668 C01 ,01413 COCOR1 ,02347
RUN 30 TT 100.1947 _ CN -,1301 C02 ,01600 CDCOR2 .01332
POINT 5 RC 39.983Z _ILLION CC -*0025 C03 .01257 CDCOR3 .01203
MACH .7003 C04 .01131 COCOA4 ,01080
ALPHA 2,0162 OEG C05 ,01090 C0C0R5 ,01033
UPPER SURFACE LOkER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PpLIPT HLOC XIC CP P_LIPT HLOC XIC Y/C CP P,L/P1 MLOC
0.0000 1,1185 .9976 ,0590 0,0000 1,1185 ,9976 ,0590 ,500G ,4921 -,7225 .5461 .9759
,0060 ,2176 .7759 .6162 .O040 .8449 ,9312 .3223 .5000 .4265 -.7256 .5662 ,9758
,0080 -,1101 .6958 .7626 ,C080 ,9782 .9630 .2337 ,5000 ,3609 -,7262 ,5656 .9768
.0150 -.5003 .5996 ,8916 .0230 .5099- .8486 ,4925 .5000 ,2953 -,7351 ,5448 ,9780
,0Z50 -,9350 ,6955 1.0588 .0500 ,2596 .7862 ,5995 ,5000 ,2Z97 -,7322 ,5665 ,9784
,0400 -1,2268 ,4259 1,1800 ,1000 ,1177 .7561 .6513 .5000 .1660 -,6573 .5589 .9555
,0600 -1,4261 ,3752 1,2763 ,1500 ,0122 .7258 ,6959 .5000 ,0984 -.7023 ,5517 .9670
,0800 -1,6723 .3616 1.3038 ,2000 -.0768 .7062 ,7297 .5000 ,0328 -.6560 .5590 .9554
.1000 -1.4688 .3648 1.2971 .2500 -.1494 ,6858 ,7581 .5000 -,0328 -,6931 .5523 ,9660
.1600 ol.6220 ,3728 1.2810 ,3500 -,2236 ._696 ,7831 .5000 -.0986 -,7227 .5471 .9763
.1800 -1,427A ,3765 1,2176 ,4500 -.2039 ,6753 .7742 ,5000 -.1640 -,6850 ,5522 ,9662
.2200 -1,4184 ,3760 1,2767 °5500 -,1574 ,685Z .7595 ,500_ -,2297 -,752S ,5613 ,9836
.2600 -1.3836 .3840 1.2590 .6500 -.0047 ,7217 ,7023 ,5000 -.2953 -,7161 ,5656 ,9767
,3000 -1,3849 .3868 1.2576 .7500 ,Z592 .7874 ,5975 .500U -,3609 -,7626 .5388 .9877
.3400 -1.2001 .4294 1,1736 .8000 .3591 ,8107 ,5587 ,5000 -,6265 -,7678 ,5366 ,996§
,3800 -.7674 ,5369 .9907 .8500 .4360 .8301 *5255 ,5000 -.492A -,7663 .5357 ,992T
,6200 -,6625 ,5616 .9511 ,9000 .4552 .8350 ,5168 .0600 .2992 -1,2720 .4119 1.2058
,4600 -,6551 .5595 .9566 ,9500 .4583 .8363 ,5165 .1400 .2992 -1.4369 .3693 1,2879
,5000 -,T105 ,5697 ,9702 1.0000 ,1130 ,7511 .6561 .2200 .2992 -1.6167 .3b92 1,2882
,5400 -.6975 .5687 .9717 .3000 ,2992 -1.3190 ,4013 1,2Z56
*3800 .2992 -,7264 .5688 ,9716
,5800 -,T515 ,5379 .9890
,6200 -,7670 .5363 ,9917 ,6600 ,2992 -,7035 .5509 ,9683
.5400 ,2992 -.7482 .5427 ,9814
,6600 -,7165 ,5664 .9786 .6200 .2992 -.7682 ,5424 .9819
,T000 -,6513 ,5660 ,9441 .7000 ,2992 -.6588 ,5631 .9687
,7500 -.5214 .5931 .9015 ,8000 ,Z992 -,3923 ,6259 .8505
.8000 -,6090 .6251 .8518 ,gO00 ,2992 -,1559 ,6852 ,7590
,8500 -.2784 ,6547 ,8061 ,1000 ,2362 ,1067 ,7479 ,6611
.9000 -,1520 ,6862 ,7576 .2000 ,Z362 -,0613 .7076 .7246
.9500 -.0226 .7161 .7112 ,35_0 .2362 -.2109 .6728 .7782
.9750 ,0457 .7337 ,6835 .4500 ,2362 -.1892 .6771 .7716
1.0000 .1130 ,7_11 .6561 .5500 .2362 -.1699 ,6868 .7566
,6500 .2362 -,0081 .7205 .7042
.7500 .2362 ,Z572 .7837 ,6036
.8000 ,2362 .3598 .8120 .5565
.8500 .2362 .4273 ,8296 .5Z62
.9000 .2362 .6558 .8351 ,5167
,9500 ,2362 .4551 *8357 .5156
TEST 137 PT 64.7923 PSI CN ,9701 C01 ,01965 COCOR1 .01875
RUN 30 '_T 100.1847 K CN -. 1366 CDZ ,01982 COCORZ ,01903
POINT 6 RC 40,1589 HILLION CC -,0044 C03 ,01655 COCOR3 .01621
HACH .7050 CD4 ,01566 COCOA4 ,01534
ALPHA 2.5050 OEG CD5 ,61239 COCOR5 .01189
UPPER SURFACE LOkER SURFACE SPANNISE
XlC CP P_,LIPT HLOC XIC CP P_LI plr HLQC XIC YIC CP P etlPT RLOC
0,0000 1.1046 .9930 ,1005 O. 0000 1.1046 ,9930 ,1005 ,5000 .4921 -,6728 ,5556 ,9607
,0060 ,1614 ,7600 ,6419 .b060 ,88Z1 ,9387 ,3034 ,5000 .6265 -,81§3 .5152 1,0261
,0080 -.1566 ,6793 .7682 .0080 1,0066 ,9685 ,2155 .5&00 .3609 -,7596 .5305 1.0011
,0150 -.5445 .5824 ,9183 ,0Z30 .5549 ,8556 .4797 .5000 .2953 -.6886 ,5504 .9691
,0250 -.9636 ,6813 1,0827 .0500 .31bZ ,7983 ,5796 .5000 .2297 -,7070 .5463 ,9788
• 0400 -1,2443 .6124 1.2068 .1000 ,1566 .7594 .6628 .5000 ,1660 -.7968 ,5205 1.0173
,0600 -1,4552 .3608 1.3050 ,1500 ,0472 ,7300 ,6896 ,5600 ,0986 -,7500 ,5322 ,9984
• 0800 -1,5067 ,3439 1.36(,1 .ZOO0 -,0495 .7066 .7259 .5000 .0328 -.6562 .5596 .9563
,1000 -1.5102 ,3465 1.3366 ,2500 -,1137 .8897 ,7521 .5000 -,0328 -,8069 .5180 1,0214
.1600 -1,4578 ,3527 1,'3216 .3500 -,1969 ,6717 .7799 .5000 -.0986 -.6630 .5578 .9571
.1800 -1.6751 ,3532 1.3207 ,6500 -.1887 .6736 ,7769 ,5000 -.1660 -,6535 .5584 ,9563
.2200 -1.6621 ,3538 1.3194 ,5500 -,1397 ,6861 .7577 .5000 -.2297 -,7309 .5370 .9905
,2600 -1.4610 .3613 _.3041 .6500 -.0069 ,7172 .7095 ,5000 -,2953 -,6697 .5560 ,9632
,3000 -1,6538 ,3562 1,3145 ,7500 ,2579 ,786J. ,6033 .5000 -.3609 -,6671 .5565 .9593
• 3400 -1,4496 .3591 1.3U_5 ,8000 .3606 .8071 .5648 ,5000 -,4265 -.7238 ,5398 .9861
,3800 -1,4678 ,3577 1.3116 .8500 .6390 .8282 ._286 .5000 -.4971 -.7125 .5434 .9802
.4200 -1,4359 .3636 1.2_94 .9000 .4_17 ,8331 .5202 .0600 .2992 -1,2756 ,4036 1.2215
.6600 -1,1603 .430Z 1.1/23 ,_500 ,4576 ,B360 ,5186 .14G0 .2992 -1.4741 ,3516 1,3240
,5000 -,7479 .5327 .9975 1.0000 ,1178 ,7463 .6637 .2200 .2992 -1,4969 .3661 1.3313
.3000 .2992 -1.4765 .3588 1.3091
°5400 -.6031 .5722 ,0364 .3600 .2q_Z -1.40_5 .37u0 1.2706
,5800 -.60_9 ,56_0 .9409 ,6600 .2992 -.9_3_ ,68_4 1.07_7
,_,ZO0 -*6662 .5570 ,'_576 ,560U .299Z -*6112 .5695 ,9386
.6600 -,6522 .5587 ,'_558 ,6200 ,2992 -.6605 ,5020 ,9505
,7000 -.5914 ,5717 o9351 .7COO .2992 -.61,]0 .5689 .9396
,7500 -.5039 ,5951 ,_984 ,UGGO ,29_2 -.3892 ,6Z63 .8503
.8000 -*3948 ,6237 ,8540 ,9b00 ,2992 -, 15_4 ,6821 .7638
,8500 -,2703 .6_,23 .8098 ,1000 .2382 ,1422 .7.536 ,bSZO
.9000 -.1565 ,6812 .7653
.9500 -,0298 ,7108 .7193 ,ZGO0 ,2362 -.0333 ,7107 .7195
.3560 .236Z -.1880 ,6767 ,7753
.9750 ,0394 ,7ZE7 .6916 ,6500 ,2362 -,1656 .6754 .7741
1,0000 ,1178 .7463 ,6637 ,55_(_ .Z3bZ -.1326 ,6869 ,7564
.6'., UO .236Z .0023 .7190 ,706b
,7500 .236Z .2562 ,7825 ,6056
.8000 ,2362 .3595 .8106 ,5589
.8500 .2362 .6375 .8303 .5250
,9000 ,2362 .6563 .8331 .5200
.950_ .Z3bZ .4588 .8321 .5Z18
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 13T PT 64.7930 PSI CN 1.0323 CD1 *01588 COCOA1 ,02§12
RUN 30 1T 100.1771 K C_ -.1361 CDZ .02582 COCOA2 .02498
POINT 7 RC 39.9877 _ILLION CC -.0088 C03 *02114 COCOA3 .02042
RACH ,7003 C09 ,02333 COCOR4 *01955
ALPHA 3.0135 0E0 C05 *01531 CO€OR5 ,01454
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANgISE
XlC CP PpLIPT _LOC XIC CP PpLIPT NLOC XlC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1,0742 *9865 .140Z O,O&O0 1,0742 ,9865 ,140Z ,5000 ,6921 -,7T21 *5337 ,9959
,0040 .0735 ,7398 .6740 .,UO%G .9226 ,_499 .2731 .5000 .4265 -.8788 *5037 1,0451
.0080 -.2602 ,6587 .7999 .Ou3O 1.O367 .9766 .1850 ,5000 ,3609 -,Tbbl .5341 ,9953
,0150 -.656Z *5623 .9501 ,GZSU ,5965 *8691 .4545 *3_00 *2953 -*7§12 *539Z ,9869
.OZ§O -L*0489 .4667 1.107_ *0500 ,3630 .8111 ,5580 .5000 .2297 -.833§ .5166 1,0234
,0900 -1,3026 ,3996 1.2290 ,IOuo .1935 .7720 .6216 .5000 .1640 -.8152 .5195 1.0190
.0600 -1,5655 ,3676 1,3313 ,1500 .0888 ,7499 *6667 .5000 ,0984 -,835Z .5181 1,0213
.0800 -1.5929 ,3306 1.3686 ,2000 -.0135 .7161 .7111 .500U *0328 -,7482 *5396 ,9864
,1000 -1.5953 .3326 1.3641 ,2500 -*0852 ,7023 ,7325 *5000 -*0318 -,7975 *5Z76 1.0058
,1600 -1,5675 ,3390 1.3505 ,3500 -*165Z ,6830 *76Z% .5000 -.0984 -.7313 .5453 .9772
,1800 -1,5470 .3414 1*3954 ,4500 -.1617 *6812 .7651 .5000 -.1690 -,7131 .5464 ,9755
*2200 -1,5619 .3419 1*3994 ,5500 -.1276 ,6936 ,7960 ,5000 -.2297 -,7282 ,§451 ,9775
.2600 -1,5320 ,3473 1.3330 ,6500 .0019 .72Z8 .7007 .5000 -.2953 -,6934 .5529 °9650
.3000 -1*5322 .3423 1.3935 °7500 .2597 .7871 ,§980 o5000 -.3609 -,7004 ,5482 ,9T25
.3400 -1,5396 ,3439 1.3901 ,_000 ,3594 ,8114 ,5575 .5000 -,4165 -.6747 ,5597 ,_542
,3800 -/.5477 .3440 1.3398 ,8500 .4505 ,8329 ,520% ,5000 -.4911 -.7136 ,5556 ,9607
,4200 -1,5435 ,3421 1,3446 ,9003 .9665 .8381 ,5113 .0600 ,2992 -1,3540 .3910 1.2455
,%600 -1,3656 ,3916 1,1993 ,9500 .4569 ,8355 .5160 .1600 .29_2 -1.5688 .3390 1,3504
.5000 -,8285 .5198 1.U186 1.0000 .1104 ,7_03 *6574 .2200 .2992 -1.5802 *3354 1.3582
._400 -.6176 *5716 .9353 *3000 *1991 -1.5545 .34Z3 1*3439
*5800 -.5953 *577Z .9265 .3_00 .2992 -1.4910 .3566 1,3138
.6200 -*6096 .57_1 ,9298 .4600 ,2992 -1.3606 .3864 1,2543
.6600 -.6130 .5734 .9325 ,5400 .29_2 -.6307 .5679 .9411
,7000 -.5733 ,5831 .9172 .6200 .2992 -,b049 .5751 ,9298
.7500 -.4861 .6038 .884_ .7000 .299z -.5818 .5799 .9223
.8000 -.37B3 .6277 ,8477 ,8000 *2992 -,3783 .6313 ,8421
*8500 -*2654 *6597 ,79_4 .g000 .299Z -.1%45 ,68_4 ,7587
,go00 -.1581 .68_8 .7519 .1000 .2362 .1978 .7721 *6225
,9500 -,02_9 .7173 ,7093 .2000 .23bZ .0042 .7258 ,69§9
.97_0 .0301 .7321 .6860 .3500 .2362 -,1618 ,6839 .7610
1.0000 *1109 .7_03 ,8574 ,4500 .2362 -,1461 *6874 ,75§7
.5500 *23_Z -,1192 .6939 ,7456
.6500 ,2362 .0211 .7286 ,6916
,7500 .2362 .2621 .7874 ,5976
.8000 .2362 .3616 .3122 .5561
,8500 .2361 ,9399 ,8308 .5242
,9000 .2362 ,9638 .8359 ,5152
,9500 ,2362 ,4b09 ,8367 .5138
TEST 137 PT 64,7892 PSZ CN 1.0669 C01 .03479 CDCOR1 .03391
RUN 30 TT 100.1596 K CM -.1366 CD2 .03370 CDCOR2 *03272
POINT 9 RC %0*1584 _ILLION CC -,0092 CD3 *02721 COCOA3 ,02633
HACH .7046 CD4 .02489 COCOA4 .02400
ALPHA 3.5131 UEG C05 .01829 CDCOR5 ,01740
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PwLIPT MLOC XIC CP PpLIPT RLDC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 _*0603 .9827 .1587 0*_000 1.0603 .9827 .158T .5000 .4921 -1*Z084" .4201 1.1907
*0040 *0068 *7230 .70&3 *0040 *9389 .9516 .268_ .§000 *9265 -1.2925 .4111 1.2072
*0080 -*3077 .6450 ,8210 .0080 1.0631 .9_3§ .1553 .SuO0 .3609 -1.2752 .4056 1,2175
.0150 -.6753 .5518 .9671 .0230 °6378 *8784 .9367 .5000 .2953 -1.Z330 .9139 1.2022
.0250 -1.0747 .454_ 1.1Z_4 .0500 .3929 .8182 .5459 ._000 .2297 -1.1744 .4279 1.1763
.0400 -1.3295 .3900 1.2474 .1000 .2133 .7703 ,0254 .5000 .1690 -1*Z172 *414Z 1,Z015
*0600 -1.5458 .33_8 1.3551 .1500 .1069 ,7474 ,6bZO .5000 .0984 -1,1148 .4424 1.1503
.0800 -1,6334 ,320_ 1,3901 .2000 .0101 .723_ .6996 .5000 .0328 -1.0967 .9505 1.13_9
.1000 -1.5884 ,3264 1.3777 .2_00 -.0670 .7026 .7321 .5000 -.0328 -1.0190 .4688 1.1041
.1400 -1.5856 .3274 1.3755 .35_0 -.160Z .6_09 .7656 .5_0_ -.3984 -1.0235 .4683 1.1050
.1800 -1,60_6 .3276 1.3751 .4500 -.1_67 .6808 .76_9 .5000 -,1640 -.937_ .4896 1.0687
.2200 -1.5809 .3269 1.3766 .5500 -.1264 .6885 .7539 .5000 -,2197 -,8_13 .5111 1.0326
*ZbO0 -1,9594 ,3331 1,3632 ,6500 -.0109 .7197 .7055 .5000 -.2953 -,8482 ,5052 1,0427
.3000 -1,5773 ,3281 1.3739 .7503 .2626 .7849 .6018 .5000 -.3609 -.7195 ,5413 .9837
.3409 -1,5806 ,3302 1.3694 .8000 ,3580 .8087 .5621 .5000 -.4265 -.6889 .5515 .9673
,3800 -1._847 .3166 1.3771 .USO0 .4387 .8302 .5251 .5000 -.4921 -.7038 .5453 .9773
*4200 -1.5820 .3Z67 1.3770 ,9000 ,4546 .8321 ,5219 *0600 .2992 -1,3_78 ,3857 1,255b
.4600 -1,_494 .3314 1.3668 ,9500 .4545 ,8329 .520_ ,1400 ,1992 -1.6001 .3264 1,3777
.5000 -1.0713 .9532 1,1311 _,0000 .08_2 *7919 .6706 .220u .1992 -1.5991 .3225 1.386g
._400 -.7531 .5353 .9933 .3000 .2992 -1.5832 *3165 1.3775
.5800 -,6079 .5709 .9372 .3800 .2992 -1.5627 .3400 1.3484
.6200 -.5757 ,5789 .9239 .4600 ,2991 -1*5390 .3381 1.3523
.6600 -.§_51 .§840 .915_ .54_b *299Z -.7830 ,5245 1,0110
.7000 -*5288 *5906 ,90_2 .6200 *2992 -*5656 *5776 ,9259
.7500 -,4489 ,6049 .8831 .7000 .2991 -.5534 .5_82 ,9093
,8000 -,3707 ,8278 .8476 .8GO0 .2991 -.3531 .63Z2 .8409
.8500 -.2604 .6572 .8G23 .9000 .2992 -,1488 .6847 .7598
.9000 -.1_34 .6817 .7694 .1000 .2362 .Z171 .7721 .62Z4
,9500 -,0369 .7088 ,7224 , ,2000 ,2362 .02_0 ,7288 ,6913
,9750 ,0207 ,7275 ,6934 .3500 .2362 -,1567 .6818 .7643
1.0000 .0852 ,7419 .6706 ,4500 *2362 -o1518 ,6834 .7619
.5500 .23bZ -.1086 .6942 .7452
.6500 .2362 °0054 .7225 .7011
,7500 ,2362 .2539 .7823 .6059
.8000 *2362 .3635 ,8095 .5607
,USUU ,2361 .4318 .8291 .5272
.9000 .Z3bZ .%598 ,8338 ,_191
.9500 .2362 ,4598 .8317 ,5208
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 13? PT _€.7954 PSI CN 1.1050 C01 .04102 COCOR1 .03993
RUN 30 TT 100.2126 K C_ -.1341 COZ .03957 CDCORZ .03849
POINT 10 RC 39.9088 HILLION CC -o0127 C03 .03368 CD:OR3 .0327T
MACH .6987 CO4 .02925 COCOR4 .02831
ALPHA 4.0312 OEG C05 *02295 CDCOR5 ,02190
UPPER SURFACE lOWER _URFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P, LIPT MLOC XIC CP P_L/PT HLOC X/C YIC CP PpL/PT HLOC
0,0000 1,0252 ,9748 ,1921 0o0000 1,0252 ,9748 .1921 ,5000 ._921 -,9586 ,4903 1,0575
,0040 -,lOOO ,6996 .7357 .00_0 ,9742 .9519 .2375 ,500U .4265 -.9433 ,4955 1,0586
• GO80 -.3869 .6284 .8467 ,0080 1,0848 .9893 ,1249 ,5000 .3609 -1o0598 ,4629 1,1144
• 0150 -.7658 .5345 .9_45 ,0230 ,6T43 ,889L ,4154 ,500C ,2953 -1.0951 ,4557 1,1269
• 0250 -1,1564 ,4392 1,1561 .0500 ,4356 ._306 ,5245 ,50LO ,2297 -1.0333 .4702 1.1016
• 0400 -I.4233 .3759 1.2748 .1000 .2507 *7839 *6032 .5000 .i640 -*9584 .4897 1.0686
,0600 -1,6193 .3257 1.3792 .1530 ,1298 .7551 ,6498 .5000 ,0984 -,9707 °4873 1.0725
,0800 -1,6822 .3098 1.4148 .2000 .0403 .7333 .6843 ,5000 .0328 -,9227 ,4993 1.0524
.1000 -1,6635 .3122 1,409_ .2500 -.0470 .7111 ,7189 .5000 -,0328 -,9189 .4998 1,0515
,1400 -1,6_2 ,3160 1,_C08 ,3500 -,1390 ,6889 °7533 .5000 -,0984 -.u743 .5107 1.0336
,1800 -1,6700 ,3168 1.3_88 .4500 -.1461 .6883 .7542 .5000 -.1640 -.8019 .5280 1.0052
,2200 -1,6663 ,3171 1.3982 .5500 -.1235 .5927 .7474 .5000 -.2297 -.7438 .5446 .9784
.2600 -1.6514 .3211 1.3894 .6500 -.OOZ3 .TZZZ .7015 .5000 -.2953 -.7337 ,5426 .9814
• 3000 -1.5710 ,3183 1.3955 .7500 .2514 .7837 ,6035 .5000 -.3609 -,5980 .5505 .9588
.3400 -1.6485 .3164 1,3953 .800u .3606 ._104 .5592 .5000 -.4265 -,6764 ,5552 .9514
,3800 -1,6657 ,3160 1.4UO? ,8500 .4415 ,8324 .5214 .5006 -.4921 -.6748 ,5554 ,9_94
.4200 -1.6626 ,3160 1.4366 .9000 ,4583 .U363 .5144 .0600 ,2992 -1,4439 .3710 1.2845
,4600 -1.4370 .3726 1,Z_14 .9500 .4445 ,8330 .5204 .1400 .2992 -1.6726 .3141 1.40_1
• _O00 -.9377 ,4953 1.0590 1.0uO0 .0752 ,7440 ,6671 ,2200 .2992 -1.6699 .3116 1.4107
.5400 -,7430 *5432 .9805 .3000 .2992 -1,6657 ,3149 1,4031
,5800 -,6175 ,5735 ,9324 ,3800 ,2992 -1.6415 ,3229 1o3853
,6200 -,5668 ._858 .9129 ,4600 °2992 -1.5173 ,3530 1,3211
°6600 -.55Z3 ,5890 .9U79 .540_ .Z992 -.7790 .53Z1 .9985
• 7000 -.5321 .596L .8968 *6200 .2992 -*5595 .5888 .9083
,7500 -,4577 .6104 °8?45 .700G .2992 -,54b9 .5946 ,8991
• 8000 -,3754 .6299 ,8444 .8000 .2992 -,3631 ,6368 ,6337
• 8500 -,2572 ,6560 .8041 ,900_ .2992 -.1579 .6870 .7562
,9000 -.1579 .6835 .7616 .1000 ,2362 ,2481 ,7844 .6024
,9500 -.0535 ,7106 .7197 .2000 .2362 .0498 .7349 ,6816
• 9750 ,0106 *7253 ,6968 .3500 .Z362 -.1398 .6902 ,7513
1,0000 *0752 ,7440 .6673 .4500 .Z3bZ -*1312 .6938 .7458
• 5500 .2362 -*1096 .6973 .7402
• 6560 .2362 .0123 ,7257 .6946
• 7500 .2362 .2602 .7863 .5994
• 8060 *2362 .3616 .8120 *5566
• 8500 .2362 ,4388 ,8315 ,5230
.9000 .2362 ,4613 .8369 ,5135
• 95C0 .2362 .4515 .8347 ,5173
TEST 137 P[ 7[,_Z82 P_I CN .2776 CDI .00820 CDCOR1 ,00790
RUN 34 TT 115*2796 K CH -.1346 CDZ ,0[,830 COCOR2 .00799
POINT 1 PC 46.1686 MILLION CC .0178 C03 .00788 COCUR3 .00770
HACH .7212 C04 .00778 CDCUR4 *00762
ALPHA -1.9849 OEG CD5 .G0765 C0C0R5 ,00741
UPPER SURFACE LOdER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_,LIPT MIUC XIC CP P*LIPT PILOC X/C Y/C CP P,,L/PT /'f10C
0.0000 1.0183 ,9701 .20(_0 0,0000 1,0183 .9701 .2090 .500(J .4921 -.5948 .5539 .9619
.0040 .8837 .9355 .31C8 .b_40 .1399 .7458 .6630 .5000 .4265 -.6095 ,_509 .9668
• 0080 ,6441 .8743 .4_35 ,0080 .2994 .7865 .5976 .5000 .3509 -,6144 o5513 ,9661
• 0150 ,3103 ,78(_3 .5930 .0230 -.2369 ,_505 .8110 .5000 .2953 -.6147 ,5497 ,9687
• 0250 -,0644 ,6940 *7440 *0500 -,3738 ,6143 .8669 .500G .2297 -,6209 .5479 '9715
• 0400 -.3316 .6263 .6484 .1000 -,3976 ,b087 .U757 ,5000 • 161,0 -,5146 .5500 .9682
.0600 -,4360 .598_ .891C .1500 -.4333 • 599;_ .8908 .SOO0 .0984 -.6185 .5491 *9697
.0800 -*4504 .5949 .8971 .ZOO0 -,4995 ,5826 .9163 *5000 .0328 -.6156 .5492 ,9695
,1000 -,4520 o5949 .8972 .2500 -.5367 ,_727 ,9321 .5000 -,0328 -,6210 °5474 ,9724
,1400 -.46(,3 .5924 .9011 *3500 -,5439 ,5717 .9337 .5000 -.0984 -.6288 ,5468 .9733
• 1800 -.5011 .5806 .9196 ,4500 -.4286 ._014 .8870 .SUO0 -.1640 -,6206 .5479 ,9716
• 2200 -,5256 .5722 .9320 .5500 -.3077 ,6315 ,8402 .500C -.2297 -.6186 .5458 .9749
.2500 -.5414 .5677 .9400 .6500 -.0957 .6855 .7570 • 50(_0 -.2953 -* 6131 ,5_87 .9703
• 3000 -.5773 .5592 .9535 ,7500 .2C49 .7625 ,6365 .5000 -.3609 -,61Z8 ,5501 ,9681
,3400 -,5769 ,55u9 ,95_,)8 .8000 ,3103 .7891 .5933 .5000 -.4265 -,6149 .5509 ,9867
.3800 -.5813 .5582 .9550 .8500 ,3871 .8080 .5619 .5G(_0 -.4921 -.6141 .550_ .9675
• 4200 -,5887 .5562 ,9583 ,9000 .4191 ,8155 .5493 .0600 ,2992 -.4159 ,6050 .8814
,4600 -,6112 .5508 .9688 ,95J0 .4Z36 o8192 ,5430 • J-4_,0 *2992 -, 4629 *5920 ,9017
• 5000 -.6276 .5467 .9134 1,_OJO ,146_ ,7478 .6598 ,2200 ,2992 -, 5180 ,5773 ,9249
• 5400 -,6294 .5457 o9751 ,3000 ,2992 -°5496 ,5700 °9363
._800 --e6516 .53_5 *9851 .3800 °2992 -.5909 ,5587 .9543
• 6200 -,6733 ,53_4 .9917 ,4600 ,2992 -,6023 ,5559 ,9587
.6600 -.6629 ,5370 .9891 .5400 .2992 -.6173 .5524 .9643
• 7000 -.5915 *_-528 .9636 .6200 .2992 -.6493 .5455 .9754
• 7_00 -. 4742 .5845 .9135 .7000 .2992 -.5948 .5586 .9544
.8000 -,3691 *6127 ,8695 .8000 .2992 -* 3692 ,5149 .8660
• 8500 -.2529 .6437 *8215 .900G .2992 -. 1444 ,6716 .7784
• 9000 --,1406 .672",J .7779 .1000 .136Z -.4040 .bOhZ .8796
,9500 -,0117 ,7665 .7246 .2006 ,2362 -,4705 ,5934 .8996
• 9750 *0606 • 727'_ ,6912 ,3500 ,23_:2 -,5312 ,576_) ,9251
1,0000 ,1465 ,747{" ,t.:)_h ,_,SG(; ,2362 -,4158 ,6045 ,8822
• _500 ,23'_2 -o3022 .6339 ._s366
.85b0 .2382 -,09_2 *6856 *7566
• 75_0 ,2362 .ZGZb ,7613 .6385
• SbuO ,2352 .3087 ,7890 ,5936
• 850G ,2362 ,3795 ,8067 .5642
• 9_0_ .2362 .6144 .8156 *5490
• _500 ,2362 .4111 .8144 .5511
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 78.72C8 PSI CN .4220 C01 .00826 COCORZ ,00799
RUN 36 T1 115,2548 K Ce -.1363 CD2 ,00832 COCOR2 ,00804
POINT Z RC 40.0158 _ILLION CC .0180 C03 .00793 COCOA3 .00771
_ACH ,7180 C04 ,00777 CDCOR4 ,00755
ALPHA -.9734 DEG C05 ,007T0 COCOR5 .00746
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFAEE SPANWISE
XIC CP PeLIPT fiLOC TiC CP PpLIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP PeLIP[ HLOC
0,0000 [,0966 ,9901 ,1199 0,0000 1,0Qbb .9901 ,1199 .5000 ,4921 -,6512 .5453 ,9757
,0040 .7431 ,8997 .392_ .0040 .3674 ,8041 .5686 ,5000 ,4265 -,6748 .5409 .9828
.0080 .4793 .8321 ,52C7 ,0080 ,5360 .8459 ,4963 .5G00 ,3609 -,6752 ,5398 .9845
,0150 .1159 ,7401 .6722 ,uZ30 -.0025 ,7100 .7191 ,5000 ,2953 -,6766 ,5402 .9839
,0250 -,2803 ,63_3 .8283 .0500 -,1735 .6658 .7875 .5000 ,2297 -.6892 .5351 .9921
.0600 -,5706 .5630 ,9475 .1000 -.2510 .8484 .8175 .5000 ,1640 -.6698 ,5400 ,9862
*0600 -,6811 ,5378 .9878 ,1500 -.3032 .6321 ,8394 .5000 .0984 -,6799 ,5369 .9892
.0800 -.6517 °5433 .97e9 .2u30 -,3751 .6122 .8702 .5000 .0328 -.6774 .5398 ,9865
o1000 -,6387 ,550B ,9669 .2900 -,6192 .8037 ,8835 ,5000 -,0328 -,6862 ,5408 ,9830
.1400 -.6183 ,5524 ,9643 ,3500 -.4540 ,5951 ,8970 .5000 -,0984 -.6879 .5352 .9919
.1800 -,64Z8 .5679 .9715 .6500 -.3TO7 ,6161 ,8676 .500C -.1660 -.6806 ,5374 .9885
.2200 -.6510 ,5471 .9728 .5500 -.2712 .6421 ,8260 ,5000 -.2297 -,6810 ,5385 .9866
.2600 -.6513 °5652 .9757 ,6500 -,0712 .6916 .7477 ,50UG -,2953 -,6685 ,5603 .9837
,3000 -.6889 .5373 ,9885 .7500 .2165 .7676 ,6286 .5000 -.3bOQ -.6738 ,5397 ,9867
.3400 -.6716 .5408 .9829 ,8000 .3256 ,7933 ,5885 .5000 -.6265 -,6781 .5397 .9867
,3800 -.6698 .5619 .9811 .8500 .403U .8138 .5521 ,5000 -.4921 -.6767 ,5607 ,9630
.6Z00 -,6711 °5397 .9846 ,9000 o4319 .8218 ,5386 ,0600 .2992 -,6307 ,5503 ,9676
,6600 -,6757 .5385 ,9866 ,9500 .4305 ,8211 ,5395 .16C0 .2992 -.5218 .5536 ,9827
.5000 -,6892 .5345 ,9930 1.0000 .1336 .7455 .6635 ,2200 .2992 -,6532 ,5438 ,9786
.5400 -,6852 ,5378 ,9577 ,3000 .2992 -,6554 .5468 .9766
.5800 -.7007 .5366 .9897 ,3800 ,2992 -,6865 .5381 ,9873
,6Z00 -,7088 ,5299 1;0006 .4600 .2992 -,6815 .5376 .9881
.6600 -,6895 ,5351 .9922 .5400 ,2992 -.6763 ,5386 .9867
.7000 -.6122 .5560 .9586 .6200 .2992 -,6968 .5344 .9933
.7500 -,6859 .5868 ,9098 ,7000 .2992 -.6182 ,5555 ,9596
,8000 -,3792 .6147 .8666 ,8000 ,2992 -.3776 ,6169 ,8629
.8500 -.2583 ,8663 .8175 .9000 ,2992 -.1429 .8746 .7742
,9000 -,1656 ,6750 ,7732 ,1000 .2382 -,2477 .6695 .8125
.9500 -,0167 ,7086 ,7213 ,2000 .2362 -.3507 ,6225 .8563
,9750 ,0597 ,7267 ,6930 ,3500 ,2362 -.6644 ,5990 .8907
1,0000 ,1334 ,T655 .8636 ._00 .Z3bZ -.3615 ,6197 .8585
,5500 ,2362 -.2639 ,6437 .8216
.6500 .2362 -.0688 ,b940 ,7639
.7500 ,2362 .2176 .7657 .6313
.8000 .2362 ,3251 .7941 .5852
.8500 .2362 .3899 ,8111 ,5568
.9000 ,2352 ,6265 ,8196 .5623
.9500 ,2362 .4304 ,8211 .5398
TEST 137 PT 73,7475 PSI CN ,5018 C01 .00842 COCOR1 ,00811
RU_ 34 TT 11C*0914 K CR -.1384 CD2 ,00860 COCOA2 ,00807
POINT 3 RC 40,2556 NILLION CC ,0165 CD3 ,00802 00¢0R3 .00780
HACH .7210 C06 .00786 COCOR6 .00766
ALPHA -.4328 OEG C05 .0077_ COCOR5 .00768
UPPER SURFACE LOVER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlO CP PsLIPT HLOC XIC CP PeLIPl HLOC XlC YIC CP PeLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1o1222 .9982 .0736 O,CO00 1,1222 ,9962 ,0736 ,5000 ,6921 -,6913 ,5324 ,9970
,0060 ,6566 .8773 .4381 .0060 .6689 .8301 .5245 .5000 ,4265 -,7103 .5295 1,0017
.0080 ,3881 ,8094 ,5601 ,0080 .6541 ,8758 .6408 .5000 ,3609 -.7231 .5238 1,0113
,0150 .0060 .7107 ,7186 .0230 ,1063 ,7362 ,6786 ,5000 .2953 -,7213 .5252 1.0086
.0250 -.3919 .610Z ,8738 .0500 -,0831 ,6881 ,7534 .5000 ,2297 -,7172 ,5240 1,0106
,0600 -,6963 o5321 ,9976 ,1000 -,1801 .6668 .7895 .5000 ,1640 -,7123 .5283 1,0037
,0600 -.8662 ._929 1.0620 .1500 -,2407 ,6491 ,8137 *5000 .0984 -.7219 ,5247 1,0096
.0800 -,7777 .5118 1.0306 .2000 -,3107 ,6281 ,8661 ,5000 .0328 -.7224 ,5241 1,0104
,1000 -,7600 ,5212 1,01_3 .2800 -.3745 ,6133 ,8690 ,5000 -.0328 -,7214 .5Z54 1,0083
,1400 -,7104 .5269 1.0059 ,3500 -,4117 ,6052 .8817 .5000 -.0984 -,7337 ,5217 1.0143
,1800 -.7120 ,5242 1,_103 .4500 -,3377 ,6237 .8529 .5000 -.1640 -,7288 .522_ 1,0126
,2200 -,7265 ,5247 1,0095 .5500 -,2694 .6452 .8197 .5000 -.2297 -.7253 .5229 1.0126
.2600 -.7166 ,5259 1,0075 .6530 -,0619 ,6964 ,7638 .5000 -.2953 -,7199 ,5260 1.0075
,3000 -,7691 .5198 1,0179 ,7500 ,2316 ,7691 .6263 .5000 -.3609 -.7244 .5226 1.0129
,3_00 -.7_8 .5180 1.0204 .8000 .3342 ,7944 ,5850 ,5000 -.4265 -.7355 .5221 1.0138
.3800 -.7332 .5222 1.U136 .8503 .6176 ,8155 .5498 .5000 -,6921 -,7126 .5263 1.0069
.6200 -.7069 ,9268 1.0060 .9000 ,4403 ,8226 .5378 ,0600 .2992 -,7672 .5127 1.0222
.6600 -.7227 .5257 1.0079 ,9500 ,4394 .8220 .5386 .140C .2992 -,7120 ,_275 1,0049
,5000 -.7315 ,5222 1.0136 1.0000 ,1355 .7634 ,6673 ,2200 .2992 -.7238 .5232 1.0120
,5600 -17293 .5224 1,0133 .3000 ,2992 -,7263 .5234 1.0116
,5800 -.7286 .5236 1,0113 .3808 ,2992 -.7419 .5190 1.0188
.6200 -.7399 ,5202 1.0169 .66_0 ,Z992 -.7258 ,5228 1.0125
.5600 -,7207 .5250 1.00_0 .5_0U .2992 -.7172 .5Z35 1,0116
,7000 ".6222 ,5693 ,9697 ,b20O ,2992 -.7286 ,5226 1.0129
.7500 -.4257 .5832 ,9180 .7000 ,2992 -.6274 .5481 .9717
.8000 -.3816 ,6106 ,8?32 .eGO0 .2992 -,3831 ,b130 .8624
.8500 -,2628 .6428 .8236 .g000 ,Zg_2 -,1406 ,6211 .7797
,9000 -,1370 ,5737 .7757 .1CO0 .2362 -.1799 .6630 .792Z
.9500 -,0135 .7056 .7264 .2000 .2382 -.2891 *6353 .8350
.9750 .0654 .7260 .6947 ,3500 .2362 -,_017 .6072 ,8785
1.0000 ,1355 ,7639 ,8673 .4500 ,2382 -,3282 .6245 ,8_15
.5500 .2362 -.2420 ,6671 ,8167
.6500 .2362 -.056o .8950 .7428
.75G0 .2362 .2289 ,7668 .6301
.800C .2362 .3334 ,7945 .584g
,8500 .2362 .4047 .81Zb .5547
,qOCO .2362 ,4352 ,8202 .541b
.9500 .2362 .4372 .8219 .5388
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 73.7449 PSI CN .575S C01 ,00860 CDOORI .00830
RUN 34 T1 109.7845 K CN -,1383 CDZ ,00863 C000_2 ,00832
POINT 4 RC 40.63_6 MILLIO_ C¢ ,0146 CD3 ,00820 C0¢0R3 ,00790
NACH .7214 C04 .00804 CDCOR4 ,00779
ALPHA ,03¢3 UEG C05 ,00797 CDCOR5 ,00771
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIPT HLOC XIC CP P_LIP1 HLOC XlC YIC CP PpLIPT NLOC
0,0000 1,1340 ,9993 ,0311 0,0000 1,1340 .9993 .0311 *SCCG ,4921 -,7425 .5154 1,0247
,0040 ,5804 ,8571 .4702 ,_040 ,5544 ,85Z8 .4841 .5000 ,4265 -.7539 .5139 1.0Z72
,0080 .3050 ,7_71 .5972 ,C080 .7398 ._98_ ,3948 ,5000 .36C9 -.7514 ,5160 1.0Z37
,0150 -,0994 *5853 ,7579 .0230 .2000 ,7606 ,6401 ,5000 ,2953 -,7557 .5143 1,0206
*0250 -.4758 ,5854 .9126 .CSO0 -.0001 .7082 .7224 .5000 *2297 -.7563 .5166 1.0228
,0400 -,799Z ,5042 1.0432 ,1000 -.1054 .6808 .7048 .5000 .1640 -,7477 .5168 1.0225
,0600 -,9944 .4540 1.1289 ,1500 -,1833 .6621 .7936 .5000 ,0984 -,7459 ,5158 1,024Z
.0800 -1,0024 .4512 1.1338 .2U00 -,2610 ,6433 .82Z7 .5000 .03E8 -,7445 ,5155 1,0246
,1000 -,9041 .4711 1.0992 .2500 -.3302 ,6265 .8486 ,5_00 -.0328 -*756Z .5163 1,0232
.1400 -.7517 .5132 1.0285 .3500 -,3722 ,_120 .8710 ,5000 -,0984 -.7653 .5168 1,0ZZb
*1800 -,7974 .5059 1.0405 .4500 -,3170 ,6277 ,8457 ,5000 -.1640 -,7528 .5162 1*0267
.2200 -,8251 ,4975 1,0_45 .5_00 -.2317 .6494 .8133 .5000 -.2297 -.7665 .5116 1,0310
*Z600 -.8046 .4994 1.0513 ,6500 -,0519 ,6950 .7429 .5000 -,2953 -,7570 ,5147 1*0259
.3000 -.8079 ,_001 1,0502 ,7500 ,2399 ,7072 ,5Zg4 .5000 -,3609 -,7654 .5095 1,0344
,3400 -.6006 ,503§ 1.0440 .8000 ,36_4 ,T945 ,5850 ,5000 -.4265 -,7701 .5111 1,0319
.3800 -.8042 .5018 1.047Z .8500 ,4197 ,8168 .5474 .5000 -.4921 -.7_92 *5132 1,0284
,4200 -,7546 .5171 1,0220 ,9000 ,4417 ,8219 ,5387 ,0600 ,2992 -,9010 .4790 1.0857
*4600 -,7§96 .5137 1._275 ,9500 ,4476 .8238 .5355 .1400 .2992 -.7422 .5176 1.0Zll
,5000 -.7559 ,5132 1,0284 1,0000 ,1281 .7429 .6081 .2200 .2992 -.8154 .5006 1.0492
.5400 -,7510 .513_ 1,_273 .3000 ,2992 -.7755 .5101 1.0336
.5800 -,7585 ,5158 1,0242 .380_ *2992 -,8045 .5031 1,0451
,6200 -.7558 .5192 1,0186 ,4600 .2992 -,7534 ,5132 1,0284
.6600 -.7367 ,5209 1,0158 ,5400 .2992 -.7533 .5164 1.0232
,7000 -.6312 ,5463 ,9746 ,5200 .2992 -,7547 .5147 1.0259
,7500 -,6974 ,§812 ,9191 .7000 .2992 -,6365 *5445 .977§
.8000 -.3778 ,6094 .87_1 ,8000 ,2992 -,3826 *6083 .8758
.8500 -.2602 ,6418 .8250 .9000 .2992 -,1433 .6708 ,7802
.9000 -,1393 ,5723 .7779 ,1000 .2302 -,1147 .6780 .7692
.9500 -.0109 .7047 .7Z79 .2000 ,235Z -,2444 .6481 .8153
.9750 ,0575 ,7250 .6962 .3500 .2362 -.3555 .6185 .8610
1.0000 .1281 .74Z9 .6501 ,4500 .2362 -.3027 ,6331 .8384
.5800 .23_2 -.2253 .5518 .8096
,6500 .23_2 -.0461 .6963 .7409
.7500 .2362 ,2267 .767Z ,6294
.8000 ,2362 .3349 ,7945 ._849
.8500 .2362 ,4131 ,8147 ,5510
,9000 .236Z .4401 .8204 ,§414
.9500 .2362 .4406 *8237 .5356
TEST 137 PT 73,7454 PSI CN ,6458 CO1 ,00893 COCORI .00862
RUN 34 TT 110,5443 K Ce -,1365 COZ .C0891 COCORZ .00853
POINT 5 RC 39.9502 MILLION CC .0114 C03 ,00848 COCOR3 .00836
NACH ,7194 CD4 .00831 CDCOR4 *00819
ALPHA *_165 0E0 CD5 ,00820 C0C0R5 ,00803
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PtLIPl HLOC XlC CP P_LlPl MLOC XlC IIC CP PsLIPT NLOC
0,0000 1.1381 1.0006 b,O000 0.0000 1.1381 1.0006 0.0000 .5000 ,4921 -,749Z ,_176 1.0211
• 0040 ,5128 ,840P .5057 ,0040 ,6476 ,8757 ,4410 ,5000 ,4265 -,7845 .5113 1.0315
,0080 ,ZOO3 ,762_ ,6370 ,0080 ,8140 .91T8 ,3533 *5000 .3609 -,7657 .5150 1.0253
• 0150 -,1806 ,6655 .7882 .0230 .2873 .7840 ,6321 .5000 ,2953 -,7651 ,5152 1.0250
• 0250 -,5783 .5534 .9472 .0500 .0750 ,7290 .6899 ,5000 .2297 -,7671 ,5139 1.0272
• 0400 -,8980 .4833 1.0783 .1000 -.0424 *7000 .7350 ,5000 .1640 -.7566 ,5152 1.0Z50
• 0600 -1.1068 .4310 1.1699 .1500 -.1322 ,078_ .7691 .5000 ,0984 -.7636 *_148 1.0257
• 0800 -1.1289 ,421l 1.1877 .2000 -,2075 .6572 .8011 .5000 *0328 -,7544 .5166 1.0227
,1000 -1.0999 ,4289 1.1736 ,2500 -,2741 ,_418 .8249 ,5000 -.0328 -,7639 .5167 1*02Z6
.1400 -1.0344 ,4435 1,147_ .3500 -,3312 ,5264 .8487 ,5000 -,0984 -,7779 .5125 1.0295
• 1800 -,9590 .4633 1,X125 ,4500 -.28_7 ,6390 ,829Z ,5000 -.1640 -,TTZ7 .5106 1,0326
.2200 -*7Tlb ,5126 1,0293 ,5500 -.2090 .6588 .7986 ,5000 -,Z297 -.T685 .5124 1,0296
• 2500 -.7620 ,5143 1.0Z64 ,6500 -.0355 .7003 ,7340 ,5000 -.2953 -.7649 .5134 1.0279
• 3000 -.8589 ,4_23 1,0630 .7500 ,2371 .7104 ,0243 ,5000 -*3609 -,7755 .5123 1,0298
• 3400 -,8596 ,4911 1.Obbl .80J_ .3479 ,7977 .5795 .bOO0 -,4265 -.7931 .5070 1.0385
,3800 -°8526 ,6929 1,0021 ._500 ,4210 .8167 .5476 .5000 -.4921 -.7789 .5083 1.0365
,4Z00 -.8138 .5¢19 1.046_ .9_00 .4471 .823_ .5352 .06u0 .2992 -.9777 .4603 1.1178
• 4600 -.T900 .50_6 1,0391 .9500 .4531 .026_ .530Z .1400 ,2992 -1,0657 ,4388 1.1558
• 5000 -.7752 .51/_ 1,03_5 1,0000 .1322 ,7426 °6685 .2200 ,2992 -.7053 o5/_3 1.0248
• 5400 -,7534 .5109 1.0223 .3000 ,2992 -.8131 .4993 1.0514
,5800 -.7537 .b167 1.0225 ,3800 ,2992 -.U808 ,4863 1.0731
• 6200 -.7648 ,5158 1,UZ40 *4000 .299Z -.7923 .5005 1.0393
• bbO0 -,7390 .5192 1.01_3 .5400 *2992 -._587 .5161 1.0235
• 7000 -,6274 ,54P5 .97_9 ,620U .2992 -.7451 .5213 1,0150
.7500 -.493§ .5029 ,9104 .700_ .2992 -.6313 .5484 ,9712
• 8000 -,3860 ,6118 ._712 ,u_O0 ,2992 -.3834 ,6117 .8714
• 8500 -,2626 ,6426 .8237 .9000 .2992 -.1402 .6749 ,7737
.9000 -.1320 ,6743 ,7748 .1000 ,236Z -.0489 .6950 ,7418
• 9500 -,0045 ,7070 ,7241 *Z_b_ *Z3bZ -,1973 .6578 .8001
,9750 ,0583 .7234 ,6987 .3500 .2362 -.3148 ,0318 .8402
1,0000 *1322 ,7426 .b_5 .4500 ,2302 -,2658 .&405 ,8266
.8_00 .2302 -.Z025 ,6582 ,7995
• 650_ .2352 -.0327 ,7021 ,7318
• 7500 .2302 .2400 ,7716 .6222
,8C00 ,2362 .3475 .7972 ,5804
,8500 .Z3bZ ,41Z9 ,8158 .5490
.90GC .2362 .4495 .8242 .5347
.gbog .236Z .4500 .8247 .5339
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 P7 71,7003 PS! CN .7253 C01 ,OOqb2 COCOR1 ,00926
RUN 34 TT 1u8,1045 K C_ -.1362 CD2 .00968 CDCOR2 .00931
POINT 6 RC 40,1568 _ILLIO_ CC ,0075 C03 .00901 COCOR3 ,00869
HACH ,719Z C06 ,00868 COCOR6 .00838
ALPHA 1.0183 OEG C05 .00868 C0C0R5 .00816
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPAHWISE
XIC CP P)LIPT HLOC XIC CP PpLIP1 HLO_ XIC YIC CP P_LIPT HLOC
0,0000 1.1335 ,9990 ,0374 0,003: 1.1335 .9990 .0374 ,5000 44921 -.7708 ,5138 1,0275
,0040 ,4283 ,8189 .5440 ,0040 ,7078 .8905 ,4119 ,5000 .4Z65 -.7975 .5078 1.0374
.0080 ,1285 ,7423 .669Z .OUeO .8774 .9340 ,3150 .5000 .3609 -,7882 ,5089 1,0357
,0150 -,2421 ,6450 .8202 .0230 ,3589 ,8005 ,5751 ,5000 ,2953 -,7946 .5076 1.0377
,0250 -,6531 ,5426 ,9806 ,0500 ,1366 ,7444 ,6660 ,5000 ,2297 -,8099 ,5070 1,0388
,0400 -,9840 ,4624 1,1144 ,1000 ,0039 ,7107 ,7187 .5000 ,1640 -,8028 .5077 1.0377
.0600 -1,1851 ,4098 1.Z090 .1500 -.0822 .6884 .7532 ,5000 ,0984 -,7881 ,5090 1.0355
,0800 -1,2406 ,3977 1,2318 .200b -.1611" ,6691 .7830 .5000 .0328 -.7983 .5081 1.0369
.1000 -1,2116 ,4000 1.2Z74 *2500 -*Z361 ,6465 *8178 ,5000 -,0328 -*8043 ,5044 1,0432
,1400 -1,1555 ,4144 1,2005 .3500 -,3003 .6328 ,8390 ,5000 -,0984 -,8182 ,5043 1,0632
.1800 -1,1487 ,4153 1,1987 ,4500 -,2604 °6460 ,8186 ,5000 -,1640 -,8086 *5052 1,0418
,2200 -h1383 ,4209 1,1884 .5500 -,1901 ,6625 .7926 *5000 -,2Z97 -,8038 ,5053 1,0416
,2600 -1,1034 ,4290 1,1738 ,6500 -,0246 .7060 ,7260 .5000 -.2953 -,7945 ,5098 1,0342
.3000 -1.0007 .4561 1,1Z53 ,7500 ,2486 ,7731 ,6Z00 ,5000 -,3609 -.7951 .5075 1,0379
,3400 -,7834 ,5101 1.0336 ,8000 ,3585 ,8012 ,5739 ,5000 -,4265 -,7991 ,5049 1,0422
,3800 -,7076 ,5298 1,0014 ,8500 ,4298 ,8191 ,5437 ,5000 -,4921 -,8038 ,5063 1,0399
,4200 -,7728 ,5164 1,0Z32 ,9000 ,4577 .8273 ,5295 .0600 ,2992 -1,0502 ,4409 1,1522
,4600 -,8156 ,5044 1,0431 ,9500 ,4583 ,8278 ,5286 ,1400 ,2992 -1,1986 ,4076 1.2130
,5000 -,8006 ,5058 1.0408 1.0000 .1228 *7426 .6691 .2200 ,2992 -1,1525 ,41Z6 1,2037
,5400 -,7901 ,510Z 1,0335 ,3000 ,2992 -,9530 ,4649 1,1100
.5800 -.8055 .5040 1,0437 .3800 ,2992 -,7864 .5115 1,0314
.6200 -.7794 ,5142 1,0269 .4600 .2992 -,7747 .5129 1,0291
.6600 -.7499 .5196 1.0180 .5400 ,299Z -,7729 ,5112 1,0317
,7000 -.6313 ,5493 ,9700 ,6200 .2992 -.7691 ,5149 1.0257
*7500 -°5025 ,5840 .9150 ,7000 ,2992 -,6447 °5485 ,9712
.8000 -,3785 .6138 .8684 ,8000 ,299g -*3838 ,61Z1 ,8711
.8500 -*2537 ,6664 ,8210 .9000 .2992 -.1407 .6752 ,7736
.9000 -,1422 ,6747 ,7743 ,1000 .2362 ,0003 .7101 ,7196
,9500 -,0122 ,7069 ,7Z45 ,2000 ,2362 -,1696 .6726 ,7775
,9750 ,0583 ,7256 .6955 .3500 .2362 -,2798 ,6402 ,8275
1.0000 .1228 ,7424 .6691 ,4500 .2362 -.2476 .6482 .8153
,5500 ,2362 -,1904 ,6608 °7959
,6500 ,2362 -,0275 .7049 .7277
,7500 ,2362 .2470 .7716 ,6225
.8000 .2362 .3576 .8005 .575Z
.8500 .2362 .4192 ,8179 ,5457
,9000 .2362 ,4555 ,8265 .5310
,9500 ,2362 ,6568 ,8273 ,5295
TEST 137 PT 68,5455 PSI CN .7985 C01 .01081 CDCOR1 .01041
RUN 34 TT 105.0952 K CM -,1324 CD2 ,01088 CDCOR2 ,01046
P01141 T RC 40,0783 _1LL10_ CC ,0038 C03 ,01074 COCOR3 ,01038
HACH .7200 C04 .00962 COCOR6 .00925
ALPHA 1°5376 OEG CD5 .00916 CDCOR5 *00876
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP PJLIP/ MLOC XlC CP PeLIPT HLOC XlC YIC CP P_LIPT HLOC
0,0000 _.,1310 .9985 ,0464 0.0000 1,1310 ,9985 ,0464 °5000 .4921 -,7338 ,5190 1,0194
• 0040 .3721 .8031 .5711 ,,0040 .7700 .9057 ,,3804 .5000 °4265 -o7339 °5208 1.0163
• 0080 ,0532 ,7240 ,6982 ,0080 ,9185 ,9438 ,2897 ,5000 ,3609 -,6928 ,5375 .9091
• 0150 -, 3166 .6252 .8510 ,0230 ,4251 ,8181 ,5657 ,5000 ,2953 -..6633 ,5415 ,9827
,0250 -,7390 ,5215 1,0151 ,0500 .2088 .7611 ,63c}7 .5000 .2297 -. 6701 .5420 .9819
• 0400 -1.0283 ,4470 1.1417 .1000 ,0588 .7229 ,7000 .5000 ,1640 -.6623 ,5407 ,9841
• 0600 -1,2362 ,3915 1.2440 .1500 -.0316 ,7024 ,7318 ,5000 ,0984 -,6430 .5464 ,9748
.0800 -1,2940 .3793 1,2676 ,2000 -, 1261 .6760 ,7726 ,5000 ,0328 -,6462 ,5469 ,9740
• 1000 -1,3048 ,3781 1.2700 .2500 -.1918 .6573 .8014 .5000 -.0328 -,6712 ,5388 ,9871
,1400 -1.2592 .3897 1.2_75 .3500 _.2668 ,6420 .8251 • 5{_00 -.0984 -.6804 .5344 .9941
• 1800 -1.2708 ,3904 1.2461 .4500 -.2353 .6495 o6134 .5000 -,1640 -.674(J ,5349 .9934
• 2200 -1.2578 ,3927 1.241_ °5500 -.1806 ,5621 .7941 .5000 -.2297 -,6750 .5346 .9938
• 2600 -1,2229 ,3933 1,240b .6500 -,0111 ,7069 ,7248 ,5000 -,2953 -,6829 ,5377 .9889
,3000 -1,2397 ,3913 1,2443 ,7500 ,2486 ,7739 .6191 .5000 -.3609 -.7136 .5262 1.0075
• 3400.-1,2271 ,4023 1,2233 ,8000 ..3596 ,80Z1 ,5726 ,5000 -,4265 -.7607 .5206 1.0167
,3800 -1,1551 ,4162 1,1973 ,8500 ,6377 .8233 ,5367 .5000 -,4921 -*7394 .5224 1.0137
• 6200 -.7533 ,5209 1,0161 .9000 ,4641 *8292 .5264 .0600 ,2992 -1,1088 °4284 1,1750
,4600 -,7322 .5228 1.0130 ,9500 ,4567 ,8259 ,5322 ,1400 °2992 -1,2725 ,3862 1,2543
• 5(,00 -.6501 .5446 .9177 1.0000 .1201 .7414 *5709 ,2200 .2992 -1,2753 .3846 1.2572
• 5400 -.5794 .5385 ,9876 .3000 .299Z -1.1501 ,4166 1,1965
,5800 -,7073 ,5296 1.0020 ,3800 .2992 -1.1866 ._051 1.2180
.6200 -.7283 .5222 1.0140 .4660 .2992 -,8502 .4928 1,0627
• 6600 -.7134 ,52_,7 1,0099 ,5400 ,2992 -,6548 ,5430 ,9803
,7000 -.6228 .5483 ,9718 .6200 ,2992 -.7033 ,5275 1,0054
• 7500 -,4941 ,5857 ,912b ,70bG ,2992 -,6392 ,5483 .9718
• 8000 -,3845 ,61G5 .8739 .8000 ,2992 -o3801 ,b131 ,8698
,8500 -,2603 ,6433 .8231 .9000 .29q2 -, ;.456 ,b729 ,7774
• 9000 -. 1382 .6755 .7734 .1000 .2362 ,0585 ,7253 .6961 _F
• 9500 -,0086 .70_2 .7228 .2000 ,2362 -, 1092 ,6811 ,7648
..9750 ,0554 .7232 .6995 ,3500 .2362 -.2527 .6444 .8214
1,0000 .1201 .7414 .6709 .4500 .2362 -.2246 o6537 .8071
• 5500 .2362 -.1701 .6674 .7859
• 6500 .2362 -*0125 .7072 ,7243
• 7500 ,2362 ,2524 ,7744 ,6182
,8000 ,2362 *3607 ,8021 ,5727
,8500 ,2362 ,4278 ,8184 ,5451
• 9000 ,2352 .4536 .8256 .5327
• 9500 ,2362 ,6580 ,8268 *5307
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TABLE III.- Continued.
TEST 137 PT 68.5465 PSI CN .8950 ¢01 .01433 C000R1 .01361
RUN 36 T_ 105,1210 K CN -.1381 ¢02 .0164§ COCOR2 .01373
POINT 8 RC 40.0190 MILLION CC .0007 C03 .01469 C0C0R3 .01413
_ACH .7187 C06 .011e0 CDCOR4 .01123
ALPHA 2.0330 DEG C05 .01113 C0C0R5 .010§1
UPP[R SURPACE LOVER SURFACE SPAN_ZSE
XlC CP PeLIPl HLOC XIC CP PeLIPT qLOC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1271 .9975 .0598 0.0000 1.1271 .9975 .0598 .5¢00 .6921 -.8153 .5058 1.0610
.0040 .2864 .7825 .6051 .0040 .8215 .9197 .3693 *50bU .4265 -.9333 .4681 1.1048
.0080 -*0332 .70ZG .7325 .0080 .9598 .9568 .2590 .5000 .3609 -1.0057 .4527 1.1316
• 0150 -.4130 .6049 .8826 *0230 .4861 ,8332 *5194 .5000 .2953 -1.0866 .4339 1.1651
.0250 -.8176 .5033 1.0452 .0500 .1516 .7741 .6187 .5000 .1297 -*9720 .4646 1.1111
• 0400 -1*10Z9 .6293 1.1733 .1000 .1033 .7366 .6785 .5000 .1660 -.7958 .5106 1.0331
• 0600 -1.3081 .3770 1.Z722 .1500 .0025 .7111 .7184 .5000 .0984 -.8953 .4824 1.0803
.0800 -1.3675 .3624 1.3014 .2000 -*0873 .6872 .7553 .5000 .0328 -*9512 .4676 1.1057
• 1000 -1.3723 ,3623 1,3016 .2500 -.1645 ,6683 ,784b .5000 -.0328 -,8296 .5004 1.0500
.1400 -1.3524 .3700 1.2860 .3500 -.2317 .6523 .8093 .5000 -.0984 -.9151 .4776 1.0884
• 1800 -1.3372 .3688 1.2885 .4500 -.2123 .6363 .8030 .5000 -.1640 -.7983 .5079 1.0375
.2200 -1.3228 .3706 1.2853 .5500 -.1618 ,6692 .7831 .5000 -.2297 -,6776 .5425 .9811
• 2600 -1.3361 .3739 1.Z784 .6500 -.0107 .7079 .7133 .5000 -.2953 -.8648 .6916 1.0651
• 3000 -1.3211 .3685 1.2892 .7500 .2576 .7767 .6165 .5000 -.3609 -.8614 ,6909 1.0659
• 3600 -1.3328 ,3691 1.2878 ,8030 .3612 ,8040 ,5696 .5000 -,4265 -,8729 ,4871 1,0723
.3800 -1.3524 .3662 1.2938 .8500 .4398 .8222 .5385 .5000 -.4921 -.8070 .5046 1.0433
• 4200 -1.3560 .3669 1.Z9Z4 .9000 .4658 .8282 .5283 .0600 .2992 -1.1833 .4118 1.2055
.4600 -1.1759 .4142 1.2010 .9500 .4558 .8269 .5304 .1400 .2992 -1.3548 .3652 1.2958
• 5000 -*8665 ,6897 1.0679 1.0000 .1252 .7619 ,6T02 ,2200 .2992 -1,3762 .3639 1,2984
• 5600 -.6586 .5611 .9616 ,3000 ,1992 -1.3237 .3760 1.2761
.5800 -.6086 .5566 .9586 *3800 .299Z -1.2860 .3839 1.2587
• 6200 -.6296 .5503 .9685 .4600 .2991 -1.2025 .4033 1.2214
,6600 -,6687 ,5660 ,9755 ,5600 ,2992 -.6787 .5386 .9876
,7000 -.6110 ,5593 ,9562 *6200 *2992 -,6189 ,5569 .9612
• 7500 -*6886 .5870 .9106 *7000 .2992 -.5901 *5589 *9568
• 8000 -.3779 .6141 .8682 .8000 .2992 -.3803 .6158 .8656
.8500 -.2566 .6646 .8Z13 .9000 .2992 -.1632 .6765 .7718
.9000 -.1445 .6734 .77h7 .1000 .2362 .1067 .73T2 .6774
,9500 -,0109 ,7078 ,7235 ,2000 .2362 -.0738 .6926 .7473
.9750 *0682 .7234 .6991 .3500 .2362 -*2305 .6523 .8092
1.0000 .1252 .7419 .6702 .4500 .2362 -.1948 .6602 .7970
• 5500 ,2362 -,1569 .6722 ,T785
• 6500 .2362 -.0168 .7067 .7252
.7500 ,2362 .2582 ,7777 ,61Z8
.8000 .2362 .3607 .8034 .ST04
• 8500 ,2362 .4317 .8207 .5412
.9000 ,2362 ,6671 ,8293 ,5266
• 9500 .2362 .4542 .8263 .5315
TEST 137 PT 66.6539 PSI CN .9607 CD1 .01968 C0C0R1 .01884
RUN 36 TT 103.2637 K CH -.1437 C02 .01992 C0C0R2 .01906
POINT 9 RC 60,0563 NILLION CC ,0001 C03 *02090 C0C0R3 *02038
MACH .7209 C04 *01536 CDCOR4 ,01691
ALPHA Z,6968 OEG C05 .01398 . COCOR5 .01336
UPPER SURFACE L(]_/ER SURFACE SPANdISE
XIC CP P,LIP7 MtOC XIC CP P..LIPT MLO¢ XlC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1183 .9950 ,0856 0,0000 1.1183 ,9950 ,0854 ,5000 ,6921 -1.3235 ,3711 1,2840
.0040 .2355 ,7690 .6271 *0060 .8588 ,9296 .3259 .5000 .4165 -1.3686 .3636 1.2995
.0080 -.0808 .6883 .7538 .0080 .g973 ,9648 .2278 .5000 .3609 -1.3293 ,3690 1.2882
.0150 -.4637 .5896 .9066 .0230 .5Z39 .8423 .5035 .5000 .2953 -1.3678 .3596 1.3077
.0250 -*8662 .6878 1.0713 .0500 .Z962 .7845 .6019 .5000 .2197 -1.3682 .3664 1.2934
.0400 -I,1292 ,4202 1,1902 .1000 .1371 ,7462 ,6634 ,5(;00 .1640 -1,3328 ,3695 1,2872
.0600 -1.3419 *3642 1.2978 .1500 .0437 .7202 .7063 .5000 .0986 -i.3483 .3bbO 1.2942
*0800 -1.4140 .3499 1.3271 .20gO -.0561 .6971 .7402 .5000 .0378 -1.3401 .3661 1.2940
.1000 -1.6082 .3496 1.3279 .Z500 -.1379 .6731 .7773 .5000 -.03Z_ -1.3463 .3674 1.2914
.1400 -1.3779 .3501 1.3166 .3500 -.2184 .6534 .8076 ._000 -.0984 -1.3368 .3664 1.2935
.1800 -1.3711 .3550 1.3166 .4500 -.1969 .6587 .7995 *5000 -.1640 -1.3547 .3633 1.2997
.2200 -1.3711 .3565 1.3178 .5500 -.1536 *(_689 *T83_ .5000 -.2297 -1.3075 .3767 1.2729
.2600 "1.3755 .3578 1.3109 .0500 -.0031 .7096 .7209 *5000 -.2953 -1.1709 .4100 1.2091
.3000 -1.3842 .3542 1.3183 *7500 .2542 .7746 .6193 .5000 -.3609 -1.1696 .4123 1.2047
.3400 -1.3851 .3547 1.3172 .8000 .3658 .U025 .5722 .5000 -.4265 -1.1140 .6244 1.1825
.3800 -1.4050 .3499 1.3273 .8500 .4629 .8213 .5403 .5000 -.4921 -.9688 *4643 1.1114
.4200 -1.4151 .3493 1.32_4 *9000 .4668 .8272 .5301 .0600 .2992 -1.1968 .6066 1.2192
,4600 -1,6201 ,3472 1.3329 .9500 ,4630 ,8276 ,5295 .1400 ,2992 -1.3911 ,3547 1.3174
,5000 -1.6097 .3504 1,3262 1.0000 .1150 ,7378 ,6768 ,2200 .2992 -1,4232 .3694 1.3283
.5400 -,9284 ,6715 1,0991 .3000 .2992 -1.3774 ,3568 1.3172
.. .5800 -.6313 .5496 .9698 .3800 ,2992 -1.3477 ,3656 1.2951
.6200 -.5615 .5646 .9401 .4bOO .,?992 -1.3736 .3578 1.3110
.6600 -,5567 j .5672 ,9419 .5400 .2992 -1.1961 .4015 1.2251
o7000 -.5299 .5750 .9295 .6200 .2992 -.5612 .5642 .9666
,7500 -,6576 .5926 .9023 ,7000 ,299Z -.5166 .5767 ,9301
.8000 -.3633 .6178 ,8627 ,8000 ,2992 -.3533 ,6205 ,8586
,8500 -,2528 ,6446 ,8213 .9G00 ,2992 -.1453 ,6745 ,7751
,9000 -,1418 .6746 .7746 ,1(,00 ,2362 ,1389 ,7646 .6661
9 .9500 -.0140 .7055 .7273 .2000 .2362 -.0480 .6975 .7396
.9750 .0401 .7266 .7046 .3500 ,?362 -.2034 .6571 .8019
1.0000 .1150 .7378 ,67e8 .4500 .2362 -.1873 .6603 .7971
.5500 .2362 -.1613 ,6739 .7761
.65C0 .2362 *0020 .7103 .7198
.7500 .2362 .2589 .7771 .6161
.8000 ,2362 .3622 ,8010 .5766
.8500 .2362 .6336 .8204 ,5619
.9000 .2362 .6613 .8271 .5303
.9500 ,2362 .4611 .8170 .5305
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 63*3655 PSI CN *9953 C01 .02756 C0¢0R1 .0266§
RUN 36 TT 100.2756 K CH -.1463 C02 .0275¢ CDCORZ *02658
POINT 10 PC 39.8696 MILLION CC .0009 C03 .02744 C0¢0R3 .02656
H_¢H _TZ3¢ C0€ *01898 CDCOR6 *01810
ALPHA 3*0039 OEG C05 .01595 CDCOR5 .01508
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWIS£
Xl¢ CP P,LIPT HLOC XIC CR PeLIPT HLOC XIC Y/C CP PpLIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1135 .9931 .lp01 0.0000 1.1136 .9931 .I001 .5000 .49Z1 -1.3881 .3683 1.3307
.0040 .1860 .7556 .5491 .0040 .8894 .935q .3106 .5000 **Z55 -1.4133 .3665 1.3386
.0080 -.1237 .6753 .7742 .0080 1*0152 .9677 .2183 .5000 .3609 -1.4190 .3411 1.3459
,0150 -.5048 .5787 .9239 .0230 *5605 .8496 .4906 .5000 .2953 -1.4235 .3603 1.3675
.0250 -.8865 .6810 1.0832 .0500 .3254 .7912 .5911 .5000 .2297 -1.4334 .3407 1.3467
.0400 -1.1463 .4094 1.2103 .1000 .1054 .7697 .5583 .5000 .1540 -1.3985 .3447 1.3382
.ObO0 -1.3657 .3552 1.3153 .1500 .0585 .7222 .7015 .5000 .0984 -1.4461 .3415 1.3651
.0800 -1.4162 *3403 1.3475 .ZOO0 -*0428 .6936 .7459 .5000 .0328 -1.46b9 .3309 1.3578
.1000 -1*4298 .3395 1.3693 .2500 -*1244 .57b3 .77Z7 .5000 -.0328 -1.6767 *328& 1.3728
.1400 -1.404Z .3441 1.3395 .3500 -.2038 .6550 .8039 .500O -.0984 -1.3816 .3467 1.3360
.1800 -_.3993 .3428 1.3623 .4500 -o2013 ._536 .8077 .5000 -.1640 -1.6000 °3495 1.3Z83
.Z200 -1.3945 .3427 1.3425 .5500 -.158& .5660 .7885 .5000 -.2297 "1.3519 .3617 1.3031
.Z600 -1.3912 .3475 1.3324 .6500 -.0140 .7023 .7325 .5000 -.2953 -1.Zg9b .3738 1.2789
.3000 -1*4306 .3401 1.34b0 .7500 .2506 .7716 .6231 .5000 -,3609 -1*1768 .4124 1.2047
.3400 -1.4286 .3386 _.3511 .8000 .35_1 .798b .57_ ._OOb -.4265 -1.0811 .631Z 1.1702
.3800 -1.440Z ,336U 1*3567 .8500 .6394 .8187 .5450 .5000 -.4921 -.925_ .4692 1.1033
.4200 -1.4525 .3358 1.3572 .9000 .4600 .823& .5366 °0800 .2992 -1.Z007 .3968 1.Z341
°6600 -1.4575 .3295 1.3708 .9500 .,547 .8225 .5386 o1600 .2992 -1.4111 .3624 1.3631
.5000 -1.4619 .3375 1.3536 1.0000 .0919 .7Z99 .6894 .ZZO0 .2992 -1.467& .3349 1.3590
.5600 -1.2060 .3979 1.2320 .3000 *2992 -1.6432 .3420 1.3439
.5800 -*7625 .5120 1.0313 .38_0 .2992 -1.390_ .3_00 1.3272
.6200 -.6117 .5462 .9757 .4500 .2992 -1.4215 .3621 1.3637
,6600 -.5306 ._723 .9340 .5400 .2992 -1.2348 .3910 1.2452
.7000 -.4914 .5823 .9182 .bEO0 .2992 *.5876 .5580 ,9567
.7500 -.4361 .5956 .8975 .7000 .2992 -*,93' .5808 .9207
.8000 -.3562 .6209 .8581 .800_ .2992 -.3407 .&Z49 .85Z0
.0500 -.2676 .64,9 .8211 .9000 .299Z -.1382 .6726 .7784
,9000 -.1404 .6711 .7807 .1000 .2352 .1564 .7455 .5633
.9500 -.0351 .6977 .739& .200& .2362 -.0245 .&998 .7363
.9750 *036, .7155 .7119 .3500 .Z3bZ -.2026 .6D22 .8098
1.0000 *0919 .7299 .6894 .,500 *2362 -.1934 .6563 .8034
.55&C .2362 -.1578 .6657 .7890
.6500 .2362 -.0129 .7030 .7314
.7500 .2362 .2476 .7729 .6211
.8000 .2352 .3630 .8029 .5718
.8500 .2362 .4329 .8187 .5451
.9000 .2352 .4603 .8257 .5329
.9506 .2362 .'572 .8268 .5310
TEST 137 PT 71.U974 PSI CN .2739 CD1 .00877 COCOR1 ,00850
RUN 40 "IT 10_.9337 _ CM -.1349 CP2 .00803 CDCO_Z .00853
POZNT 3 RC 46.1999 _ILLION CC .0176 CP3 .0084, C0C0R3 .00823
MACH .7305 CO4 .0(,833 COCOR4 .00812
ALPHA --_t.9857 OEG CD5 .00819 CD¢OR5 *00795
UPPER SURFACE LO'aER SURFACE SPANWIS_
XIC CP P_,LIPT NLOC XIC CP P_,LIPT MLOC XlC YIC CP P_,LIPT NLOC
0,0000 1.0232 .9695 .2115 O.OuO0 1.0232 .9695 .2115 ._000 .,921 -.605, .5669 .9736
.00*0 *8976 *9367 .30_2 *00_0 .1390 .7377 .6764 .51_G0 .4265 -.6238 .5428 .9802
.0080 .6608 .876T **,30 .0080 .2993 .7823 .6049 .SOO0 .3b09 -.5252 .5620 .9815
,0150 .3306 .7876 .5963 .0230 -.2420 .6404 .8271 .5000 .2953 -.628_ .5408 .9835
.0250 -.0512 .6910 .7,91 .0500 -.3816 .6037 .8840 .5000 .2297 -.6364 .5604 .9861
,0400 -.3178 .6221 .8556 .1000 -.612_ ._936 .9001 .5000 ,1660 -*6281 .56Z1 .g813
.0600 ".4299 .5g16 .9028 .1500 -.*'67 .5859 .9118 .5000 *0986 -.6351 .53_5 .9872
.0800 -.4417 .5_87 .9075 .2OuO -.5160 .5716 .9342 .5000 .0328 -.6327 .5387 .9868
.1000 -.6545 .5860 .9117 .2500 -.5689 .5521 .9653 .50_0 -.032t_ -.6350 .53_* .9857
.1600 -.6688 .5835 .9155 .3500 -. 5672 .5572 .9.572 .5000 -.098, -.6630 .5386 .9870
.1800 -.5072 .5704 .9363 .4500 -.4380 .5910 .9039 .5000 -.16,U -.6314 .5*07 .9836
.2200 -.5352 .56*b .9,55 .5500 -.3128 .6221 .8554 .5000 -.2297 -.6280 .5,07 .9837
.2600 -.5686 .5617 .9501 .6500 -.u913 .6798 .7666 .5000 -.2953 -.6285 .5611 .9829
.3000 -.5907 .5516 .9666 .7500 .2067 .7577 .6,67 .5000 -.3609 -.6286 .5418 .9822
.3600- -.5878 .5517 .9660 .8(_0_ .3106 .78_3 .6001 .SUO0 -.6265 -.63,7 .5388 .9866
.3800 -.5965 *5496 .9693 .0SOU .3825 .8023 .5720 .5(.00 -.6921 -.6292 .5413 .9826
**200 -.6015 .56_9 ._704 .9000 .'1,5 .8_14 .5567 .G600 .2992 -.3629 .6112 .8723
.4600 -.6256 .5428 .9_02 .9500 **199 .8128 .5543 .1400 .2992 -.,679 .5823 .9175
.5000 -.6422 .5367 ._9v1 1.0_00 .1653 .7425 .6688 .2200 .2992 -.5250 .5552 .9,,4
.5400 -.6497 .5363 .9940 .3000 .29_2 -.5686 .5533 .9634 1.
.5800 -.&671 .5311 .<_c_92 .3800 .2_)92 -._091 .5.451 .97 f_'_
.6200 -.&9] 8 ._250 1.U075 .660U .2992 -.5200 .5428 .9802
.&600 -.6776 *5287 1.('..)30 .540U .2992 -*6623 .5344 *9938
.7000 -*5933 .5498 .,6_9 .6200 .2992 -.5878 .5211 1.0155
.7500 -.6753 .5809 .9197 .7_0(. .2992 -.hOST .5,5_ .g7bO
.8000 -.3665 .509". .U75U ._OUO .29_2 -*3655 .5073 .8786
.8500 -.2688 .5391 .8-"91 .9000 .2992 -.1387 .6657 .7P82
.9000 -.1337 .6598 .7_1 _ .lb00 .2362 -.6150 .5928 .9011
.95C0 -.0008 .7_._3 .7332 .20UO .2362 -.4923 .5747 .9295
.9750 .0714 .721_ .7018 .3500 .2352 -.5558 .5593 .9539
1.0000 .1453 .74Z_ .6668 .*500 *2362 -.*289 .593_ *8995
.5_00 .2362 -*3063 .6Z_9 *8*95
.6500 .2362 -.0930 .5797 *7666
*7500 *2352 *2024 .7550 .6489
.8CCU .2362 .3057 .7817 .6060
.850U .2362 .3751 .8010 .57*e.
,GGO .2352 .4101 .8106 .55_6
.9500 .2382 .4100 .8095 .5600
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 71,8967 PSI CN .4227 C01 ,GO,e8 COCOR1 ,00859
RUN 40 TT lU8.SZq3 _ CM -,1375 C02 ,00891 COCOR2 ,00880
m POINT 4 RC 6_.2404 MILLIO_ CC .0182 C03 .C08bO CDCOR3 ,00837
MACH .73_2 CO6 .00861 COCOR6 .00819
ALPHA -*qgo0 OEG C05 ,_835 COCOR5 ,00810
UPPER SURFACE LOMER SURFACE SPAN#ISE
X/C CP PeL/PT HLOC XlC CP PeL/PT NLOC XIC ¥1C CP PeL/PT NLOC
0,0000 1.1013 ,92_3 ,I162 0.0003 1,1G15 ,9893 .1262 .SCUO .6921 -.5893 ,5252 1,0088
• 0060 ,7713 ,q035 .3868 ,0060 .3546 .795Z .5838 ,5000 °6255 -,7061 ,5190 1,0178
°0080 ,5068 ,8347 ,5165 .b080 ,5278 .F398 ,5070 ,5000 ,38Cq -,7120 ,5107 1,OZZ7
,0150 81398 ,7603 ,0722 °0230 -,0129 ,8972 ,7395 .500_ ,1953 -,7125 ,5191 1.0188
• 0250 -°2452 ,83P5 ._299 ,0500 -.1857 .8539 .8063 ,5000 .2297 -.7163 ,5176 1,0215
,0400 -,5398 *5824 ,_690 ,1000 -.2520 ,6365 ,8361 .5000 ,1560 -.7101 .5193 1,0186
• 0600 -,8598 *5303 1.00_4 .lSO0 -.3177 .5208 ,8576 .5000 ,0986 -°7066 ,5215 1.0168
• 0800 -,6657 *5339 .q965 ,2000 -o3_36 ,5992 ,8911 ,5000 ,0328 -,7161 ,5155 1,0Z31
• 1000 -,83q8 ,5386 ,_871 ,2500 -,6695 ,_876 ,q095 ,5000 -,0328 -,7160 ,5163 1,0234
,1600 -,6305 ,5368 ,q900 ._500 -,4796 ,5775 ,9250 .SG_G -.0986 -.7286 ,5169 1,0256
• 1800 -,6519 .5366 ,9938 ,6500 -.3832 ,6031 ,8869 .5000 -,1660 -,7136 .5203 1.0188
• 2200 -,6700 ,5274 1._052 .5500 -.2790 .5298 .8638 .500G -.2297 -,7260 .5128 1.0291
• 2500 -,6742 ,52_1 1.OuZ4 .6500 -*0779 ,_820 ,7830 ,5000 -,2q53 -,7167 ,5138 1,0275
• 3000 -,7125 ,517_ 1,0215 .7500 ,22L8 ,7024 ,8379 ,5_00 -,300q -,7239 ,5108 1,0327
• 3600 -,7087 ,5175 1,0213 .8000 .3239 .7662 *5986 ,500_ -._Z55 -.7256 .5157 1,0263
• 3800 -,7043 ,5212 1,_L53 *8500 .399q *8077 ,5630 ,5000 -,6921 -,7101 ,5183 l*OZO0
,4200 -,6_03 .5237 1,0112 *qO00 .6255 .8132 .5538 *0600 .2992 -.5161 .5721 .9335
.4600 -.7124 .5187 _.01_3 .q500 .6342 *_171 .5670 .1400 *299Z -*8258 .5612 ,9829
• 5000 -,7103 .5200 1,0173 1,0000 .1381 ,7606 .6721 .2200 .2992 -,0057 ,5323 .9973
.5600 -.7267 .5132 1.OZ_ .3000 ,2992 -.6762 .528q 1,0027
• 5800 -,T328 ,5119 1.0306 ,3bC_ .29_2 -.7108 .5195 1,0179
• 0200 -,7486 *5097 1.0362 .6_0_ ,29_2 -.7089 .5191 1.018T
,6600 -.72qZ .5182 1.0235 .5600 .2992 -.7065 .5216 1.0150
• 7000 -.6256 .539A .qUb3 ,5200 *2992 -*7235 ,5150 1.0228
,7500 -,6773 ,5786 ,9Z_7 .7COG .2992 -,0181 .5658 ,9738
,8000 -,3667 *6063 .0831 .8C00 .2q92 -,3728 .hoe9 .8759
,8500 -.2515 .83_7 ._298 .9000 .2992 -.1373 ,6671 ,7880
• 9000 -,1288 ,05_7 ,7820 .1000 .2382 -.2557 .5360 .8331
,9500 ,0008 ,7033 .7301 .2000 .7352 -,3703 ,6077 ,8777
,9750 ,0669 ,7213 ,7421 ,3500 ,2382 -,6606 ,5852 ,9129
1,0000 ,1361 ,7606 ,0721 .6500 .2382 -,3713 ,8092 °8755
• 55GG .Z36Z -.Z586 ,6357 ,8366
• 6500 ,2381 -.0723 ,8850 .7586
• 7500 .2362 .2155 .7608 ,8401
• 8000 ,2352 .3267 ,7885 ,5948
,8500 ,2382 ,3922 ,805q *5560
• _000 ,2352 .6238 .8137 ,5529
,9500 .2352 ,4152 ,8116 ,5587
TEST 137 PT 71.9008 Phi CN ,5038 CO1 ,00925 COCORI ,00888
RUN 40 IT 108.8636 K CH -.1391 COZ ,00915 COCORZ ,00885
POINT 5 RC 60,13_0 MILLION CC .0172 CD3 .00882 cDcnR3 .00853
MACH .7303 CD6 ,00872 COCOR6 ,00866
ALPHA -,4722 OEG CO5 .C0859 COCOR5 .00827
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PsLIPT NLOC XIC CP P_LIP1 _,LOC JLIC Y/C CP PeLIPr HLOC
0*0000 1.1210 *9951 *0838 0.0000 1.1210 ,2951 *0838 .5C00 .6q21 -.7288 *5132 1.0286
• 0060 .6895 ,883_ .6250 .0060 .6567 .8252 .5331 .5008 ._,265 -,7628 .5101 1.0336
,0080 ,4190 ,811_ .555q ._vSO .8623 .8706 .6513 .Sr OC .3609 -.7675 .5082 1.0367
,0150 .0333 .712_ .7152 .0230 .0881 .7258 .8935 .5000 .2953 -,7501 ,5085 1.0395
• 0250 -,352_) ,6110 .8727 ,0500 -,0896 ,5_16 .7630 .5C0_ .2Zq7 -,7572 *5070 1,0387
,0600 -,6506 .5325 ,_q59 *lO00 -,1850 ,6570 ,8016 .5000 .1660 -,7395 .5096 1,0363
• 0600 -.8210 ,689L 1.0888 • 15:_U -,2528 .5308 .8327 .5000 .£q_6 -.7508 .510Z 1.0333
,0800 -.7819 .5057 1.O_O_" ,2000 -.32t_3 .517q .861q .50,00 .032_ -.7405 .5125 1.0208
• 1000 -.7621 .5070 1.U387 .250_ -.3920 .6028 ._58 .5000 -.C328 -. 7506 .5075 1.0378
• 1600 -.7299 .5167 E.U2OU ,3500 -,6363 .5_q2 .9086 .5(,00 -*Oq_6 -,7562 ,5058 1*Gk07
,1800 -,7306 .5117 l,(,3UH • 65.)0 -.3697 .5110 ,8720 ,_000 -.1560 -,7538 *5080 1.0370
• 2200 -,7699 ,508_ 1.0355 .5500 -,2560 ,5358 ,8328 .5_0_ -.22_7 -.7_8 .5077 1.0375
• 2600 -,7311 .5121 1.(,303 .6500 -.0517 ,b877 .7563 .5000 -,2953 -,7582 .5058 1.0607
• 3000 -,7743 .5019 1.0_,72 ,75_ ,2153 .7801 .5608 .50(`0 -.3509 -.7558 .5065 1,03q3
• 3600 -,7793 ,69q9 1.05u5 .8000 .3265 .7_8q .5q63 ,5000 -,6285 -,7011 ,5077 1,0375
• 3800 -.7838 °4977 1.0=,61 ,8500 ,6056 *8081 ,5026 .SCOO -.6gZ1 -,7556 ,5063 1,0398
.6200 -*7575 .50bq 1,038t_ ,9000 ,4350 .8170 .5472 *ObO0 .294)2 -.7537 .5067 1.0392
.6800 -,7457 *5080 1,0370 ,95_U .6328 .8165 ._513 .1600 .2992 " -.719b .5169 1.0256
• 5000 -*7578 ,5086 1,0303 1.UO00 ,1333 .7376 .0768 .220U .2992 -, 74,'2 .5075 1.037q
.. .5600 -,7547 .50_H 1.0358 .3000 ,7902 -.7392 *5084 1.0366
• 5800 -*7728 .5017 I. 0'_7'* • 3_0(, ,2991 -,_GOG ,6917 1.0026
• 5200 -.7711 * 5f_60 1,0630 .650U .1992 -*7386 .5113 1.0316
• 6800 -,7506 .508_ 1.03_.0 .56(.G .2q92 -.7350 .5105 1.0329
,7000 -,8261 *5685 ,q840 ,t_20C .2 €_c,2 -,752_ .5082 1.03o7
,7500 -,.4908 ,574_ .qZql .7_bC .2_92 -,5353 .53q7 .9853
• 8000 -.3701 .60_8 ,879Z ,8000 ,2902 -,38ql *8072 ,8775
,8500 -.2550 .83_8 ,_496 ,900u ,1991 -,1370 .8662 .7873
• 9000 -.1252 .87(.2 ,7811 *1000 .2352 -.1935 ._,521 ,8091
,0500 -.0037 .7blb .73Z7 .2uO0 ,2352 -.3118 ._227 .85*6
,9750 ,0689 ,7211 .7023 • 350_. .2362 -.6318 .5887 .q076
1.0000 .1333 ,737', o07_'8 .6500 ,2382 -.3455 ,8118 ,8701
• 5504 .Z3bZ -,2688 ,_382 ,8305
,6500 .2362 -,0616 ,6865 ,7560
• 750(, .1351 .2259 ,7006 • 6_,01
,8040 .2361 .3278 *?873 ,5 (_5(;
.bSGO .2382 ,3056 .8050 .5876
. (_.00 .2362 .6365 .8166 .56._2
,(.500 .1382 ,63_.6 • _t155 .5698
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 71.8120 PSI CN .5759 CD1 .00q%4 COCOR1 ,00904
RUN 40 TT 108.8725 K CM -.1391 COZ .0_9%9 COCORZ .00911
POINT 6 RC %b.1613 _ILLIGN CC ,0149 C03 ,00910 COLOR3 ,00880
MACH ,7294 CO4 *00899 COLOR4 *00868 •
ALPHA ,0201 3EG CD5 *00891 CDCOR5 ,00857
UPPER SURFACE LOgER SURFACE SPANglSE
XIC CP P_LIPT MLQC XIC CP P_LIPI qLac XlC YIC CP P_LIPT HLOC
0,0000 1*135Z ,9988 .04Z1 U.O000 1.1352 ,9988 .0421 ,5000 .4921 -.7626 ,5188 1,0190
,0040 ,610% ,8628 ,4656 ,0040 .5523 ,8%77 .4933 ,5000 ,%265 -,7657 .5057 1,0%05
,0080 ,3305 ,7902 ,5920 ,0080 *7293 ,U950 ,40Z6 ,5000 *3609 -,7745 *5058 1,0605
*0150 -*0660 ,b8_Z .7533 ,0230 .1819 ,7513 ,5548 ,SCbO ,2953 -,7637 ,5088 1,0355
,0Z50 -,4574 .5859 ,9116 ,0200 -,0146 ,7008 ,7339 ,5000 .?297 -,7816 .5034 1.0445
,0400 -,T6Z¢ .507C 1.0384 .1000 -,1210 *6732 ,7785 .5000 ,1640 -*76ZE .5075 1,0376
,0600 -*_559 ,4550 1,1170 ,1500 -,157.1 ,655_ ,8030 ,5000 ,_98_ -,7630 ,5077 1*037Z
,0800 -*9824 ,4517 1,_317 ,EO_O -,2759 .6365 ,8330 ,5000 ,0328 -.7568 ,5112 1,0315
.1000 -,9060 ,4677 1.1049 ,2500 -.3418 ,6165 ,8639 ,5000 -,0318 -*7675 ,5084 1,0361
,1600 -,7960 ,4973 1.G546 .3500 -,3887 ,6037 ,8838 ,5000 -,0984 -.78Z8 *4999 1.0501
,1800 -,7932 ,5G19 1.U468 ,45_0 -.3204 ,5Zlb .8560 ,5000 -.1640 -,7718 ,5051 1.0415
.2100 -.8271 ,4905 1.0661 .5500 -.2318 ,6433 ,8225 ,5000 -,2297 -.7771 ,5015 1,0476
*2600 -,8045 ,5029 1,0452 ,6500 -,0524 ,6921 ,7473 ,5000 -*2953 -*7582 *5093 1,0346
*3000 -*8333 ,4885 i*06_4 ,7500 *2343 ,7643 ,6340 *5000 -*3609 -,7737 ,5065 1,0392
*3400 -,8270 ,4922 1.0631 .8000 ,3348 ,7909 °5907 ,5000 -,4265 -,7819 *5052 i*0414
*3800 -,8190 ,4945 1.0592 ,8500 ,4136 ,8131 .5537 ,5000 -.42Z1 -,7774 ,5044 1,04Z8
.4Z00 -,8161 ,4944 1.0594 ,9_00 ,%445 .8199 ,5420 .0600 .2992 -,8643 ,4741 1.0940
,4600 -,2910 ,5000 1,0500 ,9500 .4409 ,8151 .5485 o1400 .292Z -,7888 .5018 1,0473
*5000 -,7213 ,5056 l,U%G8 1.0000 .1196 ,731_ ,6861 ,2200 .2992 -,8181 ,4924 1,0631
.5400 -,7657 ,5089 1.0353 ,3000 .E992 -.8ZZ1 .4683 1,0700
.5800 -.7806 .5050 1,0417 .3800 ,Z991 -.8477 .482Z 1.0801
,6200 -,7T77 ,5013 1.047_ ,%b_ ,299Z -,7_32 ,5022 1,0466
.6600 -*7563 ,5092 1,0349 ,5400 ,299Z -*7634 *5066 1,0393
.7000 -,6337 ,5387 ,9866 ,6200 .2992 -*7670 *5057 1.0609
,7500 -.4848 .5800 ,9209 .7000 .2991 -.6411 .5375 ,9889
.8000 -.3758 .6092 .875Z ,8000 ,2992 -,3700 .6065 .8797
.8500 -,Z526 .6416 .8Z51 .9000 .299Z -_1323 .5584 ,7840
.gO00 -.133Z .6710 .7798 .1000 ,2362 -,1242 .6691 .78Z8
,9500 -,0012 ,7013 ,7331 ,2000 ,2361 -,2580 ,6392 ,8288
°9750 .0612 ,7217 .7013 .3500 .2362 -.3831 ,6001 ,88fl4
1,0000 .1196 .7315 ,6861 ,4505 .2352 -.3288 ,6138 ,868g
.5500 ,2362 -.1370 .6385 ,8300
,6500 *2362 -,0536 ,6918 ,7478
,7500 *2362 ,2278 ,7636 ,6353
,8000 ,2362 ,3328 ,7893 ,5935
,8500 ,236Z ,4051 ,8085 ,5617
,2000 .2362 *q3%9 ,8187 ,5443
.9500 .2362 ,4418 ,8177 ,5461
TEST 137 PT 66.9571 PSI CN ,6641 C01 .00981 CDCQR1 ,00941
RUN 40 TT 104.2390 K CM -.1391 C02 .00992 O0_.OR2 .00953
POINT 8 RC 40.0693 NILLION CC ,0113 C03 ,00949 COCOR3 .00918
NACH ,7317 CO6 .00930 CDCOI_% .008q9
ALPHA .5330 OEG C05 .00915 CDCQR5 °00879
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PpL/PT HLOC XIC CP PeL/Pr _LOC XIC Y/C CP PeL/PT ML(3C
0.0000 1.1400 .9999 .u131 _.G000 1.1400 .9999 .0131 .SGOO .4921 -.8063 .4912 1.0654
• 0040 ,52Z1 ,8407 ,5053 .0040 .6316 .t_573 .4575 .5000 .425_ -,5306 .4847 1,0764
• 0080 ,2356 .7657 .6322 ,0_0 ,7982 .9103 .3704 ,5000 .3609 -.8503 ,4789 1.0863
,0150 -01465 ,6563 *7877 ,0Z30 ,2729 *77%6 ,6179 .5L,GO .2953 -*U439 .4013 1,0821
eOZSO -*5264 *5640 .9418 *0500 .0613 .7218 ,7018 ,5000 .2297 -,8658 .4727 1.0968
•0400 -*8502 *4838 1.0780 olvUO -*0575 .6878 ,754_ ,5000 ,1660 -°8564 ,4764 1,0905
°0600 -i*0503 ,4291 1,1737 ,1500 -,1399 *6585 ,7843 ,5_00 ,0984 -,8761 .4692 1,1028
• 0800 -1.0B85 ,4209 1.1886 .2C00 -*2256 *6429 .8237 .500C *0328 -,8692 °%7%9 1.0932
• 1000 -1.0545 .4238 1.1833 .2500 -.2925 ,5284 .8461 *5000 -*C328 -*8883 ,4686 1,1038
,1400 -1.0270 *4331 i,1056 ,3500 -,3559 ,6085 ,8769 ,5000 -,0984 -,9203 .4576 1,1231
,1800 --1,0019 ,4391 1.1555 ,4_00 --,2920 ,6285 .8459 ,500(, -,1640 -.8804 .4717 1.0986
• 2200 -.9855 .4437 1,1475 .5500 -.2159 .6457 ,8194 ,5000 -,2Z97 -.8598 ,4740 1.0946
• 2600 -.9613 .4558 1,1350 .5500 -.0346 ,6948 .7437 ,50C0 -,2953 -.8750 *4730 1.0963
• 3000 -.9254 .4600 1.1189 ,7500 .2427 ,7540 .6350 ,5000 -.3609 -.8954 .4627 1.1142
• 340"0 -* 8017 .4915 1.0548 .8000 °3375 .7698 .5931 .5000 -*4255 -.8541 ,4785 1.0870
• 3800 -.8466 ,4805 1.01J33 .8500 .4167 .blOZ .5590 .5000 -,4921 -.8396 .4821 1.0809
• 4200 -,8671 ,4724 1.o973 ,9000 .4509 .8194 ,5434 ,0600 .2992 -,9483 .4540 1.1293
,4600 -,8832 ,4694 I,I015 ,9500 ,4417 ,8170 .5475 ,1400 .2992 -1,0418 ,4283 1,1752
°5000 -,8944 °4644 1.1111 1.0000 .1243 .73Z5 ,68%9 .2200 .2992 -.9146 ,%6%4 1,1112
,5400 -,84Z3 ,4819 1.0812 ,31:00 ,2991 -.8880 • _,580 1.1049
• 5800 -,8240 .4855 1.0751 .3800 ,2992 -.9182 ,4570 1,1240 '=
• 6200 -,7961 ,4902 1.0671 .4500 ,2992 -.8615 ,4763 1.0907
• 6600 -,7%30 .5076 1.0381 ,5400 .2992 -,8216 .4877 1.0714
,7000 -,6Z84 ,5371 ,98_8 ,6160 o199Z -,7655 ,5036 1,0447
• 7500 -*4809 ,5760 .9278 ,7COL: .2992 -,5371 .5355 .9921
,8000 -.3629 ,6030 ,8855 ,800L ,2992 -,3701 ,6048 ,8827
•8500 -,2%52 ,6375 ,8312 ,9000 ,,?.992 -,I191 ,6675 .7857
• qo00 -.1Z51 .5588 .7837 ,1000 ,?3bZ -,0644 ,6818 .7637 _e
• 9500 *0022 .699% .7_65 ,2000 .2362 -.2070 .6473 .0169
• 9750 ,0639 .7152 .707'., .3500 .236,? -,3449 ,6114 .8714
1,0000 ,1243 ,7315 ,6849 ,4_uu .2351 -,2880 ,6241 ,8526
.5500 .2351 -.2196 ,5_44 .8115
,650(: .,?362 -.0357 .6917 .7485
,7500 ,2351 ,2338 o7535 .6357
,8C0_ .236; =. .3416 ,79¢,2 .5925
,8"00 .2352 .4170 *8087 ,5617
,90_u *2352 .4413 .8169 .5478
,9500 ,2352 ,%429 ,8175 ,5458
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 64,0957 PSI CN ,7429 ¢01 .01037 COCOR1 .00987
RUN 60 1T tUL,21_8 K C_ -,1371 C02 *&1043 CDCOR2 ,00991
POINT 9 RC 39,9688 _[LLION CC ,0085 C03 ,0C99b CO_OR3 ,00976
_ACH .7293 C06 ,00966 ¢0COR4 .00948
ALPHA 1,0186 OEG COS ,G0965 C_COR5 .00935
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PeL/PI ML_C X/C CP P_LIP7 _L_ X/C Y/C CP P_LIPT _LOC
0.0000 1,1411 1,00_0 0.0400 0.0000 1.1411 L.O000 0,0000 ,5000 ,49Z1 -,8362 ,4845 1,0770
,0040 ,4644 ,8245 ,_349 .0040 ,70_6 ,8875 .4184 ,5000 ,4265 -.7711 .5019 1,0479
,0080 *1608 ,74_5 ,6647 .0080 *8679 *9295 ,3261 *5006 ,3609 -.7415 .5146 1,0268
,0150 -,2070 ,6484 .8156 ,0230 .3484 ,7937 ,5870 ,5004 *2953 -,821T ,4882 1,0709
,0250 -,6175 ,5447 *_779 ,0500 .1341 .738_ .6754 .5000 .2297 -.7801 ._991 1,0525
.0_00 -,9276 ,_647 1*1109 *L000 ,0060 ,7058 ,7269 *5000 ,1640 -,7481 ,5094 1,0354
,0600 -1,1371 ,6106 1,20_1 ,1500 -*0_9 ,6_07 .7658 ,5000 ,0984 -,7859 ,4982 1,0541
,0800 -1,1750 ,3980 1,2318 ,2000 -,1723 ,6604 ,7970 ,5000 ,0328 -,7697 ,5034 1,0454
,1000 -1,1863 ,3986 1._3Cb .2500 -.2510 .6369 .8333 .5_CG -.0328 -,7773 ,5020 1,0476
,1400 -1.13_7 ,40_ 1.20_5 ,3_00 -.3090 ,_Z46 .8523 .SGOG -.098_ -,7561 .5075 1,0385
,1800 -1,1346 ,41C7 1.2077 .4500 -.2729 ._343 .8374 ,5000 -,1640 -,8102 ,4928 1,0630
.ZZO0 -1,1268 ,4110 1,2073 .5500 -,1_89 ,6534 ,8078 .5000 -,2297 -,7690 ,5044 1,0437
,2600 -1,0992 ,4160 1,Lqeu ,6500 -,C316 ,€95Z ,7433 ,5000 -,2953 -,7814 ,5015 1,0485
°3000 -1,1051 ,4149 1,2000 ,7500 ,2406 ,7676 ,6Z96 .5004 -.3609 -,8794 ,4757 1,0919
,3400 -1,1163 ,4179 1.1944 ,8000 ,3503 .7953 ,5844 .5G00 -,4265 -,8713 ,4770 1,0898
,3800 -1,1005 ,4155 1.1990 ,8500 .4Z71 .8153 .5507 .5_00 -.49Z1 -.8448 .4839 1,0781
,4200 -,9037 ,4669 1o_071 .9000 .4_46 ,8218 ,5396 ,0600 .299_ -1.0245 .4398 1_1548
,4600 -,8408 ,4853 1,0757 ,9500 *4504 .8196 ,5434 *1400 ,2992 -1,1473 ,4042 1,2201
,5000 -,8004 ,4944 1,0604 1.0000 ,1190 ,7358 ,6800 ,2200 ,2992 -1,1422 .4076 1,Z137
,5400 -,7409 ,5109 1,0330 ,3000 .2992 -1,0306 ,4395 1,1550
,5800 -,7503 ,5090 1,0360 .3800 .2992 -1.0570 .4290 1,1742
.6200 -.7657 .5050 1.0426 .4600 .2992 -,8461 ,4863 1,0741
,6600 -o7_08 .5083 1.0373 *5400 .2992 -.6968 .5213 1.0158
*7000 -*6306 ,5403 .9850 .6200 .2992 -,7615 *5089 1,0363
,7500 -.4910 ,5768 *9269 ,7bOb .2992 -,6419 *5389 *9872
.8000 -.3774 ,6061 ,8811 .bOGO .2992 -,3740 ,6088 .8769
,8500 -,2464 ,639_ .8294 .9000 .2992 -,1307 ,6715 ,7800
.9000 -,1268 .6705 .7_15 .10C0 ,2362 *0017 ,7033 ,7308
*9500 *0060 *7044 .72_1 *2GO& .2362 -.1610 *6655 .T890
,9750 ,0552 ,7212 ,7029 ,3_00 .2362 -.3040 *6227 ,8552
1,0000 ,1190 ,7358 .68_& .4500 ,2352 -.2628 .6370 ,8331
.5500 .2352 -.1929 .6550 .8053
.5500 ,2362 -.0290 ,6953 ,7431
,7_00 ,2362 .2439 .7673 .6300
,8004 ,236_ ,3461 ,7952 ,5846
.850_ .2362 .4245 .8139 .5531
.90&O ,236_ ,4512 ,8219 ,5395
.950C .Z3b_ ,4489 .8215 ,5401
TEST 137 PT 6_,0950 PSI CN ,8338 CD1 ,01Z74 COCOR1 *01220
RUN 40 "_T 101,1964 K C_ -,1433 CO2 ,01271 COCOR2 ,01212
POINT 10 RC 4_.C22C _t[LLI_N CC ,0065 C,_3 ,01169 COCOA3 ,01121
14ACd ,7305 C04 ,01199 COCOR4 ,01150
ALPHA 1,5340 3EG C05 *01164 COCOR5 ,01110
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPaNWISE
XIC CP PeLIPI _LOC XIC CP P;LIPT MLOC X/C YIC CP PeLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1497 1,U_21 0.0000 0.00_0 1.1497 1, GG21 0,0000 .S&O0 .4921 -1.1114 ,4128 1,2039
,0040 ,3939 ,8073 ,5643 ,0040 ,76C2 ,901_ .3905 .5000 ,4265 -1,1165 .4100 1.2092
,0080 .0852 .7262 ._952 *0080 .9138 .9414 .2963 .5000 .3609 -1,1393 ,4089 1,2112
,0150 -,2806 ,6287 ,8459 ,0230 ,4204 ,8119 ,5565 ,5000 ,2953 -1,1392 ,4068 1.2151
,0250 -,6772 ,5270 1.40o5 .4500 ,1916 ,7550 ,6497 .5000 ,2297 -1,1749 ,3982 1,2314
,0400 -,9641 .4510 1.1349 .1030 .0478 .7159 .7112 .50G0 .1640 -1,0825 .4240 1,1834
,0600 -1.1819 .39_4 1.23_ .1_00 -,0508 ,6909 7501 .5000 .oqe4 -1.I338 .4053 1.Z180
,0800 -1,2511 .38_,6 1.2654 .2000 -.1360 .6695 7830 .5_(,4 .0328 -1.0810 .4192 1.Lq21
.1000 -1.2448 *3800 L*2664 .2500 -,2117 .6467 8182 ,5000 -.0328 -1,0635 ,4229 1.1852
,1400 -1,1882 .3900 1._',71 ,3_30 -,2772 ,6311 8423 ,5(.00 -.0984 -1.1686 .3987 1.2304
,1800 -1,2075 *3892 1.2_6 .4500 -.2485 ,6376 8323 .SCGO -.1640 -1.0711 .4255 1.1806
,2200 -1,2163 .3872 1.Z525 .5:)00 -.1856 .6541 8067 .5000 -.2297 -1.0708 .4268 1.17_2
*2600 -1,1926 ,3916 ._,2439 .6_Og -,0217 ,6991 ,7374 .500(, -,2953 -1.1041 .4144 1.2009
.3000 -1.2072 .3863 1..'543 .7500 .2471 .7704 .6250 .5000 -,3609 -1.1287 ,4067 1.2153
,3400 -1,2338 .3844 1.2579 ,8000 ,3598 .7952 .5845 ._CGO -,4265 -1.1022 .4154 1.1991
,3800 -1,2318 .382t 1.2511 ,8500 ,43t_1 ,blTZ .547_ .5C00 -.4gEl -1.092b .4207 1.1894
,4200 -1,2319 .3834 l. Z6Gt. .9000 .4536 .8213 .5404 .06C0 ,299Z -1.0735 ,4244 1.1825
,4600 -1.1367 ,4099 1.ZOO3 ,9_00 .4514 .t_217 .5397 ,14C0 ,2_2 -1.2195 .3857 1.2_4
.5000 -1.0654 .4232 1.184_ 1.000_ .1219 ,7352 .6_10 .2204 *2992 -1,2414 ,3_J34 1.2598
,5400 -1,0572 ,4228 1._85_, ,3('.00 ,2992 -1,1311 ,4091 1,2108
, _i800 -.7695 , _grog 1.0_13 .3_00 ,2992 -I.1952 .3953 1,2369
.6200 -,6123 ,5435 ._798 .4600 .2992 -1.1620 .4071 1,2145
,6600 -.6337 .5391 .9_69 .5400 *2992 -.8134 ,4939 1.0611
*7000 -.5818 .5536 ,9637 ,b_O& ,2992 -,5965 .5462 .9755
.7500 -.4716 .5794 .9228 .7000 .2992 -*5997 ,5505 .9686
,8000 -,3542 ,6091 .87_4 * 8_.u_ .2992 -.3633 ,611u *8734
.8500 -,2392 o64C3 ,B28U .9000 ,2992 -.1253 .6707 .781Z
,gO00 -,1333 ,6696 .7829 .10_0 .2362 ,0434 ,7157 ,7115
.9500 -,0013 .7041 ,7295 .ZOO0 .2362 -.1147 .6747 .7751
.9750 .062_ .72Cb .7.,39 .3_4_. .23_Z -.2743 .6339 .8380
1.000:) .1219 .7352 .6810 .45CG ,23_)Z -.2336 ,6428 .8241
,5500 ,Z362 -,1791 .6b_9 *8024
, bSC(.. ,2362 -,_186 ,6982 .7387
.75(.0 ,236g ,2494 ,7694 ,6Z66
, _COC' .23_2 .3581 .7964 ,5825
*_50_, ,2362 ,4243 ,8147 ,5518
,9_0_ *23bZ ,4508 .8Z27 *5380
.9-_00 .236Z .4586 ,8219 .5395
TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 P1 54.0879 P51 CN .B_53 CDZ .01787 CO:OR1 .01706
RUN 40 TT 10u.9497 K CM -,1477 C02 *01830 CDCORZ .01754
POINT II RC 40.2079 MILLIO_ CC ,0051 CO3 .C1561 CDCOR3 .01596
NACH .7318 C04 .01622 COCOR4 .01556
ALPHA 2.0220 OEG C05 .01515 CDCOR5 .01440
UPPER SURFACE LQWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP PeLIPI MLOC X/C CP P_LIPT HLOC XlC YIC CP P,L/P1 NLOC
0,0000 1,1398 .9995 ,0Z75 0.0000 1.1398 *9995 .0275 *5000 .4921 -1,2251 ,3766 1,2732
*0040 *3299 .7889 .5948 ,Oo_J .8006 .9112 .3686 .5000 .4265 -1.227_ .3755 1.2754 4F
,0080 ,0372 ,7131 ,7156 .008_ .9541 .9516 ,2685 ,5000 .3609 -1,Z_qO ,3746 1,2771
.0150 -,3409 .6148 .8676 ,0230 ,4610 .8222 .5389 .5000 ,2953 -1.2530 .36_7 1.2889
,0250 -,7203 .5108 1.J331 .0500 .2285 .7625 .6376 .5000 .Z297 -1.2878 .3557 1.2950
.0400 -1,0100 .43_3 1,1611 .1000 .0825 .72_1 ,698_ ,5000 .1640 -1.2728 .3657 1,2930
*0600 -1,2234 *3823 1.2611 .1500 -.0111 .7005 *7351 .50_0 .0984 -1.2594 ,3687 1,1889
,0800 -1.2789 .3677 1.2910 .2000 -.1040 .6768 ,7719 .5000 .0328 -L.2767 .3662 1.2939
.1000 -1.2920 ,3645 1.2974 .2500 -,1803 .6565 .d031 .5000 -,0328 -1,2289 ,3715 1.2813
.1400 -1,2634 ,3742 1,2781 .3500 -,26_5 .6291 .8453 .5000 -.0984 -1,2723 .3658 1.2949
.1800 -1.2702 *3705 1,2_56 *4500 -.2638 .6370 .8332 .5000 -,1640 -1,2909 .3642 1,2981
,2200 -1.2658 .3713 I,Z83P .5500 -.1834 ,6539 .8_71 .StO0 -,2297 -1,Z257 ,3824 1.2519
*2600 -1.2600 *3727 1,281_ .6500 -,0188 .6968 ,7409 ,5000 -,2953 -1,1981 ,3873 1.Z524
,3000 -1,2593 ,3672 1.2_19 ,7500 .2506 .7674 ,6300 .5000 -.3609 -1.1170 ,3846 1.1575
,3400 -1,2746 ,3679 1,2905 .8000 ,3606 .7969 .5818 .5000 -.4265 -1,2090 .3917 1.2439
.3800 -1.2839 .3633 1.Z9_9 .8500 .4257 .8131 .5545 .5000 -.4921 -1,1771 .3937 1.2400
.4200 -1,3076 .3605 L,3055 ,9000 .4552 .8207 .5415 .0600 .Z992 -1.116Z .4139 1.2019
.4600 -1,2945 .3610 1.3040 .9500 .4490 .8194 ,5437 ,1400 .1992 -1.2553 ,3709 1.2845
,5000 -1.2806 ,3632 1,3001 1,0000 ,1068 ,7297 ,6897 .2200 ,2992 -1.2663 .3659 1.2926
.5400 -1.1924 .3883 1.25_3 .3000 .2992 -1.2652 .3748 1.2769
.5800 -1.1223 ,4007 1,2266 .3800 .2992 -1.2455 .3744 1,2776
.6200 -.6777 .5219 1.0149 .4600 ,Z99Z -1,2735 .3687 1,2889
,6600 -,5411 ,5501 .9533 ,540_ .Z_OZ -1.2309 ,3836 1.2594
,7000 -,5091 ,5694 ,9387 ,biD0 ,2992 -,6753 ,522Z 1,0144
,7500 -.4254 .5896 ,9069 .7000 .2991 -.5109 .5670 .9424
.8000 -.3494 .6110 .8735 .8000 ,Z992 -.3349 .6115 .8727
.8500 -.Z449 .6413 ._Zb5 ,9000 .Z992 -.1298 .6698 .7826
.9000 -.1212 ,5698 .7827 ,1000 ,2362 .0842 ,7147 .6976
,9500 -.0046 ,7015 ,7336 ,2000 ,Z3_g -.0959 ,67_9 .7717
,9750 ,O515 ,7154 ,7121 ,3500 ,Z36Z -,2564 .6355 ,8355
1,0000 .1058 ,7297 ,6897 ,4500 .2362 -,Z301 ,6418 ,8258
,5500 .Z3bZ -,1787 ,6574 ,8017
.6500 .2362 -,0136 .6q66 ,7412
.7500 .236Z .Z55Z .7667 .6311
.8000 ,2362 .3465 .7935 .5871
.850C .2362 ,4256 .8122 .5560
,9000 ,Z35Z .4485 .818_ .5449
.95_b ,236Z .4502 .8194 .5438
TEST 137 PT 53.9775 PSI CN ,9356 CO1 ,02212 CDCOR1 ,02109
RUN 40 TT 100,8730 K CN -,1439 COl ,01187 CDCORZ ,01077
POINT 12 RC 40.1506 MILLION CC .0036 C03 ,02Z73 COCOR3 .02193
MACH .7307 C04 ,O17_Z CDCOR4 ,01668
ALPHA 2,5053 0EG CD5 ,01572 C800R5 .01473
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P_LIPT bLOC XlC CP P_LIPI MLOC XlC YIC CP P_LIP| HLDC
0.0000 1.1289 .9970 .ObbZ 0.0000 1.1289 .9970 .Obb2 .5000 .49Z1 -1,Z919 .3645 1.2973
.0040 *2777 ,7771 ,6143 ,0040 ,8413 ,gZZ1 ,3440 ,5000 ,4Zb5 -1, 3145 ,36ZZ 1,3021
• 0080 -.0160 ,6985 .7382 .0060 .9806 .9582 .Z488 .5000 .3609 -1.3201 ,3571 1,3115
.0150 -,4008 ,,5985 .egZ9 .0230 .5117 ,8367 .5137 .5000 .2953 -1.3305 .3540 1.3188
,0250 -,8231 .4948 1,0597 ,0500 *Z775 ,7770 ,6144 ,5000 ,2297 -1,3389 ,3517 1,3236
• 0400 -1.0747 .4241 1.1830 .1000 .1223 .7351 ,6811 .5C00 .16_,0 -1.3206 .3544 1.3180
,0600 -1,3070 .3689 1.1886 .1_03 .0164 .7_73 ,7251 ._COC .0984 -1.3253 ,3595 1.3077
• 0800 -1.3377 .3538 1.3192 .ZOO0 -.0790 .68Z4 .7631 .5000 .0378 -1.3703 ,3425 1.3430
,1000 -1.3468 .3538 1,3192 .ZbO0 -,1556 ,6615 ,7953 ,SGQG -.03Z8 -1.3518 ,3484 1.3305
,1400 -1,3533 ,3569 1,3128 ,3500 -,2382 ,6454 ,8Z01 ,5000 -,0984 -1,3200 ,3573 1,3171
• 1800 -1,3238 ,3585 1,3097 ,4500 -,2Z02 .6462 ,8189 ,5000 -,1640 -1,3275 ,35Z7 1,3215
,2ZO0 -1,3399 ,3558 1,3150 ,5500 -,1724 ,6016 ,795Z ,5000 -,2Z97 -1,Z88Z ,37U5 1,2853
• Zb0O -1,3109 ,3596 1,3074 ,6_u0 -,0315 ,6943 ,7448 ,5(,UG -,2953 -1,2445 ,3755 1,2754
• 3000 -1,3418 ,3551 1,3167 ,7500 ,2497 ,7686 ,6280 ,5000 -,3609 -1,2034 ,3847 1,2574
,340_ -1,3336 ,3536 1.3198 .8000 ,3485 .7960 .5831 .5000 -.4265 -1.1430 .3991 1.2297
•3800 -1,3499 .3489 1.32_% .8500 .4355 .8154 ,5689 .5000 -o4921 -.9762 ,4464 1.1431
,4200 -1.3529 .3481 1.3312 .9000 *4494 .8205 .5418 .06uO .29%2 -1.0070 .4403 1.1541
,4600 -1,3626 .3434 1.34_9 .9_,)0 .4489 ,8195 .5437 ,1400 .299Z -1.3213 ,3580 1.3107
• 5000 -1*3940 ,3416 1.34'_7 1,O000 .O97Z .7270 °6925 s_200 ,299Z -1,3511 ,3520 1,3231
• 5400-I,ZgZZ ,3679 1.3007 ,3000 ,ZQqZ --lt3081 13567 1,3133 I
,5800 -*8448 ,4809 1,O833 ,3800 ,2992 -1,3077 ,3634 1,7996
• 6200 -*5899 .5479 ,9728 .4600 .2992 -1.3252 .3559 1.3129
,6600 -,5291 ,5t.ZO .9>04 .5401, .299Z -1. 3064 .3004 1.3058
• 7000 -.5051 ._735 .9321 .6200 .299Z -.5955 .5479 ,9729
.7500 -,4258 .5897 ,9067 ,700U .1992 -.4891 .5129 .9332
.8000 -.3357 ,b123 .8715 ,SHOO .2992 -.3375 .6140 ,8689
,fl500 -,2352 °5377 ,8121 .9000 ,299Z -.1408 ,6677 ,7858
,9000 -,135Z ,_.bb2 .7882 ,1000 ,230Z ,1117 ,7316 .680e _'
.9500 -,0226 .6966 .7413 .ZOUO .23b1 -.0652 .b_42 .7605
• 9750 .0429 .7115 ./167 ,3500 .2361 -.1396 .6400 .8286
1,0000 ,097Z ,7Z79 ,5';25 ,4_,u0 ,230" -,ZZ07 ,(_451 ,8ZO8
• 5500 ,Z36Z -,17Z2 .6578 .801Z
.650_ .2362 -.0219 .6967 .7411
.7500 ,Z3bZ .Z448 ,7670 .b30b
.8000 .2362 ,3433 .7901 ,5930
,8500 ,Z3bZ ,4245 ,8138 ,5534
,9_uu .2361 ,456_ .8115 ,5401
.9500 .230Z .450Z .8111 .5391
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 63.3037 PSI CN .9595 C01 .02909 COCOR1 *0Z836
RUN 40 TT 1_0,58Z3 K CM -.144_ COZ .02880 COCORZ *02800
POZNT 13 RC 39*8400 HILLION CC *0029 C03 *OE81Z CDCOR3 *02793
_ACH *7290 C04 *01965 C0C0R4 *01936
ALPHA 3,4141 OEG C05 *01685 CDCOR5 *01623
UPPER SURFACE LO_EP SURFACE SPAHVISE
XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC CP PtLIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT NLOC
0,0000 1,1163 .9936 .uq45 0,0000 1,1163 ,9938 ,0_45 ,5000 .49Z1 -1.3Z94 .3561 1,3145
,0040 .2351 *7649 .8339 ,0040 ,8729 .9299 *3254 *546G ,4265 -1.3834 ,3480 1.3314
.0080 -,0675 .6844 ,7601 ,008_ 1.0013 ,9635 .Z3ZZ ,5000 .3609 -1.3818 .3420 1,3439
,0150 -,4394 .5663 ,91J0 ,0233 .5490 o8458 ,4951 .5000 .2953 -Z,3954 .3422 1.3435
,0250 -,8371 ,4843 1.0774 .0506 .3133 ,785Z .6010 .5000 ,229? -1,4062 ,3391 1.3501
.0400 -1.1250 .4133 1.2030 .1400 ,1484 .7410 *b7ZO ,5000 *1640 -1.3769 .3455 1.3366
,0600 -1,3511 *3578 1.3110 .1500 ,0404 .71Zb ,7164 ,5040 *0984 -1,4148 .33_8 1.3466
*0800 -1,3948 *3424 1.3430 *2000 -.5657 ,6854 ,7585 ,5400 .5328 -1.4371 *3298 1.3701
.1000 -1,39Z6 ,3420 1,3438 *2503 -,1401 ,6645 .1907 .5000 -*_328 -1,4407 ,3Z95 1.3705
.1400 -1.3092 .3461 1.3352 .350_ -.2205 .6450 ,8208 *5000 -.0984 -1,3631 .3535 1.3198
,1800 -1,3858 ,3437 1.3402 ,4500 -.2200 ,6477 *8166 .5000 -,1640 -1.3707 .3494 1,3292
,2200 -1.3929 .3447 1,3363 *5500 -,1696 ,6625 *7938 ,5000 -*2297 -1.3532 ,3518 1.3234
,2600 -1,3572 .3488 1.3Z_6 *6500 -*0255 ,6976 *7397 .5000 -*Z953 -1.2707 .3725 1.2815
.3000 -1,4057 *3422 1.3436 ,7500 ,2461 ,7677 *6295 ,5000 -.3609 -1,0797 ,4Z30 1,1852
.3400 -1,3898 .33_9 1o3483 .8000 ,3477 ,7933 ,5877 .5000 -.4Z65 -,9814 ,4472 1.1416
.3800 -1.4101 *3384 1,3516 ,8500 .42b5 .8145 .5522 ,5400 -.4921 -,7880 *5033 1.04_6
.4200 -1.4184 .3359 1.35_Q cOO00 ,4560 ,8231 ,5375 ,ObCG ,299Z -,9520 ,4562 1,1257
.4600 -1,4313 .3314 1,3667 .9500 ,4489 .8206 ,5417 ,1400 ,2992 -1,3620 .3463 1.3348
,5000 -1,458Z ,3285 1.372R 1,0UJG ,0882 ,7261 ,6954 ,2200 ,299Z -2,4035 .3386 1,3511
,5400 -1,2579 ,3764 1.2737 ,3000 ,2992 -1.4070 ,3411 1,3457
.5800 -,7662 .5047 1,443Z ,3800 *2q_Z -1,3461 .3507 1,3257
,6200 -.5782 .55_3 ,9594 .4600 *2992 -1.3947 .3417 2.3446
.6600 -*5242 .5685 .940u .5400 ._gqZ -1.2981 *3705 1,2853
,7000 -,4845 .5776 ,92_7 ,6ZCO ,ZqgZ -.58Z8 ,5537 .9636
.7500 -,4314 .5908 ,_049 ,7000 ,_9_2 -.4965 .5767 ,_271
,8000 -.3472 ,6133 .06_8 ,8000 ,299Z -,3488 .6175 ,8633
,8500 -.2500 *6377 ,8321 ,9000 .299Z -.1459 .6671 .7868
,9000 -,1447 *66%1 .7d37 .1100 *2362 .1434 *7427 *6592
,9500 -,040Z *6953 ,7433 .ZOO0 .2362 -.0451 ,6929 ,7470
,9750 ,0189 .7094 ,7213 ,3500 .2362 -.2123 ,6490 .8146
1,0000 *0882 *7261 ,_54 ,4500 *2382 -,2069 ,6493 *8142
,5504 .2362 -,1647 ,6608 ,7965
,6500 ,2362 -,0Z19 ,6962 ,7418
,7500 .236Z ,2451 .7672 .6303
,8040 .2362 ,3404 .7932 ,5878
,8_04 *2362 ,4223 .812Z ,5560
,9000 *2362 .4485 ,8203 *542Z
,9500 *2362 .4483 .SZOb ,5417
TEST 137 P; 63,2179 PSI CH 1,0141 C01 ,03840 COCOR1 *03717
RUN 40 IT 1U0,1416 K C_ -.1456 COZ .03819 COCORZ ,03693
POINT 14 PC 46.0672 MILLION CC ,OOZ3 C03 .03471 COCOR3 ,03405
_ACH .729b CD4 ,02283 COCOR4 .02213
ALPHA 3*5309 DEG C05 *01949 COC0_5 *01849
UPPER SURFACE LOdER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
X/C CP PeLIPT HLOC XIC CP PsLIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP PeLIP[ MLOC
0,0000 1.1097 ,9919 ,lob4 0,4000 1,1U97 ,9919 ,I084 ,500U ,4qZl -1,3904 .3471 1,3331
*0040 ,1724 .7480 ,6609 *0040 *9128 ,9409 *Z977 .5040 ,4Z65 -1*4Z57 ,3331 1*36Z9
,0080 -.1465 ,6659 .7_87 *U080 1.0372 *_731 .1985 .5000 *3609 -1*4342 .3Z92 1.3715
*0150 -*5225 *56_g .9379 .OZ3u .5957 ,_583 .4748 .50OC ._953 -1,4582 .3269 1,3765
.0250 -.8972 *47Z3 1._900 .0500 *3520 .7947 *5854 .5000 .ZZ_7 -1,448Z *3284 1,3732
,0400 -1,1855 ,3998 l._Zb4 .1000 ,1682 .7529 ,6532 .5_40 *1640 -1.4284 .3319 1.3656
,0600 -1*3797 *347Z 1.3330 ,15dO ,0690 .7219 .7021 .5000 .09F4 -1,4917 ,3164 1.39q7
,0800 -1.4143 ,3322 1.364_ .ZOO0 --.0294 .6gbZ *7419 .SCOO .432_ -1,4697 ,3159 1.4008
.1LO0 -1,4493 ,3313 1,3b70 .2500 -.1156 ,6752 .7744 .504L -.b328 -1,4909 .3158 1.4010
,1400 -1,4082 ,3352 1,3585 .350_ -.2005 ,6528 ,_089 ,5000 -.09_4 -1.4_77 .3?79 1.3742
.1800 -1.4295 ,3331 1,36Z_ ,45_0 -.ZIZ? .6511 ,dl15 .5000 -.1040 -L,4145 .3358 1.357Z
,2200 -1.4271 ,3326 1.3_5_ ,55u_ -.1724 ,6600 .7978 ,5000 -._Z97 -1,3930 ,3401 1,3480
.2600 -1,4365 .3352 1.35_4 .6500 -.0310 ,_36 ,74_9 .5000 -.2953 -1,272_ .3745 1.2775
,3000 -1.4465 *3277 1.374b *7500 .2430 ,7O84 *6203 *5000 -*3609 -I.0163 *4420 1,1508
,3400 -1.4350 *sz_g 1,_7ZO .8000 .3458 ,7925 ,589J ,500_ -.4265 -,8873 ,4715 1,09_4
,3800 -1,4658 ,324_ 1,3_08 ._500 .4266 ._L_8 ,5517 ,5000 -.4921 -,8197 .4840 1.0767
.4200 -1,4645 ,3241 1,3826 .9_00 .44_0 ,8197 *5433 °0604 *_992 -,8943 .4748 1.0936
.4600 -1,4813 .3161 1,3_5_ ,9500 ,4374 ,8179 .5464 ,140_ .299_ -1,3969 ,3383 1,3519
.5000 -1.5077 *3122 1,40_1 l*uO00 *0781 .7231 .7001 *2200 *2992 -1,4660 .3261 1.3782
,5400 -1.3685 .3424 3,3431 ,300_ .2992 -1.4353 ,3288 1,3727
*5800 -,SZZb .4896 1,_666 .3800 .2_2 -1,4107 .3366 1.3555
,6200 -.6348 ,5390 ,987Z ,46u0 ,zqqz -1.4231 .3284 1.3732
,6600 -.5531 *5597 .9540 ,5400 .299Z -I,4133 ,3341 1,3609
,7000 -.4759 .57_9 ,9Z37 .6Z04 *zqgz -,0504 .5346 .9943
.7500 -,4202 .5955 ,_977 ,7COG *2992 -,4933 .5761 ,9281
.8000 -,3446 *b159 *_b_4 ,8UOG ._992 -.3360 .6174 .8636
.8500 -,2401 .6401 ,aZ_5 ,9_00 ._92 -,1569 .6622 .7943
,9000 -,1418 .8627 ,7936 *iG04 ,236Z ,1777 .7514 .6555
.9500 -,0494 ,6927 .7414 ,?000 ,2362 -,0139 ,0985 ,7304
,9750 *0148 ,7U59 ,72_8 ,3500 *2362 -,2079 *0500 .8121
1,0000 ,0781 *7231 ,7001 ,4504 ,Z3b_ -,1881 .6537 ,8074
,5_00 *236Z -,1543 ,6659 ,78_6
,65CC ,2362 -*02_3 ,6951 *7437
,7500 ,236_ ,Z3Zb ,7654 *6332
,8004 *2362 *3428 .7919 *5900
.8500 *2362 .4192 .8124 ,5558
.9_0 ,?3bZ .443Z .8174 ,5480
,qSOC *Z3oZ .4437 ,_192 .5443
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 63.21_3 PSZ CN 1,0393 COl ,_491L CDCflRI *06792
RUN 40 TT 1U_.1134 K CM -.1445 COZ *04863 CDCOR2 *04732
POINT 15 RC 40,07b7 MILLI_ CC .0017 C03 .04153 CDCOR3 ,04105
MACH .7293 C04 .0Z718 COCOR4 .OZbbO
_LPHA 4.0171 OEG C05 ,0Z36_ COCOR5 *02262
UPPER SURFACE LOgER SURFACE SPANgISE
XIC CP P,LIP1 MLOC XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP PsLIPT MLOC
0*0000 1.0875 .gB6b ,L397 0.0000 1.0875 ,9866 .1397 .5C00 ,4921 -1.3923 ,3404 1.3473
,0040 .1134 ,7343 .6825 .OU40 .9310 ,9453 ,ZEbl *_000 .4Z65 -1,4594 ,3247 1.3813
,0080 -*198§ ,6527 .8391 .008_ 1.0590 ,978b ,1771 ,5C00 .3b09 -1,4887 ,3181 1,3960
,0150 -,SHOO ,5561 ,9599 ,OZ30 ,6312 ,8687 ,4552 ,5000 ,2953 -1,5154 ,3180 1,39b0
,0250 -.9526 .4573 1.1238 ,0500 .3759 *EOZ3 *5728 ,5000 ,2297 -1,4900 .3187 1,3946
,0400 -1.2050 .3895 1.Z4_1 ,1000 .2028 ,7557 .6486 ,5000 ,1640 -1,4881 ,319b 1.3926
,0600 -1,4102 ,3373 1.3540 ,1500 .1_05 .7303 .6889 .5000 ,0984 -1,5300 .3061 1,4231
,0800 -1.4567 ,3203 1,3909 ,2000 -,0033 .7019 ,7331 .5000 ,032d -1,5Z54 .3075 1.4198
.1000 -1,4736 ,3208 1.3899 .2500 -,ICOI .6760 ,7731 .50_0 -,0328 -1,5390 ,3087 1,4172
,1400 -1,4737 .3233 1.38_3 ,3500 -,1952 ,0537 .8074 .540O -,0984 -1,4969 .3103 1.4134
,1800 -1,4533 ,3239 1,3o30 ,4500 -.198b .6514 .8110 ,5000 -.1640 -1,4254 ,3336 1.3619
*2200 -1.4995 .3213 1,38_7 *5500 -,1754 .6581 .8008 .5_U_ -.2297 -1,4149 *3320 1.3654
.2600 -1.4548 ,3242 1,3824 ,6500 -,0410 ,6906 ,7506 ,5_00 -,2953 -1,2274 ,3865 1.2537
.3000 -1,4881 .3172 1,3_79 ,7530 ,2315 ,7638 ,6358 ,5000 -.3609 -,9739 .4525 1*1323
.3400 -1,4876 .3183 1.3954 .8000 .3422 .7935 ,5874 ,5000 -,4265 -.8334 ,9898 1*0681
,3800 -1.5312 *3142 1.4046 ,8500 .4301 .8147 .5519 .500_ -,4921 -,7679 .5030 1.0462
*4200 -1.5158 ,312U 1,4097 .9000 *4475 *_222 *5390 *O_UO *2992 -.9540 .4548 1,1284
*4600 -1,5296 .3U86 1.41bH ,9500 .4360 .8181 .5460 .1400 .299Z -1,4677 ,328_ 1.3729
*5000 -1.5373 *3042 1.4274 1,0000 .0370 .7236 .7149 *2200 ,2992 -1.5063 ,3154 1.4020
*5400 -1.1392 .407e 1,2133 .3bOO .2992 -1,4858 ,3187 1.3946
*_800 -,7887 ,5023 1,0472 .3_00 ,Z992 -1,4674 ,3224 1*3864
,6200 -*6971 .5193 1.0191 *4600 ,2992 -1.4763 .3180 1*3961
.6600 -.6007 *5478 .9731 ,54G0 ,2992 -1.3481 .3488 1.3297
,7000 -.5093 ,5686 .9400 .6200 .2992 -,6860 .5212 l. Olbl
.7500 -,4172 ,5965 ,8961 ,7000 .2992 -.49q9 .5759 *9285
.8000 -,3388 .6170 ._642 ,8000 .2992 -.3381 ,6177 .8631
*8500 -,2490 .6410 .0272 *900b ,2992 -.1655 *6607 .7966
.9000 -*1478 .6644 .7910 .1000 ,2362 .2025 .7545 .6506
*9500 -*0630 .6851 ,7591 .2000 *2362 *0176 .7108 .7192
*9750 .0019 .706U ,7255 .3500 ,2362 -.1849 ,6576 .8015
1.0000 ,0370 ,7136 .7149 *4500 .2362 -,1930 ,6539 ,8072
*5500 ,2362 -.1677 ,6594 *7987
.6500 ,Z362 -*0126 *7034 *7308
,750_ .2362 ,2263 ,7637 *6359
.8000 ,2362 ,3466 ,7941 ,5864
,8500 ,2362 ,4085 .8097 ,5603
.9000 .2362 ,4332 ,8155 .5505
*9500 ,2362 .4351 .8165 *_487
TEST 137 PT 66.3856 PSI CN ,2872 CD1 ,00647 COCOR1 *00815
RUN 41 TT 104.3435 K CM -,1406 CDZ .00850 COCOR2 ,00816
POINT 1 RC 4C.0131 MILLION CC .0187 C03 .00812 COCOR3 ,00794
MACH ,7431 C04 .00793 CDCOR4 *00776
ALPHA -1.9653 DIG C05 *00767 CDCOR5 *00745
UPPER SURFACE L_ER SURFACE _PANdISE
XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XlC CP P_LIPI MLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0,0000 1.0216 ,9669 *2ZG8 0.0000 1,0216 .9669 ,2208 ,5000 ,4921 -.6432 ,5239 1.0113
,0040 ,9001 ,9348 .3132 .0040 ,1298 ,7297 ,6893 ,5600 .4265 -.6623 .5201 1.0175
,0080 .6645 ,8720 .4486 .0080 ,3072 .7768 *6143 *SOCO ,3609 -.6615 .5201 1.0174
.0150 *33Z5 ,7843 .b021 ,6230 -*2360 *b321 .8403 ,500& ,2953 -.6649 ,5197 1.0180
*0250 -*0371 ,6854 ,7581 .05UO -.3837 .593_ .9002 .5000 .2297 -*6724 ,5174 1,0219
*0400 -.3072 .6128 ,870Z .1000 -.4181 ,5839 ,9153 .5000 .1640 -.6645 .5196 1.0183
.0600 -.4213 .5823 .9179 .1500 -.4532 ,5748 .9297 *SGOC ,0_84 -*6677 .5173 1.0221
,OeO0 -.4418 ,5776 ,9252 ,2000 -.5270 ,5549 .9613 ,5000 ,0328 -.6670 .5174 1.0218
.1000 -,4488 ,5772 *9259 *2500 -.5797 ,5423 .9815 .5000 -.G328 -.6697 ,5171 1,0224
,1400 -.4708 ,5703 ,q367 .3500 -,5922 ,5378 ,9867 ,5000 -,0984 -,6835 *51Z3 1.0303
*1800 -.5139 ,56G1 ,9529 ,4500 -,4456 ,5759 .9279 .5000 -.164U -.6724 *515Z 1.0255
.2Z00 -.5366 ,55Z8 .9646 .5500 -.3164 .6102 ,8742 ,5000 -,2297 -.6715 ,5149 1.0259
*2600 -.5599 ,5460 ,9754 .6500 -*0919 *b707 .7808 *5000 -*2953 -.6656 .5188 1.0196
.3000 -.6104 ,5339 .9950 ,7500 .2100 *7520 ,6542 *5000 -.3609 -,6745 .5151 1.0257
,3400. -,6132 ,53Z9 ,9965 ,_OaO ,3140 .7789 .6108 ,5000 -.4265 -,6811 ,5136 1.0281
.3800 -,6194 ,5318 ,_984 ,8500 ,3898 ,7997 ,5767 .50_0 -.4921 -.6785 .5152 1,0255
*4200 -,6307 .5284 1,0039 .qO00 *4201 .8_71 .5643 .0_00 .2992 -,4049 .5872 .9101
*4600 -.6568 .5216 L*0149 *9500 .4263 .80_3 *5623 *140C ,2992 -.4660 *5703 ,9368
*5000 -.6741 ,5156 l,uZ4q 1.0_00 .1461 .7342 *6823 *2200 .2992 -.5397 .5518 ,9662
*5400 -*6929 .5105 1.0332 .3000 .2992 -.5827 .5405 .9844
*§800 -.7041 .5079 1.0375 .3600 *2992 -.5849 .5388 ,9871
,6200 -,73S7 .4984 1.£534 ,460_ .2992 -,5839 ,5395 .9859
.6600 -.7596 ,4919 1.0641 .5400 ,2qgZ -.583_ ,5403 *9846
*7000 -*6426 ,SZZb i.u133 .6Zbb .299Z -.5826 ,5397 *q856
,7500 -,4738 ,5698 *g376 *7bUO *2ggz -,5851 ,5386 ,9874
,8000 -*3679 ,5966 ,_952 ,_000 ,2gqz -,5883 .53_7 ,9873
*8500 -*24?5 ,62_1 ,8_51 .9000 ,2qgz -,5_26 ,5396 .9858
*9000 -.1365 ,6_Z .7985 .1000 ,2362 -.4214 *5839 .9154 •
,9500 -*0068 ,6940 .7449 *Z¢O_ *2362 -*5048 .5613 *9511
*9750 *0666 ,7131 ,7152 *3500 ,2362 -,5788 .5406 ,g842
1.0000 .1461 .7342 .6823 *4500 .2362 -.4442 ,5772 .9258
,_50_ ,2362 -.3074 .6132 .8697
,65b0 ,236Z -,0886 .670g ,78U6
*7500 *2362 *2080 *?506 *6563
,8000 *23bZ ,3130 *7786 .6114
.eSO0 ,2362 .3110 ,7775 .6132
.go00 .2362 .3118 .7779 .6126
.95_0 .Z362 -,5855 ,5408 *g83g
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PI 66.3839 PSI CN .4362 C01 ,CGe74 COCOR1 ,00842
RUN 61 TT 104,3275 K C_ -.1428 C02 ,00874 COCOR2 ,00841
POINT 2 RC 39.9458 _ZLLION CC ,G193 C03 ,00840 CDCOR3 ,00821
HACH ,7408 C04 .U08Cb COCOR% .OOTgO
ALPHA -,9701 OEb C05 .00787 CDCOR5 ,00766
UPPEP SURFACE LOWEe SURFACE SPANwI$E
XIC CP P,LIPI HLOC XlC CP PpLIPI HLUC XIC YIC CP PpLIP1 HLOC
0,0000 1.0980 .9876 .1343 b.uO_O 1,0980 ,9876 .1343 ,5000 .4921 -.7129 ,5076 1.0381
.0040 ,7778 ,9020 ,3_83 ,0040 .3691 ,792_ ,5885 .5000 .4205 -.7301 ,5042 1,0436
,0080 .5170 .8335 .51_9 .Ou_O .5278 .836U .5146 *500_ .3509 -,7369 .5007 1,0495
,0150 *1555 ,7374 .0773 ,0230 -,0153 .0926 ,7471 .SCGO ,2953 -*7352 ,5042 1,0437
,0250 -.2326 ,6351 ,_358 .050_ -.1909 .5_42 .8217 *5000 ,2297 -,7403 .5017 1,0478
.0400 -,5337 ,5545 ,9618 .100_ -.2556 ,6255 .8505 ,500C .1640 -.7368 .5020 1,0473
,0600 -,6649 ,5217 1,0148 ,1500 -,3145 .6131 ,8697 ,5000 ,0984 -.7320 .50ZZ 1.0471
.0800 -.6385 ,5256 1.0084 ,2000 -.3989 ,5899 .9050 ,5000 ,0328 -,7347 .5024 1.0467
.1000 -.6279 .5291 1,_u27 .2500 -.460_ .5738 ,9312 ,5000 -,0328 -,7683 ,4976 1,0_47
,2400 -,6_99 ,5302 1,_010 .3500 -,4927 ,5661 ,9433 ,5000 -,098_ -,7640 .5002 1,0504
.1800 -*6575 ,5218 1.0147 ,4500 -.3891 *5929 .9013 .50_ -,lbq_ -,74_$ ,5023 1.0_68
.2200 -.6728 ,5159 1,0243 ,5500 -.2860 .6219 .8561 ,5000 -,2297 -,7478 ,4987 1,0528
.2600 -.8734 ,5181 1.020_ .650_ -.0708 ,6766 .7718 .5000 -.2953 -.7469 .4987 1.0529
,3000 -.7240 ,50_8 1.0fi19 ,7_00 .2230 ,7551 ,6492 ,5000 -.3509 -,7442 .4983 1,0536
.3400 -,7400 4999 1.0509 .8_00 ,3302 .7844 ,6020 ,5000 -.4265 -,7648 ,4925 1,0632
.3800 -,T353 5044 1.0433 ,8500 ,4072 ,8042 .$692 .5000 -.4921 -*7732 ,4927 1._628 *
*4200 -,7240 5060 1.0407 .9000 ,4356 .8109 .5578 .0600 .2992 -,5755 .5444 ,9781
.4600 -,7383 5016 1,0479 .9500 .4422 ,_133 ,5538 .1400 ,2992 -.8239 .5320 ,9981
,5000 -,7418 6996 1.0514 1,G000 .1379 ,7334 ,683S .2200 .2992 -.6737 .5189 1,0193
,5400 -,7608 4955 1.05_2 ,3000 .2992 -,7012 ,5123 1.0303
,5800 -,7932 4857 1,0747 ,3800 ,2992 -,7698 ,4925 1.0633
,8200 -.7821 4901 1,_673 ,4600 .2992 -.7265 .5057 1,0412
.6600 -.7716 4951 1.0589 ,5400 .2992 -,7535 ,4959 1,6575
,7000 -,6567 5228 1,0130 .6200 .2992 -.7729 .4931 1.0621
,7500 -*4785 5698 .9376 ,7000 ,2992 -,6455 ,5278 1,0049
.8000 -,3656 5980 ._920 .8000 ,2992 -,3753 ,5979 .8934
,8500 -.2480 6298 .8439 ,9000 ,2992 -,1400 .6616 ,7948
*9000 -.1332 ,6620 ,79_2 .1_0 .Z3_Z -.2634 ,6257 ,8503
,9500 -,0034 ,6947 .7437 .2000 .2362 -.3783 .5965 .8957
.9750 .0620 .7131 .7152 .3500 .2362 -.4714 .5708 .9360
1.0000 .1379 ,7334 .6_35 .4500 *2362 -,3843 .5951 ,8978
,5500 ,2362 -.2732 .6244 ,8522
.6500 .236Z -,0664 .6795 .7672
.7500 ,2362 ,2264 ,7571 .6460
,_000 ,2362 .3249 .7834 .6035
.8500 .2362 .3931 ,8007 ,5750
.9000 ,2362 *4337 ,8122 ,5556
,9500 .2362 ,4378 .8127 ,5549
TEST 137 PT _,37fl_ PSI CN ,5116 CD1 .00891 C000R1 .00860
RUN 61 TT 104.3471 K CH -,1440 COZ .G_896 COCOR2 ,00866
POINT 3 RC 39.9405 _ILLION CC ,0182 CO3 .00863 CDCO_3 ,00838
HACH .7411 C04 *00836 COCOA4 *00813
ALPHA -*4944 OEG C05 .00810 CDCOR5 *00784
_PPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP P_L/PI _L_C XIC CP P_LIP1 _LOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT HLOC
0,0000 1,1176 ,992_ ,1035 0.0030 1.1178 ,9926 .1035 ,5000 ,4921 -,7736 ,4919 1.0642
,0040 .7040 ,8831 .4271 ,0040 ,46_2 ,8174 .546_ .5000 ,4255 -.7879 ,4861 1,0739
.0080 .43_6 .8126 .5551 *005_ .6351 .8656 .4608 .5000 .3609 -.7844 .4911 1.0656
,0150 .0610 ,7114 .7179 .0230 ,0812 .7173 .7087 .5000 .2953 -.8158 .4782 1.0874
,0250 -,3266 .6094 ._756 .0500 -.1052 .6_85 .7842 .SCOC .2297 -.8087 .4820 1,0809
*0400 --.6296 .5280 I._045 .1000 -,1919 .6438 .8223 .5_00 *1640 -,7769 .4938 1.0611
°0600 -,8171 ,4818 I,U812 ,1500 -.2520 ,_307 .8424 ,5OGG ,09_4 -,7636 ,4967 1,0562
,0800 -.7768 ,4904 1,ubb7 .2000 -,3365 ,5090 ,8762 ,5000 ,0328 -.7753 ,4915 1.0_48
.1000 -.7006 ,5087 1,036Z .25_0 -.4034 .5878 ,909Z .5000 -*0328 -,7934 ,4889 1,0693
.1400 -.7343 .5019 1._475 ,3500 -,4509 .5764 .9272 .5000 -.0984 -.8322 .4753 1.0924
,1800 -.7187 .5097 I.u345 .4500 -.3806 .5995 .8909 .5500 -,1640 -.8121 .48ZI 1.0808
.2200 -.7554 ,4927 1.U52_ ,5500 -,2_52 .6276 ,8472 ,5_00 -,2297 -,8147 ,4807 1,0831
.2600 -.7614 ,49_1 1,0588 ,6500 -,0561 ,6810 ,7649 .5000 -,2953 -.8069 .4818 1,0812
.3000 -,7757 .4894 1,_6_5 .7500 .2300 .7563 .6473 .5_00 -.3t09 -,8266 ,4768 1,0898
.3400 -,7841 ,4912 1_0685 .bOO0 ,3377 ,7860 ,5993 ,5000 -.4_55 -,8147 ,4809 1,0829
.3_00 -.7940 .4840 1,_77_ .85U0 .4135 .HOT8 .5631 .5_C_ -.4921 -.8186 .4805 1.0835
.4200 -.8107 ,4815 1.0818 ,9000 .4440 .8153 .5505 ,0600 .2992 -.732_ .5006 1,0496
.4600 -,8093 .4852 1.U755 ,95u0 ,4435 .8139 .5520 .1400 ._992 -,7322 .4978 1.0543
,5000 -,7763 ,4933 1.o81_ 1.0000 .1341 .7316 ,68_3 .2200 .2992 -.7541 .4963 1.0568
.5400 -.7702 .4928 1,0_25 .30US ,_9_ -.7652 ,49Z4 1.0633
*5800 -,7979 .4_77 1.0713 .3000 ._92 -*8334 ,47Z_ 1.0972
.62J0 -.8117 .4807 1.0_31 ,4600 ._992 -.0393 ,4721 1.0978
°6600 -°7960 .4_63 L._7_6 .54('_ .2992 -.786o .4846 1,07_6
*7000 -.6_6b *52GU 1.U177 .620_ .29;2 -.7953 .4844 1.076U
*7500 -,4758 ,5697 ._377 .7000 .2992 -.6569 .5203 1.0171
.8000 -,3692 .59_2 ,_930 .BGO0 .2_Z -.3757 ._983 ,8928
.8500 -.2507 ,63_3 ,8432 .0000 ,_992 -,1317 ,6596 ,7979
.9000 -.1279 ,6633 .7223 .IG00 .2362 -.1957 *6462 .8165
*9500 -*0066 *6962 .7_15 ._000 .2382 -.3219 .8111 .8729
,9750 ,0619 ,712_ .71_b ,3500 ._362 -.4319 .5817 ,9188
1.0000 .1341 .7316 .6_63 .4500 .2362 -.3542 ,8020 .8870
.5500 .2362 -.2522 *6282 .8463
.8500 ,2362 -,0594 ,6776 ,7702
.75_C .2362 .2312 .7576 ,6452
,8000 *_382 .3331 .7843 ,6021
._500 .2362 .4044 .8023 .5723
,9000 .2382 ,43?7 .8117 ,5565
,9500 *2362 ,4445 .8131 .5541
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 66.3711 PSX CN .5990 C01 ,0095% CDCOR1 .00918
RUN 61 TT 104.3754 K CH -.1468 C02 ,O0961 CDCOR2 .00926
POINT % RC 39.96_2 HILLION CC .0169 C03 .00933 CDCOR3 ,00906
MACH .7425 C04 .00910 COCOR% .00880
ALPHA -._005 OEG C05 .00876 CDCOR5 .00861
UPPER SURFACE LOWER _URFAC£ SPANdISE
XIC CP P/LIPT _L0C XIC CP P,LIPT NLOC XlC YIC CP PeLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1627 .9988 .0418 0.0000 1.1427 .9988 .0418 .5000 .6921 -.8975 .6592 1.1201
.0040 .6382 .8654 .4611 .C060 .5655 .8607 .5063 .5000 .4265 -.9179 .6514 1.1338
• 0080 *3607 .7905 .5917 .0080 .7223 .8883 .6166 .5000 .3609 -.9187 .6S05 1.1356
.0150 -.0271 .6290 .7526 .0230 .1823 .7418 .6703 .5000 .2953 -.9304 .6459 1.1436
.0250 -.6092 .58(=6 .9111 .0500 -.0246 .6895 ,7518 .5000 .2297 -.9191 .6525 1.1319
• 0400 -,7066 .5068 1.0627 .1000 -.1291 .6615 .7950 .5000 .1640 -.8736 .6660 1.1084
• 0600 -*9098 .4513 1.1339 .1500 -.2031 .6603 .8276 .5000 .0984 -.8922 .6576 1.1230
• 0800 -.9655 .4630 1,A487 .2000 -,2810 .6229 .8546 ,5000 ,0328 -.8871 .6578 1.1226
• 1000 -.9023 ,6590 1.1204 ,2500 -,3538 .6023 ,8865 ,5000 -.0328 -.8875 .4587 1.1210
• 1400 -.8674 .4697 1.1020 .3500 -.4016 ,5886 .9079 .5(`00 -.0984 -.9131 .4553 1.1270
• 1800 -.8276 .6754 1.0922 .4500 -.3324 .6040 .8827 ,5000 -.1660 -.9001 ,4557 1,1263
• 2200 -.8031 .4830 1.0793 .5500 -.2602 .6300 .8438 .5000 -.2297 -.9023 .4572 1,1237
• 2600 -.7769 .6917 1.0666 .6500 -.0541 .6804 .7659 .5000 -.2953 -.8957 .4807 1,1176
• 3000 -.8516 ,4890 1,1031 .7500 ,2390 ,T607 ,6603 ,5000 -.3609 -.9061 ,6546 1,1281
• 3400 -*8763 .4623 1.1147 .8000 .3432 .7865 .5986 .5000 -.4255 -.9178 .4697 1.1368
• 3800 -.9010 .4537 1.1298 .8500 .4169 .8_62 .5557 .5000 -.69Z1 -.9137 .4539 1.1295
• 4200 -,8861 .6513 1.1166 .9000 .6433 .8137 ,5531 .0600 .2992 -.8303 .6730 1.0962
• 4600 -,8809 ,4640 1.1118 .9500 .6488 ,8141 .5525 .1400 .2992 -.8769 .4621 1.1151
• 5000 -.906Z .6544 1.1286 1.0000 .1257 .7279 .6921 .2200 .2992 -.7791 .4863 1.0737
• 5600 -.8974 ,4551 1.1274 .3000 .2992 -.8359 ,4725 1,0972
• 5800 -.8966 .%563 1.1253 .3800 .2992 -.8975 .9579 1.1225
• 6200 -.8883 .4624 1.11_b .4600 .2992 -.9172 .9501 1.1362
• 6600 -.7995 .6826 1.08(`3 .5600 .2992 -.9175 .4502 1.1359
• 7000 -.6169 .5328 .9967 .62OO .2992 -._279 .6727 1.0969
• 7500 -.4746 .5720 .9341 .7000 .2992 -.6165 .5298 1.OO16
,8000 -.3596 .5999 .8903 .8000 .2992 -.3708 .5973 .8944
• 8500 -.2396 ,6305 .8428 .9000 .2992 -.1251 .6588 .7992
• 9000 -.1291 .6620 .7942 .1000 .2362 -.1295 ,6599 .7974
.9500 .0003 .6945 .7460 .2000 .2362 -,2723 .6ZZZ .8556
• 9750 *0605 o7109 .7167 ,3500 .2362 -.3962 ,5888 .9076
1,0000 ,1257 .7279 .6921 .6500 .2362 -.3317 ,6060 .8808
• 5500 .2362 -.2371 .6312 .8418
.(=500 .23(=2 -,0629 .6839 .7604
.7500 .2362 .2369 .7568 .6665
• 8000 .2362 .3390 .7852 .6007
.8500 *2362 °6097 ,8068 .5682
.9000 .2362 .6453 .8132 °55%0
.9500 .2362 .6501 .8140 .5526
TEST 137 PT 6_.5210 PSI CN .6785 CDI .01027 CDCOR1 .00986
RUN 41 TT 102.2627 K C_ -.1463 C02 .01045 COCOR2 .01000
POINT 5 RC 60,0751 MILLION CC .0136 C03 .01015 CDCOR3 .00979
HACH .7429 CO4 • (.0963 CDCOR4 .00930
ALPHA .5091 OEG C05 .00903 COCOR5 .00867
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANgXSE
XIC OP P_LIPT /_LOC XIC CP P#LIPT /_LOC XIC YIC CP PeLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1.1391 .9978 .0558 0.0000 1.1391 .9978 .0558 .5(,00 ,4921 -.9253 ,4523 1.1324
• 0060 .5773 .8474 °6964 .0040 .6195 *8602 .4711 .50(,(` .6265 -.9720 .4364 1.16(`7
.0080 .2737 .7692 .6261J .0080 ,7870 ,9039 .3844 .5000 .3609 -.9521 .4405 1.1533
.0150 -*1042 .6686 .7842 .0230 .2556 .7616 .6390 .5000 .2953 -.9270 .6471 1.1615
°0250 -.4928 ,5650 .9653 .0500 °0454 .7050 .7280 °5000 ,2297 -.9483 .4439 1.1973
• 0600 -e7999 .6829 1.O796 .1000 -.0709 .6767 .7718 .5000 *1640 -*9595 .4417 181511
.0600 -1,0055 .6293 1.1735 .1_00 -.1666 .6_84 .8000 .5000 .0984 -. 969_, .435_) 1.1623
•0800 -1,0315 .4184 1.1936 .gO_ -.2369 .6306 .8%29 .5000 .0320 -.9129 .4545 1.1286
• 1000 -1.0319 .6232 1.1047 .2500 -.3081 .6146 .b677 .SUOU -.0328 -.9073 .4536 1.1301
.1600 -.9987 .4302 1.1718 .3500 -.3669 .5990 .8919 .5000 -.0984 -.9030 .6589 1.1209
• 1800 -.9867 .4352 1.1629 .4500 -.3042 .6167 .8676 .5000 -.1640 -*8957 .45(=2 1.1255
• 2200 -.9700 .4364 1.1607 .550U -.2319 .6346 .8368 .5000 -.22_7 -.8890 .4599 1.1191
•?600 -.9768 .6387 L.1_66 .6500 -*0300 .6837 .7610 ,500(, -.2953 -.9179 .6689 1.1385
.3000 -.9980 .4295 1.1732 .7500 .2402 .7(=02 .6412 .5(.00 -.3609 -.9613 .6381 1.1577
.36OD -.9632 .4376 1.15_b ._(`O0 .3666 .7877 .5967 .5000 -.6_'65 -.9750 .4367 1.1601
• 3800 -.8296 ,4731 1.09_3 .85_0 .4333 .8114 .5572 .5000 -.4921 -.9608 ,6402 1.1538
• 6200 -.90_4 .9553 1.1272 .9000 .4543 .8157 .5699 .0600 .2992 -.9188 .4531 1.1310
.6600 -.9192 .4524 1.1322 .9500 .4551 .8161 .5493 .1400 .299Z -1.0219 .4241 1.1829
.5000 -.9491 .4609 1.1525 1.0030 .18(`6 .7276 ,6927 .2200 .2992 -,9869 .4313 1.1698
.5600 -.9226 .4519 1.1331 .3000 ,2992 -.904U .4560 1.1294
• 5800 -.9635 .4387 1.1566 .3800 .2992 -.9611 .4413 1.1520 el.
• 6200 -.9197 .9545 1.1286 .6600 .2992 -. 9461 .4451 1.1951
• 6600 -.8619 .6707 1.1005 .5400 .2992 -,9438 .4457 1.1462
•7000 -.5867 .5402 .9850 .b200 .299Z -,9130 .6696 1.1372
•7500 -.4603 .5764 .9274 .7000 .2992 -.6032 .5353 .9930
•8000 -.3685 .6014 .8881 .8000 ,2992 -.3621 .598_ .8920
• 8_00 -,2391 .6322 o84U4 .9000 .2992 -.1307 .bb1% .7954
.9000 -.1215 .6633 .7925 . lO_,f .2362 -.0691 .6777 .7703 _ll
• 9500 -.0014 .6956 .7_25 ,2000 *23(=2 -.ZISZ .6359 .8368
• 9750 ,0617 .7105 .7194 .3500 .2362 -.3495 .6019 ,887%
1,0000 .1204 .7276 ,o927 .4500 .2362 -.3037 .6150 .8670
• 55_0 .2362 -.2183 .6387 ,8303
.6500 .2362 -*0378 .6856 .7580
.7500 .2362 .2453 ,7598 ,6419
• 8000 *Z3(=Z .3456 .7868 .5982
.8500 .23(=2 .4239 .8067 .5619
.9000 .2362 .4506 .8156 ,5500
.9500 .2362 .65ZI ,8158 .5698
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 64,5272 PSI CN .7578 C01 .01086 COCOR1 .0104U
RUN 41 TT 102,6384 K CH -,1460 CUE ,01091 COCORZ ,01043
POINT 6 RC 39.7705 _[LLION CC .0107 C03 ,_1057 COCOR3 .01013
_ACH ,T6UZ CO4 ,01007 COCOR4 ,OOg&3
ALPHA 1,0160 OEG CD5 ,01017 CDCOR5 .00976
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIPT MLOC XIC CP PeLIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 1,1437 ,9999 ,0141 O,O00G 1.1437 .9999 ,0142 .50uO .4921 -1.0769 ,4110 1,Z071
.0040 ,4950 .8289 .517Z .0040 ,6831 .8775 ,4381 ,5000 ,4255 -1,0T37 ,4163 1,1973
*0080 *2002 ,7498 *6579 *OUSO *8508 ,9219 .3443 *SGO0 ,3609 -1.0845 *4057 1.2171
,0150 -.1632 ,6514 *8107 ,0230 ,3372 ,7869 ,5980 *5000 .2953 -1,0895 .4083 1,2122
,0250 -.5698 ,5463 ,9751 ,0500 ,1208 ,7302 ,6888 *5000 .zig7 -1,0730 ,4086 1*Z11_
.0400 -*890g ,4654 1,1095 .1000 -,0161 ,6921 .7479 ,5000 ,1540 -1,0215 .4263 1,1789
.0600 -1*0862 ,4095 1.Z_99 .1500 -,0964 .6712 ,7802 *500U .0984 -1.0073 .4317 1.1691
*0800 -1*1193 .3989 1*12_9 ,ZOO0 -.18g5 ,6460 ,819U ,5000 .03Z8 -1,0153 .4242 1,18Z7
,1000 -1o1189 ,4008 1o2163 ,2500 -oZbOb °6255 ,8_07 .5000 -.0328 -1.0233 ,4268 1°1780
,1400 -1*0897 ,4066 1.2153 ,3500 -,3308 ,5096 ,8754 *5000 -,0984 -1,0403 .4Z58 1.1798
,1800 -1.0932 ,4091 1,2106 ,4500 -,Z742 ,6275 ,8476 ,5000 -,1640 -,99_8 .4349 1.1533
.ZZO0 -1.085z .4081 1.11z4 ._53_ -,z148 .6431 .8281 ,50uo -.2Z97 -1,0097 ,4264 1,1788
,2600 -1.0790 ,4104 1.2U82 *5500 -,_305 ,6879 ,7545 ,5000 -.1953 -1.0Z75 ,4240 1.1832
,3000 -1,11&0 ,4051 1,Z1_0 .7500 ,Z510 ,7634 ,6361 ,5000 -,3509 -1,0347 .4216 1.1875
,3400 -1,1000 o4015 1,224_ ,8000 .3_02 ,7889 ,5948 .SCO& -.4255 -1,0430 .4235 1.1839
,3800 -1.1230 ,3994 l.ZZe9 .8530 ,4373 ,8133 .5539 ,5000 -,4921 -1,0483 ,4ZZZ 1,1855
.4200 -1,0313 ,4196 1,1969 .g&O0 ,4587 .8178 .5_63 .0600 .zqgz -.9705 .4401 1,1540
,4600 -1,0338 .4233 1.1844 ,gSUO *4579 *8183 .545§ .1400 .2992 -1*1Z25 ,4014 1.2231
.5000 -1.039T .4231 1.1847 1,0000 .1169 .7289 .6907 *Z200 *zgqz -1.1160 .4031 I.ZZIB
°5400 -1,053_ .4140 1,2U14 ,3_00 ,2992 -1o0198 .4281 1o1756
*5800 -,8983 ,4599 1.1192 .3800 ,1991 -1.0636 .4144 1*2007
.5200 -.7952 .4902 1*0671 .4600 .Z_gZ -1.0798 .411Z l. ZO&b
.6600 -.6729 ,520_ 1.0171 ,540U .299Z -1.0422 .4237 1,1835
.7000 -,5389 ,5516 ,9666 ,6200 ,2992 -.7640 .4963 1,0570
,7500 -*4513 ,5765 ,9272 *7¢00 .2992 -.5541 ,5493 .9703
.8000 -.3561 ,b016 *8e78 *EOOb ,zggz -.3601 ,6019 ,8874
,8500 -*2447 ,6340 .8376 ,9000 ,2992 -,1297 ,6632 .79Z5
,9000 -.131_ ,6639 ,7914 .1000 .2362 -*OZOZ .6917 ,748&
.9533 -.007Z .6951 .7433 ,2000 ,136Z -.1705 ,6540 °8067
,9750 ,0566 ,7138 ,7143 ,3500 ,2382 -,3129 °5143 ,8681
1,0000 ,116g .7Z89 ,6967 .4500 ,136Z -*Z785 *6Z4S *8_ZZ
.5500 .2362 -.1978 *6446 ,8212
,6500 ,2362 -,0326 ,6898 .7_14
,7500 .1362 ,2501 ,7639 ,6353
.8000 ,2362 ,3486 ,T897 ,5934
,850_ .2362 °4277 ,8098 ,5599
.go00 ,2362 ,4540 ,8172 ,5474
,9500 ,2362 .4531 ,8173 ,5471
TEST 137 PT 63,349& PSI CN ,8378 COl ,01642 COCORI ,01592
RUN 41 TT 100,8036 K CM -.1548 CD2 °01443 CDCORZ ,01388
POINT 7 RC 40.1763 MILLION CC *0113 C03 ,01365 COCOR3 ,01319
IdACH ,7411 C04 ,01418 COCOR4 ,0137Z
ALPHA 1,5069 OEG C05 .01318 COCOA5 ,01ZTO
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWZSE
XIC CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC _IC YIC CP PeLIPT BLOC
0,0000 1,1422 .9990 ,03_9 0.0000 1,1421 .9990 ,0389 ,5000 ,49Z1 -1.1790 ,3833 1,1600
,0040 .4385 ,8133 ,_541 ,0043 .7357 ,8915 ,4104 ,5000 ,4Z65 -1.1730 .3836 1,1594
,0080 °1467 ,7340 ,6829 ,&uSo ,8_95 ,9314 ,3Z17 ,5000 ,3609 -1,1784 .3834 1.2598
• 0150 -,2138 ,6364 . t_340 .0230 .3909 ,7990 ,5781 .5000 ,2953 -1,18_0 ,3792 1,2682
,0250 -°6203 ,5304 1 .t, OlC ,0500 ,1749 ,7436 ,6677 ,50u(_ ,2Z97 -1,1t_83 ,3796 1,1674
,0400 -°91ZZ ,4529 1,1315 .1000 ,0277 ,7039 .7299 ,5000 .1640 -1,1856 .3809 1,2649
• 0600 -1,1112 ,3976 1,2325 ,1500 -,0592 .6792 .,768:3 .500G .09tJ4 -1.1815 ,3819 1.2627
.0800 -1.1758 .3041 1*2515 .2000 -,1599 .6516 .8107 .5(,00 ,O3Z_ -1.0858 .4093 1,2106
,l&O0 -1,1714 ,3846 1,1575 .2500 -,13G5 ,6319 ,8409 ,5(,&0 -,032U -1.166U ,3874 1.2522
• 1400 -1.1546 ,3901 1,24_ ,3500 -.3049 ,6142 ,8683 ,SGOb -,0984 -1,2087 .3752 1,2761
,1800 -1.1567 .3863 1,2542 ,4500 -,`)600 ,6163 ,8497 .5000 -.1640 -1,2204 .3700 1.1864
,2200 -1,1558 ,38_1 1,2_07 ,5500 -,2071 ,638_ ,8303 ,5000 -.2297 -1.1172 ,39_4 1.2311
,2600 -1.1634 ,3875 1,2520 ,5530 -,0269 ,68_9 .7530 ,5G00 -,2953 -1,1056 ,4000 1.2281
,3000 -1°1772 ,3825 1,Z61_ ,7500 ,2557 .7636 ,o359 ,SGOO -,3609 -1.1172 .3974 1.23Z9
• 3400 -1,1884 ,38C,8 1,2649 .8000 .356Z .7907 ,5919 ,5000 -,4265 -1.1309 ,3927 1,2419
,3800 -1°2003 ,3743 1,2776 ,8500 ,4314 ,8095 .5b06 *SG(_C -,4921 -1.1126 ,4002 1,2275
• 4200 -1.2114 ,3734 1.27_5 ,9000 ,4603 ,8177 .5466 .0600 .2991 -1,0055 .4266 1,1786
,4600 -1.1517 ,3899 1,2474 ,9500 ,4583 ,8177 ,5467 .1400 ,2992 -1,1754 ,3853 1.2562
,5000 -1°1168 ,39_1 Z,_Z_b 1,0000 ,1130 ,7Z49 ,6971 .ZEO& .2992 -1.1907 ,3804 1,1658
,5400 -1,1365 ,395_ 1.2359 .3000 .2992 -1.1237 ,4005 1,1270
• 5800 -1,1832 ,3828 leZbLO .38_,u ,299Z -1.1533 .3897 1.1470
.6200 -1,0514 .4169 1,1963 .4600 .2992 -1.1837 .3836 1*2595
• 6600 -*7385 ,4983 1.0539 • 540(: ,2992 -1.2107 .3764 1,173&
.7000 -.5158 .5583 .95_3 ,6200 .1991 -1,0869 .4093 1.1105
• 7500 -.4206 ,5825 ,glt_G .7600 .2991 -*5034 .5637 ,9476
• 8000 -*3363 .6053 ._23 .8&00 .zggz -*3141 .6091 ,87b4
•8500 -.2138 ,6346 ,_369 .9(,_0 .2992 -* 1197 ,6634 ,7925
,9000 -o1182 *&643 .7911 • lb0_, .;'362 ,U247 ,7015 ,7337
• 9500 -*0075 ,&g29 ,?470 *2000 .2301 -*1329 *6594 ,7987
.9750 *0574 ,710G ,7264 .3500 .236, ) -,Z877 ,619_ ,t_598
1,0GO0 .1130 .7149 .6972 ,45G0 *?352 -.2551 ,6Z69 ,8488
• 55(,0 ,2361 -*1934 ,6430 ,8140
,6500 ,2361 -*OZgl ,6890 *7530
• 75U0 ,Z36Z ,Z494 ,76Z4 ,6380
• _GbO .236Z .3575 ,7920 .5898
• 85UU ,2361 ,4188 .8081 .5631
• guo0 .236`) .4552 ,8174 .5471
• (*_GO ,_3bZ .4513 ,8166 ,5486
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TEST 137 Pl 61.37V3 PSI CN .8973 CO1 ,02103 CDCOR1 ,02023
RUN 41 TT 99.2827 K CN -.15€0 CO2 .02100 C000R2 .0201€
POINI 8 RC 39.7576 MILLION CC .0094 CO3 .01707 COCOR3 ,01634
HACH .7402 CO4 ,0170€ CDCOR4 ,01638
ALPHA 2,0051 OEG C05 .01338 CDCOR5 ,01261
UPPER SURFACE LOdER SURFACE SPANdI$E
XIC CP P,LIPI _LOC XlC CP PpLIPI HLOC XIC TIC CP P_LIP| HLOC
0.0000 1.1383 .9983 .5¢93 U.U300 1.1383 .99_3 .0¢93 .5000 .€921 -1.2500 .370_ 1.2858
. ,0040 ,3790 ,7977 ,5804 ,0040 .7818 ,9047 ,3829 ,5000 *¢265 -1,265€ ,3688 1,2888
• 0080 ,0618 ,7158 .7115 ,0080 .9425 ,9663 *Z832 .5000 ,3809 -1,2587 ,3677 1,2911
• 0150 -,3004 .6166 .8649 .0230 .4511 .8166 .5%86 .5000 .2953 -1,Z548 .3653 1,2958
• 0150 -,6832 ,5151 1.0261 ,0500 ,2150 .75€4 .6508 ,5000 .2297 -1.25€9 .3642 1.2981
• 0400 -.9792 .6387 1.1569 .1000 ,0686 .7169 .7097 .5006 .1640 -1,2444 ,38¢5 1,2974
• 0600 -1.1868 .3842 1.258€ ,1500 -.0217 .6939 ,7656 ,5000 ,0984 -1.Z¢OZ ,3659 1o2945
• 0800 -1,2362 .3873 1,2918 ,2000 -,1111 ,6672 .7867 °5000 .0328 -1,2725 ,357Z 1.3126
• 1000 -1,2632 ,3655 1.2956 ,2500 -,2003 ,6431 .8239 ,SGCO -.0328 -1.26€0 .3718 1.2828
.1400 -1,2337 ,3734 1.2796 .3500 -,2735 ,6238 .8537 .5000 -,0984 -1.25€€ .3668 1.2989
• 1800 -1.2512 ,3711 1.28€1 .6500 -.2425 .6336 .8389 .5000 -.1840 -1,2864 ,3586 1,3096
.2200 -1,2392 ,3725 1.2816 .5500 -.1967 °8¢63 ,8190 .5000 -,2297 -1,2736 °382¢ 1.3017
• 2600 -1,2415 .3728 1.2813 ,6500 -,0362 ,6866 ,7568 ,5000 -,2953 -1.1637 ,3861 1,25€6
• 3000 -1.25€6 *3666 1.2936 ,7500 ,2434 .7626 ,6377 .5000 -,3809 -1.1573 .3858 1.2552
• 3400 -1,2636 ,3666 1.2936 .8000 .3527 ,7915 ,5908 ,5000 -,4265 -1.1766 ,3833 1,2801
• 3800 -1.2725 ,3606 1,305€ ,8500 ,4366 ,8139 .5533 .5000 -.4921 -1.1669 .3900 1.24T1
,4200 -1.2800 .3575 1.3_16 .9000 .4572 ,8192 .5442 *0600 .2992 -1,0679 ,€155 1,1991
,4600 -1,2892 ,3579 1.3108 ,9500 ,6699 ,8161 ,5495 ,1600 .2992 -1.2675 .3692 1,2880
• 5000 -1.2633 .3598 1,3070 1,0000 ,0933 .7221 .7017 ,2200 .2992 -1.2690 ,3637 1,2991
• 5600 -1,1869 ,3799 1._668 .3000 .2992 -1.232€ .3711 1.2862
.5800 -1,2306 .375€ 1.2757 ,3800 ,2992 -1.2272 .3735 1.2795
.6200 -1.0710 .6133 1.2030 .¢600 .2992 -1.2502 ,3664 1.2936
,6600 -,6301 .5318 ,9989 ,5600 .2992 -1,2758 .3613 1,3060
• 7000 -,5029 ,5657 .9¢¢6 ,6200 .2992 -.9509 ,4€82 1.1399
.7500 -,4165 .50¢8 ,9145 .7000 .2992 -.5008 .5666 .9432
• 8000 -.3191 ,6093 .8762 .CO00 .2992 -,3250 ,6135 ,8696
• 8500 -,2215 ,6366 .8339 .9000 .2992 -.1304 .6669 .7903
• 9000 -.1153 .6665 .7909 .1000 .2362 .0635 .7125 .7166
• 9500 -.0167 ,6912 .7696 .2000 .Z3bZ -.10€5 ,6682 .7852
• 9750 ,0633 .707¢ .7245 .3500 .2362 -.2713 .6252 ,8515
1,0000 .0933 ,7221 ,7017 .4500 .2362 -.2€44 ,6329 .8397
,5500 .2362 -,1807 .6499 .8134
• 6500 .2362 -.0247 .6917 .7689
• 7500 .2362 .2461 ,7632 ,6367
,8000 ,2362 ,3590 .7921 ,5898
• 8500 ,2362 .4278 .8107 .5587
.9000 ,2362 .€528 ,8169 ,5481
• 9500 .2362 .4518 .8159 .5499
TEST 137 PT 60,6593 PS[ CN ,9485 CDI .02727 CDCOR1 ,02821
RU_ 41 TT " 9_,1678 K CN -.1601 CD2 .02814 COCOR2 .02698
POINT 9 RC 39,9505 _ILLION CC .0109 C03 .02563 COCOR3 .02475
NACH .7398 CD4 .0200_ COCOR4 .01916
ALPHA 2.4952 OEG CD5 .01440 COCOR5 ,01340
UPPER SURFACE LflWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP PpLIPT HLOC XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP P*LIPT NLQC
0.0000 1.1317 ,9968 ,0684 0.0000 1.1317 ,9968 ,088€ ,5000 .6921 -1.2937 ,35¢0 1,3189
.0060 ,3277 °78¢2 ,6029 °0060 .8213 ,9131 ,3648 .5000 .4265 -1.3022 ,3516 1.3239
.0080 .0333 .70¢8 .7288 ,0080 ,9699 ,9539 ,2620 ,5G00 .3609 -1,3158 .3¢93 1.3287
,0150 -,3601 .6021 .8876 ,0230 ,6966 ,8294 ,5286 ,5000 .2953 -1,3162 .3500 1.3273
.0250 -.7395 ,4999 1.0515 ,0500 ,2606 ,7665 ,6316 .5000 .2297 -1,3111 .3500 1.3273
,0600 -1,0134 ,4248 1.1821 ,1000 .1073 .7225 .7012 .5000 .1640 -1,3138 .3500 1.3273
.0600 -1,2639 .3710 1.2_46 ,1500 .0002 ,6960 .762¢ .5CGO .098¢ -1.3055 .3507 1.3258
.0800 -1.2881 .35¢6 1.3178 .2000 -.0926 .6732 .7777 .5000 .0328 -1.3631 ,3351 1.3587
.i000 -1.2959 .3551 1.3167 ,2500 -.1804 ,6¢96 .8160 .5000 -.0328 -1.3180 .3448 1,3381
.1600 -1,2593 ,3591 1.308% ,3500 -,2630 ,6263 ,8500 ,5000 -,0984 -1.2993 ,35¢2 1,3185
.leO0 -1.28€6 °3572 1,3124 .¢500 -,2510 ,6278 ,8€7b .5000 -.1640 -1,3163 .3¢9¢ 1.3286
,2200 -1,2775 .3583 1*3102 .5500 -.1fl71 .6467 ,6184 .5000 -.2297 -1.3265 .3¢47 1,3383
*2600 -1,2774 .3584 1.3100 .6500 -.0374 .6863 .7574 .5000 -.2953 -1.2418 .3699 1.2868
.3000 -1.2961 .3532 1*3206 .7500 .2404 .7610 .6403 *5000 -,3609 -1.2201 .3749 1.2769
.3600"-1,3083 .3513 1,3246 .8000 .341€ .7855 *0007 .SGuO -*4265 -1.2256 .3734 1.2798
.3800 -I,3284 *3468 1,33€0 ,8500 .4305 ,8110 .5583 .5000 -.4921 -1.1398 .3928 1.2419
.¢ZO0 -1.3339 ,36¢0 1,3399 ,90UO ,¢539 .8159 .5682 .0600 .?992 -1.0880 .4051 1,2185
.4600 -1,3573 ,3385 1,3515 .9500 .4€68 ,8138 ,5535 .1600 ,2992 -1.3095 .3555 1.3157
.5000 -1.3678 .3342 1.30C7 1,0000 .0804 .7196 .7057 .2200 .2992 -1.3223 .3507 1,3258
,5400 -1,3340 .3428 1.3€23 .3000 *2992 -1.3119 ,3514 1,3243
.5800 -1,3452 ,3370 1,_535 .3800 .2992 -1.2796 ,3585 1.3098
.8200 -1.1€12 .3960 1,2357 .480_ ,2992 -1.3025 .3537 1,3196
.6600 -.6644 .5217 1.015€ ,5¢00 .2992 -1,3120 .3¢¢8 1,3381
.7000 -,5235 ,5576 .9575 .6200 .2992 -1.2391 .3708 1.2850
.7500 -.6293 .584€ ,9152 ,7000 .2992 -,5564 ,5502 .9694
,8000 -.3262 .6112 .eT3¢ ,8000 ,2992 -,3218 .6110 .8737
,8500 -,2307 ,6364 .834€ ,9000 ,2992 -,1258 ,6819 ,7950
,9000 -.1228 .6630 .7934 ,1000 .2362 .0991 .7228 ,7007
.9500 -,0273 ,6893 ,7_27 .2000 .2362 -.0837 .6737 .7T68
.9750 .0243 .7024 .7325 .3500 .2362 -.2536 *6274 .8¢83
1,0000 ,0806 .7196 .7057 .€500 .2362 -*230¢ ,6377 ,8324
.5500 ,2362 -.1859 .6453 ,8206
.6500 .2362 -.026€ .6927 .7475
.7500 ,2362 .2612 ,762¢ .6382
.8000 .2362 .3€23 .7882 .5963
.8500 °2362 .4162 .8072 .5648
,9000 .2362 .€52€ .8172 .5¢77
,9500 ,2362 .4488 .8160 .5497
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 P] 6C,bbZl PSI CN .9680 C01 .03700 COCORI .03590
RUN 41 TT 98.1844 K CM -.1§87 C02 ,03703 CDCOR2 ,0358§
POINT 10 RC 40,0596 MILLION CC ,01Z3 C03 ,03835 COCOR3 ,03714
EkCH ,7434 C04 ,02406 CDCOR4 *02299
ALPHA 3,0U82 OEG C05 .01664 COCOR§ *01555
UPPER SURFACE LOdER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP PwLIPT ML_C XIC CP PpLIPT _LOC XlC YIC CP PpLIPT HLOC
0.0000 1,1297 .9959 .077Z OtO000 1.1297 ,g959 .0772 .5000 ,4921 -1.3430 ,3409 1.3464
,0040 ,3044 .7754 *6171 ,0040 ,8511 *gz17 .3451 .5000 .4253 -1.3541 .3383 1.3520
,0080 -,0017 ,6934 ,7464 ,OU8u ,9952 ,9605 .2417 .5000 ,3609 -1,3226 ,3371 1.3546
.0150 -,3902 ,5918 .9036 .0230 ,5396 ,8396 ,5087 .5000 .2953 -1.3511 .3351 1.3586
• 0250 -.7826 ,4876 1.0720 .0500 .2871 .7708 .6Z46 ,5000 .2297 -1.3516 ,3366 1,3556
• 0400 -1,0384 ,4155 1,1991 .1000 .1294 ,7300 ,6895 ,5000 ,1540 -1,3460 .3393 1.3497
.0600 -1.2250 .3642 1,29_Z ,1500 *0333 ,7027 ,7320 ,5000 ,0984 -1,3664 ,3276 1.3750
,0800 -1.3059 .3459 1.3358 .2000 -.0694 ,6795 .7680 .5000 .0328 -1,4096 ,3225 1.3862
.1000 -1,3137 ,3467 1.3342 .2500 -,1585 ,6533 ,8082 ,5000 -,0328 -1.378Z .3248 1.3811
.1400 -1.30_4 ,3485 1.3303 .3500 -.2532 .6283 .8469 .5000 -,0984 -1.3337 .3425 1.3430
• 1800 -1.3117 .3467 1.3342 ,4500 -.2443 ,6279 ,8476 .5000 -,1640 -1,3225 .3401 1.3481
• 2200 -1,3003 .3476 1.3323 ._500 -.2083 .6366 ,8340 .5000 -.2297 -1,3533 ,3335 1.3621
°2600 -1,3228 ,3462 1.33_1 .6500 -.0441 .6824 ,7634 ,5000 -.2953 -1.2918 .3508 1,3Z55
• 3000 -1.3435 ,3411 1,3450 .7500 .2376 ,7587 .6440 .5000 -,3609 -1,2382 .3503 1.3060
.3400 -1.3122 ,3399 _.3_6 .8000 *3387 .7851 ,6015 .5000 -.4265 -1,2379 *3643 1.2_80
• 3800 -1,3597 .3328 1.3636 ,8500 .4256 .8085 .56Z5 ,5000 -.49Z1 -1.0565 ,4107 1.2081
.4200 -1.3712 .3314 1.3658 .9000 .4429 .8123 .5560 .0_00 .299Z -1.1031 .3990 1.2300
.4600 -113968 .3259 1,378_ ,9500 .4348 ' ,8105 ,5591 ,1400 .2992 -1.2996 .3462 1.3353
• 5000 -1,3927 ,3206 1,3905 k,O000 ,G015 .6956 .7430 ,2200 .2992 -1.3327 ,3393 1.3497
.5400 -1.4200 ,3197 1,3973 13000 .2_92 -1.3297 .3399 1.3486
• 5800 -1.3088 .3434 1.3411 .3800 .2992 -_.3148 ,3472 1.3330
• 6200 -.9449 ,4456 1.1446 .4_00 .2992 -1.3212 .3425 1.3428
• 6600 -.6406 .5223 1,0145 ,5400 ,2992 -1,3616 .3348 1.3594
• 7000 -,5447 .5491 .9712 .62C0 ,2992 -.93U9 .4483 1.1398
• 7500 -,4397 ,5777 .9257 ,7000 .2992 -.5580 ,5438 .9796
,8000 -,3556 ,5969 ,8956 .8000 .Z_92 -,3532 .6020 ,8877
• 8500" -,2489 .6280 .0474 .9000 .2992 -,1563 .6523 .8098
,9000 -.1378 ,6580 .8011 .1000 *2362 .1287 .7300 .6895
• 9500 -10580 .6804 .7665 .Z000 .2362 -,0553 .6814 .7649
• 9750 -,0038 ,6951 .7438 .3500 .2362 -.2432 ,6300 .8442
1*0006 .0015 .6956 .7_30 ,4500 ,2362 -.2400 ,5314 .84Z1
• 5500 .2362 -.1872 .6436 .8232
,6500 .2362 -,0421 ,6822 *7638
• 7500 .2362 .2340 ,7568 .6470
,EO00 .2362 ,3419 .7855 ,6008
• 8500 ,2362 .4155 ,8063 *5662
,9000 .2362 .447_ .8139 .5534
• 9500 .2352 .4326 ,8113 ,5577
TEST 137 PT 59.3154 PSI CN *9944 CD1 *04766 CDCOR1 *04630
RUN 41 TT 97*5336 K CM -.1558 COZ *04579 COCOR2 *04450
POINT 11 RC 39.5201 MILLION CC .0118 C03 .04624 C000R3 .04505
MACH .7422 CD4 *02876 CDCOR4 ,02764
ALPHA 314722 DEG C05 .02062 COCOR_ ,01944
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SP&NWISE
X/C CP P_L/PT HLOC XIC CP PnLIP! MLOC _IC Y/C CP PtLIPT _LOC
0,0000 1.1026 ,989_ .123_ 0,0000 1,1026 .9_95 .1238 .5000 ,4_21 -1.3909 .3308 1.3681
.0040 ,2198 ,7570 .b4b_ ,0040 .9005 .9365 ,3093 .5000 .4255 -1.3704 ,3284 1.3731
.0080 -,11A3 .6708 .7813 .00_0 1.0264 .9694 ,2123 ,_OOD .3609 -1.3638 .3316 1o3663
.0150 -14664 .5753 ,V295 .0230 ._694 ,8497 .4906 .5000 .2953 -1.4073 ,3269 1.3765
,0250 -.8271 .4767 1.0905 .0500 ,3285 .7855 .6007 .500G .2297 -1.3725 .3316 1.3662
.0400 -1.1014 .4049 1.21_b .1000 .1765 .7_67 .6632 .5000 .1640 -1.3542 .3341 1.3608
,0600 -1,3024 ,3519 1.3233 .1500 ,05_9 .7165 .7lOb ,5000 .0_4 -1.4172 ,3212 1.3_91
.0_00 -1.3545 ,3353 1.35H4 .2UUO -,0373 ._90_ .751Z .5000 .0328 -1,414_ .3172 1.3979
,IO00 -1.3517 .335_ 1,3_72 ,2500 -.1235 .6657 .7891 ,5000 -.0328 -1.4306 .3157 1,4012
,1400 -113685 .3358 1.3573 .3500 -.2331 ,6343 ,8376 .5000 -.69_4 -1.3718 .3321 1.3651
,1800 -1,3655 ,3352 1.35_4 .4503 -.2369 ,6339 .8382 .5000 -.1640 -1,368_ .3334 1*3623
,2200 -1,3902 .3342 1,3607 .5500 -,1_89 .6441 .8225 ,5000 -,Z297 -1,3879 .3261 1.378Z
.2600 -1.3716 ,3359 1.3571 .6530 -,0_0£ ,5793 .7681 ._COU -.2953 -1.3706 .3298 1.3701
.3000 -1,3636 .3302 1.3692 .7_00 .2247 .7_50 ,6500 .5000 --.3609 -1.2829 ,3528 1.3224
.3400 -1.3_94 ,3301 1.3696 .800u .33Z3 ,7853 .6011 .5000 -._265 -1.2193 .3741 1.2784
.3800 -1,4226 ,3228 1.3_4 .8500 .4158 .8U69 .5652 ,5000 -.4921 -1,0246 .4224 1.1864
,4200 -1,4102 ,3216 1.3881 .9000 .4410 .8154 .5508 .0600 .2992 -1.1603 .3874 1.2524
,4600 -1.4199 ,3166 1*3992 ,9500 .4266 .8097 .5606 .14uG .2992 -1.3565 *3366 1.3556
.5000 -1.4419 .3146 1.4037 1.0000 -.0_68 .6794 .7680 ,2200 .2992 -1,3870 ,3284 1.3731
,5400 -1,2672 ,35_5 1.3138 .3000 ,2992 -1.3927 ,3297 1.3704
,5800 -1,0860 .4073 1,2144 .3800 .2992 -1,3338 .337Z 1.3543
.6200 -,7631 ,4936 1.0619 ,4600 .2992 -1.3581 ,3308 1.3680
.6600 -.6361 .5276 1,00_7 .5400 .2992 -I,2498 .3647 1*2971
.7000 -.5579 .5468 .9748 .6200 .2992 -,7433 .4990 1,0530
.7500 -.4536 ,5740 .9316 ,7¢0b ,2992 -*5650 .5427 .9814
_8000 -.3674 .5967 ,_959 .8000 ,2992 -13963 .5892 *9076
.8500 -*2703 .6253 .8515 .9C0_ .2992 -.1773 .5490 .8150
,9000 -,2087 .6395 .82_6 ,1000 .2362 ,1350 .7280 ,6925
,9500 -11693 .6464 ._19_ .2006 .2362 -.0337 ,6879 .7549
.9750 -*0506 ,6835 ,Tblu .3500 .2362 -,2226 ,6377 .8323
1.0000 -.0568 .6794 .76_0 .4500 *2362 -.2435 *6297 *8447
*5500 .2362 -,1810 .6475 .8172
.6500 .2352 -,0390 ,6859 .7580
,7500 .2362 ,2241 .75_7 .6489
.eb00 .2362 .3383 .7870 .5983
.8500 .2362 .3965 .7994 .5777
.guO0 .2362 .4170 ,8049 .5685
,9500 ,2352 ,4020 .SOZU ,5734
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 57.9665 PSI CN .2716 CD1 .00963 COCQR1 .00930
RUN %Z TT 96.1821 K CM -.1480 CD2 .00968 C0C022 *00936
POINT 1 RC 10*0155 HILLION CC *0206 CO3 *009Z1 COCOR3 .00891
MACH .7618 C_4 .00669 COCOR4 *00839
ALPHA -Z.03b& OEG C05 ,00835 C00025 .00806
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
X/C CP PjLIP_ MLOC XIC CP P_LIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT MLOC
0,0000 le0128 ,9634 .2327 0.0000 1.0196 .9634 .Z327 ,SUOG ,4921 -.6734 ,4973 1,0558
• 0040 .9265 *9378 .3U61 *UO%G .1Z53 .7179 ,7085 ,5000 .4265 -,6836 .4961 1.0580
• 0080 ,7066 ,8769 ,4398 ,0080 .2901 .76Z5 .6380 .5000 .3609 -.6882 .%93Z 1,0628
• 0150 .3812 .7878 .5971 *0230 -.2550 .6143 .8688 .5000 *2953 -,6895 ,4936 1,0620
• 0250 ,0140 ,6867 ,7569 ,0500 -*%103 ,5715 *235T ,5000 ,ZIg7 -,6892 ,4948 1,0601
• 0400 -,2533 ,6128 .871C ,1000 -,4399 ,5629 ,9%92 *5000 ,1640 -,6851 ,%950 1,0598
• 0600 -*3788 ,5786 ,9245 .1500 -.%73Z ,5526 ",9656 ,5000 ,098% -,6820 ,4960 1,0581
• 0800 -,40Z3 ,5715 .9356 .2000 -*5602 ,5289 1,0038 ,5000 .03Z8 -.6861 .4955 1.0590
• 1000 -.k145 .57C0 .93_0 .2500 -.b097 ,5157 1,0253 .5000 -.0328 -.69%9 ,4930 1,0631
• 1%00 -,6507 ,5611 .9521 *3500 -,7162 *4861 1.07%8 ,5000 -,0284 -,6261 ,%921 1*06%6
• 1800 -,4950 ,5492 ,9711 ,4500 -*%533 ,5578 *957% ,5000 -,1640 -.6879 .49%3 1,0610
• Z200 -,5215 ,5389 *2876 °5500 -.3203 .59k& *8993 .5000 -.2297 -,6859 .%937 1*0618
,2600 -,5476 .5319 .9989 .6500 -*0872 ,_583 ,8008 *5000 -*2953 -,6958 ,%935 1.0623
,3000 -,6039 _5172 1.0218 .7500 .2151 .7%26 .6697 .5000 -.3609 -.6952 ,4936 1,0621
• 3400 -.6194 .5121 L,0313 ,8330 .3163 ,7710 .6265 .5000 -.4265 -,7040 ,4888 1,0702
• 3800 -*6%31 ,5064 1,0407 ,8500 ,3967 ,7931 ,5884 *5000 -*%921 -,7188 ,4865 1,0761
,4200 -,6497 ,5056 1,0%21 ,9000 ,4265 .7997 .577% *0600 *2992 -*36%9 *5820 ,9191
•6600 -,6725 *698% 1,0510 .9500 ,6309 ,8005 o5761 .1100 .2992 -,6446 .5635 *9483
•5000 -,6906 ,6937 1.0620 1,0000 ,1516 *7260 ,6383 .2200 .2992 -.5186 .538% ,9886
•5100 -,7242 ,4850 1,0765 ,3000 .2992 -,5828 *5226 £,0112
•5800 -,7718 ,1719 1,0962 *3800 ,2992 -*6665 ,4990 1.0530
• 6200 -*8125 *%602 I*II_Z *4600 ,2992 -.6686 *%984 1,0561
• 6600 -,88%3 .6%03 1,15%1 .5400 .2992 -.7220 ,4846 1.0773
• 7000 -,85T3 .4466 1,1%30 .6200 .2992 -,8034 ,4619 1,1161
.7500 -,4432 ,5626 .9%97 .TO00 .2992 -.7751 .472% 1,0980
• 8000 -,8%24 *5902 ,90_2 ,8000 ,2992 -.35%0 ,5893 ,907&
•8500 -*2272 ,619T .8603 ,9000 .2922 -.1298 *6%88 _ ,8151
.9000 -,1178 ,6513 .oi15 ,I000 .2362 -.6675 .5619 ,9508
• 9500 ,0021 .68%9 .7596 .2000 .2362 -,5373 ,5346 .9966
• 2750 .0781 .7039 .7303 ,3500 .2362 -.7338 .%795 1,0658
1.0000 .1516 .7240 .6_89 ,4500 .2362 -,%510 .5582 ,9567
• 5500 .2362 -,3136 ,5961 ,8970
• 6500 .2362 -.0849 ,6618 .7954
• 7500 .2362 .2179 .7415 .6715
,8000 .2362 .31%0 ,7690 ,6Z76
•_500 .2362 .3837 .7879 ,5968
•9000 .2362 ,4239 .7989 ,5786
•9500 ,2362 .4291 ,8013 ,57%7
TEST 137 PT 57,6958 PSI CN .3638 CD1 ,00989 CDCOR1 .00954
RUN %2 TT 96.218% K C/4 -.1503 CD2 .01011 CDCOR2 ,00977
POZNT 2 RC 39.8583 RILLIOH CC ,0221 C03 ,00975 CDCOR3 ,00919
HACH ,7622 C0% .00891 CDCOR% *00865
ALPHA -1.6867 OEG ¢05 ,0085% CDCOR5 ,00821
UPPER SURFACE LOtdER SURFACE SPANk/ISE
XlC CP PpLIPT HLOC xlC CP P_,LIPT HLQC XlC YIC CP PJ,LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.0646 ,9756 .1899 u. O000 1.06%% .975% .1899 ,5000 ,4921 -.7699 *4759 1,0920
*0060 ,8688 ,9215 ,3%57 ,0040 .2628 ,7499 *658Z ,5000 ,%265 -,7571 .6739 1,0955
*0080 ,6361 ,8568 ,4777 .0080 ,4059 ,7960 ,5869 ,5000 e3609 ",7569 .%734 1.0962
,0150 *2985 .76%1 .6355 ,0230 --.1310 ,6473 .8176 ,5000 ,2953 -,7609 ,%725 1,0978
.02:50 -,0690 ,6608 .7968 ,0500 -.2957 .6014 .8888 .5000 .2297 -.7598 .4731 1.0968
.0400 -.3615 .5820 .9191 .1000 -. 3548 *5859 .9130 .5000 .1640 -.7526 *%757 1.0923
,0600 -,%928 ,54T0 ,97%6 ,1500 -*%021 ,5T18 ,9352 ,5000 ,n984 -. 763(. ,%7%2 1,09%9
.0800 -.5025 .54%% .9788 .2000 -*%960 *5%59 .976% .5000 .0318 -.7606 .%723 1.0982
.1000 -,5115 .5112 .9791 ,2500 -,5505 ,5303 1.0015 .5000 -.0328 -.7630 .1722 1.0984
o1400 -,5286 ,5375 .9899 .3500 -,6333 ,5067 1.0436 ,5000 -.0981 -.7542 .4767 1.0906
°1800 -.5679 .5270 I ._)069 .1500 -.1375 .5611 ,9521 .5_U0 -.1640 -.7518 .1730 1.0969
,2200 -.5955 .5220 1.01._0 .5500 -.3081 .5977 .8915 °5000 -.2297 -.7506 .1773 1.0896
.2600 -o6107 .5142 1.0279 °6500 -.0797 .6607 °7970 *SGGO -.2953 -,7512 .6756 1.0926
.3000 -,6623 ,4999 1.051% ,7500 .2187 ,7%%1 ,6674 .5000 -. 3609 -,7532 .%760 L.U919
.3%00. -,6818 ,%9%1 1.0612 .8000 .3248 .7720 ,6221J ,5000 -,4265 -,7613 .4714 1,0997
,3800 -,7081 ,6870 1,0731 ,8530 .4039 .7939 .5870 .5000 -.4921 -.7758 .%706 1.1011
.4Z00 -.7217 .%836 1.07_9 .9000 .%34% • 8'036 ._709 .0600 .2992 -,4781 .5552 .9614
,4600 -,7425 ,4785 1.0876 ,(,500 .4377 .8039 ,5703 .1%00 ,2992 -,5258 ,5%05 ,9850
,5000 -,7694 ,4725 1.0979 1.0000 .1448 ,7236 .6996 ,2200 .29_2 -.5978 .5212 1,016%
.5100 -,7819 ,4661 1.10u3 .3000 .2992 -.6391 .5097 1.035: _ _,
,5800 -,8183 ,%570 1,12%7 .38U0 .2992 -.7312 .%839 1.0784
,6200 -.8440 .4521 1,1332
.%600 .2992 -.7556 .1756 1,0925
.6600 -,9306 .%236 1.1663 ,5600 ,2992 -,7586 ,6752 1,0932
*7000 -*8980 .6369 1,1603 .6200 .2392 -*8%22 ,%51% 1,1311
.7500 -.%287 .5663 .9%70 .7000 .2992 -.8619 ,%4%6 1.1166
,8000 -.3285 ,5927 .9021 ,8000 ,2992 -,3%6% .589Z .9078
,aSO0 -,.2213 ,6203 ._93 .9000 .2992 -.1233 .6479 .8167 ._.
.9000 -.1153 ,6518 .81_7 ,1000 .2362 -,3620 ,5833 .9170
,9500 10031 .6838 ,?&14 .2C'00 ,2362 -,%656 .5554 .9612
,2750 ,0717 ,7029 ..7319 .3500 .2362 -.5737 .5262 1.0070
1,0000 .1%48 .7236 .6996 • %5&(_ .2362 -,4Z91 .5663 .9%38
.5500 .2362 -.3011 ,b03% .8856
.65UU .2362 -*0769 .653% ,7929
.7500 *2362 ,Z212 ,7451 ,6657
,8000 *2362 .3248 ,773% .6205
.8500 .2362 .3930 .7918 ,5905
.90¢)0 ,2362 .%2%7 .7997 ,577%
.9500 .Z3bZ .%3%1 .8025 .5727
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT o¢.57_4 PSI CN °4552 C01 .01144 CDCOR1 .01097
RUN 42 TT 9Q,2199 K CN -,1537 CO? .01170 CDCOR2 ,01118
POZNT 11 FC 39,97_0 MILLI3N CC ,0223 C03 ,01135 COCDR3 .01095
eACH .7624 CD4 .01063 COCOR4 .01025
ALPHA -,9674 OEG C05 ,0C961 COCOA5 ,00921
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P,LIP1 MLOC XlC CP P,LIPT _LUC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT RLOC
0.0000 1,0978 ,9851 .1471 0,0000 1.0978 ,9851 .1471 ,500_ .492L -,8163 ,4598 1,1195
,0040 .8030 .9(`45 .3833 .0040 ,3624 ,7835 ,6039 .5000 ,4255 -,8311 .4565 1,1253
.0080 .5574 .8355 .5139 .0080 .5163 ,8259 ,5326 .5000 .3609 -,8330 .4571 1.1243
• 0150 .1956 ,73E5 .6760 .0130 -.GZZO .6796 .T676 ,5000 .1953 -.8315 ,4558 1,1264
,0z50 -,1807 .5348 .8306 ,0500 -0196_ .6314 ,8419 ,5000 ,2297 -,8320 .4582 1,1223
°0400 -,6899 .5523 ,9657 .1000 -,2722 ;6097 °8755 ,5000 ,1640 -,8329 .4565 1.1152
,0600 -.6271 *815Z 1.0259 ,1500 -.3353 ,5919 ,9032 .5000 .0984 -.8239 .4593 1.1204
• 0800 -.8093 .5176 1.02L9 *ZOUO -,4242 ,5676 .9615 .5000 ,0328 -.8256 ,6615 1.1155
.1000 -,5987 .5206 1,0171 .2500 -,6853 ,5524 .9656 .SGGO -.0328 -.8256 .6586 1,1217
• 1400 -,62_6 .5121 1.0310 .3500 -.5364 .5380 .9888 .5000 -.09_4 -.8318 .4566 1.1252
• 1800 -,6378 .5097 1.¢35U .6500 -,4U33 .5759 .9283 ,5000 -.1640 -.8154 .4610 1.1175
,ZZO0 -.6819 .6972 1,0557 .5500 -.2873 .5076 .8785 ,5000 -.2297 -,8150 .6522 1.1153
• 2600 -.5888 .4948 1.05_8 .6500 -.07(`5 .6651 .7899 .SUO0 -*2953 -.8135 ,4643 1.1117
.3000 -.7267 .4851 1.0767 ,7500 .?797 .7673 .6520 .5000 -.3509 -.8Z2Z .4610 1.1174
,3600 -,7389 ,4828 1.O_bO .8000 ,3279 .7741 .6191 ,5000 -,426_ -.8739 .4627 1.1165
• 3800 -,7604 ,6753 1,0927 .8500 .4101 .7966 .5823 .5000 -,49Z1 -.8371 ,4551 1.1276
.4200 -.7810 °6722 ],09_1 .9000 .6389 °8063 ,569_ .0_00 °2992 -.5671 ,_301 1.0016
.4600 -*B073 .4635 1.1130 .9500 ,440_ .e071 ,5646 .140(` .2992 -.6119 .5138 1.0281
• 5000 -.8276 *4581" 1.11?2 1,0000 .1622 .7Z3t .7001 .??00 .79_Z -.6653 .6956 1,0584
.5400 -,8473 .4555 1,12t_ .300o .?992 -.7094 ,4861 1.0744
• 5800 -,8806 .4435 1,14_1 .3800 .299? -.7802 ,666Z 1.1083
• 6?00 -.9236 ,6316 1,1698 .4600 .7997 -,8215 .45_9 1,1351
°6600 -o9884 .4136 1.7025 .560_ .799Z -.85_§ ,6418 1,1515
• 7000 -.8_73 ,1507 1,1355 ,6ZOO .2992 -.9333 .6230 1,1850
• 7500 -,4605 .5659 .9641 ,700_ .2992 -1,0131 ,3960 1,2356
• 8000 -.3287 ,5957 .8973 .8000 .299? -.3155 ,5929 ,9017
• 8500 -,23Q2 .6247 .8531 .9050 .2992 -.1116 .6502 .8128
• 9000 -.1123 ,6536 ,8077 .1000 *236Z -.Z784 ,6070 ,8797
• 9500 .0078 ,6855 .7584 ,1000 .2362 -,3991 .5783 .9247
• 9750 .0686 .7055 .7176 ,3500 ,7362 -.5067 .5499 .9697
1.0000 ,1422 .7231 .7001 ,4500 ,?362 -,4006 ,5745 *9306
• 5500 ,2362 -*2828 .6077 .8786
.6500 .2362 -.0654 .6642 ,7912
• 7500 .2362" ,1266 ,7426 .6694
.8000 *7362 ,3292 ,7724 ,6zig
• 6500 .Z36Z .4030 ,7928 ,5889
• 9000 .2361 .6363 ,7995 .5776
.9500 .2382 ,6397 *8010 *5732
TEST 137 PT 57,6992 PSI CN ,5729 C01 *01225 COCOR1 .01181
RUN 62 TT 98.1376 K C_ -.1569 C02 *0125Z CDCORZ *01183
POINT 3 RC 39.8626 MILLION CC .0731 CO3 .01224 COCOR3 .01124
MACH .7607 C06 ,01187 COCOR4 .01076
ALPHA -.5160 OEG C05 *01039 CDCOR5 ,00949
UPPER SURFACE LOMER SUPFACE SPANYZSE
XIC CP PeLIP1 eILOC XIC CP PeLIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP P.tLIPT RLOC
0.0000 1.1227 .9913 .LL?7 O. ¢000 1.1777 .9913 .1127 .5000 ,697_ -.8765 .6651 1.1656
,0040 .7509 .8897 ,6153 . (`060 *6392 .8032 .5715 .5000 .4765 -.8849 ,6434 1.1487
.0080 .6876 .8180 .5665 .0080 .6(`60 ,84g4 .6914 ,_000 .3609 -.8801 ,6421 1.1510
.0150 ,1777 ,7173 .7095 ,0230 .0673 .7017 .7337 .5_C *2953 -.8754 .4416 1.1518
.0250 -.2578 .6138 ,u6_6 ,0500 -,1255 .6485 .815_ ,5000 *2797 -,8811 .4627 1.1508
.0600 -,5547 .5313 .9999 .1000 -,11_6 .6231 .8551 .5000 ,1640 -.8759 .6642 1,1471
.0600 -.7286 .6821 1.0814 .1500 -.?783 ._086 .8776 .5000 .0986 -.8561 .6516 1.1361
,0800 -,7364 ,4819 1,0018 • 2_,00 -.3657 ,5836 .9186 .5006 .0328 -.8613 ,6693 1.1381
.1000 -.6808 *4957 1.0586 .750_ -.4656 ,5_95 .9547 .5_00 -*0328 -.8610 ,4697 1.1375
.1400 ",71Z2 .4_26 l.bb3a *3500 -,6891 .5505 .9690 ,5000 -,0986 -,8606 .6691 1,1385
.1800 -.7030 .6886 1.0706 .4500 -.39(J1 .5765 .9_78 .SOOC -.1640 -.8518 .6520 1.1334
.2200 -,7231 ,48;7 1.0753 .5500 -.2796 ,6056 *8_21 ,5000 -,2297 -,88_5 .4691 1.1386
,2600 -,7407 .4817 ] .U_21 ,650,_ -,0681 .6651 ,7903 *500G -*2953 -,8665 .4473 1.1617
.3000 -.78_4 ,4705 l*_(`l? .7500 .234? ,7471 .6626 .5000 -.3609 -,8655 .4471 1.1470
,3600 -.7_06 .6667 1,1079 ,8000 .3318 .7768 .6151 .5 G_'(_ -.6285 -,8734 ,6636 1,1686
,3800 -,8127 .6588 1,1715 *_500 °612_ ,7956 .584Z *SCOt.. -,6921 -.8817 ,44.57 1.1646
.4200 -.8302 ,6562 1,1262 ,9_.00 .6673 .8(,65 .5681 .0600 ,?992 -.6369 .5116 1.0322
,6600 -.8338 .45_ 1,126E .950_ .6628 .8064 ,569_ .1600 ,?qq2 -.6973 ,4952 1,0595
,5000 -.8807 .6498 1.1377 1.0000 .1318 .7115 ,7013 .2700 ,2992 -.7119 ,4893 1,0693
._400 -,eg_o ,4601 1,1565 • 30_(` *,?.992 -,7673 ,4775 1.0893
.5800 -,9258 16373 ,),,1686 .3800 .?992 -18Z16 .4_87 1.1216
,6200 -,9606 ,4Z18 1,1876 ,4bOG ,799Z -,8634 ,6571 1,1333
,6600 -1,0269 .4061 1, ;'?05 ,5400 *:'992 -.9107 .4341 1.1652
.7000 -,9850 .416_ 1,1969 .8200 *2992 -,9518 .4_15 1.1882
.7500 -,4405 .5634 .9484 ,700C *799 ,_ -,9283 ,4Z73 1.1775
.8000 -.3189 .596P ._959 .8000 .299? -.3300 .5951 .8985
,8500 -.2152 .6261 .8:)35 ,90GG .2992 -.1182 .8528 ,8097
.9000 -.1166 .6562 .eo70 ,100G .2362 -,2163 ,6277 ,8480
,9500 ,0047 ,6873 .7559 .2bOO .1362 -.3487 .5895 *9073
,9750 .0661 ,706_9 ,731h *3500 .2382 -.4615 .5503 *9694
1.0('00 ,1318 .722_ ,7013 ,65¢0 ,236? -.3761 ,5844 *9156
.5500 *7361 -,_661 *blZZ .8720
.6500 • 236_' -.0631 ,6881 .7654
,7_00 .1361 ,?2.86 .7468 ,6631
.8t.(ab *?36? *336_ ,7?76 ,6141
.850(, ,236? .4077 .7956 ,584?
,900(` *7361 ,6450 ,8078 .5638
*_500 *1361 .4675 ,8070 ,5651
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 57.7049 PSI CN .5980 ¢01 ,01555 COCORI .01628
RUN 42 TT 96.1271 K CH -,1601 CDZ ,01596 COCORZ *01526
POINT 4 PC 39,92§0 MILLION CC *0232 CO3 ,01560. C0C0R3 *01655
MACH ,7623 C04 ,01505 COCOR4 ,01605
ALPHA -*0204 OEG CD5 *01320 C0COR5 *01233
UPPER SURFACE LOJEP SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP PpLIP1 MLDC XIC CP PwLIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP PpLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1,14Z6 ,9969 *0672 0,0000 1,1626 ,9969 ,067Z *SGuO _4921 -.9163 ,63Z6 1.1679
,0040 ,6969 ,8736 ,6462 ,0060 .5261 *8275 .5301 ,5000 ,4265 -,9196 ,4292 1,1741
,0080 ,4282 ,8009 .5754 ,0080 ,6916 .8732 ,4469 ,5000 ,3609 -,9247 .4Z92 1,174Z
,0150 ,0479 ,6966 ,7616 ,0230 ,1550 ,7259 ,6961 ,5000 ,2953 -,9305 ,4258 1,1806
,0250 -.3222 ,5923 .9030 .0500 -.0427 .6695 ,7836 ,5000 .2297 -,9441 ,4227 1,1859
,0400 -,6257 ,5097 1.0353 ,I000 -.1489 .6422 .8256 ,5000 .1640 -,9348 ,6224 1.1866
,0600 -,8276 ,6547 1,1Ze8 .1500 -,2226 ,6223 ,8563 ,5000 .0986 -,9367 ,6Z39 1,1838
,0800 -,8624 ,4468 1,1428 ,Z000 -,3166 ,5967 ,8962 ,5000 .03Z8 -.9304 ,4282 1,1760
,1000 -,812Z ,6590 1,1211 .Z500 -,3_32 ,5756 ,9292 .5000 -.0328 -.8998 .4380 1.1582
,1400 -,7940 .4651 L.1106 .3§00 -._596 .55_3 *9629 ,5000 -.0986 -.9062 ,4369 1,1603
,1800 -,7934 ,4668 1.1077 ,4500 -*3821 *5823 ,9186 ,5000 -,1640 -.6972 ,6396 1,1558
,2200 -,8166 ,6567 _,1Z17 ,5500 -*2620 ,6103 ,8753 ,5000 -,2297 -,8985 ,4376 1,1590
,2600 -,8005 ,6663 1.1119 ,6500 -,0609 *6687 ,7877 .5000 -,2953 -,9106 .4359 1,1621
,3000 -,7998 ,4622 1.1156 ,7500 ,2400 ,7486 *6605 ,5000 -,3609 -,8889 ,4373 1,1595
,3600 -.8236 ,6569 1.1Z48 .8030 ,3399 .7164 .6156 .5000 -.4265 -.8_94 ,4351 1.1634
.3800 -.8605 ,4650 1,1458 .8500 .4Z20 .7996 ,5775 ,5000 -.4921 -.9129 ,6300 1,1727
,4200 -,8986 ,4352 1,1632 ,9000 .6691 ,8063 ,5663 .0600 .299Z -,7681 ,6750 1,0935
,4600 -,9205 ,6263 1.1793 ,9500 .4470 ,8063 *5663 ,1600 *2992 -,8277 .4557 1.1269
*5000 -,9286 ,6262 1,1796 1,00_0 ,1196 ,7151 ,71Z8 ,2200 ,2992 -,7565 ,4766 1,0906
°5400 -,9175 ,6317 1,1696 ,3000 .2992 -,8098 .4608 1.1181
,5800 *,9743 ,6176 1,1952 ,3800 ,2992 -,8712 ,6630 1,1_94
.6Z00 -1,0133 ,6076 1,2139 ,4600 ,2992 -,9177 ,4324 1,1683
,6600 -1,0900 ,3867 1,2538 ,5400 ,2992 -,9609 ,6200 1,1910
,7000 -1,0699 ,3961 1,2357 .6ZOG ,Z992 -1.0429 ,3986 1,Z309
,7500 -.4560 .5607 ,9527 ,7000 .2992 -.9698 ,4105 1.2084
,8000 -,3120 ,5962 ,8969 .8000 .Z992 -.3114 .5961 ,8970
,8500 -,Z047 ,6Z6Z .8503 ,9000 ,2992 -,llZO ,65Z1 ,8102
.9000 -,0987 ,6564 ,8067 ,1000 *2362 -,1528 ,6431 ,8241
,9500 ,0055 ,6864 ,7574 ,ZOO0 *2362 -.2944 ,6027 ,8867
,9750 ,0665 ,7012 ,7345 .3500 .2362 -.4336 .5650 .9459
1,0000 ,1196 ,7151 ,7128 .4500 ,2362 -.3553 ,5864 .9153
.5500 .2362 -.2565 .6105 .8744
,6500 .236Z -*0567 *6675 *7866
,7500 ,2362 ,2309 .7672 .6625
.8C00 *2362 .3412 .7768 ,6151
,8500 ,2362 .4140 ,7964 ,5829
.9000 ,2362 ,4428 ,8052 ,5681
,9500 ,2362 .44_5 .8063 ,§664
TEST 137 PT 57,7049 PSI CN *6718 C01 .01791 CDCORI .01715
RUN 62 TT 96.0990 K CM -,1638 CDZ ,01865 CDCORZ *01783
POINT 5 RC 39,9671 MILLZQN CC ,0232 C03 ,01846 COCOR3 ,01758
_ACH ,7625 CD4 ,01740 CDCQR6 *01596
ALPHA ,4925 OEG C05 *01520 COCOR5 *01647
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P_LIP7 HLOC XlC CP P*LIPT MLOC XlC YIC CP PjLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1.1688 ,9979 ,0565 0,0000 1,1488 .9979 .0545 ,5000 .4921 -.9826 ,4101 I*2092
.0060 .6627 .8585 .6766 .0060 .5818 .8415 .5056 .5000 .4265 -.9772 .4103 1.Z088
,0080 ,3676 ,7797 ,6103 ,0080 ,7491 ,8868 .4202 ,5000 .3609 -,9810 ,6117 1,2063
,0150 -,0008 .6799 ,7676 ,0230 ,2276 ,7630 .6692 ,5000 ,2953 -.9872 .6142 1.2016
,0250 -,3822 ,5739 ,9319 .0500 .0211 ,6870 ,756_ .5000 ,2297 -,9566 ,4204 1.1902
,0600 -.6661 ,6919 1.0650 ,1000 -.1020 ,652_ ,8097 .5000 .1640 -.9722 .4177 1.1951
.0600 -,8966 ,_367 1.1807 .1500 -.1753 ,6367 .8340 .50OG .0984 -.97g7 .4150 1.ZOOZ
,0800 -,9530 .4261 1,1833 *ZOO0 -.2776 ,6019 ,8880 ,5000 ,0328 -,9800 ,4213 1,2070
,1000 -,9326 ,6290 1,1745 ,2500 -,3429 .5853 ,9160 ,5000 -.0328 -.9763 .4081 1.2129
,1400 -,90bZ .4315 1.1700 ,3500 -,6338 .5596 ,9545 .5000 -.0984 -.9568 .4218 1.1875
.1800 -,9268 ,4317 1.1695 ,4500 -.3643 ,5755 ,929_ .5000 -,1640 -.8778 .4405 1.1538
,2200 -,9061 ,4323 1.1686 .5500 -.2_21 ,6133 .8703 ,5000 -,2297 -,9224 ,427_ 1,1765
,2600 -.9111 .6298 1.1731 .6500 -.0503 ,6710 ,7812 .5000 -.2953 -,9588 .6185 1,1937
,3000 -,9392 ,6ZGO 1,1894 ,7500 ,2377 ,7493 ,6591 ,5000 -,3609 -,9651 ,4183 1,1941
.3400. -*9452 ,4216 l.LbeO .8000 *3443 .7764 .6158 .5000 -.4265 -.9765 .4144 1.2012
*3800 -,8787 ,4639 1.1477 .8500 .4206 .7997 ,5774 ,5000 -.4921 -,9897 ,41Z7 1,2044
,4200 -,8819 .4404 1.1540 .9000 .4465 ._049 .5687 .0600 .2992 -.8318 .4563 1.1259
,4600 -,9529 ,6230 1,1_54 ,950U ,4472 ,_063 ,5663 ,1400 ,2992 -,9367 ,4261 1,1798
,5000 -,9995 ,4095 1,2103 1,0000 ,1016 ,7123 ,7172 ,2200 ,2992 -,9393 ,4269 1,1784
,5400 -1*0261 ,3986 1,2309 .3000 .2992 -,8752 .4418 1.1515
,5800 -,9789 ,4076 1.2143 .3806 .2992 -.9692 .4235 1.1846
,6200 -1,0375 ,3997 1,2Z_U ,4600 ,2992 -.9815 .4140 1.2021
,6600 -1,1282 .3716 1.2834 .5400 .2992 -.9784 .4189 1.1930
*7000 -1,0918 ,3813 1.2643 .6200 *2992 -1.0855 ,3865 1,2542
,7500 -.6998 .5448 .97_2 .70_0 .29_2 -.8800 .4663 1.1670
,8000 -,3254 ,5938 .9005 ,8000 ,2992 -.3138 .5970 .8956
,8500 -,2051 ,6264 ,8699 .9000 ,2992 -.1133 ,6522 .8101
.9000 -,1067 ,6547 .8063 .1000 .2362 -.0953 .6571 *8025 _-
,9500 -.0005 .6832 ,7624 .ZCO0 .2362 -*2501 *6156 *8670
.9750 .0684 ,6972 .7407 ,350C ,2362 -*3945 *5756 *9292
1.0000 ,1014 ,7123 .7172 .4500 *2362 -,3341 .5932 ,9016
,5500 ,2362 -,2371 ,6192 ,8611
.6_00 .236Z -.0467 .6706 .7821
*7500 *2362 ,Z385 ,7694 .6590
.EGO0 ,2362 *3405 .7761 .6161
,8_00 *2362 .4173 *79_1 .5801
*9000 *2362 *6656 .8056 *5675
.9500 .2362 .4504 .8079 ,5636
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 57.7123 PSI CN ,7398 C01 ,02223 COCORI ,02113
PUN 42 TT 96.0387 K CM -.1640 C02 .02340 COCOR2 .02248
POINT 6 PC 40.0034 MILLION CC .022Z C03 .02291 COCOA3 .02154
NACH .7629 CO4 .02101 COCOA4 .02013
ALPHA .9979 DEG ¢05 .01952 COCOA§ .01757
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANWISE
XIC CP P,LIPT HLCC XlC CP P_LIPT HLOC XIC YIC CP P_LIPT MLOC
0.0000 1.1476 .9984 .0474 O.OOOO 1.1476 .9984 .0474 .5000 .4921 -1.0530 .3910 1.2455
4 .0040 °5659 .8396 .5089 .0040 .6470 .8605 .4711 .5000 .4265 -1.0585 .3935 1.2407
.0080 .3167 .7672 .C3Ub .Od80 .8165 .9068 .3787 .5000 .3609 -1.0496 .3897 1.2480
.0150 -.0663 .6633 .7930 .0230 .3051 .7679 .6295 .5000 .2953 -1.0726 .3914 1.2447
.0250 -.6678 *5557 .9607 .6500 .0053 .7083 .7236 .5000 .2297 -1.0660 .3891 1.2490
.0600 -.7476 .4735 1._962 .1UO0 -.0473 .6696 .7835 .5000 .1640 -1,0464 .3941 1.2395
• 0600 -.9613 .4175 1.1956 .1500 -.1391 .6409 .8276 .500_ .0984 -1.0043 .4091 1.2112
.0800 -.9934 .4050 1.2_87 .2000 -.2230 .0204 .8592 .5000 .0328 -1.0009 .4065 1.2160
.1000 -1.0183 .4057 1.2174 .25_0 -.3037 .5979 .8943 .5000 -.0328 -1o0157 .4047 1o2193
• 1400 -.9854 .4123 1.2051 .3500 -.3804 .5797 .9228 *5000 -.0984 -1.0701 .3887 1.2497
.1800 -.9933 .4103 1.2088 .4500 -.3315 .5886 .9088 .5000 -.1640 -1.0862 .3814 1*2640
.2200 -.9887 .4096 1.2102 .5500 -.2518 .6128 .8711 .5000 -o2297 -.9992 .4074 1.2143
.2600 -.9873 e.4091 1.2111 .6500 -.0553 .6647 .7909 .5000 -.2953 -1.0159 .4058 1.2173
• 3000 -1.0285 .4017 1o2250 .7500 .2348 .7487 .6602 .5000 -.3609 -1o0091 .4036 1.2215
• 3400 -1.0219 .3973 1.2333 .80_0 .3476 *7785 .6124 .5000 -.4265 -1.0404 .3970 1.2340
.3800 -1.0677 .3927 1.2422 ._500 .4256 .7999 *5770 .5000 -.4921 -1.0549 .3958 1.2363
°4200 -1.0075 .4052 1.21_4 .9000 .4464 .8049 .5688 *0600 .2992 -.8785 .4385 1.1574
.4600 -1.0193 .4016 1.2253 .9500 .4361 .8018 .5739 .1400 .2992 -1.0214 .4050 1.2189
.5000 -1.0221 .4042 1.2203 1.0000 .0830 .7059 .7271 .2200 .2992 -1.0247 .4005 1.2273
,_400 -1.0486 .3934 1.24_9 .3000 .2992 -.9582 .4228 1.1858
.5800 -1.1071 .3796 1.2675 .3800 .2992 -1.0272 .4045 1.2197
.6200 -1.0779 .3866 1.2539 ._600 .2992 -1.0500 .3948 1.2381
.6600 -1.1481 .3643 1.2979 .5400 .2992 -1.0883 .3839 1.2592
.7000 -.9403 .4236 1.1843 .6200 .2992 -1.1080 .3767 1.2734
• 7500 -.6597 .5582 .9568 .7000 .2992 -.8539 .4491 1.1386
• 8000 ".3270 .5915 o9041 .8000 .2992 -.3180 .5972 .8953
.8500 -.2184 .6228 .8554 .9000 .2992 -.1108 .6485 .8159
.9000 -.1_08 .6541 .8072 .1GO0 .2362 -.0555 .6680 .7858
• 9500 -.0240 °6766 .7725 .2000 .2362 -.2063 .6272 .8487
°9750 .0306 .6922 .7484 .3500 .2362 -.3791 .5771 .9268
1,0000 .0830 .7059 .7271 .4500 .2362 -.3166 .5962 .8968
.5500 .2362 -.2434 .6138 .8694
.6500 ,2362 -.0509 .6705 .7819
• 75Ob .2362 .2351 .7470 .6627
.8000 .2362 .3424 *7784 .6125
.8500 .2362 .4163 .7988 .5789
.9000 .2362 .4466 .8057 .5673
.95U_ .2362 .4422 .8048 .5690
TEST 137 PT 57.6146 PSI CN .8002 C01 .03034 COCORI .02931
RUN 42 TT 9_.0996 K C_ -.1648 COZ .02689 COCOa2 .02585
POINT 7 RC 39.8417 _ILLI3N CC .0209 C03 *02563 CDCOR3 *02384
HACH .7611 C04 .02406 COCOR4 .02239
ALPHA 1.5071 OEG CO5 *02384 C000R5 .02200
UPPER SURFACE LONER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XIC CP P,LIPT MLOC XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC XIC YIC CP PJ.LIPT NLOC
0.0003 1.1487 .9988 .0412 O. 0_00 1.1487 .998e .0412 .5000 .4921 -1.1235 °3769 1.2729
.0040 .5249 .8276 .5299 .0040 .7056 .8777 .4381 .SGOG .4265 -1.1148 .3773 1.2721
.0080 .2193 .7453 .8655 .0080 .8648 .9205 .3479 .5000 .3609 -1.1201 .3736 1.2794
• 0150 -.1268 .6472 .8178 *_230 .3574 .7825 .6058 .5000 .2953 -1.1238 °3753 1.2760
.0250 -.5217 .5417 .9632 .05_0 o1371 .7213 .7032 .5000 .2297 -1.1256 .3730 1.2805
.0400 -.8211 .4593 1.1207 .lu30 .0050 .6863 .7576 .5000 .1640 -1.1268 .3753 1.2760
• 0600 -1.0192 .4048 _.2192 .1_00 -.0638 .6626 .7942 .5000 o_984 -1.1233 .3762 1.2743
• 0800 -1.0805 .3888 L.2496 .ZOO0 -.1878 .6314 .8422 .5000 .0328 -1.0300 .3969 1.2340
.1000 -1.0641 .3918 1.2439 .2500 -.2677 .(_084 .8778 .5000 -.0328 -1.1231 .3785 1.Z6_7
.1400 -1.0566 .3956 1.2366 .350_ -.3403 .5913 .9045 .5(,00 -.0984 -1.1238 .3721 1.2824
.1800 -1.0488 .3923 _,.242e .45_)0 -.3008 .6318 .8882 .5000 -.1640 -1.16Z8 .3676 1.2915
• 220_ -1.0738 .3918 1.2439 .5500 -.2355 .6195 .8607 .5000 -.2297 -1.0865 .3879 1.2515
.2600 -1.0754 .3901 1.2472 .6500 -.0542 .6696 .7832 .5000 -.2953 -1.0666 .3932 1.2412
• 3000 -1.0878 .3847 1.2576 .7500 .2432 *7503 .6576 *5000 -.3609 -1.0677 .3921 1.2433
.3400 -1.1015 .3787 1.2693 .8000 .3461 .7793 .6110 .5000 -.4265 -1.0843 .3851 1.2569
.3800 -1.1248 .3751 1.2765 .8_00 .4191 .7971 .5818 .5000 -._921 -1.0804 .3821 1.2627
.4200 -1.1301 .3718 1.283O .9000 .4499 .8080 .5635 .06o0 .2992 -.9261 .4311 1.1706
.4600 -1.0_27 .384T 1.2677 .9500 .4384 .8034 .5711 .140(; .2Q92 -1.0638 .3922 1.2432
.5000 -1.0724 .3901 1.2',71 1.00_)0 .0454 .6962 .7422 .2200 .2992 -1.0917 .3848 1.2574
• 5400 -1.0798 .3832 1.2605 .3000 .2992 -1.0272 ,4017 1.2249
,5800 -1.1766 .3639 1.29t_9 ,3uOO .299?. --1.0747 ,3870 1.2515
.6200 -1.1948 .3525 1.3.'21 .4600 ,2992 -1.1150 .3783 1.2702
• 6600 -1.2120 .35_1 1.318_ .5400 .2992 -1.1559 .3672 1.2922
,7000 -.6545 ._059 1.0415 .620(, ,2992 -1.2227 .3508 1.3256
.7500 -.4467 ,5627 ,9496 .700U .2992 -,6416 .5075 1.0389
,8000 -.3262 ,5950 ,_9_7 .b000 ,2992 -.3298 .5919 .9035
.8500 -.2343 .6166 .8621 .gcOO .2992 -.1208 .6_10 o_120
.9000 -.1440 .6409 .t_276 ,1006 .2362 .0011 .6861 .7579
• 9500 -.0212 .6800 .7673 .2000 .2362 -.1726 .0357 .8356
• 9750 .0045 .6843 .7o06 .350G .2362 -.3379 .5903 ,9062
1.0000 .0454 ,6962 .7422 .45(,(, .2362 -.3048 .6002 .8906
• 5500 .2362 -.2180 .6247 .8526
• 650u .2362 -.0502 .6700 .7827
.7500 .2362 .2382 .7492 .6594
,8000 ,23_,2 ,3431 .7776 .6137
• 8500 .2362 .4160 .7973 .5814
. g(`o0 ,236Z ,4430 .8052 .5681
.950C .2362 .43_5 .8033 .5714
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TABLE III.- Continued.
TEST 137 PT 65,79Z5 PSI CN ,B494 C01 .03Z35 COCQR1 ,031Zb
RUN 62 TI 104.7460 K CR -.1622 CDZ .03008 CDCORZ .0Z883
POINT 8 eC 39.8576 MILLION C¢ ,0189 CD3 ,02633 CD¢OR3 ,02361
HACH ,7_b6 CD4 .02345 CDCOR6 .02257
ALPHA 2,0162 OEG CD5 ,017Z6 COCOR5 .0162Z
UPPER SURFACE LOMER SURFACE SPANMISE
XIC CP P,LIPT HLOC XlC CP PpLIPT MLOC X/C YIC CP P,LIPT NLOC
0.0000 1,1506 .9991 .U366 0.0000 1.1504 *9991 ,0366 *5000 ,4921 -1,1846 .3589 1,3084
.0060 ,4716 ,8124 .5_§4 .0040 .7552 *E913 .4105 ,5000 ,4265 -1.2073 ,3596 1.3070
• 0080 .1563 .7281 .6917 ,0080 .g137 .9356 ,3111 *5000 ,3609 -1.2081 .3567 1,31Z9
• 0150 -.1806 ,6324 .8398 *UZ30 .4063 ,7940 .5861 .5000 ,2953 -1.2116 ,3566 1.3131
• 0250 -°5864 .5246 1.0100 .0500 .1791 .7319 .6858 °5000 .2Z97 -1,1980 .3541 1.3182
• 0600 -.8810 ,4451 1.1448 .1000 .0461 ,6973 .7397 .5000 .1640 -1,1980 .3574 1.3116
• 0600 -1,0373 ,3899 1.2469 ,1500 -,0588 ,6701 .7818 ,5000 .0986 -1,2006 .3596 1.3076
.0800 -1.13a7 .3730 1.Z800 .ZOO0 -,1457 .6479 ,8159 .5000 .0328 -1.2415 .3496 1,3275
elO00 -1.1500 *3TZO 1,2820 .2500 -.Z465 o6162 .8680 ,5000 -.0328 -1.1762 .3618 1.3026
• 1600 -1.1336 ,3773 1.2716 .3500 -.3264 .5957 *8968 .5000 -.0984 -1.1867 ,3578 1.3106
.1800 -1.1626 .3730 1.2800 .6500 -.Z999 .6037 .8863 ,5000 -,1660 -1.2319 ,3533 1.3198
• Z200 -1.1621 .3762 1.2776 .5500 -.Z235 .6253 .8508 .SGOC -.2Z97 -1.2234 .3514 1,3Z39
• 2600 -1.1420 ,370o 1.2847 ,6500 -,0617 .6677 .7856 ,5000 -.2953 -1.1170 o3771 1.2718
• 3000 -1,1899 .3643 1,E974 .7500 .233Z ,7494 ,6583 .5000 -.3609 -1,1267 ,3783 1,2695
.3400 -101065 ,3626 1.3009 .8000 .3331 .7769 .6140 ,5000 -.4Z65 -1.1565 ,3726 1.2807
.3800 -1,2113 ,3566 1.3130 .8500 .4Z07 ,8022 ,5725 .5000 -.4921 -1,1340 .3737 1.278§
.4200 -1.2085 .351Z 1.3242 .9000 ,4416 .8062 .5657 ,0600 ,2992 -1.0043 ,6179 1,1961
• 6600 -1.2141 .3530 1.3Z05 .9500 .4341 .8043 .5689 .1400 .Z99Z -1.1617 .3750 1.2759
• 5000 -1.2Z13 .3537 1.3190 1.G000 .0470 .6989 .7372 .ZZO0 .Z99Z -1.1688 .3673 1.2913
,5400 -1,1660 ,3702 1.2856 .3000 .zqz -1.1629 .3703 1.2853
• 5800 -1,2099 .3520 1.3225 .3800 .2992 -1.1584 ,369Z l,ZB75
,6200 -1.2278 .3465 1.3341 .4600 .299Z -1.2075 .3604 1.3053
• 6600 -.8825 .448Z 1.1394 *5600 ,2992 -1.2261 .3497 1,3273
• 7000 -*5723 .5291 1.0026 .bZGC .Z99Z -1.2994 .3351 1.3503
• 7500 -.4493 .5603 ,9525 .7000 .2992 -.5791 .5264 1,0037
• BOO0 -.3397 ,5930 .9010 .8000 ,2992 -.3677 .5912 .903_
• eSO0 -.2307 ,6243 ,8_Z3 ,9000 ,299Z -.1402 .6670 .817Z
• 9000 -,1626 ,6398 ,8284 .1000 .Z362 .037Z .6953 .7428
• 9500 -,0624 ,6680 ,7846 .ZOO0 .236Z -.1362 .6512 .8108
• 9750 -,0251 .6808 *7652 ,3_0_ ,2362 -.3130 .6006 ,8891
1.0000 .0670 .6989 .737Z .6500 ,2362 -.2751 ,6111 ,87Z8
.5500 .2362 -,2053 .6338 ,8376
• 6500 ,Z36Z -.0463 .6735 .7763
• 7500 ,2362 .23?9 .7508 .6559
08000 ,2362 *3306 .7709 06109
• 8500 ,2362 .4114 ,7978 .5798
• 9000 .2362 ,4357 o8061 °5659
.9500 ,2362 ,4377 ,8067 ,5650
TEST 137 PT 66.8100 PSI CN .E962 C01 .03631 COCOR1 .03508
RUN 62 TT 106.3776 K CM -,1604 CDZ .03509 COCORZ .0337Z
POINT 9 RC 38.2488 MILLION CC .0173 C03 .03017 CDCOR3 ,02948
_ACH .7529 C04 .02350 CDCOR4 ,02Z83
ALPHA Z.5275 OEG C05 .01562 COCOR5 .01435
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPANNISE
XIC CP PpLIPT HLOC XIC CP P_LIP; MLOC XlC YIC CP PpL/PT NLOC
0.0000 1,1495 .9993 .03ZO 0,0000 1,1495 ,9993 .0320 ,5000 ,4921 -1,2516 .3490 1.3Z86
*0040 *3863 .7920 .5892 ,0040 .7949 .9025 .3872 .5000 *4265 -1.2534 .34P0 1.3370
,OOOO .0996 ,7141 .7135 .0080 .9399 ,94Z0 .2944 .50_0 .3609 -1.Z659 ,3638 1.3396
.0150 -,2770 ,6125 .8704 .0230 ,4637 .8120 .5559 .5_00 .2953 -1.2750 .34Z4 1.3424
*0250 -.6593 .5080 1.0370 .0500 ._280 .7490 .6587 .5000 .2Z97 -1.2762 .3434 1.3403
.0600 -.9400 ,4340 1.1645 .1000 .0784 ,7068 .7247 .5000 .1640 -1,Z624 .3460 1.336_
.0600 -1,1306 .3777 1.Z704 .15_0 -.0214 ,6812 ,7644 .5000 .0964 -1,Z719 ,3428 1.3416
.OBO0 -1.2021 .3599 1,3060 .2000 -o1352 .6483 ,0150 *5000 .032e -1.3158 .3305 1.3678
,1000 -1.2131 .3589 1.3081 .2500 -.2095 .6308 .8421 .5000 -°0328 -1.2863 ,3392 1,3493
,1400 -1,2003 ,360_ 1.3040 .35_0 -.3073 .6J37 .8_41 .5000 -.0984 -1.2519 .3475 1.3317
.1800 -1.2304 .3577 1,3106 ,4500 -,2744 .616Z .8677 .5000 -,1640 -1.2781 .3640 1,3391
,ZZO0 -1.2338 ,3584 1.3092 .5_0_ -.Z373 .6Z13 .8568 .5000 -,ZZ97 -1,2958 .3380 1,3518
,Z600 -1.2179 .3581 1.3097 .6_00 -,0578 .6712 .7797 .5000 -.2953 -1,2048 .3621 1.3016
.3000 -1.2314 .3509 1.3245 .7500 *Z306 .7505 .656Z .5000 -.3609 -L.1985 .3666 1.ZgZ6
,3400 -1.2453 .3494 1.3276 ,8000 .3265 ,7769 .6155 .5000 -,4Z65 -1.1976 .3645 1,Z967
.3eO0 -1.2764 .3420 1.343Z .8500 .4143 .8016 ,573Z ,5000 -o49Z1 -1.1606 ,3791 1.2676
,4200 -1.2896 .3392 1.3492 .9000 ,4440 ,8102 ,5588 ,0600 ,2992 "1.0410 ,4057 1.2164
.6600 -1,3006 .33_6 1.3568 .9500 ,4Z06 .8G09 ,5743 .1400 .Z99Z -1,2134 .3595 1.3069
.5000 -1.3260 .3281 1.3731 £.0000 -,0224 .6809 .7668 .2200 .Z992 -1.2706 ,3500 1.3265
,5600 -1.2932 ,3367 1.3545 .3000 ,Z99Z -1.2382 .3511 1.3242
,5800 -1,3031 ,3346 1.3590 .3800 .299Z -1.2349 .3561 1.3138
*6ZOO -1.1060 .3876 1.2509 .4600 ,299Z -1.2521 *3482 1.3303
,6600 -,6862 05039 1,0437 ,5400 ,299Z -1.2775 ,338? 1,3503
.7000 -,55Z9 .5391 ,9862 ,6200 ,2992 -1,0296 ._105 1,Z075
e7500 -.6651 ,_679 .9402 .TGOG ,2992 -,5_59 *5376 ,9863
.8000 -.3491 .5956 .6_05 .8_00 .Z99Z -.3573 ,5939 .8992
*8500 -,2696 ,6212 ,_568 .9000 .2992 -.1661 .6448 .8Z06
,9000 -.1767 .6403 .8273 .1000 .2362 ,0761 ,7070 .7Z43
.9500 -.0840 .6634 .7917 .2000 ,2362 -o1026 .6619 ,7961
.9750 -.0606 ,6786 .765Z ,3500 .Z362 -.2903 .607Z .8705
1,0000 -,0Z24 ,68_9 ,7648 .4500 ,2362 -.2771 .6116 .8717
.5500 .Z362 -,Z17Z .629Z .8445
.6500 .236Z -.0547 ,6735 .7761
,7500 .Z362 ,ZZ55 .7521 .6537
.POOC .Z3bZ ,3200 ,7743 .6100
._U .23_Z ._11_ ,800B °_746
*9000 .2362 .4Z72 .803_ .56_5
,95_0 ,236Z .4259 .8049 ,5676
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TABLE III. - Continued.
TEST 137 PT 5_,6862 PSI ON .2748 CO1 ,01406 00¢0RI .01343
RUN 43 1T 9q.2192 K CB -.1563 CD2 ,01426 COCOR2 .01358
POXNT 2 RC 39,9796 NILLIQN CC ,OZ4g C03 .01387 ¢0COR3 ,01360
BACH ,7821 CD4 ,01175 CDCQR4 ,01117
ALPHA -2,0162 DEG CD5 eGlOSO CDCOR5 ,01004
UPPER SURFACE LOWER SURFACE SPAN_ISE
XlC CP PtLIPT MLOC XlC CP P_LIPI BLOC XlC YIC CP PtLIPT HLOC
0,0000 1,0254 ,9606 ,2416 0.0000 1.0254 .9606 .2416 .5C00 .4921 -.7ZZl ,4642 1,1118
,0040 ,9536 .94GZ ,2qq7 .0040 ,1459 .7103 .7ZOO ,5000 ,4265 -,7255 ,4612 1,1171
,0080 ,7301 ,8761 ,440q ,0080 ,2944 ,7534 ,6523 ,5000 .3609 -,7300 ,4636 1,1129
,0150 ,4189 ,7874 .5973 ,OZ30 -.g43Z ,5991 ,8920 ,5000 ,2953 -,734q ,4631 1.1136
,0250 ,0474 ,6831 ,7621 .0500 -.6136 .5507 .q683 ,5000 .Z297 -.7347 ,46Z1 1.1155
,0400 -,2213 ,6056 .8816 ,1000 -,4460 ,5412 ,9835 .5000 .1640 -.7321 .4634 1,113Z
.0600 -.3486 .5703 .9372 .1500 -.4777 .5314 .qqQ3 ,5000 .0984 -.7321 .4627 1.1143
.0800 -,3788 ,5617 ,9508 .ZOO0 -,5_04 .5050 1.0427 .5000 ,_3Z8 -,7Z58 .460Z 1.1084
.1000 -,3931 ,5594 ,9545 ,ZSO0 -.6488 ,4829 1.0798 .5000 -.0328 -.7241 ,4669 1.1072
,1400 -,425Z ,5479 ,9728 ,3500 -,8259 ,4350 1,163Z .5000 -,0984 -,7ZSZ ,461Z 1,1170
,1800 -,4870 .5327 .9972 ,4500 -.5978 .4986 1.0534 .5000 -.1640 -,7Z07 .4669 L.1037
,2200 -,5108 ,5246 1.01_4 .5500 -,Z905 ,_86_ .qllZ .5000 -,2197 -o7219 .4670 1.1069
• 2600 -,5374 .5167 1,_234 .6500 -,07q7 .6467 ,8181 .500G -,2953 -,7254 ,4638 1,1124
.3000 -,5910 ,4995 L,0516 ,7500 ,2195 ,73Zq ,6846 ,5000 -.3609 -,TZSZ ,4641 1,1120
.3400 -,6Z01 ,4947 1,0598 ,UO00 .3215 .7604 .6411 °5000 -,4265 -.7336 ,4639 1,1123
,3800 -,6556 ,4856 1,0752 .8500 ,3948 .7826 ,6053 .5000 -.4921 -.7409 ,4631 1,1136
.4200 -,6765 .4785 1,0871 .9000 .4307 ,79Z0 .5898 .0600 .2qgz -.336Z .5743 ,9308
,4600 -,7073 ,47C4 1.1011 .q500 ,43_1 ,7943 .5860 ,1400 ,2992 -,4258 ,5486 ,9717
._000 -.7368 ,4614 1,xL6b 1,0000 ,_476 o7135 ,7150 .ZZO0 ,zqqz -.5135 .5Z40 1.0115
.5400 -,7565 ,4575 1,1Z34 ,3000 ,Z99Z -,5741 ,50qO 1,0361
.5800 -,7921 .4476 1.1408 ,3800 ,Z99Z -,6706 .48Z0 1.0812
• 6200 -,8415 ,4289 1,1743 ,4600 .Z992 -,7038 .47Z7 1,097Z
.6600 -.9274 ,4106 1,ZC80 ,540_ ,Z992 -,7480 .4599 1,1193
.7000 -,9q58 ,3895 1.Z479 ,6200 ,ZqgZ -,8398 ,4347 1,1638
.7500 -,7666 ,45Z1 1,1328 .70_0 .Z99Z -,9836 .39Z6 1,Z419
,BCO0 -,3086 ,Sb23 ,9182 ,8000 .ZgqZ -,3011 ,5842 ,9152
.8500 -.1_15 .617Z .8638 ,9000 ,Z992 -,0981 .6427 .6243
,9000 -.0901 .6468 ,8181 .I000 .Z36Z -.4481 .5438 .9794
• 9500 .0257 .676C .7699 .2000 ,Z362 -.5484 .5168 1,0Z31
.q750 .0837 ,6956 .7430 ,3500 .Z362 -.8096 .4421 1.1506
1.0000 .1476 ,7135 .7150 .4500 ,Z36Z -,4333 .5493 ,9705
• 5500 .Z36Z -.Z940 .5863 .9119
.6500 .Z36Z -.0784 ,6473 .8173
• 7500 .Z36Z .Z181 .7317 ,6866
• 8000 ,236Z .3192 .7617 ,6391
,85G0 .236Z ,3930 ,7827 ,6051
,9£00 ,Z36Z .4243 .7glb .5905
• gso0 ,23bZ ,4300 *7925 .58g0
TEST 137 PT bg.b94_ PSI CN .3672 C01 ,01523 COCOR1 ,01463
RUN 43 TT 9q.13_3 K CM -.lb08 COZ .01543 COCORZ .01480
POINT 3 RC 39,9646 _ILLIQN CC .0261 CD3 .01510 COCOR3 ,01460
HACN ,7798 C04 °01317 COCOR4 ,01274
ALPt4j, -1,_,663 OEG C05 ,0113Z COCOR5 .01086
UPPER SURFACE LO_ER SURFACE SPANWISE
XlC CP P..LIPT HLOC XIC CP P_,LIPT BLOC XlC YIC CP PJ,LIPT BLOC
0,0000 1,0701 ,g739 .lq57 0*0000 1.0701 ,_73g ,lq57 .50_0 ,4921 -,773Z ,4506 1,1356
.0040 .89Z§ ,9235 .3408 .0040 .244_ ,7406 .6725 .5000 ,4265 -.7789 ,4494 1.1377
,0080 .6646 ,8588 ,4738 .0080 .4097 .7871 .5979 ,5000 ,360g -,7841 .4463 1.1433
.0150 .3227 .7635 .6360 .0230 -,13Z0 ,6333 ,_38g .50_0 .E_53 -.7855 ,4477 1,1408
.0250 -.0448 ,6604 .7970 ,0500 -, 3112 .5823 .9183 .5000 ,7297 -.7842 .4465 1.1429
.0400 -.330Z .5765 .9241 ,1000 -.3646 .568Z °9404 .5000 .1640 -.7806 ,447Z 1.1416
,0600 -.4526 .54Z8 ,9810 ,1500 -.4080 .5545 .gbZ2 *5000 ,09t_4 -.7855 .6484 1.13q5
.0800 -.475Z .5367 .9907 ,2000 -.508Z ,5273 1,0060 ,50C0 .0328 -,78ZZ .4488 1,1387
,1000 -.4792 ,5357 .9_24 ,2500 -.5713 .5114 1.03Z1 ,5C00 -,0328 -.7838 .4478 1,1404
.1400 -.4988 .5286 t,_040 ,3500 -,7455 .4630 1.1137 *5000 -,0984 -.7773 ,4487 1,13q0
,1800 -.5435 .5162 1.02;1 .',500 -,423 <) .55Z0 .q661 .5000 -.1640 -,77Z6 .',533 1.1308
,2200 -.586Z ,506Z 1.£4C6 ,5500 -,3055 .5844 ,9148 .5C00 -,2297 -,7684 ._523 1,1326
,2600 -,5965 .5007 1,0_96 .6500 -,0823 .6479 .8163 .SCCG -.Z953 -,7744 ,4517 1,1336
,3000 -,6404 .4887 1.07C0 ,7_00 ,Z200 .7335 ,6837 .5000 -.360q -.7801 .45ZZ 1,1327
.3400 -.6623 .4809 1.0_32 ,8000 .3283 ,763Z .6366 ,5C&0 -,4Z65 -,7874 ,451Z 1.1344
.3800 -.6973 .47Z7 1,097Z ,_00 .4(_40 .7849 .6015 .5000 -.4921 -.788Z .448Z 1.1398
.4ZOO -.7ZIZ ,4644 1.1115 .9000 .4348 .7947 .5853 .080C .?99Z -.4372 ,5498 .9698
,4600 -,7499 ,4559 1,1262 ,g500 .4404 ,7959 ,5834 .1400 ,gqgZ -.501g .5308 1,0004
,5000 -.7894 ,4473 1.1414 1,0000 ,1360 ,7110 ,718g ,ZEO0 ,zggz -.5868 ,5060 1,0411
.5400 -.8174 .43t_ 1.1565 .3000 .ZggZ -.6272 .4968 1.0564
.5_00 -.8579 .4Zr'8 2.17_1 .3800 .zggz -.723Z .4697 1,1023
*6200 -.8965 .4148 I*ZOOZ *46uS, ,zggz -,7661 " .4543 L,1291
.6600 -*g788 .3951 1,2373 .5400 .2992 -,8145 .4436 1.1479
.7000 -1.0393 *3754 1 *77_,5 .6_00 .ZqgZ -.8956 .418Z l*lg3g
.7500 -*7257 .465_ 1 • L_Jc_ .7_C0 .Zgq7 -1,0489 .3780 1.2705
,8000 -,3219 ,5815 ,91_5 • eO0(, ._9gZ -.3095 ,5848 .9142
.8500 -.1936 ,6185 ,_61_ .9000 ,Eggz -,0954 .646Z .8190
,go00 -.0856 ,6470 ._177 ,1CC_. ,Z3_)Z -, 3669 .5694 .q386
.gso0 .0190 .6781 .769_ *ZOO0 .Z36_ -.4813 .5375 .gsg5
.9750 .O80Z .6957 ,7_26 .3500 .Z362 -.7353 *4633 1,1134
1.0000 .1360 ,7110 */1_9 ,4_00 .Z3"Z -.4Z41 ,5530 .9646
.£500 *Z36Z -*Zgq4 *5866 .g084
,6500 .Z36Z -.073Z .6517 .8104
,7"..(.;0 .Z3_Z ,Z21_ .7344 ,68Z4
.6GOt* ,Z3b2 ,3248 *7668 .b361
.8500 .236Z .3940 .7B42 *6026
.goGo .Z36Z .4Z75 .Tqz1 .5896
.q50& .236Z .4335 .7944 .5656
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TABLE III. Continued.
TEST 137 PT ~~.090~ PSI CN .~297 COl .01818 CDCOR} .01700
'UN U TT 99.1257 ~ C~ -.1031 CO2 .01 B~9 COC OR2 .017B9
POINT ~
"
~~.02B~ ~ IL LION CC .0281 CD3 .01793 COCO~3 .01734
~ACH .?d18 CD~ .u100~ CDCOR~ .01~96
ALPHA -.9B77 DEG CO~ .013H COCOR~ .01l99
UPPER SURFACE LO~ER SURFACE SPAN~ISE
X/C CP P,L/PT ~LUC X/C CP P,L/PT ~LOC X/C riC CP P,L/PT ~LOC
0.0000 1.09~9 .9807 .167R 0.0000 1.09~9 .~B07 .107B .~OOO .~9l1 -.8307 .~3Bl 1.1H~
.OO~O .B420 .9G9~ .J727 .OO~O .339~ .7073 .630l .~OOCI .~l6~ -.8l~l .~337 1.16~7
.OOBO .60BO .B420 .~0~3 .ooeo .~879 .80el .~62B .~OOO .3609 -.Bl87 .~34l 1.16~7 •.01~0 .l~99 .H~3 .00~2 .Ol30 -.O~l~ .o~~o • eo ~~ .~ClOO • l9~3
-.8275 .~330 1.1009
.02~0 -.0993 .6~CI~ .8277 .0500 -.2215 .007B .B7B~ .50ClG .2297 -.B310 .~341 1.10~9
.O~OO -.~015 .5557 .900~ .1000 -.2903 .5BH .9103 .~OOO .10~0 -.B3C1~ .~35~ 1.1027
.0000 -.5~ 58 .5153 1.i.lZ50 .1500 -.3020 .5000 .9~39 .5C100 .098~ -.B220 .~375 1.15BB
.OBOO -.5~63 .~14t!l 1. u271 .2C100 -.~652 .5375 .9890 .5000 .e32B -.B092 .~~OZ 1.15~0
.1000 -.5~97 .5153 I.OB6 .2500 -.5202 .~2~9 1.U100 .5GCICI -.0328 -.B157 .~377 1.15B5
.1~00 -.5810 .5051 1.0~Zb .3500 -.699~ .~697 1.102~ .5000 -.09B~ -.B15~ .~392 1.1557
.1BOO -.59U .5C133 1.C~~5 .~500 -.~2Bl • 5~B1 .9725 .5000 -.lb~O -.BO~3 .H30 1.H90
.2200 -.6341> .~92~ 1.uOH .~~OO -.3003 .~e33 .9167 .5GOO -.2297 -.BOB7 .U97 1.lH9
.21>00 -.1>751 .~821 1.0810 .0500 -.UB02 .M69 .B1BO .~GOO -.29~3 -.B131 .~388 1.1~1>~
.3000 -.7029 .~6B5 1.10U .7500 .22~B .7341> .6819 .5GOO -.31>09 -.Bl32 .~37~ 1.1~88
.3~00 -.72H .~1>3B 1.112~ .BOOO .3302 .7037 .035B .5000 -.~20~ -.B300 .B~3 1.10l7
.3BOO -. 7~ 78 ."5~7 1.1ze~ .8500 .~0~7 • 78 ~8 .5999 .50CC -.~9Zl -.B338 .~3~5 1.10U
.~200 -.7088 .~~19 1.1332 .9000 .~3B2 .7950 .~B39 .0000 .299Z -.50~2 .52B5 1.00~1
.~000 -.7BB8 .~~72 1.H10 .9~00 .~393 .7900 .~B32 .HOO .Z992 -.~818 .5055 1.0U9
.5000 -. B212 .un 1.158~ 1.0000 .1011 .099~ .73oB .2200 .2992 -.0510 .~900 1.0077
.5~00 -.8~98 .~2B7 1.1H7 .3000 .2992
-.08B2 .~770 1.0887
.5BOO -.8952 .U51 1.1997 .3800 .2992 -.7510 .~5~3 1.1290
.0200 -.9303 .~0~9 1.Z180 • ~000 .Z992 -.BI0l .H17 1.1'13
.0000 -1.0107 .3828 1.2009 .HoO .2992 -.86~3 .42BO 1.1700
.7000 -1.08Z7 .361B 1.3027 .0200 .2992 -.9399 .~O~Z 1.2200
.7500 -.6699 .~795 1.0B55 .7utO .2992 -1.080~ 03038 1.29B7
.8000 -.3523 .50B7 .9397 .BOOO .2992 -.3340 .5730 .9329
.B500 -.2131> .010Cl .BH9 .9C1C10 .2992 -.0991 .0~39 .B225
.9000 -.10ZO .oH7 .8200 .1C100 .230Z -.3033 .5B~0 .9150
.9500 .OOH .0713 .18G~ .20ClO .230Z -.~301 .~~B .9770
.9750 .051>1 .bB52 .75BB .35C10 .2302 -.0133 .~987 1.053l
1.0000 .1011 .099~ .73bb .~~oo .2H2 -.~271 .5~9B .9097
.5~00 .230l -.2985 .~B07 .9113
.05UO .2302 -.0753 .6491 .BH5
.750G .2302 .2191 .7350 .0B1'o
.BooO .2302 .3302 .70B .0334
.B500 .230l .3900 • 7B 12 .0070
.90ClO .2302 .~315 .7932 .5879
.9500 .2302 .U57 .7933 .5877
TEST 137 PT 59.0902 P51 CN .~B7B COl .02110 COCORI .020~~
RUN U TT 99.03H K C~ -.1631 CO2 .Oll 8~ COCOR2 .0llOB
POINT 5 PC ~0.11~3 ~ILLION CC .029b C03 .02130 coeOR3 .02001
~ACH .7827 CO~ .02007 eOCOR~ .019~3
ALPHA -.~990 OEG eo~ .01654 eoeOR5 .01588
UPPER SURFACE LOwER SURFACE 5PANWI5E
xle CP P,L/PT ~LOC X/C CP P, LI PT ~LOC X/C Y/C ep P,L/PT ~LOC
0.0000 1.1237 .9880 .1290 0.0000 1.1237 .98Bo .1290 .5000 .~9Z1 -.B~90 .~251 1.1B13
.OO~O • 795~ .B9tO .~U12 .00~0 .~211 .78B~ .5959 .5C10G .~2b5
-. Bbo1 .~237 1.1839
.OOBO .H80 .8l~9 .5343 .0080 .5689 .B30~ .52~7 .5000 .3009 -.BoO~ .~2~9 1.1B17
.0150 .lB03 .7231 .10e1 .e230 .03H .0789 .70Bo .5000 .2953 -.866B .~233 1 01 B~5
.0250 -.1703 .0207 .B58~ .0500 -.H5b .6292 .8~52 .5000 .2297
-.8700 .~ZlB 1.lB73
.O~OO -.H81 .~345 .99~3 01000 -.2375 .60~7 .BB95 .5000 .16~0 -.875~ .~21B 1.1B72
.0000 -.oHo .~B50 1.0701 .1500 -.3070 .H15 .9195 .50Clv .O98~ -.8733 .~Z20 1.1B57
.OBOO -.673B .~BG5 1.0838 .2~ClO -.~1l0 .~511 .9670 .5000 .032B
-.8785 .~233 1.1B~0
.10CiO -.63Z~ .~~9~ 1.0~8" .2~JO -.~74B .H50 .9927 .500~ -.0328 -.8~35 .~Z03 1.1791
.1~00 -.62Bo .~B80 1.07U2 .3500 -.0239 .~917 1.0650 .5000 -.098~ -.6~00 .~Z99 1.1720
.1800 -.6070 .~770 1.uaaa .~'OO -.~2B3 .HB7 .9716 .~oco -.1O~0 -.B303 .~3ZO 1.1077
.Z200 -.0839 .~7H 1.0B~Z .5500
-.30'B .5815 .9195 .5CiOv -.2297 -.8~23 .~3H 1.1697
.Z600 -.69B2 .~68J. 1.1\15U • o~co -.0777 .0~9Z .8143 .5"00 -.2953 -.d"~Hs .~30~ 101710
.3000 -.7472 .~575 1.1230 .7500 .ll91 .7316 .080~ .~COO -.3009 -.6~29 .~30a 1.1709
.3400 -.7'61 .~,~, 1.1287 .6000 .3Z56 .70oa .0~05 .50CiO -.~26~ -.BoOB .~2" lolBO'
.3600 -.7B09 .,."eCJ 1.1437 .8500 .3990 .7619 .bOb, .~OvO -.~921 -.8093 .~233 1.18~0
.~ZOO -.ell5 .~374 1.159~ .9GJO .~31B .7932 .567B .0600 .Z~9Z
-.5971 .~995 1.0519
.~600 -.eH7 .~269 1.17f.0 .q~oo .~358 .795B .5830 .1400 .Z992 -.029~ .~902 1.05H
.5000 -.e753 .H21 1.1607 1.0000 .O~"5 .1>851 .7590 .2200 .299Z -.0909 .~7'~ 1.0925
.5~00 -.8eH .~22~ 1.16~1 .3UVO .2992
-.73B7 .~029 1.11~0
.5600 -.91ZB .~OO' 1.2151 .380Cl .299Z -.Bl77 .Hll 1.15H ....
.6200 -.9655 • 39~ 3 1.2lBP .~eu" .2992 -.B~B3 .~30B 1.1709
.0000 -1.0~93 .3721 1.26lU .5~00 .2992 -.9030 .~ IB3 1.1938
.7000 -1.1063 .3500 1.313~ .0200 .2992 -.99~0 .3908 1.2~55
.7500 -.5~70 .5150 1.0U2 .7000 .29Q2
-1 .lOB" .3559 1.3H9
.8000 -.H6~ .5717 .93~0 .6000 .2992 -.3345 .5771 .926~
.8500 -.2Z69 .6055 .60Z0 .9000 .299Z -01059 .0HB .8257
.9000
-.138' .0307 .H29 .1000 .230l -.2~~7 .5970 .B9~3
.9500 -.0520 .6'27 .B090 .ZUOu .2302 -.379B .51>1B .9506
.9750 .Oll~ .0729 .7776 .3500 .230Z -.5~02 .5190 1.0190
1.0000
.OH' .0B'1 .7~~(' .~'oo .2362 -.~lBl .550B .96B2
.5500 .2362 -.Z900 .5B51 .9139
.05vo .2362
-.0722 .6530 .8085
.7500 .2302 .2213 .7337 .0635
.8000 .2362 .32~5 .7034 .0363
.b5~0 .2302 .3972 .78~2 .0"27
.90vu • 23~Z .~333 .7937 .5B71
.9500 .236Z .~317 .79H .5870
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TABLE III. Continued.
TEST 137 PT 5~.6691> PSI CN .~468 COl .~2455 COCORI .0231>1>
RUN 43 TT 98.0825 K CII -.11>12 Ce2 .OU79 COCOR2 .02590
POINT I> RC 411.1uOO MILLION CC .0289 C03 .021>18 COCOR3 .0251>7
/lHH
.7811 C04 .02321> COCOR4 .0221>9
ALPHA .0uOO OEC C05 .02022 COCOR5 .01949
UPPER SUHACE lOIiER SURfACE SPANWISE
X/C CP P,l/PT MLOC HC CP P,L/PT /lLOC XlC Y/C CP P,L/PT MlOC
0.0000 1.1435 .9942 .0913 0.00;)0 1.1435 .9942 .0913 .~COO .4921 -.9091> .4161 1.1978
.0040 .7355 .88(,0 .4335 .0040 .491>3 .8106 .5588 .5000 .4265 -.8991 .4158 1.1965
.0060 .4892 .8081i .~621> .uoao .tn« .8579 .4755 .50"0 .3609 -.6673 .41611 1.1981
.0150 .1190 .705u .7Z63 .0230 .1160 .7011> .7331> .5000 .2953 -.9034 .4132 1.2033
.0250 -.2402 .6020 .6675 .1.500 -.0711> .6~23 .6097
.5"'0 .2297 -.9199 .4106 1.2077
.0400 -.5389 .5177 1.0218 .1000 -.164(, .6174 .6631>
.500" .1640 -.9067 .4120 1.20H
.0600 -.7434 .41>03 1.1187 .1500 -.21>1>1> .5935 .9006 .5(,(,0 .0984 -.9104 .4095 1.2102
.0800 -.71>99 .452~ 1.l3H .2000 -.3545 .5722 .9343 .5000 .0326 -.9208 .4066 1.2115
.1000 -.7177 .4626 1.1147 .2500 -.4362 .H6~ .9726 .5000 -.03U -.9364 .4069 1.2149
.1400
-. 7Z~8 .461>5 1.1079 .3500 -.53H .5184 1.0207 .5uOIl -.0964 -.6674 .4216 1.1673
.1800 -.7572 .41>03 1.11 el> .'t~OCJ -.4062 .5~53 .91>11 .~OOO -.11>40 -.6529 .4251 1.1613
.2200 -.7814 .4524 I.Ul5 .5500 -.2911 .5d84 .9068 .5000 -.2297
-.8561> .4262 1.1794
.21>00
-.7612 .4523 1.1326 .6500 -.08liO .6480 .6164 .5000 -.2953 -.81>81> .4239 1.1835
.3000 -.771>6 .450~ 1.1359 .1500 .211> 7 .7194 .1>903 .50UO -031>09 -.6bbl> .4259 1.1799
.3400 -.771>3 .447b 1.1410 .6000 .3275 .71>44 .6349 .5GOO -.421>5 -.6932 .4165 1.1935
.3800 -.8264 .435U 1.11>34 .6500 .4026 .781>8 .5985 .5000 -.4921
-.9088 .4148 1.2003
.4200 -.81>61 .421>0 1.1798 .9000 .4354 .7955 .5842 .080~ .2992 -.6903 .4757 1. 09Z2
.41>00 -.6935 .4156 1.198~ .9500 .4160 .78BB .5952 01400 .2992 -.7572 .4564 1.1255
.'000 -.9Z" .40'2 1.2162 1.0000 .OZ81 .6799 .7872 .2200 .2992 -.7233 .41>82 1.IG50
.'400 -.9550 .3990 I.ZZ9B .3000 .Z992 -.7718 .4517 101336
.,eoo
-.9589 .4011 1.22~9 .3BOO .2992 -.6560 .4267 1.174B
.I>ZOO -.9993 .3903 1.24M .41>00 .2992 -.6639 .4213 1.1862
.61>00 -1.01>68 .3642 1.2980 .5400 .2992 -.9397 .4050 1.Z165
.7000 -.9787 .3921 1.2431 .8200 .2992 -1.0365 .3789 1.Zt67
.7500 -.4715 • '365 .9912 .7000 .Z992 -1.11>31> .3457 1.331>2
.6000 -.3465 .5731 .9329 .6000 .Z99Z -.3403 .5753 .9Z94
.8500 -.Z435 .6023 .8670 .9000 .2992
-.1379 .1>305 .8434
.9000 -.1461 .I>Z97 .6445
.1COO .Z3I>Z
-.1641 .1>177 .6631
.9500 -.0601 .647Z .6175
.ZOCiO .Z31>2 -.3ZI>1 .5767 .9241
.9750 -.OZOI> .1>652 .7699 .3500 .231>2 -.5339 .5166 1.0200
1.0000. .0Z81 .1>799 .71>72 .4500 .231>l
-.4036 .5576 .9570
.5500 .231>2 -.2676 .~691> .901>9
.1>500 .Z 31>2 -.0790 .1>485 .8158
.7500 .231>2 .2164 .7339 .1>632
.8000 .231>2 .3252 .71>Z8 .1>377
.6500 .2362 .4013 .7649 .1>011>
.9000 .231>2 .4262 .7925 .5B91
.9500 .231>2 .426Z .7921> .5690
TEST 137 PT 1>3.5597 PSI CN .1>049 COL .02477 COCORI .02379
RUN 43 TT 103.0773 K CM
-.1566 COZ .02616 COCOR 2 .02715
POINT 7 RC 40.11>22 MILLION CC .0269 C03 .02903 COCOR 3 .OZBI>O
/lACH .7603 C04 .02467 COCOH .02442
ALPHA .5091 OEG C05 .02229 COCOR5 .0211>2
UPPER SURFACE LOWEK SURFACE SPANIiISE
X/C CP P, L IP T ~LOC XIe CP P,L1PT /lLOe X/C YIC CP P,L/PT /lLOC
0.0000 1.1489 .9983 .0735 0.0000 1.1469 .9983 .U735 .5000 .4921
-.9816 03995 1.22B5
.0040 .1>930 .81>71 .4579 .U040 .51>38 .e308 .5236 .5000 .421>5 -.91>50 .3997 1.2262
.0060 .4234 .7910 .5912 .C1ueo .7Z95 .8782 .431>6 .~OGO .3609 -.9714 03971 102330
.0150 .0547 .1>672 .7554 .0230 .1913 .7Z46 .1>970 .5000 .2953 -.961>4 .3975 1.2323
.0250 -.3211 .~8lb .91e9 .0500 -.0122 .1>1>73 .761>1 .5000 .2297 -.9374 .4062 1.2159
.0400 -.1>097 .49~1> 1.0581 .1000 -.1274 .8351 .6357 .5~0(j .11>40
-.9418 .4039 1.2203
.0800 -.7934 .4430 1.14~6 .150J -.201>5 .8121> .6705 .50(,(, .0984
-.9543 .4037 1.2205
.C600 -.8492 ."2C;~ 1.1729 .2000
-.3096 .5049 .9136 .5000 .0326 -.9409 .4030 1.2220
.1(,00 -.6301 .434l 1.1645 .2500
-.3837 .51>33 .9479 .5COO -.0326 -.9561> .4002 1.Z273
.1400 -.6Z~1> .4361 1.1810 .3500 -.4853 .5353 .9927 .5000 -.0984 -.91>25 .3999 1.2279
.1eo(,
-.6ZI>I ."3~2 1.1627 .4500 -.4(,Z9 .5544 .91>2a .5000 -.11>40
-.6651 .4175 1.1949
.2200
-.6360 .4330 1.1001> .55lJO -.3000 .5835 .9180 .5"(,(, -.ZZ97
-.9157 .4153 1.1969
.21>00 -.61>41> .4270 1.1774 .1>500 -.0830 .1>41>8 .6171> .51100 -.2953
-.9277 .4062 1.2122
.3000 -.904~ .411>6 1.191>Z .BJJ .2171 • 731~ .1>61>5 .~ooo
-.38"9 -.9295 .4067 1.2no
.3400 -.9103 .4144 1.2006 .8JOO .321~ .71>14 .1>392 .5"00 -.421>~ -.9519 .4019 1.224(,
.3800 -.8584 .4281 1.J.7~" • 651)0 .3993 .7632 .1>040 .5000 -.4921 -.941>4 .40C2 1.2273
.4200 -.81>05 .4280 loIn7 .9000 .4248 .7910 .591Z .0600 .2992 -.7533 .4567 1.1211
.41>00 -.9125 .4122 1.204B .9500 .417u .7696 .5932 .1400 .2992 -.6557 .4269 1.1740
.5000 -.961>7 .4002 1.2212 1.UQOO -.OBZ .66~3 .7645 .2200 .29Q2 -.B~25 .4300 1.1720




.5600 -.996Z .3895 1.2<76
.3f00 .2Q92
-.9095 .4138 1.2"17





.5400 .29Q2 -.91>99 .3962 1.2348
.7000 -.6479 .4344 1.1640
.620C .2992
-1.08'1> .31>98 1.261>5
.7500 -.4409 .5461 .9754
.7000 .2~92
-.8BI>1 .42CQ 101681>
.6000 -.3435 .5729 .9327
.6000 .2992 -0341>9 .5753 .9269
.8500 -.Z569 .59~6 .h92.
.9(,Ot .29Q2
-.1484 .1>313 .6415
.9000 -.1779 .I>H7 .61>11
.1000 .231>2 -.1261 .1>371 .6321>
.9500 -.0911> .6474 .6H6
.2(,00 .2362
-.2953 .~B59 .9123
.9750 -.0814 .1>481> .Hleo
.3500 .231>2 -.41>71 .5400 '9~511.0000 -.0152 .8663 .71j45
_It!.uo
.2382 -.3903 .~I>Z5 .9491
.BGO .231>2 -.2684 .5907 .9046
.I>~OU • Z3b,
-.0791> .1>468 .6149
.7~ou .2362 .21~4 .73(,7 .8876
.eouo .2362 03295 .7850 .1>334
.8500 .2n2 • JQ72 .7836 .6032
.9000 .2382 .4238 .7917 .~QOl
.9~('O .2362 •• 249 .7929 .5680
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TABLE III. Concluded.
TEST 137 P1 61.~5Z9 • SI eN .6397 eDI .D39Z9 eDeORI .D3ti09
RUN H 1T 1111.HuZ K ell -.1500 eDZ .033Z9 eDeORZ .03210
POINT 8
"
3~.87~~ IIILLION ee .OZ90 e03 .OZ831 eDeOR3 .OZ783
IIAeOl .7817 eD~ .C2H~ eDeOR~ .02695
AL POlA 1.0183 nEe eD5 .02616 eDeOR 5 .OZ541
UPPER SURfAe E LO~ER SURFACE SPAN~ISE
X/e ep P, L1PT liLaC He ep P,L/PI IILOC xle lie CP P.L/PT IILoe
0.0000 1.16Z5 .9996 .(;Z39 O.JO"o) 1.1I>Z5 .9996 .OZ39 .5000 .~QZ1 -1.01H .38Z7 1.Z1>10
.OO~O .6~t>3 .85H .~835 .OO~O .6098 .8~Z7 .50Z9 .500)0 .~Z65 -1.01Z9 .3837 1.Z591
.0080 .37Z8 .7760 .1>158 .00tiO .771>1 .8ti91> .~H2 .5000 .3609 -1.0071 .3819 1.Z621>
.0150 .0173 .67H .775Z .0230 .2~55 .738u .671>~ .50011 .2953 -1.01H .3809 1.26~5
.0250 -.HZ~ .570Z .9370 .0500 .0~05 .b8H • 7I>~~ .5000 .ZZ91 -1.D133 .3795 1.Z673
.O~OO -.6500 .~8~3 1.077Z .1;),,0 -.L865 .6H6 ".8212 .50DO .16~0 -1.0083 .3841 1.2582
.0600 -.8522 .~289 lolHI .1500 -.1669 .6Z29 .85~8 .5000 .098~ -.9785 .3960 1.2352
.0800 -.9173 .~121 1.2,,5C .2001> -.280~ .5885 .9083 .5DOO .0328 -.9638 .39~5 1.2381
.1000 -.8962 .4170 1.1960 .2500 -.3726 .5636 .9H5 .5COO -.L328 -.9592 .39~0 1.2391
.HOO -.88~~ .4176 1.19~8 .3500 -.~703 .5337 .9954 .5UOO -.098~ -1.0175 .3799 1.266~
.1800 -.8920 .4165 1.1 9b 9 .~500 -.3986 .5558 .9600 .5COO -.16~0 -1.0~36 .3731 1.2799
.220)0 -.8900 .~139 1.2016 .55,)0 -.2908 .5881 .9089 .5000 -.Z297 -.9756 .3976 1.2322
.2600 -.9180 .4100 1.2ol86 .6500 -.0937 .6~50 .8206 .5000 -.2953 -.9722 .3958 1.2356
.3000 -.95~~ .~002 1.2273 .7500 .2175 .732~ .6852 .5000 -.3609 -.9723 .39~9 1.2373
.HOO -.9590 .3956 1.2361 .80JO .3180 .7596 .6UZ .50CiO -.~265 -.9730 .3885 1.2~98
.3800 -.982~ .38~1 1.2~85 .85,)0 .~0~5 .7H7 .6017 .5000 -.~921 -1.0117 .3851 1.2563
.UOO -.9~86 .3919 1.2316 .9"00 .U2~ .7855 .6003 .0600 .2992 -.7961 .~~41 1.H69
.~600 -.97~0 .3939 1.239~ .9500 .4107 .7886 .5953 .HOCi .2992 -.9218 .4110 1.2071
.5000 -.9891 .3931 1.2~09 1.COOO -.09~6 .6~36 .82Z7 .2200 .Z992 -.9~37 .~O~Z 1.2197
.5~00 -1.0078 .3820 1.2623 .3000 .29QZ -.8993 .~190 1.1922
.5800 -1.0687 .3628 1.3006 .3800 .29~2 -.9652 .3978 1.2318
.6200 -1.1098 .3537 1.3192 .~6CiO .2992 -1.0063 .3878 1.2511
.6600 -.8~73 .~289 1.17~2 .5~00 .2992 -1.0352 .3733 1.2796
.7000 -.5268 .52~2 1.0109 .6200 .2992 -1.0958 .3613 1.3036
.7500 -.~251 .5507 .96BO .7000 .2992 -.5999 .5037 1.0~~6
.8000 -.365~ .5670 .9~22 .8000 .2992 -.3600 .5671 .9~ It>
.8500 -.3156 .5765 .9Z71 .geoo .2992 -.2050 .t>139 .8687
.9000 -.2~10 .6031 .8854 .1000 .2362 -.0833 .6~59 .8191
.9500 -.1627 .62H • 8 5~0 .2000 .2362 -.2572 .5962 .896Z
.9750 -.13H .6303 .8~33 .3500 .236Z -.~311 .551Z .967Z
1.0000 -.09~6 .t>~36 .82Z7 .~5C/0 .Z362 -.3913 .5595 .9540
.5500 .Z 36Z -.Z825 .5898 .9062
.6500 .2362 -.0827 .6~82 .8156
.7500 .Z362 .2099 .7307 .6879
.80uO .Z362 .316~ .7618 .6386
.8500 .B62 .3873 .7807 .6061
.900c/ .2362 .4176 .7900 .5930
.9500 .2362 .~019 .7856 .6001
TEST 137 PT 59.78l2 PSI eN .672~ eDl ."~lOl CDCORI .0~989
RUN H 1T 100.21H K CII -.1519 CDZ .0~899 COCOR 2 .0~776
POINT 9 RC 39.0313 IIILLION CC .0297 CD3 .03777 CDCOR3 • D37 Z9
tUCH .7682 CO~ .Cl2992 COCOR~ .O29~8
ALPOlA 1.5360 DEC C05 .03299 eDCOR5 .03241
UPPER SURfACE LOWH SURfAC E SPANWISE
X/C CP P,L/PT liLaC X/C CP P,l/PT liLaC XlC VIC CP P,L/PT liLaC
0.0000 1.16H 1.0Ci01 O.OOCiO 0.0000 lol62~ 1.CiOOl O.OODO .5CiDCi .~QZI -1.0658 .3696 1.2871
.OO~O .6052 .8416 .5050 .OO~O .6611 .ti577 .~757 .5000 .~265 -1.D691 .3688 1.Z886
.0080 .338~ .76H .6H7 .OD80 .8259 .90~5 .3833 .5000 .3609 -1.0656 .3676 1.291D
.0150 -.0222 .66Z3 .7941 .OZ30 .3113 .7590 .6H3 .5CiOD .2953 -1.0546 .3668 1.29Z7
.0250 -.39~5 .556~ .9591 .0500 .0877 .69~6 .H~3 .5000 .2297 -1.06H .36~8 1.29~7
.O~OO -.6855 .~719 1.0985 .1000 -.0~~2 .6577 .8:112 .50c/c/ .16~0 -1.06~~ .361>3 1.2931>
.0600 -.8976 .~HI 1.2015 .1500 -.H57 .6262 • 8~97 .5000 .098~ -1.0522 .3692 1.2878
.0800 -.9~83 .~DOI 1.Z276 .2DOo) -.2~58 .600~ .8899 .5000 .03Ze -.99~3 .3888 1.H92
.1000 -.9~92 .39ti9 1. ZZ98 .2500 -.3Z7C/ .5755 .9289 .5000
-.D328 -1.0~82 .37H 1.28H
.HOO -.9516 .~018 1.2H~ .3500 -.~525 .5399 .9856 .5(;011 -.098~ -1.J587 .3655 1.Z951
.1800 -.Q59~ .3978 1.23Z0 .~500 -.3810 .5588 .9553 .5000 -.16~0 -1.0909 .36Z5 1.3012
.2200 -.Q5~7 .3955 1.B63 .55uo -.30~~ .5827 .9175 .5000 -.2297 -1.057~ .3666 1.29Z9
.2600 -.986~ .3QZO 1.2~30 .6~00 -.0976 .6~18 .8257 .5COO -.2953 -.9958 .3839 1.2588
.3000. -1.0178 .3833 1.25~9 .7500 .199Z .7257 .6959 .5000 -.3609 -.9955 .385~ 1.2559
.HoO -1.0282 .3782 1.2699 .80UO .308~ • 75 8~ .t>~H .50(;" -.~265 -1.0318 .J77~ 1.27H
.1800 -1.0177 .3716 1.2&10 .85ClO .3978 .7830 .60~6 .50C/(j -.~921 -1.0392 .3735 1.2792
.~200 -1.0537 • 368 ~ 1.Z8n .9000 .~05~ .7836 .6031> .C/6CiO .2992 -.8267 .~325 1.1678
.~t>00 -1.01l~ .3757 1.2H9 .9500 .38B .7780 .6127 .HC/O .Z99Z -.9591 .3966 1.2342
.5000 -1.0125 .3805 1.Z6~~ 1.lIullO -.lH2 .6Z98 .8Hl .2Z00 .2992 -.9736 .3885 1.H98
.HOO -1.0H7 .3H6 1.2771 .3000 .2992 " -.9351 .~023 1.2234
.5800 -1.1087 .35~Z 1.3H2 .3600 .29QZ -.9951 .38~2 1.2582
.6200 -1.0018 .3818 1.26l9 .~600 .2992 -1.0~13 .3726 1.2til0
.6600 -.5~53 .5169 1.0229 .5~00 .2992 -1.0983 .35911 1.308~
.7000 -.~323 .5H9 .9776
.6200 .2992 -1.1596 .HOI 1.3478
.7500 -.~203 .H80 .9125
.7000 .2992 -.515t> .5225 1.0139
.8000 -.3619 .55~5 .95~2
.81,0" .2992 -.3b28 .51>38 .9~73
.8500 -.3412 .573~ .932Z .9000 .2992 -.2~Z3 .5988 .8923
.9000 -.2Q01 .58b6 .9114
.1000 .2362 -.0536 .65C/7 .8120
.9500 -.2590 .5918 .9033 .2000 .2362 -.2238 .6059 .8813
.9750 -.2166 .6079 .8782
.3500 .2362 -.~~H • 5~26 .9811
1.0000 -.H12 .6298 .8H3 .4500 .2362 -.3786 .5623 .9498
.5500 .2362 -.2958 .5838 .9158
.6500 .2362 -.09~0 .6~26 .8245
.7500 .2362 .1965 .7231 .6~~9
.8(,01; .2362 • 3C/ 52 .7555 .6488
.8500 .23~2 .3821 .7770 .I>H3
.9000 .236Z .~102 .7859 .5~~8



















































8 o .004 .008 .012 .016
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.020 .024 .028 .032 -.2 o
(a) R = 4.01 x 10 6; M = 0.6011.
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8 o .004 .008 .012 .016
Cd
.020 .024 .028 .032 -.2 o
(a) R = 6.09 x 10 6 ; M = 0.6002.
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8 o .004 .008 .012 .016
Cd
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8 o .004 .008 .012 .016
Cd
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8 o .004 .008 .012 .016
Cd
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Figure 5.- Continued.
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(a) R = 14.95 X 10 6 ; M = 0.5996.
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(e) R = 14.99 x 10 6 : .M = 0.7276.
Figure 6.- Continued.
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(a) R = 30.17 X 10 6 ; M = 0.6014.
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(a) R = 40.11 X 10 6 ; M = 0.7015.
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